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Vur Lilt home permanent

will look. , feel and stay like the

loveliest naturally curly hair

!

aNLY ONE excites such admiration, m Only Lilt is nationally recognized as the

wave that looks, feels and stays like the loveliest naturally curly hair. Looks naturally

curly to all the world. Feels naturally curly to your touch. Lilt stays like naturally

curly hair month after month— the longest-lasting wave possible today! m
New beauty is yours tomorrow, if you light up your life with a Lilt.

Procter £ Gambles
neiv

Homo I^oi'iiiiiiK^iit

hiesfLf/WMr
SI 50

Choose the Lilt especially made for your type of hair! plus tax
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. . . even your best friend wont fellyou

!

It was big-date night again for Dora,

but for Sarah it was just another Sat-

urday night . . . alone. Why was it,

Sarah wondered, that Dora got all the

dates and she got none. Dora might
have given her the answer* but she

simply couldn't bring herself to do it.

After all, the subject is so delicate

that even your best friend won't tell

you.

The merest hint of *halitosis (bad

breath) and you're out of the running.

Nobody wants you around . . . no-

body wants to date you.

Isn't it foolish to risk bad breath

when Listerine Antiseptic will rid you
of it instantly, and usually for hours

on end? Listerine is the extra-careful

precaution against offending . . . four

times better than any tooth paste.

Listerine Antiseptic does for you

what no tooth paste does. Listerine

Antiseptic instantly kills bacteria . . .

by millions.

No Tooth Paste Kills Odor Germs

Like This... Instantly

You see, far and away the most com-
mon cause of offensive breath is the

bacterial fermentation of proteins

which are always present in the mouth.
And research shows that your

breath stays sweeter longer, de-

pending upon the degree to

which you reduce germs in the

mouth.

No tooth paste, of course,

is antiseptic. Chlorophyll
does not kill germs . . . but

Listerine Antiseptic kills bac-

teria by millions, gives you
proven lasting antiseptic pro-

tection against bad breath.

listerine Clinically Proved

Four Times Better Than Tooth Paste

Is it any wonder Listerine Antiseptic

in recent clinical tests averaged at

least four times more effective in

stopping bad breath odors than the

chlorophyll products or tooth pastes

it was tested against? With proof like

this, it's easy to see why Listerine

belongs in your home. Every

morning . . . every night . . .

before every date, make
it a habit to always gargle

Listerine, the most widely

used antiseptic in the world.

Every week on television—
'THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE & HARRIET"

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC STOPS BAD BREATH
4 times better than any tooth paste



NEW!
DOCTOR'S

DEODORANT
DISCOVERY
SAFELY STOPS ODOR

24HOURSA DAY!

New Mum with M-3
won't irritate normal skin

or damage fabrics

Proved in underarm comparison tests made
by a doctor. Deodorant without M-3, tested
under one arm, stopped perspiration odor
only a few hours. New Mum with M-3,
tested under other arm, stopped odor a
full 24 hours.

1 . *Exclusive deodorant based originally on doc-

tor's discovery, now contains long-lasting M-3
(Hexachlorophene).

2. Stops odor all day long because invisible

M-3 clings to your skin— keeps on destroying

odor bacteria a full 24 hours.

3. Non-irritating to normal skin. Use it daily.

Only leading deodorant containing no strong

chemical astringents— will not block pores.

4. Won't rot or discolor fabrics— certified by
American Institute of Laundering.

5. Delicate new fragrance. Creamier texture-
new Mum won't dry out in the jar.

6. Gentle, safe, dependable— ideal for sanitary

napkins, too. Get new Mum today.

NEWMUM
cream deodorant

with long-

lasting M-3
(hexachlorophene)

a product of bristol-myers
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picked a million-dollai

musical cast to tell

{lie glorious story of
the man whose songs

won the heart of
mencai

WALTER PIDGEON

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

JANE POWELL

ANN MILLER

HOWARD KEEL

JOSE FERRER

MERLE OBERON * HELEN TRAUBEL
DOE AVEDON • TAMARA TOUMANOVA • PAUL STEWART

ISOBEL ELSOM • WILLIAM OLVIS • JAMES MITCHELL

and Guest Stars

PAUL HENREID

GENE & FRED KELLY

VIC DAMON

E

CYD CHARISSE

TONY MARTIN

TIP-OFF!
Greatest

array of

musical talent

in all picturedom!"
—HOLLYWOOD REPORTER

SUCH HIT SONGS!
"MR. AND MRS." . "ONE ALONE" . "LEG OF MUTTON"

"LOVER COME BACK TO ME" . "SOFTLY AS IN A MORNING SUNRISE"
"I LOVE TO GO SWIMMIN' WITH WIMMIN"'

"YOUR LAND AND MY LAND" . "WILL YOU REMEMBER"
and more songs!

AVAILABLE IN M-G-M RECORDS ALBUM

.r^.fn^omor.^.^ From the Book- by Photographed In Print By DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY

LEONARD SPIGELGASS- elliott arVd'eastman color-technicolor* STANLEY DONEN- ROGER EDENS
AN M-G-M PICTURE
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I'm dream -ing of a

starring

EING " DANNY

CROSBY* KAYE
with DEANJAGGER. Lyrics and Music by IRVING BERLIN

Dances and Musical Numbers Staged by Robert Alton • Written for the screen by NORMAN



IRVING BERLINS

VISTAVISION
MOTION PICTURE! ...HIGH-FIDELITY

AT CAN YOU DO WITH A GENERAL

"SISTERS"

Your fondest White Christmas dreams are going to

come true ! The teaming of Bing and Danny for the first

time will warm you all inside . . . like Christmas

punch. And the way they sing and dance, along with

Rosemary and Vera-Ellen, to put across those

nine terrific new Berlin tunes is guaranteed to set

sleigh bells jingling in your heart. You'll never forget

this soul-warming story that begins with Bing singing

"White Christmas"— as never before—and winds up

on the most joyous note ever echoed from the screen!

K4

Color lyTECHNICOLOR
ROSEMARY

I00NEY VERA ELLEN
•ducedby ROBERT EMMETT DOLAN - Directed byMICHAEL CURTIZ
IASMA, NORMAN PANAMA and MELVIN FRANK.- A Paramount Picture



PERIODIC PAIN
Don't let the calendar make a

slave of you, Betty! Just take

a Midol tablet with a glass of

water . . . that's all. Midol brings

faster relief from menstrual pain

-it relieves cramps, eases head-

ache and chases the "blues."

"WHAT WOMEN WANT TO KNOW" ^
a 24-page book explaining menstruation

is yours, FREE. Write Dep't F-124, Box 280,
New York 18, N. Y. (Sent in plain wrapper).

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting

letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.

Q. I read in a movie column that Mar-
lon Brando had invested $100,000 of

his own money in On The Waterfront.
Is this true or false?

—E.F., Canon City, Col.

A. False.

<?. Did Jeff Chandler ever have a big

thing with Joan Crawford?

—J.P., San Juan, P. R.

A. Just a working acquaintance.

<?. When Jane Russell was little, her

brothers had a pet name for her. Do
you know what it was?

—B.T., Minneapolis, Minn.

A. "Bones."

9« How many times has Vic Mature
been married? —G.T., Louisville, Ky.

A. Three times.

9. How long has Ann Blyth been in

show business and was she ever in love

with Charles Fitz-Sirrions?

—E.L., Elmhurst, L.I.

A. Ann has been in show business 19

years; Fitz-Simons was just a friend.

Q. Was Vera-Ellen heart-broken when
Rock Hudson didn't marry her?

—N.E., Newport News, Va.

A. Just disappointed.

9. Is it true that Virginia Mayo and
Jan Sterling are both out of the same
chorus line? —G.R., Crestview, Fla.

A. They were both featured in Eddie
Cantor's Banjo Eyes.

9. I understand that 20th Century-Fox
is going to make The King And I from
the book Anna And The King Of Siam.

Hasn't that studio already made Anna
And The King Of Siam?—H.E., N.Y.C.

A. Yes, but The King And I is the mu-
sical adaptation by Richard Rodgers

and Oscar Hammerstein that was such

a success on Broadway

.

9. How old is Lucille Ball and was she

ever a model in New York's garment

center? —D.R., Denver, Col.

A. Lucille Ball is 43, once worked as a

fashion model.

9. When Doris Day sang with Bob
Crosby and his Bobcats in Chicago's

Blackhawk, what was the color of her

hair? Also did Crosby give Doris her

name? —R.K., Memphis, Tenn.

A. Doris was a brunette. It was band-
leader Barney Rapp who changed her

name from Kappelhoff to Day after

she sang "Day After Day."

9. How does Sheree North feel about
her first husband?

—F.R., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. She hates to identify or discuss him.

9. What is the tieup between Jean
Simmons, James Hanson and Audrey
Hepburn? —V.K., Cleveland, Ohio

A. Hanson is the Englishman who
used to date Simmons, later became
engaged to Audrey Hepburn.

9. Was Jeff Chandler ever a star swim-
mer? —T.T., Mountain View, Calif.

A. Never.

9. I've been told that ever since they

made Young In Heart, there's no love

lost between Frank Sinatra and Doris

Day. Is this on the level?

—B.T., Burbank, Cal.

A. Yes.

9. Are the Audie Murphys quarreling?

—V.E., Enid, Okla.

A. Audie is not the easiest man in the

world to live with.

9. I understand that many movie stars

are afraid to play opposite Joan Craw-
ford in a picture. Is that why most of

her leading men are newcomers?
—S.U., Clarinda, Iowa

A. Miss Crawford is a screen veteran

who knows all the angles; she loves to

give newcomers an opportunity.

9. Is it true that Stewart Granger is

really of Italian descent and is 51 years

old? —D.R., London, Eng.

A. James Lablache Stewart {Granger's

real name) was born on May 6, 1913

at Coleherne Court in Kensington, Lon-
don. There is some Italian blood in his

family on the maternal side.



WARNER BROS, present DELMER DAVES'

They called him
the Wanderer
because a horse
was his home...

they called him
Injun-Lover'
but never
to his face...

BUT THEY
CALLED ON HIM
WHEN EVERYONE
ELSE HAD RUN,

AWAY!

dWARNERCOLORAN

CO-STARRING „„„

AUDREY DALTON • MARISA PAVAN R0D01F0 ACOSTA ' WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY DELMER DAVES • a jaguar production • presented byvvarner BROS.



Only Bobbi is designed to give the soft

waves needed for the "Kismet" hairdo.

With Bobbi you get curls and waves ex-

actly where you want them.

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS ON THIS PAGE!

These hairdos were made with Bobbi

... the special home permanent

for casual hair styles

Casual, carefree— that's the "Catalina"

hairdo— thanks to Bobbi. Bobbi Pin-

Curl Permanents give you soft, care-free

curls and waves right from the start.

Yes, Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent is

designed to give you lovelier,

softer curls . . . the kind you need

for today's casual hairdos. Never
the tight, fussy curls you get with

ordinary home or beauty shop
permanents. Immediately after

you use Bobbi your hair has the

beauty, the body, the soft, lovely

look of naturally wavy hair. And
your hair stays that way — your

wave lasts week after week.

Bobbi's so easy to use, too. You
just put your hair in pin curls.

Then apply Bobbi Creme Oil Lo-

tion. A little later rinse hair with

water, let dry, brush out— and
that's all. No clumsy curlers to

use. No help needed.

Ask for Bobbi Pin-Curl Perma-
nent. If you like to be in fashion

— if you can make
a simple pin curl-

you'll love Bobbi. N
<^s«lm.M0,««^

Everything you need! New Creme Oil

Lotion, special bobby pins, complete

instructions for use. $1.50 plus tax.

Just simple pin-curls and Bobbi give this far easier home permanent. When
hair is dry, brush out. Neutralizing is automatic. No curlers, no resetting.
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LOU ELLA Pfl^yS
in hoTryvTbod ^

I

louella parsons' GOOD NEWS

Audrey Hepburn looked pale, but very lovely, all in white, when she and Mel Ferrer were

married in a beautiful Swiss chapel with just a few friends and some Swiss villagers present.

AUDREY HEPBURN and Mel Ferrer

were married in Buergenstock, Switzerland.

The chapel where the wedding took place

is located high on a mountain, only acces-

sible by cable car across the lake irom

Geneva.
In this secluded spot they spent the first

day of their honeymoon in a hotel owned
by a friend.

I received a wire from them and had the

first story printed about their marriage,

which some people thought would never

take place.

Audrey has been rumored in love many
times. James Hansen, the young British in-

dustrialist, followed her to Hollywood from

London and she was engaged to marry

him. The supposed Gregory Peck romance

never was anything but a friendship. They

became friends in Rome while Audrey was
making Roman Holiday opposite Greg.

She never loved anyone but Mel. His

influence over Audrey when she was play-

ing opposite him in Ondine on Broadway
was the subject of much -criticism but I

personally know he realized her health is

not robust and felt she needed as much
rest and protection as possible. This is the

real reason he made it difficult for some re-

porters to reach her.

I was very pleased to receive their cable-

gram telling me of their intention to wed,

which gave me a scoop.

Audrey is considered the finest young

actress in many a year. You have to be

good to win an Oscar and this she did with

Roman Holiday. Then within a week she

also won the Antoinette Perry Award for

her stage performance in Ondine.

Mel is a fine actor, producer and director.

So it's two great talents united.

THE CHUMMIEST PALS in town are

Alan Lddd and his about-to-be son-in-law,

Richard Andersen, who play golf, tennis and

go horseback riding together every spare

minute they can find.

Fact is, good-looking Dick has made such

a hit with his future in-laws that Alan says,

"If Carol Lee doesn't marry Dick, Sue and

I will."

For a wedding gift the senior Ladds have

presented the couple with a beautiful lot

adjoining their own home in exclusive

Holmby Hills.

10



First photos of "The

Champion Strut!"

THE WHOLE TOWN'S talking
about the "Champion Strut," in-

troduced by Marge and Gouier

id
Eddie and Debbie will probably be married around the first of the year. "We fell in love so

fa-a-ast," Debbie says. "All of a sudden we found ourselves just sitting, grinning like idots."

Esther Williams and Ben Gage opened their Sonja Henie, back in Hollywood, threw a won-
"all-dry" nitery act at their own restaurant. derful party, saw friends like Joan Crawford.

at the Dance Masters of Amer-
ica banquet, held in the Hotel
Statler here in Los Angeles.

Shirley Temple, now mother of three cute kids,

saw The Egyptian with husband Charles.

Carol Lee Ladd's engagement to Dick Ander-
sen has made Alan happy; he loves golfers!

It's divided into the jour stages

these pictures show—with a

high kick for the third

and I hope these photos will

start youngsters all over the

country doing .it. It's cute!



I nominate for stardom:

MITZI GAYNOR
That not-so-new little twinkler, Mitzi, has never in her

career been better than she is in such high-stepping com-
pany as pthel Merman, Marilyn Monroe, Dan Dailey and
Donald O'Connor in There's No Business Like Show
Business.

Walter Lang, who directed the 20th musical, says, "Mitzi
*

is on her way to the top. She has sparkle and verve, and
she's gained the experience that separates the starlets

from the stars." Ironically, Mitzi's 20th contract ended
with this picture.

She's been engaged to lack Bean for such a long time

many people think they are secretly married. They ain't.

She's just announced her fourth wedding date—and who
knows—by the time you read this the pretty, peppery
dancer may really be Mrs. Bean.

Mitzi makes a habit of long engagements. Before Bean
came into her life she was "engaged" to attorney Richard

Coyle for two years.

Born in Chicago, the daughter of musical director Henry
Gerber and dancer Pauline Fisher, Mitzi has been in

show business as long as she can remember. She was
a ballet student at the snappy age of four and has been
twirling and tapping along ever since on stage and screen".

MGM has big plans for her in musicals opposite Gene
Kelly and Fred Astaire. Watch Mitzi from here on in

—

she's headed for the big league.

PERRY COMO should be busting his

buttons with pride. Bing Crosby just named
him his favorite singer in a newspaper
article—and hold on,—he says Bob Hope is

his second favorite comic!

Bing puts Danny Kaye in the No. 1 spot

as his favorite "all around" entertainer be-

cause Danny can dance, sing and wisecrack

while "Hope is a lousy dancer!"

THE PARTY OF THE MONTH: You
think movie stars aren't fans at heart? You
should have seen the excitement that ran

through the crowd when Liberace, yes the

Liberace, got up to play the piano at the

party given for my houseguests from London,

Bebe Daniels and' Ben Lyon, at the private

The Alan Ladds huddled with the Van Heflins,

listening to Frances brag about their new son.

Irene Dunne and Norma Shearer looked stun-

ning. Norma's chic velvet "tarn" may start a fad! Mk

12



room of the Los Feliz Brown Derby.
Believe it or not. many of the movie guests

had never seen Mr. Piano in .-person, in-

cluding Alan Ladd and Sue, who seldom go
to parties. "If that guy will play all night

I'll sit here and listen to him," Alan whis-

pered in my ear.

They can crack all the jokes they like

about Liberace, but he is one of the most
gracious and charming young men I have
ever known—and has a sense of humor as

well.

No one laughed louder than he when the

piano was moved into the center of the

room and someone put a candelabra atop it

when he sat down to play.

Let me tell you just a few of the stars who

dropped in between the hours of 6:30 P.M.

and 2 A.M. to greet the popular Bebe and
Ben, two of the most loved people in show
business

:

There were Bob Hope and Gracie Allen

and George Burns, Dinah Shore, Marion
Davies, Norma Shearer, Irene Dunne (an-

other who seldom attends parties), Ann
Miller and her favorite beau. Bill O'Connor,

Cesar Romero whirling Ginny Simms around
the dance floor, Clifton Webb and Nancy and
Ronnie Reagan.
One of the prettiest girls there was Mrs.

Van Heflin. Frances is looking wonderful.

It was hard to believe that she almost lost

her life—and her baby, just a few months

ago when the Heflins' first son was born.

Frances was in all-white with a beautiful

white fox around her shoulders, a gift from

Van, the happy father.

When the strolling Spanish musicians came
onto the floor, I spotted Arlene Dahl and
Fernando Lamas sitting quietly in a corner

holding hands' as honeymooners should, and
Fernando was softly singing to the beautiful

Arlene under his breath.

The redheaded Arlene was a vision in an
emerald-green-with-white overskirt dress.

Fact is, emerqld green was a popular color

among the gals. Norma Shearer's "tarn" hat

was a bright green and she wore a gorgeous

emerald necklace.

If I were to tell you about aJJ the parties

given for Bebe and Ben during their Holly-

Everyone came to see Ben and Bebe and nobody wanted to leave!

Ginny Simms sang, and when Liberace joined

Jimmy McHugh' Ihe guests just went wild!
Everyone was so glad to welcome Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon in from England. George Mont-
gomery and Dinah Shore hugged them and everyone in Hollywood threw parties for them.

Ronald Reagan and his sweet wife, Nancy
Davis, danced with each other all evening.

When Liberace and I were interviewed by Mrs. Larry Finley, I was completely charmed by his

graciousness. No one gets more of a kick out of the candelabra jokes than Lee does, by the way

13



LOU ELLA PARSONS
in hollyWood

This is only part of the crowd that swarmed around Marilyn when she Marilyn arrived alone. Later, Joe flew in to join her—but it was , jjk

landed in New York to shoot a few scenes for The Seven Year Itch. their last public appearance together before the split-up took place. [ ^

Actually, it took ropes and policemen to hold In the wee hours of the night she was photographed with her skirt blowing over a sub-

back the crowd that gathered to watch Marilyn. way grating {they installed a blower underneath!) but the crowds stayed up to watch!

14



This is the most recent photograph of Barbara and Jeff and baby Chris,

I'm so sorry about

BARBARA and JEFF

After telling me she was "so shocked" and "so sur-

prised" to return from Europe and read that she and Jeff

Hunter were having trouble, Barbara Rush is .now di-

vorcing him!

They both blame it on the fact that they've been sepa-

rated by long location trips so often during their five years
of marriage. Once again, as always in these cases, the

innocent victim is their two-year-old baby.
Jeff told me, "There's no other girl for me and no other

man for Barbara. There's been a personal problem be-

tween us for two years, but we didn't want to make a
definite break before we both tried everything in our
power to bridge our difficulties."

When these kids were struggling for success in Holly-

wood they were the most "in love" pair I ever saw. When
they were invited to parties or took a night off to go night-

clubbing they danced only with each other.

Just as recently as the premiere of Magnificent Obses-
sion in Westwood, Jeff was beaming with pride over Bar-

bara's fine performance. When she left for Ireland to co-

star with Rock Hudson in Captain Liqhttoot, they were a
lovey-dovey pair at the airport.

When Barbara returned to Hollywood, Jeff was away
in Mexico making White Feather. But she cheerfully as-

sured me she was flying there to be with him. She never
made the trip—and within a few weeks admitted their

marriage was ended.
This is really a case in which we can ask in the vernac-

ular—wot hoppon?



LOUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood

the letter box
Carolyn Matthews, of Detroit,

Michigan, is 15 years old and she

has this to say about Clark Gable:

"I saw him for the first time' in the

reissue of Gone With The Wind.
He's the greatest! No actor on the

screen today can hold a candle to

him. To those who say he is old

—

I say I'd like to marry him." So
would lots of belles between fifteen

and fifty, Carolyn.

Writes janet Thomson, San
Francisco: "I collect souvenirs and
I sure would appreciate it if you
will send me your invitations to the

weddings of both Jane Powell and
Pat Nerney and Debbie Reynolds
and Eddie Fisher." As this is writ-

ten I haven't received either "in-

vite," Janet.

From mrs. bill weismann, At-
lanta, Georgia: "Marlon Brando is

the greatest actor in the world. On
The Waterfront proves it." A great

many critics in this country and in

Europe agree with you.

a.e.y. (that's the way she signs

herself) of Redwood City, Cali-

fornia, believes Robert Taylor is

making a mistake turning thumbs
down on publicity about his new
bride, Ursula Thiess, and his new
home. "We fans aren't prying

—

we're just interested," she says.

Take note, Bob and Ursula.

Vivian van zandt, New York
asks: "How could Ava Gardner
date bullfighter Louis Dominguin
in New York on her recent visit

here after the way he talked about
her, saying he'd never marry her
because she's been divorced too
many times?" Ava's an unpredict-
able girl, my friend.

mrs. Joseph fatraige, of my
home town, Los Angeles, wants to

correct the impression that Simone
Silva, the girl who posed minus a

brassiere with Bob Mitchum, is a
French girl. "She is Italian born

—

and they are welcome to her."

Raymond kasper, age 16, Ro-
chester, New York, writes: "You
and your daughter, Harriet, have
done much to help Debbie Rey-
nolds' career. Now will you please

ask your daughter to do as much
for Barbara Ruick as she did for

Debbie in Susan Slept Here." I'll

take that up with producer Parsons,

Raymond.
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I love little girls and so does Sid. You know
we have a little boy, by Sid's former

marriage."

When I look back just a few short years

ago and remember how unhappy Judy was,

a really miserable girl who was beginning

to believe that the cards were stacked

against her—and when I listened to this

same wonderfully, happy woman she is to-

day—I believe she has really found that

magical "Somewhere "Over The Rainbow"
she sings about.

DON'T HOLD YOUR BREATH until

Guy Madison hurries down to Mexico to

pick up a quickie divorce from Gail Russell

so he can marry Sheila Connolly.

Sure, Guy has a big crush on Sheila, the

girl who looks enough like Liz Taylor to be
her sister—if not her twin. He's bought a
new house and if he and Sheila feel as they

do now a year from this time—when his

California divorce is final—well, I wouldn't

be a bit surprised if Sheila becomes Mrs.

Guy.

But Guy himself tells me he's not going

to do anything foolish like a Las Vegas
or Mexico divorce.

EVE ARDEN'S adopted daughter, nine-

year-old Liza, was the first person next to

papa Brooks West to get a look at the nine-

pound boy born to "Our Miss Brooks."

As Liza was carefully looking her new
brother up and down, the baby suddenly

belched and threw up.

"You'd better cut that out," the little girl

said to the baby, "or your privileges will

be taken away from you."

IT'S MY PRIVATE OPINION that Hoi

lywood can jolly well skip these foreign

film festivals in Europe in the future. The
recent affair in Venice was so markedly
anti-American that the picture which drew
the most applause. On The Watertront,

didn't win, and one of the two American
stars present. Rock Hudson, most certainly

got the "B" treatment. (Gloria Swanson
was the other American.)

To get back to Rock: he writes in a letter

to a friend:

" "I don't ever expect to be handled with
kid gloves. But I must say I was surprised

when I was seated in the second row at

the festival instead of the first row, which

was roped off for the visiting stars of all

nations.

"Although I was invited as a guest, as
'

were the other stars, I was handed a bill

for everything, including my hotel suite!

"Marlon Brando's superb performance in

Waterfront got the greatest applause from

the audience. But he did not get the acting

award."
I've heard from others that the anti-

American feeling was so thick against

everything and everyone from this country

that it could be sliced with a knife.

So I say: why should we trouble to send
our best pictures and most popular actors

to these foreign events only to receive

slights which are deliberate insults to our

entire motion picture industry?

PERSONAL OPINIONS: My biggest

chuckle of the month came when I saw the

pictures from Paris of Jane Russell wearing
one of Dior's new "flat look" dresses. The
"flat look" looked like a small mountain

range across the front!

The real reason Edmund Purdom didn't

get to the big Hollywood premiere of The
Egyptian is because he and Mrs. Purdom
had a tiff just before leaving the house. . . .

I've never seen Ann Miller in the same
cocktail or evening gown twice. . . .

Ginger Rogers will get the loudest, long-

est and last laugh if her husband, Jacques

Bergerac, becomes a big hit after the fans

see him in their foreign-made movie. Twist

of Fate. She did everything to sell her good-

looking bridegroom to Hollywood producers

who kept looking the other way. . . .

I sincerely believe that Gene Tierney's

illness was brought on by heartbreak over"

the ending of her international romance
with Prince Aly Khan. I talked with Gene
about her feeling for Aly and believe me,

she was a girl in love. ...
Silly to say Pier An'geli used to date

James Dean, the Broadway actor in East of

. Eden because he looks like Kirk Douglas.

And how about Vic Damone? He doesn't

look like Kirk. . . .

Of all the gag wires Dean Martin sent

Jerry Lewis during Jerry's illness, this struck

me as the funniest. Said Dean: EITHER
GET WELL OR DIE. I DON'T KNOW HOW I

STAND. . . .

THAT'S ALL FOR NOW. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH

or. Peter Lindstrom, Ingrid Bergman's ex
husband, has a bride, Dr. Agnes Rovnanek

Shelley Winters attended the gala Glamorama
Beauty Show, escorted by Tom Hennesey.



G
M-n-s-t-a-n-t-1 -y! See yourself lovelier than ever in Perma*lif t's

Coquette styled with the fabulous Magic Insets

Instantly, as if by magic, you see your-

self lovelier than ever. Instantly you feel

more secure, more comfortable than ever

before—enjoying perfect, lasting uplift,

your breasts held high and dramatically

rounded, bewitchingly moulded for dar-

ing new decollete fashions. How is it

done? By fabulous Magic Insets at the

base of the bra cups that always support

your breasts gently yet firmly from be-

low no matter how often your bra is

washed or worn. Coquette takes inches

off your waistline and smooths out your

tummy—so comfortably and easily. This

is real figure magic—try "Perma-lift's"*

Coquette today, styled of preciously de-

tailed cotton, in black or white and priced

to pamper your budget, only $10.95.

*"Perma.lift" is a product of A. Stein & Company—{Reg. U.S. Pat.OJF.)—Chicago . New York . Los Angeles



Marvel at these expensive looking,

lustrously lovely, rhinestone-clasped

simulated Duchess Pearls., .with

an elegant Lustre-Dip giow,

exclusively our secret. These

magnificent necklaces can be

yours for only $1 each, plus tax.

At your favorite store.

H&S ORIGINALS, ISC, 48 West 37th St, H.Y. C.

NEW MOVIES i^jWfCk

Picture of the Month: WOMAN'S WORLD

Some movies are wonderful because they look so expensive—that's the biggest

charm of Woman's World. Those gorgeous gowns lavishly distributed between Arlene

Dahl and Lauren Bacall, those flashy automobiles of the future sparkling like jewels

on display, those breathtaking, panoramic views of New York, the Wonder City.

And seven movie stars generously sharing the Technicolor light. Clifton Webb is

here with his urbane, supercilious manner, as president of Gifford Motors, an outr

rageously prosperous business empire. He's looking for a new general manager to

replace the old one, now dead. He invites the three brightest men in his organization

to New York. More important, he invites their wives. The ladies, in fact, will be the

decisive factor in his choice. Fred MacMurray, his ulcer and his estranged mate, Lauren
Bacall, arrive from Philadelphia. Out of Texas come Van Heflin and the powerfully

seductive Arlene Dahl. And Cornel Wilde planes in from Kansas City with his

very lovable but painfully unsophisticated spouse—June Allyson. There follows a

tense, grueling struggle for position which starts at the swank Plaza Hotel and plays

itself out on a Connecticut estate where Webb's sister (Margalo Gillmore) gives the

candidates a final once-over. Much is revealed about husbands, wives and worldly

ambition in this slick, entertaining film. CinemaScope.—20th-Fox
More Reviews on Page 20

HANSEL AND GRETEL Once upon a time, there was

a man named Michael Myerberg who was dissatis-

fied with people as actors, and decided to invent some
better ones. The results are called Kinemins and they

cost $2,500 apiece. When you've seen this delightful

Technicolor fairytale, you'll know why. His little

people, animals, angels and witches can go through

the most astonishing contortions—and look better-

than-real while doing it. His Gretel is certainly one

of the most adorable little girls to appear on any
screen and the witch (the voice by famous comme-
dienne Anna Russell) could hardly be improved upon.

Whether she's wiggling her nose, crash-landing on

her broomstick or doing a coy striptease behind a cur-

tain, she is guaranteed to delight children and abso-

lutely not to terrify them. The kids may wriggle a

little during the opening scenes, which are more mu-
sic than movement, but adults will love Humperdinck's
arias, and as soon as Hansel and his sister get lost,

the kids will be enraptured. Mildred Dunnock, Con-

stance Brigham lend their voices also.— Myerberg

FIRE OVER AFRICA This is about a smuggling ring

in Tangiers and another ring hi-jacking the smug-
glers and so many secret agents skulking around it's

dangerous even to talk to yourself. The only guy
anyone can trust is a deaf and dumb doorman who
apparently communicates with the higher-ups by
mental telepathy. The police of four countries are

trying to crack open this circus but it takes hot-

blooded, redheaded, reckless Maureen O'Hara to do
it. Single-handedly, almost. A former OSS agent,

she gets a job in Binnie Barnes' nightclub and the

entire criminal element of Tangiers (that is, every-

body but the doorman) is shortly grovelling at her

feet. Including Macdonald Carey, smuggler extraor-

dinaire. Red and Macdonald are made for each other

but before they get together she plugs him full of

bullet holes. No use explaining the plot. Enough to

say it races, jumps, crashes across the screen till it

reaches a completely improbable and most satisfying

conclusion. 1 liked it. If you go for foreign intrigue

you will too. Technicolor.— Col.

i



NOW! STOCKING COLO TO FLATTER YOUR COMPLEXION

WHETHER YOUR

COMPLEXION IS

Ivory

Pink

Medium
Radiant

Olive or

Sepia

CAMEO HAS THE
STOCKING COLORS

FOR YOU.

BUR-MIL
Cameo
the only stockings with

FACE POWDER FINISH

ill

ESTHER
WILLIAMS,
star of M-G-M's

color musical

'JUPITER'S

DARLING"

'Choose your stockings as you choose your

face powder— to harmonize with your skin,

says ESTHER WILLIAMS. Radiant-skinned

Miss Williams and other M-G-M stars wear

Bur-Mil Cameo stockings in "Skin Tones"

which flatter their complexions.

Helena Rubinstein, famous cosmetic au-

thority, agrees that complexion beauty

doesn't stop with a well-powdered nose. She

advises that leg glamour requires misty-dull

stockings which flatter the color of the skin.

Take the advice of glamour experts. Let

Bur-Mil Cameo's Face Powder Finish give

your legs a misty, well-powdered look. Let

Cameo's new "Skin Tones" harmonize with

your complexion both daytime and evening.

Ask for Bur-Mil Cameo in both seamless

and full-fashioned styles. $1.15 to $1.65.

A PRODUCT OF BURLINGTON MILLS « * WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF HOSIERY
ALSO MADE IN CANADA

"FACE POWDER SKIN TONES" ARE TRADEMARKS OF BURLINGTON MILLS CORPORATION.
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Inur hair is romance . ,

.

keep it sunshine bright with

You know it's true— the most delightful

beauty asset you can have is lovely hair. Hair / /' / /

that's bright to see, soft to touch, as

fresh as a playful spring breeze—

the kind of hair you have when you use

the new lotion shampoo that gives you

results like softest rain water. For

White Rain sprinkles your hair with

dancing sunlight. And with

sunshine all around you—love and /

laughter follow after. Love and

laughter . . . the essence of romance.

Use New /(J////t /Qt/W Shampoo tonight

and tomorrow your hair will be sunshine bright!

FABULOUS LOTION SHAMPOO BY TONI

HIGH AND DRY What happens when a high pres-

sure American businessman comes up against an

immovable object—like an old Scottish sea captain

who thinks time is eternal—should happen more
often. Paul Douglas, the American exec, has to

transport all these bathtubs and other modern equip-

ment to a castle he's fixing up for his apathetic wife.

Hubert Gregg, Douglas' hopelessly prim and su-

premely incompetent agent, can't find a boat to char-

ter in all of Glasgow. So Captain MacTaggart (Alex

Mackenzie) finds him. Pretty soon all those bath-

tubs are sitting precariously in a broken down
"puffer" which, out of simple pride, refuses to sink.

Douglas wants to get his cargo off that boat, but

MacTaggart's too cagey. He's determined to deliver

the goods—eventually. Douglas finally gets on board

the puffer but he sure doesn't take it over. High and

Dry is funny and human and oddly moving.—U.I.

L iA
ROMEO AND JULIET Here's a Juliet (Susan Shen-

tall) Shakespeare might have dreamed of, and a

Romeo (Laurence Harvey) no Juliet could resist.

He's a Montague, she's a Capulet and those two

lordly families spill each other's blood whenever they

meet. So when Romeo and Juliet fall in love you

know their moments are not only stolen, they're

numbered, too. Friar Mervyn Johns marries them

secretly. But Romeo is more or less compelled to

slay a Capulet soon after and is banished from the

city. Juliet's father (Sebastian Cabot) promises her

to Paris (Norman Wooland). The Friar gives her a

potion that will simulate death on her wedding day,

enabling her to be reunited later with the exiled

Romeo. But the plan miscarries and tragedy follows.

Verona comes to life in exquisite Technicolor, and

never mind how well you know the play, you must

see this production. With Flora Robson.—U.A.

OPERATION MANHUNT Once there was a Russian

code clerk named Igor Gouzenko who took his life

in his hands by exposing a Soviet atom spy ring in

Canada. That was nine years ago but don't think

the Russians have forgotten. That's why he lives

under an assumed name, under police protection, with

his wife and children. This is an exciting film based

on his experiences. His one contact with the outside

world is through his publisher (Robert Goodier).

One day Goodier gets a letter from someone in the

Russian embassy at Ottawa. This someone (Jacques

Aubuchon) says he wants to break with the Soviets

and must meet Gouzenko (played by Harry Townes).

Gouzenko agrees to a very dangerous rendezvous in

Montreal. As it happens Aubuchon is acting under

orders. He's supposed to kill Gouzenko, but until the

end of this drama, you're not sure who Aubuchon

will shoot when he pulls the trigger.—U.A.



THE BLACK DAKOTAS Trouble with these Westerns
that take place during the Civil War is you can never
figure what side anyone is on. Except for the Sioux,
who are always on the safe side and will play for

any team that pays. Now Abe Lincoln is sending
them over one hundred thousand pieces of gold so

they can plant corn in peace. But the deliveryman
never makes it. Gary Merrill kills him, takes his

place. Gary's supposedly on the side of some south-

erners who want that gold for their crippled army.
Actually, Gary's on his own side, like the Sioux, and
naturally he pretends he's on the Union side. I don't

know about Wanda Hendrix. Her father's hanged
for being a rebel and all his best friends (Noah
Beery Jr., included) are rebels working with Mer-
rill. Maybe Wanda would be a rebel, if it weren't
for John Bromfield, who is not a rebel. I got lost

in the middle, but didn't mind. Technicolor—Col.

THE HUMAN JUNGLE So many lawbreakers going
berserk in the city it nearly drives Gary Merrill
mad. He blows his top at the police station where he
was formerly employed (he's just passed his bar
exams and is ready for law practice) and Police
Chief Emile Meyer makes him captain of the station.
Seems a striptease dancer was murdered the other
day, but who cares? She was nobody's mother. She
was only Chuck Connors' ex-girl and he is not a
very high class type. In fact, his present girl, dancer
Jan Sterling, provides him with a perfect alibi. Every-
body believes it except Gary. He'll pin the rap on
Connors and what's more he'll clean up the whole
district, ruled by happy little gangster Florenz Ames.
The press blasts Merrill, his underlings resent him,
even his wife (Paula Raymond) gently complains
of neglect. He's a very refreshing fellow who, I'm
glad to report, finally triumphs.—Allied Artists

THE STEEL CAGE These three episodes based on
the book The San Quentin Story look suspicious.
They look like TV dramas—and when they start turn-
ing old tv dramas into new movies that's too much!
First episode, "The Chef," stars Walter Slezak,
whose culinary talent is so great that everytime he's
put on parole the inmates frame him so he'll come
back. He gets even, though. "The Hostages," with
John Ireland and Lawrence Tierney, offers a few
tense moments. Tierney's a psycho who nabs a gun,
locks up two state officials and thinks he can walk out
°f jail. He gets out—in a box. The best story, "The
Face," is about an eager young chaplain (Arthur
Franz). Lifer Kenneth Tobey, an artist, agrees to
freshen up a painting of The Last Supper. Christ and
disciples take on the faces of various inmates under
Tobey's brush. Paul Kelly, warden, narrates, Mau-
reen O'Sullivan is his wife.—U.A.

The "Inside" Story of

Fabulous Playtex Girdles/

k * News from Playtex . i. world's largest-selling girdles * * *

This is the Magic-Controller with the non-

roll top . . . one of the famous Playtex

Girdles. It has magic fingers to gracefully

control your figure for everywhim offashion.'
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you a full line of briefs
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The one and only Girdle with

figure -molding latex outside. .

.

kitten-soft fabric inside... and not a

single stitch, seam or bone anywhere.1

P.S. You'll love the new
playtex Living bra/ It's

"custom-contoured" of

elastic and nylon to flatter,

feel and fit as if fashioned

for you alone! Only $3.95

•U.S.A. and Foreign Patents Pending:

No other girdles whittle away so many
inches, yet feel so comfortable/ Only Playtex®

has the slimming power of latex outside

plus the comfort of kitten-soft fabric inside.

Washes in seconds and you can practically

watch it dry. Freedom-giving Playtex

Girdles control those "Calorie-Curves". . .

give you that slimmer-trimmer look,

no matter what your size!

playtex fabric lined Girdles & Briefs . . . from $4.95
Known everywhere as the girdle in the SUM tube—
at department stores and better specialty shops.

U954 International Latex Corporation . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Dover Del

In Canada: Playtex Ltd. . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Arnprior, Ont. 21



A. TREASURE Ring $675.00

Wedding Ring 200.00

B. NEWELL Ring $450.00

Wedding Ring 150.00

C. MILFORD Ring $350.00

Wedding Ring 150.00

D. VISTA Ring $250.00

Also 100 to 2475
Wedding Ring 12.50

* Man's Diamond Ring $125.00
Available at 7 5 to 250 to match
all engagement rings

E. SAN CARLO Ring $125.00

Wedding Ring 87.50

All rings available in either

natural or white gold. Prices

include Federal Tax. Rings en-
larged to show details.

©Trade-mark registered.

Happy is the bride who wears

a Keepsake Diamond Ring,

for here is a diamond chosen with quality

as the all-important consideration . .

.

a diamond whose fine quality will be

reflected forever in its exceptional brilliance and beauty.

The name Keepsake appears in the rings

of those whose love deserves the finest . .

.

for the center diamond of every Keepsake

engagement ring is a perfect gem, regardless

of carat weight or price.

Ask for the Keepsake Certificate

which guarantees perfect quality and

permanently registers your diamond ring.

Better jewelers everywhere feature Keepsake in many beau-

tiful styles, at nationally advertisedpricesfrom $100 to $10,000.

Name

Addrcss______

City and State
' —

A-H. Pond Co. In-, ,

"p—Amsterdam
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THE BAREFOOT COMTESSA The original Cinderella

story ended happily but in real life a beautiful girl

who comes out of the slums into stardom doesn't have
it so good. Sometimes all that fame and all that

money is a dream that turns into a nightmare. This
is the story of Maria Vargas (Ava Gardner) who,
in three years, is transformed from a dancer in a

tawdry Madrid cabaret into the Contessa Torlato-

Favrini, toast of several continents and various de-

cadent playboys. The movie opens at her funeral i

because, sadly enough, the Contessa meets violent
[

death. The drama begins when a delinquent young
millionaire (Warren Stevens) decides to produce I

movies and find a "new face." Flanked by his

'

lackeys—broken down director Humphrey Bogart and
opportunistic publicity man Edmond O'Brien, he dis-

covers Ava. Bogart is the man whom Ava trusts—
J

and he makes a comeback with her success. But
i

Ava's unhappy; she doesn't fit anywhere; she can't I

find love among the upper classes and settles for

!

cheap affairs. Until the day she meets her prince

—

Count Rossano Brazzi. But that Count, tortured and
bitter, marries her for strange reasons. Inevitably,

the girl who's been living a fairy tale is brutally dis-

illusioned. There's some very good dialogue, some f

lovely scenery in Technicolor, some telling, brief
j

glimpses of international society. With Marius Gor-

1

ing, Valentina Cortesa, Mari Aldon.—U.A.

RECOMMENDED FILMS NOW PLAYING 1

BRIGADOON (MGM) : Gene Kelly, Cyd Charisse.

Van Johnson, singing and dancing all over the Irish

^

countryside in a sentimental, Technicolored fable that

includes hit songs like "Almost Like Being In Love."

THE DETECTIVE (Col.) : Alec Guiness is at his best—
and you can't beat that for laughs—in a delightful

story of a priest determined to reform a master thief

before the police get to him.

SHIELD FOR MURDER (U.A.) : Top acting by Ed-

mond O'Brien puts this one in the really-exciting class.

Story of a trigger-happy cop who'll stop at nothing to

get his man. With John Agar, Maria English.

AFRICA ADVENTURE (RKOJ: If you're interested in

what a safari is really like without the usual prettying-!'

up for the cameras, this frank and exciting picture is

for you. Pathecolor.

WHITE CHRISTMAS (Para.) : Much-heralded Techni-

color musical, with Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye, Vera-

Ellen and Rosemary Clooney singing and dancing to

new and old Irving Berlin creations. First movie

ever filmed in VistaVision.

SUDDENLY (U.A.) : Frank Sinatra gives another star-

tlingly good performance as a half-crazed killer out

to assassinate the President.

BROKEN LANCE (20th-Fox) : This dramatic story of

early ranchers is not an ordinary Western. Fast-paced il

and well written, it deals with the struggle for power;

between rugged Spencer Tracy and his scheming son,

Richard Widmark. Bob Wagner, Katy Jurado are

on Spencer's side. There's romance with Jean Peters

as well as plenty of action. CinemaScope and Techni-

color.

REAR WINDOW (Para) : The best Hitchcock thriller

in some time, this one has Jimmy Stewart, Grace

Kelly, Wendell Corey, Thelma Ritter and a quietly

terrifying performance by Raymond Burr. Besides

top-flight suspense, the dialogue sparkles, there's hu-

mor, romance and Technicolor.

THE LITTLE KIDNAPPERS (U.A. ): This one is des-

tined to become a classic. One of the most charm-

ing, warmly humorous movie ever centered around

children, this deals with two wonderful little boys,

Jon Whiteley and Vincent Winter, who steal a baby,

because they think their grandfather, Duncan Macrae,

doesn't love them enough.

ON THE WATERFRONT (Col.): One of the year's

best films, this tense and exciting story of longshore-

men vs. corrupt union bosses stars Marlon Brando,

Karl Maiden, lovely Eva Marie Saint. Directed by

Elia Kazan.



JOHN'S OTHER
LIFE

Offscreen, Derek's neither

a toughie nor a pretty boy!

Most Hollywood females wouldn't
be married to John Derek on a bet.

They say it's not because he's too

moody or always subconsciously wor-
ried because he's too darned good-
looking. As one puts it: "I don't

know how his wife stands the gaff.

The way I hear it, if I were married
to him, about the time I wanted a new
mink cape, he'd buy me a new horse,

and you can't wear a horse around
your neck to Ciro's. On top of that I

hear he once bought a couple of bur-
ros to be company for his horses. If I

were married to him, I'd demand a
wife-sitter." No such complaints
come from his wife Patti, who, if she
has some reservations about John,
doesn't talk about them. She has end-
less patience with Mr. Fixit Derek,
who one week is working on sculp-

ture he probably won't finish and the
next taking lessons in wrestling or
bullfighting. She might like a little

relief from his endless appetite for

broiled steak and hamburger, but any
and all of these husbandly shortcom-
ings are offset by the fact that no man
in Hollywood has more physical cour-
age. J. Derek is completely without
fear. He is also the most doting father
in the world to daughter Sean Cath-
erine and son Russell, the kind of a
guy who would rather take his family
to a drive-in movie than go to a night-

club, and a husband who never growls
when friends drop in at almost any
old hour. Being married to John
Derek, besides all the hazards listed,

is an honest life and a loving one

—

even if it includes only one Cadillac.

How you can quick-cleanse,

lubricate and make up... all with

Tussy's golden All-Purpose Cream

Now, with one wonderful cream... you have a rich

night cream, a deep-action cleanser, AND a foundation!

Follow the arrows for quick, deep cleansing. Stroke

All-Purpose Cream from throat to forehead, always mov-

ing up and out. Circle it around your eyes. It cleanses better

than any soap or many a cream! It actually gets down

under :

"Make-up Clog" and dirt... and clears them out!

Use it as a night cream and make-up base to keep

skin soft and smooth 24 hours a day!

Make-up clings longer when you use Tussy All-

Purpose Cream as a foundation. And a special Tussy mois-

turizing ingredient helps make-up go on smoother, too.
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absolutely

nothing like Stardust

NEW... non-roll comfort

assured by'ciever foam stitched

insets 'neath each cup. No more cut-

ting or rolling under! No chance of

chafe-irritation eitfier.for this Double-

Uplift Stardust bra is completely,

only $|Q(

/ Stardust *
*

* * GUARANTEED FOR 1 YEAR „ *
*

Write for name of nearest store.

STARDUST, INC., EMPIRE STATE BLDG., N. Y. 1

TV TALK
What's with Orson Bean? . . . Sid Caesar becomes The Big Boss . . . paging Danny Kaye
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Everybody thinks Orson Bean is from Bos-

ton, but he isn't. He lived there for a while,

and his father works in Cambridge, just across

the river, as a cop on the Harvard campus.

But Orson is from Vermont, and his grand-

parents and an uncle are still there. His name
isn't Orson Bean, either. He was born Dallas

Burrows and comes from quite a prominent

family: One ancestor ran for the Vice-Presi-

dency, another served as Mrs. Calvin Cool-

idge's secretary in the White House. Orson

changed his name as a gag one evening in a

nightclub. He just decided to give himself a

funny name, and "Orson Bean" popped into

his head. He's used it ever since. Orson does

lots of things on the spur of the moment, and

his best TV performances occur when he

doesn't have any script at all. When he does

have a script, you can bet that he—almost

alone among comics—has written ninety-nine

per cent of it himself. He can also, being a

devil-may-care lad, get himself into trouble.

He really doesn't much' care what he says just

as long as it amuses him, and he's been known
to take off after his sponsors, his network and

almost everybody in TV in general. He means

it when he says he hates television and prac-

tically all the people in it. He much prefers

staying at home and looking at his Laurel

and Hardy films (he owns reels and reels of

them) to going out and getting rich doing his

own filming. Money very honestly means

little to him. He is very happy in his fifth-

floor walkup, renting at fifty-four dollars a

month, and has never paid more than eighty-

four dollars a month for any place he's lived

in. His ambition is not to move to a fancy

place; he'd much rather be the tenant in the

sheepherders' hut in Central Park (an impos-

sible ambition, of course; the city won't allow

anyone to walk in the park after midnight,

let alone live there). Orson is so different from

everybody else that he doesn't even gamble

when he goes to Las Vegas! . . . You should

see Sid Caesar's new office ! You can't help

but wonder why he also needs a Park Avenue

apartment. It's a very plush penthouse, just

off Fifth Avenue, and Sid's suite is the envy

of every other performer—or would be if they

could see it. Getting in it is as hard as getting

out of jail. A visitor has to get past a corps

of secretaries, a long hall, a flight of stairs and

two—not one, but two—locked doors. Once

inside, you see an enormous room, carpeted

wall to wall and furnished with two couches,

a bar stocked to the hilt, and the biggest, most

impressive desk in town. The walls are cov-

ered with paintings, modern ones and very

good, too. All the lighting is indirect, and Sid

looks like a little boy with a new train for

Christmas when he flicks them on and off and

on again. Sid's clothes are just as startling

as his office. He goes in for big padded shoul-

ders and quite a drape shape. And he loves

jewelry. His cuff links are the biggest ones

you've ever seen—as large as a fifty-cent piece

—and the biggest ring anywhere perches on

his pinkie. Sid is very happy this year. He
misses Imogene Coca, but at last he is his

own boss. Sid likes that. He also, of course,

likes the fact that he owns his new show

—

and thus makes much more money than he

did last year when he was just the star. But

mainly he is in his element because he is

The Boss. His word goes for everything on
his show, and he can do anything he wants

to with it. Sid hopes that he can sit behind

his big desk, smoking his big cigar and sur-

veying his tv domain for a long time. We do,

too . . . Did you know that Ann Sofhern's

hair is gray? Everyone thinks it's still a

bleached blonde, the way it was when she

played Maisie in the movies. But it's a gray-

white, not a yellow-white. She is still quite

plump, by the way, but she sure looks won-
derful for someone who was so sick for so

long . . . All the television nabobs cluster

around Danny Kaye whenever he comes in

sight. They are all dying to get him for a

show, you know; but we'll bet anyone any

amount that he will never do more than make
an occasional quick appearance for a favorite

charity. He's been using the same routines for

years—and they're still good for millions of

dollars more on tour if he doesn't use them

on tv. Danny's just too smart a businessman

to throw money away . . . Another smart

businessman in tv is John Daly. He can read

more small print in contracts in less time than

anyone around. John's so smart that he could

quit work tomorrow and still draw a salary,
j

That's how well he reads small print . .

Audrey Meadows is so little that it's always

a surprise to see her sister Jayne (the new
Mrs. Steve Allen). Jayne is a great big girl.

But Steve is a bigger man than he looks on

tv, and they make a very handsome couple.

Seems to be a happy one, too . . . One big

Hollywood star made herself quite unpop-

ular in New York when she finally deigned

to make her television debut. She was acting

with one of the great ladies of the American

theatre, but she made all the trouble on the

set. She also took longer to learn her lines than

anyone else. Some people heaved a sigh of re-

lief when she finally decided not to do a situ-

ation comedy after all—especially the camera-

men who would have had to work with her.

She has never allowed but one side of her face

to be photographed, and there just isn't time

in tv to arrange every shot that carefully . .

Jane Wyatt looks just as trim and almost as

young as she did when she made all those

movies you see late at night on tv. And
Robert Young looks better than he did then!

But Jane gets a lot more chance to talk when

she's acting with Bob than when they're to-

gether offscreen. He never hesitates to speak.

People are talking about how Robert Mont-

gomery needs to memorize his lines. He
doesn't have much to say on his show (or as

much to do with it as people would lead you

to believe) but he keeps muffing his intro-

ductions. And you certainly can tell he uses a

Teleprompter ! Watch his eyes as they go

back and forth across the lines . . . Everyone

is raving over Tallulah's looks in her hit

play, Dear Charles (which will probably keep

her off tv for quite a while). She hasn't

looked so slim in years. Incidentally, Tallulah

is a very loyal woman. Some of the other
j

players in Dear Charles did not get very

good notices, and she knew they wouldn't. But

Tallu also knew that she could carry the

thing on her own shoulders—few people even

look at anyone else on the stage when she

is on it. So she kept one actor in just because

she knew he needed a job



BRIGHT 'N CLEAR
is the only indelible-type

lipstick that stays

bright and clear on your

lips— even after blotting.

CLEAR
-tk Uji^k&it^wJi 4 all

Here's an amazing, new lipstick

achievement— a brilliant, bright, clear

red that really stays that way on your

lips. ..won't go dull or lifeless ever.

BRIGHT 'N CLEAR keeps your lips

velvet soft. ..more youthful ... smoother

and lovelier hour after hour.
Mink Cape by

Alfred Rainer.



Here is proof: You can stop

A national research laboratory* proves

Jergens Lotion more effective than any other lotion tested

for stopping detergent damage.

Recently, 447 women made a grueling test. These women soaked both their hands in detergents, The amazing result. In just 3 or 4 days,

It was conducted by a national research three times a day. After each soaking, Jergens untreated hands were reddened and

laboratory. The purpose: to find the Lotion was applied to their right hands. Their roughened, even cracked and sore,

answer to the most serious skin problem left hands were not treated. Skin scientists super- Yet the hands given Jergens Lotion care

housewives face today -"detergent hands." vised these important tests. were soft, unblemished, smooth, white.

Many other lotions were tested the same way.

Not one proved as effective as Jergens Lotion

for stopping detergent damage. Not even 100%
pure lanolin did a better job (and no hand care

contains more than 15% lanolin).

The famous Jergens formula, improved

over 50 years, positively stops deter-

gent damage. This means it's ideal for

roughness, chapping, and all hand
problems. It's never sticky or greasy.

Now every woman can be assured of lovely, smooth,

feminine hands! If you have not tried Jergens

lately, now is the time. You will find it a heavier,

creamier lotion, with a pleasing new fragrance.

Still 10t- to $1.00, plus tax.

Jergens Lotion positively stops "Detergent Hands'



Detergent Hands with Jergens Lotion

Tsiese are the hands of Beth Anderson, one of the 447

women in the experiment. Both her hands were soaked in

detergents. Her left hand was untreated. Her right hand
was cared for with Jergens Lotion. The difference was
astonishing! Jergens Lotion will work as well for you, or

your money will be returned. This photograph is unretouched.

5{C Notice to doctors and dermatologists : A summary copy of this independent

research report is available to you. Write on your letterhead to The Andrew

Jergens Company, Cincinnati 14, Ohio.



A Modern Chest with unusually smart, graceful lines. Blond oak, equip- $59 95

Ask your Santa for one of these handsome new Lane chests

As a "friend of the bride" a Lane Cedar
- Chest is the gift that gathers more gifts

.

.

. it's soon brimming with fine linens, lin-

gerie and all the lovely things a girl wants

for her future home.

As a beautifulpiece ofstoragefurniture the

most precious woolens and linens can be

entrusted to its care. A Lane will keep them
fresh and fragrant— safe from moths and
dust—as no other storage method can!

Lane Chests are sold at most leading fur-

niture and department stores . . . andjust one

nice garment saved from moths can pay for

a Lane!

Lane is the ONLY pressure-tested, aroma-tight
cedar chest. Made of ^-inch red cedar in

accordance with U. S. Government recommen-
dations, with a free moth-protection guarantee,
underwritten by one of the world's largest in-

surance companies, issued upon proper appli-

cation. Helpful hints for storing are in each
chest. The Lane Co., Inc., Dept. Z, Altavista,

Va. Canada: Knechtels, Ltd., Hanover, Ont.

LANE CEDAR CHESTS Over 100 styles and

finishes. Many at . .

.

$4995 Easy

terms

'

$5.00 higher in the West due to higher freight costs—slightly higher in Canada. Also makers of Lane Tables

BEDROO M

Blond Oak Chest with convenient self-

lifting tray. Model #3081. $49.95*

Space-Saver Chest. Blond oak. Opens front,

2 pull-out shelves. Model #C-128, $69.95*

Modern Chest in Seafoam mahogany. Self-

lifting tray. Model #3086. $69.95*

LIVING ROOM FOYER LIVING ROOM

Space-Saver Chest. In blond oak. Opens at

top, drawer in base. Model #3100. $59.95*

Handsome 18th-Century Chest in mahog- Unusual Modern Chest in blond oak,

any. Self-lifting tray. Model #2601. $59.95* drawer in base. Model #2852. $79.95*



Tiodern screen / december 1954

So there we were,

the seven of us, living

in a single room I hadn't

paid for yet, having a

pillow fight to keep our

minds off food . . .

by Eddie Fisher

Today I know that Frank Sinatra is the

greatest interpreter of a popular lyric. I love

to listen to him and while I listen I feel I

am learning something. But the first time

I heard Frank I was not yet fifteen. He used

to sing at Convention Hall in Philadelphia

at some of the great basketball games we
had then. Then I didn't realize how good

Frank was, and, not knowing (which means
that I knew nothing of love or how you
would interpret such emotion in a song)

I figured that I was better than he was.

Something told me not to tell this to anyone

who knew anything about singing. After

all, who was I? Let me give you just

an indication of what I was. At that time,

when I thought I sang better than Sinatra,

I had been combing my hair for only

two years. Until I was thirteen I used to

sling a cap on the back on my head and any
hair that the cap didn't hold down could

stick out any way it liked.

I would sit and listen to Frank, and
while he was singing I, too, would sing,

but silently. I would listen to my own voice

as I imagined it pouring out of me, and
compare it with '(Continued on -page 82)



Always poised, Grace is as reluctant to talk about romance

with Cassini as she was to publicize dates with Crosby, Milland,

Gable. Friends, however, don't hesitate to say they disapprove

of Oleq as husband material, hope they aren't already married.

BY STEVE CRONIN

Until a few months ago Grace

Kelly, Hollywood's current sensa-

tion managed to mix business and

pleasure on every film.

When the ladylike blonde from

Philadelphia was making Mogambo
with Clark Gable she dated Gable.

When she was co-starring with Ray
Milland in Dial M For Murder,-

she dated the tall Welshman,who at

one time was so smitten that he

was contemplating breaking up his

long-standing marriage. And when
Grace Kelly was working with

Bing Crosby on Country Girl, she

dated him.

For a year or so, all of Grace's

dates were with her leading men.
When other actresses wondered

what Grace had that they had not,

they were told that "Kelly is quietly

beautiful. She isn't obvious in her

display of her physical charm.

Kelly is refined and soft-spoken.

Kelly is a lady. Kelly's father owns an

$18,000,000 contracting outfit in

Philadelphia, and rich girls have

always attracted actors, maybe be-

cause most of them were poor in

their boyhood days."

As to the concentrated demand
by Hollywood studios, it was ex-

plained further, "Every few years

Hollywood gets the demure, whole-

some, refined actress. Twelve years

ago it was Greer Garson; six years

ago it was Deborah Kerr—both

English girls. Now it's Grace Kelly.

She's hot right now because she's

the first American lady-type actress"

in more than a decade."

At twenty-six, there is no doubt

that Grace Kelly is a lady. Most
important of all she looks like

a lady, talks like a lady, dresses

like a lady and acts like a lady.

The only unlady-like behavior

attributed to (Continued on page 80)
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Is she planning to marry Cassini? The lady wont talk, hut friends do—they're saying Oleg is tvrong for Grace!

HAS KELLY
ROUND
HER IVIAIM *?





ALWAYS
It's not the safest way to live,

but it works out well for

Alan Ladd who has turned his life

into a story of four loves!

BY JOHN MAYNARD

First of Alan's loves is Sue (left) and kids. Unlike
many movie dads, he hopes the kids will act.

Second comes his ranch (and the animals). "But
to have it, I have to leave it," he mourns.

LEAD
WITH
YOUR
HEART

If Alan Ladd were in your shoes,

two things are highly probable. One: his

feet would hurt, since you don't wear the

same size. The other: he'd make a few
minor changes around the house, this

otherwise delightful place you live in.

Knock down the west wall, for instance,

and put in a picture window. Turn the

two front rooms into an L-shaped living

area. Put a jog in the driveway.

Furthermore, you might do well to

listen to him. The chances are excellent

that he's right.

His preoccupation with interior and
exterior design has led to a fairly wide-
spread belief that in the event he
foresakes films, he would turn to building

—and very likely succeed in the business,

particularly if he specialized in

ranch dwellings.

Among those who share this opinion
is the foremost authority on Ladd, his wife
and ex officio biographer, Sue Carol.

While it is not quite conceivable to

Sue that Alan would leave pictures any wav
other than feet first, she occasionally

joins with her worrier husband in the

thought that there is no such thing
as a pat hand.

Alan habitually sees disaster riding

up over the nearest hill, a chap on a black

horse with a dirty look, and a whip
labeled "A. Ladd." Sue doesn't see it, but
she's willing to talk eventualities, gloomy
and implausible as they may sound.

There are the chickens, for example.
On the Hidden Valley ranch, Alsulana
Acres, the Ladds are pretty successful

chicken farmers. Self-sustaining, and that's

pretty successful. The chickens lay the
eggs, the eggs go to Chasen's restaurant
or the Paramount (Continued on page 9J)
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BEAUTY
FAIR

DEBRA PAGET A lady still in the dark, Debra has
experimented with every beauty type from sweet-
and-simple to sleek-and-sophisticated. Willingly, she
has dyed and re-dyed her hair, altered her makeup,
changed her personality. But one can have too much
of change, too. It's time she made up her mind.

GLAMOUR IS MADE, NOT BORN. HERE IS

HOW EIGHT PRETTY GIRLS MADE THEM-

SELVES OVER INTO EIGHT GREAT BEAUTIES.

by Sally Simms

One of Hollywood's most repeated myths is

that all screen beauties are born beautiful.

According to the legend started and perpetu-
ated by press agents, each star entered the world
endowed with flawless figure, classic features,
milk-and-roses complexion

.

Not true.

The truth is that most movie actresses are at-

tractive. But beautiful? Well—not necessarily.
In Hollywood more than anywhere else the

difference between a good-looking girl and a real
beauty is a finely drawn line. And the line that
divides the average from the extraordinary de-
pends on one major factor

—

awareness.
Those girls who acquire the aura of true beauty

do so by being as much aware of their weak points
as they are of their strong ones.

True beauty is founded upon the softening and
correcting of imperfections. No one in Hollywood
was born perfect. Liz Tayor came close to it, but
even she, as you will see, has had to improve upon
nature's endowments.

One example of a basically attractive girl who
has grown into a beauty is Janet Leigh.
When Janet first reported to MGM seven years

ago, as a result of Norma ^Continued on page 65)

More pictures on following pages

LIZ TAYLOR Undeniably, Liz had a head start on
almost everyone. Perhaps too lovely naturally, she
thought her looks would take care of themselves
without help—even after she gave birth. It took
strenuous reducing to bring her back to shape. Now
she grooms with care, watches her weight.





SUSAN HAYWARD Susan believes in

placing strong emphasis on one out-

standing feature; in her case, her masses
of auburn hair. She tones her make up
down so that it does not detract from
the effect, dresses in colors which blend

harmoniously with her long, thick hair.

JEAN PETERS A tall girl, Jean found
that her hairstyle made a great differ-

ence to her overall appearance: swept
up and out, it helped proportion her

head perfectly to her body. Jean's

mature face is set off by her personal

poise, will grow still lovelier with time.

DORIS DAY Unsuccessful as a glamour
girl, Doris came into her own as the
fresh, young, outdoorsey type. Her short,

casual but not careless blonde hair, the
freckles she never tries to hide, the wide
smile and bubbly atmosphere she gen-
erates all fit together most appealingly.
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Mona Nerney, Pat's seven-year-old, gets

along beautifully with Janie's Geary, Jr.,

and Sis. Monie's mother, Mona Freeman,

encourages her daughter's friendly rela-

tions with Jane—even when it includes

telephoning Miss Powell at seven A.M.

By the time you read this, give or take a few days, Jane will be Mrs. Patrick Nerney.

She wants a small, simple wedding, preferably just for the family. If her present

plans hold, she'll be married in blue. "We'll match," she says. "Pat will wear a

navy blue suit and a light blue tie." The exact date depends on the windup of Hit

The Deck, her current picture. She thinks November 8 would be lovely, if possible.

It's the anniversary of her first date with Pat.

His first call took her by surpise. She knew his name from the newspapers. They'd

met once, briefly, sitting across from each other at a big dinner party. She thought

how intensely alive he seemed and forgot all about him. Nor had he appeared to show

special interest in her. Then the phone rang and the voice said, "This is Pat Nerney.

I wonder if you'd let me take you to dinner tonight."

"Why, yes, I'd like that," she heard herself saying, and a few minutes later wished

it unsaid. At least, in a way she did. Between Jane and Jane, the debate went some-

thing like this:

"You should've played a little hard to get."

"Bother, I'm sick of sitting around at home."

"Why didn't you tell him you're busy tonight, maybe next week?"

"Because I'm not busy tonight."

"That's just the point. What'll he think, snapping him up like that the first time

he calls?"

"To tell you the truth, I don't care what he thinks. He's a nice red-headed guy who

means nothing to me. I've been cooped up too long. I just want to get out and see

people and laugh and dance."

Having squelched the other Jane, her mind should have (Continued on page 86)





TYRONE POWER Too good looking as a

boy, Ty acquired hardness in the Marine

Jtorps, added maturity in his early forties to

||ec§BreKa screen lover more to be mauled

^lan^ndfhered. Should the star of The Long

Gray Line ever ask the ladies of the nation

to welcome him into their livingrooms via

"fwle'll be asking a lot. No woman of any

age will ever get a good night's sleep again.

WILLIAM HOLDEN Oscar winner, perfect

father, never a playboy, Bill is walking proof

that if you ignore a couple of million fe-

males long enough they'll be your slaves.

Bridges At Toko-Ri may bring him another

Oscar; his very happy marriage has brought

him peace, prosperity and a reputation as

one Hollywood star who really means it

when he says he doesn't believe in divorce.

GREGORY PECK People may blame Greg

for occasionally seeming to forget that he

as a wife—but it's hard to blame the girls

minding him. In a dark room, a

spltlight or in Moby Dick, Peck's

more penetrating to the feminine

fcious than a bath in My Sin and his

TD, moody face, like Jimmy Stewart's,

calls out every female instinct known to man.

For ten years these stalwart

standard-bearers of sex appeal have been

unchallenged champs. All the bright

young men haven't unseated them yet

—

and they may reign for ten more.

Long Live The Kings!

More pictures on next page





continued

GARY COOPER Once, at the height of his career,

he was reputed to have asked a gas station atten-

dant where he could find a date. He was even more

confused later about his marital situation. Now he

and Rocky seem to understand it, but no one else

does. The girls swooning over Vera Cruz don't

want to understand. They're content to swoon.

JOHN WAYNE American girls don't much mind if

the star of The Conqueror marries Latin Pilar

Palette. Duke's fascinating combination of bigness,

a dash of rascality and a liberal dose of extreme

nonchalance make his appeal so great that if all

the men in his home state did as well with the

ladies there'd be a mass migration to Iowa.

BURT LANCASTER His training as a circus acro-

bat gives Burt more animal appeal than anything

in Hollywood—with the possible exception of

Alan Ladd, Lassie and Jerry Lewis' monkey-shines.

The reaction to Gabriel's Horn is expected to be a

stampede, with a herd of females of the species

longing to invade any jungle that holds Burt.

ROBERT TAYLOR This vigorous newly-wed will

no doubt have the distinction of being one of the

few leading men who can say goodbye to Grace

Kelly when Quentin Durward is finished—and

forget her. At forty-three Bob has achieved more

conquests with a profile than most lads can behind

drawn blinds—and been a gentleman throughout.

CLARK GABLE The giant from Cadiz, Ohio, still

swaggers at the age of fifty-three, swashbuckling his

way through Soldier Of Fortune. He was mobbed

by teenagers recently while shopping for socks at

Saks, and there seems no doubt that the Clark

Gable of 1954 is Clark Gable. His offscreen roman-

tic-hero life does no harm—but then, what could?





COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS I

'is

FOR ANN BLYTH THEY ADD UP TO TIM, JIM, HOME AND WORK-SUCH A HAPPY COMBINATION!



Ann opened her nightclub act at Topps, a dinner club in San
Diego. "I'll never give up entertaining," she said there. "I've

worked so long and I love it so much. Jim understands."

"How do I look?" she asked friends before she went on. "Like

an angel," they said. Her fragile appearance is one of Ann's
trademarks, but Dr. Jim says, "She's stronger than she looks!"

it gem

gmg*>

Ann went on tour but she never left

home—by more than a few hours travel. Phone

calls kept her in constant touch with Timmy.

BY WILLIAM BARBOUR

Trip squeezed in visit to vets at San Diego Naval Hospital.

A sophisticated angel in second costume, black, Ann stayed
several days, drove home before filling her next engagement.
"It's the times with your family that count most," she explained.

Last March Ann Blyth McNulty sang "My Secret Love"

at the Academy Awards show. When Ann was finished,

Donald O'Connor, the master of ceremonies and one of

her dearest friends, turned to the audience and said,

"That number was sung by Ann Blyth and family."

Ann smiled happily at the applause, and some twenty-

seven million television viewers learned that Ann
Blyth was pregnant.

"A few days later," Ann recalls, "the gifts started

coming in. The wonderful fans I have sent rompers and

baby shoes and blankets. And—well, it was surprising,

and I'm very grateful to everyone."

The interest in Ann's pregnancy was overwhelming.

"It's very simple," explains Mario Lanza, who played

opposite Ann in The Great Caruso; "this girl has proven

to the public that a Hollywood star can have the

same desire for a happy home and a happy family life

as any other typical, wholesome girl. She's charming

and gracious and helpful, and people love her the same

way they used to love Shirley Temple. That's why
they're interested in everything about her."

Ann, since her marriage to Dr. Jim McNulty, has

been called "The Doctor's Wife" in the movie colony, and

as such she's been the beneficiary of the best

available medical advice. /

Most girls are fairly squeamish during their first

pregnancy, but not Ann. She worked in Rose Marie, she

rehearsed her nightclub act, she flew to Las Vegas to

catch her brother-in-law's show (The Dennis Day
Program} and in general she was (Continued on page 71)
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WAS THI

WHAT CHILLED

ROCK HUDSON'S

MANCE?

v

Rock met Italian Countess Maria
Coagne at the Venice Film Festival—which
he attended without Betty.

Still working on the same lot, Rock and
ex-best-girl Betty Abbott refuse to discuss the quarrel

which sent Betty home from Ireland alone.

by KEVIN BURKE

This is the way they tell it.

The shooting of Captain Lightfoot in

Ireland was almost over. Most of the cast and
crew were gathered in their usual location

hangout, a quaint Irish restaurant, when Rock
Hudson and Betty Abbott walked in.

Everyone waved, of course, and said hi,

but no one was surprised that the two preferred

a quiet corner table by themselves to

joining the crowd. They had a lot to talk

about, obviously, and they had both seemed
thoughtful lately. Not so much as to interfere

with Rock's ever-improving emoting or with
Betty's efficient handling of her script-girl

chores—but still thoughtful, a little abstract,

not quite the carefree, bubbling kids who
had arrived on location fresh from a European
auto trip with Barbara Rush.

Tactfully, no one paid any attention

to the young pair after they were seated.

If they wanted to hold hands, maybe whisper
a little—well, everyone knew that they were
practically engaged. Why, the American
papers, arriving only a few days late, carried

speculations about Rock and Betty in almost
every gossip column. And if Rock had had
a few dates in Venice with the charming
young Countess Maria Coagne—well, there

was nothing wrong with that, was there?

Betty knew all about it. So, after a paternal

glance or two, the crew went back to their talk.

But it wasn't long before it became apparent
that there was little hand-holding and less

whispering going on at the corner table.

There was talk, then there was a discussion,

then there was something that sounded like

an argument—and (Continued on page 88)
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LOVE CAME FIRST

It's a rare moment when Tony, always on the go, sits down. His first date with Cyd went Having Tony, Jr.,kept Cyd from playing in Atner-
badly because he dashed around all evening. Later she received many warnings that ican In Paris. She couldn't have cared less,

Tony was too restless, too used to charming women. Cyd smiled, and loved him for it. although it was her biggest break to date.

The world's

worst wives are

ballerinas? Crooners

make lousy husbands?

Everyone says so

but Cyd and Tony.

They're upsetting

the statistics!

BY ALICE FINLETTER

Six years ago when Cyd, a soft-spoken, long-legged dancing
beauty, drove up to Santa Barbara and married singer Tony
Martin, the Hollywood gossip columnists had a wry old time.

"I predict," wrote one, "that this marriage will last all of ninety

days." "It should surprise no one," remarked another, "if Cyd
Charisse and Tony Martin don't make a go of it." A third wrote,

"If this one lasts, I'll regain a little of my long-lost faith in Hol-

lywood matrimony."
Behind these predictions of marital mishap lay several valid

reasons.

Cyd and Tony had both been divorced, and Cyd had a son by
her former marriage.

It is axiomatic in film circles that two show-business careers in

one family mix about as well as oil and water.

Tony Martin is a crooner, and as a group, crooners are noted
for inconsistency. They wander around the country from supper
club to nightclub, separated from their wives for long periods of

time. They are continually assaulted by predatory females. In or-

der to be successful, crooners must direct charm and sex appeal

at women.
Without elaborating on the hectic marital history of Frank

Sinatra, Rudy Vallee, Billy Eckstine, Dick Haymes and half a

dozen others, crooners don't make the best of husbands.
Ballerinas are not noted for success- {Continued on next page)
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(Continued from page 49) ful marriages
either. Some say they cannot and should
not divide their time between art and a
family. Supposedly, these are incompat-
ible and success at one usually means
failure in the other.

Despite all these reasons why it should
have failed, the Cyd Charisse-Tony Mar-
tin marriage is today one of the happiest
and most secure in Hollywood.
The Martins live, at the moment, in a

rambling, colonial house. They have just

sold it because they are building a new
home up the hill from Elizabeth Taylor's
new estate. It should be finished almost
any day now.

T^ony and Cyd are very much in love
and no one has yet seen them quarrel-

ing with each other, not even their ser-

vants. As a result the most skeptical die-
hards now predict that if any Hollywood
marriage is destined to last "until death
do us part," this one is it.

The major share of credit for the bliss-

ful and still-promising situation must go
to Cyd Charisse.
Tony Martin is not the easiest guy in the

world to live with. Tony, as everyone in
Hollywood knows, is sports crazy.
His house is filled with such souvenirs

as—well, let Cyd tell you. "We have base-
ball bats signed by the champion New
York Giants of 1951. We have a cricket

bat from Don Bradman. All sorts of auto-
graphed baseballs from Leo Durocher.
Leo is one of Tony's best friends. We have
footballs from St. Mary's and golf clubs
from a dozen different matches.
"When the Giants lose a baseball game,

I usually try to keep the newspaper away
from him or lock him in his room. He is

the Giants' number one rooter. He even
owns the jacket that Bobby Thomson
wore when he hit that pennant-winning
homer in 1951."

In 1948 when Tony married Cyd, he in-
sisted upon taking her east for her first

World Series although she didn't know
the difference between a fielder's choice
and a run batted in.

She knows the difference now. She also

knows a lot of other new things. Living
with Tony means living with a small army
of music arrangers, press agents, mu-
cians, song-pluggers, tv executives and
visiting athletes.

"Tony," Cyd explains, "cannot follow
just one sports event at a time. While he
watches one on tv, he has another going
on the radio."

Cyd takes all this cheerfully and gra-
ciously. She is the perfect wife because
she has consistently refused to succumb
to any temptation to try to change her
husband. And she has never let her
career interfere with her second marriage.
"Even before I was married to Tony,"

Cyd recalls, "people used to warn me
about him. 'Tony Martin's a wonderful
guy,' they'd say, 'but he's always on the
go. He'll never be able to settle down and
you'll never be able to change him.'

"What they didn't realize," Cyd con-
tinues, "is that I loved him for what he
was and didn't want to change him."
As to the old problem of career versus

marriage, Cyd decided months before she
married Tony that for her marriage would
always come first.

Che had an opportunity to confirm this
^ resolution early in 1949 when she and
Tony returned from their European honey-
moon.
At that time Cyd was assigned the lead

opposite Gene Kelly in An American In
Paris, the musical extravaganza that was
later to win the Academy Award. This,

Cyd felt, was the big break she'd been
waiting and working for. A month later,

however, she dropped in one afternoon to

see her doctor. He told her she was
pregnant. A big, happy smile on her
beautiful face, Cyd drove to MGM and
raced into the office of producer Arthur
Freed.
"Arthur," she announced joyfully, "you'll

have to get someone else for the part. I'm
going to have a baby."
Freed, who has admired Cyd for years,

offered his congratulations, sincere and
heartfelt; but presently, a small coterie of

well-intentioned emissaries descended
upon the Martin household. Subtle as the
Rocky Mountains, they told the expectant
mother about the movie star who always
works during the first six months of her
pregnancy, performing all sorts of acro-
batics.

"You can have a baby any time," one
particularly jaded actress advised, "but a
role like yours comes once in a lifetime."

The tall, graceful dancer from Amarillo,
Texas, listened—Cyd always listens—and
she thanked these people for their solici-

tude and counsel. But she stayed home.
She wanted her baby and she would

take no risks by working while she was
pregnant. She resolved to carry the baby
without complaining, carping or causing
her Tony any needless worry or aggra-
vation. And she did.

In her previous pregnancy, Cyd had been
very annoying to her first husband,

ballet master Nico Charisse. She had
awakened him at two and three in the
morning, sent him scurrying to the corner
drugstore for milk shakes, asked him to
satisfy her every whim. She was only
sixteen, and understandably she was panic-
stricken at the first approach of morning
sickness.
"For nine months," Nico Charisse re-

calls, "she gave me a bad time. She was
young and she worried a lot. She sent
for her own childhood nurse from Texas.
Later her mother moved in on us. Then
her brother. She made it a real big thing.

Of course, she was just a child herself and
our marriage was a mistake. Mostly, I

guess, it was my fault. I was too old
for her. But young girls have given birth
to babies since the world began. No need
to drive a man nutty just because you're
bearing a baby."
Two years after the arrival of Tony, Jr.,

Cyd saw the actress who had advised her
against stopping work.
"See?" said the actress, "American In

Paris won the Academy Award. If you
had worked you might have had an Oscar
today."
Cyd merely smiled. "Some people," she

says, "are cursed with perverted values."
The values Cyd Charisse is blessed with

today, the outlook and demeanor that
make her one of Hollywood's best-loved
actresses, are the result of all her former
experiences.

f^YD has been dancing since she was six

years old. She came to Hollywood
when she was twelve. She has traveled
widely and seen much. She knows what
it is to be eaten by ambition. She knows,
too, that a successful career is not enough
for a normal woman. Love and children

and a good husband count most.
It wasn't always like this, of course.

Cyd is from Amarillo. She was born at

1616 Tyler Street and named Tula Ellice

Finklea. She was sent to dancing school

to build up her thin body. Two of her
dancing teachers, Constance Ferguson and
Rosalee Raymond, told Mrs. Finklea one
day, "Your daughter has great natural
talent. It should be developed."
The Finklea family vacationed in Holly-

wood the summer Cyd was twelve. She
danced for Nico Charisse, one of the most
popular dancing instructors in the film

colony then. (Continued on page 85)

Hollywood

approves I

your

Xmas gifts

To give—or to own ! Whisper into Santa's

ear—or—surprise those you love by giving 1

these gifts! Mitzi Gaynor, Debra Paget,

Sheree North, Terry Moore, Marilyn Mon-
J

roe and Donald O'Connor (as Santa Claus),

members of the Modern Screen Hollywood

Christmas Board, chose and approved these

wonderful gifts to fullfill your heart's desire.

Be sure to see The Modern Screen Holly-

wood Fashion Board Members, Marilyn Mon-
roe, Mitzi Gaynor and Donald O'Connor in

the 20th Century-Fox CinemaScope film,
j

There's No Business Like Show Business.
\

Also see the other wonderful 20th Cinema-

Scope productions, White Feather starring

Debra Paget and Pink Tights with Sheree 1

North.

1. Rain Dears

—

jewel-like boots th&
daintily, safely and surely protect your

footwear from rain or snow. These boots

come in clear or smoke plastic for flatl

cuban or high heels. About $2. By Luckya

2. Lane Cedar Chest—handsome andt

practical. Just right as a decorator
1
!

item—ideal for storing and protecting

every kind of treasure. Features ceda%

lined compartment, velvety-lined drawer.

This model in blond oak. About $60:

3. Famous perfumes by Dana. Platine,:

,

Emir, 20 Carats and Tabu—exciting!

stimulating,enchanting—world-renowned
fragrances that delight the heart, mam
dreams come true—make him remember!

4. Ship 'n Shore's gay Toreador shirS

in washable gingham plaid with black\

crocket trim on the Peter Pan collar an

pleated ruffle. A peppy, perky, practical

pick-up to give dash to every girl's

wardrobe. Fashion colors. About $4

5. Sheer, lovely Bur-Mil Cameo Skin

Tone stockings that flatter and beautify

every leg complexion. Packaged in the

famous petti-point Cameo box, oi

prettily and especially gift-wrapped fo

Christmas giving by Bur-Mil Cameo.

6. Court Lady by Rose Marie Reid^
boned sheath of elasticized bengalinei

Sure-fire swim glamour for hours under
the southern sun or at indoor pools in'

northern climes. Beautifully fitted. Als

available in aqua, sapphire, moss gree

amethyst, black or white. About $2
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EDITOR'S NOTE:

A few hours before we

went to press with this issue,

Pier Angeli surprised us

all by announcing her

engagement to Vic Damone.

The news was particularly

surprising because Pier

had been spending most

of her time with Jimmy

Dean who appeared to be

her best beau. What follows

is our writer's report on

the events leading up to

the engagement, Pier's own

words as she explained why

she would not become

Mrs. Dean. Between the

lines you find the key: Mrs.

Pierangeli never approved

of the match. Vic Damone is

an old friend, a charming,

personable young man
who is just right for Pier.

Announcement of Pier's engagement to Vic Damone (left)

caught the press looking in the wrong direction—still watch-

ing her now-ended romance with Jimmy Dean (above).

BY ALICE HOFFMAN

It was very funny to everyone except Pier Angeli and

Jimmy Dean.

Pier and Jimmy were having a small tete a tete in Pier's

dressing room on the set of The Silver Chalice. Jimmy had
come over from the sound stage a few doors away where he

was making East Of Eden.

While Jimmy and Pier were talking, Pier's mother, a

strict Italian matriarch from the old school, walked in.

With Mrs. Pierangeli was Count Carlos Franchesioni, a

family friend from the old days in Italy, who wanted very

much to watch Anna work. Anna is Pier's real first name.

Her whole name is Anna Pierangeli, and everyone who
knows the fragile, green-eyed, little gazelle calls her Anna.

When the Signora Pierangeli encountered the T-shirted

Dean in her beautiful daughter's dressingroom, she grew

mildly livid.

Dean looked at Mama Pierangeli, muttered something

like "Oh, brother!" and got out of the dressingroom in a little

less than nothing flat.

A few hours later the story was {Continued on page 76)
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"Why, of course, being a star has changed my life," Bob says cheerfully. "Now I like oatmeal!"

With four pictures completed, Bob still attends classes conducted

by good friend Botomi Schneider, Universal's drama coach. "But

I don't have to sweat blood over every scene any more," he says.

A close personal friend since he became her pupil, Bob looks on Botomi

and husband Benno as "my second parents," often stayed at ttieir

home in the lean days before he got his big break in The Came Mutiny.

Bob's father and mother expect him to- handle any situation. Bob has an interest, personal and financial, in a sports shop, once

"We looked after Bob, but we let him take care of his own affairs," owned three in partnership with brother. The outdoors is still his

his ex-postman dad says. "That's the way to make a boy a man." great love. "Sports?" he says honestly. "You name it—
I
can do it!"

HEAR THAT RUMBLE IN THE FAR, FAR WEST? THAT'S THE SOUND OF EVERYONE IN HOLLYWOOD

SOUND of

THUNDER
by Toni Noel

When Robert Charles Francis took his first tentative steps into

a school, yard, he was wearing a Buster Brown suit. Probably you

don't even remember what you wore on your first school day, but

with good reason Bob has total recall of that event in his life.

"They beat my brains out," he says, "they" being the young animals

otherwise known as small boys.

"Mother," said he in a childish treble when he returned home in

tatters that afternoon, "I don't think this bit is going to sell."

It was apparent to Mrs. Francis that her second son had been

fighting, but the reason behind this unseemly behavior was too

elemental for an adult mind to grasp—to wit: any kid in a Buster

Brown has got to get his brains beat out. "Nonsense," said Bob's

mother, a great believer in individuality. "Never follow the herd,

son. Make them follow you."

Next morning, garbed in a similar costume, Bob reappeared in

f
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She's only a little bit

of a thing—but then, so

is the atom! The differ-

ence being that they're

both going up, but

Maggie may go higher!

BY KIRTLEY BASKETTE

MEET

E|
McNAMARA

The dining car steward slipped

a menu under the nose of the pint-

sized girl and said, "Miss O'Brien,

I wonder if you'd autograph this

—

after you order, of course. You've

been my favorite movie actress since

you were a little girl that high! My,"

he beamed, "you're getting to be

quite a grown-up young lady now,
aren't you?"

The dainty Irish face rewarded him
with a sweet smile and the hazel eyes

fluttered innocently. "Yes indeed,"

the girl agreed. "I certainly am!"

Calmly and carefully she wrote,

"Gratefully yours—Maggie."

Then she winked at the man seated

across the table, living evidence that

she was indeed quite a grown-up

young lady. She was his bride,

and they were on their first trip to-

gether to Chicago where she'd star on

the stage in The Moon Is Blue.

This was her first autograph request

from a movie fan and Maggie McNa-
mara saw no good reason to disillusion

her admirer by explaining that she

wasn't Margaret O'Brien. The situa-

tion appealed to her Irish sense of

humor, and (Continued on page 77)



Guy's frequent dating of starlet Sheila Connolly has But Guy is still playing the field, dates Barbara Warner almost

created romance rumors. She shares his love of sports. as often . . . and has developed a minor taste for nightlife.
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"Hunting—or in any situation—Guy calls his own shots," says close pal Rory Calhoun. "Nobody stampedes Guy and makes him lose his head.

"I call Guy Madison 'Tiger,' " says

his friend Rory Calhoun, "because

that's what he reminds me of—

a

sleeping tiger. He's quiet. But all

the time he knows what's going on
and how to handle it."

Rory has known Guy since their

beginning days at Selznick studios.

Guy calls the six-foot-three dark Irish-

man "Blackie." Tiger and Blackie

cottoned up to each other from the

minute they met. "Maybe," says Rory,

"because we both fell out of a tree

on the way to Hollywood. I was a

logger and Guy was a telephone line-

man. I dropped 'em down; he put 'em

up. However it happened, I'm one of

the lucky ones. Guy is my friend."

Rory and his wife, dark-eyed singer

Lita Baron, see Guy about every day.

He might drop in any time, leave

just as suddenly, without explanation.

They never ask him questions, he tells

them little. All through his unhappi-
ness with his wife, Gail Russell, he
never mentioned his troubles, although
he knew they knew. They have seen

him grim-lipped and silent. And
they've seen him riotously gay.

Last New Year's Eve, for instance,

when Lita was appearing at Mocambo,
it was' Guy's idea to stag it there with
Rory and surprise her. That night

Guy put on a performance that would
do credit to a Parisian boulevardier.

Togged out in dinner clothes at a

ringside table, he danced, sang,

donned paper caps, tooted horns and

tossed serpentines around the place.

Not until it closed in the small hours
did he leave—packing champagne
bottles under each arm— to lead a

caravan of cars full of friends they'd

collected out to Rory's house to carry

on the rest of the night. "And then
suddenly he was gone," remembers
Lita. "The champagne bottles were
on the floor by the chair where he'd
sat. Still unopened. He doesn't like

to drink." He doesn't need it to

celebrate when he feels like it. Next
day while Lita and Rory were recu-

perating, Guy was out in the valley

roping calves for practice.

Such impetuous sprees do not sur-

prise Guy's friends, the Calhouns. Nor
to them (Continued on next page')



The road back to health

is a rough one for Lanza.

Your letters can

help him make it.

IF YOU LOVE MARIO .

.

When in shape, Lanza's shoulder spread is huge. Expanded, his chest measures over 50"

Ever since the release of The Stu-

dent Prince, featuring the voice of

Mario Lanza, there has been a re-

vival of interest in Mario.

The millions of music lovers who
boomed his Student Prince record

album to a number-one best-seller

are asking, "When will Mario make
another movie? What's wrong with

him? What's he doing?"

You can help make sure that the

answer is: He's doing fine, he's feel-

ing great! In his fight for health,

mental and physical, Mario needs

encouragement, the assurance that

the public he loves is behind him.

Write and tell him so, addressing

your letters to Mario. Lanza, Modern
Screen, 261 5th Avenue, New York.

Mario's big trouble is emotional

immaturity. Garrulous by nature, he

loves people. When one of them

hurts or angers him, he goes to pieces

and reacts by indulging in tremen-

dous eating and drinking sprees.

The day after Mario broke with

his personal manager, Sam Weiler,

he ate thirty hot dogs, drank thirty-

two bottles of beer. The day after

he read the audited report of his dire

financial straits, he wolfed down
twenty-four sandwiches, drank fif-

teen quarts of beer.

When various members of his fam-

ily were sick, he stayed up night

after night with them. When they

recovered he would celebrate with

four or five bottles of champagne.

After two years of indulging in

self-sympathy, Mario last September

decided to turn over a new leaf.

He checked in at the Las Encinas

Sanitarium in Pasadena, weighing a

little under 300.

"I must lose a hundred pounds in

thirty days," he told the doctors.

"I've signed to make my television

debut on the Chrysler Show, and I

must be in shape."

"That's pretty impossible," Mario

was told. "The human body, no mat-

ter how strong, can't stand so great

a weight loss in so short a time."

Lanza grinned. "All my life," he

explained, "I've been fat and thin.

One time I weighed 287. I dieted and

went down to 157. I know I can do

it again. I must do it again.""

In thirty days Mario dropped more

than forty pounds. The doctors were

amazed. Mario seemed to thrive on

no more than 500 calories a day.

By the time you read this he will

have made his debut on TV—al-

though the doctors wanted him to

postpone it to Thanksgiving Day. He
may even have dropped to 190

pounds which is his weight for films.

At last Lanza is trying. He has

snapped out of his morbid lethargy,

He is looking to. the future with hope

and vigor.

In the last three months he has re-

ceived forty-five starring offers from

film companies.

"All I want," he says now, "is to

sing, to reach as many people as

possible."
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(Continued from, page 59) do they presage
danger of his succumbing to the soft life.

Both Rory and Lita, who share Guy's pas-
sion for archery, camping, hunting and
fishing, have been with him where a man's
true mettle gleams through unmistakably,
and to them it is inconceivable that Guy
could ever put himself in a posture of dan-
ger in Hollywood or elsewhere. They've
had too much proof.

Oory has hunted' in all kinds of rugged
country with Guy on expeditions with

bow and arrow, stalking dangerous game.
"People ask, 'Haven't you and Guy ever
been in any tight squeezes?' But I can't
remember many. The reason is that Guy
doesn't let himself get in danger. He's a
deadly, tenacious hunter, but an alert and
cautious one. And that's the way he is in
most predicaments—calling his own shots.

Nobody's going to stampede the Tiger and
make him lose his head." The only time
Rory ever saw Guy blow his top was, he
cheerfully admits, when Rory lost his own
good sense. That was during a pig hunt on
Catalina Island a few years ago.

"It's my boar story," Rory grins. "Maybe
"bore

1
story is more accurate—I've told it

so many times. But I like to because it

gives such perfect line on the unimpressed
and unchangeable way Guy reasons."

When you hunt this most dangerous of
all quarry (and Guy's favorite game),
Rory explained, you're safest sticking to-
gether. It takes only a few seconds for an
enraged hog to charge from the brush and
rip you to ribbons with his razor sharp
tusks. With arrows, as Guy and Rory pre-
fer to do it, it's twice as risky solo.

As Rory tells it, this time they were
stalking up a canyon which suddenly
forked. "You take that one and IH go up
this way," Guy decided. "Travel fast and
I'll meet you at the top of the mountain.
Don't stop for anything."

However, on his way up Rory spied
what they'd both been looking for and in-
stead of hiking back for Guy to back him
he waded in, let fly and bagged a beauty
with his first arrow. Meanwhile Madison
had toiled to the top. When Rory didn't

show he began to worry. When he heard
some wild goats go "Ba-a, baa-a," his

anxiety translated that to cry of "Bob!
Bob!" (Guy's real name and what he likes

to be called by his friends). With visions

of Rory pinned under a furious boar GUy
scrambled over ridges, gullies and hills to

the other fork only to find his partner
grinning widely. He flamed, bawling out
Rory for not keeping his word.

"But look," exulted Calhoun. "I got
one!" and pointed to the tusker at his feet.

Guy was impressed but not enough to
change his one-track mind. Instead of

compliments, blue blazer words singed
Rory. "When I say keep going and meet
me," stormed Guy, "I mean it. You want to

get killed?"

Like the Calhouns, Guy's other best
friend, Howard Hill, knows the stuff

Madison's made of. Howard, a bold-nosed,
soft-spoken Alabaman is the most for-
midable hunter with bow and arrow in the
world. He's skewered everything from rat-

tlesnakes to elephants and if you saw his
African game picture, Tembo, you don't
need any more buildup. Howard Hill has
known Guy since he was a fourteen-year-
old kid roaming the irrigation canals of
Bakersfield, California, hunting small
game. He has taught Guy everything he
knows about expert archery, and like

Rory, has been his companion on count-
less big game hunts. The pair tracked elk
together through the snows of Idaho and
Utah last October. As this is written,

they are both in (Continued on page 68)



n these three hours

your skin ldies\ little
Every day for "danger periods" of 1 to 3 hours, your skin is open
to trouble, dermatologists say. This is immediately after you wash
your faee. In Mashing away dirt, you also remove natural
skin protectors. Your skin takes 1 to 3 hours to re-establish
its defenses. Meanwhile, real trouble can start:

Dryness . . . craeking . . ."shriveling"

Enlarged pores, coarseness

Read hoiv women notedfor their

A beautiful complexions keep free of these skin prbble,

After each washing—

"re-balance" your skin

Mrs. Anthony A. Bliss—This lovely young
New York social leader— slender, vibrant,
very lair—says, ''Every woman who uses
water as part of her face eare should know what
a major difference a follow-up with Pond's
Cohl Cream makes in the texture, and good
looks of her skin. And a deep Pond's clearing
at bedtime is a necessity to me."

The more obvious signs of skin
' un-halahcc" show uji right after

washing.

The I i^hf -st retched /,.,•/ of > our face,
riakincss: often a S |>lot« li\ look.

These are the first, small warnings
of skin "un-balance." Bui in the

1 to 3 hours t hat Nature lakes to

re-protect your skin, more serious

problems can take root. Dryness.
Shriveling. Clogged "pores"

—

forerunners of blackheads.

Should you avoid washing your
fat No. ' leading skin doctors
say. "But after each washing,
're-balance' your skin instantly. .

."

60 times faster than Nature

A quick Pond's Cold Creaming
right after washing "re-balances"
your skin in one minute—at least

60 times faster than Nature .Iocs.

It combats dryness, shriveling.

Keeps pore-openings cleared

—

keeps skin texture fine and smooth.

And. remember, a film of Pond's
Cold Cream under make-up gives
continuing skin "balance" all day.

A deep clearing at bedtime

Besides instant "re-balancings"
after each washing, most skins
need a thorough clearing every
night. A deep Pond's Cold Cream-
ing dislodges stubborn, Water-re-
sistantdirt. Stimulates circulation,

awakens skin to its full beauty!

Do begin this simple, complete
beauty care with Pond's Cold
Cream. After each face washing—
a quick "re-balancing." At bed-
time—a deep Pond's clearing.
You've probably never tried a
treatment so effective. You'll soon
discover how effective, when your
friends say. "Your complexion
is looking wonderful lately!"

Among social leaders

who use Pond's

S.A.R. LA PHINCESSE MURAT
THE MARCHIONESS OF QUEENSBERRY

THE DUCHESS OF RUTLAND

MRS. NICHOLAS RIDCELY DU PONT
MRS. WILLIAM RHINELANDER STEWART

The world's most famous beauty
formula—never duplicated, never
equalled. That's why more women
use and love Pond's Cold Cream
than any other face cream ever
made! Get a large jar today.
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Engstead

Modern

Screen

Gilts

f

Lovely Mitzi Gaynor poses

with a Lane Cedar Chest

of fine modern design,

a wonderful gift any girl

would be proud to own.

Blond oak (as shown) or

mahogany—roomy drawer in

base, top drawers simulated.

About $80. Hostess outfit-

suede leather pants and

iridescent snakeskin jacket by

Samuel Robert, Leather

Industries. Matching snakeskin

slippers, Capezio. Famous

Heart-Rest foam Latex pillow

(available in three heights) by

Playtex. Costume jewelry,

Volupte. Kerchiefs, Logan.

HOLLYWOOD APPROVES YOUR
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Glamorous Denise Darcel holds a special

Christmas gift package of Dana's provocative Tabu

perfume fragrance and cologne.

This "forbidden" fragrance is famous the

world over! Perfume and cologne, about $5 (plus

tax). Gown, Ceil Chapman. Pearl earrings,

Duchess. Rhinestone dome ring, Ciner. Furs,

Ritter Bros. Halvorson gift Christmas tree.

Denise's holiday movie is the Hecht-Lancaster

production Vera Cruz co-starring Burt

Lancaster and Gary Cooper—released by U.A.

Engstead



modern

screen

fashions

Dramatize your holiday frocks-

wear them over Lovable's glamorous

Dance Time. This easy, comfortable

all-in-one assures a beautifully molded,

natural look with bosom uplift.

Embroidered nylon sheer with Leno

elastic sides and back—three-quarter

cups, padded under-sections. White

or black. About $5. By Lovable.

The high-fashion six-strand pearl

necklace is by Duchess. Another

favorite luxury, the intricately designed

hand mirror, is by American Beauty.



december beauty fair

(Continued from page 35) Shearer's hav-
ing sent her photo to the studio, she was
no prettier than dozens of other coeds from
the College of the Pacific in Stockton.

First, she was a little too plump, at least
for the movie cameras. They have a way
of enlarging everything. Secondly, her
hair was too fluffy. It fell down around
her forehead, broadening the entire facial
structure. Her eyebrows were sharply
angled at the ends, her clothes fussy.
Like many young and inexperienced

girls, she knew very little about applying
makeup. What she used, she used too
heavily in the wrong places.

u
In the words of one MGM makeup man,

"Janet was a sweet kid but she was too
much of muchness."

Tt took time, of course, but honest, ob-
jective self-appraisal and learning a

few basic makeup skills gradually brought
out Janet's true loveliness.

First she gave up completely her beloved
peanut butter sandwiches and pastry.
For these she substituted cottage cheese
and tomato salads. She also gave up all
soft drinks, a sacrifice which even today
drives husband Tony Curtis slightly mad
as he can drink them ceaselessly without
any visible signs of. weight increase.
Having lost weight, Janet began giving

away her dirndls and ruffled blouses. They
had served only to make her look heavy.
She began to buy suits and matching shoes.
Today she is always well dressed, usually
in one-color outfits.

Marilyn Maxwell and tiger got a
telegram from Osa Johnson, who
hunts tigers: "Do I try to sing?
Stop horning in."

Mike Connolly in
The Hollywood Reporter

She calmed down her hairdo. She
brushed her hair back over her face in-
stead of letting it droop. To highlight her
face and accentuate her eyes, she used a
makeup shade three tones lighter than her
base color. Because her upper lip was a
little thin, she gave herself a thicker one.
Janet developed into one of Hollywood's

foremost beauties.
A few years ago, however, not long after

she had married Tony, Janet, for reasons
known only to herself, suddenly began to
go to extremes. "I guess I just wanted a
change," she says.
She dieted too strenuously. She let one

hair-stylist cut off her long bob and
lighten her naturally honey-blonde to a
startling platinum. Simultaneously she be-
gan buying some pretty daring clothes.
She looked strained and devastatingly out
of character. Her new acquisitions did not
seem to match her personality.

1 anet is an open-minded and intelligent

,
young woman. A half dozen candid

photos and a long, unbiased look in the
mirror soon proved to her that she had
swung the pendulum too hard and too far.Now Janet is in the process of seeking
a near-perfect balance.
She is gaining weight with a doctor-

recommended diet re-enforced by frequent
milkshakes. She has started to wear her
hair long and loosely waved again and
two shades darker. Her clothes are a bit
more on the conservative side.
At the premiere of The Egyptian a few

months ago it was Mrs. Tony Curtis who
took the limelight. Wearing a high-
necked white lace sheath, softly feminine
and expertly fitted to show her figure, she
set the fans to screaming.

NO STAIN
FRESH KEEPS

UNDERARMS DRY NO ODOR
FRESH KEEPS

UNDERARMS DRY

MB

Are you
You ond your lovely clothes ore safe with Fresh

Lovely to Love ?
You're lovely to look at, lovely to be near-
on/y when underarms stay dry, odorless.

That's why lovely women use FRESH Cream
Deodorant, always!

Tests in a leading university laboratory show
that new Fresh with "Moisture-Shield" formula
has up to 180% greater astringent action than
other leading cream deodorants. And it is this

astringent action thdt keeps underarms dry and
free from odor. Use gentle, effective Fresh daily.

ONLY FRESH HAS THIS NEW "MOISTURE-SHIELD" FORMU
TO KEEP UNDERARMS REALLY DRY!

LA

Fresh is a regislered trademark of The PharmaCrafi Corporallon. Fresh Is also . ufactunjd and distributed
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BEAUTY FAIR ANALYSIS CHART
NAME FIGURE HAIR EYES MOUTH POWDER ROUGE BEST COLORS BEST STYLES

JANET LEIGH
38" bust

24" waist

Tendency toward

thinness

Honey blonde Uses brown

mascara and

brown eye-

pencil

Clear tones.

Lipstick- is only

make-up accent

Light None Blue Sports clothes,

form-revealing and

feminine

ELIZABETH TAYLOR Size 12

Post-pregnancy

weight problem

Blue-black

Italian cut

Blue-green

eye shadow

Lipstick matches

clothes

Olive Dark red White Tailored blouses,

tightly belted full

skirts
|

;

DORIS DAY Size 12

Tall-type (57")

. Cut short to

look casual,

but neat

No eye

shadow

Lipstick matches

clothes, follows

natural line

None

Lets her

freckles show

None Tan and beige Peddle pushers,

shorts, all sport

clothes

SUSAN HAYWARD Size 10

Loves butter,

diets before

pictures

Natural auburn

Heavy, shoul-

der-length

bob

Greenish eye

shadow

rate pinK oi iigiu

orange, depending

on clothes

Little

Has the good
complexion of

a redhead.

Freckles show

Burnt

orange

All shades of

green

Soft black cocktail

dresses, short eve-

ning gowns

BETTY GRABLE Size 10-12 Platinum

Very short cut

Eyebrow

pencil

True red lipstick None None Any pastels

shirts, slacks

VIRGINIA MAYO Size 10 Blonde

Long bob

Brown eye

pencil, mas-

cara, artificial

lashes

Slightly fuller than

natural. Color blends

with clothes

None Peach-

colored

cream type

Red and pink Cocktail, full glam-

our treatment for

evening

JEAN PETERS Size 12 Brown
Sleek, well-

brUshed,
shaped upward
for height

Doe-eyes

Brown mas-

cara, greenish

eyeshadow

Red Little

Likes a tanned,

scrubbed skin

Little Brown-grey to

deep brown

Suits, evening

dresses

DEBRA PAGET Size 8 Red (at the

moment)

Short, sculp-

tured cut

Doe eyes Bright shades Base color Reddish
prints; went
through violet

phase at one

time

from full skirts to

sheaths

To her admiring public Elizabeth Taylor

is the ultimate in natural beauty. And to

a great extent this is true. But like many

happily-endowed individuals Liz used to

take her beauty for granted. She never

thought much about careful grooming.

She'd succumb to a manicure only when

there was nothing more exciting to do.

Her luxurious head of curls, shaped by

studio hairdressers since she was a child,

continued to be shaped by them.

When Liz was off-salary shed cut her

hair with nail scissors. And insofar as

weight was concerned, well, Liz used to

eat pretty nearly everything as a young-

ster, and because she was athletic, she

gained little.

When Liz married Mike Wilding, how-

ever, she reached the turning point. She

gave up her careless childhood habits and

began to look more womanly. But she

could not or would not give up her eating

routines. When she became pregnant, she

continued to eat as she had always eaten.

But her exercise was cut down.

You all know what happened. Liz

gained thirty-five pounds during her preg-

nancy, twenty of which stayed on after the

baby's birth.

Under normal conditions, Liz would

have bounced back in six months. How-
ever, the studio didn't give her six

months. Vivian Leigh suffered a nervous

collapse during the fuming of Elephant

Walk, and Liz was loaned to replace her.

Liz had three weeks in which to take off

twelve pounds. It was a painful expe-

rience consisting of appetite-curbing pills,

steam baths and strenuous massage^ But

it started a new phase in Liz Taylor s ap-

proach to beauty and to health.

She now watches her weight very care-

fully, never letting it rise more than three

^Because she's been around studios all

her life, Liz knows a great deal about

makeup. According to an MGM makeup

man "Elizabeth Taylor is one of the most

proficient actresses in the art of cos-

metics. She has studied her own coloring

and has a thorough understanding of her

own special problems. One of the major

ones is her heavy eyebrows. Liz has

learned that she needs eye shadow to

balance her eyebrows and violet eyes. Al-

though few people are aware of it, she

uses a lot of eye makeup. And in her case

it's absolutely necessary or the brows

would become the focus of attention

rather than her beautiful eyes."

Liz is also extremely careful to match

her lipstick to the color of her cdstume.

She knows how to apply lipstick carefully.

She uses a small amount of lipstick, evenly

distributed in one thin layer.

Doris Day is not often listed as one of

the outstanding screen beauties, and

possibly it's her own fault. Ever since she

became a star, Dodo has been saying that

she isn't really very good-looking.

The truth is that she has a fresh,

bouncing personality. Her face is freckled,

her blue eyes sparkle. Her blonde hair is

not natural, but it looks it. ....
Doris, however, knows what she is doing.

"People look upon me as the girl next

door. That's why I wouldn't let the studio

try and turn me into a belt-line beauty.

I think it would make me lose what in-

dividualism I have. There's nothing wrong

with freckles. Why cover them up? There

is no point in looking like everyone else.

When Doris sang many years ago with

Bob Crosby and Les Brown, she tried to

look like the popular conception of a star.

She wore her hair long and down over

the back of her neck. Her eyebrows were

pencilled too darkly and her mouth make-

up was much too large for her face.

When Mike Curtiz signed her for .Ro-

mance On The High Seas, however, Dons

learned that the fans liked her as a

friendly, typical American girl—with

blonde hair." , ..

That's when she decided that the

freckles considered a liability by many

girls were really her greatest asset. She

also learned from studio makeup men that

she didn't have to dye her eyebrows to

go with her hair, that dark eyebrows and

blonde hair offer a vivid contrast. She

learned the value of artificial eyelashes

and the youthful appearance short hair can

give. Her looks blend with her personality.

Twenty years ago a Brooklyn girl named
EdytheMarrener obtained her first mod-

eling job. Although she was only sixteen

and not too much to look at, she was smart.

She fully realized that it was the heavy

crown of auburn hair on her head that set

her apart from other models.

Edythe Marrener is now known as

Susan Hayward. She still knows that her

beautiful hair is her outstanding endow-

ment. '

. ,

The advent of color movies and the

popularization of Technicolor has prob-

ably done more for her than for any other

actress because of her photogenic hair.

She always makes it a point to wear the

palest of pink or orange lipsticks offscreen.

Neither clashes with the red of her hair.

Susan is very careful about clothes. She
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chooses greens, beige, black and always
simple, styles. Nothing to detract from
her hair.

Susan has extremely white skin. She
freckles easily and any kind of a sunburn
blisters her skin badly. As a result she
avoids overexposure like the plague.
She is more the screen siren than ac-

tresses like Doris Day or June Allyson. In
her case, it pays to camouflage the freckles.
She does this very easily on her face with
basic makeup, but the freckles on her
arms and shoulders are too numerous to
hide, so she doesn't try, merely relaxes
and forgets all about them.

nette hair shoulder length. Next day it's
red and short.
She is equally indecisive about clothes.

With amazing rapidity she shifts from se-
ductive sheath dresses and fantastic jew-
elry to the demure skirts and flats.

Debbie simply cannot make up her mind.
Neither can her studio. Some executives
think Debbie should be publicized as a
"sweet and innocent June Allyson type."
Others think she is too sexy for that. They
say, "She can become an Ava Gardner, a
regular femme fatale over night."
At twenty-one, Debra Paget cannot put

off a definite decision.

W^hen rr comes to all-time beauty
*T queens, Betty Grable is a popular

choice to head the list. "Dancing has al-
ways kept me shapely," Betty offers, "and
thats why I've never had any trouble
with my figure."
On the subject of facial beauty, however,

she insists that her features are not excep-
tional, but merely "adaptable."

«r,"
0ver ^ past ten years," she says,

Ive studied myself and from time to
time made some pretty radical changes."
Betty has worn her hair in every con-

ceivable style from upswept to poodle.
She s varied her lip-line, re-done her eye-
brows, modified her makeup. All this is
important, but Betty's greatest asset is
her voluptuous figure. Her greatest effort
goes into maintaining that.

C elf-study is the one thing all movie
7 actresses have in common. This self-
study must be honest, constant and
searching. Actresses cannot kid them-
selves. When age catches up with one
beauty feature, they compensate by con-
centrating on another.

Virginia Mayo is typical of the actresses
who study themselves with professional
c7f Admittedly, Virginia has been
gifted with delicate coloring and near-
perfect features, but she claims that isn't
enough for true beauty.
She believes that her skin tone, the

lustre of her eyes and the sheen of her
hair depend on inner health. She scrupu-
lously follows a doctor's diet for health.
Virginia weakens rather easily. "There

is a lot of hard work and nervous pres-
sure in this business," she says. She eats
hefty meals of steak, eggs, beef and other
high-protein foods. She takes vitamins
at each meal and goes to the doctor every
six months for a checkup.

"It's impossible," she maintains, "to look
really well unless you feel well. Health
is the key to beauty. At least for me."

Jean Peters believes in taking excellent
care of her health, too. But while bad

health may ruin good beauty, good health
will not necessarily turn a girl into a
raving beauty overnight.
At 20th experts re-did her hair, studied

her facial features and taught her a good
deal about makeup.
Because Jean is fairly tall, her hair was

brushed up to make sure that her head
was perfectly proportioned to her body
Jean also learned that the modern look is
natural rather than artificial, that beauty
technique should never be obvious, but
hide itself gracefully. She learned, too,
that poise and feeling at ease are as impor-
tant as any physical reconditioning.
' Jean Peters has the sort of face that
grows more beautiful with maturity and
love. Now that she's married, she is look-
ing prettier than ever and has decided to
leave whatever features I have alone, at

least for the time being."

D E
fu
A
?AGET'

on the other han<*, is in
the throes of experimenting with her

appearance. One day she wears her bru-

T ike everyone else, movie stars makeAJ plenty of errors when it comes to
makeup. Not as many, however, as the
girl who has no expert to advise her.
"The average girl," according to famous

makeup man Ben Nye of 20th Century-
Fox, "has a wrong idea of what good
makeup consists of.

"The desired result of good makeup
should be naturalness, balance and under-
statement. No one feature should stand
out too dramatically. Sometimes this is
necessary for the Technicolor cameras, but
it definitely is not necessary in real life.
And yet many of the girls I see around
town wear too dark lips or over-blacked
eyebrows or exaggerated mascara lines.

"It is a good idea to emphasize the good
points and detract from the bad. But too
much emphasis, too much coloring, throws
the good feature way out of balance and
deprives it of its natural loveliness."
Ben Nye says, too, that he sees from day

to day, "a lot of faces where the eyebrows
have been badly plucked. The girls thin
them out at the ends and leave them
heavy near the bridge of the nose. The
result is a painted scowl, not a pleasant
expression."

He adds: "I would like to make a plea
for eyebrow pencils with sharp points. The
points should be so sharp that when used
they make short, hair-like strokes."
When it comes to home beauty aids, Nye

thinks they're swell. He likes eyelash
curlers because when straight lashes are
turned-up the eyes seem larger. He also
approves heartily of the highlight sticks
now on the market.
"They're easy to use," he asserts, "and

effective in covering blemishes and lines."
For women with dry skin, especially

those who live in dry climates, Ben recom-
mends face creams.
The answer to oily skin, he says, is a

good grade of soap and at least two thor-
ough washings a day.
Nye's makeup philosophy is summed upm the adage, "Make the best of what

youve got." And don't ruin what you've
got in the process of making it better.

A nother outstanding Hollywood makeup
F*- expert is Keester Sweeney. He, too, is
an advocate of the razor-sharp eyebrow
pencil. But Keester adds that the trouble
with many eyebrows is that they are in-
correctly spaced. They should correspond,
he asserts, with the inner corner of the eye.
Keester is also fond of the eyebrow line
that finishes with an upward stroke or
wing" at the end.
On the subject of lipstick Sweeney

recommends that the bow be spaced
neatly apart but not to an extreme. He
warns not to make the lips full toward the
outside but to finish the mouth with a
slight upward lift.

In other words, the girl who, with her
makeup, applies a little common sense, a
great deal of care and, whenever possible,
the advice of an expert, will without doubt
improve her looks. She may stand a
chance of becoming a beauty. It's a chance
worth taking. END

it s never

too late...

to be a

beauty!
HAVE INSTANTLY
LOVELY EYES WITH

• A specially created beauty crayon
for eyes AND eyebrows. Your en-
tire eye make-up in one jewel-like
stick— and for less than a dollar.

• In five brilliant shades, its texture
melts onto the outline of your eyes,
your brows, lends them instant
beauty.

• Forget-Me-Not is in a finger-
length case whose space is FILLED
with crayon to last a year in normal
use.

• Its special bevelled edge gets
sharper with use. There's nothing
like it!

• Laugh or cry— swim or ski—
it will not rub off, embarrass you.
• A 12 page booklet with Forget-
Me-Not tells how to make your en-
tire face radiant. A "must" for any-
one with eyes.

USE THE COUPON TO ORDER YOUR

Forget-Me-Not

TODAY . .

.

To: Beverley Best Cosmetics Div.
Richard Best Pencil Co., Inc.

Dept. S12 Springfield, N. J.

Licorice Black

Bronze Brown
Sapphire Blue

Red Gold

Honey Gold

Please send my Forget-Me-Not for which I have
enclosed $1.00 (includes Fed. Tax). Be sure to
indicate color desired.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY ZONE STATE
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right guy

(Continued from page 60) Wyoming after

antelope. Howard still favors a game leg

smashed when Guy veered their hunting

jeep too sharply and threw him out. But
he wouldn't let a little thing like that

change his admiration for Guy.
"A fine boy and as fine a hunter," says

Hill, bestowing his greatest praise. "I don't

know much about Guy and Hollywood. He
doesn't tell me his personal affairs. I don't

want to know—none of my business. But
if you ask me, Guy doesn't fit in Holly-

wood. He's above it. There's nothing phony
about him. He's straight as—well—an ar-

row. And if it takes courage or stick-to-

itiveness to keep on the trail he wants to

travel, he's got it. Don't fret about that."

Hill's favorite tale concerns a tough bar-

gain Guy made—and kept. That time they

were after lowly rabbits with two other

hunters in the Simi Valley back of Holly-

wood. Guy's favorite shot is a jackrabbit

he speared once at forty yards from a rac-

ing jeep. To him they're a better test of his

archery than any other game. This morn-
ing, the four hunters split into teams and
made a bargain: The pair who came in

that night with the fewest rabbits would
skin and draw them all. "I had a pretty

good boy named McDermott with me,"

recalls Hill. "So we won. But everybody
had good hunting. All in all there were 174

rabbits to dress. That's a lot of rabbits."

It was such an awesome job that Hill

and his partner, dog tired as all were, pro-

posed sleep and the chore in the morning.

But along about five o'clock he was wak-
ened by sounds and lantern light. "There
were Guy and his partner still at it," he
chuckles. "Been skinning rabbits all night

while I slept. Just four were left. I felt

right bad about it and reached for those

rabbits. But Guy slapped my arm down
before I could grab one. 'No, Sir!' he
barked. 'This is my job. You're not going

to get to say that you helped!'

"From what I know about Guy he's

made a bargain with himself to stay what
he is, movie star or not. If that's right it'll

sure be kept!"

It's easy enough to see how Guy Madison
got that way if you know his family.

Guy grew up in Bakersfield, California,

the son of a ranch hand and railroader

named Ben Mosely. His parents named
him Robert Ozell Mosely and until he was
renamed after a cupcake on a Dolly Madi-
son bakery billboard in his unrealistic

Hollywood debut, people called him Bob
or Mose. His friends and his folks still do.

The Moselys' house is a small, neatly

whitewashed adobe on Brundage Lane. All

around is country. And Sunday dinner

there is a fine country dinner, too—fried

chicken and brown gravy, mashed pota-

toes, watermelon pickles and at the end

mountain of strawberry shortcake with the

kind of cream you can't buy in supermar-

kets. Most of Bob's family ring the table—

his dad, Ben, mother, Mary Jane, brothers

Harold and Wayne and his Grandma
Holder, until she died just this past year

pushing ninety. They say grace. Both

Guy's grandfathers were Baptist ministers.

Both sides of his family are pioneers. They

came originally from the Ozark mountains

of Missouri. Bob's dad jolted west in a

covered wagon, carrying his own sick

father to the sunshine of New Mexico

homestead—and got burnt out and broke

in a drought. He brought his rancher's

daughter bride to California, settled in the

rich San Joaquin Valley and worked hard

to raise five kids. But money was always

scarce and often the family fare was very

different from today's Sunday feasts—just

cottontails the boys shot and pinto beans

from the back yard garden patch.

Guy was always tongue-tied about him-

self, but his schoolday pals can tell a lot

about him. Like Guy they are an im-

pressively muscled, manly bunch.

They agree that their pal Mose was and

always had been nobody's man but his

own, straight down the line. Furthermore,

that he was stubborn and unswerving and

determined in whatever he tackled—the

kind of kid who never came back from a

hunt with an empty bag, who always made
whatever team he went out for and who
could handle any random situation that

arose. His chum, Si Santiago, told about

the scrap he had over his best girl Betty.

Guy "was forced into the fracas by a bully

boy who fancied the same charmer his ex-

clusive property. At a high school dance

he chose Guy and the word got around. So

a cavalcade of jalopies rolled out into the

fields after midnight, formed a circle of

headlights as, stripped to the waist, they

settled the argument. It took over an hour

and the going was bloody. Bob hadnt
fought much, was younger and slighter

than his opponent, locally famous as a

murderous mauler. But that night he

picked the wrong guy. Bob took Betty

home unaided. The bully saw a doctor.

Outside of banging "bad men" for the

cameras, Guy Madison hasn't had a scrap

in Hollywood. His temper is taut but kept

under control. But he has had his battles

of another kind with even more shifty

opponents against whom Guy was twice as

green as he was for that schoolboy chal-

lenge. The brassy, sharpshooting big

league of show business that snatched him

by his middy-blouse took him years to

lick, almost licked him, although Guy
never believed it could. Asked not long

ago if, in the dismal days when the pub-

licity balloon had popped and he was

struggling to learn his business, he ever

considered chucking the works and going

back to the animal husbandry he d studied

in junior college, commercial fishing or

some other kind of job, he said, "Not for a

minute. I knew I'd get going here again.

Movie' exec who has the sign

THINK in his office found someone

had added OR THWIM.
Mike Connolly in

The Hollywood Reporter
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Guy had just as much confidence in his

marriage and dogged determination to
;

make it work. Lita Calhoun, for one, be-

lieves that is why he won't talk about his
(

troubles. "Guy has never failed at any-

thing before," she says. "He hates to admit

this one—if you can call it his failure.
(

Few people do.

Guy and Gail met when both were in

Luther Lester's dramatic school at

Paramount. Their tragic love story is i

purely a tale of Hollywood, though not the

usual kind of married partners who are
;

professional rivals. Rather, Galls battle

alxd defeat was with and by herself. She
|

never really wanted to be an actress, a

friend says. "It was the idea of her mother

and the friends who made Gail a high

school beauty queen. Sure, she got to be a

star but always against the gram She

wasn't strong enough to meet the emotional

drain that demanded. So she cracked up.

Guy had even less experience, aptitude and,

until recently, success. His struggle was

really harder. But he had the nervous

equipment and stamina to handle it

Guy Madison's loyal but losing effort to

save his marriage, the girl he loved first

and truly are well known. These very

ordeals, his career flop and his frustrating

marriage which made him practically a re-

cluse for four years, are the very things

his friends point to as his insurance against

spreading himself now that he can No-

body," they point out, "has been through

the sobering mill Guy has."
„

"What Guy's after now is security, be-

lieves his pal, Rory Calhoun. "In all de-

partments. He's saving his emotions just

like he's saving his money—and at that

he's hard to beat." Rory doesn't mean Guy

is tight—on the contrary, the Calhouns are

the first to point out his generosity. Guy s

favorite meals are barbecued wild game

and usually the cooking takes place in the

Calhoun back yard. Recently a friend sur-

prised them with a new charcoal burner,

and teasingly Lita kidded, "What—no elec-

tric spit, no hood, no serving table, no set

of pottery?" Guy heard her. Next morn-

ing he sent them out, to her utter embar-

rassment.
But what Rory means is that Guy has

learned the worth of a dollar the hard

way. His income certainly warrants the

few extravagances he allows himself but

he is taking precautions to see that most

of it sticks. He has hired a business man-

ager, incorporated himself once and plans

to do it another way soon so he can pro-

duce his own pictures. Guy is the only

western movie star who doesn't stable a

horse or spend a fortune on high style

outfits or own a ranch.

Guy's greatest extravagances are his

own hunting trips, but he's acutely con-

scious of their cost. Recently, he toted

some wild boar sausage over to his agent,

Helen Ainsworth. "I hope you appreciate

this. It cost me about $100 a pound."

In moments of relaxation these days, the

ordinarily silent Madison sometimes



tilts back his lean profile and bursts into
tull-throated song. Always it's the same
tune, "I'm Sitting On Top Of The World."
Frankly, the way Guy renders this up-

beat ballad is nothing to send Mitch Miller
scurrying west to twist Madison's arm with
a recording contract. In fact, according to
one girl who often hears it—Lita Calhoun
—Guy's voice wanders erratically through
'six or seven keys" and suggests the tor-
tured howl of a trapped coyote. Just the
same, to Guy Madison and all his friends
the ditty has an extremely pleasing and
timely ring.

Last year, for example, Guy dragged in
$100,000 from Hollywood movies and an-
other $60,000 from tv and radio, besides
an incipient but swelling trickle of gravy
from commercial tie-ups and novelty
doodads. In the same stretch he turned
down $5000 a day for personal appear-
ances because he didn't have time, and
rejected twenty studio starring offers for
the same reason. This year he'll make even
more money and be even more in demand.
Only recently a national poll summed

up Guy Madison's career status with two
superlative accolades: (1) The best west-
ern actor in movies and (2) the best
western star on tv. His Wild Bill Hickock
show was likewise tabbed the Number
One western show and The Command is
a box-office hit. When Guy sallies forth to
meet the people they almost murder him
with adulation. Last year scattered metro-
pohtan department stores and theatres al-

I
most came .apart when crowds stormed in

|

to see Guy. In one city 35,000 fans col-
|

lected, and each month 18,000 swamp him
'with admiring missives. One imaginative
|

and confident midwestern girl surprised
Guy with this note:
"Dearest Guy:
"I'm expecting you to be my house guest

tor the month of August. But you'll have

to leave on the 31st. Clark Gable's coming
in September."
Guy had to decline that invitation, with

polite thanks, and presumably so did Clark
But at the same time it handed Madison a
jolt. Being bracketed with The King is
something even the above evidence hadn't
prepared him for. Yet as he read it, the fact
was far more than mere peerage in a girl's
fancy Guy had already signed to co-star
with Clark in The Tall Men, which he'll
make this February as the first job on anew Twentieth Century-Fox contract set
to pay Guy around $1,000,000 over the next
seven years.

Quy Madison's fantastic return to un-
dreamed of star heights after a pretty

boy publicity inflation a decade ago—and
subsequent deflation—is a story that is
well known and widely chronicled. Noth-
ing quite like it has ever occurred before
in Hollywood's history. Another story is
yet to be told and probably will be in the
months to come. In fact, it is already un-
raveling—and the question it will answer
is simply this: What will all this fame
money and Hollywood pressure do to Guv
Madison himself? Will it and can it change
him and, if so, how?
Only thirty-two last July, Guy's still

a comparative babe in the tv and movie
hero game, and it will be a good long
time before his curly brown locks fade
to silver. He's twelve pounds lighter
than the golden gob who got yanked
to public life off a life guard's lookout
at California's North Island Navy sta-
tion in 1944. And except for a neck in-
jury suffered in a surf-swamped lifeboat
at the same place, which still gives him
occasional trouble, there's nothing wrong
with Guy Madison's whip strong body or
his chiseled, slightly ski-snooted profile
either. Moreover, by now Guy is no be-

wildered male Trilby. He's learned his
stutt the hard, fast-shooting way through
radio and tv.

ur£f J-^
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Comic Andy Devine, his

Wild Bill Hickock partner croaks, watch-
ing Guy pop confidently in and out of

fS,f
n

,

e
f ,

llke a gopher, "I've just about got
•j h°usebroke. Yessir, the boy's about

raised. That video horse opera shoots a
halt-hour movie in two fast days; already
Guy has made seventy-four without a
serious fluff or slip-up, besides three mike-
shows a week running into the hundreds,
this has made him handy. As Gordon
Douglas, his director for Charge At Feather
River, sighed, "I can't tell you what a
pleasure it is to work with Guy. On most
sets you're always having to look around
tor your actors. But Madison's always
right at your elbow, leaning on the
camera, ready to go." Before Guy went
on The Command, he revamped his med-
ical officer part, giving himself a country-
boy background to make it believable,
pecking out the changes in person on six
typewritten sheets.
But the most important lesson Guy has

learned about the trade he was plunged
into is that in a technical sense he is no
Thespian and never will be. Like John
Wayne, another graceless gift to Holly-
wood, Guy has settled wisely on "not
acting but reacting"—being himself, Guy
Madison, in every part he plays.

WThile all this professional progress has
_

been developing for Guy Madison, in
his private life he has remained a dangling
man. Bound by loyalty and devotion to
his sick wife, Gail Russell, Guy has dwelt
in a state of suspension, unable to enjoy
any of the tempting fruits of his success
or to make any permanent personal plans.
So in an ironic way he has not been tested
But now, just as his money, fame and

_ Star is Born

!
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popularity are stacking up to a peak, Guy
has his freedom to do with all of that

what he chooses.

Legally, of course, Guy Madison is still

married to Gail. But they have not lived

together for well over a year now. The di-

vorce which Guy gallantly wanted Gail

to seek—after their life together became
impossible—has yet to be granted. But it

is just a matter of time. Already property
settlements have been made, and every
detail ironed out. Guy himself has cross

-

filed for divorce to bring that on-and-off
matter to a head. When you ask him if

there is any chance of reconciliation, his

answer is a flat no. For him the sad affair

is finished, although his friends believe

he will be tied emotionally to the green-
eyed, nervously frail girl for a long time.

After their separation, Guy rallied to

help both times Gail found herself in

trouble—as a falsely accused meddler in

the Chata and John Wayne domestic mess
and shortly afterward when she was ar-

rested for drunken driving. He has said

that he is not sure he will ever experience
love for any woman quite the same as

his was—and perhaps still is—for Gail. He
has also said it was just as much his fault

as hers.

Just the same, the final decision after

years of hopeless indecision is for Guy
Madison like shedding a suit of constrict-

ing armor. And already there are indica-
tions that Guy is ready, as he says, to

"bust out and live a little."

In his monastic three-room apartment
in Westwood where he has lived for a
year with only a bed, chair, dresser, work
bench and two television sets, Guy is un-
rolling plans for a ranch style house and
swimming pool on a high Mulholland Drive
lot overlooking Hollywood and the San
Fernando Valley. It will cost him around
$50,000 and the furnishings and decor sev-
eral thousand more. Construction starts

right away.
The pickup truck he used to jolt around

Hollywood in has been traded for a sleek,

blue Lincoln Capri. He got it on a tie-up
discount, but still it cost important money.
The sports clothes, jeans and outing

shirts he used to wear have given way to

conservative, tailored suits. Recently he
ordered six at a crack, and he left for his

last trip to New York looking like a
Princeton senior in charcoal grey flannel

and a black knit tie.

He has joined the swank Lakeside Golf
Club. He is having a .375 Magnum rifle ex-
pensively custom built for a big game
safari in Africa he hopes to make with
Howard Hill next March.

He is seen around frequently in places

he used to shim, expensive restaurants like

LaRue and Romanoff's, nightclubs like

Ciro's and Mocambo. Recently when nine-
teen-year-old Barbara Warner invited

him to a Mocambo party given by her
father, movie tycoon Jack Warner, after

the premiere of King Richard And The
Crusaders, Guy not only went, but when
his date's father was delayed, acted as co-

host in a smooth and engaging manner.

He is taking out a succession of girls,

most frequently Sheila Connolly, an ex-
model turned TV and movie actress.

Guy Madison is rapidly becoming a
vogue among Hollywood's more so-

phisticated circles. Not long ago Eva
Gabor discovered Guy at a soiree, gasped,

"He's wonderful!" and quickly paraded
him before her international set. Hedda
Hopper invariably invites him to her smart
parties, which he tells friends, he likes

best of all Hollywood shindigs. In turn he
takes the gay gadabout to premieres and
other top Hollywood affairs. Jaded Tal-

lulah Bankhead's remark about Guy when
she first spied him has been passed around

until it's a mot: "Dahling—you make all

the other buckaroos I ever met look like
fugitives from Abercrombie and Fitch!" i

Joan Crawford has maneuvered to know:
Guy better with a co-starring idea ini

mind. Sheltered heiress Barbara Warner,
smitten when Guy worked at her pop's
studio, boldly asked a friend to arrange an
introduction.

But if you asked Guy Madison whether
J

or not he would ever follow in the fancy
footsteps of Clark Gable or Gary Cooper
and wind up something totally different!

from what he started as, Guy probably,
wouldn't know what you were talking
about. If he did, he wouldn't know the
answer. And if he did know he wouldn't
tell you. Guy is no chatterbox. To a
straight question he'll come back with a<

straight answer but it's liable to be little

beyond yes or no. On the subjects of hunt-
ing, the outdoors, guns and especially
bows and arrows Guy can open up a little,

but about his intimate affairs, no.

If Guy himself has qualms or appre-,
hensions about any subtle threats to his
integrity, he would be the last to voice;

them. "As long as I've known Guy and
as close as I've been to him," says Helen
Ainsworth, "I've yet to hear him complain
or explain. And that includes the hungry
days when he was borrowing a hundred
from me one week and the next week I

was borrowing it back."

'"There is no indication that Guy is con-
sidering marriage or that he has fallen

in love again. If you ask him about the|

first, he comes right back with a question
that's hard to answer: "How can I? I'm
not even divorced." As for the second, no-
body knows. He met dark-haired Sheila
Connolly at the Pan Pacific Sports Show
last spring and she has been his steadiest.

But there are others, including Barbara
Warner and Eva Gabor. He has also been;
linked with Joan Diener in New York and
Virginia Grey in Hollywood—but both
these supposed romances were columnists'

dream-ups.

This, like everything else, can change as}

other things are changing for Guy. In his;

next picture, Five Against The House,h

he'll drop the true-blue heroics and play'

a character who gets involved in nasty

trouble with the law. Even his friends

have advised him against this job but Guy
feels it's time to show he can change hisP

pace. Asked if he was at all worried about
the result, he said, "No, I've got a good*

director."

But no one can dictate how Guy Madi-t

son will conduct himself in the day-in-day-
out role of a lionized hero which has!

come his way at last. That's up to him.

Certainly he will change. Change is the"

basic law of life and if he didn't grow in!

some direction he wouldn't be very bright.!1

The only question is, which way will it be?

So far, no one around Hollywood or ;

scattered parts believes Guy Madison is inf

any immediate peril. Or, if he is, that he?

won't know what to do about it before it's 1

too late. But you never can tell. The track

ahead he must travel is loaded with red

boards flashing danger signals. One who
doesn't think Guy will get derailed is Helen
Ainsworth. "Guyhas proved," she says,"that

he belongs to himself. He knows what he's

up against and he won't let it change him.".

As evidence that Guy isn't worried, she

brings out a sterling cigarette box he gave,

her last Christmas. The lid is engraved^'

with Guy's own handwriting: "With deep;

appreciation for our friendship," it reads,

"and faith in our continued success."
jj

liefRory Calhoun, still Guy Madison's chief

cheer leader, puts it another way. "Don't

worry about the Tiger," he scoffs. "Did.

you ever hear of one really changing his

stripes?" ENB
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(Continued from page 45) so active that
people began to worry.
"Her husband is a top obstetrician," one

friend said. "How come he lets her do all
these things? I thought pregnant women
weren't allowed to fly or even to drive."
Ann's answer is, "I had the most won-

derful pregnancy. Jim urged me to keep
active as long as I felt well. And I felt
perfect right down to the end. Having
him near me so much of the time gave me
a great sense of security, so that I was
never worried and could go on with my
work. And Jim taught me to look upon
childbirth as something natural and easy."
Ann had a fairly easy time with Timothy

Patrick McNulty, who arrived weighing
j

seven pounds, one and a half ounces.
With his blue eyes and dark hair, Tim,

according to Ann's Uncle Dan, "is the
spittin' Irish image of his father."
Ann, who wears a size seven dress,

gained only fifteen pounds during her
j

pregnancy—"because Jim kept me active
|

and I didn't sit around adding weight"—
and after Timmy was born, she snapped
right back to size seven again, a vivid con-
trast to Elizabeth Taylor, who gained
thirty-five pounds during her pregnancy
and then had trouble slimming down.
Ann nursed Timmy for six weeks. At

the end of his third month he weighed
fourteen pounds.
"Timmy," his mother says, "is really the

kindest, best-natured baby. I sing to him
and when I hit a high note, he turns his
head and looks at me in amazement.
H
?j

s ? darling and so easy to take care
of. Id heard so much about those 2:00
a.m. feedings and parents not being able

j

to get any sleep. Well, I give Tim a bottle
at about 10:30 p.m. and he sleeps through
to 6: 00 a.m. Elsa Kelly, the girl who helps
me with Timmy, agrees that he's a darling."

A Vu7fIS
,'
who is Ann '

s guardian, says,ZA I don't know of any parents who get
more fun out of a baby than Ann and
Jim. They take little Timmy and put him
on a towel. And he just laughs and laughs,
and you can see Ann bursting with joy.
She can't pull herself away from him.

•

"Tn
? baby nasn>t been sick a single day

since he was born. Just give him enough
to eat, and he's content. A regular Irish-
man, that one."
Ann, of course, finds motherhood so de-

lightful that she's determined to have
lots and lots of children. We've even
picked put the name for a daughter," she
adds. "Maureen Alanna. Jim comes from
a large family, and we want one, too."
Although pregnancy didn't interfere

with Ann's career, one might expect that
motherhood would. But here again Ann
has shown her reasonable sense of values.

I've worked so hard and so long," she
says, "and I love acting and entertaining
so much that I just couldn't stop after
marriage or childbirth. Jim understands
that. He knows how much acting means

I

to me, and that's why he wants me to con-
j

tinue just so long as I'm happy."
Shortly after Ann gave birth to Timmy,

her agent reported that she was in great
demand throughout the country.
"4, s

^
ries of Personal appearances," he

confided to a reporter, "could bring herm a quarter of a million bucks."
Because she didn't want to be very far

from her infant son, Ann agreed to open
her nightclub act at Topps, a dinner club
in San Diego. She sang there a few

j

nights, wowed the customers, then drove
|
back to Jim and Tim.

!

A week later she agreed to sing at the
j

Sacramento Fair. "But only for one
I

weekend," she said. "September 10 to 12 "

With Aunt Cis and Mac Newman, her
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musical arranger, beside her, Ann boarded
a plane and flew up to Sacramento. She
checked in at the El Rancho Hotel, then
drove to the Fair Grounds. On three suc-

cessive nights she broke all the existing

records. And on each of these nights, of

course, she phoned home to talk to her
doctor and find out how little Timmy was.

Following her Sacramento appearance,
Ann flew to Las Vegas where she sang for

almost a month at $10,000 a week.

As Timmy grows, Ann expects to spend
more and more time with him and the

other children to come. Eventually she

will make only one or two pictures a year.

"Before I opened my nightclub act," Ann
recalls, "Jim and I and Timmy all spent

a little time at the La Jolla Beach and
Tennis Club. We just romped around on
the beach. Those wonderful times when
you're together with your family really

count. They mean so much. And we hope
to have lots of them. But still, I'm not giv-

ing up my work."
It was Bing Crosby who first spotted the

will of iron in Ann. "She looks so small

and fragile," Crosby said, almost seven
years ago, when he made Top O' The
Morning with her, "but she's got an awful

lot of drive. There's nothing in Hollywood
that's going to stop this kid. One day
she'll be able to handle the best musicals

in the business."

Howard Hawks, the producer-di-

rector, is in Egypt filming his new
movie, Land Of The Pharaohs.

The story was written by Harry
Kurnitz and Nobel Prize winner
William Faulkner. Kurnitz returned

to New York yesterday, and ex-

plained how this $4,000,000 movie
came into being. He had been
lunching at his favorite sidewalk

cafe in Paris some months ago. The
waiter there always serves him
extra pieces of sugar. Kurnitz

started to pile the lumps of sugar
on the table until they formed a

pyramid. Hawks chanced to pass

by, noticed the pyramid of sugar
and said: "Harry, there might be a

picture in that."
Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

Address -

L . Town .J

Ann was born on August 16th, 1928 in

Mt. Kilso, N. Y., and christened Ann
Marie Kathleen Assumpta Blyth. When
she was four her father died. A year later

her mother took her on a tour of the

various radio stations in New York, and
the child got singing jobs on stations

WJZ and WOR. At the age of five, she

was earning money.
She was a tiny, cheerful child with long

hair in ringlets down the back of her
neck. Because her family was devoutly
Catholic, religion assumed importance
early for Ann. She was confirmed at the

age of nine at St. Stephen's School.

During that same year her mother en-
rolled her in Ned Wayburn's dramatics

school.
Ann can remember only one year when

she wasn't working in show business. That
was the year following her sensational

dramatic job in Mildred Pierce, a role for

which she won an Academy Award nomi-
nation. It was in 1946. She was sixteen.

That winter, tragedy struck. Ann went
to Sun Valley for a vacation, and while

she was tobogganing, the sled overturned.

Her back broken, she stumbled to an
automobile and was raced to the hospital.

Bed-ridden, in a cast for seven months,

Ann "prayed" her way to health. For
another six months she wore a tight-fitting

steel brace.
Other than during this period of con-

valescence, Ann has always been occu-
pied with show business. In the words of
her uncle Dan, "That girl is a trouper
from away back. Ann has known very
little else."

TTer big break came when she was thir-

teen. She played a role in Watch On
The Rhine, which ran on Broadway for

eleven months and on the road for nine.

When the play reached Los Angeles, Ann
was given a contract by Universal. "I'm
the luckiest girl in the world," she said.

She attended the studio school three
hours a day, and everyone on the lot re-
garded her as a wholesome, religious,

daintily attractive girl. But she showed
little sex appeal potential, and few imag-
ined that she would reach stardom.
Donald O'Connor, who acted opposite

Ann when she made her film debut in !

Chip Off The Old Block, remembers that

"Ann was a nice, sweet kid." And Ann,
in turn, remembers that "Donald went out I

of his way to be helpful to me."
The following year Ann was loaned out 1

to Warner Brothers for Mildred Pierce.

Then came the toboggan accident.

When she recovered, Dick Long, now
married to Suzan Ball, took her out to a

preview—he was one of her first dates

—

and Ann was ecstatically happy. Then her
mother died.

.

Ann was eighteen. Over the years her
mother had been more than a mother.

She'd been friend, manager, playmate

—

Ann's whole world.
With her gone, Ann felt terribly alone.

Her Aunt Cis and Uncle Dan Tobin came
out to Hollywood and rented an apartment,
and their niece moved in with them. But
Ann was inconsolable. She just could not
understand why God should have taken
her mother. For a while she knew noth-
ing but bitterness.

Then she found the cure for this sor-

row, too, in prayer, religion and work.
Ann was cast in Mr. Peabody And The
Mermaid. Aunt Cis and Uncle Dan rented

an eight-room house and, for the first

time in her life, Ann had a bedroom of

her own. She decorated it with miniature
dolls, hung a crucifix over the bed.

In the five years from 1946 to 1951 Ann
acted opposite Charles Boyer, Bing Crosby,
Bill Powell, Mario Lanza and Tyrone
Power.
A perceptive and discerning girl, she

learned much from each of these. Of this

period in her life a friend says, "Her work
meant everything to her. Whether this

was of her own choice, no one knows.
But somehow love and romance seemed
to be escaping her. She went out on dates

with Lon McAllister and Roddy McDowall
and Dick Clayton and Dick Contino. But
somehow it never amounted to anything.

"Whether Ann was inhibited or whether
the boys liked her as they might like a

sister, I've yet to find out. But I do know
that Ann was never in love until she fell

for Dr. Jim McNulty. By then she was
twenty-five."

Ann met Dr. Jim through his brother,

Dennis Day. She was scheduled to

dine with Dennis and his wife, and Dennis
brought Dr. Jim along as the fourth.

After the first dinner date, Dr. McNulty
phoned for a second and then a third. And
in Ann's words, "We went together for

about six months before Jim could get up
enough courage to propose. When he finally

did, I got so weak and fluttery I almost

fainted. Honestly, I had to lie down."
In subsequent conversations Ann made

it clear to her fiance that she could never

give up her career.

"I wouldn't want you to," Dr. Jim said.

"Not after all your years of work and
struggle. I'm sure you'll be able to work



things out."
Ann's marriage last year was one of the

most fashionable in Hollywood history.More than 2,000 fans gathered outside St
Charles Church in North Hollywood In-
side before some 500 guests, Cardinal
Mclntyre performed the ceremony an-
nouncing a special blessing from 'Pope
Plus XII. "

Following their Lake Tahoe honey-
moon, the McNultys returned to the two-
story farmhouse they'd bought in North
Hollywood, not too far from Uncle Dan
and Aunt Cis.
Ann was committed to make Student

Prince at MGM. Many evenings after the
day s last take," she would race home in
her Cadillac and fix dinner for Jim only
to get a last-minute phone call from the
hospital. Dr. McNulty has gone into the
delivery room. He said not to hold dinner "

Being a doctor's wife," Ann says, "I've
learned a lot, especially about the unpre-
dictable routines of obstetricians When-
ever Jim and I go anywhere he's got to
check in with his office. The stork waits
tor no man. And I never know next whenhe 11 be gone on a phone call's notice."

A nn is more in love with Jim now than
shes ever been, but she is a realistwho knows that being a doctor's wife en-

tails responsibilities and sacrifices. She
realizes that she must share her Jim with
the entire community and that in a doc-

tor's life, his patients come first.
Ann knows, too, that doctors are cir-

cumspect, that their code of ethics is inmany ways in opposition to show business.
Just before she left for her Las Vegas
nightclub debut, Ann attended the open-
ing of the Ice Follies in Los Angeles. Jimwas with her, but when it came time for
the television interview, he declined to
get withm camera range. Ann was inter-
viewed alone.
She understood. Doctors are extremely

caretul to avoid anything that smacks of
advertising or personal publicity.
Ann also realizes that she is destined to

attend many previews and premieres alone
because her husband is on call twenty-
four hours a day.
As for Dr. McNulty, who is ten years

his wifes senior, he has limitless faith in
her judgment and sense of organization.Ann is a self-reliant young woman of quiet
competence, and the doctor knows she
does not undertake more than she feels
capable of handling well.
Even so, both her career and family

cannot expand indefinitely. As Mrs Mc-
Nulty becomes blessed with more andmore children, she is going to have corre-
spondingly less time for screen work and
personal appearances on tv and in night-
clubs. When that time comes, no one
doubts that Ann Blyth's good sense will
again guide her to the right solution—and
to the greatest possible happiness. end
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sound of thunder

(Continued from page 56) who once
wrote, Their rising all at once was as
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?
f thunder heard remote."

Which, translated into Hollywood idiommeans that they fell all over their feet to
get to Bob Francis after his initial appear-
ance on the screen.
But that was later. While the Caine was

in production, he was every bit as wel-come as a virus. Unaware of and therefore
undistressed by the news, Bob was chindeep in the greatest adventure of hisyoung life. Imagine a raw kid trying to
hold his own in the company of such old
pros as Humphrey Bogart, Jose Ferrer,
Van Johnson and Fred MacMurray! "But
they all helped me," Bob is the first to
point out.
Even Ferrer, whose screen characteriza-

tions are sometimes said to be distin-
guished by a certain smokehouse flavor?

Listen, nobody can ever prove it byme that Joe's a ham!" Francis says em-
phatically "He went out of his way tobe helpful. And I'll tell you something
else: any time there was a scene where
either one of us could have the close-up
Joe always saw that it went to me Hedidnt have to do that; he was the star,

hamf™
COnsider that the acti°n of a

Joe's attitude is a pretty good reflection
of the way most of Bob's co-workers feel,
it isn t the helplessness of a tenderfoot

lhtL
g
l
te *em—heaven knows he's any-thing but helpless. There is instead anundisguised eagerness to learn, a natural

sweetness, a modesty that does credit tohis upbringing and the end result is thateveryone puts himself out to see that BobFrancis gets a fair shake.

Just ask, and Bob will tell you that he
t ^jfeby °ne of those virtues-modes-

1%Z * i

W
ty> °n skis for the fi^t

1™V elTen
:

he
,
soon knew

>
more thananything else m the world, he wanted towin a berth on the American Olympic

fcf • n
y th\time he was seventeen Bob

ras
+,

we11 °? his way. He and his older
[brother, Bill, owned three ski shops in the

southern California area, and Bob hadbecome proficient enough to participate inevery invitational tournament in the coun-
jj ,

was also wel1 on the way" he
adds thoughtfully, "to having the fattesthead m Pasadena."
One day, returning from an important

tournament, he walked into their localshop and greeted Bill with elaborate cas-
ualness.

a
"Hi'"«

T ?
aid the senior member of thehrm. How d you do?"

"I won." Why bother to go into the
boring details—naturally he had won.

Oh . . . Who else was entered 9 "

Bob shrugged and smothered a yawn
<fmu

tlc
>

a y everybody who's any good."
That s nice," Bill commented dryly

Then suddenly he grabbed his little broth-
er by the shoulder, spun him around and
knocked him through a bay window into
the porch of the shop.

"I started to get up and opened mymouth to ask what happened," said Bob
with a rueful grin, "and—wham! I was
Hat on my back again.
"Then Bill carried me back into the

shop and started working me over ver-
bally He just laid it on the line about theway thmgs were. Here I was, only seven-
teen years old, co-owner of a going busi-
ness, standing a good chance of making
the Olympic team. But instead of being
grateful for my opportunities, as I should
be I had gotten too big for my britches.And he said that everything had been
soured by this attitude I had taken on—
our partnership, everything.
"What he said hurt terribly, worse than

being belted on the jaw, because he wasmy big brother. And maybe it hurt a little
extra because I knew he was right. I had
been taking it for granted that everything
should go my way because I was the great-
est thing on skis. I left the shop and took
one of my solitary walks. My pride was
mangled and I was a little bit sore at Bill
but I couldn't get the things he had said
out of my head. They added up to a
lesson. No one can survive without faithm himself, without confidence, but there's
a line that divides confidence from con-
ceit. The name of that line is modesty."
Before Bob could learn whether he was

:
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indeed the greatest thing on skis, the

Army informed him that it had other plans

for his immediate future. He had been a

busy young man up until that point. Al-

though he and Bill had sold the shops for

the very good reason that snow isnt the

most reliable commodity in California,

Bob's talents on the curved slats had

brought a flattering number of offers to

tour professionally. While he diligently

turned them down, bid by bid, he also

attended Pasadena City College as a psy-

chology major, though he did so only be-

cause his parents took such a dim view

of illiterate sons. And he had even had

a brush with the magic of movieland.

It was one of Universal-Internationals

talent scouts, searching for possible treas-

ure on the beach at Santa Monica, who
dug Bob Francis up out of the sand and

whisked him off to the studio. Bob got a

reading but no contract; he was sent in-

stead to study with dramatic coach Ba-

tomi Schneider, who has been his friend

and mentor ever since.

It was at this point that Uncle Sam
opened his ever-loving arms, and Bob dis-

appeared from the never-never land of

Hollywood into the hurry-up-and-wait

routine of Army life. Considering his

established excellence on skis, it only

figures, of course, that Bob should be sent

to Alaska or some such place—but what

kind of army sets its draftees to doing

what they do best? Bob, the novice drama
student, was stationed at Camp Roberts,

California, to give instruction in Public

Speaking.

Our hero was all of twenty-three, much
too ancient to be flashing over snow-

covered hills in pursuit of elusive ski

records, when the Army let go. Turning

his back on his first love, Bob set his stub-

born young mind to the task of wooing

the muse and winning a movie career. But

if he was impatient, eager to double back

on the time he had lost, Batomi Schneider

was not. "You need more work, you are

not ready," she said in her strongly ac-

cented words as she turned a completely

deaf ear to his pleas for an immediate

screen test.

Curiously, Bob's impatience found an

unexpected ally in Batomi's own husband,

a dramatic coach at Columbia. Whether

Benno Schneider was less cautious than

his wife or more sure of Bob has never

been established; in either case, he called

Bob at the home of his parents in Pasa-

dena and asked if the lad could appear at

the studio two hours hence.

"I was probably there in twenty min-

utes, hanging around outside the door till

it was time to go in," Bob admits with en-

gaging candor. "Even if I didn't know
why Benno wanted me."
They didn't tell him why he was there,

those great, established men like Stanley

Kramer and Director Edward Dmytryk
whom he met for the first time that aft-

ernoon. They merely said they'd like him

to do a reading. "Here," one of them said,

tossing him the top script from a pile on

the desk. "Here's something you can read

from."
And thus are movie stars created. The

script clutched in Bob Francis's feverish

fist was The Caine Mutiny, and even after

he had studied it, even when he read the

lines for the great men, Bob didn't know
that he was being considered for the role

of Willie Keith. The Caine, as he fondly

refers to it, just happened to be a handy
script. He thought. Some hours later,

having talked with Benno, with executive

Max Arnow, with studio head Harry Cohn
himself, a Pasadena boy named Robert

Charles Francis steadied his shaking hand
enough to affix a scrawled signature to a

contract—and Willie Keith had come to

74 life.

When he is asked, as inevitably he must

be, whether his life has changed, Bob is

apt to bait his questioner with little-boy

gravity. "Why, yes," he'll say, "now I like

oatmeal." It turns out that at West Pomt,

where he worked in The Long Gray Line

for John Ford, the cadets are served oat-

meal for breakfast. Bob ate with them
and liked it, so from that day to this his

morning meal consists of oatmeal, two eggs

with toast and a quart of milk. And the

reason he teases about it is that he still

can't believe that what he eats is of any

interest whatsoever to anyone else in the

world. He has an athlete's appetite for

steaks, backs away from Chinese food,

and can't be convinced that anyone cares.

As a matter of fact, Bob considers his

whole life so normal and uneventful as to

be dull. "Please," he says despairingly,

"I'll be glad to tell you anything you want

to know, but nothing ever happened to me

modern screen's

christmas presents to you,

tony curtis and

janet leigh,

will be on the cover

of the january issue

at your newsstand

december 7

that hasn't happened to every other guy

my age. My father was a mail carrier,

my mother a housewife. I wanted to be a

ski champion where maybe some other

kid wanted to be a G-Man. I went to

public school in Pasadena and to the First

Baptist Church there. I attended college

more to satisfy my parents than anything

else. When the time came I did my hitch

in the Army. There just isn't anything

different or fascinating about me. Nothing

unique ever happened."

Which might lead one to believe that all

guys Bob's age meet their steadiest

girls in the most extraordinary ways. He
was doing a pretty normal thing, giving

the glad eye to an attractive girl in the

car next to his at a traffic stop, when she

pulled out—and was smacked by another

car traveling seventy mph against the

light. The horrified Bob extricated the

girl, dazed but unscathed, from the wreck-

age, and looked at her worriedly; she was

so tiny that he wondered if the impact of

the collision might have collapsed her

like an accordion. Subsequent inspection,

however, proved that Dorothy Ross was
naturally four feet, eleven inches tall,

naturally blonde and naturally inclined to

tan beautifully. Even more extensive in-

vestigations brought to light the facts that

she was a secretary who couldn't care less

about getting into movies, who liked books
and quiet dinners in out-of-the-way
places, who looked like a modern Dresden
doll in a white swim suit. Who added up
to a girl Bob Francis could like very, very
much.
Lest the hearts of feminine readers be

broken too soon, let it be made clear that

Bob is not on the brink of marriage, not
formally engaged. Dorothy is, he says, his

steadiest girl.

"I'm not in a position to propose to any
girl," he says reasonably. "I'm just get-

ting started—again, just like any other

guy my age, regardless of his business. The
studio took a big chance on me and I owe
it to them to apply myself to my work for

the next few years.

"I do try to keep everything in the open
with Dorothy. She always knows where
I am, what I'm doing, and if I'm with an-
other girl, she knows why."
The changes that have come about in

Bob's life are mixed, sort of, but he con-

siders the majority of them beneficial. He
has more clothes than ever before, a jazzy,

second-hand Cadillac coupe, and he earns

more money. He has had to take a bach-
elor apartment in town. "It got to be too

much, this driving back and forth from
Pasadena every day. I'll probably spend

as much time at home as I do at the apart-

ment, but for nights when I have late

classes or something to do for the studio,

I just had to have a place here. What do
my parents think? Well, good Lord, I'm

twenty-four years old. They certainly

don't expect to have me underfoot for the

rest of my life."

The one thing that has troubled Bob in

his new life is the human personality.

Introvert that he admittedly is, he is gen-

uinely interested in other people, and he

has had a couple of sad lessons to learn.

One is that there is no middle ground for

the actor. "Once people learn that I'm an

actor," he commented, "they either want
to devote the whole evening to hearing

about Hollywood or they shy away from

the subject entirely, as if there were some-
thing wrong with it. I want to find out

what they do and think and feel, I want

to know about them—but I get embar-
rassed when they avoid mentioning my
work as tactfully as if I drank to excess

or had just gotten out of an asylum."

Those are the people on the outside.

Then there are the pros. On his first cross

country Personal Appearance tour, Bob
met the press of a certain eastern city at a

cocktail party, an experience he will re-

member. He was immediately button-

holed by a lady journalist, slightly the

worse for alcoholic wear and of a nature

to become belligerent under the influence

of same. She did not like the film version

of The Caine—why had Stanley Kramer
made thus-and-so changes? Stanley had

made them, as a matter of fact, at the

specific request of the U.S. Navy, but this

seemed hardly the time and place to ex-

plain such things. Instead Bob made some
polite, smiling reply which was not at all

satisfactory. The lady felt that the script

was an unforgivable botch and, what's

more, every role was miscast—why, in the

book, Willie had been a rosy-cheeked,

slightly chubby young man!
n

"She kept snapping up those cocktails,

Bob recalls in awe, "and inside an hour

she thought that I was Stanley; she started

jabbing her finger into my chest and ask-

ing how dared I cast Bogart as Captain

Queeg? I could feel my ears burning and

my collar getting damp as her voice got

louder and more shrill, but I was trapped.

Finally two men reporters, who must have

been used to her, lifted her gently by the

elbows and carried her out. Man, what



an introduction!" He still looks dazed.

TPven in his own element, the studio,

um «™as bothered by people for
awlnle "They stared at me. It was only
natural, I guess; I was just a guy from
Pasadena and nobody in show businessknew anything about me. I'd look around
and see them studying the way I held a
cigarette, the way I walked or combed my
hair or cut a steak. Trying to figure me
out. I got so self-conscious that I was
miserable, wondering what they thought
and what might be misinterpreted. So off
I went for my solitary trek along the beach
to think it out. What I decided was, 'The
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TVs is the way 1 and

it the studio liked me well enough to giveme a contract, I'd better stay the way I
am. After that, I could relax again."
That Robert Francis has arrived is in-

dicated by the fact that he is even on the
blacklist of a columnist. "Not Miss Par-
sons," he explains in some haste. "She
has been wonderful in the things she has
written about the picture and me."
Seems that after a premiere Bob and

about ten other people were in a nightclub
and seated across the table from him was
the unnamed columnist. She had a mad
on at Stanley Kramer for some inexpli-
cable reason and she elected to take it out
on Bob After staring at him for some
time she said vaguely, "Oh, yes, I re-

,
member you. You're the young man who
plavs that bit role in The Caine Mutiny
aren t you?
The young man's pride was stung his

blue eyes glinted, but his mother would
have washed his mouth out with soap for
rudeness to an older woman. "Why yesma am, I am," he answered pleasantly,
but it was really too insignificant to men-

tion, so why don't we forget about it?"
He should have known that most colum-

nists never forget anything. Thereafter,
when one of Bob's pictures was shown to
the press, she reviewed the performances
of everyone down to the bit players, con-
cluding with, "Robert Francis was also in
the cast."

Typically, Bob holds no animosity. He's
doing his job as well as he knows how
he has beautiful manners, and he has done
nothing for which he should apologizeAmong the attributes with which he was
endowed is a healthy independence that
will allow him to become nobody's whip-
ping boy. No amount of modesty will or
should, change that.

'"Phis large, lean and handsome characterA has undeniable imperfections. There is
an unexpected impish quality to be
guarded against. "We had another lunch-
eon mterview to do the other day, and I
started thinking about poor Dorothy, abouthow bored she must be, having heard myMe story so many times." This particular
Dorothy is not his charm-sized girl friend
but a Columbia publicist "So I decided
to liven things up for her and make up
a new life story. I explained to the writerhow Hollywood had discovered me just as
I was about to sign for another Broadwavm

"<S1
fi?

L
i talked about the three children

and the divorce and the other woman in-
volved.
He was grinning from ear to ear as heremembered it "Dorothy never said aword—maybe she was speechless—but her

eyes were out on stems before I apol-
ogized to the writer and said it was all a
loke on Dorothy."
How would you feel about such devil-ment if you were a publicist in charge of

this individual? Well, if you had the usualnumber of red corpuscles and a sense ofhumor as Dorothy has, you, too, would
probably go around muttering, "I'm eoine
to kill him!" And, just as she doe™ y°£d
love the guy. END
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change of heart

(Continued from page 53) being told

around most of Hollywood: Pier Angeh

and Jimmy Dean had it real bad—that
ven for each other described as loye.

On the Warner Brothers lot the story

was old hat. Ever since The Silver Chalice

and East of Eden had begun, Pier twenty-

one and Jimmy, twenty-three, had been

exchanging visits, spending every spare

minute together.

How had the romance begun.'

According to one girl who knows Fier

well, "It had something to do with re-

bound. When Kirk Douglas suddenly de-

cided to get married, I think she was a

little hurt. She says that she and Kirk

were never in love, just good friends, and

all of that. But he was the first man ot

any consequence in her life and I know

she felt very friendly toward him.

"Kirk also thought the world ot her.

Mama wasn't enthusiastic about this affilia-

tion. But last year Pier took Kirk all over

Rome showing him the sights. And he gave

her gifts, and I saw them together lots ot

times. And it looked to me like much
more than 'just friendship.' That s why I

say that when Kirk ran off to Vegas and

married Anna Buydens, Pier was a little

taken back. After all, the one man m her

life had been taken out of circulation.

"At twenty-one a girl needs a beau, so

it was only natural for Pier to keep her

eyes open. That's how come she took up

with Jimmy Dean."

Pier's version of the origin of her friend-

ship with Jimmy Dean makes no men-

tion of Douglas.
,

..

"I never," Pier insisted in her cute Italian

accent, "went to see any other actor work

but Jeemee. We hear one day on the set

that there is this keed on the Kazan pic-

ture you know, the picture Elia Kazan

is directing. They say he is very good.

"I say to myself, 'Anna, maybe you

better look.' So I look. I watch Jeemee

act. He is good, very good. I was amazed.

I have never seen a young actor like

Jeemee. I have great respect for his talent.

We are introduced.

"Soon he is visiting my set. I am visiting

his set. Just visits. That's all."

"Haven't you and Jimmy been dating?

Pier was asked.

She smiled graciously. "We were so

busy working, there was not much time.

"You mean that in all the weeks of your

friendship you two never went out?"

"All right," the diminutive actress said.

"I will tell you. But do not make it sound

that we are chasing over the country, that

we are flying to each other. This is the

truth.
"One evening after these visits on the

set, Jeemee asked me to go out. We went

to a restaurant, to Frascati's. His parents

were there. He introduced me. They are

wonderful people. Then Jeemee, after his

picture was finished, had to go to New
York.

"I drove him to the plane, and Debbie

Reynolds was getting on the same plane,

too. She was flying to New York with her

mother. Yes, to see Eddie. So I introduced

Jeemee to Debbie. I do not, excuse, I did

not want them to be lonely. On a flight,

a trip, it is good to talk.

"Anyway, when Jeemee got to New
York he called me and said, 'Debbie is a

very nice girl but we did not talk. She
was very sick most of the trip. Then I

fell asleep.'

"Jeemee is what they call, well, you can

say he is my close friend."

Pier was asked, "How close?"

She smiled and said, "The closest."

76 "Are you in love with Jimmy Dean?"

"I do not think," Pier told the questioner,

"that you understand me. I was raised in

Italy, very strict, very close. My parents

with me all the time. It is that way m
Italy. In America young girls have more
freedom. They meet somebody—how you

say?—they meet some guy and fall for

him? That is the saying, no? They get

married. If marriage is not successful,

divorce.

"Since I was born I believe in marrying

one time. Was how I was raised. A girl is

married one time. I will get married only

one time. So I must be sure.

"Jeemee is a wonderful boy, a great

actor. But we are very young. He will soon

be twenty-four. This is first year for me
I am allowed to go out alone. There is a

very old joke in Hollywood. If a boy dates

me they say he must also date my mother,

my two sisters, my dogs and my parakeets.

This is not true any more.

"I am allowed to go out alone on dates.

Of course, I call my mother on the tele-

phone from the outside—" (Pier laughed

heartily at this) "—but I am now free and
twenty-one. There is a responsibility in

being free.

"You cannot meet the first guy and fall

in love right away and there you are. No,

it is the wrong bit." (Pier's speech is

punctuated with theatrical slang, "bit" be-

ing a show-business synonym for act,

routine, way.)
"I must grow up first before I fall in

love."
Anna Pierangeli is of course, at twenty-

one, a full-grown young woman. In at-

titude and outlook, however, she is naive.

("The reason I took Kirk Douglas around

Rome. The poor boy. He was so alone. He
knew no one there, no girls, no friends,

nothing.")

Pier's naivete is the result of maternal
over-protection, of too much careful clois-

tering. Her background explains this.

Anna and Marisa Pierangeli, twins, were
born on the Italian island of Sardinia. As
children they were taken to Rome where
Pier's father, Luigi Pierangeli, soon be-

came well known as an architect and

builder.
When Pier was six years old, World

War II broke out in Europe, and as Pier

grew up she learned much of death and

fear and suffering.

Pier, understandably enough, doesn't like

to talk about it, but when she was ten

the Nazis moved in and occupied all of

Italy. It was unsafe, even for ten-year-old

girls, to walk the streets of Rome even to

and from school. There was a perpetual

shortage of food. Pier remembers her

father bicycling into the rural areas north

of Rome to bargain with the peasants for

fresh vegetables and a little milk.

She knows, too, that it was the strain

of the war years that eventually weakened
her father's heart and killed him only a

few weeks after she had finished her first

American picture, Teresa, and had signed

a contract to come to Hollywood.

"I do not like," she says, "to talk about

the past. The present is much nicer, and

the future is always the best time for a

girl."

Pier's mother had been an actress in

Italy. Upon marrying she left the stage.

When Pier was offered a small part in

Tomorrow Is Too Late, a neo-realistic

Italian film directed by the great Vittorio

DeSica, her father said no. Luigi Pierangeli

did not want his daughter in show busi-

ness. But gradually Pier and her mother

wore him down.
Pier was supposed to play a young girl

confused and terrified by the advent of

maturity and love. And as DeSica recently

said, "As soon as I saw the child, her

DICK HAYMES:

besieged, beleaguered and bedeviled

Now his ex-wives have added new headaches to Dick's and Rita's worries.

A few weeks ago the California

Superior Court ordered Dick Haymes

to be thrown in jail—that is, if the

sheriff could find him.

The charge: Haymes' wilful failure

to pay for the support of his (and

Joanne Dru's) three children, Dick,

Helen and Barbara Haymes.

Dick's third wife, Nora Eddington

Flynn Haymes, also threatened Dick

with prison unless he paid her alimony.

When these announcements hit the

press, a wave of sympathy arose for

beleaguered Dick.

"Why don't these ex-wives leave

Dick alone?" one attorney demanded.

"The Government is trying to deport

him to Argentina. Why don't they

let him fight one case at a time? He'll

pay them off eventually.^ His ex-wives

are being unreasonable."

Joanne Dru, Dick's second wife,

heard about this in London where she

was making a film with Errol Flynn.

Joanne's career has been going well,

six pictures in two years, and she

realizes that many people can't under-

stand her reluctance to relax the legal

pressure against Dick, who is broke.

Joanne's explanation: "When I was

married to Dick he got behind on his

Federal income tax payments. Two
years after Dick and I were divorced,

the Government took 50% of my in-

come to pay his back taxes. They

took about $45,000 from me. That's

why I'm determined to make Dick pay

the maintenance allowance for his

own children. Right now he owes

about $4,500. If he gets deported I

don't imagine we'll ever get a cent."

Says Nora Eddington Flynn—
Haymes' third wife: "I divorced Dick

because he wanted his freedom to

marry Rita Hayworth. He agreed to

pay me $100 a week starting Septem-

ber 24, 1953. He paid one week's

alimony and I haven't had another

penny from him. They tell me that

if he gets shipped back to Argentina,

I can go whistle. That's why I'd like

a few bucks from him right now."

Haymes, who has earned more than

$5,000,000 in his thirty-eight years

and has nothing but trouble to show

for it today, says, "If they'll only give

me a chance I'll try to straighten

everything out in time."

{



fragile body, her sensitive face, I knew she
was the right one."
When Pier was granted paternal permis-

sion to play the part, she fainted after an
actor kissed her during the first take.

Sheltered, watched over, kept away from
boys during her adolescence, Pier came to
Hollywood a frightened, inhibited girl.
Time, American ways, and half a dozen

motion pictures have made changes but
she is still emotionally afraid. And Mama
Pierangeli is still afraid that someone will
hurt her little girl. Now that Pier is twen-
ty-one, Mama permits unchaperoned dat-
ing, but this is merely to avoid the
eventual rebellion that springs from re-
pression.
Actor Jimmy Dean, on the other hand,

is far from repressed or inhibited.
He is a member of what is euphemis-

tically termed "the T-shirt school of ac-
tors" or "the Kazan school."
He has been compared to Marlon Brando

in behavior, dress, speech and manner. He
is also a talented actor. His performance in
East Of Eden, for example, is outstanding
This picture was directed by Elia Kazan
(Pinky, Gentleman's Agreement, Streetcar
Named Desire, On The Waterfront). Kazan
is an excellent judge of talent.
Dean had a role in a Broadway play,

The Immoralist, which ran last year His
performance in that production was so
good that he won an award as the most
promising newcomer of the year Kazan
thereupon tested and signed him for Eden
During the production of the pictureJimmy was introduced to Pier Angeli
''Her soul," he says, "she's got a beauti-

ful soul. Strikes you right away. Doesn't
have to open her mouth. Just look at her
Beauty. Get it? Beauty. Sheer, overwhelm-
ing beauty.

"Sure, I like her. But right now I'm in
no position to take care of her. She de-
serves the best. I'm no hustler. Never have
been Can't hustle a buck. I don't need
dough Never had any and got along fine,
if 1 get some dough I like to spend it on
records. Like good music. Things like that."Dean reported to Warner Brothers wear-
lng aJIYshlrt and was immediately stamped
an oft- beat character.

,

,"W
?
1C

?lm?
ares what they cal1 me?" he

asked. The serious artist has always been
misunderstood."

t ?e wa:Lraised on a farm in Fairmont,
Indiana. His mother died when he was an

i^T ' Td was
„
brought up by an auntand uncle Pier calls them "his parents."

Unlike Brando, who, as a child, had no
desire to act, Jimmy has been acting "ever
since I was a kid." At Fairmont High
School he won the Indiana State Dramatic
Contest as the state's best actor. He also

won letters in baseball, basketball and
track. A year later he went west and en-
rolled in the University of California at
Los Angeles.

n/r™
meS Whitmore

.
then under contract toMGM got to know young Dean and told

fum that there might be a place for him in
Hollywood.

«T

"
Afte

^
two years at UCLA," Dean says,

I got fed up and took the bus to New
York and started making the rounds for
an acting job. Didn't know the ropes.
Didnt have much dough. Got lonely and
scared. Used to spend all day in the
movies.

Eventually, Dean hired out as a hand on
a yacht whose skipper was connected with
show business. The skipper got him an
audition for See The Jaguar. It was a
beautifully written allegorical play but
it lasted on Broadway only a very short
time.

Jimmy then began making the rounds of
the tv casting directors in New York and
gradually got enough work to live on. Last
year Billy Rose cast him in The Immoral-
ist and this year Kazan had him make his

^J
6
^
n del

2,
ut °PP°site Julie Harris in East

Of Eden. Simultaneously, Pier Angeli was
loaned to Warner Brothers for The Silver
Clialice.

While the pictures were in productionJimmy concentrated exclusively on Pier
ihey would lunch in the studio's GreenKoom each afternoon, watch each other
work in fro^t of the cameras and spend
their spare time together.
With Jimmy in attendance, Pier seemed

to blossom, to become more gay A hair-
dresser remarked, "Whenever Dean walks
on the set the lovelight comes into that
chicken s green eyes."
As for Dean, when asked about his feel-

ings toward Pier he shakes his blond
head and says, "She's a doll, that one, a
rare and beautiful doll. She's so different
from all the rest of the dolls I've seen in
pictures She's young but she's got depth
and philosophy. She's gracious with peopleknows how to handle them, something
I ve got to learn out here."
"Do you think that eventually you two

kids will get engaged?"

i

"YoU
o ^ean me and Miss Pizza? Whoknows > Right now I'm too neurotic "

And this was the final word on the sub-
ject.

No wonder the film colony was com-
pletely unprepared for Pier's sudden
announcement that she would marry
Brooklyn-born Vic Damone. A casual
friendship that no one took seriously—
except Pier and Vic—turned out to be thenews item that caught all the Hollywood
news hawks napping. END

meet maggie mcnamara

(Continued from -page 57) luckily the namewas almost the same. Maggie isn't one to
explain much anyway and by then—after
all that had happened to her—she wasn't
too surprised at anything.
That was only three years ago, and now

Maggie McNamara is a celebrity in herown right That Chicago play was such a
hit that it ran for thirteen months, sent
Maggie on to Broadway, and then to Holly-
wood, where the movie version caused
quite a stir with the censors and won anAcademy nomination for Maggie This
year Three Coins In The Fountain ismaking golden box-office noises second
only to The Robe at Twentieth Century-
Fox And McNamara will go so far as to
do Shakespeare in the one she's making
now, Prince Of Players.
Maggie McNamara's appearance is still

deceiving. She still looks as though she
just stepped out of Seventeen, on whose
pages she used to appear as a model. She
still wears the same kind of clothes She
weighs just ninety-six pounds soaking wet
and stands five feet, one, in flat shoes The
rest of the McNamara chassis, while ar-
tistically and provocatively arranged, could
slip through a transom with ease any time
Maggie should get locked out of her room.
The girlishly-innocent face is crowned

with a mop of raven hair cropped to an
Italian bob, furthering the illusion that
twenty-six-year-old Maggie is a fugitive
from the truant officer. When she was
working on Three Coins In The Fountain,
Maggie showed up one morning wearing'
black-rimmed glasses and packing a script
under her arm. Gibby, the guard, informed
her kindly that u.c.l.a. was just over the
hill. She had to wait in the reception room
until her statement that she was Miss Mc-
Namara, the actress, was verified.

Life's going

to be

Different!

With a smooth,
blemish-free skin

that invites romance
No More hateful blackheads, over-
oily skin or pimples to keep you
Irom having fun. You can be lovely
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contains soothing, healing Cuticura
medication.

Step Three: At bedtime smooth on
Cuticura Ointment. This softens and
^Proves your skin as it helps clearup blackheads and externally caused
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In 7 Days you'll begin to see fresher
clearer, smoother skin, radiant new
complexion tone.

Keep It Up Cuticura Soap and
Ointment make your skin lovelier asthey help clear it up. What's morethey also help protect and preserve.

Want Faster Action? During the day
use new "invisible" Cuticura Medi-
cated Liquid under your make-upMany doctors report results in 1 to
o days! Get Cuticura at your drug-
gist today! 8
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Maggie McNamara's cute, little-girl ap-

pearance has been her fortune. With-

out it, chances are she'd never have hit the

Hollywood gold mine. Maggie didn't know
beans with the bag open about dramatics

and cared even less until her fresh, fas-

cinating face showed up on the cover of

Life Magazine some six years ago and, to

her amazement, started Hollywood studios

bidding. She started acting lessons and
appeared in a four-day flop on Broadway.
But Maggie blossomed because she found

a lucky part custom-tailored to her decep-

tive facade. As Patty, the naively-wise

little pick-up in The Moon Is Blue, Maggie
provided the kick by looking as dumb as

a doorknob while she made fools of sophis-

ticated men-about-town William Holden
and David Niven. In Three Coins it was the

same—a ga-ga little secretary romped off

to the altar with worldly-wise prince

Louis Jourdan through some clever foot-

work behind her gaucherie. Maggie sur-

prised her audience along with her prey.

In person, if you don't watch out, you're

likely to fall for the same charming trap—
the round, innocent eyes, the hesitant

speech, the frail little figure. Added to a

sincere shyness and reluctance to talk

about herself or show her face in public

places, Maggie is already a minor sort of

mystery girl in Hollywood. Although she

has camped there a respectable spell three

separate times, she has yet to go to a night-

club or anywhere that a guy can get a

good look. Most of the time she's been
without her husband, who writes TV shows
back in New York, so she spends her spare

time studying. The minute she gets off a

movie hook, Maggie kites right back to

New York believing, like Fred Allen, that

California is great—if you're an orange.

Maggie signed to make pictures for

Darryl Zanuck, but she was loaned out to

Producer Otto Preminger for her first.

Then her home studio called on Maggie
to make King Of The Khyber Rifles. Mag-
gie read the script and said, "No, thanks."

Her bosses as firmly said, "Yes." She still

said, "No." They spanked her with a sus-

pension.
But Maggie McNamara has no regrets.

When she was called back from the coat

closet and offered Three Coins In The
Fountain, Maggie promptly said yes, had
a dream trip to Rome and—well—look

what happened.
This ability to emerge from any doubt-

ful situation glowing like a rose may trace

back to the luck of the Irish. Her father,

Timothy McNamara, emigrated to Amer-
ica from County Cork; and the Flemings,

her mother's tribe, came from Galway by
way of England.
Marguerite Ann Mary McNamara, as

they tagged her, was the third daughter./

Older sisters Helen and Cathleen and
younger brother Robert made a pretty

big family for Tim McNamara to support

in the Great Depression on a chauffeur's

pay—just when the rich were frantically

divesting themselves of such luxuries.

When Maggie was nine the financial strain

and other things split the family. Her
mother, Helen, found a job as a beauty
operator and made a home for the kids.

Maggie didn't get far from home base

all during her girlhood, which she remem-
bers as being 'on the solitary side.' All

around her Manhattan was busting with
excitement, drama and adventure, but
Marguerite stayed rooted like the dainty

posy she's named after right in Wash-
ington Heights. She roller skated sedately

on the crowded sidewalks, her long, blonde
tresses (they turned black later on) flying

and no wildly adventurous ideas beneath
them—least of all the gaudy vision of be-

coming an actress. Maggie got all her ro-

mance and escape from books. She'd raid

78 he public library for a stack almost as tall

as she was and find a place by herself

where she could get lost in fairy tales and
legends, her favorite being the bloody,

dragon-baiting saga of Beowulf. The only

time Maggie showed a girlhood flash of

show business ambition was after a per-

formance of the Ballet de Monte Carlo.

That excited her so visibly that a friend,

close enough to be called aunt, staked her

to dancing lessons and for a while Maggie^s

shyness was lost in dreams of a ballerina's

career. Trouble was, each time she toe-

danced before the Ballet Arts School

pupils, she'd giggle with embarrassment
and that would bring her right down flat-

footed. If you'd have predicted that self-

conscious Miss Marguerite McNarmara
would someday lead the spotlighted life

THE BLIND LEADING THE
BRAZILIAN

In Sao Paulo,
Brazil, during our

film festival, I was
at the Cine Mar-
r o c o s where I

walked past Fred
MacMurray. As he
was talking to

somebody, I stood '

:

quietly b y his
side. He finished

talking and then
without even giv-

ing me a look, he took me by the arm
and led me through the hall towards

the street. I said nothing till we
reached the street; then I asked him

for his autograph. It was only then

that he noticed that it was me and not

June Haver he was escorting. He was

very confused and asked me to excuse

him—and again got more and more

confused for he thought that he had

been apologizing in vain and 1 did not

know any English!
Jurema Oliveira

Sao Paulo, Brazil

of an actress, you would have been cred-

ited with a hole in the head.

Maggie kept right on being the shy one

at school. Soon after her operation, she

memorized every word of Rip Van Winkle

and the whole book of The Man Without A
Country, a feat she's still pretty proud of.

Her grades zoomed and at thirteen she was
ready to enter the Starbenuller Textile

School to study commercial art and fashion.

The career of Maggie, the Beautiful

Cloak Model, started while she was still

in the Textile School and again not be-

cause of Maggie's ego but through another

one of those family friends. This one, an

amateur photographer, draped Maggie in

a Chinese costume one Sunday afternoon

and took a picture. "It wasn't a very good

picture," says Maggie. "I looked like

Paddy's Irish Lotus Blossom," but every-

one said it was artistic and that she posed

just like a fashion model.

So armed with the homemade glamour

shot, Maggie slipped into her most chic

outfit, a green-and-white checked summer
suit, rolled her hair on top of her head

and^ accompanied by her mother, invaded

John Robert Powers' famous glamour hive.

The receptionist looked at the Lotus Blos-

som study and shuddered but took another

look at Maggie and gasped. Instead of

enrolling her in the Powers finishing

school—as Maggie had rashly hoped—she
buzzed Powers himself and said she had

j

just what he'd been looking for. Right
j

about then young fashions were sweeping
|

the nation and Maggie got a job that day.

She modeled white knit snow mittens al-

though it was ninety in the shade.
Pretty soon Maggie was all over the

style catalogues and fashion magazines

—

and she swung her Brewster hat box

—

badge of the Powers girl—up Madison
Avenue with a sassy swagger. She got

her fee upped to $20 an hour. With her
ageless face and figure it looked as if she'd

go bobby-soxing along in fashion poses
until she got arthritis. But another girl

named Maggie changed that when our
Maggie was nineteen.

'"Phis Maggie's last name was Swope, and
she was a fashion editor of Life Maga-

zine. Cooking up a spread on basket-
weave handbags she had Sharland, the fa-

mous woman photographer, build it around
this cute McNamara kid. The day the

proofs came in she called Maggie and in-

formed her excitedly, "Don't hold your
breath—but it looks like you might be on
the cover!" That's a top break for any
young model.
"Ha!" said Maggie, knowing a thing or

two about life by then—and about Life

Magazine, too. She would be lucky if she

showed up on page 109 by the time the

bright young men shuffled things around.

So instead of holding her breath, Mag-
gie went up to Highland Falls that week-
end for some fresh air and got so giddy

she fell off a bicycle, blacking both eyes,

puffing her lip up like a toadstool and
scratching a waffle design across her nose.

When she limped into her house her

mother told her, "A Mr. David Selznick

called."

"Who?" asked Maggie wearily. The man
who made Gone With The Wind meant
nothing to her.

"—and Dick Avedon."
"Wow!" exclaimed Maggie. Avedon is a

top fashion photographer and he never

had given her a tumble before. It dawned
that she must have made the Life cover

after all and a dash to the corner drug-

store confirmed it.

John Powers straightened out Maggie

on who David Selznick was and went with

her to see him at Hampshire House, where,

despite the fact that she looked like some-

thing Kid Gavilan had just worked over,

he talked about a Hollywood contract and

sent her to a drama teacher to prepare for

a test. The test wasn't made but she was
offered a stock contract and turned it

down on John Powers' advice to learn

something about acting before she gave up
modeling. Her Irish luck was riding high.

Six months later Selznick stopped pro-

ducing pictures.
.

Maggie's dramatic debut was in The

King Of Friday's Men, an Irish fantasy

that the Abbey Players had done, and she

got the job because of her leprechaun look.

Again her shamrock delivered, because

she was all set to take off for New Or-

leans to visit her roommate's folks when
the producers offered her the spot. She's

never been sorry she canceled her reserva-

tions, because while the arty stage job

lasted just four days at the Playhouse it

drew critical cheers for Maggie McNamara
and led to her real break in The Moon Is

Blue. A month later, indirectly, it got Mag-

gie a husband.

W4TCH
FOR "MODERN ROMANCES" ON TV

Weekdays on

NBC-TV



Y\ avid Swift is a big guy from Minnesota
who grew up in Laguna Beach, Cali-

fornia. After doodling Donald Ducks and
such at Walt Disney's Studios, he pro-
gressed to radio writing. By now he's a top
tv writer, who originated Mr. Peepers and
owns a hunk of the show. The Morris
agency which handled Maggie's career,
handled Swift's business, and that's how
he spied this picture of Maggie. Dave
Swift

;

looked and swore right out loud,
"That's the girl I'm going to marry!"
This involved a brassy phone call,

a blind date, a stand-up on Maggie's part,
another try, a proposal after a nine-day
courtship, and a marriage before the month
was out. There wasn't time for a honey-
moon because Dave was sweating out a
tv script and Maggie was loaded—rehear-
sals for The Moon Is Blue by day and an
Equity Library Theatre performance of
You Can't Take It With You at night. In
fact, Maggie remembers disgustedly that
the day after their wedding she had to
show up for rehearsals at the grim hour
of ten a.m.

After Mag's sensational run in Chicago
and a two-month Broadway triumph sub-
bing for Barbara Bel Geddes, the Swifts
had a breather and flew off on their de-
layed honeymoon to the Virgin Islands.
There Dave, who had gone for a skin-
diving rig, complete with underwater car-
tridge spear, exploded the thing on the first
day's dive and it sank out of sight. Most
of his honeymoon was spent plunging
vainly to recover the expensive equipment.
Maggie had read the map wrong, routed

them to a British Island instead of a
French one, or vice versa, fouled up their
passports and landed herself in all kinds of
international complications. But their mis-
adventures made the honeymoon a howl-
ing success for the Swifts. As Dave's best
friend, Bob Sweeney, swears: "Dave and
Maggie are a couple of strictly offbeat
characters with Charles Addams senses
of humor."

A lthough they are separated pretty often

,
,
by their two careers, the Swifts are a

self-sufficient corporation, close as two
peas in a pod and steady long distance
customers of A. T. & T. Home is a Man-'
hattan apartment but they seem to be al-
ways crossing the country by plane, train
or in their Ford convertible, which Maggie
still can't drive. She's not the athletic type.
Sometimes under pressure she'll tap out a
miniature golf game, coast downhill on a
bike or push a bowling ball listlessly down
an alley, although there's always the dan-
ger that the ball will take Maggie along,
too. But usually she won't walk across the
room if she can get a ride.
But she'll stay up all night—and often

does—playing charades, murder, Scrabble
or some such wit-teasing game. Most of
this takes place at Bob and Bev Sweeney's
house. Bob, a tv actor, was Dave's best
man at their wedding and they're the only
close friends Maggie has in Hollywood The
way she's going she's not likely to collect
a crowd.
The nearest Maggie has come to a Holly-

wood whirl was the gala Egyptian pre-
miere, but at the last moment she begged
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ott because she was starting Prince' OfPlayers the next morning. Even when shewas up for an Academy Award in NewYork last year, McNamara passed the event
which could possibly have Oscared her over
nationwide television. She didn't pack an
evening gown for this Hollywood trip and
never wears makeup, on screen or off.Ine only jewelry she wears is her plain
gold wedding band and some earring^ shepicked up in Rome. But she confesses a

I Iff ?T ^Pearls. « and when she can

\fZ, T Bef°re
£
hat

>
however, Maggie

[wants a house m the country out from

New York and some more trips abroad
preferably to Scandanavia, a hangover
urge from Beowulf. And then there's the
family she wants, boy first, then a girl and
her son's name is already picked out-
David, naturally. Maggie thinks that's the
most beautiful of all handles and when old
f^nds call her husband by his nickname,
Bud,

' her Irish flares. "How can you
disgrace such a beautiful name?" Mrs
Swift rages.

"Maggie's chances of realizing most of
these private dreams seem fairly re-

mote at present. Producers are standing
in line, in Hollywood and on Broadway,
too. As Bob Sweeney observes, "She's one'
of those dedicated actresses, all out and
wrapped up. Maggie would rather create
something good for a $30,000 B picture than
walk through a $3,000,000 epic. Money
isn't her object—she's out for the top."
There doesn't seem to be much doubt

about that. And while Irish luck may
have shoved her into the dizzy galaxy of
show business, Maggie is not counting on
those shamrocks to yank her up to
the stars. The perfectionism which has
made her almost a Hollywood recluse car-
ries on wherever she goes and when she's
on a job conventional holidays mean noth-
ing. In love as they are, the Swifts have
never even celebrated a wedding anni-
versary. In New York Maggie still studies
dramatics with coach Herbert Ratner and
sometimes dancing with Martha Graham.
Eva LeGallienne coached her for the

Shakespeare in Prince Of Players wherein
Maggie is tackling big league stuff like the
balcony scene from Romeo And Juliet with
expert Richard Burton. "When I put on a
few pounds I'll do Lady Macbeth," she
promises. "I'm mean enough for the part."

Nobody who knows Maggie McNamara
believes that for a minute. The consensus is
that the diminutive Maggie packs a heart
as big as a watermelon and just as soft
Maggie carries a torch for the rights of
man, says her chum Norma Crane who
was with her in that ill-fated first Broad-way play and is visiting with her in Holly-
wood right now. "The only thing that
really makes her mad is disloyalty or in-
justice." And her agent calls Maggie "the
worst ^business woman in the world, be-
cause," he explains, "she can't stand to
hurt anybody."
So the prospect of Maggie McNamara

ever coming across convincingly as a
murderess is a workout for the imagina-
tion of her friends, as is the prospect of
extra pounds. They know how she for-
gets to eat when she's working, nibbling
nothings all day long and settling for a
steak late at night after a spot of sherry
Maggie practically lives on steaks and
salads, both non-fattening, and milk gagsher—so the chances of there ever being
much more of Maggie McNamara to spread
around seem pretty slim.

"Dut so far Maggie's ninety-six have•" been all the weight that's needed to
send out a solid beat. When she hit the
stage in The Moon Is Blue one critic
looked, listened and wrote: "Tonight Mag-
gie McNamara was the irresistible force
that made all of us in the theatre im-
movable objects."
The effect has been essentially the same

out of Hollywood. Or, as witty CliftonWebb mused, thoughtfully watching Mag-
gie spark up scenes for Three Coins In The
Fountain with the McNamara charm
She s a tiny thing, isn't she? But then so

is the atom." end 70



has kelly found her man?

(Continued from page 30) her concerns

her quick romance with Ray Milland.

Grace was under the impression that the

Millands were separated when Ray became
infatuated with her. This was incorrect,

and she diplomatically got rid of Milland.

As for her other leading men, her dates

were for friendship, not love. And then,

too, there have been those she definitely

did not date—such as Stewart Granger,
with whom she made Green Fire for MGM
and equally happily married Jim Stewart.

Love did not enter Grace Kelly's life

until last summer when Oleg Cassini,

forty-two, dress designer and former hus-
band of Gene Tierney, attracted her atten-

tion. Then Grace dropped her leading men
out of her private world and began to con-

centrate on Cassini.

Oleg has long been in demand as an ar-

dent, witty, charming and intelligent escort.

He also has an affinity for romance, so

last August when Grace had to journey to

the French Riviera for location shooting

on To Catch A Thief, Oleg found that he
had business on the Riviera, too.

At Cannes, Cassini and Kelly were vir-

tually inseparable. When Grace was gam-
bling for small stakes at the Monte Carlo
casino, so was Oleg.
On Carleton Beach, Grace and her mus-

tached friend sunbathed together, swam
together, went boating together.

Grace, who goes swimming in a con-
servative bathing suit, explained at the

time that she and Oleg were merely ac-

quaintances.
"Right now," she said, "I don't feel that
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1 can combine marriage and a career. My
career is just beginning and it requires
constant care and attention. The same
thing, I think, is true of marriage.
"At the moment my career is getting

most of my attention. Certainly I'm inter-

ested in marriage. What single girl isn't?

But I don't think I could mix them at this

particular time."

TP hat's what Grace said in Cannes. And
oddly enoueh, no one believed her. Ac-

cording to one European, "Kelly claims she
isn't interested in marriage. But Cassini
certainly is. He is occupying the room di-

rectly across from her in the Carleton Ho-
tel He has admitted to friends that he is

crazy about her and hopes to marry her
"Kelly is not well known here. Only

High Noon has been released. But she is

very striking and unusually ladylike. She
and Cassini are inseparable. No doubt this

is a serious love affair, as Cassini is not the
type to go chasing rainbows. He probably
will leave for Paris a day ahead of her.'"

From Paris, the same man observed, "No
doubt now about Kelly-Cassini entente

Seems he knew her back in New York when
she was a struggling young TV actress.

Then he was still married to Gene Tierney
but separated. Currently Cassini is show-
ing Kelly most of Paris. Yesterday he took
her to the Jacques Fath party. She dressed

very simply, as usual. She is such a fresh,

clean-looking girl, she looks as though she
spent the night on a bed of mint. Cassini

confided that he will drive her to Le Havre
when she sails for New York (then flies

to Hollywood). She is joining Gary Grant
and Betsy Drake at Le Havre. Probably.

Cassini will not sail with her.

"He is very shrewd and diplomatic about
the press. Undoubtedly, he will join her
in Hollywood where she goes to finish the

Hitchcock picture. My guess is that Cassini

will wear her down, probably marry her

before the year is out. The Paris reaction

to Kelly was very good, although the men
were surprised to see an American actress

who isn't built like Monroe.
"Hitchcock says Kelly is a fine actress

who has many of Ingrid Bergman's qual-

ities. Newsmen find her careful and unre-
sponsive. She is a tough interview, no
anecdotes, no color, speaks in measured
sentences. Cassini is hitting forty, tops her

by fifteen years. He is the first Hollywood
and New York figure younger than her

father to get serious about her. . She
definitely appeals to older, sophisticated

men. We hear she has a younger sister

very pretty, more flesh on her bones.

"She and Cassini have worked out a

travel system whereby he arrives in town
a day before or a day after she does. Then
they get together. There has been abso-

lutly nothing between Kelly and Cary
Grant, despite some rumors."

VV7 hen grace kelly arrived in Hollywood"
to complete To Catch A Thief, Oleg

Cassini (Grace calls him "Oleeg") was not

far behind.
Cassini told reporters he had come to

Hollywood on business. He has been a

studio dress designer for many years.

"Who's he kidding?" asked one reporter.

"Everyone knows his business is Kelly."

Oleg visited her on the Paramount lot

practically every day. They lunched and
talked and tried to dodge the questions of

more inquiring reporters.

"You and Grace going steady?" Cassini

was asked one afternoon.
"We're friends," he admitted.

"When do you friends plan on getting

married?"
Cassini smiled. He is thin, dapper and

pleasant.
"That sort of question," he said, "has to

be answered by the lady in question."



The lady in question was in her dress-
mgroom. The reporter said, "I assume
you re gone on her."

Cassini grinned. "Yes." He nodded. "She
is certainly beautiful. Grace has a classic
beauty and depth—much depth. She is
really a very fine person."
"When do you think you'll make her

Mrs. Cassini?
Oleg shrugged. He made no secret of his

love for Grace. He admitted that he was
hanging around Hollywood just to spend
his time with her.
But Kelly parried most of the questions

about Oleg with practiced verbal agilityHe is a good friend. ... No, I'd never
think of eloping. . . . Quite naturally I
like him.

. . Any wedding announcements
will come from my parents in the proper
manner. ^ ^

One afternoon when she was showing
her young sister around the hotel grounds
Grace was asked how she had liked her
business trip to the Riviera.

"I had a fine time," she said.

;

What is this about you and Oleg Cas-
sini? Anything serious?"
"The weather in France wasn't too good "

Grace said. "But we all managed to have

MAN WITH A SECRET

Around three
years ago I recog-
nized Jeff Chand-
ler standing out-
side a CBS studio.
I asked him for
his autograph and
mentioned that we
almost had the
same birthday; he
was born Decem-
ber 15, 1918 and I

was born on the
17th of the same
year. "Shhhh," he
said, "don't tell

anyone. At least,
you don't look it!"

Mrs. J. L. Robbins
Garden Grove,

California

"After you finish Thief," she was asked,what do you do?"
"I'm going back to New York, and for

six months I m going to do all the things
I haven t had time to do. I'm going to restand shop and sleep and-"
"Get married?" she was interrupted.
1 really must be going," Grace said.

'Two days later, however, when Cassini
was with her on the set, a reporter said

to Grace, "Now, tell me, what is there
about Cassini that you really like'"
For the first time in her Hollywood ca-

reer, Grace
;

stammered and lost her poise.
i-^i don t know what you mean "

Its very simple," the reporter said.^U
}

Ca
,^

lni
- Everyone knows that.Why do you like him?"
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and her face red-dened. Oleg chuckled.

,

."I
„
haven '

t even told Oleeg why I likehim Grace said. And then quickly, "Mv
'Su

noW
-

IVe §ot to change "

That week end Grace and Oleg attended
the Son] a Heme party, and to the 300
guests it was apparent that what Oleg and
Crrace felt was love, pure and simple.
One actress remarked, "Those two be-have as though they are already married.And they make a very handsome couple,

Oleg with his dark hair and dark mustacheand Kelly with her blonde loveliness."A few days after that party, Grace
Packed her bags and with Liz Taylor and
Laraine Day caught a TWA plane to New

York. Cassini had pulled out of Holly-wood a day before. His friends said that
next time he returned to the coast hewould return with Grace Kelly Cassini
Love being a mercurial, unpredictable

quality, Grace Kelly and Oleg Cassini may
be man and wife as you read this. If they
are not, they soon may be unless, of course
they have found some major disagreement.

It seems unlikely, since Cassini is not
the type of fiercely independent man whowould insist that Grace give up her acting.
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-term contract withMGM, and while she has only made one
picture for that studio and, in confidence
she regrets signing that contract, she is
nevertheless a professional actress whowould not like the idea of abandoning acareer that has just rolled into high.

Qne of her close friends says, "Grace has
reached the age when she needs ahusband. She is twenty-six. She comesfrom a large family and has always wanted

a family of her own.
"She has also wanted to prove that shecould carve out a career for herself. She'sproven that very nicely, I think. Hers is

the most sensational start of any young
actress m years.

s

"She comes from a wealthy Irish fam-
ily, and she didn't need to become an
actress because she needs the money. Shewanted to prove to herself that she couldmake it on her own. And she has. Whethershe will marry Oleg Cassini I don't know.
„?u ui

She <?°es '
1 believe tha* she willprobably make one good picture a year"

Want "in" on a

beauty

secret?

A u
E\ YORKER wh° knows Cassini and

his brother Igor (who writes a society
column under the name of Cholly Knick-
erbocker) says, "Oleg has always been at-

wealth
y°Ung Women of beauty and

"Many years ago he married patent med-
icine heiress Madcap Mary Fahrney. Ithink they eloped to Elkton, Maryland Itwas around 1938 and Oleg was the Mad-cap s fourth husband. He was only a kid
at the time, twenty-five, I think, and after
the elopement, there was a remarriage aregular Russian Orthodox affair

infiT
ai
7 ^ him for divorce, charging

infidelity. The next time I heard of Cassinihe was out in Hollywood, running a dressshop or something. Gene Tierney fell for™ a
,

nd
,

th_ey eloped on a plane to Vegas
1 don t think it was a long courtship

1 dont know what loused up Cassini's
marriage with Gene. I know she offered to
give up her career to save their marriage
but a mutual friend quoted her as saying,
Oleg doesnt want me without a career '

Anyway Gene filed for divorce in Calil
tornia. I guess it was in April of 1952There were all sorts of jealousy charges.'

S^fiT" th
^

dl/orce and Oleg agreed topay $63 a week for the support of his two

over** o'nht?
USm°$ anything he earned

over $10,000 a year. Gene waived alimony
«T|

ald she didn>t want a cent for herself
It Gene marries Aly Khan and Oleg

marries Grace Kelly, I don't want to be a
killjoy, but I don't think either of those
marriages will work out.
"My reasons? Very simple. Gene andGrace are American-born and American-

bred. Khan and Cassini are Europeans
with European attitudes. And I've yet tomeet the European who looks upon his
wife as an equal.
"Kelly and Tierney are proud and in-dependent They won't take a back seat toanyone. Besides, there's another thing

about European husbands; once their wives
start growing old and losing their beauty
they start looking around."

In any case, Grace Kelly is no child At
twenty-six, after years of working, 'she
should know her own heart and mind END
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How to stay happily-married and plant

the seeds of life-long happiness now

READ

BISHOP

SHEEN'S
inspiring guide

to love

and marriage

Fulton J.
Sheerr^

THREE TO GET MARRIED
Here is a really different book on love and marriage. In a brilliant

and penetrating analysis, BISHOP SHEEN ANSWERS THE QUES-

TIONS THAT CHALLENGE EVERY MARRIED COUPLE, AS

WELL AS THOSE CONTEMPLATING MARRIAGE:

WHAT are the three tensions of modern marriage?

WHY are three, not just two, needed for love?

HOW is the cult of the body best served?

WHAT is the unbreakable bond in marriage?

WHAT is the true meaning of "two-in-one-flesh?"

WHY does fidelity in marriage imply more than abstention from adultery?

WHAT is the difference between sex and love?

These and many other equally important problems are discussed

frankly with the aim of bringing renewed hope, happiness and un-

derstanding to married couples, and to give those contemplating

marriage the key to enduring relationships.

What the press has to say about Three To Get Married

"Many will look to this book for help ... and help they will find. The coverage is ex-

tensive: sex, married love, parent-child relationships, pre-marital chastity, divorce,

remarriage after divorce, contraception . . . Bishop Sheen has set sex and marriage in

their right dimensions."

—

The New York Times

"This is a book you must have in your

library. Read it and re-read it whether

you are married or single because it is

the answer to troubled Americans who

suffer from the easy dissolution of the

marriage contract, illicit partnerships, ten-

sion between husbands and wives, con-

flicts between parents and children. Bishop

Sheen offers a remedy. We can use it."

—

Catholic Alumni Quarterly

"'Bishop Sheen writes as a Catholic. But

that of which he writes ... is as vital to

the Protestant and Jew as it is to those

of Bishop Sheen's faith."

—

Dayton News

"Bishop Sheen has written a good guide

to modern marriage—a sound text for

Catholic and non-Catholic."—Pittsburgh

Press

-THREE TO GET MARRIED will leave

you with only one regret: how much richer

your life might have been if only you could

have read this book even sooner!"—The Grail

"Married love gets exquisite, understanding

treatment . . . Bishop Sheen has written a

guide to love and marriage which is as prac-

tical as it is inspiring."—Ft. Wayne News
Sentinel

"Bishop Sheen has done marriage coun-

selors, educators, and married people

themselves a tremendous service in pre-

senting this beautiful integration of mar-

ried life . This new book marks a

milestone in Catholic literature on Chris-

tian marriage."

—

Boston Pilot

Wherever Pocketsize Books Are Sold

aim for the stars

(Continued from page 29) Frankie. What
do you know—every time I sounded much
better!

I thought to myself, "I'm good. Nobody
knows it, but I'm good. As soon as they

find out—Bam! I'll be right on top." And
I aimed for the top.

It's a lucky thing I had patience. It was
a long time waiting before my career went
Bam! More often it got stuck—Squash!

Right from the start in my life I liked

to sing. There was a good reason. You all

know how, in a gang of kids, every mem-
ber tries to be outstanding in some way?
There is the big, strong, natural athlete

who comes first, of course. Then there is

the daring kid, and then the funny boy.

and so on down the line until you come to

the shrimp whose claim to distinction is

usually only a freakish one—he can imi-

tate the noise of a car skidding around a

corner, or maybe, by crossing his eyes and

sticking out his tongue, he looks just like

Milton Berle when Milton crosses his eyes

and sticks out his tongue. Well, I was a

shrimp and I couldn't imitate a skidding

car or look like Berle. But I could sing. I

was most alive when I sang.

I don't mean that the fellows used to get

down on their knees and plead with mej

"Ah, gee, Eddie, please sing us a song!"

Come to think of it they never even asked

me once. But when I did sing they would

grunt as if to say that this was something

I could possibly get away with. And man,

how this would fill me with pride! I'd

think, "Gee! I really belong, I'm one of

them!" Even today I think I'd be ready to

sing all night if I thought it would get me
an appreciative nod from one of my old

gang!

\S7hen 1 got my first loot as a singer 1

was seven years old. I was fifteen

when my voice won me my first job.

The loot was a cake. I was entered into

a neighborhood competition. Every other

contestant was a girl. As the only boy I

came out and sang "On The Good Ship

Lollipop," and another number which 1

didn't remember too well then and have

certainly forgotten by today. Anyway, the

mothers in the audience must have been

fed up with daughters, or else they just

felt sorry for me because I was the only

boy; anyway they gave me the biggest

hand.
When they handed me the cake 1 took a

big bite out of it right there before I

handed it to my mother to bring home.

This was just a natural precaution. 1 had

two brothers and four sisters and in our

family a kid who didn't watch out for him-

self could easily lose out when it came to

such rare delights as cake. We wouldn't

cheat anyone out of his staples, but dessert

was fair game for all. How many times

have I heard someone ask at the table.

"Hey! What happened to my pie (or cake

or ice cream)?" and heard everybody else

respond in surprised tones, "What pie (or

cake or ice cream)?"
This may give the idea that we were not

children of the wealthy. To keep the seven

of us alive my father really had to

scrounge. So did we a little.

One of my earliest recollections is oi

pushing a baby carriage through alley-

ways of the city. I was a little ashamed,

not of pushing a baby carriage, but of the

bag of food in it that had obviously come

from the welfare office. Like a lot of fami-

lies in those days we found it necessary to

go on relief. Now any time I see a certain

shade of blue in a shirt, and particularly

if there is a white stripe effect too, il

throws me right back to these days be-

cause this was the color of my shirts then



—shirts that came to me from the local
branch of the welfare service.

TI/Ty first professional job was singing
on a radio show at wfil in Philadel-

phia. The salary was fifteen cents a week
—carfare. When I got so I did some pretty
good shows I was raised to fifty cents a
week. Bernie Rich and Joey Forman, my
two best friends (and they are my best
friends today and sitting not ten feet away
from me as I write this in Hollywood),
were on the same show with me as actors'
They got the same kind of money. In time
we went to five dollars, and then to seven
and a half dollars and even ten.
When I am asked if I started at the bot-

tom I think I am entitled to give them the
answer I always give: "The bottomest."

I haven't mentioned my first pre-pro-
fessional work as a singer. This was in my
fathers grocery store when I was about
four years old. Customers who paid cash
instead of charging their purchases were
entitled to ask for a song from me The
only trouble was that I was shy; it was
hard for me to get started. It is to this dayMy first song in a radio show, the first
entrance I have to make on the stage or
the nightclub floor, is a tough one.

I know from experience that you have
to have a tremendous amount of self-con-
fidence to get anywhere. How else can you
keep going all through the years when it
seems like you never will? As a matter of
tact, I have no real sense of accomplish-
ment, certainly no strong feeling of secur-
ity, right now. Rather it seems to me that
I haye a finger hold on a rung somewhere
on the way to the top and it will take an
awful lot of struggling just to stay where
Zu

3™
5

i*
alone climb anv further. But

that s w*iat I am shooting for—further
Nothing lower than the stars.

Jean Simmons spotted Mike Ro-
manoff in the 20th Century-Fox
commissary the other day and
commented: "Poor Mike, probably
can't afford to eat in his own
restaurant."

Sidney Skolsky in
The New York Post

T can remember my father's making a big
-1

- sacrifice to get me a piano and start me
learning to play. That was bad enough
But how did we both feel when after two
lessons I had to give up; piano was not for
me! My teacher couldn't understand it my
father couldn't understand it, and I didn't
get it either. But the truth was that de-
spite having a singing voice I was a little
short on the kind of brains needed to learnand produce instrumental music.
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ne gave me a g°od tip.Maybe this should be a lesson to you," he
said. Concentrate on one thing only. Your
voice. Stay on that one road. Forget all the
others.

That's what I did. But, as I say, it was along road.
In 1946 when I was seventeen I started

making trips to New York with the idea ofmeeting song people and crashing through
to something. I thought I got somewherewhen song publishers got to know my
voice and estimated it was worth about
ten dollars to have me sing their numbers
tor important radio and recording artistsm hopes these stars would use them. Itwas a job that had a certain saddening ef-
fect on me I would sing song after song,
altogether I guess up to a couple of hun-
dred—and yet none was ever a hit! Itmade me realize how hard it is to catch
success.
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sPrmg In December" andWhere Flamingos Fly."

"You demonstrate songs so well I'll just

have to take these and use them in myprogram," he told me.

npS^lfe just nothing, kept on hap-S Nothing happened even whensomething happened. Something whichseems big comes your way and yet vouhaven't actually gained a step. In 1948, for
1 WaS Signed bv CBS to be shifted

WoJ t£
Pr°g/am at the first opportunity.

T \ lZ
r a year 1 tried out forVf th
f
m

'
and for one rea*on orthe other flopped in all of them

Sometimes the decisions were delayed.Often I was a live candidate long enoughto have my heart cracked when the finaldecision was made. One of the prograS Iauditioned for was Sing It Again, the bignetwork show that eventually proved tobe such a hit, and everyone thought ! hadmade it I went back to Philadelphia afterthe audition feeling certain I had hit.
i told my family and my friends that Texpected a phone call any moment sum-moning me back to New York. Twolightskter we were listening to the radio whenrj1^ an ann°nncement about the

o f
m next week

'
when CBS pre-sents Sing It Again, starring Alan Dale!"

"w? f
lo°ked at me a Httle angrily.Who told you you could change yourname?" he asked.

"It's changed," I said, "but not to Alan
Dale There is a real Alan Dale and awonderful singer. My name is mud."
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Ia In mv early days I also

Hopped nicely in stage shows and in re
cording. Very few people know, and may-
be I shouldn t remind anyone, that I was
H°S

1V ^6 °ne °f the singing stars in
Michael Todd's musical hit of some yearsback As The Girls Go. Mr. Todd audi-
tioned me. As a matter of fact he gave me
a real chance and heard me sing on five
different occasions before he made up hism
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d
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each of the first four times he
said, There is something there. I'm not

22J?'*- i

Ve to listen again ." After the
fifth time he said, "Well, it's definite nowYou won t do.
Mannie Sachs, then talent head of Co-

lumbia records, told me I had nothing toworry about. "Eddie, you'll hit so big andmake so much money you won't knowwhat to do with it," he said. After which Ihad almost a full year doing nothing but
sitting outside his office and figuring how
to spend my money when I got it. Mannie
meant well. Eventually he would have gotme started, I'm sure. But he was a busyman Sitting there I watched Buddy
Clark walk into his office, Frank Sinatra
walk in, Dinah Shore walk in. But I never
got m any more.
With important stars to worry about

Mr. Sachs couldn't spare much time for
me. And besides that, I was young But
that isn t the way I figured then. It seemed
to me that I had been fighting to get some-
where for years and it hurt me that
around my home I was still taking, not
making, as far as money was concerned

I was still only seventeen when I got a
call to come to New York again, this time
to actually go to work singing with two
orchestras—the Buddy Morrow band and
•1™ Ventura's. I sang only a few times

with Morrow, and after four weeks with
Ventura I wasn't getting along because I
didn t fit in with his musical style. Yet the
big thing was that I was singing with a
band in and around Broadway; to me this
was it, this was the way to the stars.

T sing love songs. I have no particular
,

style. I sing love songs and I sing them
the way I feel them. This makes it difficult
for me to fit in with an orchestra that has
a definite style of its own and colors
everything played or sung in its own way
Here was my trouble when I was with
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Charlie Ventura. After a while I got a

hunch that it would be only a matter of

time before I would be fired.

It wasn't a happy prospect even if the

job wasn't paying much money. I was

young enough not to worry too much
about cash on hand. So were my friends

for that matter, the boys who would come

up from Philly to give me courage and

make sure the New York guys were not

kicking me around.

We were a pretty crazy bunch of Phila-

delphians, sometimes sleeping seven to the

room_the little room I had taken in a

Broadway hotel so I could look out of the

window and be dazzled by the neon bon-

fires all around Times Square. I remember
nights when we were broke (again) and

would prowl through the Automat looking

for open food windows. Quite often you

would be lucky and run across an un-

locked dish, usually apple pie.

There was a night when four of us were

so hungry we got into a pillow fight in my
room just to keep from thinking about

food. Soon the place looked like a snow-

storm. Worried about what the manager

would say, and knowing I didn't stand in

too well since I owed at least three weeks

in back rent, I tried to stuff the feathers

back into the pillows. It was no use. Every

time any of us moved, or even breathed,

for that matter, the feathers would puff

out and escape and another blizzard was
" on. Finally someone got an idea that

seemed to make sense. "Let's wet the

feathers," he said. "Then they won't fly up

any more."
We did. We threw water all over the

room and soaked everything. Ten billion

feathers stuck to everything and most of

them were still sticking when morning

came. The manager didn't throw me out of

my room that morning—he just didnt let

me back in when I came home that night!

I was still with Ventura and worrying

about when the ax would fall when my
life was saved, you might say, and my
chances for a future greatly increased, by

a man by the name of Mangle—Manny
Mangle. He heard me sing one night at the

Post Lodge on the Boston Post Road and

sent for me to come to his table. He said

he thought I ought to audition for the new
show at the Copacabana Club in New
York. He said that if I liked the idea he

would get me an audition the next day.
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research institute.
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I
auditioned and I was lucky enough to

beat out 200 other boys for the job-

singer for the production numbers in the

show. And now I was really in a great spot

to be seen and discovered. For all this, of

course, I could thank Mr. Mangle. Who
was Mr. Mangle? A big producer? A
showman friend of the Copacabana peo-

ple 9 No. Every night when I sang at the

Copacabana I would see Mr. Mangle, and

seeing him would remind me that you

never know who your best friend is or

where your next boost is coming from.

Mr. Mangle worked at the club. He was a

waiter there!

Years before, walking around Philadel-

phia, I knew that I needed to learn about

dozens of things unrelated to music before

I could even get anywhere as a singer I

would have to become a person and be

liked for that generally before I could

hope to be recognized for any specific abil-

ity and to be helped on to achievement.

And I also knew that the people who could

help me were somewhere in the city and

that sooner or later we would meet. I

think every successful artist in the world

can look back to such meetings. The man
I credit with giving me my basic oppor-

tunity, in that he helped me to help my-
self, is Skipper Dawes, today an executive

with Paul Whiteman's organization.

I was about thirteen and Mr. Dawes was

a radio producer at that time in Philadel-

phia. He not only gave me a berth on one

of his programs, but he and his wife took

considerable pains to civilize me. It was
either Mr. Dawes or Mrs. Dawes who first

taught me how to comb my hair. They in-

vited me to their home, a lovely place in

Brookline, and there for the first time in

my life I got an idea of the beauty and
refinement that fills the lives of some peo-

ple every day.
And of course Mr. Dawes gave me tech-

nical help. He taught me to sing out, to

transmit into tones the feeling conveyed

by the lyric—to live the song.

But while you meet people who will

help you, their intent does not always

mean they will always have the right no-

tions about you. One of my early music

teachers, Mr. Jay Speck of Southern High

School in Philadelphia, who meant well, I

know, was convinced that I would lose my
singing voice before maturity.

To go on in the face of a prediction like

this isn't easy; I had to be really pig-

headed in my confidence in myself. It

seems to me that there is no such thing as

having just a feeling you can make good

—

it's got to be a strong feeling that over-

rides everything else!

Incidentally, Mr. Speck had me come
down to Southern last winter and sing for

the students. After my song I thought I'd

kid him so I told the kids about his predic-

tion that I would lose my voice. He quick-

ly ad libbed, "And what did I tell you?"—
and made me feel as dumb as I used to be

when I was in his class.

But kidding aside, I think most perform-

ers in this business will tell you that suc-

cess depends pretty much on these three

things: having a goal and setting it high;

willingness to take repeated disappoint-

ments and keep fighting back; and, most

important of all, being lucky enough to get

the backing of people who are able to help

you. I know that in my case, I am as much
the product of these people as I am of any

efforts of my own.

That's why in any appraisal of myself I

also must think of my present manager,

Milton Blackstone, of Mr. Dawes and his

wonderful understanding of my handicaps

and inadequacies early in my career, of

Manny Mangle, Bernie Rich and Joey

Foreman, of Mrs. Grossinger at Grossinger s

resort in the Catskills, where I got so

much valuable experience, and of Eddie

Cantor who heard me sing there and gave

me my biggest break. There were many
more, too, who gave me a boost just when
it was most needed. I'm thinking now way
back to "My Papa" and his customers

who used to come to his grocery store.

They were the ones whose smiles first

gave me the idea that instead of annoying

people with the loud noises that came from

my throat I could actually please them.

I'm still surprised about that! END
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love came first

(Continued from page 50) "You tell us
right out, Mr. Charisse," Cyd's father de-
manded, "does our little girl have what
it takes or doesn't she?"
Charisse watched this tall, dark, too-

thin girl from Amarillo perform. She was
lithe, intense, caught up with the spirit
of the dance. She moved with grace, ex-
pression and agility. She seemed to be
so promising that he said in all truth,
"She's got what it takes, all right. But
she needs work, of course."
Charisse offered to supervise her in-

struction if Cyd would remain in Holly-
wood. "Will you let her stay?" he asked.
Mr. and Mrs. Finklea glanced at Cyd.

The girl said nothing but her eyes begged
for their consent. The parents looked at
each other. Their faces reflected a pro-
found struggle. No parents want to re-
linguish control of a daughter, an only
daughter, just as she approaches woman-
hood. And yet no parents want to stand in
the way of a talented, ambitious child and
perhaps earn her eternal resentment.

/^yd's parents finally worked it out. Cyd^ was to stay in Hollywood, live with
their friends, the Crumleys, and take
dancing lessons from Nico Charisse.
During the next three years in Holly-

wood, Cyd developed into a superb dancer.
Nico Charisse fell in love with his pupil

when she was fifteen. That year Cyd got
a contract with the Ballet Russe. A month
later her father died. Cyd rejoined the
Ballet in Europe and in a little while
Charisse followed her to France, proposed
marriage and was accepted.
Of this impetuous marriage, a friend

says, "It was a big mistake right from the
start. Nico was in love with Cyd, but she
was too young to know what love was all
about. There she was, fifteen or sixteen
beating around Europe, frightened and
lonely. Her father had just died. She
had no one to turn to. Nico showed up
and proposed. The ,poor scared kid said
yes. Then the war broke out and he took
her back to Hollywood.
"What did she know about marriage or

keeping house? Nothing. She brought
her maid, Lindy Lee, from Amarillo. Her
mother came to help when she was preg-
nant.

"Cyd's mother never understood Nico
Charisse. When he lost his money she
couldn't understand why he didn't take
a job as a truck driver. Cyd, of course,
tried desperately to find work. She was
young and beautiful and talented but
somehow she couldn't get a break. She
had small parts in half a dozen produc-
tions, but nothing to get public notice."
One afternoon at MGM, Harry Warren,

the only composer to have won three
Academy Awards, watched Cyd rehearse
a bit for The Harvey Girls. He pointed
her out to producer Arthur Freed. "Keep
your eye on that girl," he urged. "She's
got talent and sex appeal and that's a
tough combination to beat."
Fortunately, Freed did not forget those

words. It was he who wanted Cyd for
American In Paris. It was he who put her
in Smgin' In The Rain, and it's Freed who
is currently Cyd's biggest booster.

A s Cyd's career moved into second gear
and she got a contract at MGM, her

marriage slumped. In 1947 the Charisses
were divorced. Cyd and her mother got
custody of Nico, Jr., and the father got
visitation rights.
This divorce did not disillusion the

dancer. Rather, it set her to thinking seri-
ously about marriage. Cyd was twenty-five
and she decided that what she wanted most
in Iiie was a husband and a happy home

Cyd admits that when she met Tony
Martin, "I didn't think he would make
the right kind of husband. My agent,
Nat Goldstone, was having a party. Tony
was one of his clients, too, and it was Nat
who introduced us. Tony took me to
Chasen's for dinner, I guess. And then he
hopped around from table to table greet-
ing old friends. Frankly, I was burned
up. I didn't know then that he loves
people and he has to greet them all. Any-
way, he asked for another date and I
quickly said I was very busy.

"I thought that was the end of Tony
and me but sometime later Nat Gold-
stone called again and asked if I'd like to
attend the premiere of Black Narcissus.
Your date,' he added, 'will be Tony Mar-
tin. What do you say?' I said I would
try anything twice.
"On that second date Tony, of course,

was just wonderful. And ever since it's
been the same way."

One of the top Hollywood execu-
tives began to negotiate for Irv-
ing Berlin's services for a movie.
Berlin named the fee he wanted.
"But, Irving," said the executive,
"why do you want so much? You'd
have to give the money to the
government anyway" . . . "That's
right," said Berlin. "But it's my
government, too, and I'd like the
pleasure of giving it to them."

Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

After the Martins were married in 1948
(-.yds studio suddenly began to offer her
big, meaty roles. Whenever she felt they
impinged upon her marriage she turned
them down. Her friends were amazed.
Cyd explained that with Tony beside her
she was at peace with the world. Her
attitude toward a career became almost
ratalistic. If I ever become a star," she
said, "I don't want it to be at the expense
of my marriage."

In 1951 after she had organized her
household and was secure in her mar-
riage, Cyd accepted a dancing role oppo-
site Gene Kelly in Singin' In The Rain.
She scored so solidly that the studio gave
her the role opposite Fred Astaire in The
Band Wagon. Gene Kelly saw her, de-
manded and got her for Brigadoon.

Cy*1
,

is being nominated for practically
all of the musicals Metro is planning. Hav-
ing seen through the illusion of fame she
accepts her good fortune with calm.

"It's great," she admits, "to be in out-
standing pictures, but it's greater still to
have a family to share your happiness."

Right now both Cyd and Tony are ap-* proaching the zenith of their careers
Tony Martin is not only starring in a
Metro musical, Hit The Deck, but he has
his own tv show, his own radio program,
picture and recording contracts, plus per-
sonal appearance box office records that
still stand at Chicago's Latin Quarter, Las
Vegas' Flamingo, and Los Angeles' Cocoa-
nut Grove.

"It's a funny thing," observes a family
friend. Tony and Cyd are gentle, non-
pushing people. They've been around a
long time. Neither of them seemed to be
going anywhere in a hurry. They fell in
love and got married and suddenly their
careers are booming. They've never
played studio politics. They've never
stabbed anyone in the back. Everyone in
Hollywood loves them and all of a sudden
they're big successes. Go figure it out."
Mack Millar, Tony's press agent, thinks

he has the answer.
"Tony and Cyd definitely prove," Millar

asserts, "that it pays to be in love." end
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(Continued from page -38) been settled.

But as the day wore on, she grew more

and more jumpy. "Like a schoolgirl, she

vows, "waiting for her first beau. Not be-

cause he was Pat Nerney. By any name,

he'd have produced the same effect Bat-

tling emotional problems for months on

end a carefree evening was like something

remembered in a dream. What if she

couldn't laugh? What if she couldn t think

of anything to talk about?

But when Pat arrived, she stopped wor-

rying. Blessed with the gift of gab, he

easily bridged those first awkward mo-

ments, sent Jane's spirits soaring, made her

forget herself. They did exactly what shed

been longing to do—dined in style at the

Luau, danced at all the glamour spots,

dropped heartache in the lap of gaiety tor

a night and never hit home until four a.m.

Weary but shining-eyed, she thanked him.

"It's been wonderful, Pat."

"For me, too. Can we do it again/

"I'd love to."
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Except for a prior engagement to attend

a premiere with Jacques Mapes, she

never again dated anyone but Pat. Except

when she went out of town, no day passed

without their seeing each other. It wasnt

planned. They never said, "Let's go steady.

They slipped into constant companionship

for the simplest of reasons. He wanted to

be with her and she with him. They took

comfort in the fact without trying to dis-

sect it. Enough for both that they found

it good.
,,

"What drew us together at first, says

Jane, "was mostly loneliness." Since Pats

divorce from Mona Freeman, he'd squired

many girls and been serious about none.

From the day he met Jane, no other girl

existed. He fell soon and hard, without

any ifs or buts. Engagingly candid, he

didn't care who knew it. "She's one m a

million. Sure I'm in love with her. Madly.

He told her so at frequent intervals. At

frequent intervals he'd ask her to marry

him. Sometimes the question brought a

smile to her eyes, more often a cloud I

don't know, Pat. It all sounds very fine,

but I've got to think things through. My
decree won't even be final till next August.

Let's just wait and see."

If she was less confident than he, its

because the years have dealt her some

painful blows. She's no longer the vision-

ary who believed in fairy tale romance and

knights on white chargers. At twenty-one

she married Geary Steffen for what was

intended to be a lifetime. It turned out

otherwise. She's not the first to wake up

to the realization that young love can be

a mirage, nor will she be the last. Only

Jane was expected to live with the sham

and like it. When the Hayworths divorce,

people shrug. For Powell, set up as the

model of a happy wife, divorce became a

catastrophe. The notion seemed to prevail

that, if she wasn't happy, she ought to

pretend to be happy for her publics sake.

The trouble with this picture is that she

can't pretend, and that marriage is a priv-

ate affair. For her honesty in breaking

clean from an empty life, she headed into

a tempest of disapproval.

Then Pat came along with his warmth

and laughter and devotion—easing her

hurts, flooding her days like sunlight. His

quick mind exhilarated, his humor

charmed her. She loved his love for people,

and his rare capacity for drawing ]oy from

every moment of living. But she remained

fearful of her own response. "Is it because

I've been lonely that I feel this way? Is

it Pat I want or is it just a companion for

my loneliness? That's what I've got to

make sure of."

He respected her qualms. Beyond pe-

riodic offers of heart and hand—which he

couldn't help—he exerted no pressure. 1 11

hold still, Janie. As long as nobody else

tries to muscle in."

"There's no room for anyone else. 1 aim

to get real well acquainted with a guy

named Nerney. And give him a chance to

get real well acquainted with me.

Both had busy schedules. After Athena,

Jane flew to Brazil for the Film Festival,

returned to make Seven Brides, played an

engagement at Las Vegas. With his brother,

Pat runs the Ford agency which belongs

to their father and he hopes for an agency

of his own some day. An astute business-

man, a tireless worker, he's on duty two

nights and every other week end. To see

each other daily, they had to budget their

time, cut down on other social activities.

Once or twice a week they'd dine out.

They took the children, including Pats

Monie, as often as possible. But Jane, in-

curably domestic, prefers to do her own
cooking.
This proved an eye-opener to J^at.

"Movie stars don't cook! Not after slaving

all day at the studio! Come on, we'll go to

Romanoff's."
"We're staying right here. Now listen

and don't try to upset my routine. I've got

a maid who fixes supper for the kids. I've

got a woman who does the cleaning once

a week and another for the ironing. But

I'm boss in the kitchen. I don't want

somebody always underfoot, telling me
what I can do and what I can't. A cook

in the house would drive me out of my
mind. So settle down. I'll have dinner on

the table in forty-five minutes."

Their evenings were quietly spent. Once

in a while they'd take in a movie. Pat's

idea of the perfect picture was Seven

Brides for seven days. Having seen it twice,

Jane called a halt. "What's twice?" he

demanded indignantly.

"My limit." So they'd listen to records.

Pat owned a fine collection, which little

by little he deposited at Jane's. "They're

piling up. You ought to take some of them
home."
"They like it here," he said firmly. Let

'em stay."

Mostly they talked, getting to know each

other in small ways and large. He dis-

covered unexpected shynesses in her.

Cajole as he might, she'd never sing for

him. The harder he begged, the tighter

she'd clam up. "But I don't understand,

honey. You sing for mobs."
"That's different. That's professional. Its

embarrassing to sing for one person. Sort

of show-offy."
,

"Don't you sing round the house? Dont
you ever sing for the kids?"

"They won't let me," she chuckled.

"When I have to practice sometimes, all

I hear is, 'Oh Mommy, you sing too loud!'

"

She discovered that he could spout on

any given subject. This delighted her. She

admired both his fluency and his fund of

knowledge. She also enjoyed ribbing him.

"I merely asked you what time it was,"

she'd remind him. "I didn't ask you to

make a clock." (To make a clock is now
one of their pet running gags.) She dis-

covered his generosity. "It's obvious that

money burns a hole in your pocket. If we
ever marry, I'll have to deal with that. Be-

cause I'm the saving one."

"When we marry," he amended.

Her reluctance to commit herself didn't

mean that she avoided the discussion ;

of marriage. On the contrary. To escape its f

pitfalls, she felt that they must discuss it,

explore their viewpoints in the light of

a possible future together, determine

whether their differences were basic or

superficial.

They discussed her work. 'My career:



means a lot to me, Pat. I'd never give
it up."

"I'd never expect you to. Any more than
you'd expect me to quit selling Fords."
"There are times when I'd have to be on

the road. I might even want to do a Broad-
way show. It would mean separation."
"Look, Janie, let's get this straight. I'm

no hanger-on. I couldn't flit hither and
yon on my wife's trail. I've got a job, too,
thats darned important to me, and I'm
sticking with it. I won't pretend that I'd
like your going off on the road or to
Broadway—or for that matter, even as far
as Pasadena. To be brutally frank, I'd hate
the whole idea. But if you must go, you
must and I wouldn't squawk. You'd have
to take my word for that."
They discussed children. "I think six"

said Jane, "is a nice number."
"I'm all for big families," said Pat.
1 believe in discipline. Fresh children

aren t for me."
"Fresh children are out."
Jane's kids aren't fresh. But Geary has

reached the I-don't-want-to stage and she
sometimes finds it necessary to banish him
briefly to his room. Not when Pat's around
though. You can get him to do almost
anything better than I can. How?"
"Black magic. Marry me, and I'll let you

in on the system."
He'd bring Monie over to dinner. Grown-

up for her seven years, she snread a ma-
ternal wing over Geary and Sis. "They're
more fun than dolls," she decided, "because
they move without pulling a string."
Equally quick to adopt Jane into her circle
she proposed calling her one morning asshe and her mother were about to leave forthe east
Mona glanced at the clock. "It's only

Se
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t mind that a bit." On the
bedtable, Jane's telephone shrilled. "Youdon t mind, do you?" asked Monie's trebleOf course not. answered a slightly be-wildered Jane.
"Well, goodbye then."
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Ut M°nie

'
y°U haven>t even said hello

"I'll say hello when I come back. And
I U send you a postcard."

'J
1 he months passed. Pat canceled a trip
abroad, planned for July. "I'd ratherraKe you on a honeymoon instead." But asAugust and the day of decision drew near

reffain^f^^^ He dro?Ped 2retrain of Marry me, marry me marrvme.' Under the surface sparkle ™ l
graver current.
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.
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man /he could trust as well aslove Looking forward, the years stretchedempty without Pat beside Lr fhus thebig question answered itself It wasn't 1companion.for loneliness she wanted but
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her Wlr W PUlseS
<Juickened, takingtier back for a moment to last November

What was it shed said to herself? He's
a nice red-headed guy who means nothing
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blue eves turned to the guywho had come to mean so much. "Let's gosee what the moonlight does to the gar-

den. It turned the garden into a place of
silvery enchantment. For reasons too in-
tricate to untangle, tears rose in her throat.
Choking them back, she slipped her hand
«t b . »,

Y
?y said you '

d never ask me
again, Pat His fingers tightened on hers,bo Im asking you," she finished softly.
Fat designed the ring. Ruser of Beverly

Hills made it. Ruser's makes many beau-
tiful rings, but considers this one unique.
Its yellow-gold tendrils are set with ten
tancy-colored diamonds (ten carats in all)ranging from bronze through green tocanary. You don't gather unusual colors
like that m a minute," they'll tell youproudly. "We collected them over a long

0t
u
tim

Z" They'11 also tell youlaughing, how Pat would appear every daym a state of fever. He didn't exactly prodthem merely dropped broad hints at five-minute intervals, like, "When can youhave it ready? Tonight? Tomorrow?"
Finally it was finished. He picked it upone morning on his way to the agency. Buthe notion of waiting till evening to give

it to Jane filled him with acute frustration.

for Tf rS an eternity away. He broke
for the phone. "Honey, I've got the ring.Can you come down for it'"

To the shop?"
"Where else?"
A giggle escaped her. "That wouldn't bevery romantic. Let's compromise. I'll fix

me
n
here°"
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afte?"
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Before dinner, not

Two weeks later they went together tosee the wedding band-a contour ring withthree diamonds, which slides into the en-

MeSL1
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?
8 ™* the pattern.

«5r? J„ J3"6 had surPrised him with agold cigarette case.

in"rS
declares

>
"a selfish bonem his body which is sometimes good andsometimes bad. What's bad is, hi doesn'tthink enough about himself. Now, we allknow you can get along great if youTever

btill he d wanted one for years to matchhis lighter, and he could afford it. But noIts crazy,' he'd say, 'to buy anything like

out ot? ^; S
°J §ot a teVrmc baJgout of buying it for him and, the way hiac s you'd think it was the Kohinoor. Ross
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ful announcementparty. There was an arbor with lovebirdsthere were two flowered hearts on themantel with JANIE and PAT spelled outand there must have been well over a hun-S ?
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Idoubt if one of the hundredmissed Pat's cigarette case. He'd dash upto people he didn't even know, eyes shin-ing like a kid's and haul it out 'See whatJanie gave me?' It embarrassed me'^he

confesses, smiling. "It also made me fee!a little weepy.

Jn her own way, without making a big
of * Jane told the children "How

r°uld y°u hl« Pat to come and livehere?' Since Pat was their friend andPlaymate they liked it fine. ''When'"ueary asked.
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t know
- Some time soon."
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„
can have my bed and I'lltuck him in." Later he insisted that Pattry out the bed for size. "You're too longbut don t worry, we'll scrunch you up"
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his elders concentrated onother details. Busy at the studio, Jane hadneither time nor inclination for an elabor-ate trousseau. "The few thingi/Xneed, Hel-

S* W 13 desi§ning- Mimas Dior flat chests.

rl hu S them
'

31161 Im glad- Even if heliked them, I wouldn't weir them "
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HERE'S WHY . . . Anacin is like a doctor's
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gives faster, longer-lasting relief from pain
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tablets. Buy Anacin® todayl

BED-WETTING STOPPED
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Stops BED-WETTING almost miraculously

or money refunded. Enough DRY-TABS to
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If you need more money...
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Famous Hollywood Cos-
metics, your neighborhood.
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His dream of a honeymoon abroad is

coming true. If Hit The Deck is finished

on time, they'll leave around the fifteenth.

Otherwise they'll wait till January, since

nothing would induce them to spend

Christmas away from the children. For

the time being, they'll live in the house

Jane bought not long ago. Having moved
in so recently, she's understandably re-

luctant to move right out. So they've built

a clothes closet off the bedroom for Pat,

and Pat's lovely pictures glow from the

livingroom walls.

An art lover as well as a music lover, he
collects French impressionists. Promptly
on the heels of their engagement, and to

Jane's dismay, he arrived bearing

treasures. "Oh no," she protested. "I'd

feel like a thief in the night."

"What's mine is yours. Or, like it says

in the book, with all my worldly goods I

thee endow."
"But not yet, Pat."

"You going technical on me? Now let's

hang this Renoir where it'll do the most
good."

SUKRS PSORIASIS
.(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE >

DCRiTIOIL

They still don't see eye-to-eye on the

subject of cooks. Once they're married,

Pat's putting his foot down. He won't have
her shuttling between hot studio and hot

stove. Jane figures they'll compromise. "We
might have a woman in once or twice a

week. But nobody's going to shove me out

of my kitchen."
There's also a minor difference in an-

other department. "Pat thinks we should

keep the first year for ourselves. I'd like

a child right away. Since I want six, I

might as well get started. Geary and Sis

aren't really babies any more, and I can't

stand the idea of not having a baby round
the house." An impish grin scattered her

ruefulness. "You know, there's nothing

much cuter than a redheaded baby."

As you read this, the bells will be ring-

ing for Jane and her guy. All shadows
past, their hands will be joined, their faces

lifted to the bright promise ahead, their

hearts warm with the wishes of many
friends. To which we add our own—for

long life and health and joy and as many-

little redheads as the stork allows. END
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rock hudson's romance

(Continued from page 46) then there was
Betty Abbot, walking across the floor and

out the door, alone. Shortly thereafter she

returned to the States. Rock stayed in Eu-
rope.

That's what they say, with at least a

faint ring of authority.

At once, there began the question-and-

no-answer period. What happened? Why?
What happens next? Betty Abbott, on her

way home to Hollywood, was not available

for questioning. Rock, ever the gentleman,

was available but not loquacious. He spoke

highly of Betty and neatly dodged all

questions about their romance.

After that, of course, came the specula-

tions. And very interesting, and very

varied they were. First, and most startling,

Barbara Rush, Rock's co-star for two pic-

tures, was mentioned as a new romance.

The cast believed that Barbara's marriage

to Jeff Hunter was shaky; they knew that

she and Rock enjoyed each other's com-
pany. Publicity men attached to the com-
pany talked the rumor down; whenever a

star is at loose ends, they said, his or her

latest co-star is nominated as the next big

love. Nothing to it, they said. But when
Barbara, home in America, announced her

separation and forthcoming divorce from

Jeff, talk began again. It hasn't stopped yet.

But Barbara was far from the only

Other Woman discussed. The name of the

very cute Contessa, so lightly passed over

before the flare-up, was revived, repeated

and dragged into countless debates. She's

his new romance, said some. Betty's appar-

ent indifference to Rock's dates with the

lovely Italian concealed a rightfully jealous

anger.
Pretty, cultured, intelligent, of honest-

to-Pete noble birth, the resident of a most

excellent little palace—what unsophisti-

cated American boy, having grown up in

poverty, having once earned his living as

a truckdriver and mailcarrier, could fail to

be impressed? Add to that the fact that

Maria is known as the Italian equivalent

of "a real good Joe," knows many Holly-

woodites and can chat with them in de-

lightful English about movie-making and
movie-makers—and what bright, young,

male movie star could fail to have fun?

Especially at the Venice Film Festival,

with all tbe attendant gaiety of inter-

national show-people, all the romance of

one of the world's most romantic cities.

If it isn't love, circumstances can make it

feel like a reasonable facsimile, said the

advocates of the Jealous-Of-Maria Theory

No wonder Betty walked out!

Nonsense, said a cameraman who knew
all three. Maria is a terrific kid, but Rock
hardly knows her. A couple of dates, a few

dinners at the Danelli Roof, however ro-
[

mantic, don't constitute a romance. And if

Rock were the impressionable type, why ;

would he have been going with Betty all

this time? Being a script-girl takes brains

and efficiency—but it's not likely to send

autograph-hunters into a tizzy. If Rock
wanted to be impressed, aren't there

enough glamour girls in Hollywood to do

it? What he looks for in a girl, he said, is

obviously the girl.

No, there's something far more impor-

tant, far deeper, involved than a few

evenings with Another Woman. One of

Rock's closest friends takes the floor.

"You can believe it or not, but Rock
was nowhere near as close to marriage as

people thought. He admires and respects

Betty very much. They might, in time,

reach an understanding. But the under-

standing right now is that Rock is very

much a bachelor and intends to stay that

way, concentrating on his career, which is

at its peak.
"Knowing Rock, I'd say his chances of

marrying Countess Maria are as good as

the possibility that he might leap to the

altar with Betty. Rock is not the leaping

type. I know that he likes Maria very

much, but I think it's a safe bet that he

will be as single this time next year as

he is now!"
It sounds like sense, so the discussion

takes it from there. Rock's career is un-
deniably growing by leaps and bounds.

He's no longer just a teen-agers' idol—

however exciting that may be. He's an

actor now, a good one, in demand for roles

that take more than a beefcake build and

a strong, handsome face. And to those who.

knew Rock during that whole, memorable;
European-Irish stay, there have been
changes made in more than his career.-

Rock Hudson, the man, is growing just as,

fast!
, , f

Could be, an older grip offers, that its

just these changes that have caused,

trouble for Rock and Betty. When they:

met, they were both contented people

Rock was getting his big build-up, his,

fabulous fan-mail, his world was in grealj

shape. Betty was pretty, popular, highly

respected in her field. They liked each

other, maybe loved each other, certainlj

they felt sure of each other and of them-

selves. Perhaps Betty could have marriecj

Rock then, but the studio preferred him



'jingle, and they were in no hurry. Rock's
mother gave her public and printed bless-
ing: "I certainly hope Roy does marry
Betty. She's a wonderful girl and so right
cor him." Maybe a few people disagreed:
a man who worked with them on several
films said, "Betty worships the ground
Rock walks on. He has a growing tendency
toward arrogance and she encourages it by
allowing herself to become this ground he
walks upon!" But remarks like that were
infrequent. Most people saw no arrogance
in Rock, nothing at all slavish in Betty's
devotion.

T> ut then came Europe—and change. All
of a sudden Rock Hudson, who once

laughingly admitted he had never gone to
college because he never made a B aver-
age in his life, was hungry for knowledge.
He bought books. Big books, on serious
subjects, and he read them. He bought
records, but they weren't pops; they were
classical. He bought a set of oil paints.
Rock has always had a talent for drawing,
but now for the first time he considered it

seriously enough to try oils on for size.
These are the signs of growth, and

growth is not always easy. It involves an
often painful re-examination of what a
man is, what he wants, what he has.
Sometimes it involves a re-organization of
his life. Betty Abbott loved and was loved
by the old Rock. Surely she could not ob-
ject to the maturing process taking place,
but she could fear it. Would she and this
new Mr. Hudson know each other, under-
stand each other, want each other? Fear
does strange things to people.
The crew members with Captain Light-

foot in Ireland go along with this. Betty
realized that Rock was slipping away from
her, they say, and became a little de-
manding. People sympathized. She had
given her time exclusively to him for a
couple of years. She wanted to know
where they stood. Apparently, she forced
the issue of their relationship. Rock didn't
have the right answers. He was in a
period of transition and he didn't know the
answers. Betty walked out of the res-
taurant and—anyone here got another
theory?
But you don't need another theory. Bit

by bit, the story falls together. Some of
the bits aren't sad at all. Like the long,
exciting one of their tour of Europe. Per-
haps it was that very cross-continent trip
that sowed the seeds of change in Rock-
but it was fun while it lasted!

Tn fact, the day his studio informed Rock
Hudson that he was going to Ireland

to star in Captain Lightfoot, the big guy
broke into the widest grin in Hollywood.
This was manna from heaven; he had been
itching for a trip to Europe, and now he
was to get one on the house. And at that
time he was overjoyed to hear that Betty
Abbott would be script girl. Rock being a
guy who never had time for a trip what
more could he ask?
Well, there was something ... As he

sat there, the wheels began to turn in
Rock s mind. Suddenly he hopped up and
got his long legs to moving in the direction
ot the set on which Betty Abbott was
working. "Hey," he said, drawing her
aside, I've got an idea . .

."

His idea was a pre-picture tour of
Europe. This being a pair of nice, clean-
minded kids, they never considered mak-
ing the trip alone. There may be estab-
lished movie stars who travel abroad with
their current lights of love sans chaperon,
ignoring raised eyebrows, but in his own
mind Rock Hudson will never be that well
established. For Betty and him the trip
was only possible if they persuaded Bar-
bara Rush to go along as chaperone, (in-
teresting in the light of later events!) for

the mundane reason that splitting expenses
three ways would put them all in less of a
bind and, last but definitely not least, be-
cause they had had so much fun with Bar-
bara in the past. Barbara was delighted.

Che and Betty flew to Paris together,

y Rock having gone some days in ad-
vance to make arrangements—and that
may have been a mistake. Rock had spent
his time with Ginger and Jacques Bergerac
in Rome and Rock had fallen in love . . ,

with the Eternal City. He saw nothing else,
he talked of nothing else when he met
their plane. Thereafter, regardless of what
it was that Barbara and Betty admired—
landscape or cathedral—the Rock brushed
it off scornfully. "Nothing, just nothing,"
he'd say. "Wait till you see Rome!"
The girls finally became so wearied of

his one-line theme song that they dreamed
up a duet in answer. Not terribly original
but apparently effective, it consisted of,
Oh, shut up!"
They had two glorious days of seeing

Paris under the guidance of Jacques
Bergerac and his bride, and on the third
day they packed, arranged contact points
with a studio representative, and rented a
car. At three o'clock that afternoon, with
Rock at the wheel of a Kaiser-Frazer, the
trio started off to see Europe.
"Betty was the bookkeeper, Rock the

chauffeur and I the linguist," Barbara
wrote her family. "And I must say we
got along very well. We did try to share
the driving equally, but I'll bet Rock
drove as much as Betty and I together."
They all saw Europe, but Rock also

photographed practically every square
inch they visited—and they covered a lot
of ground, being eager and healthy enough
to drive till four in the morning to reach a
particular destination.

"Rock was such fun on that trip," the
girls said later. "Not only because he was
always ready to take over when we were
tired. He was so considerate—there must
have been places he wanted to see espe-
cially, but he just went along with what-
ever we wanted to do. Besides, his en-
thusiasm is so contagious—and when he
laughs! When something really tickled
Rock, he laughed from so deep inside that
you couldn't help thinking, 'How young
how wonderful!' and feel warmed all over."
Food . . . that's what Rock had a bee in

his bonnet about then. In New York he
had discovered a dish called canaloni for
which he developed an insatiable appetite
He begged for it in every Italian village
they visited, only to be met by blank stares
from the cafe owners and merciless rib-
bings from his feminine companions. They
thought he made it up.

In the end Rock was victorious, as usual.
The hotel at which they registered in
Piacenza was managed by a gentleman
who spoke reasonably good English, hav-
ing spent two years in America. When the
tired girls went up to their rooms, Rock
was chatting away with the man with his
customary puppy-dog friendliness and the
energy they found so awesome. Came
dinnertime and the girls descended to the
dining room—what was served with a
flourish? Canaloni, of course. It turned out
that Rock had spent the entire afternoon in
the kitchen, collaborating with the man-
ager and the chef to improvise the meal.
The trip would not have been complete

without at least one "incident." On the
way 'co Nice the three Hollywood kids
somehow got involved in an Italian bicycle
race, which Barbara Rush describes as "an
Olympic free-for-all." By the time they got
out of it, there were only a few more pre-
cious days left before they had a picture
starting in Dublin, and both girls wanted
to go back and soak up some more Parisian
atmosphere. Rock elected to stay in Nice
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and soak up some sunshine. It was an

amiable parting—but coming events do

have a way of casting their shadows betore

them.
. T . , .

It was in Dublin, where Captain Light-

foot was filmed that people began to re-

mark at the change in Rock. Barbara in-

sists, "I've never known Rock to be more

thoughtful and considerate. As an exam-

ple, he saw an advertisement in an Ameri-

can magazine about some sweater made
there in Ireland, and he must have visited

every shop in Dublin to get sweaters like

that for Betty and me.
"Not that we didn't fight," she added.

"We did, like cats and dogs. In the Shel-

bourne Hotel, where we stayed during the

picture, Rock and I shared a sitting room.

Naturally, we couldn't both have bedrooms

adjoining it, so I chose a room on another

floor. That's when we fought—about who
was going to have the use of the sitting

room for interviews and things like that.

"But that was childish bickering, of

course. On the whole, I doubt if anyone

could ask for a sweeter guy to work with.

I can remember a few times when we had

especially hard days, when we all felt

homesick and too tired to bother about

anything. Those were always the times

when Rock had rented a car, had ar-

ranged our dinner at some quaint, charm-
ing place he had found, and spent the

evening knocking himself out so that we
couldn't feel any way but good. He can't

stand people not to be happy."
On the other hand, an American jour-

nalist visiting the Dublin location said

sourly, "Say, what's with this guy, any-

how? He wants to meet certain people,

see certain things, and you go out of your

way to fix it up because he's a fellow

American. Then, at the last minute, he

says, 'I don't feel like going. See you later.

Good night,' leaving you to explain the

best way you can. As soon as he finds out

you're a newspaperman, he clams up. He's

moody and almost arrogant when he does

open his mouth. What gives with this

guy?"
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SCREEN ALBUM
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EXPERT OPINION

A few years ago my father and I

attended a play on Broadway. At the

end, as we started up the aisle, my
father looked straight into the face of

a very attractive girl and, thinking I

was behind him, half-turned and said,

"Isn't she a pretty girl?" A mans voice

replied, "Yes, 1 think so!" The very

pretty girl was Betsy Drake and the

man's voice was Cary Grant's!

Marilou O'Connor
Providence, R. I.

One of Rock's good friends, also in the

picture, came to his defense. "Rock's dif-

q |
ferent. He has some kind of extra-percep-leieill. lie iiao ouiiiv — — i .

tion that makes him sense right away how

a stranger feels about him. I've never seen

Rock antagonistic to the press, but if he

ever is, I would think it's because some of

them are so cynical. You know, they come

around for an interview and ask all the

questions, but they already know the an-

swers in advance. They've interviewed

hundreds of movie stars, and they ve got

Rock tagged before they ever see him—

a

big, dumb hunk of muscle who makes the

teen-age kids squeal. Sure, he clams up.

Their stories are already written; why
should he bother?"
This is from a guy behind the camera-

one of the first to notice what every one

saw later. "You know what's happening.'

Rock's growing up, and it has him con-

fused. We began to get the idea when he

made Obsession that this wasnt going

to be just one more leading man hanging

around on the screen till the bobby-soxers

got tired of him. We got a glimmer then

that this boy could be one of the finest

actors around. Well, he did some scenes

in Lightfoot that will knock your eye out.

He even had us applauding. And he s be-

ginning to feel the power within himself.

On this picture he first realized that he

could dominate a scene, control it and the

other actors in it by what he did, and

make it into anything he wanted. I think

it scared him. Rock works hard, but hes

an instinctive actor first of all, and when
instinctive people start thinking, they re

in trouble. ~
,

"Because Rock can't simply shut thought
[

off in a convenient little compartment

labeled 'Acting.' He has started to think

about the rest of his life. Before, he was a
j

happy-go-lucky guy who liked things the

way they were and didn't want to change

them until they soured. Now that he s an

actor, he feels responsible about his pic-

tures' And he doesn't know what he wants

any more. That's it. I'd say he's pretty

mixed up." , , I

When the picture was finished, KocK
,

went back to his beloved Rome. There i

he went on collecting the books and rec- I

ords There, he went on thinking seriously

about his acting and, like the man said,
j

the thought spilled over into every phase

of his life. Betty had gone home. Was she

waiting for him to follow, contrite and i

apologetic? Did he want to apologize—and

for what? Was she hurt, angry, indiffer-

ent, maybe even relieved by their break-

up? How did he want her to feel? Like

the man said, he didn't know what he

wanted. What hurt most was not knowing

if he wanted Betty. He couldnt build a

marriage on a love gone stale, but in his

own heart he was far from sure that it was.

over And both of them would have to wait

and suffer until he knew. That is, if Betty

would wait. Round and round it went. He
just didn't know. „ ,

.
'

.

Except for one thing. Rock knew that

he wanted to come home—alone—via a

slow freighter. He wanted time, he said,

"to read, to listen to music, to paint and

to think things out." He didn't say what

the things were.
.

Rock's good-and-great friend, agent

Henry Willson, who was also in Britain at

the time, was positive that the boy would

die of boredom on such a voyage and as-

sured one and all that he would persuade

Rock to fly back to New York with him.

To which boast one of the feminine

members of the company promptly in-

quired, "Why don't you try leaving him

alone, instead?"
, ^

At this point, that's probably the best

thing that anyone can do. Rock and Betty

are not irresponsible children, but adults

with an adult problem. Given time they
" wiH work it out in an adult way. Given

time they will once again know their own
hearts—no matter which way the decision

goes. And they will be better, more mature

people for having seen it through. END



always lead with your heart

(Continued from page 33) commissary or
elsewhere, the proceeds return to the
Ladds, and the Ladds to the chickens.

In his younger days, Alan demonstrated
a talent for nipping hamburgers, writing
newspaper copy, and swimming fifty yards
in a remarkably short time. But the bent
for construction and design might reason-
ably prove to be the very thing to support
a retired actor who unaccountably finds
himself stoned out of the corral, should
such an unlikely thing ever happen.
Alan's ability manifests itself in two

ways; affirmatively—Alsulana Acres is his
baby, including much of the manual work—and in the form of muttered critiques, all

,
on the constructive side.
To illustrate that, let us say that Sue

and Alan are spending an evening at a
friend s place in Holmby Hills, a posh Los
Angeles neighborhood where the Ladds
likewise maintain a residence. Pretty soon
there is a murmuring from Alan, low at
first like a dynamo heard from a distance
intended only for Sue, then clear and dis-
tinct, as his critical faculties break their
bonds. What tormented Alan this night was
the presence of a too small window look-
ing out on a sweeping view. He choked
manfully for a while, then expounded his
theory. Sue gave him The Look, as she usu-
ally does at that particular point, and said
through a bright, stony smile that yes, dear,
but has it occurred to you that perhaps
they like it this way? With the overtone
suggestion that Sue and Alan would have
a little talk on the way home. Alan sub-
sided, but he had made his point. They
should be kicking the wall in by now

odyssey, Alan stared moodily at the floor
of the mam house at the ranch and de-
clared himself out of a job.
His position was sound to the extent that

he wasn t working. It was unsound in view
of twenty-seven scripts piled in a corner,
awaiting only his okay.

«

"Alan >" Sue Ladd told a friend recently
starts worrying any time a pile of pros-

pective stories gets down to the point
where he can see over it. I can hear him
now. Well—looks like they don't want me
any more. Then he moves the furniture
around Getting ready for his new career "

But she speaks thus tenderly, not mock-
ingly. It is well known to all Ladd's inti-
mates, and to his wife best of all, that
having to leave pictures could break his
heart. His profession, by most accounts,
is the third of Ladd's four fundamental
loves. The first, naturally, is Sue and the
children. The second is the ranch, an in-
separable part of his being. And the fourth
is Hollywood—not the generic term mean-
ing any place in Southern California where
films are being made, but the geographic
segment of Los Angeles called Hollywood

When I die," he told Sue, "bury me
there Not too far from Hollywood and
Vine.

''There is no part of motion pictures that
does not fascinate Ladd, no reward

from the industry for which he is not
profoundly grateful. He began as a grip at
Warners' and he still carries his card. He
wants to act as long as he can, but if that
wanes, there will be directing and pro-
duction. He formed his own company now
and quite recently bought his first story,'
a business about a cop framed into jail
who comes out of the jug feeling mighty
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HEY THERE!
When I pulled my auto to a stop at a

Ventura Boulevard intersection I no-
ticed a familiar face in the car beside
me. Figuring the handsome actor would
be embarrassed to see me staring, I
casually turned away. But to my amaze-
ment I heard a rambling, nonsensical
whistle directed at me. I then realized
that he was trying to attract my atten-
tion in the hope that I would recognize
him. I shyly acknowledged Clark Gable's
persistence, and in an instant a worried
look disappeared from his face and he
was smiling and beaming at me! Inci-
dentally, Mr. Gable surely can't carry
a tune!

Nancy Wyatt
Fresno, California

It s not always like that. On the more
disciplined evenings, Alan manages to
restrain himself until they've left. But then
the redesigning gains momentum. In all
seriousness, this could serve as his back-
stop. He s good at it.

Mo one, not even Sue Ladd, is able to ac-
count m whole for her husband's re-

current spasms of anxiety, his suspicion

™- uAVS a
f
tride a ski«ish mount thatmight throw him at any time. Although he

constantly gives thanks for his success and
blessings he is always mindful of the
fears and anxieties of the depression years

a u cT.-
ls at the moment in the fullHush of his career; in the opinion of many,he is the most truly famed and entrenched

star of his time. This is not to say he willnot go still farther onward and upward
-

S °raft
-
But for the most °f his

profession, even those in his own giddy
bracket, what he is right now represents
the end of the rainbow.

f*r
U
T °?f ,

night not long aS°> shortly afterthe Ladds return from their European

vengeful about it. The children have some
of this corporation; it's part of the long-
range trust system by which he has
pledged himself to their security.
Ladd will play the cop. He is well adapt-

ed to roles conveying a sense of smolder-
ing violence. But the cop is not a nasty
sort. Ladd thinks it would be impolitic of
him at this stage to play any more killer
roles. His first spectacular hit was the role
of Raven in This Gun For Hire. Raven
was a fellow with no moral flaw except
that the prices he charged for killing total
strangers seemed to some of his employers
outrageous. Ladd now tends to regard
Raven as no worse than a mixed-up kid,
but would not essay a repetition. Mean-
while, he's up for a co-starring stint with
June Allyson, another worry-ridden itin-
erant with whom Alan has a lot in com-
mon. Ladd was as reluctant to quit Para-
mount and the security it represented as
June was to quit MGM. Both were reas-
onably sure they would starve to death
and both dreaded breaking off established
ties of friendship.
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Ladd's return home from his first day at

Warners' (or his first since the grip pe-

riod) was marked by a surprising ex-

change with his wife.

"You know something?" he told Sue tri-

umphantly. "They were wonderful to me!

Everybody was swell!"

"Well, for pity's sake," said Sue. "Why
shouldn't they be? Are you a monster?"

"No, but the grips and everybody!"

crowed Mr. L. "They remembered me.

What do you think of that? They thought

they'd stick me with some of the old grip

language, but they couldn't. ^And believe

me, that's a special language!"

"So what were you scared of?"

"What was I scared of? Everything, I

guess. For all I knew, they'd treat me like

an actor."

Ladd's friends think he is mortally sen-

sitive to any change of "star behavior."

He is a warm and friendly man, the kind

of man who, if he were not himself a star,

would regard with contempt and hostility

a star who employed overbearing behav-

ior. So he thinks and feels from the oppo-

site point of view. This lends him a cur-

iously engaging facade, which in essense is

the absence of any facade whatever. It is

not at all the same as the professional

Regular Guy. A star bending over back-

ward to be one of the boys is apt to be an

embarrassing spectacle. But Ladd is simply

Ladd, neither more nor less. Success has

changed Alan, yes—but all for the better

in things like confidence, poise, and happi-

ness. His innate decency has never been

touched.

Evening comes to Hidden Valley like a

benediction. Evening comes to almost every

place like a benediction, but in Hidden
Valley, it really puts its back into it. That

is nice for Alan and Sue Ladd because they

have a ringside seat—the ranch terrace

that sits a brisk hundred feet above the

valley floor and looks away at the pasture

land and gathering shadows. Back to your

right as you face the valley is the stable

area and the chickens and the main house.

Right behind you is the barbecue pit and

the rumpus pavilion, and the pavilion

rafter on which one night Macdonald
Carey knocked himself cold as a well-kept

salmon. Carey had just got word by phone
that his dog had had a fine litter. He
jumped for joy. The rafter stopped him in

midflight, right square on the noggin. Carey

settled to the ground like a tent when the

center-pole is pulled. Ladd got him to a

hospital very fast indeed, and they tatted

a record number of stitches in Carey's

skull. The place on the rafter is now known
as Carey's corner.

You think of a ranch somehow as rolling

land and vast acreage, but Alsulana is

not. It is snug between the macadam road

and the hill behind it. Mostly it's a won-
derful spot to watch the neighbors break

their necks ranching.

Ladd sat on the terrace in denims and a

bright red shirt, talking to an old friend,

a photographer. The remarkable timbre of

his voice was strong and resonant, per-

fectly audible from twenty feet. He rose

to greet a guest, turning, and there was no

change from five years ago, ten, twelve.

This was going to be a barbecue; a few

friends, neighbors, relatives. A couple of

studio workers, some people from Chicago.

A name-dropper would have starved.

There are, as you know, four children:

Alana, David Alan, Carol Lee and Alan,

Jr.—Laddie. Presently two of them ap-

peared on the road below, horseback, in a

brisk gallop. Then a car came around the

bend and passed them. They did not slow.

Ladd walked to the edge of the embank-
ment. "Okay!" he shouted. "That's all! Get

92 off the horses now!" He wasn't being tough.

He was rather frightened. Plainly, the kids

had been taught to rein in when cars

pass. He came back to the group. "They'll

remember now. It was time for them to

knock off anyhow. You been up to the

house? Want a sweater? It'll be chilly

pretty soon." He called to the people in the

pavilion. "Anyone for sweaters? I'm going

up to the house anyway!"
The house is the concentric heart of the

Ladd family's being. It's comfortable,

warm, handsome and unpretentious. Here

Sue and Alan sit up nights talking, some-
times till four in the morning, Sometimes

till dawn. "And I'll never figure just what
we talk about. I guess that's the best part

of it." About pictures, anyway. The future.

The present. Not often the past. Here Alan
tries to perpetuate his self-delusion that

he likes to get off by himself, away from

it all. It never ceases to amuse Sue. By
eight at the latest, he is prone to jerk ner-

vously in his chair and snap his fingers.

"Wonder what George is doing?" He rises

and takes a turn around the room. "Or

how about calling Craig and Lila? They
should be home." There is a report in unin-

formed quarters that Ladd is shy and with-

drawn. He is not. With friends, he is gre-

garious and outgoing. It is true that he is

quieter than Sue, but then, most people are.

That is not an observation, it is a quote

from Sue, who takes life, career and fam-

ily seriously but does not take herself too

seriously. "Alan," she reported recently,

"has to make his conversation against over-

whelming difficulties. I think he does very

well, all things considered. He got twelve

words in edgewise a week ago Tuesday.

A film producer who recently made
a movie abroad fell in love with

the Italian star. When the produc-

tion was over he flew home to

Hollywood. In his sleep, that first

night home, his wife heard him

groaning: "Darling, I love you and

you alone. Home, wife, career

—

all mean nothing, compared to

you." Then he stirred, opened his

eyes and saw his wife standing

over him, scowling. The quick-

thinking producer closed his eyes

again, and continued: "Cut! Now
bring on the horses."

Leonard Lyons in

The New York Post

The steaks began to get themselves bar-

becued, with a manful assist from Ladd.

Sue was doing service duty with appetiz-

ers. Tacos. Best tacos ever. Everybody
(maybe twenty guests) was very happy.

Down in the valley now it was dark. Alan
came over and sat on a bench.

The children came and went. They are

courteous, charming, beautifully raised.

"One thing," Ladd said when they had
gone, "I can't dig, and that's these picture

people who say they wouldn't let their kids

go into pictures. Me, I want the kids in

pictures—if that's what they want. Carol

Lee likes the idea, I think. She switched

her major at UCLA to theatre." That's

where she met fiance Dick Anderson—
perhaps her biggest interest in theatre.

Sue bit into her taco. It exploded. Tacos

always do. "There's talk of a picture part

for David," she said. He's the youngest.

Seven. "Alan's all for it. Even badgering

the producer. Alan thinks the younger he

starts, the better. Alan thinks all the chil-

dren should begin working early—maybe
because he did. Make them realize that's

what life is, mostly. He can't understand

why they're not eager to."

There was a lively interruption at this

point. A man ran up a tree. Nobody ever

did understand exactly why. He was at-

tached to the ranch.

"He'll break his neck," muttered Alan. i

He ran down to the tree and stood beneath
it. "Come on down!" he called. "You'll

break your neck!" The man didn't pay
much attention. "Come on down from
there!" yelled Alan. After a while, the man

|

came down and Alan walked back to the

party. Immediately the man ran up the
J

tree again. Ladd sighed. Pretty soon after

that, a truck came. The man jumped from
,

lower limb of the tree into the back of the
j

truck and was driven away. That's abso-
^

lutely what happened. Later we found out
he was trying to fix the lights.

At dinner, Sue looked around her and
said: "You know something? We couldn't :

afford this place when we bought it. I'm 1

not sure we can afford it now. But there's

one thing I'm even surer of. Sometimes
you've got to lead with your heart. The
house was burnt down, you know, when

j

we bought it. All you see here is Alan's
!

labor of love."

"Not quite all," said Alan. "The masonry
on that service bar over there, that's a

funny thing. The fellow who did it came
for ten days and stayed for two years. The
way it happened—

"

"Alan!" somebody shouted. "Where'd you
j

hide the Worcestershire?"
"Just a minute," said Alan. "Pardon me."

That's probably a good story about the

mason. It never got told. Alan had some-
thing else on his mind when he came back.

"I was just thinking," he said. "There's a

catch to all this. The ranch, I mean. You'll

find the same catch in a lot of actor's

homes. I love the place. For me, it's the

beginning and the end and the middle. But
I can live in it only on one condition, and
that's that I spend most of my time not

living in it. You know what I mean? Pic-

ture making pays the upkeep. At least, it

makes the ranch possible. But where do
pictures send me? Europe. Banff. Loca-
tions fifty or a hundred miles away, it

doesn't matter. Even if I'm working on a

home lot, it's not practical to commute
from out here, so we live in Holmby. This

is strictly between pictures. So that's the

price. To have it, I have to leave it."

But there is no doubt he will leave it

whenever he must. Ladd knows about

prices. He learned the hard way. He ran a

hamburger stand, missed many meals when
he was younger, and nourished himself on
jelly doughnuts and pop—the thought of

which still gags him. You read about stars

who had it rough, and some of them aren't

kidding, but Alan Ladd? In spades!

IT was getting on toward eleven now, an
appalling hour for Hidden Valley, and

the guests were leaving. Sue went up to

the hen house and began doling eggs in all

directions. The lights along the valley were
dwindling, and the air was sharp, like

mountain air. Ladd stood on the porch of

the main house and looked at it all.

"Got to get back to town tomorrow," he

said. "Dubbing at Warners'." He sounded
rather wistful.

"It won't be long," said Sue.

"Maybe we can come up for Sunday."

"Why not?"
"Then what? Turn around and go back

again. I don't know, every time I leave it,

it's harder. It should get easier, shouldn't

it?"
' / ;

,

"Remember what I said at dinner, said

Sue. "It's what you get for leading with

your heart."

"Okay," said Alan. "It's what I get. So

I'll take it. It's better than not leading at

all."

Well, there's a catch to every rainbow,

a hook on it somewhere. But the Ladds
will settle happily for theirs. It seems you
can go home again, at that. Simply a mat-

ter of understanding the penalty and ac-

ceptor?;' it. EN"
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COLD CREAM

women everywhere tell us new Camay with cold cream

is the most wonderful thing that ever happened to complexion

care. And Camay is the only leading beauty soap that brings you

this precious ingredient—new luxury at no extra cost!

whether your skin is dry or oily, Camay with

cold cream will leave it feeling delightfully cleansed and

refreshed. Of course, you still get everything you've always loved

about Camay . . . that famous mildness, satin lather, exquisite

fragrance. For beauty and bath, there's no finer beauty soap

!

Mrs. Fred Pittera, a lovely

Camay Bride, says, "I've used

new cold cream Camay from the

minute I heard about it. And
it's just wonderful ! It's so

luxurious, so mild and

gentle. I love it!"

NOW MORE THAN EVER .THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
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(Hexach'orophene)
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TV TALK
Steve, Jayne and Audrey—the happy triangle . . . everyone is mad about George Gobel . . . Lauren Bacall is scared

Jayne Meadows has become a real housewife

since she got married only a few months ago.

Steve Allen, who is, among other things, Jayne's

husband, has seen changes made in their home.

You can tell from his Park Avenue apart-

ment that Steve Allen hasn't been married

very long. He lived in it for quite some time

before he and Jayne Meadows finally con-

firmed all the rumors and were married last

summer. It had once belonged to Betty Fur-

ness, who moved to a place in a smaller

building off Park Avenue with her daughter.

Steve did very little fixing up when he was

single. But when Jayne moved in, the

changes came. She knocked down a wall that

separated two maids' rooms and turned the

space into a small, but chic diningroom (which

isn't quite finished). Then, in the large living-

room, she installed a smoky glass mirror that

completely covers one wall. Right in front of

it is Steve's piano. On top of it is a gigantic

bronze bust of Jayne that looks at least three

times life size. The room as a whole, however,

gives a very subdued feeling because all of

the colors are quiet—in real contrast to Jayne,

who has lots of curly, bright red hair, is very

vibrant, always wears those huge earrings that

cover the entire ear, and usually sports a tight,

low-necked dress. Jayne refused to buy cur-

tains, insisting on using just those shutters

that are so popular this year, and both the

wall-to-wall carpeting and the upholstery are

done in solid colors—beige and a soft char-

treuse, mostly. Back in the two big bedrooms

you can still see the way things used to look

because Jayne hasn't had time to completely

redecorate them. One bathroom has new
draperies, dark brown and very handsome,

that Jayne hemmed one night while she was

home looking at Tonight. She's very handy

with her fingers, and loves to make "little

things" while she's looking at television. Steve

just sprawls on the floor to watch. He can,

and does, look at tv by the hour. His cur-

rent favorite is George Gobel. who's almost

everybody's favorite new comic. But Steve's

tastes, just like his humor, run to the off-beat

things. He's mad for Dottie Mack, the girl

who pantomimes the song hits, and he could

look at kiddie talent shows for days on end.

Steve just plain likes children—that's why.

He also looks intently at the one thing most

of lis try to escape—the commercials. He
thinks some of them are too funny to miss.

Watching Steve watch television, you can al-

most see his mind clicking as he figures out

what he can satirize, what he can comment

on, what he wants to praise. When a man
is on the air nearly ten hours a week—and

more than that when he does a "spectacular"

—he is really in the market for ideas! Steve,

in fact, seems to be thinking his own thoughts

most of the time. He's a very removed guy,

even in his own home. Jayne does , most of

the talking there, and their friends say that she

must because he won't. They also think that

Steve needs Jayne very badly because she can

meet people more easily and keep the con-

versation going. Just seeing them together

gives you a feeling of contrast. Jayne is

nearly always dressed up fit to kill while Steve

will probably have on a casual sports shirt or

an old jacket. One obvious thing they have

in common, however, is a distaste for liquor.

Jayne will accept a glass of beer or something

light just to be sociable, and then leave it on

a table somewhere because she really doesn't

like it. Steve usually refuses anything, al-

though he too will accept a beer—or maybe
some light wine. Jayne, for some reason, is

trying to teach Steve to like something to

drink—but she's not having much luck . . -.

Jackie Gleason has his best audience in the

Steve Allen home, by the way. Jayne, of

course, is Audrey Meadows' sister; and she

and Steve never miss a Gleason show if they

can help it. The sisters are very close even

though Jayne has married. Jackie doesn't

have to worry about getting laughs at the

Allen house ! One worry he does have, how-

ever, is with his network. The powers-that-

be over there are very annoyed with his un-

abashed remarks to the press and his unco-

operative attitude in general. They'd much
prefer that he asked for their help when he

needs it (like when he has to answer some

embarrassing questions about Marilyn Tay-

lor) and take their advice. They think

he's practicing to turn into another God-

frey. And that CBS has had enough of.

But every week that Gleason's show gets a

good rating, Gleason gets to be' more im-

portant. And that's every week!" He doesn't

have to be cooperative . . . Everyone who

knows George Gobel loves him. You can't

talk to him for five minutes without realizing

that here is a modest man who loves his wife

and three children and doesn't want anything

so much as he wants to be with them. Be-

fore he was a regular on television, George

used to be away from home some eight months

of the year playing in nightclubs, and a

lonelier man you never saw. Alice would

occasionally fly out to be with him for a week

or so, but she couldn't take care of the

children and do that too often. George really

suffered . . All of her friends are worried

about Jinx Falkenburg McCrary. She has

lost pounds and pounds, and, pretty as she is,

she looks haggard . . . (Continued on page 6)
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tv talk

(Continued from page 4) . . . One celebrity

whom no one ever recognizes is Burgess Mere-

dith. He's such a little man, and he affects such

country-looking clothes—like a golfer's cap

and an old raincoat—that he could walk up

and down Broadway all day without causing

a head to turn ... It seems now that Sid

Caesar and Max Liebman did have their dif-

ferences on Show Of Shows. Sid used to want

to sing and play his saxophone, but Max
wouldn't let him. And Sid always felt that

Max wouldn't let him stretch his monologues

long enough . . . The reason Imogene Coca's

show got off to such a bad start was that she

turned down advice from all sorts of well-

wishers (and smart ones, too) and took the

advice of one close friend—who was wrong . . .

Arlene Francis' husband, producer-actor Mar-

tin Gabel, is almost unrecognizable in his hit

play, Reclining Figure. He wears a grey wig

and a big grey mustache that completely dis-

guise him. He steals the play, by the way. Poor

Arlene and Martin hardly see each other at

all any more. With her morning tv show and

his nightly theatre performances, they have a

hard time managing even to meet on the

street! . . . Lauren Bacall is scared to death

of television. It doesn't faze Humphrey
Bogart, of course—what does?—but she was

panic-stricken when she was on Person To

Person. Bogie and the camera crew connived

for days to make her relax . . . Everyone's

head really turned when Franchot Tone

showed up at the opening of All Summer Long

on Broadway to see his ex-wife, June Walker,

perform. The reason: he was not with a

glamour girl. He took Elaine Carrington,

the middle-aged woman who has written

Pepper Young's Family and When A Girl

Marries and Rosemary for years . . . People

wonder if Betsy von Furstenburg will ever

get another part in a play after the way she

behaved on stage to Tony Randall (the Wes

in Mr. Peepers) in Oh, Men! Oh, Women! . . .

Dane Clark really has stamina! On the open-

ing night of Fragile Fox, he left the theatre

after the curtain calls and headed for the

Steve Allen show, where he participated in a

sketch with Steve. True, it was one they'd

done before, but what actor can open in a

play and have the strength to "go^on" again?

Not many. Steve, by the way, smeared butter

all over Dane's suit in the sketch. It was by

mistake, of course, but it was pretty messy.

6 Jinx Falkenburg's friends are worrying about her.

THE
INSIDE STORY

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,

8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting

letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.

p. I understand that Roy Rogers earned
$34,000,000 last year. Doesn't that make
him the richest man in Hollywood?

—G.K., Rollins, Fla.

A. Roy Rogers Enterprises grossed

$34,000,000, selling some fifty different

products. This is a firm, not just Roy
as an individual. Many people share in

the revenue.

<?. Can you tell me approximately how
much Mario Lanza weighed at the time

he made his tv debut?
—F.F., Frankfort, Ky.

A. 255 pounds.

p. What is the true relationship be-

tween Joan Crawford and Cesar Ro-
mero? —B.T., Portland, Ore.

A. Romero is an old friend who es-

corts Miss Crawford to premieres and
other movietown functions.

Q. Is Rock Hudson responsible for the

breakup of the Barbara Rush-Jeff Hun-
ter marriage? —V.T., Lancaster, Pa.

A. No. He is a close friend of both.

Q. Didn't Eddie Fisher's manager ad-

vise against Eddie's romance with Deb-
bie Reynolds?—G.T., New York, N.Y.

A. No, he merely cautioned Eddie to

take his time and be sure of his true

feelings.

p. What role did Yvonne De Carlo

play in the Aly Khan-Gene Tierney

affair? —O.R., Urbana, III.

A. Yvonne is a sometimes playmate of

Aly Khan.

<J>. Does Sheree North really wear a

wig? —B.T., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. Yes.

p. I read that Esther Williams took a

show on the road against the wishes of

her husband Ben Gage. Is this on the

level? —E.R., Newport, R.I.

A. Esther and Ben have planned a

series of personal appearances together

for many years. 1954 was the first year

in which they had enough time to get

it done.

p. Wasn't there a secret romance be-

tween Marlon Brando and Pier Angeli?

—D.L., Denver, Col.

A. Just a quiet friendship.

P. After all that sensational buildup,

why was Pat Crowley dropped by Para-

mount? —W.T., Jonesboro, Tenn.

A. Paramount had no roles for her.

P. Is it true that Rock Hudson was
6 feet, A]/2 inches tall when he was 16

years old? —D.E., Chicago, III.

A. Yes.

p. Is Bob Hope's screen popularity

rapidly declining ?

—D.K., Cleveland, Ohio
A. Hope's last few pictures have not

been financial jackpots, but his latest,

tentatively entitled The Eddie Foy
Story, is expected to put him back on

top.

P. Is the Frank Sinatra-Gaby Bruyere

combination serious or just another

Sinatra romance?—CD., Akron, Ohio

A. Another.

p. What is the relationship between
Dean Martin and a character named
Sammy Cahn ?

—E.D., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. Cahn is a song writer who likes to

work for Martin.

P. Is John Wayne's handsome young
son, Pat, headed for the priesthood?

—E.E., Highland Park, III.

A. Pat is undecided as to his future

occupation; has given serious thought

to religious work.

P. Was Jeanne Crain's husband, Paul

Brinkman, ever an actor?

—V.R., Pomona, Cal.

A. Yes, before he married Jeanne.

P. Why doesn't Hollywood put Liber-

ace in a big picture?

—A.L., Worcester, Mass.

A. Plans are under way to star him in

a feature movie production.

p. Whatever became of actress Nancy
Guild who was given such a big build-

up a few years ago ?

—R.F., Ocean Grove, N.J.

A. She married Broadway producer

Ernest Markowitz.

p. Has Tony Curtis become a record-

ing star? Can he sing as well as Jeff

Chandler? Isn't Rock Hudson getting

more fan mail than Tony ?

—S.R., San Diego, Cal.

A. Tony has made two recordings. He
has a pleasant voice. Hudson currently

receives the most fan mail at U-I

sttidios.

P. What is the status of friendship be-

tween Richard Burton and Jean Sim-

mons? —T.H., Montreal, Can.

A. Fellow Britisher Burton is a close

friend of Jean Simmons and her hus-

band Stewart Granger.

p. The publicity says Vera-Ellen's mar-

riage to Victor Rothschild will be her

first. What ever happened to Robert

Hightower? —A.M., Lima, Ohio

A. Vera-Ellen divorced dancer High-

tower in 1946.



FRANK SINATRA
Doris

and Frank
Sing 'em as

Only thev can;

you my love"

•just one of those things'

'one for my baby"

SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME'

'YOUNG AT HEART'

'HOLD ME IN YOUR ARMS'

THERE'S A RISING MOON'

'READY WILLING AND ABLE'

Another

sensation-role

for Sinatra,

dream-teamed

with Doris and

HI
Xmas- presented

fe

, by WARNER
BROS!

GIG YOUNGMl ETHEL BARRYMOREW DOROTHY MALONE
screen piav ev JULIUS J.EPSTEIN and LENORE COFFEE • PRINT BYTECHNICOLOR MMWfN PflOOUCtlON - PRODUCED BY HENRY BLANKE directed by GORDON DOUGLAS • presented byWARNER BROS.

AND WATCH FOR WARNER BROS'. SPECTACULAR FILMING OF THOMAS B. COSTAIN S FAMED BESTSELLER^
THE SILVER CHALICE'— in cinemascope and Warnercolor- a victor saville production^



In these 3 -hour danger periods

Your skin 2>ijbs
fA little

There are 1- to 3-hour periods each

day, doctors say, when your skin is

open to serious trouble: stretched

pores . . . coarsened texture . . . crack-

ing and "shriveling." These danger

periods ofskin "un-balance" are right

after you wash your face. In washing
away the dirt, you also remove natural

skin protectors. Nature takes from 1

to 3 hours to restore these vital pro-

tectors. In the meantime, your skin

"dies" a little . . .

Read hoiv great beauties

of the social ivorld preven t the

damaging effects of skin
"

'un-balanc^

After each washing—
"'re -balance" your shin

You can notice these little warnings of

skin "un-balance" right after washing

—

— flakiness ... a blotchy look

— a "burning," stretched tight feel

Should you stop washing your face? "Not
at all," skin specialists say

—
"but after

each washing, 're-balance' your skin

instantly ..."

60 times faster than Nature

Light, swift-acting—Pond's Cold Cream
"re-balances" your skin in one minute

—

at least 60 times faster than Nature does.

It combats dryness, shriveling. Keeps
pore-openings clear. Keeps skin texture

fine and smooth.

A deep clearing at bedtime

Besides "re-balancing" after washing, your

skin needs a thorough clearing at night.

A deep Pond's Cold Creaming dislodges

water-resistant dirt from the pores. Keeps

your skin looking fresh, vibrant.

Start this complete beauty care with

Pond's Cold Cream today. You'll be

astonished at how quickly you have a

noticeably lovelier complexion!

The world's most famous beauty formula
—never duplicated, never equaled. Get a large

jar today. More women use and love Pond's
Cold Cream than any face cream ever made.

The lovely Marchioness, photographed in her charming Park Avenue apartment, is

noted for her exquisite complexion. About her skin care, she says, "It's now second

nature to me to reach for Pond's Cold Cream after each washing. And I never miss

a good, deep Pond's cleansing at bedtime."
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LOU ELLA PARSONS
in hollywood

louella parsons'

/da a»d Eddie Cantor got first peek at Debbie's

seven-carat ring. The Cantors discovered Eddie,

are very close to him and hosted the party.

Lori Nelson, in a lace dress something like

Debbie's charming blue frock, was among the

first to arrive. She's one of Deb's close friends.

I enjoyed seeing Jack Webb with his lovely

date, Dorothy Towne. A lot of people seem to

think they may be the next to get engaged.

Debbie and Eddie make it official at a wonderful party!

Virginia Warren (daughter of Chief Justice

Warren) had trouble with her necklace, but

her attentive escort, Hugh O'Brian helped out.

Gordon MacRae and his beautiful wife,

Shiela, congratulated Eddie—who never has

any trouble keeping other singers as friends.

This ivas a meeting! Remember when Bob
Wagner was Debbie's big romance—even if she

did deny it? Now they're really "just friends."

IT'S ONLY RIGHT that I should start out

"Good News" this month with the June wedding

of Debbio Reynolds and Eddie Fisher. Modern

Screen published the first story about these

young lovers which I wrote after I spent a

week-end with them in Las Vegas. This was
one of the all-time scoops because no one

realized the seriousness of this romance.

No love story in years has so captured the

imagination of the public. The first marriage

for each. Debbie, cute and pretty enough to

eat with a spoon, and Eddie, the slim, curly-

haired singer, the bobby-soxers' idol. Where

could you find a more attractive pair?

All this has been printed. What I want to

tell you about is the cocktail party, the super-

duper affair for over six hundred people, that

Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Cantor gave in honor of

the popular engaged pair.

Everyone from Mayor and Mrs. Norris Poul-

son of Los Angeles to the gateman of MGM.
and Debbie's Burbank neighbors came to wish

the future Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Jack Fisher

happiness. That, of course, included the parents

of each—Eddie's mother, Mrs. Rose Stuppe,

who has recently remarried, and his father,

Joseph Fisher, who flew out with their son.

They met Debbie's parents. Eddie's father kept

whispering to me, "Let's go and get some

herring."

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Reynolds, who are

very fond of their only daughter's fiance, posed

for pictures before the party started.

Ann Blyth and her husband. Dr. Jim Mc-

Nulty, were at the party before the host and

hostess and prospective bride arid groom ar-

rived, because Ann had to leave to sing at

a studio affair.

Debbie, wearing a pale blue lace dress and

displaying the seven-carat, sguare-cut dia-

mond, walked in on the arm of her beaming

bridegroom-to-be.

Lori Nelson, one of Debbie's closest friends,

beautiful in a white lace gown, also arrived

early. Robert Wagner, twenty pounds lighter,

and once one of Debbie's greatest admirers,

gave the future bride a big kiss.

Two engaged couples. Pier Angeli and Vic

Damone, who will be married before this is

printed, and Vera-EUen and Victor Rothschild

were happily talking wedding plans.

Pretty blonde Virginia Warren and her sis-

ter. Honey Bear, daughters of Chief Justice

Earl Warren, were escorted by Hugh O'Brian,
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GOOD NEWS Almost everyone at the

wonderful, huge party

seemed to be in love!

Pier Angeli and Debbie spent half the evening comparing their engagement rings. Pier and Vic
Damone looked just as radiant as the future Mr. and Mrs. Fisher—and both girls were so thrilled

at becoming engaged at practically the same time. They have been friends for years now.

youthful actor. Jack Webb escorted lovely,

blonde Dorothy Towne, and this romance is

very much on. Mary and Jack Benny, Gracie
Allen and George Burns were in the crowd.
There was such a crush that I stood on a

balcony to watch those who came and went.

In the throng I saw Barbara Ruick, who is

back with her husband, Robert Horton; Mary
and Bob Cummings, Jimmy McHugh, who is

one of Eddie's close friends, Arthur Freed,

MGM producer, who plans a musical starring

Debbie and her fiance, Barbara Rush witn
a new glamorous hair-do, the Ames Brothers,

the Eddie Robinsons, Joan Crawford, the Van
Heflins, Terry Moore with Jacques Semas,
Milton Blackstone, Eddie's manager, all at-

tending the biggest cocktail party ever given.

One very proud guest was Mrs. Jennie

Grossinger, who flew out for the party at the

special invitation of Eddie Cantor. It was at

Grossinger's resort in the Catskills that Eddie
Cantor first saw young Eddie and said, "That

boy is great and I'm taking him with me."
And he did that, starting Eddie on his success.

The Cantor party cost close to $4,000, but as
Eddie Cantor told me, "Ida and I feel he is the

nearest thing to a son we have ever had."

Oh, yes. Just before I left, Debbie presented

Eddie with black pearl studs and cufflinks.

I FOUND A NEW SWEETNESS in

Gary's manner toward Rocky and she is cer-

tainly a different and warmer girl. If I hadn't

dined with Rocky and Gary Cooper at their

fabulous new modern home, I might have been
skeptical about their reconciliation.

I've never seen Vera-EUen so happy as

since her engagement to Vic Rothschild.

Jane Powell and Pat Nerney had already
set the wedding date—November 8.

I'm so glad Aldo Ray and Jeff Donnell
made up their minds and got married.

Mala Powers' marriage to Monte Vanton
won't mean giving up her career after all.
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Surprise of the Month

:

GUY MADISON AND
SHEILAH CONNOLLY ELOPE

Just as I was leaving the Cantor party, someone tele-

phoned that Guy Madison was leaving for Juarez, Mexico,
the next day to divorce Gail Russell. He married imme-
diately after, as you know, beautiful Sheilah Connolly,

twenty-four-year-old TV actress who looks like Elizabeth

Taylor. They went to Miami on a honeymoon.
Guy had been begging Gail for a divorce, and finally

on October 6, obtained one himself. Gail has been emo-
tionally upset for a long time and Guy has been very
patient, doing everything to help her until finally it be-

came too much of a burden.
The new bridegroom is building a home for his bride.

Guy has zoomed to fame in the last year in the WiJd Bill

Hickok TV series and in the Warner movies, The Charge At
Feather River and The Command.

Gary has seen a lot of the world since the

first time I met him. He's become wealthy
and while his casual dialogue in pictures

fools a lot of people, in private life he loves

to talk and can discuss any subject.

He and I laughed over the first time he
came down from Montana to play the lead in

The Winning Of Barbara Worth.

"I certainly was green, wasn't I?" he said.

Well, he's a polished man of the world now.
I know that one of the big bonds between
him and Rocky is their mutual devotion to

their daughter and in their new, tropical house
everything has been built for Gary's comfort.

Even such details as the washbasins having
been put in at a level suited to Gary's height

have been thought of. So he's very happy.

By the time this is in print, Jane Powell
will be Mrs. Pat Nerney, Pier Angeli will be
Mrs. Vic Damone and Vera-Ellen will un-

doubtedly be Mrs. Victor Rothschild. Of all

these romances, the most surprising is Vera's.

I must say I was bowled over when Vera
called me. For more than a year she had been
seen everywhere with Richard Gully. Re-

cently he had to go to Europe for a few
months and during this time, Victor, who has
been a very dashing young man about Holly-

wood discovered ciite little Vera.

But at first, I'll admit, I thought this was
just one of the little dancer's many flirtations.

Do you remember when Rock Hudson was the

one and only in her life? Then Dean Miller

was considered serious.

However, when she and Victor came to

a party I gave, I knew she was really in love

this time. She was wearing a beautiful square-

cut diamond ring and was full of her plans
for a honeymoon at Acapulco in Mexico.

TWO NEW AND IMPORTANT babies

will make their appearances in town this com-
ing year. In the midst of all the excitement of

Judy Garland's triumph in A Star is Born, she

telephoned me to say, "I'm going to have a
baby! I'm going to have a baby! I just found

%put and wanted you to be the first to know,
Louella." With two little daughters, Judy won't

mind a bit if this one turns out to be a boy.

About three weeks after Judy's premiere,

Liz Taylor had the laugh on all of us. She
and Michael Wilding expect their second baby
in March and not one columnist knew it.

"I kept my secret well," laughed Liz when I

queried her. "You never had any idea."

I laughed, recalling what Mike said to me
soon after their son was born. "I keep picking

up magazines with stories about 'Liz Taylor's

baby,' 1' he said in his quiet, witty way. "I

read them all, say to myself, 'That's also my
baby and a really extraordinary child.'

"

The newest Wilding will be named Virginia

if it's a girl, and Christopher if a boy.

WHEN CLARK GABLE ALLOWS his

picture to be taken again and again with the

same girl at social events, it begins to look

serious.

Well, the King has been photographed

many times lately with Kay Williams Spreck-

els, beautiful blonde ex-wife of sugar mil-

lionaire Adolph Spreckels.

Kay was terribly in love with Clark before

she married Spreckels and apparently he was
in love with her. They went together for a
long time, but then, without a word. Gable
walked out of her life.

I'd be the last to prophesy that he will

marry Kay now. But there's no telling with



Clark, though I do know he says he will

never wed again. But he's said that beiore.

Kay had an ardent suitor in Hal Hayes,
wealthy contractor. When Clark telephoned
her for a date, she dropped Hayes and has
been seen at all the premieres with the King.

JOHN WAYNE IS SO PROUD of the

success of his boy, Pat, that he doesn't care who
knows it. Pat began his acting career with a
very small role in John Ford's The Long Gray
Line. Then he got a better part in Mr. Roberts.

also under Ford's direction. It was shot in

Hawaii, not far from where "The Duke" was
making his own film. The Sea Chase.

But it was when Bill Wellman, the director,

selected Pat to be in C'esf La Guerre and to

play Wellman himself, as a World War I

flyer, that John got on the telephone to me.
"You know that Ford started me in this

business twenty-five years ago," John said,

"and that Bill Wellman has been one of my
closest pals for ages. For them to have faith

in this kid of mine—well, Louella, I'll confess
to you, when they showed me Pat's tests I

had tears in my eyes. It was like seeing my-
self, starting out again, so long ago. Except
that Pat's much better and handsomer."

ROCK HUDSON HAS BEEN reported
so many places this month with so many differ-

ent girls that there may be more to it than meets
the eye. Rock is a stay-at-home and his nearest
to a steady has been Betty Abbott.

But since the Barbara Rush-Jeffrey Hunter
split-up, a lot of people have been pointing
out that while Betty Abbott went to Ireland
when Rock made Captain Lightfoot, she came
back as soon as her job as script girl was
concluded. Rock went on to Paris. Barbara,
of course, was the leading lady in that film.

I still hope that Jeff and Barbara will get
back together. Barbara has glamourized her-
self and is different from the girl of a year ago.

When James Mason announced the other
day that he was retiring from acting to become
a producer, his precocious six-year-old Por-
tie looked up and said, "Don't worry. Father.
I shall carry on the Mason acting tradition."

And do you want to know something? I

have no doubt that she will.

PERSONAL OPINIONS: I wish Liberace
wouldn't wear red ruffled shirts, fancy shoes
and black and gold brocaded evening clothes.

He's too talented and too nice a person to go
in for such extremes in clothes.

Dan Dailey and Mrs. Gwen O'Connor
should confine their battles to privacy. It

shows a want of taste for Dan Dailey, whose
career has never been better,* and for Donald
O'Connor, who is so popular with the public.

All of us who love Marilyn Monroe were
sorry to see her do all that posing for news-
reels after her separation from Joe DiMaggio.
For the first time in her life she didn't seem
sincere. Marilyn is much too dear a person
to put on such a show. Few believed she .was
as unhappy as she pretended.
We all hope that Ava Gardner will stop

pouting with her studio. She's such a fine

actress and such an asset to the screen, it's

too bad to have her away so long.

All those who know and love Susan Hay-
ward wish that Jess Barker would stop try-

ing to make it difficult for Susie, who has
had so much trouble over his shenanigans
during their hectic divorce.

We had an ice cream party after Phffft!

Kim Novak (who's just terrific in the picture) joined Jack and Cynthia Lemmon,
(Judy Holiday couldn't be there.) Jack's a star now—don't miss the story on p. 56.

Terry Moore, almost sedate these days, came Joanne Gilbert and Mori
with hotel heir Nicky Hilton, Liz Taylor's ex. Viner shared sodas vnth Jack.
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in Hollywood 1

The spectacular premiere of A Star is Bom was one of

the most exciting events even Hollywood has ever seen!

/ saw Liberace there; I love him, but I don't Judy Garland was so glowing, so happy, not only over the success of her film, but because she's

like that brocaded 'tuxedo jacket he wears. expecting another child. The men are Jack Carson, George Jessel, Sid Luft and George Fisher

Clark Gable is almost always with' Kav Suzan Ball, with Dick Long, of course, wore George Jessel met happy-again Rocky and Gary

Spreckels these days. Watch this romance! the latest rage—a satin-and-jersey combination. Cooper; they're trying to keep it that way.

Frank Sinatra just gloried in Judy's triumph;

he had a bad time before his comeback, too.

Rock Hudson brought—guess who?—Betty

Abbott to the preem and party! They're dating.

Liz and Mike beamed all evening, now that

the news about Liz' next baby is finally out.
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THERE HAVE BEEN SO MANY good
parties this month, besides the Reynolds-Fisher

soiree, it's hard to choose which of the others

were the best. Joan Crawford had so many stars

crowded into the tiny Polo Loggia, in honor

of Helen Hayes, moving was almost impossible.

There was Judy Garland, bubbling over

with happiness, between her rave notices for

A Star Is Born and the fact of her approach-

ing motherhood. There was Clifton Webb
bringing his popular mother, Mabelle, out for

the first time after her serious illness, and
Jack Benny with his Mary, getting around,

too, for the first time since she was sick. Gary
Cooper came stag, and so did Rock Hudson,

while George Nader stayed close to the

hostess' side. Sue and Alan Ladd came early,

left early, and then came back. "This party is

too good," they said.

Joan, as always, was the flawless hostess

and the food was much too good.

A few nights later, after the preview of

Phlfft! there was an ice cream soda party at

a malt shop across from the theatre. And for

Hollywood, where people usually go to Roma-
noff's or the Mocambo, this was distinctive and
fun. All the younger set were there.

Aldo Ray and Jeff Donnell were proudly

displaying their matching wedding rings. Bob
Francis brought pretty May Wynn. Terry

Moore beamed on the arm of Nicky Hilton,

Vince Edwards was with Connie Towers. The
calorie consumption was something terrible.

THE TYRONE POWER-LINDA
CHRISTIAN marriage failure wasn't surpris-

ing to those of us on the inside. Ty had been
away for so long, first on the road with John

Brown's Body and then on business. Now he

has signed with Katharine Cornell in The Dark
Is Light Enough for Broadway, which will

surely take him away for more months.

Ty takes his career very seriously. He
comes not only from a long line of actors

but from a long line of Tyrone Powers whom
you can find mentioned in theatrical histories

back to the seventeenth century.

Linda is a playgirl. She is spectacular and
she loves parties.

Ty fell in love with Linda at the time when
everyone thought he was going to marry
Lana Turner—including" Lana Turner. He and
Lana gave a big farewell party at the Mo-
cambo on the eve of his flying to Europe, five

years ago. He seemed to be deeply in love.

So he flew to Europe, met Linda, the Mex-
ican beauty with the green eyes. She spoke
several languages fluently. She had traveled

everywhere. From that moment on, Ty never
again wrote to "Lana.

He and Linda were married in Rome and
felt so romantic about the church where the

ceremony was performed that they gave their

first child an adaptation of its name.
Ty always wanted children of his own.

When he was married to Annabella, he was
a devoted stepfather to her daughter, and he
was always very fond of Cheryl Crane,

Lana's daughter.

It seems such a shame that his two little

daughters still couldn't make it a happy home
for him. Asked about a possible reconciliation,

Ty said firmly, "This marriage has been over

for a long while."

A MUCH HAPPIER STORY is the

change that has come over the Fred MacMurray
household since June Haver became Fred's

bride June 28 at the Ojai Valley Inn.

on my soapbox:

I'M DISAPPOINTED IN

EDMUND PURDOM
In all my years in Hollywood I've never seen any tal-

ented young actor behave more unwisely than Edmund
Purdom has since he received his big break of being
cast in The Student Prince and The Egyptian.

Before these opportunities he was very modest, very
poor—and very appealing. He had made numerous
friends, all of whom believed in him and several of whom
saw to it that he and his charming wife had food and
lodgings. When the Purdom baby was on the way, other
friends arranged for hospitalization.

So what happened with success? Edmund turned his
distinguished back on most of these people. He became
frosty with the press. And in this town where everyone
is a "name" he became the biggest name dropper of all.

When his second child was born, he just barely made it

back to town—at the insistent urging of his studio—from
a vacation he was having, without his wife, in Mexico.
Now that the Tyrone Powers have separated, the rumors

that have been whispered in Hollywood are coming right
out in the open. But I want to say that throughout all this

Mrs. Purdom has behaved wonderfully, but she became so
ill that she went into a hospital with a nervous breakdown
when he left her to go alone to Europe.
He is a good actor. He has a lovely wife and fine

children. If his head has been turned, there's no reason
why he can't turn it back to where it was—and become
again a charming human being, a good father and hus-
band and a star with a great future.
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the letter box

First, a word of thanks to all of

you for your zippy letters. That's

what I asked for—and you cer-

tainly responded. For instance:

AUDREY, DENNY, WILLIE WER-
WERTH and GEORGE W. BLACK
sent me a joint letter asking how
to break into movies, as also did

PVT. RON SETLIK and PVT.

GLENDON RHEA, among lots of

others. To all of you I say if you
live anywhere near a Little Thea-

tre group, get into it, learn every-

thing you can, and see if you
can't distinguish yourself there.

Little Theatre groups are thor-

oughly "scouted."

If this is impossible, you can

do a lot worse than to send a clear

—and flattering—photograph of

yourself to any producer you
know (from reading my column,
naturally!) to be doing a picture

for which you think you may be
qualified. Write as detailed a let-

ter as you can to send with it.

To MRS. MAXINE DAVIS, of

Minneapolis, I want to say that

your cards and letters re getting

Van Johnson better roles are cer-

tainly paying off. Van has the best

line-up of pictures he's ever had.

lupe neiman of Havana,
Cuba, takes me to task for what
I said regarding Luis Dominguin,
Ava Gardner's bullfighter friend.

Says Lupe, "He was very charm-
ing and mannerly when he was
here in Cuba." Incidentally, I re-

ceived so many Brazilian letters

regarding Ava I can't possibly

acknowledge them all. I'm sorry

that so beautiful and talented a

girl got things so badly mixed up.

And I'm very amused by lila
outierrez of Coyoacan, Mexico,
who says, "I am tired of seeing in

every movie magazine pictures of

that dull young man called Rob-
ert Wagner. I suggest you give us

more information about real ac-

tors such as Stewart Granger."

Lila also says she prefers Audrey
Hepburn to Marilyn Monroe. I

can honestly tell you, Lila, I like

all these four. But it's differences

of opinion which make horseraces

and box office, and which make a

good letter-box, too. So all of you
keep on writing me what you
think—and the hotter the better.

Joan Crawford's daughter Christina is quite a beauty. She and Joan double-date now I Joan's

with Lee Trent and Christina brought Henry Harwood when they went to Ciro's together.

There was never a more devoted husband
than Fred was to his beloved Lily, his first

wife. But even before their marriage, she was
in poor health and throughout all their lives

together, she was virtually an invalid.

No girl is sunnier by temperament or more
full of natural bounce than June. Fred's two
children, Susan, fifteen, and Robert, ten, had
been raised by a housekeeper, in a house-

hold which had always been hushed.

June got a new housekeeper, put the chil-

dren on their own to be as noisy as they

please, and has generally brought color and
laughter into the life of all of them. Which
makes Junie the good stepmother of whom
every other good stepmother can be proud.

I NOMINATE FOR STARDOM: Kim
Novak. She has a perfectly proportioned chas-

sis, a lovely complexion. Her hair is blonde and
her eyes almost green. She is a mere twenty-

one—but the reason I go for her is because she

acted so well she stole Phftft! from Academy
Award winner Judy Holliday, no less

This was only Kim's second picture, but

already other studios are trying to borrow
her from Columbia. If and when The Jean

Harlow Story is ever made, she seems to be

the likeliest candidate.

She was born in Chicago and Novak is her

real name. But for fame purposes, she had to

change her first name, which was Marilyn

—

and you know there's another, blonde who
has a patent on that one.

Her father was an employee of the Chicago-

Milwaukee Railroad, and still is. Her mother

had been a history teacher. The family was
very well off, but just the same Kim liked

working after school, so that during her high

school days she worked in a five-and-dime,

ran an elevator and served as a dentist's

assistant. In college, she worked as a model

and was quite successful.

It was the modeling that brought her to

Hollywood and her hobby of bicycle riding

that brought her to the attention of the talent

scouts. You see, she was wearing very short

shorts on her very long legs, and the blouse

she had on was cut low and fitted close.

Pushover was her first picture and she

played a low-down girl in a low-down way
completely different from her high comedy
portrayal in Phiftt!—but both are so sexy you
could see smoke curling up around the pre-

view audience.

She isn't married. She's a great cook. She
lives at Hollywood's famed Studio Club

—

which drives the wolves wild.

She'll go very far and quickly, too, take my
word for it.

THAT'S ALL FOR NOW. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH.

Margaret O'Brien is certainly grown up these

days; I hope her career picks up again.

Lee Liberace's steady is Joanne Rio; they're

always together but they aren't engaged.
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THEIR LOVE DEFIED THE FURY OF

JEFF CHANDLER • JACK PALANCE
LUDMILLA TCHERINA • RITA GAM

-hi. JEFF MORROW- GEORGE DOLENZ • EDUARD FRANZ -ALEXANDER SCOURBY
Directed by DOUGLAS SIRK-Screenplay by OSCAR BRODNEY and BARRE' LYNDON -Story by Oscar Brodney -Produced by ALBERT J. COHEN



The proposal scene is tender, but very Hollywood,

taking place on a set between scenes of a film.

Early in the film Judy sings "The Man That Got
Away," a really great blues number, sure to be a hit.

James Mason delivers his finest acting to date as

the alcoholic, once-great star who discovers Judy.

The biggest production number in the picture is "I Was Born In A Trunk," the musical

biography of an "overnight sensation." It takes place in a picture-within-the-picture.
J

The major turning point in the film is the Academy Awards scene when Judy reaches the

peak of her success and Mason hits rock bottom, drunk and jobless at the big ceremony.

Picture of the Month: A STAR IS BORN

It's here at last—that long-heralded, long-awaited "comeback." Judy
j

Garland is great, singing every kind of song her huge talent encompasses and

socking every one across with that vibrant up-and-down moodiness. Warners'

backs her up with costly sets, lavish Technicolor and a story about Hollywood !

itself. It starts at a benefit show for Motion Picture Relief. Big star James

Mason arrives very drunk and Judy, singing onstage, covers up for him. Later
j

he thanks her; still later he searches for her all over town because he can't

get her voice out of his mind. After some delay, due to his being whisked

off on location, Mason gets her a contract and tricks studio boss Charles

Bickford into hearing her sing. Judy and Mason fall in love, marry. She

rises, he drops from stardom and consoles himself with even more liquor, but

liquor only takes him further away from any kind of happiness, and nearly

destroys his wife's career, too. Mason's acting is fine as usual. Pathetic but

sympathetic, he emerges as a really tragic figure. Jack Carson, a cynical

public relations man, brutally hastens his final crackup. But the story takes

second place to the acting, which in turn is overshadowed by Judy Garland,

whose personality and enormous zest cover everything with a special glow.

More reviews on page 2 ,
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Christmas
is FOR

THE YOUNG . .

.

the young in heart,

that is

And you can capture the true

Christmas spirit for lots and

lots of kiddies this year by

bringing along these fine Dell

Comics wherever you go

from now till Christmas.

Bound to make you extra

welcome and popular with the

young ones these gay and

colorful comics, punch-out and

coloring books cost only

pennies but will make a true

Santa of you—someone special

whose visits won't soon be

forgotten.
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Parents! Be sure to

look for this seal

—

it's your guarantee

of good clean fun only

at newsstands everywhere

DELL COMICS ARE GOOD COMICS

THE COUNTRY GIRL Apparently the wonder of Bing

Crosby never ceases; he outdoes himself in The Coun-

try Girl, a drama based on Clifford Odets' play. And
Grace Kelly, formerly a golden glamour girl, is

subtle, complex and extremely convincing as his long-

suffering, devoted wife. The story: William Holden,

dynamic BroadVay director, wants to audition

Crosby for a musical drama even though producer

Anthony Ross calls Crosby a has-been who drinks

too much. Crosby auditions well, is signed for the

part but reads lines badly during rehearsal. In a

man-to-man way he tells Holden that Grace is to

blame for his lack of drive, his uncertainty. Natu-

rally, Holden begins to resent Grace's interference

and treats her with increasing contempt. He finds out

later that Crosby—a weak, sick man—has been hand-

ing him a pack of lies. It's a poignant, beautifully

acted drama, startlingly real.—Para.

CARMEN JONES The music is from Bizet's famous
opera, the book is by Oscar Hammerstein and the
result is wonderful. Dorothy Dandridge as Carmen
—moody, passionate, a femme fatale—works in a
parachute factory down south. Her prey is Harry
Belafonte, a handsome young soldier headed for fly-

ing school. He resists Carmen manfully, but not for

long, and pretty soon he has left his girl (Olga
James) and his honor behind to flee to Chicago with
Carmen and hide out in a tawdry room. Carmen
feels boxed in—so she drops Belafonte for Joe
Adams, heavyweight boxing champ, who has all of

Chicago and much of its money to play with. Wildly
jealous, Belafonte hounds her to death. The story is

a classic tragedy; this CinemaScope version is classic,

too. The cast (which features Pearl Bailey), the sets,

the singing of Hammerstein's brilliant lyrics are all

charged with vitality and excitement.—20th-Fox.

THREE RING CIRCUS Here are Martin and Lewis

again—much less mad but often hilarious. Dis-

charged from the Army, Lewis joins up with a

circus. He wants to be a clown but the only opening

is for a lion tamer. Martin tags along and when his

eyes light on Zsa Zsa Gabor (of the high-flying

trapeze) his work is cut out for him—temporarily.

Joanne Dru owns part of the circus arid her kind

of love is more solid. The circus is a wonderful

background for Lewis' really wistful humor. Terri-

fied, he's shot from a cannon, locked in a cage

with lions, painfully embarrassed when his awk-

wardness as a propman steals the spotlight from an
aerialist. In an almost Chaplinesque way he works

toward clowndom where his woebegone make-up, his

humane attempt to make a little paralytic girl laugh

add moments of dignity to an otherwise simply en-

tertaining film. Technicolor.—Para.

BLACK WIDOW There are all these jaded New
Yorkers (like theatrical producers and great stars)

living rather peaceably in their swank penthouses

when along comes a small, innocent, intense young
writer named Peggy Ann Garner and those jaded

New Yorkers start falling apart. Peggy is so open

and open minded and all that everybody wants to help

her. The question is : what rat helped her hang her-

self in Van Heflin's bathroom? Heflin is a theatrical

producer married to Gene Tierney and while Gene
is away he plays father to Peggy, lets her use his

apartment as a workshop. In the apartment above
live Ginger Rogers, a star, and her grateful husband,

Reginald Gardiner. Ginger doesn't like Heflin's

carryings-on. But he can't help it if Peggy pursues

him. This kid Peggy gets around—before the hanging,

that is. Who hanged her? Detective George Raft

figures that out. CinemaScope.—20th-Fox.

PHFFFT! Only unfunny thing about this movie is the

title which sounds even worse than it reads. Aside

from that, Phffft! is a delightful comedy about more

or less ordinary people living up to their new roles

of gay divorcees. Judy Holliday, TV writer, is bored

with Jack Lemmon, attorney, and vice versa. After

eight years of marriage they can't live with each

other, but it turns out they can't live with anybody

else either. Lemmon's bachelor friend, Jack Carson,

converts him into a gadabout (with sportscar, weskit

and wolf whistle) and sets him loose on Kim Novak
who not only bewilders but scares Lemmon stiff. Judy,

meanwhile, invests in a siren wardrobe, determined

to offer herself up to whichever bidder bites. But she

keeps yearning for the comforting boredom of her

ex-mate. Quick, funny characterizations and clever

dialogue (by George Axelrod, author of The Seven

Year Itch) make a slim plot seem meaty.—Col.

UNCHAINED In 1941 a man named Kenyon Scudder

opened The California Institute for Men at Chino.

It was a revolutionary event in penal history. Fif-

teen hundred criminals moved into Chino which had

no gun towers, no concrete wall, no armed guards

—

and no bars. Instead, it offered dorms, vocational

training, picnic grounds for visitors, a self-governing

council. Heaven—except no prison ever is. Un-

chained was filmed at Chino. It's based on fact but

achieves the rounded drama of fiction. Its main
character is Steve Davitt (Elroy Hirsch) arrested

for nearly killing a man he thought had robbed him.

Now he wants out, but he comes to realize that escape

is more than a personal affair. It involves all the

prisoners, endangers the continued existence of Chino

itself. Dramas of other men striving toward re-

habilitation also unfold. With Barbara Hale, Chester

Morris, Todd Duncan.—Hall Bartlett Prod.



BEAU BRUMMELL Improbable, sentimental, a regular

tear-jerker, Beau Brummell (that's Stewart Granger)
plays himself out against the beautiful, misty scenery

of England and in the elaborate costumes and in-

teriors of the early 19th century. Beau is a handsome
upstart of the Royal Hussars. He speaks right out to

the Prince of Wales (Peter Ustinov), insulting him
roundly and thereby winning his passionate friend-

ship. He also wins the love of a lady (Elizabeth

Taylor) but she wavers between his recklessness and
her betrothed's conservative nobility. Brummell's wit

and daring make him a leading society figure and a

great influence on Ustinov who's in love with Maria
Fitzherbert (Rosemary Harris) instead of some
German princess. Brummell urges him to become
Regent (displacing his mad old father, Robert Mor-
ley, now King) but this plan fails and with it goes

Ustinov's friendship. Beau flees to France, sinks into

poverty and sickness but England, one gathers,

suffers even more by his departure. Technicolor.

—

MGM

RECOMMENDED FILMS NOW PLAYING

WOMAN'S WORLD (20th-Fox): Big, slick and en-

tertaining, this one stars Arlene Dahl, Lauren Bacall,

June AHyson, Clifton Webb, Fred MacMurray, Van
Heflin and Cornel Wilde in a sort of female Execu-
tive Suite. CinemaScope and Technicolor.

HANSEL AND GRETEL (Myerberg) : Recommended
as heartily for the grown-ups as for the kids, this

charming version of Humperdinck's famous opera has
the benefit of Kinemins to look at and excellent actors

and singers to listen to. Technicolor.

HIGH AND DRY (U.I.): Another wonderful little

British comedy, this film has American Paul Douglas
as a harried business man trying to inject efficiency

into the lackadaisical, no-ulcer way of life of the

Scotch captain of a somewhat decrepit boat.

ROMEO AND JULIET (U.A.): If you already love

the play, go see this beautiful production, starring

Susan Shental, Laurence Harvey and Flora Robson.
If you haven't come to love it yet, run, do not walk,
to see it. It's the best love story ever!

THE BAREFOOT CONTESSA (U.A.): An amazing
mixture of love, sex, satire, tragedy and Technicolor
that will keep you fascinated, if slightly confused.
Ava Gardner, Humphrey Bogart, Edmond O'Brien
and others turn in topnotch performances in this

complex Cinderella-like tale.

BRIGADOON (MGM): Gene Kelly, Cyd Charisse,
Van Johnson, singing and dancing all over the Irish
countryside in a sentimental, Technicolored fable that
includes hit songs like "Almost Like Being In Love."

THE DETECTIVE (Col.): Alec Guiness is at his best—
and you can't beat that for laughs—in a delightful
story of a priest determined to reform a master thief
before the police get to him.

SUDDENLY (U.A.) : Frank Sinatra gives another star-
tlingly good performance as a half-crazed killer out
to assassinate the President.

REAR WINDOW (Para.): The best Hitchcock thriller
in some time, it features Jimmy Stewart, Grace
Kelly, Wendell Corey, Thelma Ritter and a quietly
terrifying performance by Raymond Burr. Besides
top-flight suspense, the dialogue sparkles, there's hu-
mor, romance and Technicolor.

THE LITTLE KIDNAPPERS (U.A.) : This one is des-
tined to become a classic. One of the most charm-
ing, warmly humorous movies ever centered around
children, this deals with two wonderful little boys,
Jon Whiteley and Vincent Winter, who steal a baby
because they think their grandfather, Duncan Macrae,
doesn't love them enough.

ON THE WATERFRONT (Col.): One of the year's
best films, this tense and exciting story of longshore-
men vs. corrupt union bosses stars Marlon Brando,
Karl Maiden, lovely Eva Marie Saint. Directed by
Elia Kazan.

''Whod bef/eve /was ever

embarrassedby PfMPLE£l«

New Scientific Medication . . . Clearasil

STARVES PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED . . . hides pimples while it works

Proved effective

by doctors . .

.

endorsed by nurses

in nationwide fasts

Doctors prove this new-type medica-
tion especially for pimples really works!

In skin specialists' tests on 202 pa-

tients, 9 out of every 10 cases were
cleared up or definitely improved while

using clearasil. And when 3002
nurses tested clearasil, 91 out of every

100 nurses reporting said they preferred

it to any other pimple medication.

Amazing starving action, clearasil
actually starves pimples because it helps

Clearasil
The specific medication for pimples

remove the oils that pimples "feed" on.

And clearasil's antiseptic action stops

the growth of bacteria that can cause

and spread pimples.

Instant relief from embarrassment be-

cause clearasil is skin-colored to hide

pimples while it helps dry them up.

Greaseless, stainless. Pleasant to leave

on day and night for uninterrupted

medication.

America's largest-selling specific

pimple medication...because clearasil
has helped so many young people and
adults, clearasil is GUARANTEED
to work for you as it did in doctors' and
nurses' tests or money back. Only 59^.
Economy size 98^. At all druggists.

Get clearasil today.
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BISHOP
SHEEN

frankly answers those questions

on LOVE
SEX ana

MARRIAGE
that challenge every couple

THREE
TO GET
MARRIED
now a big-selling DELL book

35/^ONLY on sale everywhere

THREE TO GET
MARRIED

THE

CASUAL TOUCH

A couple of weeks before his show

was due to start its fall schedule,

Perry Como, looking like a little boy

lost, began to show up daily at his

office in Radio City. He would shuffle

through the mail, look through the

stack of new tunes and make a few

phone calls. He seemed edgy.

"What's the matter, Perry?" asked

his brother-in-law, Dee Belline, who

looks out for things for him.

"I got tired of sitting around the

house," Perry replied. "Thought

maybe I could find some new songs

I liked or something."

It certainly wasn't that his sum-

mer had been dull. With his brother-

in-law, he spent a couple of weeks in

the north woods, catching the kind

of big fish you read about. Then he

went back to his Sands Point, Long

Island, home and spent another four

weeks with the boys. Ronnie, his

thirteen-year-old son, got him inter-

ested in some more fishing. He
played golf and took the family to

the beach. It was an ideal lazy sum-

mer, but something was missing.

So much has been written about

Perry Como's relaxed conduct as a

television performer, that people

tend to forget that the singing

Perry does is an important part of

his calm way of life. He has been

standing up before a howling crowd

of teen-agers three times a week for

so long that he frankly misses it

when he's away. "What do you think

makes my home such a delight?" he

To Perry (Perpetual

Phenomenon) Como, life

is a never-ending

vacation—as long as he's

at work!

once asked. "A hard day's work."

During his first few broadcasts for

Chesterfield this fall, Perry behaved

like a spring colt let out to grass.

Backstage, he kept the Fontane sis-

ters doubled up with gags. Margie

most of all; when Perry's feeling

good, according to Margie he's the

funniest man on earth.

At forty-two, Perry Como is

one of America's leading popular

singers, responsible for several mil-

lion record sales each year. Without

the aid of make-up, wigs or special

attention to his looks, Perry seems

to get younger every year. His voice

is as mellow as ever, and more than

likely, he will come up with another

1,000,000-sale-hit-record (he's had

seven to date ) before the season is

over. His fan mail, mostly from girls,

runs more than 2700 letters a week,

principally requests for pictures. All

this though he is happily married,

and bitterly opposed to the dramatic

staging of love songs on his show.

Last year, one advertising agency

man worried overtime about Perry's

failure to project enough romantic

feeling during his ballad numbers.

"He doesn't make me feel he knows

what love is all about," the man said.

"Don't kid yourself," said one of

the men in the band. "Our boy Perry

could stand out there with both hands

in his pockets, grin for eight bars,

then read the lyrics off a prompting

board—and gas the people. What

more do you want—tears?"



SHADOW AND
SUBSTANCE

A lesson learned

from an animal made
Mahoney a better man!

When I was ten years old I had a

dog. He was brown all over—nose,

eyes and body, so I named him
"Shadow." One day I was crossing a

busy thoroughfare and on reaching

the other side, saw that Shadow had

not crossed. Having trained my dog

to obey, and he being ten years old,

I commanded him to come to me. He
obediently started to cross and was
hit by a car. Hurt and dazed, he got

up and started to limp uncertainly

to me, whereupon another car hit

him. By the time I carried him home
he was drenched with blood—and
my tears. He had trusted me and
obeyed, and I had caused him to be

hit by two cars.

As I bathed his cuts and bruises

I decided that never again would I

command another individual—ani-

mal or human, without thinking.

That's why when I was given my
chance between fighters and bombers
in the Marine Corps, I took fighters

—so if I goofed no one else would
go with me.

That day almost cost me my dog

—

but he got better and I think I'm a

bettei man for the experience.

By Jock Mahoney
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!
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!
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by William Barbour

Just 263 days after Marilyn Monroe and Joe Di Maggio
were married in San Francisco, Marilyn, through her law-
yer, filed for divorce in Santa Monica, charging mental
cruelty.

Hours later, those who had followed their story were ask-

ing, "Why? What really happened? We thought this was
one of the happiest marriages in Hollywood."

There was disillusion, disenchantment and disapproval.

And there were plenty of answers from those who had been
misleading the public for months with super-saccharine ac-

counts of this supposedly idyllic marriage.

The reasons advanced for Marilyn's marital breakup were
that Joe was jealous of Hal Schaefer, Marilyn's voice coach;
that Joe was jealous of Natasha Lytess, Marilyn's dramatics
coach; that Joe was jealous of the 20th Century-Fox publicity
staff; that Joe was jealous of Hugh (Continued on page 27)

More pictures on next page





(Continued from -page 25)
French, Charlie Feldman,

and several other agents who
handle Marilyn; that Joe

was jealous of Marilyn; that

Joe was jealous of the men,
some extremely prominent, in

Marilyn's past; that there

was a conflict of careers.

In short, Joe Di Maggio has

been made the "heavy" in this

divorce. That is unfair and
not in accord with the facts.

There is no "heavy" in this

breakup. Joe and Marilyn

are both to blame. When each

needed the other the most,

they let each other down.
They talked one way about

their marriage, but they did

the opposite. More important,

they felt the opposite.

Marilyn kept saying, "In

our marriage, Joe comes first.

He's the boss. We want
children as soon as possible."

Joe kept saying, "Her career

won't interfere with our

marriage, because we won't

let it."

High-sounding words, good

intentions—but how were

they carried out?

A few minutes before

Marilyn was married, she

had phoned Harry Brand,

publicity chief at her studio.

"Joe and I are on the way
to City Hall to get married,"

she announced. "I promised to

let you know. And I am."

The significant part of

this {Continued on page 62)



An illusion must be shattered now and then, and

here and there a fond but misconceived conception dis-

rupted, in the effort to show the real Hollywood. Jimmy
Stewart has been called, usually, "the shyest guy in the

movies." This is about as accurate as calling Marilyn

Monroe demure. Marilyn certainly can act demure.

But she ain't, intrinsically. And Jimmy has been suc-

cessfully shy, on the screen, for more than twenty

years. Yet he ain't when he's being himself.

Jimmy has made a specialty of playing the underdog

in pictures, the tall, gawky boy who practically has to

sort out his thoughts in public as he speaks. But is he

actually? Two months ago the Air Force Association

of the United States, in convention at Omaha, listened

to an address by one of their members, a former colonel

of the 8th Air Force in the European Theatre of Com-
mand in World War II. This speaker, addressing an

assemblage which included such military air power

giants as Generals James Doolittle and Curtis LeMay,

was Jimmy Stewart. His words were crisp and to 'the

point. His command of himself was admirable and

there was no fumbling for words. What was more,

remarkable, he was speaking extemporaneously. His

speeches are always extemporaneous.

A guest turned to one of the older members and had

to express his wonder. "I didn't know Stewart could

talk so well—and with such authority!" he exclaimed.

"All the pictures you see him in, well—the poor fellow

is always sort of reaching for his words, never seems

sure he is doing the right thing, and everybody's get-

ting the best of him."

His listener laughed. "You're looking at the real man
now," he replied. "He's not related to his screen self

at all. This man you see here knows what he is doing.

If he played himself in his movies he'd get the best of

the villain so fast all his pictures would be over by the

second reel!"

In his many portrayals of the perplexed hero, the

long-suffering victim who doesn't even like to strike

back at his oppressors because any sort of brutality is

against his nature, Jimmy has become one of the best-

liked actors in the business; {Continued on -page 64)

ite

lout

JIMMY

STEWART
by Louis Pollock

Supposedly the

shyest man in Hollywood,

Jimmy seldom goes night-

clubbing with Gloria-

—

but shyness has nothing to do

with it. Nor did he remain

unmarried so long because

he was too inarticulate

to propose to any girl—these

theories are just part

of the Stewart legend,

created by those who can't

distinguish the real-life

man from the gawky, over-

grown boy on the screen!
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Audrey's mother said,

"No!" Mel's family didn't

approve. All their friends

said, "Don't!" And then

one day, in a secluded Swiss

chapel, without a word

of warning they were married.

BY STEVE CRONIN

HAPPENED

Until the very last moment before her

marriage, Audrey Hepburn was under pressure

to drop Mel Ferrer.

Audrey's mother, the Baroness van Heemstra,

had opposed Ferrer from the very beginning

of the romance. She had pointed out to Audrey
that Ferrer had been married three times, that

he had four children to support, that opinion of

his character and talent was amazingly divided.

Audrey had made up her mind.
"I'm in love with Mel," she told her mother

last September, "and I'm going to marry him. I

don't care what anyone says."

The Baroness van Heemstra tried to reconcile

herself to the inevitable.

"What she did not want," said one of her

friends, "was the usual Hollywood clambake. She
wanted her daughter to be married with dignity.

She called Sir Neville Bland, the former

British ambassador to Holland, and asked if he
would give Audrey away. Audrey's real father is

a notorious British Fascist, one of Sir Oswald
Mosley's Black Shirts, and the family will

have nothing to do with him.

"Sir Neville Bland said he would be honored

to give Audrey away. The baroness wasn't

sure when and where the wedding would be

held, but she would certainly let him know in

plenty of time." (Continued on page 70)





The way Pier Angeli and Vic Damone
got engaged was really incredible

—

even to them. And it was romantic

and unforgettable.

Vic and Pier were dancing to

juke-box music, "September Song,"

in The Retake Room, a bar and grill across

the street from MGM.
"Let's get married," Vic proposed.

Pier giggled. "I can't. I have

a date tonight."

"I'm serious," Vic protested. "On
the level, let's get married."

"You've been drinking too much
champagne."

"I had less than you," Vic said.

"But I haven't been out with you for

almost a year," Pier explained. "Now
all of a sudden, you want to get

married. You are kidding, Vic? No?"
The crooner shook his handsome head

from side to side. He said he'd never

been more serious in his life.

"By tomorrow morning," Pier

insisted, "you will forget what you said.

You are tired this afternoon. Just tired."

"Tell you what," Vic Damone
suggested. "You have to come to the

studio tomorrow?"
Pier Angeli nodded.

"On your way, stop at the driving

range in Westwood. Say ten o'clock.

Is that a date?"

Pier gave Vic a little smile, and in the

juke box "September Song" faded

out. The young lovers edged over

to their booth. They sipped

another small glass of champagne. Across

the table they looked into each

other's eyes.

Gene Kelly was in The Retake Room
at the same time. "Hi, kids," he greeted.

How strange, Pier thought. What
a coincidence that Gene Kelly

should be in the same place as they

on this very afternoon. Strange

because in 1952 Pier Angeli was in

Munich with Gene. They were making
a picture called The Devil Makes
Three.

Pier was twenty at the time. She
was chaperoned by her mother.

For the length of the production they

had a double room in the Bayerische

Hof Hotel.

One night a call came
from a Pfc. Farrinola, Damone's real

family name. "This is Vic Damone."
"Yes?" said Pier.

"I'm stationed over here with the

Army," Vic explained. "And I heard you
were in town."

"Yes?" repeated Pier.

"Well, we're giving a show tonight,

an Army show. You know, for the

soldiers. I wonder if you'd be kind
enough to come."

Pier .hesitated. "My mother is with

me. Wait (Continued on page 65)

This is the way young love

should be—arriving fast but here to stay,

a little bit wacky, a little bit wonderful,

a little bit of a miracle for Pier and Vic!

BY ALICE HOFFMAN

MY HEART SINGS

Their sudden engagement announced, Pier and Vic were
flooded with congratulations. The most precious were from Pier's

hard-to-please mother, who couldn't have been happier.
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by Alice Finletter

SPECIAL GIRL ON HIS MIND MIGHT DO.

MINDING HIS

Taking advice from old pros like Spencer Tracy is one of the things Bob does best—and most.

THERE'S A GOOD REASON WHY YOU DON'T HEAR OF BOB WAGNER'S

ROMANCES ANY MORE. HE JUST ISN'T IN THE MOOD FOR LOVE!

A still handsome, if somewhat grizzled, star of the screen had a short exchange
of words with a younger leading man not long ago in New York which would
have interested an odd million or two of the latter's fans. The veteran actor was
Clark Gable. The younger one was Bob Wagner. Bob was being led to his

table at the 21 Club where he had decided to splurge for lunch. He saw Clark
Gable and went right over to him. It was about the first time they had seen each
other since Bob used to caddy for Clark at the Bel Air Country Club—caddy for

Clark and pester him with questions about getting into the movies.

"Well, you made it," smiled Clark, as they shook hands. "And I've been
watching your work. It's been good. You're learning your business."

"Thanks from the bottom of my heart," replied Bob. "And you can be sure

I've never forgotten what you told me about being an actor. That it is a business

and that like any other business it needs strict attending to!"

That was all, but when an older actor so advises a younger actor these days,

not the least of what he means is, "Don't get tangled up romantically before you
have made solid and clear accomplishment profession- {Continued on page 74~)
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Like the song says, "Where

can I go without you?" Like

John Wayne says, "Not

even to Hawaii." So, like a good

girl, Pilar went, too—and married him!

BY JACK WADE

John's Hawaiian home was more modern than native.

THE

DUKE

GOES

WEST

It took fast talking from John to persuade Pilar to leave her house decoration

chores and make the three-thousand-mile, fun-filled trip. Later, when John

became sick and needed nursing, she was doubly glad she had come along.

Evenings and Sundays were their only free time together. John and Pilar ate

exotic foods, swam, skin-dived, fished and indulged in a favorite island custom

—

the siesta—when unusually rough location shooting wearied even the big Duke.
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Thought of by their friends as the most lady-like of all John's loves, Pilar made sure that she was well-chaperoned during the entire trip.

When John Wayne read the letter informing him that

he would have to travel to Hawaii to film The Sea Chase

he frowned deeply.

Later on in the afternoon, Pilar Palette, Wayne's

fiancee, joined him on the patio.

"How would you like to take a little trip?" he asked.

"Where now?" Pilar answered. "It seems to me you'd

like to stay around your house for a while after spending

the summer in Utah."

"Hawaii," said Wayne. "A location."

"Oh, no!" Pilar groaned. "For how long?"

"Couple of months," said Wayne.
"I'll miss you," Pilar said.

"We'll have a lot of fun," said Wayne.
"I'll write you every day," said Pilar.

"It's beautiful in Hawaii," said Wayne. "Mary (his sec-

retary) can be a chaperone."

"And by the time you get back," said Pilar, "I'll have
the house completely finished. I'll bet you won't even know
the place."

"We could leave a little ahead of time and have a vaca-

tion on the boat," said Wayne.
"I don't think much of a girl," Pilar said, "who follows

a man everywhere he goes. Traipsing after him like a

cocker spaniel."

"Neither do I," said Wayne, "unless she's crazy about
him."

"I'll really miss you," said Pilar.

One week later the Lurline, the magnificent floating

palace of the Matson Line, stood ready at the dock in

Wilmington, California, while the passengers streamed
aboard. A diousand relatives and friends fined the plank
platform beside the ship waving goodbye to a thousand
travelers lining the rails. Sailing (Continued on page 68")
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This is a love story, one of the nicest we've ever read—or printed. It should be.

It's written by one of the nicest guys we know—and he's very much in love.

On Christmas trees you hang presents. On this Christmas story I'm hanging a few
for Janet. Not the kind you wrap in fancy paper. Or in fancy words either. Mine are

wrapped in a plain word. Thanks.
It's our fourth Christmas together, and the girl has had her headaches. You've heard

about some of them, but only the half of it. In this case, half a loaf is worse than none.

Might create the impression of Craig's Wife round the house, or Dietitian Mary. Than
which nothing could be wronger. Unlike Craig's, my wife is too straight to finagle.

Biggest deal she ever connived against me was four eggs. For my own good, naturally.

But we'll come to that. First, I'd like to go back a little, not to excuse, just to explain

myself. And what Janet was up against. And how she operates. Whether by psychology,

intuition, horse sense or her own private brew, you name it. All I know is, it works.

Some guys are easier to live with, some harder. Being no worm to bite the dust, I'll

call myself average. Stubborn here, flexible there. Except for a bunch of quirks. Only
quirks don't grow overnight. We're all conditioned.

I was conditioned to potato pancakes for dinner. Eskimos live on blubber, Chinese

on rice, I lived on potato pancakes—with a bottle of cherry soda to wash 'em down. My
father had a tailor shop. We never went hungry. Day-old bread wasn't that stale that

you couldn't chew it. Tomatoes you could buy for a penny at the corner stand. We didn't

know from balanced diets or regular mealtimes, a.m. or p. m., (Continued on 'page 77)
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JANE RUSSELL No one could be

farther from the supposed norm
—or have gone farther with
what she's got. The Body weighs
132, stands five feet, seven, meas-
ures 37-22-37, reading top to bot-

tom: She's now in Underwater.

DEBBIE REYNOLDS You'd have
to be blind as a bat to believe it,

but the rules seem to say that

Deb's bust (34) must be too large

for her waist (20) and her hips

(32) ought to be larger ... or

is it smaller? We like it as is.

GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA The girl

with the unpronounceable name
(we're told it's Lo-lo-fcn'dge-ih-

dah) is famous as er-slender,

but round. The statistics : 36-22-

35. Anyone worried because she

thinks bust is over-developed?

KIM NOVAK With only two pic-

tures released (Phfffti is the

latest) Kim has proved so suc-

cessful that there are already

several guaranteed authentic imi-

tators of Novak! They have a

sleek 37-22-37 to live up to.





YOUNG MEN
IN A HURRY

Ten new Lochinvars have shown up in

the west. Most of these fast-rising youngsters

are the rugged, outdoor type, but

there's a sprinkling of the suave among

them, too. So far they haven't exactly

stormed the ranks of the top ten—but give

them time (they won't need too

much) and the Gables, Stewarts and

Lancasters will have to look to their laurels.

Good luck to the up-and-coming!



JIM ARNESS He may not be the fastest in

Hollywood yet, but he's distinctly the big-

gest. Six feet, five, he towers over Bob

Taylor in Many Rivers To Cross and even

John Wayne doesn't top him in The Sea

Chase. Blonde, blue-eyed and wearing a

Purple Heart, he's quite a hunk of man.

PAUL GILBERT This son of a black-face

comedian and a circus aerialist has more

talent than any other one-man band (he

plays six musical instruments!) sings a

balmy baritone, exudes sex appeal and acts

so impressively that he scored a personal

hit in So This Is Paris! with Tony Curtis.

JOHN ERICSON John got his start opposite

Pier Angeli in Teresa. Pier's career has

moved faster, but now John, blond, blue-

. eyed, six feet two, should catch up. A rare

bird among serious actors, he makes no

pretense of preferring the stage to the

screen, wants his career in Hollywood.

v

GEORGE NADER Six feet tall, weighing 173,

gazing hopefully at producers with blue-

gray eyes, you wouldn't think George

could be overlooked. Hollywood managed

to do so for three years, though, and is now
in a large rush to make up time. Shadow

Valley and terrific fan mail should help.

LANCE FULLER Publicity scares this guy,

but he'd better get used to it, especially as,

after one brief marriage, he is very much
eligible. That Other Woman will mean star-

dom for the Kentucky-born actor; his

cocker spaniel, loud sport shirts, local girls

and foreign cars will be well publicized.

More Pictures on Next Page

GEORGE NADER LANCE FULLER



YOUNG MEN
IN A HURRY ntwd

JEFF RICHARDS This ex-University of Southern California stu-

dent has come up the hard way. As Dick Taylor he had a con-

tract at Paramount for six months, another at Warners for the

same amount of time, before anyone noticed him. Then his

name was changed to Jeff Richards. Whether the change had

anything to do with it is unknown, but Jeff attracted a lot more

attention than Dick had. Now he is at MGM where plans are

supposed to be big. He hopes so, and so do the Modern

Screen readers who have spotted him in small roles and keep

hammering away at producers to give him a crack at stardom.

RICHARD EGAN The most amazing thing about Dick Egan,

according to Hollywood glamour girls who live in a woods-

'ful of married men, is that although he looks like a likely

candidate for the perfect movie husband, he's single. Susan

Hayward, with whom he appears in Untamed, apparently

thinks quite highly of this San Francisco-born Army veteran.

He grabbed his biggest movie break when he took the role Vic

Mature turned down as a running mate to Ty Power for Susie's

affections, but unlike Tyrone, has carried this activity off screen.

Watch him, he's due to make big romantic news now.

RACE GENTRY At age seventeen Race was working in a gas

station under the name of John Shapiro, when an agent named

Henry Willson stopped in to fill up. He signed up, too, and

changed the lad's name to what it is now after helping cast him

in a picture called Lawless Breed, starring Rock Hudson. When

the public dragged its eyes off Rock to look at Race they saw

185 pounds distributed over five feet, eleven inches, and topped

by brown hair and brown eyes. Although Race had made no

romantic news, the studio was so deluged with fan mail that he

got a long term contract and starred in Black Horse Canyon.

BEN COOPER Twenty-year-old Ben is half the age of the most

popular movie idols and has twice the future as a result of his

performances in Johnny Guitar, Hell's Outpost and now The

Admiral Hoskins Story. A Hartford, Connecticut, boy who be-

gan his career on the stage in Life With Father, Ben has

appeared in more than 3,000 radio shows since the age of eight.

A slight five feet, ten inches and 160 pounds in weight, he is a

rugged, blue-eyed lad and a born athlete, as he proves by his

swimming record and the way he rides horseback, doing his

own stunts in every picture that calls for horsey atmosphere.

CRAIG HILL His is the story of a life guard who got into movies

and played the role of a life guard. The public has taken it

from there. His real name is Craig Fowler, and as such he

tested and was turned down for a contract at 20th Century-

Fox, only to be cast a little later in his swim trunks in Cheaper

By The Dozen. He loves classical music, modern authors, foot-

ball and water sports. He's prepared to love any girl who's

mad for sailing, old cars, traveling and children. He is twenty-

four years of age, five feet, eleven inches tall, and getting to be

as popular as a just-starting Alan Ladd—once a life guard.





Nightclubbing was Linda's idea; she had little in common with Ty, who took life seriously, concentrated on career though it meant separation.

THE POWERS HAVE FINALLY ADMITTED WHAT HAS BEEN SUSPECTED FOR YEARS-THE STORYBOOK MAR-

The five-year-old marriage of Tyrone Power and Linda

Christian has been held together only by their children for

the last four years. And most of Hollywood knew it.

Twice, as the marriage approached the precipice of dis-

aster, Linda, gay, free-living and sparkling, announced a

pregnancy and Ty told the world that he was the happiest

man on earth.

When Romina Francesca, three, and Taryn Stephanie,

two, came into the world, there was a feeling that things

would now be different in the Power household, that the

birth of a child would help to wipe clean the slate of past

disputes. Ty and Linda would start all over again, and
everything would be peaceful, placid and pleasant.

It didn't work out that way. By nature, Ty and Linda

are too different. Ty is conservative, intellectual, serious,

artistic and quiet. Linda likes to live it up.

The statement issued by 20th Century-Fox to the effect

that "a conflict of careers" was responsible for the separation

is not taken too seriously by most of Hollywood's insiders-

On many occasions Ty had said, "I have absolutely no

objections to Linda's pursuit of a career, any career she

wants." And it is true that Ty never did object to his wife's

ambition.

Whether he objected to her casual friendship with the

young English actor Edmund Purdom, with whom Linda

worked in Athena, he doesn't say.

"Just say," Ty conceded, "that Linda and I have come to

the end of the road."

A month before the separation was announced, Ty and

Linda, despite their denials, had agreed to disagree.

Ty had gone to his lawyer, Judge Lester Roth, and Linda

had consulted Richard Bergen, an attorney for the firm of

O'Melveny and Myers. The lawyers were told that the hand-

some actor and his Dutch-Mexican wife were separating.

They were ordered to draw up a property settlement.

After working on a settlement for a month, the attorneys

discovered that it was unacceptable to both parties. The
question of a divorce was also raised. Both Ty and Linda
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TY

AND

LINDA

CALL

IT

QUITS
For a while Linda and their first daughter, Romina Francesco, tried to follow Ty's tours.

RIAGE HAS AN UNHAPPY TWIST-AND NOT EVEN THE KIDS CAN BRING A HAPPY ENDING by Richard Moore

are Catholic. Ty, however, has previously been divorced

from the French actress, Annabella. That divorce cost him
around $200,000.

In the event of a divorce, would it be a Las Vegas
"quickie" or a California "one-year job?"

Questioned about the details, Judge Lester Roth said

nothing until the separation was announced. Then he ad-

mitted that the marriage was finished, "and a quickie divorce

is unlikely."

Following the separation announcement, there was, of

course, a great deal of comment and conjecture in the press.

Wrote one reporter/There have been rumors that Linda
was seeing a good deal of a masculine star under contract

to another studio."

Said a second, "Tita Purdom won't budge, so the next

move is Ed's in the Power-Christian-Purdom tangle."

Linda refused to say anything. So did Purdom. So did

Bill Gallagher, Ty's cousin and business manager.
The only one who would talk (Continued on page 71)

Only months ago, at Sonja Henie's party, the Powers were
still telling skeptical friends.that everything was fine. The loss

of his daughters will be unusually hard for Tyrone to take.
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They've done an amazing thing,

Doris Day and her Marty. They've made

a marriage out of equal parts of hearts and flowers and sense!

BY ELLEN JOHNSON

HOLD AND
While lunching with Mr. and Mrs. Martin

Melcher, someone asked Doris about an interview

she had once given. The subject was glamour

and it had made pretty funny copy,

Doris being of the opinion that they could

put a wig on her, arch her eyebrows up to here,

plaster the famous freckles with make-up

—

and still come up with nothing.

Less well publicized, the three-million-dollar

corporation known as Doris Day also has eyes like star

sapphires that focus intently on the face of a

speaker. Now, listening to her own old words, she

wasn't in the least inclined to deny them, but her

expression indicated that she was a noodlehead for

having uttered them in the first place.

"That must have been a long time ago," she

commented with a typically quick, vigorous nod,

"because I've stopped knocking myself. Nowadays, if

fans stop me for my autograph and tell me how
beautiful or glamorous I am, I think it's great. Even
if I don't happen to agree with them, I'm

glad they think so."

"I think you're glamorous," Marty said with

gallant promptness.

Doris gave him what might be described as a wifely

look, composed about equally of love, appreciation

and are-you-kidding? "Modesty certainly is a virtue,"

she resumed, "but the trouble with knocking yourself

is that after a while you start believing it. You
think you're an ugly duckling, you begin to act like

one and then other people are convinced. Not
any more! Anyone who wants to think I'm a dazzling,

glamorous movie star—why, great!"

"Anyone but her," Marty interpolated with a wry
grin. "Know what she said to me the other night?

She was sitting at her dressing table, brushing her

hair, staring at herself in the mirror. Frowning,

sort of. Suddenly she turned to me and said, 'Do

you think my face is right for pictures?' " Marty shook

his handsome head. "She's only been making hits

for eight years, and she wants to know if her

face is right for pictures!

"I'll tell you something," he continued. "She still

doesn't know she's a movie star. Doris' greatest quality,

besides her talent, is her complete naturalness. If

she hears a car in the driveway, (Continued on page 80)
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Well, here it is

—

the successful Calhoun

formula for happy

marriage-making : "Don't

hedge me in, but

for Pete's sake,

don't stay away too long!"

BY NATE EDWARDS

LOVING
There is a small, round table next to the bandstand at

Hollywood's famous Mocambo, across which many of the

most headlined movie star romances have been born.

Across which, too, sad endings have been written.

It was at this table that Rory Calhoun sat a little more
than seven years ago, an obviously lonesome guy. Johnny,
the red-jacketed, diminutive waiter knew it. So did the

half dozen blondes, brunettes and red heads who had
danced with Rory right here at Mocambo for the last three

weeks. In the wise way of Hollywood glamour girls, they

sensed that here was a man who was looking for some-
thing, and that they obviously, individually and collec-

tively were not it.

Rory was waiting for something, and not until the

rhumba music stopped did the speculative people at near-

by tables suspect why this most handsome of young stars,

a bucket of champagne beside him, sat contemplating the

two unfilled glasses at the table. As the band prepared to

"take five" (five minutes off between numbers) the trivial

mystery was solved. The actor stood up, barring the path
of the tiny brunette singer just stepping down from the

stand.

"Miss Baron—Lita—I'm Rory Calhoun."
*

Lita Baron looked way up at Rory's face, and remem-
bers that she said,

"I know."
If her attitude at the time was a little on the cool side,

she was to be forgiven, for as Xavier Cugat's star vocalist,

and during her career as Isabelita, a very young girl with
her own South American rhumba band, she was familiar

with the techniques of actors and playboys whose sudden
interest passes in the night. "I appear to be deserted to-

night," Rory told her. "You (Continued on page 54)

Before ske married Rory, Lita was distinctly the indoor type, didn't

even like the country. Rory undertook her conversion with some
hesitation. "I couldn't picture her in blue jeans," he grins.

Now, however, Lita attributes a lot of their happiness to the time

they spend outdoors together, even goes duck-hunting with Rory and
Guy Madison—and bags a full quota on almost every expedition.

Their boat, The Ro-Li (you figure it out!) is their favorite means
of transportation and relaxation. They take it with them up to

duck country, spend their vacations on it, cruising in Calhoun Cove.
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WHERE RORY GOES, THERE LITA GOES ALSO-EVEN IF IT'S DOWN IN SHIPS TO THE SEA THAT USED TO TURN HER SLIGHTLY GREEN.

When it's too rough to take The Ro-Li out of the harbor, or they

haven't time for the trip to the Colorado River, Rory and Lita clean

up, freshen paint, make repairs and additions to the twenty-foot craft.

Week-ends they often make the run to Catalina, fish tor barracuda,

albacore and even sharks—which Rory has been known to attack with

bow and arrow! They have no desire for a larger, less exciting boat.

More Pictures on Next Page



DESIGN FOR LOVING continued

Now able to retire entirely, Lita once supplied most of
the family income when Rory was getting his acting
start, still can't resist singing professionally now and then.

Most of the Calhouns' friends are sportsmen, non-show
business people Rory has known for years. Dale Robert-

son and Guy Madison are very close friends, though.

And to top off my blessings," Rory says, "Lita looks great in jeans!"

(Continued from page 52) won't remember me, but the

last time I saw you was in San Jose when a gang of us came
down from a lumber camp to hear Cugat. I thought per-

haps you'd join me for a drink during intermission."

Lita explained with gentle finality that it was against

the house rules to have a drink with a customer. Later as

she rejoined the orchestra, she flashed Rory a smile, the

same one she tossed at all Mocambo guests. But it gave him
hope, so he stuck around, ignoring the cynical smiles of

wolves at nearby tables who themselves had attempted and
failed to win a date with this girl.

Later in the evening as another band replaced hers, Rory
tried again, suggesting just one dance. He talked quietly

and swiftly. She discovered they had friends in common.
He was not on the prowl. He was a nice guy and so inter-

esting that she wanted him to drive her home that night.

She called her brother who customarily dropped by to help
run the gauntlet of single male customers with late-hour

ideas and explained that a friend was giving her a lift home.
"That's the longest ride home I ever had," Lira remem-

bers as she considers the early days of her romance with
Rory. "We had a cup of coffee at one drive-in. A ham-
burger at another and a piece of pie at a third. At four

a.m. he pulled us up in front of my house in his little

Studebaker roadster. The lights were all on, and my mother
and dad and brother confessed that thev were about to send
out an alarm.

"Poor Rory. They invited him in for a cup of coffee. A
half hour later, he confessed behind a smothered yawn
that he had to catch a six a.m. plane for a picture location

in San Francisco. I told him he'd get no sympathy from me.
Keeping us up all night just so he could kill time before a

trip was a mean trick. After he'd gone, I frankly doubted
that I'd ever hear from him again."

Lita didn't know her-man very well then. She didn't

know that, unlike many another Hollywood actor, being a

motion picture star was not the most important thing in

Rory Calhoun's life, nor would it ever be. Friends told her
on casual inquiry that the way they heard it, Rory didn't

have much chance to be a great big star. For one thing,

he wasn't prepared for such a career. He was just a great

big handsome lumberman from Vera Cruz who came to Los
Angeles to visit his grandma by whom he'd been brought up.

And it just happened that while (Continued on -page 76)



Wherever I find God I will go. It may be in my church or someone else's ... or not in church at all.

One afternoon I plunged into our

pool, and, after the impetus of the dive

had spent itself, lay face down in a

"dead man's float." No sound came to my
ears, of course; supported as -I was by
the water, I had little sense of weight or

physical being. And with this came
the thought of how perfectly I was
isolated from the material world—

a

sealed-off privacy. A fancy struck me
that I was in a sort of cathedral, a liquid

cathedral, suspended between heaven
and earth.

"This is my church," I thought.

"What a place to pray, to know one's

self thoroughly, and thus come to

the door of God."
To me there is peace in cool water,

and there is beauty to ,the surface

sparkling in the sun; to break from the

depths out into the light. These are

just impressions, I know, but when a

person says that he or she sees God in

beauty, and feels Him in peaceful

moments (and I do), these, too, are

impressions.

You never know when you are going

to find yourself being led to contemplate

the spiritual side of existence; it can
happen' anywhere and any time; for

me a pool, for others a fox hole—or a

classroom.

I remember my mother, a psychologist,

telling me that she never thought she

was undertaking anything of any
religious significance when she started

to practice her profession. Mother
taught school in Kansas before she was
married. To her it was a science she

had studied in college (keeping her
degrees up at UCLA after her five

children were born!) which helped

reveal man to himself according to

findings which were well established

but of no spiritual significance.

"But I was wrong," she told me. "I

discovered that if one really believes

in psychology as a working force one
cannot avoid the word of God in both

explaining it and practicing it. God
seems to be in our lives to stay. You
get so far with science, sometimes

very far, but never all the way
without Him."

The same thing is true of my work in

the studio, I guess. For instance, one
morning, some months ago, I was called

to the office of Mr. George Sidney

who was to (Continued on page 67)
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JACK LEMMON:
He doesn't look like a comic or live like a star—but Hollywood's never seen anything

j

1 1 I
The arrival of baby Chris definitely retired Cynthia; a talented ac-

tress, she had costarred with Jack in three TV series he produced.
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Variously talented, Duffy has large repertoire of tricks, displays them all.

Jack, on the other hand, worries about being typed, wants to try drama soon.



like this Lemmon appeal

!

BY JANE WILKIE

Newcomer Jack Lemmon is su-

premely unusual in the world of

Hollywood in that he does not

look like an actor. Other film ac-

tors find the fact difficult to hide

or difficult to prove, hut nonethe-

less, one and all, they need hair-

cuts, they affect a raised eyebrow

or at the very least, they wear a

scarf under a white shirt in the

warmest weather.

Jack Lemmon, on the other

hand, looks like a young man in

his mid-twenties, possibly from
Boston, possibly from Harvard.

He looks as though he might be

married, happily. He looks subur-

ban. His suits are well-tailored

with a Brooks Brothers cut. His

pug nose has the tilt to put him
out of the running as a Barry-

more, but to make him suspicious-

ly Ivy League. He looks for all the

world like the rising young execu-

tive of a very old, very staid

paper company.
He is all these things except

the last, and therefore it is re-

markable that he is a movie star.

From such a description he
might seem to be a misfit in

Hollywood. On the contrary, he is

as welcome as the flowers in May.
For one thing", he knows his craft.

For another, he gives no sign of

being at all like the Hollywood
conception of the Ivy Leaguer.

There is no stuffiness nor snob-

bishness in Jack Lemmon. In his

speech there is not a trace of a

Boston-Harvard accent which
could send Hollywood citizens

scurrying for the safety of their

own coteries.

Jack arrived unsung from New
York in the spring of 1953 and
promptly went to work in a de-

lightful role opposite Judy Holli-

day in It Should Happen To You.
During the following months Mr.
Lemmon made only a small splash.

Although New Yorkers knew him
well CContinued on page 73)



modern screen fashions

AN INTIMATE FORECAST FOR GIRLS IN THE

KNOW BY ONE WHO REALLY KNOWS

Oft with the oid, on with ine new:

Fashion celebrates an

exciting new era! Maiden-form's Mrs.

Ida Rosenthal, international authority

above all—the feminine look! The

straight-line silhouettes, with slim

natural waistlines, demand definite

figure form—focus is on the bustline.

There must be an uplift to the

bosom—a rounded, feminine look.

Mrs. Rosenthal chooses a 'round the

clock, 'round the globe 1955 bra

wardrobe for you—completely new,

glamorous, practical and healthful.

Exciting Maidenform bras that will

make you look like you will want

to look in 1955.

NEW
LOOK

Maidentornrs Pre-ludc long-line Once

over bra for evening glamour. About $11



This season's new straight-line silhouette

in fashion as created by four of America's

outstanding designers. 1. Wool day dress with

fullness released below the hipline, braid trim

—

Mollie Parnis. 2. Wool afternoon dress

with satin frou—Samuel Winston. 3. Brocade

taffeta short evening frock with low flowing

pleats—Mollie Parnis. 4. Full length wool

evening sheath with hemline flare

—

Harvey Berin.

Hats— Emme
Furs —~ Leo Ritter

Jewelry— Trifari, Boucher, drier

Complexion-keyed "Skin Tone" stockings—631 Bur-Mil Cameo
Handbags: Leather Industries- —

Harry Rosenfeld

Gloves: Leather Glove Industries—
Bacmo, Shlesinger, Superb

Regular—for daytime wear About $2.50 Pre-lude long-line Strapless—for dressy clothes About $5
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Her recent life has made inqrid more glamorous in appearance, more maternal in outlook. Her concern is for Roberto, Renzo, the three other children.

INGRID
BERGMAN:

after

five years

with

Rossellini

BY JIM NEWTON

Five years ago in one of the most

widely-publicized love affairs of the

century, Ingrid Bergman left her hus-

band, her daughter and her Holly-

wood motion picture career for the

tempestuous love of the charming,

balding, Italian movie director, Rob-

erto Rossellini.

Today, five years and three chil-

dren later, Ingrid is starring at the

Stoll Theatre in London in her hus-

band's new production of ]oan Of
Arc At The Stake.

With Ingrid are her children: the

twins, Ingrid and Isabelle, two and a

half, Robertino, four and a half, and

Renzo, thirteen, Rossellini's son by a

previous marriage. Also an Italian

governess, a Swiss nurse and an in-

terpreter for Renzo, who speaks vir-

tually no Engbsh.

While their parents are resting or

rehearsing, the Rossellini children are

piled into a Rolls Royce with three

bicycles—their father believes in ex-

pensive and expansive living—and
|

driven to Hyde Park where they ride
\

and play under the supervision of

dieir nurses.

Ingrid, at thirty-seven, is still an

incredibly beautiful and appeahng I

woman. But life with Rossellini has '

changed her appearance, her personal

philosophy and her values.

In Hollywood, Ingrid cared little

about clodies or coiffure. She never

wore make-up or jewelry. ^
Now she has a stylish ItaUan hair-

cut, beautifully tailored suits, and an

extensive collection of boutique jew-

elry: gold and diamond earrings,

large cocktad rings, and half a dozen

gold bracelets which she wears on

both arms.

In her outlook, the change is even

more pronounced.

"When I was young," she says, "I

put ambition first and children sec-

ond. Now that I am older, it is the

other way. around. I still want to act,



to take challenging parts, but now
my children come first."

Is this truth or affectation?

Ingrid's friends, Humphrey Bo-

gart, John Huston and Charles Chap-

lin, all agree that her children now
mean infinitely more to her than any

career. They don't know what mo-
tivates it. Maybe the definite decline

of her motion picture career under

her husband's aegis or a gradual

change in personal philosophy.

They point out that it was she who
a few weeks ago bundled all four

youngsters into a train at Munich,

j

made all the travel arrangements, and
! journeyed twenty-four hours across

1 the continent to London while Roberto
was speeding his Ferrari in the Swed-

' ish automobile races.

I
When Ingrid was asked, "Isn't that

i typical of an Italian husband?" she

i smiled good-naturedly and said, "No,
i

it's typical of all husbands."

Earlier this year in Rome, it was
Ingrid who insisted that her children

needed a real home instead of being
chronically moved from one place to

another.

The fifty-seven-year-old Rossellini,

who once slept in hotel elevators,

finally agreed and rented a modern
eight-room apartment in a futuristic

building that stands on the slopes of

Mount Parioli overlooking the city.

Here, Ingrid has worked out a

schedule for her children. There are

hours for eating, school and playing.

Despite their protests that this is not
the Italian way of bringing up chil-

dren, the actress refuses to let the

servants deviate from the schedule.

Rossellini (Continued on page 77}

Widely acclaimed in Europe as an actress,

Ingrid attracts a great deal of attention.

LADIES' MAN
Cherchez la femme at -

nine a.m. and you'll find her

with Garry Moore!

Showing how the ladies react to his jokes, Then comes the joke. Hopeful listener smiles

Garry poses as a before-the-quip listener. vaguely, sure it's funny, but not sure why.

Comes the dawn, the laugh, the applause.
"The women," Garry says, "laugh prettier."

Finally, the return to apathy—but only while

Garry catches his breath for the next one.

Monday through Friday, Garry Moore spends more than an hour a day
working in front of some 4,000,000 housewives on his CBS television show.
But his crewcut bristles at a mention of his "audience of housewives."

"I work for the women," he says, "and I don't like the way most people try

to make a separate breed out of them. Women make up at least fifty per cent

of the audiences for evening shows, and frankly, I don't think they change
much between nine a.m. and ten at night."

By this fall Garry had appeared on more than 1100 individual shows
on daytime TV. At forty, he presides over his daily potpourri of nonsense,

games, animals, fashion information and world affairs with casual assurance,

but he still blushes when an affectionate guest rubs his crewcut for good luck.

Garry's private life is strictly his own. His family is so little known to the

public that when he launched I've Got A Secret two years ago, his wife Nell

stumped the panel and audience with her secret—that she was Mrs. Garrv
Moore.

Her husband spends his evenings and week-ends at home in Rye, New York,

not far from Long Island Sound where he harbors his only hobby, the thirty-

six-foot yawl, Red Wing. Every nice week-end during the summer he takes

out his boat, with his sons, Mason, thirteen, and Garry, Jr., eleven, as his

sole crew. Without it, he claims, he would soon be laughing steadily without
anything funny. It wouldn't matter to "the women" though— they'd just smile

and murmur, "The dear boy—he has such a happy disposition!"
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why joe let her go!

(Continued from page 27) conversation is

that it was directed at a studio employee
who has besn important in Marilyn's career.

Any other girl would have phoned her
mother, her uncle, her roommate, an old

school friend. It is sad and pitiful that

Marilyn had no one in the whole world
she wanted to notify about one of the

happiest events in her life. No one but
Harry Brand. It was Harry who notified

the rest of the world, and in this notifica-

tion Joe Di Maggio encountered the first

of his disillusionments.

Joe had wanted a quiet wedding. "Just

for the family," he said. He had planned
everything with precision and meticulous
care. He had spoken to Reno Barsocchini

who manages the Di Maggio restaurant

at Fisherman's Wharf. He had called Judge
Charles Peery, an old friend from the
Municipal Court, and during lunch at the
restaurant, he had asked the judge if he'd
perform the ceremony "very quietly, very
quickly, nothing fancy."

You all know what happened. The wed-
ding became a Roman holiday—photog-
raphers, flash bulbs, reporters, questions.

Judge Peery had to clear everyone out of

his chambers except the principals.

After the ceremony, the mob, clamoring
and congratulating, closed in. Joe's

brother Tom and Lefty O'Doul, his old

friend, had to form a flying wedge before

the newlyweds could get out.

In the meantime, Marilyn's studio made
every attempt to find out where Joe and
their blonde were going on their honey-
moon. Joe refused to tell anyone. He was
fed up with publicity.

Marilyn never has liked to disclose the
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exact location of her honeymoon retreat.

If you ask her today where she and Joe
spent the two happiest weeks of their

marriage, she will say, "Idyllwild, a lovely

place in the mountains about fifty miles
from Palm Springs." She will tell you
about "the lovely cabin we had . . . long
walks in the snow . . . people and studios

seemed so far away . . . Joe and I talked
a lot . . . really got to know each other."

But she will not tell whose cabin it was.
It was her lawyer's cabin, the lawyer

who had helped her in her various studio
negotiations. Always the studio, always
the career, even though she was on sus-
pension during the honeymoon.
There are many who say that if Marilyn

had renounced her movie career after

marrying Joe, they would still be living

together today. This may be true, but
would Joe Di Maggio ever have married
Marilyn if she had not been a star?

If she had been plain Norma Jean
Dougherty working in an aircraft factory,

would he ever have given her a second
look? Would he ever have seen her?
In all fairness to_ Marilyn, she never in-

tended to renounce her career.

In fact, if Joe had made career abandon-
ment one requisite for marriage, Marilyn
would have walked out on him. No matter
what she may have said in other ecstatic

moments, career is the primary force in

Marilyn Monroe's life. She has given her
career everything she possesses.

'

Under the circumstances, who would
ask her to abandon it? Certainly not Joe.

He kidded himself into believing that co-
existence was possible.

3

"3af
/IT5*,

A s Marilyn said in New York, "I'm just

a pretty girl, but Joe is one of the
all-time greats."

She knew then that the marriage was
coming apart and she tried desperately to

stop the deterioration. But by then it was
too late. Joe was convinced that he would
have to play second fiddle to her profes-

sion. He knew in his soul that her career

was everything to her.

This realization is what caused him such
anguish while he was trying to cover the

World Series for a Los Angeles syndicate.

One of the sportswriters who accom-
panied Joe to Cleveland and New York
says, "Joe was tense and morose practically

all the time. We were sure something was
wrong with the marriage, and whenever
we asked, he gave us the brush-off.

"After a while it got so that he would
turn up at the ball park just a few minutes
before" the game got underway. He didn't

want to talk to anyone. The only one who
really knew the inside story was George
Solotaire, the New York ticket broker.

Joe slept in George's suite in New York,

and George later flew out to Cleveland
with Joe and listened to his tale of woe.
"Matter of fact, Joe wouldn't even stay

until the last game of the World Series

was over. He left at the eighth inning,

went back to his hotel, got his bag, and
flew back to Marilyn.

"Stories that he received some anony-
mous letter telling him that Marilyn was
on the loose and that he'd best hurry back
are a bunch of junk in my opinion.

"Joe just happened to realize that in

Marilyn he didn't have a wife, he had a

kind of public utility. I think he became
convinced of that when he saw the mobs
in New York that gathered to watch her

work on location."

To date, Di Maggio has refused to dis-

cuss his private life in public, and it is

doubtful if anyone, without his version,

can reconstruct the immediate events that

led to the marital rupture.

It is known that when Joe returned to

the house on Palm Drive in Beverly Hills,

a violent argument ensued.
Neighbors said that they could hear Joe



! and Marilyn screaming at each other.
' "Lots of nights," one neighbor recounted,
"we could see Marilyn walking up and
down the street alone. It was one a.m. or
one-thirty ajm. One night I was parking
my car and I saw her walking in the alley,

. and tears were streaming down her cheeks.
On Friday night, Marilyn had dinner at

the home of Natasha Lytess, her dramatics
coach. She cried all through dinner.

Natasha understands Marilyn. It is she
who is primarily responsible for any act-
ing ability Marilyn may demonstrate.
Marilyn confessed to her that she and

Joe had been fighting for weeks.
Natasha knew it all along. When Mari-

lyn, without notifying her, married Joe,
Natasha, the widow of the German novel-
ist, Bruno Frank, confided to a friend,
"This marriage cannot last unless Marilyn
gives up her career. She and Joe have
nothing in common. This girl, has an in-
tellect. She hungers for the finer things
in life; music, literature, art. The hunger
is authentic and genuine and for years I

have been trying to satisfy it.

"I know Di Maggio dislikes me, and I

|
am sorry. But I am convinced this girl

;

will not be satisfied lying on a sofa all

j

evening watching cowboy movies on tele-

|

vision. She is in the process of growing
' intellectually. This marriage is a classic ex-
ample of mismating. It cannot and it will
not succeed."

, On the night Marilyn confessed that
she and Joe couldn't make a go of it,

maybe Natasha remembered her prophecy.
She tried to placate Marilyn, but Marilyn

I was inconsolable, almost hysterical with
grief.

j
Joe just didn't seem to understand her.

He didn't want to understand. These de-
j

mands on her time—rehearsals, voice
I

coaching, line-study, people she had to see
were part of her work. It was expected of
her. Worse yet, the marriage wasn't get-
ting any better. There was no adjustment,
only quarrels, increasingly bitter quarrels.
While Marilyn was crying her heart out,

I

Joe moved into the Hollywood Knicker-
! bocker Hotel where he had stayed as a

J

single man.

"W/~hen he came back his mind was made™ up. He just couldn't be straight man
for a rising movie queen. He told Marilyn
to file for divorce. Jerry Giesler, the fa-
mous divorce lawyer, took the case. Mar-
ilyn had talked to Giesler previously.
On Monday morning when Marilyn was

due at the studio to continue work on
The Seven Year Itch, she phoned Billy
Wilder, the director, a little after eight.

"I—I won't be able to come to work,"
she sobbed.
"Why not?" Wilder asked. ,

"Joe and I have had a
—

" At this point
Marilyn broke down.

"I can't hear you," Wilder pressed.
"Joe and I have split up," the actress

finally managed. "I don't know when I'll

show up."
Wilder called Harry Brand and the

studio publicity chief made the announce-

I

ment to the press, offering as the official

!
reason "^compatibility resulting from the
conflicting demands of their careers."
"What careers is the studio talking

about?" one newsman asked. "There's only
one career and that's Marilyn's."
Marilyn Monroe's career is a big one,

but it couldn't support two people spiritu-
ally. Undoubtedly she recognized that
point. But she did nothing about it.

Was there anything she could do?
According to one of Di Maggio's rela-

tives, "Sure, Marilyn could have done a

;

lot, but it would've meant sacrifice. After

I

she finished No Business Like Show Busi-

I ness, why did she have to go into Seven
1 Year Itch?

;
"Why couldn't she have gone off some-

where with Joe? I understand that Seven
Year Itch cannot be released until 1956.

What was the big hurry? Maybe she
would've lost the part. So what? Maybe
they would've had to make a new deal.
Again, so what?
"A man is entitled to some of his wife's

time. All through Show Business, Marilyn
came home tired and worn out. Joe is

healthy and strong. I guess they started
to quarrel even back then. I guess it's

all for the best. There is no sense in living
in misery. Why re-hash all the trouble?"

/~iN Wednesday, October 6, Joe Di Maggio^ packed his bags and left Marilyn and
Hollywood. His friend Reno Barsocchini
had driven down from San Francisco the
night before, and as Joe left the Palm
Drive residence, Reno took his bags and
bounced them into the back seat.

Joe then walked out into a crowd of
sixty newspapermen. "Hello, fellows," he
said. "I've got no comment."
"But where are you going?"
"San Francisco," Joe said lustily.

"You ever coming back home?"
Joe shook his head. "San Francisco," he

announced, "is my home. It's always been
my home." He took one final look at the
three-ring circus on what used to be his
front lawn. Then he dashed to the car.

Approximately forty-five minutes later,

Marilyn emerged from the same house,
leaning on the arm of her attorney, Jerry
Giesler. Reporters and cameramen
swarmed down and Marilyn swayed un-
easily as if she were about to faint. Her
face, despite her heavy make-up, looked
ashen and drawn. She was weeping as the
newsreel cameras began to grind.

Cedric Hardwicke, in Rome play-
ing King Priam in Helen of Troy,
told Art Buchwald that he wants
to win an Academy Award some-
day so he could make this speech:
"I am happy to receive this award
which I so richly deserve and it

means even more to me because I

won it in spite of a bad director, a
jealous, uncooperative cast, a
group of unbelievably lazy techni-
cians, and an unfortunate story
which was turned into a tragic
script with some of the most ridicu-
lous lines an actor has ever had to
say on the screen."

Sidney Skolsky in
The New York Post

"Don't ask her any questions," Giesler
said.

The reporters paid him no attention.

One said, "What picture are you in?"
"I'm sorry," Marilyn sobbed. "I can't

say anything."
Giesler nodded. "Miss Monroe has noth-

ing to say this morning," he announced.
"As her attorney," he added, "this is what
we can say is a conflict of careers. Any-
thing else will be presented in the proper
place at the proper time."

Just why this press conference was
called, no one can understand. Marilyn
was certainly incapable of describing her
domestic woes. She was so sick that when
she reported to the studio, an hour later,

she was sent home to bed.
Two days later, however, she was back

in front of the studio cameras.
Attempts were made at questioning

Marilyn's psychoanalyst. He had treated
her on and off for three years, but nat-
urally he did not discuss his patient.

Some other psychiatrists talked. One
claimed, "I doubt if Marilyn is capable of a

lasting relationship with any man. When
a woman becomes a big star, she has found
a sure way to self-destruction."

Said another, "In this case we have two
people who are insecure, emotionally and

intellectually. To have a workable mar-
riage, a motion picture actress must find a
very weak or a very eminent husband. The
trouble with Marilyn is that she found a
husband who used to be eminent. This is

the one type of man she never should have
married. Intellectually, however, she is in-
capable of judging character."
Said Natasha Lytess, "The marriage was

a big mistake from the very beginning.
Marilyn has known this for a long time.
People just don't have one argument and
decide on a divorce. There have been many
quarrels, many quarrels.
"Why? Some people resent success in

others. Mr. Di Maggio never could or never
would consider Marilyn's feelings and sen-
sitivities."

XT ow about Joe's sensitivities? How long
could a man brought up in a religious

home watch his wife's sex appeal ex-
ploited? '

You say Joe knew all about Marilyn's
calendar pictures when he married her?
You say he knew what to expect from an
actress whose major forte is her figure?
He should have known. But he didn't.
Joe thought that having reached the top,

Marilyn would be content to taper off. He
thought that perhaps he and his bride
might work out the kind of relationship
Laraine Day and Leo Durocher have, with
Marilyn eventually doing only one picture
a year. He practiced self-delusion, and
that's understandable because Joe was in
love with Marilyn.
He thought, somehow, that with mar-

riage, Marilyn would be given more con-
servative movie parts. When he visited her
on the set of Show Business and saw how
scanty her costume was for the "Heat
Wave" number, he refused to pose. Nudity
or near-nudity embarrasses him.
There are millions of kids throughout

America who still idolize Di Maggio as an
upright, clean-living athlete. Joe didn't
want them to see him posed beside a pin-
up—even if the pin-up was his own wife.
In telling the judge why she was request-

ing divorce, Marilyn said, "Your Honor, my
husband would give in to moods where he
wouldn't speak to me for days. Five to even
seven days. Sometimes as many as ten days.
When I tried to appeal to him he'd say,
'Stop nagging me!' I was permitted to have
no visitors at any time. I don't believe I

asked more than three times in nine months
for a visitor. On one occasion when I was
sick he did allow someone but it was under
terrific strain. I volunteered to give up my
work but it didn't change his attitude at all.

I hoped to have out of my marriage love,
warmth, affection and understanding, but
in our relationship there was only coldness
and indifference." Jerry Geisler asked,
"What effect did this situation have on your
health?" Marilyn answered, "I was under
the care of a doctor." She then stepped
down from the witness stand and 'her testi-
mony was corroborated by Inez Nelson, her
business manager. A few minutes later the
divorce was granted.
Right or wrong, Di Maggio is stuck with

his basic nature. He cannot change.
To have saved her marriage, Marilyn

would have had to give up The Seven Year
Itch. She would have had to help Joe es-
tablish himself in a new career or some
career allied to sports. She would have had
to bolster his vanity. For a time she would
have had to sacrifice her own career. She
would have had to relinquish, at least tem-
porarily, the limelight that placed her hus-
band in the shadows.
She tried to do this with words. She told

interviewers that Joe was the greatest, the
most considerate, the most understanding
and the more truly famous. She claimed
that her marriage came first. But' all the
time she was working on her career, not
on her marriage. END
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the truth about jimmy Stewart

(Continued from page 28) but also one of

the least-known, curiously. Who thinks of

Jimmy as a strong individualist? Practical-

ly no one. Yet he is as independent-
minded a man as there is in the industry.
It wasn't because he was . shy that he
didn't marry for his first fifteen years in

Hollywood. It was simply because he
hadn't found the right girl. But having
found her, there was no hesitancy. Take
the word of the girl, Gloria Hatrick Mc-
Lean:
"We were having dinner and Jimmy

simply asked me to marry him. It was
his birthday. He made it seem not only a
romantic, but a logical thing to do. I

wasn't a bit stuck for an answer."
Gloria might have added that the pro-

posal took place at the dining table in his
home—the quite ordinary, two-bedroom
house he bought soon after coming to
Hollywood, and in which he lived for four-
teen years while many a star, not half so
successful as he, was moving from one
wide-flung mansion to another in the best
spendthrift traditions of Hollywood.
"This suits me," Jimmy used to say. But

in those days, Jimmy didn't spend much
time home. As he says today, "The best
thing about being married is that it makes
the home really home. Before I was mar-
ried I would rather be any place than
home. After the marriage—well, that's

where you'll always find me now!"

"Oe and gloria didn't buy their house
-"• until they had medical advice that
their twins were on the way and realized
there would soon be four children in the
family. When they first saw their pres-
ent thirty-eight-year-old mansion, Gloria
didn't like the ivy-covered walls.

"It looks like a dormitory," she said.

Jimmy thought a minute—about the
twins and the boys, Ronald and Michael.
"What else is it going to be?" he asked.
So they bought the house and the ivy

still grows over the walls. Jimmy is by
no means a martinet at home. But neither
is he the self-effacing husband or father
many of his fans imagine him to be. There
is a lot of love used in raising the children
—also discipline. There is warmth and
understanding and there are spankings.
The author of this policy and its chief
administrator is Mr. James Stewart. And
no one who sees him running his family
will be reminded for a moment of the
neutral-type individual he plays on the
screen so successfully. Jimmy takes his

duties as a father most seriously. When he
was asked how marriage had changed him
his quick answer was simply, "I have be-
come the father of four children."
Most of Jimmy's ideas about marriage

and raising a family are on the definite

rather than indefinite side. It may come
as rather a surprise to hear him admit he
is a strict sort of father—no one ever
thinks of Jimmy as any sort of "heavy."
As a matter of fact, he isn't, in that sense.

"I am strict but fairly so," he holds. "I

was brought up by strict parents and feel

that it is important that children are prop-
erly supervised. It builds character and
self-control."

When a man marries a woman who has
children from a previous marriage he is

often tempted to retreat from any attempt
to discipline these youngsters. All of

Jimmy's friends agree that he makes no
differentiation between his own twin girls

(who are only tots) and the older boys by
Gloria's first marriage. Yet harmony in the
family is so evident that people often ask
Jimmy how he won his children's affection.

His answer is simple. "I didn't feel that I

ever had to win their affection. It just

came naturally. We are a family," he said.

Jimmy never considered himself a ro-
mantic and he doesn't today. "I'm romantic
in the sense of appreciating the outdoors,

a beautiful night or good music," he says.

"But I'm past the Joe College days."
Yet when Jimmy talks about marriage

or women in general it is apparent that

Gloria is never far from his mind. If some-
one asks him for the name of the most
glamorous actress he ever worked with
he shrugs his shoulders and replies that

he wouldn't think of putting himself on
the spot by answering such a question. But
ask him who Hollywood's most exciting

woman is and he has a quick, two-word
answer: "My wife."

Jimmy Stewart, so repeatedly called a

shy, diffident man (and there will be more
stories claiming that is so) , does not bother
to tell anything but the truth, and in

Hollywood the truth does confuse some
people. A writer asked him once if he were
easily embarrassed and Jimmy replied,

"Yes, when there is something to be em-
barrassed about." The trouble is that this

first writer wasn't around when another
writer asked Jimmy if he liked love scenes.

"I certainly do," quoth Jimmy!
It is true that in the art of social com-

munication Jimmy is a listener rather than
a speaker, but this may not be at all a

BIRTHDAY SURPRISE

It was June 28, 1944.

I was in a tiny room
in a maternity ward
waiting to be taken
to the delivery room
to give birth to my
first baby. Through a
haze I heard the
nurses talking about
an inspection tour.

Suddenly there was
a flurry in the hall.

The door opened and
a man peered into

my room. I had a
startled glimpse of
the bluest eyes I

have ever seen before
he hastily withdrew,
very red-faced. I am
sure Brian Aherne
was more cautious

after that as he con-
tinued his inspection

of the hospital!

Mrs. Dennis N.
Chapman,

Oklahoma City,

Oklahoma

natural trait, according to those who
know him best. "He is forced into listening

because he doesn't like to outshout the
other fellow to get himself heard," reports

a friend who has known him for twenty
years. "But if Jimmy enjoys the topic being
discussed and there is a give and take to

the conversation, he is a darn interesting

talker. If he weren't he'd never be able to

get on his feet at such gatherings as the
Air Force Association, the Boy Scouts of

America conventions, and any number of

national meetings, and make wonderful
speeches."

A lot of people have noticed that Jimmy
is nervous and uncomfortable in a

crowd. What they forget is that the word
"crowd" when mentioned in reference to

a celebrity should never be used so simply.

The crowds that stars find themselves in

aren't just crowds in the static sense, a

gathering of many people in one spot.

These are masses of people who are al-

ways moving and closing in on the celeb-

rity; you have to be such a celebrity and
feel the pressure increasing from all sides

to really appreciate what it means to be a

Jimmy Stewart caught in a "crowd."
Jimmy has a simple answer when any-

one asks him what makes him most uncom-
fortable when in a crowd. "The crowd."
Perhaps there is one more aspect of

Jimmy which could do with clarification.

He talks slowly, he stands with an easy
balance most of the time, and it would
seem that he is never under strain. Yet
here is Jimmy's own opinion of his tem-
perament. "I am relaxed outside, tense

inside," he says.

TVTo person is perfect. Jimmy isn't either.
-L ' He knows, for instance, that he is ter-

ribly forgetful. He is deeply grateful that

Gloria accepts this trait about him with
understanding and tolerance. As a matter
of fact, Jimmy's forgetfulness, if it is the
same type which often strikes hard-work-
ing actors, could come from his very
ability to concentrate on his work.
Maybe it should be recorded here that

there was a day, just a few months ago,

when Jimmy was actually shy. He admits
this himself. He was sitting in Romanoff's
restaurant when one of the waiters ap-
proached and said that another diner
would like to meet him. The waiter
pointed out the man to Jimmy. It was
General Charles Lindbergh. Jimmy rose
and wenf to the famous flyer's table.

"I was so nervous at meeting this great
American that I talked a blue streak and
can't remember what I said!"

It is hard to get Jimmy rattled and it is

hard to get him angry. Sometimes people
will try. 'Any attempt to get him to gain
publicity benefits from his war record
(leading his own squadron of bombers
over Germany) is the surest method of

getting his dander up. On this subject he
has turned white and hammered his fist

on a desk top for emphasis. Jimmy the

soldier and Jimmy the actor are never
going to be confused with each other if

he has his way. Nobody who knows him
has any doubts that he will have his way.
But little things have never irked him.

He used to be the target for a persistent

autograph hunter who would besiege him
repeatedly at every opportunity. When
Jimmy finally wanted to know why the

boy needed so many of Jimmy's signatures

the boy replied with that old witticism

about being able to get one autograph from
another famous actor for six of Jimmy's.
Jimmy, who had already signed his name
once, quietly signed it five more times.

Maybe instead of calling Jimmy Holly-
wood's shyest actor he should be

called the happiest. He loves his work and
he is that rare phenomenon—a highly paid

actor who has never been heard complain-
ing about being in the ninety per cent plus

tax brackets. Nor has he ever tried to

incorporate himself into a company in

order to cut his tax payments down to a

twenty-five per cent capital gains basis

permitted by the Treasury Department
under certain circumstances.
Oh, there will be deductions, all right.

He will be entitled to and will take the

deductions allowed a married man and a

father who is the head of his own house-
hold. Even so the government will do
nicely. And that will be all right with

Jimmy. Mostly, everything is.

Someone asked him the other day if he
felt that he had been lucky. "Yes," he said.

"However, I feel that I have worked hard
and honestly to help my luck."

Thus spake "The Shyest Man in Holly-

wood," who, of course, is nothing of the

sort, as he or any of his friends will be

very glad to tell you. END

James Stewart can be seen in Air Com-
mand (Paramount) and The Man From
Laramie (Columbia)

.
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my heart sings

(Continued from page 33) a second. I will
j' ask."

"Fine," Damone said. "She's invited, too.

Tell her that."

In a few seconds Pier was back on the
line. "I am afraid," she began, "that I,

that we . . . You see, I must . . . Well, I

have to work tomorrow early in . .
."

"That's great," Damone interrupted.
"We'll be around to pick up you and your
mama about seven-thirty."
"But my face is filled with make-up,"

Pier said. "And I
—

"

"Come just as you are," Vic said. And
then he hung up.

"I changed quickly into a skirt," Pier re-
calls. "And in a little while Vic rode up
in a jeep. Mama and I got in. Was our
first jeep ride. And we went to the show.
It was wonderful. When it was over, Vic
introduced me to the crowd. I was scared.
It was the first time I'd been on a stage,

j

I told him not to. He didn't listen.
' "But he said to the soldiers, 'There is

I
a lovely girl in the audience. A young

j

actress from MGM.' And I went up on the

j

stage to take a bow. And all the soldiers,

oh! They began whistling. Gee! I was so
embarrassed.
"Then he said, 'Would you like me to

sing a song for you?' And I said yes. And
then he made me sit down and he sang
'September Song.' Everybody, all thp
soldiers, said hm-m, something's going

j

on! But this was the first time I had ever
I
been with Vic. Then he turned to the

j

audience and said, 'Now I will sing a song
. for all the mamas in the world.' And he
I looked at Mama and sang that song,
'Mama.' But first he dedicated it to 'a

, lovely woman in the audience tonight, the
mother of lovely Pier.'

"It was a wonderful night. And after this

night, we went almost every day for two
months. I had my own car, and Vic would

I

get off from the Army every night. But
! then I was so young, only twenty, and I

,
was not yet ready for anything really
serious. But on the last night when we
were together, Vic said, 'Let's get mar-
ried.' And I did not know if he was seri-

ous. But I knew I was too young. And I

did not think Mama would say it was all

rjght. So I said, 'There is always plenty
of time.'

"

Sitting there in The Retake Room with
Vic, Pier reconstructed the Munich

phase of her life. And she wondered if she
hadn't always been in love with Damone.
After Vic, there had been Kirk Douglas,

and after Kirk, so many other boys, just

dates, nothing serious or memorable until
Jimmy Dean came along.
Jimmy was gone on Pier and she seemed

to be gone on him. He'd flown back from
New York after Pier had finished her pic-
ture, The Silver Chalice. She had met him

I and they'd gone to Arrowhead with an-
I other group. Only last week she'd attended

j

the preview of A Star Is Born with Jimmy.
"Jimmy Dean, the Brando-type of T-

shirt actor," one columnist had written,
"hopes to take Pier Angeli for his wife
just as soon as he establishes himself."
On the evening of the day Vic Damone

proposed to her, Pier went out with some-
one else. "I am sorry. I am not going to
tell you his name. He is a friend. Just a
friend. Besides, I really did not know if

Vic was fooling or not. All that night I

thought of him.

I

"Next morning I went to the golf course
' —the one on Wilshire Boulevard—it is

funny that Vic and I should play at the
L same course. Vic was there. He was wait-
ling for me. 'I'm feeling the same way,' he
isaid. 'I haven't changed my mind. Let's get
jiengaged. And I am not d'-imk.'

"Well, I have always felt very strong
about Vic. There was always much love
in my heart for him. So I said yes.

"That night when I went home, I was
wondering how Mama would take the
news. How should I tell her? So I said
like a joke, kidding, 'Mama, I am engaged
to Vic Damone.' And Mama said, 'Ah! You
are crazy.' And she did not think it was
serious. But at least I had mentioned his
name. It was to prepare her.

"The next night Vic came to my house
and he gave me my engagement ring.

It's a beautiful diamond. It was seven
o'clock when he gave it to me. And he
said, 'Let's get married right away, right
away.' I said, 'But we will have to tell

Mama. When are you going to tell Mama?'

Faye Emerson, guesting on a
radio panel show, We Take Vour
Word, was asked to trace the deri-

vation of the word "glamour."
"That's easy," said Faye. "Glam-

our comes from, 'Gee, 1'amour.'

"

—Paul Denis

"Vic said, 'Don't worry. I will tell her
tomorrow. But I don't want you around.
You stay in your room, and I will do the
talking.' And when it came tomorrow,
Vic drove up with a big box of spumoni.
"Mama was surprised. She had not seen

Vic for five or maybe six months. The last

time he had called for my sister. He had
taken Marisa out on dates. Anyway, Mama
began to eat the spumoni, and Vic began to

talk. He said, 'Mama, I am going to marry
Anna.' (Pier Angeli's real name is Anna
Maria Pierangeli.) Mama got so excited she
couldn't stop eating. For one hour she ate

the spumoni. Not maybe an hour. But she
was so shocked, so surprised.

"Finally, she said, 'Are you sure, Vic?
Are you sure Anna is for you? You must

©1954 Ex-Lax Inc.

be sure because this marriage is for good.
Does Anna know what she is doing? She
is really a child.' I am twenty-two, but
to Mama always I am a child.

" 'I am sure,' Vic said. Then he came to
my room and got me. In front of my
mother he asked me again, 'Do you want
to marry me? Are you really sure?' I

was glad to get out of my room. I was so
nervous waiting there, wondering what
they were saying. I said, 'Yes, I want to
marry you.' And Mama began to cry. She
said, 'Oh, I am so happy.'
"By then it was very late. After Vic

went home, Mama and I—we had a woman-
to-woman talk. It was four in the morn-
ing. Mama told me many confidential
things about marriage. She told me Vic
was a nice boy, a good boy, but that I

must be sure. I said I was very sure. I

did not go to sleep until five-thirty. Be-
fore I did I woke up Marisa. I told her
Vic and I were going to get married. She
shook her head and went back to sleep."
On October 4, Pier Angeli announced

her marriage to Vic Damone on No-
vember 24 in the Church of the Good
Shepherd.
"But I thought," one columnist said to

Pier, "you were going steady with Jimmy
Dean. Isn't this whole thing with Damone
rather sudden? How did it come about?"

"I tell you," Pier said, "I met him in
Germany two years ago. When he came
back to Hollywood, I was going around
with Kirk Douglas.

"Vic thought I was in love with Kirk.
I know many people thought that. Just
because we made The Story Of Three
Loves. Anyway, it was never love. We
are still good friends, Kirk and I. Anyway,
Vic did not ask for any dates although in

Germany we had plenty.
"I never drink here but in Munich Vic

and I used to take a little champagne. 65
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Well, on this day I was working. I had
finished early, and I just wandered onto
Vic's set. He was making Hit The Deck. He
was very happy to see me.

" 'Let's go across the street,' he said,

'and have a little champagne like we did
in Germany. I'll be finished in half an
hour. Will you wait for me?' I said, 'Sure.'

So then we went to The Retake Room, and
he ordered champagne, and he put a nickel
in the juke box. Gene Kelly was there in

the restaurant but we danced—Vic and I

—we danced to 'September Song.' While
we were dancing he proposed. Gee! I

was surprised. I didn't know what to say.
I thought maybe he had been drinking
champagne on the set. I asked him. He
said no. He was very serious."

T>ier was asked if Vic hadn't been dating
4- her twin sister. Wasn't Marisa angry?
"No, no," Pier explained. "Everyone is

happy for me, even our parakeets. Be-
tween Vic and Marisa was nothing, a light

friendship."
How about Vic's parents? Had she ever

met them?
"Two years ago," she said, "Vic intro-

duced them. They are fine people. Vic
has three, maybe four sisters. I am so
excited I don't remember. After our an-
nouncement, we called them on the phone.
They are very glad Vic is marrying an
Italian girl. They say we have a lot in

common."
Vic, at twenty-six, is not only a show

business veteran but a young man of sen-
sitivity and understanding.
One night, a week after he and Pier

had become engaged, he and his manager
went over to his fiancee's house. Vic ex-
plained that he had signed to sing in a
Las Vegas hotel starting December 1 and
as a result some of their honeymoon would
have to be spent there.

Pier was agreeable. "Anywhere you say.

Anything you like."

"I'm a lucky guy to have you for the
rest of my life," Vic said. "Honest! And
you know, Anna, I'll do anything to keep
you happy. People ask me if you're going
to keep your career after the wedding. I

don't know how you feel about it. But
anything you want to do is fine with me.
You're very talented. You're a fine actress.

I know you like to work. And at times,

you get moody. I've seen you. There are

times you like to be alone, away from
everyone. I know that, Anna, and believe

me, I'll never bother you. I understand
you."

By the time Vic was finished, tears of

joy were trickling down Pier's cheeks.

Later when she told about it, Pier said,

"It is so wonderful to find a man who un-
derstands.- Vic will not resent my career.

There will be no jealousy between us. Only
understanding. And after the babies come,
I can make my own choice—stay at home
or continue my career."

In the weeks preceding her marriage,

Pier was the busiest and happiest girl in

Hollywood. Helen Rose, MGM's stylist,

r!esi?ned her wedding dress. Her "dear
Mama" went shopping for her trousseau.

Her sister helped with the wedding invita-

tions. And all the while, Pier and Vic
drove up and down the countryside look-

ing for a house to rent or buy.
One real estate agent who saw the

small, slim, green-eyed beauty with her
tall, thin, wavy-haired Vic, said, "I've seen

a lot of young couples in my time, tried

to fix 'em up with homes, but I've never
seen any pair more in love than those two
kids. Must be their Italian blood. And
they've got the most soulful eyes. One look

and you melt.

"I ain't much on Hollywood marriages,

but if these two can keep it up, they'll

never fall out of love." END



Sunday and always

(Continued from page 55) direct me in my
latest picture, Jupiter's Darling. I figured
that some technical problems had come up.
I walked into the conference prepared to
breeze right on through whatever the trou-
ble was. But when the talk was over I was
in as thoughtful a mood as I have ever
been because I had a really intriguing
assignment—to become a new kind of
Esther Williams!
Oh, I'd be the same girl in many ways,

but it was necessary that I take on new
dimensions in guess what! Femininity! I'd

better explain—or let Mr. Sidney do it.

"So far in your pictures you have always
been the American go-getter type of girl,"

he told me at the conference. "You see
the man you want. You make plans. You
launch a direct attack. And you win in
this manner. But this time we are dipping
into ancient history to show a woman
whose ways were more subtle, a woman
who wins by seemingly losing, by yielding,

j

And yet, by so winning, conceivably also

j

loses! It is for each woman in the audience
:
to tell which, by the prompting of her own
experience."

Jupiter's Darling, you may know, is

based on Robert Sherwood's hit play, The
Road To Rome. It concerns the perplexing
failure of the great warrior, Hannibal, to
attack and sack that city after crossing the
Alps and finding it at his mercy.
According to Sherwood's play, Hannibal

was dissuaded by the feminine logic, not
to speak of feminine presence, of Amytis,
wife of the then dictator of Rome, Fabius
Maximus. Amytis had somehow managed
to make her way to Hannibal's camp and
into his tent, and had also somehow man-
aged to make him forget his war plans.
It was with that second "somehow" that
my role was concerned.

Groucho Marx is an avid base-
ball fan. He finally went to see
a game between two all-girl teams.
"In all the years I've been attend-
ing ball games," he said, "this is

the first time I've ever wanted to
kiss the third baseman!"—paul Denis

This was very interesting, but also a
little bit worrisome. Any time anyone
wants to give old Esther a crack at this
deep, under-the-skin acting she is in-
trigued. But she'd also like to make sure
of doing a good job. Here was a role that
not only required hard study, but also a
psychological knowledge and understand-
ing of the character (we're back to my
mom again). So I went looking for this
girl Amytis . . . rather, I went looking for
the kind of reading that would conjure her
up for me. And where do you think I

found her? Well, good bits of her were in
the Bible in the book of Esther. And in-
sights into her ways and kind of thinking
were in other philosophical works, includ-
ing Kahlil Gibran's The Prophet.
"And think not you can direct the course

of love, for love, if it finds you worthy,
directs your course.
"Love has no other desire but to fulfill

itself.

"But if you love and must needs have
desires, let these be your desires:
"To melt and be like a running brook

that sings its melody to the night.
"To know the pain of too much tender-

ness,

"To be wounded by your own under-
standing of love;
"And to bleed willingly and joyfully.

"And then to sleep with a prayer for the
beloved in your heart and a song of praise
pon your lips."up

-

TSThen i read these words of Gibran's I

was beginning to come close to the
sacrificial nature of a woman in love, and
not only that, but I realized how near such
ways are to the sublime theme of love in
religion. That's what it took to get me in
the frame of mind necessary to feel I

could be an Amytis!
It's funny but I sometimes think that

what adults have to study to learn about
their spiritual world, most children often
know instinctively. When my oldest boy,
Benjie, who is not yet five, was heard say-
ing not long ago that there was more to
the world than his mommie and daddy, I

knew he meant he had experienced al-
ready the feeling that there was a higher
force, a mysterious guiding Something. I

was not surprised. In talking to him I had
seen this belief coming to life in his eyes.
Of course this God of Benjie's is a child's

God; I can tell by the trust in his eyes that
there is no wrath to this God—only love
and sunlight and warmth. This is the
same God I know, but I didn't get to Him
until my childhood was over. This doesn't
mean I never received religious training
when I was young. I can remember hear-
ing my first stories about the Bible when
I was two. But no impression was made
upon me then.

Today I feel that the faith I have never
happened to me—I happened to it. I had
to think and feel my way to it. On the
way to the satisfaction of coming into be-
lief there was a period when I had nothing.
But I don't think of this as a time when I

was an agnostic or an atheist; rather I re-
call it as a time of wander and wonder.
I remember in my early teens crying out
to my mother of my perplexity.
"Do you know I don't believe in any-

thing?" I asked. "I just don't believe.
Like being in a vacuum. What shall I do?"
Mother showed no alarm. "Do?" she

asked. "Nothing. You are already growing
into belief. You have become the kind of
person who must reason her way to some-
thing as well as feel it. Now you are in an
intermediate stage, but you'll come to what
you want, to what you feel you need."

I did. There was no great revelation.
Faith came bit by bit, rubbed off on me,
sort of, when I knew or touched goodness.
It is still coming to me and, I honestly
think, more through the everyday things
of life than through formal seeking. And
because this is so I have for the last few
years been convinced that mine is a work
a day religion.

It shows no preference for Sundays but
can make me aware of its presence at
any time; as strongly when I am on my
feet as when I am on my knees, as greatly
when I sip a cup of coffee as at a time
when my children are being christened.

PJon't let me take away from the power
*-* of such moments as one experiences
in deep devotion at one's church; I value
these as much as anyone. But I would no
more divide life into faith and non-faith
periods, or even strong-faith and weak-
faith periods, than I would divide myself
into devout and non-devout parts. I mean
that if I am close to the true spirit when
I am saying my amens in church I must
also be as close to it in as seemingly pagan
a place as a nightclub if there I am doing
a Christian deed for someone. Wherever
man helps man the Lord is being praised.

Since I have brought my mother into
the cast of characters of this article in a
prominent way maybe I should say a direct
word about her. As far back as I can re-
member she was always a figure sur-
rounded by books; books all over the
house; in the parlor, in her bedroom, even
at her side when she worked in the
kitchen. But she never gave of her learn-
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$20-$50 per week possible. No experience necessary. Rush reply for
details. MAXWELL, Dept. K-l, Cleveland 14, Ohio.

EARN EXTRA MONEY - Work 3-5 hrs. at home daily. Up to $40
weekly possible. Our instructions tell how. A. B. Dunbar Co Dept
P-l, 4130 Mark Terrace, Cleveland 28, Ohio.

HOME WORKERS. Make hand-made moccasins. Good pay. Experience
unnecessary. California Handicrafts, Dept. 74, Hollywood 46, Calif.

AGENTS—SALES HELP WANTED
MAKE MONEY Introducing World's cutest children's dresses. Big

selection, adorable styles. Low Prices. Complete display free. Rush
name. Harford, Dept. N-1329, Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

WOMEN WITH SPARE TIME, here's a chance for Extra Money. Take
orders for my food and household products, etc., from Old Virginia.

I'll send products on FREE Trial. Write today. BLAIR, Dept. 1 19NA,
Lynchburg, Va.

WILL YOU WEAR new suits and topcoats without one penny cost
and agree to show them to friends? You can make up to $30.00 in a

day even in spare time, without canvassing. Stone-Field, 532 South
Throop St. Dept. W-927, Chicago, III.

MONEY MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
MAKE $20-$40 Weekly at home. Spare time. Address, mail post-
cards. Mailers. Box 2075E, Patterson, N. J.

SHINE CARS WITHOUT "POLISH." New invention. Lightning
seller. Cars gleam like mirror. Samples sent on trial. KRISTEE,
Dept. 151, Akron, Ohio.

MAKE BIG MONEY AT HOME! Invisibly Reweave all damaged gar-

ments. Constant demand assures big, steady earnings. Details FREE.
Fabricon, 8324 Prairie, Chicago 19, Illinois.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
PROFITABLE Home Business—make fast-seller chenille Monkey
Trees. Literature free. Velva, Bohemia 8, N. Y.

MAKE NEW Greaseless Doughnuts in kitchen. Sell stores. Free reci-

pes. Earl Ray, 3605 South 15th Ave., Minneapolis 7. Minn.

MAILORDER—Operate profitable home business using Free Adver-
tising Method. Revealing information given. Seidel, 6000-AF Sunset.
Los Angeles 28.

$70.00 WEEKLY GUARANTEED—home, spare time, Simplified Pub-
lic Bookkeeping, Immediate income—easy! Auditax, 34651 NA, Los
Angeles 34.

EDUCATION—INSTRUCTION
COMPLETE HIGH SCHOOL at home in spare time with 58-year-old
school; texts furnished; diploma; no classes; booklet free. Write
American School, Dept. X197, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.

HIGH SCHOOL-NO CLASSES. Study_at home. Spare Time. Dip-
loma awarded. Write for FREE Catalog HCX-2. WAYNE SCHOOL,
2527 Sheffield, Chicago 14, III.

DANCING SHOES—SUPPLIES
Toe $5.95, Ballet $3.29, Tap up to 3. $4.95 over
3, $5.45; Leotards $3.85, Opera Hose $4.95, Mesh,
Tights $7.45. Send Check or Money Order.

BATON—DRUM CORPS SUPPLIES
SKATING SKIRTS—Roller or Ice.

24 Page Catalog 15c (applied to purchase)
QuinconSupplies, Dept. M,Box422,Quincy69, Mass.

BETTER THANjVtg_

COLD RELIEF

Tabciri
MILES LABORATORIES, INC., Elkhart. Indiana 67



ing to us as mere learning, as so many
facts, but always as a way of living.

Mother is the same person today that I

have always known her to be—a highly
useful person. Working with three other
psychologists she has a counseling service
which is operated without thought of
profit. To pay for the expenses of their
group they make a charge of as little as
one dollar and never more than five dollars.

Mother has never been too busy to be a
mother to me, even today, but she is too
busy to be my fan. Her work is as im-
portant to her as my work is to me—may-
be I should say more so when I think of

how serious she can be and how I, some-
times, cannot. And when she thinks of
her children, she thinks of all of them on
an equal plane. So I'm never surprised
when people ask her if she isn't proud of

me, and she replies that she is, but that
she's proud of my two sisters and brothers,
too. She never has appeared bowled over
about my career. Then, one day, she

the duke goes west

(Continued from page 37) parties were
just breaking up in the cabins. A dozen or
so guests still milled around in Wayne's
cabin, reluctant to go ashore. Pilar Palette
was talkingwith Michael, Wayne's eldest son,

who was going along. Wayne joined them.
"Why don't you and Mary go to your

cabin and freshen up before we sail,"

Wayne said to her.

"I will go," said Pilar, "if you will just

explain one thing to me. How is it I am
going on this trip? Didn't you hear me
when I said I wouldn't go?"
"Sure I did," said Wayne grinning. "But

you're just a little cocker spaniel—and
you're crazy about me."

'T'he royal Hawaiian hotel at Honolulu
may never be the same. When John

Wayne vacations he does so in an elegant
and expansive manner. The trip over had
been fun. The Wayne party included his

son, his business manager, B. C. Roos, and
Mrs.Roos,a Panamanian banker and diplo-
mat, Tony Arias and his wife, Mary St.

John, his secretary, and the cocker spaniel.

A relentless perfectionist when he works,
John Wayne is also a tireless playboy when
he plays—and the voyage had been an
endless round of games and rousing dinner
and cocktail parties. The group took over
half a floor of the Royal Hawaiian.
There are hotels in Honolulu that spe-

cialize in freedom of action and casual
attire for guests but the Royal Hawaiian
is not one of them. Natives call it the Pink
Castle because it is painted pink and re-
sembles a citadel of respectability and
decorum jutting out somewhat reservedly
onto Waikiki beach. You eat your meals
at regular hours at The Royal Hawaiian
and you don't go about in the bars and
cafe without a jacket. And a couple of
nights a week you wear a dinner jacket or
an evening gown to supper.
After a pleasant dinner the day before

Pilar's birthday, everyone retired to the
hotel for a few last stories and a nightcap
in Duke's suite. About eleven o'clock
Wayne spoke to Pilar.

"Look," he said, "you're going to have
a very busy day tomorrow. Why don't
you go to bed and get some rest?"

"I'm not tired," said Pilar.

"To bed!" said Wayne. And Pilar went.
She had just fallen asleep. It was one

minute past midnight, the dawn of her
birthday. Suddenly the door of her room
was thrown open. In filed an entire
Hawaiian orchestra, complete even to a
trio of native singers. Someone flicked on

spoke on this subject in a different tone.

The place was the Westwood Hills Con-
gregational Church in Los Angeles. The
occasion was the christening of our three
children, Benjie, Kim and Susan. (Being
the disorganized me that I am, the chris-
tening was done at one time on a wholesale
basis.) When Mother kissed me her first

words answered the old question.
"Yes," she said (and for a moment I

wondered what she was starting to say),
"today I am really proud of you!"

T"1 hat's mother. She was not so much
J- impressed by the success of my pro-
fessional life as she was by success in my
personal life. I think she has a very ma-
ture attitude and one that I have adopted
to serve me through the years in matters
of faith as well as in matters of family.

It is important to recognize what is im-
portant and what is not. To believe is

important, when how you believe may not
be. I am struck by an illustration that

a light and the music began. Pilar opened
her eyes in disbelief. The troubadors
filled the entire wing with their music and
song.
"Happy birthday to you! Happy birth-

day to you!"
They sang the song twice and then Duke,

grinning from ear to ear, told her to get

up on her feet and get dressed, there was
going to be a party.
And it was a party for fair. Pilar was

whisked by her friends in a sleek, black
limousine down the street to Don The
Beachcomber's where the large banquet
room had been reserved and had been
filling up with scores of people for an
hour. When she arrived, the birthday song
was sung again and a hundred and thirty

glasses were raised high in a toast to Pilar's

health. The cream of the Island society

was there and a good sprinkling of Holly-
wood folk. Mrs. John Ford and her daugh-
ter Barbara and Barbara's husband, Ken
Curtis. The Van Heflins, the William Ben-
dixes and many others. Along one side of

the room the entire wall had been trans-
formed into a magnificent birthday card,

with "HAPPY BIRTHDAY, PILAR" spelled

IT HAPPENED TO MY BABY

I have always admired Olivia de
Havilland, so 1 wrote to her and asked
for a photograph. She sent me one and
we started a friendly correspondence.
When my first baby was born, Miss
de Havilland did a wonderful thing. I

received a package in the mail. In it

was a small pair of baby booties Olivia

de Havilland had made for my baby.
I shall always cherish them.

Teresa Junghans
Monroe, North Carolina

may seem rather light but makes sense to
me. Maybe it will to you:
A fellow asks you for a date. Then be-

fore he arrives he sends a corsage. The
corsage is fine, of course. It shows you that
he considers the date important and does
things properly. But the main thing is

getting asked for the date. A date without
a corsage is still a date. A corsage with- i

out a date—well, it's just a decoration.

My spiritual date in life is with God.
Wherever I can find Him, or wherever I

j

can find signs that attest His presence and
His goodness, I wiR go. This may be in my 1

church, or it may be in another church,
using this or that form of approach. He is

in all churches, I believe, and from all I

borrow to know more about Him and His
|

ways. Only this is important.

Two lines from Alexander Pope's Essay
\

On Man say all this much better:

"All are but parts of one stupendous whole
Whose body Nature is, and God the soul."

END

out in script fashioned from thousands of

orchids.
The merrymaking went on well into the

morning and at the end, when Duke was
driving her home, Pilar turned to him.
"Now I know," she said, "why I came

along on this trip."

"Now you know," said Duke. 'You're

really not a cocker spaniel. I just wanted
us to be together on your birthday."

Dui one day the vacation was over. The
time had come to go to work. And the

location wasn't in Honolulu.
'There's no point in your going home

now," Duke told Pilar. "Mary is coming
along and you can get a nice place at the
Kona Inn. The studio has found me a
little house and we can have fun evenings

j

and on week-ends. What do you say?"
"Why do you talk so much?" said Pilar.

"Make the reservations."
And so, the next morning, one of the

sturdy little airplanes of the Aloha Air-
lines made a wide sweep off the Kona

j

Coast of the big island of Hawaii, a hun-
dred and seventy miles south of Honolulu
and came to rest at the edge of the village

of Kailua.
The party drove to the house. The Kailua

j

area is made up of jungle and lava flows.

The jungle is thick and lush and very i

green and the beds of the lava flows are

black to dark brown rivers of cinders and i

solid rock that have frozen into a million
|

different shapes as the anger of Mauna
Loa, her crater hiding high in the clouds,

subsided. But there is still excitement in

the lava flows, because Mauna Loa is

active and as recently as 1952 spilled mil-
lions of acres of molten rock down into the

sea right at the edge of the village.

Duke and Pilar's car traversed a black
hard road which had been built of crushed
lava. It cut through the jungle, halting

now and then to ease past crews of native
boys who spent their days chopping down
the growth which built up overnight. And
then they came to the house, one of the

most modern to be found in any corner
of the world. It is open on all sides except
for screens that keep out the hordes of

flying insects that abound in the area. The
main walls are of stained koa wood and
alternate sections of white-painted brick.

There is no convenience known that the
|

owners, Senator and Ouida Hill of Hilo,

Hawaii, have left out. But it is the setting

of the house that is breathtaking.
The house is built on a promonotory of

black lava on the beautiful bay of Keauhou
(pronounced key-ah-hoe) and around a
semi-circle of palms and fragrant bushes
lie the primitive homes of the native



fishermen, each family with its bright red
outrigger canoe pulled ashore onto a
skidway of small logs.

T\ uke and pilar stood and watched the
*^ activity for a long time before they
went into the house. Across the small
bay children of four and five were sport-

ing in the warm water, swimming like

Olympic champions. And from another
bank a man and his wife went to sea after

urchins, spiny cactus-like creatures that

cling to the coral and rocks on the bottom.
The man swam ahead and his wife followed
ten feet behind towing on a rope a wash-
tub that would carry their catch. Some
distance from shore the man began his
dives. He would plunge to the floor of the
sea and, with a wire fork on the end of a
short stick, snatch several urchins from
their homes, bring them to the top and
toss them in the tub. When they got to
shore they offered Duke and Pilar some of
their prizes, explaining that the poisonous
spines must be broken off, the crusty skin
of the fish opened and the meat eaten alive
and raw. Duke and Pilar said they just
weren't hungry.

Any location trip during the making of
a movie is rough, but The Sea Chase

jaunt to Hawaii was a honey. The locale
was a cove where the jungle grew thick
right to the water's edge. There was an-
chored a large, rusty ship, looking so likely
to sink that when it first dropped anchor
off the jetty at Kailua all the natives for
miles around came to look at it.

At six o'clock in the morning, Pilar and
Mary St. John, still half asleep themselves,
would come trotting down the road to the
house, ringing a bell to awaken Duke.
Then, while he dressed, they would pre-
pare breakfast for him. And at a quarter
to seven Duke would dash across the lava
flow to a waiting car, which drove him to
the jetty, where he boarded the ship for a
long day of shooting at sea.
The evenings were fun, though. Duke

would return to the house about six
o'clock. He would join Pilar and Mary
and any other guests who might be there
in a half hour of swimming in the warm
water of the bay. Then would come an
hour of walking and exploring the rock-
lined shores for shells or boating with a
glass viewer to observe the lovely coral.
At about seven-thirty, dinner, prepared

by a local Portuguese woman named Laura
and her daughter Rose, would be served.
Another hour of chess, cribbage or gin

rummy and Duke's eyes would begin to
close, so Pilar and Mary would send him
off to bed and then return to their own
quarters for a bit of the same tonic.
Sundays were generally gay. Duke

and Pilar would swim several times, fish a
lot and take long siestas on the wide, flat

benches on the lawn. And if they had the
energy they would skin-dive (Pilar be-
came a very proficient skin-diver) and
bring back all manner of strange finny
creatures for Laura to cook for lunch.
Sometimes, although they preferred being
alone, Duke and Pilar would ask other
members of the company to come over for

cocktails. And one week-end, when a guest
arrived from the mainland, they threw a
bang-up party. From the names of the
guests it might have taken place in Beverly
Hills. Duke's son Pat was there and Henry
Fonda and Mr. and Mrs. Ward Bond and
the director, John Farrow, and Lana Tur-
ner and a half dozen others.
But the entertainment was different. Just

as coffee was being served after dinner, a
strange procession appeared a hundred
yards from the house where the lava flow
ran into the sea. A group of white-garbed
natives carrying torches and several
shrouded shapes walked slowly to the
water's edge, chanting a dirge in a strange
tongue. At the water's edge they raised
the torches high and cast their burdens
into the sea. The guests were awed.

"That," said Duke, "is a Hawaiian burial
service. The lava beds are too hard to dig,

so the natives bury their dead by torch-
light in that manner."
When it was all over, Henry Fonda ap-

proached one of the musicians.
"That was a very impressive chant you

were singing during the burial," he said.
"What do you call it?"

The Hawaiian grinned. "That was a joke
we played on you," he said. "And when
we chanted, we just kept repeating 'We
are crazy Hawaiians.'

"

'"Fhe vacation or location, whichever you
wish to call it, is over now and Duke

and Pilar are back home in Hollywood. But
there is one incident they won't soon forget.
Duke fell ill. He got an infection in

his ear that was extremely painful and,
for a while, really serious. He is a big
man, proud of his size and his ability to
take anything. But this tiny bug laid him
low. A doctor was called from Honolulu
who ordered him immediately to a hos-
pital in Hilo on the other side of the
mountain.

Pilar bundled her man into a car, cov-
ered him with blankets against the chill
night air of the mountain top, and, driven
by a native boy, they traveled to Hilo
where Duke was given emergency treat-
ment and put to bed at the Naniloa Hotel.
He passed into a deep sleep induced by the
illness, the fatigue of the drive and the
medication. When he awakened in the
morning the first thing he saw was Pilar
curled up with a blanket on a chaise
longue across the room. She hadn't slept.
Duke gave her a weak grin.

"What are you doing here?" he asked.
"Away over here in Hawaii, three thou-
sand miles from home!"

Pilar was wan, but she managed to
smile. "I'm just a cocker spaniel," she said.
"And I'm crazy about you. And now I
really know why I came on this trip. Go
back to sleep. I'll watch over you."

It was a surprise to no one that in the
first week of November Duke and Pilar
were married in Honolulu. District Mag-
istrate Norman Olds performed the single-
ring ceremony in the garden of Territorial
Senator William H. Hill. The word "obey"
was omitted, perhaps to persuade Pilar
that she isn't treated like a cocker
spaniel! end

IMPORTANT NEWS:

MODERN SCREEN

NEXT MONTH

Your choices for 1954"s most
popular stars . . . the winners of
Modern Screen's Silver Cup
Awards . . . will be announced
in the February issue on your
neivsstands NEXT MONTH!
Dont miss it!

liili*

Discourage

^ those

Blackheads

!

Just don't let small blackheads
de-glamorize your skin! Now—use
this special greaseless treatment for

clearing away these blackheads. It's

recommended by leading skin special-

ists. It's quick. It's effective.

Every night and morning, after
you wash your face — gently rub
snowy-cool Pond's Vanishing Cream
over your face. Then— leave on a
deep coat of the cream for one min-
ute. The "keratolytic" action of this

greaseless cream dissolves off oily

dead skin flakes that clog pores and
encourage blackheads. Wipe cream
off, and rinse face with cold water.
Hundreds of girls have tried this

wonder-working treatment with
Pond's Vanishing Cream. They say
"your skin looks fresher, brighter,

clearer

—

right away!"

MAKE S50 A WEEK
ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

in spare time—at home.
Send name and address to:

Dept.4-A, 1 8 1 3 S. Clin-
ton St.. Chicago 16. III.

fcjiM:»!M.'IJ
,
—llN 6 WEEKS™

Write 120 words per minute.

Age no obstacle—LOWEST COST
Famous SPEEDWRITING shorthand. No symbols,
no machines, uses ABC's. Easiest to learn and use.
Fast preparation for a better position. Nationally
used in leading offices and Civil Service. 120 words
per minute

—

50% FASTER than Civil Service re-
quirements. Over 250,000 taught by mail or through
classroom instruction. Trie very low cost will sur-
prise you. Typing available. 32nd Year. Schools in
over 400 cities in U. S., Canada, Cuba and Hawaii.
WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET TO SCHOOL OF
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it just happened

(Continued from page 31) Audrey and

Mel decided to be married in Europe for

several reasons. Audrey is European and

most of her family lives in Europe. It

would be easier to avoid the press in

Europe. Mel thought he might have to

start a film in Rome after their honeymoon.
Audrey thought she might have to make
a picture in London. She is under con-

tract to a British film company which has

loaned her out to Paramount.
On Saturday, September 25, Audrey and

Mel were married in a tiny Swiss moun-
tain chapel at Burgenstock, a resort above

Lake Lucerne.
On Monday, Modern Screen received this

cabled report from Zurich:

Darling, elfin Audrey Hepburn married
Melchior Ferrer, thirty-seven, on Saturday.

In fact, she married him twice, first in a

civil ceremony, held in the back parlor of

the mayor's house in Buochs. This is a

small town that lies below Burgenstock.

The ceremony was in Schweizer Deutsch
(Swiss German). Ferrer did not appear to

understand very much of it.

The second ceremony took place in the

Burgenstock chapel. There are only 220

people in all of Burgenstock, and apparent-

ly few of them knew about the wedding.

The chapel is French Protestant, and
while Audrey is Dutch Protestant, Ferrer

is said to be Roman Catholic.

It was a dreary, dismal, rainy day. Au-
drey was beautifully dressed. She seemed
very small and fragile and frightened. She
was wearing a white organdy gown de-

signed by Balmain. On her head was a

garland of white roses. She wore white

gloves and carried a white prayer book.

Ferrer seemed self-assured. He was
wearing a dark suit with a white carna-

tion in his buttonhole.

Until they both stood at the altar, some
of Audrey's friends might have secretly

hoped that Ferrer would go the way of

Jim Hanson. You know that in 1952

Audrey was engaged to marry James Han-
son (he was formerly one of Jean Sim-
mons' constant dates) after she finished

Roman Holiday. Invitations to their wed-
ding were already out in England when
Audrey canceled it.

In 1950 it had been the other way
around. She was engaged to marry Marcel

Le Bon, a French actor who was and is

a crooner of sorts. Le Bon was offered a

contract in the United States. He left

Audrey and went to New York. She was
then a chorus girl in High Button Shoes.

Le Bon married an American girl instead.

Anyway, with such a background, per-

haps some of the twenty-five guests were
secretly expecting something unusual to

take place at the wedding. Nothing did.

After the ceremony there was a wed-
ding reception at the Burgenstock golf

club. By this time a few of the townsfolk

had heard of the wedding. A photographer
tried to get pictures at the reception. One
of the guests smashed his camera.

When newspapermen heard about this

in Rome they were very angry. Ferrer

had been staying in Rome. Reporters who
had asked his press agent, Hank Kaufman,
if anything was up, were told, "No, Mel is

merely flying up to Switzerland for a

little vacation. He will be back in a week."

Kaufman said later that Ferrer had never

mentioned the wedding to him.

Audrey and Mel stayed at their recep-

tion two hours, drank a little champagne
and then left for their honeymoon hide-

away in the Swiss Alps for two days.

Then they took a train to Rome. At the

railroad station, the press descended but

Audrey and Mel were not giving inter-

3 views. They were still on their honeymoon,

they said, and they wanted to be left alone.

They got into a car and headed for Cine-
citta, Rome's Hollywood, with the press in

wild pursuit.

Further cables from Europe reported that

in an effort to escape reporters and
photographers, the Ferrers went to Albano,
a village 120 miles from Rome.
There in a twenty-room stone villa, Fer-

rer bolted all the doors and refused to talk.

Italian movie producer Vittorio Forges
Davanzati, a friend, finally went out and
announced, "The Ferrers have asked me
to obtain for them police protection. After
all, gentlemen, they are on a honeymoon.
I assume many of you have been on a
honeymoon. A man does not like having
150 reporters underneath his bedroom win-
dow at such a time!"

"All we want," cried one newspaperman,
"is to ask them a few questions, just a
few questions."
"That crazy chauffeur of theirs drove so

fast we were almost killed following them,"
another reporter cried out.

Audrey and Mel decided to hold a press

conference that night.

"When did you fall in love with Mr.
Ferrer? When did you decide to marry
him?" Audrey was asked.
"When Mel and I were acting together

in New York, I said to myself that I would

On Marlene Dietrich's first day in

America she re-did a movie scene
a dozen times. The director's in-

structions to her were: "Walk
through the door, count three to

yourself, then turn around." The
close-up was to her eyes. "We'll
try it again," said the director.

Then it was "count up to six," then
"ten" and finally "count up to

twenty." This was the big scene of

the movie, and the critics said that
in Dietrich's eyes the viewers could
see years of sweeping tragedy.
"What I was thinking to myself,

at the time," Miss Dietrich later

confessed, "was 'If this is the way
pictures are made here, I'm taking

the first boat home tomorrow.' "

Leonard Lyons in

The New York Post

like to get married to him. There was no
day nor any particular moment when we
fell in love. It just happened. There was
an understanding between us after a while

that we would get married. I have great

faith that it will work out. I am sure it

will."

Sadly enough, the general feeling in Hol-
lywood is that Audrey's marriage will not

work out. Many people believe that Audrey
is somehow under Mel's complete domi-
nation. As soon as this breaks, they ex-
pect the marriage to come apart.

"I cannot, for the love of me," said one
Hollywood actress who has played op-
posite Ferrer, "understand what Audrey
sees in the man."
An answer to that comes from Mrs.

Florence Vivienne Entwhistle, a profes-

sional photographer, who is, incidentally,

Sarah Churchill's mother-in-law. She made
some portraits of the actor. These are now
in Audrey's possession.

Said Mrs. Entwhistle, "Some women are

fascinated by the nice, miserable expres-

sion on Ferrer's bordering-on-the-plain
sort of face. I know I was. He's a man you
feel you must mother. He certainly brought

out the maternal in me. It's that lean and
hungry look he has."

Hollywood, of course, is often incor-

rect in predicting the courses of marriages.

There is no doubt that Audrey is com-

pletely and devotedly in love with her
husband. During their courtship he
wouldn't let her out of his sight, and she I

was content to let him manage her private

and professional life. That courtship began
last year after Audrey had finished her
second Hollywood picture, Sabrina.

Until then there had been no American
love affairs for the Dutch-born ac-

tress. "I'm so busy with my career," she -

;

had said, "that I haven't even had time to

analyze my innermost thoughts. I'm still in !

the process of learning about myself. Un-
til I do, there's no possibility of marriage."
Then Audrey went to a Hollywood cock-

tail party and met Mel Ferrer. She knew
practically nothing about him.
Later she was to learn that he had been 1

born in New Jersey and had left school to
j

marry sculptress Frances Pilchard. They i

had gone to Mexico where Mel had tried to

write. They had two children, Pepa and
[

Mark. Then Mel had drifted away from !

Frances. After their divorce he became in- i

terested in stage work.
He married Barbara Tripp and they had

two children, Mela and Christopher. This
marriage also ended in divorce and in 1942,

,

Mel remarried his first wife.

After their second marriage Mel and
Frances separated frequently. During one
of these separations Mel found Audrey.
When Ferrer got the rights to a French

play, Ondine, he convinced Audrey that

she would be a natural for the lead. He
talked the Playwrights Company into pro-
ducing the play. Naturally, he would star

opposite Miss Hepburn. The Playwrights
Company agreed with alacrity.

Soon the word was all over New York:
Audrey and Mel were inseparable. No one !

could talk to Audrey without first check-
ing Ferrer.

In addition, Mel began to tell Alfred
Lunt, the director of Ondine, what was !

wrong with his work. This antagonized
I

several members of the cast who leaked to
!

newspapermen the opinion that Ferrer's
j

acting was mediocre, his ego enormous, and '

his hold on Audrey "practically hypnotic."

About the same time, Audrey's mother
|

began to hear about her daughter and Mel
j

Ferrer. And she began to worry. Ferrer !

was still a married man, for one thing,
j

But not for long.

According to his wife Frances, "He told
J

me that he had fallen in love with Audrey
Hepburn, so last December I went down i

to Juarez in Mexico and I got a divorce."
[

So in January, 1954, Mel was free to ,

court Audrey. "Audrey," he announced,
|

"must be protected from people as if she
were royalty."

Audrey's mother tried to intervene. Back-
stage in Boston where Ondine was

|

being tried out, Ferrer asked her, "What
|

have you got against me, anyway?"
The baroness didn't think he was the

right sort of man for Audrey. Audrey was
young. She'd had no father to guide her.

j

She had gone to school in Holland 1

during the Nazi occupation. She had gone I

to England as a refugee. The family had
j

lost most of its money. She had worked as 1

a chorus girl. She had come up the hard
way. Certainly, she was entitled to enjoy
her success alone. Besides, Mel had been
married three times. There were four chil- 1

dren to look after. Audrey, at twenty-five,

was too young for him. She didn't want her
daughter to get hurt. Her daughter had
been doing marvelously well without his

intervention. Why didn't he get out of her
life and leave her alone?
Mel told the baroness that he was in

love with Audrey, Audrey was in love

with him, and that he had no intention of

leaving her daughter alone.

He became even more possessive.



Audrey Hepburn is no fatuous, silly little

girl. She reads the newspapers and
she understands what she reads. She saw
what was being written about Mel. She
understood that her mother objected to

him violently.

In Mel she had a man who would take
care of all the details, leaving her free to

concentrate on her art. Perhaps she and
Mel would become another Lunt and Fon-
tanne, another Vivien Leigh and Laurence
Olivier. Here was a man who had been
an actor, writer, producer and director.

Was she really in love with him? How
many men did she know, anyway? She
began to worry and she lost weight.
The doctor said she needed a rest. Walter

Winchell wrote, "Mel Ferrer is the chief

reason Audrey Hepburn's worn out.
They're in love."
Audrey and Mel had been inseparable;

she had seen him in all circumstances,
and she believed he was a good and gentle
human being.
She left Ondine and not very long after,

Audrey and Mel then discussed marriage
plans. Audrey said she would go to Switz-
erland for a vacation. Mel said he would
go to Italy and then join her in Switzer-
land.

It was September when they were re-
united. Audrey Hepburn, the charming,
brown-eyed, actress who had started at
the top by winning an Academy Award
for her first full-length role, became the
third Mrs. Mel Ferrer. END

ty and linda call it quits

(Continued from page 49) was forty-one-
year-old Ty, and his talk was practically
all about his profession.
"Linda and I haven't been getting along

for some time," he admitted. "Call it in-
compatibility. So we might as well end
our marriage.

"I'm leaving for the east. It's very ex-
citing to return to Broadway. I'm going
to do Christopher Fry's play The Dark Is
Light Enough with Katharine Cornell.
Twenty years ago Kit gave me a job as
Buzz Meredith's understudy in Flowers
Of The Forest.

"In order to do the play I've had to give
up several film commitments, one in Bra-
zil, one in Ireland, one with my own com-
pany. But I think I've made the right
decision."
Ty then took off for a fast week-end in

New York where he discussed the details
of the legitimate production and the pos-
sible itinerary of the road show.

Tn Hollywood a friend of his said sadly,
"The poor guy wanted to be out of

town when the studio announced his
breakup with Linda. But he'll be back.
He's nuts about those little girls of his."
Ty flew back to the coast a few days

later, drove out to his house, one of the
most fashionably decorated in the movie
colony, and asked Romina if she'd like
him to take her to Kiddyland.
Romina clapped her little hands and a

half hour later, she was riding on the
merry-go-round at La Cienega and Bev-
erly Boulevards. Watching the little beauty
enjoy herself, Ty looked sad. Perhaps he
wondered, since he was going east, when
he would see his child again.
Ty Power hoped against hope that his

marriage would succeed. He tried every-
thing. He 'took Linda to the Philippines
when he went on location. He gave her
freedom to travel around the world with
Bill Gallagher and Mrs. Larry Kent.
Knowing how much she loved Rome, the
city of their marriage, he agreed to the
purchase of a fashionable apartment there.
He indulged Linda's every whim. He gave
her every convenience money could buy

—

a lavish home, servants, nurses for the
children, a Duesenberg, an Alpha Romeo,
a $12,000 Bentley. But material possessions
are a poor substitute for love and almost
a year ago Ty and Linda began to fall
out of love.

This development came as a great shock
to the movie colony because if ever there
was a marriage that seemed to have every-
thing, it was the Powers'.
Back in 1948 Ty Power was going stead-

ily with Lana Turner. It was commonly
|

accepted that Ty and Lana would be mar-
I ried. after the handsome young actor re-
1 turned to Hollywood from a good will
jl flight around the world.

What most of Hollywood did not know
at the time was that Ty had quietly been
dating Linda Christian, a vivacious Mexi-
can beauty. She was widely-traveled and
she could speak six languages.

Ironically, it was Lana Turner who in-
troduced Linda Christian to Ty Power.
One day on the set of Homecoming, Lana
was talking to Linda when Power arrived.

"This is Linda Christian," Lana said.

"How do you do?" greeted Ty.
Linda took it from there.

Several months later when Power set
down his plane at the airport in Rome,

Linda was on hand to greet him. She
showed him around the city she knew so
well, dazzled him with her continental
sophistication.

From this point, Lana Turner didn't
have a chance.
By flying to Rome, "by getting there

fustest with the mostest," Linda had out-
maneuvered Lana.

Later, Ty and Christian continued their
romance in Mexico City, another city that
Linda knows well.

In Mexico City, it was implied that Ty
was angry with Linda "for seeing so much
of Mr. Big," supposedly an extremely pow-
erful Government official. But when he
was asked about this he denied it.

Linda Christian is, of course, a native of
Mexico. She was born in Tampico, thirty
years ago, of a Mexican mother and Dutch
father. Her real name is Blanca Rosa
Welter. Just how and where she con-
jured up the name Linda Christian she
claims she doesn't know.
Linda followed her father, an oil execu-

tive, from station to station: Italy, Pales-
tine, Holland, China and Switzerland.
"There was a time," she once said, "when

I wanted to become a doctor but then I

gave up the idea."

In Mexico City, however, she once
worked for a plastic surgeon. After that
she became a model, catching the watch-
ful eyes of many Casanovas, some Mexi-
can, some American.

W/'hen linda first came to Hollywood
" in 1945, she was acquainted with Errol

Flynn. She lived in the Commodore
Apartments on Hollywood's Franklin Ave-
nue. From there she moved to Angel's
Castle on Sunset Boulevard and thence to

the swank Bel Air Hotel.

To begin with she had an extremely
limited wardrobe, but it wasn't very long
before she was touring the night spots,

bedecked in furs and jewelry. MGM gave
her a screen test and signed her. In a
matter of months, the green-eyed siren
was dating the handsomest men in town.
Once she met Tyrone Power, however,

Linda fell in love and began to concen-
trate on the dark, moody actor.

A year after they met they were married
in the Roman church, Santa Francesca
Romana. Three years later, they named
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their first daughter Romina.
"We want lots of children," beamed Ty.

Said his mother, "The baby looks exactly
as Tyrone did at her age."
After Romina was born, Linda decided

to renew her screen career. There were
no objections from her husband. It was
whispered around town, however, that
Linda was perpetually restless, continually
dissatisfied, that no amount of travel and
adventure could sate her.
When Ty settled his contract with 20th,

a studio he'd been with for twenty years
and began the tour with John Brown's
Body, it was said that Linda was getting
awfully lonesome, that to occupy her
time while Ty was on the road, she some-
times dined with men about Hollywood.

In 1953 there were a dozen rumors that
the marriage of Linda and Ty was over,
in fact, that they had even consulted a
lawyer about a pre-divorce settlement.
Ty squelched these rumors with an irref-

utable answer: Linda was pregnant again.
Taryn Stephanie was born in September,

that year. Ty bought his wife and two
daughters a beautiful new home in the
Pacific Palisades, and the rumors died
down. But not for long. All through 1954
they grew bolder and stronger.

When edmund purdom, a tall, handsome,
English actor, arrived in Hollywood

with his ballerina wife, the former Anita
Phillips, it was said that he had a good
chance to star opposite Olivia de Havilland
in My Cousin Rachel.
A fellow Britisher, Richard Burton, got

[

the part, however, and subsequently the
Purdoms were reduced to poverty.

"I was so broke," Purdom says, "that I

couldn't afford to pay the doctor's bill

when my daughter Lilan was born. I was
nearly deported for being unemployed. In

|

order to eat, I pawned my wife's wedding
i

and engagement rings and her father's

watch. I had no money for bus fare. I

had to walk from studio to studio looking
for a job. Once we were evicted for not
paying the rent."

The twenty-seven-year-old actor does
not mind discussing the hardships he en-
countered before he found a degree of

Hollywood fame by substituting for Mario
Lanza in The Student Prince and for Mar-
lon Brando in The Egyptian.
He will not, however, discuss his friend-

ship with the Tyrone Powers or any phase
of his private life.

"I do not believe," he says, "an actor's

private life is any of the screen maga-
zines' business. I stand on my work."
Ed and Linda worked together in Athena,

where their friendship blossomed.
Purdom does not care to confirm or deny

the rumors that eventually he will divorce

his wife and marry Linda Christian. Nor
will he talk about the story that had him
romping all over Mexico with Linda and
Ty while his wife was awaiting the arrival

of their second child. Nor will he dignify

with any sort of reply the innuendo that

his friendship with Linda was responsible

for arousing Tyrone Power's jealousy.

On the set of The Prodigal, Purdom
would only say, "I hope to be making a

trip to London shortly. If the studio pays

my way I'll have to do publicity for The
Student Prince. Anyway, I do want to get

back to England for a bit."

One cynical Hollywood citizen suggested

the possibility that Purdom wanted to get

out of town until the rumors subsided.

Thus it is probable that as you read this

article, Tyrone Power is working in New
York, Linda Christian is vacationing in

Mexico City and Edmund Purdom is visit-

ing in London.
Just how or where or when all three or

,
even two of these extremely handsome
people will get together again, no one can
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jack lemmon

(Continued from, page 57) from radio, tele-
vision and Broadway, to Hollywood he
was an unknown quantity. He seemed to
be an unassuming lad, medium height,
medium build, medium coloring (brown
eyes, brown hair) with a boyish voice.

When It Should Happen To You was
previewed, reviewers across the nation
mentioned Jack with adjectives ranging
from pleasant to laudatory, and hailed the
medium young man as a rare find for the
screen. They said he had a warm and ap-
pealing personality, that he was deft as all

get out at comedy, that he was an actor of
conviction and that the screen should see
more of him.
The recognition of his talent naturally

pleased Columbia Pictures, who had put
him under contract after his debut per-
formance on Broadway in Room Service.
Noting the acclaim for Jack's comedy,
they assigned him to Three For The Show
with Betty Grable (comedy role) and

!
scheduled him for Phffft! (comedy role).

Jack reacted in two ways. He was happy
as a clam to have hit Hollywood's big time,
but he was worried by the thought that he
might be typed as a comedian. He knew,
he said, that he could do other things, that
he wanted to do all kinds of roles and
that he hoped he'd have the chance.

There's a valid reason why Lemmon has
been thrice cast in comedies, besides the
fact that he is adept at this most difficult of
arts. Personally, he is a very amusing
young man. He speaks with a flair for
phrase and a humorous twist.

TTe acknowledges Boston as his birth

-

place but adds that the family moved
to Newton (seven miles away) when he
was a small child. He claims his parents
were a rather soft touch for their only
child, endeavoring to give him piano les-
sons and all the things they felt were ad-

In the village of Neauphie Le Cha-
teau, outside of Versailles, lives a
young lady with her husband and
two children. She goes shopping
each day with the other villagers,
who look upon her as one of their
own and address her as "Madame
David." They know only that "Ma-
dame David" is a respected, happy
member of the small community
and that she once lived in Amer-
ica. They don't know she was a
child movie star, nor that her name
was Deanna Durbin.

Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

vantages and he felt were extremely
dreary projects. There were his days at
Phillips Andover Academy, prepping for
either Yale or Harvard. This kind of thing
was made possible by his father's success
in the bakery business plus the invention
of a machine that perpetually produces
doughnuts. Jack can tell you all about
doughnuts, how they are best made, and
even the why of the hole in the middle, an
interest which shows him to be a grateful
young man who knows whence his bless-
ings came. He has been unusually lucky,
he figures, for he not only had all this, but
when he took his V-12 tests at Andover he
was assigned to a Naval Reserve unit at
Harvard—ten minutes from home. Recall-
ing those three years at Harvard he twin-
kles at the mention of the nearby Welles-
ley girls, gives a pitch for the pulchritude
at Pine Manor, omits the fact that he was
president of the Hasty Pudding Club and
elaborates on his opinion that at college he
iwas a horror. "I must have been a stupid

little jerk. I thought I was a big wheel on
campus and it's interesting to me now that
when I meet guys who were in my class I

find them tremendously stimulating and
not meatballs at all."

After three years of Navy training at
Harvard he was assigned to a desk job in
Boston's Fargo Building as Ensign Jack
Lemmon, traffic officer. He spent his days
picking up a phone and announcing meek-
ly: "Lemmon. Jeeps."
A few months of this and he was as-

signed to the aircraft carrier Lake Cham-
plain. During his few weeks aboard Jack
had two hours and twenty-two minutes at
sea—a trip from Norfolk to Newport News
—and it turned into a fiasco worthy of a
movie (comedy role). The Navy had the
misunderstanding that Jack was a com-
munications man and assigned him as
communications officer of the big ship.
This job ordinarily would have been held
by a full lieutenant at least, but the war
was over and the ship was being de-acti-
vated as quickly as possible. So Ensign
Lemmon set happily to work taking in-
ventories and figuratively chucking over-
board everything he could find—including
the code books.
The Lake Champlain had no sooner put

to sea on Ensign Lemmon's sole sea voy-
age than a huge tanker was sighted, bear-
ing down upon her. The tanker, according
to Jack, was signaling by semaphore, by
every flag the Navy had ever seen and by
lights flashing so frantically that the hulk
looked more like a Times Square sign. The
captain on the bridge of the Lake Cham-
plain leaned over the side and roared
downwind to his communications officer.

"Lemmon! What are they saying?"
Ensign Lemmon, who didn't know an

S.O.S. from a Full Speed Ahead, didn't
have a clue. And when he asked a Chief
standing at his side the man said, "I've
never seen such a signal in my twenty-
two years in the Navy. And we can't find
out. You've logged all the books over, sir."

"It must mean something!" squeaked
Ensign Lemmon.

"I can guess," said the Chief. "I'd say
she's out of control—that her right rear
screw's broken, maybe. In which case
they've got the right of way, sir."

It was something, better than nothing,
and so Ensign Lemmon howled the con-
jecture up to the Captain who shouted,
"Great balls of fire!" and began spewing
orders. Within minutes the two ships
passed each other, missing contact by
mere inches.

It turned out that the Chief's guess had
been correct to the letter, and Ensign
Lemmon was given a recommendation and
shortly sent back to Boston where he took
his leave of the U. S. Navy.

XTe borrowed $300 from his father. Lem-
mon, Sr., wanted his son to join him

in business, but Jack had set his sights on
show business. The family was pleased,
having been sprinkled with entertainers
(before the bakeries Jack's father had
done a soft shoe routine on the stage and
his mother was a singer) but apprehensive
about Jack's chances in a world where
there are 2000 men for every job.
The $300 was soon gone, spent for room

and meals while the young genius com-
posed show tunes that didn't sell and
scores for Broadway musicals that never
opened. Finally he got a job playing piano
in an obscure nightclub. For a pittance he
played all the tunes he'd ever written, and
the customers growled through the smoke,
"Hey, bud, play something we know!"
Later he got another job in another

nightclub, this one owned by another Har-
vard graduate who fraternally allowed
Jack to spread his wings. Mr. Lemmon did
seven shows a day, writing, directing, pro-
ducing and emceeing them and never re-
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peating once. "A young actor needs a

place in his beginning where he can smell

something awful, but he learns." In the

early months in New York there were
many jobs like these. Jack lived in a suc-

cession of cold water flats. One, priced at

$2.50 per week, was on the top floor of a

seven-floor walk-up, over a delicatessen.

The rising odors, captured for eternity in

Jack's apartment, were more than made
up for by Isaac, the delicatessen owner,
who knew a hungry boy when he saw one.

He donated sundry fat sandwiches without
thought of reward.
There was a flat which boasted seven

rooms, a piano and a library of 1000 vol-

umes. They were all pocket size pulps, to

be sure, but it was a library nonetheless,

and it was in one of the two rooms Jack
used. The other five were closed off be-
cause of mice.

There was the classier flat at $5 a week.
The door had no latch and no doorknob,
just a padlock.

There was the attic flat with a skylight

in lieu of windows, a nest for which Jack
paid a flat $3 weekly. The phone was in

the basement and tenants who wanted
phone service were asked an additional

twenty-five cents. For this weekly sum,
when they were phoned, the landlady bel-

lowed their names up the stairs. Jack was
the only one who couldn't afford the quar-
ter, so whenever there was silence follow-
ing the phone's ring he plummeted down
six flights of stairs in an effort to get there
before Signora Graciana had hung up.

At this rate there wasn't much hope of

paying back Lemmon, Sr., his three hun-
dred dollars, but Jack had learned that his

father had once borrowed $1000 from his

father and it took him six years to return
it. This happy bit of news relieved his
conscience and allowed him to plod on.

Eventually he did this, beginning with
parts in radio soap operas and graduating
to television, appearing in more than 500
shows, not including the three TV series

which he produced and starred in.

He tells it all in high good humor. But
Jack Lemmon is a great deal more than
amusing. He has the rare sensitivity of the
dreamer, he has quick intelligence and
underneath the fun he is quite serious.

Some of this stems from his father, a
man seemingly steeped in industry, who
once said, "The first day I cease to find

romance in a loaf of bread I'm going to get
out of this business." Jack agrees with his
father. He recalls with considerable senti-

ment and nostalgia the summer home in

New Hampshire he and his dad built with
their own hands. And he remembers his

years at Phillips Andover when he wanted

minding his business

(Continued from page 34) ally." Further,
for anyone who has ever wondered about
Bob, and how his thinking about himself
runs, this snatch of dialogue between him
and Clark Gable has specific implication.

It is a good bet that Robert John Wagner,
Jr., is following a personal policy which is

normal for a young and ambitious man of

his age; his work comes first. Everything
else, including girls just now, is diversion.

Of course, there is diversion. Bob is

young enough to hunger for fun, and he
gets a tremendous kick at the way the
world has widened and doors have been
flung open for him these past two years
since his successes in 12-Mile Reef, Prince
Valiant, Broken Lance and White Feather.

"It's a little staggering," he tells you with
a grin, "but I've found an effective coun-

74 terbalance—work. Good, solid work."

more than anything else to be a painter.

Before he was sixteen, The Atlantic

Monthly carried an article written by
young Lemmon's art teacher, Pat Morgan,
who used Jack as a model for his story on
the dreams and thoughts of a youngster
who envisioned painting as his life's work.
Pat Morgan and his wife made a deep im-
pression on Jack, and he still treasures the
stolen hours spent with them in their

home "because when 'I was in their house
they were not my teachers but my men-
tors, and they treated me as a person with
my own thoughts and needs."

Jack was A serious young man. After his

discharge from the Navy he went back
to Harvard for a year's course in physics,

in order to get his degree. And he was
serious about his music and his acting.

When he first went to New York—the first

night he was there—he walked all night
through its streets and along its rivers,

Tom Ewell's mother went to see

her son perform in The Seven Year

Itch. Later she confided, "Every-

body in the theatre loved you."

Tom asked, "How did you know?"

She explained, "They told me be-

cause they knew I was your

mother." Tom asked, "And who
told them?" She answered, "I

did." —Paul Denis

dreaming of his future in the city. It was
dawn when he walked down Shubert Al-
ley and saw the old sign with its peeling

paint, "Through these portals pass the

great and ungreat of show business." To
Jack it was a personal challenge.

"It was the first time I'd been away from
family and friends—the people who used
to applaud my efforts whether or not they

were any good. And now that strangers

didn't rise to the bait all the time I began
to realize I was out of the parlor and
on my own. I did a lot of growing up."

Lemmon watches other people, their

words, gestures and deeds, their pattern of

behavior. He speaks of being an actor, and
of being a star. "There's no connection be-
tween the two. Wanting to be a star is a
phase you go through. When things begin

to move, you're too busy with craft, with
worrying about your ability, to be im-
pressed by autograph seekers. All your

So Bob still talks to girls, but not with

the kind of message that would start them
making plans.

Yet that report that has been going

around for more than a year now, about

a hidden clause in Bob's contract forbid-

ding marriage, has absolutely no basis in

fact. There is an excellent reason why no
such provision is written into the agree-

ment between Bob and 20th Century-Fox.
One of the studio's executives explained

it in quick words:
"Bob's no fool. He knows that getting

a marriage started is as important and
requires as much attention as getting a

career started. He will want to give his

marriage everything he's got when it hap-
pens. But unless he falls in love acci-

dentally—and violently—there is no chance

he will propose to any girl within the

next few years. And if by chance it

does happen and he does fall in love hard—
well, that's another reason why we don't

values change. When I walked along the
j

river at night I promised myself one thing
j

if I ever made the grade—clothes. Now I'm
!

too busy even to think about clothes."

He is serious, and after four years still t

excited, about his marriage to Cynthia f

Stone of Peoria, Illinois. He and Cynthia
j>

met when they had roles in an off-Broad-
S

way play, and married two years later,
j>

disregarding the fact they couldn't afford
i

it. Just now, Cynthia is at home with J

Christopher Boyd Lemmon. He was a 1

little late in his arrival, putting his pros- \

pective parents into a dither. Jack was
(

working in Phffft! and every time the \

telephone on the set rang, he all but ij

knocked over the rest of the cast and crew 1

to answer it. But he finished the picture 1

and was sitting calmly at home when the 1

baby got ready for his appearance at f

Cedars of Lebanon, June 22, 1954.

Of Cynthia Jack says. "She can do
J

anything and do it well. If she gives a f

party or decorates a home or visits the k

kids in the Children's Hospital or acts in a ij

play, she does it beautifully. She has in- "

nate taste. I think the reason we're so J

happy is that we're on the same level of

communication."

Lemmon thinks and philosophizes about
,

people. He understands himself rather

well. He can even explain the attraction

show business has for him. "The first thing

I remember is our move from Boston to

Newton when I was about four years old. i

The woman next door wanted me to play
p

with her son—his name was Billy Tyler, I {

remember—and it's all so clear to me that l

I can still feel the embarrassment and shy-
\

ness that came over me. I didn't want to i

play with the kid because I felt I was a

complete stranger. I think that's why I'm I

in show business—I feel the need for ac- il

ceptance. My parents made me feel loved

and wanted, of course, but it might be be- £

cause I was an only child that I wanted t

acceptance on a large scale." i

It would seem he is going to get that
|

acceptance—and on a very large scale. He
(j

will capture his audience with his light, t

comic touch and then, when he is given b

the opportunity to prove that his acting
[

ability covers the same range as his con-
\

versation—from the ridiculous to the sub- ji

lime—he will certainly become one of
|

America's favorites.
_ \

Jack's dabbling in paints and pianos, his s

charming singing voice, his directing and I

producing of tv shows, his talent for mu-
]

sical composition, all make him a Jack-of- [

all-trades. But he is master of at least one.
|

Whether or not he looks the part, he is

an actor. END 1

I

have any clause against it—no contract

could stop him from going ahead and

marrying the girl in that case!"

Bob himself made an interesting com-
ment on the subject the other day

when he was preparing for some tests in

connection with the filming of his newest

picture, Lord Vanity. "A fellow is practi- -

cally twenty before, for the first time in his
;

life, he really becomes an individual," he

said. "I mean before he leaves his child-

hood home and is away from the parental

influences. But no sooner does he attain

this state—and boy it's sure a brief one
|

(

for some fellows!—than his friends start 11

making with the questions about marriage.
.

Well, sir, it's sure going to happen to me,

all right. I'm the marrying kind. But not

yet. Not quite yet." '

"Are you sure?" he was asked. Bob
nodded. He was in one of the front offices 1

and he went to the window and pointed



out toward the big buildings housing the
various stages. "I only have to walk into
one of those, just walk in, mind you, to
get a real thrill," he said. "That's all I need
so far. So I can't say I'm lonely yet as a
man. Not really lonely when my work can
give me such a wallop. After all, it's thrill-

ing to be part of a business as farflung
and colorful as this.

"Just yesterday a producer told me that
no minute of a twenty-four-hour day
passes without one of my pictures being
shown on a screen somewhere; be it in
Hong Kong, Thailand, Nome, Alaska or in
deepest Africa. I suppose that's because a
number of my pictures have been released
internationally within recent months. Now
for a kid who used to think his was
the kind of face anybody could forget,
and who washed dishes once for $15
a week, this is rich stuff to take, and
humbling, too. But I want to take it just
a little bit longer. Then? Well, it'll only
need the quickest flash from the right
girl's eyes and there won't be any use look-
ing for me amongst the stages any more

—

I'll be long gone John at the altar!"
"But don't you think you should have a

certain girl in mind?" his questioner asked.
Bob smacked a hand against his forehead.

"Oh, no!" he laughed. "If I had a girl on my
mind where would I do my thinking about
work?"

Tt should be pointed out that the fascina-
tion the movies have for Bob involves

more than just stepping in front of the
camera as an actor. Even though he in-
sists that he has no thought of ever get-
ting into production he spends a great deal
of time with people who are in the tech-
nically creative end of the business.
He got started at this because he didn't

like to get involved in studio discussions,
feeling abysmally ignorant while others
talked mystifyingly about such processes
as "scoring," "dubbing," "pre-recording,"
and "looping."
"What do you need to know all that for?"

someone kidded him once. "All you got to
do is look handsome. I bet you never took
a girl out in your life who asked one
question about dubbing or looping."
"No," Bob admitted, laughing. "But if a

girl should ask me, what a dope I'd sound
like trying to explain if I didn't know!"
Bob doesn't need anyone's urging in his

quiet campaign to improve himself, nor is

anybody's kidding going to stop him. When
he was cast in Lord Vanity he was invited
to discuss the story with Charles Brackett
and Delmer Daves who will produce and
direct the picture. As they dipped into the
period and locale in which the action is

laid (18th Century Europe and America),
Bob found himself doing much more lis-
tening than speaking, and eventually he
had to fall completely silent.

Bob had gone to work right after high
school, and hardly anyone would expect
him to be familiar with the historical de-
tails. Bob is nevertheless not going to lean
on this for an excuse. Many a night when
he could be dating around town he is dig-
ging into books. When you add to this
stint the other pursuits he must attain
proficiency in before he can successfully
fill a role in a picture like Lord Vanity, it

becomes apparent there is going to be little
idleness in his life for a while.
He is constantly surprised at the amount

of work involved in producing a picture,
even though he has been in some twelve
productions since he first attracted interest
in Halls Of Montezuma four years ago.
"For instance, I thought when I made

Prince Valiant the toughest part of my
work would be in getting my lines down
right," he said. "All I overlooked was
learning such skills as jousting on horse-
back with a knight's long lance, swinging
a heavy medieval battle-ax and dueling

with a broadsword. It took the noble
knights of those days all their lives to get
to be any good with these weapons. We in
the picture had a few weeks to look as if

we were good, even if actually we prob-
ably were terrible and couldn't slay even
a midget-sized dragon."
Learning his lines and the proper de-

livery used to be a frightening bugaboo to
Bob. In one scene, when he made Let's
Make It Legal a few years ago, he blew up
twenty-one times. But his improvement
since then has been phenomenal. And, as
he says with a smile when you talk about
his social life, "It takes a lot of night work
over my scripts at home to be able to keep
on getting paid for day work in the studio."
This sort of attitude on Bob's part is

beginning to make Hollywood realize
that he isn't going to be the slough-it-off
type of star who figures he can get by in
his career with a smile for the camera and
a wave for the crowd. Someone was re-
minding him recently about the long grind-
ing years the great stars of the legitimate
stage used to put in before they were con-
sidered as masters of their art. "Don't re-
mind me!" begged Bob. "I can already see
that I'll be years catching up with the
prominence the studio has given me."
Everyone who knows Bob's story will

recall that for a short period in his life
he bowed to the wishes of his father, who
is in the steel business, and undertook to
learn that business. Actually he tried his
hand at selling stainless steel.
He didn't work at it long, but he found

there was one aspect of the job that he
wasn't bad at—meeting people and estab-
lishing the warm personal relationship
necessary in sales promotion. It was his
father who first realized this.

They were talking about Bob's desire to
concentrate on movie work, and his dad,
who was arguing against the move, citing
Bob's lack of acting experience as a handi-
cap, unconsciously strengthened Bob's case.
"Our steel customers all like you," he said.
"My reports are that they like to have you
come around and see you again. That
shows you have a good personality." Then
he had to laugh because what he had said
was easily as good a reason for Bob's be-
coming an actor as it was for him to sell
steel.

But though Bob's father opposed him
originally, and Bob felt he had hurt him
by leaving the steel business, he knows
his success has pleased everyone at home
and that he hasn't "flopped" as a son.
He also knows that with his kind of

people a son is expected to make another
sort of success. He is expected to marry
the right girl and raise a fine family.

'"Phis may be only in the back of his mind
right now, but it's there. In the mean-

time he wants another big picture or two
to his credit to further prove to 20th Cen-
tury-Fox that they picked the right boy
when he was put under contract. Not that
his company needs any such additional
proof. When Bob first went to work there
he wrote to Darryl Zanuck, head of the
studio, thanking him for the opportunity
to act and assuring him that he would come
through. Just the other day he met Mr.
Zanuck at the door of the administration
building.
"That was a nice letter," said Mr. Zanuck,

who has a long memory. "I'm glad you
have kept your promise. In fact you are
doing a wonderful job."

Bob says that to him these words were
like finding a firm handhold while climb-
ing a steep mountain. "I really think that
maybe I have a chance to make it now,"
he says. "If work will do it, study and
work, I'll study and work." He laughed
suddenly. "Boy, when I do meet the right
girl I ought to be in a great mood for
romance!" end
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design for loving

(Continued from page 54) he was out

horseback riding Alan Ladd spotted him
and with Sue's help managed to get him
a job acting in The Red House. He had
worked around here and there, had a

stock contract at Selznick studios, but
every time a big part came up the big

boss hired a big star instead.

A lot has happened since that time,

but before going into that, let's go to

something that happened on location for

Universal - International's picture, The
Looters, a few weeks back. Rory had taken
Lita to Colorado Springs for the location.

Lita, not being what Hollywood knows
as a persistent "location wife," was staying

in a hotel in town. The phone rang.

"Rory is sending a car for you," a voice

said. "He wants you up here right away."
"Oh no," Lita replied. "Tell him I'm

doing all right. Not a bit lonesome."
The voice persisted. "He won't take no

for an answer. Says it's very important."

Two hours later, full of anxiety, Lita ar-

rived on the set, and as she walked past the

cameras toward a huddle of cast and crew
around a huge table the hills resounded
with the singing of "Happy Anniversary."
Lita almost wept, and cameras recorded
the event which she says is one of the

nicest surprises she's had in her life.

That night, as they sat around the camp-
fire, everybody told anecdotes about his

own courtship and marriage.
Finally it was up to Rory, who is far

from the most talkative guy among actors.

In fact, if it had not been that he was
among close friends, and there happened
to be a talkative one in the bunch, this

story couldn't have been told.

Seems that after Rory caught his six a.m.

plane for San Francisco after that first

all-night date with Lita, he was a "gone
guy." Every day he managed to get next
to a phone and run up a whopping bill.

Not long after his return, he built up their

occasional dates into a steady thing, and
on his birthday, August 8, again driving

her home, he worked up the courage to

say, "Let's fall in love and get married."
There may be other nightclub enter-

tainers who, on receiving a proposal, have
said, "You'll have to ask my mother and
father." None are on record until now.

"Lita's mom and dad had a restaurant

and parking lot on Cherokee Street in

Hollywood at the time," Rory recalls. "I

used to drop in there at odd hours, help
park cars, work in the kitchen with Lita's

brother, Pete. So Lita and I drove down
there, and while she went in to talk to her
mother, I buttonholed her dad.

" 'Mr. Castro,' I said, 'do you want to go
to a wedding next Sunday?' He said sure,

whose wedding? 'Your daughter's,' I told

him.
" 'My daughter's? Lita's? For golly's

sake, who would she be marrying?'
" 'Me,' I told him."
Neither Mr. nor Mrs. Castro could be-

lieve it. Mother Castro, once convinced,
held out for a church wedding. They were
fond of Rory, but both being Catholic, they
wanted their daughter to be married in the
family faith. The urgency of first love not
to be denied, Lita and Rory insisted that
they were going to be married the follow-
ing Sunday in Santa Barbara. The wed-
ding took place on schedule in an Episcopal
church with Rory's mother and stepfather
present, as well as all of Lita's family.

Since then, this love that first blossomed
in the dimly lit and improbable atmos-

phere of nightclub Mocambo has flour-

ished beyond all the expectations of hard-
boiled columnists who first made note of

it. Except for an occasional experimental
76 jab aimed by some irresponsible reporter,

there has been no sort of factual discord
between Mr. and Mrs. Rory Calhoun.
A miracle? Not if you know Rory Cal-

houn. He doesn't think like a movie star

and he doesn't behave like a movie star

husband of the usual type. It isn't nec-
essary for him to prove his manhood by
occasionally "straying off the reservation,"
and coming home just short of the filing of

divorce papers. For one thing, most male
(and some female stars) sooner or later

cease to think of other human beings as
quite in the same class with themselves.
Rory Calhoun, on the other hand, is .

closer to "people" than he is to fellow
stars. One of them asked him, "Don't
you get tired of all these interviews?"
"How can you ask that?" Calhoun re-

sponded, incredulously. "Look, friend,

when I talk to a reporter, I'm talking to

people. Sometimes in this business we
may think that we're mythical gods, but
we are people. And when I am inter-

viewed I'm not being a great, big, generous
guy when I say that these are my people;

at least those who have been kind
enough to express an interest in me. With-
out them, I'd have been flat on my back
long ago. Matter of fact, I was flat on my
back and they saved me. Not just the

"movie fans" that so many Hollywood
characters express in terms of utter bore-
dom. I mean the sensible men, women and
kids who have written me wonderful, in-

telligent letters. As long as I can talk and
as long as they care, what they want to

know about me they can know.
"When I say the pleasure is all mine,

I'm not being a politician. The pleasure
is mine! Did you know that these people
were rooting for me when all I was on the
screen was a few chin whiskers and a
middle background camera shot? The peo-
ple who pay for tickets at the box office

are the star-makers, star-shakers and star-

breakers, and I'm not apple-polishing when
I say so. I hope that my life is going to

be such that they'll always keep that

personal interest."

About that life, on a couple of occa-
sions Rory was so discouraged that

he nearly chucked his screen career for

the outdoor life which he knew would sup-
port him. But his "people" always showed
such strong interest that the gradual con-
tract manipulations no one quite under-
stands finally led him from studios where
he was little or seldom used to his present
seven-year contract with Universal-Inter-
national. The pictures may not always de-
light the critics, but they pay off. Dawn
at Socorro and Four Guns To The Border
are two.

In the intervening years, Rory and Lita

have had their good times and bad, but
they've never done any public moaning.
Two years ago, they finally managed to

buy the home they wanted, a solid ranch
style house in Beverly Hills, with a swim-
ming pool and plenty of room for Rory's

boat, which he built almost entirely him-
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self, an archery set, and other sports equip-
|

ment. Hardly had they moved into it when
j

tragedy struck. Lita lost an expected
child. She had been in a dancing picture

|

and hadn't known about the expected
event until she had overtaxed herself.
Philosophically, they agree that they will
be blessed again.
This year, too, Rory's beloved Grandma

Mickey, whom he was visiting when he
was first discovered, died while he was
far away on a location he couldn't leave.

/~Jn the brighter side, Rory's ranch in-
|" vestments are finally turning out to

be more assets than liabilities. Oddly
enough, Lita's parents left Spain because
they didn't like the country. Peter Castro
didn't care for ranches and Mom always
was "tooken" with a severe sunburn when
she stayed out in the sun for a half hour. 1

They were desolate when the freeway con- ,

struction ploughed under their nice home i

in Hollywood, but along about that time
Rory's grandpa passed away, forgetting to

j

leave a will. Rory helped them bid in his

home and ranch near Ojai, not far from
Rory's own place. It's not far from the

j

Ojai Inn and it's across the street from a

fabulous home Loretta Young is building.

This is why, on week-ends, you can sel-

dom find the young Calhouns at home.
If they're not winging their way toward
Boulder Dam with Rory's boat on a trailer,

they're visiting Mom and Dad. Lita con-
fesses that at first she too, didn't like the
country too much, and water made her sick.

"I got used to it, though," she says now,
|

"and if you want to know the one big

secret of the happiness Rory and I are i

having together, it's in leading our outdoor 1

life together. We just don't come home,
j

sit, and after dinner rush out to parties.

Our favorite spot is Calhoun Cove. It's on
j

the Colorado River and we like to go up
[

there with some friend like Guy Madison,
camp out with sleeping bags, stay out fish-

ing all day, then come back and settle

down to planked fish and tossed salad be-
fore a huge campfire.

"There's something else that's important,

if any young people happen to be listening.

A good marriage doesn't have to be con-
fining. For instance Rory doesn't mind at

all if I work now and then. Last winter
I took a iob at the St. Regis Hotel, dancing
and singing with Billy Daniel. Rory was i

busy and away on a picture location. But
we weren't separated more than three i

weeks. We've both seen people in show I

business rush off to Europe without each

other. Human beings have a way of de- ,

veloping new interests when they are

apart too long. When they get back to-
j

gether they don't have a genuine interest

in their mutual problems. I guess the best
j

formula for a sound marriage is a combi-
nation of "don't hedge me in, but for Pete's

sake, don't stay away too long."

Rory Calhoun seconds that, and adds:
j

"It's nice if a fellow's wife can be handy
with a rifle or a six-shooter when a man's

away. I just got back from bow and arrow
j

hunting with Howard Hill to find that

Lita had filed a report with the Beverly

Hills police on a prowler. Seems that in 1

the middle of the night she heard a noise
j

below our second floor bedroom window.
She listened for a few seconds to make
sure it wasn't a dog or a cat, then she

sneaked into my den and grabbed a hunt-

ing rifle. It may have been silly for her

to turn on the light, but the police say

that the sight of her standing there aiming

that artillery scared the daylights out of
j

the prowler. He fell right through an awn-
|

ing and its a cinch he won't be around
[

Beverly Hills again for a long time. If an
efficient police force isn't bad enough, no

|

sensible second-story man wants to face a

wild-eyed little gal on the trigger end of a !

30-30!" END i



ingrid bergman

(Continued from page 61) understands his
wife's prediliction for order and lets her
rule the house. But he usually comes home
for lunch. Then his Latin temperament and
natural effervescence turn things into a
turmoil. Rossellini is a sparkling conver-
sationalist who shouts, gestures, laughs
and acts out anecdotes.
He speaks a broken English, his wife

speaks a broken Italian, and together they
are ecstatically happy, no matter what the
rumors.

T~)oes Ingrid ever regret her runaway
romance with Rossellini?

She says, "No, I have no regrets. I miss
Pia." (Her fourteen-year-old daughter by
her former husband. Dr. Peter Lindstrom.)
"But one cannot help falling in love, and
I would probably do it all over again."
As to the censure and condemnation by

the American public (she was denounced
by many women's clubs and in some com-
munities her films were banned), the
actress admits, "Things were not easy. I

was kicked and pilloried and damned. I

have never been able to talk about this
before, but one afternoon while I was still

in the nursing home with Robertino, I
was visited by a man from Hollywod in-
directly representing the motion picture
industry.

"I can't give you his name—it would
serve no purpose—but he told me that he
had been sent to Italy to help me solve all

my problems. I could regain the respect
of the American public, he said, if I would
not marry Rossellini, if I would promise
never to see him again and would return
to my first husband, Dr. Lindstrom.

" 'But what will become of my baby?'
I asked him. 'Don't worry,' he said. 'We'll
put it in a home.' Then he said that when
I returned to America I should make a
radio broadcast, explaining that I had been
a victim of infatuation. I should ask for-
giveness. He assured me everything would
then be all right.

"The more I listened to this Hollywood
citizen, the angrier I got, I almost jumped
out of bed. I screamed that I loved my
child, that I loved Rossellini, and I told
him to get out."

Two years ago, Signora Rossellini be-
lieves, the tide of public opinion began to
turn.

"People who kicked me began to change.
They began to help me up from the floor.
Maybe they just felt sorry for me."
One person who did not change was In-

grid's daughter Pia, now living with her
recently remarried father outside of Pitts-
burgh.
In 1952 when Ingrid petitioned the Cali-

fornia Superior Court to allow Pia to visit
her in Italy, the golden-haired child, then
thirteen, told the Court that she had visited
her mother a year before and didn't want
to return to Europe a year later.
Moreover, in the privacy of Judge Mil-

dred Lillie's chambers, she confided, "I
don't love my mother."
When asked why, Pia said, "I don't think

she cares about me too much. She didn't
seem very interested about me when she
left. It was only after she left and got
married and had children that she sud-
denly decided she wanted me."
Pia also testified that she saw precious

little of her mother in Hollywood. Here is

a sample of her testimony:
court: Pia, before your mother left for

Italy, did you spend much time with her?
pta: No.
court: Did you eat with her?
pia: No.
court: Did your mother ever eat with

you?
pia: Not that I can remember.
court: When she wasn't working, didn't

you see her quite often?
pia: No, because then she went to New

York.
court: Did she ever take you with her?
pia: No.

Tngrid Bergman feels that given time, Pia,
too, will change, that one day she will

relent and forgive her mother's transgres-
sions. She writes Pia regularly and hopes
her daughter will visit her in Europe next
summer.

Until then, Ingrid is determined that
none of her other children will ever be
able to accuse her of not spending much
time with them. In Signora Rossellini's
new scheme of things, a career must al-
ways take a back seat to love and children.

END

to janet with love

(Continued from page 39) when I felt like
eating, I ate. Mornings, a big bowl of coffee,
mostly milk, with matzos broken up in it.

At school, a hot dog which I paid for and
the root beer they threw in free. Plus what
I scrounged from my friends, like an apple
or cooky left over in their tin boxes. Plus a
couple of dirty dried apricots. We'd swipe
'em from wagons and stuff 'em in our
pockets for emergency rations. Covered
with two weeks' lint, they tasted fine. But
potatoes were the mainstay, and the way
my mother cooked pancakes they were also
a pleasure. I never felt cheated, I never got
sick, I never had so much as a cold when I

was a kid. I enjoyed my food. I didn't know
any better than to thrive on it.

C o all of a sudden I'm in Hollywood, and^ what happens? A conspiracy. At Uni-
versal they break for lunch on the hour.
Okay, I can handle Universal. If I'm not
hungry on the hour, I take a walk. If I'm
hungry at three, I send out for hamburgers.
But the plot thickens, I'm invited to parties
where they serve full-course meals. With
tidbits yet. Full-course meals destroy my
appetite. Tidbits I don't appreciate. Food is

secondary with me. To stay alive, I eat. But
the oolala bit with the delicate palate, this

1
1 don't dig. And on top of insulting me with

filet mignon, there's something else. Filet
mignon becomes a symbol. They're forcing
their tastes on me, moving in on my idio-
syncrasies, tampering with my likes and
dislikes. It's an affront. Nobody's going to
rob me of the things I grew up with, and
hooray for my side. Of course I could've
stayed home with a sardine in the first

place. But who wants to be rearonable?
That's how things stand when I take a

bride, God bless her, who's also condi-
tioned. Only the other way. Three bal-
anced meals a day. Right out of the book.
For Janet's metabolism, it's great. She
likes proteins. I like cherry pie and Pepsi-
Cola. She likes to eat by the clock. I like
to eat by a very whimsical stomach. This
could drive most women ga-ga, but not
Janet. Sure, she wants me to eat healthy,
but she won't press. Hands off is her
slogan, she respects my sacred identity.
Till a crisis blows up.
My dad gets sick. The job separates me

from my brand new wife. I do a Finn-
twin. From 150 I drop to 130. I catch my
first cold. Aha, I'm falling apart. When
Janet sees me, she flips. She starts with
the food. To build me up. A wife's natural
anxiety. Who could object? Me.

I say, "Stop with the food!"
She says, "You can't sustain life on cof-

fee and a doughnut for breakfast."
I come out with the hokey lines. "Man

does not live by bread alone."
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"It helps," she says, and coaxes me into

breakfast. Janet coaxes nice. I swallow

one egg, scrambled. She gives me a kiss

and tells me she'll up it to two. Without

kissing or telling, the pile grows bigger.

I look at the plate, I look at her. How
many eggs in this mishmash?"
She blinks a little. "Four." I get mad.

But under the madness, my funnybone

clicks. Here she's cheating me and I ask

her and she tells me the truth. A female

George Washington. Somebody else

would've lied it down to three. Janets

relieved. It's even my fault a little. "You

should've guessed sooner. It was killing

me to keep the secret."

For dinner she dreams up dishes to

please me. I turn them down. She's pa-

tient, she's rational, she's sweet. "Well

find out what you like by the process of

elimination." I eliminate everything. I

act like a chowderhead. What I dont

know, I won't eat, even when personally

introduced by Janet. I don't know lamb

with mint sauce. I don't know green jello

with carrots inside and mayonnaise on top.

You've seen this dessert? Or salad? Or

foolishness? To me it's ersatz. If you want

carrots, serve carrots. Jello's for babies.

Mayonnaise you can stick right back in

the jar and clamp the lid on from here to

eternity. Then there's something called

chicken a la king. I don't even care to hear

the name pronounced. So Janet gives me
steak. I'd rather have a hot pastrami sand-

wich, but I'll do her a favor. A small steak,

she says. Only it's nine inches high. And
a nice glass of milk. But I can't mix milk

with meat. More conditioning from the

early years. With meat I drink orange

soda. But orange soda's no good for me.

Milk's good for me. Milk has nourishment.

Orange soda has bubbles. I push away the

milk and the steak together. I dine on

halvah. (An overpoweringly sweet candy.

Ed.) Janet loses patience, which she

should have done long ago. "Eat what you
like, Charlie, and if you don't like it, try

living on air."

When you're used to being coddled and
it stops, your eyes can fly open. Sud-

denly I see how tough it's been on Janet.

Here's this lovely girl who should be sav-

ing her energy, knocking herself out trying

o keep me healthy. For which I should

thank her, not fight her. On the set 1

can't live with intrigue. At home I can't

live with friction. Not because I'm a won-
deful joe with more ideals than the next

fellow. Because I'm a peace-lover. It's

the nature of the beast. Also of the beauty,

my wife. When you meet Janet halfway,

she comes three quarters. What's com-
patibility, anyway, but trying?

We talk it over, we compromise, we
adjust. I change my ways a bit, she changes
hers. If we have meat, we have meat, and
no cream sauce over it. I keep my soft-

drink cellar. When there's pie for dessert,

everything's cleared off so the meat doesn't

show, and I drink milk with the pie. Milk
and pie go together. Instead of four, I get

two eggs for breakfast, and a strange

thing happens. I become very concerned.

Maybe she doesn't care; maybe she doesn't

love me any more. I keep hoping she'll slip

me a couple of extra eggs. I want it both
ways—my individuality and my wife fuss-

ing over me, a very pleasant sensation

which I miss. Still I get two eggs. I think

maybe I should go starve again. I brood.

Till I catch her peeking out of the corner

of her eye to see how much I ate. So all

right, now she loves me again and I'll be
a good boy. So good, I'll even try a new
dish now and then. Like Welsh rabbit.

Welsh rabbit used to be a bad word to

me. I'd see soft, friendly little creatures

killed by shotguns, dissected, stuff poured
over them and here, take a bite! My stom-

78 ach turned; it made me literally sick. One

day Janet mentioned Welsh rabbit for

lunch. I went green. She brought me a

cold towel, she held my hand, she waited

till the fit passed. Then: "Tony, just what

do you think Welsh rabbit is?"

"Let's change the subject."

"Tony, it's cheese. Plain American

cheese melted over plain toast!"

"Th—that's all?"

"That's all."

"Where's the rabbit?"

"In the forest, in a Disney cartoon, never

on toast."

From green, I got real indignant. I like

American cheese. If they called it right,

I'd have eaten it twelve years ago. But

no, they have to call it a bunny from

Wales. Just to eat my heart out.

So much for the food department. Now
for the house. I can honestly say with-

out fear of contradiction that I'm the

world's sloppiest character, married to the

world's most fastidious girl. The way I

feel about rabbits in the diningroom, that s

how she feels about disorder in the house.

True, she lives and lets live. Muss it up
all you like, as long as you let her

straighten it out again. Like I'm lying on

the couch, watching tv. "Janet, could I

the loveliest photo
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have a glass of water, please?" She puts

it on this little table, I take a sip, I watch

tv thirty seconds, I reach for the glass, my
hand can't find it, I jump to see if I

knocked it off, it's gone. "Janet, where's

the water?"
"I thought you'd finished."

She brings another glass, I take a sip,

same routine, same thirty seconds, only

this time I know I didn't knock it off.

"Janet, will you leave the glass of water

alone?"
She gets the point. Now she takes it

away, but not so fast as she used to.

I overdo things worse. Though sloppy,

I'm clean—you have to make that dis-

tinction. I bathe three times a day. I

come home from the studio, I change, and

wherever I happen to be, I throw. If it

lands in the middle of the livingroom, who
cares? What's wrong with a pile of clothes

in the livingroom? I don't even see them.

Till my wife starts picking them up. Then
I burn. Not because she invades my right

to throw. This is a different story alto-

gether. This offends my notion of what's

becoming. It's not her job to clean up
after me. "Janet, for Pete's sake, will you

sit down and rest?"

"Look, I'm not asking you to put them
away. For all I care, you can throw them
into the pool. And I'll fish them out. Just

don't resent it when I put them away."

Appeal to my sense of fairness, and I

listen. I make a magnificent gesture.

Janet's allowed to pick up my clothes.

More than that, I sometimes pick them up
myself. I realize I'm a big boy now and

there's nothing cute about dirty socks in

the livingroom. So I stick them in the

hamper. Not always. You don't break the

habits of a lifetime overnight. But I try. ,

My wife gives me an A for effort. For
|

accomplishment, I'm worth maybe C
minus. Once in a while I get carried away,

and wash my own levis. You know how
there's always a beautiful pair that faded

just right, and that's the pair you can't
|

live without tomorrow. I dump them into

the washing-machine, I dump soap. Janet
J

never bats an eyelash. "Enjoy yourself.

Play." Only thing bothers her, they're

still damp in the morning. "Where're you
|

going in wet pants?" she might ask, but

she doesn't nag. Instead I find on the bed

a new pair of levis. With a note "Sorry,

darling, I couldn't buy them faded."

Which doesn't mean that everything
|

goes like greased butter. It still up-
.

sets me to see her flying round the house
j

after flying round the studio all day. But
I'm big about it, I keep my mouth shut. I

Because, little by little, the light dawned.
|

Especially after a simple exchange of ques-

tions. When we moved, she put away I

clothes and dishes herself. What she

couldn't lift with her own two hands, she

supervised. "Why, Janet? We can afford

help."
"And you can afford to have your car

washed, Tony. But you're always out there ,

with the chamois, polishing. Why?"
"I get a bang out of washing cars."

"The same kind of bang I get out of
;

keeping house."
That wrapped it up. I saw my wife had

|

a hobby. Like I listen to records, like

somebody else takes a steam bath, Janet 1

cleans up. It relaxes her, soothes her,

makes her feel good. Should I yap because

her hobby's different from mine? Or spoil

it for her by pulling an ugly puss? She

lets me fool round with my model sub-

marines, I let her fool round with the

house. To merge 100% isn't necessary. Or
advisable. It's enough to accept. And agree

,

to a normal amount of disagreement.
j

There was a time when we yessed each

other to a fare-thee-well. What Janet I

liked I had to like, and vice versa. You
want to be happy? Share your interests.

That was for us. We'd share every silly
j

interest if it killed us. I'd say, "Let's go
|

grunion hunting."
She'd light up like the Great White

Way. "I'd love to go grunion hunting. Tell
|

me, is it anything like autograph hunting?"
j

Or she'd ask me to meet her at Sylvia

Frostbite's shower. Well, I could hardly

wait! Good old Frostbite. I hadn't seen •

good old Frostbite in forty years, why
j

don't we give her two showers, why don't
|

we run, not walk, to the nearest Frostbite?

As I've mentioned, my wife is an open

person. She couldn't take it. I was getting

a little punchy myself without knowing
(

what to do about it. Janet knew. She
i

looked me square in the eye. "Tony, if 1

I never see another grunion, it'll be too

soon." I fell down with pleasure. And
with Janet's blessing, I stayed home from

;

Frostbite's shower.

Tn one sentence she blew away all that

A phony sweetness-and-light. She cleared

the air. Married, we're still separate peo-

pie with separate forms of expression. If
!

we share love and the same basic outlook

on life, the rest is a bunch of nothing. Our ,

tastes aren't that precious that they cant

stand a little kicking around. Now Janet
|

says, "Why don't we put the flower pot I

here?" , ,

"The hi-fi," I say, "is no place for a »

lousy geranium."
She says, "Very good," and puts it some-

|

place else. Once I'd have worried about

hurting her feelings. She showed me that's
j

kid stuff.

For her humor, her honesty, her sense

of proportion, I'm grateful. And for her )



warmth. I remember the first time I took
her home to dinner. We weren't engaged
or anything. I just took her home as I'd

taken other girls who were always wel-
come. My mother is an outgoing woman,
though a little quiet with strangers. My
father's still quieter. So I bring them a
movie star. Their backgrounds are poles

apart. It could have been awkward. Ex-
cept with Janet, you can't be awkward.
She's too natural. Her friendliness bubbles,
her laughter infects you, the walls come
tumbling down. In five minutes we were
just people who liked each other.

Later, after our marriage, my mama
done tole me, "From the first night, I

hoped she would be your wife."

I kid her a little. "You're making it up."

But she's very serious. "The heart tells

you. And look how it turns out. A girl

who takes care of the house, who doesn't

throw money around, who watches to see
that you're happy. Everything a mother
dreams for her son, that's Janet." The
way my mom talks, you'd think she in-

j

vented my wife.

'"The longer they know her, the better

they love her, and with reason. Janet
! wears well. She's a mixture of softness

and stamina. Her emotions are easily

stirred. At a sad movie she's a four-hand-
kerchief weeper, and the only girl I know
who can cry at a Disney cartoon. But in

the clinches, she's a rock. Her life hasn't
been any bed of roses. Along the way she's

met hardship, disillusion, grief. These are
lessons we all learn, and we all react.

They can shatter us, frighten us, make us
cynical—or the opposite. With Janet, it's

The cast of The Solid Gold Cadil-
lac received a message from co-

author George S. Kaufman. He
sent them a postcard from Europe:
"When I think of all you people
working away in New York while
I am in sunny Italy, it makes me
sad—but not very."

Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

the opposite. They taught her more cour-
age, more wisdom and sympathy. If I

seem to be bragging about my wife, I'm
not. Just the facts, ma'am, from one who's
in a spot to know.
When my mother and dad got sick at the

same time, I was off on location. In the
middle of the night Bobby called Janet,
and from then on nobody had any prob-
lems except to get well. Janet shouldered
the rest, went to the hospital, saw that
the folks were comfortable, took charge of
Bobby. On the phone she told me what
happened—without glossing over what I

needed to hear, or building it up either.
When I got home, she didn't make any
fuss. We both knew how we felt, why
pile up the words? But in a hundred quiet
ways she spared me. Kept people away
from me, laid my clothes out, saw that
there was gas in the car, always left five or
ten bucks in the clip on the dressing table,
just in case. If I wanted to go to the hos-
pital at four in the morning, fine, she
didn't bother me about food and sleep.
Every night after work she'd meet me
there. If I wanted to talk, talk. If I wanted
to keep still, she'd open a book. Her
strength and tenderness were like arms
around me. For Bambi, an animal story,
Janet has tears. For the realities, she has
character. And for character there's never
been found any substitute.
On the lighter side, I also like her

J firmness. Which brings me back to Bobby
I for a minute. Whether because he's the
I baby, whether because Mom lost a son in
I between, Bobby can twist her round his
I finger. He doesn't feel like homework

right now, he talks her out of it. Easy.
He talks me out of it. Takes him a little

longer, but he'll spare the time. Not Janet.
"Why don't you do it now, Bobby?" And
he does it. Of course, I think my brother
has a crush on my wife. He's reached the
right age, fourteen, and he shows the signs.
Calls her up on arithmetic problems. When
I hear Janet say, "Eight's divided by
seven," I know it's Bobby. Instead of
"Hi!", he gets real formal with her. "How
do you feel this evening, Janet?"—like
he's bowing from the waist. Or he sits in
the car with me, he clears his throat.
"Janet's very pretty, isn't she?" We're
married three and a half years, and all of
a sudden Janet's pretty. It slays me, but
I try to act offhand. "You like the way
Janet looks?" He goes shy on me, stares
out the window. Five minutes later: "Uh—yeah." I describe this bit to Janet. "Isn't
that sweet?" she coos. Next time they
meet, she tells him to do his homework.
That's a gift, too. To make your husband's
brother learn his lessons.
In the last analysis, marriage is com-

panionship. All the words boil down to
that. Janet's my good companion. We
both don't get our kicks from running
around, but from being together. Here's
an ideal evening. The fire goes, the music
plays, there's food on the barbecue and
friends come in. Never more than six

—

maybe the Champions, Dick Quine, Blake
Edwards, the writer who's about to turn
director, Jeff Chandler when he's in town,
Rosie and Joe Ferrer. A loaf of bread, a
jug of wine, and all six beside us in the
wilderness, that's what we call fun. Here's
another ideal evening. The fire goes, the
music plays, Janet's on one couch, I'm on
the other, we read, we talk over the day's
work, we plan how to fix the house nice,
I massage her neck so she relaxes. Once
in a while we play Scrabble. Not very ex-
citing, is it? But excitement isn't happiness
or fulfilment. That's what my wife gives
me. She gives me peace.

A nd if you want something tangible, I
^* can tell you that too. The hi-fi's my
baby. I planned and designed it. I talked
to the guy who was building it, we went
over the measurements—so long, so wide.
"Where do you want the tv set? " he asks.
"No tv set, this gismo's costing enough."
"Look, there's a chassis and tube that go

with it."

"Thank you very much, but what's the
joker?"

Well, it seems Miss Leigh called and told
him it's part of the outfit. I go home and
find Miss Leigh. "Funny thing happened.
Out of a clear sky drops a tv set."

"Oh?" she deadpans.
"Somebody phoned Bill, he forgot the

name." I pause for effect. "I hate to say
so, honey, but he thinks the person who
called was a charming girl."

The charming girl giggles, the charming
story spills. Not long before, she'd been on
a tv show. Instead of money, she asked for
a Fleetwood chassis and tube to fit the
hi-fi. If you think I'm thrilled to get it,

you're right. But not half as thrilled as
my wife to give it.

So this Christmas I'm hanging presents
for Janet. One's marked: i'll drink milk.
One's marked: you can put my records
away before i step on them. One's marked:
i'll try to make b plus for not throwing.
One's marked: take the glass away, only
bring it back. There's a big one marked:
you can even wash my car if it makes
you happy.
On top stands a star, shinier every year.

That one's marked: love. end

(Janet Leigh can now be seen in MGM's
Rogue Cop; Tony Curtis will soon be seen
in Universal's So This Is Paris.)
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$35.00 WEEKLY
Addressing Envelopes for advertisers. In-

structions $1.00 refundable. UNITED Ad-
vertising Service, Spring Valley 45C, N. Y.

Important

Advance Announcement

WOMEN'S HIDDEN
BEAUTY SECRETS
SOON TO BE
REVEALED

Remember the name: THE
HANDBOOK OF BEAUTY.
It's coming to the news-
stands on January 4th!
You most certainly can't af-

ford not to own this one

—

this First Edition, an origi-

nal book in pocketsize
form, will cost only 35^5.

JINX FALKENBURG MC-
CRARY says about THE
HANDBOOK OF BEAUTY:
"This book is as important
to every woman as a road-
map is to a tourist."

KEEP YOUR EYE
OUT FOR IT . . .

wherever pocketsize books
are sold this January

79



hoid my hand

(Continued from page 51) she's so anxious

to know who's visiting us that she's hang-
ing out the upstairs window, yelling, 'Who
is it?' I have to haul her back and say,

'Honey, wait, wait! I'll go down and open
the door.' I'd say that my wife isn't so much
a movie star as a very talented girl whom
circumstances have pushed into the lime-

light. She still doesn't take to the idea."

Doris Day has to be one of the best in-

vestments the studio ever made, be-

cause she never has made a picture that

wasn't a hit.

"If I have made progress," Doris says

thoughtfully, "it's because I had to. I often

wonder if I would really have worked this

hard without the incentive of Terry's fu-

ture. Someone once told me that Aries

people are inherently lazy—fortunately,

I haven't had time to find out from per-

sonal experience whether it's true."

She was attacking a steak with evident

relish—but then, as Marty says, Doris can

always eat. "I remember the day we got

married. We went to Van Nuys and found

out that they issued licenses for every-

thing except marriage, so we had to go

to Burbank. About this time Doris got

hungry, so first I had to take her home to

eat!"

"He said, 'Imagine anybody being hungry
at a time like this!' " Doris chortled. "Then
on the way to Burbank I decided to nick

up some fabric for a chair cover, and we
got into an argument about the color."

"A discussion," Marty corrected. "It was
much too early in our relationship to start

arguing."
Do not be misled by their casual words

into thinking this was not a hearts and
flowers romance; it was. Doris has got

herself quite a guy, and she knows it. He's

handsome and always impeccably dressed,

he's one of the smartest business men in

Hollywood—and if Doris consistently re-

flects a happy personality, Marty sets the

mood with his eternal but gentle teasing.

Since their marriage she wears a new air

of assurance, knowing that Marty is there

in the background, making the big deci-

sions, quietly seeing that the necessary

gets done and the trivial doesn't harass

her, looking after her interests.

As Doris has expressed it, "I can't give

Marty credit for starting me on my movie
career, but I certainly do give him credit

for managing it wisely and thoughtfully

—

and for being the right guy for me."
And she's the right girl. Their references

to their marriage are a polite and subtle

cue that you are off-limits in attempting

to invade that area of their life. They
aren't going to tell you any more than
that about the way it was, because they
share a conviction that how much they

love each other and why is their own busi-

ness. If sticky-minded reporters asked
Doris whether her husband remembers to

kiss her every time he joins her for lunch
in the commissary (he does) she wouldn't
answer. Similarly, while Marty is never
an unreasonable man, he is very protective

of Doris; if a subject is either sacred or,

for some reason, painful to her, we just

don't talk about that. And those who have
insisted on stories on those subjects have
discovered to their chagrin that Martin
Melcher's memory is enviable.

Mr. Melcher is always welcomed by the

press. Partly because he's an intelli-

gent and witty man, but also because he
relaxes Doris, who has a deep and un-
shakable antipathy to doing publicity. She
does not—repeat, does not—consider her-

self too big to bother. She tends to be a
little wary because—what's to write about

80 a perfectly normal, ordinary girl named

DttIs Day who doesn't happen to like

rirged-up publicity? She has a Cadillac

and a pool and a volley-ball court in which
she takes deep pleasure and which she is

glad she can afford. She isn't about to be
photographed in the kitchen pretending
that she does her own cooking. Why
should she, when she hates to cook? She
loves her family, camellias, new clothes,

food, singing, and playing with Terry

—

not necessarily in that order. She has an
aversion to the modern contraption called

a telephone. In her studio dressingroom
there is a drawerful of chewing gum of

every size, shape and flavor, and she's as

tickled as a kid when she gets someone
else addicted to her favorite vice of chew-
ing away on the set. She has a list of hit

records as long as your arm. She's going
over to Metro to make a picture, her first

time off her home lot. So, what's new?
Who'd be interested in reading stuff like

that? Nobody, in the opinion of D. Day

—

so what fantastic thing are they going to

print about her instead? It's enough to

make a girl wary.
But tall, urbane Marty is also there. He

may start the ball rolling by telling a joke,

which will be new and very funny. This
reminds Doris of her currently favorite

story and, completely unself-conscious,
she launches into its recitation. Marty

QUIET. PLEASE!

me taid, "Listen, honey, would you
mind keeping quiet? What do you see

in Marlon Brando, anyway?" I was
speechless. It was Montgomery Clift,

and sitting next to him was Marlon
Brando!

Janet Bruders
Irvington, New Jersey

listens, chin in palm, and at its conclusion

he ribs his wife with deadpan glumness:

"You know, honev, this is the third time

I've heard that story, and I still don't get

it." A bright-eyed blue glance flashes at

him; they're playing the typically mar-
ried game, and Doris is amused. And
this is how you get to know her, through

the fine Italian hand of Marty Melcher.

Now that the mood is set and the key is

minor, Doris comes alive. If you men-
tion a favorite record she made last year,

she's likely to sing the first few bars of

it, to the surprise of no one present. She
confides the matchmaking plans she has

for one of her friends, eyes sparkling. At
this point Gordon MacRae enters, kisses

her warmly on the cheek, straddles a chair,

and drones, "I was born on May-—

"

"Who cares about the dull details of

your life?" Doris joshes—and then asks to

be brought up to date on them. "How're
Sheila and the kids? What's doing with

Oklahoma? You know, your hair's longer

than mine now. Do you like it over on
the Metro lot? I'm glad, because I'm going

over there to do my next picture." She
sends love to Sheila as Gordon departs,

observes affectionately, "There's a really

talented boy."
Herself? Lucky, she has called it. "The

only acting I ever did before I came to

Hollywood was in a Mother Goose play. I

was a duck. There was a goose in it, too,

the star—but I wasn't even smart enough
to play the goose!"
On her approach to her profession: "I

have great admiration and respect for
|

talent, enterprise and honesty; I have no
patience with sloppy living or sloppy
working. I think that fame most often
comes to the people who deserve it, but I

for myself, I don't think I could have done
it for the sake of seeing my name in lights

alone. The incentive for me had to be
more real, more immediate—my family.
Not that I discount my picture work and
the things that being an actress made pos-

|

sible, but I try never to over-emphasize
that kind of success. I prefer to temper
my enthusiasm for professional success
with gratitude for the success of my mar-
riage and home life."

Right now the immense enthusiasm
Doris gives to everything she touches

is centered around the recently-formed
company of Martin Melcher Productions,
Inc.; this is going to be the greatest, the
most. Apprised of her big dreams, Marty
said with a grin, "My wife's business sense
is keen, but she isn't half as relentless as

she sounds. What she does about the com-
pany is to dart in and out of our confer-
ences—and she's a darting expert. She al-

ways shows up at exactly the right time."

If Doris does have a good sense of busi-

ness, it's just an extra doodad that she
doesn't need with Marty around, and per-
haps it gets a little rusty. There was the

time, for instance, when her total contracts '

soared to a cool $3,000,000 and Marty
|

thought it expedient to make Miss Day into

a corporation. This involved lawyers to

be consulted, papers to be drawn, endless

other legal mishmash to which he attended.

Then he carefully explained to Doris the

reason for and procedure of every step

taken. She signed her name where indi-

cated and asked indignantly, "Do you
know what they want for those draperies

I was pricing?" Business sense, yet!

It could be that in these times a cheerful,

happy personality is suspect, but Doris

Day gives the lie to those who would say

that hers isn't for real. She has learned

a profound lesson: that for her love is
j

more essential to life than bread, that

happiness is gained in precisely the meas-
ure it is given. Why else does she, between
scenes, meet more visitors to the set than

any other star in Hollywood? Why, when
she could be resting in her dressingroom,

does she stand patiently, smile radiantly,

having her picture taken with the man
from Kansas City whom she will never

see again?
\

To Doris, it figures; she is happy, it only

costs a little extra effort to make other

people happy—and she pays for what she

gets. Everybody does, one way or another.

Such a sunny, lovable girl. But nobody,
not even Marty Melcher, is going to

persuade this one that she glitters in upper
case letters, that the sound of her sigh or

her smallest thought are of importance,
i

She'd be an idiot not to be able to tell that

she has arrived by the material things

around her. But in her own pleasures, in

her own mind Doris is still a simple and
uncomplicated human being.

"You know what?" she says with the

kind of candor that undoes her severest

critic. "We were at this party and Marty
pointed out Artur Rubinstein to me. In

j

a little while be came right over and told
j

me he felt that he had already known me 1

a long time. I said, 'You do?' and he said

yes, because his daughter collected my
records. Can you imagine a great pianist

like Artur Rubinstein bothering to say a

sweet thing like that to me?" END

(Doris Day will be seen next in Warners'

Young At Heart.)
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These are Beth Anderson's hands. She soaked them in detergents. Only the right hand was
given Jergens Lotion care — and look at the difference. This photograph is unretouched.

Proved: There's a sure way to stop Detergent Hands

"Jergens Lotion proves more effective

than any other lotion tested for

stopping ^detergent damage'," states a

national research laboratory.*

Recently, 447 women volunteered for a

grueling experiment. They wanted to find

a way to combat "detergent hands."

Under supervision, they soaked both

hands three times a day, in detergents.

After every soaking, Jergens Lotion was
smoothed on their right hands. Their left

hands were untreated.

The results astounded everybody. In

Jergens Lotion

3 or 4 days, left hands were roughened

and reddened. The hands given Jergens

Lotion care were soft and white.

Many other lotions were tested the same
way. Not one proved as effective as Jergens

Lotion for stopping detergent damage.

The famous Jergens Lotion formula has

been steadily perfected for 50 years. It

positively stops detergent damage, and
ends roughness and chapping from other

causes. It keeps your hands soft and lovely

and is never sticky or greasy.

Today you'll find Jergens a heavier,

creamier lotion, with a delightful new
fragrance. Still only 10^ to $1.00, plus tax.

positively stops "Detergent Hands" of this report, write to The
J Andrew Jergens Co., Cinn., O.



SO SOFT, YET MANAGEABLE ... SO SWEETLY CLEAN!

Come-hither loveliness— that's what your hair has after a luxurious Prell Shampoo!

It's caressably soft, yet so obedient! Yes, angel-soft, smooth as satin,

glowing with that 'Radiantly Alive' look he'll love! And Prell leaves your hair

really clean . . . fresh and sweet . . . and free of embarrassing dandruff! Prell is easy to use, too—

so convenient. No spill, drip or break. Try Prell tonight— it's wonderful!

star in his eyes— your Prell-washed hair!
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COLD

MAY

SuoL u;o>i.o(.eAiui2iZij

Lovely Camay Bride, Mrs. Charles T. Jackson, Jr.,

says, "I changed to Camay with cold cream

the minute I heard about it.

Now, after using it for months and months,

I can say it's the most wonderful beauty soap

I've ever used !"

m

WOMEN EVERYWHERE love Camay with cold cream-
extra luxury at no extra cost! And Camay is the only

leading beauty soap that contains this precious ingredient.

NOW M OR THAN EVE

TRY IT YOURSELF! Whether your skin is dry or oily,

Camay with cold cream will leave it feeling

exquisitely cleansed and refreshed. In your daily

Beauty Bath, too, you'll enjoy Camay's famous

skin-pampering mildness, satin-soft lather, and delicate

fragrance. There's no finer beauty soap made!

E SOAR OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN



FIGH1S DECAY the

Destroys hidden decay and

bad-breath bacteria

Wonder- ingredient WD - 9 , m
in new-formula Ipana
Tooth Paste is so effective

that it destroys most mouth
bacteria with every single

brushing. Your family's

teeth get the decay-fighting

protection they need.

Beats all other leading brands

in taste tests

New-formula Ipana is the best-tasting

way to fight tooth decay . . . stop bad
breath all day. That was proved after

3888 "hidden-name" taste tests. So taste

Ipana yourself today . . . enjoy it . . .

trust your family's precious teeth to it. At
all drug counters now in the familiar yel-

low and red-striped carton.

New-Formula IRANA
WITH BACTERIA-DESTROYER WD-9

Ipana A/C Tooth Paste (Ammoniated Chlorophyll) also contains bacteria-destroyer WD-9 (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate).

Send for generous sample tube. Mail
coupon today for trial tube (enough
for about 25 brushings)

.

Bristol-Myers Co., Dept. D-25,
Hillside, New Jersey.

Please send trial tube of new-formula
Ipana. Enclosed is 3j! stamp to cover
part cost of handling.

Name

Street -

City -Zone State_

(Offer good only in continental U.S.A.
Expires May 1, 1955.)



NEW!
DOCTOR'S

DEODORANT
DISCOVERY
SAFELY STOPS ODOR

24HOURSA DAY!

\

\

\

\

\

\

\

\

\

i .

Proved in underarm comparison tests made
by a doctor. Deodorant without M-3, tested

under one arm, stopped perspiration odor
only a few hours. New Mum with M-3,
tested under other arm, stopped odor a
full 24 hours.

New Mum with M-3
won't irritate normal skin

or damage fabrics
1 . *Exclusive deodorant based originally on doc-

tor's discovery, now contains long-lasting M-3
(Hexachlorophene).

2. Stops odor all day long because invisible

M-3 clings to your skin—keeps on destroying

odor bacteria a full 24 hours.

3. Non-irritating to normal skin. Use it daily.

Only leading deodorant containing no strong

chemical astringents—will not block pores.

4. Won't rot or discolor fabrics—certified by
American Institute of Laundering.

5. Delicate new fragrance. Creamier texture

—

new Mum won't dry out in the jar.

NEWMUM
cream deodorant
with long-

lasting M-3
(HEXACHLOROPHENE)

A PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS
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The most talked-about star..
THE BEAUTIFUL ACTRESS OF MANY HITS,

NOWINHER MOSTEXCITING PERFORMANCE
IN A NEW ROMANTIC ADVENTURE!
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M-G-M's ACTION-HIT FILMED
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BLONDES have a magic . .

.

Poets through the ages

blonde beauty. With
Golden Hair Wash, you
astating golden-top —
right at home. If time

your hair, lighten just

honey bright. Bru-

nettes, can add sunny

highlights or a glow

of bronze. Golden
Hair Wash is the

all-in - one - package,

safe home hair light-

ener preferred for

50 years. Ideal for

lightening arm and I

leg hair, too.

Al fine drugstores everywhere
601 and 90)! plus lax

have sung of

Marchand's
can be a dev-

safely, easily,

has darkened

a little or go

MARCHAND'S

GOLDEN
HAIR WASH

VlSSh another

famous

MARCHAND product

If going lighter is nor your choice . .

.

There's a Marchand's Rinse to brighten

your natural hair color, add shining

lights. Special shades blend in gray

streaks. 12 smart shades, Govt, ap-

proved colors, wash out easily. At all

fine drug and variety stores.

6 Rinses 25c, 2 Rinses 10c

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting

letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.

9. Is it true that James Mason is quit-

ting pictures? Is he really buying a hotel

in Las Vegas? —H.T., London, Eng.

A. In the future Mason will make only

those movies he likes. He is interested in

real estate financing.

*?. What is the status of the Dan
Dailey-Gwen O'Connor romance?

—B.S., Los Angeles, Calif.

A. Here again, gone again.

Q. I have it on good authority that not

too long ago the Beverly Hills police

were called to the home of Mario Lanza.

What happened? —T.D., Phlla., Pa.

A. A domestic quarrel.

Q. Is it true that Jeff Chandler wishes
he hadn't become a movie star?

—H.R., Kansas City, Mo.

A. He'd rather have become a song-

writer.

9. Isn't there a good deal of jealousy

between Bob Wagner and Dale Robert-
son? —S.L., Syracuse, N. Y.

A. None whatever.

9- How many letters does Marilyn
Monroe receive a week? Is it true that

she volunteered to give up her career

for Joe? What made Joe refuse to

speak to her for long periods of time?
—B.T., Iron Mountain, Mich.

A. Marilyn receives on the average

15,000 letters a week. She testified in

court that she offered to give up her

work for Joe, but Joe has refused to

discuss the cause of his marital moodiness.

9. What happened to Tony Dexter,

who played Valentino?

—G.W.N., Syracuse, N. Y.

A. Dexter is touring the country with

Mae West as one of the principals in

her personal appearance act.

9. Hasn't Mamie Van Doren been mar-

ried secretly three times?
—E.U., Newark, N. J.

A. Miss Van Doren has been married

once. She was sixteen at the time.

9. Is it true that Jack Webb is dis-

liked by people who started out in show
business with him years ago?

—B.Y., San Francisco, Calif.

A. Like most successful men, Webb has

alienated some friends on his way up.

Q. Why was the recent Keenan Wynn
automobile accident in Palm Springs

hushed up? Who was in the car with
Wynn? —E.E., Indio, Cal.

A. The accident wasn't hushed up. Wynn
turned his Porsche over while rounding

a turn. He was alone in the car.

9. Is it true about Jeff Hunter and
Debra Paget? —F.E., Seattle, Wash.

A. They are good friends.

9- Isn't there a big producer in Holly-

wood determined to make Maria Eng-
lish a big star?—E.S., San Diego, Calif.

A. Yes.

9- Hasn't Debbie Reynolds been taking

instruction in the Jewish faith so that

she can convert when she marries Eddie
Fisher? —G.J., New York, N. Y.

A. Debbie wants to learn about Juda-
ism, has no intention of converting.

9- When Ava Gardner and Marilyn

Monroe sing in pictures, are their own
voices used? —S.L., Hanford, Wash.

A. Ava's is not. Marilyn's is.

9. What is the general opinion in Hol-

lywood of Edmund Purdom?
—E.R., Cullendale, Ark.

A. Unnecessarily temperamental.

9> Could you please give me an ad-

vance word on Tyrone Power in The
Long Gray Line? I've heard conflicting

opinions. —H.E., Hollywood, Cal.

A. The consensus is that it's the best

picture Ty Power ever made.

9. Will Nelson Eddy and Jeanette Mac-
Donald ever again make movies to-

gether? —V.W., Phila., Pa.

A. Probably not.

9. I heard that Janet Leigh eloped to

Reno when she was 15. Is this true?

—J.B., Cohasset, Mass.

A. Yes.

9. What in heaven's name ever hap-

pened to Farley Granger?
—K.R., Delmar, N. Y.

A. Went to Europe, returned to Holly-

wood, now trying out in a film for

MGM.



Tomorrow, the deadliest mission ...tonight, the greatest love!

William Holder,

as Lt. Brubaker, who'd

done more than

his share!

Fredric March
as the Admiral, big

brass . . . with a heart

°fSoldi ^

-i. v.\i i:s a. \t i< :ii kWeh's

THE BfMJDGES TDEO-RI
Grace Kelly

'"i'p as i\ancy, who
followed her man

to the ends of the earth!

Mickey Rooney
as Mike, the 'copter

pilot, all fun—
and fearlessness!

With ROBERT STRAUSS • CHARLES McGPAW • KEIKO AWAJI
Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG and GEORGE SEATON • Directed by MARK ROBSON

Screenplay by VALENTINE DAVIES • From the Novel by James A. Michener • A Paramount Picture

WORLD PREMIERE AT NEW YORK'S RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
AND SOON IN LEADING THEATRES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY!



modern screen's

top ten award winners

1. ANN BLYTH*

2. LIZ TAYLOR

3. JUNE ALLYSON

4. DEBBIE REYNOLDS

5. JANET LEIGH

6. MARILYN MONROE
7. DORIS DAY**

7. SUSAN HAYWARD**

8. BARBARA STANWYCK

9. AUDREY HEPBURN

10. LANA TURNER

1. ROCK HUDSON*

2. TONY CURTIS

3. JEFF CHANDLER

4. WILLIAM HOLDEN

5. JOHN WAYNE
6. ALAN LADD

7. ROBERT WAGNER
8. MONTY CLIFT

9. CHARLTON HESTON

10. MARLON BRANDO

stars of stars

award winners

BARBARA STANWYCK*

ALAN LADD*

TV award winners

ANN SOTHERN*

GEORGE GOBEL*

newcomer award
winners

GRACE KELLY*

ROBERT FRANCIS*

Hollywood starmaker

award winners

CECIL B. DeMILLE

JOHN HUSTON

HENRY KING

STANLEY KRAMER
HARRIET PARSONS

DICK POWELL

OTTO PREMINGER

GEORGE SIDNEY

NORMAN TAUROG

HAL B. WALLIS

*Silver Cup Winners

**Tied for seventh place

modern screen's

silver cup

award winners

for 1954

Here they are, the stars you elected to the charmed circle

as this year's award winners. Your ballots poured in to us by the thousands

daily, and when the final votes were counted, we found that you

had given us the closest race for top honors in the long history

of Modern Screen's famous popularity awards.

You selected Ann Blyth and Rock Hudson (both first-time winners)

as the most popular stars of 1954. To Ann and Rock and the entire

distinguished roster of Top-Ten stars we extend our warmest congratulations

These awards, representing the affection and respect of over 5,000,000

readers of Modern Screen, are the true measure of their achievement.

You may not have realized it, but over the years you also prepared

another award, one we were very proud to give—that of Star

Of Stars. It went to Barbara Stanwyck and Alan Ladd, consistently

among the most popular in ten years of Modern Screen polls.

For the first time this year, awards were given to your favorite

new TV personalities of the year. They went to newcomer George

Gobel and all-time favorite Ann Sothern, top comedians both.

And to Grace Kelly and Robert Francis, whom you selected

as the most popular new movie stars of 1954, we offer a special welcome.

This year, too, we introduced the Starmaker Awards. These went

to ten of Hollywood's greatest producer-directors, the men and

women who work behind the scenes to plan a movie, put it together

and bring it to you. They don't always get the publicity they

deserve but they merit our grateful recognition. The citations presented

to them read: "For inspired leadership and guidance, for proving,

through personal achievement, that movies are better than ever . .

.'

proud to congratulate these great Hollywood showmen.

The cups and citations were presented at a gala Modern Screen

party in Hollywood. The hostess was our own gracious

Louella Parsons, who has the complete story and pictures in her

exclusive gossip section starting on page 9 of this issue.

The editors want to thank you all for your ballots, for your

enthusiastic help that made these awards possible. We

are proud to present them in your name.

We are



J^Afc/jftMf jseek tfjelost silverGup~
forSin is rising like t/je swollen rivers. . !'

Warner Bros, present the mightiest story of good and evil
ever told, ever lived. ever made into a motion picture!

from the record-setting best-seller- read by over
twenty-five million people to date and still going strong!

*VICTOR SAVILLE PRODUCTION INCINemaScoPE WarnerColor • Stereophonic Sound

as HELENA, the Seductress

WITH A CAST OF THRONGING THOUSANDS. STARRING
as DEBORRA. the Innocent as SIMON, the Magician

VlRGlNiAiAfO 'flERAN6ELlJACKfALANCE—MMEWMAK
WALTER HAMPDEN written for the screen by LESSER SAMUELS Associate Producer co^oT^zT^

DIRECTED BYVICTOR SAVILLE • PRESENTED BYWARNER BROS.



9500 Skin Tests Prove

Palmolive Soap Is Mildest!

Better for Complexion Care

!

BETTER THAN ANY LEADING TOILET SOAP...

FLOATING SOAP... EVEN COLD CREAM

I au-
itted.

Pa Imotive's gentle complexion care
cleans thoroughly without irritation!

There's nothing women envy more ... or men admire so much

... as that lovely "schoolgirl complexion look." And you too, can

have a younger looking, far lovelier complexion just by changing to

proper care with gentle Palmolive. It does so much to help you

have a cleaner, fresher skin— leaves it so wonderfully soft!

Skin specialists agree that a really mild soap means less irrita-

tion, more gentle cleansing. Milder Palmolive brings you these

benefits—so important for a softer, smoother, brighter skin. You'll

find no other leading soap gets skin thoroughly clean as gently as

Palmolive Soap. Yes, Palmolive is mildest of them all!

Skin Speelolisfs Soy: "MILDER CLEANSING IS BETTER FOR YOUR COMPLEXION I"

3

Palmolive Is Proved

Milder than Leading White

Floating Soaps or Deodorant Soaps!

Palmolive Is Proved

Milder than Any Other Leading

Beauty Soap or Castile Soap!

Palmolive Is Proved

Even Milder than America's leading

Cold Creams!

PALMOLIVE SOAP HELPS YOU GUARD THAT SCHOOLGIRL COMPLEXION LOOK!



Liberace sat quietly at a table with his

"best girl," his mother, and pointed out the

movie stars to her. She was as excited and
interested as any ian would be.

Jeff Chandler arrived with a pretty

blonde, but I never did. get her name.
Dick Powell arrived an hour before June

Allyson did "because she had to go to the

beauty parlor and I didn't," laughed Dick.

"That's . where men have the best of it at

these parties."

When June came in (she is the winner

of three former polls) she rushed up, im-

mediately to Ann Blyth and congratulated

her. "If I couldn't win it, I'd rather you won
it than anyone." June said, giving Ann a
big hug.

You'll just have to pardon me when I

say that the happiest moment of the evening

came when George Delacorte honored my
daughter Harriet on the fine production job

she did on her charming and money-making
movie, Susan Slept Here. I'm so proud of

her, proudest of all to be known as her

mother.

Other producers and directors honored

were Stanley Kramer, George Sidney, Henry
King, C. B. DeMille. Hal Wallis. John Hu-

ston, Dick Powell and Norman Taurog.

All in all, it was a delightful party, really

the best of many months.

I'M ON MY SOAPBOX about the as-

tounding bad manners of certain actors

who have been loudly proclaiming, "I have
no intention of marrying Miss So-And-So"

—

.whoever the .lady happens to be.

Haven't these ungallant gents ever read

an etiquette book? Or hasn't anyone, even
a press agent/ ever told them that it is the

lady who does the denying or confirming

of approaching nuptials?

After Marlon Brando announced his en-

gagement to Josane Mariani-Berenger, he
must have given Emily Post a terrible turn

when he told reporters, "I don't put much
stock in engagements." This takes the prize

as the year's low in taste, sir. .

Even my old friend, Clark Gable, was
quoted from Hong Kong as saying, "I have
no intention of marrying Kay Spreckels or

any other girl." Knowing Clark, I'm sure he
didn't mean this as bluntly as it read in

print

One of the silliest denials of intended

matrimony came from Texas millionaire Sid

Richardson, of Fort Worth, who was quoted

in a magazine article as saying that he
"warn't gonna marry Joan Crawford."

Who ever said he was? Certainly not

Joan who has never thought of Richardson,

with all his zillions, as anything but a good
friend with whom she dines in Texas.

From Europe, Rock Hudson "firmly de-

nied" that he is marrying his constant com-
panion, script girl Betty Abbott. Was this

necessary. Rock—when there are a lot of

people who believe you will marry Betty?

EDDIE FISHER TOLD ME over the tele-

phone from New York, "Don't you believe

all those rumors that Debbie and I will be
married in January, Louella.

"I wish it could be that soon, but be-

cause of our contracts we can't be free to

take a honeymoon for two months before

Fight" of the yean Lewis vs. Marciano
—for the Muscular Dystrophy Drive.

This is Dean and Jerry's pet charity—and they really do a great job for the fund,
too. They've done benefits and telethons—and now Jerry actually consented to
get into the ring with World's Champion Rocky. Dean got in, too—as referee.

"Punchy" Lewis said, "I'll finish him
early. He's a sucker for a right kick to
the shins . . ." and fainted (almost).

Dean announced, "I expect a good,
clean fight. Anyone want Lewis?
I'm taking Rocky and giving 50 to 1."

Lewis (who weighed in at 92 pounds)
went down. "I must get my manager
to a psychiatrist," Rocky remarked.

The bout (which ended as expected)
was held at Paramount Studios. Nearly
300 M.D. patients attended the event.



OUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood /I

June. June it's going to be, and not before."

That's what the man says.

With so many Hollywood stars being mar-

ried within weeks, days and hours of one

another, it is understandable that the laugh

of the month comes from a Gander news-

paper which published the picture of a
pair of Hollywood newlyweds with the fol-

lowing caption:

VERA-ELLEN, POPULAR MUSICAL STAB, ON
HONEYMOON WITH PAT NERNEY, STOPS

BRIEFLY IN GANDER.

Bet it wasn't brief enough for Jane Powell!

Girls, if you have any hope of becoming

Mrs. Liberace (and apparently a lot of

women would like to) don't ever write a
series of articles about the piano-playing

idol!

Joanne Rio did—and it was a fatal error.

Lee was dating her and seemed to like her

better than any girl he had yet met. They
were seen everywhere together and some
gossips predicted the romance might lead

to matrimony. Then, Lee left town—and

Joanne gave out that interview telling what
it was like to date him and to kiss him!

Wowie! That did it!

I ran into Lee at a party soon after he

returned to Hollywood. Always the gentle-

man, he didn't mention Joanne's name. But

he said with a good deal of force:

"Before I get married, I want to be the

aggressor and do the courting myself—in

private/" He emphasized that last word.

I really stepped on the loud pedal when
I asked, out of the blue, "Have you seen

Joanne Rio lately?"

The look he gave me spoke volumes

—

but what he said was, "I've been very busy

lately with my concerts and recordings and
reading the script of my first picture which

I'll make for Warners. I'm really quite,

quite busy."

And that was fhaf.

PETER LAWFORD RECEIVED THE
NEWS over the long distance telephone

that he would be a father in April! No, it

wasn't the stork on the other end of the line!

It was his wife Pat calling from New
York where she had gone to visit her par-

ents, former Ambassador Joseph Kennedy
and Mrs. Kennedy.

Pat had reason to believe a little stranger

might be on the way before she left Pete in

Californid—but she didn't get the official

word until she visited the Kennedy family

doctor in New York.

The happy Lawfords celebrated by taking

a trip to Honolulu when Pat returned.

News of a different nature reached an-

other Hollywood man via telephone this

month. I mean Dr. Lew Morrill who didn't

.

know (until I telephoned to get a statement

from him) that his wife, Rhonda Fleming, is

divorcing him in Switzerland.

Lew was plenty unhappy when I reached

him.

"I didn't know a thing about this," he

said. "When I left Rhonda in Italy every-

thing was fine between (Continued on page 1 6)

Pier Angeli said

"I do" to Vic

Damone . .

.

and everybody cried

except the bride. What

a beautiful wedding

Pier had . . . and what

a stunning bride she

was in white lace with

appliqued pearls.

"I'm so happy, hon" said Debbie Reyn-
olds—who taught Pier her first slang!

Jack Benny wished them success, too; he

has a great deal of real affection for Pier.

Mitzi Gaynor

and Jack Bean

were married . .

.

and the ceremony was

done twice because Mitzi

didn't give Jack his

ring the first time. Her

friends gave Mitzi a

wonderful shower shortly

before the wedding.

Mala Powers and Yvonne Ruby were the

hostesses; the shower was at Mala's house.

Later, when she spotted Jacfi at the door,

Mitzi simply bubbled over with happiness.
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Then came Ann Blyth. I hope Pier and
Vic are as happy as Ann and her Dr. Jim.

Their wedding cake was huge, decorated
with roses, doves and musical notes!

Dean Martin, one of the ushers, kissed

not only the bride but the groom as well!

Marisa Pavan, Pier's sister, was maid-of-
honor and Bo Roos, Jr., was best man.

It was a breathless moment of sheer
spiritual beauty when Pier carried her
bridal bouquet of lilies of the valley and
white satin ribbons to the niche of Our Lady,
and kneeling, left the flowers at the foot of

the shrine.

Her MGM boss, that sentimental Irishman
Eddie Mannix, had tears in his eyes when
he walked down the aisle with Pier. But her
eyes were shining as she looked only at

Vic, waiting for her at the altar rail.

Marisa Pavan, sister of Pier and maid-of-

honor, seemed to me to be still breathless

from her rush back from location at Key
West. The wedding was a Wednesday and
Marisa got back to Hollywood Monday night.

To her bridesmaids, Taina Elg, Elaine and
Sandra Farinola (Vic's sisters) and Lupita
Kohner, the bride gave charming gold brace-

lets. Vic gave his ushers, Joe Pasternak, Tony
Martin, Dean Martin and Robert Sterling

and his best man. Bo Roos, Jr., the most
stunning cuff links—gold squares set with
star sapphires.

Six hundred guests filled St. Timothy's

Church in West Los Angeles and witnessed
the beautiful double-ring ceremony. Two
hundred and fifty were invited to the wed-
ding breakfast at the Bel Air Hotel.

Among the happy faces at both events,

I saw bride-to-be Debbie Reynolds and
lovely Mrs. James McNulty, who must have
been thinking of her own lovely wedding
when she was Ann Blyth—her smile was so
sweet.

"Vm thrilled!" Mitzi kept saying. She re-

ceived stocking bags, towels, everything!
Mitzi and Jack had taken out their license

in Santa Monica just the day before this.

Anne Francis and Mala were especially

pleased that no one had warned Mitzi.

Finally Jack took her home. A few days
later they were married in San Francisco.

Before Mitzi Gaynor married Jack Bean,
Mala Powers and Yvonne Ruby gave her a
lovely bridal shower at Mala's house. Both
Mitzi and Yvonne were pupils of Mala's
mother, the dramatics coach.

Incidentally, all three of the newlywed
couples—Mitzi and Jack. Pier Angeli and Vic
Damone, Vera-Ellen and Victor Rothschild

—

got their licenses on the same day—Novem-
ber 17—in Santa Monica.

Certainly Mitzi and Jack had the most un-

usual wedding! The judge had just finished

the marriage ceremony at the home of the
William Frenches in San Francisco, and
stood beaming at the young couple.

But, instead of turning to her bridegroom
for the traditional kiss, Mitzi stood staring at

the judge.

"What's the matter?" the jurist whispered,
leaning toward Mitzi.

She gulped and extended her hand. In it

was a gold wedding band.
"I guess you didn't know I had a ring

for Jack, too," she said nervously. "I didn't

get a chance to put it on!"

The judge could barely keep his face
straight, but he made a gallant effort.

"All right, Mitzi," he chuckled. "We'll do
the ceremony all over again."

And that's how it happened that the

sprightly Miss Gaynor and her public re-

lations bridegroom went through (wo mar-
riage ceremonies before they were pro-

nounced man and wife.
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the letter box
ERMA MCCULLUM, IDAHO

falls, is heartsick about the Ed-

mund Purdoms: "He has been my
favorite actor ever since I saw
The Egyptian. I was so thrilled

about the way he and his won-
derful wife Tita had struggled

through so much together before

sudden fame came to him. Better

they were back in that one room
over a garage, and together, than
for him to be famous and adrift

from his family." You're so right,

Erma.
EVELYN WISTER, DETROIT,

writes: "Stars who do not have
sufficient appreciation to answer
their fan mail shouldn't have
fans." Let me tell you the truth

about answering fan mail, Evelyn.

If stars attempted to answer every

letter written to them they would
have time for nothing else. What
happens is, in most cases, their

secretaries read the mail, answer
most of it, with the exception of
letters which are so outstanding

they are brought to the players'

attention. These they often an-

swer themselves.

MRS. R. S. GETCHELL, FORT
bragg, n. c., believes, "There
should be a big reward for any-

one who can produce a photo-

graph of Marilyn Monroe, with
her mouth closed!" No comment.

From osaea, japan, akiko
nakasu writes that The Letter

Box is her favorite department be-

cause, 'It expresses so many for-

eign views from fans of which I

am one. Be pleased to know that

Rhapsody is the biggest hit of the

year in japan and was much ap-

plauded. I shall never forget good
music and fine Elizabeth Taylor.

Also like Audrey Hepburn. With
her, what's new?" Audrey's a

bride, Akiko. That's the latest in

her private life and Sabrina is

her latest picture.

DAISY MCDERMOTT, FORT
worth, texas, nominates Roy
Rogers and Dale Evans as the

"outstanding Hollywood couple of

the year. These fine people have
won the admiration of the world

by opening their home and giving

so much love and devotion to

adopted children." I second every-

thing you say, Daisy.

The most absurd publicity

stunt of the month:

the wire service which

released a photograph of

MarilynMonroe dancingwith

Clark Gable andcaptioned it

:

THE NEW, BIG ROMANCE OF

Hollywood. Clark was

seated at her table at a

party and invited Marilyn

to twirl around the floor

with him, the one and only

meeting they ever had.

us. I can hardly believe this is true—or that

she didn't tell me herself."

I NOMINATE FOR STARDOM: Pier
Angeli (Mrs. Vic Damone) who never has

looked so beautiful in her career as she

does in color in The Silver Chalice and who
never has performed with such maturity.

Now, if Pier had been married to Vic at

the time she made the Warner picture, it

might be thought that love and marriage

had made the big change in her.

She was in love, all right, but with James

Dean, the brilliant young actor from Broad-

way who was on the same lot starring in

East Of Eden.

Cupid plays some strange tricks when
one is twenty-one—and Eros never played

a more startlingly sudden one than when
the Italian beauty was dating Dean up un-

til two weeks before she announced her en-

gagement to popular singer Vic Damone!

Less than a year ago, everyone thought

the Latin charmer with the enormous black

eyes might become Mrs. Kirk Douglas.

Despite all these romances in her young
life, no girl in Hollywood has been more
carefully chaperoned than Pier whose
mother, Signora Pierangeli (Pier's real name
is Anna Pierangeli) seldom let her out of

her sight until Vic came along.

Mama is very happy about Vic. She nods

her head happily when she says. "They

are both good Italians, good Catholics and
good children."

And I predict that the newly matured

Pier will soon be one of our best young

actresses.

HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED what

the conversation might be if you ever had the

chance to indulge in a little informal chat

with Royalty? No matter what your imag-

inings might be, I'm sure it couldn't be more

unusual than my chat with His Royal High-

ness Prince Axel of Denmark at the dinner

honoring the charming visitor at the Statler

Hotel. The Prince had flown over on the initial

flight of the Scandinavian Airlines over the

North Pole and naturally his arrival was
quite an event.

I might add, it turned into quite an event

for me. I had no more than been presented

to the handsome Prince than I was nearly

rocked back on my heels. He said, smiling

cordially:

"How old do you think I am?"
Now, I ask you—what would • you an-

swer?

I gulped and scdd, '^Thirty-five?"

"Wrong," he replied. "I'm sixty-five."

If a Prince could ask such a question I

decided I could, too. "How old do you

think I am?" I asked.

"Oh, you—you're just a baby," answered

His Majesty. "A man who can say that to

a woman my age is wonderful in my book,

whether he is prince or peasant," I man-

aged. Is this your idea of a small chat with

a Prince?

PERSONAL OPINIONS Unless some-

body stops Debra Paget from performing that

vulgar dance of hers in nightclubs (I saw
it when she was part of the stage show at

the San Francisco premiere of Desiree) she's

going to ruin her career. It's nonsense for her

to think she has to cavort in such a manner to

attract attention—all bad, I might add.

Without a doubt, the happiest man in*

Hollywood is Robert Taylor, who becomes a
father for the first time next spring when he

and Ursula Thiess welcome the stork. Says

Bob. "I'll be a perfect idiot over the baby."

I'm still wondering why Eleanor Parker

denied right up to the last minute that she

was marrying artist Paul Clemens—and then

married him on Thanksgiving Day.

Susan Hayward never looked so cute in her

life as she did with the short-hair wig she

tried on before consenting to have her own
shoulder-length tresses cut for A Soldier Of

Fortune.

THAT'S AU FOR NOW. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH
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How you can quick-cleanse, lubricate, make up

...all with Tussy's golden All-Purpose Cream

Now, with one wonderful new cream

. . . you have a lubricating night cream, a

deep-action cleansing cream, AND a rich

foundation cream.

Follow the arrows for quick, deep

cleansing. Stroke Tussy All-Purpose

Cream from throat to forehead, always

moving up and out.

Circle it gently around your eyes.

It cleanses better than any soap; bet-

ter than many a cream! Why? Because it

actually gets down under "Make-up Clog"

and dirt, and clears them out!

As a foundation base for make-up,

you just dab a mere dot of Tussy All-Pur-

pose Cream on forehead, nose, cheeks,

chin and neck. Blend it into your skin. A
special Tussy moisturizing ingredient in

the cream, helps give your skin a flower-

like beauty all day long.

At bedtime, use it freely to soften skin

through the night. Tussy gives you so much

more... 6 full ounces for only $1.

tANOLIN ENRICHED
ALL PURPOSE CREAM

S==? Use Tussy Dry Skin Freshener after

cleansing, to remove every trace of cream and

grime. Pat it on ; it helps reduce the. look of

large pores. 8 oz. bottle, only $1.



FALSE START

Pity poor Miss Allyson,

all dressed up with nowhere to go

and all those people giggling!

PERIODIC PAIN
Menstruation is natural and

necessary but menstrual suffer-

ing is not. Just take a Midol

tablet, Mary, and go your way

in comfort. Midol brings faster

relief from menstrual pain—it

relieves cramps, eases head-

June Allyson can paint some of

her most heartbreaking experiences

with the lightest of brushes, and she

does it so artfully that the worst of

them become hilariously funny in

the telling.

One of the most embarrassing mo-

ments she ever lived through was her

first night on the Broadway stage.

The beginning of her career was

the result of the dare of one of her

classmates. A devoted fan of Astaire

and Rogers, June had boasted that

she could dance as well as they, and

one plump-faced adolescent finally

revolted. "Yah!" she said. "If you're

so good, go get a job on the stage!"

So June had gone to an audition

where she was hardly visible among
the tall, willowy veterans of the cho-

rus line. For some reason beyond

her ken, she was hired to fill in. The

show was Sing Out The News, and

for long weeks June rehearsed, or

perhaps we should say "trained" with

the chorus, for she had had only two

dancing lessons in her life. The fam-

ily was excited, of course. No less

hysterical than June, her mother

scraped the sugar bowl to buy a seat

for herself (front balcony). In addi-

tion, she badgered all their friends

into being present on the magic night

when June made her Broadway debut.

It was bad enough, being opening

night. The jitters were prevalent

backstage. June stood in a corner,

going over the routine in her mind

and hearing, as if from a distance,

the persistent knocking of her knees.

When the curtain went up the chorus

line bounced front and center and

began the intricate drill that opened

the show. Once she got used to the

lights, June happily realized the

dance had been going on for two full

minutes and she was not only still

upright, but was actually in step.

Then the music crescendoed for

the finish. The line came together in

the middle of the stage, advanced,

then retreated. All but June. Missing

her cue, she danced forward. And the

curtain came down behind her. The

dumbfounded orchestra leader sig-

naled his men to begin the music

again, and June desperately summed
up her situation. It meant a solo

—

that much was certain—but it had to

be a solo that would get her off the

accursed stage. She cast a frantic

look behind her and confirmed the

suspicion that the separation in the

curtain was invisible. She couldn't

back off, so she figured a trip to the

left might do it. The buck-and-wing

was the only step she had really

mastered, so hopefully she bucked

and winged to the left. The curtain

was the foremost one of the stage,

and she couldn't get through. So she

bucked and winged all the way to the

right and found herself in the same

predicament.

Out front, the audience at first was

hushed. Then as it began to realize

something was wrong, a few titters

turned into a roar. June's mother,

surrounded by her friends in the bal-

cony, was the shade of an overripe

plum. And June, bucking and wing-

ing like a mighty mite, finally backed

gratefully through the curtain as it

mercifully parted to swallow her.

Why she wasn't fired then and

there, no one will ever know. Per-

haps the director suspected that this

diminutive bit of comedy relief had

the makings of a star.
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with miracle latex

outside
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with magic "finger" panels
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with kitten-soft fabric inside

Playtex Magic-Controller
Slimming because there's latex outside . . . comfortable because there's fabric inside!

.... / >
Kitten-soft fabric inside

—

and a wonderful new
non-roll top—for extra

comfort/ Playtex Magic-

Controller washes, dries

in a hurry, too.
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thigh—without a seam,
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TV TALK

eggs--fra

good for

your hair/

See how exciting this new luxury

lather makes your, hair! Glowing

clean, silky ... so manageable!

That's the magic touch of Fresh

Whole Egg! Conditions any hair.

Try it! 29<t, 59$, $1.

Sid Caesar's new wife . . . Steve Allen acts, too . . „ the latest word on Arthur Godfrey

Sid Caesar has known for months that he

might use Nanette Fabray on his show every

week. He didn't tell anyone—even denied it

vehemently—because he didn't want anyone

to say that Nanette wasn't as good as Imogene

Coca. He figured if he waited for a while be-

fore he had another "wife" on the show that

people might forget just a little how wonder-

ful Imogene used to be in the part. They say,

by the way, that Sid makes a lot of decisions

on the advice of his psychiatrist. The doctor

doesn't sit down and plan the shows with Sid,

of course, but it was apparently he who en-

couraged Sid to produce his own program.

Here's hoping that what's good for the psyche

is good for the ratings ! . . . Nanette is thrilled

with her new job. She hasn't had a good part

on Broadway for too long. The little pert-

nosed redhead is still seen around with her

ex-husband, who now works for Max Lieb-

man, who used to be Sid's boss ! . . . Sheldon

Reynolds, who produces Foreign Intrigue in

Europe, is just as glamorous-looking as any of

the actors who play in it. Really more so. He's

kind of a cross between Frank Sinatra and

Louis Jourdan! Beat that! . . . Mike Wallace

is doing very well playing the romantic lead in

Reclining Figure, the play that
-
Arlene Fran-

cis's husband, Martin Gabel, produced. You
should have seen Mike's wife, Buffie Cobb,

opening night. She sat in the front row and

never took her eyes off Mike when he was on

stage. Steve Allen was offered the part, you

know, but Steve is much too busy these days

to do anything extra. He has been asked to go

back on What's My Line? but he won't even

do that. It takes hardly any time at all, but

Steve figures he can't spare even another two

or three hours a week away from home. His

advisers also figure he doesn't need What's My
Line? any more. When he was on it before, it

was his only network show. Now that he's on

the network so often, he can do without the

panel. He doesn't need the money. That's for

sure ! People who didn't see him in his one

stage appearance two years ago (there aren't

many who did; it lasted only three or four

nights!) don't realize that Steve is one of the

better young actors around these days . . .

You'd hardly recognize Georgeanne Johnson

in Reclining Figure. Her part is not at all like

her Marge Weskit on Mr. Peepers . . . Now
it's Besty Palmer whose acting style is remi-

niscent of Kim Stanley's—that same smacking

of the lips. Notice it next time . . . Speaking of

Kim Stanley, she is not at all at ease when she

has to appear on an ad-lib television show

Kim needs a script. The critics said that she

didn't get enough of one in Traveling Lady,

the Horton Foote play that made her a star

before its early closing. But Horton can still

go to other authors' plays and enjoy them.

Many writers who've been panned are likely

to sulk. Not Horton. He is convinced that he.

too, will write a hit. In the meantime, he and

his family are living quite well on his television

money . . . They say that Jayne Meadows,
being older than Audrey, has a lot of influ-

ence over her little sister. Yet Audrey's career

is in much better shape than Jayne's. When
Jayne recently did get a chance to do some-

thing besides panel-sitting on I've Got A Se-

cret, she muffed it. She was well into rehearsals

for a play that might have revived her career,

but then she got sick. It wasn't pneumonia

as the newspapers said, however; it was

mostly disappointment that her part wasn't

bigger. Yet Jayne, who made her acting start

on Broadway, is dying to do more than guess

secrets . . . People who have met Steve Allen

and Jayne Meadows and the Meadows' par-

ents say that the girls' father, a minister, is

very much like Steve—really quiet. Their

mother, on the other hand, is very chatty, just

like Jayne . . . The latest rumor on Arthur

Godfrey is that CBS doesn't much care if he

quits. At one time they would almost have

gone bankrupt if he had left. But now that

the sponsors are screaming to get on the air,

CBS figures it could easily sell his time . . .

Lee Grant has been taking intensive speech

lessons so that she can lose her New York

accent and get to play more parts. Expect to

see her more and more . . . Don't let Person

To Person. ioo\ you. Usually, days before the

show, Ed Murrow has lunch with the people

who are going to be interviewed—those who
live in and near New York anyway. He and an

Eva Marie Saint of Waterfront and her hus-

band, Jeffrey Hayden, came to a gala preem.
Martha Raye and Ed Begley prefer Connecti-

cut living, rarely tog out for formal appearances.



assistant interview them and get a pretty good

idea of the questions and answers that will be

on the show. They always eat at a swank res-

taurant just a half block from CBS at Ed's

favorite table. He doesn't eat much. Ed never

has been interested in food, and he doesn't

even seem to notice what he has on his plate

. . . Mary Livingstone Benny really is afraid

of live television, but not so much because she

doesn't think she can act. She's more afraid of

how she looks. The funny part is that she looks

wonderful. And she's almost as old as her

"thirty-nine-year-old" husband ! . . . No one

who saw Peter Lawford on Steve Allen's

show last year was at all surprised when he

turned out to be one of the hits of the season

on Dear Phoebe. Peter may not always have

had luck with his parts in MGM movies, but

he did a sketch with Steve that proved he was
a very talented comedian. Here's betting his

movie career starts all over again . . . Frank
Sinatra isn't the happy-go-lucky character he

seems to be. He is carving out his newly-

rejuvenated career very carefully. He is deter-

mined to do all sorts of different roles, one

after another, and to make variety the spice of

his professional life. He wants to play a part

in the movie version of Foreign Intrigue, and
if Sheldon Reynolds can manage to write one

in for him, he will . . . Another girl who can't

just get up and sing impromptu in front of a

television camera is Dorothy Dandridcje. She

must have her own accompanist, special set-

ting, and lots of rehearsal. If not, she just

doesn't perform with that impact you see in

Carmen Jones . . . You know the favorite tele-

vision star of lots of Hollywood stars? Dr.

Frank Baxter, the erudite scholar on CBS
Sunday afternoons. They call him up and write

him letters—and even ask for his advice on
their acting! And he's just like a kid about it

—just as thrilled as you or I would be if the

phone rang and a movie star were on the

other end . . . It's funny what television cam-
eras do to girls' figures. Pat Marshall, who
sings on Tonight on Edye Gorme's days off,

looks like an ordinary-sized girl but she could

compete with Jane Russell—and maybe win

!

. . . Don't believe all those silly rumors that

Ed Murrow is going to pack up and go over
to NBC. He has no intention of leaving CBS.
See It Now and Person To Person will con-

tinue at their old stands, and, what's more, Ed
will do a show for children. He is one of the

most devoted fathers anywhere, and his inter-

est in his son Casey's upbringing makes him
a natural for a kids' show.

Milton Berle and his wife, Ruth Cosgrove, en-
joyed being interviewed by George Jessel.

From the Sensational comer's Magazine Story

THEY STOLE $2,500,000 AND GOT AWAY WITH IT!'

TONY CURTIS

JULIE ADAMS

Directed by JOSEPH PEVNEY - Screenplay by SIDNEY BOEHM - Produced by AARON ROSENBERG



Rate Yourself
on this true or false

quiz about internal sanitary

protection

True False

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

well-known principle of

internal absorption.

Tampax was invented by a

doctor.

Tampax can be worn by

any normal woman.

Though only 1/9 the size

of an external pad, Tampax
is as absorbent.

User's hands need never

touch the Tampax.

When properly worn, Tam-

pax cannot be felt.

Tampax prevents odor
from forming by prevent-

ing exposure to the air.

Tampax can be worn in

shower or tub.

Both the applicator and

the Tampax itself are easily

disposed.

Regular, Super and Junior

Tampax refer to differences

in absorbency rather than

in size.

Millions of women have

used billions of Tampax.

countries outside America.

and notion counters.

1
1

1

1

1 1
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pax can be carried in the

purse.

Answer: All of the above statements are

true. Tampax If?corporatea', Palmer, Mass.

Picture of the Month: ATHENA

There's a place near Hollywood called Muscle Beach where young men stand in

the sun all day flexing biceps. In Hollywood is every kind of cult and vegetable

juice known to man. MGM has dipped into all this and come up with a gay Techni-

color musical about wacky people. Jane Powell QAthena) has six sisters with names

like Minerva (Debbie Reynolds), Niobe, Calliope, etc. And she has a grandpa

(Louis Calhern) who builds Bodies out of even the most depressing raw material.

He himself is seventy-eight but can still flip in the air like a pancake. And she has a

grandma (Evelyn Varden) who is given to trances on the lawn which result in

messages from friendly constellations. They (Jane and family) live in the hills, but

down below in unsuspecting smog are lawyer Edmund Purdom and tv singer Vic

Damone. Edmund is a very stuffy fellow engaged to Linda Christian. Jane assures

him that that marriage isn't in the stars. In no time he has lost all hope for a normal,

miserable existence. (At one stage in his bewilderment he finds himself being tele-

vised with Mr. Universe.) Vic Damone takes a little easier to Jane's family. Especially

to Debbie. To win her he just has to part with flabby muscles and give up meat.

It's very light and fantastic and funny, and of course the songs are cute and catchy

and the production numbers lots of fun.

THE FAR COUNTRY I liked this western—probably

because it's a northwestern having to do with gold.

This fellow James Stewart cares for no man except

old Walter Brennan. They're headed for Skagway to

trade a load of cattle for a ranch in Wyoming. But

Stewart is wanted for murder and in Skagway he

upsets a hanging, giving John Mclntyre, who runs

Skagway, a chance to confiscate the cattle. This leaves

Stewart even more bitter and defiant. Ruth Roman,

tough as nails but rich, hires him to take her up to

Dawson where she'll build a gambling house and cor-

rupt the population, which is busy gathering gold. Peo-

ple up there are happy until Ruth arrives and

Mclntyre arrives—then there's murder all over the

place with Stewart lifting not a finger to defend the

oppressed. But a young girl (Corinne Calvet) has been

working on his conscience and you can tell he always

had a heart. It was just iced over. Technicolor—U.I.

I

SIGN OF THE PAGAN Fifteen hundred years ago
fi

there was Attila the Hun, a ferocious Mongol con-

queror who swept across Europe and sat under the

gates of Rome wondering whether he dared to go in. I

Not that he was afraid of any living man. He was
|

terrified only of the Christian God. Jack Palance

plays Attila and he's the epitome of a bloodcurdling U

barbarian who is still oddly moving and human. Jeff j

Chandler is the one Roman who doesn't rattle in his I

armor before him, and Rita Gam is Attila's wildcat

daughter who eventually defies him. Eduard Franz,

Attila's soothsayer, keeps muttering doom into his

ear and finally scares the daylights out of him. It's

a big, spectacular film (in CinemaScope) with a new
slant on the far-reaching effect of early Christianity.

Everybody is wrapped in furs and horns and super-

stition. Ami it's fun to see a movie about a relatively

untapped era. Willi l.udniilla Tchorina—U.I.



DESIREE The trouble is, Marlon Brando looks like

Napoleon and acts like Napoleon but you never get

the feeling he is Napoleon. Maybe because it isn't

Napoleon's story1 after all. It's Jean Simmons' story.

She's Desiree, daughter of a well-to-do silk mer-

chant (now dead). Desiree fell for Nap when he

was just a general and was jilted by him when he

met Josephine (Merle Oberon), a worldly, influential

lady. Well, if Napoleon won't have Desiree, General

Bernadotte (Michael Rennie) will. And there's noth-

ing wrong with him. He becomes King of Sweden. Na-

poleon starts conquering the world but never once

does he forget Desiree or stop wanting her. Out of

focus as it may be, the movie is still vastly entertain-

ing. The acting is fine, the sets and costumes are ex-

tremely expensive and you're given a boudoir view of

some very important people. With Cameron Mitchell,

Elizabeth Sellars. CinemaScope—20th-Fox

THE LAST TIME I SAW PARIS If there was ever

a dream of a writer his name was F. Scott Fitzgerald

and here's one of his stories—almost unrecognizable

but still terribly romantic and touching. It's about

a struggling writer (Van Johnson) and his beauti-

ful, undisciplined, vivacious wife (Elizabeth Taylor)

who loved in Paris with the spirit of the Twenties,

although unfortunately, it's the Fifties. Johnson loses

faith in himself, starts drinking heavily and playing

around with divorcee Eva Gabor. Elizabeth becomes

suddenly serious, wants to go home. They have a little

daughter (Sandy Descher) whom both adore. One
night, a pie-eyed Johnson locks Elizabeth out and
she catches pneumonia. Her sister (Donna Reed), who
once loved Johnson, takes care of the girl. When he

comes to claim her a couple of years later, Donna is

too bitter to turn her over. I cried all the way through.

With Walter Pidgeon. Technicolor—MGM

THE VIOLENT MAN Edward G. Robinson is back

and he can still scare me. Only this time he's

crippled and with all his bluster is obviously not in

control of the situation. Wife Barbara Stanwyck is

in control. And she wants him to make her a present

of the whole valley. He's trying, and with his sadistic

henchmen riding wild there isn't a rancher who
doesn't sell out dirt cheap—or die protesting. Even
Glenn Ford wants to sell. He's no coward; his fiancee

May Wynn is pushing him to go east. You can push a

man like Glenn too far—which is exactly what Robin-

son and May do, in different ways. So Glenn sets

about restoring a little dignity and equality in that

valley. Robinson's daughter (Diane Foster) sees

through Mom, realizes she's carrying on with her

brother-in-law (Brian Keith) who's running the ranch.

But Stanwyck is capable of more than that. She's

capable of murder. CinemaScope—Col.

TRACK OF THE CAT Sometimes a movie gets so

symbolic you wonder what it's about. Track Of The
Cat looks awful pretty—the color's vivid, the pho-

tography's artistic, the scenes fall into dramatic

tableaus. But what goes? Here's this big brother

Bob Mitchum out hunting a mountain lion (his other

brother was killed trying) that's been bothering cattle

on his ranch. And on the ranch are the weirdest peo-

ple I've ever seen. A hundred-year-old Indian giving

everyone the creeps; a selfish, domineering mother

(Beulah Bondi); a hard-drinking father (Philip

Tonge) who rants in his cups; an old maid sister

(Teresa Wright) getting more and more bitter; a

younger, unassertive brother (Tab Hunter) planning

to marry Diana Lynn who is silly enough to hang
around. Everybody talks, but not really to each other.

And Mitchum is out there in the snow hunting, hunt-

ing. Why, I ask you, why? CinemaScope—Warners

GREEN FIRE Naturally, Grace Kelly is cool and
beautiful (but smoldering underneath) and Stewart

Granger is reckless, irresistible. Throw them together

—fireworks! He's a kind of adventurer, looking for

emeralds in a South American mine not far from
Grace's coffee plantation. Money's scarce in both

places so Grace resents it when her brother John
Ericson throws his last sou into Granger's risky

project. Also, Granger lures away all of her planta-

tion workers, and with his fancy blasting sends the

river coursing into her yard. Paul Douglas, Granger's
buddy, gets fed up with being same. He's sweet on
Grace, too—and begs her to let him dynamite Gran-
ger's mountain so that the river will run in a whole
different direction. It's at this point that Granger
finds emeralds. Well, the mountain's all set to blow

—

will Grace go through with it, will Granger let her, or

does he care for emeralds more ? Technicolor—MGM

THE PURPLE PLAIN Gregory Peck is a lone wolf

gone "round the bend" (that means loco) in his

associates' opinion. Reason is his bride was killed

right before his eyes in a London air raid. Now he's

an RAF pilot in Burma and since he has nothing to

live for he takes his crew through hell trying to get

himself bumped off. This is pretty wearing on every-

one. Finally, unit doctor Bernard Lee introduces him
to a beautiful Burmese girl (Win Min Than) who
works with missionary Brenda De Banzie. One-two-
three and Peck's back from around that bend. But
next flight out his plane crashes into enemy territory.

His navigator's legs are burned, his passenger is so

sure he's finished he shoots himself and there is

Gregory. Trapped, you say? Now that he has some-

thing to live for you couldn't kill him with a bomb!
So unreal and romantic I loved every minute. Techni-

color—U. A. MORE->

Smoothest eye-crayon

in the whole world

—and the easiest

to use— it's a joy!

Never needs sharp-

ening. Crayon pro-

pels and retracts!

Always ready to J
make your eyes

far lovelier—in a

It's the only

eye-crayon
that's spring-

locked— cant
fall out!
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Inquiring travel photographer

"Yesf"
—says a New

York secretary, "when

you take them by Grey-

hound! I'm on a 13-day

Greyhound - planned

Florida vacation, which

costs about $120.00

and includes transpor-

tation, hotel accommo-

dations, sightseeing."

"Surely!"

-says Chicago

model on Arizona vaca-

tion. "Greyhound puts

together special winter

'package vacations'

that a girl can afford

— and thoroughly enjoy

without the slightest

danger of running short

of fun or funds!"

I do!"
—says Pittsburgh

sales gal, at Pocono

ski resort. "I take win-

ter weekend trips often

by Greyhound — some-

times alone, sometimes

on a charter bus trip

with the whole gang!

You'd never believe

how little it costs to

charter a Greyhound."

P. S.— Here's How They Do It: Grey-

hound Expense-Paid Tours, for individ-

uals or groups, are complete vacation

trips or "winter weekends"— which in-

clude transportation, hotels, and special

sightseeing or entertainment.
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FREE! PLEASURE MAP OF U.S. -WITH TOUR DETAILS

Mail to Greyhound Tour Dept., 71 W. Lake St.,

Chicago, III. for map — with details on 50 Tours.

Name -

Address - , -

City & State

Send me special information on a tour to:

DM-2-5B

GREYHOUND

CREST OF THE WAVE The British Navy is hard at

work on a little island off Scotland. That is, they

were hard at work perfecting an underwater missile

when the perfecter himself exploded testing the

tricky thing. American scientist Gene Kelly arrives

with helpmates Jeff Richards and Fred Wayne.
These two bunk with a crew of British seamen and

have their own little dramas involving international

amity, plain amity and the meaning of heroism.

Kelly's British assistant, John Justin, resents him.

He figures the missile was just about perfect and

now Kelly is going to walk away with all the glory.

Kelly is more anxious to walk away alive which is

why he displays such thoroughness and starts his

experiments from scratch. Even so, the first trial

run ends in disaster. Looks like the jig is up until

Justin gets an inspiration and everybody feels broth-

erly love. With Bernard Lee, Sidney James—MGM

THE BLACK KNIGHT From Castles Usk to Yoenil to

Camelot; from dungeon to tower to Patricia Medina
runs Alan Ladd. And who is there to stop him? Well,

there are some crazy knights. Ontzlake, for one. Wait
a minute! Ontzlake is his only friend. Ontzlake

(Andre Morell) gives him a horse; King Arthur

(Anthony Bushell) gives him leave and Ladd gets

ready to avenge the burning of his master's castle.

(Patricia is master's daughter.) Okay. So King
Arthur is having his own troubles. Sir Palamides, his

Saracens dressed like Vikings, and King Mark want

to overthrow him and Christianity. Not that Arthur

believes it. He tosses Alan into a dungeon, thinks he's

the traitor. Wait till you see all those pagans whoop-

ing it up at the Druid's Temple with poor old Pat

writhing on the Sacrificial Stone. Wait till you see

those Saracens storming Camelot. Guess who gets

knighted after the battle. Technicolor—Col.

"SO THIS IS PARIS" If this is Paris, I'm Helen

of Troy, but I'll go along with a gag. Sailors Tony

Curtis, Gene Nelson and Paul Gilbert looking for ro-

mance find Gloria De Haven, Corinne Calvet and

Mara Corday. Not all at once, but the idea's the

same. Tony thinks Gloria is a sophisticated French

singer since she's singing in a French cafe. Turns

out she's a Jackson Heights, New York, American

with five kids. This gives Tony pause, till he's as-

sured they're orphans. He likes Gloria but Corinne

Calvet, who is loaded with French money, flips for

him. Gloria is furious; Gene Nelson is jealous (Cor-

inne was. Ms discovery) and the guy who has been

paying for the orphans dies. Tony arranges a big

charity bazaar at Corinne's place when Corinne isn't

home. Because if Corinne were home she would call

the police. But she does come home. Fate, you know.

Plenty of songs and dances. Technicolor—U.I.

DRUMBEAT All of a sudden Alan Ladd, who has shot

more Indians than anyone, is appointed Peace Com-

missioner by President Grant. He's got to talk sense

to those scalp-happy Modocs who are piling up tro-

phies along the California-Oregon border. Ladd will

talk but Captain Jack (Charles Branson) won't lis-

ten. Me big man, he grunts, thumping his chest. All

the Modocs aren't naughty. Marisa Pavan and her

brother Tony Caruso are reservation types. They ride

with Ladd into hostile Modoc territory, eyes peering

at them from every rock and root. Ladd talks to

Bronson. No soap. Next thing you know there's a

massacre. Ladd is itching to pull that trigger because

the Army can't fight Indians worth a dime. Finally

Ladd, a general (Warner Anderson) and some other

earnest characters arrange a peace parley. Disaster.

Go get him, boy, the President tells Ladd and Ladd

nabs that monster Modoc in no time. With Audrey
Dalton. CinemaScope—Warners

THE GOOD DIE YOUNG The title of this movie

stumps me. Don't see much good about three men
who can't find anything better to do than sit in a pub

drinking beer and falling into trouble. Weak, maybe.

Confused, maybe. John Ireland has this bit player

(Gloria Grahame) for a wife but she has ambition.

Every time he's on leave from the Air Force she's

on the town with a movie star. Richard Basehart is

in England to carry home bis war bride (Joan Col-

lins) but all he has to do is lift a valise and his

mother-in-law (Freda Jackson) takes an overdose of

sleeping pills. And Stanley Baker—he's a boxer who
has finally saved enough money to quit the ring but

is too beat up for normal employment. All of them

fall under the spell of Laurence Harvey, a playboy

supported by his wife (Margaret Leighton). He talks

them into robbery No violence, says he. My, what a

liar !—U.A.
; J;

RECOMMENDED FILMS NOW PLAYING

A STAR IS BORN (Warners): Judy Garland and

James Mason in the story of a girl who became a star

with the help of a man who couldn't help himself. The
acting is fine, the musical numbers wonderful. No one

should miss it. Technicolor and CinemaScope.

THE COUNTRY GIRL (Para.) : Bing Crosby delivers

a superb performance in a tense, beautifully acted

version of Odets' hit play about a has-been actor, his

wife (Grace Kelly) and director (William Holden).

CARMEN JONES (20th-Fox): Dorothy Dandridge is

probably the sexiest Carmen ever seen on the screen.

Harry Belafonte as Joe is fine, Pearl Bailey great,

the singing excellent, Hammerstein's lyrics ring re-

markably true—and the music was good to begin

with. CinemaScope.

PHFFFT! (Col.): Judy Holliday and Jack Lemmon,

teamed this time in the bright and clever story of a

just-divorced couple. Light-weight but very funny.

With Jack Carson.

UNCHAINED (Hall Bartlett) : An exciting, off-beat

prison story about an off-beat prison. Elroy Hirsch,

Barbara Hale.

THE BAREFOOT CONTESSA (U.A.): An amazing

mixture of love, sex, satire, tragedy and Technicolor

that will keep you fascinated, if slightly confused.

Ava Gardner, Humphrey Bogart, Edmond O'Brien

and others turn in topnotch performances in this

complex Cinderella-like tale.



THE CHALLENGER

Up till now, no one has

tamed Shelley. Up till now,

she hadn't met Sernas!

A handsome and athletic young

Frenchman is pairing off with Shelley

Winters these days, and people in

Hollywood are laying odds that he'll

be the first of her sparring partners

to be on his feet at the final bell.

They're even betting that Jacques

Sernas will be able to tame the some-

times hot-tempered Miss Winters.

Jacques has yet to be seen by an

American audience, but his 165

muscular pounds will be all over the

neighborhood screens, when Warner

Brothers' Helen Of Troy is released.

In it, Jacques stars as Paris, the man
who tamed the most beautiful woman
in all the world.

He's in Hollywood now for Jump
Into Hell. Cynics say that's an apt

role for anyone who gets into the

same ring with the fiery Shelley.

When warned of this, Jacques

shrugged. "I do not expect to get my
fingers burned," he said. "Miss Win-

ters is a beautiful and delightful

woman. But I have encountered

harder things than women."

fc-In 1940, when Jacques was fifteen,

Germany conquered France. Too

young to join the Army, Jacques

joined the French underground. For

over a year he carried messages

through the streets of Paris, hid for-

bidden pamphlets under his shirt.

One night he was stopped by two

German officers. The pamphlets were

found, and Jacques was sent to a

concentration camp for a year and a

haFf.

"Ah, he is a brave one, that

Jacques," says one of his friends.

"This Miss Winters, she had better

watch out. Or soon she will be the

tame one, purring like a cat."

Cream or Lotion

\^_fy tfl

s H A im POO

"Yes, I use Lustre-Creme Shampoo,"

says Doris Day. It's the favorite of

4 out of 5 top Hollywood movie stars!

It never dries your hair! Lustre-

Creme Shampoo is blessed with

lanolin . . . foams into rich lather,

even in hardest water . . . leaves

hair so easy to manage.

It beautifies! For soft, bright, fra-

grantly clean hair— without special

after-rinses—choose the shampoo of

America's most glamorous women.

Use the favorite of Hollywood movie

stars—Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

^^dkjM/&tiz Lustre - Creme Shampoo

[ever Dries—

co-starrii g in "YOUNG AT HEART" An Arwin Production

in WarnerColor. Presented by Warner Bros.



This is an actual photograph of a woman's hands after taking the detergent test. The right hand was given Jergens

Lotion care — the left wasn't. Even scientists were amazed at the difference. This photograph is unretouched.

Proof: You can stop'Detergent Hands"

A national research laboratory* proves

Jergens Lotion more effective than

any other lotion tested for stopping

detergent damage.

Do you wish your hardworking hands were

as pretty as your neighbor's? They can be.

Read this story of a dramatic experiment.'

Recently, 447 women volunteers soaked

both hands -in detergents three times a

day. After each soaking, Jergens Lotion

was applied to the right hand. The left

hand was untreated.

In 3 or 4 days these women saw an

amazing change! Untreated hands were

Jergens Lotion

roughened and reddened. Hands treated

with Jergens remained soft, smooth, with-

out a trace of detergent damage!

No other lotion tested proved as effec-

tive as Jergens. The women were delighted

with this significant discovery.

Jergens Lotion has been steadily im-

proved for 50 years. Use it daily and your

hands will be pretty despite wind, weather

and housework. Never sticky or greasy,

Jergens takes just seconds to apply!

Get a bottle today, and notice how much
richer and creamier the Jergens formula is

now. It has a lovely new fragrance, too,

yet still costs only 10^ to $1.00, plus tax.

positively stops "Detergent Hands'

"Notice to doctors and der-

matologists. For a summary
of this report, write to The
Andrew Jergens Co.,Cinn.,0.
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THEY'RE YOUNG

AND IN LOVE,

NEWLY-MARRIED,

FULL OF HOPE.

THEY'RE MR. AND

MRS. GUY MADISON!

they say its wonderful

by William Barbour

Last fall Guy Madison kissed Eva Gabor and
Virginia Grey goodbye and crossed them off his

list. He began to concentrate on Sheila Connolly,

a size-nine beauty from County Kildare. This

brown-eyed, twenty -four -year -old daughter of a

well-known Irish jockey had been a model in New
York.

Except for three people—Guy, Sheila and Guy's

business manager, Charley Trezona—no one ex-

pected the sudden marriage.

After all, Guy was involved in a full-blown

divorce problem with Gail Russell.

Gail, nervous and sick, teetering perilously close

to a complete breakdown, had filed for divorce in

April. Guy had followed with a cross-complaint.

Both petitions had been (Continued on page 74)

The honeymoon was spent in a motel in Reno, where Guy was on loca-

tion. Sheila, who plans to stick close to her man, has given up just-

starting career for marriage, even turned down offer to co-star with Guy.
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JANE AND PAT

V0

Paris

Mr. Charles D. Saxon
Editor,

Modern Screen

Dear Chuck,

Well, here's the complete story of Jane Powell's

honeymoon. I may as well say right at the beginning

that, like most honeymooners, she and Pat Nerney
did their darndest to dodge anyone who tried

to muscle in—definitely including the press—but,

like most celebrities, they were pretty easy to trace.

Especially as they spent so much time gazing into each

other's eyes that they hardly ever noticed

the little men in trench coats sneaking up on them
with pencil and paper, until it was too late.

Their first stop was Paris. This is a great city for

the young-and-in-love; wind and weather permitting,

you can spot couples kissing on almost

every street corner—and sometimes (when the

weather is very good) right smack in the middle
of the street. Jane and Pat did a lot of window
shopping and made a few buys, too, though Janie

brought a perfectly stunning wardrobe with her

(including her wedding dress, a gorgeous

affair I'll describe in a minute). She wore a tailored

topcoat, appropriate for trudging these somewhat
windy streets, and Pat never took his glasses off

—

which may account for the fact that almost

no one recognized them, although everyone knew
they were here. The French papers, in fact, made
quite a to-do about their arrival, which shows
how popular Janie (and her romance) is around here,

where celebrities are a dime a dozen. Void a few
samples from the Paris journals

:

"The young Hollywood star Jane Powell arrived in

Paris today for her second honeymoon. (Note: all

the papers mentioned the fact that this is the

second for both—but none of them explained why they

bothered to stress it!) She is a singer-dancer-

comedienne and in Rich, Young And Pretty she

played Danielle Darrieux's daughter. She has just

married the young industrialist, Pat Newney ("Feature

that spelling!" Nerney howled) and her latest

picture is Seven Brides For Seven Brothers, which,
coincidentally, happens (.Continued on page 88)

At the conclusion of

their small, beautiful wedding,
Pat was solemn, Jane radiant.
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Although he's rumored to be an arch-conservative in his infrequent

public appearances, Dick drives a sleek foreign sports car—and is

likely to drive it to Alaska or anywhere else on a moment's notice.

College-educated, lie is an avid reader and a good conversationalist

on the most serious topics. But those who say he has no sense of

humor just haven't been listening—or watching his soft-shoe routine!

Sometimes the most hated man on the screen, Dick is nonetheless peaceful by nature, has shown no tendency to beat Jean or his daughter.



Confusing Mr. Widmark has been called

everything from Dick The Fiend to Richard The

Hermit. He's variously known as

bashful, bloodthirsty, terrible and terrified. But

his wife has another name for Dick—and

another story to tell!

BY JACK WADE

"Nut$^Fagan"at home

Every so often a select set of sophisticated Manhattan writers and critics

strike it rich for a day. This windfall occurs when their old pal x Richard

Widmark of Hollywood, blows into town, gives them a jingle and suggests

a noontime get-together. These ink-stained scribblers desert the modest coffee

houses where they customarily huddle and march hungrily uptown toward

swank and expensive 21 Club to meet Santa Claus.

After an orgy of fine food and drink they push the astronomical tabs

cavalierly toward Dick's plate. Then they set to work ruthlessly whittling

down the big movie star they knew when.
On one such occasion, John McCarten, the caustic movie critic of the

New Yorker, loosed a wicked barb. He noted their dimlit, inconspicuous table

by the kitchen door and serving tables where dishes clattered and soup

sprayed in passing.

"Dick," he remarked anxiously, "I'm worried about you. Obviously you

don't rate with important people like the captains at 2 1 . I can only conclude

from this scornful treatment that as a Hollywood celebrity, Widmark, you're

through!"

Dick grinned. He'd far rather be roasted by those witty ones than be

kissed by a lovely fan. He's a modest and retiring man, but common sense

tells him he's about as "through" in Hollywood as a newborn babe. Since he
walked confidently away last year from a cozy Twentieth Century-Fox

contract paying him $3000 a week, Dick Widmark's career has shot ahead.

At that luncheon, he was hustling back to Hollywood from starring in

Prize Of Gold abroad to make The Cobweb at MGM. After that he was set

to scoot over to Africa for Safari. Awaiting his return will be a queue of

Hollywood producers as long and hopeful as Errol Flynn's string of bill-

collectors.

As for his celebrity—Dick Widmark had just collected ample evidence

that nobody's forgetting him since he checked off Darryl Zanuck's payroll

—

although the tributes to his fame remain a little back-handed. Only a few
nights before, in London's swank Les Ambassadeurs cafe, a tipsy American
had weaved up to him, grabbed his paws enthusiastically and held them in

a vise-like grip. When Dick, who doesn't like to be touched, tugged away,

the drunk flared, "Whassamatta—doncha wanna be friendly? Big Hollywood

star—hey? Won't shake my hand!"

"I can't," Dick pointed out. "You're holding mine."

"Yeah—but if I let go, you'll sock me!" cried the fuddled fan.

Incidents like that no longer surprise or dismay Dick Widmark. After all,

when an actor starts his screen career gleefully pushing a crippled old lady

downstairs as Dick did in Kiss Of Death, and as (.Continued on -page 68)





With brother Howard
her first dance.

With King Charles,
her first hit.

This is a woman

with A Past. It certainly

isn't Wicked and

it isn't even Secret

—but it sheds

some interesting light

on things to come

to Liz!

BY IDA ZEITLIN

In the comer of the white couch, Liz sat remembering
through the not-yet twenty-three years of her young life. She wore
black slacks, an olive green velvet blouse and looked the way Elizabeth

Taylor looks since she tacked Wilding onto her name,
loveliness deepened by a new serenity. At intervals she dipped

into a plate of what she called garbage

—

hors d'oeuvres to you—or

mildly asked a poodle to stop cavorting, which request the poodle

failed to take seriously. At intervals two gentlemen wandered
through, the elder pausing every now and then to drop

a comment into her stream of reminiscence. Him she addressed

as Nostril, a recent modification of Nose. The younger answered amiably

to Jughead or Sport, though most of the time he didn't answer

at all, being intent on business of his own. Pursuing these

affairs, he took a spill. Before the lip had time for more than

a quiver, he had been scooped up and was riding high on his father's

shoulders , small hands and feet secure in his father's grasp

while the warm voice crooned comfort: "What a

terrible, terrible experience!"

Elizabeth smiled up at them, and turned thoughtful as Michael bore

his now gurgling child from the room. "This is the kind of moment
you remember. This is an image that will always come back

to me—my son laughing down from my husband's shoulders.

It's nothing but everything, because it holds happiness like a cup.

Except for here and there, my whole life has been a happy one.

But with a difference. I'm aware of it now. I'll never take it for granted.

Jan Struther, who wrote Mrs. Miniver, wrote a little verse

which says so exactly what I feel that I learned it by heart. It's

called Biography and it goes like this:

One day my life will end; and lest

Some whim should prompt you to review it,

Let her who knows the subject best

Continued on next page



With Glenn Davis, her first "phase.

With Nicky Hilton,
her first marriage.

With Monty Clift

her first "real" acting
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continued

Tell you the shortest way to do it.

Then say, "Here lies one doubly blest."

Say, "She was happy." Say, "She knew it."

"I know it. That's the difference between
before and after Michael."

Her earliest memories focus on the countryside
of Kent, sixty miles from London. There Victor

Cazelet, the godfather she adored, bought an estate.

There he turned over to the Taylors an old

brick house, set in a meadow of buttercups against

an ancient forest. To Elizabeth, Kent
was enchanted ground, where you hunted mushrooms
in secret places, picked the first primrose, found
an iridescent dove's feather on some woodland
path. Where your heart could embrace not
only cats and dogs, but turtles, lambs and guinea
pigs and, dearest of all, the mare Betty,

a gift from Victor. Thinking of the dream days
in Kent, she sees a child riding her horse around the

lake, and tries not to dwell on the sequel.

In 1947 she revisited Little Swallows, neglected and
overgrown since Victor died in a wartime
air crash. "I picked a rose for memory, and
I should have let it go at that. But no, I had to find

out what became of Betty. They wouldn't
say in so many words. From what they did say,

I gathered that horse meat was her end. And
learned that some questions are better left unasked."

At seven she broke with her past and cried

and cried. They were all desolate at the

thought of leaving England, but the others

understood. Even Howard, nearing ten, understood

some of it and tried to explain to his sister.

"Daddy and Victor think there might be a war,

so they're sending us to America to be safe."

Elizabeth went on crying. She was no stranger to

America, having been taken back and forth to see

her grandparents. But England was home.
All across the Atlantic and out to Pasadena,

where Granddaddy lived, she wept and refused

to be comforted. "Darling, the trouble will be

over soon and then we'll go back."

Mrs. Taylor believed it. Her daughter apparently

didn't. In any event, soon wasn't soon enough.

At length the tears had to dry up. Yet through

the eight years that followed, through the

excitements of growth and career, nostalgia never

died. Listening to symphonies, which she loved,

the stir of emotion would draw her back to

the lovely, green, clean-smelling countryside

where she'd sunk her first roots, and leave

her aching for England. "Even now, when America

is my home, I'd still be heartsick without

the feeling that I could go back at least once

a year. At seven it was like a wound. Not
until I went back the first time did it heal entirely."

After Daddy joined them to open his art

gallery in Hollywood, they moved to the Pacific

Palisades. At school she developed a mad
crush on a gorgeous-looking boy. One day he

was gracious enough ^Continued on page 77)



The days just aren't long enough for Chandler, Hollywood's busiest guy.

TALL ONE
BY LOUIS POLLOCK

On a certain day in his second

bachelorhood Jeff Chandler awoke quite

early to hear a slight thump on the

floor, and to experience, somehow,
a vague feeling of sadness. The noise

had nothing to do with the sadness,

but it took a moment of letting the

sleep drain out of his mind before he
realized this. Then he remembered
that he had taken a book and read

himself drowsy when he went to bed

the night before. Just now the book

must have (Continued on page 62)



YOU ASKED ME-

SO I'M TELLING YOU

UNACCUSTOMED AS HE IS TO WRITING OPEN

LETTERS, TONY CURTIS HAS WRITTEN THIS ONE—IN ANSWER

TO THE LETTERS YOU'VE BEEN SENDING HIM!

In the early days of their marriage

Tony and Janet insisted on sharing each other's

hobbies—even if it killed them. Now, more

sensibly adjusted, Janet admits that she prefers

being photographed to becoming a shutterbug her-

self, admires Tony's art but doesn't reach for

duplicate palette and brush. .Tony,

equally happy, no longer feels obliged to

accompany her to tea parties!



Dear People:

I have a knack for putting my foot in my big mouth.

I'll never forget how I did it when I met the Queen of

England. They told me I was supposed to address her as

"Your Royal Highness." It ought to be easy for an actor

to remember three words. When my turn came, my mouth

opened and I muffed the line. I remember a quick three

seconds of agony before I stuck my hand out, shook hands

and said, "Hello." Then I wanted the floor to open and

swallow me.
Almost as bad, or worse, was the recent occasion on

which Edward R. Murrow on his Person To Person program

honored Janet and me with a visit to our home. When the

time came for the program to begin on our interview, we

were ready. The cables weren't. Mr. Murrow couldn't hear

me and I couldn't hear him. Suddenly I was aware that

around eleven million people had walked into our living-

room. I opened my mouth and to this day I can't remember

what I said. But 1 must have done a lot of talking. Janet

said I shut up just in time, and then Mr. Murrow came back

in with his questions.

Anyway, the result was that we've had more than 3,000

letters a week saying a lot of nice things and asking a lot

more questions. I just didn't know how it would be possible

to answer them all until Janet suggested that I call up the

editors of Modern Screen, who are our buddies. We
did. This letter is the result. I am dictating it to a beau-

tiful Modern Screen blonde (Continued on page 83)
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born...

And as to the future...no comment right now.

now I hope I'm considered an actor, too.

by Rock Hudson

Today I had an interview. In E ollywood an

interview consists of three people. (

actor will have something to say, (2
1 ) the writer, who hopes the

) the actor, who hopes the writer

will have something to ask, and (

s—accompanioo the actor to make sure

3) the publicist or press agent, who
the writer doesn't ask any

rude questions and that the actor c oesn't give any rude answers.

Today's interview was the third

approximately, the 450th time a wn
this week. Il was,

ter has sat opposite me, trying to

extract a story that will shake the w
The first time I was interviewed, th

orld. This is very remarkable,

e reporter ended the

conversation by closing his noteboo

least," he said, "you were horn."

c and leering at me. "At

I feel for these people, these scri jes of Hollywood. Contrary to public

opinion, stories about movie stars an

are drained out of human beings v\

mot woven out of thin air. They

ho have donated their

every experience and thought to a h

comes a time when there is nothing ]

ungry press, and there always

eft to {Continued on page 58)



yesterday nowhere



today the most

This is George Nader, the newest,

the nicest—the guy Hollywood's

got a new word for—zoing!

BY TONI NOEL

Though he dresses conservatively for dates, George prefers plaid

shirts and levis around the ranch house he shares with two be-
loved black cats, offspring of pal Rory Calhoun's Siamese.

Even when he doesn't have an early morning studio call, George
is up—and eating—by six. Mucfi of his day is spent answering
the fast-rising fan mail that helped him get his movie breaks.

"A prophet is not without honour, save in his own
country. . . ." The fact that these words are to be
found in the Good Book didn't make their truth any
more palatable to George Nader, Jr. Born and raised

in southern California, a stone's throw from the film

capital, the tall (six feet, one inch), dark (well, hair

and tan, anyway) and handsome (unqualified)

George was strictly nowhere in . Hollywood until he
went abroad to make pictures. Then he was in

—

like nobody else but Nader.
His is not a particularly unique experience. Shy,

soft-spoken Fred Zinneman, whose brilliant From
Here To Eternity practically walked off with last

year's Academy Awards, had this rueful comparison
to offer: "I was under contract to one studio for ten

years, no better and no worse a director than I am
today, and nobody even knew my name. I was so

unknown, in fact, that when I came back from
Europe after making The Search, Hollywood thought
I was a foreign import and swamped me with more
offers than I could accept!"

And so it was with George, for whom the world
of footlights was the only world from the beginning.
The son of a promineiit oil {Continued on page 86)

Known as a smooth operator with women, George nonetheless
considers himself the "close to the soil" type, says there has al-
ways been one like him in every generation of the Nader family!



RACE GENTRY:
THE KIDS GO FOR HIM. BUT THE ONE REALLY IN LOVE WITH RACE IS A POWERFUL LADY NAMED LUCK!

As the songwriters keep insisting, it is in that part of Italy centering about the

Isle of Capri, that some of the world's most handsome human specimens are to be seen.

The women are slim and quick-eyed and they laugh when they dance. The men are

mostly dark, deep of chest and full of fun and fire. As a matter of fact there is a legend

that all babies in Capri are born with smiles on their faces. But twenty years ago that

legend was stretched to include the birth of a boy in the city of Los Angeles in Cali-

fornia. His name was John Papiro and he must have known his racial heritage traced

back to Capri because, as his mother reports, the traditional smile was there. Today John

by Nate' Edwards is still smiling. His name has been changed to Race Gentry and he is the newest of

Hollywood's younger male candidates for screen stardom. (Continued on page 72)
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ava gardner:
THE GAL THAT
GOT AWAYOnce again the girl

who has everything

has lost everything

worth having.

Whose fault is it

that Ava is running

away again?

BY ELLEN JOHNSON

Two days before The Barefoot

Contessa was premiered in Hollywood,

Ava Gardner came to town. She

came quietly and sedately, driving

her Cadillac in from Palm Springs where
she had been living in blissful seclusion.

Ava did not want to come to

Hollywood. But she had contracted

to exploit her latest film, and to the

long-lashed brunette, her word is

her honor.

Once in town, Ava checked in at a

beauty parlor on Wilshire Boulevard

where her hair was washed and"

set for the occasion.

Came the night of the premiere,

and Ava stole the show. She wore a pink

sequinned sheath gown with a tiara

to match. She set the crowds gasping.

There were plenty of other beauty

queens making appearances at that

premiere, but no one's glamour could

compare with Gardner's.

Ava grows more beautiful with
the passing time. And yet there is

about her an air of ineffable sadness,

of femininity unfulfilled, of moods dark

and depressed.

No one in Hollywood understands
Ava Gardner—not even her three

ex-husbands, all of whom are

experienced in love and the pursuit

thereof. Collectively, Mickey Rooney,
Artie Shaw and Frank Sinatra have had
twelve wives.

You might think then that one of

these three men could find an
adequate explanation of Ava and her
ways. But no. Ava remains Hollywood's
number one mystery, a beautiful,

bedeviled, fascinating creature

who has found money, fame, success

and adoration—and with it all, loneliness

and sorrow. (Continued on vaze 45")

More Pictures on Next Page



ava gardner:
THE GALTHAT
GOT AWAY continued Since her third marriage ended, Ava has known two more futile

IGNORING the empty seat beside her, cameramen mobbed
Ava, who, as usual, is livinq much of her life in the headlines.

LATER she was joined by more show business friends and admirers . . . but

no one to replace Dominguin, one of her two last—but not greatest—loves.
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romances. Surrounded by men wherever she goes, she's still the loneliest gal in town

* f

v

WELCOMED in most of South America, in Brazil even Ava's dignity as an actress was

insulted when she was mobbed, kicked, asked to leave her hotel for a reported fit of temper.

(Continued from page 43)
The fault has not been hers.

By nature she is warmhearted,

open-minded, unselfish and consi-

derate. But Ava Gardner is a girl

who has lost at love. And love is

the keystone of her very life.

Her three unsuccessful marriages

were lived in Hollywood, and be-

cause Hollywood brings to her mind
the memory of these marital fail-

ures, she frequently says, "I don't

like Hollywood. It's a tough com-

munity to work out a marriage in.

So much gossip. So much spotlight.

"I don't want to sound ungrate-

ful or anything like that. Heaven
knows it's better for me to be an

actress than, say, a stenographer.

But I'm liappier when I'm in Eu-

rope."

Ava has stayed away from Cali-

fornia for nearly all of the last two

years. She roamed Africa, England,

Spain, Italy and made three pic-

tures overseas.

In Spain and Italy she also culti-

vated the friendship of Luis Miguel

Dominguin, handsome, wealthy,

retired bullfighter. Friends suggest

that theirs was more than a friend-

ship. They imply that Ava, seeking

companionship, aroused Domin-
guin's Latin ardor. They point out

that in Madrid, the actress and her

sister moved into the Commodore
Apartment Hotel, close by Domin-
guin's town house.

Ava is older than the retired

matador; at the time of their ro-

mance she was thirty-one. Luis

was twenty-nine. That was the first

time she ever seriously dated a man
slightly younger than herself.

When Dominguin came to Holly-

wood last year, Ava was sitting out

her divorce residence requirement

on the Nevada shore of Lake Tahoe.

For a short time, the handsome
Spaniard became a house guest of

writer Peter Viertel in Beverly Hills.

There a Spanish-speaking reporter

questioned Luis Miguel.

"Of course," he said, "you're go-

ing up to Lake Tahoe to see Ava.

Tell me, do you plan to marry her?

Is it on the level that you're both

in love?"

Understandably, Dominguin was
taken back a bit by the flurry of

questions.

"Ava," he explained diplomati-

cally, "is very good fun. In Spain

she and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grant

and I (Continued on page 75)





This is a happy story ahout a happy star—strictlyfor people who feel like rejoicing with Judy

!

by Louella Parsons

"With everything else wonderful that has happened
to me this year, I get pregnant, too! How lucky can you be?"

This gay, delighted speaker was my girl Judy Garland,
so very happy that the words seemed to be tumbling over
one another when she called me the minute she got the
good news from the doctor that she was on the stork's

calling list again.

"I just found out five minutes ago," she laughed. "Now never
say I didn't tell you the minute I heard, myself. What
do you suppose I've done to deserve having everything good
happen to me at once?"
Now, I know some Hollywood actresses who might take a

very dim view of being pregnant right after the greatest
smash come-back ever achieved by a star who had been away
from the screen five years—as Judy had.

There are some super-ambitious belles who would much rather
cash in on such a tremendous success by way of Las Vegas
or another picture contract than get ready
to welcome a third little stranger.

I've said ever since I met this little girl with the big talent
that they threw away the pattern when they made her.

I said, "Judy, I want to do a story about this."

"You're on," she agreed. "What shall we call it? How
do you like A Starlet Is Born} That's a plug, Louella.
But, listen. Sid and I are leaving tomorrow for Chicago and
New York where I'm really going to plug A Star Is Born.
We'll be back in two weeks. When will you be here?"

I told her I'd be at her house exactly five minutes
after they came back.

Sure enough, just a few hours after the Lufts flew back from
the east I was at their old English-style home, next
door to Lana Turner's, in Hohnby Hills.

Judy has welcomed me to her home many times, usually
wearing her favorite matador pants and bright shirts. But now
she looked chic, indeed, in a smart black dress
with a white ribbon collar.

"The New York influence," she explained. "I got used to

dressing up and looking smart and well-dressed at all hours."
As Judy led me into her favorite room, the den (done in

light blonde wood and soft beige divans and chairs). I

mentioned to her that she looked to me as though she had
gained considerable weight.

"I always lose weight the first two months I'm carrying a baby.
After that—look out! The pounds start to pile on. When
I'm six months pregnant I look like most women do
at eight months. I just waddle around, big as a house,
and not giving a darn."

"Hey, there, you with the stars in your eyes—you've had
quite a problem with weight," I chided. "It would be a shame
to pile it on again after what you went through to get your
figure ring-weight for A Star Is Born."

"Oh, I don't mean I stuff myself," said Judy, who had
seated herself on the couch in the window seat and sat like a
little girl with her knees pulled up under her chin.

"You see, Louella—the point is I feel so wonderful when
I'm pregnant. I don't know the meaning of morning
sickness or the other discomforts so many women suffer.

"I'm at my healthiest when I'm carrying a child—and I mean
mentally and physically. You know how nervous I

sometimes am? Well, all that feeling vanishes when I'm
pregnant. Absolutely nothing (Continued on page 81)
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Some go steady, some play the field.

Some spend big money, some go for walks

in the rain. One thing movie kids have

in common: they're so normal it's amazing!

BY BETTY MILLER

HOLLYWOOD'S YOUNG
DATING SET

PAUL GILBERT is a one-girl guy, the girl being Barrie Chase,

a blonde who doesn't think that being a comedian's steady

girl means that she has to giggle at his every remark.

NOT GOING STEADY but definitely con-

centrating on each other, Tab Hunter

and Lori Nelson find daytime dates are

a good way to catch up on fun they

had to miss while working on pictures.
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LANCE FULLER may skip dating entirely for a month or so ("just

not in the mood") then, on the spur of the moment, phone a
favorite girl like Melinda Markey and make a day of it.

CLEO MOORE usually dates three or four times a week and
prefers last-minute plans with a casual lad like Brad Jackson, whose
dating philosophy is "Comb your hair—and forget yourself!"

Seeing pictures of our young stars, dressed to the

teeth for - premiere dates, many people probably think

"What a life!" Others might add enviously, "Nothing
but cakes and ale!" But would be wrong. For one thing,

cakes are fattening, and for another, surprisingly few
Hollywood youngsters do enough drinking to mention.

And when they're at a premiere, all gussied up, it's at the

express wish of their studios. That isn't dating; that's

working.

What they do in their own free time is so average

as to be a revelation. The kids have one rule in common:
no dates while working on a picture. They're all serious

about their careers; they realize that they must look and
give their best, and during production they have to get

up early in the morning. The routine then is usually

dinner at home, a couple of hours of studying the next
day's lines, and early to bed.

So Hollywood's younger set must make up for lost

time between pictures. With them the daytime date has
become almost as popular as the conventional evening
one. Take a young man like Lance Fuller. He considers
himself a cyclic personality. "I'm the moody type," he
admits. "I have ups and downs about everything—in-

cluding my future in pictures. I even date in spurts.

Sometimes a whole month will go by without my taking
a girl out. Then the urge hits me and I'd like to go out
every night. Generally, though, I confine my dating to

the week ends."

Lance may not go out often, but when he does he
makes a day of it. On this particular Sunday he picked
up pert Melinda Markey and drove out to the popular
Circle J Ranch at Newhall. First there was a fast game
of Ping-pong to warm them up, then a romp in the pool
to cool them off. Having (Continued on page 56)

More Pictures on Next Page
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NOT PUBLICITY-SHY, Hugh
O'Brian and Eve Miller -frankly enjoy

being recognized in public and written

about in columns. Nonetheless, their dates

are usually simple and inexpensive. They

can spend hours window-shopping.

J

LANCE and MELINDA (she's Joan
Bennett's daughter) share a love of

active, athletic, open-air activities. Lance usually

type-casts his girls, invites different

ones for different occasions. Ordinarily, he

spends about twelve dollars on a date.

PAUL and BARRIE see each othei

four times a week, frequently for a swim at the

pool in Paul's apartment house and a home-

made meal—made by Paul! It works out perfectly

because Paul loves to cook and Barrie

is mad about eating—and both believe that hobbies

should be shared whenever possible,
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NO LONGER GOING STEADY, Bob Francis is playing

the field, enjoys dates with singer Joanne Gilbert. Unlike

many of the other youngsters, he believes in spending at least twenty-five

dollars on a date—and (possibly as a result) dates

less frequently than he might. His favorite evenings are partly

planned, partly spur-of-the-moment.

TAB AND LORI go in for what they consider

conventional dates; dinner (unless they work late at the studio)

theatre (the best seats available), a chat with the

cast backstage (Barbara Ruick and Bob Horton this time), a

leisurely drive home and a very friendly goodnight.

HOLLYWOOD'S YOUNG
DATING SET continued

Once a date with a star meant an evening with a

mob, fans and photographers—and who ever heard

of fun? Now it means doing the things that every-

body does and loves—the things that end with a

light-hearted feeling and a happy time to remember

!
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Saying goodbye to parents, his fiancee,

Josane Berenger, flew to America carrying photo -

of Marlon, which, to his reported annoyance,

she cheerfully displayed to cameramen.

How does a man like Marlon Brando get to

meet a French fisherman's daughter in New York?

It's simple—as simple as any boy and girl

meeting anywhere who say hello and fall in love

at first sight. Because, according to both Marlon

and Josane Mariani-Berenger they knew

right away.

It was last February, when Brando caused

such a hassle by walking out of The Egyptian, off

the set, off the lot and off to New York for

psychiatric treatment.

In the meantime, French Josane had been

introduced to a New York psychiatrist by the artist

she worked for. She went to New York and lived

with Dr. and Mrs. Schneider at first, teaching

their children French. One evening she went to

a party given by acting teacher Stella Adler.

And there she met Marlon Brando.

They say that Hollywood (Continued on page 54)
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These exclusive pictures are the only ones ever shot of Brando at home!

How Marlon Brando Proposed^
was stunned by the news of Marlon Brando's engagement

to Josane Mariani-Berenger, the twenty-year-old stepdaugh-

ter of a French fisherman.

Actually, no one in Hollywood was surprised by the an-

nouncement except, perhaps, some of the girls who used to

go out with Brando.

Rita Moreno, who had dated him before he left for France,

said, "When I was out with him, Marlon seemed to feel that

he was several years away from marriage. He must have

had a change of heart."

Said Movita Castaneda, "It is difficult for me to believe

that he plans to marry in the near future. He is such a free

soul. He never wanted to be tied down. We shall see. There

is a big difference between getting engaged and getting

married."

Over at 20th Century-Fox, however, where Brando made

Desiree last summer, the news of the enigmatic actor and the

gamin-like Josane was received with a casual shrug.

"Look," said one publicity man, "a few months ago Josane

was here. Did you ever see Brando so solicitous?

"He brought Josane on the set practically every day. He

treated her as if she were a queen. When we asked him if

she might be interested in meeting the press, he said, 'Please,

she's just here for a vacation. Give her a break.'

"His friend and make-up man, Phil Rhodes, drove Josane

all over town. Marlon has a pretty good eye for beauty,

you know, but he wouldn't look at another girl.

"It was pretty obvious that he was in love with her, and

I don't think he made any effort to hide it. As far back as

August he was really gone on her. And I must say he's



I

picked himself a really nifty little package.
This Josane is as sharp as a razor blade.

Doesn't miss a trick, and she's really load-

ed with sex appeal.

t

"Brando has always gone in for the sul-

|

try, brunette type. No, the news didn't

come as any surprise to us.

"It probably didn't surprise the readers

of Modern Screen, either. Your magazine
reported Bud's interest in Josane a couple

I of months ago. Brando didn't deny it.

I In fact he was trying to find out how
you found out who Josane was. He thought
he'd kept it under wraps."

Actually, while touring the 20th Century
lot one day, a reporter saw this tiny,

attractive, dark-eyed brunette, accom-
i panied by a chaperone. She was going

everywhere with Brando.
The chaperone was asked, "Who's the

girl with Brando?"
"I'm sorry," she said. "I can't say any-

thing about her." Asked the same question,

Brando admitted forthrightly, "Her name is

i
Josane Mariani. I met her last summer.

' She's from France."
"Is it a romance?"

j
Instead of flipping his lid, Brando was

polite. "That's part of my private life," he
explained. "Nobody's interested in that."

"Are you kidding? Everyone's interested

in that! Is she an actress?"

"She has acted a little," he admitted.
"Does she live in France?"
"I don't want to be rude," Brando said,

"but I just don't want to talk about her."
It looked pretty serious between Bud

and Josane. They were inseparable. They
were in love, and it was so reported in the
November issue of Modern Screen.
When Josane left for France, Marlon's

father arrived in Hollywood to discuss
various business affairs with his son.

At the same time it was rumored that
Bud was dating Pier Angeli/Rita Moreno
and a half dozen other girls. But he was
faithful to his Josane. They had come to

|

an understanding, and Bud had promised
to meet her, first in Paris, then in Bandol.

i In October he journeyed to this Riviera
resort (population 3,000) where Josane
lived with her mother and stepfather in a
tiny three-room house back of the dock.
Bandol is twenty-five miles from Mar-

seilles. Typically, Marlon arrived on a
hired scooter. He moved in with his pros-
pective in-laws, and a day later, the fol-
lowing advertisement appeared in the
Toulon newspaper, Le Petit Varois.
"M. and Mme. Paul Berenger are happy

to announce the engagement of their
daughter, Josane, to M. Marlon Brando."

Orando is extremely well-known in

France. His family is of French origin,
the name having once been spelled "Bran-
deau." You can imagine the eruption that
ensued after this announcement appeared.
The townsfolk gathered around the fifty-

year-old Berenger house and clamored for

j

the romantic details.

I "Is your daughter," one civic leader
asked, "engaged to the actor Brando?"
Madame Berenger nodded happily. An

j
hour later everyone in Marseilles had
heard the news. Two hours later reporters
in Paris began to fly to the south of France
to interview Brando.
Bud and Josane were out fishing with

her stepfather as the engagement news
was broken. When they returned to the
house, Marseilles reporters were on hand.
"Are you really engaged?" he was asked.
"Sure, I'm engaged," he said. "What's so

mysterious about that?"
Bud was wearing grey flannels and a

striped T-shirt. Josane wore blue jeans
and a striped T-shirt, too.

"We thought," said one reporter, "that
maybe you came down here just for the

j
fishing."

1

"I'm here," Bud announced, "for three
things. I want to get to know my future
parents-in-law—very nice people.

"I want to live for a while under this

beautiful blue sky—here where my fiancee
was born.
"And I want to relax in the sun."
Josane was then asked how and where

she had first met her fiance.

Up until three years ago, she explained,
she had stayed at home helping her moth-
er. Then a painter, the late Moise Kisling,
a Polish-born artist who had a studio in
Bandol, asked her to pose for him.
Later it was determined that Josane had

posed in the nude for eight paintings, the
best of which is entitled "Young Girl With
Lilies." It is owned by a wealthy French
planter who lives in Indo-China. Immedi-
ately, there was a rumor that Marlon is

anxious to buy up all these paintings.
Anyway, Dr. Schneider, a New York

psychiatrist, was in Bandol. Moise Kisling
introduced him to Josane. The doctor asked

'

Mr. Kisling's model if she would like a job
in New York as a governess, reportedly at

doris day and four other

top hollywood stars

demonstrate the amazing

new modern screen

five-style haircut in the

march issue . . . with

pert miss d. on the cover,

at your newsstand

february 8.

$200 a month. Josane says she discussed
the offer with her parents, and they gave
their consent.

Last February when Brando walked out
of The Egyptian, he flew to New York

for psychiatric treatment. At a party of

Stella Adler's he was introduced to Josane.

"Two hours after we met," Josane says,

"he said to me, 'Will you be my wife?'

"Naturally I was surprised, but later we
got to know each other well. Then I vis-

ited him last summer when he was working
in California."

When asked how Brando liked Bandol,
Josane told reporters, "I hope my town
will give him the peace of mind and soul

he is seeking."
Josane's hope turned out to be short-

lived. As more newspapermen arrived in

Bandol, Brando grew increasingly angry.

"I can't stand this persecution any longer,"

he shouted. "Isn't there any place we can
have a little privacy?"
Because the reporters were harassing

him, Bud decided to cut short his idyll

with Josane and go to Italy. Before he left,

however, he told newsmen, "I consider

myself officially engaged to Josane. This is

no gag or publicity stunt as some reporters

have had the disgustingly bad taste to im-

ply. Josane is the only girl I ever really
wanted to marry."
The actor told his sweetheart he would

meet her in New York and took off for
Cannes, Genoa and Rome, in that order,
once more aboard his trusty scooter.

In Rome he held a press conference
and reaffirmed his engagement.

'T'he little governess, left behind in Ban-
dol, but suddenly thrust into the spot-

light, handled herself with confidence.
"I love Marlon as a man," she asserted,

"and not as an actor. I am proud to be
the daughter of a fisherman. I cannot see
that Marlon and I are different from any
other couple in love."

Sighed Josane's mother, "Up until now
my daughter has been interested only in
her studies and in posing as a model. Ah!
This is her first love affair."

Next day Josane packed her bags, kissed
her parents goodbye, and flew to Paris.
When her plane landed, fifty-six reporters
rushed out to meet her. The model disem-
barked, carrying herself like a little queen.
Her lovely, clear-featured face was per-
fectly made up. On her eyelids was the
slightest covering of blue eyeshadow. She
wore a black satin flared ballet skirt and a
form-fitting blue jacket.
She seemed to be perfectly at ease, com-

pletely in control of herself. As she en-
tered the arrival room, crowds mounted
the balcony to look at the future Mrs.
Brando. Some called out encouragement.

"Isn't it true," someone asked, "that your
parents forced Marlon into the engagement
by inserting that advertisement in the
Toulon newspaper?"

"Isn't it a fact," another reporter queried,
"that your parents were furious when
they learned about the holiday you and
Marlon had spent in Paris? Isn't that why
they put thai ad in the paper? "

Instead of waxing indignant, Josane
merely smiled. "My parents put that an-
nouncement in the paper," she said, "with
Marlon's full approval."

"I wonder," she was asked, "if you would
care to show us your engagement ring."

"I'm sorry," Josane said. "I am not going
to show it. I carry it in my handbag."
"When will you be married?"
"I think we will be married in America.

Maybe in June."
"In Rome yesterday, Mademoiselle, your

fiance was quoted as saying that he has
to make two films in England before he can
go to New York and marry you."
"Nonsense," Josane. said. "He doesn't

have to make any film in England. I don't
know where you heard that."

A black car pulled up to the airport exit.

Josane got in and drove off. On No-
vember 8 she landed in New York, still be-
wildered at the public's refusal to attribute
Brando's betrothal to love.

As you read this, it is probable that Jos-
ane and Marlon are in Hollywood where
Bud is preparing to star in Guys And Dolls
for Sam Goldwyn.
The conjecture on the lasting qualities

of a Brando-Berenger marriage is endless.

According to one view, largely feminine,
Brando will never marry Josane; just be-
fore the wedding he will get cold feet.

According to another, the marriage will

come to pass but Brando is such an im-
possible man to live with that after a short

while, Josane will divorce him.
Another point of view centers around the

belief that Brando will make an exciting

but reliable husband and that the mar-
riage will be lasting.

One of Brando's closest friends says
wearily, "Granted, Bud is neurotic,

high-strung and unpredictable. The fact

remains that he has had plenty of expe-
rience with girls. If he has decided that 55



Josane is the wife for him, then that's good
enough for me.
"Bud has tremendous power of concen-

tration. If he concentrates on making a

good marriage, it will be the most wonder-
ful, wholesome marriage you can imagine.

"I know what people are saying about
his being a child. I know all about that.

They're saying he is using Josane as a
mother replacement, that if his mother had
lived he never would have become engaged
to Josane.
"Maybe there's some truth to that. I just

don't believe it. Bud and his mother were
very close. The whole Brando family has

always been close but he never was what
you'd call a 'mama's boy.' No, sir. Ever
since he was nineteen, Bud has been on his

own, more or less. When he proposed to

her last year his mother was still living.

Hollywood's young dating set

(Continued from page 49) worked up the

appetite of healthy young animals, they

stowed away one of those enormous
brunches for which the ranch is noted.

When a long horseback ride failed to de-
plete Lance's mischievous energy, Melinda
put him to work cleaning the stable. They
roughhoused, they clowned and, at sunset,

they had a final stroll out on the desert.

Result: one long, lovely day as innocent
of Hollywood pretense as you could find.

The cost to a young actor: twelve dollars.

"Anyone can afford the kind of dates I

enjoy," says Lance. "Fortunately, I don't

go for the girls who want you to make a

big spread." He does go for different kinds

of girls for different activities because, as

he points out, the one who shares his

passion for the Griffith Park Observatory
might hate bowling, which he also enjoys,

and the one he takes bowling might be
bored by a whole day at the beach.

Characteristically, most young Holly -

woodites prefer spur-of-the-moment
fun to planned dates. "You can't plan ahead
in this business," Columbia's blonde and
beautiful Cleo Moore said. "Sure as you
work up something elaborate, the studio

wants you to do something else—and, after

all, our careers come first." Cleo dates

three or four times a week when she isn't

working, doesn't drink, and goes along
with Lance's theory that the type to date
depends on what's doing. She likes all

sports, both as a participant and a specta-

tor, enjoys floor shows and live theatre,

and is m-a-a-a-d for the movies. "That's

my idea of the perfect date," she says. "I'm
enjoying myself and I'm learning."

Her date for this occasion was Brad
Jackson, who might be described as a
couth Marlon Brando. He's considerably
more conservative in his choice of wear-
ing apparel, but there is the same refresh-

ing forthright quality, the same dedica-
tion to acting. "I don't have much time for

dating," he says. "I'm a long way from
perfecting my technique as an actor, and
I attend classes five nights a week. Since I

can only date a couple of times a month,
I choose the girls I take out pretty care-

fully. No particular type; it just has to be
somebody I already know I like and can
relax with. I love sailing and I spend as

much time as I can skiing up at Big Bear.

If I invite a girl, I'm going to be pretty

sure she isn't the clinging-vine type who
can't do these things right along with me.

"I can't stand clinging vines and I can't

stand barflies—male or female. Maybe I'm

a rebel, but the way I figure it, there are
acting actors and publicity actors, and I

think the emphasis on being seen in those
swank spots on the Strip is for nothing. I
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"I'm sure he has every intention of going
through with the wedding. What's more,
Josane will make him a perfect wife. She's

a fine cook, a little heavy on the garlic,

but Bud goes in for that, also for her
bouillabaise and the sauces she makes.
"I'm not sure, but I think she's half-

Italian or half Corsic'an. Certainly, she's

devoutly Catholic. When Bud left her to

go to Italy, she went to church directly

and prayed for his safe trip. She doesn't

believe in divorce and I don't think Bud
does either.

"He has always been crazy about kids,

and if they have children then I'm con-
vinced the marriage will last.

"Between Brando's parents there was a

great and memorable love, and he remem-
bers that. Brando is a remarkably sensi-

tive man. Often in his life he has been

don't want people to recognize me be-
cause every month they see pictures of

me taken at Ciro's or Mocambo. I don't

want an agent planting items that I'm test-

ing for a role or I'm romancing some
movie queen I haven't even met. If I give

a good performance in a picture—okay,
write about that. But no phony build-ups.

"That's why I like to date a girl like

Cleo; she's real. I called her and said,

'Let's do something together tomorrow.'
She didn't make any offended feminine
noises about such short notice, and it went
without saying that if either of us got a
studio call, the date was off. So we had
dinner—not on the Strip—played minia-

REAL RIGHT CUSTOMER
I was standing at the sweater counter

in Saks, Beverly Hills, waiting for a
salesgirl. I heard her customer say:

"I'll take two of these cashmeres and
pick one out for yourself because you've
been so sweet." I looked up and dis-

covered that I was standing beside

Doris Day!
. Mrs. Lee Bankstoh
Baytown 'A,' Texas

ture golf, caught a late movie, and stopped

for a malted on the way home. It cost only

eight or ten bucks, but we both had fun.

That's the imporatnt thing. My formula for

a successful date: comb your hair, clean

your nails—and forget yourself."

Another young man with an understand-
able repugnance for nightclub dates is

Paul Gilbert. Having first achieved promi-
nence as a nightclub comedian, still par-

tially earning his living through that

medium, the. quiet, serious Paul's idea of

heaven is to be as far away from night-

lonely; he has tried to seek out the mean-
ing in his existence. He does not find mo-
tion picture acting very rewarding. He does 1

it for the money and he's frank about it. i

Personally, I wouldn't be surprised if he
quit the movies tomorrow morning and be-
came a cattle rancher.

"I mention this because Bud has always
]

been searching for an anchor or a guide-
post. In Josane, he has someone who will

|

give his life meaning. She views marriage
realistically and is quite tolerant. She ex-

j

pects Marlon Brando to be moody, quix- !

otic, unconventional.
|

"I have never heard of a French woman
who undertook marriage as a lark. Josane
knows that with Brando she will have her
hands full. But in their companionship I

predict they will find exultation and rare 1

happiness." END

clubs as possible when his time is his own.
Although he maintains a well-stocked bar
for guests, Paul never touches liquor; a
one-girl guy, he steady-dates beauteous
Barrie Chase. They get together about
four times a week, usually, and when
Paul is working their dates are likely to

;

be at home. His apartment building fea-
tures a pool in which they spend consider-

able time, and after swimming and sunning
Paul usually can be found slaving over a
hot stove, preparing lunch. It's an ideal

arrangement; they both like his cooking,
j

Paul digs speed boats, sports car racing,

and bullfighting the most. "Where we go i

on a date, what I spend, doesn't matter.

The essential thing to me is that my girl

share my enthusiasm for whatever we're
doing. I'm just not the kind of guy to

enjoy having my hobbies while she has
hers; I want us to do things together.

"Of course, comedians are kind of diffi-

cult to peg as dates. I guess a girl doesn't

know what to expect of a professional

funnyman. He's liable to get a girl who i

accepts his invitation because she thinks
I

he's comical, so he has to work all eve-
ning entertaining her. Or the other ex-
treme, the girl who doesn't think he's in

j

the least funny but suspects that he's try- !

ing to be, so she works all evening, falling

out of her Chair in appreciation when he 1

says it's a nice evening or taxes are ter-

rible. And you can't blame the girl; there

are comedians who are on-stage every
minute that they're conscious. How is she
supposed to know?"

Bob Francis isn't a steady-date man, but
!

he's a wary one to pin down to a

comment. "Well, it figures, doesn't it," he
parries ,"that if you date one girl more
often than the others, it's because you

j

found someone who can do and enjoy the
j

things you like?" He's an exciting combi-
nation of the planned-in-advance and
spur-of-the-moment type date. Joanne
Gilbert knew what to wear, because Bob
had mentioned dinner at Jack's at the

j

Beach when he called her, but beyond
that nothing of the evening was planned.

Spontaneously they agreed after eating

that hitting the concessions on the pier

would be a ball. If you like carrying home
loot, Bob is the ideal companion for an
expedition such as this, being a natural

athlete who hits bulls-eyes with admir-
able regularity. He's also the man to give

a girl the full treatment, figuring to spend
"at least" twenty-five dollars per date— I

which might be the reason he dates only

a couple of times a week!

With HUGH o'brian anything might hap-
pen. It might be champagne and an

opening night on the Sunset Strip or, as

on this date with Eve Miller, an invitation

to spend some time together with no



[
specific goal in mind. The couple had
lunch at the Town & Country on this first

date, then browsed through the many
shops there—which is as good a way as

any of getting to know each other better.

"Like this jacket?" Hugh asked. Eve did.

"Hugh, look at this stunning bone
china!" Eve exclaimed, and Hugh looked.

If at their tender ages their pockets
weren't loaded with the wherewithal to

buy what they admired, they had high
enough spirits and imagination enough to

get a bang out of playing-like.
A little later they were recognized by

j

a group of teen-age college students tour-
ing Hollywood, and it would be hard to

say who enjoyed the encounter more. Eve
and Hugh asked the visiting kids almost
as many questions as they answered, pa-
tiently held still for pictures and took
pictures before they departed, leaving be-
hind them a whole busload of new friends
and fans. Total cost of date: about five

bucks. Five bucks only—but they had a
lovely time, holding hands as they win-

j

dow-shopped, talking diffidently of their
! dreams for the future, having their morale

boosted a thousand or so per cent by the

|

fact that they had been recognized.
i Hugh is one of Hollywood's hardest

working and most serious young actors.

He goes out "as often as I can" because,
unlike Brad Jackson, he feels that pub-
licity is important. "If you get around
often enough, the fans become familiar
with your name and your face, they write

!
letters—and studios watch fan mail."
A favorite escort of feminine stars, he

j

may lead his date beautifully through a
I waltz, but Hugh has also been known to

|

show up in church with a girl who hadn't
seen the inside of one in many a moon.

HPab hunter, about as eligible as a bach-
-*- elor can get, expresses a definite pref-
erence for the planned date. And a good
thing, too, since his Ideal Girl takes a
dim view of brash young men who call

j

and say, "I'll be over in five minutes

—

i
let's do something." When Tab takes Lori

I
Nelson out, theirs is likely to be the most
conventional date in town. For this one,
because they are both avid theatre ad-
dicts, he had bought tickets for a revue
called That's Life well in advance. Be-
cause of a studio commitment they were
unable to have dinner together; Tab picked
up Lori and drove directly to the Las
Palmas Theatre. Since he is a boy to go to
some pains to see that everything about a
date is just right, they found themselves
in excellent seats behind two other famous
first-nighters, Eleanor and Glenn Ford.
After the show they went backstage to

congratulate the cast, including talented
Barbara Ruick who greeted them with her
proud husband, Bob Horton, at her side.

Then Lori and Tab wended their leisurely
way homeward, talking about the perform-
ance they had just seen, stopping on the
way for a drink. It was too late for Tab to
come in for a visit, so they parked before
Lori's house to talk a little longer before
ending the evening with a warm good-
night kiss. Cost of an average date to Tab:
fifteen to twenty dollars.

C peaking of kisses, these Hollywood
^ kids gave serious attention to a prob-
lem that holds the interest of most teen-
agers—what about that first-date kiss? Is

it the right thing to do? Does a boy ex-
pect it as his just due, having done his best
to show the girl a good time?

! The girls formed a solid line of resist-

I
ance; they were unanimously agin' it. Lori
put it this way: "No, not even if you like
him. If you don't kiss him on the first

date—or the second—he'll look forward to
the next date more. He'll think, 'Maybe
tonight!'"

And Cleo added, "I've got a seventeen-
year-old sister, and I hope I'm getting the
same message through her head. I definite-

ly don't think a boy expects it unless the
girl gives him some encouragement. How
a boy behaves on a date depends entirely

on your own conduct. You don't owe him
anything. Besides, suppose you go out with
a boy for the first time and by the end of

the evening you've decided that you can't

stand him. Are you going to let him kiss

you anyway, just because you always do?"

HP he boys didn't exactly share these
sentiments, but oddly enough there was

only one who gave a positive yes to the
question. Lance Fuller said, "Naturally I

expect to kiss a girl on our first date. If

there hadn't been some physical attrac-

tion between us, we never would have
gone out together in the first place."

He didn't say, however, whether he al-

ways gets what he expects.

The other handsome young eligibles

were hopeful, perhaps, but more inclined
to look to the way the ball bounces. Bob
Francis said, "I certainly wouldn't con-
sider that a girl owed it to me. If the date
went as well as we both hoped, if we had
a wonderful time and liked each other as
much as we had expected—well, if it hap-
pens, it happens. But I wouldn't want to

kiss any girl because she thought it was
expected of her."

"There isn't any yes-or-no answer,"
was Brad Jackson's opinion. "It's a matter
of instinct. You can usually tell by the
way a girl looks at you, by the way she
talks and laughs, if she wants you to kiss
her. Sometimes you make a mistake and
get the slap routine, sure, but not often.
By the time you've spent a few hours with
a girl, you ought to know whether her
mind is on some guy in Korea, or she's so
wrapped up in her career that she's afraid
of emotional involvements. If I had any
rule, it would be, 'Don't force yourself.'

"

Brad was even brave enough to look at
the other side of the coin, the woman's
side. "I guess it's possible, though it never
has happened to me. Well, if at the end of
the first date the girl would rather be
kissed by this guy than eat for the next
week, it still depends on her. She doesn't
have to make it obvious—but if she wants
to be kissed, she'll let him know it."

Tab said, "I can only speak from my own
experience, but the first time I dated Lori,
I was too interested in finding out what
kind of person she was to think about
anything like that. She's so quiet and
modest, you know, that you really have
to work to find out about her. I thought
she was beautiful and talented, and I

wanted to know more about her. I think
I got as far as kissing her on the cheek-
that brother routine that I hate—but any
time you see me kissing her now, that's
the genuine article!

"As for first dates, generally, I think it's

a chemical thing. If you both feel that the
way to end the date is with a kiss, you
just do it. If it's natural, it's right."

hich brings to mind the handsome
young Broadway actor who came to

Hollywood to make a picture. After a few
months here he had an interview with a
newspaper columnist who asked, among
other things, his opinion on kissing.

He said that he did not kiss girls on
first dates. "Nor," he added, "on any con-
sequent dates."

"Never?" asked the incredulous report-
er, knowing that he had been escorting
some of Hollywood's most glamorous stars

to premieres.
"Never," he answered firmly.

"But why not?"
The young man from Broadway

shrugged. "My wife won't let me." END

HAVE A HEART
Wherein young Bob Mitchum

unwittingly woos his future wife.

The marriage of Bob and Dorothy

Mitchum has gone through consid-

erable strain in the years since they

have lived in Hollywood. Yet it has

stood the various tests and is stronger

than ever. It could well be they were

fated to have such a bond through

life, for their romance began, many

!

years ago, through a fluke.

As a boy, Mitch was never the

romantic type, but there was a nine-

year-old blonde named Nancy who
lived up the street, and whose charms

overcame him. He thought she was

the most beautiful thing he had ever

seen, and feeling half ashamed and

half worshipful, he kept it a secret

love. That is, he thought he did. But

his sly glances in school and the

covert way he watched Nancy from

behind the livingroom curtains didn't

escape the attention of his brother

John. And John was endowed with

as much of the demon as Bob was.

As Valentine's Day approached,

Bob spent agonizing, furtive hours

over paper lace and hearts, creating a

valentine he hoped would be worthy

of Nancy. But as fate would have it,

February 13 brought with it an at-

tack of measles, and Bob was uncere-

moniously bundled to bed. Next day

he inserted the valentine into a large

envelope and hailed his brother with

what he hoped was nonchalance.

, "Do me a favor, and take this up
to Nancy's house, will you?"

John grinned evilly. "What is it?"

"Oh, just some homework I prom-

ised to help her with."

"No kidding?" said John. "Okay."

Any fool could hold the envelope

up to the light and see the outline of

a paper heart, so John smiled to him-

self, and promptly delivered the val-

entine to a girl who lived down the

street—a dark-haired girl named
Dorothy Spence, who eventually be-

came Mrs. Mitchum.
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I was born

(Continued from page 39) say. For my part,

I have told about my home, my parents,

my first tooth, my dog. I have dug up my
earliest memory and my baby pictures. I

have told my favorite soup and my most
embarrassing experience. Two thousand,

five hundred and six people have asked
how I got started in movies. And I've

told them. Twice that many have asked
when I'm going to get married. "Born in

1925?" they say. "How about getting mar-
ried?" They've asked me what kind of

women I like and what kind of women I

don't like. And I've told them. I've never
been able to understand why anybody
cares about any of it, but then, this sort of

thing is all part of being a movie actor.

So I do it. It got so I almost felt sorry

for myself, but now I sympathize with the

press, doomed to earn its bread by writing

about squeezed lemons.
Today's interview was with a female I

shall call Jane because her parents did it

first. Kate, the studio publicist, phoned me
about it yesterday. "Meet us at the Wild
Goose at twelve o'clock," she said.

"What's the angle of this one?" I inquired

foolishly.

"Angle!" spluttered Kate. "Angle! Are
you kidding? There aren't any left." Kate
is really a very nice person, one of my
favorite people. I like her because she

understands this business so well. And
she understands me. She ought to. She's

been on all 450 interviews. And she in-

sults me quite neatly. "Don't be late,"

she said before she hung up.

I was late, of course. This is because I

got up at eleven, which was too soon, and
not being one to waste time, I dropped in

to visit the mother of a friend of mine.

Honest. And so I got to the Wild Goose
fifteen minutes late. Kate and Jane were
already there, sitting near the fireplace.

"Hi," said Jane. Jane is the easy-going
type, unlike those reporters who have a

stabbed look when they interview you.

She gives the impression that she doesn't

care whether she gets a story or not.

"You're late," said Kate.
"Now, now," I said, easing myself into

the booth. The girls had been considerate

enough to leave the spot for me that faced

the fire. It also faced another booth con-
taining two likely looking females, so I

congratulated myself. "Don't rant at me,"
I told Kate. "I was a little early, so I

dropped in to see old Mrs. Jones. I was
doing a goodness."

"Well, do your goodnesses on your own
time," Kate retorted. "We've got to be
at Joe's office at two for pictures, then—

"

"Sure," I said. "We'll make it."

"It's been a long time," Jane said. "We've
both been places since the last interview.

You've been to Europe, I've been to

Europe."
"You've been to Europe?" I said. "Isn't

it great? Isn't Italy sensational?"

"Jane's interviewing you," Kate said.

"Okay," said Jane. "How did you like

Europe?"
"I loved it," I said.

"He's given five stories on Europe," said

Kate.

"Oh," said Jane.

And that reminded me. "What are we
going to talk about?" I said.

"I apologize," Jane said. "I'm fresh out.

Let's just talk, maybe we'll think of some-
thing." Then she gave me an evil grin.

"How about women for a subject?"

I picked up a table knife and ran it

across my throat. And then the waiter

hove to. I ordered lunch for the ladies

and speculated on my own. It had to be
breakfast-ish. "Eggs," I said. "About
three of them scrambled. And sausage

—
link sausage—and some potatoes. Hash
'em up a little. And toast.

'

"How about acting for a subject?" Jane
said, and the waiter started to go away.
"Excuse me," I said, and called the waiter

back.
"He hasn't finished ordering," Kate told

Jane.
"Hasn't finished?"
"Not anywhere near," said Kate. "He

eats."

"I want something to start with," I told

the waiter. "Fruit cup. A big one. And
coffee. And some sliced tomatoes." Then
I turned to Jane. "Excuse me again. Would
you like a cocktail or some wine?"
"Wine would be nice," she said.

So I ordered some Chablis. "Did you
ever drink Beaujolais over there?" I

said.

"How about acting?" Kate prompted.
"Acting? I'm still learning. Which hasn't

discouraged six stories on the subject."

"Maybe food," persisted Jane.
"He's done it," Kate said. "All about

frogs' legs and hominy grits."

Jane ploughed forward. "Philosophize
on life?"

I smiled at her, a little sickly. "Done to

a crisp. Discourses on customs, solitude,

prayers, fear and fortune. And the writers

made me sound like Schopenhauer. Scho-
penhauer on a bad day, granted, but they
did a good gilding job."

Jane stabbed the tablecloth in a trium-
phant gesture with her fork. "See?

You're articulate! You're intelligent! I

keep telling you there's something under
all your malarkey." Now, Jane always
says this. She suspects hidden depths. She
thinks because I read an occasional book I

Fred Allen says he's on a strict

salt-free diet.

"In fact," he says, "when I re-

turned to New York from Holly-

wood, I took the northern route

—

to avoid any contact with Salt

Lake City." —Paul Denis

have a brain lurking somewhere. It's just

wishful thinking, because she wants a
new slant on me.

"Let's do one," she said now, "on your
heretofore unknown brilliance."

"Mine?" I said.

Jane sighed. "About travel—have you
told everybody everything about Europe?
Isn't there anything left?"

"A bit," I said. "But a gentleman keeps
some things to himself."

"I'm not prying, son," said Jane. "Just
asking. I recall your first trip was spent
on Guernsey Island. With a lot of cows,
and that you didn't have time to see any-
thing. But this last summer you must
have been all over the place."

"I was," I said, "and to tell the truth

there's nothing I like to talk about better."

So I told her how, once I got away on my
own, and didn't have to stay at plush hotels

and such, I'd breezed all over the continent,

eating at restaurants that never had seen

an American, and hotels the same way.
I made it on six dollars a day, not in an
effort to stint on spending, but trying to

find the places that weren't commercialized.

I told her how I'd always hated to be alone,

but that in Europe I'd learned to like it.

How sometimes, in the middle of the night,

I'd go out for long walks, all alone.

And then the waiter arrived with the

lunch, which included a ten-inch dinner

plate of hashed brown potatoes.

"Are you going to eat all those potatoes?"

Jane asked.

"No," I lied. "You want some?"

"Thanks, I'll stick to my chicken crepes,"

she said.

I shifted in my seat and my shoes landed
in a new spot with a crunching sound.
"Were those your ,feet?" I apologized to

Jane. "Or yours?" I said to Kate.
"Mine," said Jane with a grimace. "Was

it just shoes?"
Kate laughed. "When you sit at a table

with Rock, you learn to keep your feet

tucked under your chair. We get fewer
fractures that way."

"I found a new love in Venice," I said,

and Jane leaned forward as though some-
body had shoved her.

"You did?"
"Water skiing," I said, and Jane col-

lapsed like a punctured balloon. I told

her about it anyway. How I saw the skis

for rent on the Lido pier, and thought I'd

take a crack at it. I'd tried it once or
twice in California, but on , the Adriatic
it was better. I got so fascinated with
it that I went skiing three times a day.
And then I tried it on the Bay of Naples,
and that was something I'll never forget.

It was at night and there was a full moon,
and the water was just like glass, so clear

that you could see to the bottom. That
was the night the Neapolitan Music Festival

was going on in Naples, and the whole
city was lighted up. I was staying with
a friend who owned an island just off

the shore and had a villa that took up the
whole island. The kitchen and the tele-

phone were on the shore, and they had
to row seventy-five feet every time they
brought food to the dining room.
"Nobody'll believe it," Jane said. "Wasn't

it awfully annoying when the phone rang?"
"You know how they are," I said. "They

just shrugged and got into the boat for

the voyage."
"I know how they are," said Jane, "but

lots of readers would doubt it."

"You want some of my potatoes?" I

asked Kate. And dear old Kate came
through by saying no, but did I want some
of ntx chicken.' So 1 helped myself to her
crepes, and Jane's eyed widened.
"Pardon me, I missed my cue last time,"

she said. "Do you want some of my
chicken?"

I turned it down—a guy has to draw
the line somewhere—and went on to tell

her about that night on the island off

Naples. The music came floating over the

water from the city, and the moon rose

just above Vesuvius, and I sat on a balcony
of my friend's villa sipping a drink and
thinking Italy was a pretty fine place,

that it was nice to be alone, and I didn't

think I'd ever mind being alone again.

"Now that you live alone over here,"

said Jane, "are you happy? And don't

you find it easier to play your records

without having to worry about annoying
someone else?"

"They go all the time," I said. "And in

Naples I bought recordings of all that

wonderful Neapolitan music."

"I know an original question," Jane
said. "What picture did you just finish,

and what are you going to do next?"
"Just did Captain Lightfoot in Ireland.

Next Tacey Cromwell—I'm a gambler in it."

She bent over her notebook to write the

movie titles. "How old are you?" I said,

and Kate shot me a dagger from her eyes.

Jane just grinned at me, but Kate began
to lecture. "Rock Hudson, don't ever

ask a woman her age!" She turned to Jane.

"He did that just once—he loves to shock
people—and I could cheerfully have shot

him. It was a woman writer older than

you—

"

"Nobody's older than I am," Jane said.

"And besides, it was me. I, that is. It was
about two years ago, and I was so surprised

by the question that I answered him before

I could stop myself."

"I -remember," I said. "We were all in



the trailer on the back lot when I was

j

making God's Country, and I had my shoes

off. What did you end up with for a story

that time?"

| f. "It was about women," Jane said. "What
I else? When are you going to get married,

Hudson?"
"You know what I'm going to do?" I

said. "I'm going to tell every reporter

I see for six straight weeks that I'll never
get married, and then I'm going to turn
around and do it."

"Dear boy," said Kate.
"I understand," said Jane, "that you've

I
been dating a new girl this week."

I grinned at her. "Phyllis," I said. And
then there was a long silence.

"Well?" said Kate. "What about Phyllis?

I Who is she?"
"Phyllis," I said, and grinned again.

"Phyllis."

"Gee, thanks," said Jane. "All right,

what don't you like about women?"
"I don't like 'em maudlin," I said. "The

kind that start philosophizing about life

j

and look as though they're being wheeled
into surgery. They get real sad and deep,

i and between lipstick applications they tell

you how the world is going to pot and
nobody really loves anybody else. And
when they express an opinion that's nine
miles off beam and you ask how they
know that, they give you a shuddering sigh
and say, 'Because I am a woman.' Me, I like

a goin' gal, who's all for laughs."
"Just suppose I trap you on that state-

ment," said Jane. "Once I talked to a girl

who told me she'd had many conversa-
tions with you on the subject of the an-
cient philosophers versus the modern phil-

|

osophers. She had lent you a pile of
books and according to her, you came forth
with some very weighty thoughts."
"Me?" I said, and refilled the glasses.

Jane sipped at hers. "Some day I'm
going to find out what's underneath that
front you put on. You can't convince me
that you're nothing more than a, big

I lovable clown."
"That's not the way you do it," I said.

I
"This is the way it's done." I leaned
over and stared deep into her eyes. "Tell
me," I monotoned, "what's the real story?"
She laughed. "I'll bet you get sick of

being interviewed."

IT' ate kicked me under the table, so I just
smiled.

"Tell me," said Jane, "isn't it 'pretty
awful when you're dating a girl and col-
umnists keep insisting you're going to
marry her? I mean, how on earth do you
feel when you pick up the girl on the next
date? You know she's read the items, and
you must be very embarrassed."
"You just answered your own question,"

I said. "It's awful."
The waiter came over for the dessert

order. Girls will be girls so they didn't take
any, but I went over the list, a good gooey
one, and settled on chocolate cake.
"Some interview," muttered Kate.
"I know what," Jane said. "Tell me about

your landladies. You've lived in so many
|

places out here, there must be some
I

stories."

Kate kicked me again, and I said I'd be
better off if I didn't go into the subject. Jane
persevered. "I'll bet they 3II think hpp^iisp
you're a bachelor and a movie star you'll
give wild parties and break up the furni-
ture."

"I don't," I answered. "Scout's honor."
"You entertained in that one place—that

j

was the only time," said Kate, "It was way
up on a hill and suited for a party because
you didn't have any close neighbors."
"You mean the place on Coldwater?" I

said. "Or the one on Woodrow Wilson?"
"It was up on Kings Road, or maybe it

t was the house."

Weeks ago

no reconciliation

seemed possible

for the Pecks.

But here's the

latest word:

FUTURE INDEFINITE

When Gregory Peck was in Holly-

wood a few months ago, he agreed

to be interviewed "provided there is

no discussion of my personal life."

Greg and his wife, Greta, had
agreed upon a divorce and Greg
simply did not want to explain Ve-

ronica Passanie or Hildegarde Neff

or any of the other glamorous

women correctly and incorrectly

thought to be part of his personal

life overseas.

"All I'll say," he admitted, "is that

what Greta and I have decided upon
is the best thing for the boys."

The Pecks have three sons ranging

in age from nine to four, Jonathan,

Stephen and Carey.

Greg has always spent as much
time as possible with them. He in-

sisted that the entire family accom-

pany him to Rome two years ago

before he started Roman Holiday

with Audrey Hepburn.

When the Pecks began quarreling,

Greta took the children back to Cali-

fornia. Greg grew so lonesome that

he cabled and asked if Jonathan

could fly over to spend the Christ-

mas holidays with him in Switzer-

land. Greta allowed their nine-year-

old Jonathan to go.

Greg spent almost a month in

California last time. He took his

boys on a trip to the mountains. But

he's soft-hearted and sentimental and
he just couldn't explain that he would
no longer live in the same home with

them. They still don't know about

the divorce.

He spoke about Moby Dick, the

picture he has just finished in Ire-

land. He told the boys about letting

his beard grow and wearing a peg-

leg for the part. And he told them
about his adventures in Ceylon where
he made The Purple Plain.

Then he flew back to Europe, Moby
Dick, and Veronica Passanie, his

twenty-one-year-old Parisian travel-

ing companion. According to reports

he was unusually meditative, ex-

tremely pensive.

One week end he turned up at

Claridge's Hotel in London, sat down
at a table and ordered a glass of

milk.

After a while he was disturbed be-

cause people were staring at him.

("If I live to be a hundred," he says,

"I'll never get used to being stared

at. It gives me the feeling that I've

forgotten to put on my pants or

something.") Greg got up and
walked away. He didn't look happy.

Gregory Peck is scheduled to ar-

rive in Hollywood any day now, and
as yet, his wife has not filed for a

divorce. And now it seems that Greg
may be not too anxious for one.

An agent who knows him well

says, "He's changed a lot these last

few months. Seems more settled. The
thing you have to remember about

Greg is that he's a guy who never

had a fling until he went to Europe.

"My own opinion is that a year or

so ago Greg got taken with Euro-

pean ways, the glamour of something

new, the idolatry of the women, the

superiority of the men. But all of

that is gone now.

"This fellow is no expatriate. He's

not going to give up a wife and fam-
ily and California living and settle

down for good in London or Paris

or Rome.
"And he loves his boys too much

to want each of them to be what he
was—a child of divorce. That's why
I think- a reconciliation— is very

possible."

Another of Peck's friends insists,

however, "That Veronica Passanie

has got her hooks in this guy, but

good. And European women don't

let go of any man without a fight. A
fellow needs a lot of will power.
Greg's hour of decision is coming
very close."



"I think you mean the one with all the

steps, I forget where it was."
"What about landladies?" Jane insisted.

"Let's say some were peachy, some were
cheeky," I said.

"Let's get back to Europe. I'm safer

there," said Jane.
*'Amen," said Kate.

So i told about how cold and dismal Paris
had been and how I met a guy I knew

when I was having lunch there, and how
afterward we saw a travel poster about
sunny Italy and how the next morning we
were in Rome. We went in from the airport

along the Appian Way, lined with ruins of

old walls and steeped in quiet. Maybe a cow
or two along the way. If I half closed my
eyes I could see the Roman legions march-
ing along the ancient cobblestones. I told

how I'd first gone into St. Peter's and how
a shaft of light had come down through the

dome and given a golden light to a piece of

marble statuary. And I told how I loved
Austria, even better than Switzerland. And
how director Douglas Sirk had said, "In

Paris work is distasteful, but in Vienna it's

unhealthy." And how I'd met Ginger
Rogers and her husband in Italy and Gin-
ger and Jacques and I went to the beach
and how much fun it was to eat spaghetti

washed down with Chianti on the beach
instead of hot dogs and cokes.

"Hey," said Kate. "How many reporters

have grilled you on Europe? Jane doesn't

want a story on Europe. Do you, Jane?"
"I don't know what I want," Jane said.

"You like souffle?" I asked. "I almost
souffle-ed myself to death."

"Doesn't it take something away from
your memories when you have to tell so

many people about it?" Jane asked.

"What I should have done, when I had
time coming back on the Queen Mary, was
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to write down what I did in each country,
and relegate a different country to each
writer." I shifted, and again my shoes came
down on something that didn't feel like
the floor.

"Ouch," said Jane. "What size do you
wear?"
"There are some questions I won't an-

swer," I said.

"I'll ask this one again," Jane said. "Don't
you get sick of the goldfish bowl existence?
Have you ever had your shirt torn off or
been asked to kiss sniffly babies or auto-
graph some woman's sneakers?"

"If those things happen, then I'm lucky.
The only time I got miffed was when I

sneaked out of town to visit my grand-
mother in Mobile. I flew to New Orleans
and grabbed another plane to Mobile, and
no sooner got there than a New York
paper phoned and wanted to know if it was
true I had eloped with Marilyn Monroe.

"A. I was traveling alone.
"B. I never met Marilyn Monroe.
"B, 1. My grandmother doesn't faintly re-

semble Marilyn.
"C. I hadn't told anybody where I was

going and still haven't the dimmest idea
how the paper found out, much less got
the telephone number.
"Then the local paper sent over re-

porters and photographers, and soon the
front lawn was covered with people. I even
caught one kid climbing through a window
into my room to swipe my clothes. The
paper had printed the telephone number,
too, so I finally had to leave so my grand-
mother could live in peace again."
"The price of fame," said Jane.
"Yeah," I said. "Say, isn't that Joyce Hol-

den over there?"
"Where?" said Kate.
"Over there. In that booth."
"Why don't you wear your glasses?" Kate

said.

"I didn't know you wore glasses," Jane
said.

"Him?" said Kate. "He can't see wood
for trees. Once he was driving me some-
where and when I saw a road sign I men-
tioned we were seven miles from our des-
tination. 'One mile,' said Rock. I looked
again and the seven was as big as a Black
Maria but he kept saying it was one mile
and I began to wonder if he could see the
road."

"Well," said Jane. "I got something new.
He wears glasses." She looked at me. "When
are you going to open the door and let me
know what you're like inside?"
"Maybe sometime," I said. "Did I ever

tell you about the place in Palm Springs
where I go to get away from it all? It's a
one-room shack away off in the desert. Has
an outhouse, no electricity. It's wonderful.
Real quiet."

Kate sat up. "Is that the place we're going
this week-end for Modern Screen pic-
tures?"
"Yep."
"I can hardly wait," groaned Kate.

Jane closed her notebook and looked at

me vaguely. "I'm finished—I think." So
we stood up and walked out to the parking
lot, and then I noticed that Jane was be-
ginning to get that stabbed look.

"You get enough—or anything-^for a
story?" I said to her.

"Oh, I don't know," she said. "Let's see.

Europe and big feet and glasses and Europe
and a hidden brain, I think, and Phyllis
and souffle and Europe."
"He's done Europe," interposed Kate.
"Yes, I know," said Jane thoughtfully.

"Well, at least he was born."
She wandered off to her car, immersed

in thought. I noticed her shoulders were
sagging a bit and I felt sorry for her. So I

came home and wrote this up and I'm going
to send it to her. Maybe it'll give her some
ideas. I want to help. I really do. END
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were talking about, of course, were
muscles of the shoulders and upper body,
and Marvin was Marvin Hart, a physical
trainer whose mission was to keep them
in shape. But what tickled Jeff was the
picture of Tony even pretending he was
worried about this. At Tony's age muscles
need little besides being let alone.

"What really interests me," said Jeff, "is

something I read the other day."
"To wit?" urged Tony.
"That muscles weigh more than fat,"

Jeff went on. "Now this must mean that

if a person takes exercise because he or

she is fat, parts of the body are being de-
veloped and enlarged, the muscles I mean,
which weigh more than the fat which is

being taken off. What do you make of

that?"
Tony put his hand to his head. "You

can't win!" he cried. But then he got an-
other idea. "The answer may be—don't

exercise too hard," he announced.

His breakfast came—two eggs over, dry
toast and black coffee, and he pitched

in, talking to Tony about the party they
planned for the afternoon, until Tony had
to run off for an early call. One of the

boys from the publicity department slid

into the empty seat. "Is it true," he
asked, "that a certain guy went out with
a certain girl like I heard about on the

air this morning?"
"It is true," replied Jeff, "that when I

go out with some young lady with whom
I'm proud to be seen nobody ever seems to

see us and nothing is ever said about it.

But when I do not go out with someone
I would be very unukely to go out with,

there are long bulletins about this event
which never took place."

"That's what I thought," said the other.

"I just wanted to be able to act as your
spokesman with reasonable assurance that

I was telling the truth. I knew someone
had made a mistake. I'm glad it was the

columnist, not you."
Jeff nodded. "My escutcheon remains

stainless, or blotless."

the tall one

(Continued from page 35) fallen behind

the headboard. It was The Little World

Of Don Camillo. I must remember where
it is, he thought. But the sadness? He
straightened out in bed, looked out the

window at the San Fernando Valley and

a sky that was cool and blue now, but

would soon be hot and blue, and waited

for a prompting. Then it came to him
that this was to be the last day of Foxfire.

Too often, he knew, when an actor is

working, he can hardly wait for his as-

signment to end. He himself had thanked

his stars a few times when making films

he would just as soon forget. But Foxfire

had been different. The role had caught

his interest and had filled his thoughts as

no other had in a long time. Everyone in

the picture enjoyed working in it, he knew,

from the whole cast to the pleasant girl

who starred opposite him (and he saw
Jane Russell's face as he had caught it

the other day when he happened to be
doing a difficult scene with her. Momen-
tarily out of camera range, she had dared

to break her expression for a fleeting smile

of encouragement).
He couldn't help a reminiscent smile

growing on his own face now, in recollec-

tion, and probably he would have gone

on thinking about.Jane and the incident

had not his alarm clock given the sudden,

ominous click. Quickly Jeff swung his

hand over to the clock and choked it

off. He felt better because he always

liked to beat it to the punch. Chandler
wins again! he announced to nobody in

particular. Snapping the blanket away
from him he swung his body out of bed

—

as usual unadorned by pajamas—and
headed all six feet, four inches of it for

the shower. On the way he passed a full-

length mirror and sneered at his reflec-

tion. That'll keep you from overacting to-

day, he told himself.

As the water sprayed over him, he fell

to thinking about the apartment he was in

—a one-bedroom apartment, with living-

room, kitchen and dinette—that was the

second (or perhaps third) roost he had
lived in since he had left the ranks of the

married. First there had been that place

out in West Los Angeles—nice, but he
had been brand new again to apartment
life and somehow he couldn't consider

himself set there. Then there was the

house out in Apple Valley. He liked that

but not until helicopters were as available

and practical as cars could he work in a

Hollywood studio and five in Apple Val-
ley. So that had brought him to this

apartment in Coldwater Canyon, not far

from the studio, and he should be satisfied

here but he wasn't. And he began to

think of a place he had once seen out in

Sherwood Forest, deep in the valley, yet

not too far for daily commuting. Maybe
that would be it. And he would build a

house out there. Apartments were not for

men of his size and habits.

Nine minutes after Jeff Chandler got out
of bed he was standing before his

wardrobe in a pair of shorts, trying to

make a selection from the ten suits and
five pairs of slacks. He hummed a few bars
from the title song of Foxfire (which he
had written with Studio Composer Hank
Mancini) and then reached to one side in

the wardrobe for something that had not

even been hanging in sight—a white, terry

cloth coverall. He pulled it on, stuck his

feet into a pair of loafers and headed
downstairs for the car. He was thinking

of the open house he and Tony Curtis were
to throw that afternoon in their new ad-
joining dressingrooms.
Yet that didn't stay in his mind by any

means. No sooner was he in his car than

he began turning the radio dials, trying to

bring in Dick Whittingill, the morning
disc jockey at kmpc, who might possibly

be playing a certain song recorded recent-

ly for Decca records by one J. Chandler.

It was always kind of funny to hear your
own voice coming out of the ether to you.

But he didn't hear his voice. He didn't

even hear Whittingill on his first try. On
his dialing way to kmpc he heard some-
one else mention his name. A commen-
tator was telling the world that Jeff had
been seen the night before, escorting one
of Hollywood's newest beauties—a girl of

just the right kind of hazy repute to make
her activities ripe subject matter for all

the columnists. In a mechanical sort of

way Jeff fell to wondering who had seen
them. Then he sat up suddenly. Wait a
minute! He hadn't been out the night be-
fore; he had gone to bed reading a book.
Furthermore, he didn't even know the girl

in question! Oh, well. He dismissed it

from his mind and went hunting for

Whittingill again. When he found him
Dick was playing Sinatra records. Jeff

decided to listen. A fellow can always
learn something.
A slight ache developed in his shoulders

as he drove and he squared them back to

stretch out of it. He knew the cause; he
had the slight misfortune of being longer

than his bed. When he got that new

Between takes on the set of There's

No Business Like Show Business,

composer Irving Gertx tells Lionel

Newman (who's supervising The
Monroe's music in this film) of an
experience he had with an inde-

pendent movie producer. It seems
that Gertz and the producer were
discussing the price for composing
an original score for the latter's

next movie.
"Remember what they say," said

the producer. "A score is good
only when the audience isn't aware
of the music."
"No argument there," replied

Gertz, "but what has that got to

do with our financial discussion?"
"Plenty," said the producer. "Do

you think I'm going to pay you big

money for the music the audience
doesn't even HEAR?"

Sidney Skolsky in
The New York Post

house there would have to be an extra-

sized bed in it, one in which he could lie

full out without touching top or bottom,
or hanging partly over the edge. Just as

he turned off the freeway, and with the

studio only half a block away, Sinatra

finished his last number on the radio and
the disc jockey, Whittingill, announced the

song Jeff had recorded, "Always." Jeff

wanted to hear it but decided he was too

near the studio to be caught listening to

himself sing. And this shouldn't really

be, he mused. An actor must make faces

at himself and a singer must listen to him-
self, even as an artist must watch what
his fingers draw—yet it would almost al-

ways be interpreted as an indication of

vanity. He pulled up just inside the gate

and headed for the commissary.

Almost the first person he saw inside

was Tony Curtis. Jeff waved his sign

for "the usual" to the waitress and sat

down beside Tony.
"How are the deltoids?" demanded

Tony.
"Hardening, really hardening," Jeff re-

plied. "And how are your Latissimus

Dorsi? Fine, I heard."
Tony nodded grudgingly. "Well," he

grunted, "that's what Marvin says, but I

suspect flattery."

Jeff laughed—which was what Tony had
in mind anyway, he knew. What they

He walked to his new dressingroom
and felt quite an anticipatory pleasure

knowing he was going to see it again. The
term "dressingroom" was the understate-

ment of all time, he felt, as a description

of this handsome suite of livingroom, den-
office, kitchen and bath, which some mas-
ter decorator's hand had laid out. Every
appointment, from the sparkling, full-

length wall mirrors to the soft depths of

the divan and great easy chairs was on a

luxury level. When he opened the door

he stood there, as he took it all in, and
wondered again how it had all happened.

"It's incredible!" he thought, closing

the door and taking off his coveralls to

put on the rough khaki outfit, with half

Wellington boots, that made up his cos-

tume in Foxfire. "How did that Brooklyn
kid ever get here? Who even let him get

a start? Who thought he was worth
bothering with?"

TTe was still filled with wonder when
•tl he reached the set. Passing Jane's

portable dressingroom he put on a show
of peeking inside. She was in a chair get-

ting her hair brushed. "Hi!" she waved.
"Don't tell me any funny stories when I

get out to talk to you. Remember, ' these

are sad scenes we're doing this morning."

"All my scenes are sad!" he countered,

as if boasting, and went ahead to his por-

table dressingroom and started looking

over the script. When he felt he had a

ready command of the lines he stepped out

again and he and Jane talked until a call

for them came from the cameras. Jane
looked up at him.

"All" right, Tall One, let's go," she said,

smiling.

As they walked (Continued on page 64)
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(Continued from page 62) together, Jeff

reflected that this was her way of remind-

ing him how pleased she had been when
she knew they would work together. She

had said nice things the first time they had
met on the picture—about his voice, his

acting, and then, with a thankful sigh, she

had finished up, "...and to be working
with a real big-sized man at last! You don't

know how much it does for me! After

all, I need a little realism if I am going to

be able to act with any conviction!"

There were a good number of scenes to

be canned this last day and the crew, very

much on its toes, worked smoothly to

make the transitions from one sequence

to another. Jeff was glad there wasn't too

much time to think of anything except

the shots he had to do. Lunchtime over-

took him before he had any idea he was
hungry, but then, in that instant, he craved

a great meal. It was horrible sometimes

to be big and become the victim of an
appetite gone suddenly voracious. "Down
boy!" he mumbled to himself, and when
he got to the table in the commissary he
ordered a hamburger steak.

Jane came to the table and ordered a

chef's salad. Her mother, Mrs. Geraldine

Russell, was visiting, and joined them for

lunch. A little later Aaron Rosenberg,

the producer, and Joe Pevney, the direc-

tor, sat down. Soon Jane was into her
favorite subject—how to stimulate legis-

lation easing the restrictions of child

adoption. She had become an expert on
adoption, Jeff realized, and so interested

in it that she was" interesting to listen to.

As she talked on he found himself think-

ing about Jamie and Dana, and was
warmed by the thought that he would be
talking to his little daughters soon.

When Meyer Davis was in Rome he
lunched with Fernandel, the French
film star. A girl approached them
and asked the actor to baptize the

stuffed dog she was carrying. "You
have seen me as 'Don Camilla,'

little girl," Fernandel told the
child. "That was a movie, i am
not a real priest" . . . "That does
not matter," said the child. "This

dog is not real, either."
Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post
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That afternoon Jane and Jeff did the

scene they called "The break-up," in

which she had to accuse him of wanting to

treat her like a squaw and making her
walk ten paces behind him. It was Jeff's

last scene in the picture. Jane had another

two scenes to do without him.
"I'm through," he told her. "I'm going

back to my dressingroom and Til see you
later."

"Fve still got work to do," she wailed.

"See, I'm always behind you! Two scenes

—ten paces—but behind!"
He went back to his dressingroom,

changed now to one of several suits he
kept there, and prepared to welcome his

housewarming guests. He opened his own
door wide and he sent someone for Tony's
key to throw open the door to his dress-

ingroom as well. He had no idea where
Tony was, but he suspected that some spe-

cial rushes from his newest picture were
being run for him.
For the next two hours he was too busy

being a host to do any thinking. Since it

was a working day people didn't stay

long; they just dropped in for a sip of

refreshments, an inspection of the prem-
ises, and an exchange of good wishes as

they left. Eventually it was time for Jeff

to go back to the Foxfire set but someone
rushed into the dressingroom. Jeff auto-

matically held out his hand and then
dropped it. It was Tony Curtis.

"Where have you been?" he asked.

"This was your party as well as mine and
you weren't even here."

Tony gesticulated. He waved his arms.

He walked up and down the floor. And
this was all to illustrate the fact that he
was terribly sorry but there had been a

delay in the screening and he wasn't

able to get away before. "What can I

do now?" he asked. "Can I help?"

Jeff considered. "Well," he began, "you
might look around the place and see if

anyone spilled a drink."

Tony nodded. "And if I find a spilled

drink? Then what?"
"Unspill it," said Jeff.

Tony thought a moment and then waved
his understanding. "Got'cha, boy!" he
said, and went sniffing around the place.

By the time Jeff got back to the set the

shooting was over and Jane's make-up
man, Shotgun Britton, was laying out her
farewell presents for the members of the

crew and cast. Nobody ever got slighted

working in a Jane Russell picture be-
cause there was no possibility of any-
one's name being forgotten or overlooked.

None of the gift packages had names.
They were all fine gifts, of about equal
value, and there were enough for every-
one. Jane filled a table with them, stood

back and simply said, "Grab one, kids!"

A half hour later he sat with Jane and
Dan Duryea and Mara Corday in the

projection room to watch the rushes of

scenes they had made four days before.

When it was over everyone told everyone
else that they were great and then Jeff

went to Jane and they wished each other

"au revoir but not goodbye" because that

next picture for them was coming up
soon. Back in his dressingroom he phoned
his former wife, Marge. She told him she

had found the sort of house she wanted
out in Westwood. They rejoiced that it

was near a good school and then Marge
called to the girls to come to the phone
and talk to their father.

Feling better after he talked to Marge
and the girls, he drove out of the

studio for about a two-hundred-yard run
to Storey's where he had dinner alone in

a booth. By the time he got out to his

office in Beverly Hills it was after seven
o'clock. He sat for a few hours answering
an accumulation of personal mail. Then he
dialed a number. The girl who answered
was Dani Crayne, one of the new younger
actresses at the studio. It seemed she was
ironing a blouse when he called and not
unwilling to stop ironing.

Jeff, who thought it might be nice to

listen to some hep music remembered
that there was a new popular combo,
Matt Denis and his group, opening at the
Keyboard. Dani liked the idea. "I'll be
by and pick you up in fifteen minutes,"

he told her, and wouldn't budge a minute
when she insisted on more time.

When they had left the Keyboard and
had gotten something to eat at another
late spot, and when he had brought Dani
back to her place and had finally gotten

home to bis place—it was midnight. Some
seventeen hours after he had climbed out

of his bed he was back into it. He found
his book, punched up his pillows and
riffled through the pages to find his place.

He wasn't feeling sad at all any more.
He was in a good mood to learn more
about the adventures of the small-town

Italian priest, Don Camillo.

But of course, another thought crossed

his mind. Don Camillo wouldn't be a

bad part for him, would it? And then he
was sorry this had occurred to him. A
fellow ought to be able to open up a

book and read it objectively without trip-

ping over his own career. And he set-

tled back to read. END
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(Continued from page 62) together, Jeff

reflected that this was her way of remind-

ing him how pleased she had been when
she knew they would work together. She
had said nice things the first time they had
met on the picture—about his voice, his

acting, and then, with a thankful sigh, she

had finished up, "...and to be working
with a real big-sized man at last! You don't

know how much it does for me! After

all, I need a little realism if I am going to

be able to act with any conviction!"

There were a good number of scenes to

be canned this last day and the crew, very
much on its toes, worked smoothly to

make the transitions from one sequence

to another. Jeff was glad there wasn't too

much time to think of anything except

the shots he had to do. Lunchtime over-

took him before he had any idea he was
hungry, but then, in that instant, he craved

a great meal. It was horrible sometimes
to be big and become the victim of an
appetite gone suddenly voracious. "Down
boy!" he mumbled to himself, and when
he got to the table in the commissary he
ordered a hamburger steak.

Jane came to the table and ordered a

chef's salad. Her mother, Mrs. Geraldine

Russell, was visiting, and joined them for

lunch. A little later Aaron Rosenberg,

the producer, and Joe Pevney, the direc-

tor, sat down. Soon Jane was into her
favorite subject—how to stimulate legis-

lation easing the restrictions of child

adoption. She had become an expert on
adoption, Jeff realized, and so interested

in it that she was' interesting to listen to.

As she talked on he found himself think-

ing about Jamie and Dana, and was
warmed by the thought that he would be
talking to his little daughters soon.

When Meyer Davis was in Rome he
lunched with Fernandel, the French
film star. A girl approached them
and asked the actor to baptiie the

stuffed dog she was carrying. "You
have seen me as 'Don Camillo,'

little girl," Fernandel told the
child. "That was a movie. I am
not a real priest" . . . "That does
not matter," said the child. "This

dog is not real, either."
Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

That afternoon Jane and Jeff did the
scene they called "The break-up," in

which she had to accuse him of wanting to

treat her like a squaw and making her
walk ten paces behind him. It was Jeff's

last scene in the picture. Jane had another
two scenes to do without him.

"I'm through," he told her. "I'm going
back to my dressingroom and Til see you
later."

'Tve still got work to do," she wailed.

"See, I'm always behind you! Two scenes

—ten paces—but behind!"
He went back to his dressingroom,

changed now to one of several suits he
kept there, and prepared to welcome his

housewarming guests. He opened his own
door wide and he sent someone for Tony's
key to throw open the door to his dress-

ingroom as well. He had no idea where
Tony was, but he suspected that some spe-

cial rushes from his newest picture were
being run for him.
For the next two hours he was too busy

being a host to do any thinking. Since it

was a working day people didn't stay

long; they just dropped in for a sip of

refreshments, an inspection of the prem-
ises, and an exchange of good wishes as

they left. Eventually it was time for Jeff

to go back to the Foxfire set but someone
rushed into the dressingroom. Jeff auto-
matically held out his hand and then
dropped it. It was Tony Curtis.

"Where have you been?" he asked.

"This was your party as well as mine and
you weren't even here."

Tony gesticulated. He waved his arms.

He walked up and down the floor. And
this was all to illustrate the fact that he
was terribly sorry but there had been a

delay in the screening and he wasn't

able to get away before. "What can I

do now?" he asked. "Can I help?"
Jeff considered. "Well," he began, "you

might look around the place and see if

anyone spilled a drink."

Tony nodded. "And if I find a spilled

drink? Then what?"
"Unspill it," said Jeff.

Tony thought a moment and then waved
his understanding. "Got'cha, boy!" he
said, and went sniffing around the place.

BY the time Jeff got back to the set the

shooting was over and Jane's make-up
man, Shotgun Britton, was laying out her
farewell presents for the members of the

crew and cast. Nobody ever got slighted

working in a Jane Russell picture be-
cause there was no possibility of any-
one's name being forgotten or overlooked.

None of the gift packages had names.
They were all fine gifts, of about equal
value, and there were enough for every-
one. Jane filled a table with them, stood

back and simply said, "Grab one, kids!"

A half hour later he sat with Jane and
Dan Duryea and Mara Corday in the

projection room to watch the rushes of

scenes they had made four days before.

When it was over everyone told everyone
else that they were great and then Jeff

went to Jane and they wished each other

"an revoir but not goodbye" because that

next picture for them was coming up
soon. Back in his dressingroom he phoned
his former wife, Marge. She told him she

had found the sort of house she wanted
out in Westwood. They rejoiced that it

was near a good school and then Marge
called to the girls to come to the phone
and talk to their father.

Peling better after he talked to Marge
and the girls, he drove out of the

studio for about a two-hundred-yard run
to Storey's where he had dinner alone in

a booth. By the time he got out to his

office in Beverly Hills it was after seven
o'clock. He sat for a few hours answering
an accumulation of personal mail. Then he
dialed a number. The girl who answered
was Dani Crayne, one of the new younger
actresses at the studio. It seemed she was
ironing a blouse when he called and not

unwilling to stop ironing.

Jeff, who thought it might be nice to

listen to some hep music remembered
that there was a new popular combo,
Matt Denis and his group, opening at the
Keyboard. Dani liked the idea. "I'll be
by and pick you up in fifteen minutes,"
he told her, and wouldn't budge a minute
when she insisted on more time.

When they had left the Keyboard and
had gotten something to eat at another
late spot, and when he had brought Dani
back to her place and had finally gotten

home to his place—it was midnight. Some
seventeen hours after he had climbed out

of his bed he was back into it. He found
his book, punched up his pillows and
riffled through the pages to find his place.

He wasn't feeling sad at all any more.
He was in a good mood to learn more
about the adventures of the small-town
Italian priest, Don Camillo.

But of course, another thought crossed

his mind. Don Camillo wouldn't be a
bad part for him, would it? And then he
was sorry this had occurred to him. A
fellow ought to be able to open up a
book and read it objectively without trip-

ping over his own career. And he set-

tled back to read. END

MAKE YOUR
CLOTHES THE WAY
THEY DO IN

HOLLYWOOD
Busy, beautiful Terry Moore, next in

20th's Daddy Long Legs, not only finds

time for acting, charities and school but

for planning and sewing many of her

own clothes, too. Terry poses in a two-

piece dress with a contrasting cummer-

bund that she made of Indian Head cot-

ton fabric. Terry also plans other

clothes of Indian Head fabrics—has set

up her sewing room and is ready to go!

photo by John Engstead

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

Automatic Necchi console model sewing
machine. A wonder worker that does
plain and fancy sewing without attach-

ments. Necchi machines start at $98.95. A
free booklet about Necchi and Elna
machines is yours for the asking (see an
Elna on page 67). Write Fashion, Modern
Screen, 261 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 16, N. Y.

On the table—The Ann Baldwin life-size,

light-weight, individualized dress form

—

easily adjustable to your measurements

—

and only $3.98! More about it on page 66.

Far right—bolts of colorful cottons—guar-

anteed not to shrink or fade. By Indian

Head Mills. Gala Stripe (201-3) comes in

six combinations. Gold, brown and white;

emerald, white and grey; red, navy and
white—just to name a few. All 98^ a yard.

Solid color cottons—black (241), 'Turqua

(206). Terry's blouse, Mimosa (127) and
her skirt, Emerald (229). There are dozens

of other pretty solid shades available, too

—

all at 89^ a yard. Polka Dot (101-1) comes
in red, navy or emerald dot on white back-

ground. $1 a yard. Peasant Print (S09-6)

comes in black, red or navy print on white

background. $1 a yard. Buy Indian Head
cottons by name—and number. Modern
Screen has arranged to give you a free

Indian Head fabric chart of new spring

cottons. Write Fashion, Modern Screen,

261 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 16, N. Y.

ACCESSORIES:

Terry's flats—Jolene
Nylon hosiery—Holeproof
Dress shields—Kleinert
Wonder washable buttons—

-

B.G.E. Originates
Thread—Coats & Clark
Scissors—Hoffrits

THIS MODERN SCREEN SEWING EDITORIAL

WILL BE FEATURED NATIONALLY IN THE
LEADING DEPARTMENT STORES LISTED ON

PAGE 68. IF YOU CANNOT SHOP IN PERSON,

ORDER BY MAIL FROM THE STORE NEAR YOU.
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screen

fashions

Photos by Roger Prigent

Ann Baldwin chats about clothes and sewing

with Joan Fontaine—shows her a miniature

-nodsl of her individualized dress form.

AND

Joan Fontaine, star of top hit

Tea And Sympathy on Broadway—like most

busy actresses—has her studio clothes as

well as her personal clothes fitted

on an individualized dress form. Joan

poses here with the Ann Baldwin dress

form that can be your individualized

dress form because it is easily adjustable

to your measurements. This life-size,

light-weight form is quickly assembled

—

easily dismantled. Drape and design

on it, adjust patterns, alter garments

—

do everything that will assure you that

your clothes are just right for you!

Purchase by bust, waist, hip and dress

size. $3.98. In the Ann Baldwin handy Spool

Bag—Coats & Clark's thread.

THIS MODERN SCREEN SEWING EDITORIAL

WILL BE FEATURED NATIONALLY IN THE LEAD-

ING DEPARTMENT STORES LISTED ON

PAGE 68. IF YOU CANNOT SHOP IN PERSON,

ORDER BY MAIL FROM THE STORE NEAR YOU.



Sew on buttons in a flash—make
bound (or thread) buttonholes

neat and trim • on all fabrics.

Have the most beautiful of appli-

ques on your towels, linen, blouses,

underpinnings and party skirts.

You can dream up a million

pretty, dainty things with the hun-

dreds of quick embroidery stitches.

bm
Monogram your gifts and your own

things—lingerie, dresses, blouses,

scarves, towels, linens and such.

Pretty, red-haired Piper Laurie now in U-I's

Smoke Signal, takes time out from her many movie tasks to sew

handsome gifts and many of her own clothes. Here Piper

makes a little gingham apron on a versatile Elna-

Supermatic portable sewing machine that is easy to handle,

works like a whiz, does tricks like magic—all automatically ! One

of the many outstanding features of this machine is that

it sews on buttons, makes buttonholes and monograms as well

as fancy embroidery stitches and appliques all without any

special attachments. Elna machines start under $200.

Elna sewing machines—at all Necchi-Elna sewing centers.



THESE ARE THE STORES

THAT ARE FEATURING
THE MODERN SCREEN

SEWING EDITORIAL

ANN BALDWIN DRESS FORMS—Pp. 64,

65, 66 available at the notion counter:

Akron, Ohio—A. Polsky Co.
Boston, Mass.—Break's of Boston
Boston, Mass.—Jordan Marsh Co.
Boston, Mass.—R. H. White Corp. .

Bridgeport, Conn.—D. M. Read Co.

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Abraham & Straus
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Namm-l^oeser's, Inc.

Butler, Pa.—A. E. Troutman Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio—Rollman & Sons Co.

Cleveland, Ohio—The Bailey Co.

Cleveland, Ohio—Sterling-Lindner-Davis
Cleveland, Ohio—Wm. Taylor Son & Co.

Columbus. Ohio—Morehouse Fashion
Connellsville, Pa.—A. E. Troutman Co.

Dallas, Texas—A. Harris & Co.

Dubois, Pa.—The Troutman Co.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—Hcrpolsheimer Co.

Greensboro, N. C.—The Meyer Co.

Greensburg, Pa.—A. E. Troutman Co.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Pomeroy's Inc.

Hartford, Conn.—G. Fox & Co.

Hartford, Conn.—Sage-Allen & Co.

Houston, Texas—Foley Bros. D. G. Co.

Houston, Texas—Joske's Of Houston
Indiana, Pa.—Troutman Co.

Jackson, Mich.—The Field Co.

Jackson, Miss.—R. E. Kennington Co.

Jamaica, L.I., N.Y.—B. Gertz, Inc.

Kansas City, Mo.—Geo. B. Peck Co.

Latrobe, Pa.—5". R. Reed
Minneapolis, Minn.—L. S. Donaldson Co.

Muskegon, Mich.—Hardy-Herpolsheimer's
New Castle, Pa.—New Castle Dry Goods
New Haven, Conn.—Edward Malley Co.

Neiv York, N. Y.—Goldsmith Bros.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—John A. Brown
Paterson, N. J.—Quackenbush Co.

Providence, R. I.—The Outlet Co.

Rochester, Minn.—Donaldsons
Rochester, N. Y.—E. W. Edwards & Son
St. Louis, Mo.—Famous-Barr Co.

St. Paul, Minn.—The Golden Rule
Salem, Mass.—Almy, Bigelow & Washburn
San Antonio, Texas—Joske's Of Texas
Savannah, Ga.—Levy's of Savannah
Seattle, Wash.—Bon Marche
Springfield, Moss.—Forbes & Wallace
Springfield, Ohio—Edward Wren Store

Syracuse, N. Y.—Dey Bros. & Co.

Tulsa, Okla.—Brown, Dunkin Dry Goods Co.

Warren, Pa.—Metzger, Wright Co.

Washington, D. C.—The Hecht Co.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.—Pomeroy's, Inc.

Winston-Salem, N. C.—Anchor Co. Inc.

Worcester. Mass.—R. H. White Corp.

INDIAN HEAD FABRICS—Pp. 64, 65 &
NECCHI-ELNA SEWING MACHINES

—

Pp. 64. 65, 67

Akron, Ohio—A. Polsky Co.
Batavia, N. Y.—-Carr's
Boston, Mass.—Jordan Marsh Co.
Detroit, Mich.—/. L. Hudson Co.
Dubuque, Iowa—/. F. Stampfer
Evansville, Ind.—The Evansville Store
Lewiston, Idaho—C. C. Anderson
Lewiston, Pa.—E. E. McMeen Co.
Lincoln, Nebr.—Gold & Co.
Long Beach, Calif.—Walker's
Memphis, Tenn.—Bry's
Pine Bluff, Ark.—Froug's Dept. Store
Portland, Ore.—Olds & King
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.— Wallace Co.
Providence, R. I.—The Outlet Co.
Walla Walla, Wash.—Bon Marche

INDIAN HEAD FABRICS—Pg. 65

Beaumont, Texas—Fair, Inc.
Binghamton, N. Y.—Fowler-Dick & Walker
Durham, N. C.—Belk-Leggett Co.

Columbus, Ohio—F. & R. Lazarus & Co.
Corpus Christi, Texas—Lichtenstein's Inc.

El Paso, Texas—Popular Dry Goods
Fort Wayne, Ind.—Wolf & Dessaver Co.

Fort Worth, Texas—Leonards
Indianapolis, Ind.—H. P. Wasson Co., Inc.

Indianapolis , Ind.—Wolf & Dcssauer Co.

Joplin, Mo.—Christnmn's
New York, N. Y.—Gimbcl Bros.

New York, N. Y.—Stern Bros.
Sacramento, Calif.—Halle Bros. Stores

If you cannot go into one of these stores order by
mail from the store nearest you.

"nutsy fagan" at home

(Continued from page 31) recently as
Broken Lance tried to murder his brother
in cold blood, a certain impression is

bound to get around. On locations in
Texas rawboned ranchers have inched
menacingly up to Dick in cow country
bars and muttered, "Don't try anything
funny around here, son!" A few years
back on the street of a small Nebraska
town a righteous lady snatched Dick's
arm, whirled him around and hissing,

"You nasty little squirt!" let him have
her dainty knuckles square in the kisser.

Once he was riding a storm-tossed air-

liner right after he made Slattern's Hur-
ricane where he'd guided one himself on
film through a tornado. As Dick wandered
up into the nose, the craft dropped a cou-
ple of hundred feet in a sickening wrench.
"Well, Slattery," cracked the sarcastic

pilot, "what do we do now?"

Even abroad, as Dick discovered only re-
cently, they've got his number. After

finishing Prize Of Gold in England, Dick
and his wife Jean bought a Sunbeam-Al-
pine and took off on a sentimental holiday
retracing a bike tour he'd made right after

college. Gliding one day on the Grand
Canal in Venice, they heard wild shouts,

looked back to spy swarms of boats chas-
ing his gondola with gesticulating Italians

shouting, "Bandito Americano!"
But despite all this world-wide noto-

riety, there was still a certain wry truth
to his New Yorker pal's razz: As a glamor-
ous personality Dick Widmark in person
is a flop—and he probably always will be,

because that's the way he wants it.

In Hollywood's Mocambo or Ciro's Dick
would probably get the same noneniiy
treatment he received at 21 if he ever step-
ped inside, which he hasn't in the seven
years since he hit town. In that same time
he has attended exactly one premiere,
where he was so terrified by the star treat-

ment that he swore never again and
meant it. By now Dick's tuxedo has
nourished generations of moths, and a

movie society dictatress recently flattened

his social standing for keeps with the
remark, "Isn't it a shame about Richard
Widmark? When you come right down
to it all he is is a great actor!" She didn't

know it of course, but she was stating pret-

ty accurately just how Dick Widmark
'would like things to be for him in Holly-
wood—if that were possible.

When dick finally sprung himself from
the contract he was "sweating out" at

Fox, calls for pictures and interviews

shifted from studio buffers to his home
and the buzzing telephone almost drove
him nuts. In serf-defense he hired a press

agent. Then the frustrated tub-thumper
called Dick's wife, "I'm pretty confused,

Mrs. Widmark," he confessed. "Your hus-
band says he wants me to handle his pub-
licity, but he also says, 'Keep them all

away from me. Don't mention my private

life. Don't make me exciting or glamor-
ous. Don't say anything that isn't abso-

lutely true, in perfect taste, and so forth.'

In other words, Dick tells me, 'Go ahead

—

but don't do anything!' What do you
make of it?" Jean couldn't advise him.

Because of his notorious reticence about

his private life, his stubborn refusal to mix
into the Hollywood social circus or go for

any of what he calls "the yak-yak and
phony trim" of a Hollywood star's exist-

ence, Dick Widmark has sometimes been
tabbed an antisocial sorehead, and even a

dull boy. He has been termed cynical,

humorless and belligerent by people who
don't know him. But what people say

about him, as long as it's not true, does

not keep him awake nights. Publicity has
never raised a worry wart on Dick's
Swedish complexion. When he first ar-
rived at Fox after Kiss Of Death he was
called into a publicity conference where a
ballyhoo expert made the mistake of begin-
ning, "Now, how can we sell you?"
"You don't have to sell me," flared Wid-

mark. "I'm not for sale!" Which was his
way of announcing right at the start that
he was his own man. This means a man
with two determinations: (1) to do his job
to the limit of his talents and energies and
(2) to lead a completely normal life away
from it. That's a big order in Hollywood.
Dick carries it off only by resolute schizo-
phrenia.
"When Dick makes a picture," his wife

Jean says, "he could be all by himself in

Times Square. He's strictly Nutsy Fagan
—in a world of his own. And if anyone
snaps him out of it he blows his top and
you could peel him off the ceiling!" At
such times Jean, an artist herself (she
describes herself as 'a writer of unpro-
duced plays') is sympathetic and under-
standing. She can hear Dick pacing the
floor often all night chewing into his part.

She watches him push away his food and
lose an average of ten pounds on every
job. He came back from England minus
twenty after making Prize Of Gold. This
however doesn't disturb Jean in the least,

because she has been used to it for an
even dozen years. In fact, it was this all-

out concentration of Dick's that made Jean
Hazelwood's heart flutter when she first

spied him back on the campus of Lake
Forest University in Illinios.

"Dick was a lone wolf, even then," she

Peter Donald was doing an audi-

ence-participation show on CBS,
and he was worried. "I wonder
what I ought to do," he told writer
Martin Ragaway, "if a contestant
says an off-color word." Ragaway
answered, "It's simple. Just step
to the mike and say, 'This is the
National Broadcasting Company!'

"

—Paul Denis

recalls. "That's what made him so attrac-

tive. He never acquired any social graces;

he didn't have time. Teen-age frivolities

left him cold. He stalked around the cam-
pus, lost in a .dozen things—football, de-
bating, honor societies, class presidency,

dramatics and, of course, finally teaching.

Most of the time he worked, waiting tables

at Marshall Field's branch store. It was
thrilling just to see the ambition that

burned him up so intensely. A guy like

that is irresistible."

Richard Widmark went on to North-
western University after Lake Forest,

chasing his Master's degree in speech and
dramatics. "Life was real and life was
always earnest with Dick where acting

was concerned," Jean says. "From the

minute he gave up his law course to go
after what he wanted instead he was play-

ing for keeps."

What broke into Dick's post-graduate
was what usually does—no money

to carry on. He went to New York when
a radio director friend offered him a job in

a radio soap" opera called Aunt Jenny's
Real Life Stories. By slugging night and
day, pretty soon he was racing from one
radio show to another and making enough
money to marry Jean. The minute he did,

the double life he leads today began. With
his marriage certificate Dick acquired a

stubborn allergy to any and all frou-frou

connected with show business intruding

into his home.
At the start the newlyweds even moved

clear away from it. They never lived in
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Price Slashed On Famous Adjustable

Life Size Dress Form! $3 M
New 1955 Model Drastically Improved— Price Slashed i/

3—New
flexible material makes amazing dress form easily adjustable—larger

or smaller—to fit your size. Does virtually everything a $30 dress

dummy can do — and costs only

1/7 the price.

L ast year when it was announced that

home sewers no longer needed to pay

$10, $20, $50 for a dress dummy that

was useless when you gained or lost

weight, that home sewers could now
get a life size easily adjustable dress

form for only $5.95, orders poured in

from every state of the Union to Ann
Baldwin, its creator.

And now Ann Baldwin passes on still

more new mass production savings direct

to you. And best of all on her new 1955

radically improved and simplified model.

Simpler, sturdier, even easier to put

together, better looking. Instead of

raising the price Ann Baldwin has

slashed the price % saving you $2.00

on the new low price of $3-98.

So, if you've felt that a dress form

made to your own exact measurements

was "too expensive"—if you've held off

investing in a dress form that wouldn't

fit once you gained or lost weight—if

you simply haven't the room to store a

big bulky dress dummy . . . NOW
YOU CAN GET AN ADJUSTABLE
STORE - IT-AWAY DRESS FORM
FOR LITTLE MORE THAN A PEN-
NY A DAY FOR THE FIRST YEAR

!

Created by a Well-Known
Hollywood Designer—New,
Full-Size Dress Form Weighs

Only 2 Pounds—Lasts for Years!

After hundreds of experiments, Ann
Baldwin, a well-known Hollywood De-
signer, has at last created a dress form

that does everything you need, yet is

so economically priced that every home
sewer can afford to have one. In fact,

you'll find it pays for itself with the

very first dress you make or alter! By
use of KRAFTBOARD, a very light-

weight material, yet sturdy enough so

that in normal use it will not break,

chip or crack, Ann Baldwin has created

an adjustable dress form that is so light,

so handy that you can fit your dress,

pin it, baste it . . . and do it all without

once getting up from your chair. A full,

life-size dress form that is so flexible

it can be adjusted in a few minutes to

the exact measurements of most figures

other than extra special sizes—a com-
pletely new kind of dress form that

assures a perfect fit—that shows you
what your finished blouse, skirt or

dress will look like on you before you
ever begin to sew and now at a big

slash in price that makes it a 'bigger

bargain than ever.

And this year's new improved 1955
model is streamlined, better looking,

sturdier, simpler, easier to put together

than ever.

Scientifically Placed Guides Cut down
the Possibility of Making Mistakes

How would you like to remodel your

last year's ensemble into this year's

latest Paris fashions—and do it quickly,

easily and with none of that dreaded

amateur "home-made look"? It's so

easy with your new lower priced Ann
Baldwin Dress Form.

Scientifically placed guides for the

side, front, back, shoulder and waist

seams, automatically stop you from

making a mistake. Simply fit your dress

on the dress form and you know that it

is perfectly centered to give a more pro-

fessional look to your garment at the

very first fitting. And because you pin

your patterns right on your Ann Bald-

win Dress Form you see at a glance

what your dress will look like on you
when finished . . . where it needs more
material — where it needs less . . .

whether sleeves or shoulder lines need

altering—whether the neckline, waist-

line, sleeves and hem will come exactly

the way you want them to. Never again

will you need to waste 3 or 4 hours

fitting on your dress. Never again will

you have to rip out the seams because

you couldn't get your dress to hang
properly. Never again will you have to

twist, turn and bend to get an even

hemline.

Send No Money . . . Try the

Ann Baldwin Dress Form In

Your Own Home at Our Risk

Use the Ann Baldwin dress form to

design your own high style fashions

—

use it for alterations—remodeling—or

just plain simple sewing. Use it to ad-

just waistlines—lift shoulder lines

—

lower necklines. Use it for basting,

stitching, fitting— for skirts, dresses,

blouses, jackets. And if your Ann Bald-

win dress form doesn't give you profes-

sional looking, 5th Ave. clothes the very

first time you use it—if it doesn't pay

for itself on the very first alteration you
make—just return it for your full money
back. But this amazing new dress form

is still so new, so revolutionary that sup-

plies are limited. It's first come, first

served. At this big reduction in price we
predict a sell-out! So today, rush the

NO-RISK coupon below complete with

your measurements (bust, waist and
hips) to: Ann Baldwin Sales Corp.,

Dept. G-264, 14 1 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.

10, N. Y.

Only Dress Form You Can Use In Sections—Do all

Your Pinning, Altering, Hemming, While Sitting Down
No more aching arches, stiff shoulders

or pains in the back from standing

hours on end. Now you can do all your

fitting, pinning, altering and hemming
with your Ann Baldwin dress form right

on your lap. (Weighs only 2 pounds,

yet is strong enough to last for years.)

Complete your whole dress-making

operation without having any need to

get up from your chair. And because

you can use the Ann Baldwin dress

form in sections, small garments become
so much easier to handle. To sew blouses

and jackets use only the torso. For skirts

and slacks use only the hip parts.

P. S. Also great for blocking sweaters.

Act now before this new low
price is withdrawn.

GO ON A DIET AND KEEP YOUR CLOTHES FITTING
PERFECTLY! New dress form adjusts to your own personal measure-

ments. Made of strong pliable felt covered KRAFTBOARD for extra

durability, this new light-weight dress form costs just $3.98 and is

adjustable within your size range. Just put the clips into self-adjusting

holes, and your hip, waist, bust and length are readjusted to your
measurements once more. You get accurate fit every time.

FLEXIBILITY LETS YOU SLIP ENTIRE DRESS RIGHT OVER YOUR
ANN BALDWIN DRESS FORM—WITHOUT OPENING THE SEAMS!

PUT IT

TOGETHER

—

TAKE IT APART

IN MINUTES-

FOLDS AWAY
OUT OF SIGHT

WHEN NOT IN

USE... AND A

NEW LOW

PRICE!

Guaranteed by v
Good Housekeeping

Amazing Flexibility Permits
Easy Slip-On, Slip-Off

Of Even One-Piece Dresses!

Your Ann Baldwin Dress Form is

scientifically designed so that you can
merely bend in the shoulders and slip

the dress on or off the form with no
extra work of any kind. Shoulders snap
back into shape instantly. Yours at a
Saving of $2.00!

Entire contents copyrighted by Ann Baldwin Sales Corp. 19>4 N.Y.C.

MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY!
ANN BALDWIN SALES CORP.
DEPT. G-264
141 Fifth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Please send me Ann Baldwin's new adjustable, match-your-figure dress form in my
measurements for a 10-day No-Risk Trial. When my dress form arrives, I will pay
postman the special cut-price of $3.98 plus postage. If I am not completely satisfied

—

if my Ann Baldwin dress form does not do everything I want it to do and more

—

1 will return it within to days for ray full purchase price refund, no questions asked.

My measurements, taken over my foundation garments, are:

BUST

WAIST

HIPS CHECK HERE TO SAVE MORE. Enclose

|

1

payment with^ order and WE pay all postage

Mam*
(Please print)

Address

Citv

7r\r\c

and shipping fees. Same money hack guarantee
of course.

DRESS SIZE

In Canada send to: 60 Front St. West, Toronto. Ont.
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(Continued from page 68) New York. They
set up housekeeping in suburban Bronx-
ville, and that's where young Mr. Widmark
headed the minute his acting chores were
over. "All the other actors haunted Sardi's

after shows, yak-ing up the place," Jean
recalls, "but not Richie. When I met him
at the studio or the stage door it was

—

whisk—off in his '35 Ford—but not neces-

sarily to sleep. If he didn't sweat his part

to tatters the rest of the night he cooked

up a project to test something he was
curious about."

One of those projects was a bunch of

experimental recordings. They're home-
written skits and take-offs on Broadway
and radio shows, with Dick and Jean the

stars, naturally. The dialogue is definitely

surrealistic and the sound effects the same.

"We used a vacuum cleaner for a tornado

and the kitchen -pots and pans for the

clanking of hospital surgery," reveals Jean.

"We did our own screaming." They had to

stop it finally when notes from outraged
neighbors appeared: "Please find a quieter

game to play or get out!"

So the Widmarks got out—to White
Plains, New York. They've never hung
around cities any more than they could

help. Dick hates them and what he calls

their "claustrophobia houses."

Coming home through New York Dick
tarried only to treat his lowrating pals

to lunch at 21, then beat it before night-

fall to his in-laws, the John Bain-
bridges, up in Bronxville. For years, when-
ever he came east Dick set off into the back
country of New England hunting remote
dream spots. In their minds the Widmarks,
through such tours,have mentally acquired

"at least fifty farm houses" according to

Jean, and traveled around 50,000 road

miles. Last spring when Dick's "freedom"
from Fox was finally all set they really

bought one. "Widmark's Folly" is a 200-

year old house concealed by eighty acres

of woods in the Massachusetts Berkshires,

officially at a place called South Sandes-
field, but don't try to find it. The town is

just a rural post office in another house
down a winding dirt road and you'd prob-

ably get lost, as Dick and Jean have a time

or two themselves. The place, which set

them back $10,000, is already completely

furnished and set for some future Utopian
existence. So far, they've spent just one
night there. But they still talk seriously

of transferring their home base to that

lonely haven, and commuting to Holly-

wood, which in Dick Widmark's isolationist

mind is too crowded for comfort.

Mandeville Canyon, out Santa Monica
way, is the farthest Dick has managed to

remove himself so far* His castle there

is a sprawling yellow ranchhouse set in a

cup of woodsy hills, with about everything

on the two-and-a-half acres that a home-
loving guy could want—swimming pool,

barn, guest cottages and a mammoth patio.

After the head of steam he works up
for every movie job has simmered down,
Dick Widmark studiously flops his per-

sonality over with a Jekyll-Hyde switch.

First thing he does is to completely forget

his last picture. Often he doesn't bother

to see them; in fact, has yet to look at

Broken Lance, never did see Garden Of
Evil or the one he did with Marilyn Mon-
roe, Don't Bother To Knock, among others.

One reason is because he believes no artist

can afford to look back. Another is that

viewing himself on the screen is painful

because everything he does is, in Wid-
mark's opinion, "horrible." The one pic-

ture Dick actually admits he liked was
Panic In The Streets which Elia Kazan, his

Guild mentor, directed and in which Dick
played a normal, next-door character.

But it doesn't mean that Dick Widmark
scorns the medium that has been so good
to him. Actually, Dick is a rabid movie

fan from away back and probably one of

the keenest students of movie history and
techniques. He courted Jean in Chicago

movie houses, and could always be lured

into Manhattan for the old flickers at the

Museum of Modern Art. "I know them
all back to the Great Train Robbery—and
beyond," he boasts, "even to John Bunny
and Flora Finch in The Kiss." A photo-

graphy nut, he brought back 2700 feet of his

European tour and one of his biggest ex-

travagances in Hollywood is film rentals.

Because he always runs them off on his

own projector—especially his own—he
never goes out where audience reactions

could make him squirm.

Turning to this and other hobbies—the

voluminous library, his paint box and

his hammering and sawing jobs around the

place—Dick's good nature returns. In his

relaxed spells the high-tension concern

with his own acting which has sometimes

made him sharp and explosive with col-

leagues he suspected of goldbricking on

the set vanishes. "When he's off the hook,

Dick mellows like a persimmon after an

October frost," one friend puts it. "Sud-

denly he loves everybody."

GURGLE, GURGLE, LITTLE

MARGIE
Celebrities are the norm in the

Neiman-Marcus Beauty Salon and I

am always pleased to serve them. Re-
cently one came to my table unan-
nounced and, in reply to one of my
comments, she gurgled. I said she'd be

good competition for Little Margie.

"It would be some accomplishment,

wouldn't it?" she said, rather dispar-

agingly. I resented that and said I'd

tried to imitate it and had heard others

try it, too. It wasn't until I received my
tip envelope and saw that it was from
Miss Storm that I realized who had
made light of My Little Margie.

Katherin Faye Sherill

Dallas, Texas

"Personally, I've never witnessed the

terrible-tempered Widmark in my life,"

says his closest pal, actor Henry Morgan,

who fives up the canyon. "The only blow-

up I know about, Dick told me himself—

and the joke was on him." That was
when Dick came home one week end from

a Sierra location to drive his daughter, Ann,

to the Griffith park zoo on a Sunday and
got caught in a crawling traffic jam. Mon-
day he showed up back at Lone Pine with

a neck so stiff he couldn't move it. "I got

sore in that traffic jam and yanked my tie

loose," Dick explained sheepishly. "Nearly

broke my neck!"
Henry knows both sides of Dick Wid-

mark probably better than anyone except

Dick's own family. He has worked with

him and played with him too. Like the

rest of Dick's small group of intimates-

Karl Maiden, the actor, Bob Ardrey, the

playright, composer Adolf Green and writer

William Saroyan—he feels free to barge in

any time and, if Dick isn't working, whip

up a storm. "Sure, Diek's an intellectaal,"

says Henry, "absolutely concentrated on his

job, ambitious, sincere, and on the other
j

side of the card, a very serious citizen. But
j

that doesn't mean he can't cut loose and
i

have fun. People who think Dick's a square

just don't know him. He packs a terrific

sense of humor."
Sometimes for no good reason at all the >

above bunch collect at Dick and Jean's and
when they do they're usually there until

morning. Dick sets up his drums, Bob Ard-
rey pounds the piano and Henry sings—or I

rather they all do, helped along at times

by tone-deaf Bill Saroyan bawling Armen- 1

ian folk songs. When things really warm up
Dick and Henry go into their soft shoe spe- !

cialty.

While Dick will scrap for every dime
due him at a studio as a matter of prin-

j

ciple, he's surprisingly disinterested in

the stuff that makes the world go round.
J

"We'll never be rich," predicts Jean cheer- I

fully. "Dick doesn't want to be. Thinks it
[

would be dangerous." He has no business '

manager to dole out spending money and
;

collect oil wells like most stars in his

bracket. He has refused all TV, gravy
so far. He doesn't want to produce his

pictures. And where Dick's dough goes is

seldom on himself. He has only five con-
servatively tailored suits and a pile of old

work pants that Jean swears are "ready to

walk away." He doesn't own a piece of

jewelry beside his watch. His personal

extravagances are his hi-fi, records, five

cameras, the antiques he loves to track

down and bring home, the oil paintings he
can't resist. Once he gets something, how-
ever, try to get it away from him.
For instance, Dick still owns the '35 Ford '

phaeton he commuted in from Bronxville,

'way back when. The station wagon his in-
j

laws use in Bronxville. was driven back
on one trip, is still there in his name. The
gray Sunbeam-Alpine he and Jean drove I

through Europe has just arrived at Mande-
|

ville Canyon and will doubtless never de- I

part. On his last trip to England Dick 1

brought back an mg, but because it

cramped his long legs he reluctantly sold I

it. As the buyer drove away, Dick chased
j

him down the street yelling, "Hey, come (

back! I've changed my mind!" but it was
too late. Smack in the middle of their rich

antiques sits a battered table Dick bought
j

for twelve bucks when they were married.

He won't move it out of the living-room.

Dick's private nature is possessive and
hyper-loyal to anybody or anything

which has ever been close to him. All of the

pals he sees constantly today Dick knew
back in New York. Another should be add-

ed, Pete Simon, a gutsy fellow who gets

around in a wheel chair but runs a popular
j

college hangout near UCLA. Dick met Pete,

learned he had a tough time making a

living and lent him the money to open

"Dude's." Until he got rolling Pete lived

for two straight years in the Widmark's
guest cottage. Another marathon house-

guest is "the dog who came to dinner," a

collie named Trigger that Dick kept when
a friend went to Europe. The friend, War-
ren Stevens, soon was back, but Trigger

continues to pad happily around the Wid-
mark's with another inky pup, Choo-choo,

and a pet chicken christened Claude. All

have free run of the house. The only time

Dick balked at an aspiring member of the

Widmark family was when Annie brought
j

in a mangy baby 'possum from the hills.

He hustled that one right back.

Ann can make her shy dad dq things he d

never normally dream of doing jn public.

She traveled right along when the Wid-
marks went to Europe and had her last

birthday in Copenhagen where she lured

Dick to the Tivoli amusement park and

made him dance with her as the Danes

gawked happily, In Berlin where part of

-



Prize of Gold was filmed, she actually

talked him into an excursion behind the
Iron Curtain into the Red Zone. In looks
Annie is a half-and-half copy of both her
parents, which is as it should be. Because
Jean and Dick Widmark are a perfectly

blended team that Hollywood gossip has
never been able even slightly to crack.

Nobody who knows Dick could imagine
his existing without the quiet, capable
and intelligent woman who's his balance
wheel. "Jean is Dick," as one friend puts
it, "and vice versa." But even Dick Wid-
mark would be the last person in the world
to argue that his wife has had a soft touch
in the chameleon role of switching back
and forth with the alternating storm-and-

sunshine of his work and leisure.

Jean got her initial shock on their first

wedding anniversary. It happened that

Dick's first Broadway play, Kiss And Tell,

opened the same night, April 5. He forgot

all about the anniversary, of course, and,

Jean recalls, "there was a heck of a lot of

more dramatic scene after the show than
there was up on that stage—with tears."

That wasn't the last time Dick skipped
either—and you can throw in a few birth-

days, Mother's Days, and scattered events
close to a wife's sentimentalities. But Mrs.
Widmark doesn't regard herself as a mar-
tyr. "I'm really lucky. Life with Dick is al-

ways a Third Act," sighs playwright Jean.

"The suspense is terrific." Because despite

his militant longing for hearthside nor-
malcy actually around the house Dick
Widmark is unorthodox.
Jean, for instance, never knows exactly

what time it is; Dick sets all the clocks

ahead in varying degrees. Long ago she
gave up planning breakfast together;

breakfast for Dick, who can owl it all night

with a stack of books, might be at four the

next afternoon. He pays no attention what-
ever to the conventional holidays if he's

wrapped up in a job. If he isn't, Jean might
walk in loaded with groceries to find the

car warming up, bags packed and Dick im-
patiently urging, "Come on, let's get going!"

Exactly where he doesn't know. Once they
started off for San Francisco and wound up
in Death Valley. Nobody was more sur-

prised than Jean when Dick finished read-

ing a script the other night and asked her
next morning, "How would you like to go
to Africa?"
Jean Widmark cherishes the cozy self-

deception that this is really all very nor-
mal, and she succeeds in passing that illu-

sion on to Dick because—well—she loves

him. If she walks in on a train of moving
vans backed up in the drive someday with
the antiques being stowed aboard for Wid-
mark's Folly back east, it wouldn't wrinkle
her freckles too deeply. She could be a

Massachusetts farm wife as easily as a

Hollywood star's backer-upper, and Dick
could work off his chronic acting hangovers
splitting rails instead of his personality.

Such a rustic resettlement, however,
seems a long way off for Dick Widmark
the way they're roping him down with
starring deals. When you back him against

the wall he'll grin and admit, somewhat
garrulously for him:

"I have no real kicks. This is a great busi-

ness and it affords me and my family a

pleasant life. I've served my movie appren-
ticeship. I'm grateful for what I've learned.

There's a lot now I want to do here. I'm

lucky to be making my living at what I

love—acting. I'm not mad at anybody. So I

want to stick around until I've had it. When
I fall apart and they don't want me any
more—I'll move on."

But it's hardly likely that he'll be asked
to do so. While they'll undoubtedly park
glamourless Dick and his pals right back
with the dirty dishes next time he lunches

at 21, it looks like "Wldmark's Folly" will

have to wait.
END
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race gentry

(Continued from, page 42) John, whose
father, Guido Papiro, has lately retired as
a small manufacturer of costume jewelry,
grew up in West Los Angeles with never
a thought of becoming an actor. Even now
the business of having make-up applied to
his face makes him wriggle with distaste.

He was one of those neighborhood kids
who are always busy trading. He would
leave the house in the morning with, say,

two spark plugs and a Chevrolet hub cap,
return by nightfall with a sea-eroded out-
board motor. In his small-boy years he built
and swapped skate-boards and coaster
wagons. In his teens it was hotrods and
"drag" assemblies. There isn't any doubt
but that he would be wheeling and deal-
ing in jet planes or rocket ships by now
had he not gotten himself a job a few years
ago in a filling station patronized by many
film people. The right man came along,
one thing led to another, and soon Race
was making a brief appearance at U-I.
Playing the role of Rock's son he was

seen in only the last five minutes of The
Lawless Breed, but with his deep-set,
brown eyes and warm Latin face, his shock
of dark brown hair and remarkably light

carriage for a sturdy, near six-footer

( 5' 11") , he didn't need any more time
than this. The picture hadn't been re-
leased a month before feminine fans began
writing letters to the studio by the thou-
sands. Some of the girls said that if they
could have him for Easter they wouldn't
need anything at all for Christmas. He was.
signed to a long-term contract.

Cince then, Race, appearing in another^ picture, Black Horse Canyon, co-star-
ring Joel McCrea and Mari Blanchard, has
completely clinched his status as a roman-
tic screen personality. Even more than that,

he not only reassured his studio that he
can be somebody in the film world—he
convinced himself as well. He is finally

taking his career as an actor seriously.

Piece by piece, he is forgetting old
projects; a Model A Ford motor block he
was going to overhaul and soup up, a seam-
sprung speed boat he was going to re-
plank, caulk and race, a 1937 Auburn he
planned on modernizing. He is a member of
the U-I school for its younger players,
and he even supplements his studies there
by private tutoring in essentials of drama.
"Take it from me, Race means business!"

an old friend of his, Dean Mario, said
the other day. "He never got into any-
thing in his life without giving it all he's

got—and Race has got a lot!"

One thing that Race has a lot of is the
kind of masculine good looks Rock Hudson
has. That's why he was cast to play Rock's
son in The Lawless Breed. And, curiously
enough, Rock has been like a sort of father
to him ever since. It was Rock -who dis-
covered a sure-fire way of putting Race
at his ease during the first days at the
studio when everything seemed strange
to him. Seeing Race sitting stiffly in the
commissary one lunchtime, not talking,

and looking neither right nor left, Rock
went over and whispered in his ear. What
Rock said was that he had spread word to

all the girls in the studio describing Race's
silence as brooding because he was deep
in a family vendetta and had sworn to
kill three men before the year was out.

"Now don't let me down!" warned Rock.
"Keep on stalking around the studio like

you do, never saying a word and looking
kind of grim!"

Race laughed so hard at the idea that
he slid off the chair and under the table.

When he got up again his self-conscious-
ness was gone, for that day anyway—which
was what Rock was after. Now, every time

Rock sees Race under possible tension he
has only to start whispering.

TJniversal-International is the first

studio Race has ever entered via the
front gate. He used to drop in on 20th
Century-Fox regularly by climbing over
the fence when he had nothing better to
do; he lived only a few blocks away. As
this sort of uninvited visitor he watched
dozens of pictures being made and got a
'iking for the way adventure stories were
filmed. He would like to play the John
Wayne type of roles if he gets to the point
where he can do the choosing.
Stars like Gene Tierney, Dan Dailey,

Faith Domergue and Dick Long lived
either next door or across the street from
Race's home during his boyhood, but that
meant nothing to him. He' remembers that
his mother once invited Dailey to dinner to
cheer him up after Dailey's dog, Duke, had
been killed in an accident—and Dan
cried for nearly two hours.
Race remembers this only, he thinks, be-

cause he, too, loves animals. When he was
fifteen he visited the dog pound and fell

in love with a puppy that appeared to be
part Irish Setter and part Golden Re-

MODERN SCREEN'S
CRYSTAL BALL

A hint of things to come appeared
in Modern Screen's first story about
Eddie Fisher in the November, 1953,
issue. Now that he is engaged to Deb-
bie Reynolds, let us quote from that
story:
"There was a chance to he might go to

Hollywood, the TV star said. His agent
was talking over a one-picture-a-year
deal with Paramount.

" 'If I made a picture, I'd like to play
opposite Debbie Reynolds,' he said,

'but I don't suppose Paramount could
'

borrow her.'

"It was the first time in all his con-
versation that Eddie had mentioned a
girl."

triever. He wanted to buy the pup but
when he got back with his mother and the
nominal fee, the pound was closed. Since
the next day was a Saturday, and Race had
the idea that that was the day the pound
exterminated the week's accumulation of

unclaimed dogs, he couldn't sleep all night.

At dawn he ran to the pound, climbed the
fence and kidnapped his love. The dog's

name is Ruggie and Race still has him.
There is only one sad angle to the story.

The dog Race stole was in effect "stolen"

from him soon afterwards. Ruggie loves

Race's dad first of all, not Race.

FOR a boy who was going to be an actor

Race showed an aptitude for the wrong
subjects when he went to school. At St.

Paul, the Apostle, in Los Angeles, where
he got his elementary education, at Uni-
versity High in nearby Santa Monica, and
during a year and a half's attendance at

Santa Monica City College, he was good

s4
a;

3

These days, when Race reads of vandal-
ism in the schools, he wonders if theyj;

could be talking about guys like him.:
Race's gang never broke any windows in)

school or chopped up any desks—theyd
confined themselves to stunts like gluing'!

up the pages of the teachers' roll books:!

and sneaking in the gym during the girls ]

dancing lessons to watch them prance^
around, reportedly in "daring" costumesji

Race got that job at the gas station?

where he was discovered because he
wanted to save money to buy a twenty-
foot speed boat. He was seventeen and
by this time his trading was beginning to5

worry his mother, Mrs. Frances Papiro,it

who wanted him to settle down. She must;'

have been afraid that his business habits;

would affect his personal ones becausei,

she issued a warning to him one day. "If
jj

you change women like you change cars,!,

when it comes time for marriage you'lli

never be happy," she told him.

One day when Race was at the station?

a man drove up in a '41 Chevy sedan and 1

;

told Race to put five gallons of regular j

gas in the tank while he went into the^

washroom to change his shirt. This manij

could have discovered Race if he wanted [

to and made a big star out of him; hej
had made big stars out of other people

the biggest, in fact. But he just came;
out of the washroom, paid for his gas and
drove off. His name was Howard Hughes.

But there was another man, an agent,

who had been watching Race and who
talked to him one day. His name was
Henry Willson and among his discoveries

j

and clients are stars like Rock and Guy,
Madison. He began trying to talk Race into

taking a test and perhaps because Race,
had lived among movie people all his life

^

he wasn't impressed. Then one day Willson I

tried a new approach. "Look," he said, "if

you knew you could make as much money
in a week as an actor as it takes you in six;

months here, would you pass it up?"
"No," replied Race, instantly, his trading^

instinct aroused. This was different. This :

was dickering, man!
Race is still not making in a week what'



HOW WOULD
YOU LIKE TO
DRAW LIKE THIS?

Not long ago the girl who did this drawing was

actually wondering if she had art talent! Luckily, experts

encouraged her. Now she's having fun drawing

—

making lots of money too! We've seen this

"happy ending" many times at Art Instruction,

Inc. (We're world's largest home study art

school—have been finding and training beginner

artists by mail for 40 years). Our faculty

has developed an Art Talent Test that's

already started thousands toward art careers.

It's an easy test you take at home alone,

in spare time. No charge or obligation.

Why don't you take it now too? I'll be

happy to mail it to you!

always have time for girls.
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I isn't so far from that figure either. Willson
took him to Raoul Walsh who was to direct

J The Lawless Breed and Race demonstrated
I his complete ignorance of even the rudest
i rudiments of acting. "Fine!" beamed Walsh,
I who is best known for hurling thunder-
! bolts of wrath when he is displeased with
any member of his cast. "He looks the

]
part and we never have run out of film yet.

j
We'll keep him at it until he does it right

, —out of sheer exhaustion if not talent!"

j

Oddly enough, Race, who couldn't act

for beans in bis first few scenes, caught
j onto the business quickly enough to be
\ turning in passable performances by his

third day before the cameras. A very strong

j

asset which he possesses is a quick and
. accurate memory. Another is a flair for

.
mimicry which can stand a lot of develop-

. ment yet but does come to him naturally.

All the time Race spent fixing up cars
and driving them in his youth has been

i of little help so far to him in his career,

j

He would have been better off learning to

ij
ride a horse which, of course, he had to

J do the moment he was signed. His horse-
ij
manship is reported as mostly lacking so

i|
far but he has shown he has the courage

j to ride if not the seat. In Black Horse
1
Canyon he obeyed a director's injunction

I
to "Let him all out!" while riding a pony

j

downhill, with the result that the horse
tripped and went into a full front flip

in which Race was fortunately thrown
i
clear, but, unfortunately, right on his face.

He climbed right back on the horse to
finish the scene before his bruises swelled.

Some weeks after Race began, work at

I

the studio he realized one day that he
! had not as yet been to a Hollywood party

—

the kind he had read about in the papers.
At just about this time he got an opportun-

: ity to escort Susan Cabot to Ciro's, and this
proved to be the famous affair at which
Darryl Zanuck, head of 20th Century-Fox,
stripped to the waist and vainly tried to
demonstrate to everyone present that he

: could chin himself one-handed. The story

j

goes that Zanuck got the idea for his
gymnastics because Race confessed to him
how he used to climb the fences at 20th.

Zanuck is supposed to have replied that
he could go over those fences one-handed,
while reading a script with the other.

Actually Race's social life is not much
different from what it was before he turned
actor. The truth is he goes out with the
very same friends, old pals from his high
school days. One of these is Dean Mario,
who has also turned to acting. Another is

Sylvan Cole, who divides his time between
I
attending Santa Monica College and work-
ing at an aircraft company. A third friend
is Dave Schweitzer, who works for the tele-

phone company. Dave was along the first

evening Race was ever asked for an auto-
graph by a stranger. They had dated two
girls from their high school days and were
seated in Coffee Dan's, a popular eatery,
when a young lady came to their table,

j
"Please forgive me," she asked Race, "but

]
I'm in California only on a short visit and
someone said you were in pictures. Could I

have your autograph?"

Unused to anything like this, Race was
blushing by this time. He reached for a
napkin (the girl hadn't offered anything
to write on) and scribbled his name. The
girl thanked him even as she looked down
at his signature. Then her head jerked up.

"Race Gentry?" she cried. "Who's he? I

thought you were Rock Hudson!"
I He decided, later that if anyone again
!
ever asked for an autograph he would joke

j

about it first and accuse the person of
not even knowing who he was. Well, some-
one did ask Race for his autograph a few

I
weeks later, at a picture premiere.

"G'wan!" he laughed at the girl. "You don't
even know whose autograph you want.
What's my name?"
Sure enough the answer came back,

"Rock Hudson, silly!"

Race isn't giving out any autographs
these days. He is waiting to decide whether
to grow a mustache or a beard for stronger
personal identification. Rock's suggestion is

that they get into a saber fight and give
each other distinguishing, and, of course,

romantic, scars.

Race, too young for active military serv-
ice up to now, has been a member of

the Naval Air Reserve for the past three
years, reporting for training two weeks
every summer and the first week end of

every month. Between this and his new
career he is a busy boy but this doesn't

mean he hasn't any time for girls. He will

Not long ago Race went down to a
beautiful little promontory in the Pa-

cific Ocean a few miles north of the Malibu
Beach colony and bought an acre and a
half of land. Some of his pals think this is

quite a significant move. They point out
that Race's parents married young, that
Race has a brother, Pete, who married
young, and a sister, Carmen, who married
young. And Race's maternal grandfather,
Salvador Carese, was one of the founders
of the harbor town of San Pedro and lived
there until he was killed in an automobile
accident at the age of ninety-six.

"It's all very clear," says Dave, Race's
pal. "Race has to obey family tradition.

He has to marry young, live somewhere
near the water with wife and family, and
keep living out there until he is around
a hundred." END
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they say it's wonderful

(Continued from page 27) filed in Cali-
fornia, a state in which it takes one year
for a divorce to become final. The parties

«

to any California divorce are always
warned by the Court that they cannot
marry until the decree is final or the
offending party may be held for bigamy.
So naturally, no one expected Guy Mad-

ison to elope to Mexico with Sheila Con-
nolly. But that's exactly what he did.

Why would he refuse to wait a year for

the final decree?
The answer is simple. When you're

young and you're sure you've found the
one girl who will make the perfect wife,
when you believe the time to be together
is now—then you start looking for legal

loopholes.
You say to yourself, "I'm in love with

this girl, and I'm going to marry her now.
I'm sure the lawyers can work everything
out. Thousands of couples have been mar-
ried in Mexico before their divorce de-
crees became final."

Guy Madison and Sheila Connolly felt

that way last October. "So on Saturday,
October 23," Sheila remembers, "Guy and
I got in the car and drove to San Diego.
Then we took a plane to El Paso which
is across the river from Juarez.
"Guy had the marriage ring with him.

He had asked me what kind I wanted and
I had said, 'Just a simple gold wedding
band so that people can see I'm married.'
The ring is a quarter of an inch wide.
"Anyway, we were supposed to get

married on a Tuesday. The Mexican judge
who was scheduled to perform the cere-
mony, called and said, 'Let's make it

Monday instead.' Guy said that would be
fine with us.

"Came Monday and we got a call from
Juarez. A friend said, 'The judge is ready
to marry you. Better come over right
away or he'll take off for lunch. Then we
may never be able to find him.'

"Guy and I rushed down to the bridge
that crosses the Rio Grande into Juarez.
We applied for a permit to cross and get
married in Mexico. The man who gave the
permits wasn't there. We had to wait ten
minutes. Finally when we got the permit,
we raced over to the judge's office. It was
too late. He was gone.
"Our Spanish-speaking friend began to

call the restaurants around town. He
located the judge and said, 'Come back.
These people are waiting to get married.'
But when a Mexican judge is at lunch,
he's not going to suffer indigestion over
a little thing like marriage. So Guy and
I waited. Only the judge never showed.
"We waited and waited until finally our

friend got a bright idea. Wise in the ways
of Mexico, he drove over to the judge's
house. Sure enough, the judge was there,
taking a siesta, I guess. He brought him
back, and we were married a little after

three in the afternoon."

,
Guy and Sheila had their wedding sup-

per that night in a Chinese restaurant.
Then they went to see Debbie Reynolds
in Susan Slept Here. They spent their
wedding night in an El Paso motel, and
when morning came they flew to Miami
where Guy was scheduled to appear at
the Kellogg convention. Kellogg is the
breakfast food company that sponsors Wild
Bill Hickok, the television program that
brought Madison back to show business.

While the Madisons were on their way
to the Biscayne Bay Hotel in Miami, Stan
Musgrave, Guy's publicity man, released
the wedding news to the press.

The response in Hollywood was sur-
prise. Following surprise came such ap-
proval as, "If ever any man deserved a
little happiness, it's certainly Guy Madi-

son. This fellow has been through plenty."

The reference, of course, was to Madi-
son's unhappy first marriage to actress

Gail Russell.

After their marriage in 1949 Gail began
to drink, first a little, then more and more.
Madison is quiet, moody and withdrawn,

stubborn and determined, simple and shy.
For years he lived with Gail, wondering
why she could not control her weakness.
Her indulgence caused him great anguish.
Was it his fault? Was he responsible in

some way for Gail's behavior?
He searched his own soul, and he could

find no answer. At the same time his
marriage was foundering, his professional
career was declining.

"Madison was okay during the postwar
era," one studio executive confided three
years ago, "but nowadays business is

rough and we must separate the profes-
sionals from the amateurs."

It's a tribute to Madison's fortitude and
courage that when things were rough both
in and out of home, he did not complain
nor bemoan his fate.

Worrying about Gail, he lost weight, a
good twenty pounds. He became nervous
and edgy. He suffered mentally and phys-

WHERE THERE'S SMOKE
At the Yankee
Stadium a friend
and I exchanged
a few words about
the game with a
familiar - looking
man, but we
couldn't place his

face. At a particu-
larly tense mo-
ment, we were
distracted from
the game by the
frantic movements of the man next to

us; he was practically turning his

pockets inside out. Suddenly he
leaned over and blurted out "Listen,
could I bum a cigarette? I'm all out
and I just can't leave the game now
to get some!" Of course we gave him
a smoke—and were we glad after-
wards, when a couple of girls came
over and asked for Guy Mitchell's
autograph!

Frances Manfredi
New York, New York

ically, but he never succumbed to self-

pity. For Gail there was always under-
standing and money and another chance.
Last year Gail and Guy finally agreed

to separate. Guy moved out, and Gail con-
sulted a psychiatrist. The doctor recom-
mended a sanitarium in Oregon. Gail
agreed to go. Apparently it wasn't enough.
On November 25, 1953, Gail was arrested
on suspicion of drunken driving. Ever
faithful, Guy went to his wife's aid. He
posted bail and gave her all his support.

When asked about the status of their

relationship, he told a reporter, "I'm still

devoted to Gail. Anything she needs from
me she can have. I don't expect I'll ever
again get involved emotionally with an-
other woman."

HP hat, of course, was before Guy ran
into Sheila Connolly, who came out to

Hollywood in 1952 after making a fan-

success of modeling in New York.
Ever since she was a child, Gail Russell

has been an unhappy, mixed-up girl. This
is mentioned so that no one will imagine
that Guy Madison was in any way re-

sponsible for her tragic alcoholism.
As a child in Chicago, Gail used to hide

from guests. She used to avoid parties. 1

Her shyness reached the proportions ofi
a dangerous neurosis. As a teen-ager in
Santa Monica she suffered from frequent
periods of abnormal elation and depres-
sion. Her timidity was tremendous.
When Paramount gave her a contract 1

in 1942, one casting director said, "She is
!

the most scared, the most petrified kid I

have ever met in my life."

Gail never should have become an

!

actress. There is nothing of the exhibition-
|

ist in her make-up. She never had the
confidence nor the ability to take the
hard knocks that go with the career.
They say that she drank to bolster her

sagging ego. Whatever the reason, her
marriage to Guy Madison was a painful
failure, a searing experience.

That's why when the news of Guy's
second marriage broke on October 25,
Hollywood agreed that Madison did the
right thing in reaching out for his hap-
piness. Hollywood also agreed that Sheila
Connolly was a lucky girl. Husbands like
Guy Madison aren't easy to find.

Cheila knows this. Before her marriage,
M she dated dozens of the most eligible
men in Hollywood. None of them seemed
to click. Neither did her career.
In coming to Hollywood in 1952, Sheila

hoped, quite naturally, for a successful
screen career. She had studied a little at
the Dramatic Workshop in New York. She
had "made" a handful of magazine covers.
But in the film capital the best she could
do was a couple of parts in television.

She was extremely popular, however.
One of the places she went was the Pan
Pacific Auditorium in Los Angeles. Last
April Sheila was invited to attend the
Sportsmen's Show there.

Guy Madison is an outstanding archer,
a crack hunter, a versatile athlete, pos-
sibly the best outdoor sportsman in movie-
town, so naturally he was there, too.

Jim Byron, a good-natured press agent
who from time to time used to "plant
items" about Sheila, asked her if she'd
pose with Guy in a speed boat.

Sheila quickly agreed, and that's how
she met Robert Ozell Mosely of Bakers-
field, California—screen name: Guy Madi-
son.

As Sheila tells the story, "Guy was very
much alive the first night we met. He
usually isn't, you know. He's very quiet,

very controlled. I liked him instantly. He
took me home in his car that night and
asked if he might phone. I said sure.

"He phoned a couple of times, and we
talked over the phone, and you know
what? After these conversations I stopped
going out with other fellows. Now mind
you, I'd never been out with Guy on a
date, but somehow just talking to him
and thinking about him—well, I just be-
gan to hope that he'd ask me out.

"The day after Gail applied for a di-

vorce, Guy dated me. We drove out to

the Holiday House for dinner. That's near
Malibu, down by the beach.
"Maybe I shouldn't say it. But I fell for

him almost immediately. He was so sweet,

so thoughtful in a very kind and natural
way. After that date, I just sat around
and waited for him to call again. When he
did—well, I just felt wonderful.

"We began to see each other every day.
We went down to the beach. We went
fishing. He introduced me to his friends.

Rory and Lita Calhoun told me a good
deal about Guy. They love him very
much.
"Guy and I never got engaged but we

certainly fell in love. One night we spoke
about his immediate plans. Guy said he
was going into a Columbia picture, Five'



Against The House. When that was over,

he planned to go fishing in Colorado. In

January he was scheduled to go to Mexico
for another picture. The more he spoke, the

more we realized that in the months to

come we'd probably be separated. That's

when he decided that we'd better get

married. Next afternoon on the way to

the beach he proposed.
"The minute he asked me I said yes."

After the elopement to Juarez, the Mad-
isons spent one week of their honey-

moon in Miami. It wasn't much of a honey-
moon, because Guy was working. He was
spreading good will among the Kellogg
representatives.
From Miami, Guy and Sheila flew back

to San Diego, picked up their car and
drove to Bakersfield. Here, Guy introduced
his wife to his parents, hard-working,
God-fearing Baptists.

Sheila, of course, is Catholic. She has
four sisters and one brother. She was born
in New York City, but her family re-
turned to Ireland in 1931. In 1946, Timothy
Connolly, a jockey, took his family back
to New York. Tim is now a popular horse-
trainer in the east. As of this writing the
Connollys have yet to meet their newest
and most famous son-in-law.

Sheila has abandoned all attempts at a
show business career. "Being Guy Madi-
son's wife," she claims, "is career enough
for me. I just want to spend as much
time with him as I possibly can. Fortunate-
ly, I love outdoor sports just as much as
he does, and I don't mind going on loca-
tion trips with him one little bit."

In line with this, Guy was ordered to
Reno less than two weeks after his mar-
riage. Sheila went along, and the newly-
weds were given the bridal suite at the
Pony Express Motel.

Tn reno Mrs. Madison, accompanied by
her black poodle, showed up every day

at Harold's Club to watch her husband
perform in Five Against The House.
When one reporter asked if she intended

to follow Guy on location even after her
marriage was blessed with children, Sheila
said, "I'm going to follow him straight
down the line, children or no children.
That's the best way to keep a marriage
together. When the babies are born, they'll

go on location, too."
In his own quiet way, Guy feels simi-

larly over-possessive which, of course, is

only natural for newlyweds. During his
Reno location, Guy's eyes sparkled, his
smile shone, and he looked happier than
he has in years. END

the gal who got away

(Continued from page 45) went around
together. Ava got into the bullring with
me. Together we worked a bull. As for
marriage, I am afraid you are making a
big thing of a little thing."

Denials in Hollywood are a dime a dozen,
so when the Spaniard went to Lake Tahoe
two days later, much of the community ex-
pected an eventual Gardner-Dominguin
marriage.
But Ava never does the expected. That's

why she's such a puzzle.
When her residence requirements for a

divorce were filled, did she file for divorce
from Frank Sinatra and fly back to Madrid
with Luis Miguel?
Not on your life. She let Luis dangle

along with the legal completion of her
divorce.
Why?
A friend of Ava's says, "This girl

has learned the hard way There was a
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time she was in love with love. But no
more. When she marries again, she is going
to be absolutely certain that the odds for a
happy marriage are with her. In the past
she has hoped against hope. She knew that
marrying Rooney or Shaw or Sinatra was
no cinch, but she was seriously in love with
each of them. Young and optimistic, she
thought marriage would change them.
"Now she knows that marriage rarely

changes any man's basic character. I'm
sure Dominguin is mad about Ava and
would marry her on a moment's notice.

But Dominguin is a devout Catholic who
doesn't believe in divorce. And Spaniards
are not brought up to give a wife much
freedom.
"Ava has come to the point where she

looks beyond the first flush of romance.
The gap between her way of life and Do-
minguin's is too wide and she knows it.

That's why she and Luis will be close

friends and nothing more. That's why
nothing came of his visit to Lake Tahoe.
They just swam around together, listened

to records, and laughed it up with Ava's
two sisters who were staying with her.

"I'm not sure why Ava didn't pick up
her divorce. I think she and Sinatra are

being stubborn about who pays what."
Whether this explanation of Ava's be-

havior is entirely accurate, no one knows.
All we do know is that after Dominguin

had spent a week up at Lake Tahoe, Ava
diplomatically sent him back to Hollywood.
A few weeks later she climbed into a

private plane supplied by a well-known
producer and flew to Miami. With the

prominent executive beside her, she made
a round of the Florida hot spots.

Is she in love with the producer? Is she
running away from problems?
Ava won't even tell herself the answers.

A seething body of conflicts and neuroses,
she keeps on the go.

Next stop—Havana. Then Ava decided
to tour South America to promote The

Barefoot Contessa. Practically anything is

better for her, she reasoned, than returning
to Hollywood.
There are many versions of what hap-

pened to the persecuted Miss Gardner on
her South American junket. In Brazil sev-
eral newspapers claimed that Ava imbibed
one drink too many in Rio de Janeiro.
They said that she was ordered out of

the Gloria Hotel for breaking champagne
glasses, conducting a wild party and
throwing a glass at the hotel manager.
The truth is that Ava Gardner was and

is immensely popular in every South
American country except Brazil. Thou-
sands of screaming fans swarmed all over
her in Chile. She was enthusiastically

welcomed in Argentina.
In Brazil, however, she was subjected

to the most deliberate harassments.

Many Brazilians blame the suicide of

their late President Getulio Vargas on the
indirect influence of the United States.

Ava arrived in Rio when anti-United
States feeling was at its zenith, less than
a month after Vargas' death.

Here is an eye-witness report: "Ava
Gardner, her secretary and her publicity

man arrived at the airport in Rio de
Janeiro. Because she had been received
cordially in other South American coun-
tries, Ava thought she would be passed
through the customs, police and immigra-
tion departments very quickly.

"Instead, the Brazilian authorities really

went to work on her. They opened up
every single piece of luggage. They were
more thorough than usual. After all, what
would Ava be smuggling into Brazil?

"As the customs authorities searched,
the actress grew increasingly angry. At
one point she said, 'Why don't you guys
get a microscope?'

"Apparently this remark infuriated the
customs inspectors, and they really gave
Ava the business. It was most unfair, and
she had every reason to be resentful.
When the customs men finally finished
dragging every article out of the suitcases
and jamming them back, Ava was furious.

" 'Let's grab the first plane and get out
of this place,' she demanded. 'They're a
pack of savages here. I don't want to stay.'

"Ava was prevailed upon to catch a cab
to the Hotel Gloria, but before she could
make her way out of the airport, crowds
of Brazilian fans descended upon her. It

sounds incredible but many of these fans
deliberately tried to trip her and kick her.
That's how mad they were at everyone
and everything from the United States.
"When Ava reached the hotel in Copa-

cabana she was assigned to suite 901. She
was still angry and she tried to soothe
herself with cognac.

"Presently the hotel manager was called
by other guests and told that Ava and her
party were making too much noise. The
manager went to suite 901. Someone tossed
a glass of cognac at him. So he ordered
Ava and her friends out of the hotel.

"Indignant, the actress hired a cab, drove
down the road three blocks and checked
in at the Copacabana Apartments. I have
never seen her so angry. She was boiling.

"The next day she held a press confer-
ence and tried to be very gracious. When
a reporter asked her how she liked Rio,
she said, 'I've always wanted to come here.
It's a really lovely city.'

Arthur Godfrey and Julie La
Rosa met in the elevator in the
CBS Building. Godfrey said, "Julie,

now that you're on your own, I've

got some advice. Don't play all

those benefit shows. There's no
money in them." —Paul Denis

"Another reporter asked her if she were
drunk the night before, if that's why she
was thrown out of the Gloria Hotel. 'I

never drink,' Ava fibbed."
The following afternoon, Ava caught a

plane to Buenos Aires where she was
treated in a manner befitting a movie star

of her stature. A few days later she
showed up in New York where in response
to press inquiries she said, "I never intend
to go to Brazil again. ... I didn't throw
that cognac glass at the hotel manager. I

threw it on the floor. . . . The fans in

Brazil weren't friends. I was deliberately
tripped. The whole thing was horrible.

After the hotel incident I got several tele-

grams telling me to get out of the country."

Ava would not talk about whether
she was or was not in love with the

aforementioned producer, whether she had
agreed to a rendezvous with Luis Domin-
guin in Majorca next year, nor whether
or not she planned to make only one pic-

ture a year in Hollywood.
These are just a few of the questions

Ava's fans would like to have answered.
There are many more. Does she use travel

as an escape mechanism? Has she re-
nounced marriage? Why has she been
suspended so frequently?

Interest in the glamorous Miss Gardner
is sympathetic and endless.

Ava's fans know that more than any-
thing else she craves a family. She wants
babies and lots of them. Ava has said so

over and over again.

If ever any girl deserved a sober, reli-

able, good-natured, fun-loving husband,
that girl is Ava Lavinia, whose soul is as

beautiful as her face.

But she has been unable to find such a

man in Hollywood or in show business.

Whether she can find one in some distant

land, those of us who love and admire her
will have to wait to see. END



elizabeth remembers

(Continued from page 34) to trip her, pick
her up, grin, "Hi, Beautiful," and vanish,

leaving her in a spin. His name was Derek
Harris. It's now John Derek. And that's

all she remembers about the Pacific Pali-

sades because, on the heels of this ro-
mance, they moved to Beverly.
Her first ambition was to be a ballerina.

So ardently did she practice as to throw
her foot completely out of joint. "There's a

great lump on it, sort of an extra bone.
You can still see it. That's probably why I

have to wear size sevens, which is all I

have in common with Garbo. But the truth
finally dawned that I just wasn't that
graceful, so I settled for horses."
Her second ambition was to be an ac-

tress. She could easily have been laughed
out of it, and almost was. She was a shy
child with little assurance. To Elizabeth,

who had seen a total of three movies, this

brought pleasant visions of getting dressed
up in all kinds of harem outfits. So one
day, when the teacher asked what they
wanted to be, she said, "An actress." The
titters that swept the room threw her into

such confusion that she decided to be a
nurse.

It wasn't in the cards. The Taylors
signed with Universal. Whatever hap-
pened was all right with Elizabeth, so

long as her kingdom of dreams remained
inviolate. She remembers the singing les-

sons at the studio which she rather en-
joyed. She remembers a director's crack
which she failed to enjoy. "The only
reason that kid's under contract is because
her folks know the vice-president. She
can't act worth a cent, and she's a hideous
little girl, to boot." She never had thought
of herself as pretty. It never bothered her
when people, staggered by Howard's good
looks, spoke their tactful minds. "What
a shame he isn't the girl!" She agreed
with them. Among Howard's admirers,
Elizabeth topped the list. But she did find

"hideous" rather unfriendly. "I decided
maybe I didn't want to be in pictures

after all."

Universal dropped her, MGM picked her
up and tested her for Lassie Come

Home. Getting the part, she was pleased.

Losing it would have been no great dis-

aster. Even as she grew older, her attitude

toward her work was mixed. Stardom per
se held little lure for her. She didn't be-
long to the sisterhood lashed by ambition.
She liked the thrill of new costumes, new
people, new places. She liked acting, too,

though in a secondary way. Not till A
Place In The Sun did she feel the true fire.

She felt it again in The Last Time 1 Saw
Paris. "Unless I can have enthusiasm for

the role and the whole thing, then I don't

really enjoy it in the fuller sense. Now
I'd like to learn to be a good actress."

The one part she craved before A Place
In The Sun was National Velvet, but with
no conception of how it might hop up her
career. Elizabeth was horse-crazy, not
career-crazy. She had read the book and
identified herself with Velvet. She'd have
to grow three inches, so she ate, drank
and slept herself taller. She found and fell

in love with a horse named King Charles,
and talked MGM into using him as The Pi.

The picture made millions and made Eliz-

abeth, but from her point of view King
Charles remained its center. On her thir-

teenth birthday, Benny Thau phoned.
"Happy birthday, Elizabeth, and we're
giving you King Charles." It was the
high point and the end of childhood. Two
years later she was a glamour girl.

Che draws the line at talking about her
^ looks. Compliments embarrass her and
drive her into her shell. To friends she
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BEAUTY. If you can't find it. ask for it.
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COMPLETE AS COMPLETE CAN BE!

features . . .

make-up problems

reducing diets; complete calory charts

24-hour beauty routines for home
and office

posture problems

how to beautify legs, bust, hips, waist

double-duty beauty tricks

master list of beauty aids PLUS . . .

Over 100 detailed, easy-to-follow illustrations

THIS IS THE BOOK ABOUT WHICH JINX FALKENBURG McCRARY SAYS:

"as important to every woman as a road map is to a tourist"
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has said: "I might have a disfiguring acci-
dent. I want people to like me for me, not
for what I look like." She's as conscious of
her appearance as any attractive girl,

neither more nor less. Strange as it may
seem to the rest of us, the combination of
great beauty and stardom can have its

drawbacks, if you're no exhibitionist. Be-
ing stared at becomes hateful. Being told
you're the most beautiful girl in the world
leaves you standing around with egg on
your face. Through early adolescence Eliz-
abeth was set apart, when all she wanted
was to be one of the gang. "My girl friends
were dating and going to junior proms.
Nobody asked me. They considered me a
bit of a freak, which I could well under-
stand, but it frightened me a little. Like a
girl at high school who doesn't make a
sorority. You feel shut out. It didn't last
long, but it wasn't good. In the end I

made my own circle of friends, and gave
up trying to be a high school kid."

A solid nineteen to her fifteen, Marshall
Thompson pierced the invisible ring that
hedged her around. With both mothers as
chaperones—which rather dashed the
grown-up feeling for Liz—he escorted her
to the premiere of The Yearling, and she
floated on air in her first blue organdy
formal. A few nights later, without ma-
ternal supervision, he took her to a plain
movie, treated her to chocolate sundaes
at Wil Wright's and to her first kiss. They
went steady for two weeks. Elizabeth broke
it up for the best of reasons. A high school
boy had asked her to the senior prom.

HPorrents of woeds have seen print on
the subject of love and Elizabeth—too

many words. Away from the limelight, she
could have gloried and suffered through
her normal quota of crushes, even made
her marital mistake in peace and caused
nary a ripple. As it is, every sigh was
stalked, every tremulous emotion laid bare
on the clinical table. It's the price of Hol-
lywood stardom and Elizabeth, doubly
beautiful, paid it double. A host of inde-
finable pressures harried her to grow up
before her time, forced decisions when
she should have been left to dream. She's
got no beef. As she sees it, the decisions
were her own. On the subject of love

—

before Michael—she's frank, if concise.

"Marshall Thompson was the first boy
I ever dated. I went steady with Glenn
Davis and wore his little gold football
around my neck. I was devoted to him. It

was a phase. I got over it. I was officially

engaged to Bill Pawley, and devoted to
him. That was a phase—palm trees and
moonlight and things. They couldn't be
nicer boys—all of them. I was officially en-
gaged to Nick and we were married, which
proved to be a mistake. I'm still very fond
of him. After that I haven't been engaged
to anyone but Michael, who's a living doll
and the nicest man I know. Meaning I

like him as dearly as I love him, which is

probably the bedrock of a good marriage."

TTollywood echoes her appraisal of Mi-
chael. In a dog-eats-dog town, he has

carved himself a unique niche for kindli-
ness, gentle dealing and the gift of putting
himself in his fellow's place. Wit, however
deft, at somebody else's expense, makes
him wince. Lightly, without priggishness,
he maneuvers to turn the dart against
himself. Mention his name where you like,

and eyes light up. Vic Mature, no senti-
mentalist, offered the ultimate sacrifice.

"If I had a part and that guy wanted it,

I'd move heaven and earth to see that
he got it."

In 1948 she went to London for Conspir-
ator. All she remembers about the pic-
ture is playing big love scenes with Bob
Taylor, then being dragged off to school,
which amazed the British. About Michael,

worknig at the same studio, she remem-
bers more. His smile, his lovely sense of
fun, the way he treated her. "Not like a
sort of child, nor like anything but a hu-
man being he enjoyed talking to." They
visited back and forth on the sets. At lunch
she would manage to walk past his table,
and maybe have to go by again for a fork
or something. Or she'd just happen to
stroll down the corridor when, wonder of
wonders, Michael was turning the corner.
At sixteen, she thought herself pretty
subtle. He telephoned her a couple of
times and even gave her a photo of him-
self. "Which I undoubtedly asked for, as I
can't imagine his doing it otherwise, he's
so over-modest. I gave him a couple of
flowers, which was just a romantic whim."
Those were the months when she wore

Glenn's football. One day Michael said:
"You really shouldn't marry that fellow,
you know. You should wait for me." He
was kidding, of course, though now and
then she let herself slip into reveries of
what it might be like if he weren't. "But
a gossamer dream," she sighs, "is as far
as it went."
Three months after her eighteenth birth-

day she married Nick. Seven months later
she divorced him and took an apartment
with her secretary, Peggy Rutledge. "I
didn't want to hurt my parents. But you
can't learn responsibility under somebody
else's wing. It's hard for parents to realize
that children must grow up. I had been
married and divorced. It was high time
I grew up."

'T1 he following June she returned to
England for Ivanhoe. Her picture graced

the papers and her telephone rang. A man
named Wilding. "I thought possibly you
mightn't know anyone here, so I wonder
if you'd care to have dinner with me."

"That's a gallant way of putting it, and
I would."
They dined that night and the next and

the night after and all the nights to come.
To Elizabeth, it was like reaching home.
Especially the night Michael said, and this
time he wasn't kidding: "Let's end this
getting engaged to other people. You see,

I told you you should have waited for me."
This was their real (though unofficial)

betrothal. Her picture finished, she re-
turned to America. His picture finished, he
followed as a guest of the Stewart Grang-
ers who invited Elizabeth to stay with
them too. One legend irks her. It tells how
Michael couldn't afford to buy her an
engagement ring, nor so much as a hot
dog. "As an Englishman, he was allowed
to bring only seventy-five pounds into
the country. Which covered lots of hot
dogs—with mustard. My mistake, when
we went to the jeweler's, was in writing
a check. Michael borrowed money from
friends and paid me back exactly the same
afternoon. I don't relish the idea that I

paid for my own engagement ring. I relish

it less since it happens to be untrue."
Shortly thereafter, work called him back

to England. Their marriage was planned
for his return. But Elizabeth's decree went
through in January, and they couldn't
summon up one sensible reason for wast-
ing months apart they might spend to-
gether. So she flew the ocean to her love
and on February 21, 1952, married him at

the Registry Office in Caxton Hall.

"The office was like a little schoolroom,
with floral wreaths all over it, looking as
though they had been used for innumer-
able weddings. For once in my life I was
actually on time, and there I stood quiv-
ering, small bouquet in hand. Michael's
mother and dad and about seven others
were lined up in these straightbacked
wooden chairs. The man who married us
got behind the desk. He began, 'We are
now gathered together,' and his voice came
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glurking from deep down in his throat so
exactly like Richard Haydn's that it

broke me up. I started giggling away till

I finally had to cover my face with my
gloves. Before I could really compose
myself, the whole thing was over and I

was gazing at Michael, all pale and shaken.
To buck him up, I announced I would now
kiss the groom. Outside, we were sepa-
rated by the crowds jampacked into this

tiny narrow street. A great kind policeman
picked me up and carried me to the car,

where my husband joined me. People
swarmed all over the front and back and
hood. One girl was practically fainting.

We leaned out and asked if we could help.

Fortunately, somebody else undertook
that. We had been told to drive around
for fifteen minutes, so everyone else could
get to the reception before us. Instead, we
stopped at a wineshop and, all by our-
selves, toasted the Wildings in champagne.
Our wedding supper—the menu somehow
leaked out—consisted of split-pea soup,
bacon and eggs. Not on account of aus-
terity, but because we like split-pea soup,
bacon and eggs, We had a honeymoon in

Europe for eight days, after which Michael
went back to work and I spent five rap-
turous months being nothing but wifely."

Her rapture was undimmed by self-

appointed crepe-hangers who nailed

most of their crepe to the difference in

age. Michael's urbanity is proof against all

such croaking. "Since I happen to be men-
tally retarded," he observes gravely, "it

works out very well."

This reduces his wife to laughter, but
under protest. Any hint, even in jest, that
he's less than perfect sits ill with Elizabeth.

"All right, let's be serious," he soothes
her. "Let's take the big deal about when
she's forty, he's sixty. What's wrong with
a hale sixty, which I propose to achieve
one of these days? If it were eighty now,
I might have been cautious."

"If it were eighty," she retorts, "I'd have
snagged you still."

In London one morning the phone rang
at seven. "When the test comes through,"
they had told the doctor "even if it's

blackest midnight, call us." The test was
positive. They danced wildly around the
room till Liz bethought herself that she
was pregnant and maybe shouldn't carry
on like a dervish. Michael smote his brow
and decreed breakfast in bed. This lasted
two days, when Liz pronounced it pure
foolishness.

Tft santa monica hospital on the night of
-*- January 6 she remembers the screen
shielding her face and the cotton in her
ears by request, since she didn't care much
for the sound of surgical instruments. She
remembers her son at five seconds old, a
bright purple, one of her favorite shades.
She remembers asking, "Is he all right?"
and her huge sigh of relief when they
told her he was. She remembers calling,

"Michael, Michael, Michael!"

"He's upstairs," they said. "You're go-
ing right up to him now."
But the cry in her heart continued to

rise to her lips
—"Michael, Michael, Mi-

chael," all the way up in the elevator and
down the hall, where he came running to
meet her. Not till his hand clasped hers
was the cry hushed. "And they wheeled us
in together," she recalls. "Or at any rate,
in my hazy state of mind, that was the
general impression. And highly satisfactory
to me."

IVTichael, junior, his life and times,
prove a never-ending succession of

thrills to his parents. Of all his prodigious
achievements, perhaps the most spectacu-
lar occurred in London while Liz was

P
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She shot

the ashes off

the Kaiser s cigaret

HER name was Phoebe Mozee and she was born in Darke County,

Ohio, in 1860, and she could shoot the head off a running quail

when she was twelve years old.

Once, at the invitation of Kaiser Wilhelm II of Germany, she

knocked the ashes off a cigaret while he was holding it in his mouth.

When she out-shot the great exhibition marksman, Frank Butler, he

fell in love with her and married her and they were ideally happy

together for the rest of their long lives.

She could handle a rifle or a six-gun with an artistry unsurpassed by

that of any human being before her time or, probably, since. And
when she appeared with Sitting Bull and other notables in Colonel

Cody's Wild West Show, she thrilled your father and mother— not as

Phoebe Anne Oakley Mozee but as "Little Sure Shot," the immortal

Annie Oakley.

Annie Oakley, the poor back-country orphan girl who made her way
to world-wide fame, was the very spirit of personal independence. That

spirit is just as much alive in our generation as it was in hers. It is

among the great assets of our people— and our nation. And it is one

very great reason why our country's Savings Bonds are perhaps the

finest investment in the world today.

Make that investment work for you! Increase your personal inde-

pendence and your family's security, by buying United States Savings

Bonds regularly —starting now!

It's actually easy to save money—when you buy United States

Series E Savings Bonds through the automatic Payroll Savings

Plan where you work! You just sign an application at your pay

office; after that your saving is done for you. And the Bonds

you receive will pay you interest at the rate of 3% per year,

compounded semiannually, for as long as 19 years and 8 months

if you wish! Sign up today! Or, if you're self-employed, join the

Bond-A-Month Plan at your bank.

For your own security—and your country's, too—
invest in U. S. Savings Bonds!

The V. S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. It is donated by
this publication in coopr ration with the Advertising Council and the

Magazine Publishers oj America.

making Beau Brummell and Michael was
spending a week-end with his brother in
Ireland. He was due in at eight that eve-
ning. "By the time Daddy gets back," Liz
informed her son, "you've got to do some-
thing special." Nothing to it. Never having
taken a step before, he rose obligingly to
his feet and took twelve all at once. Be-
tween ecstasy over this performance and
dismay over Michael's missing it, Liz
threatened to lose her mind. "Let's put
him to bed extra early," suggested the
nurse, "and wake him when Mr. Wilding
gets in."

Mrs. Wilding flung herself into Mr. Wild-
ing's arms. "He walks alone!!"
Mr. Wilding blanched, but kept a stiff

upper lip. They stationed themselves at a
distance from Junior. "Come, darling,"
coaxed his mother.
He came. "One, two, three," counted his

father, and up to six, when the walker
flopped, emitting a curious noise. "He said
seven" gasped Michael.
Elizabeth rocked with joy. "It just

sounded that way."
For the record, Michael concedes that

she's possibly right. In private, he's firm-
ly convinced that Baby said seven.

'"The new baby is due in March. A girlA would be nice, but it doesn't really mat-
ter. They've picked tentative names—may-
be Christopher, maybe Virginia. People
have confused Elizabeth with Virginia for
no good reason. In National Velvet, the
director called her Virginia until she re-
belled. "My name's Elizabeth. I won't
answer to Virginia." But her daughter
may.
Having gone through one childbirth, she

feels more casual this time. Instead of
pickles, she craved a miniature Schnauzer.
Michael put his foot down. "We can't have
another animal." He likes animals. She's
a real sucker for them. He'll pat any
pooch he passes and scratch any cat be-
hind the ear. She pines to give them all

house-room. Moving into a home with
white carpets and furniture, he said: "We
must really keep the dogs outside." She
said: "They're part of me. If we keep them
outside, I might as well not have them."
They're kept inside. They include a new

miniature Schnauzer, name of Shnorkel.
Not that Michael yields to her every whim.
But he's wise enough to recognize that a
deep and compassionate love for the four-
footed goes beyond whimsy.

W/"ith a second baby coming, they needed™ a larger house and had it all figured
out to buy an older place, fix it up, save
money, and look forward to the distant day
when they could afford to have George
MacLean build them one. George Mac-
Lean is their ideal architect.

Michael went looking. According to Liz,

he's a frustrated real estate agent. Even
when they don't need a house, he looks for

fun. One day he came home in a quiet
British dither over a brick-and-glass fairy

tale built by George MacLean, exactly the
right size, and of course they couldn't af-

ford it but Elizabeth must see it. "There's
no point in seeing it," she wailed. "I know
I'll love it. I'm afraid I'll love it too much."
Against her own fears she held out for a

week. Then they drove up and found they
couldn't get in, so they peered over the
wall at the pool, which proved to be their

undoing. "This wall," said our heroine, "is

low enough to climb." A few minutes
later they went pussyfooting through the
rooms while Elizabeth flipped even harder
than she'd expected. That night they did a

repeat, risking capture by the cops or Mr.
MacLean. Next day Michael said, "Let's

be legal," and called the architect. "We've
been breaking into your house."
"That will never do," said the other, and



gave them a key. They used it.

Between we-can't-afford-it and we-
can't-give-it-up, they haunted the place
for three months. Till three in the morn-
ing they would sit beside the huge win-
dow that forms one wall of the livingroom,
watching the lights of Beverly wink out.

They would take picnic baskets and eat

their lunch on the floor. The approach of

prospective buyers would be the signal for

Elizabeth to lilt: "Just look at this awful
hole, Michael. Those mice we saw must
be raising a family here." In lipstick she
scrawled at strategic points a scarlet sold.

Then came the dire rumor of an actual
sale. It was only Elizabeth's lipstick

boomeranging, but it sent them chasing
and pleading to their business manager,
who turned grey-green. "I can't keep you
from buying it. I can only point out that
you'll be paying for the rest of your lives."

"We don't care," chorused the delirious

Wildings.
In all soberness, they don't. "A home

you love," said Elizabeth, "is terribly im-
portant, especially in this business. It's

true that if you love each other, outsiders

can't hurt you. But you can never afford to

be that smug. Marriage isn't just flitting

round in an organdy apron. There are al-

ways things that have to be worked out.

I believe you can work them out more
easily in Pizmo Beach, where you're left

alone, than in Hollywood where people
keep pawing at you. Well, they can't paw
at us here. Our home is our castle. More-
over," she added, the glint returning to her
eye, "this one has a special advantage.
Michael saw it first."

"Which means," he explained, "that

whenever I call her extravagant, she's got

an ace in the hole to whack me with."

She has grown into a woman of grace and
dignity. Happily, something of the child

remains. As when she calls Michael on the

set of The Scarlet Coat. "It's at least two
hours since you told me you loved me."

"Darling, I'm surrounded by a hundred
people."
"Does it matter?"
"No. I love you, Elizabeth."
It's her favorite line, never staled by

repetition. It crowns the years of her life

that she loves best to remember. END

nothing but blue skies

(Continued from page 47) bothers me

—

and I mean nothing.
"I sleep like a lamb, never even think

of a sleeping pill. My appetite is great, al-

though I try to skip the fattening things.

"For instance, I eat poached or soft-

boiled eggs for breakfast with two strips of

crisp bacon, Melba toast and a large glass

of grapefruit juice.

"For luncheon I'll have lamb chops or a
small steak with a salad and a green vege-
table and a custard or fruit Jello.

"Dinners I eat steak, roast or broiled
liver, usually with half a baked potato,

vegetable, and fruit. Healthy, what?"
She went on seriously, "But the impor-

tant thing is the way I feel mentally. I am
so completely at peace, relaxed, almost re-

mote and untouched by worries, when I'm
going to have a baby. Maybe this is why
I have such good, well-behaved children,"
she said in a lighter vein.

If she had timed her last remark, it

couldn't have come at a more appropriate
moment. Lorna and Liza promptly burst
through the door.

Liza threw herself on Judy—and of

course, Lorna followed suit. The tiny
girl imitates everything her older sister

does. For a moment the three of them
seemed to be one ball of tumultuous mo-
tion on the large divan. Judy came up
breathless after a session of tickling Liza
and letting Lorna perch on her shoulder.

"Girls," she said, "I was just telling Miss
Parsons how well-behaved you are. Now
unwind yourselves and say 'hello.'

"

I have seen the two lovely brunette, big-
eyed daughters of Judy many times—eight-
year-old Liza, the child of Vincente Min-
nelli, and doll-like, nearly-two-year-old
Lorna, Sid Luft's pride and joy, but I was
surprised to note how tall Liza is growing
and what a beauty she is becoming with
her big, dark eyes and creamy skin. Both
little girls came over and shook my hand.
"What's going on?" Liza inquired, but

not in a fresh manner.
"Ya! Ya! Ya!" piped up Lorna.
"I'm doing a story on your mother for

Modern Screen Magazine," I told Liza.
"You going to put us in it?" the little

girl asked. I nodded.
"If you are," she went on, "maybe I bet-

ter change my dress and get my room
straightened up. Want to see my room?"
"Me, too," piped Lorna, rather vaguely.
Judy laughed. "You hams!" she said af-

fectionately. "We'll take care of you later.

Now go play some records or something."
Liza obediently headed for the door fol-

lowed by her shadow, Lorna. Suddenly,
without warning, Liza turned herself up-
side down and stood on her head eyeing
me owlishly from the floor.

"This," she announced seriously, "is

good for the circulation."

With this sage observation and without
waiting for comment from me, she and
Lorna disappeared as suddenly as they
had entered.

"Characters," said Judy, "just charac-
ters."

Y¥7hat a difference, I thought to myself,
" is Judy's wonderfully natural associa-

tion with her children as compared to that

of some movie queens who insist on their

children's dropping curtsies and behaving
like dancing school pupils—particularly

when I'm around.
"With those adorable little girls, I sup-

pose, Judy, you and Sid are hoping for

a boy," I suggested after law and order
had been restored to the den.
Judy shrugged. "It really doesn't mat-

ter. Another little girl will be just as wel-
come. You see, Sid has a son by his

previous marriage which gives us a little

boy in our lives.

"Come to think of it," Judy mused, "a
little boy would be nice around the house
all the time. I have names picked out for

both. We'll call her Tina, if it's a girl and
Joshua if it's a boy. That is, if I can get
Sid to agree to Joshua." I told Judy
Joshua was my father's name and that it

comes from the Bible.

"Tell Sid," she laughed.
I said, "Judy, how will this being out of

circulation until the baby is born in March
affect all the plans you had for your career?
I know you had a lot of things lined up."

"They'll just have to wait," she replied
firmly. "Sid and I went to New York and
Chicago to exploit A Star Is Born for ten
days and remained six weeks!
"You can't imagine what it was like

with my figure changing shape every day
and with only a few clothes. But my friends
took pity and sent me new maternity
dresses.
"Pregnant or not—funny-looking or not

—I worked like a soldier for A Star Is Born,
not for my sake, but for Sid's. It just isn't

fair that he isn't getting more credit. With-
out my wonderful husband there would
not be a Judy Garland in A Star Is Born."

I know as well as Judy does just how
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big a part Sid has played in her triumphant
return to the screen.
As far back as 1951 when Judy was

playing the Palace in New York, Sid made
up his mind that his wife was coming back
to her first love—the movies; and the only
story he wanted for her was his pet, A Star
Is Born, in which David Selznick had
starred Janet Gaynor and Fredric March.
At first Judy had protested, "But honey,

that's a drama that calls for heavy acting.
Shouldn't I have something with music?"
"You can act it," Sid insisted, "and you'll

have music, too."
Acquiring A Star Is Born became their

one object in life. And it wasn't too easy.
When Sid first approached the Selznick

agent, he got a serious setback. Selz-
nick had already sold the story to another
producer, Eddie Alperson, for $200,000!

This alone might have discouraged a less

determined man than Sid. In the first

place, he and Judy had been through some
rough going financially—and they didn't
have $200,000 to give Alperson should he
want to sell his prize—which he didn't.

Sid decided, "If you can't beat 'em, join
'em"—which means that he went to Alper-
son, offered to go partners with him in

what later became the Transcona Company,
and nominated Judy not only as the star

but also for a spot on the Board of Direc-
tors. He also guaranteed a release.

Alperson agreed to these terms—and the
partners decided they would shoot as high
as two million dollars!

When Sid and Judy came to Hollywood,
several studios expressed interest in the
venture, but Warners showed the most
enthusiasm. They were even game to go as
high as three million dollars on the picture!
Production had been rolling less than

three weeks when Jack Warner called Sid
and said, "I've looked at what you've shot.

I think this is the finest material I've seen
in years. I have so much confidence in you
—and in Judy—that we're going to shoot
the works. Go to it, Sid."

As you know, Sid went to it to the tune
of over $6,000,000 in cash and almost a
year of shooting time. But the result is one
of the best pictures ever to come out of
Hollywood and everyone is saying it may
sweep the Academy Awards.
"Without Sid beside me, constantly en-

couraging me, helping me, lifting me up to
heights I never suspected I could reach

—

I never could have done it," Judy said.

Luft has been a wonderful influence in
her life from the day she met him. I

don't feel it is necessary to go back over
the black times Judy was weathering when
Sid came into her life. The story has been
told. All the heartache and bad times are
behind this girl. I am sure of this. She
seems to have such inner strength.

"It's wonderful that the road ahead of

you is so bright, Judy," I told her. "I hear
that Rodgers and Hammerstein are after

you for South Pacific."

"So I read in your column," she said,

laughing but not committing herself. Her
eyes grew big and wide, "Wouldn't that
be great? Of course, any final decision
will be made by Sid. Papa knows best."

It was time to make my departure and
as Judy walked toward the door with

me, the heads of Liza and Lorna appeared
over the bannister.
"You didn't see my room," reminded Liza.

I told her it was getting late and I'd get
around to her quarters on my next visit.

"Come any time," the little girl re-
marked. "There's always something doing
around here."

My final glimpse was of Judy hurrying
over to her daughter and catching her up
in her arms, laughing as she said:

"I hope I have another one—just like

you and Lorna." END
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you asked me so I'm telling you

(Continued from page 37) who doesn't

care about actors, because she is going to

marry a doctor in a couple of months, so

I'm talking fast and a little incoherently.

First off, a lot of people wanted to know
if I ever gave Janet an engagement ring.

I did. But the ring she is most fond of is

the one I gave her this Christmas—a dia-
mond-studded white gold job with a
pretty pearl in the center. In any
event, maybe this will give you an idea that
we are very fond of each other. The reason
I say that is because every now and then
Hollywood reporters have to ask movie
stars if they are still happy. I don't mind.
Every day you pick up the newspapers and
find out that a lot of people are divorcing.
The statistics are something like three di-

vorces for every four marriages. If most
people were like us it would louse up the
statistics.

One question we grin at and won't an-
swer is: "Are you going to stay married?"
This is like a lawyer asking a witness if he
has stopped beating his wife. If you had to

answer, you probably would say, "We're
certainly going to make a college try at it."

I guess there must have been a thousand
or more letters asking me who my best
friends are. This is really tough to answer.

LITTLE BELLY LOST
While in Califor-

nia I boarded an
elevator in a de-
partment store.
There was one
other passenger,
but I scarcely
glanced at him.
When we reached
the street floor, he
turned to the oper-
ator and said, in a
familiar voice.

"That was some
ride, young lady! Now, would you
mind going back for my stomach?"

I looked at him again. It was Bing
Crosby.

Mrs. J. D. Auld
Palestine, Texas

All I can do is to apologize in advance and
name just a few. For instance, there's a fel-

low named Irving Glassberg, a camera-
man and one of my best buddies. Then
there's Jeff Chandler. He occupies the
dressingroom next to mine, with another
swell guy, Audie Murphy on the other side.

Rock Hudson—he's the guy with the corner
suite and I don't know whether I should
talk to him now that he's just won the
Modern Screen Popularity Award and
made Jeff and me settle'' for getting in the
money in a photo finish. But there's al-
ways next year, and it's nice to know that
our home lot, U-I swept the male popular-
ity awards clean.

To get back to friends. I got 'em in a list

so long the magazine isn't big enough.
That's one great thing Hollywood has done
for me. For instance, there's Jerry Gersh-
win, an agent-type fella with MCA, and
Rock, and Jose and Rosie (Rosemary
Clooney) Ferrer, who maybe will make me
a godfather to their expected if I play my
cards right. If they don't, I'll still come over
with Janet and burp the sprout or baby-sit.
I'd like to be able to say that the President
of the United States is a crony of mine.
Truth is, I've never met him. I do know one
of his best friends, though. That's Governor
(maybe he isn't any more) Dan Thornton
of Colorado. He once took me up to the

top of the Gold Dome on the State Capitol
in Denver, and there were so many steps I

got a Charley horse. About Mr. Thornton,
he's proof that the bigger a man is the bet-
ter he is. I've never seen him since, but
every now and then he drops me a card,
with a note to Janet telling her to keep me
in line. I feel that he's sort of a second
father, and if I really got down on my luck
he'd take me on as a ranch hand.

Now here's one. A girl writes and asks,
"How does it feel to be a movie star?"

Someone walked through here a minute
ago and said, "That's a silly question." I

don't think so. The answer, so far as I'm
concerned, is that it feels swell. In more
ways than one. Let me explain. Once I was
another guy named Bernie Schwartz. He
was a kid brought up in New York City,
along with a few hundred thousand other
guys. His father, and mine, was an actor in
Hungary who couldn't find theatrical work
when he emigrated to the United States,
so he opened a tailor shop, and most of the
time he darn near starved. This Bernie
Schwartz loved his dad and didn't give a
whoop whether he had a dime.
How does it feel to be a movie star? Well,

all I can say is that nothing that has ever
happened to me in Hollywood was more
exciting than the time I delivered a pack-
age for a Park Avenue doll and she gave
me a five-dollar bill. I look at it this way.
I can't get into my Cadillac convertible in
the morning and say I've got it made be-
cause a lot of you folks go to see my pic-
tures and have made me that something
they call a star. I have to be a human being,
looking for success and happiness each day.
Maybe I can say it better by what Jeff

Chandler was telling the Modern Screen
cameraman just this morning before I

started this letter. "Funny thing happened
to me yesterday," he said. "I went into the
supermarket to buy some groceries, and
when I brought the stuff to the cashier I

said to him, 'I feel real good today. Just
moved into a brand new dressingroom at
the studio.' The cashier looked up, sur-
prised, and said, 'For the groceries you
owe me $6.12.' 'I'm Jeff Chandler,' I told
him. 'Four of us got new dressingrooms. Set
the studio back ten grand apiece.' 'Well
good for you,' the cashier said, 'now give
me $6.12. I'm busy.'

"

Now, Jeff dressed the story up a little.

He's the least impressed with himself char-
acter I ever knew. Maybe he even invented
the yarn, but a little while ago this morning
we sat out on the front stoop of our dress-
ing rooms and watched the carpenters work-
ing away at a building across the street. All
of a sudden there was a big roar and a
cloud of dust. About six Cadillacs went
roaring down the studio street, followed by
a police escort. One carpenter turned to an-
other and asked, "What's that?" The sec-
ond nail pounder replied, "Oh, I dunno.
Just another Crown Prince, I guess."
That's probably the answer to how it feels

to be a star, or a Crown Prince. You may
figure that you've got it made, but there's
always someone who watched you go by
fast who has it made better.

'WThich leads to answers to a lot more
" questions. They seem to fit together.

I think it's fine to be a movie star. But
Janet and I want children. God hasn't
blessed us yet. Sure, I have a Cadillac, but
I want a son. I don't know what kind
of car my friend Irving Malak, who is an
electrician, drives. Maybe a Ford. Maybe
a Cadillac '55. Mine's a '54. Anyhow,
Irving's got what I don't got. His wife just
gave birth to a ten-pound baby boy. How
about that? Ten pounds, yet.
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Irving, who named his boy Patrick Vin-
cent, asked me, "What are you going to

call your son, when you have one?"
"It's a lead pipe cinch," I replied, "that

I'm not going to make him a junior. I

won't call him Tony or Bernie, because
most kids hate to be called Junior. Chris-
topher, maybe. A kid can't wince too
much if they call him Chris."
"You're getting ahead of yourself, like

all actors," Irving told me. "Give it a
name. If it isn't right, he'll change it, like

you did yours."

Up to this point, the questions have been
pretty sensible. But here's one: How

do you stay in love? I'll draw a bye on that

one. I do know, though, that I'm going
to spend a lot of time this year making
love to my wife. How I do that is

nobody's business. There's no recipe like

saying, "Kiss her twice every night when
you get home," or "Bring her breakfast

in bed every morning." If I tried that last

idea right now I'd have to get in bed to

use up the scrambled eggs and bacon,

because I'm not on a picture. I sleep

until anyway eight a.m. She's up and out

of the house, headed for the set of My Sister

Eileen by six.

One thing we are going to do that might
be sort of romantic. We're going to Europe
in May. The places we most want to see

are Paris and Rome. I'm going to dip into

my savings account and make a present of

a whole new wardrobe for Janet when
she gets to Paris. Chances are ten to one
she'll buy one dress, come home and spend
the rest with her own dressmaker.
We've been planning this trip for a

couple of years and never got around to

it. The other night a friend of mine name
of Joe who is a grip at the studio and
who has only lived in this country about
ten years said to to me. "Say, Tony, when
you get to Rome, you just have to go into

the Excelsior Bar. Don't miss it."

"Okay," I said, "but what's so great

about the Excelsior?"
"Nothing much," he said. "Just ask

for Steffano. He's a bartender there. Tell

him I said hello." See? Already I got a

friend in Rome.
As I said when I started this letter, when

eleven million people walked into my liv-

ingroom on the Ed Murrow show, it was
a real big deal for me. Matter of fact,

it's changing my whole life. After Janet
and I get back from Europe I'm going to

go up front at the studio, hammer on the

executive desks and insist on at least a

month off between pictures. Then I'm

going to get into my car and start visiting

a few places that people have been telling

me about in their letters.

To show what I mean. I got a letter

yesterday from a guy up in Port

Angeles, Washington. Know where that

is? I didn't until I looked it up on the

map. Darndest place for a city you ever

saw. You can get there in a half hour by
plane, but if you go by car it takes you
eleven hours, because it's on a peninsula.

When you get up there, he tells me there's

the most beautiful forest you ever saw, and
Lake Crescent, which makes California

Lakes look like small puddles. And in that

lake they have a thing called Beardsley
trout, named after an admiral who dis-

covered them. The fish really are land-
locked salmon that got stuck up there a

few million years ago. They are whoppers,
who act like trout and taste like salmon.

Don't tell me actors don't know anything.

I got more sources of information than

the Almanac.
A place I'd like to take another look at

is Minneapolis. I've got a lot of newspaper
pals, but up there in Minnesota there's a

guy by the name of Cedric Adams who
gets a lot of fun out of living. In his ter-

ritory he's as popular as Clark Gable. Any-
way, Cedric gets away from it all by going
out on his boat on Lake Minnetonka.
And what I want to do is to get Cedric
to take me around about a week, to lie in
the sun, to lie about Hollywood, and to
fish for those famous Minnesota sun fish

with my foot hanging over the side of the
boat and a line tied to my big toe. 1

I want to go back to Dallas, Texas, too,

and see if we can't make a quieter trip

this time. If you never encountered Texas
enthusiasm, you ain't seen nothin'. Last
time I was there, I think it was in the
Baker hotel, a gang of enthusiastic kids
decided they wanted to see me. I wasn't
in at the time, but they didn't believe it,

so one of the kids took a fire ax off the
wall and chopped the door down. I'm
not going back to pay for the door. I just
want to leave it open so we can have
a nice calm talk without me losing my shirt.

f\ f course, it is presumptuous of an actor" to address a letter to the public. I'm
not the guy for international fireside chat
hookups. I wasn't born to the White
House. But there's just no way of answer-
ing all the letters I receive, so you'll have
to play along with me. If you're reading
this and happen to have asked me some-
thing, or just written a note, I hope you'll

bear with me. I know a lot of actors who
worry because they get nasty notes from
people saying, "I asked you for an auto-
graphed picture. You bum, you didn't

send, it to me." The truth is that actors

can't afford to send them on every request.
Studios and a lot of others have tried

to solve the problem. I personally don't

like the idea of anyone sending a dime or

a quarter for a picture of me. Frankly,
you can get much better ones in movie
magazines like Modern Screen, and in

color, and on top of that maybe the same
issue will contain pictures of a lot more of

your favorites. The point is, if you don't

get a personal letter from an actor in reply
to yours, don't mark him down as a louse.

Most letters I get, particularly those as a
result of the Ed Murrow show, are the
real thing. For instance, a girl in Iowa
wrote me this: "One thing bothers me.
In one magazine I read that you are doing
this or that and in another I read the ex-
act opposite. How does this happen?"
Now that's a normal question and de-

serves a straight answer. In the first place,

the contradictions about actors are not the

result of inaccurate reporting so much as

the fact that life goes on for people every-
where. If your name is Smith and you
live in Brooklyn and a guy asks you how
you're doing, you might say you're dead
broke. But three weeks later you get a

job and everything's fine. When it comes
to actors, a reporter may ask if he's hap-
pily married. He says he sure is. Three
weeks later another reporter asks the

same question. The guy just got back
from divorce court and feels terrible. Or the

girl, as the case may be. Both times, the

actor gave an honest answer. He's not re-

sponsible, and the paper isn't either, if

it's wrong by the time somebody reads it.

One of the letters I liked more than any
other I've received in a long time was

a short one. Boiling it down, the movie-
goer asked this: "Confess, now, do you
really mind honest criticism about your
performances?" That deserves the most
honest answer I can give: of course I do.

I'm upset when someone tells me they

thought I did a lousy job in a picture. And
I've done some which I knew about, even
when people were bringing me reviews

saying I was terrific. Everyone has an
instant resentment to criticism. If you're

a secretary and the boss tells you to watch
your spelling when he has caught you
with two boners in one letter, you want to



Sheree North is

nobody's mere replace-

ment any more!

NEVER SAY DYE !

BEFORE

AFTER

When 20th Century-Fox hired

Sheree North, they did so primarily

because of her spectacular dancing in

Broadway's Hazel Flagg—but they

knew, Sheree knew and everyone who
ever read a gossip column knew that

the movie moguls had other motives

also, distinctly in the ulterior class.

Sheree was hired to be A Threat to

one Marilyn Monroe, then giving her

studio considerable trouble. The new-
comer's popcorn ball hair and incen-

diary-blonde personality made her a

musical natural. No one could replace

Monroe, but no one would object to

Sheree as compensation.
But Marilyn came home and for a

moment people thought Sheree might
be looking for a new place to rest her
tousled head. Sheree didn't think so,

though. Busily at work in Pink Tights,

she took time out to use said head for

something other than the wild wob-
blings and tossings it took in her
dances. She came up with a new look

—which was actually her old look

—

brunette! She doesn't look like Marilyn
any more, but then, no one wants her
to. Slightly subdued, definitely dark-
ened, Sheree is making her own career
now. She'll never need to ride to fame
on someone else's.

flare up. You want to tell him that after

all he works you too hard. Besides, you
were worried about a boy friend. Or the
typewriter is on the fritz, so how can you
deliver a perfect job? Same way with ac-
tors. But like you, when they go home and
settle down a little the small voice inside
lets you know where you sloughed off and
what you did wrong. In the end you realize
your mistake and the next time you watch
it. The most successful executive I know
is a man several times a millionaire. When
I asked him how he did it, he replied, "I
made more mistakes than anyone else in
the company. And I never forgot them."
Another discerning friend wrote me,

"Do you still get stage fright?" I do. The
odd thing is, though, that I'm usually
scared pink during rehearsals. When I

get in front of the camera I have the
feeling ice is flowing through my veins.

I'm cool outside and a volcano underneath.
When a scene is over it's as though I had
a nightmare and someone woke me up just
in time. For instance, while rehearsing
the duel scenes for The Purple Mask I was
in a cold sweat all the time. My timing
was off so badly that I lunged when I

should have faded, and I wound up with
a nasty two-inch scar on one cheek. The
doctor told me it could be covered by
make-up. All I had to do was to take a
sun lamp treatment. I was so unstrung
that I fell asleep under the sun lamp. The
scar came out all right, but I was burned
so badly that my face puffed up and I had
to stay off work two days. On the picture,
though, I got along fine. It must be some-
thing like an athlete who is lousy in scrim-
mage but on the day of the game gets
signals right after all.

I" could go on like this forever. Some of
the best questions I've been asked can

be answered easily. Like

—

What do you dislike most about working
in Hollywood? Answer: People who tell

me I was simply swell in a picture when
I know I wasn't.
How much has success changed you?

Answer: I've got forty-three mono-
grammed shirts, five of which fit me. I

have a high fidelity music system, a few
bucks in the bank, and most of the friends
I had when 1 first came to this town. Should
I have a swelled head? Success changes
everybody. Some a little. Some a lot.

Do you think an actor's private life

should be 100% private? Answer: No.
What role have you liked most recently?

Answer: My one in Six Bridges to Cross.
I think (I hope) that I played a thief like

one should be played.
Did you ever have the temptation as a

boy to join a gang, and did you? Answer:
Yes. I was part of a gang. Taking it one
step more, I never did anything so bad
I could be locked up for it, except once
when I stole a trolley car and gave it a ride
for a couple of blocks. They didn't catch
me, and it kept me straight from then on.
Were you ever broke? Answer: Yes.

Once I sold a blood transfusion for four
bucks. I was undernourished at the time
and whoever got it was short-changed.
Do you feel you owe your fans much?

Answer: A great deal. I don't agree with
actors who say that all they owe their
public is a good performance.

here you have it. There are dozens of
questions left unanswered, I know. But

reporters will get around to it sooner or
later if I'm still worth talking to.

Wait a minute, there's one last question.
I've saved it for what actors call "a line to
get off on." This is it: Tony, how could
you tell for the first time when you were
in love with Janet? Answer: That's easy.
I knew the minute I fell apart at the seams.
Thanks. Sincerely,

Tony Curtis
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yesterday nowhere—today the most

(Continued from page 40) broker, George
was interested enough in dramatics to have
constructed his own puppet theatre, com-
plete with lighting, scenery and curtain,
while still a grammar school student. By
high school age his mind was made up:
he would be a producer-director. He would
have gotten richer faster if he had stayed
with that ambition, but shortly after he
went to Occidental College, there was a
brief but brisk inner struggle between
technician and performer and George
emerged an actor.
But not quite yet. This was 1943, and

first there was to be a three-year hitch
in Uncle Sam's Navy. It is chiefly mem-
orable to young Mr. Nader because it

provided one of the most embarrassing
incidents of his life. "I was a ninety-day
wonder," he remembers, his thin, brown
face breaking into a wide grin, "when it

happened. I had just got my commission
and assignment to the South Pacific. On
the way we stopped at one of those man-
made islands used as a jumping-off place,
and I decided to stretch my legs by walk-
ing around the island."
Very stiff and proper and self-conscious

in his new glory, he was pacing it off

—

when he fell right through a camouflaged
installation that the Marines had dug for
an anti-aircraft gun. Three tough, salty
Marines were down there, covered with
dirt, leaves and what-not as a result of
George's goof, and one of them looked up,
deadpan, to ask, "What's the password?"

"I thought he was only rubbing salt

into the wound," says George, "but it

turned out that he wasn't kidding. It also
turned out that the password for the next
day was always given at the evening mov-
ie. I hadn't been to the movie the night
before, so my goose was cooked. In full

view of the entire personnel these three
enlisted Marines marched me up before
the commanding officer to explain why I

had entered that installation—incidentally
through the roof—without giving the pass-
word. They all had trouble keeping straight
faces, but I didn't; I was numb. And
when I think of the spectacle I must have
presented, I still shudder."

A fter his discharge in 1946 George ap-
plied himself to his chosen art at the

Pasadena Playhouse, from which he
wrested a Bachelor of Theatre Arts degree
three years later. By this time he had ap-
peared in more than twenty-five plays,
highlighted in his memory for a two-week
stint he did on the road with a legitimate
stage actress. That was when George be-
came a realist.

"Everybody in the company was out to

get her," he recalls with awe, "and she
thrived on it; she was deliberately im-
possible to get along with. I thought, boy,
this is too much for you—you're going to

be busy enough with your lines without
getting into anything like this!"

So he refused to give the actress an
argument of any kind. When she took over
the direction of the play and practically

annihilated his role, he submitted to the
indignity without a word of protest. She
upstaged him, she had him deliver his

most important lines with his back to the
audience, and her youthful leading man
showed not one trace of rebellion.

They did it her way opening night. She
was suspicious, alert to any attempt he
might make to steal a scene that was
rightfully his. Nothing. "I think she was
baffled," George says, and again there is

the slow grin. "Afterward she patted me
on the arm and said, 'That was good, very
good. I believe you'll do.' " George did so

well that for the remainder of the show's

run she permitted him to play his role as
it had been written.
"Tough to get along with, temperamental

as the devil, she was still great," he sums
it up. "When she walked into the theatre
every night, knowing that the whole com-
pany would try to foul her up if it got a
chance, it seemed to be a challenge, an
inspiration. There wasn't one performance
that she didn't knock herself out and give
the audience more than its money's worth."

His early experiences with the facts of
an actor's life prepared George Nader for
everything except the typical indifference
of Hollywood. So he had some good re-
views. So who cared? George may not
have starved, but he did plenty of futile
struggling to gain a foothold in this man's
town. Then he met Ralph Acton, later to
become one of his best friends. Casting
director at a studio where a number of
top tv shows are filmed, Ralph was able
to steer his protege into a number of these
and also into a picture made in India,
Monsoon. It was a start. George Nader
isn't the sort to sit around waiting for a
big, tailor-made break. A little one would
do.

TV/Tore and more often George's deep, in-
timate voice came to be heard, his

lean good looks seen in important tele-
vision dramas. Seven times he appeared
on the Loretta Young Show, four times for
Fireside Theatre, twice for Cavalcade Of
America, the Ann Sothern show, Chev-
ron Theatre, The Hallmark Hall Of Fame.
In televison he had it made, but for movie
roles George still had to range far and
wide. He flew to Sweden to co-star with
that country's leading actress, Anita Bjork,
in a fine picture called Memory Of Love.
That stirred up a modicum of interest.
Then, at last, there was a strong co-star-
ring role for George with Anne Baxter in
Carnival Story, filmed in Munich, and he
had Hollywood made, too. Hard on the
heels of his success in that picture, George
was given a long-term contract by Uni-
versal-International and his career cut out
for him.
Nowadays, if you mention the name of

George Nader around town, you are more
than likely to get into a discussion of zoing.
Zoing, in case you didn't know, is the
quality that causes women to turn their
eyes away from Marilyn Monroe with a
hopeless groan and men to moan hopelessly
without budging an eyeball. It's Ava Gard-
ner, even discounting her incredible beau-
ty. It has made Gable the king for twenty
years and in Marlon Brando is currently
dazzling the younger generation. For an
actor talent helps, but zoing is like money
in the bank—and George Nader has it

with chimes.
It's true enough that if you had a date

with him, he wouldn't roar up in T-shirt
and jeans on a motorcycle. He wouldn't
take you you to dinner in a place so ro-
mantically out-of-the-way that your ten-
der memories centered around ptomaine
in years to come. While other couples
danced, and you itched to follow suit, he
wouldn't brood into his beer and tell you
about drama.
He'd make the date well in advance,

and he'd be on time, wearing a well-cut
suit fresh from the cleaner. His thick,

brown hair would be combed, his white
shirt immaculate, his shoes polished. He'd
hand you into his Ford convertible—top up
to protect your coiffure—and take you to

a restaurant where both food and music
were excellent. You'd dance when the beat

was slow and smooth. If there was talk

about tv and the movies, it would be be-
cause vou indicated that vou were inter-
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ested. He'd say with his quiet enthusiasm
that television is a great medium for young
talent to gain both experience and recog-
nition, that it establishes a beachhead for
picture work. He might cite his own case:
"When I went on my first public appear-
ance tour, I didn't expect any of the fans
to recognize me—but they did. Of course
I wasn't well-known in the way that Tony
(Curtis) was, but I was agreeably sur-
prised at the number of them who knew
me from my television work." He might
talk shop thus if you encouraged it.

Otherwise you could pick your own topic
of conversation, and on most George would
be equally well informed.

T^ligible bachelor that he is, George has
definite ideas but no prejudices about

the fairer sex. He says that beauty is of
secondary importance, that the content of
the package intrigues him more than
gaudy wrappings—nevertheless, his two
favorite dates stack up pretty well in the
pulchritude department. They are Bar-
bara Stanwyck, a longtime booster of his
career, and Julie Adams, whom he got to
know when they made Six Bridges To
Cross with Tony Curtis.
Mention either name and watch Mr.

Nader's face light up. His kind of girl, and
he thinks they have a lot in common.
"Mostly that there's no sham about them.
And they don't go through chameleon-like
changes from one date to the next, so you
always know what they're like and where
you stand with them. They're both very
direct. If you ask Barbara's opinion about
something—well, you're prepared for the
truth, I hope, because you're going to get
it. Same way with Julie, who likes to
laugh, likes people and can spot a phony
in two seconds."
This is his kind of girl, but nobody has

ever heard George say, "I wouldn't date
a girl who—" or "I can't stand girls who—

"

As a bachelor should, he keeps an open
mind about all kinds of girls—and plague
take it that any of them should change.
"I don't believe in a person's attempting
to change himself in order to attract other
people," he says soberly. "You lose your
real identity, you never really acquire a
new one, and you add up to nothing. I

believe a genuine human being, faults and
all, is a lot more appealing than some
nebulous gal who has succeeded in sub-
merging all the rest of her personality
characteristics along with her faults."
Being an only child hasn't bothered

George very much. Probably, as he ex-
plains it, because he has so many other
relatives that there were always about
twenty-four of them in the house and
he never had time to miss brothers and
sisters. His parents still live in Pasadena,
but George resides in solitary, ranch-
style splendor in the San Fernando Val-
ley. Sharing his bachelor quarters are two
black cats, Sam and Susan, acquired
through an impetuous and unlicensed in-
cident in the life of a Siamese cat owned
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by George's close friends, Lita and Rory
Calhoun.

A N early riser, George habitually hits
^ the deck at six in the morning. He
makes his own breakfast of fruit juice,

eggs, toast and coffee. Fortunately, he is

naturally lean of form; a typical favorite
menu includes fried pork chops, creamed
corn, green salad and milk, which is not
the sort of diet one with a weight prob-
lem enjoys. Around the house he's a
plaid shirt, levis and mocassin man, this

being suitable apparel for working his
garden early in the morning. "In every
generation of my family there has been
one person who had to get close to the
soil. I guess I'm it." But not on the family
ranch; he prefers grubbing in his own
little patch of dirt. He also occupies him-
self long hours of every day by answer-
ing his mounting fan mail.

Physically he loves swimming, mentally
he loves science fiction, and spiritually he
loves classical music. Going out is fun; so is

staying home. Big affairs he can take with
aplomb, but small parties are more to
his liking. He can be as serious as you
like, but he has a well-developed sense of

the absurd. If you want to amuse George
Nader, don't clobber him with the ob-
vious; it's drollery, off-beat and subtle,
that makes him smile.
This is the new star for whom Universal

will be pounding a few drums. He's ob-
viously intelligent and well-balanced,
simple rather than longhaired by inclina-
tion. He underplays everything in life ex-
cept his deep interest in people and what
they think. He's easy to work with and
he's one of the most unaffected men in

Hollywood. Top-heavy with talent and
truly masculine—well, as they express it

here—zoing! END

jane and pat

(Continued from page 29) to be playing
successfully throughout France." This was
from Paris Soir, by the way.

All the papers made hash out of Ner-
ney's name, and they were pretty con-
fused about what he does for a living, as

you can see. The Italian ones were even
worse—one said he was a car manufactur-
er—which didn't upset him. Pat isn't at all

sensitive about the fact that selling cars is

not as glamorous or as well-paid as Janie's

work. They have simply accepted the fact

that she earns five times as much as he
does, and let it go at that. Since Pat has
long since proved that he's a young man
of ability and energy, more than capable
of holding a responsible job, no one sees
any reason why relative incomes should
turn out to be a disrupting factor in their

marriage- On that general subject, though.,

one of the French papers took a swing at

Jane's ex, Geary Steffen. Catch this:

"The actress is certainly one of the
sweetest of all Hollywood stars to visit

Paris . . . She did not bring any of her
children on the honeymoon. She has, how-
ever, two by her first husband, M. Geary
Steffen, of whom it is said he spent too
much time at water sports!"

This, it is assumed, refers to the divorce
hearings, when one of the complaints was
that Geary seemed to care more about
water skiing than about Janie and work.
No one took any cracks at Pat, though;

a nicer, better-natured fellow it would be
hard to imagine. Being married to Mona
Freeman, even though it didn't work out,

must have given him an idea of what
makes actresses tick, and he and Jane got
along like—well, like honeymooners.

After Paris, they headed straight for

Venice. Hey—I was going to describe
Jane's wedding dress, wasn't I? For this,

Venice can wait.
MGM's ace designer, Helen Rose, made

it especially for Jane, and it's rumored that

it cost $800. The gown was of mist-blue
chiffon, very high-necked, over a tightly-

fitted blue taffeta bodice, with a full, flar-

ing skirt draped over a stiff petticoat. It

was trimmed with small bows and blue
satin ribbons—I hope you have the photos
of it, because Jane never looked so cute.

With her hair cut short and those spar-
kling blue eyes—as they say over here,

"Comme elle est mignonne!" Free transla-

tion: "What a doll!"

Back—or rather, on—to Venice!
If any city can rival Paris as a honey-

mooner's dream spot, this is it. Venice is

built on a series of small islands at the
edge of the Adriatic Sea, and its main

streets are lagoons and canals. Its standard
form of transportation is, of course, the
gondola. You can walk from here to there
if you want to (Jane and Pat didn't) but
you aren't allowed to bring a car into the
city. Couldn't drive it if you did; the
streets are narrow, old and winding.
What a city! You know how "Stardust"

is the tune more people get proposed to

during than any other—well, Venice is the
city where more Hollywood stars fall for

more foreign beauties than any other
That's not very grammatical, but who can
concentrate on grammar in a gondola?
Jane and Pat (the luggage went by

speedboat; there was quite a bit of it) er

—

gondolaed to the Gritti Palace, once a
Venetian royal residence, now a very
beautiful hotel on the Grand Canal,
checked in, changed clothes and got right

back into a gondola. They took pictures of

everything, the Bridge of Sighs, a street

dance, their hotel, other gondolas. . . .

The only time they disembarked, in fact,

was to see St. Mark's Cathedral and feed
the thousands of pigeons in the square.
Again, the citizenry didn't recognize them
at once, for which they were very grateful,

but the numerous gentlemen who prowl
the Plaza in search of tourists spotted
them as Americans right off and invited

them to tour a glass-blowing factory. So
they got to see something of the streets of

Venice, too. Janie's reaction: "Well, the
most fabulous thing—we saw a woman
lean out of an upstairs window and lower
a basket on a string so the postman could
put the mail in. And then she drew it up
again ... it was just wonderful!"

'"Phe Italian newspapers recorded their

arrival with a great deal of joy and
even more errors per inch than the French.

Here's a sample (very free translation; my
Italian is rusty, to say the least):

"Miss Powell's husband is Signor Nooni.

(no comment from Pat, who was used to

it by now) a young-looking man with red

hair and glasses, who was formerly mar-
ried to the actress Mona Freeman. ... It

is perhaps strange to report that while

Jane Powell and Pat Nooni are enjoying

their honeymoon in Venice, the world's

most famous honeymoon spot, Mona Free-

man is enjoying her freedom in London.
She is preparing for a Command Perform-
ance show, while in Venice it is love who
is commanding Jane Powell and her car-

manufacturing husband, Pat Nooni."

Ah, these Italians. . . .

On November 22, two weeks after they

were married, the Nerneys left Venice and

headed for Rome, via Florence where they

spent a day. Rome got a full week; but it

wasn't really long enough to see that fabu-

lous, ancient city, ("And we wanted to see



most of it," Janie sighed, exhausted, as

they left) so every day was a mad scram-
ble of sightseeing and ducking in and out
of the wonderful little shops for leather

goods, perfumes and souvenirs for the kids
(even though they are a little young yet)

.

Then there was a quick trip to Madrid,
a brief goodbye visit to Paris and, a month
after Janie clasped her hands at the wed-
ding and said ecstatically to the twenty-
five guests (including Mrs. Marshall
Thompson, her matron-of-honor, best man
John Nerney, Pat's brother and two lucky
—and nameless—friends from Modern
Screen) "We're going to Europe! All over
Europe!" she and Pat were home again.

Not a bad honeymoon. In fact I never
saw a more ecstatic Jane Powell than
the one I tracked all over the continent

—

except twice. One was the radiant Jane
who stood in the Ojai Community Presby-
terian Church in Ojai, California and said
"I do" to Pat on November 8, one year
after their first date. The other—well, that
was the Jane who flew home from Europe,
caught her breath with excitement as Pat
unlocked the door of their house—and

|

opened her arms to her kids.

Have you ever met those kids? Again

—

what dolls! Geary is three now, and even
Suzanne, a round-faced little cutie the
family calls "Sis" is getting to be a big girl.

Jane is dying to have more children; she
can't bear the thought of being without a
baby around the house. She refers to "the
next four" without blinking an eye. I sus-
pect she chose Pat with as much of an eye
to his qualifications as a good father as to

.
his romantic appeal. She and Pat's little

J

girl, Mona Nerney, get along famously, and
i Pat has already established himself as
head of the house where Jane's kids are
concerned. Step-children will never be a
problem in this marriage.
At the moment, it's hard to see what

will—or could be—a problem. When Jane
married Geary she was a youngster, more
in love with the idea of marriage than with
her groom. They tried hard to make the
marriage work, but when it was no longer
possible Jane risked loneliness, lost her
career-built reputation as" the "perfect lit-

tle housewife" and paid considerable
money (because California is a community
property state) to end their relationship.
The love affair with Gene Nelson that fol-
lowed the break-up was an honest, but a
transient romance, and it left Jane hurt,
bewildered, and stunned by the unfriendly
attitude of the press and the public just
when she had needed help most. But it

also left her a more mature person.
So her romance with Pat Nerney was

more than moonlight and roses. It grew
very slowly for Jane. Why, back when Pat
was announcing "I'm crazy about Jane
and I don't care who knows it," Janie was
still waiting, watching her own reactions,
wondering if she might be on the rebound.
And at the point when Pat was planning
their African safari honeymoon (!) Jane
was still changing the subject adroitly,
making sure that this time it was love in-
deed. But by the time her divorce from
Geary became final last August, Jane
knew. The safari, despite Pat's happy mut-
terings and the urgings of hunter Pat de
Cicco, went by the boards. Janie wasn't
sure she could lift a gun, much less
shoot one. But she was sure of the one
vital thing—she wanted Pat, she needed
him and loved him. If such a thing is
possible, she's even surer now.
So they're back in Hollywood and I'm

back in Paris. And thus endeth the first
part of the honeymoon. Here's hoping the
second part lasts Jane and Pat another
eighty years or so. . . . Regards to all,

Susan
(Jane Powell can now be seen in MGM's

Athena.)

th. OPPORTUNITY MART opposes
OF INTEREST TO WOMEN

HOME SEWERS WANTED — Part or full time. Sew readi -cut ties,

aprons, ^ou make them, we sell them. Jud-San, 518 E. 105, Suite
B-76, Cleveland 8, Ohio.

HIGHEST PRICES Typewriting, Sewing, Writing, or clipping wanted
items from your newspaper. Economy Publications, Rowley 5, Mass.

BUY—sell Titania Gems. More brilliant than diamonds. $9.75 carat

wholesale. Free catalog. Diamoni te. 1404-D Mitchell, Oakland 1 , Cat.

SEW our ready cut aprons at home, spare time. Easy, Profitable

HANKY APRONS, Fort Smith 2, Ark.

BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS — To $5 hr., demonstrating Famous
Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For free samples, details,

write Studio Girl, Glendale, Calif., Dept. CC-Z5.
EARN SPARE TIME Cash mailing Advertising Literature. GLEN-
WAY, 5713 Euclid, Cleveland 3, Ohio.

CAN YOU EARN $40.00 Weekly addressing Display Folders? Enclose
stamped addressed envelope; write ALLEN CO.. Warsaw, Indiana.

HELP WANTED -WOMEN -MEN
$2.00 HOURLY possible doing light assembly work at home. Experi-

ence unnecessary. CROWN Mfg.. 7159-A Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles
36, Calif.

AMAZING Extra-Money plan gives you gorgeous dress without pen-
ny cost. Rush name today with dress size. C E. Israel, Dept. N-258,
Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

HOUSEWIVES — $80-$125 WEEKLY. Our style shows adults and
children's apparel are sensational for party plan. Isabel Sharrow made
$258 — 11 days spare time! Free Outfit. Samples Furnished. Birginal

Fashions. Bensonville 287, III.

EXTRA MONEY EVERY WEEK. I ll send you full-size Blair house-
hold products on FREE Trial. Show them to friends and neighbors.
You can make BIG EXTRA PROFITS. Write BLAIR, Dept. 119NB,
Lynchburg, Virginia.

Send postcard for FREE Money-Making Kit guaranteed direct-from-
Mill nylons, lingerie, blouses, men's and children's wear. American
Mills, Dept. 440. Indianapolis.

THREE FOODBAGS FREE just for examining America's finest plas-

tics. Over 200 household items - unbreakable dishware, drapes, gift-

wares, etc. Take orders, earn big money. Catalog FREE. Loraine,

846 Adams, Chicago 7, Illinois.

HOME WORKERS. Make hand-mad e moccasins. Good pay. Experience
unnecessary. California Handicrafts, Dept. 80, Hollywood 46, Calif .

EARN EXTRA MONEY — Work 3-5 hrs. at home daily. Up to $40
weekly possible. Our instructions tell how. A. B. Dunbar Co., Dept.
P-2, 4130 Mark Terrace, Cleveland 28, Ohio.

EARN EXTRA MONEY Selling Advertising Book Matches. Free sam-
ple kit furnished. MATCHCORP, Dept. EE-3, Chicago 32, III.

ANYONE CAN SELL famous Hoover Uniforms for beauty shops,

waitresses, nurses, doctors, others. All popular miracle fabrics — ny-
lon, dacron, orlon. Exclusive styles, top quality. Big cash income now,
real future. Equipment free. Hoover, Dept. K-l 26. N. Y„ 1 1, N.Y.

Add to family income. Unlimited earnings. Work in spare time dem-
onstrating household plastics and toys. No canvassing or experience
necessary. Halliday, 17-A Pennington Ave., Passaic, N. J.

WOMEN. Sew Ready-Cut Wrap-A-Round, spare time—profitable.

Dept. A. Hollywood Mfg. Co., Hollywood 46, Calif.

MAKE MONEY Introducing World's cutest children's dresses. Big

selection, adorable styles. Low Prices. Complete display free. Rush
name. Harford, Dept. N-2329, Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

HOME WORKERS WANTED! Self employment home jobs listed.

$20-$50 per week possible. No experience necessary. Rush reply for

details. MAXWELL, Dept. K-2, Cleveland 14, Ohio,

Advertisers: For Information, Rates/

on Classified Advertising in this

section, write: Combined Classified,

140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2, III.

BUSINESS -MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
MAKE BIG MONEY AT HOME! Invisibly Reweave all damaged gar-

ments. Constant demand assures big, steady earnings. Details FREE.
Fabricon, 8324 Prairie, Chicago 19, Illinois.

MAKE NEW Greaseless Doughnuts in kitchen. Sell stores. Free reci-

pes. Earl Ray, 3605 South 15th Ave., Minneapolis 7, Minn. •

Make Money Growing Miniature Trees on your window sill. Free seed
and plan. National Nursery, Dept. PD, Inglewood 4. Calif.

A DRESS SHOP in your home. No investment. Liberal sales cc-mmis-
sions, write BELLECRAFT Fashions, 1 1 1 -ZR Eighth Ave., New York.

NEW PLASTIC MENDING TAPE. Just press on! Repairs clothing
instantly. Lightning seller. Samples sent on trial. KRISTEE 152,
Akron, Ohio.

$70 weekly guaranteed - potential - home, spare time. Simplified
mail Bookkeeping. Immediate income - easy! Success revealing in-

formation. Auditax, 34651 NB. Los Angeles 34.

PROFITABLE Home Business—make fast-seller chenille Monkey
Trees. Literature free. Velva. Bohemia 8. N. Y.

INSTRUCTION -EDUCATION
"HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH SIMPLE CARTOONS "—A book
everyone who likes to draw should have. It is free; no obligation.
Simply address Cartoonists' Exchange, Dept. 862. Pleasant Hill, Ohio.

HIGH SCHOOL—NO CLASSES. Study at home. Spare Time. Dip-
loma awarded. Write for FREE Catalog HCX-3. WAYNE SCHOOL.
2527 Sheffield, Chicago 14, III.

MAKE UP TO $50-$60 WEEK as a practical nurse. Nursing Aide, or

Infant Nurse. Learn quickly home spare time. Booklet free. Chi-
cago School of Nursing. Dept. CW-1

,
Chicago.

WANT U.S. GOVT. JOB? Men-Women. 18-55. Start high as $350
month. Qualify NOW! 23,000 jobs open. Experience often unneces-
sary. Get FREE 36-page book showing jobs, salaries, requirements,
sample tests. WRITE: Franklin Institute. Dept. Y-40. Rochester, N.Y .

COMPLETE HIGH SCHOOL at home in spare time with 58-year-old
school; texts furnished; diploma; no classes; booklet free. Write
American School, Dept. X297, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.

GIRLS -WOMEN. Practical Nurses needed. Learn profitable career
at home easily. Many earn while learning. High school not required.
Free booklet. Wayne School, 2525 Sheffield. Dept. EZ-3, Chicago 14.

MISCELLANEOUS - PERSONAL
"8 MISTAKES PARENTS MAKE." Every parent should have this

book about child training. It is free; no obligation. Simply address
Parents' Association. Dept. 882. Pleasant Hill. Ohio.

Borrowing by Mail. Loans $50 to $600 to employed men and women.
Easy, quick. Completely confidential. No endorsers. Repay in conveni-
ent monthly payments. Details free in plain envelope. Give occupation.
State Finance Co., 323 Securities Bldg.. Dept. B-21 5. Omaha 2. Nebr.

BEAUTIFULLY Processed Personal Stationery— 100 envelopes, 100
sheets, imprinted — $3.75 postpaid. Q.S.L Press. Passaic, N. J.

OLD MONEY WANTED
$10.00 for certain Lincoln pennies. Indianheads $50.00. Booklet
showing prices paid, 10c. Lincoln Coins. D-279, Glendale. Arizona.

WANTED - 1894-S DIME pay $1000. Certain 1913 nickel $1500.
1901-S quarter $30 to $250. Hundreds of others. Know their true
value. Complete illustrated catalog 50c. Worthycoin Corp D-540.
Boston 8, Mass.

STAMPS
77 Different U.S. -25c, or 125 Different U.S. $1.00. Approvals. Pre-
miums. Utech, 1143 D North Keeler, Chicago 51.

United Nations First Stamp Set. Among world's prettiest. Only 10c.
Approvals. Welles. Box 1246-Y, NYC 8.

grey" f5te HAIR
New fragrant hair pomade with lanolin will make gray
hair DISAPPEAR GRADUALLY (no sudden change).
Because change is gradual your friends in a few weeks
will never remember that you ever had gray hair. Used
like a hairdressing. Lasting NATURAL LOOK . . . will
not streak or rub off. Good for men & women. Just
$2. mailed at our expense.

LECHLER—560 Broadway, New York

OVERWEIGHT?
Lose ugly, unhealthy fat. No diet ... no ex-
ercises ... no medicines. Take delicious Redu-
Soup, a physician's formula. Full month's
supply $2.98 post paid. Send check or money
order to:

REDU-SOUP
Box 383, Los Angeles 53, Calif.

aly spots on body o.
scalp. Grateful users ofte;
after years of suffering
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually d
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous "One Spot
Test." Test it for yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-
day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
name plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925. Strathmoor Station, Dept. 9409, Detroit 27, Mich.

RELIEF FROM EPILEPSY!
Learn about treatment for epileptic attacks!
Write today for free information regarding
control of these spells. Lakewood Neurophen Co.,
Station A, Dept. MM-4, Cleveland 2, Ohio.

IfouCanPlay

. . . even if you don't know
a single note of music now!
TMAGINE! Even if you never dreamed vou could play . . .

1 you can soon surprise your friends with your musical
ability. No special talent or previous training needed.
Spend just a few minutes a day—and only a few cents per
lesson. Teach yourself to play piano, guitar, accordion,
whatever instrument vou choose. Make amazingly rapid
progress because you start right out playing real pieces
by note. No boring exercises to do. Over 900,OOO people

have chosen this easy home study method.
(Our 57th successful year.)

y&^S£tift)\ MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BOOK. See actual
Iwatww^-^ 3 pronf that you can piav. No obligation; no

salesman will call on you. Just mail cou-
pon to: U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Studio
A162, Port Washington, N. Y.

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Studio AI62, Port Washington, N. Y.

Please send me 36-page illustrated free Book. I'm

interested in playing (name instrument)

I do I do NOT—have instrument now.

Name
(please print)

Address



A FABULOUS PACKAGE FOR YOU FROM AMERICA'S BIGGEST BOOK CLUB!
How dare you in-

trude!" Amelie
shouted. Then she
recognized Richard
and her eyes sof-
tened. (Lord Vanity)

LORD VANITY—Samuel Shellabarger. By
the author of Captain from Castile.

In gay 18th century Venice, fate drew
together a young musician, a beautiful

countess, an aspiring ballerina, and a

dealer in black magic— in a fantastic

web of romance and adventure ! Pub-
lisher's edition S3.95

AnyThree
OF THESE BEST-SELLERS

UP TO $14.20 VALUE IN PUBLISHERS' EDITIONS

oo

DESIREE — Annemarie Selinko. The
story of lovely Desiree Clary, the
modest village beauty who at 19
became the much admired wife of
Napoleon's greatest general— un-

her strange meetings with Na-
poleon himself rocked Paris with
scandal ! 512 pages. Pub. ed. $4.50

THE DEVIL'S LAUGHTER
Frank Yerby. The fiery tale

of Jean-Paul Marin and
the tawny-haired beauty
he adored in a world mad
with the wanton excite-

ment of the French Revo-
lution. "Flaming story of

action, passion, revenge,

love."

—

Chicago Tribune.

Pub. ed. S3. 50

when you join

the Dollar Book

Club and agree

to take as few

as 6 selections

out of 24 to be

offered within

a year.

WITH TH fc

AMERICAN CAPTAIN
Edison Marshall. The
wind-swept coast of
Malta in the 180Q's pro-
vides the setting for this

stormy romance of a

rugged Yankee sailor
and the exquisite daugh-
ter of an English noble-
man. New hit by the

author of Yankee Pasha.
Pub. ed. $3.95

All Neic, Full-Size,

Hard-Bound Books!

NOT AS
A STRANGER

Morton Thompson. Nation's top

hit for many, many months ! The
story of Lucas Marsh, who gave
everything to become a doctor;

Kristina, the girl he so strangely

married ; and the beautiful wom-
an who shook his innermost soul.

Big 700-page book ! Pub. ed. $4.75

BLUE HURRICANE— F. van Wyck Mason.
Why did pious young Matt Hovey
become a notorious blockade runner
—the most feared man on the Mis-
sissippi? Why were tivo women, fair

Phoebe Whidden and dark, sultry

Leonie Dulac essential to his happi-
ness? New best-seller ! Pub. ed.$3.75

90

CHOOSE any 3 books on this page
for only S1.00. This big intro-

ductory bargain is offered as a dem-
onstration of the great book values

which you enjoy as a member of the

famous Dollar Book Club.

Save up to 75% on New Best-Sellers

(compared with prices of publishers' editions)

Imagine—the same new books costing up
to $3.95 in publishers' editions come to

Club members for only §1 each ! The
biggest hits by top authors like Daphne
du Maurier, Thomas B. Costain, Frank
Yerby, Frances Parkinson Keyes, and
many more, have come to members at

this low $1 price. Occasionally, extra-

value selections at $1.49 are offered. All

are full-size, hard-bound books.

In addition, the Club frequently offers

other desirable books . . . useful home-
maker volumes ... beautifully illustrated

GONE WITH THE WIND
Margaret Mitchell. The
greatest best-seller of the
century in a new edi-

tion ! The unforgettable
love story of beautiful
Scarlett O'Hara and ad-
venturous Rhett Butler
against a spectacular
historical background.
689 pages. Pub. ed. $2.95

MODERN FAMILY COOK BOOK
Meta Given. New revised edi-

tion of the most useful cook
book ever published. 1,137
delicious recipes ! Plans your
meals, guides your shopping,
makes meal preparation a

pleasure. 640 brimming pages,

16 full color plates, many
other pictures. Pub. ed. $4.95

THE ROYAL BOX— Frances Par-

kinson Keyes. The story of
a fabulous London adventure
that begins with a brilliant

theatre party, and reaches its

dramatic climax in a luxuri-

ous suite of the Savoy Hotel.
Newest romantic hit by the
famous author of Dinner at

Antoine's. Pub. edition $3.50

An Opportunity You Mustn't Miss!
books . . . valuable
reference volumes . .

.

at special Club prices

which save you up to 75%- But you take

only the books you want—and you do not
have to take one every month. You may
take as few as six $1 books a year!

Send No Money—Just Mail Coupon

Receive any 3 books you choose from
this page for only $1, plus a small

shipping charge. Two books are your
gift for joining, and one is your first

selection. Thereafter, you will receive

regularly the Club's Bulletin, which de-

scribes the forthcoming selections.

If not delighted with your introduc-

tory Three-Book bargain package —
return all books and your membership
will be cancelled without further obli-

gation. Mail the coupon now.
Doubledoy Dollar Book Club
Garden City, New York.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

MAIL THIS COUPON
Doubleday Dollar Book Club, Dept. 2DMG, Garden City, New York

Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member. Send me at once
as my gift books and first selection the 3 books checked below—and
bill me only $1 FOR ALL 3, plus a small shipping charge.

American Captain QThe Devil's Laughter Modern Family Cook Book

Blue Hurricane Gone With the Wind Not As a Stranger

Desiree Lord Vanity The Royal Box

Also send my first issue of The Bulletin, telling me about the

new forthcoming one-dollar book selections and other bargains for

members. I may notify you in advance if I do not wish the following

month's selections. I do not have to accept a book every month-
only six a year. I pay nothing except $1 for each selection I accept,

plus a small shipping charge (unless I choose an extra-value

selection). NO -RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted return all

books in 7 days and membership will be cancelled.

Mi- Please

Mrs Print

M iss

Address

City
&. Zone State...

In Canada, selection price $1.10 plus shipping; address Doubleday
Book Club, 105 Bond St., Toronto -. Offer good in V. S. & Canada only.



WOMEN!
IF YOU NEED

Gently flared

skirt, new
sleek torso

line . . .

flatters you I

FOI
YOU! 4

Make all the extra money you want in a
few spare hours. Sell beautiful Fashion

Frocks-low as *2.98 each. Over 100 dif-

ferent styles, colors, fabrics. We furnish

samples. You risk nothing. Ab-
solutely no experience needed.
Try it— just mail coupon below.

^ also

own D*essss

New
all-season

suit looks

dressy,

resists

wrinkles

FREE1
*

i" e°mm
:
,

„

S,

,h , we 9-e

FASHION FROCKS, inc.

Dept. S-2054

.

Cincinnati 25, Ohio

PASTE COUPON ON POSTCARD -Mail Today!

FASHION FROCKS, INC.
Dept. S-2054, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

Send me samples and everything I need to make money
in spare time. No obligation— everything free.

Name.

Address.

City_ -Zone State.

Age_ .Dress Size.



TON
tastes good— like a cigarette should!

Smokers who go for flavor

are sure going for Winston!

This filter cigarette really

tastes like a cigarette. It's the

filter cigarette that's fun
to smoke!

New, king-size Winstons are

easy-drawing, too! Winston's

finer filter works so effectively,

yet doesn't flatten the flavor.

The full, rich, tobacco flavor

comes through to you easily

and smoothly.

Try Winstons ! They taste good
— like a cigarette should

!

K.J. Reynolds T

WINSTONS are
so easy-drawing!

There's no effort to puff!

Winston's finer filter lets

Winston's finer flavor come
clean through to you. The full,

rich flavor is all yours to enjoy!

filter <<f

S>wfecWINSTON tbi m,(
j
-dwMiiMq jj&en c^cwefe
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NEW MILLIONS HAVE TRIED IT! NEW MILLIONS LOVE ITI

((fat v^fawvwL Cmmmc^ Cqa&?

"New cold cream Camay is my idea of fhe

perfect beauty soap," says Mrs. Jess Altman,

an enchanting Camay Bride. "It's so mild and gentle,

) just love the feel of it on my skin. And I love the way

it keeps my complexion looking its best, too."

GAMA'

Let it help you
to a fresher, clearer.

more radiant complexion

!

Yes, gentle, luxurious Camay with its caressing care can be the best

friend your complexion ever had ! With its skin-pampering mildness,

velvety lather, and exclusive fragrance, it's the beauty secret of

so many exquisite brides. Let it caress jour skin to new loveliness, too.

Just change to regular care . . . use Camay and Camay alone.

You'll see your skin become fresher, more radiant, softer with your

first satin-smooth cake. And remember, there's precious cold

cream in Camay—added luxury at no extra cost. For your beauty

and your bath, there's no finer soap in all the world. THE SOAP ^PTjF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN



What?...You haven't fasted NEW IPANA?
(/ft the beot-taoting way lo fight decay

)

Chances are you'll be even more sur-

prised than the wide-eyed girl above
. . . once you do try new Ipana. Espe-
cially if you think all tooth pastes are
more or less alike.

Because the wonderful minty flavor of
new Ipana is so good it beat all three
other leading tooth pastes hands down

— after nationwide "hidden-name"
home taste tests.

Destroys decay and bad-breath
bacteria with WD-9

More good news is the way wonder-
ingredient WD-9 in new-formula Ipana
fights tooth decay—stops bad breath all

day. It destroys most mouth bacteria

New-Formula IPANA®
BACTERIA-DESTROYER WD-9 ^ »V-*t#*^

with every single brushing, even bac-

teria your tooth brush can't reach.

So enjoy new Ipana . . . and trust your
family's precious teeth to it.

WITH

Ipana A/C Tooth Paste (Ammoniated Chlorophyll) also contains bacteria-destroyer WD-9 (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate).

MAKE YOUR OWN TASTE-TEST
Send for generous sample tube. Mail cou-
pon today for trial tube (enough for about 25
brushings)

.

Bristol-Myers Co.,Dept.D-45, Hillside ,N .J

.

Please send me trial tube of new-formula
Ipana. Enclosed is Zt stamp to cover part cost

of handling.

Name-

Street.

City- -Zone_
(Offer good only in continental U.S.A.

Expires August 1 , 1955.)



DOCTOR'S

DEODORANT
DISCOVERY
SAFELY STOPS ODOR

24HOURSA DAY!

PROVED IN UNDERARM COMPARISON
TESTS MADE BY A DOCTOR

• Deodorant without M-3, tested under

one arm, stopped perspiration odor only

a few hours.

• New Mum with M-3, tested under
other arm, stopped odor a full 24 hours.

New MUM with M-3
won't irritate normal skin

or damage fabrics

1. * Exclusive deodorant based originally on

doctor's discovery, now contains long-lasting

M-3 (Hexachlorophene).

2. Stops odor all day long because invisible

M-3 clings to your skin— keeps on destroying

odor bacteria a full 24 hours.

3. Non-irritating to normal skin. Use it daily.

Only leading deodorant containing no strong

chemical astringents— will not block pores.

4. Won't rot or discolor fabrics— certified by

American Institute of Laundering.

5. Delicate new fragrance. Creamier texture—

New Mum won't dry out in the jar.

MUM
cream deodorant

with long-lasting

M"3 (hexachlorophene)

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,

8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting

letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.

ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

9- Does Terry Moore have a secret

love? —H.T., Fresno, Cal.

A. Yes, a cattle-wealthy Texan.

Q. I've been told that when his bun-

galow in Palm Springs caught fire, Dean
Martin rescued two dozen golf balls but

let his wife's jewels go up in flames.

True or false? —J.H., Chicago, III.

A. True.

<?. What is wrong with Edmund Pur-

dom ? Is it true he refused to spend

Christmas Eve with his children?

—B.Y., Santa Fe, N. M.

A. Purdom is a tormented soul. He
spent Christmas Eve and Day with his

family, brought them many gifts.

Q. I've read so many conflicting stories

about Bing Crosby. Is it true that he's

retiring, that he won't appear on any

tv shows? —B.T., Memphis, Tenn.

A. Crosby is not retiring, will appear

on two tv programs in 1955, one in

March, one in July.

©. Why is there such a mystery about

Sheree North, her wig, her ulcers and

her boy friend? —D.U., Denver, Colo.

A. There is no mystery. Miss North is

a blonde-wigged brunette who suffers

from an ulcer, plans to marry Bud
Freeman.

Q. Will Dan Dailey ever marry Gwen
O'Connor? What is the state of his

health? —V.F., New York, N. Y.

A. Dailey is in good spirits at this time,

claims he has no marital intentions.

9. A friend told me that Van Johnson

is surly to publicity men. Is this on the

level? —S.L., Ketchum, Idaho

A. When it comes to publicity, Johnson

is not the most cooperative actor in

Hollywood.

©. After seeing Mitzi Gaynor in Show

Business, I'd like to know why she's

been neglected so long.

—T.J., Detroit, Mich.

A. Mitzi is currently besieged by dozens

of lucrative offers, stars opposite Bing

Crosby in Anything Goes.

<J>. After all those battles, why did Rita

Hayworth sign with Columbia again?

—L.J., Newark, N. J.

A. She needs the money.

Q. When Eddie Fisher and Debbie Rey-

nolds get married, where will they live?

—C.L., Cleveland, Ohio

A. Hollywood.

Q. Were Cyd Charisse, Jean Peters,

Ginger Rogers, Terry Moore, Mitzi

Gaynor and Lana Turner all in love

with the same studio executive at one

time? —F.G., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. They all knew him but not simul-

taneously.

O. Can you tell me what ever happened

to Joseph Cotten?
—B.H., Burlington, Vt.

A. He recently finished shooting Little

Ambassador in Germany with Eva

Bartok.

Q. Does Mario Lanza still owe $265,000

in back income taxes?

—G.J., Philadelphia, Pa.

A. No, thanks to the sensational popu-

larity of his Student Prince album. The

Government placed a tax lien upon the

royalties from the album, and Lanza

now owes only $14,000.

Q. What is the status of the friendship

between Errol Flynn and a French

chanteuse named Marjane?
—D.L., Chicago, III.

A. // is a warm friendship.

9. Is it true that Judy Garland, Pier

(Continued on page 6)



WONDERFUL NEW EASY-TO-DO PIN-CURL PERMANENT

In hairdos, today's look is the soft look, and Procter & Gamble's wonderful

new pin-curl home permanent is especially designed to give it to you. A
PIN-IT wave is soft and lovely as a pin-curl set, never tight and kinky. PIN-IT

is so wonderfully different. There's no strong ammonia odor while you
use it or left in your hair afterwards. It's easy on your hair, too, so you
can use it more often. And PIN-IT is far easier to give. You can do it all

by yourself. Just put your hair up in pin curls and apply PlN-IT's Waving
Lotion. Later, rinse and let dry. With self-neutralizing PIN-IT, you get

waves and curls where you want them ... no resetting needed ... a

permanent and a set in one step. For a wave that looks soft and lovely

from the very first day and lasts weeks and weeks— tiy PIN-IT!

•ms r • a

BY PROCTER &GAMBLE . . . -fo*-~tk^ CUaL of t(OU>U djiexmJy-



WHETHER YOU BRUSH

YOUR TEETH ONLY ONCJ,

TWICE.OR 3 TIMES A DAY

Colgate

Dental Cream
GivesThe Surest

Protection

All Daylong!

^eetUtd&r Only New Colgate

Dental Cream—Of All Leading

Toothpastes-Contains GARDOL To

Stop Bad Breath Instantly . .

.

Guard Against Tooth Decay Longer!

YOUR DENTIST WILL TELL YOU how
often you should brush your teeth.

But whether that's once, twice, or 3
times a day, remember! Brushing for

brushing, New Colgate's with Gardol
gives the surest protection ever offered

by any toothpaste! Gardol, Colgate's

wonderful new decay-fighter, forms
an invisible shield around your teeth
that won't rinse off or wear off all

day! And Colgate's stops bad breath
instantly in 7 out of 10 cases that
originate in the mouth! Fights tooth
decay 12 hours or more! Clinical tests

showed the greatest reduction in de-

cay in toothpaste history!

Every Time You Use It .. . New Colgate's

CLEANS YOUR BREATH While it

GUARDS YOUR TEETH!

April, 1955
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BROADWAY'S HIT MUSICAL HITS THE SCREEN

MUSIC BY DIRECTED BV PRODUCED BY

VINCENT YOUMANS • leo robin, Clifford Ieurving caesar •mm tiSBSk ROY ROWLAND • JOE PASTERNAK
An M-G-M PICTURE 5



Want a good group project this spring?

I I An off-beat treat [~] Bird watching Q A Maypole party

Posies 'n' candy are dandy— but ask the

crowd: how about planning something extra,

this Mother's Day? A really off-beat treat

for their moms? Then pool your wits and
wallets; throw a theatre party with the

mothers as honored guests. They'll love it

— this fun way of thanking them for being

"the most," pal-wise! And wasn't it your

mom, too, who taught you how to smile

through certain days ? Yes. She helped you
choose Kotex* for softness, safety you can

trust . . . the complete absorbency you need.

At first glance, would you say she's a—
I I Cold digger [~] Mixed up kid

I I Shrinking violet

She may be a razor at repartee, but in clothes

savvy she's got her lines mixed. Example :

that short flared coat calls for a stem-slim

skirt, not the full -skirted style. Bone up on

what fashion lines combine best. Just as

you've learned that (at calendar time) Kotex

and those flat pressed ends are your best in-

surance against revealing lines. And with

Kotex, no "wrong side" mix-up! You can

wear this napkin on either side, safely.

More women choose KOTEX

Can you shorten a lofty neck with—
I |

Drop earrings \_\ A poodle haircut

I"! V necklines

Does your neck make you feel "tree top

tall?" Dodge the earrings, hairdo, V necks

mentioned above (all are wrong— to keep

you guessing) ! Wear button earbobs; tresses

medium long. And chokers, turtle necklines

— they're for you! Different girls have dif-

ferent needs — in grooming aids, and in sani-

tary protection. That's why Kotex provides

3 sizes. Try Regular, Junior, Super; each has

chafe-free softness; holds its shape.

than all other sanitary napkins

r?^> When "that" day arrives for the first time,

will you be prepared? Send today for the new free

booklet "You're a Young Lady Now"! Written for

girls 9 to 12, it tells all you need to know, before-

hand. Easy-reading. Button-bright! Write P.O.
Box 3434, Dept. 1045, Chicago 54, Illinois.

T. H. REG

.

. >. PAT. OFF.

THE
INSIDE STORY

(Continued from page 2)

Angeli, Ursula Thiess and Guy Madi-
son's wife all expect babies this coming
June? —D.L., Provo, Utah

A. They all expect babies by the end of

the summer, not necessarily in June.

Q. I saw a photo in a" local newsoaper
of Frank Sinatra and Gloria Vanderbilt

Stokowski. Is there anything to this ro-

mance? —V.M., New York, N. Y.

A. Frank Sinatra's romances usually

live up to their publicity.

Q. A friend told me that Greg Bautzer
once served Audrey Meadows breakfast

in bed. Did he?

—W.Y., Fort Worth, Texas

A. Mr. Bautzer, they say, had breakfast

sent over from the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel to Miss Meadows' apartment. He
has always been extremely thoughtful

of beautiful women.

Q. I understand that Queen Elizabeth

of Great Britain was shocked at Beau
Brummell. Can you tell us why?

—C.R., Chicago, III.

A. The picture depicted some of her an-

cestors in a most unfavorable light.

Q. I've been told that Stewart Granger
loves to argue about anything, that he

loves to tell everyone how to run his

business, that he fights with directors,

and is generally difficult to get on with.

Is this on the level ?

—M.R., Monroe, N. C.

A. Generally, yes. Granger is astute but

strong-willed, charming but stubborn.

<?. Can you tell me why Audrey Hep-
burn would prefer Mel Ferrer to James
Hanson? —C.L., Akron, Ohio

A. For one thing, Hanson wanted Au-
drey to give up her career, a demand
Ferrer would not be likely ever to make.

<p. Is it true that Jess Barker was of-

fered $100,000 to let Susan Hayward
take their twins to Hong Kong when
Susan was to work on location there

with Clark Gable?

—R.Y., Brooklyn, N. Y.

A. Barker turned down the offer.

Q. I understand that Joan Crawford

withdrew her four adopted children

from a private school and enrolled them

in a Catholic institution. Is that true?

—V.L., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. Yes.



Everything about it is

different and exciting.

It's the rhythm-riddled story

of an exciting girl . . .

possessed by a wild craze.

It's the story of

the men, the women, tlie music

of the back streets of Venice.

Starring

SILVAN MICHAEL

MAN6AM0RENN1E -6ASSMN

vmowo m SHELLEY

mtk KateineDanlm-A PONTI DE LAURENTIIS Production
A Paramount Picture • Directed by ROBERT ROSSEN

Story and Screenplay by Guido Piovene, Ivo Perilli, Ennio de Concini and
Robert Rossen



Soft, natural right from the start. . .that's the "Miss

Manhattan" hairstyle after an easy Bobbi. A Bobbi

Pin -Curl Permanent is so easy, no help is needed.

Only Bobbi is specially designed to give the softly feminine wave
needed for this new "Soft Talk" hairdo. No nightly settings necessary.

NO TIGHT, FUSSY CURLS HERE!

These hairdos were made with Bobbi-

the special pin-curl permanent for

softly feminine hairstyles

Now your hair can be as soft and natural-looking as the hairdos

shown here. Just give yourself a Bobbi— the easy pin-curl permanent

specially designed for today's newest softly feminine hairstyles.

A Bobbi looks soft and natural from the very first day. Curls and

waves are exactly where you want them—wonderfully carefree

for weeks. Pin-curl your hair just once. Apply Bobbi's special

lotion. A little later rinse with water. Let dry, brush out. Right

away your hair has the beauty, the body of naturally wavy hair.

More women have had a Bobbi than any other pin-curl perma-

nent. If you can make a simple pin-curl, you'll love a Bobbi.

With Bobbi you get waves exactly where you want

them, the way you want them. Notice the easy, gen-

tle look of this bewitching new "La Femme" hairdo.

Bobbi's soft curls make a natural, informal wave like

this possible. A Bobbi gives you the kind of carefree

curls needed for this gay "Satin Sweep" hairdo.

Just pin-curls and Bobbi. No separate neutralizer, no curlers, no resetting. Every-

thing you need—New Creme Oil Lotion, special bobby pins. #1.50 plus tax.

Bobbi is made especially to give young, free and easy

hairstyles like this "Honeycomb" hairdo. And the

curl is there to stay— in all kinds of weather.



modern screen's 8 page gossip extra!

LOUELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood

Sue and Alan gained a son when Dick Anderson and Carol Lee married!

IN THIS SECTION:

Good News
Wedding of the year
Jack Webb's marriage
A public hooray
I nominate Russ Tamblyn



LOUELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood The fabulous wedding Sue and Alan Ladd gave Carol Lee was

the grand climax of a wonderful winter of Hollywood weddings.

Seven-year-old David Ladd was the ring-bear-

er, coming right after the bridesmaids, mostly

Pi Beta Phi sorority sisters of Carol Lee's.

Then came eleven-year-old Alana, the maid of

honor, in white like the other attendants. The
groom's brother, Bob Anderson, was best man.

Then came the bride, so lovely in white silk,

on the arm of her foster father, Alan Ladd.

And I never saw a prouder, happier father!

All Hollywood seemed to be at the Saturday

night wedding. Jane Powell and Pat Nerney

were there, still looking like newlyweds, too.

The bride and groom left after midnight for a Palm Springs honeymoon. Sue cried when they

left—5he had been dry-eyed until then! "Say nice things about my son-in-law," Alan told me.

"He's a fine actor." It's a pleasure, Alan, because Dick Anderson is a fine young man as well.

Cary Grant and Lana and Lex Barker had sent

simply lovely gifts, by the way. (Alan kept call-

ing the wedding presents "Carol Lee's loot!")
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THE WEDDING OF THE SEASON
was, without a doubt, one of the most beauti-

ful weddings ever held—and I'm sure the

largest to be held in a private home. It was
the breath-taking, all-in-white marriage of

Carold Lee Ladd to Richard Anderson.

I wish I had the words to paint for you

the scene of unbelievable beauty that greeted

the guests stepping over the threshold of the

Alan Ladd home in Holmby Hills.

The entire back garden was topped by a

billowing green and white striped canopy to

which were attached "walls" of cellophane.

And the flowers! There must have been thou-

sands of white blooms surrounding the can-

dles which banked the altar and lighted the

aisles. Across the swimming pool was a satin-

covered bridge over which the bridal party

walked.

Believe me, there was a sentimental tear in

practically every eye of the 500 assembled

guests when the music struck up "Here Comes
The Bride." First came Carol Lee's lovely

bridesmaids, all in white and carrying white

bouquets; then came eleven-year-old Alana

Ladd, the maid-of-honor (who just barely re-

covered from chicken pox in time to assume

her duties), and back of Alana was David

Ladd (a picture of sartorial splendor in white

tie and tails—and himself just seven years

old!) and the cutest Utile five-year-old I've

ever seen—Bonnie Carstenson, the flower girl.

What a picture Carol Lee was when she

appeared in the doorway on the arm of Alan

Ladd. He was so proud of her he was all but

busting his buttons. The lovely, blonde bride

wore a gown of white Italian raw silk with

mandarin collar and cuffs trimmed with tiny

seed pearls and a huge veil of white tulle.

I found my gaze going back, time after

time, to Sue Carol Ladd, the lovely mother of

Carol Lee. Never in years have I seen Sue

look so lovely. She had lost twenty pounds

(she later told me) and she was a vision of

dark-eyed loveliness in her soft champagne
lace dress.

It seemed no more than five minutes after

the ceremony was over that a small horde

of white-jacketed waiters had completely

changed the "church setting" of the garden

into a wonderful nightclub scene.

As the band struck up, I saw the good-

looking groom sweep the bride into his arms

and onto the dance floor and they were soon

followed by Cary Grant (one of the ushers

and certainly one of the handsomest men
I've ever seen) dancing with one of the

bridesmaids.

Others in the whirling crowd of dancers

were Jane Powell and Pat Nerney, them-

selves newlyweds; Frances and Van Heflin,

Jack Benny and Mary, George Burns and
Gracie Allen, Bob Wagner, Jack Warner,

Adolph Zukor (yes, this eighty-year-old life-

long friend of the Ladds took a twirl or two

with a bridesmaid). There was Mono Freeman
with Dr. Al Meitus and June Allyson (in black

net over white) with Dick Powell.

You'll never guess where I ran into Lana
Turner and Lex Barker—in the "ladies' " room,

if you please, with Lana standing guard at

the door for Lex. "We couldn't find the men's

room," she laughed.

Later, I offered to drive the Barkers home.

They were leaving about the same time we
were. But they declined. "We live just a door

or so away." Lana explained, as she walked

louella parsons'

GOOD NEWS

/ had a wonderful time at the lavish party Lily Pons gave at The Doll House in Palm
Springs. This tiny opera singer has always been a favorite of mine and I do wish she

would make more movies. The gentleman with us was Harold Grieve, the decorator.

The party was filled to overflowing with Hollywood people—and it seemed as if most

of them were musical. I never heard anything so funny as Lily, Danny Kaye and Desi

Arnaz harmonizing—and you should have heard Lucy Ball laughing and applauding.



I nominate for stardom

RUSS TAMBLYN

He looks about as much like a movie star as Dennis,

the Menace. Yet, when MGM's musical Hit The Deck is

released, his name will be in letters as big as Debbie
Reynolds'.

Not yet old enough to vote, with a smile as wide as a
Halloween pumpkin's, a frame as skinny as Frank Si-

natra's, and a tendency to turn a somersault in the mid-

dle of the most casual conversation, Russ literally

tumbled into a career at the age of five.

It was at this tender age, while impatiently waiting for

a Saturday matinee to start at the Granada Theatre in

Los Angeles (his birthplace) that Russ got up on the

stage -and did a dance that brought down the house. He's

been a "pro" ever since.

All during his grade school and high school days, he
was a championship tumbler, which accounts for his cur-

rent nickname, "Tumblin' Tamblyn."
During his childhood he played bits and then featured

roles in the movies and in local stage presentations.

But he didn't make the big time until Take The High
Ground. Later, Seven Brides For Seven Brothers set Hol-

lywood producers and the movie fans a-talking about

this youngster with the fresh, zestful personality.

He may not be a Tony Curtis or a Rock Hudson for

looks, but my money says Russ has what it takes to get

to the top and stay there.
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off with Lex holding up her long gown over

the cobblestones. It was simply amazing to

me—and to everyone I talked with—that Carol -

Lee, with all she had on her mind, could thank

everyone she greeted in the receiving line

for the correct gift!

Before I left, I noticed a tall, distinguished

man standing quietly in a corner with his

wife. It was Dr. Joe Harris. He had brought

Carol Lee into the world—and he looked like

a proud and happy man.

It will be a long time before Hollywood

again sees such an elaborate home wedding

so perfectly appointed—or one which inspired

more real sentiment and good wishes toward

two such fine young people.

THE MORE OF DORIS DAY I see, the

more I wonder how she ever happened to be

splashed with the title of "I954's least co-

operative actress," by the Hollywood Wom-
en's Press Club.

I dined recently with Doris and Marty Mel-

cher at Chasen's, popular hangout for the

movie crowd, and I've never seen a more

relaxed, better-natured gal than Doris. She

even got a kick out of the other movie stars

present.

If she was ill, worried and nervous last

year (which she was) she refuses to use

that as an alibi. She isn't making any alibis.

I know she was hurt. But she isn't crying on

my shoulder or anyone else's.

Certainly, what happened hasn't affected

her appetite. Man and girl! You should have

seen Doris tie into her big steak, potatoes,

salad and dessert.

"I even eat steak sometimes for breakfast,"

she said, when she noticed I was all but

open-mouthed over her healthy appetite. I'm

used to dining with figure-conscious lady stars

who just push food around their plates in the

battle to keep their twenty-three-inch waist-

lines. .

One thing Doris did want to straighten out

was the rumor that she and her studio boss.

Jack Warner, are at odds.

"He is one of the most sympathetic men I

know," she said. "He let me keep every

nickel of my salary on loanout to MGM to

make Love Me Or Leave Me and believe me,

very few producers do that."

HOLLYWOOD WORE ITS HEART on

its sleeve at the nightclub opening of

Sammy Davis, Jr., at Ciro's. I've covered

nightclub openings in my time but never one

to compare with this astoundingly talented

young entertainer's first appearance since he

lost his eye in an automobile accident.

And, in appreciation, this boy Sammy
knocked himself out for two solid hours show-

ing the brilliant first-nighters just how much

he loved them.

Who was there? Better ask who wasn't.

Judy Garland and Sid Luft, Judy with tears

in her eyes. June Allyson, who dislikes night-

clubs, was still there with Dick Powell until

long after the two o'clock closing.

Sophisticated Lauren Bacall and Humphrey

Bogart applauded and applauded. So did

Donna Reed and Tony Owen, Dan Dailey and

Gwen O'Connor (not yet married), Dolores

Gray, Dorothy Dandridge, Liberace, Julie Lon-

don Webb. Few entertainers have ever played

to such a house.



Vic Damone's Cocoanut Grove opening was a huge success,

Liz Taylor attended stag. She said Mike was home Danny Thomas and his wife were celebrating their Pier rushed up to kiss Vic after his

baby-sitting; others said he wasn't feeling well. eighteenth anniversary. What a wonderful couple! last bow. No quarrels that night!

The underwater premiere of Underwater was certainly different!

In Florida for it, Lori Nelson and Mala Powers Down went Dick and Jane Russell, wearing Aqua There the press watched the film—
escorted film's co-star, Dick Egan, to the pool. Lungs. The press went down too, also in Lungs. or just watched Dick and Jane.

Sammy Davis, Jr.'s, opening was a heart-warming affair*

Judy Garland and Bogie clapped loudest. Sam- Dan Dailey and Gwen gave no hint they were about "Old married couple" June Allyson

my was great—his first show since losing his eye. to wed in Las Vegas—they themselves didn't know. and Dick Powell stayed late.



LOU ELLA PARSONS
in hoi lywood Jack Webb and Dorothy Towne had a very small—but

Judge Henry Burman conducted the ceremony,
with screen writer Richard Breene and Doro-
thy's friend, Jacaucline Tomblin. as attendants.

One of the things that made this wedding so "different" was that the bridegroom wasn't the least

bit nervous . . . though he was a little forgetful about some details. A unique idea was Doro-

thy's carrying just one rose as her bridal bouquet—for very sentimental reasons, I might add.

The really amazing thing was the huge cake—
it was eight feet tall (Jack and Dot stood on a

stool to cut it), decorated in a Dragnet motif I

Among the romantic couples, I spotted Anna
Maria Alberghetti with Ben Cooper and Jon

Hall with Linda Danson. I wouldn't be sur-

prised ii these two become one in the near

future.

Jeff Chandler, who introduced Sammy, was
with Betty Abbott, the script girl who was
formerly Rock Hudson's big moment. But Jeff's

dates usually aren't too serious.

LEAVE IT TO EVE ARDEN to come up
with the pithy reply.

A writer for one of the national magazines

catering to women readers was recently in-

terviewing Our Mrs. Brooks (West).

'Tell me," asked the scribe, "is there any
difference of feeling you'd like to mention in

your attitude toward your own baby as

against your adopted children."

"Yep," cracked Eve, "I felt labor pains

with my own."

I can't think of any star in the history of

Hollywood who has ever turned down as

many scripts as Grace Kelly has at MGM

—

three so far—and the lady gets away with

it! The blonde lady who won the New York

critics award as the best actress of 1954 in

The Country Girl apparently can call her

shots where her studio is concerned.

Even Marilyn Monroe was suspended for

turning down one picture. How To Be Very,

Very Popular, at 20th.

All I ask is, what's Grace got (except

talent)?

IF BRIDEGROOM JACK WEBB doesn't
win all honors as the least nervous bride-

groom in the world, he'll do until another

champion of calm comes along.

The morning Sergeant Friday married

blonde Dorothy Towne in a suite at the Am-
bassador East in Chicago, he took an hour

off and gave an interview to two high school

reporters from a nearby school! I ask you!

One of the questions the girls asked was,

"Why are you getting married again?"

His answer: "Because I'm lonely. I've found

wonderful companionship in the lovely lady

who has promised to be my wife."

The high school gals came up with, "Will

you see your children as often, now that they

have a stepmother?"

Replied the about-to-be bridegroom, "111

probably see more of them because I expect

to have a real home for them to visit."

During this time. Jack was told that the wed-

ding cake (which featured little dolls dressed

in Dragnet trench coats) was so big it couldn't

be brought through the door. Some icing had

tumbled off.

"Slice off that part," ordered the poised Mr.

Webb, "and give it to these young ladies

—

with my compliments."

Well, I never.

More about the Towne-Webb wedding: An
hour after Jack and Dorothy said their "I

do's" in Chicago, Jack was on the telephone

from Chicago to tell me he was the luckiest

and happiest man in the world.

I asked him what his bride was wearing.

There was a pause, "Hmmmm—I don't

know. But she looks lovely," came the solid

reply. "Oh, yeah—for a bridal bouquet she

carried a single red rose. That's different,

isn't it?"

I told him it was indeed so different that it

might start a trend.

"Was the single rose for sentimental rea-

sons?" I wanted to know.

"Yes, I guess so," replied Sergeant Friday

who surprisingly wasn't at all sure of his

facts. Ma'am, on this occasion. "Dorothy says

the first time I sent her flowers, it was a
single rose."
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unusual—wedding in Chicago.

Jimmy Hart, who gave the reception at his

suite in the Ambassador Hotel, provided a lov-

ing cup that held eight quarts of champagne!

The wedding luncheon took place in the fa-

mous Pump Room. James Hart, by the way,
is president of Chicago's Ambassador Hotels.

And Dorothy had to remind him? That's a
man for you. Or I should say. that's a bride-

groom for you.

MY TELEPHONE RANG one morning
(what am I saying? It rings a thousand times

a morning—but this was special, as you shall

see).

A soft voice said, "Louella? This is Mari-

lyn."

Well, well, well, I thought to myself. If you
ask me, it had been a good year since I had
heard from my blonde girl friend. To say that

a lot of water has flowed under the bridge

since then is the understated cliche of the

season.

At this very moment the newspaper on my
desk was carrying my front-page story of

Marilyn's suspension from 20th Century-Fox

for refusing to report for How To Be Very.

Very Popyjar.

And for the last ten days, I had been writ-

ing all the firecracker news about Marilyn's

forming her own Marilyn Monroe Productions

Company, etc., etc., etc.—until I thought there

would never be an end to the excitement she
was stirring up.

I said, "Well, this is a surprise. I had

I'm on my soap-box:

for a public Hooray!

This month, I'm here not to chide, but to say a Hooray
for two people who have won my great respect and ad-

miration.

I mean Glenn Ford and Eleanor Powell.

Four years ago, I wouldn't have given you a plugged
or unplugged nickel for their chances to preserve a very

shaky marriage.

At that time, Glenn went to Europe for a year to make
two pictures and with him he took his mother! Ellie and
their little boy remained at home in Hollywood.

I know for a fact that Eleanor was practically on the

verge of a nervous breakdown during the long months of

Glenn's absence. When he returned, things were no bet-

ter. They separated temporarily, and Ellie was a sobbing,

hysterical girl when she verified the news to me.

But somehow, some way, a miracle happened. They
decided to try again, and suddenly the Fords were closer

than they'd ever been. It was as though a new light was
shining on their love, a light of blessing.

Ellie found a new career in Sunday School programs
on tv. And Glenn made a statement that no role, no mat-

ter how important, would ever again take him away from
his family.

By way of proving it, he refused to star in The Gentle

Wolfhound because it would take him to Tokyo and away
from his family.

Again, I say, Hooray for the Fords, a couple who
prayed together—and stayed together.



LOU ELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood

the letter box
(MRS.) MARY LOU KREINDLER

has a gripe she'd like to air: 'T.

truly wish Tony Curtis, Rock

Hudson, Rory Calhoun and Rob-

ert Wagner would run, not walk,

to the nearest barbershop; Don't

tell me they have to wear those

flowing locks for their roles. Bill

Holden, Ray Milland, Humphrey
Bogart, Van Johnson are stars,

too, and they don't go in for those

awful boyish bobs!" No comment.

All the way from Frankfurt,

Germany, cpl. thornton
thorpe sends in a plug for Liza-

beth Scott and calls her "the most

neglected screen star in Holly-

wood."

elinor stjtty, Hudson, New
York, says, "This is a picture of

my niece, Susan Lynn Yasinski,

enjoying your column. At three

months, I think she is one of your

youngest fans." Not only one of

my youngest fans. Certainly one

of my cutest!

mrs. marie davis, Minneap-

olis, Minnesota, sends ten post-

cards chiding me for not writing

more about Van Johnson. Van is

one of my very favorite persons,

Mrs. D., and I can't agree with

you that I ignore him in this

column.

From Sandpoint, Idaho, nor-

anne le bete writes: "I was

very impressed when I saw new-

comer Race Gentry in Black Horse

Canyon. He is a good actor, but

he must take coaching in his dic-

tion. Many of his lines were lost

by his mumbling." Are you listen-

ing, Race?

thought we were good friends, but it's been
a long, long time since I've heard from you,
Marilyn."

"That's why I'm calling now," the soft

voice went on. "May I come over and see
you?"

I said she could come around five o'clock

that same afternoon, and unbelievable as it

may sound, she was on time (I hadn't ex-

pected her until around six. She's usually an
hour late).

If I had felt a bit of pique at this girl who
has become world-wide news since the days
when I first knew her, when she was the love
of agent Johnny's Hyde's life, and was striv-

ing so hard for a career, it melted when I

saw her.

She was wearing a black suit, a favorite

off-screen costume with Marilyn, and we
hadn't talked five minutes before she seemed
as appealing—and somehow helpless—as
she was in those other days.

"I have never forgotten that you are the

first friend of the press I had in Hollywood,"
she said with real sincerity. "You believed in

me when few others did and you were al-

ways honest with me, even to talking to me
about my clothes—which were all wrong,"
she smiled.

"I had begun to believe you had forgotten

all that, Marilyn," I put in.

"I've never forgotten and I never will," she
said quickly. "That's why I'm here. I want
your friendship and your advice."

"You have my friendship," I assured her,

"but isn't advice a little late? You seem to

have made your own decisions and put your-

self in the hands of strangers." I was refer-

ring to magazine photographer Milton Greene
and a New York attorney who are the guid-

ing lights of the new M.M. company.
Suddenly, she blurted out, "Please let me

tell you why I formed my own company, seem-
ingly so quickly. I am not angry with 20th

Century-Fox. I believe The Seven Year Itch

is the best picture of my career. But I have

such a deep fear of not managing my busi-

ness properly and of being alone—and broke
—when I am older. I've known too much in-

security in my life not to want above all else,

real security against the day when they don't

want me any more."

There wasn't too much I could tell her, be-
cause what is done is done.

But I had' one last word for this most pub-
licized girl in the world. "Marilyn," I said,

"go to Joseph Schenck and abide by what he
says. He is one of the wisest men in the in-

dustry—and one of the greatest friends you'll

ever have."

The next morning she did see Joe. The next
afternoon she was suspended by her studio.

I wonder how much this girl—who so des-

perately needs good advice—listened to this

man who always knows best where Holly-

wood is concerned.

PERSONAL OPINIONS: That very pop-
ular male star ([supposedly very happily
married) and the equally popular femme
star (also married and "happy") are putting

so much ardor into their movie love-making,
it's attracting attention. Watch your step, you
two.

No one gets more "second chances" than
Robert Mitchum. After he was fired from
Blood Alley for his horseplay antics, the talk

started that he was just as incorrigible and
difficult while making Not As A Stranger for

Stanley Kramer. So what does Kramer do?
He pays for a big ad in the trade papers tell-

ing the world that Bob was a lamb—which I

have some reason to doubt.

A happy marriage has changed Vera-Ellen

more than any star I know. Vera, who used
to think, talk and live nothing but her career
is so glowing in love with Vic Rothschild,

she doesn't even care what her next picture

is, or if there is one.

Bing Crosby's painful kidney stone attacks

alarmed his family—and me. I love this guy.
THAT'S AIL FOR NOW. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH!

Marilyn Monroe and Joe DiMaggio have been spending so much time together in the east—
including long visits with Joe's relatives—that people are beginning to talk about a quick recon-
ciliation. Marilyn says, "There's nothing immediate"—but they certainly do look happy together.
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Somebody told me
Kate ismy mother*,

Of what a girl did-
of what a boy did - of hurt

and excitement—
of ecstasy and revenge..*

ELIA KAZAN'S
EXPLOSIVE

PRODUCTION OF

JOHN STEINBECK'S

Warner Bros.
PRESENT IT IN

Cine iviaSco p^E:
THAT MOVES IN BREATH -CLOSE

TO BRING YOU REALISM AND INTIMACY

AS NEVER BEFORE I

WarnerColor
Stereophonic Sound

This is

James Dean,

a very special

new star!

r "

STARRING

The most shocking revenge a girl

ever let one brother take on another!

JULIE HARRIS -JAMES DEAN • RAYMOND MASSEY_» burl w&
paulosborn ELIA KAZAN erTECHNICOLORSCREEN PLAY BY
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NEW MOVIES ^sjmiifRk

Using Hannibal's (Howard Keel's) description of

how to make war as a guide, Amytis (Esther Wil-

liams) almost keeps him from conquering Rome....

while Meta (Marge Champion), Amytis

slave, has about the same effect on Hanni-

bal's soldier Varius (Gower Champion).

Picture of the Month: JUPITER'S DARLING

Sometime after Hannibal crossed the Alps with all those elephants, he

met Esther Williams, presumably on the road to Rome. History generally

being muddled, MGM has left the facts to the historians and concentrated

on a delightful fantasy. For seven years, Esther has been engaged to the

Roman Emperor (George Sanders), a mama's boy who is somewhat appalled

by Esther's frequent immersion in water (they stayed away from water,

even baths, in those days) and by her independent spirit. When Esther

hears that the barbarous, bearded Hannibal (Howard Keel) is preparing

to attack Rome she can barely conceal her delight, runs out with slave

Marge Champion to have a look at his camp. Keel has a look or two at

Esther and forgets war entirely—much to the consternation of his wild

followers (kept in line by William Demarest). Love proves to be even

rockier than the Alps to Keel and when he learns Esther's identity he turns

on her. But not for long. There are beautiful underwater scenes; some

funny ones on dry land. With Gower Champion, Richard Haydn. Cinema-

Scope and Technicolor—MGM (Continued on page 20)

See how exciting this new luxury

lather makes your hair! Glowing

clean, silky ... so manageable!

That's the magic touch of Fresh

Whole Egg! Conditions any hair.

Try it! 29<t. 59<t, $1.



the first girdle to give you

NEW

The chic lines of Paris—in carefree American comfort—are

yours with this newest Playtex Girdle/ We call it High Style

. . . you'll call it wonderful/ World's only girdle to give

all three: miracle-slimming latex outside, cloud-soft fabric

inside—and a new non-roll top. Trims you sleekly, leaves

you free ... no matter what your size! Playtex High Style

washes in seconds—and you can practically watch it dry.

Look for the Playtex High Style Girdle in the SLIM tube .

Other Playtex Girdles from $3.50. At department stores

and better specialty shops everywhere.

*U.S.A. and foreign patents pending fTrademark

i595

New Playtex 1

Living! Bra*

The model in the photo-

graph has on this excit-

ing bra for the high,

round look Paris loves

—you will, too/ And it's

"custom-contoured" for

perfect fit.' Only $3.95

©1955 International Latex Corp'n PLAYTEX PARK . . . Dover Del -fc In Canada: Playtex Ltd PLAYTEX PARK . . . Arnprior, Ont. 19



"I may not ever tell you this in so many
words (we parents are die-hards, you
know), but in my heart I'm asking you
to forgive me for doubting your ma-
turity, your wisdom, your discrimination.

"Too often when you've brought me
some new discovery of yours with en-

thusiasm and eagerness, I'm afraid I've

treated you like a child. By leaning so

heavily on 'mother knows best,' I've

failed to realize there may be times when
daughter knows best.

"I haven't been sympathetic about

your interest in Tampax. As a matter of

fact, I wouldn't even listen to you. And
of course, it would take an outsider to set

me straight . . . our next-door neighbor.

"I happened to be over there when
Mary's daughter came in and asked if

she could borrow some of 'mother's

Tampax.' That was a surprise— both of

them using it! Well, I started talking to

Mary about sanitary protection and

found out lots of things I'd refused to

listen to before.

"First of all, Tampax was invented by
a doctor. That was assurance enough for

me! And then I just had to concede that

internal sanitary protection does have a

lot of advantages over the other kind.

Being so easy to dispose of, for example.

And preventing odor from forming. No
chafing, no irritation— that must be won-
derful! Then, too, I hadn't realized that

you can wear it in the bath.

"What I'm conceding most of all,

however, is this: there are lots of decisions

a girl or a woman must make for herself.

The Tampax decision is one of them."

Tampax is on sale at drug or notion counters.

Choice of 3 absorbencies: Regular, Super,

Junior. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

A LIFE IN THE BALANCE Somewhere in this mod-
ern Mexican city is a homicidal maniac who has sent
six lovely young women to their final rest. The cops
don't know it but this maniac (Lee Marvin) is wear-
ing sneakers and a tattered overcoat. They pick on
Ricardo Montalban, an emotional, unemployed mu-
sician who lives with his adoring ten-year-old son
Paco (Jose Perez). A couple of neighbors want to

adopt Paco and are only too anxious to confirm suspi-

cions about Montalban. But Paco has witnessed the

latest killing from a rooftop and follows Marvin
through the city, until Marvin catches him. While
Montalban is sweating it out at police headquarters
with new-found friend Anne Bancroft, Marvin is

torn between killing Paco and wrenching a pledge of

eternal brotherhood from him. Paco keeps breaking
police alarm boxes with his slingshot and detective

Rudolfo Acosta leads an exciting chase—20th-Fox

CAPTAIN LIGHTFOOT In 1815, any Irishman worth
his whisky was writhing under the yoke of English

rule. Rock Hudson belonged to a gently writhing

society in his little town but had to hightail it for

Dublin after robbing too brazenly for The Cause. In
Dublin there is Captain Thunderbolt (Jeff Morrow)
Ireland's greatest rebel and, from the look of things,

its greatest highwayman as well. He owns a lavish

gambling house, several people in high places and a

headstrong daughter (Barbara Rush). Dubbed Cap-
tain Lightfoot, Rock is transformed from a country

bumpkin into a gentleman of affairs confident enough
to puff on a cigar at a duel. Thunderbolt grooms him
to follow in his own footsteps—which lead shortly to

a prison cell in Dublin Castle. In an attempt to free

him, Hudson gets himself locked up and a noose hangs
high. There are all sorts of romantic, tricky goings-on

against the lush charm of Ireland. Technicolor—U.I.

WOMEN'S PRISON If you're planning a crime, or

if you're accident-prone or even if you just think you

have problems, this picture will cure you. Those fe-

male cons have it hard. Ida Lupino keeps putting them
into strait jackets, kicking them when they're down
(on the floor in her office) and behaving with such

carefree, punitive abandon as to stagger prison doctor

Howard Duff. Howard is always threatening to resign,

although what benefit his patients will derive from
that is hard to figure. Among the cloistered females

are Jan Sterling, unrepentant forger; Phyllis Thax-

ter, menace on the highway and Audrey Totter who
seems to be serving time mainly because her husband,

Warren Stevens, is imprisoned next door. Things

come to a pretty pass when Stevens sneaks into wom-
en's territory to visit Audrey. Her consequent plans

for motherhood drive Ida Lupino right out of what's

left of her mind.—Col.

NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL This is New York, the

wonder city? That's what they say. They also say
any resemblance to people living or dead is hardly
coincidental. I'm relieved to report that by the time
this movie is over almost everybody is dead. Brode-
rick Crawford, Syndicate leader, starts things off

with a bang—hires Richard Conte to murder a mem-
ber who has pushed the Syndicate into undesirable
limelight. Conte knocks off four for the price of one
and comes home smiling. Crawford's daughter,
Anne Bancroft, can't stand the life Dad's leading.

Marilyn Maxwell, Dad's girl, likes it too well. Big
crisis comes when a Washington lobbyist double-

crosses the Syndicate to the tune of ten million bucks.

Conte volunteers to liquidate said lobbyist but three

other guys go and louse up the job. So Conte liqui-

dates those. Only person he can't bring himself to

kill is himself. Someone else obliges.—Warners.

BATTLE TAXI To a former jet pilot (Arthur Franz),

flying helicopters to the aid of his countrymen is

nothing short of laughable. Captain Sterling Hayden
resents this attitude and swears he'll make a "chop-

per" pilot out of Franz if it kills them both. Since

they are stationed in Korea, talk of death isn't idle

gossip. Franz's trouble is he flies his helicopter as if

it were equipped with unlimited fuel and several

bomb bays—he even feints at enemy tanks to draw
their fire away from infantrymen. This is not only

dangerous but there aren't enough helicopters around
to waste that way. Franz eventually learns that there

are all kinds of heroism in war—some not so flashy

as others. Basically, Battle Taxi is a tribute—occa-

sionally a thrilling one—to the men who man the

helicopters, performing unheralded feats of bravery as

they rescue flyers who have been shot down over

land and sea.—U.A.

A FUNNY THING JUST HAPPENED . . .

When we looked over last month's

movie reviews to decide which ones we
recommend especially, we found that

there wasn't one single one we wanted to

leave out! Every film we had seen that

month was tops for acting, story, intelli-

gence—and sheer all-round entertainment.

(Check your own March issue—you'll see

what we mean!) And going back over this

entire year, we realized that this has been

happening more and more often.

Why? For one thing, because movies are

more lavish than ever ! That's right—more
money is being spent on movies tlian'ever

before—and spent intelligently. Cinema-

Scope, Warnerscope, 3-D—all the new
technical advances—cost money, but

they're very well worth it. The new di*

mensions are here to stay.

And also here to stay is the new, more-

painstaking-than-ever attitude of movie

makers, bringing you top talent in great

stories almost every time. Which is why
you'll find more entertainment value at

your movie theatre than at any other place

on earth

!



You feel so very sure of yourself

.

. . after a Shampoo!

You're confident you look your loveli-

est .. . your hair soft as a cloud . . .

sunshine bright . . . every shimmering

strand in place. That's the glorious feel-

ing you have after using White Rain,

the lotion shampoo that gives you re-

sults like softest rainwater. Try it and

see how wonderful you feel.

Use New fy///f£^^lftf Shampoo tonight and tomorrow your hair will be sunshine bright!



How you can

stop odor, check

moisture...

with Tussy

...the instant

Deodorant
Instantly checks perspiration mois-

ture. Instantly stops odor and keeps it

stopped 24 hours or longer . . . even

through the hottest day

!

Follow arrows for daintiness

plus. Blend Tussy Cream Deodorant into

the skin, moving up, then out to the

sides. It's a cosmetic, made with face

cream . . . smooths the skin.

Won't fode out! You

can't become im-

mune to its effects.

Each time you use it

... it protects you.

Safe for normal skin

and fabrics. 50? & $1.

When you travel,

carry a Tussy Stick

Deodorant. Easy to

use any place. Only

$1. prices plus tax
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INTERRUPTED MELODY There's drama enough in the

story of any artist's rise to international fame, and
that drama is magnified when nature, in its indis-

criminate way, cuts down the performer at the peak
of his powers. So the story of Marjorie Lawrence,
who left her native Australia to become an opera
star—first in Paris, later all over the world and
finally at the Met—should derive great poignance from
the fact that she was stricken by polio which threat-

ened to end not only her career but her life. Curiously
enough, the impact is never really felt. Not even
when Miss "Lawrence (played by Eleanor Parker) and
her doctor husband (Glenn Ford) are reduced to al-

most animal cries of heartbreak and despair in one cli-

mactic scene of this movie. And her comeback, heroic

and glorious as it actually was, does not seem to come
alive. However, Interrupted Melody should be a

treat for opera fans. Technicolor—MGM

PRINCE OF PLAYERS A best-selling novel about the
bombastic, slightly mad, intensely alive Booth
family who lorded it over the American stage in the
19th century is the basis for this film. Moss Hart
wrote the screenplay. Richard Burton as Edwin
Booth, Prince Of Players, makes it sparkle with
lusty readings of Shakespeare. It's his story, but
it starts when he and his brother John Wilkes Booth
John Derek) are boys and their father (Raymond
Massey) is the greatest, if generally the drunkest,
Shakespearean actor alive. John Wilkes expects to

inherit his mantle, but it's Edwin who does. Wilkes
leaves his mark by assassinating Lincoln. Edwin mar-
ries a young actress (Maggie McNamara) whose faith

in him fends off the fears that he has inherited his

father's madness. With Charles Bickford, Elizabeth
Sellars, Eva Le Gallienne, Christopher Cook. Cinema-
Scope, Technicolor—20th- Fox

SMOKE SIGNAL Here we are, right in the middle of

Ute Indian territory. Several Cavalrymen arrive just

in time to beat off the Utes, who leave nine survivors

at the Army outpost. Dana Andrews might as well

have been killed. You see, he had deserted the Army
because his commander was mean to the Utes. When
the Utes were mean to him, he tried to contact the

Apaches so they'd keep peace, but the Army cap-

tured Andrews, were holding him for court-martial

before the massacre began. Qkay? What's Piper
Laurie doing here? Well, she's here with her fiance,

Lieutenant Rex Reason. The problem isn't who's here,

it's how to escape to Fort Defiance. Don't think the

Utes don't wipe more blood off their hands. Not An-
drews' blood, though. All this while Rex Reason has

been working up a jealous rage because Piper would
rather consort with a deserter than with him. There's

a woman for you. Technicolor—U.I.

RECOMMENDED FILMS NOW PLAYING

THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS
(20th-Fox) : A really big musical that has almost
everything—Marilyn Monroe, Mitzi Gaynor, Dan
Dailey, Donald O'Connor, Ethel Merman, Hugh
O'Brian, even Johnny Ray, making his movie debut

. . . plus songs by Irving Berlin, CinemaScope and
Technicolor.

THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI (Para.): Grace Kelly,

William Holden, Fredric March, Mickey Rooney, in

Michener's moving story of the Korean war. Action,

pathos, love, suspense—and intelligent dialogue. A
very fine film.

THE LONG GRAY LINE (Col.): Tyrone Power stars

in the stnry of Marty Maher, who devoted his life to

West Point. Maureen O'Hara plays his Irish wife.

Ward Bond, Donald Crisp, Robert Francis contribute

as some of the men who have given the Point its

reputation.

YOUNG AT HEART (Warners): Frank Sinatra and
Doris Day singing and falling in love all over the

Technicolor. Ethel Barrymore, Gig Young, Dorothy
Malone, Alan Hale, Jr., add to the comedy and
tenderness.

THREE FOR THE SHOW (Col.): A musical mix-up,

involving Betty Grable who seems to be married to

two men. Jack Lemmon and Gower Champion, and
can't make up her mind which one to discard. With

THE AMERICANO You can lead three bulls from
Texas to Brazil but can you make them talk? If

Glenn Ford could, maybe they'd tell him who mur-
dered the man who was going to buy them. Too bad
those bulls can't talk because no one else will talk

to Glenn. They slam doors in his face, back up with

fear, avoid him. Till Cesar Romero, a local terrorist,

takes him to rancher Frank Lovejoy. Things pick up,

Lovejoy buys the bulls, but darn if someone doesn't

hit Glenn over the head and steal his money. There's
a beautiful lady (Ursula Thiess) who keeps calling

Glenn a coward because he won't stay and fight her
battles (all that poor man pines to do is get back to

Texas). Lovejoy is nuts, Ursula tells him, he wants
all of Brazil and what he can't buy he'll burn, includ-

ing farmers. Glenn doesn't believe her; to him, Love-
joy is a gentleman. Glenn thinks Cesar Romero is the

troublemaker. With Abbe Lane. Technicolor—RKO

Marge Champion, who settles for the leftover. Techni-
color plus lots of big production numbers.

SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS (U-l): Tony Curtis as a

thief extraordinaire, in a suspenseful story based on
the actual Brinks robbery of not too long ago. With
Julie Adams, George Nader.

UNDERWATER (RKO): Jane Russell in a bathing
suit. If you need more, there's Richard Egan, Gilbert

Roland, Lori Nelson, Joseph Calleia and a lot of

sunken treasure. Technicolor.

BATTLE CRY (Warners) : A saga-type war story, de-

tailing the loves and battle-lives of a group of men

—

Tab Hunter, Aldo Ray, Van Heflin, John Lupton,
William Campbell. The girls are Mona Freeman,
Nancy Olson, Dorothy Malone, Anne Francis, Allyn
McLerie. Technicolor, lots of action.

BAD DAY AT BLACK ROCK (MGM): Spencer Tracy,
Robert Ryan, Anne Francis, an excellent cast in a
taut melodrama of men haunted by guilt. Eastman
Color.

THE PURPLE PLAIN (U.A.): Gregory Peck being
heroic in Technicolor, inspired by a lovely Burmese
girl, Win Min Than. Lots of suspense, airplanes,

Burmese jungle.

THE COUNTRY GIRL (Para.) : Bing Crosby delivers

a superb performance in a tense, beautifully acted
version of Odets' hit play about a has-been actor, his

wife (Grace Kelly) and director (William Holden).
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Change your hair style without a

bit of trouble, for spray net brushes out

instantly. It doesn'tflake or ever get the

tiniest bit sticky.

sponsors the

Helene Curtis SPRAY NET* keeps your hair prettily in place

all day, but with a bewitching softness.

How should your topknot look this season? Grimly lacquered

into place? Wildly waving in the breeze?

Never! This season the look is soft and shining hair that

stays put in the prettiest way.

For Helene Curtis dipped deep into a chemist's tube and

came up with a delightfully different hair spray. A hair spray so

silky ... so soft it couldn't possibly make hair dry or stiff or

brittle. Yet it held each curly straggler in place. Waves behaved

despite humidity. Flyaway hair tamed down nicely. In a word

—

it worked! And softly, prettily!

So here, from Helene Curtis to you, with flattery in every

swoosh, is spray, net. The ladylike-way, the pretty soft-way to

curb your curls and hold your wayward waves

!

*T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

No drooping curls on rainy days.

With spray net your hairpays no mind

to dampness or humidity. Curls and

ivaves stay in, weather or no.

Set your pin curls in a hurry. Just roll them

up, make large loose curls on top, smaller ones at

your neckline, then spray with spray net. They'll

dry in minutes, they'll look soft and pretty.

Use SPRAY NET every day, as

often as you like, for it contains ex-

clusive Spray-On Lanolin Lotion.

Keeps your topknot soft and silky.

Giant Economy
Size $1.89

Plus tax.

SUPER SOFT
OR REGULAR

Now there are two types of
Helene Curtis SPRAY NET

Let your hair be the judge. If it's "baby-

fine" or you like the casual look, the

new Super Soft spray net, without lac-

quer, will be beautifully right. For hair

that's thick, harder-to-manage,for elab-

orate hair-dos, use Regular spray net

. . . already thefavorite of millions! 23



How to have COVER GIRL

Take a tip from professional beauties

and keep your hair a star attraction

always. Quickly done with Mar-

chand's Rinse ! Brownettes, brunettes,

blondes, redheads can brighten nat-

ural color, add shining highlights.

Special rinses blend in gray streaks.

Others tone down yellow in white

hair. 12 glamorous shades, made
with Govt, approved colors, wash out

easily. For bright

and beautiful hair,

use a Marchand's

Rinse after each

shampoo. At all

good variety and
drugstores.

6 Riniei 25e 2 Rimes 1 Oe

MARCHAND'S;
HAIR R1NSS:
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MARCHAND'S

HAIR RINSE

if you've thought

going Blonde

If time has darkened
your hair, you can be
a lovely blonde again

—

safely, easily with Mar-
chand's Golden Hair

Wash. Or lighten just a little, bring
out sunny lights. Marchand's is the
complete home hair lightener famous for
50 years. At good drugstores everywhere.

60c and 90c plus tax

TV TALK
Danny Kaye: almost, but not quite . . . Sid Caesar regrets {?)... Brando wants to fight

Next to Judy Garland, there is no one the

networks want more than Danny Kaye. The
offers Danny has had are fabulous. But he has
shown up on television only twice—once so

fast you hardly knew it was Danny and once
for about thirty whole seconds when it was
for a worthy cause. Everyone is still trying to

get him. Little do they know that Danny him-
self once asked to be on a television show—
for fifteen minutes straight—and for free.

What show? Why, Person To Person. Here's

how it happened—and why it didn't come off.

Danny, a great baseball bug from way back,

was at a ball game one day sitting next to a

man who had been on Ed Murrow's popular
show. The guy was so enthusiastic about his

experience that he convinced Danny, long be-

fore the ninth inning, that Person To Person
was for Kaye. Needless to say, when the phone
rang and it was Danny's manager offering the

famous tv holdout, Murrow's workers nearly

flipped. They also, of course, accepted—real

fast. They still haven't gotten over his backing
out. Why did he back out? Because he looked
at Person To Person the night Sid Caesar
was on, and he thought Caesar was a flop. As
you know, Sid doesn't talk easily unless he's

playing a character in a comedy sketch. That
night he was just Sid Caesar at home with his

family, and he was nervous. It showed. Danny
was not about to let the same thing happen
to him. And that's the story of how Danny
Kaye almost went on tv . . . Arlene Francis
is the center of attention every time she gets

dressed up these nights because she has a new
ermine trench coat—half belt and all . . .

Everyone who went to first nights at the thea-

tre used to gape at Marlene Dietrich, Grace
Kelly, Hope Hampton and all the other

glamorous regulars. Now the main attrac-

tion is, of all people, Ed Sullivan! You've
never seen such a popular man. The aisle

around his seat is jammed—because every-

one in show business wants to get on Ed's

show or get a friend on—or just be

friendly with one of the most powerful men
in the tv world today . . . Julius La Rosa
does have humility. Even when none of his

fans are around—in fact no one he knows— I

he is one of the most polite young men who I

ever said, "Excuse me, please" . . . People are !

still talking about the clothes Jayne Meadows I

wore when Steve Allen and the rest of >

Tonight went to Florida. There she was at a I

resort, with everyone around her in sports

'

clothes, and she never put on anything but
satin and sequins and furs—even during the

j

daytime. Jayne, by the way, is getting fussier
|

and fussier about her photographs. Believe us,

if you see a picture of Jayne, she has okayed
it. Nothing unflattering gets printed if she can

!

help it. She's not alone in this feeling, of
j

course. For years, many of the smartest stars

have insisted that no one run a picture until

- they personally approve it . . . Robert Cum-
mings is so happy these days, he doesn't seem
like the same man. Only two years ago, when
he was playing Beanblossom in My Hero, he
could hardly look himself in the mirror in the

morning. That was how much he hated that

show. Now, although he isn't 100% pleased

with his new one, he surely is happier. But he
has to admit that My Hero made him a rich

man—and an actor with a wife and four chil-

dren needs to be a rich man. Bob, by the way,
is one of the few tv stars who write personal

letters to people who write nice things about
them. He not only signs them himself, he types

them himself. And that's rare. Arlene Francis

is another, by the way . . . Now it seems that

Sid Caesar is having qualms about breaking
|

up with Imogene Coca. He sometimes has a

studio audience in to watch his dress rehearsals,

and he recently handed out a questionnaire to

them asking if they wanted him to go back
with Imogene. Sid wouldn't do that if he

didn't wonder about having made the wrong
move . . . It's a shock to see Carl Reiner off

the tv screen, because he is so very bald. A
nicer man couldn't be found. He, incidentally,

is one of Imogene's best friends; and if Sid

and Imogene do reconcile—even for just one

or two shows—you can be very sure that Carl

Reiner has had something to do with it . . .

When you see a show in black and white

that's being telecast (Continued on page 61)

Jayne Meadows and Steve Allen see a Jayne, always careful about her publicity, insists on

lot of Steve's sons, Stevie, 7, Brian, 10, approving all her photos before they are published,

and David, 5, take them on vacations. She liked family snaps with the boys especially well.



(you can have it, too!)

It's not so much beauty as it is personal vibrancy and sparkle, and all

those indefinable qualities that make everyone instantly aware of her.

For now there's a new lipstick that brings out all the vividness and sparkle of

the real you with exciting colors that make you look and feel vividly alive. It's the

new VIV lipstick by Toni. VIV's new High-Chroma Formula gives you the most p| g yy VIV MpStiCk
vivid colors any woman has ever worn. Choose from six bright shades, each as

sparkling as the Vivid Rose you see here. Try VIV, that vivid new lipstick by Toni. b y
Comfortable, long-lasting and very, very vivid. '""^

| ^



/dreamed ^
/was qaeen ofthe Westerns in my jl

maidenfbrm dm
From High Noon to Midnight, all the shootin's

over me . . . the most-wanted figure

in the wild 'n woolly West! From Abilene

to Santa Fe, the most fabulous curves

in every round-up are mine,

because I've got the best-known

brand of them all . . . Maidenform.

The dream of a bra: Maidenform's Chansonette*

in nylon taffeta, acetate satin,

cotton broadcloth or dacron

and cotton batiste ... from 2.00.

He's still healthy,

smiling and most sin-

cerely yours!

LIBERACE AT LIBERTY

Feminine hearts flipped when big,

black headlines announced that Lib-

erace had been ordered to take a long

rest. Like rumors that he was about

to become engaged or married, the

story was exaggerated.

When Sammy Davis, Jr., made his

first appearance after the accident ii.

which he had lost one eye, Liberace

showed up, obviously in fine health

and more handsome than ever, hav-

ing lost fifteen pounds. On his arm
was the lovely starlet, Wendie Bartlett.

Unhappily for Wendie, most peo-

ple thought he was with Jan Valerie,

the blonde TV singer. People were so

delighted to see him up and about that

he stopped by one table after another,

lighting momentarily by Jan's side,

just as the photographers closed in.

Let it be known that Miss Valerie was

not his date, although she might be

on another occasion, for the famed

pianist is fast becoming Hollywood's

Number One Bachelor. He is not

ready for marriage and more than

one or two dates with the same girl

results in a rash of romance rumors.

Aside from his now robust health,

the big news about Liberace is his

engagement to help launch the huge

new Las Vegas hotel, The Riviera, at

the astounding sum of $50,000 a

week for a three-week engagement

with his brother George and his or-

chestra. Then, having completed the

filming of his next TV series, he goes

to Warners for his first feature-length

picture. Sincerely Yours, which bears

the title of his record album.

Doris Day has been most often

mentioned as his leading lady, but it

is doubtful that Doris will play the

role. Liberace's name alone will pack

theatres and generous Liberace would

like to give a newcomer a break.

A word of caution about Liberace:

Don't believe the rumors.



These are Beth Anderson's hands. They were soaked in detergents. Her right hand alone was

treated with Jergens Lotion. Look at the dramatic difference! This photograph is unretotiched.

Positive proof: "Detergent Hands can be stopped

A national research laboratory* proves

Jergens Lotion more effective than

any other lotion tested for stopping

detergent damage.

Hands are a key to your personality. If

your hands suffer from overwork, take

heart — there's wonderful news for you!

Recently 447 women volunteers soaked

both hands in detergents, three times a

day. After each soaking, Jergens Lotion

was smoothed on their right hands alone.

In 3 or 4 days, the untreated hands

were in trouble. They were roughened

and reddened — in some cases, even

Jergens Lotion

cracked and bleeding. The Jergens Lotion

hands were soft, smooth, and lovely!

The women were frankly amazed to see

the difference in their hands. No other

lotion tested proved as effective as Jergens

— and they agreed it was delightful to use;

not the least bit sticky or greasy.

The famous Jergens formula has been

steadily perfected for 50 years. It never

lets wind, weather or housework disgrace

your hands — and it takes just seconds to

apply. Use it every day.

Jergens Lotion today is a rich, creamier

lotion with a pleasing new fragrance. Only

104 to $1.00, plus tax.

positively stops "Detergent Hands"

"Notice to doctors and der-

matologists. For a summary
of this report, write to The
Andrew Jergens Co., Cinn.,0.



Lustre-Creme

Shampoo...

"Yes, I use Lustre-Creme

Shampoo," says Jane Wyman.
It's the favorite of 4 out of 5

top Hollywood movie stars!

It never dries your hair! Lustre-

Creme Shampoo is blessed with

lanolin . . . foams into rich lather,

even in hardest water . . . leaves

hair so easy to manage.

It beautifies! For soft, bright, fra-

grantly clean hair—without special

after-rinses— choose the shampoo of

America's most glamorous women.
Use the favorite of Hollywood movie
stars—Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

Never Dries

it Eeai

i„ "LUCY GALLANT"co-starring

A Paramount Picture

in VistaVision.

Color by Technicolor.



Despite rumored romances, Susan has devoted herself to her twins since her bitter divorce from Jess Barker, has turned down movies to be with them.

present perfect

Gone is the gloom;

gone are the moods; gone,

in fact, is the old Susan

Hayward. There's nobody

home hut happiness now

!

BY IDA ZEITLIN

In palest pink—forbidden to redheads, but on her it looked good—Susan

went through a scene for Soldier Of Fortune, stopped to chat with

visitors on the set, then joined her gang. Emmy Eckhardt, her hairdresser

and friend of eight years, was brewing tea. Marjorie Fletcher, her wardrobe

woman, was cutting the chocolate cake Susan had brought from home.

A studio publicist dropped in. "What's new?" chorused the girls. He
offered tidbits as they offered him nourishment.

"Mm, good. You make this yourself?"

"Marooned on a desert island with the proper ingredients," Susan allowed,

"I could bake a cake. But why should I when Cleo does it so much
better?" She picked up her crocheting.

"Hey, that's the afghan you started on Untamed."

"And when I'll finish it, nobody knows. A thousand and one squares, as in

a thousand and one Arabian nights. After {Continued on page 83)
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LIVE ALONE AND LIKE IT?



Marriage? Never again

says Gable, but can

Hollywood's greatest lover

stay fancy free? Read

this frank report to see

why his friends say no.

BY NATE EDWARDS

Clark's most constant date, Kay
Spreckels, calls him "an old, old friend,"

and (of course) denies romance.

P
%f lark Gable is fifty-four

years old. He has been married four

times. Before each of these

marriages, he ardently courted the

woman who was to become his

wife. During this period, he
steadfastly denied any matrimonial

intention.

Gable is currently squiring Kay
Williams Spreckels, "an old

friend" he has known for years.

Kay recently had her former
husband, Adolph Spreckels, thrown
into prison for beating her up.

"I've had enough of marriage, at

least for a while," she said a few
weeks ago when she was rumored
to have eloped with the handsome,
greying-at-the-temples actor. "Mr.

Gable and I are just old,

old friends."

Clark gives out the same line.

"Why are people so anxious to marry
me off?" he asks. "Kay and I go

out a few (Continued on page 91 )
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Herewith the tragical-

Slightly mad trip ended in Las Vegas, where the Sages swam, sunned, recuperated, opened the act prepared—and almost deserted—on the road

"Go see what's new with Esther." The last time Modern Screen
gave me this ultimatum I wound up at 180th Street and Vermont Avenue,

which as anybody in Los Angeles knows (unless he lives at 179th

and Vermont), means a safari. This was because Esther

was visiting her high school.

This time there was something new with Esther. She and Ben
had just returned from a seven-week tour of the country with a show of

their own that included singers, dancers, a trampoline act and one elephant,

as well as thirty-five minutes of Esther, both wet and dry. I held

a hope that the tour might be worth a story, a hope that was rather dim
because jaunts of this type usually sound like the itinerary of a

Pullman porter and come out as interesting as a cigarette butt.

I met Esther in the early hours of darkness, at a Beverly Hills restaurant

famed for its quiet corners. She collapsed into the seat

beside me, admitted she could be done in with a hatpin, having spent

the last few hours in an exhausting business meeting, and asked

with characteristic directness what I wanted to write about this time.

"The tour," I said, "except that it's probably pretty dull when summed up."

"Ha," said Miss Williams. "Dull! Ben figures he'll write a

book about it."

At that moment Mr. Gage approached and landed in the opposite

seat. Ben is as loquacious as Esther, and {Continued on -page 75)
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BY RICHARD MOORE

Jackie Gleason should have the world by the tail. But he is one of its most miserable men.

There he is—all 285 or 265 or 245 pounds of him—and he looks fat (which he is) and sassy (which

he can be). Not yet forty, he is one of America's funniest and richest comedians. He could even lay off work

tomorrow and be rich for the rest of his life. Working, he is worth millions. He can afford everything he

wants—clothes by the custom-made carload, apartments, country homes, European trips—and have plenty

left over to give his wife and daughters the M1
/^ per cent of his income which the judge deemed fair at the

time of his and Genevieve's separation. Although he cannot get divorced and marry again, because he is an

ardent Catholic, he is happily in love with Marilyn Taylor, the pretty young sister of his choreographer, June

Taylor. And Marilyn, while perhaps not overjoyed that the wedding bells will never ring, loves him and

does not protest.

Jackie looks happy. To watch him when he is off television, you'd think he (continued on page 70)



From time to time I
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their work pulls Ann

Blyth and Dr. Jim

apart—but in distance

only. For anywhere they

wander, they know that

love is waiting at home.

I

BY WILLIAM BARBOUR

SO NICE TO I

"When you open the front door

of Ann Blyth's home," a friend of hers

said, "you know you are going to be
welcomed by it, not impressed. It's a lovely

place with lots of beautiful things in it,

but none of the sort that hit you in the face."

The friend thought for a moment,
and then continued. "Come to think

of it, Ann's marriage is like her home,"
she declared. "The happiness is

quietly, deeply there; just as Ann planned.

Nobody makes loud declarations of

love, they just live it."

No bulletins are issued by Ann
about her personal life, nor, for that matter,

do any items about it usually find their

way into the gossip columns. But
neither are there secrets; ask Ann about
herself and her Dr. Jim. She'll

be glad to tell you.

She was at MGM getting ready for The
King's Thief, her first picture since the

birth of her son, when someone
reminded her that during her engagement
she had been heard to say that her
love for Jim could get no greater.

"Were you right about that?" she was
asked. "Hasn't marriage made a difference?"

"No, I was wrong, and marriage
has made a difference," Ann
replied, laughing. "That's the marvel
of it! I love him more—more every

day than the day before. I thought
back then my love couldn't grow, and I

think now it can't, but it did and it does."

Nice reports {Continued on page 56)

Even on their infrequent nights out, Ann has
learned to expect emergency phone calls which take Jim
away for hours—or even for days. "His patients

have first call on his time," she explains.
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PECK AND PASSANI:

Hollywood's
by Steve Cronin



NOW THAT GRETA HAS SAID GOODBYE, WILL VERONIQUE GET HER CHANCE TO

SAY I DO? GREGORY SAYS NO-BUT ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS!

For months Veronique claimed to be just a reporter getting a story

on Peck, but progressed rapidly to being his favorite dinner date,

traveling companion, traveling secretary—but not fiancee, so far.

For months Greta Peck claimed that there was no definite rift between

Greg and herself, finally filed for (and won) a divorce and has

since dated other men, such as New York actor William Prince.

estion mark

Three years ago a dark-haired

French girl named Veronique

Passani confided to a friend that

one day she would marry

Gregory Peck.

This friend, who had been a

schoolmate of Veronique's' at

Marymount and L'ecole des

Oiseaux in Paris, was startled.

"You must be crazy," she said.

"Gregory Peck is already married.

I read only yesterday that he is

here in Paris with his wife

and three sons."

Veronique, then twenty, smiled

and reportedly said, "You
will see."

Gregory Peck's divorce is not

final until December 29, 1955, but

it would surprise none of his

friends if long before then he

married Veronique, his twenty-

three-year-old traveling secretary, in

Paris or London or the Canary

Islands.

Peck, of course, denies this.

He was on location in the

Canary Islands—Veronique was

there, too—finishing Moby Dick

when Greta Konen Peck, mother

of his children, filed for divorce

in Los Angeles. Asked if he

contemplated another marriage

in the near future, Greg, a man of

few words, answered with one:

"No."

But at the same time, the

Paris newspapers carried on

their front pages the announcement
that Veronique Passani and
Gregory Peck were engaged.

Veronique's mother, a divorcee

of Russian extraction who lives

with her eight-year-old son in an

apartment on the Boulevard

Franklin Roosevelt, was telephoned

by a reporter.

"Madame Passani, is it true

that your daughter is engaged

to marry Gregory Peck, the

American film star?"

"I don't know," Veronique's

mother answered.

"But the newspapers are filled

with stories to that effect."

"I've seen them."

"Are they true?"

"All I can say," Madame
Passani (Continued on page 86)





After three last-minu+e switches, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bean are installed— but not exactly settled—in their new apartment. Temporarily, that is.

Mitzi has been married

a matter of months

and very, very happily.

But it's already the

craziest, mixed-up-est

marriage in town!

BY ALICE HOFFMANN

It was supposed to be a double-ring ceremony, but nobody told the gentleman who was
marrying them. After Jack Bean put the ring on Mitzi Gaynor's finger, the judge said, "I

now pronounce you man and wife." Then Jack kissed the bride. Mitzi quietly said, "Excuse

me, Your Honor, but I have a ring for Jack, too. When does he get his?"

So they went through the love-honor-obey part again. This time, nobody goofed.

During their long courtship, engagement or whatever it is called in Hollywood, no one

goofed except those mastermind columnists who, up until the actual ceremony, kept insisting

that the romance between Mitzi and Jack Bean was not a real one. They said, as often as

they could get it into print, that this was a cover-up for Mitzi's real love. The wise guys of

Hollywood never have been more mistaken.

The actual marriage took place on November 18, 1954, in San Francisco, at twelve-thirty-

five p.m., but the events leading up to the happy ending were as (Continued on page 73)



It all started out beautifully. Bob arrived at the

annual Bing Crosby Golf Tournament still glowing from his last

success—winning the LA. Open Pro-Amateur Tournament.

The first thing he did was make a hole-in-one. Every

fan (golf and movie) at the Pebble Beach Del Monte Course

started following him. That was the first day.

memo on R. J. Pity poor Mr. Wagner - he spent

But every cloud has a silver lining. Bob

picked up his date, young singer Anna Maria Alberghetti

and drowned his sorrows" in a sundae for two.

Then, determined to prove that he's still a sports-

man, he took Anna Maria to Kerr's sports shop and
gave her lessons in the fine art of shooting.
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the most miserable week end of his entire life playing his favorite game!

Finally, feeling completely his old self, he took Anna home
in his sports car, promised her further lessons as soon as

he's through doing publicity for White Feather.

Furthermore, never being one to hold a grudge,

he led her to the golfing department and showed her how

to hold an iron. She learned fast, he reported.





When director John Huston gave

Marilyn Monroe the role of a dumb, delicious

blonde in The Asphalt Jungle, it was

considered a classic example of type casting.

At that time, five years ago, the film colony did

not hold Marilyn's ability in high regard.

After starting at $75 a week, she had

been dropped by Columbia, Gene Autry,

20th Century-Fox and several independents.

She was recognized as a close friend of famous

agent Johnny Hyde, but her acting talent was

judged to be minuscular. Her vaunted

anatomical measurements were considered

no better nor worse than those of a hundred

other aspirants to the screen.

Today, all that has been changed.

Marilyn Monroe is considered a credit by

Hollywood. She is regarded as one of the

most dynamic box office attractions the movie

industry has ever known.
She is being labeled, "a thinker ... a shrewd

a doll who's dumb like a foxone

... a talented artist . . . one girl who's

handled herself well in the Hollywood jungle"

and "probably the most valuable property

in the movie game today."

Talk of Marilyn, however, is not one-sided.

There is a small shrewd group that insists

that the curvaceous blonde "is mixed up . . .

is suffering from delusions of grandeur

. . . will never make any man a happy
wife . . . has been following poor advice . . .

has more luck than talent" and "should

never have gotten into any contract beef with

her studio."

Regardless of how you personally feel about

Marilyn, the indisputable fact is that she has

developed from a nonentity into the most
widely-discussed actress in America

—

and one of the most admired. The reason

is that Marilyn (Continued on page 88)

BLONDE
§9

Surrounded by literature and art, Marilyn

claims she hasn't changed. "There have always been

things going on in my head that no one knows about!"

The most important things Marilyn's

got, it took a brain to get. And from

now on, she's not letting anyone forget it!

BY ALICE FINLETTER
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so little time

Being a movie star is great.

Ask Bob Francis : he'll tell

you. But it involves a few little

sacrifices. Like his home life,

his sleep—and his girl.

BY JIM NEWTON

Once upon a time, when there was such a

thing in his life, Bob Francis would wake at odd

hours, mostly late ones, idly contemplate the sky

through his window and dally with the pleas-

ing problem of how his day should be spent.

Currently, he scorches out of his bunk soon

after five a.m., stumbles into and out of the

shower, yanks on his clothes and falls into the

driver's seat of his secondhand Cadillac. All this

is accomplished with the aid of one eye, as the

other one stays stubbornly closed trying to grab

an extra few moments of precious sleep. There

is no time these days to contemplate the sky; in

fact there is no time even to glance out the

window, and often Bob "has burst out the front

door to find to his astonishment that he is being

belted with buckets of California dew.

There is no longer any opportunity to sketch

his days at will; they come tumbling at him,

spilling over with things to do, with a regularity

that keeps him spinning. Because Bob Francis is

on the treadmill that comes to every actor who
finds success in Hollywood. For the average

actors, those who have worked their way up via

the accepted routine of drama school, Little

Theatre, radio and television, it is bewildering

enough. But Bob landed the plum role of Willie

Keith in The Caine Mutiny without so much
background as a school play. There had been

five years of dramatics lessons, true, but dra-

matics lessons per se don't prepare anyone for

the deluge of extracurricular duties of being a

Hollywood star.

Along with acting in that first picture, in

which he was a novice {Continued, on page 62)

Once his greatest love, sports are second to acting now.

Even a trip to The Racquet Club for golf means posing with fellow stars

like Charlie Farrell for fans and fellow golfers, remembering nartie^, asking

the right questions, giving the proper answers. And less time for golf!

Every time he climbs out of a pool, there's someone waiting for him. Stil

Bob prefers to relax in some athletic activity, hopes (when he has

enough money) to reopen the ski shop he and his brother used to run.





THE THINGS
THAT COUNT



There comes a time

when a man must

pause to take stock

of himself and his

life. For Burt

Lancaster, at the
'

height of success, the

time is now.

BY LOUIS POLLOCK

Af w little after dawn in Los
Angeles a new Ford Thunderbird
raced through the grey mist,

along Sunset Boulevard toward the
UCLA campus in Westwood. There
was no one else about as the
black, sleek car turned off the

boulevard, came to a stop alongside
the college's athletic field, and
a very un-sleek looking man got out.

He had a fine enough face for a

fellow who drives a sports car—but
not the clothes for it. He wore
an old and shapeless sweatshirt,

a pair of slacks to match, and
gym sneakers which were clearly

overage. Gazing around at the

deserted field, he shivered. "Only a

nut, Burt Lancaster," he said to

himself, "only a muscle maniac
would get up at this lonely hour three
times a week to do mile runs!"

Yet he headed for the cinder-

surfaced track and when he reached it

started jogging. With the first

sluggish steps he became
conscious of vague aches and knew
that they echoed back to old circus

day falls. Each fleeting pain
told its own story, it seemed to him, but
together they also seemed to be
asking a question—why did

he do it?

When he had been in the Army he
had had to beat the sun out of
bed and chase his sergeant around
the country side. That's what
they were paying you the $30 a

month for, they kept telling you. But
now—why? Wasn't he what is

called a Hollywood success?

Aren't you a partner in your own
company? he asked himself. Don't
you star in your own pictures, even
direct yourself in them? Then, why?
Come on, Burt, if you don't

know, let's get back home where
all the rest (Continued on page 90)

Burt with daughter Joanna, fourth

of the Lancasters' five children.
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what's
COOKING,
DEBBIE?

"Hi, there, Debbie! What cooks?"

It was the Reynolds' neighbor-to-the-north

hailing Half-pint as she bounced her

Pontiac coupe into the driveway that

separates their two homes.

"Hi, Mr. Davies," Debbie greeted him
absent-mindedly. "Did I just run over your

hose? Please excuse me if I did."

"That's okay," Mr. Davies said,

good-naturedly shifting his sprinkler to

another part of the lawn. "Now, tell me
again. When arejou and your young
fellow getting married?"

"We don't know exactly," Debbie answered

politely. "Probably sometime in June."

Later that evening a columnist called

Deb to check on a hundred rumors

circulating about her and Eddie. "Is it true

you and Fisher plan on getting married

up at Grossinger's? ... If not Grossinger's,

I hear it will be at Eddie Cantor's . . .

Say, would there be a chance of your getting

married in Miami?"
Debbie sighed. "Honestly, as soon

as we set the date, you'll be the first

to know."
At noon the next day the little bundle

of energy bounced into the Metro
commissary for a luncheon interview.

"What's the angle this time?" she asked.

Publicist Jim Mahoney grinned.

"Something new—your marriage plans."

Debbie clutched her stomach, feigning

great pain. "Oh, no," she groaned. "Not
that!" Then she said, "Honestly, I don't

have the answers to any of the questions

everyone wants to know—whether it will be a

large wedding or a small wedding and
where we're going to live and where
we're going to honeymoon. I don't know
any of that."

All Debbie knows these days is that she's

completely in love. Totally oblivious of

the world, her mind seems to be thousands
of miles away or wherever Eddie Fisher

happens to be. She hears only half the

questions put to her. Ask her the day of the

week and she (Continued on page 58)

"Eddie and I can feel so alone in a crowd,'' Debbie says,

adding, "We have to." Their cross-country trips to see each other

have been highly publicized and far from private.

Ask Miss Reynolds when she's getting

married and she tells you, wide-eyed, "I don't

know." But ask her what she plans to feed

her husband and she'll supply you with the recipes

!

BY MARVA PETERSON
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Having discharged her manager, Audrey has put her career entirely into the hands of her actor-writer-director husband Mel Ferrer.

Will Hollywood ever

see Audrey Hepburn again?
by Ellen Johnson



Here at last is a completely

up-to-date report on Audrey

Hepburn—and the answers to

the questions Hollywood has

been asking ever since her sud-

den—and much disapproved

—

marriage to Mel Ferrer

—

plus

four pages of never-before-

published pictures of Audrey,

including the amazing photo-

graphs that got her first screen

test for Roman Holiday!

w
hen Audrey Hepburn married Mel Ferrer, it was

rumored all over Europe that she would become inaccessible.

"Ferrer is over-protective," one observer noted. "It's

impossible to get to Audrey alone. Marriage and success will

make her more remote."

On their Italian honeymoon, Audrey and Mel did try

to give the press the slip. "After all," Audrey later explained,

"a honeymoon is a private matter." But once the

honeymoon was finished, and Audrey took off for Holland
and England, she was surprisingly available and down
to earth.

In Amsterdam with her husband for the premiere of

Sabrina, she insisted upon spending all her time raising

money for the Dutch War Victims Fund.
In the department store where eight years ago she had

worked as a $12-a-week salesgirl, Audrey put on a fashion

show, modeling Givenchy outfits. She packed the house.

In the afternoons she visited Miss Soni Gaskell, the Dutch
teacher who first taught her ballet. She called upon Jan
Prins, a war hero she had known as a little girl in the

town of Arnhem. She posed for hundreds of pictures, talked

with dozens of young actresses and ballerinas. At the end
of five days Audrey had raised 20,000 Guilders for the fund
to construct a home for the war wounded. In The Hague
she was awarded a gold medal for her charity work. And
her countrymen, filled with pride at her Tjehavior, told

anyone who would listen that "Audrey Hepburn is the

sweetest, kindest, most wonderful actress. And her husband
is a fine man, too."

When the Ferrers reached London where Audrey, six

years ago, got her first theatrical job, newsmen were much
more forward than they had been in Amsterdam.

Paramount staged a press conference for their star in the

Dorchester Hotel. Audrey was bombarded with the most
personal questions. Was it true that she was expecting a

baby? "Not yet," she answered. "But we want one badly."

(Ferrer has four children by previous marriages.)

"If and when a baby comes," Audrey continued, "it will

be the greatest thing in my life, greater even than my
success. Every woman knows what a baby means."
How about her marriage to Ferrer?

Big-eyed Audrey smiled. "Three months have gone by
and I have no regrets. What more can a girl ask?"

Did Audrey and Mel plan to work (Continued on page 79)

More pictures on next pag

Just before attaining stardom Audrey was a sparkling
young girl (above). But friends like former dance
teacher Soni Gaskell (below) found her a sophisticated
young lady upon her return to Holland with Mel.



Paramount Pictures

signed Audrey on the

strength of these remark-

able photographs, taken

in Europe when she was

still a hit player. They

have never before been

shown to the public.

in an elfin mood ... as the wistful sprite . . .

and with dancer Marcel Lebon, an early romance.
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Audrey posed for these

photos at the request of Irish

photographer Ed Quinn, who saw
her in a crowd, asked her to pose

for him. Audrey obligingly

changed costumes several times,

drove from location to location. At
the. time, she was working in

Monte Carlo Baby, which proved

to be the turning point in

her career. It was then that she

was sported not only by
Paramount, through these pictures,

but by author Colette for Gigi.





so nice to come home to

(Continued from page 36) about Holly-
wood couples often keep going until they
get back to the persons they are about;
Ann is always pleased pink to hear about
herself and her Dr. Jim, but she always
corrects the impression that her marital
happiness has come to her exactly as she
planned it.

"Plans imply a carefully drawn picture of
the future in which there is an unwilling-
ness to have the picture changed," she says.
"It's almost like asking for trouble to be
so scrupulously demanding. I didn't have
plans—I dared to have hopes. And they
have materialized and it is most wonder-
ful!"

TTow wonderful is wonderful? Well, in
Ann's case it has dispelled all doubts

in her mind as to her place in the world;
first and foremost she is a wife and mother.
Then she is an actress. "If Jim were to
ask me to stay home and be just a wife I

wouldn't hesitate a second about it," she
has said. "The greatest part of my life is

in my home. But the marvel is, of course,
that he would never ask. He has said,

'It would be just as ridiculous for me to
ask that as for you to ask that I give up
my profession!'"

Incidentally, not only are Ann and Jim
reluctant to interfere with each other in
such matters, they have already agreed
that their little Timothy is going to make
his own decisions about his life work. One
night, talking to Jim, Ann happened to
remark how nice it would be if Timmy de-
cided to become a doctor like his father.
"But of course I'm not saying he should!"
she explained hurriedly. "I mean, maybe
he'll be a doctor if he wants to be. It's

farthest from my mind that he should be
this or be that because we want it that
way."

"Right!" said Jim. He smiled at his wife.
"What do we really want him to be, before
anything else?"
"Happy!" replied Ann.

T"1 hey both think Timmy has a good be-
ginning towards such a future, be-

cause he is already showing what Ann
terms a "strong streak of normalcy." She
saw first evidence of this last July 4 when
he was baptized, she reports. "I guess it's

almost a tradition that a baby will cry at
such a time," she says. "Timmy, who was
three weeks old that day, cried all through
the ceremony at St. Charles, but just when
the moment of the final blessing came—he
fell fast asleep."

Since her marriage Ann has met a num-
ber of doctors' wives and has acquired
their attitudes toward social affairs. They
don't plan ahead very much and when
they do they give everyone lots of notice.
At one party, to which twelve physicians
and their wives were invited, only two
of the men were unable to attend because
of emergency calls, Ann recalled. "The
important thing to me was that Dr. James
V. McNulty was present," she said. "We
lucky girls all felt sorry for the two wives
left alone, but we also enjoyed ourselves,
because in this business you have to take
your gains with your losses!"
Ann thought they'd never get to the last

such affair she and Jim were invited to. He
not only came home late from the hospital,
but he had been up for a day and a half
without sleep. She had already thought
of phoning their hostess to make their ex-
cuses, but, as she puts it, "You can never
depend on Jim's tiredness. He has amaz-
ing recuperative power, something he de-
veloped in his interne days, perhaps, when
he was always on call. A shower and, at
the most, a half-hour snooze, and he is

ready to start out all over again." Many

doctors have this facility.

Of course this doesn't make for a sys-
tematic life, and a lot of Ann's friends,
remembering how orderly she always was
about her life, have wondered how well
she would do, married to a doctor whose
patients, by medical protocol, outrank his
wife in claims on his time.
There are nights when she starts out

with a husband in the home and finishes
up alone with a book, because he has been
called away. Last Thanksgiving they dined
at the home of Ann's Aunt Cis and Uncle
Pat, and no sooner was the meal over than
Jim had to answer an emergency summons
to the hospital. He barely had time to
drive her and the baby home. There have
been dinners which Ann has cooked her-
self and had ready to serve by seven,
which he eventually got home to eat about
midnight. Yes, Ann was disappointed,
but she wouldn't change things for the
world.
"He does come home," she says—and

says with fond recall. "Once it was near-
ly two days, but he came home. And when
he does, when he and little Timmy and I

are together again, all the waiting is like
nothing and our happiness is complete."
Jim has a sister and three brothers, in-

cluding Dennis Day. All are married and
they have eighteen children among them.
Since family gatherings come often, and
Ann loves them, she never has to fear be-
ing alone for too long. Sometimes, in her
status as the newest of the wives, she gets
teased about missing Jim when he is away.
"With so many husbands and wives in the
family, who's to notice if one or two
aren't around?" somebody will ask. And
everybody will laugh twice as hard be-
cause Ann, who has a fine sense of humor
ordinarily, can never quite accept this gag
as funny.
But it was Ann, not Jim, who was first

to be absent from home because of work.
Right after their honeymoon she had to
leave for the Sierras on a ten-day location
trip. "It was the longest ten days of my
life," she sighed.
One great change has softened the im-

pact of career interference in the fives

PANIC IN THE ELEVATOR

A blond, attractive young man en-
tered the elevator of the Hotel Navarro
on 59th Street with me. Halfway up to
our floors, the elevator jammed, and the
elevator girl became a bit panicky. The
man smiled and said he would be the
envy of all his friends, being trapped
with two such charming women. In a
few moments the elevator started, and
Mr. Jean Pierre Aumont bowed and
said, "It was a pleasure."

Miss M. A. Lanoff
New York, New York

of the James McNultys. Though the doc-
tor may be called away on sudden notice,
there remains with Ann their young
Timothy Patrick McNulty, who is the
image of his father. Lest anyone get the
wrong impression about how a doctor's
baby is brought up, let it be said here
that Timmy is being brought up according
to old fashioned precepts of love and at-
tention rather than by scientific regimen.
The other day when he tried to sit up, and
instead fell to one side and bumped him-
self, it was his mother who handled the
emergency, with special soothing treat-
ment, while the doctor just sat by and
watched like any other father. But of
course that's the way Doctor Jim wants
it to be, too.

Ann. had expected that she might get
some technical counsel from Jim about
raising little Timmy, but it seems that Jim
doesn't want a scientifically raised son; he
apparently wants one who just grows, and
whom he can bounce around and enjoy as
is. Ann has bought most of the books
on infant care and child psychology, but
now she merely refers to them to learn
what might be expected of Timothy as he
grows, rather than as a guide on how to
raise him.

Jim's contribution to all this, when he
comes home, consists mostly of swing-

ing Timothy high in the air and holding
him there to his great glee. Ann always
tries to be around at these moments, be-
cause she is certain only her presence
prevents Jim from throwing the baby in
the air instead of just lifting him.

"He's simply a father around Timmy, not
a doctor." Ann says. "When he gets in of
an evening and I report something like,
say, Timothy's refusal to take his bottle,
and want to know why he won't take it,

Jim will just say something like, 'Well, he
doesn't want it!' And here Fve been wait-
ing all day for the expert to handle the
crisis! Of course he's right—and it proves
to be as simple as that. Timmy just didn't
want his bottle that meal. Next meal he
gobbles it all down."
Not long ago Timmy was vaccinated and

had a fretful time afterward with his sore
arm. Ann took sole charge of the case
and Jim was content to get his reports on
Timmy secondhand from her. Soon after-
ward, Ann, too, was getting her reports
about Timmy secondhand; she started
work at the studio.

By exerting strong control over herself
she didn't phone home to talk to the nurse
in charge of Timmy as often as she wanted
to—she kept it down to three times a day!
Then each evening she would get reports
—very complete reports, too. According
to some people who heard them, these
were more like complete reenactments of
Timmy's activities from morning to night,
while Ann kept murmuring, "Oh! I missed
him so all day!"
In one way Jim did combine physician's

role with husband's as far as Ann was con-
cerned. There isn't a person who has
worked with Ann who hasn't marveled at
the way she has snapped back to her old
measurements. "It's almost impossible to
believe that she is a mother," declared
Helen Rose, studio designer, a few weeks
ago. "She still has the smallest waist of
any star in the studio!"
This didn't happen by itself, of course.

Ann has worked at it. She planned to do
it all along but several days after Timothy's
birth when Ann was lying in bed and
merely contemplating exercising as a vague
project for the future, Jim showed up and
made things a little more immediate than
that.

"Pretty soon now," he began, stressing
now, "youll be able to do some exercises
that I think you'll enjoy doing, and they
will be so good for you."



"His words were all I needed," Ann says.

»$
J

"I started right then."
> Her only reason for thinking there was

g J

no need to hurry was that she knew her-

e self to be a very slim person and that mere
e weight reduction never would be a prob-

s
lem, because eating wasn't. But what

e she gathered from Jim's words was that to

g a young mother not only weight control,

. !
|

but muscle recovery, was important. For

i
that reason exercises should be kept up al-

ii
j

ways.
Ann's best time for exercises was early

e in the morning. It didn't take so much time
when she got up because she was already

j
dressed for it, so to speak. If she didn't do

| it then, she discovered that she found less

s
and less time to do it as the day progressed,

and by night she was too tired to do it at

t
j

all.

t
I

j j

TVTaturally, timmy contributes mightily

» I to the emotional well-being of his par-

j
ents, since their concern for each other is

s
I matched only by their love for him. Each

s
j

step in his development is something they

j !
must report to someone, and they have

i

' long since learned that while friends will

f
listen with apparent interest, this interest

j !
is sometimes just a form of politeness.

Their best audiences are each other. Nev-
ertheless, even a comparative stranger can

. drag out just a few small facts about

.
(

Timothy from Ann or Jim if he tries—or

j
j

even half tries.

For instance, one day Ann arrived for an
appointment at MGM in Culver City look-

j
ing particularly radiant. It turned out that

\
for the first time in his life Timothy had
slept the whole night through without

t
i waking for a pre-dawn feeding. "Don't you

f
think that's quite an accomplishment?" she
told, rather than asked, everyone within
earshot.
And that wasn't all. There was the day

Timothy revealed he had mastered the art

of grasping things with his hand and ma-
nipulating them with some sort of control.

\ j

Taking a firm grip on a doll (obviously not

j j a favorite) , he banged it on the side of his

, |
crib until it broke, then shifted his hold to

the part of the toy which rattled—and rat-

1
tied it.

Events like these are red letter ones in

i the lives of young parents. Everyone
j

around the studio agrees that one of Ann's
best dramatic scenes was her story, with

s

gestures, of the first time Timmy sat up
alone. "He teetered and caught himself,"

she said, and teetered herself to illus-

[
trate. "Then he tottered and caught him-
self," she went on, acting it out. "Then,
when he finally realized that no one was
supporting him and he was sitting up all

alone in bed you should have seen the
look of stunned realization that came into

| his eyes!"
At this point in her recital Ann, living

her part, had acquired that stunned look of

realization herself. But she didn't forget

to add that her first move after this was to

check Timothy's feat -with her infants' de-
velopment chart. She was delighted, she
says, to find out that Timothy was two
days ahead of normal development in his

sitting up.

f\ f course Ann doesn't always talk about
Timmy. One bright December morn-

ing at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios
she was heard talking about the next baby
she hopes to have!

"He'll get the same care that Timmy is

getting, but it will be more relaxed care,"

she said. "After all, I've had to do my
learning with Timmy, and now that I am
more sure of myself it will be easier with

j
i the next one."

She thought for a > moment and then

.
|

added, "And with the little ones who come
after that, too!"
Thus spoke Ann McNulty. END

Pretty is

as pretty does,

but it

didn't do right

by Maria!

ALL ALONE
BY THE
TELEPHONE

Sheer beauty can have its draw-

backs.

Maria English has been beautiful

since she was a baby. She was mod-

eling bathing suits and winning

beauty contests when she was four

years old. Yet again and again her

beauty has brought her heartaches.

There was the time, when she was

eight, that she was looking forward

to the birthday party to be given for

a school friend. Her mother made her

a new dress for the occasion. The

party drew nearer and nearer and

still no invitation. The party day

came and while the guests made
merry across town, Maria lay on her

bed, sobbing. Both little girls had

been interviewed to model some

swim suits. Maria had been chosen.

There weren't many' parties during

her seventh and eighth grade days so

they had increased importance. The

one Maria can't forget was one for

which the boys of the class were to

invite their favorite girls. Again

Maria was not invited.

"I'm nineteen and I understand

now," she said. "I guess they thought

I might decline. And I was just dying

to be asked."

It was the same story in high

school. Maria had friends, but she

might have had many more if some

of the other girls hadn't resented her

beauty and her winning beauty con-

test after beauty contest.

"Actually, I began to develop an

inferiority complex," she said, "and

I think it was the force which drove

me into contests of all kinds and all

the fashion modeling I could get. In

this I could compete successfully and

without loneliness or heartache."

Being brought to Hollywood prob-

ably was the best thing that could

have happened to her. She still stands

out as an exceptionally beautiful girl

but there's plenty of competition and

she shares the spotlight with scores

of others.

Now, of course, she has more in-

vitations than she can possibly ac-

cept. In fact, she turns them all down
with the exception of those from

Larry "Bud" Pennell, a fellow con-

tractee at Paramount. Pennell is a

quiet, big, ruggedly handsome young

fellow who turned down three major

league pitching offers to accept the

opportunity to become an actor.

Bud's dates with Maria are usual-

ly baseball games, tennis, water ski-

ing and such sports.

Maria has no more lonely waits

by the telephone.



Debbie's

surprise

recipes

for Eddie

GUACAMOLE

2 ripe avocados

1 small onion, minced

1 tablespoon lemon juice

1 medium ripe tomato, peeled and

chopped fine

1 tablespoon green chili peppers,

chopped fine

1 teaspoon each olive oil, vinegar

Salt, pepper

* Tostaditos

Peel and halve avocados. Remove seeds and mash avocados with a fork. Add lemon
juice to keep avocado from turning dark. Add onion, tomato, peppers. Add olive oil,

vinegar, salt and pepper to taste. Beat this mix and keep it in the refrigerator until the

guests arrive. Serve in a bowl, placed on a large plate or tray. Arrange tostaditos around
the plate outside the bowl. Guests may dip tostaditos into the guacamole.

* If you can't get tostaditos, use Melba toast.

ALBONDIGA SOUP
J
/2 pound finely ground round steak

(twice ground)

J4 cup fine dry commercial bread

crumbs

1 egg, slightly beaten

l/2 teaspoon salt

Dash of black pepper

Y\ teaspoon dried poultry seasoning

1 teaspoon chopped parsley

1 medium onion, finely diced

Mix all ingredients in order given. Shape into 1-inch balls and drop into boiling soup
and let simmer 10 minutes. Any canned vegetable soup may be used, but Debbie loves
this vegetable-tomato base:

2 l/2 cups tomatoes (No. 2 can)

Y\ cup minced onion

1/3 cup chopped celery and leaves

2 tablespoons butter

2 tablespoons flour

2 carrots, thinly sliced

2 cups water

2 beef bouillon cubes

y2 teaspoon sugar

V% teaspoon paprika

Salt

Chopped parsley

Simmer tomatoes, onion and celery in skillet for about IS minutes. Strain. Transfer
to large pot. Thicken with softened butter and flour stirred together. Add water, bouil-

lon cubes, sugar, paprika and salt. Add sliced carrots. Add balls of chopped meat at

this point and simmer 10 minutes or until meat is done. Garnish with chopped parsley.

Makes 3 or 4 servings.

FRIJOLES

1 lb. pink beans

*1 chorizo sausage

2 tablespoons chili powder

*y2 pound grated tillamook cheese

Salt and pepper

Wash 1 pound of pink beans. Cook in boiling water until soft enough for a fork to
go through them. Add water as needed during the cooking. Drain and mash. While the
beans cook, take a large skillet and fry chorizo sausage with chili powder, salt and
pepper. When the sausage is brown, add the mashed beans and fry until the beans take
on the flavor of sausage. To serve, place the beans in a baking dish and sprinkle grated
tillamook on top.

* If you can't get chorizo sausage, use any highly seasoned sausage; instead of tilla-

mook you may use grated cheddar; instead of pink beans you may use pinto beans or
western red kidney beans.

what's cooking debbie?

{Continued from page 51) obliges with the
time. Ask her to name her latest picture
(Hit The Deck) and she's not too sure
she's made a movie recently.
The only subject she seems to be clear

on is food. She is one bride-to-be who
knows exactly how she's going to feed her
man. See her recipes at the left.

"This much is for sure about our mar-
riage," she vows. "I won't have any
trouble in the kitchen department."
And then for a mouth-watering hour

and a half she talks food, menus, parties
and special family recipes. Debbie even
has a mental picture of special kinds of
crazy snacks she's going to keep on her
pantry shelves for between meals.

If Eddie Fisher wants a forecast of how
and what he'll be eating during that all-
important first year, he needs only to read
this article.

Although Debbie is reconciled to hiring
a maid to do the bulk of the housework,
she expects to show the way to any cook.
She is convinced that she will be fixing all

the favorite dishes, "especially frijoles—
the way my grandmother taught me."

"Eddie," she says, 'is really easy to cook
for because our tastes are so similar. We
both like plain, country-style cooking.
And we're both mad for beans. And when
it comes to steak, I take mine medium and
Eddie likes his cooked about three minutes
longer."
By country-style food, Debbie says she

means all the typical American dishes her
mother has always prepared. Debbie's folks
never were well off so there never was
any fancy cooking with wine and rich
sauces. As a result, Debbie today has no
taste for the continental cuisine. No gour-
met, Miss Half-pint prefers a wholesome,
balanced meal of meat and two vegetables.
Eddie agrees.
The Sunday special of roast chicken,

peas and mashed potatoes is a Deb favorite.
Also a beef stew "that's simply loaded with
whole onions, carrots and potatoes and
cooked together in a thick, gravy sauce."
Casserole dishes appeal to Debbie and
she's doubly fond of baked beans and
wieners.

"C'ddie's favorite home-cooked meal is
*-i also based on beans. Hell take lima
bean soup followed by a plate of ham
hocks and lima beans served with hot corn
bread.
This bean addiction can be traced

easily to their childhoods. They were both
children of the depression, a time when
money (and, consequently, food) was
scarce. His mother had learned very early
in the lean years in Philadelphia that lima
beans cooked in a dozen different ways
helped fill hungry stomachs. Ordinarily,
one might expect a different reaction to
set in. You'd understand if, upon reach-
ing maturity and success, Eddie would
have refused lima beans for the rest of
his life. He doesn't. He relishes them

—

any way you cook them.
Debbie's folks rode out the depression

in El Paso, Texas. Her father worked on
the railroad. When he was laid off, the
family learned that there was a lot of

nutritious value in beans. El Paso is on
the Mexican border, so every few days
Deb's mother would load up on the in-

expensive pinto or pink Mexican beans.
Her neighbors taught her how to cook
them Mexican style, and that's the way
Debbie prefers them now.
"My parents tell me," Deb says, "that

brother Bill and I were literally weaned on
beans and milk when we lived in Texas."
One day last summer Debbie took Eddie

to the famous (Continued on page 60)
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(Continued from page 58) Farmers' Mar-
ket in Los Angeles and introduced him to
frijoles, tortillas and enchiladas. After it

was all over, Eddie admitted that "the chili

made my eyes water—it was so hot—but
the fried beans reminded me of Phila-
delphia."

One of Debbie's sweetest and most ap-
pealing qualities is the considerate manner
in which she watches over those she loves.

Once she became engaged to Eddie Fisher,

she familiarized herself thoroughly with
his habits. "I've tried to figure out," she
says, "what our day-to-day eating schedule
will be like. And that, let me tell you, isn't

easy."

Some wives make the mistake of setting

up the housekeeping regimen as if mar-
riage were a potential battle field, the
wives in one camp and the husbands in
another. This is not Debbie's way.
Aware of Eddie's ways, she is determined

to keep him pleased and satisfied. Debbie
herself does not eat breakfast. She doesn't
like food in the morning and usually drinks
only a glass of orange juice before going
to the studio. Eddie on the other hand,
likes a big breakfast. "Coffee comes first,

then juice, bacon, eggs, sometimes flap-
jacks, then more coffee, followed by coffee.

"It may mean that I'll have to get up
real early," Deb conjectures. "I may have
to start cooking at five-thirty. But Eddie's
going to have his breakfast prepared before
I go to work."
For lunch each of them usually orders

a thick, hot soup. Although it isn't

hot, borscht is one of Eddie's favorites.

Debbie likes it, too, more for the color
than the taste. Soup is followed by a ham-
burger, salad and milk. Deb drinks quan-
tities of milk, but Eddie is completely gone
on Coca-Cola. Breakfast is the only meal
not punctuated by this soft drink.

Fisher, needless to say, does not suffer

from obesity.

"Any time I can put an extra pound on
him," Deb crows, "I consider it a genuine
victory."

Debbie is also a between-meals nibbler:
corn kernels, dill pickles, peanut butter,
marshmallow fudge and a kind of glori-

fied oatmeal cooky she bakes for herself.

"You start with the recipe for a plain oat-
meal cooky, then you add chopped dates,
nuts and shredded coconut. Eddie says
they're sensational."

Compared to his size-eight fiancee, Eddie
is a second-rate nibbler—cokes and red-
shelled pistachio nuts.

Along with Deb's assortment of snacks,
the Fishers' pantry is certain to be stocked
with traditional Jewish delicacies: salami,

pastrami, knockwurst, halvah and bagels.

Debbie expects to make good use of these
on the maid's night out or when Eddie
brings some of the old gang home.
Deb is also studying frozen food and

prepared mixes. "So far," she says, "we've
tried chicken pot pies and corn bread mix.
Both very good."

A culinary trick the little actress has
discovered in connection with mixes is

that they're improved by adding more
butter than is called for. Not knowing too
much about short-cut prepared mixes,
Eddie swears that, "Debbie's corn bread
is almost as good as my mother's."

T\ ebbie has already earned the reputation
of indefatigable hostess. During the

summer, her backyard pool and barbecue
are the focal points for Saturday night
cook-outs. Friends start coming for a
swim at two. At six her dad gets the bed
of charcoal red hot. Then Deb calls on her
Girl Scout training and goes to work.
She barbecues hamburgers, shrimp, chick-
en, hot dogs, practically anything.
Once a year, Deb gives what she terms

a goofy party. She knocks herself out on
these fantastic affairs. She starts with a
theme: Gay Nineties, Halloween, Desert
Sheik. For her last "goofy" affair she sent
out forty invitations asking people to come
in jungle outfits. She borrowed stuffed apes,
leopards, snakes and other such props from
the RKO prop department. She spotted
these around her house and bathed the
rooms in an eerie, haunting, green light.

The front door was rigged so that as
soon as a guest stepped inside, the lights

went out and a gun went off. After the
guests recovered from heart failure, Deb
served a buffet dinner of Mexican dishes.

"I don't think," Deb says, "that Eddie
and I will give any 'goofy' parties right

away. First comes the house-warming. I
think that one should be a nice, dress-up
party. I'll serve a buffet of Mexican food.
The menu will probably consist of guaca-
mole with crisp tostaditos to dip into the
avocado mix, a tureen of albondiga soup
(meat balls in broth) , beef or chicken tacos
served with chili and tomato sauce, and
probably a light dessert—a Jello ring filled

with fresh fruit."

"Suppose," she was asked, "Eddie gets
to the point where he doesn't like Mexican
food. What will you do?"
Mary Frances sat back and cocked her

head to one side. "Til change," she said.

"After all, any wife must be adaptable.
That's the key to success." end

DON'T LOOK,

SON—
riVI DYING!

Herewith an abbreviated

history of the hectic career

of Gloria Grahame.

Portrait of a girl with no sex appeal.

"I guess I'm not colorful," said

Gloria Grahame, trying to explain

why nobody writes about her. "Maybe
I don't have enough sex appeal?"

This Los Angeles girl is usually

seen.—but not recognized—with a
kerchief tied around her head. In

spite of her informality, her green

eyes, moist lips and honey-colored

hair tell you that it's not a want of

sex appeal that keeps headlines away.

The truth is that Gloria doesn't be-

lieve in exploiting her charms. She

believes in hard work. At twenty-

eight, she has starred in over twenty

films, won an Oscar (best supporting

actress in The Bad And The Beauti-

ful) and Hollywood's respect.

Her mother, Jean Grahame, a suc-

cessful English actress, once told her,

"There are no shortcuts to a good

performance. Never forget that."

Gloria never has. Ever since she

left Hollywood High in 1942 to take

an understudy job on stage, she has

worked hard at acting. At other

things, too. Her first two marriages

—to Stanley Clements and Nick Ray
—failed, but it wasn't for want of

trying on Gloria's part. Now, since

her third marriage to Cy Howard in

August, 1954, she hopes that she has

found the way to combine career and

home life at last. Gloria's career

is in its highest gear. After finishing

The Good Die Young in England she

went into Not As A Stranger, then

began singing and dancing lessons

for her role in Oklahoma!

But Gloria seldom manages to be

on screen at the end of a movie.

"Honestly," she exclaims, "I've

been killed in so many movies that

I'm afraid to let my son Timmie see

me on film!"

That's one reason why Gloria is

looking for a comedy part. But she

doesn't have to worry about Tim-

mie's seeing her in the papers. "What

counts," she says, "is performance,

not publicity." And she means it.



...are you really lovely to love?

tv talk continued from page 24

in color, don't think that the shades you see

have any relationship to anything's real color.

Everyone's hair, for instance, looks about five

shades darker . . . We will bet our bottom

dollar that none of Liberace's highly publi-

cized romances comes to anything ... Al-

though everyone loves her for the person and

show woman she is, Ethel Merman can de-

mand as much service as anyone. La Merman
insists on good billing, extra-special costumes,

perfect lighting—and so on. The only time she

ever even shared billing with another person

was the time she sang with Mary Martin. And
that, of course, was a very special case . . .

Mary, by the way, has never been so happy

over any performance of hers as she was over

her appearance on Person To Person. Both she

and her husband—who runs her career

—

thought she looked good and came over even

better. She did, too. But she's not about to do

a lot of television work. She and Dick don't

care as much about the money (after all, they

have money) as they do about what's good for

Mary's career. Right now what she needs is a

good long rest. She is exhausted after flying

around as Peter Pan for months . . . You've

never seen a more beautiful expectant mother

than Eva Marie Saint. Now she really has

everything she wants—a thriving acting ca-

reer, a husband she loves, and impending

motherhood. She is just beaming ... I bet

very few people remember a half-hour dra-

matic show on television starring Marlon

Brando. There was such a thing, several years

ago. And the reasons Brando did that show are

a key both to producers who want him and

to Brando's personality. (Read what Rocky
Graziano says about this on the next page.)

He agreed to act on the program because he ad-

mired the writers of the show as people and as

writers, and because he got a chance to box on
it. He was very proud of his fistic skill, and de-

lighted with the idea of doing a prize-fight scene

for real. His opponent was a young, and good,

professional boxer; and, much to his surprise,

Brando was a tough opponent! If the pro had
really tried, of course, he could have knocked

Brando out (and ruined the teleplay along

with Brando). But the fight was as real as

anything seen on live tv since. Brando got

extra fun out of doing it because the pro, who
had been fighting a real bout the night before

the telecast, told him that he had given him
his bruises. Not true, but music to Brando's

ears . . . Everything you hear about Eve Ar-
den's being a wonderful mother is true. Even
though she and Brooks West have a baby of

their own now, their three adopted children

feel just as secure as they ever did—even more
so. Eve and Brooks have been so diplomatic

about the new baby that the three oldest chil-

dren even feel a little sorry for him because

he isn't adopted too ! . . . After all these years

in the San Fernando Valley Lucille Ball and
Desi Arnaz have bought another house, this

one nearer their work. Up until now, they

had driven back and forth every day—a trip

that takes about an hour each, way—or, some-
times, rented an apartment near the studio to

use on extra-hectic days. One reason they

finally decided to move was the fact that they

did not have to pay for all of the new place.

How come? Because, instead of receiving

money for some of their endorsements, they

took the products. So, if you see a picture of

Lucy advertising a certain brand of kitchen

sink, you can believe her when she says that

she has one just like it in her brand new kitch-

en! And likes it, too!

A sweet, appealing air of freshness

... is yours, always . . . when you use

Fresh Cream Deodorant.

Fresh keeps you free from embarrassing

underarm odor and stains. Underarms are

dry! For Fresh contains the most highly

effective perspiration-checking ingredient

now known to science.

When you open the Fresh jar you'll

discover ... its delicate fragrance ... its

whiteness, its whipped cream smoothness.

Not a trace of stickiness. Not a trace of

greasiness. Gentle, to skin, too.

For an air of freshness use Fresh Cream
Deodorant every day— be sure you are

lovely to love, always.

FRPSH is „ rcKijucrt.,! tradvmnrli of PhamiaCrnft Cor-
poration. Also manufactured and distributed In Canada



BRANDO AND THE ROCK
In 1948 Graziano couldn't tell an actor—even Marlon—from a bum!

Audiences marvel at Marlon Bran-

do's fine portrayal of a hard-bitten,

slightly punchy ex-fighter in On The
Waterfront. He looks like a fighter,

he talks like a fighter and he walks

like a fighter. Tough, on his toes,

ready to roll with the next punch.

It's more than a performance; it's a

raw chunk of life mirrored exactly.

How does he do it?

Rocky Graziano, the ex-middle-

weight champ, now on Martha Raye's

show, tells a story about the brilliant

young actor that may throw some
light on this latest true-to-life por-

trayal of a pug.

"It was back in '48, I think, and

I was training in Stillman's gym. Day
after day, I keep seeing this young

bum in blue jeans hanging around.

I figure he is down and out and try-

ing to make a buck being a fighter,

so I get so I say hello to him every

day. Finally, I asked him, 'When
you going to fight, kid?'

"He tells me, 'I'm not a fighter,

I'm an actor.' So I think for sure he's

a bum, being an actor and dressing

so crummy.
"A few days later, he tells me he's

working in a Broadway play, some-

thing called Streetcar Named Desire,

which don't sound like no play to me.

But he asked me to bring my wife

and come see it. 'Just come to the

stage door and ask for Marlon and

they'll let you in,' he says.

"I knew for certain he was nuts,

but I tell my wife about it anyway,

and she agrees that you gotta buy
tickets to get inta a play like that. She

says, 'What's your friend's name?'

I tell her Mario, or Brandon, or some-

thing like that. She says she knows
I'm outa my head because Brando's

the star and a big shot. 'Naw,' I said,

'he's only a broke guy trying to be a

fighter.'

"Anyway, we go to the play and

back at the stage door we asked for

Marlon. Sure enough, the doorman
comes back with a couple of good

seats, right on the aisle. In a little

while, the curtain goes up and I see

this same guy up there on the stage.

He's got on the same crummy clothes

he wears down to the gym. But my
wife says he's Marlon Brando, all

right. And I say, 'Well, he's my
friend.'

"After the show was over, Marlon

rushes out and invites Norma and me
backstage. He says for us to wait

until he cleans up and we'll go out

and eat a bite. Three minutes later,

he comes back with his make-up

washed off. But he's still got on the

crummy shirt and the dirty jeans,

and he puts on a crummier jacket. I

was almost ashamed to go anywhere
with the guy. He's worse than me
about clothes. But at the place we
ate, everyone seemed to like him and

we had a good time.

"A few days later, he shows up at

the gym again and asked me to come
down to an acting school he's run-

ning. He says he wants me to meet

some more actors. So we go down to

a crummy old tenement on Ninth

Avenue where everyone was sitting

on the floor. Made me nervous, so I

took a powder.

"Back at the gym, he doesn't say

a thing about me running out on him
at the acting school. In fact, a few
days later, he stops me on the way to

the showers and says, 'Rocky, I want

you and your wife to watch me on
television tonight. We're doing a

show called Come Out Fighting and

it's about fighters. I'd like to know
what you think.'

"So that night, Norma and me tune

in, and sure enough there is that guy,

Brando. He's playing a fighter, all

right. He's playing me. Every ges-

ture, every word he says, even the

way he fights—it's me. I can't be-

lieve it, It's like looking in the mir-

ror. Then I get the point—all that

time Brando was around the gym
he was studying me. And he didn't

miss a thing!"

so little time

(Continued from page 46) lined up with
established talent such as Bogart, Ferrer
and MacMurray, Bob had a few more
things to learn. How to pose for still

pictures. What not to say on an inter-
view. How to meet countless people in
jobs related to the industry and not for-
get their names. How to behave on the
radio and television. How to remember
everything that ever happened to him and
hoard the anecdotes for distribution to the
press. How to be polite to autograph
hunters (even when they tore his clothes
off).

No mistakes are allowed in these mat-
ters and there was no one to call on for

help. Not the least of his problems was
how to squeeze a week's work into one
day.
The Caine Mutiny brought with it Bob's

first trip inside a studio, but he didn't have
much time to look around. He learned
quickly but painfully. One day a studio
publicist brought Bob face to face with
his first editor. One of the most mannerly
young men in all of Hollywood, Robert
greeted the man politely, indulged in a
brief conversation, and disappeared. The
publicist cast a frantic eye over the set

and finally spotted him, tucked away in a
corner talking to Rosemary Bowe. But-
tonholing him, she ladled out the necessary
lecture.

"Son, listen to me. That man is an editor.

E-D-r-r-o-R. When you meet an editor, you
don't wander off. You stay with him for as

long as he wants to stay with you. He is an
important man. We want him to get to

know you."
"Oh," mumbled Bob. "Sorry."
"His circulation," continued the publicist,

"is one million, two hundred and one thou-
sand copies per month."

"Yes, ma'am," said Bob.

Tn addition to burying such required in-

formation in his head, Bob accomplished
his basic job—he delivered a polished per-
formance in his first film. Then he was
sent on a tour to publicize the picture. And
another. And another. Then he made They
Rode West and followed it with a tour. The

i

Long Gray Line followed that, then The
Bamboo Prison and still another tour. In
less than a year, Bob made four movies and
spent six months on the road—a phenom-
enal amount of activity for one single soli-

tary human being.

But he learned. He found that a live

audience didn't frighten him at all and he
wondered why. Then he remembered that

the Army had broken him in for it. Sent
to Camp Roberts after his induction in

1950, Bob had the task of explaining the

Army to all new men. "When you have to

stand up in front of 2,000 guys who've been
in the Army for four days and tell them
why they're in the Army, you can handle
any audience. You get so you're even pre-

pared to dodge the tomatoes."

In public appearances he learned to turn

tactless questions aside gracefully and even
to get some interesting answers from the

people he met. In a Hartford theatre

a little girl approached him and expressed

her gratitude for his being there. She
said it was such a thrill for her because

Hartford seldom saw celebrities. Bob
smiled and thanked her, and carried the

conversation according to Hoyle and Holly-

wood by asking what her father did for a

living.

"Daddy?" said the youngster in an off-

hand fashion. "Oh, he's the Governor."

The son of solid, middle-class parents,

Bob had never met anybody more im-
portant than his (Continued on page 66)



moaern screen Tasnions

hollywood

approved fashions

for spring

Jane Powell looks as pretty as a spring

blossom in Prestige—a slender linen dress

that can also be worn either as a jumper

or with the matching brief jacket, buttoned

up the back. Soutache braid trims

the dress and jacket. The dress has side-seam

pockets. Periwinkle blue, navy, black

or cork. Sizes 7 to IS. About $17.95. By Doris

Dodson. Jane's Debtowners halter sling pumps

are shown in detail on page 64. MGM's

Hit The Deck is Jane's current film.

HOLLYWOOD APPROVED FASHIONS

MAY BE BOUGHT IN PERSON

OR BY MAIL FROM THE STORES

LISTED ON PAGE 68.

In this issue:

Jewelry by Capri

Nylon stockings by Bur-Mil Cameo

Photograph by John Engstead MORE FASHIONS ON PAGE 64 >



ACCESSORIES IN THE
All photographs by John Engstead

h
>

Rolfs Calvette leather bag. Cherry or

Basque red, black, tan, coffee. $10.95*.

Meeker's brown Steerhide bag. Also in

blue, red, black, smooth Kip calf. $18**.

Meeker's brown hand-colored Steerhide

bag; adjustable shoulder strap. $24**.

Terry Moore in a Carole King ensemble. Embroidered linen sheath—black, red or navy on

white. 7 to 15. About $14.95. Straight rayon linen coat with three-quarter sleeves, big collar—
black, navy or red with contrasting lining. 9 to 15. About $17.95. Terry's bag shown at right.

Debtowners black patent leather halter

sling pumps, ornament on vamp. $9.95.

64

* pins Federal tax
** including Federal tax



hollywood

approved fashions

for spring

Eyelash sandal. Black, red, white, blue,

white bark, pink kid; black suede. $4.09.

Beaded moccasin. Russet glow, red, blue,

black, white, cream, pink, ginger. $3.99.

Espadrille slip-on. Panama, charcoal,

red, black with contrasting sole. $5.99.

Daisy skimmers. Canyon sand, turquoise,

black, red, white, pink, blue. $4.99.

Mitzi Gaynor was

chosen Chairwoman of

the Modern Screen

Hollywood Fashion Board

that voted on the

award-winning Huskies

shoe styles (shown

left) by Hussco. Mitzi

selected a pair of

Huskies' hand-sewn, glove

leather skimmers for

her favorite sports outfit

(Mitzi's own skirt topped

with a classic Catalina

cashmere sweater

set). Rolfs handbag

shown in detail on page 64.

Other Board Members

at the Modern Screen

Huskies fashion party

were: Terry Moore, ^

Jane Powell, Ann Miller,

Richard Anderson and

Roger Moore. Mitzi can be

seen in Paramount's Anything

Goes; Terry Moore in 20th's

Daddy Long Legs;

Ann Miller and Richard

Anderson in MGM's

Hit The Deck:

Roger Moore in MGM's

Interrupted Melody.

HOLLYWOOD APPROVED

FASHIONS MAY BE BOUGHT

IN PERSON OR BY MAIL

FROM THE STORES

LISTED ON PAGE 68 Modern Screen Board Members Jane Powell, Roger Moore,
Richard Anderson and Ann Miller awarded the Huskies shoes

by Hussco the Modern Screen Hollywood Fashion Trophy.

More fashions on page 67



FAIR EXCHANGE
Report on the marriage of Elizabeth Taylor and

Michael "Legs" Wilding.

When Michael Wilding married Liz Taylor two years ago and came to

Hollywood many movie fans thought, "What a gorgeous meal ticket!!"

What they and the movie colony didn't realize and still don't know is that

Michael Wilding gave up a top-flight career to marry Liz.

At forty Mike was considered one of the two most popular motion picture

stars in Great Britain. His earnings were sizable and his fan following tre-

mendous. He was widely recognized as one of the most talented light

comedians in the business. But then came Liz and love and marriage.

Like Stewart Granger, his best friend, Mike said goodbye to London.

MGM gave him a contract rather quickly. But for months Mike hung

around town doing nothing. Then he was put into Torch Song opposite Joan

Crawford. He played a blind pianist in that one, but Mike had relatively few

closeups, and as one of his friends cracked, "The only part of Mike photo-

graphed in that picture was the back of his neck."

Mike was then loaned out to 20th to play the part of Pharaoh in Tlie

Egyptian. "In this film," he recalls, "I had an interesting costume, something

like a nightshirt with sidecurtains over my ears. It took days before I learned

to walk without tripping myself up."

Wilding's latest film is called The Glass Slipper. In this one he plays Leslie

Caron's dancing partner. Before Wilding was signed for the part, a thorough

investigation was made of his legs.

"In great confidence," Mike says, "they asked people if they knew what

I looked like without trousers. They even asked Elizabeth. They were afraid

I might be knock-kneed or bow-legged or somehow couldn't wear tights.

"Elizabeth told them she hadn't really thought about my legs. Finally, to

relieve the suspense, I unveiled them."

Wilding claims that he likes Hollywood. "Especially the climate. It's a

wonderful place to raise children, and you can ride around without your

shirt. Quite wonderful, really. But it takes getting used to.

"Just can't get used," he adds, "to reading about how our marriage is going

to pot. It's absolutely fascinating to find people who know more about our

marriage than we do."

The Wildings, all three of them, are now safely ensconced in their new
modern Beverly Hills home, a hill-top ranch house equipped with swimming
pool and extra bedrooms to take care of the future Wilding children, the

second of whom will probably arrive next summer.

Wilding's contract with MGM expires next June. At that time Mike expects

to free lance. Choosing his own roles, he may yet arrive at the acting prom-
inence he attained in Great Britain.

(Continued from page 62) college profes-

sors. When suddenly he was thrown in with
the elite of every city and state he visited,

he thanked Providence that his parents had
always insisted on his being a gentleman.
Mayors and governors joined the parades
in which he rode, and on one such parade,
in Minneapolis, his poise left him for

the first time. There were nine cars in the

string, tearing triumphantly through the
city with flags waving and sirens scream-
ing. Bob Was in the fifth car and as it sped
around a corner following the others, the
siren died agonizingly and they found
themselves suddenly stopped, bumper to

bumper with the leading cars, which had
turned into a dead-end street. It was an
anticlimax that left everyone limp, not the

least of whom was Bob, who flung savoir

faire to the winds and collapsed in hyster-

ics in the back seat.

He learned what it was to be dog-tired.

He covered a city a day for seventeen days
and soon found that except for noteworthy
happenings that made him remember a city

with clarity, most of them merged in his

mind so that he couldn't remember them
separately at all. He was in constant danger
of telling the people in, for instance, Col-
umbus how much he liked Toledo, and had
to keep reminding himself what city he
was in. Travel had been one of Bob's
dreams and these trips were his first sight

of most of the cities, and yet there was
never time to see all he had wanted to see.

In New York he went for a long walk
beginning at five a.m., the only time he
could squeeze out of his schedule to see

Manhattan alone. The next morning, same
hour, he bought roast beef sandwiches and
coffee in a delicatessen and took a ride in

a hansom cab.

He found that poise is a prime requisite

of a Hollywood actor, for as such he col-

lided with strange situations and people.

Outside a Providence theatre a crowd
was held back by a rope as Bob passed,

but when a knee-high boy held a paper
and pencil high and squeaked that he
would like an autograph, the mob acted

as if on signal and surged past the rope

like a tidal wave. The child went under
like a stone, and Bob needed all his

strength to rescue the boy from being
trampled.
In New England, in zero weather, a

press agent wanted May Wynn to stand
on the sidewalk and sign autographs.

It was not Bob's place to interfere, and the

only thing he could do was suggest that

somebody get May some fur boots to keep
her feet warm, but he seethed inside at

the unnecessary hardship for May.
In a midwestern city, Bob finished his

stint in a parade, replete with Governor,
and was then offered a car to do some
private sightseeing. He had been on the

road less than a half hour when a police-

man pulled him over to the curb.

"Let's see your owner's license," said

the cop.

Bob had no more idea on that than he
had on the whereabouts of the Lost Chord,
and said so.

"Where'd you get the car, bub?" said

the officer.

"Why—I borrowed it."

"Oh, you did, did you? Well, this car

answers the description of a stolen car,

and I'm going to take you in."

It wasn't until he got to a telephone and
called city officials that he could convince
the arm of the law of its mistake.

There were characters, too. In The Latin

Quarter, a Boston nightclub, he was
approached by a young man inquiring if

he wasn't Robert Francis, the -

actor.

"Yes, I am," said Bob.
"Well. I just wanted to tell you how

much I liked that (Continued on page 68)
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Packed in a doll-size box for life-size dolls, the new Queen-Size

Permaiift girdle stretches with ease and fits your figure like a glove. Pure

comfort all day long and trim, smooth lines for all your fashions. Comes

in small, medium and large in girdle or pantie girdle styles. Only $2.95.

To top this girdle style we feature Permaiift's new embroidered cotton

bra with magic insets for firm uplift and comfort. About $2.50.

Perma.lift girdles and bras are at leading department and specialty stores. Write
Fashion, Modern Screen, 261 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N. Y. for the store nearest you.
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HOLLYWOOD
APPROVED FASHIONS

FOR SPRING

Buy in person or by mail from the following stores:

CAROLE KING (dress and coat)—Pg. 64

Birmingham, Ala.—Burger-Phillips
Charleston, S. C.—Belk-Robinson Co.
Chattanooga, Tenn.—Miller Bros.
Danville, Va.—Belk-Leggett
El Paso, Texas—Sylvia's
Indianapolis, Ind.—The Ladies Shop
Jackson, Miss.—R. E. Kennington Co.
Jacksonville, Fla.—Levy's
Kansas City, Kan.—The Young Dry Goods Co.
Lubbock, Texas—The Dunlap Co.
Macon, Ga.—Belk-Matthews
Nashville, Tenn.—The Cain Sloan Co.
Omaha, Neb.—Thomas Kilpatrick & Co.
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Joseph Price
Roanoke, Va.—Joseph Spigel, Inc.
San Antonio, Texas—Carl's
Springfield, III.—The John Bressmer Co.
Tucson, Ariz.—The White House Dept. Store
Tulsa, Okla.—Brmtm-Dunkin

DEBTOWNERS (shoes)—Pgs. 63. 64

Cleveland, Ohio—Wm. Taylor & Son
Portland, Ore.—Roberts Bros.
St. Louis, Mo.—Famous-Barr Co.

OORIS DODSON (dress and jacket)—
Pg. 63

Columbus, Ohio—Morehouse Fashions
Detroit, Mich.—Kline's
Indianapolis, Ind.—Wm. H. Block
Mobile, Ala.—Harry's
Montgomery, Ala.—Alex Rice
Nezv Orleans, La.—Maison-Blanche
New York, N. Y.— Oppenheim Collins
St. Louis, Mo.—Stix, Bacr & Fuller
St. Paul, Minn.—Schuneman's
Washington, D. C.—Jellcff's

HUSKIES (shoes)—Pg. 65

Baltimore, Md.—Hutzler Bros.
Boston, Mass.—Filene's
Boston-, Mass.—R. H. White
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Abraham & Straus
Chicago, III.—Marshall Field
Denver, Colo.—Denver Dry Goods
Detroit, Mich.—/. L. Hudson
Elizabeth, N. J.—Levy's Bros. Dept. Store
Hartford, Conn.—G. Fox
Jamaica, L. I., N. Y.—B. Gertz
Little Rock, Ark.—M. M. Cohn Co.
New Orleans, La.—Maison-Blanche
New York, N. Y.—Arnold Constable
Philadelphia, Pa.—Lit Bros.
Philadelphia, Pa.—Snellenburg's
Philadelphia. Pa.—Wanamakers
Pittsburgh, Pa.—Kaufmann's
Portland, Ore.—Meier & Frank
Sacramento, Calif.—Hale Bros.
Seattle, Wash.—Frederick Nelson
Scranton, Pa.—Scranton Dry Goods

MEEKER (handbags)—Pg. 64

Buffalo, N. Y.—Sattler's
Columbus, Ohio—F. R. Lazarus Co.
Kansas Citv, Mo.—Ben Grozow Leather Goods

Co.

ROLFS (handbag)—Pgs. 64. 65

Chicago, III.—Marshall Field
Los Angeles, Calif.—Bullock's
Brooklyn. N.Y.—Abraham & Straus

Write to the fashion department, Modern Screen.
261 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.,if there is

no store listed near you.

(Continued from page 66) scene in The
Caine Mutiny. I thought it was swelL You
know the one where you're drilling on the
field with the rest of the men and when the
line turns left you make a mistake and
turn right?"
The man began to laugh and Bob smiled

uncertainly, recalling that although the
incident is in the book, it hadn't been in
the movie. The man continued to laugh,
slapping his thighs and dabbing the tears
from his eyes. "That sure was a great
scene!" he said at last. "Only the funny
thing was, the theatre where I saw it had
cut it out of the movie!"
The next morning at six a.m. the tele-

phone next to his bed wakened Bob. The
voice on the line belonged to the stranger
of the night before.

"Is this Robert Wagner?" he said.

Bob rubbed his eyes. "Who?"
"Robert Wagner."
"No," said Bob.
"This isn't Robert Wagner, the actor?"
"No, it isn't," yawned Bob.
There was a slight pause. "Well, are

there any actors up there?"

Dack home in Hollywood, Bob finds new
situations even with old friends. Those

in the skiing circle regard the field of
acting as something foreign as the moon's
surface, but they are genuinely happy over
Bob's success and don't hesitate to let him
know it. There are others who don't want
to admit they are impressed, and so they
treat his new venture with sarcasm. "I

would have gone to see the picture," they
will laugh, "but I heard you weren't very
good in it so I didn't bother." The critics

have said otherwise, so Bob is aware that
these people expect him to have changed.

"It's pretty crazy, the attitudes you bump
into. And there's no reason for it. Two
years ago nobody wanted to meet me, and
now the only reason they do is that they've
seen my face on the screen. That's all.

They don't know me and I'm the same
person I was. It's tough with friends be-
cause I can't very well go up to them and
say, 'Look, I'm the same knothead- you
knew five years ago'-—because I'd be the
one bringing up the subject. If they treat

this career sarcastically then there's noth-
ing I can do except go along with them.

"I find interviews crazy, too, because
what I have to say isn't too interesting,

and yet people want to know. Sometimes
I think I ought to wrap my car around a

Dole on my way to an interview so I'd

have something to talk about. . . . It's nice,

of course, to be given good tables in restau-
rants and nightclubs, but it makes me
wonder. Why should I have a better table

than somebody else just because I'm rec-

ognized as an actor? When I went into

the Pump Room in Chicago they ushered
us to a table and two minutes later the
headwaiter came over and begged my
pardon and asked us to move to a better

table. It's embarrassing in a way."

This attitude defines Bob's modesty and
levelheadedness. He is the product of

parents who regard their three children
with equal love and respect, and who are
as excited about Bill's success in business
or Lillian's family as they are about Bob's
acting. Bob's own attitude toward his

career is a happiness that he is doing
something he enjoys and a prayer that he
can go on succeeding.

It takes work. He spends about twenty-
five hours a week in dramatics lessons,

from both Benno and Batomi Schneider
who have been coaching him all along.

This is, of course, when he is in town and
not working in a movie. "I like the life,"

he says, "because there is no definite pat-

tern. Patterns are awful; they give you a

trapped feeling."

That his days have no pattern is an un-
derstatement. When he came back from a
long tour and had one day at home before
he was scheduled to take off for a theatre
managers' convention, he was asked to
spend that day driving the 240 miles to
and from San Diego where he judged a
water skiing contest. The personal appear-
ance tour for They Rode West delivered
him back into Hollywood just two days
before Christmas. He did all his holiday
shopping the day before Christmas, tower-
ing over the mob scenes in department
stores, and Christmas Eve he addressed
and mailed his Christmas cards. People
were wished a merry Christmas from Bob
Francis on December 26, but then, every-
body in town understands that he has less
time to himself than a doctor in an epi-
demic of bubonic plague.
He would like to learn French and as a

contractee at Columbia Pictures he has
tutorage available to him, but not time.
He would like to find an apartment closer
to the studio, but there is no time to look
for one. The reason he arises shortly after
five a.m. is that he lives in his parents'
home in Pasadena, and as any Pasadenan
knows, you have to leave the house by
six a.m. if you expect to avoid the crush
of the morning traffic into Los Angeles
and Hollywood. As a matter of fact, Bob
has been looking at apartments for a year
now, but as soon as he finds one he likes
he is off on another tour. "If I'd taken one
last summer," he says, "by the time I got
to use it the year's lease would have
been up."
He wants an apartment with one bed-

room and contemporary furniture .("Old
things depress me, and I want a place
that's bright and cheerful when I come
home.") and one of these days, with luck,
he'll be footloose long enough to find one.
He wants time for romance, a thing which
has necessarily gone by the boards (in-

cluding his steady dates with Dorothy
Ross) for lack of time. A guy can't court
a girl with any sort of regularity when he
never knows which state of the Union his

next meal is coming from. Currently he
makes a date at the last minute when an
evening is sure to be his very own, and as
of the moment has no special interest in
any girl. When he's more certain of his

career he hopes to get married, and when
things have settled down he hopes again
to own a ski shop.

TThese two things, skiing and acting, are
closest to his heart, and both have

claimed him as an addict through his own
persistence. The first time he skied he was
eleven years old and tried it to please his

brother. He didn't like it at first—he fell

down and got tangled up and disgusted,

and when he realized skiing presents a
challenge he made up his mind to conquer
it. By the time he was seventeen he was
in the tournament class. As for acting,

when the talent scout dragged him off the
beach to show him to Universal-Interna-
tional and they shrugged and sent him to

Batomi Schneider to study—when all that

happened, Bob thought maybe this acting

bit might possibly bring him enough
money so that he could get back into the
ski equipment business. Like skiing,

he found it wasn't easy. It was a chal-
lenge, and by the time he'd mastered the
challenge he was swallowed up in it, neck-
deep in something he loved.

To a young man as persevering as all

this and as handsome, as likable and as

talented, all these things are sure to come.
It shouldn't be too many years before

Robert Francis can take time in the morn-
ing to see if it's raining before he kisses

his wife goodbye and then stops off at his

ski shop on the way to die dressingroom
that has a star on the door. end
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Palmolive Soap Is Mildest!
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FLOATING SOAP... EVEN COLD CREAM

Palmolive's gentle complexion care
cleans thoroughly without irritation !

There's nothing women envy more ... or men admire so much
... as that lovely "schoolgirl complexion look." And you too, can
have a younger looking, far lovelier complexion just by changing to

proper care with gentle Palmolive. It does so much to help you
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1000 FREE super charts
Here's the second chance for Modern Screen readers to obtain up-to-date editions of

the famous Modern Screen Super Star Information Chart I The editors have prepared

a brand-new, limited supply of 1955 Charts—to be sent absolutely free to the first

one thousand readers who fill out and send in the questionnaire below. These amaz-

ing encyclopedias of information tell you all about almost five hundred stars—their

marital statuses, vital statistics, current pictures, pastimes—everything! So hurry!

Please check the space to the left of the one phrase which best answers each question:

1- Did you read the HAYWARD story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Hayward story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Hayward story I've read

2- Did you read the GABLE story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Gable story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Gable story I've read

3- Did you read the WILLIAMS story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Williams story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair nPoor Worst Williams story I've read

«• Did you read the GLEASON story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Gleason story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Gleason story I've read

5- Did you read the BLYTH story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Blyth story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Blyth story I've read

*> Did you read the PECK story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Peck story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Peck story I've read

7- Did you read the GAYNOR story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Gaynor story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Gaynor story I've read

8- Did you read the MONROE story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Monroe story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Monroe story I've read

»• Did you read the FRANCIS story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Francis story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Francis story I've read

10- Did you read the LANCASTER story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Lancaster story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Lancaster story I've read

Did you read the REYNOLDS story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Reynolds story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Reynolds story I've read

12. Did you read the HEPBURN story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Hepburn story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Hepburn story I've read

13 - The stars I most want to read about are:

Please check the spaces to the left of the phrases which best describe what you do:

14 - I keep a scrapbook of movie
stars

I pin up or frame movie stars

I used to keep a scrapbook but
stopped
I used to use pinups but stopped

15 - My collection contains:

Check one: mostly color mostly black & white Q both kinds

Check one: full page size only Q any size

Check one: Q mostly female stars mostly male stars both

Check one: mostly big head shots mostly full length shots both kinds

AGE ,

ADDRESS.

NAME.

CITY «t STATE

Mail To: READER POLL DEPARTMENT, MODERN SCREEN
BOX 125, MURRAY HILL STATION, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

jackie gleason

{Continued from page 35) didn't have a
qualm on any question. There he is,

brandishing a glass and spouting off-

color quips as fast as lightning. Or sit-

ting around the $25,0O0-a-year duplex
apartment that houses the Jackie Gleason
Enterprises, Incorporated, and merely wav-
ing a hand to get service from an army
of yes men that swarms all over—out in
the kitchen, Up in the little balcony, up
in the bedrooms and rehearsal halls. Or,
legs on a table, overseeing the expensive
decorating job being done on his new, pri-

vate apartment. Or running through his

fast, one-day rehearsal being the big boss
of a theatreful of observers, friends, hang-
ers-on, actors and just plain fans who
sneaked in. Or conducting script confer-
ences at the head of the table up in his

private office at the theatre, with everyone
else relegated to sideline seats and guards
keeping others out and away from The
Great Gleason.

It's a great life, you say? It is, and
Jackie is honestly grateful for all his for-

tune and fame. It's inside that he's miser-
able.

The symptoms are there for anyone to !

see. The most obvious one is Jackie's

weight, which goes up and down like a

barometer in a hurricane. It varies from
,

a low of 185 up to 285 (where it was when
he began his public dieting recently) and

(

his closets have to be full of suits, jackets

and slacks in all the many sizes he might
need. A man who loves to eat—especially

spaghetti and all the highly spiced Italian

foods—and who likes his liquor—even
triple shots—poor Jackie has had to starve

himself on and off for years or he'd have
been an even bigger blimp. He has lived

on Rye Krisp during his dieting periods,

or on steaks, or on graham crackers, or on
lettuce and carrots and "skinny pills." He
has retired to hospitals again and again

and starved himself on doctors' orders (al-

though he nearly always sneaked out to

Toots Shor's and lived it up a little be-
|

tween intakes of carrots).

Anyone whose weight can rise so rap-

idly, and anyone whose weight can fluctu-

ate so erratically, is a sick man.
Jackie is the first to admit it. He has

beaten a path to scores of doctors trying
j

to find a cure. He even tried a few psychi-
|

atrists. He himself has figured out part of ,

what's wrong with him. He says that any-
j

one who puts on weight has something
|

bothering him, and eating gives that person
j

a feeling of well-being. "If a guy could

go out and get loaded, that would help.

But a guy in this business has too much to i

remember, too much to think about. He i

can't get loaded. So I eat." What Jackie

can't figure out is what is bothering him.

So, when he isn't stuffing himself and even
when he is—he tries to forget his unhappi-
ness by keeping frantically busy.

Gleason never sleeps more than four

hours a night. The rest of the time he

is active, constantly—as though he were
running away from himself. He insists on

watching every line in his script. He
checks the music, the camera angles, the

costumes, the dance routines, everyone

on his show. He collects books on hypno-
tism and mental telepathy—on all things

|

occult (another sign that he is searching)

and reads them, ferociously, three and four

at one sitting. Although he cannot read or

write music, he hums a tune and orders an
orchestration of it. He records music al-

bums, picking out all the numbers he him-
self doesn't compose and waving a baton in

front of the orchestra. He hands a room in

his duplex over to a writer because he

wants to put his (Continued on page 72)



The Towle Touch
In every piece of Towle Sterling... evidence of the extra care

and skill... the conscious pride of true sterling craftsmanship.

A JEWELER CAN TELL A TOWLE FORK AT A GLANCE
can you ! Just look for such details as these : center tine

<-^J"

space set back for added design symmetry

and so

cleanliness.

.a tiny notch between tines for easier washing... extra hand-
polishing on all inside surfaces and tine points for utmost

THERE ARE NO "SHORT CUTS" in

the making of a Towle knife. This
knife is Towle's King Richard—like
all Towle knives, not only is it de-

signed to give a balanced, satisfying

"feel" in your hand, but it must also

lie flat and even on your table. Towle
uses only solid metal—never cement
or rosin — to seal blade and r\

handle permanently together.

You'll hear no strange rattles

in a Towle handle—be annoyed
by no loose blade — nor can

water leak in

!

U

THE TOWLE TOUCH IN DESIGN Each piece

in every Towle pattern is designed as a unit from
"tip-to-toe".... not merely from here-to-here.

o
The distinction achieved by. "tip-to-toe" design

can be seen clearly in famous Towle serving

pieces like the Towle Craftsman pierced table-

spoon and the Silver Flutes pie-server illus-

trated here.

Yes, The Towle Touch is truly the sterling touch

... in refinement of design ... in perfection of de-

tail and finish . . . yet Towle Sterling is priced no
higher than regular brands. See for yourself

the lovely array of Towle patterns soon, at se-

lected stores everywhere.

When in New England... you are invited to see the Towle craftsmen at work
. . . just 35 miles north of Boston. Towle of Newburyport, Massachusetts.



Your hair

won't go wild

when it's washed

with Halo!

Have lustrous, sparkling

easy-to-manage hair

right after shampooing!

When you "just can't do anything"

with your hair, use Halo! Whether it's

dry, oily or normal, your hair will be

softer, springier, look pretty as a pic-

ture

—

right after shampooing!
The secret is Halo's exclusive ingre-

dient that leaves hair silkier, faster to

set, easier to comb and manage. What's
more, Halo's own special glorifier whisks

away loose dandruff . . . removes the

dullness that hides the natural beauty
of your hair . . . lets it shine with far

brighter sparkle! So, when your hair is

hard to manage or simply won't "stay

put" . . . you'll find it just loves to be-

have after a Halo Shampoo!

the shampoo

that glorifies

your hair!
for dry, oily, normal hair

(Continued from page 70) biography on the
stands. He tries to write novels, and, failing,
tries to hire people to write out his plots for
him. Not satisfied with just being a top ba-
nana, he wants to act seriously—and does,
memorizing those scripts just as fast as he
does his own. He keeps getting ideas for
television shows and works on the produc-
tion of the pilot films. He wants to make
movies. He wants his Enterprises to branch
out and go into non-show business lines
like frozen foods. Jackie is never still.

He probably keeps turning even during
those four hours of sleep.

This frenetic activity has always been
characteristic of Milton Berle's "three fa-
vorite comedians." Back before he was a
huge hit, back when he was hungry and
out of work, Jackie couldn't keep still.

When he wasn't performing, he'd go to
a nightclub and heckle whoever was. Or
he'd stay up all night making merry and
annoying the neighbors. One time, when
he was an all-night disc jockey, he got
bored with the routine of just playing rec-
ords and talking between them, and threw
a knock-down, drag-out party complete
with refreshments and pretty girls. He got
fired—as he knew he would—but he could
not overcome the compulsion To Do
Something. Even though his wife, whom
he married very young, and his two girls

needed the pay envelope from that job.

A ll this hustling and bustling is just
part of the Gleason make-up. One

other characteristic is his extravagance.
Not just with money, but with words and
gestures. He never sends anyone a dozen
roses; he sends thirty-six and a little some-
thing extra. When he saw a vicuna coat
he liked, he ordered a dozen of them—at
some $300 per coat. When he diets, as
we've noted, he does not cut down; he cuts
out. When he hires an orchestra for his
show, he has to have a big one. When he
has dancers, he wants more than anyone
else has. When he has a crowd scene on
his show, he insists on a bigger crowd.
As one observer put it, "He wants more
people than Ivanhoe." When he takes a
country place for the summer, he decides
that one is not enough and takes another

—

maybe a third, too. When he has an opera-
tion, he goes to Switzerland to have it.

When he drinks, he never sips; when he
eats, he never nibbles.

Jackie has always had this extravagant
streak. He never hesitated to run up as-
tronomical bills all over town, even in

the days when his career was going no-
where fast. He didn't used to borrow $5 or

$10; he'd ask for $500. (He paid everyone
back when he got in the chips.) When he
was struggling along as a comic in small
saloons, he didn't pick a fight with a puny
ringsider; he invited "Two-Ton" Tony Gal-
ento outside—and got his block knocked off.

Always dynamic, even back in Brooklyn
as a kid, Jackie lost his wife's love because
of his excesses. Genevieve, from whom he
had been separated many times before the

final break came, just couldn't take it.

She accused Jackie of not being able to

adjust to his success, and berated him for

having a too-fabulous wardrobe, over-ex-
pensive jewelry, and too-elegant surround-
ings. Genevieve did not believe anyone
should spend money with such reckless

abandon—or so she said in her legal peti-

tion for more money. Jackie's free-wheel-
ing came as no surprise to her, however.
Any man who borrows $500 and blows it

in one nightclub outing is not going to

turn into a miser when he gets in the

chips. Just as any man who does not hesi-

tate to ask a friend for a big hunk of money
is not going to turn down his indigent pal

when he is loaded.
Gleason is as generous as he is generous-

ly proportioned. He may not see his old

boyhood friends all the time, but he re-
members them with presents, he's available
for a touch, and he scatters their names
all through his tv sketches. He is also fol-
lowed by as large a retinue—which he
supports—as any man in the business. His
extravagance works both ways—things for
himself and things for everyone he loves.
And, looking at his face, which can break
into the sweetest smile this side of an
Ivory Soap ad, you know that here is a
sweet man as well as a generous one.
He is just too flamboyant to be consist-

ent. "Nothing in moderation" is the Glea-
son motto. When he gets mad at rehearsals,
he does not draw the offender aside and
whisper a light reprimand in his ear. Jackie
yells at him in front of everyone. When t

he is frustrated by something or someone, 1

he gets stomach aches, and will pull a tan-
p

trum at the drop of a "No" from a yes man. t

All of this, as Gleason is the first to ad-
mit, is not normaL A man without self-

\

discipline is a man without peace.

A ND gleason craves peace. He doesn't
J

want to spend his twenty waking hours
seven days a week in a rat race. That is I)

why he is subject to fits of melancholy—
|

despondency as deep as his hilarity is high,
j

He is envious of everyone who is at [

peace with the world. This is one reason :

he and Art Carney have that rapport that

comes as a surprise to everyone who meets
j;

them for the first time. There is Art, a
i

devoted and very happy family man who
prefers being quiet, always polite, and <

never torn apart—and is always like that.
\

And there is Jackie—noisy, sharp-spoken,
and tormented. Art is too strong within ji

himself to envy his boss, but he admires
;

Gleason for his consummate skill as a com-
j

edian and for his generosity as a human
being. Jackie, on the other hand, envies
Art. He envies every man who is happy. J

And he is searching for something that can
make him calm.
Why is Jackie always cataclysmic, never

calm? For the answers to that, you have ;

to go back to his childhood. It wasn't easy
j

for Jackie. His only, and older, brother !

died when he was three. His father did not
come home one night when Jackie was

\

eight, and has not been heard from since.
|

To this day, Jackie does not know whether
,

Mr. Gleason walked out on the family or

met with foul play. Then his mother died

when he was sixteen, leaving him alone in

the world with thirty-six cents in his I

pocket. A childhood like that one is
j

enough to ruin a man forever. What
Jackie's detractors should remember is !

that it is amazing he mustered any spunk !

at all after that series of family disasters.

But even as a boy, Jackie was full of

spunk. When he wanted to move nearer a

grammar-school flame, he packed all the
j

family belongings into a junk wagon and
wheeled them over to another apartment
all by himself. (As he got older, he was
one of the boys who hung around the

corner drugstore and cracked wise remarks
at all the passersby. That, too, takes spunk
of a sort.) The day his mother was buried,

he emceed a stage show in a movie house
because it paid $4 and he needed the mon-
ey. That takes real intestinal fortitude

—

and it is a gesture that leaves a scar.

T ackie's religious upbringing, which left

J him with deep convictions, gives him
what peace he has. In spite of years of

batting around burlesque houses and night-

clubs, he is very religious. And his re-

ligion says that a man and wife are married ;

for life. That is the main reason he kept

returning to Genevieve and his daughters

time after time—even though he and Gene-
vieve were incurably incompatible. It t

wasn't, as some have charged, only because

he was down and out. It was his con-



j
science that drove him back to his family
—and that, more recently, took him to

I Genevieve's bedside when she was hospi-
talized. The only reason he doesn't see
his daughters more often now—outside of

the time-consuming work demands he has
placed on himself—is that he feels guilty

because he has a sixteen-year-old daugh-
ter and a twelve-year-old daughter who
live in another apartment a few blocks
away from their father. This arrangement,
to Jackie, is wrong. But there is nothing
he can do about it.

So he gads about, buys another sports

jacket, formulates another format. Every
day he gets richer, busier, more boisterous.

Those who know Jackie and love him
rejoice for the pleasures he gets out of

life, but they know they are momentary
and monetary. When, they wonder, will he
be able to relax and be happy? END

mad about the boy

(Continued from page 41) puzzling to

Mitzi as to the public.

Once before, Mitzi had been engaged for

a long time, to a young lawyer named
Richard Coyle, a fine gentleman, hand-
some and successful. Yet, with the date
of marriage almost upon them, Mitzi called

it off.

"I was terribly unhappy about every-
thing," Mitzi recalls. "We had become en-
gaged when I was only fifteen, and four
years later I realized that I had been too
young t6 know what love really meant.
Certainly, I was fond of Richard, but I

didn't feel strongly enough to be married."
After she broke that engagement, Mitzi

was unhappy, worrying about how much
she had hurt Richard. Curiously, it was an
incident involving her erstwhile fiance that
showed Mitzi a very attractive quality
in the possession of her future husband,
Jack Bean. She and Jack were having din-
ner on one of their first dates when young
Coyle entered the restaurant. It was an
uncomfortable, dramatic moment. Mitzi
said at once that she wanted to leave.

"Richard never had done anything to
make me feel uncomfortable," she says in

retrospect. "He's a fine man and a gentle-
man. But this was the first time he had
seen me out with someone else, and I felt

guilty."

At the time, Jack Bean asked no ques-
tions. As she had requested, he took her
home. When they reached her apartment,
he asked, "Why don't you tell me about
it?"

The words came tumbling out every
which way, and Jack heard her out, his
quiet grey eyes on her face. He had been
crazy about this girl from the night they
met, but now he refused to comfort her
with phony philosophical phrases.

"Sure, you hurt him," Jack said, honest-
ly. "But not so much as you think. And
not so much as you would have hurt him
by marrying when you had fallen out of
love. Ereaking the engagement was the
only fair thing to do."

"IX/Titzi was eased in her heart, and greatly
impressed that she could sit and talk

with this young man about another young
man, trusting to his adult understanding.
All this should effectively clear up the rea-
sons behind the long-delayed wedding.
You just don't leap from one long romance
to another without making sure.

Still, there were other reasons. Jack
Bean, who had been an agent with Music
Corporation of America, had just switched
to his own public relations office, and he
wasn't about to jump into a publicity-rich
elopement like many another so-called
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"nobody" who marries a movie star. He
wanted to be settled. And Mitzi's mother
had to be considered, for she had been as-
sociated with her daughter's career too
long to allow anyone to observe that she
had been unceremoniously "dumped."
So there hasn't been a conventional

honeymoon, with two young people who
are practically strangers walking hand-in-
hand into a rainbow of happy-ever-after.

Happily, Mitzi's mother, a wonderful
woman, had her own plans.
After that, there was the problem of

finding a house. "Believe it or not," Jack
says now, "that delayed our marriage for

a long time."
Weeks before the marriage they finally

did find a home, high up in Bel Air. One
they really wanted to live in until they
could build their own. They signed the
lease, wrote a check for the first and last

month's rent. Then, with Mitzi's mother
opening a flower shop in the Town and
Country Market, Mitzi's career zooming
and Jack's business booming, there could
not have been a more auspicious time than
November, 1954, to confound the cynics.

'T'hey were married in the San Francisco
home of Mr. and Mrs. William French,

dear enough to be considered family by
Mitzi. Mitzi's close friend, Yvonne Ruby,
was her maid of honor; Jack's best man
was his best friend and business partner,

Bob Rose.
"Mitzi was very calm about the whole

thing," Bobby says. "Jack? You know how
people say he's such a relaxed guy that it's

hard to imagine his getting excited? Well,

let's just say that he was as excited and
nervous as anyone could imagine."
Poor Bobby. Accustomed as he is to be-

ing cast as comic relief in the lives of his

friends, this time he found himself squirm-
ing in the role of the heavy. The day Mr.
and Mrs. Bean arrived in New York on
their honeymoon, Bob called to say, "Hey,
you don't have the house after all. The
owner didn't cash your check or sign the
lease, and now the whole deal's off. Guess
you'll have to move into Mitzi's apartment
for a while, Jack." That started things off

on a gladsome note.

The second day there was another call

from Bobby. "Uh—Jack, who handles the

insurance on your car? Well, I was driving
it around to keep the battery up, like you
said, and some guy hit me."
On the third day his cheerful message

was, "You know about Mitzi's giving no-
tice when you thought you were going to

get the house? Well, they've rented her
apartment as of the first of the month. I

guess we'd better move her things over to

your place until you find something else."

By this time Mitzi was holding her head.
She estimated Jack's entire apartment to

be the size of a card table. But Bobby
wasn't through. He capped his earlier per-
formances with a call the next day. "Hey,
you gave notice, too, and now they've
rented your apartment. Now you haven't
got any place to live!"

It has all the earmarks of a practical

joke, but unfortunately everything Bob
said was true. The young Beans were dis-

couraged enough to give up their honey-
moon, check into a Hollywood hotel, and
start looking for living quarters of any na-
ture. A friend living in Mitzi's apartment
building proved to be wonderfully re-
sourceful, however, nailing down a two-
bedroom suite there just in time for their

homecoming.

Cuch a much, just like in the movies. A
^ hausfrau right down to her bones, Mitzi
couldn't wait to get at the place that first

day; it had to be gleaming for Jack. "And
when I start cleaning," she admits, "you'd
better stand back or you'll find yourself in

with the rest of the wash!" She unpacked,
and stored, cleaned and scrubbed, waxecf
and polished; there was barely time to'

ease her aching body through a bath be-
fore Jack came home, but Mitzi could look,
around with pride at a spotless, immacu-l
late apartment.

J

Enter the bridegroom, still stinging with
disappointment over the lost house in Bel,
Air. "Ah, this crummy joint!" he said bit-
terly. "Let's get out of here, the sooner the

1

better!"
To his utter astonishment, the little

woman burst into tears, just like in the,

movies, for no reason whatever that he
could see. Hands on hips, Jack glared at

;

her. "Now, don't start that, honey. Don't
cry, honey. Aw, please don't do that. What
did I do? What's the matter, honey?"
But don't think he's soft. He tolerates no

nonsense. Although Mitzi loves to cookj
and is an expert in the kitchen, almost
every noon it is Jack, big and not too deft,

rattling around among the pots, pans and
cans. "How's your soup? Okay?" he asks
her, as anxiously as if he had slaved over a,

hot stove all day. Jack doesn't believe in
spoiling new wives.

i

He's thoughtful, sensitive, and very
bright. "Every time he opens his mouth J

don't know what he's talking about," Mitzi;

remarked proudly the other day. "Allj

those big words!"
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TDeing mortal and therefore not perfect,
J-* Jack does have one addiction that
amounts to a secret vice in Hollywood; he'

likes to read stories about his bride. Why?
"Because I learn more about her from
them. Each story has a different angle and,
in reading them, I find Mitzi expressing
herself on subjects we haven't even;

touched yet. I find facets of her personality
revealed that confirm impressions of my
own which I haven't had time to sort out.

I like to read the stories because they help
me to understand her."

Mitzi and Jack are still looking for that
house, a reasonably small one suited to

the needs of a honeymoon couple. It's the
only part of their planning that hasn't,

worked out, but it will. And later, or
course, there will have to be a larger
place on account of the children. "I wantj
two but Jack says more. So maybe there'll

be three."
Mitzi has only one quarrel in all the

world—with Emily Post, who says that one
never, never congratulates the bride. Ac-
cording to Mitzi, an exception ought tcj be
made for her. She has married a large,

handsome and very masculine gent, and|

that's a rare combination anywhere these
days. END

(Mitzi Gaynor can now be seen in 20th\

Century-Fox's There's No Business Likei

Show Business.)



we could write a book

(Continued from page 32) together they

make copy fly like popcorn.
"Our itinerary is requested," Esther in-

formed him.
"No soap," said Mr. Gage. "I intend

to write it myself. Should make a very
funny best-seller."

"Oh, relax," said Esther. "You know
you'll never get around to writing it."

And with that they began to spew anec-
dotes so fast that the studio press agent at

my left had to spoon my dinner into me
so that my hands were free for taking
notes. The show was a "break -in" for the
future, they said, because they plan, be-
ginning in the spring of 1956, to devote
half their time each year to a traveling

aquacade. Esther had been lukewarm
about the whole idea, principally because

I it would mean leaving the children behind.

"Look," said Ben. "The road is excit-

ing. It's an adventure. It's fun. And it'll

only be a few weeks."

'"Phe tour was booked to open in Albany
J- on September 5. Jupiter's Darling,

Esther's picture, wound up tardily in mid-
August, which gave them just two weeks
to get their own show together. Miracu-
lously, they opened on schedule, and nat-
urally, Albany was a hodepodge of rewrit-
ing, trimming and adding to the show.
The opening over, they took off for Hart-

ford, following on the heels of hurricane
Carol. The city was a shambles, trees up-
rooted, the streets littered, the citizens

I dazed. And no sooner had the troupe set-

tled itself in the hotel than the radios be-
gan blasting warnings about a new hurri-
cane. Edna was on her way, they said,

and if people wanted to live through it,

they'd better batten their hatches, fill their
bathtubs with water, stay inside their

homes and nail their children to the walls.

"What a jolly day for an opening," said

Esther.
"Dandy," groaned Ben.
The others weren't so flip. Coming from

California, they were conditioned to earth-
quakes, but not to hurricanes. With pea-
green faces they shuffled through the hotel,

studying its structure and calculating their

chances. The morning brought rain and
high winds and the news that Edna would
hit with full force about noon.
"You might as well give a show in the

middle of the Mojave Desert," said Esther.
"There's no sense to this. I'm going home,
that's what I'm going to do. I'm going
home."
But noon passed, and so did one o'clock,

and Edna took her eye elsewhere. Ben
and Esther, devouring details from the
radio, breathed a sieh of relief, and bolted
for the phone. "This is Ben Gage and
we've got a show going on at three this

afternoon. I understand there's no longer
any danger, that the winds have gone and
the weather's mild. Would you broadcast
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the news that our show will go on today as
planned?"
"Be happy to, Mr. Gage, but the wind

just blew down our transmitter."
The first show went on as scheduled,

and the theatre built for 3000 people con-
tained 500 brave souls. Ben opened with
some ad lib announcements. "The Pratt &
Whitney night shift," reported the man
whose ear had been glued to the radio all

morning, "does not have to report for
work. The golf tournament has been can-
celed, and the Annual Fly-In of Light
Planes to Nantucket Point is not to fly in.

Keep your Piper Cubs on the ground." He
gave them an added word of encourage-
ment. "With all the insurance companies
here in Hartford, Edna wouldn't dare!"

Atlantic City was next, and while they
packed, the radio volunteered some in-

teresting information. Atlantic City, it

seemed, had just suffered the worst Miss
America contest in its history. Nobody was
in town. The news of the hurricane had
sent the tourists scurrying for home, and
the highways between the shore resort
and Philadelphia were jammed with peo-
ple fleeing the coast.

"I'm going home," wailed Esther, and the
rest of the troupe eyed each other nerv-
ously.

A booker, up from Atlantic City to catch
the show, waved cheerily as he left them.
"Well, see you on the Steel Pier in Atlan-
tic City," he said.

"Have you checked lately?" said Ben.
"The Pier is probably in Camden by now."
"You can't give a show without an au-

dience," said Esther. "I'm going home."
"Now, now, dear," said Ben, and be-

gan arranging transportation. Whereupon
he learned the interesting fact that you
cannot go directly from Hartford to At-
lantic City on either plane, train or bus.
Transfer is necessary, and with an ele-

phant, twenty-two people, a water foun-
tain and seventy-five pieces of luggage, it

is not advisable to attempt transfer, partic-
ularly in the middle of the night. The
elephant, fountain, wardrobe trunk and
Ben's golf clubs were loaded on a truck
for the trek, and the rest of the group,
with accoutrements, piled into a rented bus
for the ten-hour trip. It was Sunday
night, and the show was due to open on
Steel Pier at one o'clock the next day.
They were tired and hungry, but the res-
taurants they passed were closed, due to

the combination of the Sabbath, the hour
and Edna. They finally convinced a police-
man that they would either eat something
somewhere or turn into a busload of cada-
vers, and that gentleman obliged by per-
suading the owner of a restaurant to
open his door at one a.m. The troupe sated
itself with the proprietor's highly-touted
onions and cheese and climbed back into

the bus, which then took on the aroma of

very old lasagna.
Esther went to bed, a process involv-

ing the placement of her derriere on a
bus seat, her feet in the aisle, and her head
pillowed on a bass drum. Ben covered
her with a mink coat and whispered a soft

goodnight which was lost in the sound
of the rap-rap-rap of the bus exhaust.
Esther looked up at him blearily. "Is this

the fun you were telling me about?"
At eight a.m. they arrived in Atlantic

City, quite gamey, and spilled out of the
bus into the fresh air. A swim in the
Atlantic (Esther's first) took away the
onions and cheese and restored spirits,

and shortly before nine Esther hopped into

bed in the hotel. "I've got to sleep fast,"

she said. And while she slept the rest

of the troupe went to Steel Pier on a
scouting party, cased the dressingrooms,
placed the water fountain, hung draperies,
and in general got the place ready for
the show. When they returned to the

hotel, Esther was awake and bright-eyed.
"Well!" she chirped. "Let's take At-

lantic City by storm!"
"I'm glad you feel fine," said Ben. We're

pooped."
"Ah, the sea, the sea," said Esther, not

to be undone. "Listen to it pound. I feel
great! Let's go on our big adventure!"
Virginia Darncy, hairdresser, tried to

warn her. "The dressingrooms, Esther,
you're not going to like

—
" Seven hands

clapped over Virginia's mouth.
Esther opened the window and took a

deep breath. "This is wonderful," she said.

"Wonderful!" Then she looked at Virginia.
"What am I not going to like?"
"Come on, dear," coaxed Ben. "Hal got

us a nice limousine, and we can drive
over to the pier."

"What am I not going to like?" de-
manded Esther. "What about the dress-
ingrooms?"
But they herded her into the car, along

with Virginia, who continued to have her
mouth covered whenever she opened it.

They drove through streets and over the
boardwalk and through a tunnel and
stopped before the stage door.

"It looks like a mine entrance," shud-
dered Esther.
"What matters is where you work,"

offered Ben.
When she saw where she was to work,

Esther wasn't much happier. The floor-

boards backstage seeped with water, the
walls were mildewed, and every time a
breaker hit the pilings supporting the pier,

the whole structure moved slightly. Esther

The Gages had one of the worst
double cases of stage fright in his-

tory and it was very apparent in

the first show; in the second they
were over it and the sailing was
easy. Marlene Dietrich, who
closed, was their crutch. She coun-
seled, "Go out and look at them
and they'll love you. Just remem-
ber—whatever you do is too good
for them!"

Mike Connolly in

The Hollywood Reporter

grew ominously quiet.

"At least you can swim," said Virginia

comfortingly.
"One week here," mumbled Esther. "Let

me see my dressingroom."
The rest of them had seen her dressing-

room, a cubicle so small that Esther's hoop-
skirted ball gowns couldn't be squeezed
into the space, let alone Esther. They
looked at her as though she had a short

fuse. And Esther looked at the dressing-

room. "My laundryroom at home is a

glamorous establishment by comparison."

"I tried to tell you," said Virginia.

Esther's high spirits, her joy at being

once again near an ocean, had withered

and the first show didn't help matters. To
begin with, Steel Pier's theatre is shaped
somewhat like Fifth Avenue. "So long

and so thin," said Esther, "that looking out

at the audience it seemed as though all

2900 of them were sitting in one long

line. I was sure that the 2870 sitting

back of the thirtieth row couldn't even

see the stage, let alone me. And that long

white light that came at me—it was like

being impaled!"
The situation grew thinner when Esther,

draped in her sequinned bathing suit,

stepped into the water fountain and waited

expectantly for the water to begin foun-

taining. It never did. "You've no idea

how dry your skin can feel when you
know you're supposed to be wet," re-

ported Esther. "It began to curl, all over

me. I felt like a Frito."

It was one of those moments that re-

3



quires savoir jaire, and Esther rose to it.

"Ladies and gentlemen, this water fountain

was invented by my husband, to whom I

shall speak very shortly. Will you please

come back some other time? I'm sure that

with all this ocean around us and under
us, we'll manage to have water come out

of the fountain in the future."

Bowing off, she was caught by members
of the troupe to prevent her from hurtling

into the rotted wood of the stage walls.

"Well!" she fumed. "Weill I'm going

home! Straight home!"
At this inopportune moment, Mr. George

Hammid, manager of Steel Pier, chose to

make his entrance. He approached with
extended hand. "May I introduce myself?"
he said politely, and was stopped short in

his tracks by the pointed finger of an
irate Miss Williams.
"You! You, for one! Take those flow-

ers you sent me and put them in the
dressingroom I can't get into!"

"See you later," Ben said to the aston-
ished Mr. Hammid, and whisked Esther

to the stage entrance. "We've got to get

her into the car," he said, "or she'll go
back to California in her bathing suit."

Back at the hotel, Esther sat and steamed
while Ben tried to settle her down. Other
members of the show huddled in the next
room, their ears flattened to the wall. They
decided never to unpack, since they might
return to California momentarily.
"I'm not going back there," announced

Esther. "I refuse to do another show."
"The water will work next time. I

promise."
"Hmphh," said Mrs. Gage.
"Look, honey, think of the experience

you're getting. This is the groundwork for

the aquacade. You can't quit now."
"Yes I can," said Esther.
"Think of the rest of the crew. Think

of them!"
Esther shook her head. "I can't help it.

I'm through. I'm going home."
Ben disappeared for twenty minutes,

during which time Esther called her home,
her agent and her studio, using the tele-

phone for a wailing wall. When Ben re-
turned, he dumped piles and piles of money
into her lap.

"There now," he said soothingly, "Look
at that! And it wasn't easy getting it

—

the box office wanted to count it first. See

—

that much is theirs, and all this is ours.
Think what it will do for our children's
future. Think of the kids."

"I am thinking of them," Esther wept.

T^he thing about Esther is that you can't
keep her down for long, and once she

followed with a successful show (during
which the waterworks worked), her spirits

began to soar. She and Ben grew to know
George Hammid well enough for Esther to
sound off in her inimitable fashion.
"How long has it been since you've seen

the dressingrooms?" she demanded.
"A long time, I guess." Hammid shrugged.

"We've had lots of stars here and they've
never complained."
"That's because they're more patient than

I am," said Esther. "You come back there
with me and look. George, you ought to
be ashamed of yourself!"
Evidently Mr. Hammid was, for he took

Esther's ribbing and by the time they left,

new dressingrooms were being built.

By the time they took Columbus and
opened in Detroit, the show was going on
all cylinders. But Esther was drooping
again. Susie's first birthday would fall on
October 1, and over and over again she
tried to think of some wonderful gift that
would make up for their absence.
"Send her a wire," flipped Ben.
"You're a big help, you and your humor,"

said Esther.
She began to notice the knot in her

stomach that day by day seemed to grow

tighter and tighter. And when Ben came
back to the hotel late one morning after

his first golf game since leaving home, she
looked at him with a martyred expression.
"I hope you're real happy. I'm glad some-
body can get away from ajl this pressure!"
That night at dinner, the eve of Susie's

birthday, a worried Ben asked what in the
whole world could cheer up Esther.

"That's easy," she said dreamily. "If I

could just walk into the nursery with
Benjy and Kim and Susie and a big paint
book, life would be beautiful."
"And so," Ben says now, "I knew I had to

get those cats to Detroit somehow. I called

Jane Boyd, our nurse. It was then six-

thirty in Los Angeles and the kids were
having their dinner. I told Jane to get

the kids on a plane to be in Detroit by
ten-thirty the next morning. She said it

was impossible but I said it had to be done
and hung up. And that did it."

The next morning he rose early, al-

lowing two hours for the drive to Willow
Run airport. As he dressed, Esther opened
one eye and looked at him supiciously.
"Where are you going?"
"Play golf," lied Ben briefly, pulling a

sweater over his head. He was already in

the doghouse from the game yesterday,
but golf was the only excuse he could
think of to get away to meet the plane.
"On Susie's birthday?" wailed Esther.

"You couldn't!"
"Didn't you send her the wire?" he said.

"One of these days—Pow!" said Esther.
"Besides, we have a radio interview be-
fore the show."

"I'll be back in time. I promise. I'll

only play thirteen holes or something, but
I've just got to get out on the course. I

feel awful."
"You and your grass and trees," mut-

tered Esther. "I don't know why the
elephant didn't step on your golf clubs
instead of planting her big fat foot on my
hat." As Ben went out, Esther threw a
shoe at his departing back. "Enjoy your-
self, dear," she said through gritting teeth.

TYThile ben weaved his way through De-
" troit traffic, Esther was calling home.
The phone was answered by Dr. Raymond
LaScola, the Gages' pediatrician who had
been staying in their guest house since his

own home burned. The doctor, of course,
had been up half the night helping poor
Jane get the youngsters ready for the
trip. And now, hearing Esther's voice, he
was on uncertain ground.
"Where are the kids?" Esther said.

The doctor coughed. "Hmm? Has any-
thing happened yet?"

"I don't know what you're talking about,"
said Esther. "I just want to talk to my
kids. Put Susie on. If it takes her twenty-
five minutes to even hiccup, I'll hang on.

just so I can hear her."
"Susie's asleep," said the doctor.
"Oh. Well, let me speak to Benjy."
"He—uh—he's doing a show."
"At eight-thirty in the morning?" howled

Esther.
"Well, you know how nursery schools

are. They don't know how to live."

"How about Kim?"
"Where Benjy goes, Kim goes. You

know that."

"What's Benjy doing in the play?"
"I believe he's a cocker spaniel this

time," said Dr. LaScola.
Esther giggled. "He's not the type.

Ray, what are you going to do about
your breakfast?"
"Why don't you let me worry about

that?" said the Doctor. "Don't go plan-
ning my breakfast from Detroit.!'

Once they had hung up the doctor ex-
haled noisily, and Esther dragged out suit-

cases to begin packing for the trip to In-
dianapolis the next day. She was still

packing when Ben walked into the room,
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with Kim behind him. Having temporarily-

forgotten Indianapolis, Ben froze at the !

sight of the luggage. She really is mad, he !

told himself. This time she means it.

And then Esther looked up. Now Esther,

without glasses, can't see from here I

to there, and instead of recognizing Kim,
j

she saw only a dim form. "Ben!" she
i

cried. "Ben! That little boy behind you!
He looks like—he looks just like

—
" And .

then she shrieked, "Kimmy!"
Benjy followed and gave his mother a

|

hug, and Susie, in Jane's arms, straight-

armed her mother and gave her a look that

said, "I know I've seen you some place,

and if it's true you're my mother, why
don't you stick around once in a while?"
Esther began to cry, and Ben knelt to

explain to his bewildered sons that women
are funny because they cry when they're

happy. "I'll explain the rest of it to you
when you're older," he said, and Esther

laughed through her tears.

The children stayed with them from
then on, through Indianapolis, Cleveland,

Milwaukee, and the final engagement at

the Sahara Hotel in Las Vegas. I never got

to hear about the trials and tribulations

in those last four cities. There was a

Joan Blondell, who paints, signs

her works, "Go Van Gogh."
Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

smatter of information, such as that they

opened in Cleveland the day after the In-

dians lost the World Series. The street lamps
were draped in black, the citizens wore
arm bands, and Esther's show was pre-

ceded in the theatre by a newsreel show-
ing the final game, which- put the audience

in a state of coma. But whatever hap-
pened after the children's arrival, Esther

ceased her threats to go home, and the

rest of the troupe breathed a collective

sigh, and finally, dared to unpack.
By the time we got through talking

about Detroit and the Great Reunion, the

studio press agent was consulting his

watch so often he looked as though he'd

developed a tic.

He cleared his throat. "Well—actually,
I'm supposed to be covering a preview
tonight. And it's eight-thirty now."

"Fie on you," said Esther. "We haven't

even finished dinner. We haven't even
finished Detroit."

The press agent, pinned between two
chores with Father Time hanging over

his head like an ax, smiled weakly. So I

glanced at my notebook, which was swell-

ing with notes.

"Offhand," I said, "I figure I have enough
for a story."

"But you haven't heard," said Esther,

"about Susie's birthday party and how
she stuck her fist into the cake icing and
rubbed it on the hotel's green velvet

chair. And about how we now own a

green velvet chair that we don't know
what to do with."

"And the refrigerator I bought in Atlan-

tic City," said Ben. "It cost $154 and by the

time I'd F.O.B.'d it all over the country it

was worth $1000."
The press agent looked at me like a

beaver caught in a trap. "You know how
they are," he pleaded. "Give them their

heads and they'll go on all night. We'll be

having breakfast by the time they get you
to Las Vegas."

"Tell you what," I said. "Ben wants to

write a book about this, so I'll split and
leave the last few cities to him. Besides, five

million people read Modern Screen every

month, so that leaves 155 million for Ben."

"He'll never write it," insisted Esther.

"I'm not complaining," I assured her. END



audrey hepburn

(Continued from page 53) together & la
Sir Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh?
"We played on the stage in Ondine, and

we hope to play in the movie version
which we plan to make in London. After
that, we'll see."

Would Audrey consider giving up her
career to devote all her time to being a
wife and mother?

"That's difficult to tell at this point.
However, I doubt it."

The room in the Dorchester where the
press conference was held was much too
small—Paramount later sent letters of
apology—and reporters left it in a hurry.
But not before they had thoroughly dis-
cussed how much—or how little—Audrey
had changed in the past few years.
To those who had known her only since

her success, she seemed infinitely changed
—and not, as rumor had it, for the worse.
She seemed friendlier, more relaxed, more
genuinely self-confident and poised than
they had ever known her. Marriage, they
said, had done wonders for Audrey Hep-
burn. Who would have thought it?

As it happens, many people would have
thought it. To them, Audrey has not ex-
actly changed; she is merely her old self
again, her real self, the person she was be-
fore fame, with its great demands upon her
health, caused her to become tense, forced
her to withdraw from people for a while.
What was Audrey like when she was

still an unknown? Her years of war and
terror as a child in Amsterdam have been
hashed and re-hashed since Gigi and
Roman Holiday, but what of her early act-
ing days in London, the days that gave her
her start, the days when she made the
friends who still know her best?
One of these friends, Roger Railton-

Jones, has the following story to tell

—

about an Audrey Hepburn who never has
really been described before. Here it is, in
the words of Mr. Jones.

One of my clearest memories of Audrey
is of a slim young girl at my side, fidgeting
nervously as the house lights darkened in
the projection room of the ABC studios at
Elstree. A gasp of wonder escaped her and
she leaned forward in her seat, her head
cupped in her hands, her eyes fixed on the
screen. "Oh, it's all wrong," I could hear
her murmuring as she followed her own
movements and gestures on the screen, in
a poignant love scene with Nigel Patrick.
Then the lights went up and Audrey Hep-
burn, who was seeing herself for the first
time on the screen, turned to me and in a
tear-choked voice cried, "Oh Roger, it's

awful! If only they would shoot that scene
again. I did everything wrong. I don't
know if I'll ever make an actress."
Five years later, I was sitting on the

edge of my seat as the curtains parted at
Broadway's 46th Street Theatre and Au-
drey Hepburn, now an accomplished artist,
held me enraptured as the Ondine.

In the years between those two episodes
Audrey Hepburn had shot to the summit
of international stardom, to awards and
applause and the acclaim of millions. And
somewhere along the way she had ac-
quired a reputation of being inaccessible
for interviews and photographs, highhand-
ed in her relations with her English studio,
and near a breakup with her mother.
Could Audrey Hepburn really have

changed from the charming and adorable
young girl whom I knew at the beginning
of her career? Has she really gone high-
hat and temperamental? Or is she the vic-
tim of a too-rapid rise to fame, overwork
and poor health?
The very first time I saw Audrey was at

London's Cambridge Theater in 1949. She

was dancing in the chorus of a musical
show, Sauce Piquante. She was just one of
a line of girls, but even then her poise,
charm and individuality made her stand
out. I remember checking the program
and finding her name there in tiny print.

About a year later the casting director
of ABC studios called the ABC publicity
office where I worked. "I'm sending a girl

named Audrey Hepburn to see you," he
said. "The only thing she's done in pictures
is a bit part in Laughter In Paradise. I

think she's got tremendous possibilities
and we've put her under contract. Talk to
her and let me know what you think."

Tater that day I met her for the first
J-< time. Her name hadn't clicked before,
but as soon as she entered my office, I

recognized her as the girl from the chorus
line of Sauce Piquante. As she approached,
I looked her over analytically—the way
you learn to do in a film studio where
glamour is a business. Her dancing train-
ing was evident from the graceful way she
walked across the room. She introduced
herself, and I noticed she had a strikingly
melodious voice. But she had none of the
obvious physical attributes for stardom.
Her nose was too large, her mouth too
wide, her teeth too crooked. She was too
thin for her height; her legs were indiffer-
ent, and she was almost flat-chested. Yet
there was something about this girl which
made all these factors unimportant. She
had a sort of wistful, child-like, pixie
quality about her, combined with tremen-
dous vivacity and sincere charm. Her eyes
sparkled with the sheer joy of being alive.

I liked her on sight and I couldn't help ad-
miring the clever way in which she dis-
guised her physical shortcomings. Her
heavy eye make-up concentrated attention
on one of her best points, and her hair,
which she wore the same way then as she
does now, was an ideal complement to her
piquant personality.

As we talked, and I learned a little

about her background and personal his-
tory, I noticed a distinct reluctance to go
into details about her hardships during the
war. Later I learned what she had been
through in occupied Holland, but all she
would say then was: "I was hungry quite
often."

I was impressed by her quiet determina-
tion, almost bordering on ruthlessness, to
succeed as an actress. The very terms of
the contract she had negotiated with ABC
were proof of her confidence in her own fu-
ture, and her business acumen. It was an
unusual contract. Audrey was to make a
minimum of one picture a year, with the
privilege of approving each script. It was
extremely rare for an unknown artist to
demand and receive such terms. This early

. faith in her own ability has been fully jus-
tified, for it is this clause in her English
contract which now enables Audrey to re-
ject any script she regards as unsuitable.
She had so magnetized me and I was so

certain she had the makings of a
star that I was already planning what I
could do to help her on her way. As it

happened, I needed one of our contract
artists to make a personal appearance the
following evening at a policemen's annual
ball. It was really quite an unimportant
event. We had agreed to provide one of
our starlets, as it was useful to be friendly
with these particular police who patrolled
the roads near the studio. When I asked
Audrey if she'd do it, her first reaction was
one of awe and fear. "Do you really think
I'll be able to?" she asked seriously. "I've
never made a personal appearance before.
What do I do? What do I say? What shall
I wear?" I explained to her it was just a
routine job. She would have to make a lit-

tle speech, which I would write for her.
Then she'd pose for a few pictures, and
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maybe dance a few times with the police-
men.
"Do you think I should go out and buy

a new dress?" she asked me anxiously. I

laughed and assured her this was not a
Royal Command Performance.

'"Phe next day Audrey phoned me about
five times, with a host of unimportant

questions. After I'd sent the speech to her
apartment, she called back again with sug-
gestions and changes. She was trembling
with nervousness when I called to pick her
up that evening. I told her to relax—that
she was not going to Buckingham Palace,
but to a plain, ordinary policemen's ball.

This was my first opportunity to see the
effect Audrey had on a group of men—and
hardboiled ones at that. What I saw that
evening convinced me that this girl pos-
sessed that rare and magical something
which every great actress must have

—

"Star quality." I saw it at the very outset
of the evening. She lost all traces of nerv-
ousness and quickly had the men and their
wives eating right out of her hand. As far

as those policemen were concerned, Au-
drey Hepburn was already a star. In fact

she is still the mascot of the Hendon Mo-
bile Police group.

Thereafter, whenever we needed some-
one for personal appearances or publicity
stunts, I'd call Audrey. She was by far the
most cooperative actress our studio had, as
well as the most likeable.

'"Po this day, I can never eat a piece of
turkey without remembering the day

we spent together at a turkey farm getting
some holiday pictures. The idea was to
have Audrey in a cuddlesome pose with
one of the creatures. Audrey showed up
for our date, cute as a button in tartan
slacks and a perky hat. It was a wet and
dreary day, but we couldn't postpone the
session.

As we approached the farm, Audrey
looked out the car window and saw the
spreading carpet of mud in our path. She
glanced ruefully down at her bright plaid
slacks, gave a little sigh, but said nothing.
But the worst was yet to come. These tur-
keys, who probably awaited a fate more
serious than picture-taking, weren't at all

cooperative. Audrey joined in as we all

—

the farmer, the photographer and myself

—

tried to corner one of them. He fought and
struggled and gobbled, but we finally man-
aged to get one into Audrey's arms.

We were all congratulating ourselves as
the turkey seemed to be calming down for

the picture. The photographer took aim,
focused, when—bang—his flash bulb ex-
ploded almost in Audrey's face. She didn't

flicker an eyelash, but the turkey, terrified

by the flash, bolted. Audrey gave chase
in the drizzle, finally caught him, and the
pictures went on. We finished about three
hours later.

From that day to this, Audrey refers to
publicity shots as "turkey pictures."

On meeting Audrey's mother, Baroness
Van Heemstra, I realized what a

strong influence she must have had on the
formation of her daughter's character. Al-
though there is little physical resemblance,
Audrey has many of her mother's charac-
teristics—a strong will, unfailing courtesy
and a gracious old-world manner. Audrey's
mother did more than anyone else in those
early days to encourage her to become an
actress. She also advised her as to the
business and finance aspects of her career.

Audrey's first speaking role at the stu-

dio was in a film to which I had been as-

signed, Young Wives Tale. This was in

1951. Despite the fact that hers was a mi-
nor role and the picture featured two of

England's greatest stars, Joan Greenwood
and Nigel Patrick, Audrey finally got the

lion's share of the publicity. Newspaper
people, coming on the set to do routine
stories, recognized this girl as a striking
new personality and a natural for stardom.

It was during the shooting of this film
that I realized Audrey was a perfectionist
in everything she does. She often com-
plained about her looks, particularly her
uneven teeth and her hands. She even dis-
liked her own voicey although this is one
of the most attractive things about her.

I told her once: "Audrey, you shouldn't
worry about these things. They are part
of your charm. That's what makes you dif-

ferent from all the others. Just stay exact-
ly as you are and you can't help reaching
the top." But Audrey was never satisfied

with herself. She worked constantly to
learn everything she could about acting.

While other starlets from the studio were
frequenting London's night spots and clubs
in the hopes of getting publicity, Audrey
would spend her evenings taking ballet

and singing lessons. She had little social

life, but preferred to go to foreign films
and sit through a picture two or three
times to study acting technique.
Audrey's salary at this time was small.

She rode to the studio, located outside of

London, by bus, and often brought sand-
wiches for lunch. Yet the apartment she
shared with her mother, although tiny,

was in the most exclusive part of London.
On her limited income, she didn't have
much money to spend on clothes so she

Irving Sarnoff told his brother, Gen.
David Sarnoff, about the TV repair-
man who came to fix a set. He took
it apart, and studied it. A 5-year-
old boy in the household told him:
"Oh, I know what's the matter with
the set: It's full of dead cowboys."
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chose them with great care. Tight slacks

hid her thin legs and high neck blouses
covered her prominent shoulder bones. She
wore flat shoes to cut her height.

T\ espite her physical and facial imper-
fections, Audrey was the favorite sub-

ject of the unit cameraman, who said to

me: "This Hepburn girl is extraordinary.
It's impossible to take a bad shot of her."

The versatility of moods she could portray
by simple facial expressions delighted the
director, Henry Cass. And she had a great
capacity for hard work, despite a physical
frailty which is not only apparent but real

—a result of malnutrition during the war.
It was not surprising that all the men on

the set were enchanted by her, but amaz-
ingly enough women seemed to like her
too. Several established female stars on the
lot were known to dislike her because of

the attention she had been getting, al-

though they never had met. One of them,
attending a studio party where Audrey
was a guest, made several catty remarks
about her to me. "Whatever has that girl

got? Why she's as thin as a rail, absolute-
ly no sex appeal." Right after this I pur-
posely brought Audrey over and intro-

duced her. Audrey immediately turned
the conversation to the star's current pic-

ture, asked her how it was going, compli-
mented her on her past successes, and
completely charmed her. Not once did she
refer to herself or her career. When Au-
drey left us, the actress who had so re-
cently been consumed by professional jeal-

ousy said to me, "Why, she's delightful!"

Audrey did a few other films on and off

the lot, including Lavender Hill Mob with
Alec Guinness, but in none of them did she
have a big role. She had often expressed a
desire to make films abroad for she speaks
several languages fluently and was raised

on the continent. I was, therefore, not at



all surprised when she phoned me one day
and said excitedly, "I've accepted a part

in a French movie called Monte Carlo

Baby, with location on the French Riviera.

Isn't it exciting?"
Monte Carlo Baby was no epic, but it did

prove to be the turning point in Audrey's
career. As everyone knows, it was during
this picture that Audrey was seen one day
by the late great French writer, Colette.

Audrey later told me exactly how it hap-
pened: "We were doing a scene on the

front steps of the Hotel de Paris. Colette

was being wheeled through the front door

when she looked over in my direction,

stopped,, and then slowly came towards
me. I didn't know who she was until she

told me. 'How would you like to play Gigi

in New York?' she asked me. I couldn't

believe that she was serious, but, of course,

I answered, 'Yes.'

"

This Monte Carlo film, besides being an
important landmark in Audrey's career,

is also a vital link in our story, for it was
then that these pictures of Audrey were
taken. A friend of mine, Edward Quinn, an
Irish photographer working on the Riviera,

was on location doing routine press shots

of the cast. As he later explained it to me,
he'd never even heard of Audrey Hepburn.

"Part of the cast was rehearsing a scene
in the Sporting Club of the Casino," Ed
told me, "and I was shooting pictures right

and left. Then I saw this girl. She was in a
corner of the room discussing a step with
one of the dancers. I .was absolutely
floored by her. She stood out like an orchid
in a patch of weeds. I grabbed one of the
crew and asked, 'Who is this girl?' I learned
that far from being the star of the picture,

she had just a small part. I introduced my-
self and asked her if she would pose for

some pictures. She agreed."
Quinn picked her up at the appointed

time in his old pre-war Renault two-
seater. On the way to a neighboring vil-

|
lage, his car broke down. "I was very em-

j

barrassed," Quinn said. "Here we were on
a mountain road with very few garages
and little traffic. It meant I had to fix the
car myself. Audrey couldn't have been
nicer about the whole thing. In fact, she
offered to help, but I didn't want her to get
dirty, so she sat on the running board and
kept up a gay line of chatter while I

worked."
As these pictures show, Audrey was

more than cooperative in posing for
Quinn's camera. During several photo-
graphic sessions, she changed costumes
many times and never complained about
moving from one locale to another.

A few days later she called Quinn and
in a calm and controlled voice said to him,
"Paramount Pictures in New York have
asked me for some photos of myself. I'd

like to send the ones you've taken. May
I?" Quinn, of course, agreed. Audrey was
signed by Paramount soon after. These
pictures, herewith published for the first

time, are from that set.

T saw Audrey again when she returned
from Monte Carlo, all set for Gigi and

with a Paramount contract in her pocket.
She was the happiest girl alive, but she
still retained a humility and gratitude for
the wonderful things that were happening
to her.

"I know I'm going to love America," she
told me, "but I'm nervous about appearing
on Broadway." Even as Audrey said this,

I could detect in her manner a deep un-
derlying confidence in her own ability
which I knew would see her through. As
theatrical history has recorded, this self-
assurance of hers was fully justified.

After she had finished the run of Gigi
and the filming of Roman Holiday, Audrey
arrived in England for a brief visit. I had
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been following her meteoric career with
interest, and I was curious to know if her
success had changed her. But she was still

wide-eyed with wonder at her success.

That was the last I saw of Audrey until

I reached New York myself a couple of

years later. On my arrival, I wrote her a
short note and mailed it to her New York
hotel. Audrey tried twice to reach me on
the phone, without success, so she wrote
me a letter telling me she was leaving for

Hollywood for the filming of Sabrina. It

was a warm, friendly letter, full of remi-
niscences about the studio in England, in-

cluding a reminder of the day we took
those turkey pictures. It showed that Au-
drey, who had now reached the summit of

international stardom, could still take time
to remember her old friends.

It was after she had finished Sabrina and
was in the midst of rehearsals for Ondine
that the first faint notes of criticism about
her began to appear in the press. Writers
complained that it was impossible to get
an interview with her, and that this was
proof of an inflated ego. The same familiar
photographs of Audrey in black matador
pants and a high-necked blouse appeared
time and time again in papers and maga-
zines—simply because there were no
others available. All this made me wonder
if in the brief period since her letter to me,
Audrey could have undergone such a
transformation. I was determined to find

out. I wanted to see Audrey again—and I

wanted to see her play. So I booked seats

for Ondine.
I hadn't warned Audrey about my com-

ing that evening. Arriving at the thea-
tre, I handed a note for Audrey to the
stage door attendant, telling her I would
come backstage after the performance.
After all the adverse publicity I had

been reading about her, I was anticipating
some difficulty. I had none. She had left

instructions with the stage door attendant
to conduct me to her dressingroom, and
she was standing outside the door waiting
for me. Throwing her arms around my
neck, she kissed me affectionately. We
were both near tears.

The first excited rush of questions and
reminiscences over, Audrey beckoned me
to a chair and asked eagerly: "What did
you think of the play? Did you have good
seats? I tried to contact you in the theatre
to change them in case you didn't." As I

discussed her performance, Audrey seated
herself on the floor in front of me and pro-
ceeded to take off her make-up. I was
studying her face closely. It was not until
the last traces of her heavy, grotesque
make-up had disappeared that I was able
to see how she had changed physically.
Months of overwork and strain had left

their mark. She was a tired, tired girl.

I felt I knew her well enough to ques-
tion her about the strains affecting her
health and looks. "Yes, you're right," she
said, "I am working too hard. As a matter
of fact, my doctor has told me that unless
I cut out all interviews, photo sessions,

public appearances and other outside ac-
tivities, I'll have to leave the play and go
into a sanitarium." Audrey got up from
the floor where she'd been sitting, put her
hands into the pockets of her dressing
gown and paced nervously up and down
the room. "I really am exhausted. I'd like

to do everything the press boys ask me,
but I just can't."

rT1 hat for me was sufficient explanation
for her alleged lack of cooperation. I

could see this was no act. Audrey was a
very sick girl. But tired as she was, she
still greeted with a smile a group of teen-
agers from her fan club.

This was about the time when stories

were circulating in New York about Au-
drey and Mel Ferrer. I hesitated to ask her

about him, for she had always been sensi-
tive about discussing the men in her life.

Up to now, Audrey had had but two seri-
ous romances that I knew about. The first

was with Marcel Lebon, a handsome young
French singer and dancer, whom she was
dating when I first met her. I saw them to-
gether often and I believe Audrey was
very much in love with him, but her in-
terest in him terminated about the time
she came to New York to appear in Gigi.
Her second big romance, with Jimmy Han-
son, a wealthy young English playboy, al-

|

most ended in marriage.
Audrey mentioned Mel Ferrer's name

only once during our conversation. "He's
|

such a wonderful actor," she said quietly, I

"but his part in this play—it's too small. I

He has no opportunity to show what he
can do." Then she began to talk about the 1

vacation she was planning. "I'm go-
j

ing to Switzerland for a complete rest," she i

told me. "I shall stay in one of those little

wooden chalets, miles from anywhere, and
|

I'm going to sleep and sleep as long as I
want to, and catch up on all the books Ij

haven't had time to read." Her eyes spar-
kled with the old animation as she de-
scribed her plans for the first real vaca-
tion she'd allowed herself in years.

A few weeks later I called at her apart- I

ment and drove out with her to Idle- 1

wild airport. On the way, she told me how
relieved she was that Ondine had closed.

|

"I just couldn't have kept going much I

longer doing eight performances a week,"
she said. She was obviously thrilled about
the prospect of returning to the continent. !

"I love America, of course, and I always
shall," she remarked, "but I don't really
want to live in any one place permanently.
That's why I love acting. It takes you to
so many different places."

At the airport, I put Audrey on the
Swiss Airliner which was to carry her
across the seas to a most important occa-
sion in her life, her marriage to Mel Fer-
rer. If Audrey knew that day she was soon
to be a bride, she gave no indication of it.

The news of her marriage a few weeks
later started a whole train of thoughts and

!

doubts in my mind. From mutual friends,

I learned that Audrey's mother had disap-
proved of her association with Ferrer right
from the start, and that this had caused
several bitter arguments between them.
Baroness Van Heemstra was herself the
victim of an unhappy marriage, and ob-
viously didn't want the same to happen to I

Audrey. The Baroness is a practical woman
\

and she must have been disconcerted by
Ferrer's three-marriage record. •

That's where Mr. Railton-Jones' story
ends. The rest is speculation.

If Audrey's marriage is as successful as i

she claims, what does the future hold? Ac-
|

tresses with far greater reserves of physi-
cal stamina and fewer demands upon their

time and energy, have cracked under the
strain of combining a career with marriage
and a family. Audrey wants a baby, wants
to act. Even with the support of her hus-
band, added responsibilities may take a
dangerous toll of her health. Possibly she
may limit herself to one picture a year, or
devote herself almost entirely to stage
work, though that would seem to be even
more enervating. Very possibly she and
Mel may remain overseas for a long time,
looking for escape from the publicity that
follows them. But if her friends are wor-

!

ried, Audrey herself doesn't seem to be. In
London she and her husband attended the
premiere of The Bridges At Toko-Ri, and
someone asked the radiant Audrey how it

felt to be a star. She smiled and cocked her
head to one side. "Like Cinderella," she
said. She sounded very much as though
she had found both her prince and her
happy-ever-after. END



present perfect

(Continued from page 29) which, I can
spend hours pointing with pride, 'Look, I

did it all with my own little hands.'

"

This vignette would have small signifi-

cance except that it's a far cry from the
days when Susan used to shut herself up
in her dressingroom with nothing but
mood music for company. Down the years,
especially when pickings are slim, Holly-
wood has played the game of discovery

—

I the new Garbo, the new Crawford, the
new Mickey Mouse. Right now Susan's It,

the new Hayward, lilting, buoyant and
gay. To fall back on another cliche, she
never looked lovelier, as anyone who has
seen her close up will testify. Columnists
on the prowl for an item attribute this to

romance, but they are baffled when it

comes to naming the other party.

Susan smiles. "You can't keep people
from saying whatever suits them. The
truth is simple. I'm very pleased at the
moment not to be emotionally involved
with anyone. There's a time to battle the
stream and a time to sit on the bank,
watching the current flow by. Gives you
the chance to evaluate and ponder. This
is my time on the bank." Mischief glinted
for a moment in the brown eyes. "Too
much of it could get dull. I'm not feeling
dull yet."

HP here's no new Susan. There's a woman
of character—intelligent, honest, cou-

rageous—who grows through experience,

Davey Wayne's seven-year-old saw
her father for the first time on the
screen in "How to Marry a Million-

aire." Naturally, Davey was very
interested in his small fry's reac-
tion to his histrionic talent—and
he got it, to wit: "Oh Daddy, I just

loved the picture. I saw Jessica
James' mommy and Stephen Bo-
gart's mommy, but that pretty lady
you liked, why hasn't she any little

girl?"
Radie Harris in
The Hollywood Reporter

sweet or bitter. The past is past, and she
won't talk about it. The future can be
handled when it comes. She lives in the
present, which is good. If she's happier,
more at ease with herself and the world,
you don't have to go hunting for reasons.
Release from the strains of an untenable
marriage is reason enough.

Indirectly, she says so. "The house has
a nice atmosphere, casual, relaxed. We
have many more visitors, who are always
welcome. So many, in fact, that I bought
a double oven, because we need two
roasts instead of one. The boys ask their
school friends to dinner and to stay over-
night. Cleo, I might add, is the come-on.
'She's the best cook in the world,' I hear
them brag. 'We're going to have pork
chops.'

"

Che has always been close to her sons.
*J They're closer now. Most of her non-
working time is devoted to them. As sole
authority, all plans and decisions are up
to her. She believes in combining super-
vision with greater freedom, gives them
their rope while laying down definite rules.
Despite her busy life as an actress, no
concern of theirs is too trifling for her at-
tention. "I can't find my checkerboard,"
says Tim.
"No wonder," says Greg. "You took it

over to John's the other day."
"That's right, I did. Only I think it was

Billy's."

Susan intervened. Boys must learn to
be responsible for their possessions.

The ONLY Vaginal Suppository
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tAese elamis/
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2. When inserted, Zonitors instantly release their powerful
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quickly melt away.

4. Zonitors are absolutely safe to body tissues. They even
have a soothing effect.

5. Zonitors completely deodorize. They keep your person so

dainty and feminine.
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Zonitors require no extra equipment. They eliminate all
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because the stories you see weekly on NBC-TV's
newest and most exciting late afternoon program

^ "MODERN ROMANCES"
are based on true-to-life stories taken from the pages
of "Modern Romances" Magazine. A complete new
"LIVE" story is brought to you every week—Monday
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"Modern Romances sponsored by Ajax the foaming
action cleanser, Fab with more active dirt remover
(made by the Colgate-Palmolive Company) and Cash-
mere Bouquet Soap."
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IF YOU SUFFER
DAMl of HEADACHErnmMr neuralgia

NEURITIS
get

the way thousands of
physicians and dentists recommend.

HERE'S WHY . . . Anacin is like a doctor's

prescription. That is, Anacin contains not

just one but a combination of medically

proved active ingredients. No other product

gives faster, longer-lasting relief from pain

of headache, neuralgia, neuritis than Anacin

tablets. Buy Anacin® today I

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain—Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve

pain — without surgery.
In case after case, while gently relieving

pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased to be a
problem!

"

The secret is a new healing substance
(Bio-Dyne*) — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.
Now this new healing substance is offered

in ointment form under the name of
Preparation H* Ask for it at all drug stores
—money back guarantee. *Beg. u. s. Pat. off.

CORNS
REMOVEDBY
Your money refunded
if not satisfied. The Moss
Company, Rochester, N.Y.

also Calluses. Quick,

easy, and economical.

Just rub on. Jars, 35 1

and 60 (5. Buy Mosco
at your druggist.

MOSCO
25

f

MOVIE & TV
STAR PI CX U R E S

EXCITING NEW COLLECTION!
For the first time—sensational pictures
of your favorite movie and TV stars!

A super-duper offer!

CD EE Home addresses of over 165rn\EE stars and birthdays of 300
with order of your favorite stars!

Send 25* to
OeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE, Dept. 640
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EARN EXTRA MONEY
Work 3-5 hrs. at home daily. Up to $40 weekly

,

possible. Our instructions tell how.
A. B. DUNBAR COMPANY

4130 Mark Terrace, Dept. 04, Cleveland 28, Ohio .

0> AT LAST! YOUR CHANCE FOR SUCCESS

BE A PRACTICAL NURSE

.
v No High School Necessary; No Age limit

T Send for sample lesson and nurse's booklet.

It's FREE ... no obligation. Just mail coupon,

See for yourself how easy it is to get BIG PAY . . .

gain social prestige and financial independence as

a POST GRADUATE HOSPITAL trained PRACTICAL NURSE.

Learn at home while you earn. Don't delay.

Send coupon NOW)

• POST GRADUATE HOSPITAL SCHOOL OF NURSING *
• 5C45A Auditorium Bldg. Chicago S, III.*

• NAME •
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• CITY .STATE.

Taking toys out was fine, if you could
manage to remember where you left them.
Until their memories improved, they'd
better ask for permission. Next day the
phone rang on the set. Greg had to speak
to his mother; it was very important.
"May I take my basketball over to Eric's?"

To Susan it was very important too—the
feeling that they knew she was always on
tap for consultation in a crisis of this or
any other nature.

Wherever they're playing, they've got
to be home by five. If Susan isn't in, they
report to Cleo. In addition to Cleo, there's

Willy Jean, her daughter, a teen-ager
young enough to romp with the boys and
to sit, just as wide-eyed, through their

tv programs. Matthew, Cleo's husband,
arrives at four to do odd jobs. From the
day's pursuits, the youngsters return to a
circle of warmth and friendliness. Till

six-thirty, which is dinner time, they
watch tv. After dinner they're allowed to

choose a single half-hour program. Susan
is of the crisp opinion that television,

overdone, can have a stultifying effect on
the young, or their elders, for that matter.
She glows openly over the fact that her
kids average 90 at school. Both love to

read. They're crazy about the Landmark
books and the Book of Knowledge. They
also have homework to do. If they get

stuck, an SOS goes up for Mommy. "To
my chagrin, I sometimes get stuck myself.

You'd be surprised how tough that fifth

grade homework can be."

She takes delight in doing with and for

them things they've never done before.

For the first time last Christmas, Santa
and his reindeer decorated their lawn.
Their Christmas requests were moderate.
"Commando sets and trench coats—so we
can play Army and fall in the mud." She
got a bang out of buying stuff they didn't

ask for. Out of love and their own al-

lowances, they gifted her with a box of

candy each, their favorite kind, which they
absently proceeded to consume themselves.

She took them east for the World Series.

She took them to Hawaii, where they
learned surfboard riding. She takes them
and a couple of pals to football games.
Her careful planning includes a hired
chauffeur. "It's meant to be a day of pure
enjoyment. If I drove myself, if I had to

battle traffic and parking problems, I

might conceivably grow a little impatient.

I refuse to have anything take the edge
off our pleasure. So we see the game, we
have dinner at some special restaurant and
have nothing to remember but fun."

Her basic purpose is to extend in all

directions the horizons of their world.

She's buying a piano, so all three of them
can take lessons. The boys have joined

the Cub Scouts. They belong to a social

group which gives dinner dances. Parents

are not permitted in but Susan drops them
off and sometimes stops for an unauthor-
ized peek. She sees her sons picking the

prettiest little girls to. dance with, gath-

ering around the water" cooler, kicking and
being kicked in the shins by other boys

—

and thrills to their normal reactions. Like

the song says, little things mean a lot.

As when Greg writes an imaginative piece

on how it feels to be a giant. As when
Tim writes how he feels about Christmas

and it makes the school paper.

She likes to pass the door of their room
for a glimpse of two heads, one fair, one
sandy-red, bent over the big double desk.

Last year she had the house redecorated.

Buttery yellows and greys in the living-

room, a mirrored fireplace, the walls aglow
with prints—Matisse, Rouault, Chagall—
which she gets from the Museum of Mod-
ern Art. For herself, a pink marble bath-

room. "All my life I've heard about movie
stars with marble bathrooms. Now I've

got one. Fake, to be sure, but just as dear
to my heart." The big project, however,
was the thirty-foot room upstairs, trans-
formed from a children's to a boys' room.
Plaid paper gave way to wood fibre. Op-
posite the windows overlooking garden
and pool, a stack of shelves to hold books,
records, all the lead soldiers she brought '<

them from Mexico and miscellaneous
treasure, with space above for pennants
and flying ducks. In the center a desk,

large enough for a boy on either side to

spread puzzles, paintings, homework, with-
out blocking the other. Their faces bear
that innocent, vulnerable look of any child

absorbed in what he's doing. You don't

have to be their mother to know how
Susan feels as she tiptoes by.

Angels they're not, though cooperative
for the most part. The one thing Su-

san won't tolerate is freshness and, like

all kids, they get out of line now and then.

Comes the moment, for instance, to do
something they'd rather not. She reminds
them. They ignore her. She pokes their

memory. "Why do I have to?" She ex-
plains. They parry with the why again.

She explains for the last time. They're

modern screen's

delightful queen of the

may issue, charming

june allyson, will be

on the cover

—

appearing on your

newsstands april 7.

i

seized by the child's compulsion to find

out how far authority can be challenged.

"I won't," says Tim or Greg. For this, in

Susan's experience, there's a sovereign
remedy. Over the knee with a little slip- i

per on the fanny. "They're punished only

for a reason. Being pretty hep kids, they
know exactly what the reason is. You'd
be amazed how that slipper clears the air."

They turned ten in February, and the

slipper-cure grows less frequent. On mat-
ters of consequence, the three assemble in

council. Figaro, the Scottie who used to

pick lemons off trees, met with a fatal

accident. To heal their shattered hearts,

Susan promptly bought the twins a dog
apiece. Each picked his own breed—one
cocker, one Scottie—each promised to be
responsible for his own pooch. But it ap-

peared they had no time for the duties of

ownership. In Susan the sense of duty is
j

strong, and she's instilling it into her boys.

"If Cleo or Willy Jean looks after them,

they won't be your dogs. So would you be
satisfied if I found good homes for them?"
Two faces fell. "Now wait a minute. You
know I love dogs and I think we should

certainly have an animal around. So I'll

get another one. It'll be Mother's dog and
I'll take care of it, though you can help

when you have the time. But since it will



be mine, I feel I should have some say
about the breed, just as you did."

"That's only fair," agreed Tim.
"What breed?" asked Greg.
"Well, I've always been partial to Irish

setters."

An Irish setter suited them fine. "He'll

have red hair just like yours." He's now
an established member of the household.
They conferred on Mommy's new car

—

her first Eldorado Cadillac. "It's got to be
fire-engine red," cried Greg. "You al-

ways said you loved fire-engine red, re-
member?" She remembered well, but
she wanted black. Susan, however, leads
through finesse, not despotism. Driving
around town, they compared colors. The
reds were certainly beautiful, but every
other car they saw was red. Wouldn't it

be better to have something different? To
this, Tim added the clincher. "They stick

out more, so they get tickets faster."

Whereupon they veered to white, but de-
cided the mud would show up too dirty.

Meanwhile, Susan kept pointing out the
shiny jet blacks. In the end, the boys
were persuaded that black was the only
color for a new car, and that they them-
selves had talked Mommy into it.

'T'hat she's an actress they accept, the
r- way some other kid accepts his
mother's being a teacher. It's a fact of
life, neither ignored nor stressed. The
only picture they've seen her in since
Song In My Heart is White Witch Doctor.
They loved the natives, went wild over the
African backgrounds and thought Mommy
was pretty good too, but Mommy's pres-
ence was a minor affair. Very rarely she'll

have them on the set, when something
special goes on like the big animal scene
in Demetrius, or the wagon-train sequence
for Untamed, which was shot on the ranch.
Here the twins had an elegant time, played
with kids in the cast, dragged stray cats
into Susan's trailer, watched her fashion
bullets out of lead, which they conceded
was a pretty neat trick. Here, for the
first and only time, her position in the
movie world staggered one of her sons. It

happened at noon, when box lunches were
distributed. Greg opened his, eyed the
sandwiches, the eggs, the fruit, the cel-

lophaned packets of salt, and lifted a face
of sheer rapture. "Mommy, do you eat
like this every day?"

TTer career is in high. From Untamed to

The Conqueror to Soldier Of Fortune,
which she all but lost. Part of the picture
was to be shot in Hong Kong. She had
nothing against Hong Kong. On the con-
trary. A trip to the Orient plus a co-star-
ring role with Gable struck her as an at-
tractive combination. "Provided," she told
them at 20th, "I can take my children.

Otherwise, no." Jess Barker, their father,

has the boys every Wednesday afternoon
and every other week end. She'd have
been glad to make up the time to him.
But by legal stipulation, neither parent
may take them across the state line with-
out the other's consent. Their father with-
held consent on the grounds that their

schooling mustn't be interfered with. It

wouldn't have been. She had planned to

engage a tutor. She felt, moreover, that

the trip would be rich in the kind of edu-
cation that doesn't come from books. She
appealed to the court, which ruled against

her. "In that case," she said quietly, "I

won't go."

They were all disappointed. Susan is a
fighter, convinced that the Lord helps
those who help themselves. She's also

what you might call an upbeat fatalist,

who won't bash her head against the in-
evitable. With her own philosophy she
comforted the twins. "If something's sup-
posed to happen, it happens. If not, it

just wasn't meant to be. But don't worry,
we'll get there yet. When you graduate
from school, we'll take a tramp steamer
and go around the world on a summer
vacation." Which softened the blow.
She had resigned herself to bowing out

of the picture. The studio bowed her
right back in again. They wanted Hay-
ward, not a substitute. They summoned
writers, who revised the script so a double
could be sent to China for necessary long
shots, while the close-ups were done here.
One detail hung fire. To the brass, it

loomed as more than a detail. This be-
came clear to Susan, seated in the office

of Buddy Adler, producer.
"There's something I want to talk to you

about." He cleared his throat. "I don't
know just how to put it."

She looked him in the eye and played
her hunch. "You mean you'd like me to

wear short hair."

"I know you don't care for short hair."

"There's no problem," she said equably.
"I'd just as soon have it cut."

Between surprise and relief, he banged
the table. "Boy, am I going to collect!

Bets and bets that I couldn't get you to

do it."

"I wonder why. I'm the most docile per-
son in the world."
"Then how come," he deadpanned,

"they're all scared to ask you?"
She turned thoughtful. "It's rumored

that now and again I get my Irish up."

The above scene maybe needs some in-

terpretation. A story, part myth, part fact,

has attached itself to Susan's crowning
glory. The myth is that she guards it

against the shears like no one since Sam-
son—which leaves out of account that she
had it clipped years ago for The Saxon
Charm and more recently for With a Song
In My Heart. The fact is that she prefers
it long and has on several occasions kept
it so, despite pleas. Her reasons seem
sound. "Ninety per cent of the masculine
population likes longer hair. Inasmuch as

I'm a woman, one of my primary purposes
is to please men. Besides, it keeps the
back of my neck warm."
For Soldier Of Fortune, they took off

two or three inches. A little more? they
hinted. No, that's enough. Let's have
lunch. Next morning she learned via one
of the gossip columns that she had shed
salt tears, gathered up the poor locks and
carried them home. This broke her up.

"Comes the living day!" she hooted. "You
know, I did cry once. I was ten and my
mother got tired of brushing all this hair

and had it cut. I cried because I didn't

want to look like a boy. Well, I'm no
longer ten. In the course of time I've also

discovered that hair grows."

'"P he plum of the year has dropped into

her lap. She helped joggle the
branch. Like the afghan, it started on
Untamed, where one day the twenty-four-
hour virus hit her. Accustomed to rugged
health, she makes a restless patient. In
an effort to hold her down, Martha Little,

her house guest, brought in a book. "It's

new. Read it and lie still." But for keep-
ing her quiet, Martha had picked the
wrong book. It was called I'll Cry Tomor-
row. Turning page after page of this

story of a woman's travail with agony
and her spiritual triumph, Susan's fever

mounted. Virus or no, she flew out of

bed to call her agent, Ned Marin. "I've

just read the Lillian Roth book. Who
has it?"

"I thought you were sick."

"I am, so don't trifle with me."
"Nobody has it, but there's lots of in-

terest around."
"I'm going to buy it for myself. It's a

blend of the two pictures I loved best

—

Smashup and Song."
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"Don't be hasty. Get back into bed and
I'll see what goes."
What went was as follows. Paramount

wanted it if they could borrow Hayward.
They couldn't, but MGM could—on the
deal that brought Tracy to 20th for Broken
Lance. "If they buy it," said Susan, "that's

the one I'll do for them." Marin so in-
formed Dore Schary, who said they were
dickering. When I'll Cry Tomorrow won
the Christopher Award, they quit dicker-
ing and snapped it up. This crisscross of
activity, told in seconds, covered weeks,
with Susan chewing nails. Came at length
the bugle call from Marin. "I've got all

the clearances, and you're Lillian Roth."
"Yippee!" she yipped, read the book five

times more and flew up to Vegas to watch
the singer work. From their confabs, she's
emerged with boundless admiration for
Miss Roth. No tosser-around of large
words, Susan calls her a great person. "To
go through all that tragedy and come out
more than whole, you've got to be great.

And an inspiration to others, may I add,
as I sip my tea."

Though work and children claim most
of her time, she's hardly the hermit type.
Dancing she loves. Marin, old friend as
well as agent, is a frequent escort. There
are others. "But they're people not in-
volved in this business and they'd just as
soon not see their names in print." When
she's going someplace exciting—which
means formal—it's a big deal for the twins,
who run in and out while she puts her
make-up on, fall over the gold slippers, set

them tenderly upright and wait for the
breathless moment when she's ready.
Their round eyes, their, "Mommy, you
look so pretty," isn't the least of the eve-
ning's satisfactions. She'll introduce them
to her date—usually not the first time, but
the second. They'll size the gentlemen up
and note their preferences, which they're
quite willing to discuss. She's just as
willing to listen and to set them right if

she happens to disagree with them.!
Being thoroughly feminine, she can't

see herself living alone and liking it. Th«
state of single blessedness strikes her as a
state of singular unfulfillment. "But I've,
never been the kind of girl who jumped!
from one romance to another. And I don'tf
propose to jump from one marriage tot
another. When the time is ripe, I'll know;
it. Naturally, the boys are a prime con-f
sideration. The man I choose or who!
chooses me—we might even get around to|

it at the same minute—must love children
as dearly as I do, for I fully intend to havo 1

more. Since that's a prerequisite, I feel*
that he and the twins will get along finej-

Only this is for sure. If I fall in love 1

and believe we're right for each other,'
the decision will be mine. At eighteen, my 1

youngsters will have their own lives. Par-
ents, like children, are entitled to theirs."[

W/"hen she marries again—and Susanf
says when, not if—she'll kiss her ca-!

reer goodbye, not without regret, but with
finality. "I've loved every minute of it."

As long as I've got to work, I hope they'll'

accept me in this business. I just can't
figure staying in it for the rest of my days.1

Not because I feel an actress can't handle!
both. But because I've handled this one'
since I was seventeen, and I'd like to!

handle something else for a change. Will I

miss it? Probably—for a while. But life!

goes on and there's always another bon-'
fire," cracked the doll from Brooklyn.
Which brings us back to that afghan.

She's always liked to knit and crochet.

This job, however, is special, being linked
to the future. "It's the kind of thing that's

handed down. It's meant to be handed
down to the little girl I'm going to have
some day. Not to mention two more boys."
Their prospective dad? Don't be silly.

Susan's no fortune-teller. She lives in:

the present, and sufficient unto the day is

the good thereof. end!

Hollywood's biggest question mark

(Continued from page 39) volunteered, "is

that my daughter has known Mr. Peck for,

say, three years. They have much affection

for each other, but beyond that I cannot
say. I know nothing of their plans."

"Is it possible that they are honeymoon-
ing right now in Las Palmas, in the Canary
Islands?"

"I am sorry, Monsieur. I really don't
know."
Like her daughter, Madame Passani is a

journalist. She writes for the France Di-
manche—and she is skilled in the art of

being politely evasive. She did admit that
for a number of years her daughter has
worked for Greg as a combination inter-
preter-secretary.

Tt was as a reporter, however, that Ver-
onique first met the Hollywood star. She

was working for the Paris Presse three
years ago and was assigned to interview
Gregory Peck. She never had met Greg,
but she is an aggressive and resourceful
girl. She called Paramount's publicity

office in Paris.

The office was being run then by a hand-
some, charming man named Eduard de
Segonzac. As de Segonzac recalls the inci-

dent, "She phoned and there was a good
deal of urgency in her voice. She said that
she knew Greg was in Paris. She knew he
was on his way to Rome to make Roman
Holiday with Audrey Hepburn. And she
must have an interview. I told her to come
for lunch. That's how she met Greg."
Now what Peck saw in this thin-faced

brunette, few of his friends have been able
to determine. What he sees in her now, of

course, is charm, companionship, compe-

tency, love, an attractive figure and a
J

continental savoir faire. But at that time, L

Veronique wasn't particularly well- f

groomed, sophisticated or appealing. And I

what attracted Greg is still a mystery. !

One acquaintance says, "The truth is!

that Veronique came around exactly at the 1

right time in Peck's life. He and Greta

!

were fighting and their arguments were no

!

secrets in Europe. By contrast, Veronique
must have seemed docile and pliable.

"Of course, Greg has since learned that :

this young lady has a will of iron, an abil-

ity to fight and struggle and survive char-
acteristic of so many Europeans.
"Anyway, she has a nifty figure, and as I

say, she moved in at a propitious moment."

T N the light of Greta Peck's divorce tes- i

timony, this analysis seems to be valid,

because a few weeks ago Greta testified

in the California Superior Court that she
and her three children went to Paris in

1952 to be near her husband. She rented
a large home which she regarded as com-
fortable but which Greg described as "this

miserable cold barn."
So terrible did he consider his sur-

roundings that "he stayed away from home
nights and wouldn't tell me where he had f

been or where he was going or what he
jj

was doing."
According to Mrs. Peck, a crisis in their

domestic affairs was reached on the night
Dr. and Mrs. Voskamp had a party in their 1

Paris apartment for Greta and Greg.
;

"My husband stayed for half an hour," :

Greta testified, "then took his hat and coat
and walked out before dinner. I followed
him to the door and asked him if he



wanted me to go with him. He said it

made no difference whether I did or not."
On another occasion, "My husband told

me, 'We would be better friends if we
were not married.' "

It was then that Greta Peck bundled up
her three sons and took the first boat back
to America, leaving her tall, enigmatic
husband to the plans and designs of
Veronique who was by then completely
gone on Jiim.

When Greta Peck returned to Holly-
wood, she must have known in her mind
that her marriage was finished, but in her
heart she nurtured the hope that Greg
might change, that remembering his own
youth in a broken home, remembering the
poverty and struggle of their early mar-
ried days, he might give up the European
whirl.
She declined to admit that her mar-

riage was on the rocks. "It's just very dif-
ficult raising three boys in Europe," she
maintained, "so we came home."
There was no mention of Veronique, of

the quarrels, the mental cruelty, the gen-
eral incompatibility. Instead, there was a
good deal of whistling in the dark.
"Greg is a man," Greta told inquirers,

"and it is only natural that he will oc-
casionally go out with girls while he's in
Europe. Certainly, there's no harm in that."
But Greg didn't go out with girls. He

went out with one single girl—Veronique
Passani—and while he insisted, "She's just

CBS-TV assigned Dong Kingman, the
artist, to make a drawing for use
as the title background, on Jackie
Gleason's Studio One appearance.
Kingman called on Gleason, who
said he was too busy, turned his
back and walked away . . . That's
why the title background used
showed only Gleason's back.

Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

a friend," no one believed him. They were
inseparable. Everywhere Greg went—Lon-
don, Paris, the Riviera, Italy, Switzerland,
Ireland, Ceylon—Veronique went with him
or followed him.

reta peck hoped that somewhere along
the line Greg might drop Veronique

in favor of playing the field, an infinitely
less dangerous game—but Veronique has a
lot on the ball, and she had then, and still

has, no intention of letting Greg escape.
An actor who is a good friend of Peck's

took him aside about a year ago and dip-
lomatically tried to explain that Veronique
was not the girl for a plain boy from La
Jolla, California, and generally tried to dis-
courage the entente. Peck paid no heed.
Veronique is shrewd and intelligent and

at least one of her friends is convinced
that "she's too good for Greg and should
never marry him.
"Greg is tall and quietly handsome,"

this friend says, "and he's earning about
$600,000 a year, and I guess you'd call him
a terrific catch. But somehow I think
Veronique is not his type.
"Veronique is well stacked, no doubt

about that. But she is not particularly
beautiful or glamorous, and she is pri-
marily an intellectual. She is twenty-
three and Greg is thirty-nine. There is
a great difference in their backgrounds,
their ages, their religions and their out-
looks.

"Greg is a very stolid sort of person.
Veronique is not, although she changes
her own personality as a sop to his ego.
This practice is all very well and good
when a girl is playing up to a man, but
in marriage it won't work.

"I know I'm playing the heretic in ad-
vising Veronique not to marry Greg, but
I've seen the two of them together in
Paris. I've seen them in Ceylon and at
John Huston's house in Ireland. And I just
don't think it will work."
Veronique, needless to say, does not

share this opinion. She is very much in
love with Peck, and if he doesn't marry
her eventually she is going to be one of the
most disappointed and unhappy girls in
Europe.

"Deck will discuss pretty nearly everyA subject except his love life. Recently,
someone tried to discover what makes him
tick—why he's done the things he has and
why he has stayed abroad for such long
periods.

"Primarily," he answered, "I'm interested
in enlarging my horizon as an actor. If I've
spent periods abroad, it's because I think
work in London can be just as enriching
as work in Hollywood. It broadens an
actor."

"But there was a time," Greg was told,
"when you didn't want to be an actor. You
wanted to be a doctor. Isn't that true?"
"That was a long time ago," Peck ad-

mitted. "But when I saw I couldn't become
a doctor (family finances) I became an
actor, and I'm happy with my lot."

"As an actor, do you think good looks
and a good physique count very much?"
"What counts most," Peck believes, "is

presence and personality and inner truth."
As for happiness, "It consists of physical
and moral satisfaction. People must be
themselves, act themselves, know them-
selves and accept themselves for what they
are."

Peck was then asked what he thought of
love. "It's not a big thing," he explained.
"When it comes it always surprises me.
But then again, love is not something one
thinks about. It's something one feels."
"How about your opinion of women? Do

you find beauty an essential for attrac-
tion?"

(

"Personality," Greg answered firmly,
"counts more than beauty, because when
beauty dies of old age, personality still

exists. What counts in a woman is charm,
and receptiveness, dignity and naturalness,
good manners and intelligence."

"\7~eronique passani happens to be en-
v dowed with all of these qualities. So is
Greta Peck. She is sweet, charming and
every inch a lady.
How did Greg come to fall out of love

with this delightful little blonde woman,
the mother of his three handsome, healthy
sons?
One hears many stories—that Greta is

thrifty and Greg is not, that Greta is con-
servative and Greg is liberal, that Greta
loves California and Greg loves to travel.
In truth, there is no simple, specific an-
swer.
As a father, his behavior has always

been above reproach. As a gentleman he
stands in a class all by himself. And as a
provider for his family—just look at the
financial settlement he made with Greta.
She is to get $55,000 a year .in alimony
plus $750 a month for the support of the
children. In addition she receives one half
of the community property which consists
of a $200,000 home, insurance policies and
one half of Peck's percentages in three
motion pictures. After 1965, she will re-
ceive ten per cent of Greg's earnings until
she remarries.
This adds up to a sizable amount of

money. But in the event Veronique Pas-
sani becomes the second Mrs. Peck, she
needn't worry. There will be plenty left for
her. In the last twelve years Eldred Greg-
ory Peck has become one of the most
highly-paid screen lovers in Hollywood's
hectic history. gND
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important to good health. When some everyday con-
dition, such as stress and strain, causes this im-
portant function to slow down, many folks suffer
nagging backache—feel miserable. Minor bladder
irritations due to cold or wrong diet may cause
getting up nights or frequent passages.

Don't neglect your kidneys if these conditions
bother you. Try Doan's Pills—a mild diuretic. Used
successfully by millions for over 50 years. It's amaz-
ing how many times Doan's give happy relief from
these discomforts—help the 15 miles of kidney tubes
and filters flush out waste. Get Doan's Pills today!

"DARK-EYES" Dept. A45
3319 Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, III.
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a BLONDE'S
ROMANCE
TURNS TO
WEDDING
BELLS!

In just 6 short weeks—and with the help of my GOLDEN
BLONDE HAIR— I captured my guy ... for good! I

wouldn't say it was ENTIRELY the result of my ll-minute

BLONDEX Beauty Bath, but that shining, radiant color

surely attracted him and held him, too. BLONDEX, the

new "creamy" shampoo, specially for blondes, is made

at home FRESH as you need it. Quickly whipping into a

creamy, billowy lather, Blondex instantly removes the

dull, dingy film that makes hair dark, old-looking, brings

out light, lustrous shine and sparkling highlights men

love. Get BLONDEX today at \0<t, drug or dept. stores.

In 12 Weeks You Can Become a

PRACTICAL NURSE
AT AVERAGE COST of $1.74 PER LESSON
Win diploma in 12 weeks' spare time at

home. Earn while learning. High school

not needed. Physician'sendorsement of
this low-fee course . . . Easiest terms.
FREE BOOK—Send your name today!

LINCOLN SCHOOL of PRACTICAL NURSING
805 LARRABEE ST., Dept. 84, LOS ANGELES 46, CALIF.

need more money..

Up to $5 hour demonstrating
Famous Hollywood Cos-
metics, your neighborhood.
Free Samples and details

supplied. Write to:

Guaranteed by A HAR""V^' Pr°S -

Housekeeping)
Ho|gS Emetics

omnsioiSS-^GIendale. Calif., Dept D-45

POSTCARDS
AT HOME//

WlUe, BOX 14. BELMONT. MASS.

U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

are DEFENSE BONDS

T9KEN PHOTOS
Luxurious, satin finish Wallet

Size . . .VU x 3'A . . . STUDIO Quality

$« MONEY BACK
for | GUARANTEE

GIVE TO FRIENDS, CLASSMATES, RELATIVES. USE

TOR COLLEGE, EMPLOYMENT, PASSPORT APPLI-

CATIONS. SEND MONEY AND PHOTO TO

WALLET PHOTOS, BOX D 13-45, HILLSIDE, N. J

SUS RS PSORIASIS
( SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

MAKE THE ONE iSDERIDOIl
SPOT,
TE ST . MfagSk

Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psori-
asis and Dermoil with
amazing true photo-
graphic proof of results
sent FREE. Write for it.

^<s>l935

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly ski
disease Psoriasis. A
ply non-staining Df
moil. Thousands do
scaly spots on body
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dls>

appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or

money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or

coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous "One Snot
Test." Test it for yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
name plainly. Don't delay. 5old by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Dept. 9609, Detroit 27, Mich.

don't call me a dumb blonde

(Continued from page 45) became a star

in the face of incredibly tough handicaps.

To begin with, she had no parental guid-
ance, no background, no money, a mini-
mum education, no influential friends. She
had a series of unbelievably bad breaks.

For example, after Marilyn was placed
in The Asphalt Jungle, her name was
omitted from the cast sheet. When the

picture was "sneaked" at a neighborhood
theatre in Los Angeles, the reaction cards

showed that dozens of people asked about
the "dumb, well-built, baby-faced blonde."

They had enjoyed her performance, and
they wanted to know her name.

Ordinarily, this tip-off is enough to make
any studio sign the actress in question.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer declined to do so

because of Lana Turner. Five years ago,

Lana was the sex appeal champ, and the

Metro executives saw no point in arous-
ing her antagonism—not that Lana has a

jealous bone in her body—or fostering in-

ternecine warfare. The result was that

Marilyn Monroe got her walking papers.

She was heartbroken. At the time, she

said, "Everyone says I was pretty good in

the picture. Was I really?"

"You were great, Marilyn," she was as-

sured. "Absolutely great."

Choked with self-doubt, Marilyn asked
in a petulant tone, "Then why didn't they

give me a contract or another part?"

"Just the breaks," she was told. "Just

the breaks. This is a rough racket."

Another director, Joe Mankiewicz, then
rescued Marilyn from her psychological

depression. He chose her for another

dumb blonde role, in All About Eve.

When Darryl Zanuck saw the rushes on
Eve, he ordered his casting department to

give Marilyn Monroe a contract.

"We had her for a year," he was told,

"and she can't act. She tries hard but she

can't act."

"Sign her," Zanuck ordered. Marilyn

signed a seven-year contract in August,

1951. She was cast in a series of minor
vehicles and her build-up was delayed.

The reason for the delay: Betty Grable.

Not that Betty ever muttered a single

word about Marilyn. It was just that

Harry's wife was then the studio's num-
ber one star, and there seemed to be no
point in threatening her position.

In 1951 Marilyn was assigned inconse-

quential roles in As Young As You Feel,

Let's Make It Legal and Love Nest, and

loaned to RKO for Clash By Night.

RKO paid 20th Century-Fox $6000 for

the loanout. Two years later they offered

$250,000 to borrow Marilyn for the lead in

High Heels and were told, "Monroe is

not available for a loan-out at any price."

Marilyn had achieved such great success

in Clash By Night that her own studio

was compelled to recognize her, Betty

Grable or no Betty Grable. In 1952 she

was cast opposite the leading male stars in

the studio's leading productions.

This background is necessary for under-

standing the feud that developed be-

tween Marilyn and her studio when she

finished The Seven Year Itch and There's

No Business Like Show Business.

This feud—let's call it a dispute—began

when Marilyn married Joe DiMaggio.

Marilyn, for the first time in her strug-

gling life, knew a modicum of financial

security. She had a husband to support

her. She didn't have to work.

She therefore announced that she had

no intention of making a film called Pink

Tights. Whereupon the studio hired Sheree

North to replace her. Marilyn also let it

be known that she was dissatisfied with

her old contract that was then paying her

$750 a week when she worked.
Agreeing that she deserved more money,

the studio consented to abandon the old

contract and offered a new one calling for

Marilyn to make two pictures a year at

$100,000 per picture. After three and a

half years she could make outside films.

Subject to discussion with her lawyers,

Marilyn went into Show Business and The
Seven Year Itch on those terms, drawing
$1500 a week against $100,000 per picture.

When The Seven Year Itch was finished,

Marilyn, having dropped Joe DiMaggio,
began to go around Hollywood with a New
York photographer named Milton Greene.

"I met Marilyn about a year and a half

ago," Greene says. "When I came out to

Hollywood on my honeymoon a little while

later, I introduced my wife Aimee to

Marilyn, and we all became good friends.

I shot a lot of pictures of Marilyn—they're
going to be published in a book—and I

invited her to spend Christmas with us in

New York and Connecticut.

"I introduced her to my lawyer, Frank
Delaney, and she told him what was on
her mind. That's how we started Marilyn
Monroe Productions, her own corpora-

tion. Marilyn wants to be able to have
some say in the roles she plays. All this

stuff about her wanting to play the female

lead in The Brothers Karamazov by Dos-
toievsky, is a bunch of bunk. She was
misquoted. A line of what she said was
taken out of context."

Marilyn said, "Technically, I'm not un-
der contract to 20th Century any more. But
I like the studio, and I want to make more
pictures here. And I think we can work
it out. I've been quoted as saying that I

don't like the pictures I've been put in.

I never said that. A couple of the pictures

might have been better. I suggested that

a very good role might be the female

lead in The Brothers Karamazov, and right

away it was taken for granted that I was
getting arty and wanted to play the part."

Asked if there was any chance of her

reconciling with Joe DiMaggio, her answer

was, "We'll keep on being very good

friends."

Then she was asked if her attitude had
changed, generally speaking, and she said,

"I don't think so."

But the truth is that since her divorce

from Joe DiMaggio, Marilyn has come
out of her shell. She no longer seems

insecure, inhibited, shy or afraid.

She has reached that critical point in her

life where she must decide which is more
important, career or wifehood. And her

answer right now is career.

Marilyn isn't money-hungry. But she

is quietly determined to get some lucre

while the getting is hot. No actress de-

serves it more, because there is no actress

in Hollywood who has worked harder than

Marilyn Monroe at learning her trade. The

hours, the weeks, the years she has put

in with her dramatic coach, Natasha

Lytess, studying lines and movements

—

"You wouldn't believe it," she once said.

"It's been the only thing that really mat-

tered."
Five years ago Marilyn Monroe knew

precious little about dancing, acting, music,

literature or clothes. She suffered from a

complete inferiority complex. One col-

umnist used to aggravate the complex by
writing, "When will Marilyn Monroe stop

dressing like an unmade bed? This girl

shows everything in her clothes except

good taste."
.

Hungry for the education denied her by

circumstance, Marilyn has spent practi-

cally all of her spare time reading widely,

listening to good music, taking singing

lessons and learning the financial facets of

the motion picture business. Marilyn has

learned that nighly taxable salaries are not
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nearly so rewarding as capital gains or

profit-sharing deals. She looks around
Hollywood and sees that Jimmy Stewart
has garnered more than $4,000,000 in the

last six years by working for a small sal-

ary and a large share of the profits. She
knows that Gable is going to get at least

half a million from Soldier Of Fortune.

Cary Grant, June Allyson, Alan Ladd are

all independent free-lance operators. Why
can't she be one?
Her New York lawyers claim that she

is. They told her weeks ago that when
20th Century-Fox sent her a letter saying
they were abrogating her old contract and
drawing up a new one, she was free so

long as she didn't sign the new contract.

The studio, on the other hand, claimed
that if Marilyn didn't sign the new con-
tract, then the old contract was in force.

Regardless of the contract dispute, Mari-
lyn wants a degree of professional inde-
pendence, because she feels strongly that

she will know what to do with it. At
I twenty-eight she is willing to strike out

!
on her own. Although her studio regards
her in a jaundiced light, Hollywood re-

spects her sagacity and understands her
desire for independence.

"\/Tarilyn has practically no close women
friends, but one woman who has

known her for years recently explained
her status.

"These last few years," she claims,

"Marilyn has grown up. She may not

think so, but she's changed a lot. From a

bewildered youngster she has developed
into a movie star with poise.

"She feels that she is no longer a dumb
blonde. In many quarters there is no rec-
ognition of her growth. Many men in

Hollywood remember her as an avid,

struggling kid with a well-turned body
and a seemingly empty head. They re-

member her when she didn't have a dime,
when an interview frightened her silly,

when she had to be rehearsed over and
over for a simple bit of subtle playing.

"Many of these men created or helped
create the Marilyn Monroe legend. If

Marilyn said something artlessly funny,
they'd broadcast it all over the world. For
example, when Marilyn was asked if she
had anything on while she was posing for

her famous calendar, she answered, 'I had
the radio on.' That remark was planted
in every column in the country.
"As a matter of fact, Marilyn's publicity

build-up was so tremendous that some-
times it got out of hand. The Clark Gable
incident is an illustration. Because Gable
danced with her at a party, an attempt was
made to blow it up into a full-fledged
romance. People laughed, and Darryl
Zanuck gave orders to go easy on the
Monroe publicity.

"Marilyn has earned a good deal of
money for her studio. Everyone recog-

nizes that. But she herself has practically
no money saved or invested. Her salaries

have been relatively small and her ex-
penses high. But money is not the pri-
mary interest in her life.

"More than anything else, she craves
recognition as an artist, as an actress—not
as a lucky, fatuous personality. She would
like to cremate the 'dumb blonde' reputa-
tion she never deserved."
There is a world of difference between

"dumbness" and "naturalness." Marilyn
has always been natural and candid.
Once, she was asked what, if anything,

she did to maintain her posture. She
admitted quickly, pointing to a set of

dumbbells, "I lift weights to fight gravity.

Gravity makes you sag."

Questioned about her sexy voice, she
said, "I never find it necessary to use my
voice in any special way. If you think
something sexy your voice just naturally
goes along. I've given pure sex appeal very
little thought. If I had to think about it I'm
sure it would frighten me."

; On the subject of clothes she said, forth -

rightly, "I dress for men. They say women
dress for women, but a woman looks at

your clothes critically. A man appreciates
them."
Marilyn never has been credited with

much wit, but reporters who have in-

terviewed her over the years will tell

you that she is one of the wittiest girls

in the film colony—not a smart-alecky
wise-cracker, but an actress who is en-
dowed with a natural sense of humor.
"So many reporters," Marilyn once com-

plained, "ask me something. Then when
I answer they say, 'Gee! I can't use that.'

One time a fellow asked me what I wore
to bed. So I said I only wear Chanel
Number Five. 'Darn it,' he moaned, 'I

can't use that.'
"

Despite her naivete and her charming
frankness, despite "the dumb blonde" leg-
end planted and nurtured by jealous
women, Marilyn Monroe has always had a
good head on her shoulders.

If she hadn't she never would have sur-
vived, much less succeeded, in Hollywood.

At a party for her at Romanoff's the
Hollywood greats—Gary Cooper, Jim-

my Stewart, Bill Holden, Claudette Col-
bert, Doris Day and many others—came
to Marilyn's table and said much the same
thing: "I hear that in The Seven Year
Itch you're absolutely wonderful."
Five years ago, Marilyn would have

blushed and mumbled a shy, "Thank you."
But now Marilyn smiled beautifully.

"Thank you," she said. "But it's really

Billy Wilder's picture. He's a great direc-

tor, and he makes me look good. In fact,

so good that I want him to let me play in

his next picture. But his next picture is

The Lindbergh Story, and he says I can't

play Lindbergh!" END

AND NOBODY KNEW WHO SHE WAS
No list of "Most-Widely-Recognized-People" can be complete unless it includes

Marilyn Monroe. Yet the most publicized screen star in the world has succeeded in

remaining in hiding.
She was ill, and had been recuperating at the Westport, Conn., home of her good

friends, Aimee and Milton H. Greene. Greene is the noted photographer whose pictures

of her have been reproduced everywhere. He arranged for her flight from California,

in a night plane, under the name of "Zelda Nunc." Miss Monroe's famed figure was
covered by a large cloth coat, and she wore a scarf around her hair and throat. She sat

up front in the plane, where no other passengers would be likely to wander.
As soon as the plane landed in N. Y., Miss Monroe pretended to have a coughing spell,

and used a handkerchief to cover her face. Mrs. Greene took her to a phone booth,

where she waited until her bags were cleared. They drove to Westport, where Miss
Monroe convalesced under a doctor's care. For her visits to town, with Mrs. Greene,
she wore a page-boy wig.
When they returned from one such trip, they learned that newspapermen had arrived

to check on her presence. Miss Monroe hid in the trunk of the car, until the visitors left.

Leonard Lyons in

The New York Post

AT BEDTIME give your
child America's best-
tasting laxative—choco-
lated Ex-Lax. There
will be no fuss because
it's so pleasant to take.

IN THE MORNING
she'll get gentle relief—
the closest thing to
natural action. No up-
set, no griping, no em-
barrassing urgency.

NEXT DAY— EX-LAX will continue to help your
child toward her normal regularity. She'll hardly
ever have to take Ex-Lax again the next night

!

Buy The New 65g Size— Save As Much As 37jS

Also available in 30<f and 12i sizes

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

MORE PEOPLE USE EX-LAX THAN ANY OTHER LAXATIVE

Pestroy/^T^/Forever
Temporary reliefisNOTenouqh

Only by KILLING THE HAIR ROOT can you be sure J

UNWANTED HAIR Is GONE FOREVER. Brings relief /
and social happiness. Do not use our method until J

you have read our instruction book carefully and i

learned to use the MAHLER METHOD safely and
,

efficiently. Used successfully over fifty years.

MAHLER'S. INC., Dept. 36-D PROVIDENCE 15. R. I.

NEW Fifth Avenue styles
you smart throughout pregnancy.
Adjust easily. Dresses S2.98 up;
also supporters, undies. Every-
thing for Baby, too. Low prices.
FREE Book In plain wrapper.

LANE BRYANT, Dept. 833
Indianapolis 17, Indiana

HANDS TIED?
1M —because you lack a

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA
• You can qualify for an American School
Diploma in spare time at home! If you have
left school, write or mail coupon for FREE
booklet that tells how. No obligation of any
kind.

OUR 58TH YEAR
AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept V4I4
Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois

Please send FREE High School booklet.

Name

Address

City & State

Canadian Residents: Complete Canadian Course Available.
Write American School. 1610 Sherbrooke St. West. Montreal.
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JOIN

SCREEN ALBUM'S
NEW

"PICTURE
PICKING
CONTEST"

Read all about it in the new issue

of SCREEN ALBUM . . . all

you do is pick your favorite pic-

tures right from its very pages!

90

Now on sale wherever

magazines are sold 25c

the things that count

(Continued from page 49) of the Lancas-
ters are sleeping warmly, and let's crawl
back into the warm bed.
But he kept up the jog, and he knew that

his reward was due soon, and when it

came it would change his whole attitude.

After all, running was important to him,
he ran so much in so many of his pic-

tures. When he made Apache some statis-

tics-minded member of the crew figured

that he had run a total of forty-eight

miles, counting rehearsals and actual

shooting. In Sorry, Wrong Number he was
always on the run from both the police

and a dope gang. In fact, in his very first

picture, The Killers, he was a man who had
run from his past.

Right now, he had run about half way
around the quarter-mile oval when his

blood began coursing a little faster—and a
little warmer. Muscles which up to now
had been tightly bunched began to loosen
and joints which had creaked began to

operate more smoothly. He began to

breathe more deeply, his stride lengthened
and a mellow Lancaster began taking

charge, replacing the congealed one. Now
he looked forward to the real purpose be-
hind his early morning runs.

It was true that he came out to the UCLA
track because he was the kind of man who
had always kept himself in an athletically

fit condition. "And," as he told himself, "the

way you like to eat and the way the girl

you married knows her way around the

kitchen, you'd better keep running, Burt!

An actor with weight is an actor headed
for the gate!"

But more important to him, during these

early morning jaunts, was the flow of

fresh thoughts which came to him, bring-

ing a consciousness of himself as an in-

dividual rather than a professional per-

sonality. Working under studio pressure,

meeting other Hollywood people in atmos-
pheres charged with the aggressive spirit

and influences of the industry—it was too

easy for a fellow to forget what he really

was. This was why it was really worth-
while to go off by himself. And as he had
said one morning on the track, "Burt, meet
Burt!"

Toward the end of the first lap he saw a

few high hurdles which someone had
left standing out on the track. Automati-
cally, he headed for the first one, but at the

last split-second he ducked around it in-

stead of jumping—and had to laugh at him-
self. Something had told him just before the

take-off he was still a little too stiff for

leaping. Next time around I'll get you, he
mentally addressed the hurdles. He'd have
to get them, he thought. He wanted to be
able to give his oldest son, Jimmy, a new
answer this morning when he asked,

"What'ya do, Pop?" Instead of replying,

"Oh, I just ran around the track," he could

say, "Oh, I jumped some hurdles." And he
could hear Jimmy comment: "You did?

Gee, Pop!"

For a reason that was to come to him a

few moments later, this thinking re-

minded him of his picture, Vera Cruz, and
Vera Cruz reminded him of the man with
whom he had co-starred in the picture,

Gary Cooper. And then the connection

became clear. Jimmy, he knew, was great-

ly impressed by Gary, much more so, ap-

parently, than he was by his own father.

Burt thought about this and wondered if

he shouldn't make another western with

Gary Cooper in which he clearly outrode,

outshot and outfought him. That would
show Jimmy!
Then he decided that before he did this

he would take Jimmy to see The Kentuck-

ian, which he had just finished. He was
proud of The Kentuckian. He had enjoyed
every moment of his location stay in Ken-
tucky, where the picture had been made,
and particularly several weeks spent in the
historic Levi Jackson State Park, near
London, Kentucky. And at this point he
recalled with a chuckle the old gnarled
resident of London who had stopped him
on the street to shake hands.
"Put it there, son," the old-timer had

said. "I told everyone you was going to
make it!"

"Make it?" Burt had repeated, and the
old-timer had explained. He had seen Burt
years before, watching him when he toured
the state with his partner, Nick Cravat.
They were acrobats in the Kay Circus.
"You was climbing a long pole held by a

little feller," said the old man, "and the
crowd was holding their breath for fear you
wouldn't get to the top. I kept a-hollering,

'He'll make it! He'll make it!' And looking
at you today, young fellow, what with you
owning this picture company and being the
star of this picture they're making here, I

guess you sure done well."

"Yeah, but what happened on the pole
that day?" Burt had asked, bothered by
some wispy and not-too-happy recollection.

The old-timer had shaken his head sadly.

"You slipped, son, you slipped."

Coming around the turn to begin a sec-
ond lap, Burt caught sight of a mascu-

line figure at a far corner of the campus
meadows. The fellow was driving practice

On an early morning breakfast
food show an announcer asked a
little boy three times, "What
cereal do you prefer in the morn-
ing, sonny?" Three times there
was no answer. Then the little

boy's piteous plea, "You're hurting

my arm, mister."
Leo Guild in

The Hollywood Reporter

shots and Burt remembered he had seen !

him here before, and had even deduced
!

from his observations that the purpose of ;

the visits was to cure a bad hook. He kept
!

watching out of the corner of his eye as the

golfer teed up again and swung. And then
Burt had to chuckle sympathetically. The
hook was still there, as hooked as ever.

When he felt it was about time for an-
other shot to be taken he looked back again

just in time to see the downswing. But this

time the small, white pellet leaped out

straight and true, and the pleased golfer

couldn't help standing there as if trans-

fixed, as he watched the flight of the ball.

On sudden impulse, Burt waved a con-
gratulatory hand high in the air at the

golfer, who caught the gesture and im-
mediately pantomimed his response with a

low bow of thanks.
What do you know? An actor! thought

.

Burt. Maybe not a professional one, but an 1

actor just the same.
The hurdles were coming up now—three

of them strung ahead in an irregular line.

Burt speeded up a little and sailed over

them in turn without any trouble. He
turned around to see if maybe the golfer

had been watching, but the guy was busy
keeping his head down as he again swung
at his ball. Unfortunately the shot wasn't;

much good. The hook was back.

Burt turned back quickly so as not to

be caught looking and thus perhaps embar-
j

rass the unhappy golfer. And the word
"embarrass" recalled to him how he had
been embarrassed only a few weeks before

by being roundly denounced in a hotel lob-

by crowded with people, and how he had
meekly accepted it. He had accepted be-,:

cause he had deserved it. Yet he still,

winced at some of the accusations hurled

!



I at him by his accuser, a small, peppery
'individual by the name of Thomas Hart
Benton, who happens to be one of the
foremost living American painters.

Burt and his partner, Harold Hecht, had
arranged with Benton to have him do a
portrait of Burt in the title role of The
Kentuckian, and had brought Benton to

Owensboro, Kentucky, where he was to

do the painting which would be used as

the key piece of art in the advertising cam-
paign. That morning Burt had agreed to be
at the Owensboro Hotel at seven o'clock

that evening, after the day's shooting, to sit

for Benton. But it wasn't until after nine
o'clock that he arrived, to find the artist in

the lobby, all packed and about to return
to his home in Kansas City, Missouri.
Benton had lit into Burt with a flow of

verbal abuse which would without doubt
have won him the presidency of the Mis-
souri Muleskinners Association, had there
been such an organization and had they
heard him. It was not only what he said,

Burt recalled ruefully, it was the convic-
tion he put behind it.

Not until Benton had just naturally
wound down had Burt said a word in de-
fense of himself. Then he had explained
that not only he, but the whole company,
had been delayed several hours by prob-
lems peculiar to picture-making, and which
cannot be solved unless there is complete
absorption in the task. This last aspect,
concentration on one's work, Benton un-
derstood well; he himself had many times
painted past meal times and appointment
hours when he was deeply engrossed in
what he was doing. The pepper went out
of his voice and the friendliness came back
in. They had dinner together and Burt

|

posed for the canvas afterwards. But he
knew then, as he knew now, that for at
least one time in his life he had been
bawled out by an expert.

.T'hinking about Benton had taken him

I

* well into the third lap of his run. He
!
began to wonder how close he was to run-

j

ning a four-minute mile, and decided that

I

he was much closer to a four-minute half-
mile. Just the same, his thoughts jumped to
the young English Dr. Bannister, who had
first run the four-minute mile, and from
this he jumped again to his plans to make
a picture in England in the summer. The

title of it was Trapeze, and he had signed
Sir Carol Reed to direct it.

He began to pick up his pace a little bit
when he started the fourth and last lap he
planned to run, and felt pleased that the
strength and wind for it came without too
much strain. It was remarkable how much
good a run could do for a man. He had ar-
rived feeling miserable and in mourning for
the sleep he had left behind in his bed. A
few circuits of the track and he felt so
good, so alert mentally and physically, that
he was ready to tackle anything. Let's see,
what problems had he?
Should he make a musical? Nobody

thought of him as a song-and-dance man.
He would have to rehearse interminably.
The long hours working at dance routines
would mean his muscles would ache in new
places altogether. And then there was the
singing necessary.
Should he try to get Montgomery Clift to

work with him in Trapeze? Should he make
Trapeze before he made the musical?
There was Anna Magnani with whom he

was working in The Rose Tattoo—should
he try out a little more of his Italian on
her or should he let it go with the two
words he had thrown at her and which she
didn't seem to get?
How about his breakfast? He was getting

hungry and it was a long drive home.
Should he drop in at a drug store instead?

"Dy this time Burt was into the home
stretch and putting on a final dash.

And as fast as his feet were going, so was
his mind functioning as he made a series
of fast decisions:

Yes, he would star in a musical.
Yes, he would try to get Montgomery

Clift for Trapeze and Trapeze would be
made before the musical.

No, he would inflict no more of his self-
learned Italian on Anna. The Italian he had
picked up as a boy in New York, and even
the Italian which had come to him in Italy
as a G.I. there, was somehow not the Ital-
ian which Anna spurted at you—the words
had to be shaped just right, apparently, to
be delivered at her speed.
And breakfast? He was too hungry to

wait. He'd find a drug store in Westwood.
With this last thought, Burt finished his

mile run, but he didn't stop; he kept right
on running toward the car. end

live alone and like it

(Continued from page 31 ) times, and right
away we've had a New Year's elopement.
Not a word of it is true.

"I don't know how these things get
started. Just like my supposed retirement.
I've got absolutely no plans for retiring.

What I'd like to do is make one picture a
year, then take plenty of time off for fish-
ing, maybe a little hunting.

"I've got six weeks off between Soldier
Of Fortune and The Tall Men. I expect to
go down to Palm Springs, maybe to Phoenix
and Tucson, and get myself a tan. Don't like
to use make-up, you know. Had to for
Fortune.

"If I'm seen with a girl in Arizona, those
marriage rumors will probably start again.
But just for the record, I have no inten-
tion of getting married. Girls, yes. But
marriage is out."

A N irresistibly charming lover, Gable
has said all this before. But sooner or

later he always succumbs to the wiles and
enticements of some beautiful woman.
Of these he has always had an adequate

i list, no matter where he has been. In
Arizona, he has Betty Chisholm, a wealthy
iwidow whose companionship he finds ut-
terly delightful. An outdoor woman, Betty

owns a sizable ranch where Clark can
relax and take it easy.
In Hollywood there's Kay Spreckels,

Susan Hayward, Grace Kelly and, of course,
Virginia Grey.
To this list you may now add Suzanne

Dadolle with whom The King traipsed
around Europe two years ago. Suzanne,
who gave up her job as a Schiaparelli
model to become Gable's traveling com-
panion, arrived in Hollywood a few months
ago to seek her fortune.
The stately beauty from Paris once had

the inside track with Gable. But she gave
out a premature engagement announce-
ment—and Clark flew the coop.
When he came back to Hollywood last

year, he was asked if he hadn't been close
to making Suzanne the fifth Mrs. Gable.
His answer was curt and sharp. "No," he
said. "We never discussed marriage. She
just taught me to speak French."

Well, Suzanne is back in town, and it

will be interesting to see whether or not
Gable wants to brush up on his French.
To date, The King and Suzanne have

encountered each other only twice. Once
on the set at 20th Century-Fox where
Gable was doing a luncheon scene in a
Hong Kong restaurant with Susan Hay-
ward (later that day he drove Hayward
home) and once in La Rue's restaurant.
Gable was dining there with Kay Spreck-
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els when Suzanne came in with contractor

Hal Hayes.
Since Hayes used to date Kay, and Gable

used to date Dadolle, there might have
been some embarrassment. But Kay han-
dled the situation tactfully. She walked
over to Hayes' table and was introduced

to Suzanne. Gable nodded pleasantly, and
the encounter came off without incident.

Suzanne is currently working as a free-

lance model. "I work for Orry-Kelly,
Magnin's, Saks and television. I love Cali-

fornia so much. Eet remind me of North
Afrique where I was when I was a girl.

Please, I do not want to discuss Mr. Gable.

He is a great actor, un bon ami. But let us

not discuss heem. I saw heem at studio

and restaurant. He is very charming, a

nice man. I say no more."
It has been suggested, perhaps by the

envious, that Suzanne came to Hollywood
in an effort to recapture Gable's love.

It is safe to say that Clark is incapable

of going without the companionship of

women for long periods of time. And
Suzanne, along with the rest of Hollywood,

knows this. To attribute ulterior motives

to the French model, however, seems
hardly fair.

Whether or not Suzanne is reconciled to

having lost the veteran actor, the fact re-

mains that at this writing Kay Spreckels is

the number one candidate in the Gable
Marriage Sweepstakes.

IT was kay who went golfing with Clark
last winter in Palm Springs; it was

Kay who met him at the airport when he
returned from Hong Kong; it was Kay
who was his 1954 girl friend; and it's Kay
who has been his steady dining companion.

Clark has known the attractive little

blonde for years, a fact her ex-husband
once deplored in court, and has always
been tremendously fond of her. Kay is

endowed with a lively sense of humor, an
attractive figure, and a sparkling vivacity

—

three advantages, incidentally, that char-
acterized Clark's third wife and great love,

Carole Lombard.
Gable acknowledges the need for women

friends but discounts the necessity for a
wife.

His early background sheds some light

on this. The doctor who delivered

Gable in Cadiz, Ohio, on February 1, 1901,

charged ten dollars for the delivery and
registered the new-born baby as a "fe-

male"—an error that was eventually cor-

rected.

Gable's mother, Adeline Hershelman,
died seven months later. Gable was with-
out a mother for five years. Then his

father married a milliner named Jennie
Dunlap.
When Gable grew to manhood, he twice

married women older than he, Josephine
Dillon and Rhea Langham. One psycholo-
gist suggested at the time that, "In these

marriages, Gable is fulfilling the need for

a mother as well as for a wife."

This mother-replacement theory is

scoffed at by one friend of Gable's who
insists that he married these women "out
of sheer gratitude."

"The thing to remember," he points out,

"is that when Gable first came to Holly-
wood he was broke. He was also a
lousy actor. Josephine Dillon took him
in as a twenty-three-year-old kid—she
was thirty-seven at the time—and she
taught him most of the acting fundamen-
tals. She also got him jobs. He married
her in 1924 and they stayed together for

six years. Then Gable married Rhea Lang-
ham, a Houston divorcee who topped him
by eleven years. Both of these women
were kind to him, and I guess he felt that

the least he could do for them was give
92 them his name."

It didn't cost Gable a penny in alimony
to divorce wife number one, but Rhea
Langham hit him for $283,000.

It took a long time in coming and during
the years of the separation Clark was
linked with Loretta Young, Elizabeth Al-
lan, Mary Taylor and a few other beauties
of the 1930's.

In all those years he made few close

male friends. Al Menasco, who used to

run a Ford agency in Los Angeles and is

now in the winery business in northern
California, is probably Clark's one real

pal. The Menascos toured Europe when
Gable had Suzanne Dadolle in tow. Men-
asco kept saying at the time, "Gable's not
marrying anyone, I don't think." But few
of the European newsmen would believe

him.

Kay spreckles says the same thing, but
again no one is buying that tune.

"Look," Kay protests, "if we were going

to get married, the spark would have been
kindled years ago. I've known Clark for

twelve years. Met him at Metro when I

was working there. It was during the war.

He had just come back from the Air Force
in Europe.
"We went to parties and dinners, and it

was fun. Nothing else. Then I went off

MOTHER WORE GRASS

Quite a few years ago my mother was
a professional toe dancer who did a very
good hula as well. One night a young
girl came to the door of her dressing-

room and begged my mom to teach her

the hula. She was politely escorted from
the room. Today she is known as Joan
Crawford.

Cpl. Tom Bedford
Ft. Leonard Wood, Mo.

and got married. I've put out three fires

(Charles Capps, Martin Unzue, Adolph
Spreckels) and the marriage department

is not for me.
"I've got no intention of walking down

the aisle with anyone. Gable feels the

same way and that's why we hit it off. We
go out for laughs.

"In Hollywood people think it will lead

to something. Some fellow named John
Ravens (I never heard of him) saw Clark

with me one night and the next thing he

called all the columnists and announced
that we were eloping, that by 1955 we
would be man and wife. The newspapers
played it up big—'Hint Gable Elopement'

and all of that. No truth to it. Talk about
marriage, and I've had it."

"Suppose Gable proposed to you?" Kay
was asked. "What would your answer be?"

"You don't have to worry. There's no
chance that he will. He's a smart fellow

He knows when he's well off," Kay replied. I

Gable has reached that point where he
j

has one woman, Jean Garceau, to look
after all his correspondence, bills and
household matters. If he needs a girl for
dinner or any movieland function, he only

j

has to pick up his phone. When he wanted
to take someone to the premiere of A Star !

Is Born, he called Grace Kelly.
In Hong Kong where he was on loca-

tion for Soldier Of Fortune, he heard that
!

Ava Gardner was coming into town. A .

quick phone call, and the stars of Mogambo
were dining together. Gable does not like

to eat alone. For years he has preferred
the company of a beautiful woman—and
who can blame him?
When he was sitting out an anticipated

divorce at the Flying ME ranch north of
Carson City, in an effort to dissolve his

marriage to Sylvia Ashley, he dated a
most attractive divorcee named Natalie I

Thompson.

Tt is difficult to remember when and
where Gable has ever been without a

woman. When he was making Mogambo
in Africa, he occasionally went hunting.
But Grace Kelly went with him. When he
got to London after that picture, it was still

Grace Kelly. Once Grace left for New
,

York, Clark moved over to Paris and
|

Suzanne Dadolle.
Back home again, he gave Betty Chis-

holm a whirl, took out several others, con-
|

centrated, more or less, on Kay Spreckels.

Gable needs a woman around because
he has been accustomed to female care and
consideration ever since he was five.

His stepmother, Jennie Dunlap, babied
him as a boy. When he became an actor

and hit the road, a young actress in Port-
land, Oregon, fell in love with him and
talked her father into letting Clark live on 1

the family farm. Gable was then twenty-
j

two, and according to Miss Franz Dorfler,

the girl in question, "We were supposed
to get married." Gable went to Hollywood i

where he married Josephine Dillon. She
was the third in the platoon of women
who were to make life easier for him.
The best-known of these was, of course,

lovely Carole Lombard, who somehow
managed to infect everyone around with 1

her contagious gaiety. When she married ;

Gable she was not an outdoorsy girl. But
to make him happy, she learned to ride

j

and shoot and fish. He never has been
that happy since.

The only woman in Gable's life who
j

reportedly did precious little for the
|

rugged Don Juan was his fourth wife,

Sylvia Ashley. Sylvia is an English

girl who struck it rich via marriage. She
redecorated the house on Gable's twenty-

j

eight-acre ranch, moved Jean Garceau out

of the place, began to entertain on a large

scale, all of which Gable could not tolerate.

Three weeks after he married Sylvia,

the actor knew it was a big mistake. Fol-

lowing the divorce—supposedly the settle-

ment cost him $150,000—he renounced
marriage and left for Europe.

x
i

When he came back, he refused to sign

a new contract with MGM and told

friends, "From now on I'm going to make
only those movies I like. I want to be a ,

free soul, play golf, travel here, visit there.

I don't want any strings attached."

All men are creatures of habit, however,

and Gable is no exception. It's all right I

to have Martin, his butler of many years,

to take care of his clothes and personal

wants. It's all right for Jean Garceau to

take care of his secretarial needs. But
who is there to take care of his emotional

life?

Only a wife can do that, and at fifty-

four, William Clark Gable has not stopped
:

j

loving. END I
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wearing the latest new
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come true — and it can
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WINSTON tastes good

like a cigarette should !

ITS GOT
REAL FLAVOR.

AND
DRAWS SO

easy!

Winston brings flavor back to filter smoking!

S3 No wonder Winston has changed
America's mind about filter cigarettes!

Winston tastes good — like a cigarette

should ! It's got real flavor — the full,

rich flavor real smokers want. You're

sure to enjoy Winston's finer flavor

!

Winston also introduced a finer filter

that works so effectively, yet doesn't

"thin" the taste. The fine tobacco flavor

comes clean thru to you because

Winstons are easy-drawing. You'll

really appreciate Winston's finer filter!

Winston
i

*****

R. J. Reynolds Tobucco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.
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A LIQUID SHAMPOO
that's EXTRA RICH !

ITS LIQUID
\

FOR

Something new has happened to liquid shampoos— it's exciting,

extra-rich Liquid Prell! No other shampoo has this unique,

extra-rich new formula. It bursts instantly into luxurious,

angel-mild lather . . . rinses in a flash. And the way your hair looks

and feels after a luxurious Liquid Prell shampoo— so satin-soft—

so brilliantly 'Radiantly Alive'— such a dream to manage

!

Try it today—you'll be enchanted!

JUST POUR IT . . . and you'll see the glorious difference!

Some liquid shampoos are too thin and watery . . . some

too heavy, and contain an ingredient that leaves a dulling

film. But Prell has a "just-right" consistency— it won't

run, never leaves a dulling film to hide radiance.

PRELL—
nowavailable 2 ways:

The exciting, new extra-rich

liquid in the handsome,
easy-grip bottle!

And the famous, handy tube

that's ideal for the whole
family. Won't spill, drip, or

break. Concentrated—ounce
for ounce it goes further!

CREATED BY PROCTER & GAMBLE
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a bridesmaid...

bridi

Most of the girls of her set were married

. . . but not Eleanor. It was beginning to

look, too, as if she never would be. True,

men were attracted to her, but their interest

quickly turned to indifference. Poor girl!

She hadn't the remotest idea why they

dropped her so quickly . . . and even her

best friend wouldn't tell her.

Why risk the stigma of halitosis

(bad breath) when Listerine Antiseptic

stops it so easily ... so quickly.

No Tooth Paste Kills Odor Germs

Like This . . . Instantly

Listerine does what no tooth paste

does—instantly kills bacteria, by millions

—stops bad breath instantly, and usually

for hours on end. Bacterial fermentation

of proteins which are always present in

the mouth is by far the most common
cause of bad breath. Research shows that

breath stays sweeter longer depending on the

degree to which you reduce germs in the mouth.

No tooth paste, of course, is antiseptic.

Chlorophyll does not kill germs—but

Listerine kills bacteria by millions,

gives you lasting antiseptic protection

against bad breath.

Listerine Clinically Proved

Four Times Better Than Tooth Paste

Is it any wonder Listerine Antiseptic in

recent clinical tests averaged at least four

times more effective in stopping bad breath

odors than the chlorophyll products or

tooth pastes it was tested against? With
proof like this, it's easy to see why
Listerine "belongs" in your home. Gargle

Listerine Antiseptic every morning . . .

every night . . . before every date.

A Product of The Lambert Company

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

STOPS BAD BREATH

4 times better

than any tooth paste



Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,

8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting

letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.

doctors
deodorant
discovery

Safely stops odor
24 hours a day!

i . \

PROVED IN UNDERARM COMPARISON
TESTS MADE BY A DOCTOR

• Deodorant without M-3, tested under

one arm, stopped perspiration odor only

a few hours.

• New Mum with M-3, tested under

other arm, stopped odor a full 24 hours.

New Mum with M-3
won't irritate normal skin

or damage fabrics

1. * Exclusive deodorant based originally on

doctor's discovery, now contains long-lasting

M-3 (Hexachlorophene).

2. Stops odor all day long because invisible

M-3 clings to your skin— keeps on destroying

odor bacteria a full 24 hours.

3. Non-irritating to normal skin. Use it daily.

Only leading deodorant containing no strong

chemical astringents— will not block pores.

4. Won't rot or discolor fabrics— certified by
American Institute of Laundering.

5. Delicate new fragrance. Creamier texture

—

New Mum won't dry out in the jar.

MUM
cream deodorant

^^^^^
(hexachlorophene)

ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-MYERS

<J>. Why did Doris Day ask for her
release from Warner Brothers ?

—J. F., Reno, Nev.

A. She wants the independence to

choose better roles than she thought

were given her.

Q. Is Terry Moore being given a re-

build-up by her studio?

—F. L., Salt Lake City, Utah

A. Yes.

<?. Can you tell me how many stars

are under contract to RKO?
—P. G., Philadelphia, Pa.

A. As of this writing, three: Barbara
Darrow, Ursula Thiess, Michael St.

Angel.

Q. Does Marlon Brando have a broken
nose? —B. Y., New York, N. Y.

A. Yes.

Q. Is Grace Kelly very well-liked in

Hollywood?—D. L., Germantown, Pa.

A. Yes.

Q. Is there any truth to the story that

Jack Palance broke an actress' ribs in

Sign Of The Pagan?
—G. F., Louisville, Ky.

A. Palance accidentally bruised the ac-

tress. X-rays revealed no fractures.

<J>. Does Gina Lollobrigida wear a gir-

dle? —B. V., Rome, Italy

A. Yes.

Q. James Mason received $450,000 for

acting in A Star Is Born. Is this some
sort of record? —D. L., Denver, Col.

A. No. Stars who have profit-sharing

deals occasionally earn more from one

picture.

<?. I've been told that Jeff Chandler

recently discovered uranium on his

12,000-acre ranch in Apple Valley. Why
has this been kept a secret?

—E. Y., San Carlos, Calif.

A. Chandler's Apple Valley holdings

consist of l l/2 acres on which, to date,

he has discovered nothing.

Q. Is there any chance that George
Gobel will become a movie star?

—S. K., Detroit, Mich.

A. Gobel has already been tested for

movies.

Q. Has Katy Jurado any children?

Does she still see much of Gary
Cooper? —A. J., Chicago, III.

A. Katy has a boy, ten, a girl, eight;

occasionally runs into Cooper.

<?. Howard Duff and Ida Lupino keep
fighting, separating and reconciling. Is

this because Ida is older than Duff or

is it because Duff is unstable?

—S. L., Seattle, Wash.
A. Duff is unsettled.

Q. Is it true that his leading ladies have
to stand on a box when they play op-

posite Rock Hudson?
—C. L., Cleveland, Ohio

A. With one or two exceptions, yes.

Q. What is Tab Hunter's real name?
—V. L., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. Arthur Gelien.

9. What's happened to the marriages

of Faith Domergue, Cathy Downs,
Vanessa Brown, Maggie McNamara and
Dewey Martin?

—E. Y., Baltimore, Md.
A. Ended for a variety of reasons.

Q. How many times were Arlene Dahl
and Fernando Lamas married before

they married each other?

A. Arlene once, Fernando twice.

Q. Is Gregory Peck older or younger
than his former wife?

—B. K., Mobile, Ala.

A. Four years younger.

Q. Is it true that Jerry Lewis plans

to divorce his wife and marry a red-

headed chorine in Las Vegas?
—E. Y., Las Vegas, Nev.

A. No.

<?. Is it true that Lauren Bacall used to

work as an usherette in a New York
City theatre?—J.E., Great Neck, N. Y.

A. Yes.

p. Who is the highest-paid performer

ever to appear in Las Vegas?
—C. S. New York, N. Y.

A. Mario Lanza, who is to receive $50,-

000 per week for his three weeks there.

0. Isn't new singer Tony Travis the

Travis Kleefeld who used to date Jane

Wyman? —E. J. P., Milwaukee, Wis.

A. Yes.

Q. Is it true that a prominent studio

executive gave Polly Bergen a diamond
bracelet during her stay in Las Vegas?

—H. K., Chicago, III.

A. No.

Q. How did Bob Wagner meet Ann
Stebbins? I hear he's been dating her

a lot. —R. B., Omaha, Neb.

A. Bob plays golf with Ann's father,

says he's only dated her once—so far.

Q. Does Suzan Ball sing in her night-

club act? —Z. N., Miami, Fla.

A. Yes.



WONDERFUL NEW EASY-TO-DO PIN-CURL PERMANENT

]Pertib£4o^i*M ^cAeA. koto, ,stq{M

In hairdos, today's look is the soft look, and Procter & Gamble's wonderful

new pin-curl home permanent is especially designed to give it to "you. A

PIN-IT wave is soft and lovely as a pin-curl set, never tight and kinky. PIN-IT

is so wonderfully different. There's no strong ammonia odor while you

use it or left in your hair afterwards. It's easy on your hair, too, so you

can use it more often. And PIN-IT is far easier to give. You can do it all

by yourself. Just put your hair up in pin curls and apply PIN-IT's Waving

Lotion. Later, rinse and let dry. With self-neutralizing PIN-IT, you get

waves and curls where you want them ... no resetting needed ... a

permanent and a set in one step. For a wave that looks soft and lovely

from the veiy first day and lasts weeks and weeks— try PIN-IT!

BijJNl-jffl BY PROCTER V GAMB1E
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EVEM IF YOU
BRUSH YOUR TEETH
ONLY ONCE A DAY

Colgate

Dental Cream

Gives The Surest

Protection

All Day Long

!

Brushing For Brushing, It's The Surest

Protection Ever Offered By Any Tooth-

paste! Because Only Colgate's— Of All

Leading Toothpastes—Contains Gardol

To Stop Bad Breath Instantly—

GuardAgainstTooth DecayLonger!

YOUR DENTIST WILL TELL YOU HOW
OFTEN YOU SHOULD BRUSH YOUR

TEETH ! But remember! Even ifyou brush

only once a day, Colgate Dental Cream
gives the surest protection all day long!

Gardol, Colgate's wonderful new decay-

fighter, forms an invisible shield around

your teeth that won't rinse off or wear off

all day! And Colgate's stops bad breath

instantly in 7 out of 10 cases that originate

in the mouth! Fights tooth decay 12 hours

or more ! Clinical tests showed the greatest

reduction in decay in toothpaste history!

IT CLEANS YOUR BREATH
4 While It GUARDS YOUR TEETH!

May, 1955
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TV TALK
Fred Allen learns how to play . . . Shelley behaves . . . Nancy Coleman takes a gamble

for goodness sake

You know someone who uses Tampax
internal sanitary protection — of course

you do!

Ask her about it. Ask her all the

questions in the whole, wide world. Ask
her everything that's been puzzling you,

keeping you back from using the really

modern form of protection.

Ask her if it isn't as comfortable as

everyone says. Ask her if she doesn't

find Tampax easy to insert, change and
dispose of. Ask her about absorbency.

Ask her if she doesn't honestly feel

freer now that she's using Tampax. Listen

when she tells you what it's like to get

rid of the belt-pin-pad harness, never,

ever to worry again about chafing or

irritation.

Tampax is willing to rest its entire

case on what other women tell you. If you
want to ask your doctor — fine! Just
remember: Tampax was inventedhy a doc-

tor. Millions of women have used bil-

lions of Tampax! Why should you have
any doubts about it? . . . At drug or no-

tion counters in choice of 3 absorbencies:

Regular, Super, Junior. Month's supply

goes into purse. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.

Eric Sevareid looks so serious, so stolid, on
his tv show that it's a surprise to all his fans

to learn that he has one of the most modern
houses in or near Washington. He and his

handsome wife and their twin sons (who
were born in France when World War II was
beginning, when German planes were dropping

bombs all around) live in the suburbs in a

house that could be photographed for any
woman's magazine as the latest in avant garde

decor . . . Eric, and all the rest of the pundits

on CBS, are carefully watched and listened to,

not just by ordinary viewers and listeners, but

by a man who does nothing but check their

grammar. Every time a new name or place

comes up in the news, an expert at each net-

work informs every commentator how to pro-

nounce it. At CBS, someone also sends a

memo to a commentator every time he makes
a mistake in grammar. In broadcasting, no
matter how famous you get, there's always an
English teacher ! . . . Henry Fonda has a rep-

utation for being rather remote. It's true.

There are people he has met time and time

again—people he should remember—whom he

never recognizes. When they remind him, he

is very gracious, very glad to see them once

more—but, even then, uncommunicative. Fonda
can sit by the hour and not say a word. When
he does express himself, it's likely to be in

monosyllables . . . Everyone who loves Fred
Allen—and that's nearly everyone in the busi-

ness—is so happy that he has learned how to

play the game on What's My Line? When he

first made guest appearances on the show, he

was very funny but he didn't seem to under-

stand how to play. Now he's in the groove

—

so much so that he often outshines the other

panel members. These panel games are no
cinch, you know. It takes a definite knack—

-

and a lot of practice. Don't think for a mo-
ment that just anyone—no matter how quick

—can sit down on a panel and make with the

quips and the answers. It takes time. Goodson
and Todman, for instance, never hire anyone
without having them play the game time

after time on a closed circuit . . . Not only do
women have to be careful about their com-
plexions when they appear on color television,

they also have to be rather young. Some of

Ruth Hussey celebrates with husband Robert

Longnecker, having won critics' praise for The
Women, praise of NBC's guests for being nice.

the old-time stars (who still look good on
black and white) look absolutely ancient in

color . . . One Hollywood actress who made a

hit when she went to New York for a tv show
is Ruth Hussey. She not only got the rave

reviews from the critics who saw The Women,
she also won over everyone who went to the

big party NBC gave afterward ... At the

same party, everyone expected Shelley Win-
ters to do something extravagant or daring or

at least a little risque. She let them all down.
Didn't do a thing except snap her chewing

gum . . . You have no idea how much trouble

some reporters go to, to get on shows like Meet
The Press or Face The Nation. Some of them
travel a thousand miles just to be on television

for ten minutes . . . Some time ago the cast of

the Kraft Theater was posing for pictures and
one of the photographers noticed a young bum
sitting in the corner. He told him to get out,

that no one except the cast could stay in the

room. The young bum was James Dean, the

star of the show—and now the star of East

Of Eden! Those old clothes and tennis shoes

would have fooled everybody who didn't

know him . . . Speaking of people who are a

little reminiscent of Marlon Brando, Paul

Newman is a surprise to tv fans who see him
in The Desperate Hours. On tv, he had some-

times acted so much like Brando that you'd

have sworn he was doing an imitation. But in

the hit play he has a new style—courtesy of

director Robert Montgomery, who insisted on
it . . . You'll probably be seeing more and
more soap operas with plots that last one or

two weeks instead of going on and on for

years. It's too hard on actors to do a soap

opera on tv every day for months and years,

and if different actors play the same part, it's

most confusing for the viewer ! The solution

—

new stories fairly often that require new ac-

tors. That way, better and more popular

people can take the parts, too. When the

same plot goes on, seemingly forever, it's hard

to find people to play the parts . . . Nancy
Coleman, who is in Desperate Hours on

Broadway, got up at five o'clock in the morn-
ing for months when she played the lead in

Valiant Lady. It was a pretty rough schedule,

particularly with {Continued on page 22)

Henry Fonda doesn't remember names or faces

or when he saw you last. And when reminded,

he is friendly, but then he forget: again.
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9500 Skin Tests Prove

Palmolive Soap Is Mildest!

Better for Complexion Care

!

BETTER THAN ANY LEADING TOILET SOAP...

FLOATING SOAP... EVEN COLD CREAM

Palmolive's gentle complexion care
cleans thoroughly without irritation

!

There's nothing women envy more ... or men admire so much
... as that lovely "schoolgirl complexion look." And you too, can

have a younger looking, far lovelier complexion just by changing to

proper care with gentle Palmolive. It does so much to help you

have a cleaner, fresher skin— leaves it so wonderfully soft!

Skin specialists agree that a really mild soap means less irrita-

tion, more gentle cleansing. Milder Palmolive brings you these

benefits—so important for a softer, smoother, brighter skin. You'll

find no other leading soap gets skin thoroughly clean as gently as

Palmolive Soap. Yes, Palmolive is mildest of them all!

Skin Specialists Say: "MILDER CLEANSING IS BETTER FOR YOUR COMPLEXION!"

Palmolive Is Proved

Milder thaa Any Other Leading

Beauty Soap or Castile Soap!

Palmolive Is Proved

Milder than Leading White

Floating Soaps or Deodorant Soaps!

Palmolive Is Proved

Even Milder than America's

Cold Creams!

PALMOLIVE SOAP HELPS YOU GUARD THAT SCHOOLGIRL COMPLEXION LOOK!
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Hollywood's most glamorous first (but not last!) date—Liberace and Sonja Henie at Sonja's party!

Good News
Party of the month
I nominate Colleen Miller

IN THIS SECTION: Barbara Stanwyck stunts

The letter box



LOUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood

louella parsons'

GOOD NEWS

THE PARTY OF THE MONTH: Sonja

Henie wouldn't give an inkling, but the best

guess is that the circus hoedown she gave at

Ciro's (took over the whole place) cost her

not a cent less than $15,000!

It has been a year since the little blonde
skater gave her last big party at her home

—

and the first time Hollywood has been treated

to such a lavish and colorful wingding at a
nightclub. And I mean wingding.'

Three hundred guests turned out arrayed

in every costume under the sun which has to

do with a circus. When the curtains were
opened on the main room of Ciro's, we found

that trapezes were hanging from the ceiling,

sawdust was all over the floor, the place cards

Sonja Henie turned Ciro's into a circus tent—and filled it with a hippopotamus, an

Jane Powell and husband Pat Nerney, looking
like real kids, found a quiet corner and necessary

elbow room to sample the pink spun sugar.

Peggy Lee, with a star ht the middle of her fore-

head, danced with pirate Bob Calhoun, but

both seemed to have eyes only for the acrobats.

Sonja awarded first prize for most orig-

inal costume to oriental Esther Wil-

liams. Sonja's was pretty cute too.

Susan Hayward, chatting with Liberace, told me
she hadn't been able to bring herself to cut her
hair yet. But this way she makes a better gypsy!

Vera-Ellen and Vic Rothschild (another ring-

master!) peeked around the lobster and cham-
pagne. No wonder Vera is getting less careerish!

Jeanne Crain came as a startlingly

got-up nautch dancer, surprised no one

by remaining at Paul Brinkman's side.



Attractive Modern Chest in blond oak. Equipped with Lane's convenient self-lifting tray. Model #3132. $59.95*

For the girl with future plans...

or the wife with storage problems

Whether you're dreaming of marriage,

a career, or both, someday you're going

to want to furnish a home of your own.

It's easier—and lots more fun—to

gather towels, sheets and all of the lovely

things you'll need a little at a time. And
the best place to keep them is in the fra-

grant safety of a Lane Cedar Chest.

If you're already married, a Lane will

solve your storage problems, keeping

precious blankets and woolens clean and

fresh—safe from moths and dust—as no
other storage method can.

Also makers of Lane Tables

"$5.00 higher in the West due to greater freight costs—and higher in Canada.

Lane is the ONLY pressure-tested, aroma-
tight cedar chest. Made of 3/4-inch red cedar
in accordance with U. S. Government recom-
mendations with a free moth-protection guar-

antee, underwritten by one of the world's

largest insurance companies, issued upon
proper application. Helpful hints for storing

are in each chest. The Lane Company, Inc.,

Dept.Z, Altavista, Va. In Canada: Knechtels,

Ltd., Hanover, Ontario.

Modern Lowboy in blond oak.
Opens at top; drawer in base.

Model #2920. $79.95*

Handsome 18th-Century Chest in

mahogany with self-lifting tray.

Model #2601. $59.95*

Space-Saver Chest in blond oak.
Cabinet opens at top, drawer in

base. Model #3100. $59.95*

Smart Modern Chest in blond oak.
Has convenient self-lifting tray.

Model #3127. $49.95*

Lane Cedar Chests t?s
$49

95*
Easy terms



Concealing drops

1

glorify /our

complexion

instantly!

Weetmores of

Hollywood prove

the original liquid make-up

best forYOU!

HOLLYWOOD*? most famous make-up artiste..

with years of experience in beautifying stars . . .

have created the most flattering make-up for your

personal close-ups all day, all evening . . . proved

best in giant-screen close-ups of stars! For all types

of skin, get magical concealing TRU-GLO
in your perfect shade, at all variety and drug

stores. Guaranteed no finer quality at any price.

*

59*

I
I

"0010 MAKE-UP

Super-Size

Swivel Case

59*
Standard

Case

29?*

nothing can be redder than this NEW COLOR

REDDEST RED
new WE2TM0RE HollywoodO Kiss-Tested Lipstick

Proved BEST in movie close-ups.

Smear-Resistant. Non-Drying.

*Prices plus tax. Slightly higher in Canada.

HOUSE OF WESTMORE, INC., NEW YORK • HOLLYWOOD

An extremely

handy man around a

house—or on

top of it—is Glenn.

FORD AND SON,
CARPENTERS

If Glenn Ford were ever lost on a

desert island, he could build a house

for his wife with his bare hands.

It's difficult to imagine a movie

star's being cast up on a desert is-

land, but if there were a tree for

Glenn to chop down, Eleanor Powell

Ford would have the most magnifi-

cent house ever built on any desert

island anywhere.

Glenn Ford's three acres in Bev-

erly Hills are honeycombed with

things he has built. These range from

a massive brick barbecue containing

stones from every place in the world

he has visited, including the jungles

of Brazil and the peaks of the Alps,

to a cage for the baby alligator the

Fords used to own, to a paneled

cabana near the swimming pool.

Many years ago Glenn's father

puffed slowly on his pipe and said,

"Okay, son, be an actor if you like.

But you'd better learn a trade, too."

Right -now Glenn is saying the

same thing to his son. Ten-year-old

Pete Ford hasn't decided about his

future yet, but he is already on his

way to becoming a master carpenter

like his father. He can saw straight,

hammer straight and use a square,

plumb and level. He usually brings

friends home from school to do those

errands beneath the dignity of a

master apprentice.

Of course he sometimes hits his

thumb with a hammer or cuts his

finger with a putty knife. So does

Glenn. But there are no tears—just a

comparing of scars.

Their present project is CH III,

and it started one morning last

month when Pete looked up from his

breakfast and said, "Dad, how about

building a clubhouse?"

Glenn laughed. He had ahead)

built two clubhouses. The first was



;aken over by the gardener. It was a

good place to store fertilizer. The

second was appropriated by Ellie.

It was a good place to store trunks.

"Okay," Glenn said. "There's that

half-finished attic over the garage.

We could use that."

"And," Pete said, looking reflec-

tively at his mother, "this time we'll

make it for men only."

Now Glenn and Pete get up at six

o'clock in the morning, have scram-

bled eggs, and start to work. Work
stops when Pete has to leave for

school. (Pete is probably the only

boy in Beverly Hills who has been

late to school a dozen times because

he is helping his father build a

house.) Work doesn't start again un-

til three-thirty when Pete comes

home. (Promising not to work unless

Pete was home is the only way Glenn

could stop his son from coming home
for lunch and being late to school

twice a day.) Then they hammer,
saw and plaster until Ellie has called

them three times for dinner. After

dinner they work together until Ellie

has called Pete three times for bed.

There are going to be two book-

cases in CH III, one for Glenn's

books and one for Pete's. The walls

and ceilings are going to be covered

with sports pictures that Glenn has

collected for his son.

Glenn's pipes will be there for him
to smoke when he sits and worries

—

as he occasionally does—about what
a man's relationship with his son

should be. And there will always be
the sign on the door that tells him not

to worry, the sign that reads:

"Property of Ford and Son, Car-

penters."

(Glenn Ford can currently be seen

in The Americano and in MGM's
Blackboard Jungle.)

Take a. thrilling Greyhound

Expense-Paid VacaUonToar
including hotels, transportation, sightseeing

Forget that work-a-day world for a while — on a

delightful, low-cost "package vacation" by Grey-

hound! These tours are not "conducted" —you're

free to travel alone, or with your own friends. No

matter how little time or money you can spend,

there's an Expense-Paid vacation for you at your

nearest Greyhound Travel Bureau

!

AT
Choose from hundreds of tours— like these examples:

FLORIDA CIRCLE, 11 days from Jacksonville ... $ 82.85

CALIFORNIA, 14 days from Chicago 116.20

NEW YORK CITY, 4 days from Boston 51 .00

LAS VEGAS -GRAND CANYON
4 days from Los Angeles 48.00

NEW ORLEANS, 15 days from New York .... 119.00

U.S. Tax extra. Similar tours available from any city. Prices subject to change.

FREE ! PLEASURE MAP OF AM ERICA—WITH TOUR DETAILS

Mail to Greyhound Tour

Dept., 71 W. Lake Street,

Chicago, III. for full-color

Expense-Paid Tour Map.

Name.

Address.

City & State.

Send me special information on a tour to:.GREYHOUND



Your hair

won't go wild

when its washed

with Halo!

Have lustrous, sparkling

easy-to-manage hair

right after shampooing!

When you "just can't do anything"
with your hair, use Halo! Whether it's

dry, oily or normal, your hair will be
softer, springier, look pretty as a pic-

ture

—

right after shampooing!
The secret is Halo's exclusive ingre-

dient that leaves hair silkier, faster to

set, easier to comb and manage. What's
more, Halo's own special glorifier whisks
away loose dandruff . . . removes the
dullness that hides the natural beauty
of your hair . . . lets it shine with far
brighter sparkle! So, when your hair is

hard to manage or simply won't "stay
put" . . . you'll find it just loves to be-

have after a Halo Shampoo!

m
the shampoo

that glorifies

your hair!

Halo $
Shampoo

for dry, oily, normal hair

the horn blows at DRAGNET
Mr. Webb has traded in his plain clothes for tapered trousers and

swapped his badge for a bugle. And that's not all he's changed!

The script of Jack Webb's new
picture, Pete Kelly's Blues, describes

him as a sharp Kansas City musician,

1927 vintage. This was quite a switch

for Sgt. Friday but it didn't bother

Jack.

"I've had four years to plan for

this," he says. In 1951 Jack spent his

summer launching a new radio show,

Pete Kelly's Blues. It ran for thirteen

weeks, ending in the fall.

Then Webb was going steady with

Dragnet. His low voice, pepper tweed

jacket and underplaying became a

national trademark. The movie,

Dragnet, was a huge success.

When it was time for his second

Warner movie, no conferences were

necessary. Pete Kelly was the first

and only choice. Although it means

another eleven-hour, six-cups-of-cof-

fee working day for him, he likes it.

The picture marks his biggest ca-

reer gamble. "I have to find out

whether the public will accept me in

a different role," he explained, "or

whether I'll be penalized for tackling

something new." If Pete Kelly is a

whopping success, Webb hopes to

launch it as a television series.

He and writer Dick Breen have

seen to it that the characterization

will be a complete and deliberate de-

parture from Sgt. Joe Friday. For a

while, they even have Kelly, as a

bandleader in a speakeasy, leaning

against the law.

"The film isn't about jazz; it's a

melodrama with a jazz background.

The music is important, but it won't

help to tell the story."

Webb's voice was sparked with en-

thusiasm as he continued, "I want to

get that certain feeling of excitement

into the picture that seemed to char-

acterize the Twenties. That's why
only the three leads will have com-
plete scripts. The rest of the cast will

be handed out sides with dialogue

for just the scenes they are in. It's

not that we're trying to keep the

story top-secret, just that it loses

something when every bit of action

has been revealed. The audience an-

ticipates the next scene."

Webb has a basket of original

music to choose from. Two years ago

he put songwriter Arthur Hamilton

under contract, and he's turned out

sixty-three tunes. Certain to be in-

cluded are "Come to Fat Annie's"

and "Midnight Blues."

It'll be Ella Fitzgerald, not Webb,
who sings them. "I'm strictly a Sat-

urday night shower baritone."

Rounding the cycle of departures

from Joe Friday, Webb will have a

love interest in the CinemaScope film.

But he's unconventional. Webb plays

a love scene in a crowded ballroom

and initiates a speakeasy brawl,

winding up on the bottom of the

heap as often as on top.

by Rebecca and Bonnie Churchy,



A motion picture of

shattering power!

IT'S SHOWING NOW! WATCH FOR IT!



When inviting a house guest, should you—
O Limit her stay Q leave the departure date open fj Say when

Let this visiting teen be a lesson — she who's
taken over the family easy chair and favor-

ite "funnies" ! Can't blame her for staying

on and on, though. After all, her hostess

didn't specify how long. Be definite, time-

wise, in inviting house guests; both as to

their arrival and exit— say when ! Saves un-

certainty, embarrassment all around. And
when "that" time arrives, don't be vague

about sanitary protection. Say Kotex*, and
get absorbency that doesn't fail . . . the trust-

worthy kind of protection you need!

If you play the coquette, can you—

I I lose lover Boy f_] Join the school band

I I Triple your bookings

Ever think you could soup up his interest

by being unpredictable? Playing games—
like breaking dates at the 11th hour? Make
no mistake— such tricks will zoom you into

social oblivion ! Just be yourself. And never

let your calendar trick you into date break-

ing; not when there's Kotex to give you
chafe-free softness that holds its shape. And
you just cant make a mistake — because

Kotex can be worn on either side, safely!

To lose that winter white look, fast, try

—

r~l Flying to Florida fj ^ f,n ' s ''n '

I I Por boiling

You know that just-crept-from-under-a-stone

feeling— when everyone else is a glamorous
bronze? Outwit those stares before they

start! Before you trek beachward, tan your
snowy hide with a clear skin tint. No need

to cringe on certain days, either, even in

your siren -est date dress. For those flat

pressed ends of Kotex veto revealing outlines.

Why not try Kotex in all 3 sizes, to find

the one for you— Regular, Junior or Super?

More women choose KOTEX than all other sanitary napkins

It's the wise lassie who doesn't take chances with
personal daintiness on certain days, but trusts to

Quest* deodorant powder. Specially designed for

sanitary napkins ... no moisture resistant base

to slow up absorption. Unscented Quest powder
positively destroys odors. Use Quest to be sure I

"T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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tV t3lk (Continued from page 6)

young twin daughters at home. Nancy was
lucky though. She took a leave of absence for

seven weeks from Valiant Lady, and fixed the

time so she could tell the producer if she'd

return the day after Desperate Hours opened
on Broadway! With those wonderful rave re-

views, she knew she was in a hit—and quit.

She still doesn't know what she would have
done if she'd had to make a decision the day
before the play's opening night! . . . Mel Fer-

rer is very sensitive about all the criticism he
gets in gossip columns. He and Audrey
couldn't be happier, but the ill-founded ru-

mors that he married Audrey for her money
and that he tells her everything to do make
him and Audrey miserable—and the rumors
reach them even across the Atlantic . . . Al-

though Gisele Mackenzie has always been
very pretty and capable on Hit Parade, people

wonder why she had to go on Jack Benny's
show to show all her delightful talent and
really make a hit. Some say it's because

Benny lets his cast members steal his shows
from him because all he cares about is put-

ting on a good show. Other stars refuse to

give up the limelight. Could be ... Do
you know the main reason for Horace
Heidt's success? It isn't his emceeing—he

always muffs his lines—and it isn't his singing

—he can't carry a tune. It certainly isn't his

band. It's the extra service he gives his spon-

sors. When he does a show for an outfit, he

plugs the product like crazy, traveling all over

the country in cars and buses decorated with

the sponsor's name . . . Incidentally, take a

lot of the talk about "discovering" people

with a few grains of salt. You'd be surprised

at the number of people who resent someone
they used to work for taking all the credit

for their careers—especially when they were
underpaid! . . Joan Davis was tired after

making three years' worth of TV shows, but
she is a trouper and could have kept it up if

Disneyland hadn't ruined her rating. Most of

the time, when you read that a star is quitting

a show, it means that the sponsor is dropping

it and merely is polite enough to let the star

make the announcement first. After all, few
people are going to quit when the going's good
. . . You'd think, from seeing his TV plays and
his new movie, Marty, that author Paddy
Chayevsky is such an understanding, wise man
that he himself would be in fine shape. But
he, too, is going to a psychiatrist now . . . Just

wait until you see Ernest Borgnine in Marty.
You won't believe it's the same man who
played the sadistic "Fatso" in From Here To
Eternity. You'll be seeing the beginning of a

whole new career for him. He turns out to

be, among other things, a perfectly wonderful

comedian! . . . Watch Claudette Colbert
very carefully in all her tv appearances and
see if you catch a camera view of the right

side of her face. Bet you don't—even on a

live show. She still thinks her left profile is

her flattering one . . . Did you know that Ed
Murrow's co-producer Fred Friendly owns
part of Who Said That? . . . You're watching

the decline of one of television's best actors

this season. He isn't long for this part. It's

little Rusty Homer on Make Room For Dad-
dy. The cutest kid on tv is getting old ! . . .

Another excellent young actor, Rex Thompson,
is very unhappy these days. He had to have
his hair dyed for a part on Omnibus, and they

didn't just color it so it could be washed out.

They dyed it permanently so that it will have

to grow out. And dark-haired Rex is most
embarrassed to be going to school as a blond.



Only Bobbi is especially designed to give the softly feminine wave Soft, natural right from the start. . .that's the "Bobbi Swirl" hair-

necessary for this new "Laura" hairstyle. No nightly settings. style after a Bobbi. Bobbi is so easy. . .no help is needed.

Bobbi's soft curls make a natural, informal wave like

this possible. A Bobbi Pin -Curl Permanent always

gives you carefree curls as in this "Secret Date" hairdo.

Bobbi is made especially to give young, romantic

hairstyles like this "Sapphire" hairdo. And the curl

stays in— in any weather. Always soft and natural.

Want a softly feminine hairdo?

That is the only kind a Bobbi knows how to give.

It's the special pin-curl permanent—

never tight, never fussy.

All Bobbi girls have soft, carefree curls, because a Bobbi can't—
simply can't— give you tight, fussy curls. From the very first day

your Bobbi will have the beauty, the body, the soft, lovely look of

naturally wavy hair. And your waves last week after week. Curls

and waves are where you want them. Bobbi is the easy pin-curl perma-

nent specially designed for today's newest softly feminine hair styles.

Just pin-curl your hair in your favorite style. Apply Bobbi's special

Creme Oil Lotion. A little later rinse hair with water. Let dry,

brush out. Right away you have soft, natural, flattering curls.

New 20-Page Hairstyle Booklet! Colorful collection of new softly feminine hairstyles.

Easy-to-follow setting instructions. Hints! Tips! Send now for "Set-lt-Yourself Hairstyles."

Your name, address, 10c in coin to: Bobbi, Box 3600, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III.

Just pin-curls and Bobbi. No separate neutralizer, no curlers, no resetting.

Everything—New Creme Oil Lotion, special bobby pins. #1.50 plus tax.



Delight in this

fragrant protection

that keeps you lovely

Keep underarms dry!

Delightfully fragrant!

SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Good for Limited Time Only!

BOURJOIS - Created in France . . . Made in U.S.A.

NEW MOVIES Hfrnm^Mi

James Dean and his brother are rivals for the The high school boy is bewildered and confused

love of their father. Julie Harris, the brother's by the discovery that his mother is the owner

fiancee is the only one who understands James. of a notorious gambling house in the next town.

Picture of the Month: EAST OF EDEN

It'll take some doing to make a better movie than Warners' CinemaScope produc-

tion, East Of Eden. And if James Dean's performance is a forecast of things to come

I want to be around for them. This boy, as everyone is eager to point out, acts like

Marlon Brando. But the fact is, he has a vast talent of his own and an entirely

different kind of personality. The story, adapted from John Steinbeck's novel, takes

place in California in 1917. It concerns a self-righteous but benevolent tyrant

of a father (Raymond Massey), the son he favors (Richard Davalos) and the son

he can't understand (James Dean). Dean is one of those tortured adolescents trying

to grasp a sense of himself. One day his worst suspicions are confirmed—his mother

(Jo Van Fleet) supposedly off somewhere alone, actually owns and operates a gambling

house of not very high repute. Dean wants to make up for this treachery by winning

his father's love and approval but all his earnest attempts are cruelly thwarted or

rejected. Dean's only ally is his brother's fiancee Abra (Julie Harris). It's a powerful,

extremely moving, utterly real film—and some of the scenes will linger a long time

in your memory. In the cast arc Burl Ives, Albert Dekker, Lois Smith. Directed

by Elia Kazan. (.More reviews on page 26)



You feel so very sure of yourself

.

. . after a fyflfaj^f/M Shampoo!

You're confident you look your loveli-

est .. . your hair soft as a cloud . . .

sunshine bright . . . every shimmering

strand in place. That's the glorious feel-

ing you have after using White Rain,

the lotion shampoo that gives you re-

sults like softest rainwater. Try it and

see how wonderful you feel.

Use New fy///fE^^4/tf Shampoo tonight and tomorrow your hair will be sunshine bright!

FABULOUS LOTION SHAMPOO BY TONI



there is a

hair spray that holds your wave
softly . . . naturally I

artificial look

-ffiiW DiA^-spray net*
You may turn up your pretty nose at ordinary hair sprays

but not at Helene Curtis SPRAY NET!

If you've often wished for a hair fixative that really kept your hair

in place all day ... if you've often wished for a hair spray that held

your wave softly, naturally without ever drying it . . .

Stop wishing—here is the hair spray made to order for you!
From morning to night,

Helene Curtis spray net holds

your hair in place, regardless of

wind or humidity . . . sets your
pin curls for hurry-up hair-do's

. . . keeps wisps and stragglers

right in line. And it does it more
softly than you ever dreamed
possible, thanks to exclusive.

Spray-On Lanolin Lotion.

Do try it—you'll wonder
how a spray so "like nothing on
your hair" can do so much!No drooping waves on

rainy days, no flyaway curls

in the wind with spray net !

SUPER SOFT OR REGULAR

Giant Economy Size $1.89 Plus tax

*|25

When you're late for a
date, set your pin curls in

minutes with SPRAY NET

!

REG. U.S. PAT.OFF.

Now there are two types of SPRAY NET:

Regular and the new Super Soft SPRAY NET!

If your hair is "baby-fine" or you
like the casual look, new super soft
SPRAY net, without lacquer, will be beau-
tifully right. For hair that's thick and
harder-to-manage, for elaborate hair-do's,

choose regular spray net, the favorite

of millions!

Only Helene Curtis SPRAY NET contains Spray-On Lanolin Lotion

TIGHT SPOT Here's a thriller that let s you have it

—pow—right in the kisser. Good, I mean. With
Ginger Rogers playing a girl con who is chauffeured
out of prison and locked in a hotel suite with a few
hundred detectives on guard while Edward G. Robin-
son tries to talk her into testifying against an under-
world big shot (Lome Greene). Ginger figures that

if she puts her neck out, Benny (that's the big shot)

will cut it off, and the way he operates she's right.

Up in Ginger's suite are matron Katherine Anderson
and detective Brian Keith, with whom Ginger toys

while ordering lobster bisque and enjoying her rela-

tive freedom. But things start happening that jolt

her out of that idyll. Someone takes a few pot shots

at her from the living room window ; Robinson puts

on the pressure and Keith lets go with manly charm.
Let me tell you, the tension mounts. And when you
think you've had it there's a real surprise.—Col.

DAY OF TRIUMPH Right off, you can see there's

something different about Day Of Triumph. There
are no lions in the street and no Romans swilling

wine. It's a movie that has sensitivity. Basically, it's

a movie which highlights the extraordinary incidents

in the life of Jesus—the Sermon on the Mount, the

conversion of Mary Magdalene, the raising of Laza-
rus, The Last Supper, etc. Jesus and some of the

Apostles are presented as they might have been
when they first met and gathered a following. Weav-
ing all these events together is a fictional plot in-

volving The Zealots, a group of patriots conspiring

against Roman rule. They don't believe that Jesus
is the Messiah but they wonder if he'd make a good
leader. The climax comes with Christ's trial, cruci-

fixion and resurrection. Cast includes Lee J. Cobb,

Robert Wilson, James Griffith, Joanne Dru, Lowell
Gilmore.—Eastman Color.—Century Films.

RUN FOR COVER Wherever James Cagney has been

( in this picture he has been behind bars for six

years, innocent all the while) it's good he's back.

He has a way with him—convincing enough to get

himself made sheriff in a cow town out west called

Madison. His real interest is John Derek, a home-

less boy, who reminds him of the son he had. Trou-

ble is, there's not much of a resemblance since Derek,

whom a gun wound renders partially crippled, is a

bitter, weak fellow distrustful of everyone. When a

gang makes off with the town's assets (that is, they

rob the bank) Cagney, Derek and a few other men
start after them. The other men are suspicious of

Cagney, considering his past, but he proves himself.

Derek proves a couple of things, too, none of which

I'll spoil by telling. And for love, there's Viveca Lind-

fors, who never seemed so radiant. With Jean Her-

sholt. VistaYision.—Para. (More rcvieivs on page 28)



the first girdle to give you

and

The chic lines of Paris—in carefree American comfort—are

yours with this newest Playtex Girdle/ We call it High Style

. . . you'll call it wonderful/ World's only girdle to give

all three: miracle-slimming latex outside, cloud-soft fabric

inside—and a new non-roll top. Trims you sleekly, leaves

you free . . . no matter what your size! Playtex High Style

washes in seconds—and you can practically watch it dry.

Look for the Playtex High Style Girdle in the SLIM tube .

Other Playtex Girdles from $3.50. At department stores

and better specialty shops everywhere.

*U.S.A. and foreign patents pending -^Trademark

$595

US55 International Latex Corp'n. . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Dover Del if In Canada: Playtex Ltd.

New Playtext Living 1 Bra*
The model in the photograph is

wearing this exciting bra for the

high, round look Paris loves—

you will, too/ And it's "custom-

contoured" for perfect fit / $3.95

PLAYTEX PARK . . . Arnprior, Ont. 27



JANE isn't PIAIN anymore

She learned the

BEAUTY SECRETS of the

famous POWERS MODELS

So can you! Yes, bring out your hid-

den beauty, be your loveliest, by getting

the priceless secrets taught to the Powers

Models. Now Gayla offers you these

priceless secrets on an exclusive double-

face RCA record by the world's leading

beauty authority, John Robert Powers.

Listen and have lovely, lustrous hair . .

.

achieve the most attractive hair styling

. . . bring out a new you in loveliness and

personality. You cannot buy this record

anywhere, but Gayla can send it to you.

Remember, Gayla hold-bob is the

bobby pin preferred by the Powers

Models . . . and by millions of women
everywhere. Gayla's many patented

features enable them to open easier,

glide into the hair more smoothly, hold

more securely, retain their springiness

and holding power longer.

It costs no more to get the best ... so

insist on Gayla hold -bob bobby pins

. . . and send for YOUR record today.

offered only by

ycuuf&a
HOLD-BOB
World's Largest

Sellings Bobby Pin

Send today ©J!£L<LP
_!:

GAYLORD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
1918 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 16, Illinois A-5

Yes, I want the record telling Beauty Secrets of

the famous Powers Models. Here's the top of a
Gayla hold-bob bobby pin card or a Gayla Hair
Net envelope plus 25*! (for handling).

Name.

Address

City .State.
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USE EXCITING GAYLA MIST SPRAY HAIRNET
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL LOOK. IT'S NEW!

MARTY Every once in a while you see a movie that

makes you think—yes, that's the way people talk

and that's the way people are—not all these other
ways they try to palm off in fancy movies. It's this

quality which makes Marty a beautiful little movie.
The story is simple. Marty, a boy from the Bronx
(he's 34, but still a boy) works in a butcher shop,

lives with his old mother (Esther Minciotti) and
never has anything to do on Saturday night. He's shy,

lonely, not very handsome and he has a whole group
of pals who sit around being bored or half-heartedly

look for dates. Marty meets Clara (Betsy Blair)

at a local dance hall. She's 29, a teacher and in the
parlance of his friends, "a dog." This is the story

of their love. More than that, it's the story of a
whole class of people—their hopes, dreams and
frustrations. Ernest Borgnine is great as Marty and
the rest of the cast is fine. With Jerry Paris.—U.A.

HIT THE DECK Just when you've decided musicals
are marvelous they show this and you're wary again.

Some of the songs, like, "Why, Oh, Why," (and a

good question, too) are very nice, the talent is tops

and I wouldn't want to foot the bill for all those back-

drops. But throw them all together? Sad. There are

these three sailors—Vic Damone, Tony Martin and
Russ Tamblyn. Russ' father (Walter Pidgeon) is an
Admiral, the kind who salutes himself in the mirror.

Russ' sister (Jane Powell), hearing wedding bells

when it's only ice clinking in the Scotch and soda,

allows herself to be lured to actor Gene Raymond's
apartment. Russ and friends try to rescue her, and
Raymond, surveying the ruins of said apartment and
his profile, calls out the shore patrol. It's that sort of

plot, with Ann Miller and Debbie Reynolds courting

Martin and Tamblyn. I love Russ Tamblyn—he's so

alive he vibrates. CinemaScope—MGM.

CHIEF CRAZYHORSE When he was just a little

Sioux, Vic Mature had a vision of becoming the

great leader his old chief predicted would one day
appear among the tribe. Years later, Crazyhorse (Ma-
ture) wins out over rival Little Big Man (Ray
Danton) for the hand of Black Shawl (Suzan Ball)

and begins to make the vision real. When prospectors

try to take gold from Dakota territory Crazyhorse
drives them out with white man's fighting tactics.

And when Custer makes his last stand it's against

him. The tribes he has rallied scatter to find good
hunting when winter comes and, left with a small

group and a dying wife, Crazyhorse agrees to stay

at Fort Laramie. In the spring he gets permission

to hunt, but another part of the vision has not been
fulfilled. The great leader is destined to be killed by
one of his own tribe. Go see this western—it's a true

story. With John Lund. Technicolor.—U.I.

MAN WITHOUT A STAR This poor man is Kirk
Douglas, who keeps wandering all over the west be-

cause he hates barbed wire and they string it up as

fast as he can rip it down, faster maybe. The barbed
wire is for cows but Kirk takes it personally. Any-
way, he stops off for a while on a ranch owned by

Jeanne Crain. And what she's doing there, aside from
importing thousands of heads of steer who gobble

up everybody's grass, is hard to say. Along with her

increasing herd comes a very bad element (Richard

Boone) who giggles when he shoots. This so un-

nerves Kirk that he takes sides in the war over who
chews what grass. He's on one side, Jeanne's on the

other, but secretly she wishes she weren't. Not that

Kirk cares; he's a wandering man. Then there's

William Campbell, young sprout who wanders part

way with him, but Campbell finds his star (Myrna
Hansen); Kirk never docs. Technicolor.—U.I.

THE GLASS SLIPPER What Leslie Caron did for Lili

she tries very hard to do for Cinderella, but maybe
Cinderella's been around too long and her magic (not

Leslie's) is almost gone. Anyway, MGM takes most
of it away. No pumpkins turning into coaches, no

mice—well, a couple of mice but they never leave the

cage, no fairy godmother. There is a Mrs. Toquet,

delightfully played by Estelle Winwood. She's around

to produce things like glass slippers, a ball gown
and wistful philosophy, but she's more tetched in the

head than supernatural. Of course, there is a lovely

glow about the whole film, imaginative ballets, soft,

picture-book colors. Michael Wilding is okay as

Prince Charming and Elsa Lanchester, Cinderella's

stepma, is satisfactorily mean. But why tamper with

a classic and turn it into only semi-fantasy when you

can shoot the works, is what I want to know. Eastman
Color.—MGM.

RECOMMENDED FILMS NOW PLAYING

JUPITER'S DARLING (MGM): Esther Williams

momentarily diverts the course of Hannibal (Howard
Keel) and ancient history with the help of her slave,

Marge Champion. George Sanders plays the Roman
emperor, Esther's fiance. With William Demarest.

Gower Champion, Richard Haydn. CinemaScope and

Technicolor.

INTERRUPTED MELODY (MGM): Eleanor Parker

plays the dramatic life story of Marjorie Lawrence,

the Metropolitan opera singer who was stricken with

polio. Glenn Ford as her doctor husband. Technicolor.

PRINCE OF PLAYERS (20th-Fox): The story of the

Booths, America's first family of the stage in the

19th century. Richard Burton as Edwin, John Derek

as John Wilkes and Raymond Massey as their father.

With Maggie McNamara, Charles Bickford, Eliza-

beth Sellars, Eva Le Gallienne, Christopher Cook.

CinemaScope, Technicolor.

SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS (U-I): Tony Curtis as a

thief extraordinare, in a suspenseful story based on

the actual Brinks robbery of not too long ago. With

Julie Adams, George Nader.

THE PURPLE PLAIN (U.A.): Gregory Peck being

heroic in Technicolor, inspired by a lovely Burmese

girl. Win Min Than. Lots of suspense, airplanes,

Burmese jungle.



You smooth it on, and sud-

denly love is just a kiss away!

Fresh new color plucked from

a garden and crushed to an

unbelievable brilliance! (And

that brilliance will last, for this

is Max Factor's Color-fast lip-

stick. ) Crushed Rose . . . your

lips can wear it tonight. $1.10

fashion's

magnetic
new color in

max Factor's Color-fast 1 lipstick

the only non-smear type lipstick with stay-on lustre



YOUR SKIN WILL LOVEYOUR SKIN i

THERE'S FINE

''There's nothing tike it,"

says Mrs. Charles J. Gossner,

a radiant Camay Bnde.

'Cold cream Camay is the perfect

beauty soap as far as

I'm concerned. It's so mild and

gentle an my skin. And so

delightfully fragrant!"

CREAM
IN

CAMAY

(rfkl^SQea^ QdUp JpQsMlpJlAA i^m^ojkiMy

4At

Let It help you
to a softer, fresher,

more radiant complexion

!

New millions have tried it ! New millions love it ! Your precious

complexion, too, deserves Camay's Caressing Care. With that famous

skin-pampering mildness, luxurious lather, and exclusive fragrance,

it's no wonder cold cream Camay is the beauty secret

of so many exquisite brides. Let its gentle touch caress your skin

to new loveliness. Change to regular care . . . use Camay alone. Your skin

will become softer, smoother with your first cake. And remember,

you get the added luxury of fine cold cream in Camay at no extra cost.

For your beauty and your bath, there's no finer soap in all the world

!

THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
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BECAUSE YOU BELIEVE
Dear Friends,

Something really great has happened to me. This

letter is to say thank you, because I owe this incredibly

wonderful thing to you, to the thousands of you who
wrote to me via Modern Screen.

I have read and re-read the mountains of letters that

were sent to me after Modern Screen published "If You

Love Mario." Letters that tell me I have been given a

great gift. Letters that say, "You have brought me
courage . .

." "We need your voice in these troubled times."

Letters from children, from invalids, from countries far

away. Letters that close with, "God bless you, Mario."

I am deeply touched.

For God has blessed me. And I have never forgotten

that there is a very special tie between me and the

people I sing to. It's something much more than the

usual bond between an artist and the public; it's as

though there is a real, living, flowing love between us,

as though you people have reached out in some mysterious

way and taken me to your hearts.

Mind you, I don't feel that I have made this happen.

It's just there, that's all. And I feel, very strongly, that

my responsibility is not to harm this wonderful love

by ever doing anything cheap or shoddy or unworthy

of it. That's why, for a while, I stopped singing. Now
that I feel I can live up to what you have a right

to expect, I am going to make more movies, starting with

Warner Brothers' Serenade. I hope these movies will

be good ones. If so, it will really be due to you. Because

there is no better way to create something good than

by going into it with the knowledge that you are

loved and wanted and needed. You have given me that

knowledge. I feel well and strong and able to work.

Thank you for your wonderful gift.

And God bless you all.
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HOW THE
LADDS
RECONCILED

The Rock of Gibraltar marriage of

the Alan Ladds suffered a shattering tremor

when the gossips first hinted, then said right out

loud, that Alan and Sue were having trouble!

To say there was no crisis in the Ladd family

would not be telling the truth. Alan and Sue

don't say this.

Because these two honest and straightforward

people are among my close friends, I know
how much this has hurt them and how
much they regret all the publicity. Not so much
for themselves, but for the children.

But one bright and shining thing has come

of it all:

They have weathered this storm and they

are closer than ever. They have a new
and stronger sense of what their marriage of

fourteen years has built. And they love each other

with even deeper devotion.

I know what I'm talking about because

I am the only reporter to talk to both

Sue and Alan at their "reconciliation house,"

the charming place they took where they can be

completely alone for a month, at Rancho
Santa Fe.

The reason I didn't travel south to get the

story from Alan and Sue is that he had chicken pox!

But, I have talked with them many times

over the telephone, both separately and together,

at Rancho Santa Fe, and before that

at their Holmby Hills house when all the

gossip started flying thick and fast.

On, it was hot and heavy in the beginning, first

as blind items, then out openly:

"Which happily married couple of many
years (their names will surprise you) are

straining at the leash?"

"It's very cool between the Alan Ladds

and the Dick Powells." (Continued on page 60)

They were exhausted. For ten days they had

lived in a madhouse. Their nerves were jan-

gled, tempers short. And then the top blew off

!

By the time that the really serious ritt rumors reached the newspapers, Sue

had left her relatives fn Las Vegas and joined Alan at Rancho Santa Fe.

With a new and stronger-than-ever bond between them, Alan and Sue

were on a reconciliation honeymoon—until he came down with chicken pox!
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What is happening to Marilyn Monroe?
Has she reconciled with Joe DiMaggio?

Has she found a new lover in the east whose

identity remains a coveted secret?

Is her relationship with Milton Greene,

photographer and vice-president of

Marilyn Monroe Productions, burgeoning into

something more than a business affair?

Has success gone to her head?

Is she really going to play the nightclub

circuit in Las Vegas?

These are just a few of the questions about

Marilyn that Hollywood has been asking.

This blonde beauty whose rags-to-riches

saga was once an open book to the entire

movie colony, has now become a mysterious

and controversial figure.

Executives who once spoke of her knowingly

and glowingly, say now that she is

misguided, cold-blooded and greedy.

"I once thought," says a friend of

Johnny Hyde, the agent who befriended

Marilyn in her struggling years, "that this girl

had a good head on her shoulders, the kind of

steady head success would never turn.

Now I'm not so sure.

"I can't understand why Marilyn fought

with her studio. What made her turn

down a new contract at $100,000 a picture?

A few years ago the girl was starving.

That's why she had to pose for those

calendar pictures.

"Now, she's ready to start her own company.

What does she know about producing

pictures? I can't help feeling that she has

been the victim of bad advice."

One of the few women in Hollywood

who has worked with Marilyn closely for

many years, is similarly puzzled,

but about Marilyn's relationship with

Joe DiMaggio.

"I have come to the conclusion," she said,

"that Marilyn Monroe doesn't know
her own mind. {Continued on page 76~)

THE

STORM

ABOUT

MONROE

New men are running

Marilyn's new life . . .

Who are they? What

are they doing to her?

BY STEVE CRONIN

Milton Greene, 32-year-old vice-president

of Marilyn Monroe Productions, says: "She likes to

control a little of her own destiny."







There's a new woman in

Rock Hudson's life, and it

looks serious—again.

Want to know all about

her? Ask Rock. Ask

him anything. You get the

strangest answers!

BY JANE WILKIE

Well sir, there I was again. Confronting Rock Hudson
across a white tablecloth, and filled with despair. Not that it's

bad, being confronted with six feet, four inches of all that.

You can't hardly get them kind no more.

He had come to the restaurant straight from his role of

gardener in All That Heaven Allows. He wore a sad sport

shirt, a used suede jacket and tired denim trousers. The
make-up department had tried to make him look dirty, but one
of the nice things about Rock is that he can't look dirty.

The reason for my doldrums was that I had to come up
with considerable information about Rock's latest and
greatest date, Phyllis Gates. All Hollywood knows Rock
is squiring Miss Gates, and all Hollywood also knows Rock
prefers not to talk about it. And so all Hollywood is trying

to find out about it.

There is the rub. A nicer guy you can't find, but he
holds as how his own business is his own business, and
there's no business like trying to pry it out of him.

"Well," he said, "what do you want to talk about this time?"

Then he gave me an evil grin and added, "As if I didn't know."
I skirted the issue temporarily. "There's always

Christmas and Thanksgiving. What did you do Thanksgiving?"

"Went over to my mother's."

When Rock makes a statement during an interview, the

period at the end of his sentence (Continued on -page 62)
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There have been rumors before about Junie

and Dick Powell. But never before have such

shocking things been said about their "perfect" marriage.

BY WILLIAM BARBOUR

HOW LONG
CAN IT LAST?

"What's with Allyson?" a newsman
asked a girl on the set of The McConnell
Story at Warner Brothers.

"Don't you know?" she asked. "It's

all over the lot!"

"What's all over the lot?"

The extra smiled. "You're kidding," she

said. "You must be kidding. Little

Junie has fallen head over heels in

love with Alan Ladd and he with her."

It sounds incredible, but that's the story

that was making the rounds in

Hollywood several weeks ago. There was

no truth to it, but the vicious rumor
caught on like a prairie fire.

A columnist had printed the tip-off:

"June Allyson and Dick Powell are

quarreling and it's serious."

The next thing anyone knew, Dick
Powell and Sue Ladd were having a

conference. They had been singed and hurt,

but they were determined to

extinguish the gossip.

Dick began to take June out practically

every night.

"By practice," he explained, "June

and I are not nightclub habitues, but we're

determined to show people that our^

marriage is okay. There's nothing wrong
with it, no matter what you hear."

Dick and June showed up at Ciro's to

see Sammy Davis, Jr. They attended

Sonja Henie's circus party. They made
the club rounds, living and loving it up,

and when they were sure they had dispelled

the ugly rumor, they took off—just

the two of them—to Sun Valley

for a month of relaxation and winter sports.

Alan Ladd drove down to a resort,

Rancho Santa Fe. (For details of his

reconciliation (Continued on page 40)

More picture* on next page



IN SUN VALLEY DICK AND JUNE VACATIONED, SMILED

HOW LONG OAN IT LAST?
continued

with Sue, read Louella Parsons' story on page 32.)

This year marks the tenth anniversary of the

June Allyson-Dick Powell wedding. They were

married on August 19, 1945, in the home of

Johnny Green, the loquacious MGM musical di-

rector.

Dick is fifteen years older than June. She was
his third wife, and at the time there were many
who insisted that the marriage would not work.

They said that Dick was too professorial, that

he treated June like a wayward little girl, that she

never would be mistress of her own house, that

sooner or later she would come to resent Dick's

domination.

The record shows that the Powells have had
several quarrels in the last ten years. "Which
married couple hasn't?" Dick asks. But their mar-

riage is more secure than ever, thanks to these

very quarrels and to Dick Powell's great under-

standing.

There was a time several years ago when June
was reported to be infatuated with Dean Martin.

While Dean and June were seeing each other

in New York (June was there on a vacation)

Powell back in Hollywood said there was nothing

to worry about. June was a grown-up girl and could

handle herself very nicely.

On another occasion it was said that Peter Law-
ford was June Allyson's ardent admirer. Powell

wouldn't even dignify that particular rumor with

a reply.

As to the gossip about June and Alan Ladd,
here's what June confided to a friend. "I don't know
how it got started. I really don't. Sure, I like Alan.

Who doesn't? He's a wonderful guy. But how,

anyone could imply there was anything between
us I don't know.

"After all, Sue was on the set a good deal of the

time . . . Sure, Richard and I have had our spats.

But the latest one had nothing to do with Alan.

Thank heaven, Richard is sensible enough to

discount these stories. He's an actor and he knows
how easily rumors can begin about a leading lady.

"I've had reporters call me day after day. They
want to know about Alan and me. I told them it

was ridiculous, crazy. Who has time for that sort

of nonsense? But once these stories start, what a

time you've got!

"By the time we get back from Sun Valley, I

sure hope the whole thing has blown over."

Thrusting the Alan Ladd canard to one side,

what factors are there that could possibly cause
dissension in the Powell household?

In Pamela and Rick, the Powells have two of

the most adorable children in Mandeville Canyon.
They have all the money they will ever need. They
own a fifty-eight-acre estate, three cars, three corpo-
rations. They have far-flung financial interests.

What could possibly be wrong at home?
First, June has been working too long and too

hard. In the last two years she has made six pic-

tures. In the past eleven months, she has worked
unceasingly in Strategic Air Command, Woman's
World, The Shrike and {Continued on page 86)

Headquarters for their stay was the Sun Valley Lodge—near the skiing.

He teases her about her skiing, but actually she's almost as good as Dick

Later they relaxed during a long sleigh ride, chatted with the driver.



HAPPILY FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS TO PROVE NOTHING WAS WRONG—UNTIL DICK TURNED UP IN BANDAGES.

June spent as much time posing for Dick as she did for the newsmen. Dick, a camera bug, snapped her, sent photos home to the kids.

Evenings were the only times they spent indoors. And then . . . calamity! Dick took a bad fall on skis, broke his shoulder, went home—alone.





In 1951, Jane and Ma Russell found
and loved Tommy, but worried about adopting a

baby whose parents knew where he was.

BACK HOME IN HOLLYWOOD JANE SHRUGGED OFF HER

FRACAS WITH THE FURIOUS FRENCH AND SETTLED

DOWN TO A NICE, RELAXED FREE-FOR-ALL.

BY NATE EDWARDS

When she got home from Europe, eleven pounds underweight,

Jane Russell announced a new Design For Living. There'd be no
more of the too-frantic, too-exhausting rushing about and overwork
that has characterized her life. There'd be no more collapses on
the set of every picture she made. From now on, her time was going

to be budgeted properly with everything in its season, and plenty

of season for Jane to spend with her family.

So Jane made out a schedule. 'Til do publicity Tuesday and
Thursday. I'll work out at Terry Hunt's Monday and Thursday.
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings belong to my kids.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings I'll spend going over

things with Penny Sweeney (her secretary)."

So she made out her timetable, according to the schedule, for the

next several weeks and someone noticed that the only time she

had left to herself was one Wednesday lunch hour. "What's going

to happen when you're asked to do a benefit?"

"I'll manage," said Miss Russell airily, having just returned from
a four-hour jaunt, not on the schedule, to supervise the building

of new houses by two of her four brothers. Kenny and Wally have
decided to locate permanently on the Russell family acres and Jane
is determined to be in on every step of the {Continued on page 92)

IN ENGLAND, JANE STARTED BRITISH TONGUES

WAGGING WHEN SHE VISITED THE MOTHER OF HER

ADOPTED SON—BUT THAT WAS ONLY THE BEGINNING.

BY KEVIN BURKE

When Jane Russell was here several months ago filming

Gentlemen Marry Brunettes, she captured in one move of compassion

the heart of virtually every mother in the British Isles.

Against the counsel of supposedly wise heads, Jane met with

Mrs. Florrie Kavanagh, attractive, Irish-born wife of a local carpenter.

In 1951 Mrs. Kavanagh had given her baby son to Jane for

adoption. Now she wanted to know how little Tommy liked

Hollywood and how he was getting along.

Jane was advised against establishing or continuing any liaison

with the parents of her adopted son. But by nature the brunette

beauty is about as tough as butter.

When Florrie Kavanagh rang the Dorchester Hotel and asked

about Tommy, Jane told Florrie to meet her at her lawyer's office.

The meeting was supposed to be a strict secret. Within
twenty-four hours all of London knew about it.

Arriving at the lawyer's office, Mrs. Kavanagh, dressed in her new
grey skirt and red corduroy topcoat, was nervous. Jane greeted

her warmly, put her at ease. Then she handed Florrie a batch

of color slides showing four-and-a-half-year-old Tommy playing

in California's sun-drenched San Fernando Valley.

As she peered at the slides through a viewer, Mrs. Kavanagh
smiled, but her eyes grew moist. (Continued on page 6 J )
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Donald O'Connor is Hollywood's

bounciest, busiest—and most broken-hearted—guy.

With the whole world on a string, all he wants

is the peace he's never really had.



BY JACK WADE

One evening about this time last year, Donald
O'Connor skidded his Jaguar to a stop before the Bel Air

Hotel in Hollywood. He'd driven the 300-mile haul

in from Las Vegas, where for four rugged weeks he

had knocked himself out at the Sahara beating Marlene
Dietrich's record.

Waving back the porter who reached for the

stacked suitcases holding all his personal possessions,

he yawned, "Get 'em in the morning. I'm dead."

Up in his suite, he shucked off his clothes and idly

switched on his tv set. The minute the picture

focused he let out an agonized groan. That minute
they were starting to hand out the "Emmy" awards

—

television's Oscars for the year's best performers. Don
O'Connor knew he was to get one, and it was a

great honor. He had promised to be on this show, but

in the rush he'd forgotten all about it.

For a second, Don considered dashing down to the

studio and out on the stage in his pajamas. Then he
raced half-naked through the lobby and out to his car,

tossing bags right and left until he got to the bottom
where his tux was packed. Upstairs again, he juggled

collar buttons and studs, groaning when his name
was announced and the emcee told embarrassed lies.

But he might save face if he (Continued on page 72)

His career going great, he

checks scripts with writer Sid Miller.

mm

Now he lives for

daughter Donna, also

hopes to marry again.

Marilyn Erskine, whom he

dated after his divorce, got married.

"The O'Flynn," his beloved

dog, is part of his lost home-life
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Sure, the lady is Mrs.

Tony Curtis—but that's

only half of it. She's also

Janet Leigh, separate and

distinct—and it's time people

remembered it!

BY TONI NOEL

When Mr. and Mrs. Tony Curtis

moved from Beverly Hills to Coldwater

Canyon, every phase of the operation was duly

recorded by a magazine photographer.

Legging it over, to Beverly, hot little camera

in hand, he found his glamorous subject

engaged in a most unglamorous chore.

"Hi!" Janet said with a bright and wholly

unself-conscious smile. She was at the

kitchen sink, furiously scrubbing ashtrays.

Which brings up two points. First,

the kind of person Janet Leigh is. And second,

the fact that since her marriage to Tony
Curtis on June 4, 1951, there has been such

an inundation of stories about what a

cunning little couple they make, such

careful documentation of their domesticity

that their individual personalities have

somehow blurred into the background. Janet

without Tony? Ridiculous! Like Siamese

twins, their destinies are as one.

People who didn't know her before

her marriage haven't the faintest idea what
kind of person Janet is. Those who did know
her tend to forget. That she was already

a star when she met Tony, for instance.

That without dramatic training, without

even the experience of playing bit parts,

she stepped into the lead of a

major production, The Romance Of Rosy

Ridge, and gave a fine account of herself.

Her press clippings say (Continued on page 48 )



A LIFE OF HER OWN

that at the time of her marriage she was earning an

assured $43,000 annually, which is, no doubt, an

exaggeration. Probably it was only $40,000. But she

was and is a star in her own right and, believe it or not,

there is a Janet without Tony.

Janet Leigh, individual, is a perfectionist of the most

extreme sort. Early in her career she said that she never

entertained any ambitions to be an actress, adding, "I

suppose every girl thinks of herself as a future house-

wife. I never thought beyond that." If she had stayed

with that mundane dream, hers would have been a

house capable of passing military inspection at any hour.

The day they moved from Beverly Hills, Janet had hired

some people to do the work. Her mother was also

present, and Mrs. Morrison is not inexperienced in such

things. But, no. Janet had to scrub the ashtrays her-

self; otherwise, she would not be satisfied in her own
mind that she was leaving the house absolutely spotless,

even to such a minute detail.

She supervised the packing, memorizing the contents

of every crate, box, suitcase and odd-shaped package;

arriving at the new house, she knew exactly where she

wanted every last item stowed away. This meticulous

approach to onerous jobs is laudable, but it is also a

source of trial and tribulation—in minor key—to the

people around her. "Sweetie," they plead, "quit bustling.

Sit down for five minutes."

She may sit, but she'll squirm. "What I want my
home to be is a place where people can do whatever

they like. If what they like to do makes a mess, let 'em

mess up the whole joint. It's all right by me. But my
fun is cleaning up, and if I let them do what they want,

I think they ought to let me have my kind of fun, too.

The thing is, I haven't convinced anybody that straight-

ening up is fun; they always feel guilty about my
doing it."

Her striving for perfection carries over into every

facet of Janet's life. "I think she's the only actress in

Hollywood really qualified to write advice stories for the

kids," commented one of her friends, "because Janet

actually practices what she preaches. She never takes

off a blouse and hangs it up, thinking she can get by
wearing it one more time. She never says, 'I can let my
hair go one more day.' With her it's as if there weren't

going to be any tomorrow. Whatever can be done by

hand is washed the minute it comes off her back; the

other things go to the cleaner immediately. Her hair,

her nails are always done; grooming isn't a sometimes

thing with Janet."

It carries over into her (Continued on page 58)

Although more reserved about offering friendship than lony is, When she travels alone for business (is president of a corporation

Janet has many "good acquaintances." like Diana Lynn, Maureen now), or publicity purposes, she is swamped with shocked ques-

O'Hara—people not necessarily members of Tony's crowd. tions. "What's wrong with you and Tony?. Why isn't he along?
'

I
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HE'S THE HUNK OF MAN HOLLYWOOD'S TALKING ABOUT—THE NEWEST THREAT TO KING GABLE'S THRONE!

by Kirtley Baskette

in
One murky California midnight a

twenty-six-foot sloop nosed out past the

jagged rocks of San Pedro's, harbor and into

a boiling sea. At the helm a rangy,

square-cut sailor gripped the spokes and
braced himself for what he was seeking

—a scrap with the elements.

Ground swells tossed his slim boat around

like a cork and angry whitecaps hissed

over the deck. Howling gales whipped
his black curls and salt spray peppered

his ruddy cheeks like shot. He switched on

the running lights, but he really didn't

need them. Nobody else was crazy enough
to be out bucking a storm like this.

It was sullen dawn when the lonely

skipper steered back to die California

Yacht Anchorage, tired and wet as a rain-

barrel rat, but happy. As he tied up
the boat and shook himself like a pup,

Jeff Richards heard a hail from
the deck alongside.

"Hey down there! Where the blazes have

you been all (Continued on page 88)



Poor but happy

They're living on

borrowed money—but

Judy isn't worried.

She's won back her public,

there's a new baby

to dream about and all's

right with the world.

BY JIM NEWTON

Judy Garland's third husband, Sid Luft, strode into

the California Superior Court several weeks ago. He was present

to answer charges filed by his former wife, Lynn Bari.

Lynn wanted to know why Sid had violated a court order.

He had failed to set up a $10,000 insurance fund for his

son John as he had previously promised.

"Your Honor," Sid said. "I just don't have the money.

In fact we're living on $30,000 I've borrowed."

The judge listened attentively as Sid described -his

depleted finances.

Presently he said, "I see no point in sending this man to jail.

He's paying for the support of his son each month. I'm

satisfied that when his financial condition improves

he will meet his obligations."

When Hollywood read that Sid was broke, that he had borrowed

$30,000 to support Judy and the children, it shook

its collective head.

"Poor Judy," one friend mumbled. "Out of the frying

pan, into the fire."

"And to think," another offered, "that Judy is pregnant,

too. The baby's scheduled for the first week in April."

There were sighs and sobs, condolences and contributions. But

one young woman carried on brightly and undismayed in face

of the situation. That was (Continued on page 83)
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LEE SHARON

BY LOUIS POLLOCK

He carries two pictures in his wallet

—

one is a showgirl, the other is a horse.

Both of them were part of the wonderful years

Ben Cooper will never forget .

CYPSY

John Wayne, except for a penchant for dark-haired

women, perhaps, is not known to be easily impressed

by anyone. But he went to a movie the other

day to catch the performance of a new, young actor named

Ben Cooper (who, incidentally, is already showing a penchant

for both dark-haired and light-haired girls). Wayne was

doing a service for his press agent, Bev Barnett, who represents

such other veterans as Dick Powell, Gene Autry and Johnny

Weissmuller. Barnett wanted to know if Wayne
thought Bev had himself some fresh blood in Ben,

his latest client.

Wayne came to the point. "You've got yourself new blood, all

right," he told Barnett. "You've got yourself a star."

When you remember that Wayne is a tall, 200-pound

westerner who prefers the company of big, mature men like

himself in both his work and his play, you wonder

what he found to like in a small, blue-eyed Irishman

from New York who weighs about 150 pounds and stands

only five feet, seven inches high. The real answer

probably is that Ben Cooper is small in size only. In ambition

and accomplishment he is beginning to stack up around

the casting offices as a combination of Spencer Tracy,

Kirk Douglas and Gary Cooper. Ben, in other words,

can act, talk and ride. He was only eight years old when

he made his theatrical debut before a Broadway audience. His

roles in radio plays alone total (Continued on page 64)
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Pier Angeli was flying to Palm Springs

to join Vic Damone in the home he had picked out for them.

Then suddenly the happiest story turned into tragedy.

Grossing the mountain range just five minutes out of the

Palm Springs Airport the plane struck turbulent

weather and Pier was thrown against a bulkhead. She suffered

a fracture of several bones in her pelvic area and it

is anticipated that she will remain in the Desert Hospital

for almost a month. At this time it is impossible for

anyone to say whether her baby can be saved. Everyone

knew how much Pier and Vic had longed for a child.

This story was written just before the fateful flight

—

we believe Pier would want you to read it

on the happy note, the way it was written.

I

"

!
THE WAY OF A BRIDE

I BY IDA ZEITLIN

Hearing her husband's voice through the

open doorway, Pier paused for a puzzled moment.
First, Vic was alone. Second, the words

sounded strange. "What do you say to your father?

You won't go to bed} You say no, to your

daddy?! Wait till I tell your mother
—

"

She flew in to find him, all red in the face,

waggling a finger at the floor. "My goodness,

who are you talking to?"

"Our son, our daughter, how do I know?
All I know is this baby has no education whatever."

"But he isn't born yet!"

"Still, he should learn manners."

She collapsed in glee. While the routine's no
longer new, it continues to enchant her.

She suspects that's why Vic dreamed it up in the

first place. He also dreamed up a child with

a will of its own, which makes for livelier

action. "You don't want to eat your soup?" he

demands of the floor, scoops up an armful

of air and deposits it in a visionary highchair.

"You want daddy to feed you?"

So Pier gets into the act. "He threw away the

spoon, il bambino caro." Then she feels

of Vic's forehead and her own. "You think

we have fever?"

If so, it's the normal fever of expectant parents.

The baby's due next August. Which of the two

is more delirious remains an academic question

until the day dawns when you can measure

pure joy. In Vegas, where Vic was singing, Pier

didn't feel too well and flew home for

a day to see the doctor, who promised to telephone

her. The call came as she sat with Vic

between shows. On (Continued on page 56)

Pier's beloved collection of stuffed toys

keeps her company when Vic is working; has

even supplied her with dancing partners!





THE WAY OF A BRIDE

Pier's new, short hair-do was created at Vic's request. Pier isn't too sure she

likes it—but figures that that doesn't matter, as long as it makes Vic happy.

Their honeymoon house thrilled both of them—the view reminded Pier of Italy.

continued

a cloud of glory she floated back to the

table, mildly amazed to hear plain lan-

guage from her throat instead of

hosannas. "Vic, you're going to be a

father. The doctor wants to talk to you."

He sat like a stone. Exactly like a stone,

except for the eyes on fire. "Go, Vic,

The doctor wants to talk to you."

"I can't move," he moaned, but
eventually made it, and returned, bear-

ing aloft a glass of milk. "Here, you
must drink this. You must drink for

two."

"Suppose the baby isn't hungry?"
"The baby's starving. I asked him.

He told me si, si."

Though they say he because most
people do, Vic wants a girl who'll look

like Pier. She insists on a boy who'll

look Hke him. A boy he agrees to, if

needs must. "But not with my nose."

To ward off the nose, he took a cue
from Madre, as he calls Pier's mother.

While carrying the twins, Madre sur-

rounded herself with pictures of beauti-

ful babies. Out of a magazine, Vic scis-

sored the picture of a beautiful baby and
laid k before his wife. Instead of coos,

he got an explosion of mirth. "You don't

like him?"
"He's wonderful!"

"Then what?"
"Look at us both. How will we two

ever get a blond with blue eyes?"

"Simple. As a little boy, I was blond."

Love works miracles. In tribute to

the blond youngster who grew up to

be her dark husband, Pier has got

Blue-Eyes taped securely to the foot of

her bed.

Brows rose all over Hollywood when
her engagement was announced. Objec-

tive and reasonable, she recognizes the

point of view of outsiders. "They ask,

my goodness, what happened, Pier was
just going with other people. They have

a right to ask. Because Vic and I, only

we know all as it happened."

Far from plunging into marriage, she

hesitated on its brink. Impulsive she

may be, but not when it comes to that

sacred covenant. In Germany almost

three years ago, Vic asked her to be his

wife. She was working in The Devil

Makes Three, he was in the Army. He
fell hard. She was sufficiently attracted

to see him almost every night for three

months. Rumor had Mrs. Pierangeli

breaking it up, but rumor has always

been hard on (Continued on page 77~)



BRIGHTEN THE CORNER
We say in our church:

'Pray as though everything depends

on God. Work as though everything

depends on you." I try to do that.

When I was still a

child I learned that I wanted
a warm life much more
than a great one I learned

from experience and I

learned from my church

—

the Mormon Church. It

was (and is) an important
lesson because I am a

normally ambitious girl and
perhaps my ambition, if not

balanced by the non-
professional side of my
nature, could lead me to high
but lonely places.

I know that as an actress

I have made some kind
of mark in motion pictures,

but the movies must never

be my all. I stint nothing
when I work in them,
but I work in them, and
I don't live in them.
My deepest interests are

intertwined with the lives

of those, who know me for

what I am out of the

studio, not in it. From
(Continued on page 79)

\



a life of her own

(Continued from page 48) career: she has
to be as nearly perfect in every role as'

Janet Leigh can be. She'll accept any part
within reason, provided it's different from
the last one, and she'll enter into it with
awesome intensity. "This kid is going to

kill herself," one worried studio executive
said, watching her work. "She has the
drive of a young Crawford without the
physical stamina to bear up under it."

Worrying about Janet is commonplace
in the movie world. She is unques-

tionably frail, and over and over you hear
that she has gotten much too thin again.

This Janet denies. "My weight doesn't

ever vary very much. What happens is

that tension shows first in my face and
makes me look sort of hollow-cheeked.
Right now people are saying that I've put
on a few much-needed pounds, but I

haven't gained an ounce. I've just been
in Palm Springs, resting and relaxing, and
the tension is gone from my face." She
is sporting a desert tan and a few be-
coming freckles on the nose.

The tension appears when she demands
too much of herself, asking more than she
believes in her heart that she can give.

This is not a smug girl by the straining of

anyone's imagination. She knew from
nothing about dancing when RKO signed
her for Two Tickets To Broadway, so she
spent five months training under Marge
and Gower Champion. In the brilliant

young Mr. Champion Janet met a perfec-

tionist every bit as dedicated as she is.

She should have gone into the production
with utter confidence, knowing he would
never let her try until he was sure that

her performance would be flawless, but
Janet stayed scared.

She still isn't sure. In making My Sister

Eileen, she was a living example of

aplomb when she danced with Bob Fosse
—but whenever she had a solo routine to

do, her assurance faded fast. She was
still just plain scared she wouldn't do it

perfectly and, typically, she admits it.

'"Phe kind of person Janet is thinks about
J- other people. One of the grim facts of

life about a movie set is that there is

never a place to sit; the moment one
leaves a seat, someone else snatches it.

This was an occupational hazard about
which Bob Fosse complained bitterly and
justifiably. Being choreographer as well

as a featured dancer in the. picture^ he
was on his feet for interminable lengths

of time, and when there was a respite,

there never was an empty chair. Janet
spent many a moment when she her-
self could have rested, forcing inert

forms off their roosts for Bob. And more.
She gave a party for the company of My
Sister Eileen when the picture was fin-

ished. In the middle of her living-room
floor, where it could not be missed, was
a chair with the name of Bob Fosse on it.

Partly in humor, yes, but mostly in un-
derstanding and apology for the fact that

he had not had a chair of his own on the
set.

The individual Janet has faults, which
she is quick to admit. One is that while
she can take fair criticism with more than
her share of equanimity, she's apt to snap
her twig if she considers the words of her
critic unwarranted. A good example is

the time she and Tony were interviewed,
a few months ago, by Edward R. Murrow
on his Person To Person television pro-
gram. This being an ad lib show, the way
it would go was discussed only casually,

Ed saying, "I'll ask you about this, and
then you tell me—

"

It usually works out splendidly, Mr.

Murrow in the studio in New York, his
guests wherever they might be across, the
country. This time there was a near-
catastrophe. Due to some mechanical fail-

ure, the Curtises could neither see Mur-
row's image on the monitor screen in their
home nor hear his questions for twenty
of the thirty minutes they were on five

television. They went through it with
crossed fingers, desperately hoping they
remembered the sequence of questions,
and afterward Ed Murrow said, "Under
almost impossible conditions they came
through like 'real troupers." And he is

not a loose man with compliments.
Some of Hollywood's viewers saw

nothing beyond the fact that the program
had not gone off as smoothly as usual,
however, and caustically blamed the Cur-
tises. Janet still does a burn over that.

"They could at least have asked what
happened before they started roasting us!"

Oy now she ought to be used to it, be-
cause if there was ever a town in

which you can't win for losing, this is it.

If a star fails to cooperate with just one
writer or photographer, the word goes
around that her head is still growing. If

she gives up her precious free time to

oblige everybody—and Janet had four
whole days off from July till the end of

last year—she's publicity-mad. Miss Leigh
is realistic about publicity, regarding it as

marilyn monroe
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more glamorous than
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a part of her job, just as performing be-
fore the camera is. She has always been
extremely cooperative, so the inevitable
happened. The very magazines for which
she knocked herself out began to imply
that the Curtises were a couple of ham-
bones who couldn't even be happy at

home unless a camera was trained upon
them. That's for being nice. Said Janet to

a newspaperman, "I finally got so mad
that I composed a scorching letter to the
writer of one of those stories. Then I had
somebody correct the spelling and sent
it off!"

It's possible. Any number of exceeding-
ly bright people, including some who earn
their livelihood by putting words on
paper, can't spell c-a-t. And it's a matter
of record that Janet was an A student
who had to devise ways and means of

correcting the impression that she was a

square; the other kids didn't dig a pretty

girl who actually liked school. She even
cut classes one day just to prove how
regular she was. And who gbt caught?
Janet, of course, the one who hadn't had

enough experience at it not to get caught.
Anyhow, spelling wasn't the subject

that interested her most. From her father,
an accountant, Janet inherited a quite un-
girlish fascination with figures. She is still

level-headed about numbers, especially
those preceded by $. In explaining why

J

she and Tony had rented the house in
j

Coldwater Canyon, though last year they 1

vowed that their next move would be into
their own home, she said, "Once we

j

started looking around, I realized how fool-
ish it would be. We wouldn't live in any I

of the houses we could afford to buy right
now, and I think it's very unwise for peo-
ple our age to get into debt over their
heads. Oh, sure, we five comfortably and

j

drive crazy cars, but we aren't buying any
mansion. Things happen, situations change
—who can say for sure that either one of
us will still be in pictures this time next
year?" A few million fans have the answer
to that, but it's difficult to quarrel with
Janet's reasoning.
"You have to plan for the future," is

a favorite remark of hers. The current
phase of her own planning is one of the
most exciting things ever to happen in
the life of Janet Leigh. She is now presi-
dent of a corporation, yet! Other actresses
are thrilled by diamonds and mink—you
should have seen Janet the afternoon her
father brought home the books of the
Leigh-Mor Corporation and those crisp

green stock certificates! Her feet didn't
j

touch floor for a full five minutes as she
danced, kissed people indiscriminately and I

sang, "Bon voyage, everybody!"
"Who's going on a trip?" her father

teased.

"Nobody—but we're launching a new
business, aren't we?"

''Phis is strictly a Morrison project
-*- Probably Janet and Tony wjill incorpo-
rate themselves one day, when they reach
the income bracket where such a move
seems indicated, but this one is a family
affair. And, incidentally, part of the trend
to separate the Curtises. Not as husband
and wife, but to allow them to resume their

individual personalities.

The Morrison clan already had various
holdings; the decision to incorporate was
made when a New York manufacturer
named Natlynn proposed to put out a
Janet Leigh line of dresses. There will be
eight frocks five times a year. Janet has
every intention of helping with the de-
signing. "It makes my flesh crawl when
people endorse or lend their names to

products that I know they wouldn't use
on a bet," she said. "It isn't honest." She'll

be photographed in these dresses and,
what's more, she'll wear them.
Her ideas are well-defined and she is

enthusiastic. "In the stratospheric price

range, dresses are designed for the spe-
cific figure, but no one has ever done that

for the woman of more modest means.
"That's one of the first things I have

in mind—the basic dress for each type of

figure. You know, I'm always writing these

advice pieces on everything from hem-
lines to how to part your hair. I think I

can do it more effectively this way. For
instance, after they have . seen a few
dresses designed especially for them, girls

with the more rounded figures will get

used to the idea that a lot of frills and
stuff only make them look bigger. If you
show people once, it makes more of an
impression than telling them ten times."

She talks with gestures, ruthlessly strip-

ping imaginary frills off her own blouse.

"For the teen-ager, it has to be separates.

Mothers tell me they lose their minds with
the clothes problem. You buy a girl that

age a dress that fits perfectly; the next
week, for no reason that anyone can ex-
plain, her waist—which was up here—is



it
down here. The only answer is separates."

r
It takes a heap of knowledge to be a

[. successful designer, but Miss Leigh isn't

][ !
worried. She's picking up helpful hints

y I from one of the best: Academy Award
y winner Edith Head of Paramount,

n

y HP his is Janet without Tony: an intelli-

gent young business woman. She has a

e
head for figures; he swears that he counts

.
j

on his fingers. And this is one of many
y

ways in which they differ. Their feelings

It
about friendship. Tony simply boils with

. I boyish admiration, and there is always
1 I someone from whom he's inseparable. One
i |

month Jerry's the most, the next month
y it might be Jeff. After they have stood the

e |

acid test of constant companionship,

if I
they're his friends forever and Tony

t
! would die for each and every one. He

r [

has a boundless capacity for love, this

ii I

lad, and an uncontrollable tendency to

I spread himself in seven directions at once.

s
Janet is more objective. Says she, "I

i have many acquaintances, people I like,

e but only a few friends. To me, true friend-

j ship entails an obligation—of time, if

nothing else. And I don't have time to be

s
a good friend to more than a few people."

j
Along with the usual talent and beauty

t
and the not-so-usual brains, Miss Leigh

e
has a characteristic unique in Hollywood,

p She never gossips. There are probably

t
more juicy items tucked away in her

e
pretty little noodle than all the columnists

j I in town have access to. She isn't stuffy

|

about it, just not interested in adding her

r j

contribution of, "Well, I heard—" The
j most anyone can expect from her is a

| I remarkably astute summing up of the sit-
' uation under discussion.

Recently someone was telling her the
r latest hair-raising episode in the life of a

feminine star who has the town's most
i

conservative gentlemen falling by the
i wayside. "I just don't understand how she

l
I does it," said one of the listening pussy-

j !
cats. "What has she got?"

1 "She has got," said Miss Leigh succinct-

r
ly, "the ability to make every man in the
room feel more masculine when she walks

s
in." Period.

s
That's the kind of person she is. Tony's

t
wife, friend to a cherished few, president

a
of a corporation, caging the perfectionist's

i drive in an almost too fragile body. Janet

s
has a fine philosophy that ought to check
the drive, if she ever gets it to working.

I "There is only one me in the world," she

j
i says, "just as there is only one you. We

j each have our potentials and limitations;

]
I just have to get used to what I can do

i

and what I can't, and take it from there."

;
Tt sounds like just what she needs, ex-

cept it doesn't work at all. Janet is back
on Cloud 7, straining in every nerve to

t
be exactly what Jack Webb wants of her

i
j

in Pete Kelly's Blues. Her eyes sparkle,
her mobile face is in constant animation

j
as she speaks of the picture—and her en-

j

ergy is probably burning up at twice the
normal rate.

[

"Golly, they were so wonderful to me
f

at U-I. You know, I have a picture deal

l

with them, and when My Sister Eileen

j
was finished, they had every right to ask

t
me to report over there. But when I told

1
them I had this chance to work with Jack

i

Webb, they said, 'Sure, go ahead.' When
,

people are that nice, you're willing to do
almost anything for them. They were just
wonderful.
"This picture? Well, it's about the jazz

.

I
era in New Orleans and Kansas City, but

,
it's also a love story. Jack is pretty ex-

t ,

cited about it, because he has never done

t
a love story before. I know, I know. I

should relax, take things easier. But if

s
even Jack Webb is excited about it, imag-
ine what a state I must be in!" END

SIX-PART HARMONY
To be sung by: Rosemary, Betty, Gail, Nicky, Jose and Miguel!

Singer Joe Bushkin plays for Rosie and brother Nicky, a disk jockey, singer and composer!

Not long after Jose Ferrer married Rosemary Clooney he had to leave her

and go to New York for a series of plays at City Center. This left Rosie

singing to herself, and in spite of her husband's daily phone calls she felt

cut off from the world. The worst was the night Jose called her from his hotel

room. In the background' she could hear the piano getting a workout and

familiar voices raised in song. Self-pity enveloped Rosemary.

"You're having fun," she offered dismally.

"Sure," said Jose. "Got your family here. Betty and Nicky."

"But it's three o'clock in the morning there."

"Is it?" said Ferrer. "I hadn't noticed. Nicky and I are writing a song. It

sounds pretty good. Listen. Betty will sing it for you." •

By the time the AT&T had closed its circuits on this call, Rosemary had

talked to them all, heard snatches of a tune that sounded promising, and

collapsed into a heap of misery.

Since she can remember, Miss Clooney has been surrounded by music.

Betty, with whom Rosie did a sister act for years, has famous pipes of her

own and records for Coral. Brother Nicky went from high school into a disk

jockey job in Wilmington, Delaware, and before two years had gone by, he

had written a musical comedy score. When they were knee-high, the Clooneys

devoted hours to singing, refusing to share their favorites. If anybody else

dared to sing "It's A Sin To Tell A Lie," Nicky grew apoplectic, and Rosie

clobbered the other two for humming a few bars of "The Old Covered Bridge."

So they grew up singing and Rosie topped it off by marrying Ferrer, a man
who (among other things) sings, composes, dances and is an authority on

jazz. Unlike many musically talented Hollywood people, Rosie and Joe sing

a lot around the house, and often when they arrive home late their nightcap

consists of an hour or so of song. Before Nicky was inducted into the Army
he and Ferrer wrote many songs, including "Young Man," which is in Rose-

mary's recent album. Betty appears daily on The Morning Show.

This would seem to be enough music for one family, but Gail, Rosemary's

nine-year-old sister, has decided that music is for her, too. On Rosie's radio

show Gail matched voices with her famous sister in a duet of "Sisters," a

recording previously made by Rosie and Betty. "Gail even likes to dance!"

says Rosemary with some wonder, as she herself would prefer Terpsichore

deleted from the list of Muses. "It's too early to tell about her voice, but it's

a cinch she's earmarked for show business."

Possibly, Gail won't be the last melodic member of the family. On February

7, 1955, Rosie's first son, Miguel Jose, was born. He can't have missed

inheriting a batch of musical genes. And if by chance he should prefer some

other career, he'll still have music wherever he goes. He was born to it. 59



how the ladds reconciled

1000 FREE super charts
Here's another chance for Modern Screen readers to obtain brand new 1955 editions

of the famous Modern Screen Super Star Information Chart I These amazing en-

cyclopedias of information tell you all about almost five hundred stars—their marital

statuses, vital statistics, current pictures, hobbies—just about everything you want to

know—and they are to be sent absolutely free to the first one thousand readers who
fill out and mail to us the questionnaire below. So hurry I The first one thousand win!

Please check the space to left of the one phrase which best answers each question:

1- Did you read the LADD story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Ladd story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good
Good O Fair Poor Worst Ladd story I've read

2- Did you read the MONROE story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Monroe story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good
Good Fair Poor Worst Monroe story J've read

3- Did you read the HUDSON story? No Q Only a part All of it

How good a Hudson story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good
Good Fair Poor Worst Hudson story I've read

«• Did you read the ALLYSON story? No Only a part All of it

How good an Allyson story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good
Good Fair Poor Worst Allyson story I've read

5- Did you read the RUSSELL story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Russell story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good
Good Fair Poor Worst Russell story I've read

«• Did you read the O'CONNOR story? No Only a part All of it

How good an O'Connor story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good
Good Fair Poor Worst O'Connor story I've read

7- Did you read the LEIGH story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Leigh story did you think it was? Q Best I've read Q Very good
Good Fair Poor Worst Leigh story I've read

«• Did you read the RICHARDS story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Richards story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good
Good Fair Poor Worst Richards story I've read

»• Did you read the GARLAND story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Garland story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good
Good Fair Poor Worst Garland story I've read

10- Did you read the COOPER story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Cooper story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good
Good Fair Poor Worst Cooper story I've read

Did you read the ANGELI story? No Only a part All of it

How good an Angeli story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good
Good Fair Poor Worst Angeli story I've read

12- Did you read the MOORE story? Q No Only a part All of it

How good a Moore story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Q Poor Q Worst Moore story I've read

' 3 - The stars I most want to read about are:

a. d._
MALE

b. e._
MALE

C. f.

H- Do you have a phonograph? 78 rpm 45 rpm 33 1/3 rpm Three

speed None
1

5

- How many records do you buy a month ? Less than five More than five

'*« Who are your favorite recording stars?

MALE FEMALE

AGE NAME

ADDRESS
STREET

CITY & STATE
Mail To: READER POLL DEPARTMENT, MODERN SCREEN

BOX 125, MURRAY HILL STATION, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
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(Continued from page 33) "Alan has left

the Holmby Hills house and gone to the
ranch, all by his lonesome."
Most cruel of all was another blind item:

|
"What wife, who completely dominates
her husband's every move, is sitting home '

alone? The worm has turned."
These were the hurtful things being

j

printed and said.

But the topper came when Alan him- 1

self, in a fit of pique, told a newspaperman
that he and Sue had been having trouble
ever since she made him go to Europe for
over a year to make pictures. It was this

|

that jogged me into getting Alan immedi-
ately on the telephone at Rancho Santa Fe.
When he came to the phone, he sounded

like a chastened little boy, and not be-
i

cause he had chicken pox, you can bet!

He said, "I don't know what ever made me
say such a thing. It's ridiculous, of course.
"Sue has never in her life made me do

anything I didn't want to do. Anything as
important as that trip to Europe we first

talk over pro and con and then make a

mutually agreeable decision. We both
thought it was the right thing to do then.

"I made that comment to a reporter be-
cause I was upset and angry that Sue had
gone to Las Vegas with her relatives

from the east instead of joining me here.

"My anger made me say the first im-
j

possible thing that came to mind. It was
a stupid thing to do and I'm sincerely

sorry."

Alan's voice was very meek when he
suddenly said, "Louella, wait a min-

ute. Here's Sue."
"Everything is all right, believe me, Lou-

ella," Sue began. "There isn't a chance of

our marriage, which has been so perfect

for fourteen years, coming to an end.

"I love Alan and he loves me. What was
a personal and temporary problem be- I

tween us—and will remain that—could

easily have been solved in privacy and
would have been forgotten by both of us

(

now—if it had come at a different time.

"We had a quarrel when both of us were
nervous wrecks. Looking back on every-
thing, maybe our jangled nerves were the

cause of our misunderstanding.
"Alan, had been working too hard. He

made too many pictures in too short a

time. When he should have taken a rest

because he was tired, he signed to do the

physically and emotionally difficult The
\

McConnell Story, about the hero pilot who
was killed. His nerves were on the jagged

edge—and so were mine, but for an en-

tirely different reason. I was the mother of

a bride-to-be!
"At a time when we both should have

been having peace and quiet, our home
was a madhouse getting ready for the 500

guests who had accepted the invitation to

Carol Lee's wedding to Dick Anderson.
j

"Everything was topsy-turvy—electri-

cians, florists, carpenters, caterers were
underfoot twenty-four hours out of

twenty-four at least ten days before the

wedding. The comfortable home I've tried

to make for Alan and the children all

these years was completely disrupted.

"So we blew up! Right after the wedding
we had a quarrel, a serious one, about

something that is still our private affair.

And we both acted impulsively, each of

us guilty of feeding the gossips.

"I suppose I shouldn't have gone to Las

Vegas when Alan and I were having a

.quarrel—but again, timing played a big

part in the decisions made.

"Before my aunt and cousin came out

here from Chicago for the wedding, we
had talked about going to Las Vegas on a

visit. We had made the reservations—which



aren't too easy to get—and Alan was going
to Rancho Santa Fe to get in some golf. I

was to join him there after a few days.
I really believe that these simple plans,

made well in advance, looked doubly bad
because they were carried out while we
were quarreling."

It certainly is true that when Sue went
one way and Alan another, the gossips felt

free to proceed at full speed.

When June aiayson, Alan's co-star in

The McConnell Story, admitted openly
that she and Dick Powell were also hav-
ing family problems, the lid blew off the
kettle. What had been behind-the-hand
whispers about Alan and June became
shouts. The breaks between the two prom-
inent and popular couples were played up
on the front pages in one story carrying
serious innuendos.
Now, let me tell you about this, the

truth about it, I mean.
Nothing would have been made of this,

if the Powells hadn't hit a snag the same
time the Ladds did!

When I called June she admitted to me
honestly that, like all married couples now
and then, she and Dick were having prob-
lems.
"But as for another man's being in the

picture, that's absurd," June told me in-
dignantly. "I admire Alan Ladd as a fine

man, a fine actor and a gentleman. Dick
and I have had some problems but it

doesn't involve anyone but ourselves

—

no other man."
When I asked June what the trouble

was, she said, "Ask Dick."
I did. I've known him a long time and

he's always been very square with me.
"If June and I were quarreling about

Alan, we'd hardly have been at the wed-
ding of the Ladds' daughter," he began.
"Our difficulty is purely family-style. I'm

upset' because my daughter Ellen (by Joan
Blondell) isn't doing well in her grades
at school. I've been stern with her and

—

well, June thinks maybe I've overdone it.

They're good pals, you know.
"And, I've been touchy about not being

able to get to Howard Hughes to show him
the finished picture of The Conqueror, my
first big directing effort. A lot of hard
work went into the picture. I have high
hopes for it and it's aggravating not to be
able to get to headquarters about some-
thing so important to me, into which Fve
put so much time and effort and heart.

"But you know us, Louella, well enough
to know that all this will pass. It's just a
family matter, believe me."
*I tell you all this because of its un-

fortunate bearing on the Ladds at a vul-

nerable time, but it's the Ladds we are
talking about. There was still another
point I wanted to take up with them while
I had them on the telephone.

I asked Sue, "Didn't Alan go out to his
ranch by himself more than usual?"
For the first time during our conversa-

tion, Sue seemed to be amused.
"Alan always goes to the ranch by

himself a few times when he's working
on a picture," she explained. "Don't forget
that we have a household of children of
staggered ages, none of whom are very
quiet around the place.

"Frequently, it's hard to concentrate and
if Alan has a big day or a big scene coming
up he^ll take off to- the-raneh te hibernate-.

"The most ridiculous thing printed about
us is that I protect Alan so much and
keep him so tied to my apron strings that
he didn't even know how to turn on the
heat at the ranch and had to come home
at nightfall!"

Even though she made fight of it, I

know that Sue was, perhaps still is, deeply
hurt over the talk that she runs Alan's
professional and private life.

I'd like to say that I know of no woman
who has done more to make a happy home
for her husband—one where he is free
from petty cares, but where he most def-
initely is the boss—than Sue Ladd.

If she made a mistake, and she has a
tendency to blame herself for everything,
it is because she has tried to be too per-
fect as a wife.

I know that if anything as trivial as a
leaky tap goes wrong in the Ladd home,
Sue has told the servants not to bother
Alan with it.

Everything Sue can spare Alan she does,
which may or may not be right, but be-
lieve me, he was never so helpless he
couldn't turn on the heat!

Ever since they met, when Sue was a
well-known actors' agent and Alan a

struggling young actor, he has wisely fol-

lowed her advice.
Sue had been a big screen favorite her-

self and she had much experience. She
could and did warn Alan of the pitfalls.

She is also a very smart girl in money
matters. As Evelyn Lederer, she had been
the daughter of a wealthy Chicago family
and after she came to Hollywood more
than one producer was heard to remark,
"Sue Carol can handle her own contracts
better than anyone else can handle them
for her."

It was natural that after their marriage,
Alan should seek her guidance in both his

career and business matters.
If this sounds as though Alan Ladd is

henpecked or dominated by his brown-
eyed wife, it is the most mistaken im-
pression in the world.
In the first place, Alan is very much a

man's man. Despite his great fame—and
he led the popularity poll of this magazine
for six years running—he has no conceit
or actor-type vanity.
He loves motion pictures and is grate-

ful to Sue that she makes it possible for

him to give himself completely to the job
at hand when he is working.
Between pictures he isn't "tied" at home.

He plays golf, tennis, and rides with his
cronies, Van Heflin and Dick Anderson.
And while he is not crazy about big social
events, he likes having people- at his home
for dinner, and all this is okay by his wife!
Make no mistake about it, he adores

his Susie and he has often told me or
anyone else who cares to listen:

"I couldn't get along without her. A
lot of guys ask me why I never go any-
where without her. It's simply because I

don't want to be anywhere without her.

She's my best friend as well as my best
girl."

Sue is the one who decided to end her
many visits to the studio where Alan was
working. She did this sometime ago be-
cause, as she says, "I have a big job at

home with the children. The studio part
is Alan's job."

She did admit to me while we were talk-

ing, "Maybe we shouldn't have gone to

Europe for such a long time—although at

the time we were enthusiastic about it. It

seemed to be a wonderful way to see the
world and at the same time for the chil-

dren to have the educational advantages
of living abroad for a while."

A nd you can bet your life that if Alan
hadn't wanted to go abroad, the Ladd

clan never would have made the trip. It

is Alan and Alan alone who is boss in mat-
ters of this kind and he was the one who
rented the house at Rancho Santa Fe for a
month. "Where we can be alone," said

Alan.
Sue laughed. "So here we are. I'm doing

all the cooking and the housework—and
Alan's got the chicken pox!" She had all

of her old humor back when she added,
"Louella, isn't this whole thing ridiculous?"
Even the much-subdued Alan was

laughing when he got back on the tele-

phone. "Our happy second honeymoon with
chickenpox," he chuckled. "I'm a mess."

I sincerely believe that as unfortunate
as this trouble in their life has been, it

has made them realize more than ever
how very, very much they mean to one
another. END

jane russell's tommy

(Continued from page 43) "May I keep
these?" she asked softly. Jane nodded, and
for a while the woman talked—about
Tommy, of course.
That night in her tenement flat overlook-

ing Lambeth, a working class district here,

Florrie showed the pictures of Tommy
to her three other children.
"Are you sorry, Mama," one asked,

"that you gave Tommy away?"
Florrie Kavanagh shook her pretty head.

"Jane Russell," she asserted, "is a truly
wonderful person. She's the only mother
Tommy knows. I'm glad I did it."

Four years ago, reporters asked Florrie
Kavanagh why she did it, why she gave
her baby to Jane to adopt.

"Is it because of poverty?" she was
asked.
"No," she explained, "it's because my

husband and I want him to have a better
chance in life than we can give him.

"But my neighbors," she added, "are
saying other things—cruel, spiteful things.

They're saying, 'Fancy! Florrie Kavanagh
is selling her baby to a film star.' And 'I

wonder how much she got for her baby?'
"I want you to know that I never asked

or received one penny from Jane Russell.

My> last words to her when she went into

the airplane with Tommy at London Air-
port were, 'I would like you to have this

baby for always. I hope you will always
love him.'

"

When Jane flew away to New York with
baby Tommy in 1951, a well-publicized row
began in the House of Commons. Marcus
Lipton, a member of Parliament, said, "We
don't want to export babies to Hollywood
or anywhere else. These bundles from
Britain have got to stop."

Presently, Mr. and Mrs. Michael Kav-
anagh were called into court, charged with
violating the Adoption Act. They told the
magistrate that what they had done was
entirely for little Tommy's benefit. They
even showed the judge the warm and

kind letters they had recently received
from Jane Russell.

Sir Laurence Dunne read them and
handed them back. "She must be a very
wonderful woman," he agreed. The Kav-
anaghs were discharged. But the hue and
cry resulting from the case aroused in

Jane Russell a desire to do something to

facilitate the adoption of foreign-born chil-

dren.
She therefore founded wad?—Women's

Adoption-International Fund—one of the
most humanitarian child-adoption agencies
in existence.

It is to this charity that she now gives
her time, her effort and a good deal of her
money. As chairman of waif she works
long hours making speeches, raising funds,
trying to get homeless children into child-

less homes.
In the years to come it may well be that

Jane Russell will be remembered more for

her waif work than for any of her films.

Certainly she will be remembered as a
good, kind, charitable human being, end
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phyllis? phyilis who?

(Continued from page 37) looms larger
than the moon. It is as if he had just

closed the whole interview.
"What did you do on Christmas?"
He smiled engagingly. "I went over to

my mother's."
I wondered why everybody likes him so

much. I wondered why I like him so
much. I sighed. "All right, what did you
do Christmas Eve?"

"I went over to my father's."

"Did anybody ever tell you you're great
copy? What did you do New Year's Eve?
Don't tell me you spent New Year's Eve
with your family!"
He looked at the ceiling, thinking. "Went

to two—no three—parties. Got home at

three a.m."

That about took care of the holidays.

Except for one. "Valentine's Day?" I

ventured. "Is there any Statement you'd
care to make about Phyllis?"
"Phyllis?" he said vaguely. "Phyllis

who?"
"Phyllis who, Phyllis who," I said, Benny

style.

He laughed then and I felt sorry for him.
We have spent many hours over assorted
tablecloths, sparring with each other. For
years I've been trying to find out what he's

like and have gathered the distinct im-
pression that I never will, but the situation

is eased by the fact that Rock does his

best, in his inimitable way, to help me.
We have fun. You might even say he
trusts me. Which makes my work tough.

TPhe fish bowl existence of a film star is

-- not for Rock Hudson. He views his

work seriously, more seriously than most,
but he has the understandable wish to keep
himself to himself. He will tell you what
he eats for breakfast, but he will not tell

you what he thinks while he's eating
breakfast. If he feels so strongly about
such everyday things, it is conceivable that

he' is unwilling to exhibit the things that

are closest to his heart. Phyllis Gates may
possibly be one of these things. I had no
intention of asking him, partly because I

knew he wouldn't answer, mostly because
it's no fun to needle somebody you like.

The reason for his reticence is quite ob-
vious. His late romance with Betty Abbott
is^i thing of the past, very possibly be-

cause of too much publicity. A man can't

court a girl, and make up his mind while
he's courting her whether or not he wants
to marry her, when the press is devoting
long paragraphs to the pros and cons of

the situation. If he should decide he
doesn't want to marry her, it's a rather

good bet by that time the girl will have
believed the publicity and figured he ought
to. Currently, Betty Abbott is dating Jeff

Chandler and would seem to be quite hap-
py about the whole thing.

With Phyllis, he is in the same potential

danger. And understanding this—well sir,

there I was.
"Gates," I said. "Her name is Gates.

Now look, I'm not going to ask any im-
pertinent questions, but at this point I

can't very well ignore the subject. I'm

supposed to be a reporter."

"Ha," said Rock. "You're using psychol-

ogy on me."
"Some psychology," I said. 'Tm not

hinting—I'm telling you. I won't ask about
your intentions, but I think I might be able

to say something about this girl. What
does she look like?"

"Well, she has two eyes, two ears, two
legs, two arms and a body." On this last,

his eyebrows raised ever so slightly.

"I understand she does," I said. "She
goes to a doctor here in town and when-
ever she leaves, he makes large wolf
noises."

Rock looked delighted. "He does, huh?
How'd you find that out?"

"I'm a reporter, bub," I said. "I knew you
wouldn't tell me anything."
"Doctor who?" he persisted.
"Doctor who, Doctor who," I said again.

"Now tell me, if you can bring yourself
to it, are you and Phyllis soul mates? I

mean, can you share things with each
other, things like humor, a well-turned
phrase, a sunset?"
He nodded cautiously. After all, if he

told me anything about her, he'd be
obliged to tell everybody else in town.

"I understand you're teaching her to
love music," I said. "How is she coming
along?"
He laid down his fork and looked at me

aghast. "How'd you find that out?" he
said.

"Never mind," I said. "What's her fa-

vorite at this point?"
"Brahms' First," he said before he could

catch himself.
"Have a care," I said. "You're growing

loquacious."

WE talked about the house then. He
bought it in January and he admitted

that the house, at least, was love a"t first

sight. It is situated in the Hollywood
Hills, is of Pennsylvania Dutch architec-
ture, barn-red with white trim, contains
1350 feet of solid construction. There are
two bedrooms, the larger of which looks
out on the patio, and the living room has
a view of pine trees.

"Real pine trees," said Rock, and his
pnt.hnsiasm is believable to a transplanted
Californian who is up to here with palm
trees. "There's a brick walk to the patio,

and there are pine needles all over it."

"Spring-y under your feet?" I inquired.

"Uh-huh. And one day I said to a car-
penter who was there working on some-
thing, 'What kind of floors are these?' And
he looked, and he looked again, and he
said, 'I can't believe it, but it's teakwood!'
Imagine, real teakwood floors!"

There's nothing in the house but clothes,

records and a borrowed seven-foot bed.

His own eight-foot bed will be moved
in as soon as possible. This is the end of

a two-year search for a house, and Rock
is as hysterical about it as a ten-year-old
with his first electric train.

"Does Phyllis like the house?" I said.

"She likes houses," he evaded.
"What is she like?" I said, and when I

saw he was bogging down, I helped. "She's

a bubbling sort of a girl, a lot of happi-
ness, but very solid in character. I believe

radiant is the word for her personality."

"Say," he said. "Do you know Phyllis?"

"No, I don't. I'm just a reporter."

He leaned forward. "I'll tell you some-
thing else." It was as though he was
afraid somebody would hear him. "She
has confused eyelashes."

"You mean every which way?" I said,

and he nodded.

At first Phyllis enjoyed being photographed

with Rock, but pictures are becoming rare now.

"How long have you known her?" I said.
"About a year and a half."
"And your first date was in October?"
"How'd you know that?" he said.

"You told me, on our last interview," I

said. "You took her to Ciro's and when
the photographers crowded around, Phyllis
was as excited as a kid. Don't you re-
member, you told me she got such a bang
out of it that she posed like a real ham
and forgot all about you?"
He grinned. "That's right."

"I guess I got in on the ground floor be-
fore you decided to clam up," I said.

"Anyway, you certainly took your time
about asking her for the first date. Cau-
tious, aren't you?"
"Yup," he said. "Cautious."

T asked him if he'd heard what Conrad
* Nagel said about him. Nagel had joined
the cast of All That Heaven Allows, his
first Hollywood stint in seven years, and
he'd said some pretty nice things about the
young Mr. Hudson. Rock hadn't heard it.

As a veteran craftsman of the theatre
arts, Nagel had been asked his opinion of
Hollywood's new crop. He said he didn't
think much of them, specifically because
they didn't take their work seriously
enough. He said they get star complexes
too fast and they even object to working
Overtime. Did he hold out hope for any
of them? Answering this, Nagel named
only four and Rock Hudson was among
them. I told Rock this and waited for his

reaction. It didn't come, so I continued.
"He said you remind him of Gable when

he was getting his start, that you have the
same attitude toward your work and a
great deal of the same appeal."
Roek didn't say anything. When you

throw a compliment at this boy you get
the feeling it isn't being absorbed. In
fact, you can almost hear it bounce off.

"Nagel says you are rare in that every-
body at the studio likes you. All the
grips—everybody. They say you get nicer

all the time."

Rock buttered a roll. I began to get

desperate, felt I had to convince him. "He
says you think all the time, that you use
your head, particularly that you really

think while you're in front of the cam-
eras."

Rock cut a slice of corned beef. "Nagel
was doing a goodness," he said.

I
gave up. "I suppose youll stick with
acting. Have you any plans for the

future, tike buying a farm?"
"It's not for me," he said. "I have no

desire to go back to the soil. I was there
once, on my grandparents' farm. One day
I helped to deliver a calf, and I didn't en-

joy it very much. Tell you what. I have
two plans, both of them impossible. One
is to own that Chateau Marmont on Sun-
set Boulevard and live in the penthouse.

I'd get my own plane and a license and
a place in Palm Springs and a beat-up
car. When I wasn't working I'd fly to the

desert and use the jalopy while I was
there. Pretty silly, huh?"
"Why is it silly?"

"Because the Chateau Marmont proba-
bly costs forty million dollars, that's why.
The other plan would be to own a yacht.

I'd work very hard for a year, make may-
be six pictures, and then take a year off.

I'd sail the yacht through the Pacific, see

the islands and Burma and the Red Sea,

the Suez Canal and leave the boat docked
somewhere in the Mediterranean. Then
I'd work a year and then take the boat

back the way I came. Alternate, you see,

and eventually take in the whole world."

He smiled. "Think of all the shrunken
heads I could get for my house."

"In Pennsylvania Dutch?" I said, horri-

fied.

"Why not?" he said. (Cont'd on page 64)





"I've already got a mother-of-pearl jew's-

harp. I like to collect interesting things."

"I can see you do," I said. "Well, I wish
you the time to do it all. You've been
pretty busy. I know you worked in One
Desire all through the holidays. How'd
you get your Christmas shopping done?"
"They rearranged the schedule, so. I

could have a day off."

"One day? You did all your shopping
in one day? But just the things you got

for Phyllis alone would have taken a

whole day or more."
He put down his fork again. "What?"
"The cashmere coat," I said. "And the

sweaters and the solid gold necklace. And
the fountain pen."
He lost all interest in his dinner. "Now,

how did you know that?"
I smiled back. "Can't tell."

"Come on," he wheedled. "Who told

you? Who?"
"The press cannot reveal its source of

information," I intoned. "Do you and
Phyllis agree on politics?"

He ignored the question. "How did you
find that out?"

"Politics," I reminded him.
"I don't know what she thinks," he said.

"Me, I'm not a party-liner."

."Where do you go when you have a

date with her?"
"Around," he said.

"Do you and Phyllis have the same re-

ligious faith?"
"Never asked her," he said, and then

he looked at me. "I suppose this story's

going to be about Phyllis."

the two loves of ben cooper

{Continued from page 52) some 3,200 ap-
pearances. And just as a little bonus in

talent, he handles a horse and a gun like

a hero out of a Zane Grey novel—some-
thing he could do before he ever left New
York.

Born in hartford, Connecticut, and raised

not forty-five minutes from Broad-
way in Beechurst, Long Island, Ben, as a

sort of relaxation from soap opera work,
bought a pony, named him Gypsy, and
rode daily near his home in Queens.

In his wallet he carries two pictures.

One is of a super-curved blonde named
Lee Sharon who headlines nightclub

shows in such seaports as New York,
Miami and Tokyo, doing dances which
Ben describes as modern but which more
professional critics seem to think are strip

routines. The other picture shows Gypsy,
mounted by a headless horseman. The
photo was too large to fit into the wallet

and something had to be sacrificed—either

part of Gypsy or part of Ben. So Ben
tore off his own head.
As he explains, "Well, I know what I look

like. After all, it was Gypsy I wanted to

remember, And Lee, of course."

He didn't mean that he has lost his head
over Lee as well, but that is what most
of his friends think. He has gone out with
Anna Maria Alberghetti, whom he admit-
tedly likes; he gets really animated when
he talks about Pat Crowley, with whom he
used to go to high school in New York;
and he'll slick himself up sharp and
shiny for a date with Lori Nelson. But
the plain fact, say those in whom he
confides such matters, is that he is crazy

about Lee Sharon. She, dancing lately

at the Latin Quarter in New York, is said

to have flashed into Ben's life last Novem-
ber. She was the date of a friend of Ben's,

who dropped in to see him one afternoon
and was thereafter minus one girl.

They dated around town for about six

64 weeks while Ben was working in The

"Now, what ever gave you that idea?"
"We both sang in a choir," he offered.

"Thank you," I said. "Have you gone
out with anybody else? Publicity dates

at premieres or anything?"
He grinned. "Nobody asks me."

Then i took him back to the subject of

the house. After all, he'd had a hard
day at the studio and was hopeful of

digesting his dinner. It seems that his

main problem is to capture time for shop-
ping. He expects to have two weeks be-
tween the finish of All That Heaven Al-
lows and the start of Giant for Warner
Brothers. That two weeks, as usual, will

be disintegrated by interviews, still pic-

tures, and the myriad chores that follow

the finish of a film, but in that time he
hopes to buy at least a few things. The
decor bothers him. He toys with the idea

of Old English, but he isn't too sure. "I

saw six dining tables last week and I liked

every one of them."
"Could Phyllis help you with the shop-

ping?" I said.

He picked up a table knife and pointed

it at me and said, "One was oak and
round. Do you like round dining tables?"

"They give you trouble in the linen de-

partment," I said. "How do you intend

to keep the place clean? Are you planning

to leave the bourgeois bin and get yourself

a houseman in a white coat?"

"I'll still have Truitt," he said.

"Truitt?"
"Sure. Good old Truitt. Haven't you

ever heard about Truitt'll-do-it? She's

Rose Tattoo, in which he has co-starring

billing with Burt Lancaster, Anna Magnani
and Marisa Pavan. Then Lee had to go

to New York. While Ben didn't write

home about Lee, word reached his folks

and his father wrote to him. Father also

telephoned. If, as reported, the affair is

still on, so are the family discussions.

"Oh, it's just a case of Lee's being the

first girl Ben has ever known well," ex-

plained Barnett. "You know what that

can do to a young fellow."

"Yes!" chimed in Ben, as if happily re-

membering.

Ben is very proud of his father, Ben
Cooper, Sr., a mechanical designing en-

gineer who graduated from the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology and is the

brains behind such devices as practical

truck winches, tractor hoisting devices and
the fearsome looking cranes on aircraft

carriers that clear the landing deck of

plane smashups by hurling them into the

sea. Brian Donlevy once made the mis-
take of asking Ben about his father and
was still hearing about him a half hour later.

Ben's mother, Mrs. Berna Cooper, is close-

ly identified with his first years in show
business, practically managing as well as

mothering him through that period. And
his older sister Bunny, now modeling in

New York, has received a number of offers

to come to Hollywood and probably will

be testing for a picture by the time this

story is in print. So Ben doesn't want any
trouble with his family about Lee. But he
doesn't want any trouble with Lee about

anything.
When Ben's birth was being awaited by

his mother back in 1933, a year still depres-

sion-thin, she got quite a bit of sympathy
from her neighbors. "What a shame!" com-
mented one of them. "Here you are ex-

pecting another child and things still so

bad off. Just the luck of the Irish to be
taking on a new burden now!"
"Oh, him!" retorted Mrs. Cooper, who

had already borne a daughter and was sure

the second baby would be a boy. "Oh, he'll

be earning his own way before he's ten!"

been helping me for a long time, wherever
j

I've lived."

I bent over my notebook, pencil poised,
j

"Two T's?" I inquired.
He laughed. "Three T's."

"Thanks," I said. "You're always right

there with information I don't need."

And the worst of it is, he .couldn't be
[

more charming. We spent two hours over
corned beef, cabbage and coffee, and
while it was a delightful shank of an i

evening, I gathered from him only three '

facts about Phyllis. That she sang in a
i

choir once, that she likes Brahms' First

Symphony and that she has confused eye-
lashes.

ON the way out to the parking lot, Rock
disappeared into a phone booth. I

passed the booth like I was minding my
own business and hadn't even noticed him

(

in there, hunched up like a Great Dane
|

inside a poodle pen.
The attendant had Rock's car ready, the

j

motor running.
"Are you with Mr. Hudson?" he asked.

"No, worse luck. I'm driving that con-
vertible with the brown sidewall tires."

"He sure is a nice guy," said the at-
,

tendant. "Not like most of them I see

around here. Doesn't try to make an im- <

pression. He's so easy-going and quiet."

Quiet, I told myself, is not the word for

it. Thank heaven I knew that girl who
knew that man who knew that girl who

,

knew Phyllis. I had arrived with a new'
notebook and was leaving with one writ-

ten word—Truitt, with three T's. END

It was a wild guess but a good one. At
nine Ben was making $50 a week playing

Harlan, the youngest redheaded son in

Life With Father on Broadway, starring

Howard Lindsay as the father. It was a

play he was to stay with three years. No
Cooper had ever before been on the|

stage. A friend of the family had heard'

that the producers were looking for an

eight-year-old and while watching Ben
romp around she got the idea that he|

would make a good actor. "You know,
he doesn't pretend he's a cowboy or a

policeman like the other little boys," she

told his mother. "He seems to be pretend-

ing that he's pretending—just like I saw
John Barrymore do once!"

The family had moved to Beechurst

from Hartford by this time. Mrs. Cooper
(

took Ben down to the old Empire Theatre,

where the play was running, to join fifty

other waiting mother-and-son pairs.
i

"How many plays has your little boy
been in?" one of these ladies asked Mrs.

Cooper.
"None," replied Ben's mother.

"Oh!" retorted the other patronizingly,

while a few dozen of the other mothers

gazed at her superciliously. Mrs. Cooper

gripped Ben's hand and settled herself

more solidly in her seat. Tired of waiting,

she had been ready to leave. Now she

was determined to stick it out. One week
later, after a series of elimination tests,

Ben had the job. Given a copy of the

play and told to memorize about a page

and a half of it for his audition, Ben, in

four days, learned th^ complete role of

Harlan, running fifty pages. That did it.

It was on the fifth night of his career
[

as an actor that he won special com-
mendation from Lindsay. A prop man
had forgotten to leave a copy of the cate-

chisms on the bookshelf in one scene, and

it became necessary for Father Lindsay

to ad lib a request to one of his other

sons, Whitney, to go out and get the book.

Alone now on the stage with Ben, with

whom he would have to ad fib further to

cover the situation until Whitney returned,



Lindsay said, "Well, Harlan, what would
you like to have me read to you?"
The moment the words were out of his

mouth Lindsay was sorry. He was certain
that an eight-year-old boy like Harlan
could only reply to such a question by
naming some comic book character like

Superman—an awful boner, since the time
of the play was at the turn of the century.

Instead, and for reasons which he can-
not explain even to this day, since he did
read many comic books then, Ben named a
beautifully appropriate book, Gulliver's
Travels. Lindsay practically got tears in
his eyes in his relief and when Ben walked
off the stage at the end of the scene his
"mother," Dorothy Stickney, who was
Lindsay's wife both in real life and in the
play, gathered him into her arms for a
rewarding hug. "A pro! A real pro!"
Lindsay chortled when Ben came off.

With his first $50 Ben fulfilled an am-
bition to buy his mother "a beautiful new
dress" and to give his father "a whole
dollar." He then wanted to enter a formal
objection to the deduction of fifty cents
from his weekly wages for Old Age Bene-
fits (as explained by his father), claim-
ing that by the time he got to be sixty-
five years old the Government would
never be able to remember whom they
owed the money to.

His folks recall that Ben "aged" very
fast after he became ,an actor. One eve-
ning his father was driving him to the
theatre when they passed a car in which
sat a four-year-old boy with beautiful
curls.

"That's just the way your hair was when
you were his age," Ben's father remarked.
Ben studied the boy, and after some

thought asked, "Dad, how does it feel to
have me all grown up?"
Ben wasn't nine years old yet, but his

father didn't point that out. He just took
a quick look at his son, saw that he was
serious, and said, "Oh, it's a deep comfort,
a deep comfort."
A year after Ben joined the show he

was stricken with pleurisy and had to miss
some performances. On the first night that
he knew he wouldn't be able to go to the
theatre he begged for an alarm clock.
Timing himself according to the routine
of the show he began playing his part in
bed. He would have presented the entire
play had the doctor not rung down the cur-
tain with the aid of a sedative.

D en attended school regularly all
*-* through the run of Life With Father
at St. Luke's Parochial School in White-
stone, Long Island. Later, as he got into
radio and television work, he went to
Lodge High School (a private school in
New York) and Columbia University. He
finished his sophomore year at Columbia
but never got to be a junior, because Hol-
lywood was making noises like gold in the
bank by this time. Hollywood knew what
it was doing; Ben had accumulated a back-
ground of experience probably never be-
fore equalled by a youngster of his age.
He was in the cast of thirty-two soap

operas before he was twenty. Among other
characters he played were Dickie in Portia
Faces Life, Brad in The Second Mrs. Bur-
ton, Ernest in Joyce Jordan, Billy in Big
Sister, Mack in Young Widow Brown and
Les Wentworth in Tennessee Jed. This
didn't take all his time, by any means.
Over the years he appeared in such top
radio and television presentations as Sus-
pense, Kraft Theatre, Cavalcade Of Amer-
ica, Inner Sanctum, Studio One and
Armstrong Circle Theatre. And long be-
fore he came to Hollywood he had sup-
ported many Hollywood stars in New
York broadcasts, including Helen Hayes,
Joseph Cotten, Robert Mitchum, Gene
Tierney, Claudette Colbert, Van Heflin
and Basil Rathbone. He became known

as a player of wide versatility and many
dialects; he has portrayed Englishmen,
Frenchmen, Germans, Spaniards, Mexicans
and even Japanese.

Naturally, when he had to write a paper
at Columbia, and chose "Soap Operas" for
his subject, he was able to write it without
doing any research. He had also learned
a little bit about the economics of his pro-
fession by this time and it isn't likely that
anyone in Hollywood will slip a bad con-
tract or deal over on him. Ben was only
nineteen when he was elected a delegate
to the merger session of the radio and
television actors' unions into the one or-
ganization, aftra, The American Federa-
tion of Television and Radio Actors.

D en failed to make good on his first trip
*-* to Hollywood. This was in May, 1952,
when a New York Warner Brothers scout
signed him to test for a role in Retreat,
Hell! The part went to Russ Tamblyn in-
stead and Ben wasted no time brooding.
Even while waiting for his plane back to
New York he telephoned several producers
there, got himself booked back into several
radio shows and was ready to step into an
Armstrong Circle Theatre play, an hour
after he landed at La Guardia.
In the meantime, head men at Republic

were shown the Warner Brothers test and
decided Ben would be a good bet for a
role in a war film, Thunderbirds, which

APPLE OF HIS EYE-TOOTH

I was buying
bread in a Holly-
wood store when
I noticed that one
of my fellow cus-
tomers wasJohnny
Weissmuller, of
Tarzan fame. Im-
agine my surprise
when I saw him
pick up an apple
as he walked out of the store, put the
whole thing in his mouth and start

chewing it!

Jeanette Curbow
New Orleans, Louisiana

they were planning. It was while he was
working in this picture that Republic's
president, Herbert Yates, saw Ben gallop-
ing a horse. In his time, Mr. Yates has
had such western notables as Autry, Roy
Rogers, Tex Ritter and Rocky Lane riding
the celluloid range for him. He decided
right then to corral Ben for a long run at
the studio. Since then Ben has appeared
in ten pictures, his best roles being that
of Jesse James in The Woman They Al-
most Lynched, Turkey, the young des-
perado who is lynched in Johnny Guitar
and Sailor Jack in The Rose Tattoo.
Just getting the role of Sailor Jack was

harder than playing it, Ben thinks. Some
three hundred young actors were after it.

All were interviewed, more than a hundred
gave readings, and about a dozen were
tested. The day Ben's test was screened
Wallis and the director, Danny Mann, an-
nounced that the search was over.
Ben has a small apartment in the San

Fernando Valley almost across the street
from his studio. He does his own cooking,
and isn't as good at it as he claims to be,

according to his friends. He has been
plunking away at a guitar for the last year
without becoming a Les Paul and he
spends the rest of his spare time riding
and practicing his draw with a six-shooter.
He says he has timed himself and has it

down to a fifth of a second.
"Is that fast?" Joan Crawford asked him

recently, when he was demonstrating for

her benefit. Ben gave her another gun
and showed how he could pull his gun,
cock the hammer and shoot it while she
was still just pressing the trigger of hers.

"Well!" she exclaimed. "I should think
you'd have to be born nervous to move that
quick!"
Ben, a cool, assured performer when he

is working, is apparently far from being
a nervous man. But he does give this im-
pression offstage because he is naturally
spry, flit-quick with word and gesture, and
very intense. He is also apparently one of
those wiry Irishmen who are indestruc-
tible. During the filming of Johnny Guitar
he fell flat on his back from a ten-foot-high
wagon perch when his horse decided sud-
denly not to be where he should be. For
two minutes thereafter Ben was uncon-
scious while the director, Nick Ray, and
the other cast members, Scott Brady, Ernest
Borgnine and Royal Dana, worked over
him. For the next three minutes, after
he had- opened his eyes, he was paralyzed,
unable to move a muscle in his body, but
five minutes later he was again jumping
from the perch, this time landing on his
horse as planned.

1>en likes Hollywood. He is young
enough to be looking for laughs most

of the time and he has friends on every
level. One of his pals is the well-known
part-time actor and part-time parking at-
tendant at Ciro's, Jimmy Murphy. Ben
stops by to see him often, and is therefore
probably the only actor in Hollywood who
goes to Ciro's usually to spend his time
outside the place. Not that he doesn't oc-
casionally attend as a guest.
When the popular Sammy Davis had

his premiere at Ciro's following the tragic
car accident which cost him an eye, Ben
took Anna Maria Alberghetti. Practically
every big name in Hollywood also attend-
ed, and after the show they all trooped
out to vie with each other in having their
Cadillacs brought up to them. But the
first car was not a Caddie. It was a 1953,
newly-washed, aquamarine Mercury con-
vertible, registered to one Benjamin Coop-
er. Despite the "long green" most of the
big stars were waving in their hands,
Jimmy Murphy was already seated in Ben's
car waiting for his pal to appear. The
moment Ben lifted a little finger Jimmy
scorched up with the Merc. After Ben
and Anna Maria climbed in, the stars
watched open-mouthed as Ben very sol-
emnly handed Jimmy a dime tip.

"I don't get it," said a puzzled star who
was ready to tip fifty times this amount.
"Maybe I am losing touch with the people!"

Incidentally, after John Wayne told press
agent Barnett that he thought Ben was
a star, he also announced that he wants to
make a picture with Ben. So does Dick
Powell. And practically every studio in
town is looking around for a story in
which Ben would fit.

Co barnett is quite happy about his new^ client except for one habit of Ben's. Ben
not only loves to ride a horse, he loves to
talk about it; and every time he talks about
it he insists upon demonstrating that he
has ridden himself bow-legged.
"He isn't bow-legged!" declares Barnett,

who knows that a straight-legged star will
go much further and last much longer in
the business. "He pretty nearly breaks his
legs straining them backward to make
them look bowed, and as though he be-
longs on a saddle and nowhere else."

"I am too bow-legged!" Ben came back
heatedly one night.

"G'wan!" retorted Barnett. "You're just
trying to be true to your old horse, Gypsy!'*
That stopped Ben. So that night he

went home and wrote a long letter to Lee
Sharon, asking her, among other things,
to go see Gypsy for him. end
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Any girl who

wears a Catalina

swimsuit is apt to be

singled outfor

special attention

by Mr. Cupid.

Tliat's because Catalina

swimsuits not only

shimmer with

highfashion— they

are engineered

toflatter specific

figure types.

The Glamour Guide

at right shows

which Catalina

swimsuits will da

the nicest things

for you . Why not

take this chart with

you when you shop?

Tan with Tartan

Left: Tear Drop. Batiste Lastex

embellished with pearls. $15.95.

These

enhance

a

small

bosom

Gingerbread Man
$12.95

Sun Sticks

$10.95
Encore
$19.95

Water Witch
$15.95

Catalina, Inc., Los Angeles 13, a division of

Julius KAYSER & Company



modern screen fashions

BASK IN NEW LUXURY WITH
EXOTIC PRINTS AND REAL MINK

Above, Dorothy Lamour goes Oriental

in Catalina's Japanese cotton print swim

ensemble

—

Yo Yo San. The princess-line

suit features a stay-front with draped-center

bra. Puckerette zipped back and peg-top

tapered shorts. The matching Kabuki

kimono style coat has a wrap front, Mandarin

collar, tie belt and is lined with white

terry cloth. Orange or blue. Suit, 32 to 38.

About $14. Coat, S.M.L. About $14.

Right, Terry Moore, soon to be seen in 20th's

Daddy Long Legs, wears Catalina's Laton

taffeta suit— Swimming In Mink. It has

side-shirring and a flange bra banded with

mink (especially treated for the water).

Hyacinth with sapphire mink, black with

white mink, cinnamon with ranch mink. 32 to

36. About $25. Terry takes her Cortina

French course (textbooks and records) on

her vacations—study is fun this way.

Tartan Suntan Lotion

Swim Caps by U. S. Water-Tite

Photographs by John Engstead

YOU MAY BUY THESE SUITS IN PERSON OR BY MAIL FROM:

Boston, Mass.—Jordan Marsh Co.
Buffalo, N. Y.—Wm. Hengerer Co.

Chicago, 111.—Marshall Field & Co.
Columbus, Ohio—F. & R. iMzarus Co.
Detroit, Mich.—J. L. Hudson Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.- -L. S. Ayres & Co.
Jamaica, L. I., N. V.—B. Gertz
Kansas City, Mo.—Macy's

Los Angeles, Calif.—Bullock's
Miami, Fla.—Burdinc'

s

Ne7V Orleans, La.—Maison Blanche Co.

Nno York, N. Y.~~Best & Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Gimbcl Bros.
Portland, Ore.—Meier & Frank
St. Louis, Mo.—Fatnous-Barr (5" Co.
Washington, U. C- The Hecht Co.

More fashions on next page
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modern screen fashions

THE SPARKLE OF
THE BRIGHT WHITE TOUCH
1. Dorothy Lamour wears a classic polka dot Pat-a-sheer
all-rayon sheath dress. Lattice work trims the scoop neckline.
It has a matching bolero jacket. Navy with sparkle white
dots only. Sizes 14^ to 22*4. Costume jewelry by Capri.

2. Spring daisies trim this Stevens baby-checked gingham,
scoop-necked, sleeveless dress. It has two large pockets and a
self-belt. The matching bolero jacket has daisy-edged sleeves.

Black, red or navy with bright white. Sizes 14^4 to 22^.

3. Again, white dots are important to the spring picture

—

in this lovely, sheer, 100% Trend nylon dress. It has pearl
buttons and nylon marquisette trim on the collar and cuffs.

Navy or black with luxurious white. Sizes 14^ to 22]/2 .

4. The all-occasion coat dress of 100% Mallinson's puckered
nylon that buttons all the way down the front. It has glass buttons,
self-belt, tucked shoulders and concealed pockets at the
shoulder. Royal, black, red or green with white. Sizes 14^> to 22^

.

5. This flattering, double-breasted coachman style of Stevens
Highland Park gingham has a wide collar and white scallop

detailing on the cuffs and pockets, self-belt. Black, navy or red
with white. Sizes 14^ to 22y2 . Straw sailor hat by Leslie James.

6. To climax the parade of Rite-Fit Dresses by Max Wiesen,
Miss Lamour wears a smooth Pat-a-Sheer rayon printed sheath

that has self-looping on the pockets and neckline. Navy, grey,

green or periwinkle blue on white. Sizes 14^ to 24)4. Capri jewelry.

These are washable Rite-Fit dresses by

Max Wiesen that are priced at about $9 each

DOROTHY LAMOUR/ Modern Screen Mother of the Year

Wife, mother, movie, radio and tv star, Dorothy Lamour's successful

multiple roles win special acclaim from the editors of Modern Screen
as their choice for Mother Of The Year. Above, Dorothy is shown
with her sons John Ridgely Howard and Thomas Howard. On this

and the opposite page, she models the Mother Of The Year
fashions—style-wise for your wardrobe, price-wise for your budget.
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These Dresses Are At Fine Stores Everywhere.
Some Stores Are Listed on Page 72
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modern screen fashions

CURTAIN CALL

FOR A

NEW STAR:

MAIS OUI

But yes! Here is the bra

that gives you the newest look. This

all-nylon bandeau bra fashion,

by Hollywood-Maxwell,

features the high bosom, softly

rounded look—and it gives

added uplift. The nylon lace-topped,

three-quarter quilted taffeta cups are

underscored with supple padded

wire. It can be worn with regular

or low necklines. A, B, C cups

in sizes 32-36. White only. About $4.

Behind the scenes of this exquisite

nylon lace and power net

Phantom-Ease girdle by Guild

Foundations is a unique

"Swivel-hinge" back designed to end

girdle tugging. Waist sizes 25 to

30. White or black. About $11.50.

HOLLYWOOD-MAXWELL BRAS AND

GUILD FOUNDATIONS ARE AVAILABLE

AT LEADING DEPARTMENT AND

SPECIALTY STORES



All eyes are squarely on you 'cause you're dreamy in a long-line sheath (left) with

petalled bra that builds up your bosom— and nobody's the wiser. In run andfade resistant

Celaperm® lastex, $9. Right: Plaid ruffles encircle long, shapely torso. In polished cotton, $9.
All Sea Nymph suits feature the perfected built-in boned bra for prettier curves, betterfit.

Misses 32-38, juniors 9-15, teens 10-16. Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies.

nymph glamour

swim

suits

Write Joan Harris for yourfree copy of Sea Nymph's Guide to Summer Glamour
JORDAN manufacturing corp., 1410 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y. • Sea Nymph of Canada, 425 River St., Montreal
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where to buy

RITE-FIT DRESSES by
MAX WIESEN Featured on pages 68, 69

Buy in person or by mail from the following stores

:

Akron, Ohio—M. O'Neil Co.

Albany, N. Y.—Whitney
Altoo-na, Pa.—Bergman & Monarch
Asbury Park, N. J.—Tapper's
Atlanta, Ga.—Rich's
Baltimore, Md.—Hochschild Kohn
Bellingham, Wash.—Horn's
Birmingham, Ala.—R. Aland
Boston, Mass.—Filene's

Boston, Mass.—Gilchrist

Buffalo, N. Y.—Sattler's
Cedar Rapids, Iowa—Killian

Cincinnati, Ohio—Mablcy & Careif

Cleveland, Ohio—Halle Bros.

Columbus, Ohio—F. & R. Lazarus
Columbia, S. C.—James L. Tapp
Dallas, Tex.—Titche-Goettinger

Danville, III.—Meis Bros.

Davenport, Iowa—Petersen, Harned, Van
Maur

Dayton, Ohio—Rikc Kumler
Des Moines, Iowa—Younker Bros.

Detroit, Mich. Crcrwley-Milner

Denver, Colo.—Denver Dry Goods C o.

Denver, Colo.—May Co.

Denver, Colo.—Joslin's

El Paso, Tex.—Popular Dry Goods
Erie, Pa.—Eric Dry Goods Co.

Evansville, Ind.—Leo Schcar
Flint, Mich.—Smith-Bridgeman
Ft. Wayne, Ind.—Wolf & Dessauer

Ft. Worth, Tex.—Leonards
Grand Rapids, Mich.—Wurzburg
Greensboro, N. C.—The Meyer's Co.

Harrisburg, Pa.—Pomeroy's
Hartford, Conn.—G. Fox
Houston, Tex.—Columbia, Dry Goods to.

Huntington, W. Va.—Bradshaw-Diehl
Indianapolis, Ind.—Wm. H. Block-

Jacksonville, Fla.—Cohen Bros.

Kalamazoo, Mich.—Gilmore Bros.

Kansas City, Mo.—Macy's
Kansas City, Mo.—Jones
Knoxville, Tenn.—Miller's

Lancaster, Pa.—Watt & Shand
Lancaster, Pa.—Hager Bros.

Lansing, Mich.—/. W. Knapp Co.

Lewiston, Me.—B. Peck
Lincoln, Nebr.—Gold's

Little Rock, Ark.—Pfeifer's
Little Rock, Pa.—Gus Blass

Long Beach, Calif.—Buffum's
Los Angeles, Calif.—Bullock's

Lynn. Mass.—Burrows & Sanborn
Madison, Wis.—The Emporium Co.

Memphis, Tenn.—Goldsmith
Milwaukee, Wis.—Gimbels
Milwaukee, Wis.—Schuster's

Minneapolis, Minn.—L. S. Donaldson

Newark. N. J.—Bamberger's
New Orleans, La.—D . H. Holmes
New York, N. Y.—Macy's
Niagara Falls, N. Y.—Krausman s

Norfolk, Va.—Rice's

Oakland, Calif.—H. C. Capwcll

Oklahoma City, Okla.—John Brown
Omaha, Nebr.—J. L. Brandeis

Orlando, Fla.—Ivey's

Peoria, III.—Block & Kuhl
Philadelphia, Pa.—Lit Bros.

Philadelphia, Pa.—Gimbels
Pittsburqh, Pa.—Kaufman's
Portland, Me.—Porteous, Mitchell & Braun

Portland, Ore.—Meier & Frank
Poughkecpsie, N. Y.— Wallace Co.

Reading, Pa.—Pomeroy's
Richmond, Va.—Thalhimer'

s

Richmond, Va.—Miller & Rhoads
Rochester, N. Y.—Sibley

Sacramento, Calif.—Wemstock-Lttbt

n

Salt Lake City. Utah—Auerbach
San Antonio, Tex.—Joske's

San Diego, Calif.—Whitney's
San Diego, Calif.—Walker's

San Francisco. Calif.—Macy s

Schenectady. N. Y.—H. S. Barney
Scranton. Pa.—Cleland Simpson
Seattle, Wash.—Bon Marchc
Seattle, Wash.—Rhodes Dept. Store

Sioux City, Iowa—Younker-Davison

South Bend, Ind.—Robertson Bros.

Spokane, Wash.—Spokane Dry Goods

St. Louis, Mo.—Famous-Barr Co.

Syracuse, N. Y.—E. W. Edwards
St. Paul, Minn.—The-Goldcn Rule

St. Petersburg, Fla.—Maas Bros.

Tampa, Fla.—Maas Bros.

Toledo, - Ohio—La Salle & Koch
Toledo, Ohio—Lion Dry Goods
Topeka, Kans.—Pelletier's

Trenton, N. J.—Swern's
Trenton, N. J.—Goldberg's
Washington. D. C.—The Hecht Co.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Stone & Thomas
Wichita, Kans.—Geo. Junes Co.

Wilkes Barre, Pa.—Fmvlcr, Dick & Walker
Youngstown, Ohio^-Strouss Hirschbcrg

Write to the Fashion Department, Modern Screen,

261 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y., if there is

no store listed near you.

family man on the loose

{Continued from page 45) could just make
it under the wire. As he reached down
to flip off the set and run, he heard, "Thank
you—and good night"—and a cartoon com-
mercial flickered on to mock him.
Donald O'Connor dropped like wet

spaghetti and surveyed himself dismally in

the mirror. His tie was cockeyed. His shirt

cuffs flopped loose. His beltless pants
rippled around his ankles. His hair stuck
up and his "dress" shoes were brown.
"Get you," he told himself. "All dressed

up and no place to go!"

Professionally speaking, it's too many
places to go that's Don O'Connor's trouble
right now. Donald David Ronald Dixon
O'Connor sports a top talent for every one
of his names, and it would be very con-
venient indeed if he had a separate body
for each. Like another thirty-year-old
(named Alexander) there isn't much left

for O'Connor to conquer in his world of

show business. As any casual TV twiddler
or movie-goer knows, Don can dance with
the effortless grace of Astaire, croon with
the golden ease of Crosby, be as capti-

vatingly nuts as Danny Kaye and act with
the best of them. There's no business like

show business for him and nobody in show
business like Donald David Ronald, etc.

—

as he recently proved in the 20th Century

-

Fox musical of the same name. Ethel
Merman, no slouch herself, tagged Don,
"The greatest concentrated hunk of talent

on the screen."

So don bumps into himself coming and go-
ing as he tries to meet the Hollywood

demand. Five mornings a week he pushes
open the door of a pink stucco bungalow
on the General Service lot where, as pro-
ducer, director and star of his hit tv show,
Here Comes Donald, he spends $50,000 of

the Texas Company's money each week,
meets a payroll of forty-nine employees.
From his Mussolini-sized office he master-
minds a galloping career which includes
movies at $200,000 a crack, Las Vegas
bookings at $30,000 a week, a song-pub-
lishing firm and a one-man idea factory

which grinds out everything from movie
scripts and nightclub skits to oil well

ventures. From all this he figures to col-

lect almost a million bucks in 1955.

For a guy who has been chasing show
business rainbows since before he was
born, this would seem to be a situation

approaching Paradise. His mother was a
dancer. Donald made his debut in the

O'Connor Family act at four months. By
his first birthday, his acrobat brothers,

Billy and Jack, were tossing him back and
forth over the audience like a football. All

his boyhood the same shifting show busi-

ness pattern prevailed as the O'Connor
Family trouped vaudeville circuits, car-

nivals and clubs, gorging on chicken one
week, feathers the next. In his twenty in-

and-out years around Hollywood, Don had
more ups and downs than an elevator

—

until he finally stuck on the top floor. Only
last year he was picked to hand out Acade-
my awards to his peers.

But Donald O'Connor floated in no
transport of joy—nor does he today. In

this flight to glory something is missing.

The empty other side of the picture lent a

wistful meaning to Don's self-appraisal

that night as he stood before the mirror at

the Bel Air. Because Don is a dangling

man—all dressed up with fame and suc-

cess, but no place to go for happiness. And
ironically, the knots that tie him up pro-
fessionally leave him at bare loose ends in

his private life.

Since Don and his pretty wife Gwen
finally called it quits a year and a half

ago, after nine years of marriage, Don has

rattled restlessly around like a loose bolt.

In that time he has lived in four separate
places. First, the Bel Air Hotel, which he
deserted because it was "too public and
too expensive." Yet he paid almost as much
as the $1200-a-month there for the next
place he picked—a modern hilltop hacienda
in Benedict Canyon, complete with swim-
ming pool, hi-fi system and plush fur-
nishings, besides completely redecorating
most of the rooms. This he abandoned
soon on the flimsy excuse that it was "too
buggy," with spiders, centipedes and other
real and imaginary varmints swarming
around. Came next a house in Malibu
where the fishing he loves was swell, but
that was soon "too far out." So he took a
small apartment at the Villa Madrid,
where he's camping today—and hating it.

Tn all this time, Don has rocketed away
J- from Hollywood, as if fleeing the plague,
almost every week end and every free
stretch after pictures and between tv sea-
sons. Last fall he flew off to Hawaii on a
day's inspiration for a week and jittered

most of that time in the Royal Hawaiian
Hotel because it rained five days out of the
seven. The rest of the time he chased
around Honolulu with a private detective,

hunting thrills, a la Winchell. This winter
he tore off after the final "Cut!" of each TV

film to scattered refuges, including Snow
Valley, where he ran into the heaviest fall

of the year, got snowed in, couldn't budge
on skis or anything else and almost went
crazy. Next he went to Palm Springs for a
rest and stayed up all night helping open
a new guest ranch. Other exits to the

Mojave, Mexico and scattered points have
been just as fast, frantic and unrelaxing.

These are symptoms of discontent even
in a natural skitterbug like Donald O'Con-
nor. Of course, it's true that Donald is

and always has been as charged as a bot-

tle of pop, physically, mentally and ner-
vously. His wiry body, which actor Bob
Ryan, a physical culturist, calls, "the best

physique, pound for pound, in Hollywood,"
requires exercise, and the natural coordi-

nation you see on the screen has made him
an expert, easy athlete. Don learned to ski

in two days, entered a race on the third.

As a fourteen-year-old he competed in

Bing Crosby's first golf tournament and,

although he barely knew a mashie from
a mid-iron, won a prize—twenty-four
quarts of motor oil which he had to give

away because he was too young and too

poor to own a car. He's a deadly boxer
and once broke his best friend's ribs teach-

ing him to handle his dukes. Last year in

Las Vegas the national convention of

skeet shooters asked him to join the fun.

He shattered eighty-five out of 100 clay

pigeons although he'd never banged the

game before.

Behind Don's bland, boyish face, too, is

a mind that races on something or other

every waking minute. Stuck one week
end near San Diego, he stayed up all night

in his room writing 200 gags. Another
time he came home with ten new song
lyrics. He always has been a speed nut,

with a trail of Bugattis, Jaguars and other

sports cars around him since his teen-age

days when he hopped up jalops with dual

carburetors and twin pipes. For years he's

tried to stop smoking but admits defeat

"because you can't light a candy bar."

Wherever he is, O'Connor jitters around
unless something active is going on.

Don explains his fast week-end exits

from Hollywood as therapy to "relieve the

pressure and change the scene . . . charge

my batteries and fresh up for more work"
—which is certainly logical. To give out

what Don gives day in and day out, it

figures that he has to stay as wound up as

a thirty-day clock. But allowing for oth-

er occupational therapy and his own native

restlessness, there are other unmistakable
signs that Donald O'Connor is unhappy



with his status as a Hollywood bachelor.

or one thing, Don has failed to find any
satisfactory romantic attachment since

he broke away from Gwen. For a while he
squired Marilyn Erskine around Holly-
wood, but that failed and Marilyn got
married. He has taken out Sylvia Lewis,
a pretty young dancer, but nothing came
of that. Most of Don's fun partners are
girls who happen to be where he happens
to be, with no meaning whatever except
the evening's pleasantries. In Palm Springs
he sometimes teams up with Carol Mor-
ton, daughter of the manager of the Ranch
Club where he likes to hang out. Around
Hollywood he's seen mostly with Gloria
Noble, a pretty brunette, tv actress and
dancer, whom Don met at a Colgate Com-
edy Hour cocktail party two years ago.
Gloria was married then and so was Don,
technically. When he was free he called
for a date and if there's anything halfway
steady in his life it is Gloria. They know
each other well enough to go off together
on holidays with Don's pals, and last
Christmas Gloria came through with two
golden, diamond-studded, miniature dance
pumps made into cufflinks and bestowed
with a Christmas kiss. But when you ask
Don about Gloria Noble he dismisses the
subject with a curt, "Not serious." And if

you press him, he'll argue, "How can you
fall seriously in love with anybody when
you haven't got any time to spend with
her?"

This argument is a handy and perhaps
valid explanation of Don's almost total
lack of social life in Hollywood, usually
extremely comforting and welcomed by
young, attractive and successful divorces.
But as a stag Donald O'Connor acts like a
lone wolf. He ducks Hollywood parties,
shows up at the Strip's glitter mills only
to catch acts he wants to study, and pre-
fers to eat late at night in off-beat, remote
cafes. Last New Year's he dropped into
the Racquet Club* in Palm Springs wear-
ing riding breeches, a sport shirt and a
white leather jacket, took a look around
at all the formally attired Hollywooders
sipping champagne, had a quick Scotch at
the bar and departed.
Don's circle of friends today has shrunk

exclusively to the people who work with
him. His two-room apartment at the Vil-
la Madrid is next to Sid Miller, a diminu-
tive pal from his early Hollywood days
who bosses the writers and capers with
Don in the video funny business. Sid
flew with him to Hawaii last fall along
with Ralph Grosch, a former movie stand-
in, now production assistant of Here
Comes Donald. Another former stand-in,
Phil Gerris, is his dialogue director. That
trio, along with Don's press agent, Glenn
Rose, and an associate of his song publish-
ing firm, Jesse Stool, make up the current
O'Connor set, double-date with him around
Hollywood and take off with him on his
escape excursions. Besides his niece, Pat-
ti, who writes for his show, and his broth-
er Jack, who runs a dancing school in En-
cino, no one else in Hollywood can be
called an O'Connor intimate.

'"Pwo other facts round out Don's loose-
-1- end picture: He has lost ' twenty-five
pounds and he's still seeing a psychiatrist.
The first he'll explain as, "I always lose
weight when I'm working," and the sec-
ond, begun when his marriage was falter-
ing as a sensible attempt to save it, has
become not only a deep interest but a part-
time hobby. Don bought a batch of books
on psychology and likes to study them in-
tently far into the night. But neither loss
of weight nor solitary self-dissection is

exactly a sign of contentment.
For a long time, all this was explained

on the theory that Don O'Connor was car-
rying a torch built for the Statue of Lib-
erty. One friend goes so far as to say,

"They wrote that song, 'Let Me Go, Lov-
er,' for Don." Gwen has let Don go of-
ficially, as of February 5, when she finally
married Dan Dailey in Las Vegas after a
yes-and-no courtship carried on ever since
Don moved out.
But even before Gwen married Dan,

Don gave small evidence of the green-
eyed monster. Hopeful gossips were dis-
appointed by the absence of explosions
when Don bumped into Gwen and Dan
around town. He even played Dan Dailey's
son amiably and without incident in No
Business Like Show Business. After Gwen
filed for divorce, they were so friendly
that reconciliation rumors blossomed every
second week. Don has had Donna, his
eight-year-old daughter, with him when-
ever he wanted her, once for two straight
months at Malibu, and only chuckled when
that sassy miss teased him with, "I saw
No Business Like Show Business yesterday
and I thought Dan Dailey was great!"
Just the same, there is a causative link

between Don O'Connor's broken home and
his restless, frustrated existence today

—

and an even longer chain reaching back to
his earlier life. Every man is the sum of his
experiences. A look at Donald O'Connor's
shows why he can never be a happy man

Don frequently dates actress Gloria Noble in

Hollywood—but, "It's not serious," he s.ays.

as long as he's drifting around without ties.

His childhood was a blur of shifting
scenery as the O'Connor Family vaudeville
act rambled around the forty-eight states
chasing a living. The only permanent
home Don ever knew was his Uncle Billy's
and Aunt Josie's farm near Danville, Illi-

nois, where the clan retreated when out of
bookings and broke. The only formal
schooling he can claim is two brief years
there; the rest of the time he had to pick
up his education on the fly—likewise his
friends. They were trunk-raised kids like
himself who, like himself, played in alleys
outside stage doors between acts, or in
the dim-lit halls of small-town hotels,
making toys out of anything handy. Don
remembers one child who used to take out
his glass eye and play marbles with it.

When he ran out of kids he tagged after
elevator boys and bellhops—wherever he
could find friendship. Once, when he was
missing, they found him singing chummily
with a Salvation Army band. Don still

can't bring himself to say, "Goodbye."
He says hopefully instead, "I'll see you."
But in this helter-skelter raising, there

was always one word etched in his being—family. The O'Connor act changed names
countless times for billboard purposes, but
always the idea of a family group was
there, not only in billing but in fact. Don's
dad Chuck, an ex-circus acrobat, fell

over dead in the wings a few months after
Donald was born and his sister Arlene was
killed by a car in front of a Hartford the-
atre when Don was only one year old. But
Effie, his dancer mother, Jack and Billy,
the baby-tossing brothers, sister-in-law
Millie and niece Patti, carried on, with
Donald doing almost everything, includ-
ing playing bearded old men. And whether
collecting $1200 a week for the act or $6
and meals—as they did once—they stuck
together. They played the Palace The-
atre and strolled in glory down Broadway.
They got pulled in by cops on suspicion
of being the Lindbergh baby kidnapers
(because Baby Patti looked just like the
missing tot) on a forage into rural Canada.
But Don never was without the warmth of
homefolks, although there never was a
home. "I used to have one big wonderful
dream," he has recalled. "My own back
yard."
Although his entrance into Hollywood

was definitely unsettling (he was almost
killed in California's destructive 1933
earthquake) Donald later made that back-
yard dream come true in typical family
style. After he had finally clicked as a
star at Universal, Don acquired not one
but three back yards, complete with
houses, for his mother, brother Jack and
himself—all in one week at the combined
outlay of $45,000. By that time, of course,
the knockabout kid had realized another
dream—to have a wife, family and a home
of his own.

1V/J"
uch has been written about the mar-

ivJ
- riage of Don O'Connor and Gwendolyn

Carter. What made them find living to-
gether unbearable after nine years and a
daughter who is firmly lodged in both their
hearts will still stir up an argument in
Hollywood. Some say Gwen jealously
longed for a career of her own, which, per-
versely, Don encouraged by getting her an
agent and spotting her in a few of his
shows. Others say Don left Gwen alone
too much after Francis The Mule and the
Colgate Comedy Hour put him back on
the frantic career merry-go-round. Gwen
eventually secured her divorce on the
grounds of "mental cruelty" which means
nothing at all.

But certainly there were recurring crises
in the O'Connor home, arguments both in
public and private, and more than a few
times Gwen barked, "I want a divorce!"
and packed her suitcase. Usually consid-
eration for Donna smoothed these over.
"Donna always played Cupid in that
home," as one friend has put it. Once when
Don moved out to a hotel, reporters got
wind of the rift and badgered Don into a
press conference there. But when they
arrived he was gone. They finally found
him back at home playing with Donna and
trying to explain why Daddy had been
away.

In fairness to Donald it must be stated
that, while he was undoubtedly at fault
as much as his wife, the pressure to sep-
arate was on Gwen's part. Throughout
the familiar pattern of Hollywood home
deterioration, it was redheaded Gwen who
wanted action. Don tried to hold on. It

was during this unsteady time that he
turned to psychiatry for help and talked
Gwen into it, too. He took Gwen with him
to England and Scotland on a triumphant
personal appearance tour in 1951 and tried
to turn it into a second honeymoon with
excursions, sightseeing and fun between
bookings. Back home the trouble started
all over again, ending in final separation
and divorce.
But until their happiness curdled hope-

lessly, two significant things about Donald
O'Connor stood out. He wanted, needed
and appreciated a home and home life.

And he's strictly a one-woman man.
While he was married, Don never

looked at another girl. He had tumbled
73



for Gwen Carter in the Paramount com-
missary when he was thirteen and clown-
ing with Bing Crosby in Sing You Sinners.

After he married Gwen, when both were
in their teens, he brushed against cuties

in the highly emotional business of acting

—

as all young male stars do—who were
more than willing. But extra-marital
scandals never touched his name.
And if Don fell short of perfection as

husband—as he admits he did—it was not
because he neglected his home. On the

contrary, Gwen's complaints were that he
liked it too much ever to change the scen-
ery. One maid they had occasionally

grumbled because there wasn't enough
excitement around the place to keep her
job interesting. But for Don O'Connor
there always was plenty, although not in

the way she meant. Gwen cooked up the
parties and entertainment. Don's idea of

heaven was to install a pool, a home-made
bowling alley, to decorate and fix up the
place every year, crowd it with playthings
for Donna—and dogs.
Even after it was no longer his home,

Don returned often to pick up Donna, chat
with Gwen—and look wistfully around the
place. The house is Gwen's now, of

course, and since she has become Mrs.
Dan Dailey she probably will sell it and
Don will see it no more. But anyone who
knows him is certain he never will be
content until he finds another like it

—

and someone to live in it with him.
"The plain truth is, busy as he is, Don's,

lonely," says one close friend. "Remem-
ber, he's been a married man all his adult
life—and before. Did you ever see a once-
happy husband who didn't try it again as

fast as he could? I don't say he's in love.

But you can bet your roll he'll be a bride-
groom before many months—especially

since Gwen is finally out of the picture."
And Don himself backs this up, lacon-

ically but definitely. "Sure, I'll get mar-
ried again," he says. "I fully intend to."

If and when Don takes that step what
are his chances for finding happiness and
making it stick on the second try? That
depends on the girl he picks, of course

—

but just as much on Donald O'Connor.
As marriage material, Don has his cred-

its and his debits, like everyone else. In
some respects he has changed—in others
he's the same as he always was.

Physically, don has hardly altered at all.

He'll be thirty on August 28 but he
could still pass for a college boy. He has
all his thick, wavy hair and even teeth.

There are no crowsfeet around his keen
blue eyes and he walks as straight as a
cadet. Down now to 138 from 160, which
he considers his best weight, Don keeps in

trim working out in a gym and resolutely

working in all the sports interests that in-

trigue him, such as skiing, golf, tennis,

boxing and horseback riding. This last

led to the only serious illness outside of

measles he's had in his life, a case of rare
"Q" fever which, press agents have gagged,
he caught from Francis the Mule, close to

the truth but not close enough. Actually
the strange malady, which comes from
horses, was picked up at a Las Vegas
stable. It turned into pneumonia, sent
him to the hospital and brought on the
most bitter career disappointment in his

life when Danny Kaye took over his part
in White Christmas with Don's old pal,

Bing. Don is over the fever, if not the
disappointment, and left with only a ling-

ering tendency toward colds. And he is

making up for the missed session with
Bing in Anything Goes.

Financially, too, Don is in the best shape
he's ever been. With his tv show, con-
tracts at two studios and all those sidelines,

he faces a golden future which Bing Cros-
by, for one, believes, "can go on for-

ever." True, Don will keep less than ten

nA cents on each of those million bucks he

may drag in this year and out of that come
heavy responsibilities. Since becoming the
financial responsibility of Dan Dailey,
Gwen may take less of a cut of his earn-
ings. But Don is generous with his rela-

tives, and he'll always provide for Donna,
now a third-grader at the Buckley School
and a prize dancing pupil of brother Jack's.

Don's fiscal attitudes have improved with
his multiple business responsibilities and
good advice. The old cavalier approach
to his income which naively forgot the
taxes is gone. He has worked that off

with the help of his hard-headed attorney,

Louis Blau. Don still has expensive tastes

but he doesn't toss around his money and
he gambles only moderately.
In sum, Don can very well afford to

support a wife.

But while that's important, marriage
isn't all a matter of balancing income and
outgo. Temperament, personal habits and
emotional patterns which reach way back
and seldom change, are even more vital,

as is disastrously demonstrated in Holly-
wood and elsewhere every day. Even the
people who know him best disagree as to

Don O'Connor's basic character. "Don's
really a tragedian wearing the mask of a
clown," believes his sidekick, Sid Miller,

which is another way of saying he's Irish.

His wife Gwen, who found it impossible to

live with O'Connor, still calls him "the
greatest guy in the world." And his niece

Patti, only three years younger and more
like his sister, says, "Don's a pixie—he
used to shoot me with BB guns." But in

the next breath she states, "Actually he's

a sophisticate."

Maxie Rosenbloom was very
much impressed with Red Buttons'

characterization of a dumb, blind,

beaten-down prizefighter. Maxie
went to the studio to tell Red: "I

want +e do that bit, too. I think I

can make people cry like you,

too." Red explained, "Bat people
know you're not blind. So how
will you be able to make them feel

sorry for you?" Maxie brooded for

a moment, then said, "I'll make out
that I'm broke." —Paul Denis

Don seems to be all of these and more.
He's well traveled. Despite a skimpy edu-
cation, his grammar is faultless, his reading
deep. He's a connoisseur of art, he speaks
a smattering of Spanish, Italian, French
and Yiddish.

Yet, outside his office at General Serv-
ice, where he's a show business tycoon,

there's a square of cement with the ragged
autograph, "donald o'connor," scratched
there as any ten-year-old would scratch

it. Don couldn't resist when the stuff was
fresh. He succumbs periodically to other
impulses quite as junior grade.

Don and his stand-in, Ralph Grosch,
wandered over to the Desiree set to catch

Marlon Brando and Jean Simmons in a
Napoleonic clinch. At the stage door a

cop asked for a pass and Don told his

name. The cop shook his head skeptical-

ly and anyway which one was Donald
O'Connor? Don pointed to Ralph, "He is."

"You don't look like Donald O'Connor,"
objected the guard. Ralph said that's just

who he was, and the cop boiled, "Look
here. How did you boys get in here?"
"We climbed over the fence," allowed

Don.
"Well, you can get into a lot of trouble

that way," he was told. "Now beat it."

Such caprices well up out of Don O'Con-
nor's puckish, quick-change past as do his

notoriously vague conceptions of time and
place. For a while he was so vague about
appointments that his publicist, Glenn

Rose, although he was an old friend, re-

fused to handle him on the valid excuse 1

that he was ruining Glenn's relations with
the press. That rift was patched on Don's
promise to reform and today he says, "I've

improved." Yet not too long ago Don
raced feverishly off to play a benefit in a
California city, arrived on time by sec-

onds—only to discover the event was the

following week. He always has to buy
new shoes and rent clubs when he plays

golf—although he Owns twelve pairs of

shoes and two sets of clubs.

Balancing this are some solid adult vir-

tues and habits that make Don a prize in

any girl's hope chest. He has intense loy-

alty, as proved by all the vintage pals who
work for him. He has absolutely no jeal-

ousy, as testified by the dozens he's lifted

up the ladder with him, often in direct

competition. And his temper is lamb-like.

It's significant that none of the usual
j

slambang Hollywood domestic battles were !

aired when Gwen secured her divorce,
j

"When Don gets mad," his friend Sid says,

"usually all he does is turn pale and quiet.

Disharmony actually makes him ill."

Besides a smooth disposition, Don packs
few irritating personal habits likely to

blow up household storms. He's as tidy as

a racoon and always looks as if he'd just

stepped out of a shower, which usually he
has. A Sunday job he likes is shining all

his shoes and lining them up across the

kitchen floor. Don's biggest extravagance
is clothes, which he buys in "hunks," cus- !

torn tailored by Devore's of Beverly Hills ,

at $200 apiece. But for all the things he
buys for himself he gives twice as much
to others, being generous to a fault. And
he'll eat anything. About the only valid

complaint, in fact, that a housemate could
make is Don's disdain of time, his habit of

reading until all hours or listening to rec-

ords twenty-six hours at a stretch. As a

dad, of course, he's real gone. "Donna,"
he has said, time and again, "is really

what I live for."

But precious as she is, there's a lot more
than a darling daughter for Donald O'Con-
nor to hve for and a lot left of life for

him to make meaningful and enriching to i

his private existence, so aimless today. Be-
J

ing born and bred in show business, that

still and ever will come first in his time
and attention, and he's terribly ambitious

to do a dozen things he hasn't yet done.

Television has given Don the long-sought
chance to produce, write and direct, and

|

after getting Francis through the Navy
he'll stick to the big league movies where

J

his sophisticated talents get the best show- !

case. That means hell be busy. Maybe,
as he says, "too busy."

After the TV season winds up and Any-
thing Goes is safe in the can Don has a >

project. For years he's been cooking an
idea to shoot a tragicomic tale of a Pagliac-

ci-type clown in Europe with authentic

backgrounds. So this year, he'll go abroad

for a couple of months hunting locations.

Meanwhile, he's hunting a house in Bel

Air—and a new car. The house will be, he
swears, "a big, roomy colonial that looks

like a home." And the car—well, it was
to have been a sporty Mercedes-Benz, but

curiously at the last minute Don changed
his mind. He ordered a Cadillac, the first

big car he's had in years. "I don't want to

drive around all by myself any more," he
admits. "I like company with me.

)

And
you need a family-type car for that."

These are slim straws in the wind, of

course. But puffing them along is a need
and a hope, shared by all Don O'Con-
nor's well-wishing Hollywood friends who
hate to see him dangling around without

the happiness he deserves. The hope, of

course, is that before very long another

O'Connor will suddenly show up smiling

with the right girl and a license for a sec-

ond try.
END
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storm over monroe

(Continued from page 34) I can't tell you
how unhappy she was while she was mar-
ried to DiMaggio. She felt closed in, a
prisoner in her own, house. She felt that
Joe never would come to understand either

her or show business. Her months of mar-
riage to DiMaggio, despite all the fairy

tales, were months of misery.
"When she divorced Joe, I know she felt

as though a great weight _
had been lifted

from her heart. She and Joe had nothing
in common. She told me this a dozen
times if she told me once.

"Marilyn has had very few friends in

her life. Because of her sex appeal, women
are afraid of her. The men she has known
usually have been instrumental in helping
her career.

"Joe was not one of these and she let

him go. No sooner was he gone than they
started seeing each other again. They
were more lovey-dovey after the divorce
than before. Not only that. When Marilyn
flew back east, so did Joe. They met in

Boston with Joe's brother and went out
together.
"When Marilyn moved down to New

York and into the Gladstone Hotel, Joe
wasn't far behind. The columnists said

he was serving her soup in bed. When
Marilyn was asked if this meant a recon-
ciliation, she said, 'No, but we're still good
friends.'

"

YP7 hat does all this mean? Does anyone
" really know where Marilyn is going?
What does she want? What sort of woman
has she become?
Messrs. Ziff and Friedman, entrepreneurs

of The Last Frontier in Las Vegas, tele-

Dhoned Marilyn in New York and offered

her $40,000 a week to appear in their casino.

"We'll build a magnificent show around
you," they told her. "All you'll have to

do is a couple of numbers."
Marilyn's reported answer: "Thank you

very much. But I'm sorry. I get fright-

ened easily in front of a lot of people."
One of the grips who worked on The

Seven Year Itch set with Monroe, was
asked if he'd noted any change in her be-
havior.

"I've been on a lot of pictures with her,"
he said, "and I must say I was surprised
when she ordered a closed set. Didn't want
any visitors, didn't want any reporters.

That was the tip-off, at least to Tne. She
was getting a little big in the head.
"Another thing, she had Bob Alton, the

dance director taken off Show Business.
Alton is one of the greatest in the busi-
ness. Discovered Gene Kelly, Van John-
son, Sheree North, on and on. Marilyn
said he wouldn't do for her. So they got
her Jack Cole. Jack is a fine dancer. He
did what he could with Marilyn. But let's

face it, this kid takes time. It didn't go
easy.

"I've seen a lot of players in my time.
Tell 'em they're getting conceited, and
they call you a liar. But gradually success
has a way of swelling the head. It cer-
tainly has swelled Marilyn's, or she
wouldn't have gone off half-cocked."

Billy Wilder, who directed her in The
Seven Year Itch, says, "Working with
Marilyn is not the easiest thing in the
world, but it was one of the great experi-
ences of my life ... I have a feeline that
this picture helped her in formulating an
idea of what she herself is all about."
Milton Greene, the photographer who has

been closer to Marilyn these last few
months than any other individual, feels

strongly that his business associate is be-
ing unfairly maligned.

"All she wants," Greene explains, "is to

have something to say about the roles she
plays. She has nothing against 20th Cen-

tury-Fox. She agrees that the studio has
been very good to her. It's only normal
for an actress to want to grow. The bet-
ter the parts, the better the development.
She'd like to make an outside picture oc-
casionally. She'd like to control a little of
her own destiny. Maybe she'll fall on her
face. Maybe she won't. All she's asking
for is the chance. Our lawyer contends
that she's a free agent. The studio con-
tends that she's under contract for another
three and a half years. Eventually the
thing will be settled."

When Darryl Zanuck was in London
several months ago—before Marilyn's
contract fight took place—the 20th Cen-
tury-Fox production chief was asked about
Monroe.
"Sometimes," he volunteered, "publicity

can be more damaging than helpful. I

mean it can grow and grow and get out of
hand. Then you have to fight to control
it. That's what happened with Marilyn
Monroe. We gave her the publicity build-
up at the beginning. But now it has
gone too far. We have to stop it before

RECORD-SMASHER
In a Philadelphia
department store,

I waited to get an
autograph on my
newly-purchased
record. But when
I finally reached
the singer. I

dropped the rec-
ord in my excite-
ment and it broke.

Tony Martin gave me a big smile. I

guess he knew by the look in my eyes
that I couldn't afford another one. He
turned to the salesgirl and said, "Give
her another record, on me!"

Mrs. Wiegner
Ciholo, Texas

the public gets sick of her. As for the
girl herself, well, she's temperamental.
She's not very fit, either. Wave a script
in front of her face and she comes down
with a cold."

An executive at RCA Victor says, "Not
too long ago we released a couple of
Marilyn Monroe records, 'Heat Wave' and
'After You Get What You Want, You
Don't Want It.' In my opinion this girl can
become one of the most popular recording
artists in America. She always has been
very cooperative. That is, outside of being
late. She's always an hour or two hours
late for every appointment, but that's just

a personal idiosyncrasy. When you want
to see her at three p.m., you say, 'Marilyn,
let's meet at noon.'

"

TP hese statements reveal the conflict now
raging around Marilyn. One camp says

she is a sensible girl who knows what she
wants and is determined to get it. The
other side insists that she's all mixed up.
There is plenty of evidence that Marilyn,

at this point, is muddled and confused.
When she married DiMaggio, she said,

"I'd like most to have a baby." Where-
upon she threw herself into her career
with renewed vigor while husband Di-
Maggio stayed at home watching television

and looking after the house.
No doubt Marilyn does want a baby,

maybe many babies, but given the choice
of wifehood or movie career, she will take
movie career every time.
Why? Well, perhaps the answer lies

deep in her background. She never had a
happy home life. There is nothing senti-

mental about home to her. Family, home,
mother, father, the relatives everyone

takes for granted—to Marilyn Monroe are
unknown quantities.

She never has seen her father. She
knows nothing about him, where he lives

or whether he's alive or dead. As for her
mother, the poor woman has spent much
of her life in and out of sanitaria. There-

]

fore, Marilyn hates to recall her youth.

'T'o her what counts most is her rela-
tively new success, the fact that she

has pulled herself up by her own boot- '

straps.
i

Over the years Marilyn has demon-
strated an amazing facility for connecting
herself with people who will do her the
most good.
Johnny Hyde, her first true love, was

one of the most influential agents in Hol-
lywood. Joe Schenck, one of the found-
ing fathers of 20th Century-Fox, is still one
of the great powers , in the motion pic-

j

ture industry. Natasha Lytess, Marilyn's
dramatics coach, is said to be largely re-

|

sponsible for Marilyn's superb perform-
ance in The Seven Year Itch which, in- I

cidentally, is the finest picture Monroe
has ever been in. Columnist Sidney Skol-
sky has given Marilyn more space than
any other single Hollywood star.

What Milton Greene and Frank Delaney,
her new associates, will do for Marilyn
remains to be seen.

"I wonder," remarked an actress who dis-
likes Marilyn, "if she would still be fooling
around with DiMaggio if the studio had
met her terms.

"I would like to suggest the possibility,"

this actress continues, "that in Marilyn
Monroe you are seeing the shrewdest
cookie Hollywood has ever produced. No
girl without brains can reach the heights

this baby has scaled. She has played all

the angles. She has made the most of her
talents.

"She has become a big name. She can
grab off a millionaire any time she wants.
DiMaggio is begging to take her back. He's
a lonely man with a few bucks salted away
and no career. Marilyn's a good thing for

him to show off. It balms his ego. But
Marilyn is much too smart to be used.

"Perhaps I'm being hard on the girl,

but I think if you study her history you
will find that she has always received
much more than she has given. For ex-
ample, the publicity she got when she
married Joe and then divorced him—you
can hardly beat that. The honeymoon in

Japan. The divorce scene on their -front
|

lawn. All of that did her no harm.
"The only wrong move she made in her

career was to turn down that new studio

contract. A girl who has had nothing
wants more than $200,000 a year. Why? To
the public it makes no sense. 'Is Marilyn
greedy?' her fans want to know. 'Is she
unwise? What's the score?'

"If she likes DiMaggio so much, if she
loves staying in hotels watching tele-

vision with him, why did she divorce him
in the first place? Maybe she really didn't

try to make the marriage work.
"There was a time when the interna-

tional public regarded Marilyn Monroe as

a twentieth century Cinderella. Now
she has gone and destroyed the dream
and the whole build-up. It's the first

mistake she has made."
Marilyn Monroe's detractors insist that

the girl has lost all sense of proportion,

that dozens of persons are whispering
constant and nonsensical flatteries in her
ear and that she has momentarily
lost the common sense she had shown for

so long. The basic truth (and this is ap-
parent in her fan mail) is that through
her strange behavior she has disenchanted
thousands of fans who for a long time
felt that she had conquered adversity be-

,

cause she was endowed with the virtues

of honor, selflessness and love. END



the way of a bride

(Continued from page 56) Pier's mother.
True, she thought her daughter not yet
ready for marriage. Daughter, however,
thinks for herself and the answer she
gave Vic was her own. "You have still a
year to serve. Together a few weeks, then
a long parting—this is no way to begin.

We are both young. If it is meant to be, it

will come about." Before leaving, she gave
him a friendship ring.

Being no girl to sit fiome counting her
fingers, of course she dated and dreamed,
developed the normal crushes, got them
out of her system, but never looked mar-
riage in the face until Vic asked her again
that day in the Retake Room.

"All afternoon I was on the set, hearing
him sing an Italian lullaby which moved
my heart. The song too, but the singer
more, his eyes so soft, his voice so tender.
As we danced in the Retake Room, he
asked me, and though something inside

said yes, my lips said, 'No, it's too quick.'

That night I talked to my father. My
father died four and a half years ago. He
is buried in a place in northern Italy. But
I loved him so greatly that his life is

around me. For me he will live while I

live. When it's something important, I ask
him and it seems to me that he answers.
'Father,' I asked, 'what do you think I

should do?' And it came to me how I al-

ways prayed God to let me find someone
both strong and kind, who will love and
protect me. Then I saw Vic's face, so true,

so gentle, and the ring I gave him which
for two and a half years he never took off,

and I felt to run to him with all my love,

and I knew the answer."
But Pier is realistic as well as romantic.

Her face, with its swiftly changing moods,
turned pensive. "You go to marriage, and
who can give you the promise of happiness?
You are engaged, and everything is rosy.
Then come such thoughts—will the person
you love understand you? You look back
to the other life and you're frightened a
little. I, for instance, am very close with
my mother and sisters. To be separated, I

think I will cry every day. I think I will
even miss to hear my mother tell and tell,

'Why don't you put on your sweater?'

—

'The shoes are too high.' But I miss noth-
ing. When my mother told, sometimes I

got impatient. This is the daughter's way.
When Vic tells, I like it. This is the way
of the bride. Once my mother touched me
to fix my hair. I said: 'Don't touch me.
Only Vic can touch me.' It was of course
a joke and we both laughed as she fixed

my hair. But in the bottom of the, joke
lies a little truth.

"The truth is that a husband is to his

wife as nobody else. I never thought you
could be so happy in the world, only in a
dream. Sometimes it feels like a dream.
In the restaurant he says, 'Now I will take
you home.' For a minute I think, home to

my mother and sisters. But no. Home to

Vic and me, and it comes over me again
all new and beautiful. And how I worried
if he will understand me. If he under-
stands me!" She hugged herself, a small
candle aglow. "I have only to look, and
he knows what it means. Sometimes with-
out looking. From the first day."

On the first day they planned to drive
from their wedding reception directly

to Las Vegas. In the car, Vic said: "Let's

stop at the house first." A sensitive soul
herself, Pier also understood without look-
ing. To carry her into the bridal suite of

The Sands, with bellboys agape—no, thank
you, from both. Across their own thres-
hold, they two alone, that would be right.

Part way up they ran out of gas. "I

think someone did a trick on us," said Pier.

"Can you walk, Mrs. Damone?"

"Or else why did the dear Lord give
me feet?"
They walked for fifteen minutes. Having

been borne over the threshold, Pier sud-
denly felt too tired to move. Not from
walking or climbing steps. From too many
emotions. But she wouldn't say so. "We'll
sit a little, then we'll start."

She didn't have to say so. "Would you
like to eat dinner here and go tomorrow?"

"Vic,* if you ever lose your voice, God
forbid, you can be a magician."
The magician had the car rescued and

dinner sent in from an Italian restaurant

—

lasagna and veal, salad and fruit—and a
bottle of champagne, compliments of the
innkeeper. Neither likes to drink. But
since a celebration indicates champagne,
each took a sip from the same glass. "To
you," she said.

"To us," he amended, "and to our mar-
riage."

TPhey're living now in the house leased
from Bob Arthur just ten days before

their wedding. The agent had been hunt-
ing for six weeks. At six-thirty one eve-
ning he called Pier. "This place is high in

the hills and there may be too many steps,

but take a look anyway." She drove up
alone; what use to bother Vic if it wasn't
right? Yes, there were too many steps

—

until she reached the top and caught her
breath because it looked like Italy—green-
girdled, drenched in stillness except for the
singing birds, and all the little houses
alight below. At the golf course she found
Vic hitting some balls around. "Let's go
see this house. Outside, it's like heaven."
"And inside?"
"I forgot to look. Never mind. We'll look

together."
Inside it was fine—a real honeymoon

house, just big enough for now. Half an
hour later Vic signed the lease. While
they were away, Mrs. Pierangeli moved
their clothes in and refurnished the bed-
room by her daughter's blueprint—all

white with pink velvet, tulle curtains and
femininity. "Maybe a little too feminine,"
Pier admits. "But Vic thinks a bride
should have her way about this." Return-

LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT

When Debbie Reynolds was vaca-
tioning in Miami, 1 haunted the lobby
of the Saxony Hotel, hoping for a
glimpse of my favorite star. One eve-
ning I bumped into a handsome
couple on their way into the coffee
shop. In confusion, I said to Debbie,
"You're tinier than I thought!"

"Yes," Eddie Fisher agreed, smiling,

"good things are still coming in small
packages."

Stella Kamp
Miami Beach, Florida

ing, she engaged a maid, installed a cat
since Vic is allergic to dogs, and was all set
for domesticity.
Or so she thought, discounting week

ends when the maid is off. This brought
about a small crisis. Pier can cook if she
wants to. "But when I cook, the smell of
the food makes me that I can't eat." So she
prefers to have someone do it for her.
Came Saturday. "I would like," said the

man of the house, "three eggs over easy.
With sausage."
Masking her dismay, she repaired to the

kitchen. In Italy you don't eat eggs for
breakfast. What was this eggs-over-easy?
To ask him would have made her feel

stupid; she couldn't ask. For reasons clear
only to herself, she decided they must be
eggs with a little cheese. When she turned
them over, they came out scrambled.
Ditching them, she tried three more.
Scrambled again. Meantime the sausage,
sizzling for fifteen minutes, had stiffened to

rock, and how long can a man wait for his

breakfast? Into the dining room she
marched and dumped the mess under his

nose. An excellent cook himself, Vic eyed
it dubiously. "He thinks," she thought,
"what kind of wife did I marry, at least

she could do eggs!"—and fled to the hills

where he found her weeping like a foun-
tain. "I'll never do you anything again."
He tilted her chin. "That's intelligent.

Don't you want to learn?" With a big
handkerchief, he dried her eyes, kissed
them, took her home and showed her how
to fix eggs over easy. After which she
made his breakfast every week end, but
drew the line at dinner. On Saturdays
they'd go to her mother, on Sundays to

Pep de Lucia's. Tears were banished by
decree of Vic. "You must always smile; I

can't bear to see you sad. If something goes
wrong, don't run away from me, tell me.
We'll sit down together, and together
we'll decide how to make it right. With-
out crying, without anger. Okay?"
Before long, she was trying out the

method. "Vic, I have been unhappy today."
"Who hurt you?"
"My husband. Why do you say four and

come home at five? Don't be like my
mother. My mother says six and arrives
at eight when all the food is gone."

"We'll send out for more food."

"No, I am serious, and I also see your
side. You have been so long alone, an-
swering to no one. I understand that for

you it's a big thing even to say, '111 be
home at four.' I don't care if you're busy
till five or seven or ten. I would only like,

when you say four, to be he#e at four. If

you're late, I worry, I think accidents, my
heart goes too fast

—

"

Since then, he says four and gets home
by three-fifty.

To Vic, she's Ahnnah, not Pier—or more
often, Ahnnah-baby. Our English Anna
sounds flat, but the Italian caresses it to
softness. She's teaching him Italian and he
understands all she says—when she speaks
slowly. He's teaching her chess.

While he filled an engagement at the
Cocoanut Grove, life slipped into its

routine. For Vic, there was work. For Pier
no more pictures were planned before the
baby. But time didn't hang heavy. She
read a lot, listened to music, knitted,

cleaned house—which, as opposed to cook-
ing, she enjoys—and tried out her voice.

As a child of ten she sang on Radio Italy

and cherished a secret hope that some
day she may be able to sing with Vic.
Alone, she'd carol away, thinking, "I'll

show him." Given the chance, she's too shy
to utter a chirp.

Three times a week he rehearsed with
piano and drummer—always at the pian-
ist's house until Christmas time, when
there in the living room, cellophaned and
beribboned, stood their own piano, a gift
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from Madre. The fact that neither plays
more than the simplest scale failed to dim
their pleasure. Now Vic could rehearse at
home with Pier in the room—an advantage
too obvious to go into. But when he
records, he wants her to disappear. "My
wife mixes me up. I look at her and forget
my words." She would take her dismissal
as the compliment it was, and an added
indication that they were meant for each
other, since she feels the same way. In a
big scene she would never want Vic
around. "It would make me too self-

conscience," she explains gravely.
Only twice did she go to the Grove to

hear him sing. For the rest, she waited at
home, because down there she had no one
to sit with and Vic didn't like her sitting

by herself. Nor does he much care about
having her stared at, even when he's right

beside her as natural guardian. In a res-
taurant, hell sight some stranger giving

her the onceover. Down go knife and fork.

"Why is he looking?"
"He has eyes, he looks. Why don't you

eat?"
"I can't stand him."
"You never looked at a girl before you

married?"
"That's different. She wasn't my wife.

Wait, I'll fix him." He shifts her so the
stranger gets a clear view of her back

—

a trick which reduces Pier to giggles and
restores her husband to perfect humor.
This is one of the games of love. An-

other was their ritual each night before
he left. Pier would hang on to him tight.

"You know what happens now? Little

animals crawl round the windows. The
wind goes ooh-ooh. There are birds with
big eyes—owls. I don't like owls."

"Are you frightened?"
"No. For this reason I got the cat,"

"Just the same, you must lock yourself

in the bedroom. I won't go until I hear

the click of the door. Are you locked?"
"I am locked. Goodnight. God bless

you."
"God bless you." For however brief a

parting, these are the words they use.

"Detween shows he'd call her. "What are
you doing?"

Obligingly she'd answer, "I just finished
to paint the walls. Now I start the ceiling."

"Don't go to sleep. Wait for me. Watch
TV."

"Nothing is on," she'd tease.

But she'd wait, even though forced to
prop her lids open. For one thing, being
locked, she'd have to wake up anyway to

open the door. For another, Vic always
brought home something to eat—like a big
pizza. Besides, he'd expect to find a note
on the bed and she couldn't disappoint him.
"In Las Vegas I even put notes inside his
soup and the ink came off. The soup he
sent back, but the note with all its words
washed away, he kept."
At length, hearing his voice at the door,

she'd unlock it swiftly and scramble to
hide, having left on his pillow the note
which always said something original like

"I love you," or, for variety, "So in love
with you am I."

"There must be a woman in the house,"
he'd shout. "Where are you?" No answer.
"I know you are here. I saw what you
wrote. Is it true?" No answer if she
could help it, though now and then a
gurgle betrayed her. To encourage the
gurgle, he'd open small drawers where
even a doll couldn't hide. He'd startle the
cat out of a sound snooze. "Where did you
put my wife, you rascal, you?" Then he'd
go hunting in earnest—behind chairs, in

closets, under the dressing table. Some-
times she'd let him find her, sometimes she
couldn't wait to fling herself into his arms.
He'd fix lemonades and they'd talk and

eat and talk. The lion's share of the chat-
ter came from Pier, the lion's share of the
pizza went to Vic, ravenously hungry
since he never eats much dinner before
singing. Finally they'd settle down to
sleep. But the game wasn't over yet. From
Pier a small whisper: "I hear a sound. Oh
my goodness, maybe a man is upstairs."
Up rose her hero, arming himself with

a golf club. Snug in bed, she'd shiver
deliriously. "But I make believe," she con-
fesses. "I know there are just the little

animals crawling round the windows. And
I laugh to myself because it is so funny
and cute that my husband protects me with
a golf club."

She has her own ways of protecting him.
Pier loves to gq dancing. Dancing's

fine with Vic, but a busman's holiday
doesn't appeal to him. Earning his bread
in nightclubs, he'd just as soon stay away
from them when he can. On the other
hand, his wife needed diversion. He prom-
ised to take her dancing on his night off.

Knowing that he'd infinitely prefer to relax
at the movies, her heart misgave her. Even
more when she looked at him well and
saw he was tired. To drag him to one of
those places, to see the same people, hear
the same noises—it would be unjust. "Let's

not go dancing. I dance enough."
"Where do you dance enough?"
"At home. With Zip."

Zip is the first stuffed toy Vic ever gave
her to add to her collection of stuffed toys.

A large monkey, he wears red slacks and
is very simpatico. When she's alone and
feels like dancing, Zip is her partner.

"But he can't lead you," Vic objected,

managing to look hopeful and doubtful at

the same time.
"Then you will lead me. Before dinner,

we put on your records and dance. After
dinner we go to the movies. In marriage
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advices they call it—what do they call it?"

"A compromise, and throw the advices

away, you've got your diploma."

One night they saw Young At Heart,

which gave Vic a revolutionary idea.

"You're always down here in the bedroom,
brushing and brushing. Why do you have

to suffer so much with your hair? Why
! don't you cut it like Doris Day's?"

j

"Because I have a little face, I would
I look awful—

"

I "Sit down, I'll show you how you'd

i look." In front of the mirror, he combed
I all her hair upward. Though hardly a

Guilaroff job, the result was short. "Sid-

ney will do it better, but it's charming."
Unconvinced, she called two friends, who

offered conflicting opinions. She called her

mother. "You will look," said Madre, "like

anyone else."

Vic took the phone over. "Why," he in-

quired subtly, "do you have short hair,

and on you it looks beautiful!"

"Because I'm a lady."

j

"My wife is a lady, too."

"Your wife is a little girl."

He laughed and gave up. So Pier asked
her maid, who solved the problem. "What
does your husband want you to do?"
"He wants me to cut it."

"Then cut it."

Some agree with Vic about the new
hairdo, others with Madre. Pier still isn't

sure, but still considers her maid a very
wise woman. "And if for my next picture,

they like it long, there is time enough."

As this is written, Vic's on tour. Before
it appears, he'll be back in Hollywood,

I

preparing for his role in MGM's Jumbo.
I The career-dragon, devouring so many
:

marriages, won't find much fodder here.

These young people, one born abroad, one
' in America, were reared to the same
values—integrity of the home, faith to

one's vows, and do as you would be done
by. To protect isn't to dominate. Vic felt

j
no wish to exact from Pier any promise

j to quit work. "If you want to act, act. I'll

j
never be the one to say stop."

brighten the corner

(Continued from page 57) what you have
read about me you may have formed a
different opinion. But even young actresses
have hearts, can be hurt, and want to be
liked and loved for their true selves as

well as for their film selves.

This is my feeling, and I have said that
I have learned from experience and from
my church. I was once asked if I didn't

think I would be the same person even
if I never had been close to my church. I

had to reply that this could not be. It is

true that I was born with my instincts and
perhaps inherited a disposition to lean to-

ward this or that view of life, but the main-
stream of my thinking has come from my

j

religion, and from this was shaped my
!

character. The very words which come
to my lips when I am confronted with a
personal problem are words I have grown

' up with, words, as a matter of fact, which
were familiar sounds before I was old
enough to know their meaning.

I was a year old when prayers were first

said over me. I had lobar pneumonia and
an elder of the church came to minister
to me when my condition went into a
crisis. The story was told often in the

I

family because in that same room in the

j

Glendale Physicians and Surgeons Hospital
: there was a boy who also had pneumonia,
but who was believed to be not so seriously
ill and for whom no one prayed. He died

I

and I survived. It was the kind of dramatic
story that will stick in a child's mind, but

I
beyond that, it established an unforgettable

Which left her spirit unfettered. "How
I will decide, it's too soon to say. But the
good is, that my husband lets me decide.
I want my baby, that she or he has a
father and mother in the family, not only
a nurse. But this is for later, and I have
nothing to worry, knowing Vic will not
push me here when I feel to go there."

f\ n the surface she bubbles like the
^* child her mother calls her. Under-
neath, lie depths of maturity drawn from
instinct and sorrow. "People sometimes,
when they marry, they think this first

rosy love is enough. It is not enough.
With it one must be patient and under-
standing and without the ugliness of jeal-

ousy. You can never keep a husband by
telling, 'Where have you been, what did
you do?' It means they don't trust. With-
out trust, there is nothing. I know that
Vic is my man. I wouldn't hurt him. I

love him too much. We have both faults;

how could it be otherwise? But we never
go to bed with resentment, we never
sleep without saying goodnight, God bless

you. Everyone tells that the rosiness

passes; I am too new a wife to say. Then
let it pass. The roots grow stronger, as
with my parents they did. And it will al-

ways be this way. I'll make it this way
because it can't be another way."
The great eyes deepened and wistfulness

shadowed her face. "I look young, but
inside I am not young. "When you have
seen war suffering, when you have had not
too much to eat, when you have lost some-
one very dear, you don't forget. It makes
the present more precious. You feel, not
that the happiness must be so, you re-

member well how it could have been dif-

ferent, as for many others. You hold it

like a little bird in your heart to keep it

warm."
Ask her which of Vic's gifts she treasures

most, and she'll show you her wedding
band. This may be the way of the bride.

But Hollywood's sourest cynic won't dis-

pute the prediction that twenty years
hence it will still be the wife's way. end

affinity between myself and the power of

prayer.
It is not that I give proof that the prayer

saved me, or that lack of prayer doomed
the boy. One of the most powerful stories

of prayer that I know concerns a twenty-
six-year-old elder of our church whose
sister had an incurable disease and found
suddenly that he could not ask God to

save her when he prayed. "I tried to say
it, but the words wouldn't permit them-
selves to be spoken," he told us afterward.
Instead he asked merely that her pain be
relieved. And it came to me that the im-
portance of prayer is not to be judged by
a sort of box score of its results. One
prays not for automatic blessing, but to be
in communion—that is to say in harmony

—

with the spiritual. What warmer, greater
satisfaction than this?

A s for those things life has taught me,
J-*- it didn't require major catastrophies to

make an impression—small events did it

very well. For instance, I got an odd les-

son on the sin of selfishness when I was
not yet ten, after I cheated my young
brother out of a ride on a hay wagon dur-
ing a farm vacation in Idaho. This was no
great crime and I bear no cruel scar. But
just the same, it led to some good thinking
and to conclusions which are not forgotten.

There was only one place left to sit on
the wagon. I plopped myself down before
my brother, Wallie, could make a move,
and as we pulled away I laughed at the dis-

appointment in his face. Yet I, who laughed
and won this small victory, have thought
about this stolen (Continued on page 82) I
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HOWARD KEEL:

Some call him "Moose" and some call him "Puny"—and

some call him younger than they ever dreamed he ivas!

The house in Gillespie, Illinois,

where Howard Keel was born and
grew up has a reputation for being

indestructible. Even a tornado

couldn't smash it. "Tilted the home-
stead a little," Keel admitted, "but

it's still standing."

The six-foot-four, 190-pound star

is rather like the family house. When
it comes to meeting adversity, Keel

digs his heels into the ground and

squares his shoulders.

Friends claim that if he put his

mind to it he could expand his forty-

eight-inch chest, unleash his power-

house baritone and shatter a water

glass. In the same way, when pushed

too far, he has shattered many an

ironclad bugaboo.

He can be provocatively likable,

eloquently charming and completely

outspoken. Unabashed Howard ad-

mits that he once fell asleep at a

Hollywood party when his eyelids

outweighed the conversation. And he

confessed that he was as homesick as

a three-year-old during his recent

trip to England. He has been nick-

named "the Moose," but close pal

Louis Calhern calls him "Puny."

Just before a concert in Scotland

he became pretty disgusted with him-

self. Here he was in Glasgow, sched-

uled to do two shows a day, and with

a sandpaper throat. "I had been

touring the provinces for six weeks

and only seen the sun three days dur-

ing that time. I had a bad cold and

felt so lousy I thought I'd have to

cancel the second show."

"You'll be all right," his accom-

panist reassured him.

"I sound like a frog trapped in a

kettle," Keel admitted.

"Not to the audience. During the

first show, they weren't even aware
that you had a cold."

"Well," Keel thundered, "if they

don't know it now they never will."

He walked out on the stage, did

his act, plus three encores, and stood

for one hour and three quarters sign-

ing autographs. When the manage-
ment asked why Keel drove himself

so, he explained, "I just got mad. I

couldn't let that cold lick me."

When Howard gets provoked, he's

a man of decision. A smoker for ten

years, he made up his mind last

summer to give it up. "It was mur-

der, especially with my pipe collec-

tion staring at me every time I went

into the den. Before I could weaken,

I packed up the pipes and sent them

to my uncle. That ended that."

Disciplining himself, his conscience

resembles a top sergeant, but it melts

like butter on a hot stove where his

family is concerned.

Because the Keel family is so

close, his wife Helen agreed she

couldn't leave the children for seven

weeks even though she wanted to

accompany Howard to England. Yet,

when the day came, and she was

helping him pack, his shirts were

catching a steady deluge of tears.

Howard tried to cheer her up and

finally said, "Doggone it, if you're

going to be such a blubberpuss, I'm

going to give you a surprise."

He had been saving for it five

months and never hinted he had been

planning such a long-range project.

In a few minutes the goodbye tears

were replaced with smiles. "All I

said," he grinned, "was, T ordered

you a full-length mink coat.'

"



Howard's statements have always

been refreshingly frank and to the

point. Even when he first came to

Hollywood in 1936 and was living

in a small rented room, he philoso-

phized, "A career should be consid-

ered from a businessman's view-

point." But if he has a problem

along these lines, it's that he's over-

generous.

He took his mother's car to be re-

paired—or so he told her. When he

returned, he asked her to go out and

drive it around the block to make
sure it was okay. When she opened

the garage door, there stood a brand

new Buick. His surprises are large-

scale and have the appearance of be-

ing sudden. But like the mink coat,

the car had been planned and or-

dered months in advance.

The one thing Keel doesn't sound

off on—because he 's too amazed to do

so—is the reaction of his fans. While

signing autographs after the preview

of Jupiter's Darling, a young girl

blinked into the face of her idol, and
blurted out, "You're so much
younger than I thought." She then

let out a shrill giggle.

When the singer arrived in Holly-

wood, he found hostesses were also

amazed at his youth. They consid-

ered his experience on Broadway,
and at parties had seated him next

to bejeweled dowagers.

Today, Howard Keel has a satin-

lined future. He has a beautiful wife,

a growing family, a fourteen-room

house and an MGM contract that

keeps him in steak well into 1961.

With all this, you'd think he'd get

heady with success. "I may have felt

my oats when I got my first stage

break. I had a three-year contract

with the Theatre Guild, but I learned

that a contract carries with it certain

responsibilities. Hard work has a

way of puncturing the ego."

Keel enjoys this story on himself:

When he came home from Europe,
he stopped off in his home town,
Gillespie, to see his eighty-nine-year-

old grandmother. There he saw an
aged coal miner he had known as a

kid and sat down on the front porch
for a chat. It was obvious the old

man didn't remember him.

Soon several other neighbors
joined them. One of them asked the

miner who he thought was the

town's most famous citizen. "Well,"

answered the senior citizen, "the

most famous one was John Dil-

linger." He paused. "Then there's an-

other fellow named Howard Keel."
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{Continued from page 79) hayride a
hundred times since, and never without a
pang of shame; while my brother Wallie,
who was disappointed and cried about it

then, has never even been able to remem-
ber the incident! There must be some-
thing about illicitness that glues it to the
mind. And that something can't be very
good for one! The day I beat Wallie out for
the ride I made a bad bargain, and ever
since I have always been wary of making
any quick profits in my relationships with
other people.

I learned something, too, the very first

time "fame" ever interfered with my life.

I was only twelve years old when I was
signed for my first movie, Maryland, star-
ring Brenda Joyce, John Payne and Walter
Brennan. And I darn near lost every girl

friend I had in the school as a result of it!

You know how girls in their earliest

teens develop a sort of mass taste; how they
will all like the same thing at the same
time—a new crooner, a fashion fad, a say-
ing? And, of course, it is important for a
girl to feel she is part of the group (in-
dividuality comes later!). I can remember
that we used to fall for the same boy
together, and switch from him to a new
one all at the same time and chatter the
same reasons. So you can imagine my
feelings when, one fine day, I found myself
gradually being shunted to the outer circles

of the gang and then being ignored by all.

I don't know whether I had bragged
about being an actress, but I did trace the
whole thing to my work in the picture. I

was resented, and so bitterly that when it

developed that the studio was not going to

use my scenes in the picture, but scatter

all my wonderful talent over the cutting-
room floor, not a smidgin of sympathy did
I get. In fact, when the news got around,
the comments were equipped with claws:
"She lied, I bet. She never was in the

picture."

"She was so bad in it they had to cut
her out."

"They previewed the picture and found
out the audiences couldn't stand her!"

And having hurt me thus, the girls didn't

stop there, but went further—they refused
to vote for a part for me in the class play,
Alice In Wonderland. I, who always felt

that I even looked like Alice; I, who had
already acted on the radio and, yes, even
in movies (though my part was left out)
was not to be in the cast at all. I started
out wanting to be Alice, and from this I

slipped down the scale of roles until I was
willing to play anything. But all parts were
allotted by class vote and they allotted me
nothing! I went home crying.

When I reported to mother I probably
had the thought of doing something against
the girls in retaliation. But the first thing
mother did was to lead me into a discus-
sion of our church's interpretation of the
Bible in a search for observations and
findings which would apply to my case.

Examining the lives, the experiences and
wisdom of the saints soothed me and lent

me a strengthening courage.

"Disappointment and heartbreak make
character," mother pointed out. By this

time she didn't have to urge against any
words or action of spite on my part in

school. It was clear that I would thus
be indulging my worst side and wasting
a wonderful opportunity to improve myself.
"If you follow the line of least resistance,"

as our church elders tell us, "you become
as crooked as the river which does the
same."

I went back to my class in a mood of

humility, yet I had strength, too. I didn't
feel that my future in the movies was
over because I had been cut out of my
first picture. And I didn't feel that my
school days were to be forever friendless.

I can best describe my attitude by saying

that I looked as if I were at peace with my-
self—and I was! It's something you can't

fake and you must get the strength and
inspiration for it from spiritual sources.

I can tell you that it had a magic effect.

It not only dispelled the girls' dislike for

me but seemed to engender in them an
eagerness to show their good sides to me.
It worked so well that when the teacher as-
signed me to do a between-the-acts reci-

tation at the Alice In Wonderland play
(with my brother Wallie assisting) the
girls still remained friendly although we
turned out to be a genuine hit.

T have always believed I would be a suc-
cess. And I still do. But I mean as a

person, not as an actress. To succeed
professionally is fine, but to have real

friends, to be well-rounded and to be liked

best by those who know you best is to me
the difference between really living and
just pretending you are living! I pray I'll

never change.
We say in our church: "Pray as though

everything depends on God. Work as
though everything depends on you."

I have studied this a thousand times, and
it always has clear meaning—if I break
God's law it will break me. God's law runs
not only through the books and sayings
of the church, but through my whole life.

It is remarkable how much comfort I get

out of knowing this. When I am criticized

on false charges—and I have been!—I don't
fall to pieces or go around proclaiming my
innocence. I don't have to do that to keep
my peace of mind, my self-respect. Know-
ing that my salvation depends on me, I

make sure always that my prime relation-

ship—between my God and myself—is a
close and understanding one. If I succeed
here I cannot fail elsewhere!

Frank Sinatra played the villain in

"Suddenly," and Pearl Bailey won-
ders if Frankie did it so people will

speak of him as a "heavy."
Sidney Skolsky in

The New York Post

I know perfectly well that some who
profess to be friends are not truly friends;

but this does not mean that friendship must
die. I have been taught not to let an-
other's mistake become mine. If they are
mistaken in not liking me I must not make
the same mistake and dislike them! To
my belief the time of hell is when you
look back on your life and see the better
person you could have been.
Perhaps I give the impression that be-

cause I have a set of rules to live by I am
perfect. It's not so, of course. I err, some-
times knowingly, sometimes unconsciously,
but less and less as my relationship to my
faith strengthens with the passing of the
years. When I know, as my church tells

me, that there are no successful sinners in

this world, there is little likelihood that I

will sin. When I know that there is only
one worthwhile victory in every person's
life—to enter eternal life—it isn't so hard
to give up all the small victories that can
be had by overlooking one's principles.

When, by living my religion instead of

just sporting it as a label, I get an im-
mense inner satisfaction, I know I am on
the right path—and for me there is no
other path.

T suppose that to many people I don't

sound at all like the person they have
thought me to be. That's only because no
one ever asked me before about my faith;

I mean as a subject to write about. But
many of my friends (most of them, as a
matter of fact) have put questions to me
about it in conversations. You know, if

you are a singer and you sing well, people
interested in singing will ask you who



your teacher is. For the same reason, if

you seem to be a happy person people who
are interested in happiness—and who isn't?

—will often probe about trying to know
what your secret is. They are a little un-
believing sometimes when I tell them it is

my church, but almost always they have
become convinced if we have talked on.

I remember an Army sergeant in Korea
asking me about this, and with his ques-
tions there began a conversation which
lasted for hours, practically, and then had
to be carried on by mail after I got back
home. And almost every boy I have gone
with has not only attended my church in
Westwood, but a number of them have be-
come members of the congregation. I know
because I never miss a Sunday when I

am in Hollywood, and I see them there.
You might be surprised to know what

sort of subjects come up for talk at movie
parties. I can tell you, for instance, of
a Saturday night when we gathered early
and went on until five o'clock the next
morning, at which time the whole crowd
—which included Jane Russell, Rhonda
Fleming, David Brian, Connie Haines,
Peter Potter and David Street—drifted over
to my house to finish the discussion. What
were we so deeply engrossed in? Answer:
the origin and significance of baptism! If

you don't think it is absorbing, read about
it in the Bible.

I don't suppose anything is as interesting
to us as the spiritual side of our exist-
ence, provided we take the time to think
and talk our way deeply enough into the
subject. And it's worth taking the time.
In fact, not to do so is perhaps to miss
knowing ourselves as we really are! A
famous English astronomer, the late Sir
Arthur Eddington, once said that the only
actual difference between men and beasts
could never be measured by any material
means. Both were animals and in many
ways remarkably similar. But there is

this distinction which man enjoys alone

—

man is he who asks the question.
Who am I? What am I? Where am

I? Where will I be? I have asked. And I

have been answered. END

(Terry Moore is appearing in 20th Cen-
tury-Fox's Daddy Long Legs)

poor but happy

(Continued from page 50) thirty-two-
year-old Judy Garland herself.

Judy, as you probably know, is nerv-
ous and temperamental. When the news
about Sid hit the headlines, people ex-
pected hysterics of her. Instead Judy was
unruffled.

"I tell you," she says, "when I'm preg-
nant, I'm completely happy. No matter
what, I feel wonderful. I sit and eat. I

never worry about my weight. I'm really
relaxed.
"When I'm not pregnant and I have

to worry about my diet, I get terribly nerv-
ous. Dieting is tough for me. It's always
been tough. But after this baby comes,
you have my word. I'll get down to 110
pounds and stay there."
Not a word about her financial condi-

tion. Not a word about the fact that Judy
threw most of her hard-earned money
into A Star Is Born. Not a word to indicate
that Star might prove to be a financial loss.

Judy is looking at the world through
rose-colored glasses. At the Academy
Awards nominations dinner, she sighed a
little when Star was not even nominated
for the best film production of the year.
But she was thrilled to her very toes when
she won a nomination for the best per-
formance by an actress.

"How do you feel about it?" she asked.
"I feel great," she asserted'. "But I really
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think Grace Kelly will win the Oscar. Did
you see Country Girl? Wasn't she just

wonderful in it?"

"She was great, but most people seem
to think you'll win. Your performance in

Star was magnificent."
"I hope so," Judy said. "I sure could

use it."

By the time you read this, the twenty -

seventh Academy Awards will have
been announced. If Judy has won, there

will be great rejoicing in her home. If

not, there will be great rejoicing anyway,
because her third child will have been
delivered via Caesarean section on April 8.

Either way, July will be a winner.
"If it's a boy," she told me, "we'll call

him Josh. If it's a girl, we'll name her
Tina. Sid and I will love any child that

comes along. Sid's son John plays with
our two girls around here, so the way I

figure it, we've already got one boy in this

family, anyway."
In some Hollywood quarters, it's been

suggested that if Judy doesn't win the Os-
car, she might never make another movie.

"I can't tell you," one of her associates

confides, "how much of her life and energy
and money she put into A Star Is Born.

It took almost a year, $6,000,000, five dif-

ferent cameramen, three different camera
processes, and an endless list of struggles.

"Judy is a perfectionist, and in this busi-

ness perfection costs money. In addition

she knew that her husband's career as a

producer was riding on the picture, too.

That's why she gave it everything she had.

She made a lot of retakes while she was
pregnant. And it's lucky that her preg-
nancies are easy. No morning sickness.

"If she doesn't win an Oscar, I'm con-
vinced that she'll be so discouraged that

it'll be another five years before she tries

another film."

This associate was asked what Judy
would do for money if she made no more
films.

"First of all, Judy has been offered

scads of dough to star in a television series.

Sid was back in New York kicking the

deal around with NBC. No doubt he'd be
the producer of such a series. So long as

Judy can sing, there's no money problem.
That's why she doesn't worry about it.

"My own opinion is that all she'll get

out of Star is her house. She bought it

from Hunt Stromberg and had it com-
pletely remodeled. I guess it cost her $200,-

000. The dark wood walls have been
bleached to a lighter shade. The bath-
rooms have been completely redone. Walls

have been added and subtracted. It's a

beautiful place right across the street

from Lana Turner's. Judy loves it."

Judy is very much in love with her hus-
band. Although the wise guys said the

marriage would last about ninety days, it

seems to be more secure than ever. The
reason for this is Judy's boundless faith

in Sid.

"I can't tell you how bright he is," she

maintains. "He's a wonderful father, a

considerate husband. And he understands
me perfectly. He's just right for me. He
beats in my own particular rhythm. We're
what you might call very well mated.

"I know when we started Star lots of

people around here said, 'What does he

know about picture making?' Well, Sid

showed them. He knows a lot, and I'll tell

you this. I don't think I'd ever make an-
other picture or do any sort of show
without him to guide me. He's a swell

guy and I'll always listen to him."
These are the words of a young woman

who has finally found herself, a young
woman with hidden resources of inner

strength. Judy is a girl who was counted
out five years ago. They said she'd never
make it again, never return to stardom.



She fooled them, and she attributes her
comeback largely to her husband's faith.

"Sid kept telling me," she says, "that my
career wasn't over, that it had just begun.
He was so right. He took me through the

dark times, and I'll never forget that."

What brought on the dark times, any-
way? Judy, understandably, dislikes

looking back. What she went through, all

the horror and sadness, is something she
blocks out.

The answer probably is love, unhappy
love. That was the villian in her youth.

She fell in love with David Rose, the com-
poser. Dave was twelve years older than
Judy. She hadn't known many boys be-
fore him. One was Barron Polan, a young-
ster assigned by Leland Hayward to

squire Judy to parties and other Holly-
wood functions. When Dave proposed
marriage, Judy, all of nineteen, quickly ac-
cepted.
The marriage was doomed from the be-

ginning. It was difficult to tell who was
more temperamental, Dave or Judy.
Then came Vincente Minnelli, the artistic

MGM director who had guided Judy in

Meet Me In St. Louis. This marriage was
blessed by the birth of Liza, now nine.

But not even Liza could save it. Mentally
and physically exhausted, Judy started

taking sleeping pills. She thought this might
be the answer to overwork, too much
weight, her squabbles with the studio, her
falling out of love with Vincente. It was
the answer to nothing. It led to despair
and estrangement from her mother. It led

to a nervous collapse.

When Sid Luft moved into Judy's life,

the typical movieland reaction was that

the brown-eyed little singer was all

washed up.
No one expected Sid, former private sec-

retary to Eleanor Powell, a pilot, a race
track entrepreneur and a former hus-
band of Lynn Bari's, to revive in Judy
the will to entertain.

The power of love should never be un-
derestimated. With Sid to guide her,

Judy made her comeback in London, then
New York, then Los Angeles.

It must be said here that the funds for

the comeback were supplied in part by the
William Morris Agency, Abe Lastfogel di-

recting. Neither Lastfogel nor William
Morris represents Judy today.
In June of 1952 Sid and Judy were

married. Then Lorna was born. Simul-
taneously, Sid began working on a come-
back vehicle for his wife.

He wanted to remake A Star Is Born
into a musical. But David Selznick who
had made the original production had
already sold the film to television. In fact it

was being telecast every Tuesday and
Thursday. A producer named Edward
Alperson had the rights.

Luft went to see Alperson. They formed
a partnership, Transcona Corporation, and
the film was pulled out of tv. A release

deal was made with Warner Brothers and
playwright Moss Hart was hired to do the
new screenplay.
There is no point in rehashing all the

trouble that accrued to this production.
Suffice it to say that Judy proved to every-
one that she has what it takes.

"I know," she says, "that I've been
blamed for all the production delays on
Star. I know people said the picture took
almost a year to make because of me. Let
them make me the heavy, but the truth
is there were a lot of factors that slowed
down the production.
"CinemaScope was pretty new at the

time. In fact we scrapped a month's film
before we even started to shoot in Cinema-
Scope."
But in time, A Star Is Born was finished,

and pregnancy notwithstanding, Judy,
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feminine hygiene is unequalled for conven-
ience— yet is powerfully effective, too.

Zonitors offer so many extra advantages:

1. Zonitors are greaseless, stainless. They
require no extra equipment. Their conven-

ience, compactness, ease of concealment
save wives much embarrassment.

2. Only Zonitors contain the samepowerful
germicidal and deodorizing type
medication as zonite liquid—fam-

ous in the field of feminine hygiene.

3. When inserted, Zonitors form a

protective hygienic coating which
lasts for hours. They're not the old-

fashioned greasy type which quick-

ly melts away.

Zonitors are daintier,

more convenient.

4. Positively non-poisonous, non-irritat-

ing. Safe to the most delicate body tissues.

5. Zonitors completely deodorize and give

such great assurance. A blessing to fastid-

ious women.
Buy Zonitors today. Only 98f5 per dozen.
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SPEEDIEST SHORTHAND NOW
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MOVIE STARS
FREE CATALOG LISTING LATEST
SCENES. PORTRAIT AND CANDID POSES
WITH EACH ORDER.
We have scenes from every new production. There
are 25-30 different, ei-onea from each.
8 x 10 Black and White glossy prints, pin-ups.
brief poses male and female and western stars.
New.
8 x 10—25c each; 6 for $1.00. Color 50c

candid poses, size 4x5 black and white
7 for 50c; 15 for $1.00. Color 35c.
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when I had

You. too, can get relief from Oily Skin and Pimples

in 3 short weeks! Joy of living may be yours again.
Hundreds of victims have found quick, effective

relief with SKINAID because SK IN AID contains 8
active medicinal ingredients doctors prescribe. It

1. Kills all Surface Infection

2. Prevents Spreading
3. Closes Pores

Apply at bedtime—works while you sleep. Don't

suffer any longer when you can try SKINAID at

OUR RISK! Send 25c with your name and address
for a generous sample of SKINAID on our MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE. Unless you get wonderful

results, write for your money back! Don't suffer

ony longer) Write today: dept. 4 MS-5

MEDIC CO., 1171 N.E. 90th St., Miami, Florida

many months ago, went on the road to
help sell it. The picture cost so much that
it very likely never will make any con-
siderable profit. The foreign returns prob-
ably will tell the story.

There is no doubt, however, that it is a
great picture. Once and for all, Judy
proved to the doubting Thomases that
she can sing and act superbly, that if any-
thing, her talents have multiplied. She
was so great in Star that she doesn't know
how to follow it.

Rodgers and Hammerstein have sug-
gested that she play the Mary Martin role
in the film version of South Pacific. But
in Judy's words, "I really don't know

what I'm going to do after the baby comes.
That is, about my career. Sid and I are
going to be very careful. We're certainly
not going to rush into anything."
Right now, however, Judy is more in-

terested in childbirth than any other sub-
ject. If she produces a son, friends jok-
ingly suggest that she name him Oscar.
The chances are very good, however, that

by the time she meets the stork, Judy
will have already won an Oscar. Certainly
she deserves one, not only for an incom-
parably memorable performance, but for

courage and determination.
Win or lose, Judy Garland has won back

the public. end

how long can it last?

(Continued from page 40) The McConnell
Story. She's edgy and jumpy.
Between pictures she has gone on lo-

cation with Richard, shopped for and dec-
orated their new house. And most im-
portant of all, she has changed her way
of life to include her stepdaughter Ellen,

and her half-brother, Arthur Peters,

twenty-one.
Ellen and Arthur came to live with the

Powells this year. What this means is

that June has a houseful of children rang-
ing in age from four to twenty-one. Man-
aging such a household is a wearing job.

Ellen Powell, at sixteen, is entering the
problem years. Arthur is a medical stu-

dent. Pamela and little Ricky see their

mother much less than they'd like.

The Powells have about seven in ser-

vice, plus four dogs, two cats and two
horses. And it's June's job to see that the

household functions smoothly, a job she
insists upon fulfilling even though it's tak-
ing its toll in temperament.
Dick works hard on his various enter-

prises all day long—he has just finished

editing The Conqueror, an outstanding film

he directed last summer-—and when he
comes home, he likes everything to be in

order. He wants his Scotch and water, his

seat by the fireplace, and a few minutes of

relaxation.
The trouble is that June, omitting the

Scotch and water, wants pretty much the
same things. After a day's work at the

studio, she's tired, too. But then there's

the house and the four children.

"As a matter of fact," she said, "Richard
and I haven't had very much time to-

gether. That's why this Sun Valley vaca-
tion will be a very good thing."

Originally, June and Dick planned to

hire a tourist cabin in Ketchum, a small
town near Sun Valley. June was going to

cook for her husband. It would be another
honeymoon, idyllic and peaceful.

"It's not that June doesn't cook well,"

Dick later explained, after he canceled
the cabin routine. "It's just that we
thought Sun Valley Lodge and the hotel

service would be a little more appropriate
for a vacation."
June and Dick are both pretty good

skiers, because they are both supple and
light on their feet. Originally a dancer,
June surprised the Sun Valley ski instruc-

tors by learning how to slalom so quickly.

There's a story about their skiing that's

told around Hollywood with great relish.

When the Powells went to Sun Valley a
year or so ago, June bought the most ex-
pensive clothes and ski equipment. She
also hired the best ski teachers.

Dick thought it was all a lot of non-
sense. But he's a camera bug, and likes

to run family motion pictures, so he hired

a man to take movies of him and June
skiing down the mountainside.
When the movies were developed they

were sent to Dick in California. One night
he ran them off at home to the accompani-
ment of explanations and wisecracks.
"See that figure coming down the moun-

tainside?" he asked his children. "See that
figure with her skis spread a mile apart?
See that figure who looks as though she's

ready to fall head-first into the snow?
Well, that's your mother after five hun-
dred dollars' worth of instruction!"
The figure Dick was talking about was

rather fuzzy on the film. Once the camera
moved in for a close-up, however, the
figure Dick had lampooned turned out to

be himself!
The family roared. Actually, Dick is a

better skier than June but not by much.
"Another season on skis," says Leif

Odmark, a Sun Valley instructor, "and
Mrs. Powell will be very good. She has
rhythm and grace. She's come a long way."

June Allyson has come a long way in

other ways, too. Ten years ago when
she became Mrs. Richard Powell, she was
scared stiff. She was shy, insecure,

frightened, completely dependent on her
husband. She knew nothing about house-
keeping, nothing about personnel, noth-
ing about budgets. It was Dick who did

the hiring and firing, Dick who chose the
furnishings, Dick who paid the bills.

June was ashamed of her background
and avoided probing interviewers. Inter-

ior decorators reported that she had no
idea of what should be in her home.
Lovingly, Dick used to refer to June as,

"my little idiot wife." He judged her
scripts, gave her his advice, tried to bolster

her courage and inflate her ego.

It has been suggested that subconsciously
June resented her total dependence on
Dick. If so, she never showed it.

Until lately she always has let him make
the major decisions. She didn't want to

star in The Stratton Story. Dick said,

"Don't be foolish. With Jimmy Stewart
you'll be a big hit." Dick was right. He's

been frequently so.

A little over a year ago, June said that

she was tired of the stories MGM was
giving her. She wanted to quit. "Only I

lacked the courage to free lance. After

all, I'd been at Metro almost ten years.

My contract had been renegotiated twice.

The studio had been kind to me, but I

knew I couldn't go along forever play-

ing opposite Van Johnson.
"Richard said if I felt that way, I should

quit, that I'd have no trouble getting work
as a free lance. I was hesitant. He told

me to put my foot down. I listened to him
and I left the studio. I've never been hap-
pier in my career.

"I've had the most wonderful offers. I've

worked at Paramount, Warners, 20th, and
I've been able to choose my own stories."

In one of these, The Shrike, in which
June stars opposite Jose Ferrer, she plays

for the first time a bit of a "heavy."
"Richard didn't want me to play in this

picture," she explains, "but for the first

time I disobeyed him. I said, 'I want to
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play it.' And that's just what I did."

Before June and Dick left for Sun Val-
ley, June gave her first dinner party. "It

was the first time I arranged everything
myself—ordered the food, arranged the

guest list and so forth." The party was for

Harold Cohen, a Pittsburgh screen critic,

and it came off beautifully. June was tre-

mendously proud of herself. "I knew I

could do it," she said proudly.
Friends say that the quarrels in the

Powell household have resulted from
June's declaration of independence.

It has taken her ten years to mature, but
now her personality is coming to the fore,

ready to assert itself. June has found con-
fidence. Her relationship with "my Rich-
ard" has changed to one of equality.

Being the kind of husband he is, warm-
hearted, understanding and considerate,

Dick Powell thinks June's growth is a very
good thing. For years he has been telling

her that she has absolutely no reason to

suffer from feelings of inferiority.

"You've got looks and talent and ability,"

he once said, "and you can do anything you
set your mind to!"

June realizes, of course, that she owes
her character development to Dick, that it

, was he who brought her out. No one, for

example, was happier than Dick when
June insisted upon furnishing their
new home herself. She picked the decorator
and together they did a magnificent job.

Rocky Graziano once appeared
on What's My Line, as the Mystery
Celebrity. The experts were blind-

folded and tried to guess who
Rocky was. Finally, Louis Unter-
meyer asked, "Are you a pugilist?"
Rocky blinked, consulted John Daly,
then answered: "Nah—I'm just a
fighter." —Paul Denis

June has reached the point where she is

ready to assume all her wifely responsi-
bilities. She is giving the orders in her
house. That goes not only for Rick and Pam
but for Ellen and Arthur as well.

When she has something to say, she
wants Richard to listen to her as an equal,
not as a precocious child feeling her oats.

Not too long ago, the Powells had a
quarrel in public. June left the table when
she felt the tears coming to her eyes. She
went out, ordered a cab and went home.
Next day, it was all over. But again, June
had demonstrated her independence.

It has been hinted of late, that June's
new success has given her a rate of growth
faster than Dick's. They say, "Junie is out-
growing her husband. It's just a question
of time before they begin to differ about
major things. After all, she was elected
the number-one box-office star of 1954.
She's coming along fast."

Dick Powell is the mastermind behind
June's new success. June is the first to ad-
mit that. Dick knows every avenue of show
business. He started as a saxophone player
and crooner. He graduated to master of
ceremonies. He was a musical comedy star,

then a straight actor. He organized his own
radio programs. Presently he became a
director, producer and president of three
show business corporations. He is also a
wonderful father, a charming host and
a shrewd businessman.
Would June ever give all this up? She

was once asked that question. Her answer:
"I would sooner give up my right arm.
The most important thing in my whole life

is my husband. And he always will be!"
It looks as though the Powell-Allyson

marriage will last a long time. Each of the
participants has much of what the other
needs, wants and loves. end
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"MODERN ROMANCES 9f

are based on true-to-life stories taken from the pages
of "Modern Romances" Magazine. A complete new
"LIVE" story is brought to you every week—Monday
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featuring MARTHA SCOTT as Story Editor

"Modern Romances sponsored by Ajax the foaming
action cleanser, Fab with more active dirt remover
(made by the Colgate-Palmolive Company) and Cash-
mere Bouquet Soap."

tuneyour set to"MODERN ROMANCES"
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Blonde Hair
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NEW LIFE and
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with this

SpecialShampoo!
Want to keep your hair from getting dark and faded?
Want to restore its life and lustre—see it shades lighter,

brighter, shinier—at once? Then use BLONDEX, the new
"creamy" shampoo made specially for blondes. Contains

ANDIUM— shines and lightens as it shampoos. In just

ll-minutes, its rich, billowy lather rinses away dingy film that

makes hair dark and dull, uncovers sparkling highlights and
shimmering lustre. Safe for children's delicate hair. Get
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ofyour 7-ai/Offfe Photo
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clothing, and get our Bargain

i -^-"TtTuTv^ offer f°r having your enlarge-
«flWJ7i'ilUHVV men t beautifully hand-colored in

oil and mounted in a handsome frame. Limit 2
to a customer. Please enclose 10# to cover cost of

handling and mailing each enlargement. Original
returned. We will pay $100.00 lor children's or

adults pictures used in our advertising. Act NOW!
HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS, Dept. F-51
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

MllhilMilili
No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train-

r
\ ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly \

, \ instructors; standard texts. Full credit for^

I \ previous schooling. Diploma awarded.
Write now for FREE catalog!

WAYNE SCHOOL Catalog HAF-33
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/

A DRESS SHOP home
pjUNtUkstabllslied New York firm desires ambitious
^^"^ffomen to sell dresses, suits, featuring the
newest New York look, EXPERIENCE UNNECES-
SARY. Good commissions. FREE DRESSES to wear as
bonus. No Investment. Write for sample book.
BELLECRAFT FASHIONS. Ill Eighth Ave., Dept. D-5, N. Y.

Ml MOVIE & TV
DO 1 STAR PICTURE >2Sf
EXCITING NEW COLLECTION!
For the first time—sensational pictures
of your favorite movie and TV stars!

A super-duper offer!

CD EE Home addresses of over 165ri^EC stars and birthdays of 300
with order of your favorite stars!

Send 25 * to
DeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE. Dept. 641
Box 947, Church St. Annex, N.Y. 8, N.V.

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS WASTE
Nagging backache, loss of pep and energy, head-

aches and dizziness may be due to slowdown of kidney
function. Doctors say good kidney function is very
important to good health. When some everyday con-
dition, such as stress and strain, causes this im-
portant function to slow down, many folks suffer
nagging backache—feel miserable. Minor bladder
irritations due to cold or wrong diet may cause
getting up nights or frequent passages.

Don't neglect your kidneys if these conditions
bother you. Try Doan's Pills—a mild diuretic. Used
successfully by millions for over 50 years. It's amaz-
ing how many times Doan's give happy relief from
these discomforts—help the 15 miles of kidney tubes
and filters flush out waste. Get Doan's Pills todayl

jeff richards

{Continued from page 49) night?"
"Oh, out for a cruise."
"Are you nuts?" cried his neighbor.

"Don't you know storm warnings are up?"
"Is that so?" replied Jeff innocently.

"Guess I just didn't see 'em." Then he
went below to sleep.

Luckily for the cardiac conditions of
some Hollywood executives fifteen miles
away at MGM studios, that typical Rich-
ards stunt didn't travel beyond the rows of
pleasure craft bobbing safely up and down
at anchor. Luckily, that is, because that
solitary, thrill-hunting sailor is pretty pre-
cious cargo at MGM right now. In fact,

around the lot they're calling Jeff, "the
next Clark Gable."
Now, that's a tag pinned hopefully on

every new movie hero with muscles and a
dark beard for the last twenty years

—

everywhere around Hollywood except
Metro. The King was always king in Leo
Land and that was that. But now that
Gable doesn't work there any more, Jeff

Richards looks like just the boy to fill the
empty footprints he left behind. That is, if

Jeff will stay alive and in one piece which,
you might have guessed, is always a ques-
tion.

Besides living dangerously, Jeff looks,
acts and even talks like Clark. He's tall,

dark and brutally handsome, with a rocky
jaw, beetling brows, a reckless grin and
deep brown eyes that send out that old
devilish Gable beam. Last New Year's Day
when a bevy of Pasadena Rose Princesses
toured the MGM lot, the cuties quivered,
"Oh, can we met Mr. Richards?" One cried,

"He's so fascinatingly scary!"
Jeff Richards laughed when they told

him that. He doesn't figure himself a men-
ace to anyone except possibly himself. Like
Gable, he's big, rough, and thrilling to see
—six feet, three, and 210, with shoulders
like a longshoreman, which he once was,
snake hips like a sailor, which he was for
three years, and the lithe, graceful get-
along of an athlete, which Jeff's stretches
as a pro baseballer confirm. Underneath
though, just like Clark, he's a gentleman
not inclined to toss his weight around un-
less it needs tossing. Then he can handle
what occasions arise.

The other night Jeff strolled out of a
Hollywood cafe where he'd bandied jokes
with the waitress only to run into a
roundhouse right to the jaw from her
boy friend. In seconds, the boy friend
was out cold. Later, he looked up Jeff,

saying he wanted to thank him.
"Thank me?" puzzled Jeff, who was ex-

pecting something more like a knife in

the back. "Why?"
"For not killing me," explained the

boy, with real gratitude, "and for knock-
ing some sense into my head."

TO ight now the only people Jeff Richards
seems certain to slay are a few million

maidens all over the land—with his next
picture, The Bar Sinister. It will be his

thirteenth movie but that's not worrying
Jeff a bit, nor his bosses either. They've
had "more Jeff Richards!" yelps from ex-
hibitors for months and sentimental fan
mail for Jeff. Those sure signs began back
with Big Leaguer, kept ballooning through
Code Two, Seven Brides For Seven
Brothers, Crest Of The Wave and Many
Rivers To Cross until they finally made
Jeff a star in The Marauders. In all of

these epics, Jeff Richards had hair on
his chest but never a girl in his arms.
That sad situation will be emphatically
corrected with the sock 'em, love 'em and
leave 'em job Jeff undertakes next.

All this second coming of Gable talk got
going after Jeff was summoned by a
desperate Metro director named Herman

Hoffman, who was puzzling a mystery al-
most to the point of collapse. Why, oh
why, he pondered, weren't there any primi-
tive, young, straight-slugging lovers
around Hollywood any more? Like—well,
the old Clark Gable of A Free Soul, China
Seas and Boom Town. Why were all the
new heroes so neurotic? Were raw meat
Romeos extinct? Hoffman had a star's

part ready to roll and no one to fill it.

Then Jeff Richards strolled by like a
walking answer.

You'll see the results when The Bar
Sinister hits the screens this fall. But
after Herman Hoffman watched Jeff cuff
sexy Jarma Lewis around the set like

a punching bag, mop up the floor with
what was left, then bring her to life

with a kiss, he heaved a happy sigh.

"Ah-h-h-h-h," said he, "at last a star
who's not mental—just elemental!"

Wendy Borne was interviewing
Marlon Brando on her TV show.
He was wearing a T-shirt, sneak-
ers, one white sock and one blue
and red sock. He stretched,
scratched himself and yawned in-

cessantly. Finally the interview
was over and Miss Barrie offered
him a gift watch, saying, "Keep
this watch in the box. I don't want
the ticking to keep you awake."—Paul Denis

His studio boss, Dore Schary, calls him
"the most virile young star on the lot."

But, as Jeff's sun rises, so also does a
headache. The trouble is, Jeff's just not
geared for Hollywood glamour.

Jeff is a lone wolf, shy, remote and
shrinking from the spotlight as it begins
to bear down. He dwells all alone on this

boat of his, without even a phone.
In five years at MGM Jeff has gotten

around to one annual premiere, consented
to a publicity date with exactly one star-
let, and seen the inside of Mocambo
once, six years ago. He declines all

Hollywood party invitations politely,

doesn't own a tux and drives an old De-
Soto. Half the stars at his studio don't

know him. His buddies are the set work-
ers, one of whom owns a ranch in the
remote Cuyama Valley where Jeff goes
off for weeks between jobs and lonesomel/
rides fences by himself. The one big
Hollywood star he knows intimately is

Humphrey Bogart, on whose yacht, the
Santana, Jeff often crews, but they never
talk pictures. When Herman Hoffman
suggested that Jeff take his Bar Sinister

script along one week end and have Bogie
give him some knuckle-lover pointers,

Jeff was horrified. "I couldn't do that,"

he protested. "He's my friend!"

Part of Jeff's reticence can be traced

to his own lowly estimate of himself as

a Hollywood figure. And part of that

stems from the fact that until lately he
wasn't really sure whether he wanted to

be a Hollywood figure or a baseball

player. Jeff himself explains his rugged
isolation by the fact that he's sweating

out an unfortunate divorce that's keeping
him broke. But what really augurs a
stubborn tug-of-war is the more basic fact

that he's been a freewheeling maverick al-

most from the day he was born, and he's

not likely to change.

here were several reasons why Richard
J- Mansfield Brooks, as he was christened

thirty years ago in Portland, Oregon, early

acquired the independent custom of call-

ing his own shots. He had restless

French-Irish-Scotch pioneer blood and
the northwest was a wide open land where
most people did as they pleased. But the

best reason of all was—he had to.

When Jeff was only five, his father, Carl



Brooks, dropped his mechanic's tools one
day and just disappeared. That left his

mother, Beryl, with no means of support

and three children, a situation complicated

by the rock-bottom depression.

Jeff remembers clutching his mother's

skirts as she stood wearily in the bread

lines of Seattle, where they had moved.
He remembers heatless, waterless and
lightless stretches in their paint-peeled

cottage. He foraged in the woods with
Clyde, his big brother, for firewood, and
scrounged around markets pinching wilted

vegetables for his little sister, Margaret.

An aunt contributed clothes and, by taking

care of other kids as well as her own,
Jeff's mother made ends touch. Two years

later she married an oil plant superin-

tendent named Ernest Taylor and the

pressure eased. But Richie never forgot.

While he had a warm house to live in

and plenty of food from then on, proud
Richie Taylor found a stepfather setup

chilly. "I respect my stepdad for the

obligations he took on," as he puts it to-

day, "but maybe he didn't have much
understanding—or maybe I didn't." Jeff

kept on foraging like a coyote cub
throughout his boyhood, going after what
he wanted on his own and in his own
way. Sometimes it was right and some-
times it was wrong.
Once, raiding a cherry orchard outside

of town, the cops grabbed him with loaded
gunnysacks and hauled him in to the

station. "They scared the pants off me
before they let me go," grins Jeff. "But
they never did find out where I lived. I

figured that wasn't my folks' headache,
but my own."

In more constructive adventures Jeff

was just as self-reliant. He cleaned out
garages, mowed lawns and peddled maga-
zines, bought old bikes from junk shops

and made them work, hammered together

his own racing "bugs" for the soap-box
derbies. He never asked for a nickel to

finance his Saturday kick, playing hockey
down at the Civic Ice Arena from five

a.m. until the place closed. That and a
dozen other sports built that lean-muscled
body. "If there was any game I didn't

play, I don't know what it could have
been," he says.

He started football scrimmage on vacant

lots and played center on his high school

team, began basketball arching an old

volleyball through a rusty barrel hoop
over his shed door and later, while he was
in the Navy, coached the game. But the

real sports love of Jeff's life was baseball.

It has been ever since the day at six when
he happened to bump against the radio

and tune in a Seattle Indians game. His
mother explained what was going on and
since then the crack of wood on horsehide

has been like a siren serenade to Jeff.

He was playing semi-pro ball at fifteen,

and never doubted for a minute what
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his future would be—the big leagues.
When he was down in Florida on loca-

tion three years ago, making Big Leaguer,
Pitcher Carl Hubbell, the Yankee im-
mortal, watched Jeff work out on the
training camp diamond, and wagged his

head in puzzled wonder. "Whew!" he
whistled as Jeff scooped them up one
minute and slammed them over the fence
the next. "What the hell are you doing
in movies? You're not acting—you're
playing big league ball! How come you
aren't in the business?"

"That's a long story," answered Jeff,

which by then it was. "Just say I missed
it." But he remembered a Brooklyn
Dodger offer and a New York Yankee
one, too—and he felt a pang that reached
way back. Jeff is sentimental about base-
ball because that and his other athletics

were the things he first starred at. Jeff's

sports prowess was the one thing that

made him feel important. At studies he
was so-so and socially he says he was a
pretty sad apple.
There was nothing wrong with him— he

liked the girls all right, and they liked him.
Rich Taylor's chiseled features and his

powerful physique attracted them, but his

native standoffishness and antisocial fix

made him a bumbling figure at parties,

where he lurked in the corners awkwardly,
refusing to dance. He didn't dance, in fact,

until he was in the Navy.

'"Phe most distasteful chore Jeff has had
J- in Hollywood was dancing in Seven
Brides For Seven Brothers. One circle

dance group gave him the hots and colds
until he decided just to be natural and
caper clumsily around. Luckily, the re-
sult was so comic that director Stanley
Donen kept it in.

All this distaste for social graces does
to Jeff Richards today is keep him out of

Hollywood's clip joints, but back then for

a spell it routed his adolescent group in-

stincts to the wrong side of the road.
When he was seventeen he teamed up
with a bunch of rowdies at Lincoln High
who called themselves "The Boozer Boys
Club." The tag was mostly juvenile
braggadocio, justified by mild beer-busts
now and then. But the bbc was hardly
a Sunday School outfit.

The members were all toughies and
they all wore cords, riding boots, T-shirts
and a looping brass chain with a bottle-
opener at one end. They had officers

—

president, treasurer and even, incongru-
ously, a chaplain! Jeff was secretary. They
hammered a clubhouse in his back yard
out of an old garage, fixed it up to sleep
eight, and proceeded to raise the roof
generally.

Jeff's interest in the Boozer Boys dwin-
dled when war struck and he had a
chance to earn some real money longshor-
ing on the Tacoma docks packing flour,

sugar sacks and lumber into holds day and
night on week ends. Sometimes he'd earn
$25 on a Saturday.
But what snapped him out of this

harum-scarum phase for keeps was a real
club with very different ideas to impart
—the U.S. Navy. Richard M. Taylor got
his greetings in May, 1943. It was his

senior year and he received his diploma
in advance and left for Camp Farragut,
Idaho. By that time his club was famous
all over Tacoma. As he registered, a sec-
retary spotted his brass chain. "So you're
a Boozer Boy," she said. "I think your next
few years in the service promise to be
very interesting!" They were. But really
interesting. For a guy who was fighting

insecurity, that made all the difference.

It didn't happen in one easy lesson, of
course. There were a few things a

black sheep like Boot Taylor had to learn.

The hardest was discipline. On his looks
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they made Jeff platoon leader. But he lost

that because he was too easy on the men
and grumbled at petty officers' orders.

Luckily, Jeff had something the Navy
could use. As a kid he had tinkered with
radio sets, and at Lincoln High he'd spe-
cialized in radio classes. When he took
an Eddy Test, his score was tops. They
shot him to Chicago and pre-radio school,
on Randolph Street, only two blocks from
the Loop. It was there that Jeff had his
first contact with show business. Mayor
Kelly's town kept a big hello and welcome
mat out for G.I.s everywhere. Jeff took
in the nightclubs and girlie-girlie shows,
although at the USO dances he still

played wallflower. But the idea of being
an entertainer himself never entered his
butch-cut head. He'd never even been
in a class play. The only play Jeff longed
to make was short to second to first.

So, it was heaven on cleats for Jeff

when, after primary school at Texas A.
and M., he landed at Corpus Christi,

Texas, for secondary radio-radar training.

There were eight air bases scattered all

around Ward Island. And those bases
were loaded with big league baseball play-
ers in khaki—really greats like Johnny
Sain, Sam Chapman, Eddie Sylvester. As
shortstop on the Ward Island nine, Jeff

played a game almost every week. The
pros told him, "Say, Bud—you've got big
league potentials—if you'll just stick with
it."

Jeff had teamed up with pretty Pat Sun-
den in his last year at Lincoln High

for about the only gentling influence to

offset the Boozer Boys. They had been
writing, so on his first eighteen-day leave
Jeff hitched down to Long Beach where
Pat had a defense job. "Well, everything
was swell," he recalls, "except that Pat was
already in love with another guy!" Jeff

rescued the situation with her roommate,
though, and volunteered one day to go
up to Los Angeles for some Yugoslavian
light fixtures the landlady had ordered.
But when he called by the store, the

clerk said, "It'll take me two hours to

dig those things out of the storeroom.
Want to wait or come back?" Jeff al-

lowed he'd come back. He ducked into

the Hollywood USO, latched on to a movie
studio tour and pretty soon found himself
inside Paramount watching Betty Hutton
knock herself out. Someone else was rub-
bering at the rugged good looks of Sailor
Taylor even more intently—a studio talent

executive named Milton Lewis. The
Hollywood he-man shortage was getting
pretty desperate . about then.

When Lewis inquired if Jeff was in-

terested in pictures he got only an em-
barrassed snort. When he pressed, "Got
a few minutes?" Jeff said he had more
time than money. So he was trotted

around to the Paramount brass that
afternoon. They wanted to make a screen
test the next day but there Jeff balked.
"I've only got three days' leave left," he
explained, "and I got plans for those."

They made him promise to come back
after he got out of uniform and not sign

anywhere else. He said, "Oh, sure, sure."

"But frankly," Jeff remembers, 'I

thought those people were all as crazy
as coots!"

So he pushed the insanity out of his

mind, delivered the light fixtures, kissed
the girls goodbye and hitched back up
to the base—and baseball. Because wher-
ever he went Jeff kept his slinging arm
limber. The only post-war future that

glittered for him was on a dusty diamond.
At Astoria, Oregon, where V-J day ended
his training, and at Tillamook where he
stored planes, Jeff kept in training on
service nines. And when they were still

processing him out in Portland, he hiked
in his Navy blues to the Portland Beaver

field and begged Sid Cohen, a relief
pitcher, for a workout. He was so sharp
that every pitch Sid delivered Jeff sent
over the fence. He did the same thing
next day and the manager wasted no
time signing Taylor on as a rookie, farm-
ing him out to the Salem Senators as a
shortstop. "I walked out of one uniform
right into another," marvels Jeff. But as
most movie sagas prove, Lady Luck takes
some very strange shapes. Jeff's was a
trick cartilage in his knee that he had
torn coaching basketball at Tillamook. He
poked out two-for-three in his first game
with Yakima, but he gimped around the
bases. Frisco Edwards, the manager,
broke his heart. "It's a shame to drop you,
Taylor. Build up that sore knee and come
back next year." But by next year Jeff
was in Hollywood—although for a long
time he wondered why.

It wasn't any burning urge to express
himself that sent Jeff back down south
but something much more elemental, like
a growling gut. Out of baseball for a
year and his dreams clobbered, Jeff had
no racket to fall back on except mending
radios, but he's not the type to hunch
happily over a workbench. That's when
he thought of this crazy studio offer. "I
figured I had nothing to lose," he says,
"and a job was a job." He had money
enough for a bus to San Francisco and
thumbed from there. Paramount took him.

T^or the next six months, besides drama
lessons when he got around to them,

about all Jeff did was play ball with the
Paramount Cubs. He had so much time
on his hands that at twenty-two he en-
rolled at USC on his G.I. Bill of Rights,
showing up at the studio once a week to

collect his $150 pay check. A studio strike

slowed things down and they dropped him.
That might have been the end of Jeff's

Hollywood saga, because he'll confess
stars didn't dance in his bright brown
eyes—not then. "When you have things
plop right into your lap," he reflects, "you
don't appreciate them at all." A contract

at Warners plopped right after Para-

. . . They're saying the re-run of

Medic will be called Relapse.
Leo Guild in

The Hollywood Reporter

mount let him go and just as easily. He
even drew more dough—$250 a week. But
it was the same story: nothing to do
there—six months and out. Even after

that Jeff picked up $100 a day every now
and then playing lifeguards, football play-
ers and flyers. The check was all that

interested him.
Jeff Richards was happier at USC than

around any studio. He pledged Sigma Chi,

moved into the house, played interfrater-

nity ball (his pro record kept him off all

varsities) thumped a bull fiddle in a
swing combo, studied business adminis-
tration. He liked it all so much that he'd

occasionally tell his brothers, "I'm going

to quit this picture stuff altogether."

It took a girl again and a job to change
his mind. And paradoxically because he
didn't get either one.

The girl was a beautiful blonde Delta

Gamma named Eleanor Pastori. Jeff tum-
bled like a load of coal on his first blind

date, made it a steady twosome and in

his third college year got engaged. About
the same time a big Los Angeles dairy

company picked him out of 200 applicants

for executive training—with enough start-

ing salary to support a wife. But it fell

through at the last minute and with it

Jeff's marriage plans. He was so discour-

aged he broke off with Eleanor, who soon
got married and left him holding a large,

illuminating torch. What the light re-
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vealed to him was, as Jeff says, "that I'd

been treating my Hollywood opportunities
in very immature fashion." The business
world wasn't a bit easier or more secure.

Tn this chastened state, Jeff met exactly
J- the right man. Vic Orsatti is a Holly-
wood agent who used to play ball with
the St. Louis Cardinals, and his brother
Ernie starred with the Chicago Cubs for

eleven years. A fraternity brother took
Jeff out to Vic's house one night and the
pep talk worked. "You can make the
grade if you'll take it seriously," Vic ar-
gued, "but it's like baseball—you have to

train long and hard before you make the
team." Jeff walked out as Orsatti's client

and two days later he was in Louis B.
Mayer's office at MGM. After a test, he
signed his third studio contract on the
strength of his good looks.

They take the long-range outlook at

Culver City, which is just the view Jeff

Richards needed. Like a baseball club,

MGM operates on the slow and steady
buildup for rookies.

Jeff started with a low salary, $125 a
week, and a brand new name, Jeff Rich-
ards, because with Bob Taylor, Liz Tay-
lor and Don Taylor on Metro's list, the
place already sounded like a garment dis-
trict. He began grimly repeating, "How
now, brown cow," with diction coach
Gertrude Fogeler and making clumsy en-
trances and exits for drama coach Lillian

Burns. Both frankly told him, "You need
a lot of work." Five years later, they
agree, "Jeff is ready for big things."
They broke him in playing a policeman

in Tall Target, and the eight lines Jeff

spoke weren't deathless gems. If you saw
The Sellout, you might have spotted him
as a truck driver, and as a bombardier in
Above And Beyond. It was all slow and
easy. A lot of times Jeff hid his sex
appeal behind black whiskers and rough
clothes. He gained confidence with three
naturals for a bona fide ball player in
Kill The Umpire, Angels In The Outfield,
where he played in the outfield and Big
Leaguer, which broke him into the Holly-
wood big league with a respectable third
baseman part. Code Two was a frank B-
quickie, but Jeff drew a lead out of it

with Elaine Stewart and learned so much
that the Boulting Brothers picked him to
go to England for Crest Of The Wave with
Gene Kelly. Before he got back, MGM
had ace writer Dorothy Kingsley penning
a special part for Jeff in Seven Brides For
Seven Brothers—and that really sent him
rolling along at last, although it didn't
exactly build up his ego.

Besides the ignominy of having a singing
voice dubbed for him, and all that
trouble with dancing, Jeff Richards was
pretty miserable batting around with a
lot of dancing boys and girls, his head
spinning with arty musical jargon and
choreography chatter on the set. Luckily,
another maverick was around to prop him
up. "I don't think I'd have got through
it without Howard Keel," allows Jeff. "He
talked my language and set me straight."

A ll this time, nobody has been able to

bend Jeff Richards an inch closer to

what his buddy, Keel, calls, "Hollywood
fol-de-rol." For a long time Jeff lived
with some USC pals in a shack at Venice
on the beach, but that was really just a
taking-off place for the yacht harbor. Jeff

bought his first boat, an eleven-foot sail-

ing dinghy, five years ago. Next, he re-
built a Lightning Class sloop from the
hull up, then traded it in on the twenty

-

six-foot pic sloop where he sleeps today.
Jeff's wild cruises aren't as reckless as
they seem, because he's a well-seasoned
sailor. He has crewed with Bogart
on a lot of rough, blue-water races and
with the nationally known racing sailor-

ette, Peggy Slater, too. He still studies
navigation at night, chips, paints and var-
nishes every free day "around the house,"
because that's what his tub has been to
Jeff since last November when his mar-
riage broke up.

Jeff met pretty Shirley Sibre down in
Cypress Gardens, Florida, a year ago this
spring, on a publicity junket that turned
into a whirlwind honeymoon. Shirley is

a professional water skier from Miami,
and for once posing didn't irk Jeff's re-
tiring soul. All he had to do for a couple
of weeks was skim over the waves with
Florida's shapeliest mermaids perched on
his bare shoulders while shutters clicked.
He married Shirley four weeks after he
first hoisted her up on his shoulders.
He brought his bride back to California,

but right away there were a lot of rivers
to cross. "What we found out," Jeff ex-
plains it shortly, "is that we just didn't
know each other. There was a blank wall
between us." They tried to get ac-
quainted for five months in a Manhattan
apartment, but no charms worked. Shirley
flew back to Florida last November and
Jeff went back to the boat, this time
"purely as a matter of economics."
With lawyers' fees, court costs, separate

maintenance and eventually a formidable
settlement picking his pockets, Jeff frankly
states that he's too financially flat to do
much besides what he is doing right now.
This April the divorce comes up and he'll

know how things stand. But the unhappy
experience hasn't soured him.
"Sure, I get lonely down here," he con-

fesses. "A man needs a woman around.
Right now I can't afford to take one out
to a decent place. But, I'd give my eye
teeth to meet the right girl and get married
again."

TVTeanwhile, jeff Richards is comfortable
in his loneliness and, after a fashion,

happy. When the sun dips past the yard-
arm he opens a can of beer or has a
Scotch straight, strolls ashore for his in-
evitable rare steak. Then he climbs aboard
to puff one of his thirty pipes, delve into
his stack of history, geography and nauti-
cal books or catch up on the batting aver-
ages. Sometimes he scuffs his sneakers
up and down the wharf chinning with
the other skippers.
But as the Hollywood heat turns on him,

Jeff knows he'll have to give in and change
residence sooner or later. "I'd like a little

house of my own," he says, "where I

could rig up a hi-fi set and hammer
around the place. But I'll settle for a dress-
ing room at the studio if they'll let me
move in when I'm working." He'd like a
lot of other things, too, he'll admit—like

sports cars to tear around in, guns to hunt
with, a ranch someday, a bigger boat and,
of course, that wife who will be a real
companion in all this.

There doesn't seem to be any reason
why he won't get them. Because nothing
succeeds like success, and with his own
progress most doubts Jeff Richards had
about acting are slowly evaporating. "Now
that I've got my foot in the door at last,"

he muses, "I like it. It's a fascinating
business. You never know where you are
until you're there, of course, and you've
got to keep hitting. But you could say the
same about baseball, couldn't you? I

want to be a professional performer now

—

but I'll never be an actor's actor. The way
I figure, I'll always be just a personality."
Those words have a familiar ring. If so,

it's because somebody else said them al-

most twenty-five years ago—another big,

rugged, elemental he-man who went his

own way in Hollywood and made the

world love him for it. He's still around,
too, and doing all right, although he'll

never see fifty again. It worked for Gable.
It can work for Jeff Richards, too. END
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jane's fracas with the french

(Continued from page 43) construction.
It's entirely possible that she would redec-
orate the interior of someone's doghouse
if nothing else were available, and she's
not going to be robbed of her role in this
project.

"And on that same lunch hour," con-
tinued the friend, "you are going to do
your charity work, squeeze in a recording
session or two, and see those four million
friends you've been com^ctining about
never having time for?"
"Don't argue with the timetable," Jane

said.

The friend retired. "Yes, Jane," she
said meekly. For which conciliatory an-
swer Miss Russell turned on her and
snapped, "Stop treating me like a child!"
Carmen Cabeen, Jane's stand-in for close

to ten years, is inured to anything that
might be reported in this vein. "You just
have to get used to the way she thinks. Her
mind is cluttered up with people and per-
sonalities, and essential things make no
impression at all. She might have thought
about you all day yesterday and not say
more than hello today. Or, while you're
with her, she may make three important
dates to be at different places at the same
time; she expects you to stop her. One of
the things she always says to me is, 'If I

were with somebody as stupid as me, I'd

remind her of things!'
"

She needs reminders—which anyone with
built-in radar could supply. On a typi-
cal day, supposedly neatly arranged, this
is what Jane did. She was up at seven
to breakfast and play with the children. At
noon, wearing pedal-pushers, carrying a
make-up case and mink stole, she de-
parted with a friend, announcing, "I don't
know when I'll be back."
They had lunch at a restaurant in San

Fernando Valley, from which Jane for-
got to retrieve her mink stole. When that
was recovered, they went to Emeson's,
where Miss Russell was half an hour
late for a dress fitting, and there she for-
got her make-up kit. They went to the
Russfield office, so that Jane could coun-
tersign some checks and call Emeson's
about her make-up kit, and as she was
ready to leave, secretary Margaret Mar-
tinet handed her a Manila envelope with
the admonishment, "Now, for heaven's
sake, don't lose it."

Jane didn't say what was in the en-
velope. She planted it on the front seat
and said, "Don't let me forget this."

They were only an hour and a half be-
hind schedule, Jane having an appoint-
ment with Bob Thiele of Coral Records to
discuss two new sides she was to cut.
"Should I take the envelope?" asked Jane's
friend as they sprinted from the car.

"No! I'd leave it in the studio for sure!"
Jane sat on a stool, went over the new
arrangements with a pianist, muttered,
"Oh, marshmallows," and then went off to
answer a phone call. She was back on the
double. "Hey," she shouted to her pal,

"come on! We're late to rehearsal for the
Police Benefit. The girls are on their
way over to pick us up; we'll leave my car
here." From here the plot is obvious. The
girls—Connie Haines, Beryl Davis and
Rhonda Fleming, with whom Jane makes
up a best-selling quartet for charity

—

picked them up and zipped off to the au-
ditorium for rehearsal. Jane had no sooner
greeted the orchestra leader than she
turned to the friend, whose feathers
were dragging from the pace they had
maintained all day. "My music!" she
said accusingly. "You left my music in

the car."

Exasperating, yes. But it's at a time
like this that you get the Jane Russell
bug. Not when she's doing a feverish

movie scene; she's almost always ornery
during a production. You get the bug
when you watch her, head thrown back,
eyes closed, belting the daylights out of
a song because singing is a part of her. Or,
when someone else is rehearsing a number
and you suddenly miss Jane. Looking
around, you see her in the very back of
the vast, darkened theatre, dancing alone.
Not showboating, just dancing, because
there's a beat and her feet can't keep still.

Then she's happy, somehow released, total-
ly different from the Jane who greets her
friends with such a somber "Hi" that they
suspect her of wishing they would all drop
dead.

jV/T ostly these suspicions are quite wrong,
'

J-TJ
- of course. That's just the Old One's

way. But sometimes, every now and then,
they are quite right.

In France, for instance, Jane was not
what you might call happy. The sum total
of her experience abroad would appear to
be the successful completion of Russfield 's

first independent production, Gentlemen
Marry Brunettes, and four of the most
homesick months of her life.

Example: Having been exposed to the
charms of Paris before, Jane became in-
creasingly disenchanted with director Dick
Sale for his insistent, "You've got to see
this place we're taking you tonight!"
"He and Mary always wanted to make

a night of it," Jane lamented, "and the
idiots just couldn't get it through their
heads that I need ten hours of sleep. They
dragged me from place to place, with me
complaining every inch of the way. And
Dick saying, 'Why, you'll still have five
hours to sleep!'

"

John Carradine, reading Shake-
speare at the Blue Angel, treks
back to Hollywood soon for
Cecil B. De Mille's epic about
Moses. In it he plays Moses" half-
brother. Explains Carradine, "I'm
too thin to play a whole brother."

Barrv Gra\ in

The Neu' York Post

Those first eight weeks, spent in Paris
and Monte Carlo, were rough, quite apart
from the abuse of Miss Russell's sleeping
habits. At times Jane began to suspect
the entire French nation collectively of

wanting her to drop dead. Not true, of
course, but possibly close.

Jane started off on the wrong foot with
the French and was too tired and home-
sick to bother about getting back in

step. When she and Carmen flew into

Paris, they found it bitter cold and wet.
No exterior scenes could be shot, and the
studio they had hired wasn't ready for in-
teriors. Having worked out at Universal-
International up to the very day she left,

Jane felt she could well use the three days
of rest that lay before her. But, unfor-
tunately, she found herself in conflict with
one of the innumerable French eccentrici-

ties—to wit: they do not turn on the heat
before October, regardless of the tempera-
ture. The Parisiennes may not mind that,

but Miss Russell was chilled to the mar-
row, racked by a cough, and was, as always
a pioneer for the preservation of creature
comforts. She remonstrated gently with
the hotel management, which remained
polite but adamant. Provide heat in Sep-
tember? An absurdment!
This was the moment someone chose to

tell her that she should appear at some
public function or other. Jane turned stone

deaf and did not regain her hearing until

a friend from the American Embassy said

that the sun very often shone in Deau-
ville while rain fell on Paris. Within the

hour she and Carmen departed for a
week end in Deauville.
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That was, to put it mildly, a goof. When
they returned, their horrified Embassy
friend met them, newspaper in hand. "Do
you know what you've done, girl?" he de-
manded. "You've only insulted the entire

French nation, that's all. Do you know
what this headline says? 'Jane Russell re-
fuses key to the city!' That's a very great
honor and, as far as I know, this is the
first time it has ever been offered to an
actress—and you go off to Deauville. Why
didn't you tell me?"
"Oh, fiddledeedee," answered Jane.

(Well, it's possible that that's what she
said.) "I thought it was some publicity
thing, and I couldn't be bothered. Besides,"
she countered reasonably, "what do I want
with the key to a city where they let you
freeze to death?" She would have ac-
cepted the key to the hotel furnace.

HP here was only one way left to fracture
*- the French ego, and the Old One did
that, too. It had to happen that the Dior
"flat look" was unveiled during her stay in

Paris, and it figured that the press would
fish for the Russell reaction. Jane was
baited and she bit off a mouthful.
Despite the headlines it was not in the

nature of an international incident. There-
after, Carmen reported, "They just ignored
her. The French didn't understand Jane."
She could've gotten a bad press from it.

Said the blockbuster in her blandest voice,

"I wouldn't know. I can't read French."
All Jane wanted was to go home. She

worked on the picture with such ferocity

that the assistant director, an Englishman
with a bristling red mustache, called her
the Black Bull of the Pampas and suggested
she take up mule skinning if she ever re-
tired from acting. She worked and, when
the day was over, she huddled by the fire-

place in the hotel suite she shared with
Carmen and Boyd Cabeen.
"That weird place! The walls were hung

with dark, brocaded tapestry; both Boyd
and I hate overhead lights so we used
nothing but candles. The French thought
we were crazy and the Americans who
visited us always did a double take; it

looked just like a den of iniquity."

With all of the glamorous activity of

Paris going on in the streets below, the
Old One sat by the fire and dreamed of

home. She was so lonely that the appear-
ance of Bob Waterfield precipitated an out-
burst that nearly startled him out of his

wits. Normally, if she sees someone dear
to her after an absence of a year or two,
Jane can work up something really demon-
trative—like, "Hi." It had only been a
month since she had seen her husband, but
this was different.

"The day Robert was due, I couldn't con-
centrate on my lines; I kept watching the
clock. He came straight to the studio from
the airport, and when I saw him I just

grabbed him and started bawling. I never
do things like that. Poor Robert. He held
me off at arms' length and said, 'What's the
matter with her?' " Jane loved the guy,
and Robert understood her even if the
French didn't—that was the matter.

Dm shortly thereafter, the production
moved to London where, unaccount-

ably, the reserved British public took Jane
to its collective heart with an enthusiasm
that more than compensated for Gallic in-
difference. She couldn't leave her house
on Belgrave Square without attracting a
fascinated, but mannerly, mob. Her chauf-
feur, Miller, who came with the car pro-
vided by the studio, explained the mys-
tery of guineas, pounds and shillings, ac-
companied Jane into stores on shopping
expeditions, stood by every hour of the
day. The Italian couple who constituted
her household staff were equally solicitous
And at the studio? "They certainly never
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had seen anything like her," one of the
company said, "but they loved her."
When her customary untrammeled bel-

lows rang from the rafters there, her
proper little hairdresser went around re-
assuring the crew, "Its only the way she
expresses herself," Jane brimmed with self-
expression.
"You should see this poor little publicity

girl," Jane wrote to a friend in Hollywood.
"She comes pussyfooting in every morn-
ing with her little list of 'do's' and 'don'ts',
and I let her have it before the first sen-
tence is half way out of her mouth. She
really scurries." They all scurried until
they learned the harmless nature of the
sound and the fury, and then, to their
huge enjoyment, they found that they
were shouting right back.

It was nice to be liked, but it still

wasn't home. The last few days when
the picture was winding up, Carmen re-
ported, Jane threw temperament around
like Confederate money. "She picked fights
with everyone. She wanted everyone to
be so mad at her that they'd want to get
rid of her, so she wouldn't have to stay
one extra day." They couldn't get very
mad at her, but they let the girl go home.

"C1 xcept that she didn't get there. A sub-
-Li marine premiere of her latest RKO pic-
ture, Underwater, had been arranged to
coincide with Miss Russell's arrival from
Europe, and though Miss Russell knew
about it well enough, she wasn't about to
go to Florida. Having arrived in New York
of a morning, she had a reservation on a
plane leaving for California that night and
meant to be on it. The trick was to avoid
talking to anyone connected with the stu-
dio, so every time the phone rang, Jane
said, "I'm not here," and walked out of the
room so it wouldn't be lying.

It might have worked, but Carmen got
tricked. "We were expecting a call from
someone else at a certain time, so I an-
swered the phone. There was no operator
saying Hollywood was calling; I just said
hello, and I was talking to Edie Lynch at
the studio. So I had to get Jane."
The RKO publicity department's Mother

Lynch is a persuasive talker, but this time
she bent the Old One's ear to no avail.
"No," Jane said. "I'm going home to see

my kids."
Edie talked on. This premiere meant a

great deal to the studio, it was a personal
project of Howard Hughes; the press was
being flown in from all over the country,
it was going to be a spectacular do—but
only if Jane put in an appearance. Other-
wise, the whole thing would be canceled.

"All right, I'll make a deal with you."
Jane was at her most sullen and unco-
operative, which only happens when she's
justified in feeling that way. "If you can
get Robert's permission and have the kids
flown here tomorrow, I'll go to Florida.
You'd better call me before plane time to-
night, though, because if I don't hear from
you by then I'm coming home."
Neither of them entertained the slightest

expectation that Bob Waterfield would
consent to having Tracey and Thomas flown
to New York. After all, Jane had already
been gone four months, and a few
more days wouldn't make any difference.
That was the way he would reason, being
a logical man—and that's the way Jane
counted on his reasoning.
But Robert can throw logic to the wind

as well as the next guy. Not that he does,
very often. You get comfortably used to
the idea that Bob Waterfield is sane and
sensible about impulsive notions. And
then he throws you a curve with his
warm understanding of the impulse.
Edie Lynch called him and repeated

Jane's ultimatum, bracing herself against a
possible atomic explosion. Instead of which,
Robert mildly said he'd call his mother and

see if she could take the children to Jane.
It was a nervous, fidgeting Jane Russell

who met that plane the next morning. Four
whole months she had been gone . . . they
were such babies . . . suppose they didn't

,even recognize her. Did they?
"Aaaah!" Pride and inhibition fought it i

out on her face, and pride won in a broad 1

grin. "The minute they saw me, each one
j

grabbed me by a leg and started hollering
|

for me to pick them up. And them grown
so big and fat that it would take a derrick
to lift them!"

THhere are these beguiling quicksilverJ
- glimpses. She recently negotiated a new

contract with Howard Hughes which guar-
antees her an annual income of $50,000 for
the next twenty years. Hughes is an old,
respected friend, the contract has been
hanging fire for a year, and Jane's share
of the loot could be delivered in bales even
if it ain't hay. Is she dancing for joy? When
she was congratulated, she said darkly,
"Well, I don't know . . . I'm exchanging my
freedom for security."
Probably she was thinking impatiently

of the next Russfield production, The Way
Of An Eagle. This is a project that has
been close to her heart ever since Mar-
garet Martinez wrote the original story
some five or six years ago. Jane was un-
der exclusive contract and hadn't a prayer
of making the picture herself, but that
didn't prevent her from knocking herself
out on its behalf. She showed it to every-
one who could be remotely interested; spe-
cifically, she induced Producer Harry
Tatelman of one studio and Director Nick
Ray of another to all but memorize it. Both
agreed that the story was great, but neither
was in a position to do anything about it.

What does one do with a great picture
that no one is interested in making? If
you're Jane Russell, you start casting it,

of course. She saw a fan magazine picture
of a guy named Jeff Chandler, and from
that moment on he was her star. When she
found a movie in which he appeared—Jeff
did what amounted to bit parts in those
days—she dragged Margaret off to inspect
him. "Let's find him," Jane suggested.
"I want him to read the story."
Somebody at Universal thought they

had an actor by that name under contract,
but he might be anywhere. It turned out
he was in Hawaii.
"By the time we found him, I'd have

called if he had been in China. I don't
know why his wife didn't divorce him then
—she couldn't have believed that an actress
he'd never met named Jane Russell was
calling him all the way from Hollywood
because she wanted him to read something
nobody was ready to produce! Jeff sound-
ed a little suspicious, himself."

'"Things always work out if you bide
-1- your time, according to the Old One. Jeff
Chandler became a star. Years passed and
the idea of Russfield was born. Jane was
asked to make Foxfire for Universal, and
she did so on the condition that in return
she could borrow her co-star, one Jeff
Chandler, for a Russfield production. The
Way Of An Eagle, naturally. To be pro-
duced by Harry Tatelman. Directed by
Nick Ray with a brilliant writer named
Ellis St. Joseph to do the screen play.
The wheel has come full circle, the story

Jane loved so well will become a picture
under conditions ideal beyond her wildest
dreams. It is to be hoped. At the moment
there is one final, infinitesimal stumbling
block which can't be ignored. Ellis St.

Joseph is in Hollywood, the stage is set,

the players are waiting, Jane's timetable
is prepared, but he has nothing to write
a screen play from. Owing to circumstances
which anyone who knows her could have
foretold, Jane Russell has lost the original
manuscript. END
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f% FREE!
J
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' Jt> Just write your name,' add

ST MAIL THE
COUPON BELOW!
/address, and dress size on

coupon (paste it on a postcard), and we'll send
you the big style display so you can start

collecting EXTRA
your personal

E* 4„'W k4M 3\W,*
j< If iJ*V '

PASTE ON POSTCARD — AND MAIL

!

Harford Frocks, Inc., Dept. N-587, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

RUSH POSTPAID AND ABSOLUTELY FREE the big,

valuable Harford Frocks Style Display so I can start quickly
making extra money in spare time and getting my personal
dresses without paying one penny for them.

Name . .

Address

.

City. .State.

Dress Size Age .'

In Canada, write 2241 Lariviere St., Montreal 24, P.O.



PUT A
Stnilexw your

...LIKE LEO DUROCHER

LD 7oday
You'll smile your approval of Chesterfield's

smoothness—mildness—refreshing taste.

You'll smile your approval of Chesterfield's

quality— highest Quality—low nicotine. >

IN THE WHOLE
WIDE WORLD—

NO CIGARETTE LIKE CHESTERFIELD

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co





NEW MILLIONS HAVE TRIED IT! NEW MILLIONS LOVE IT!

"New cold cream Camay is my idea of the

perfect beauty soap," says Mrs. Jess Altman,

an enchanting Camay Bride. "It's so mild and gentle,

I just love the feel of it on my skin. And I love the way

it keeps my complexion looking its best, too."

Let it help you
to a fresher, clearer.

more radiant complexion

!

Yes, gentle, luxurious Camay with its caressing care can be the best

friend your complexion ever had ! With its skin-pampering mildness,

velvety lather, and exclusive fragrance, it's the beauty secret of

so many exquisite brides. Let it caress your skin to new loveliness, too.

Just change to regular care . . . use Camay and Camay alone.

You'll see your skin become fresher, more radiant, softer with your

first satin-smooth cake. And remember, there's precious cold

cream in Camay—added luxury at no extra cost. For your beauty

and your bath, there's no finer soap in all the world. THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
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No wonder families see eye-to-eye on NEW IPANA!

{It's the best-tasting way to fight decay
)

Once your family tries new-formula
Ipana, we're sure you'll all agree with

the enthusiastic users above. Because
Ipana's wonderful new minty flavor

makes brushing teeth a pleasure.

In fact, new Ipana tastes so good it beat

all three other leading tooth pastes

hands down—after nearly four thou-
sand "hidden-name" home taste tests.

Destroys decay and bad-breath
. bacteria with WD-9

Even more important is the way won-
der-ingredient WD-9 in new-formula
Ipana fights tooth decay—stops bad

New-Formula IPANA
WITH BACTERIA-PESTROYER WD-9

breath all day. It destroys most mouth
bacteria with every brushing, even bac-
teria your tooth brush can't reach.

So enjoy new Ipana . . . and trust your
family's precious teeth to it. At all toi-

letry counters in the familiar yellow
and red-striped carton.

Special introductory

combination
Here's how to make your own taste test

of new Ipana—and save 25£ in the bargain.
Look for this special combination package
. . . two giant -size tubes for only 69<f.

Products of Bristol-Myers

Ipana A/C Tooth Paste (Ammoniated Chlorophyll) also contains bacteria-destroyer WD-9 (Sodium Lauryl Sulphate).



EVEN IF YOU
BRUSH YOUR TEETH

ONLY ONCE A DAY

Colgate

Dental Cream

GivesThe Surest

Protection

All Daylong!

June, 1955

AMERICA'S GREATEST MOVIE MAGAZINE

Brushing For Brushing, It's The Surest

Protection Ever Offered By Any Tooth-

paste! Because Only Colgate's—Of All

Leading Toothpastes—Contains Gardol

To Guard Against Tooth Decay

Longer-StopBad Breath Instantly!

ASK YOUR DENTIST HOW
OFTEN YOU SHOULD BRUSH

YOUR TEETH! But remember! Even ifyou

brush only once a day, Colgate Dental

Cream gives the surest protection all day

long ! Gardol, Colgate's wonderful new de-

cay-fighter, forms an invisible shield around

your teeth that won't rinse off or wear off

all day! And Colgate's stops bad breath

instantly in 7 out of 10 cases that originate

in the mouth! Fights tooth decay 12 hours

or more! Clinical tests showed the greatest

reduction in decay in toothpaste history!

Colgate's Trade- Mark For Sodium
N-Lauroyl Sarcosinate.

IT CLEANS YOUR BREATH
While It GUARDS YOUR TEETH!
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oman s

beauty and

man's

temptation

in the

City of Sin!

This is the story of

The Prodigal Son who left

his father's house for the

fleshpots of sin-ridden Damascus!
M-G-M's mighty love-drama . . .

spectacularly presented! The Biggest

Picture Ever Filmed in Hollywood!

Two years in the making!

A fortune to produce!

Starring

LANATURNER •EDMUND PURDOM
LOUIS CALHERN Audrey dalton • james Mitchell -neville brand

WALTER HAMPDEN • TAINA ELG- FRANCIS L mUVAN -JOSEPH WISEMAN -SANDRA DESCHER
Screen Play by MAURICE ZIMM JOE BREEVjR^nTsAfWMAMES LARSEN Photographed in EASTMAN COLOR

Directed by RICHARD THORPE Produced by CHARLES SCHNEE An M-G-M Picture



Your hair

won't go wild

when it's washed

with Halo!

Have lustrous, sparkling

easy-to-manage hair

right after shampooing!

When you "just can't do anything"

with your hair, use Halo! Whether it's

dry, oily or normal, your hair will be

softer, springier, look pretty as a pic-

ture—right after shampooing!

The secret is Halo's exclusive ingre-

dient that leaves hair silkier, faster to

set, easier to comb and manage. What's

more, Halo's own special glorifier whisks

away loose dandruff . . . removes the

dullness that hides the natural beauty

of your hair . . . lets it shine with far

brighter sparkle! So, when your hair is

hard to manage or simply won't "stay

put" . . . you'll find it just loves to be-

have after a Halo Shampoo!

the shampoo

that glorifies

your hair!
for dry, oily, normal hair

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,

8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting

letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.

Q. Can you identify the lady (she's

older than he) Montgomery Clift has

been secretly visiting in New England?
—V.Y., Nashua, N.H.

A. Torch singer Libby Holman.

9. Why did Dominguin, the bullfighter,

marry Italian actress Lucia Bose in-

stead of Ava Gardner? I understand

Dominguin was not married in a Cath-

olic ceremony after all. That was sup-

posedly the reason he didn't ask for

Ava's hand. What is the truth?

—D.L., Madrid, Spain

A. Domingutn's family objected to

thrice-married Ava. Domingmn and Ava
fell out of love last summer. Dominguin

and Lucia Bose were married by a Jus-

tice of the Peace in Boulder City,

Nevada.

Q. Is there any truth to the rumor that

MGM paid Liz Taylor's salary all

through her second pregnancy?

—C.L., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. Yes, in exchange for her granting a

one-year extension on her contract time.

9. Is it true that Leslie Caron hopes

never to return to Hollywood?
• —R.I., Rochester, N.Y.

A. Miss Caron is in Paris, playing the

lead in Orvet. Her contract at MGM
has four more years to run. She hopes

to play it out.

9. Is it true that Olivia deHavilland's

mother is Japanese?
—L.J., Louisville, Ky.

A. Her stepmother

.

9. Why does Marilyn Monroe have no

close girl friends?

—G.K., San Francisco, Calif.

A. Marilyn is basically shy, insecure,

has never invited feminine friendship.

9. Why is it that Universal-Interna-

tional Studios has had such great suc-

cess in developing actors like Rock
Hudson, Jeff Chandler, Tony Curtis,

Audie Murphy and George Nader and

yet hasn't come up with a single out-

standing young actress?

—V.G., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. There is no explanation. U-I execu-

tives say it's a matter of luck. They are

trying to build up some new actresses,

too.

9. Who is older and who is richer,

Sonja Henie or Liberace?

—H.K., Denver, Col.

A. Sonja Henie on both counts.

9. Why is it often denied that Bob
Wagner's parents are wealthy?

F.L., Phila., Pa.

A. It is generally considered not good

publicity to say that an actor was born

with a silver spoon in his mouth.

9. Is it true that Kirk Douglas recently

fired the press agent who was largely

responsible for his build-up?
—D.L., New York, N.Y.

A. Yes.

9. What is the relationship between

Ann Miller, Bill O'Connor and pianist

Jose Iturbi? —S.L., Butte, Mont.

A. They are three good friends.

9. Is it true that former President

Harry Truman has signed a movie con-

tract and will shortly go to Hollywood

to become an actor?

—G.K., St. Louis, Mo.

A. No. Mr. Truman has agreed to ap-

pear on a television program, Person To
Person, sometime in May.

9. I understand that Mel Ferrer will

not make movies in the future unless

wife Audrey Hepburn is in them. True

or false? —B.L., Bronxville, N.Y.

A. Ferrer has just finished Oh ! Rosalina

in London, opposite Ludmilla Tcherina.

9. Can you tell me which movie stars

own gambling casinos in Las Vegas?

—EX., Columbus, Ohio

A. Frank Sinatra and Tony Martin have

financial interests in Las Vegas hotels.

9. What figure in show business is con-

sidered the greatest lover of all time?

Is it Charles Boyer, John Barrymore

or Frank Sinatra?
—D.K., Chicago, III.

A. Authorities on the subject claim the

honor belongs to French actor-play-

wright Sacha Guitry, now seventy.

Guitry is married to a thirty-six-year-

old beauty, Lana Marconia. Before her

there were four other young and beau-

tiful brides.

9. What motion picture actress once

played under the name of Elaine Peters ?

—D.M., Des Moines, Iowa

A. June Allyson.

9. Is it true that Bette Davis shaved

her head for Sir Walter Raleigh?

A. Yes.
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. . could bring you all the scope of it . . . all its human intimacy . . . its unmatched impact!

THOSE "GLENN MILLER STORY"
SWEETHEARTS CATCH FIRE AGAIN!

JAMES JUNE

STEWART ALLYSON
It's the great human drama of the men

who guard our skies and the women who wait

and wonder and sometimes weep!

-

,Air Command
1 The picture with a striking force second to none!

Color by TECHNICOLOR
co-starring

FRANK ALEX BARRY BRUCE

LOYEJOY-MGOL' SIIIMN-BEMETT
Produced by SAMUEL J. BRISKIN • Directed by

ANTHONY MANN • Screenplay by VALENTINE DAVIES
and BEIRNE LAY, Jr. • Story by Beirne Lay, Jr.

A Paramount Picture



When an argument gets hectic, should you

—

I I
Tope record it Q Break /'f op Q Take fhe loser's side

save the party from bogging down. You can

save yourself many an anxious moment at

calendar time, as well. For when you choose

Kotex*, you're getting the softness, safety,

complete absorbency you need— to maintain

your poise, your peace of mind.

One man's politics (or ball club or disc

collection) can often be another man's
poison ivy ! So before either arguer blows

his stack, take over. Shatter the chatter—
tactfully. Maybe with music; or a funny
story; anything to change the subject and

Quick way out of your hero's heart?

I~1 Confess you can't coofc [J Kiss and tell

rj Be o mambo maniac

All those sweet nothings he whispered in

her ear, last night ... all cancelled, in

nothing flat! Why? Because today a com-
plete playback reached his blushing ears !

Only a chrome dome babbles to her cronies.

It's a fatal mistake. On certain days, you need
make no mistakes about sanitary protection
— not with Kotex. For this napkin can be

worn on either side, safely; and you get

special softness that holds its shape.

Is the longer torso line strictly for

—

I I Beanpole stature Q Chubby contours

[~l Little middles fj toughs

That long, lean midriff look — got it? Better

get with it, especially if your competition's

hand-span waisted! Do bending, stretching

exercises that pull in your tummy. And of

course avoiding greasy or gooey goodies can

help whittle your middle. At "that" time,

too (even in a slim skirted dress) you can meet
all eyes serenely— what with Kotex and those

fiat pressed ends preventing telltale outlines.

Try all 3 sizes of Kotex; learn which suits you.

More women choose KOTEX than all other sanitary napkins

Made for each other— Kotex and Kotex sani-

tary belts — and made to keep you comfortable.

Of strong, soft-stretch elastic, they're designed

to prevent curling, cutting or twisting. So light-

weight! And Kotex belts stay flat even after

many washings. Buy two . . .for a change!
T. M REG. U. S. PAT OFF.

As a man-about-town,

Travis was the most. As a

baritone, he's more!

EX-ESCORT

He used to be known around Hol-

lywood as an escort to glamour girls,

as a fiance to Jane Wyman, as a

builder, as Travis Kleefeld.

Now he's known in the same place '

as 1955's singing sensation, as a fre-

quent date to Cleo Moore, as a new-

comer with a chorus of famous voices

singing his praises, as Tony Travis,
j

Dinah Shore heard his demon-

stration record at a tennis club and \

introduced him on her NBC shows.

"I flip," she said. "This boy sings I

up a storm!" And Jane Russell said.

"This boy has the sexiest voice to

come along since Sinatra!" All of

this by the time he had made his

third record for RCA Victor.

Tony Travis had played trumpet,

tuba and drums at Beverly Hills High

School, but he had no intention of

becoming a singer. He had friends

in show business, but no plans for

joining them. He went into his fa-

ther's construction business to stay.

But people who heard him sing urged

him to go into the profession. He
didn't take the idea seriously until

Dinah Shore heard his home record-

ing.

Tony is six feet, one, weighs a

well-built 160 pounds, has wavy

black hair and hazel eyes. He sings

—

with a flair for phrasing—in a strong

romantic baritone, and his current

hit is the bouncy "We Oughta Be,"

backed by the plaintive "I'm Gonna

Be A Long Time Forgetting You."

He has had only one bit in a pic-

ture, but 10,000 teen-agers in San

Diego's "Hi Debbers" club picked

him as the most exciting new singer

of the year. "His S.Q. is terrific!"

they said.

Swoon Quotient, they meant.



IT'S A BLAZE OF EXCITEMENT THAT NEVER LETS UP
WHEN THAT LOVELY LADY LETS HER RED HAIR DOWN!

Warner Bros.
PRESENT

inTowa"
CINemaScoPE

WARNERCOLOR • Stereophonic Sound

PRODUCED AND
DIRECTED BY

MERVYN
LeROY

DANA.s™b ,nEGREER

CAMERON MITCHELL LOIS SMITH wtkWALTER HAMPDEN • GONZALEZ GONZALEZ IMf

\
Hear the voice of FRANKIE LAINE singing 'Strange Lady in Town'

[
Story and Screen Play by FRANK BUTLER Mus.c composed and conducted by dimiiri tiomkiiN



DOCTORS PROVE a one-minute massage with

Palmolive Soap Can GiveYxi A
Cleaner, Fresher Complexion ...Today !

GETS HIDDEN DIRT THAT ORDINARY CLEANSING METHODS MISS!

See the difference with your own eyes !

1 Dirt left on face after ordinary cleansing

!

Rub your face hard with a cotton pad after ordinary casual cleansing

with any soap or cold cream. You'll see that you didn't remove deep-

down dirt and make-up. "Ordinary-clean" is just superficially clean!

2. Beautifully clean after 60-second Palmolive facial

!

Rub your face the same way after 60-second massage with Palmolive.

Pad is still snowy-white! "Palmolive-clean" is deep-down clean. Your

skin is free of clinging dirt that casual cleansing misses.

DOCTORS PROVE

PALMOLIVE'S

BEAUTY RESULTS!

Q4jjr (L^O^lUA JlAL CAN WORK SO THOROUGHLY
W YET SO GENTLY! PALMOLIVE BEAUTY CARE CLEANS

CLEANER, CLEANS DEEPER, WITHOUT IRRITATION!

No matter what your age or type of skin, doctors have

proved that Palmolive beauty care can give you a cleaner,

fresher complexion the very first time you use it! That's

because Palmolive care gets your skin deep-down clean by

removing the hidden, clinging dirt that casual methods miss.

Just massage your face with Palmolive's rich, gentle lather

for 60 seconds, morning and night. Rinse and pat dry. It's

that simple! But remember . . . only a soap that is truly mild

can cleanse thoroughly without leaving your face feeling

drawn and uncomfortable. That's why Palmolive's mildness

is so important to you. It lets you massage a full minute

without irritation.

Try mild Palmolive Soap today. In just 60 seconds, you'll

be on your way toward new complexion beauty!

/ /

igjjim



modern screen's 8 page gossip extra
!

LOUELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood

1

Oscar-winner Marlon Brando

applauds other winners

at Academy Awards!

IN THIS SECTION:
Good news
Foreign press awards
Big day for Doris

I nominate Lucy Marlow
On my soapbox

The letter box



LOUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood Almost everyone in town turned

louella parsons'

GOOD NEWS
JUDY GARLAND WAS WIDE-EYED
and laughing and talking happily ten minutes

after her first son was born by Caesarean
section at the Cedars of Lebanon hospital.

It was the morning before the Academy
Awards were presented and Judy said, "I've

got my Oscar, already!"

Judy and Sid Luft had just said goodbye
to their dinner guests, Frank Sinatra, Lauren
Bacall (Mrs. Humphrey Bogart) and agent
Irving Lazar, when Judy said, "I feel kinda
funny."

"Funny" is hardly the word for it. Three
hours later, she gave birth to a five-pound,

eight-ounce, bouncing baby boy. She had
previously told me that if it was a boy she
wanted to call him Joshua. But Sid said that

sounded too much like a kid in an Eton collar.

"I want to call him Joe," Sid told me over
the telephone. "He's the prettiest baby you
ever saw." Whatever they finally decide on,

Joe evens up the Lufts' children at two boys
and two girls.

It's Judy's third Caesarean operation. "And
they say a woman can have four," she said.

Well, she has told me often that she's never
so happy as when she's pregnant!

WHAT'S VERONIQUE PASSANI-the
girl who won Gregory Peck's heart—like?

Is she a rarin', tearin' beauty? Is she glam-
orous? Is she a siren? Wo—to every one
of these questions.

She dresses very plainly, wears no jewelry
and is not even a beauty. But she has some-
thing much better, intelligence.

Greg brought her to see me. Vera, as he
calls her, wore a very simple dark blue dress.

She doesn't watch her figure, doesn't diet.

Her eyes are lovely—her best feature—blue,

almost violet colored. Her nose is large, and
her figure is not particularly slender in the

accepted "model" sense, but there is some-
thing about her that is extremely likable.

I thoroughly dislike coy women, most of

whom get that way after they capture a prize

like Peck. Veronigue is not in the least coy.

She's very down to earth.

She and Greg stayed about two hours. We
discussed everything. She knows where you
can get wonderful antiques in Paris and the

places that are not good. She knows art. She
was on Paris Soir and other French news-
papers and she talks with the air of an
educated woman.

I believe Greg will marry her as soon as

Gregory Peck was there to receive his award—
as the most popular actor in the world! Mau-
reen O'Hara helped arrange the presentations.

Just a little while before her baby was born, Judy Garland and Sid Luft spent an
evening out with John Ireland. Judy looked so well and happy—but not half so

much as she is now with the baby boy she and Sid wanted so. I'm so glad for them.

10



! out for the Foreign Press Awards— given by the newspaper representatives of more than fifty countries!

Ann Blyth, with Dr. Jim, of course, looked It always makes me feel good to see Rocky ana Kock Hudson brought his best girl, Phyllis Gates,

so sophisticated with that startling new Gary Gooper together. In spite of the troubles I hear Rock has taken out a few other young

hairdo that I hardly recognized her at first ! they had in the past, they are right for each other. ladies—but Phyllis is far and away his favorite

!

The reconciliation of the year took place when Jeff Chandler and his nearly ex-wife Marge called off the divorce. Jeff had been very lonely.



I'm on my soapbox

to laugh and laugh and laugh

What I'm laughing over this month is these "insjde"

stories in self-dubbed "inside" magazines that the romance
between Debbie Reynolds and Eddie Fisher is a publicity

stuntl

This absurd gossip gained momentum when Debbie
and Eddie postponed their marriage date from early June
until the end of June. The decision was made by the kids
because they will be clear of all professional dates by
late June and can enjoy without interruption the two
months' honeymoon in Europe they promised one another.

If Debbie and Eddie aren't sincerely in love, neither were
Romeo and Juliet.

I sometimes think this skeptical idea about them was
born because I, a newspaperwoman, happened to be on a
trip with them to Las Vegas when they were just beginning
to fall in love and weren't yet sure whether it was real
enough for marriage.

If you remember, I wrote a story about the beginning of

this romance which appeared in this magazine. Later,

someone sniped sneeringly, "If they are so sincere about
their romance—how come it 'bloomed' under the watchful
eye of a columnist famous for her scoops?"
What utter nonsense!
These two famous young people are deeply in love and,

God willing that nothing unforeseen happens, they will be^
come husband and wife in June.

he's free. Theirs is not one of those fly-by-

night romances. He and Veronique have been
seeing each other for a .long time. She is the

first and the only woman in his life since

he and Greta parted and, Greg insists, she

was not the cause of their separation. Their

marriage was already almost over.

There are always two sides to every mari-

tal tangle. Only a man of Greg's stature

couldn't and wouldn't tell his side despite

all the gossip.

The fact that the Peck boys adore Mile.

Passani is proof that there's something very
nice about her because you can't fool

children.

I asked her the usual question, "What do
you think about California?"

"It's amazing," she said, "to walk out of

the snow and sleet and bad weather into

this glorious sunshine." She wanted to sit on
the patio and breathe in the sunshine. But

even for a Califomian such as I have be-

come, it was a little too chilly.

"This is the only call we've made so far,"

Greg told me. "I promised you that when
Veronique came to California I wanted her

to meet you. I think two newspaperwomen
should have a lot to say to each other." And
we did.

AFTER THE JEFF CHANDLERS' recon-

ciliation, I heard a very cute story about how
it came about.

Seems Jeff was in the habit of dropping by
his home to visit Marge and the children

(it was happening more and more fre-

quently) and this particular night was no
different from other times he came for

dinner.

Only, after the kids had been put to bed
and he and Marge were sitting listening to

hi-fi, Jeff suddenly said to his about-to-be-

divorced wife, "How would you like to go up
to Phoenix with me and watch the Giants

work out?"

Marge gasped. "But Jeff," she said, puzzled,

"that would look awfully funny, wouldn't it,

with our divorce final in just a few days

—

and everything?"

Jeff said, "It wouldn't look funny, would it,

if we told the world we are together again

and that I'm moving back home? Would it.

Marge?"
What happened immediately after that is

very much Jeff and Marge's own business

—

but you know the happy outcome. From
Phoenix, from the ball park, came the happy
news that the Chandlers are together again

—and will be remarried.

If only all Hollywood divorce stories could

end like this one what a happy town this

would be!

I SINCERELY HOPE that Ruth Roman and
Mortimer Hall have called off divorce plans

by the time you read this. As of this writing,

he's still living at the house and I can't help

feeling somehow that Ruth does not want
this divorce.

The rumors have been circulating about

Ruth and Morty for well over a year. They
had a big and loud argument in front of

Chasen's one night. But the next day, both

were laughing it off, saying, "Name us a
married couple that doesn't have a battle now
and then."

Let's hope their sense of humor returns be-



IVhen Doris Day reported to Metro for the first time, the whole studio turned out to make her welcome!

The studio police were the first to say The picture was Love Me Or Leave Dodo and director Charles Vidor ProducerJoe Pasternak went over

hello when Doris drove onto the lot. Me. about the singer, Ruth Etting. looked at Ruth Etting's scrapbook. sketches of the sets with Doris.

I l lten Doris ran over the music Designer Helen Rose showed Doris

\pith musical director Johnny Green, drawings of the 1920-style dresses.

Then Dodo joined husband Marty Melcher for lunch at the commissary,
said hello—and goodbye—to Stewart Granger just before he left for India.

NOTICE

TODAY

Jane Powell came over to say hello and good luck to a fellow-songstress. And she got such a big kick out of the sign Pasternak and Vidor had
Everyone on the lot was so friendly to Doris, who just beamed all day. had put up! It really shows how much Dodo is liked by Hollywoodites.
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Hollywood was a happy town despite illnesses this month; I saw

Ruth Roman and her husband Mortimer Hall have been

talking about divorce, but I hope they won't go through

with it. They haven't been fighting lately, I believe.

Brenda Marshall is certainly one of the best-looking

women in Hollywood—and one of the happiest. She's

never regretted giving up her career for BUI Holden.

Marlon Brando, who certainly does seem a different—and very respectable—boy thest

days, came to Marguerite Piazza's party and spent the evening laughing and chat-

ting in the most friendly way. He was dressed perfectly for the occasion, too^

fore they make that final leap which means.

"The end."

IT WAS A MONTH OF ILLNESSES
and near casualties for many stars. Pier

Angeli and Mrs. Guy Madison, both expect-

ant mothers, had similar shocking mishaps on

airplanes.

Pier fell in the ladies' room of a plane

flying between Los Angeles and Palm Springs

and at first it was feared her injuries might

bring about the loss of her expected baby.

Vic Damone was so concerned, he canceled

an engagement in Milwaukee to be at her

hospital bedside. He was threatened with a
lawsuit for failing to appear.

Said Vic, "I don't care. A million lawsuits

won't make me leave Pier at this time."

Sheila (Mrs. Guy) Madison is another

mother-to-be who became very ill after a

particularly rough airplane trip from Mexico

City. Guy was so worried about her that he

gave up their house at Malibu even though

they had six months to go on their lease and

moved Sheila into an apartment in Hollywood

to be near her doctor.

Elizabeth Taylor had a very bad time

during the birth of baby Christopher Wilding

and was a very sick girl indeed for weeks

afterward.

She lost ten pounds in three weeks follow-

ing the arrival of her second son, could not

regain her appetite and underwent four

blood transfusions.

With Mike Wilding facing surgery, the

cook down with the flu and even the dog at

the vet's, Liz wistfully says their household

is like a clinic.

Even the rugged he-men were getting bad

breaks. Tony Curtis and Arthur Kennedy

collided on horseback, making a thrill scene

for The Rawhide Years at Lone Pine, Calif-

ornia, with the result that Kennedy had to be

rushed to a hospital with a broken ankle.

And on a ski slide at Sun Valley, Dick

Powell took such a tumble that he broke his

shoulder. "Poor Dick," sympathized Jun<

Allyson, "it was his first real vacation fa

eighteen months." 1

MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN'S invitation to

meet the charming Irish couturiere, Sybit x

Connolly, brought out such distinguishei

guests that I won't say this cocktail party

was the closest thing to a good old Irisl;

hoedown I've ever attended.

Such dancing of Irish jigs—such inspfaet

singing of Irish tunes by Maureen CHara
her attractive mother, Mrs. Fitz-Simons, he-

two brothers!!

The party started at five in the afternooi

and it did not end until way after midnight

You'd hardly call the two exotic Gabo
sisters, Zsa Zsa and Eva, Irish lassies, bu

the two beauties certainly entered into th^

spirit of the occasion. Eva's gown was whiU

satin printed in huge red roses with whicl'

she wore ruby earrings shaped like roses

Zsa Zsa was in a much more conservativr

salmon-colored chiffon.
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I nominate for stardom

:

LUCY MARLOW
The newcomer who played the giddy starlet in A Star Is

Born played it so well that a real new star is born—Lucy
Marlow herself.

Columbia Pictures immediately signed this sparkling
five-foot, 116-pound, brown-haired, brown-eyed charmer to

a long term contract and after giving her short workouts in

Lucky Me, Tight Spot and My Sister Eileen, handed her a
role almost equal in importance to Joan Crawford's in

Queen Bee.

The studio bosses believe it will do for Lucy what
Mildred Pierce did for Ann Blyth.

The twenty-two-year-old honey is a local gal, born in

Los Angeles on November 20, 1932. The name on her birth

certificate is Lucy Ann McAleer. Her family has been
prominent in civic matters for many years. Her uncle,

Owen McAleer, was mayor of Los Angeles from 1908 to

1912.

"I attended Los Angeles High School and, like most of

the other girls who go to school in movietown, I was movie
struck. Used to read all the fan magazines and wrote my
favorite stars for their autographs and photos. I was al-

ways disappointed when some of them didn't respond. I'll

never make that mistake, believe me."
The first actor she ever met in "real life" was James

Mason the morning she reported to work on A Star Is Born.

"He was very gracious to me and treated me as though
I were an important star," glows the excited Lucy—who is

well on her way to becoming one.



LOUELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood

the letter box
Barbara elen, downey,

California, is already an ardent

James Dean fan: "At the pre-

miere of a movie in Hollywood, I

was standing on the sidelines be-

hind the ropes, and I was amazed

when the m.c. at the microphone

failed to recognize Mr. Dean. I

called to him from the sidelines

and asked him to sign my auto-

graph book. He said, 'Thank you

very much for recognizing me.

It makes me feel like a movie

star. You are the first to ask for

my autograph. I won't forget.'

Imagine!" Thanks for your nice

close-up of James.

MRS. MARY LEONA CLEM-
ENTS, 6545 ST. HELENA AVE-

NUE, BALTIMORE 22, MARY-
LAND, writes that her eleven-

year-old daughter, Mary Leona,

has a favorite Hollywood married

couple
—"Guy Madison and his

lovely wife, Sheila. They can

make a little girl very happy by

sending her a picture of both of

them." Are you Ustenin', Guy and
Sheila?

KATHLEEN MURPHY, NEW
york, thinks Grace Kelly dates

men too old for her. "I'd like

Grace to meet Tyrone Power now
that he's back in the open

market."

"Why do you hate Marlon

Brando so much?" eva st. clair
queries from buffalo. "He's

only the greatest actor since John
Barrymore." You've, got me wrong,

little Eva. I don't hate Marlon

and 1 agree that he is a fine actor.

catherina giree, stock-
holm, Sweden, has plenty of

nice things to say about Ava
Gardner: "Whatever she may
have said or done in Brazil, Miss

Gardner was extremely charming

and lovely when she visited our

city for the premiere of The
Barefoot Contessa. She was gra-

ciousness itself to fans and press.

As for her beauty, she is out of

this world!"

FRED DALIAS, STATEN ISLAND,

new york, is finished with the

Academy Awards. "When this

group (whoever they are) com-
pletely ignores Richard Burton's

magnificent performance in Prince

Of Players, I'm through with

them." So take that and that!

Hopes, a really lovely looking, tall, blonde

child who whispered in my ear that this

was her third cocktail party, "My mother

and father gave the other two," she explained

to me. A charming girl.

DAN O'HERLIHY WAS ANOTHER one

of Maureenls guests attracting much favor-

able attention. The good-looking Irishman

told me he was more surprised than any-

one else when he was nominated for an

Oscar for his performance in fiobinson

Crusoe.

His charming wife laughingly remarked,

"When his name was called at the Cocoanut

Grove and he stepped in front of the tele-

vision cameras, I thought he was going to

faint. And I knew I was!"

Dan said that what surprised him most

was that he didn't have a big studio behind

him—or even a high pressure press agent.

"I wish the votes weren't secret," he smiled.

"I'd like to shake the hand of every voter

who selected me."

PERSONAL OPINIONS: Robert Mitchum

is just wonderful in Not As A Stranger. I

hereby publicly eat my words that Stanley

Kramer had pulled a boner in casting Bob

in the best-selling novel. So don't accuse me
of always refusing to admit I am wrong.

Never, in all the time she has been married

to Alan Ladd, fourteen years, has Sue Ladd

been as slender and pretty as she is these

days.

Lori Nelson wears clips or pins on the

sleeves of her cocktail dresses and pretty

sweaters—something new in the fashion de-

partment.

Ingrid Bergman's radio interview in Stock-

holm, answering the critics who panned her

acting in Joan At The Stake was a scorcher,

the first time she has referred to her troubles

publicly since she left American shores. Said

an angry Ingrid, "In America I am consid-

ered a fine actress but an unmoral woman. In

my own country, I am considered a brave

and courageous woman and a bad actress!"

Marilyn Monroe and Milton Berle appeared at the opening of the circus in New York for the

benefit of the Arthritis and Rheumatism Foundation. At one point Marilyn rode an elephant!



Here's Why Listerine Stops

Bad Breath 4Times Better Than

Tooth Paste

!

LISTERINE ACTS ON 3 AREAS WHERE BREATH ODORS CAN START

Look

at these

actual test

results

LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE

Germs—The Major Cause of Mouth Odor

Far and away
the most com-
mon cause of

bad breath is

fermentation,
caused by
germs, of proteins which are always present

in the mouth. Research shows that your
breath stays sweeter longer, the more you
reduce germs in the mouth.

Listerine Antiseptic Kills Germs by Millions

Listerine Antiseptic kills germs by millions

on contact. Test after test has shown that

even fifteen minutes after gargling with

Listerine Antiseptic, germs on tooth, mouth,
and throat surfaces were reduced up to

96.7%; one hour afterward, as much as 80%.

No Tooth Paste Kills Germs Like This

. . . Instantly

Tooth paste with the aid of a tooth brush is

an effective method of oral hygiene. But no
tooth paste gives you the proven Listerine

Antiseptic method— banishing bad breath

with super-efficient germ-killing action. As a

result, Listerine stops bad breath instantly,

usually for hours on end. No tooth paste

offers proof like this of killing germs that

cause bad breath.

LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC

, . . the most widely
used antiseptic
in the world
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Why are more and more

business girls

using Tampax?

Ask the company doctor or the staff

nurse. They're very apt to tell you that

the Tampax user is much more likely to

take "those days" in her stride. But the

girls themselves are still most impressed

by the freedom and assurance that

doctor-invented Tampax gives. Here are

some of the things they say:

"I can't be bothered with all that other

rigmarole; Tampax is quick and easy to

change." ... "I must have pro-

tection that prevents odor." . . .

"No telltale bulges for me; not,

of all places, in the office!" . . .

"Tampax is so comfortable, I

almost forget it's 'time-of-the-month.'
"

Girls starting work often decide on

Tampax because of admiration for some

older, perfectly poised woman in the

organization who uses it. From its dainti-

ness of handling to its ease of disposa-

bility, Tampax seems made for the

woman who has to be on the go all the

time, who has to meet people with charm

and assurance under any circumstances.

The druggist or notion counter in

your neighborhood carries Tampax in

all three absorbencies: Regular, Super,

Junior. Month's supply goes into purse

or tucks in the back of a drawer. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

1 fyfM-

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

With a hopeful heart,

Ingrid Bergman

set off for

Siveden—and found a

chilly welcome from

THE COLD FOLKS AT HOME
For the last year, Ingrid Bergman has been touring Europe with Joan Of

Arc At The Stake, a speaking opera directed by her husband, Roberto

Rossellini. The notices have not been good.

The climax came when the beautiful Swedish actress returned to her own

country. At a charity in Stockholm, Ingrid had been invited to draw the lucky

numbers in a lottery. She raised her right hand for silence.

"I was happy to come home to my own country and my own language,"

she began. "I was received with warm, spontaneous applause when Joan Of

Arc opened. After the curtain fell I said to my husband, 'Now I can lay

myself down to die and feel happy.'

"But after reading the critics the next day, I wished I had died.

"Only last night," the actress continued, her eyes growing misty with tears,

"I read an article which said that I am a woman who is showing herself for

money and that the fire at the stake resounds to the crinkling of bank notes.

"The writer wants to make out that I first made my name in America as the

well-bred young lady of the manor from Sweden and that later in Italy I

played the part of the good mother who has taken her life into her own hands.

"And that now nothing remains to me but to rove from city to city, from

land to land, like a woman outlawed.

"I know I am not the only artist to suffer this fate. The Swedes, cannot

suffer anybody to differ from the crowd."

In the Grand Hotel the next day Ingrid Bergman, still mortified, locked

herself in her hotel suite and received no callers. But she did accept a small

mountain of flowers rushed to her by many Swedish admirers. These did not

neutralize the letters, mostly anonymous, mailed to her by Swedish detractors.

"1 cannot tell you," she wailed, "how many of these I have received from

my own countrymen in the last few weeks. I am at the point of desperation.

I cannot sleep because of the mental torture."

Financially, Joan was a tremendous success in Stockholm. Ingrid, however,

has rarely been interested in money. To her love and career are important.

As for love, she still has Rossellini and three children. As for career, Darryl

Zanuck of 20th Century-Fox recently flew to Europe in an effort to sign her

for the Hollywood version of Anastasia, a hit play on Broadway.

Ingrid may yet return to Hollywood where she built her world-wide fame.



You feel so very sure of yourself .

.

. after a /(J/ffej^lfA/ Shampoo!

You're confident you look your loveli-

est .. . your hair soft as a cloud . . .

sunshine bright . . . every shimmering

strand in place. That's the glorious feel-

ing you have after using White Rain,

the lotion shampoo that gives you re-

sults like softest rainwater. Try it and

see how wonderful you feel.

Use New ^{Jfltfe^^4(A/ Shampoo tonight and tomorrow yout hair will be sunshine bright

:

FABULOUS LOTION SHAMPOO BY TONI
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Antibiotics in

Your Daily Life

by
William I.

Fishbein,

M.D.

The world hears a great deal of

"miracle drugs" and most of them

represent years of patient and dili-

gent study in the laboratories and

clinics.

For example, in 1931, Rene J.

Dubos, then associated with the

Rockefeller Institute of Medical Re-

search, discovered tyrothricin. Ty-

rothricin is one of the most powerful

of the antibiotics— stated simply, it

is effective because it aids the de-

fenses of the body in combatting

harmful bacteria. The general use of

tyrothricin has been delayed until

research has definitely shown that

it would cause no harmful effects or

reactions. In the forefront of this re-

search have been the pharmaceuti-

cal companies, and no company has

been more zealous than McKesson

& Robbins.

Tyrothricin is effective in prevent-

ing perspiration odor by inhibiting

the growth of skin bacteria respon-

sible for this condition — and this

"magic" antibiotic is equally effec-

tive in skin infections, in sinus in-

fections, for wounds, abscesses and

burns, and for hemorrhoids or piles.

Research also indicated the amount

which may be used without causing

sensitivity reactions, yet produce the

maximum benefits.

Laboratory and clinical research

has enabled McKesson and Robbins

to announce a series of preparations

for the specific uses outlined above.

It is to their credit that they have

not introduced them until they were

convinced that excellent results

would be obtained and that there

would be no reactions. Tyrothricin

used externally is not absorbed into

the blood stream as are certain other

antibiotics.

That is one reason why it is par-

ticularly suited for direct applica-

tion to a localized spot of irritation

or inflammation on the skin, nose or

throat. McKesson and Robbins have

developed special products for use

on these portions of the body.

Look for these

McKesson Antibiotic Products

at Your Drug Store

NEO-AQUA-DRIN LOZENGES — for the relief

of minor throat irritations.

NEO-AQUA-DRIN NOSE DROPS-for the relief

of congestion due to head colds, sinus, etc.

UTOL— for relief of pimples and minor burns
and skin abrasions.

POSITOS - ointment and suppositories for

the relief of discomfort due to hemorrhoids.

BORIC ACID ICTHAMOL
OINTMENT OINTMENT

AMMONIATED ZINC OXIDE
MERCURY OINTMENT
OINTMENT

To EveryWoman Who Has Suffered

Underarm Burn, RasL.or Worse...

HOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME.

THE PROTECTIOH OF

A MIRACLE AHTIBIOTIC

IH A DEODORAHT!

Revolutionary antibiotic New Yodora stops per-

spiration odor— gives safer, longer-lasting protec-

tion. Its light, creamy base keeps sensitive underarm
area softer, smoother, lovelier. And New Yodora
never cakes—always stays fresh—delicately fra-

grant. No other deodorant ever promised better,

safer, surer protection from perspiration odor.

New Yodora is unconditionally guaranteed by
McKesson & Robbins.

Large Size 434 Economy Size
j}j}4

plus
tax

The First . . . the Only

Deodorant with

Miracle Antibiotic

Pertexol* for

Sensitive Skin!

A McKESSON PRODUCT

NEW YODORA

Scientific Facts

About Harsh, Irritating

Chemicals for

Underarm Use

Laboratory tests show that
these dangerous chemicals often
invite trouble to sensitive under-
arm area. This is why you may
have noticed redness, roughness
of underarm skin.

Scientific Facts

About Revolutionary

New ANTIBIOTIC

Yodora

Only New Yodora contains Per-

texol*, the miracle antibiotic

that combats bacteria respon-

sible for skin irritations. New
Yodora gives longer -lasting pro-

tection from perspiration odor
because its exclusive antibiotic

destroys odor-causing bacteria

on contact. New Yodora is guar-

anteed not to contain harsh
chemicals that irritate skin and
chemically ruin your clothes.

Imagine a Deodorant

Recommended for Shaving!

New Yodora with antibiotic
Pertexol* is so mild and gentle

we can even recommend shaving

with it. No other deodorant
would dare suggest this!

1. Apply soft, antibiotic New
Yodora—rub gently into skin.

2. Shave underarms with slow
downward strokes.

3. Remove excess with tissue

—

smooth remainder well into

skin.

That's all you need do to stop

perspiration odor. Whether you
shave or not, one application

daily of New Yodora is the new,
sure answer to your deodorant
problem. #A brand of tyrothricin



For Esther Williams,

teaching blind children can

be an education.

JUST LIKE

A DANDELION

The seven-year-old blind girl who
was talking to Esther Williams at the

Home for the Visually Handicapped

Children in Los Angeles, touched

gently at a silk ribbon in the movie

star's hair. "This feels smooth and

nice," she said. "What color is it?"

Most of the children at this home
where Esther teaches a swimming
class twice a week, have been blind

from birth, but she knew that this

particular child had vision until she

was four. Yet-, thought Esther, nam-
ing the color wouldn't mean anything

to her, probably. So she sought to

answer by illustration.

"It's like when you look up at the

sun," she replied, knowing that when
the blind turn their faces to the sun,

most of them can sense its radiance.

"Yellow!" exclaimed the girl in-

stantly, sounding very pleased. "The
ribbon is yellow." Her fingers moved
now from Esther's hair and touched

at the dress which was white. "What
color is this?" she asked.

"Why that—that's like a dande-

lion," replied Esther. And she was
annoyed with herself for not being

able to think of a better comparison.

"Like when it's ready to go

'poof'?" responded the blind child.

"Yes," marveled Esther. "You do

remember, don't you?"
"Oh, yes!" said the little girl. "I

remember all the things in my old

world. They help me see the things

in mv new one!"

©cfliMOim-g

the first girdle to give you

NEW

The chic lines of Paris— in carefree American

comfort — are yours with this newest Playtex

Girdle/ We call it High Style . . . you'll call it

wonderful/ World's only girdle to give you all

three: miracle-slimming latex outside, cloud-

soft fabric inside — and a new non-roll top.

Trims you sleekly, leaves you free . ..no matter

ivhat your size! The Playtex High Style washes

in seconds—and you can practically watch it dry.

Look for Playtex® High Style Girdle. Other

Playtex Girdles from $3.50. At department

stores and better specialty shops everywhere.

New Playtex "High Style" Bra in cool

cotton! Party-pretty embroidered cot-

ton gives you that French 1-i-f-t plus

fabulous fit.' Only $2.95

©1955 International Latex Corp'n. . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Dover Del

In Canada: Playtex Ltd. . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Arnprior, Ont.

Playtex . . .

known everywhere
as the girdle

in the SUM tube.
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"RIOCIN
BLOTS OUT
HICKIES
STANTLY!

Blots out embarrassing
blemishes instantly! Blends

with your skin best of all!

Dries up hickies quicker! Keeps
'em out of sight, concealing

better while healing faster!

Clears up acne faster! Often

in 24 hours, your skin can

meet your date-line!

On the job— or on a date— don't let

unsightly acne rob your confidence,

now that TRIOCIN can rescue you!

Hateful eruptions can be concealed

instantly— can be improved, often in

24 hours! TRIOCIN relieves over-

active oil glands and thickening pores.

It discourages bacteria growth, thus

preventing further infection. Get
TRIOCIN right away! It's 3 ways
better! A $1.29 tube can save a lot

of heartbreak!

Also use TRIOCIN Blue Foam
first, the mildest bubble-foam designed

for cleansing sensitive skins. 8SK
1

. Both
products available at druggists.

improves acne...
OFTEN IN

hours L
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NEW MOVIES

Starting as a dime-a-dance girl, Ruth Etting

(Doris Day) makes her way to the top—but

with the help of the people who destroy her.

In the process she loses the one man (Cameron 1

Mitchell) who could have made her happy.

But she does win the great fame she wanted.

© 1955, Zotox Phmmacal Co., Inc.

Picture of the Month: LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME

Maybe you don't know who Ruth Etting was. She was a dime-a-dance girl fired

with such ambition that she let a racketeer help her to singing fame. She had a.

one-track mind about singing, so it never occurred to her that someday she'd have

to pay back Mr. Snyder for all the favors. It occurs to him, though, and he never

forgets. The unusual thing about Lore Me Or Leave Me is that unlike most screen

biographies it has the harsh ring of truth. Behind the tinsel of glamour you not

only see the tawdry struggle, it hits you right between the eyes. The other unusual

thing is James Cagney's performance as a hostile, crippled, little big-shot who in-

spires your pity as well as your distaste. They call him the Gimp and he buys

Chicago for Ruth (Doris Day); later he gets her into Ziegfeld's Follies, but he

doesn't leave her there. What Ruth never considers is that she might have gotten

to the top on her own, and had the love (Cameron Mitchell) she wanted with half

the pain. Instead, she has to marry Snyder and lose most of her will to live. He,

feeling cheated and like a nobody, is literally driven out of his mind. Long enough,

anyway, to shoot the man she loves. Along with this sensationalism there's singing

by Doris Day which is always a pleasure to hear. CinemaScope—MGM.
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BETTY MARGE 60WER

GRABLE CHAMPION

jack LEMMON

myron Mccormick
Screen Play by EDWARD HOPE and LEONARD STERN

Based on a play by W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM

Produced by JONIE TAPS • Directed by H. C. POTTER
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PERIODIC PAIN
Don't let the calendar make a

slave of you, Betty! Just take

a Midol tablet with a glass of

water . . . that's all. Midol brings

faster relief from menstrual pain

-it relieves cramps, eases head-

ache and chases the "blues."

END OF THE AFFAIR Van Johnson is a writer and
Deborah Kerr is married to a civil servant who wears
horn-rimmed glasses. They all meet during the

"blitz" days in London. And what starts out to be

a casual affair turns into the most painful kind of

romance. It is very sensitive; it is very haunted
(as are all the novels by Graham Greene—and this

movie is based on one) and its underlying theme is

redemption. Johnson, madly in love, is full of

jealousy and suspicion. Deborah Kerr, torn be-

tween passion for him, pity for her husband and
guilt for her feelings calls out to God one day, and
to her shock and disbelief He answers. Then her
tortured struggle toward salvation begins: the first

step of which is to give up Johnson. Adding a touch
of lightness is John Mills' neatly drawn performance
of a private detective whom Johnson, at one point,

hires to spy on Miss Kerr.—Col.

5 AGAINST THE HOUSE Maybe you can break
the bank in a Reno gambling joint, but you can't

break into the safe and get away with it. That's
what two college buddies (Kerwin Mathews and Alvy
Moore) keep telling Brian Keith, when a third

buddy (Guy Madison) isn't begging him to go back
to the Army hospital for psychiatric treatment. Rich
boy Mathews worked out a foolproof scheme just to

test his ingenuity, and he's anxious to prove it for

laughs. Trouble is, Keith can't laugh anymore.
Every minute he's getting sicker and sicker. Thanks-
giving arrives and the boys are rolling down to

Reno in a trailer. Kim Novak is in that trailer, too. 1

(She didn't come with it. She came with Guy Madi-
son to marry him.) Kim and Madison don't know
what's cooking until Keith starts boiling over and
produces a pistol. From then on it's exciting business,

eveii though hardly a gunshot is heard.—Col.

CELL 2455. DEATH ROW The man who wrote the

book that made this movie is sitting up in Death
Row right now. And no wonder they can't decide

whether or not to pull the switch. Here's his story

from the day he was a kid making faces at animals
in the zoo. That was the day his mother became
paralyzed in an auto accident and his life fell apart.

Teen-age gangs, reform school, months in solitary

and escape from Chino, the model prison without
bars, into a career of more, crime. He gets the death
sentence for being a murdering sex fiend—but that's

the charge no one can prove and to which he pleads
innocent. Although his defense is as shaky as the

state's case against him. One thing, William Camp-
bell turns in a good job as the accused, but you
don't come away exactly liking the guy—even though
you know he grew up with plenty of strikes against
him. With Robert Campbell, Marian Carr.—Col.

MAMBO Here's a movie (filmed in Italy) with
plenty of good atmosphere and important things to

say about lost people—so why it makes you laugh
instead of cry I can't figure. Although it may have
something to do with the dialogue, which sounds
like it was written in a deep coma. Anyway, Silvana

Mangano is a beautiful product of the slums, loved

(but not well) by a cynical, generally unemployed
croupier (Vittorio Gassman) ; and lusted after by a

cynical, fatally ill count (Michael Rennie). Into

this decadent setting comes the wildly dedicated

dance troupe of Katherine Dunham and their mana-
ger (Shelley Winters)—a frustrated, lonely devotee

of the art. She makes a dancer out of Silvana in

an attempt to live through her. But Silvana—like

everyone else in this movie—can't even live for her-

self. At least, not until she suffers some soul-shat-

tering experiences.—Para.

CULT OF THE COBRA The same curiosity that killed

the cat makes short shrift of several nice G.I.'s who
were looking for a little fun in Asia. Of all people to

come up against, they have to find some who get a

glassy look in their eyes and turn to cobras. The boys
sneak into their temple and in the middle of a snake
dance G.I. James Dobson pulls out his camera and
wants everybody to pose. "The Cobra Goddess will

avenge herself!" the high priest shrieks, as the boys
hightail it for their jeep. Right away one of them
drops dead. Snakebite. Back in New York they all

feel pretty safe. Another one drops dead. Snakebite.
You'd think it would get boring, but it doesn't. All
the deaths look violently accidental and what cop will

buy that hocus-pocus story? And how can lovesick
young Marshall Thompson look his slinky girl friend
(Faith Dornergue) in the eye and call her a cobra?
With Richard Long, Kathleen Hughes.—U.I.

SEVEN ANGRY MEN The angriest man of all is John
Brown, fanatic abolitionist. The other six are his sons, \

whose wrath is unevenly divided between slavery and I'

their father. John Brown was not an easy person to

live with. He didn't actually believe he was God, but

he harbored the notion that he was God's right hand
man. Since his cause was great, it wasn't simple for

his sons to rebel. Raymond Massey plays Brown with
his usual eloquence. His sons work with him in his

Free State camp in Kansas. When border ruffians

destroy a nearby town, Brown. Bible in hand, feels

perfectly free to take an eye for an eye and orders

death penalties. A couple of sons leave in revulsion.

Always loyal is Owen (Jeffrey Hunter) the oldest

boy, who promises his fiancee (Debra Paget) that he'll

quit The Cause for farming. But he can't quit, is
(

there at Harper's Ferry when Brown's plan to

raise an army overnight fails.—Allied Artists.



Only Bobbi is specially designed to give the softly feminine wave necessary Soft, natural from the start . . . that's the "Soft Talk"
for this new "Blithe Spirit" hairstyle. No nightly settings are needed. hairstyle after a Bobbi. And Bobbi is so simple to give!

NEVER TIGHT, NEVER FUSSY

Bobbi's soft curls make a natural, informal wave

like this possible. A Bobbi always gives you care-

free curls as in this winsome "Capulet" hairdo.

Softly feminine hairstyles like these are

yours with a Bobbi-the special pin-curl

permanent for soft, natural curls

If you dread most permanents because you definitely don't want tight,

fussy curls, Bobbi is just right for you. This easy pin-curl permanent is

specially designed for today's newest softly feminine hairstyles.

Bobbi gives a curl where you want it, the way you want it— always

soft, natural, and vastly becoming! It has the beauty, the body, the soft,

lovely look of naturally wavy hair.

You pin-curl your hair just once. Apply Bobbi's special Creme Oil

Lotion. A little later rinse hair with water. Let dry, brush out .. .imme-

diately you'll be happy with your hair. And the soft, natural look lasts week

after week. If you like softly feminine hairstyles, you'll love a Bobbi.

New 20-Page Hairstyle Booklet! Colorful collection of new softly feminine hairstyles.

Easy-to-follow setting instructions. Hints! Tips! Send now for "Set-lt-Yourself Hairstyles."

Your name, address, 10c in coin to: Bobbi, Box 3600, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, III.

Bobbi is made especially to give young, free and

easy hairstyles like this "Confection" hairdo. And
the curl stays in—no matter what the weather.

Just simple pin-curls and Bobbi. No separate neutralizer, no curlers, no resetting.

Everything you need—New Creme Oil Lotion, special bobby pins. $1.50 plus tax.
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egg-stra

good for

your hair/

^ HAIR-CONDITIONING ACIlON

2* fresh whole egg

28

See how exciting this new luxury

lather makes your hair! Glowing

clean, silky ... so manageable!

Conditions any hair. That's the

magic touch of SHAMPOO PLUS EGG

!

Try it! 29«, 59*, $1.

A MAN CALLED PETER The book was a best seller,

and the movie will probably be. It's an inspirational

story of a man who found God early in his life and
who served Him nobly the rest of his days which,
unfortunately, were less than most. Peter Marshall
(Richard Todd) was Chaplain of the U. S. Senate
when he died. He began life in Scotland, worked in

the mills by day, studied at night and finally saved
enough money to come to America where he trained

for the ministry. His career, once it started, steadily

brought him acclaim. Even more important, it brought
people who had rarely seen the inside of one, into

church. Marshall's heartfelt sermons changed the
life of a young college girl (Jean Peters) whose love
for him was happily returned. Their marriage was
inspiring, too. And you are treated to many of Mr.
Marshall's exciting sermons. All of which is reason
enough to see this movie. CinemaScope—20th-Fox

ESCAPE TO BURMA I liked the part where that old

Sawbwa of Sakar is having Bob Ryan whipped in the

back yard of his palace while Barbara Stanwyck
stands around waving an envelope that proves Ryan
is innocent. Time she gets that envelope open Ryan's
half way to his final rest. That's how justice moves
in Burma—slow. Slow as all those elephants Miss
Stanwyck charms into docility around her teak forest.

For years she's been in that forest, living" in lonely

splendor with a gorgeous wardrobe going to waste.

Till the day Ryan comes galloping out of the jungle
with a bag of rubies round his neck and a murder
rap on his head. Talk is he killed his best friend

—

the Sawbwa's son—for the loot, and cops of all na-

tions, including Britain's David Farrar are after

him. Ryan, being a strong, touchy type won't say if

he's guilty or not. But love he'll talk about anytime.
With Murvyn Vye. Technicolor—RKO

BLACKBOARD JUNGLE The stories you hear about
violence in our schools are enough to curdle your
blood, and if nothing is done to remedy this situation

you can't blame MGM, who pulled out the stops in

this highly dramatic film. Glenn Ford, sensitive

young teacher, is thrown into the "garbage can"
of city schools to pit his ideals against a group of
hoodlums (his students). At times his struggle is

pathetic, and he's surrounded by apathy in tired

teachers like Louis Calhern. Ford gets beaten up,
his wife (Anne Francis) gets poison pen letters,

his pet peeve (Vic Morrow) pulls a knife on him.
And early in the game he's saving teacher Mar-
garet Hayes from attempted rape. How Ford makes
a dent in the wall with the aid of Negro student
Sidney Poitier provides a moving, if slick, solution.
But you'll watch every second and you may learn a

lot about tough kids ami how to handle them.—MGM

CANYON CROSSROADS There's such a mean ole
critter in this movie you wonder how he lived so
long. Old man that ought to be sitting in a rocker
instead of up in the dusty hills of Colorado dyna-
miting entrances to mines and shooting people in the
back. But there he is—making life hell for Richard
Basehart and Phyllis Kirk who, after days of rough
riding, are absorbed in a Geiger counter that prac-
tically jumps out of their hands, the rocks are so full

of uranium. Naturally, where there's uranium there's
greed, and where there's greed there's shooting, and
where there's shooting there's dying, and where
there's dying there's a hero (that's Basehart) fight-

ing for all he's worth. Only this time his target is a
man in a helicopter (Stephen Elliot, who's too rich
for mere horses). That's a switch, the only one I
noticed in this episodic film. With Russell Collins.

—

U.A.

RECOMMENDED FILMS NOW PLAYING

EAST OF EDEN (Warners) : One of the best films

ever made in Hollywood, this is a violently dramatic
tale of a boy (James Dean) who longs for love. Rich-
ard Davalos, Jo Van Fleet, Raymond Massey give
excellent performances as his family, Julie Harris is

splendid as the girl who understands him. Dean is

nothing short of marvelous. Don't miss this latest

Elia Kazan production.

DAY OF TRIUMPH (Century): Sensitively and taste-

fully told, the story of Christ comes alive in this

movie. And there's a fictional plot involving the Zea-

lots, a group of fanatics. Lee J. Cobb, Joanne Dru.
Eastman Color.

MARTY (U.A.): Ernest Borgnine and Betsy Blair

turn this simple story into a beautiful little movie.
Adapted from the tv play, it tells of the love between
two ordinary people leading ordinary lives. There's
comedy as well as tenderness.

THE GLASS SLIPPER (MGM): Leslie Caron and
Michael Wilding do a charming job in MGM's idea

of the Cinderella tradition. Not as good as IAU, but

fun. "
.. „ '.

MAN WITHOUT A STAR (U.I.) : Kirk Douglas is

the man, Jearme Crain the woman, in a western mostly

about wandering men. With William Campbell, Rich-

ard Boone.

JUPITER'S DARLING (MGM): Esther Williams
momentarily diverts the course of Hannibal (Howard
Keel) and ancient history with the help of her slave,

Marge Champion. George Sanders plays the Roman
emporor, Esther's fiance. With William Demarest,
Gower Champion, Richard Haydn. CinemaScope and
Technicolor.

INTERRUPTED MELODY (MGM): Eleanor Parker
plays the dramatic life story of Marjorie Lawrence,

the Metropolitan Opera singer who was stricken with

polio. Glenn Ford is fine, as usual, as her doctor

husband. Technicolor.

PRINCE OF PLAYERS (20th-Fox): The story of the

Booths, America's first family of the stage in the

19th century. Richard Burton as Edwin, John Derek

as John Wilkes and Raymond Massey as their father.

With Maggie MeNamara, Charles Bickford, Eliza-

beth Sellars, Eva Le Gallienne, Christopher Cook.

CinemaScope, Technicolor.

SIX BRIDGES TO CROSS (U-I): Tony Curtis as a

thief extraordinaire, in a suspenseful story based on

the actual Brinks robbery of not too long ago. With
Julie Adams, George Nader.

TIGHT SPOT (Col): A really exciting thriller about

big-time crime and the people caught in it. With Gin-

ger Rogers, Edward G. Robinson, Katherine Ander-

son, Brian Keith.
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sterling

design that is authentic, elegant, correct.
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From the traditional charm of Towle's Old Colonial

to the contemporary grace of Towle's Contour, Towle

designers overlook no detail that can enhance a pat-

tern's beauty. Special treatment of fork tines and
bowls is a typical Towle Touch. We call it "tip-to-toe"

design. Note how the unusual fluted bowl of the Old

Colonial spoon, and the bowl of Towle's modern clas-

sic, Contour, are part of the pattern. Towle "tip-to-

toe" design adds subtle individuality to every pattern

...piece... and table.

THERE ARE MANY TOWLE TOUCHES
...practical touches—such as the Towle
Solid Metal Seal on knives — that make
Towle Sterling so very usable... artistic

touches—like the Towle "deep burnish"
finish — that make Towle so beautiful,

so distinctively sterling on vour table.

Pieces illustrated: Craftsman cream
ladle, Rambler Roue lemon fork* Rose
Solitaire nut spoon, Southtvind butter

serving knife, Old Master jelly server.

6 -piece place settings from $29.75.

Towle Sterling is sold only at selected

stores best qualified to serve you.

See the Towle craftsmen at

work and The Towle Gallery

exhibits of antique American
silver in historic Newburyport

—just 35 miles north of Boston.

Towle Silversmiths of New-
buryport, Massachusetts.



The flawless beauty of a Keepsake Diamond Ring echoes

forever your priceless moments of shared laughter, familiar

music, and tender memories. To symbolize your love, you'll

want nothing less than a perfect Keepsake . . . because this

perfect diamond gives you the finest brilliance, beauty and

value.

Better jewelers everywhere feature Keepsake in many

beautiful styles, at nationally advertised prices from Si 00

to S10,000.

The center diamond of every Keepsake engagement ring is a

perfect gem, superb in color, cut and clarity, regardless of carat

weight or price. Ask for the Keepsake Certificate, which guar-

antees perfect quality and permanently registers your diamond

ring, and look for the name "Keepsake" in the ring.
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A. JULIET Ring S575.00

Wedding Ring 175.00

B. HEATHER Ring S350.00

Also S100 to 2475

Wedding Ring 12.50

Man's Diamond Ring S125.00

Available at 75 to 250 to match all

engagement rings.

C. TRINIDAD Ring . . S125.00

Wedding Ring . 75.00

Guaranteed by *^

.Good Housekeeping

STndc-Mark Rcnislcrcd. ^Jg^I <»vnmt»

PHONE WESTERN UNION'S "OPERATOR

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS
SYRACUSE 2, NEW YORK ^ MS 6 "5 5

Please send free booklets, "The Etiquette of theEngagement and Wedding" and " Choosing YourDiamond Ring." Also 44-page " Bride's KefpsakeBook^g.ft offer and the name of nearest Kee^e
Nam e

.

'

Address_ ~~
City and Stare "

A H. Pond Co., Inc. -Syracuse- Antwerp- Amsterdam

25" FOR YOUR KEEPSAKE JEWELER'S NAME

Everytime I've needed

help, there's been

"SOMETHING ON
MY SHOULDER"

Betty Hutton reads the Bible every

night of her life before she goes to

sleep. She never has given a perform-

ance that hasn't been preceded by a

prayer. She has abiding faith in God.

She feels deeply that the success

she has had in show business is a

direct result of prayer, that she was
meant to entertain others, and that

God has helped her constantly.

"How else could it have hap-

pened?" she asks. "When I was a

kid I had no talent. I was just plain

loud. I've learned a lot since then,

sure, but all the odds were against

me. It must- have been God helping."

She is a fatalist, believing that

things are meant to be or not meant

to be, and she accepts the good and

the bad with gratitude and humility.

When she has a stroke of good for-

tune she says, "Something's on my
shoulder," and if she has a disappoint-

ment she feels it has happened for

her own ultimate good. Again she

says, "Something's on my shoulder."

When both Hollywood and circus

people were astounded by her courage

and skill in learning trapeze work for

The Greatest Show On Earth, Betty

merely attributed the whole thing to

Providence. And when now she looks

back on it and shudders to think of

the chances she took, she is doubly

sure that Something was on her

shoulder.

Every coincidence that has evolved

into a break for Betty is, according to

her. the result of her faith. And while

it may be true, we cannot help think-

ing that Betty, with her talent and

penchant for hard work, is helped,

perhaps, because she helps herself.



the victory of

JOHNNIE RAY

With ex-wife Marilyn Morrison, Dan Dailey

A strictly self-taught, pick-up pi-

anist with a natural love for singing,

Johnnie Ray started at an early age

performing at church socials, school

assemblies and with a boys' club.

One day when Johnnie was about

ten, some of the club members tossed

the small fry in a blanket. Johnnie

bounced too high, missed the blanket

and landed on his ear, which caused

him to lose more than fifty per cent

of his hearing.

For a long time, nobody knew
what had come over Johnnie, not

even Johnnie himself. When he failed

to understand what was being said

to him people thought he was ob-

stinately refusing to pay attention.

He became sullen and solitary.

When he was fifteen, Johnnie's

trouble was discovered and he was
fitted with a hearing aid, which he
has worn ever since. As he rediscov-

ered the world he lived in, he felt the

need to express all the pent-up emo-
tions he had experienced during his

years of withdrawal.

Johnnie's rise in the entertainment
world has been slow. He tried re-

cording. And he took out his heart-

aches penning some 154 songs,
among them, "Cry" and "The Little

White Cloud That Cried," which has
sold around 2,500,000 records so far.

Successful and happy today, John-
nie remembers those years of frus-

tration and loneliness. He has been
active in raising funds for helping
the deaf, particularly children. And
he has contributed generously him-
self. He doesn't talk about that.

"Be careful what you say around
me," he grins. "I can read lips!"

to* rnaidertfbrrn bm
Shades of Scheherazade! I'm soaring over the shifting sands

...higher than the minaret spires

...and the only magic word I need is Maidenform!

I'm shaped so beautifully ... molded so divinely.

I'm the loveliest figure in 1001 Nights of dreaming !

The dream of a bra: Maidenform's Etude* in white

nylon taffeta or broadcloth; A, B, and C cups... from 2.00;

AA cups for teen figures, 1.75. Send for free style booklet.

* REG .U.S. ; . .
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TV TALK

The Emmy Awards

are handed out . . .

Berle may lose his

Ace . . . everyone's

surprised at Kim Stanley

. . . the Sinatra-

Vanderbilt romance . .

Brando wants variety

Danny Thomas accepted for his show; Loretta Young won as best actress. Art Linkletter had top da

Well, the Emmy Awards have come and

gone, but they're still the talk of TV. The
Academy of Television Arts and Sciences

did not, of course, put on the show that the

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences

did when the Oscars were handed out. But,

after all, it was just the seventh time that the

tv people have handed out their statuettes

—

and the very first time a big network gave

them a coast-to-coast hookup for their party.

Also, when you come right down to it, TV

doesn't yet have all the glamour of Holly-

wood (we have to admit it; after all, Marlon
Brando wasn't there). But tv was sure try-

ing. You don't have to apologize when you
have Steve Allen (flown all the way from

New York), Dave Garroway, Jimmy Du-
rante, George Burns, Danny Thomas, Jack

Benny, Ralph Edwards and Dr. Frank C.

Baxter for emcees ! It's amazing, by the way,

how at home Dr. Baxter is with all the stars.

He just loves show business, you know; and

he's never happier than when he's rubbing

elbows with the big names in entertainment.

It shows, doesn't it ? He didn't make one fluff

in his speech—which is more than can be said

for Durante! He really did break the glass

over the Teleprompter, but he's never been

funnier, and that's saying something. Most of

the fluffs came from New York, of course. It

almost looked as though the sound man had
it in for Garroway; his voice was hardly ever

heard. He just stood there, obviously talking,

but no one knew what he was saying. (The

next night, by the way, Ernie Kovacs did

one of his hilarious take-offs on his local New
York show, and the shots of a bespectacled

man standing there moving his lips in silence

wouldn't have made Dave happy at all, if

he had seen it.) It never was explained who
the little balding man was who picked up the

Emmy for Omnibus. It was Bob Saudek,

who has been boss of the show ever since it

started—and who will be again next year.

One of the worst mistakes of all was when
an announcer said that someone else was pick-

ing up John Daly's Emmy for him at the

very moment John, grinning all over, walked

over to Garroway to get it. And we kept

wondering what one of the cameramen in

New York was thinking because every time

one of Ed Murrow's shows was mentioned

and someone else won the statuette, you could

see Ed. It could have been one of two things.

Either the cameraman was mad that Ed's

shows didn't win (and maybe wanted to show
what a good loser Ed was being) or he's the

kind of guy who likes to show losers. Maybe,
on the other hand, Ed was just sitting at the

table that was right in line with Garroway,

and the guy behind the camera couldn't help

it. Anyway, it seems to us that next year,

when the Emmies are handed out again, an

announcer should tell us who some of the

people are that are sitting around. He couldn't

cover everyone, but wouldn't you like to see

Mrs. Murrow and Mrs. Art Carney and Alice

Gobel—the real-life one, {Continued on page 87)



she's got

(you can have it, too!)

It's not so much beauty as it is personal vibrancy and sparkle, and all

those indefinable qualities that make everyone instantly aware of her.

For now there's a new lipstick that brings out all the vividness and sparkle of
the real you with exciting colors that make you look and feel vividly alive. It's the
new VIV lipstick by Toni. VIV's new High-Chroma Formula gives you the most
vivid colors any woman has ever worn. Choose from six bright shades, each as

sparkling as the Vivid Coral you see here. Try VIV, that vivid new lipstick by Toni.

Comfortable, long-lasting and very, very vivid.

new viv lipstick

by
foe $

j

10
plus

tax © The Gillette Co.



A LIQUID SHAMPOO
that's EXTRA RICH 7

JUST POUR IT . . .

and you'll see the

glorious difference!

Some liquid shampoos are

too thin and watery. . . .

some too heavy, and contain

an ingredient that can leave

a dulling film. But Prell has

a "just-right" consistency-

it won't run and never leaves

a dulling film.

ITS LIQUID PRELL
FOR

Something to sing about- wonderful, emerald-clear Liquid Prell!

No other shampoo has this unique, extra-rich new formula— and how you'll

love it! Bursts instantly into luxurious, extra-rich lather . . . rinses

in a twinkle ... is so mild you could shampoo every day. And Liquid Prell

leaves your hair caressably soft, a dream to manage— looking excitingly

'Radiantly Alive.' Try new Liquid Prell today, won't you? It's fabulous!

PRELL—for 'Radiantly Alive' Hair—now available 2 wav.s!

The exciting, new extra-rich liquid in

the handsome, easy-grip bottle!

And the famous, handy tube that's

ideal for the whole family. Won't
spill, drip, or break. It's concentrated
— ounce for ounce it goes further!

CREATED BY PROCTER &



modern screen/june 1955

It's always darkest before

the dawn. For these two

tortured and tired, dawn

didn't come a minute too

BY WILLIAM BARBOUR

Rita and Dick:

THINGS ARE
LOOKING UP

Rita Hayworth is back in Hollywood. With her
fourth husband, Dick Haymes, she is living in an
elegant apartment overlooking Wilshire Boulevard.

She is working in a Columbia film, Joseph And
His Brethren. It is her first movie work in two
years, and she is happier than she has been
in a long, long time.

But as a home town, Hollywood is not for Rita.

"From now on," she explained, "our home is

Nevada. We will work in Hollywood, of course.

But Nevada is where my two daughters are going to

school. And that's where we have our home. It's

a small town on Lake Tahoe called Crystal Bay.
"After Joseph, I have one more picture to do for

Columbia. Then my husband and I will enter
independent production for United Artists."

Rita Hayworth has always been reticent. She
opens her heart to few people. She has always
borne her own sorrows, and they have been many.

She has been criticized and denounced for

letting her heart rule her head. But never has she
shed her tears on someone else's shoulders. She
has courage and fortitude.

Back in Hollywood the happiness light shone
in her brown eyes. There was a wry little smile on
her lips. Her hair, long and lustrous ("Dick likes

it that way") shone as it caught the fight.

Rita is happy for good reason. At last, the
financial, legal and personal problems that clouded
their marriage from its very first day are almost over.

Dick can now enter and depart from the State
of California without being pursued by process
servers. He is no longer charged with contempt
of court. Nora Eddington Flynn Haymes, his
third wife, claimed that she gave him his freedom
to marry Rita on his express promise to pay her
$100 alimony per week. (Continued on -page 92)



now it can be told:

Liz

TAYLOR'S

This is the story hehind the

news—the story that only a handful

of close friends knew—and

no one even whispered about!

BY RICHARD MOORE

FIGHT
FOR
LI

Before, during and after Elizabeth's ordeal, Mike was with her constantly

For two days it was touch and go whether Elizabeth

Taylor would live.

On February 27 she gave birth to a baby boy, born

by Caesarean section. He wasn't due until March 10,

but Liz wanted him on her birthday, and Dr.

Aasberg, who had delivered her first child, gave his

consent.

The doctor anticipated no trouble from the actual

birth, and encountered none—except that Liz' blood

count dropped. Immediately after the birth, she was

given a blood transfusion. It was an emergency

measure. That was the start.

The next day Liz insisted that she felt well enough

to see her new son. They wheeled her down to the

nursery, because Christopher Edward was in an

incubator. He wasn't in danger at any time, but the

incubator was prescribed as a precautionary measure;

once, when taken out of it he turned blue and had to

be put back at once. He had weighed only five pounds,

twelve ounces, at birth, and his weight dropped soon

after. The nurse took Chris out and showed him to his

mother. Liz beamed. Then she was taken back to

room 367, where Mrs. Underwood, her nurse, made

her as comfortable as possible.

The next day the real trouble began.

Liz Taylor never has been a strong girl. She has

suffered over the years from a variety of ailments,

including anemia. Pregnancy places strong demands on

the bone marrow—where blood cells are created

—

and Liz' body was unable to (Continued on -page 85)





Surrounded by Eddie's pictures and presents,

Debbie says, "I'm living for the future, when we can

stop corresponding!" The future starts late in June.



Mrs. Reynolds, who made all of Deb's clothes for years, is Househunting, with and without Eddie, has taken much time, produced no house
helping with the bridesmaids' outfits, designed by Debbie Debbie and Eddie plan to make Hollywood their home, commute to New York
and MSM's Helen Rose. There will be six bridesmaids. when necessary. "Everything will work out," Debbie tells pessimistic critics.

With the big day only weeks away, Debbie

finally talks about her plans for the

most talked-about wedding of the year!

BY MARVA PETERSON

Proudly, Mary Frances Reynolds held out her small, slen-

der left hand. The light reflected brilliantly from the large,

emerald-cut diamond. Her audience was more than appre-
ciative—they were overwhelmed. "How dreamy!" "It's

gorgeous!" "What a rock!"

Debbie beamed at them. A few years ago she had been
a girl like these. Now she was the object of their admiration.
Or at least, the ring was. All afternoon at Glendale High,
where she was visiting her friend, Jeanette Johnson, and
Jeanette's pupils, the girls' eyes had been straying to the
diamond. They glanced at it even while they questioned
Debbie about Eddie and her wedding plans. They clustered

around her on the school playground (Jeanette had achieved
what used to be Debbie's ambition: to be a gym teacher)
and stared at that left hand, until finally Jeanette inter-

rupted the questioning and said, "You may each take a

quick look at Debbie's ring." Then they were satisfied.

At first, they had been a little shy. When Jeanette had
arrived on the playground with the star beside her and
called, "Girls! I'd hke you to meet my best friend, Debbie
Reynolds," they had dropped their chatter and subsided into

an awed silence from which finally emerged a collective and
worshipful, "Hello."

"Hi, gang," Debbie had said, airily.

In pink corduroy pants and flat-heeled shoes, she was
as short and as young looking as most of the high school

students. Except for her poise and professional demeanor,
Debbie might easily have passed for one of them.
. "Last fall," Jeanette began, {Continued on page 82)

Luckily, Debbie is as fond of Coca-Cola (Eddie's sponsor)
as her fiance is. Cooking, managing the household, will be
up to her. Eddie will handle the finances, support them both.

Deb's collection of toy monkeys features contributions sent
by friends from all over the world. She will no doubt buy
more on. her honeymoon, touring Spain, France, Italy.
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WHY
BOB WAGNER
DATES A GIRL
ONLY ONCE

He meets a pretty

girl, has a wonderful

evening—and never

sees her again ! Nobody

digs it. But R. J., fancy-

free, has his reasons.

BY JACK WADE

Bob Wagner woke up in a

Wichita, Kansas, hotel one morning last

February, officially a year older than when
he had turned out the lights the night
before—twenty-five to be exact.

Sleepily, he yanked a fan of yellow Western
Union greetings from under his door

—

happy returns of the day from his mother
and dad in La Jolla, California, his married
sister in Claremont, pals at 20th
Century-Fox and interested parties, male
and female, around Hollywood.
He read them all before he scraped his

face, pulled on his clothes and ordered
his breakfast. Then, bucked up and happy,
he breezed into an auditorium packed with
3000 high school students. That was
the reason he was in Wichita—to

make new friends for himself, and to

publicize his latest picture, White Feather.
The gang greeted him singing "Happy

Birthday." For an hour he had a ball holding
open forum on movie-making and Hollywood
life in general. He answered questions
about everything—screen stunts, camera tricks

and techniques, the joys and headaches of a
screen star's life. When they yelled, "Hey, Bob

—

when you kiss Marilyn Monroe on a set

how do you really feel?" he came back,
"When you kiss a girl how do you really feel?"

—

and the meeting turned into a good-natured riot,

as ordinarily happens when Bob hits a town.
He was just making his exit when a deeper

voice hailed him, this time in a cynical tone.
"Say, Wagner," needled a reporter, "you're a

big boy now. What's the matter with you? Why
don't you fall in love? When are you going
to get married?"

Bob Wagner felt his face get hot, and
suddenly the starch drained out of his act.

"I'll have to pass on that one," he said. "So long,
everybody. Got to make a plane." But his
voice was flat. For him the party was over.

The bellhop was slinging his bags into a
cab at the hotel when the clerk beckoned him.
Hollywood calling. And the gossip columnist's
insistent voice was too familiar. "About this

Anne Stebbins, Bob," {Continued on page 65)

Debra Paget:
She never goes out.

Barbara Darrow:
. Thev went to the movies.

Bella Darvi:
They're just friends.

Debbie Reynolds:
She's Eddie's girl now.

Jean Peters:
She married somebody else.

Terry Moore:
The publicity got frantic.
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Becoming a star,

being a star, is more

than just good

looks, more than just

talent, more than

just breaks-

—

RUSS TAMBLYN: This boy's magic is love. Not the romantic headlines
type: just an unaffected, vital liking for people in general or in
particular. It comes across in his friendly grin, his young, eager voice

—

and is enthusiastically returned. Five feet, ten inches tall, he weighs
148, is twenty years old, and hasn't lost a bit of the enthusiasm that got
him his start. This occurred at the tender age of five, when neither
convention nor theatre ushers could prevent him from climbing
out of the audience and onto the stage of the Granada Theatre in
Los Angeles to do an entirely spontaneous and unrehearsed dance.
Since that day he's never regained his amateur standing. His one un-
fulfilled longing is to do as much for others as his brother, a Mormon
missionary in Germany, is doing. His romantic interests are reported to be
centered around one Cindy Robbins, blonde. His latest picture is

MGM's Hit The Deck.

GEORGE NADER: To George, miracles, like most good things, come
in threes. His first happened shortly after he appeared on tv's Fireside
Theatre. He opened an envelope, expecting a check, and lo and behold—
it was something better, namely, his first fan letter ! He read it

twelve times, pasted it in his scrapbook. It came from one Florence
Lewis. He doesn't know the name of the girhwho worked his next miracle
for him. He was driving down a street in the San Fernando Valley
(in dark glasses, mind) and, as he went past Corvallis High, heard
her say, "Why, there's George Nader!" That was just after Six Bridges
To Cross. The third—and probably not the last—occurred before
he went to work on The Second Greatest Sex. A fan asked for his
autograph

! This so overwhelmed him that stalwart Navy veteran
George shakingly signed, "Thank you very much"—and left off his name

!

FESS PARKER: His great loves are adventure, the outdoors, women
and fighting. He's had more than his share of all four, though, "Com-
petition for girls is very tough in Texas, where I come from, and
I lost out." He's six feet, five inches tall, and is Davy Crockett to millions
of tv fans. He has a knife scar, chilly feet, veteran status
(he was on a mine sweeper in World War II) and a new house.
It stands in Benedict Canyon, has plenty of room
(". . . in case I should find me a girl to marry") and radiant heating
in the floor to keep his feet warm. Twentieth wants him for
The Tall Men, Disney has big plans for him (Davy Crockett, King Of
The Wild Frontier, a full-length film), everyone likes him—but the magic
spell of stardom didn't hit until he was introduced to a four-year-old.
"The little fellow didn't say a word, but all of a sudden he gave me
that quick bear-grin, like in the picture. Just about bowled me over
and I said to myself, 'Fess, looks like you're getting to be somebody !'

"



The new, sexy-but-dignified Monroe took blase' New York by storm! Despite

some skeptics she won friends and influenced famous columnist Wilson!

People have been saying to me lately, "Marilyn

Monroe must be all mixed up."

I disagree. I think Marilyn knows exactly where

she's going—and that it's forward. It's just possible that

she'll turn out to be not only the sexiest but the

smartest blonde of our time.

Marilyn has a knack of getting what she

wants—Especially from men—by acting rather vague.

Some superficial observers would think she's just

a frivolous blonde.

But she isn't. In New York recently she posed with

some posters advertising the Rheumatism and

Arthritis Fund. Several reporters turned out for a

press party at Sardi's, and some of them began

to pepper her with questions about whether or not

she was going back to Joe DiMaggio.

"Oh, let's talk about arthritis," begged Marilyn.

The reply was just preposterous enough to make the

reporters laugh and drop the questioning.

Marilyn got what she wanted—no more questions

—

by this little trick. Right now she wants to

act and to get well paid for it. I predict she will.

I was present at a big Actors Studio party which she

stole completely although the biggest stars

were there. And I witnessed something that shows

she is respected as an actress around Broadway.

"Could I get her autograph?" asked Lawrence

Langner of the Theatre Guild, who has directed or

employed the greatest stars, including Katharine

Hepburn and Helen Hayes.

I transmitted the message to Marilyn. She

inscribed a card, "Love and Kisses," and then her

name—and when I mentioned who he was, she said:

"I should get his autograph!"

And he gave her one of the most glowing

messages I've ever seen . it said

:

"Dear Marilyn: We need you for our Shakespeare

Theatre. Yours admiringly, Lawrence Langner.

P.S. For A Midsummer Night's Dream. What a dream!"

Langner told me the last time he had asked an

actress for an autograph was in London in

1908—forty-seven years ago—and that her name

was Zena Dare.

At first Marilyn was believed to have made a

mistake by leaving Hollywood and coming to

New York .when she battled with her studio. But

with the help of photographer Milton H. Greene

and agent Jay Kanter of MCA, she did a good public

relations job for herself in Manhattan.

She has so much warmth and charm that she

won everybody she met—and she met many.

When she went to a premiere of East Of Eden to

be an usherette, Marilyn was such a sensation that some

of the other glamour gals did some jealous muttering.

A tv commentator interviewing Denise Darcel when

Marilyn came in couldn't, or didn't try to, conceal

the fact that he wanted to finish with Denise

—and get to Marilyn.

Marilyn was also smart in refusing to sing "Diamonds

Are A Girl's Best Friend" at this party.

She hadn't had time to (Continued on page 64)

At the premiere of East of Eden, usherette

Marilyn handed out programs to Milton

Berle, Sammy Davis, Jr., other celebrities.

Anxious cameramen stalked Marilyn

everywhere. They caught her even as she

left the powder room, comb in hand.

She chatted sedately with columnist Earl

Wilson, but her entrance—with Milton H.

Greene (opp. page) had been spectacular.
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For ages I tried to

look sophisticated. And

nothing worked because

I just didn't feel sophisti-

cated. Then Mama

said, "Change your hair!"

—and overnight

everything changed!

R
Four years ago, I got a bad scare. George Jessel, who was to produce

Anne Of The Indies, in which I had been cast, suggested that I

change the color of my hair for the role—to red! I was startled by the request
and pretty well upset. It's a major step for any girl to take, of course. But
when you are in a profession in which your appearance can make
or break you, it's triple major!

But then a counter order came down from Mr. Darryl Zanuck,
the head of our studio.

"I don't want a hair on that girl's head changed!" he told Mr. Jessel. Mr. Jessel

passed the word on to me. I heaved a sigh of relief and remained a brunette.

Yet only a few years later I was to turn redhead all by myself. That's
women for you. That's this woman, anyway!

"Today I am a redhead and it is one of the happiest things ever to happen
to me. The new color to my hair seems to have triggered a big change;
I feel like a new person. I have discovered a new zest, not only in dressing my new
self, but just in being my new self. I feel that I have added
immeasurably, and in many, many ways, to die old Debra.

There was even a mystery reaction at first. People kept telling me that I not only
looked better, I sounded better. Then, of course, I realized that with my
new appearance I had adopted a new personality; nine girls out of ten
would do the same thing, I am sure. You unconsciously try to live up
to yourself—if you can only get yourself to looking right!

When I was a small girl, and even during my first months at the studio, I was a

strawberry blonde. Then my hair began to darken quickly. Fortunately
this was right for the kind of parts that came my way; I was a Polynesian,
an Indian, a Creole, an Oriental and an Egyptian—but never a blonde.
It was all right with me at first, but after a few years I thought I saw a sort

of relationship between the color of the hair and the kind of part which came my
way. I think my mother got the idea first, to tell the truth. I think
that's what made her figure it would be a good idea to encourage producers
to think of me when they had roles other than Indian maidens and temple dancers.
And from her own experience on the stage, when she was known
as Margaret Gibson, she knew that the most {Continued on page 79)

by DEBRA PAGET
as told to Louis Pollock

why Iwent

edhead



MITCHUM'S

WAY
These pictures, from the Mitchum family album, were taken during a

recent vacation in Palm Springs. Bob rented a bungalow there, and

partially fulfilled a strong ambition to spend his life basking in the sun.

Daughter Petrina, sons Jimmy and Christopher regard their father as a

model one. No one has accused Dorothy of calling Bob a perfect husband

—but she has few complaints about their hectic, usually happy, life.

They're telling tales out of

school about Badman Bob again.

And he, as usual, is grimacing

and bearing it—as long as

possible. But when the

last straw falls—stand back!

BY TONI NOEL
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One thing Bob's kids will be is honest. Bob is—to the point of rudeness, some-
times. Occasionally people refuse to believe that he means what he says. "Bob,
you're a character," they say. Mitchum grins, repeats what he said, and gets fired.

There are many facets of the Mitchum personality not often mentioned—such as
his intellectual inclinations, his generosity to his family and co-workers, his real

popularity with those who know him well—including stars who've worked with him.

A few months ago Robert Mitchum
received what might be considered a

surprising and flattering offer: a two-week

engagement with Britain's Stratford-

on-Avon company, to play King Richard.

Except that nothing surprises Mitch very

much, and flattery will get you
nowhere with him. Predictably, he declined

the bid.

"Demmit, Bob," said Charles Laughton,
who was then directing him, "you ought

to do it. It would be the first time they

had a living, breathing actor in the

role in quarter of a century!"

Mitch's big shoulders shrugged lazily.

"What would it prove? That I can do
Shakespeare? For two weeks? I'd rather

be a bum."
Than an actor? "Than anything,"

Robert corrected; he had already dismissed

the honor, if such it was, and gone on to

other things. "I've worked at just about

everything a man can do to earn a

living, and the longer I think about it,

the more I'm convinced that I just

don't like to work."

Yes, but you can't not work when you
have a wife and three children. Bob
snorted derisively. "Look, I can be a

bum and still make half a million dollars

a year to take care of my family. Don't
you see? I am a bum. And I have nothing
to prove, so why should I go to England
to play Richard when I'd rather travel

with my wife? . . . Besides, if I worked
myself to death at acting, the same people
would be saying I was wasting myself.

No matter what I did, they'd still say it.

Why bother, since being a bum is

more natural?"

There are these people who believe

Mitchum is an undeveloped genius. Like

Mr. Laughton, who found nothing odd in

the idea of his playing Shakespeare.

Like young (Continued on page 95)



I never

had a Doll
by Barbara Stanwyck

Just before this picture

was taken my mother died and

my father left. I was two.

When I was fifteen—and
saying eighteen— I got my
first job as a dancer.

I'm a movie star and

this is the story of my life.

I wouldn't say it's a

very glamorous story,

maybe not even a happy one

—till the most recent chapter.

But Fve learned almost

as much from telling

it as from living it—so here

it is—straight.
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At twenty-one I mar-
ried Frank Fay and came to

Hollywood with him.

I started in pictures, trying

to fill the long, dreary hours

when Frank wasn't home.



Seven years after my divorce
I met Robert Taylor. !.i 1939 we were
married. In 1950, divorced.

I don't remember them at all.

Catherine, my lovely Irish mother, died when I was
two and my English father, Byron Stevens, just up and
disappeared soon after. He had loved my mother madly,
and when she died he went gypsy; working—when he
worked—as a laborer.

Millie, my youngest sister, took on most of the responsi-
bility of looking after me. She managed, through some
miracle of ingenuity, to stretch her skimpy chorus-girl
wages to pay for my room and board with various families
in Brooklyn.

In the environment in which I grew up, kids existed
on the very brink of domestic or financial disaster. We
were alert, precocious and (Continued on page 88)
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Surrounded by guards, Audrey and Mel lunched at the Dutch Embassy

then, laughing at reporters chasing them unsuccessfully, drove off

and didn't pause on their dash to privacy until trapped for autographs.

AUDREY
ON
THE

RUN
BY COLETTE MAURIER

No one since Roger Bannister has run so

conspicuously as Audrey Hepburn did during her

Paris holiday. From the moment she and Mel
Ferrer got off the plane from London until they took

off again three days later, Audrey was on a

continual sprint.

She ran—from the plane to her car, from the

car to her hotel, from the hotel lobby to her. rooms

on the first floor. Later, wherever she went, she

ran—always with her head down. When she

wasn't running she was hiding or disappearing or

ducking in and out of doorways—and all to

avoid having her picture taken.

It would have been so much simpler to have

cooperated, but Audrey felt that she had done her

duty. During a press conference arranged by

Paramount, she had politely answered questions

which were sometimes banal and often indiscreet.

She had grinned obligingly at a hundred

photographers, all of whom got the same shot,

that of Audrey seated at a table.

This she did for the sake of Paramount and

Sabrina, then playing to capacity audiences at seven

Paris movie houses. But that was absolutely all

she intended to do.

The hide-and-seek routine she used the rest of

the time was aided and abetted by the Ritz Hotel,

which assigned ten men to patrol the entry to Room
24; by restaurant keepers who threatened mayhem
to cameramen who invaded her privacy; by all

the persons she visited; and especially by Mel Ferrer,

who performed his duty with unconcealed relish.

But the photographers never gave up.

Audrey and Mel landed on a Monday afternoon.

They leaped into the Cadillac Paramount had

sent and sped to the hotel. Their first appointment,

after a quick change of clothes and a visit to the

hotel cashier, was for cocktails in the apartment

of John Nathan, head of Paramount for Europe.

Right behind them as they drove to Avenue Foch

came several cars, filled with reporters and

photographers.

Audrey seemed to be {Continued on yage 94)
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Charlie Morrison is one of Hollywood's most beloved institutions and so is

Charlie's club, the Mocambo. So when Charlie had a stroke and landed flat on his

back in the hospital, half the stars in Hollywood took over for him, providing
the entertainment and personal touches that Charlie had always given his place.

The other half came to watch. And there was plenty to see. For ten days Charlie's

friends knocked themselves out, putting on performances such as not even
Las Vegas ever saw. And then they sent tape recordings to Charlie, just to let

him know that someone was looking after the club.

Van Johnson found himself scheduled to do the fourth night's show, all by
himself. Being an old friend of Charlie's he accepted the offer for the honor it was,
and said yes promptly. Then, very quietly, he had a fit. There wasn't enough
money in the whole of Hollywood to have lured him back onto a stage. There
wasn't anything but friendship that could possibly have bought him for what he
knew would be a repetition of the most terrifying moments of his life.

Which moment? Well, there had been the times when his life appeared to be
in danger every time he set foot on the street. There were the days when, if he
had his coat buttons sewed on too tight, the fans would tear off half a lapel and
maybe a sleeve with them. There were the nights when they climbed through
the windows into his house and wrote messages to him in lipstick on his walls, his
tables, even on his car and the hotel to which he fled for refuge. It was great
for the lipstick manufacturers, but for Johnson, it was altogether murder.

But he wasn't expecting that now. Those days were pretty well over, which was
more than all right with him; for years he'd been trying to finish them off. But
he was subject to different attacks these days, and no {Continued on page 97)

FRANK SINATRA, HIS DATE PEGGY CONNALLY, VAN'S WIFE EVIE AND EILEEN BARTON, WEREAMONG THE STARS WHO SAW HIS SHOW.



V

DIARY OF
A LONESOME

Wl

Warn
Stewart suggested that she shop,

so Jean made out a list, bought things

she thought he would like.

"I'll be back before you

know it," Stewart Granger told

his wife, trying to make light of the

five months he expected to spend

half a world away.

Jean Simmons agreed brightly.

But in the back of her mind
ran a phrase, a typically American

phrase, which seemed to be

a more appropriate answer. "I

hear you talking," it went, "but

are you making sense?"

Well, maybe he was. If you are

an actor, you play your cards

where the game is best. After all,

their profession brought

them a good living, a darn high

level of living, to tell the truth,

and it didn't make sense to

cry about the unavoidable drawbacks.

As the old cliche says: "Play

the game, darling."

Jean knew she must. And she

does. But it isn't too easy.

After Jimmy (his real name is

James Stewart) had left for

Pakistan last February to make
Bhowani Junction with Ava Gardner,

Jean began to go for long walks

along the fire trails over the hills

around their Beverly Hills home.

She took along not only her

two beloved miniature poodles,

"Young Bess" and "Old Beau,"

but a third companion who was

Jimmy's latest present to her, a

bright-eyed, long-nosed, black and

white quadruped classified by Jimmy

as a "true-blooded" Tibetan water

spaniel. (Continued on page 63)

Even reading, watching her own
TV favorites seemed dull without him—but

preferable to going out evenings.
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BY LAURA OWEN MILLER AND ANNA KENDALL

Six hours after Vic Damone proposed marriage to Pier

Angeli a few months ago, that fragile, doe-eyed little Italian

creature went out on a date with a twenty-four-year-old

actor named James Dean.

"I had a previous appointment with Jim," Pier recalls,

"and it would not have been right for me to break it."

Pier Angeli is a girl of admirable integrity, and Jimmy
Dean has plenty on the ball.

As anyone who has watched his electric performance in

East Of Eden will testify, Jimmy has an inexplicable, boyish

magnetism, a youngish sex appeal.

One senses latent passion, great depth and seething, smol-

dering energy, and wonders about a momentary eruption.

After seeing East Of Eden, one critic wrote, "Jimmy Dean

is a rare and true genius." "As fine an actor as Marlon

Brando," wrote another, "maybe better. "The best thing to

have hit the screen in years," attested a third.

And the columnists, not to be outdone, have climbed on

the bandwagon. "Jimmy Dean is the greatest." "A screwball,

sure, but what a talent!" "One of the most colorful kids in

Hollywood history." "Of the T-shirt school of actors, probably

the best."

Not since Marlon Brando has any young actor prompted

such unanimous praise. And not since Brando has any young

actor aroused so much controversy in the movie world.

One group steadfastly maintains that Jimmy Dean is copy-

ing Marlon Brando in both his personal and professional life.

"Marlon Brando has a motorcycle," one young actress points

out, "so Dean buys himself a motorcycle. Marlon Brando

plays hide-and-seek with the press, so Dean plays hide-and-

seek with the press. Marlon Brando won't tell anyone about

the girls he's dating, so Dean doesn't talk, either. He's a car-

bon copy of Brando. Absolutely no difference. There's noth-

ing original about Jimmy Dean."



James Dean:

SMOLDERING
DYNAMITE
Here is the life

story of the boy who

is frankly the most im-

portant young man to

rock Hollywood since

Brando hit town!

As a young child, Jim lived with his parents.

When his mother died Jim, nine, was taken ... to the farm in Fairmount, Indiana, where he grew up...

A co-ed who dated Jimmy in 1950 when he was attending
Santa Monica Junior College, represents those who believe

James behaves in the way that is natural for him.
"Jimmy," she says, "is the most individual young man I

ever met. He was the way he is long before Marlon Brando
came upon the scene. Everything he does is sincere and heart-
felt. It is not calculated for effect.

"Unlike Brando, he is not a shocker. He is gentle, sensitive

and masculine. Yes, he's moody and introverted. Sure, he's

a non-conformist but he's very well brought up. His back-
ground is so conservative that he is not likely to defy conven-
tion in the brazen way that Brando does.

"I happen to remember when he was going with Pier Angeli.
He was stuck on the girl. No doubt about it. When she was
at Warners working on a picture, he used to leave the Eden
set and watch her every day.

"One day I was out there and (Continued on page 60) with his aunt and uncle. His father is seated left.

More pictures on next pags



SMOLDERING
DYNAMITE continued
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Jimmy was photographing Pier. They looked

very much in love. And I remember saying to

myself, 'This is the same boy who once told me
that he never would get married.'

"Anyway, Jimmy took Pier to meet his father

and stepmother. His parents live in Los An-
geles, and Jim arranged for a lunch at Frascati's

on Wilshire Boulevard. It came off very well.

Now, what could be more conventional than

a young man introducing a girl he's very fond

of to his parents?

"They say that Jimmy is a recluse, that he
drives around like a madman on a motorcycle,,

that he refuses to wear anything but a T-shirt

and blue jeans. Most of what they say about

him is nonsense or exaggerated. Investigate.

Ask the people who really know him. They'll

tell you the truth."

According to his parents, his teachers, his

relatives, his colleagues and his friends, James
Byron Dean at twenty-four does not fit the

Hollywood mold stamped "Typical Young
Actor."

He does not always wear blue jeans and
T-shirts. He dresses in black boots, slacks, polo

shirts, sports coats, sweaters—any kind of in-

formal wear. He owns more formal clothes

but wears them on special occasions. He has

always done this.

Jimmy Dean does not "drive around Holly-

wood like a madman {Continued on page 70)
I CCMPL1ME*
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The people who scare you

the most are probably the very

ones who need your friendship
;

1
the most. But you have to dare

CALL
YOUR
OWN
BLUFF

As a youngster I was terribly

shy. I may not have been the

original hide-under-the-bed-when-

company-comes Nelly, but I

couldn't claim to be far from it

I have a picture of my school

days that I don't particularly want
to remember but will never for- .

get. I see a girl standing before

her class making a simple book

report. She sweats, she stammers,

she trembles. That's me.
I also see myself telling lies

to hide some simple truths that I

wrongly thought were a disgrace

—

I was poor, lonesome perhaps,

hadn't any clothes—and the lies

fastened about me so that they

constantly tripped me up.

You know, I never used to think

of myself as a dancer when I

was a youngster, even though I

did have feet which seemed to

know what they were doing. When
Mother took me for lessons I had
to be tied into my dancing

shoes. I really used to believe

that I didn't care about dancing.

But today I am sure there was

another reason. What really both-

ered me was the unconscious

dread that if I became a dancer

I would have to dance before an

audience. (Continued on page 68)



diary of a lonesome wife

(Continued from page 56) "His name," he
1 told her gravely, "is Meetoo-Shih-Tzu, and

among the Buddhists of Tibet, dogs of his
!

breed are counted as temple dogs."
You could never tell about Jimmy, but

you could soon tell about "Meetoo". He was
j

a real companion. The poodles hated him
[

at first, but he quickly won them over with
a wild, ear-flipping kind of gaiety. And he
was crazy about the walks over the hills,

reminded by them of his native Tibetan
mountains, she figured. So when there was
nothing else to do Jean would walk her-
self and her dogs silly. And for the first

few nights after Jimmy was gone she en-
joyed a certain "liberty" around the house
—or thought she did.

"At least, now I can see what I want to
see on the television, without interference!"
she told Bill Rushton, Jimmy's former
orderly of his British Army days, who
manages the household for theiru
She meant that up to now she had al-

I

ways been obliged to give up looking at

j

the dramatic and comedy shows she liked
because Jimmy (and Rushton, too!) al-
ways tuned in the fights or other sporting
events. But it didn't turn out as she had
planned. Watching tv just wasn't the same,
somehow, when Jimmy wasn't there. She
would be watching some play which seemed
never to get anywhere, Rushton would be
out in the kitchen splashing the dishes
about, and things were dull, dull, dull!
And that was when she began to feel

grateful for being tired evenings. And for
more than a week after her picture started,
she would come home, eat sparingly (for

I good reason—she had really made a
;

"porker" of herself during her winter trip
home to England), and be happy to tumble
into bed.

HPhere was solid reason for her weari-
-- ness, of course. In Guys And Dolls she

j

not only had an exacting characterization
!

to fill, but there was some singing and

I

dancing to do—something quite new for
her. Once before, in an English picture
called Way To The Stars, she had been
asked to sing. The director, Anthony As-
quith, had listened to her with deep concen-
tration, after which he had advised: "You
had better stick to plain acting, my dear."

Nevertheless, Joe Mankiewicz, who was
directing Guys And Dolls for Samuel Gold-
wyn, and who had written the screenplay
adaptation from its Broadway presenta-
tion, insisted that Jean use her own voice.
He pointed out that in the picture she
played the role of a Salvation Army lass,
not a professional singer, and what she had
to be was herself, not Lily Pons.
The singing and dancing, and working in

strenuous scenes with such stars as Mar-
lon Brando, Frank Sinatra and Vivian
Blaine called for a big outlay of mental,
as well as physical, energy.
She was going to write Jimmy about her

singing; she was going to say something
;

funny, like, ".
. . and I did it all without

once using a throat atomizer," but she
didn't. In the first place, no letter from
Jimmy came for her until almost a month
after he had left—so wretched was the
mail service from Pakistan. And, to tell the
truth, no letter from her to Jimmy had
even started—so horrible a correspondent
was she, she realized with a guilty twinge.

T>ux she came to think about that later.JJ First there were the walks with the
dogs. Then there were the rides she would
take in her Jaguar. On one of these she
came to realize that the unusual has an odd
habit of occurring in a girl's life when
events find her without the protection of
the man she has depended on for so long.
She had stopped her car at a street cor-

ner for a red light when a strange man
walked over and started talking to her.
"Back where I come from we admire

beautiful women and fast horses," he said.
"In Hollywood I guess it's a case of pretty
women and these here scat cars. Ain't that
so, Ma'am?"
Jean didn't know. When she saw the

light change she "scat."
And during the first week or two after

Jimmy left the only feeling she had besides
the fatigue caused by her work was a cer-
tain apprehension which gripped her
whenever she happened to pass the tele-
phone. This, in fact, caused her to answer
the phone with a certain edge of suspicious
inquiry in her voice when it did ring. The
last time Jimmy had gone off on location

—

last year when he went to South America
for the outdoor shots of Green Fire, the
telephone began to behave mysteriously. It

would ring and yet, when she answered,
there never would be anyone on the line.
She didn't want that sort of thing to start
again this time.
But this time the telephone behaved. And

if anything threatened to get out of order, it

was Jean. One day she looked out of the
window and thought she saw a man down
on the road below who was peering up at
the house through a telescope. Taking a
second look, she realized she had made a
mistake. He was a surveyor looking
through a transit.

Another time she found herself stand-
ing in the living room giving birth to an
idle thought that concerned one of Jimmy's

Bob Olin now hears a movie pro-
cess is planned where the wide-
screen will reach almost entirely
around the theatre, to give the
audience a little extra entertain-
ment on the side.

Sidney Skolsky in
The Nem York Post

African trophies mounted on the wall—

a

fine rhinoceros horn. What would happen,
she wondered, if she carved her initials on
it? And knowing Jimmy, she was able to
deduce the answer immediately; she prob-
ably would be shot and mounted on the
wall beside it.

A ix this showed that Jean wasn't enjoy-
ing being alone, of course. When you

get used to living with a man you have to
work at getting used to living without him;
it doesn't happen automatically. Jimmy
knew this, too. He had known it when he
left and had managed to leave a lot of him-
self behind in a certain way. For instance,
he had suggested that she go on a shopping
spree after he left. He said he thought she
should pick up a lot of sports clothes.
She did. She went to her favorite store

and bought herself a slew of slacks, sweat-
ers, shirts and accessories. But even
as she went about selecting the very first
article, she thought of Jimmy and what
he would think of her choice, and she real-
ized that he was going to stay right there
in her mind with every purchase she made.
Because he had always shown fine judg-
ment about what she should wear, had in
fact picked most of her clothes, she couldn't
very well even buy a belt buckle without
wondering what he would say about it.

Had he guessed this would happen when
he told her to go shopping? She felt there
was no doubt about it and she had to smile
about him fondly. He had done more than
this, as she now realized.
When they had been in London last win-

ter, they had met one of his favorite
painters, Sir Matthew Smith. Jimmy was
already an admirer of his work to the ex-
tent of five of his paintings, gay floral
works, acquired years before and now dec-
orating the living room in their Beverly

Hills home. Yet when Sir Matthew said he
would like to paint a portrait of Jean, she
thought it could hardly be arranged be-
cause of their busy schedules. But Jimmy
had reworked all arrangements so that she
could pose in two sittings;—and now that
painting, a color and mood impression of
her, was hanging in their living room
along with the other Matthew Smiths.

It was a portrait of her which she
couldn't help seeing every day. But it was
also a reminder of Jimmy, of how much he
had wanted the picture, of how happy he
was to have his favorite painter put her on
canvas.

"Dut even that jimmy is a Jimmy you
"have to recall, not a Jimmy in actual-
ity, and when he had been gone for some
time, her days began to slow down.
The thing to do was to go out; there were
many "friends of the family," so to speak.
Yet six weeks after Jimmy had gone Jean
had been out only twice, both times escort-
less, in the proper sense of the word.
On the night of the Screen Writers Guild

Awards Dinner she had gone along with
Mr. and Mrs. Mankiewicz, the Danny Kayes
and the Bert AHenbergs. She had a won-
derful time listening to the clever satire of
the men who wrote filmdom's stories—but
perhaps not so wonderful as she would
have had had Jimmy been along. He
liked good writing, and he liked the view-
points of writers on matters of the world.
She enjoyed these things more seeing them
through his eyes.
Her second time out was a visit to Liz

Taylor in the hospital when Liz^ second
child was born. And this had been the oc-
casion when she had become a godmother
for the first time in her life—to Christopher
Edward, the Wildings' baby boy.
But after that she turned down the many

invitations and decided to concentrate on
her work. There were several demanding
aspects about her role in Guys And Dolls.
It would be in production for four months,
so that she would be busy on it for almost
the entire time that Jimmy was to be away.
It was a picture on which she had to study
almost every night to make sure she was
"up" on her American accent.
Once before, when she co-starred with

Spencer Tracy in The Actress, she had had
to make sure she was speaking American,
American as it was spoken around Boston,
two generations ago. However, there was
at least a token similarity between Bos-
tonian English and British English. But
the Broadway version of English, of the
lingo as spoken in Guys And Dolls, was
something else again.

A nd so, as this is written, Jean Simmons
-ri is spending her time away from the set
practicing the lines she has to speak on the
set. And outside of this she has given up
all other activities except one, which in-
volves a present Jimmy gave her about a
year ago—a .22 calibre rifle.

When she finds time, Jean goes out on
the grounds in back of her house and prac-
tices shooting at a standard small target,
about twelve inches in diameter, from a
firing point thirty-six yards away. She has
decided that she wants to be a good shot.
Anybody who knows Jimmy knows that

he plans to go to Africa again soon to do
some hunting. Before this he has gone
alone. But he did agree that if Jean were
a good shot she might come along. Just
about now, Jimmy will be receiving some-
thing in the mail in Pakistan that will con-
vince him of Jean's fine marksmanship.

It won't be a letter. Jean may never get
around to writing. Instead it will be a tar-
get in which the whole bull's-eye center is
shot away. Jean put seven out of ten bul-
lets into that bull's-eye. And now she is

content to wait for Jimmy to get back. For
the next time he goes, she goes, too! end



in defense of marilyn

(Continued from page 44) rehearse the

song. Furthermore, she might have been
compared with others who've sung it, and
as a Hollywoodite at a Broadway party,

she might have been resented. She wisely

just sat there at the party—and let all of

the curious stars stare at her. And they
surely did!

,

Marilyn also went to the big Friars'

dinner for Martin and Lewis, where she
was the only woman on a dais of about
forty celebrities.

Sitting between Eddie Fisher and Bobby
Clark, she was the center of attention all

evening. When she took a bow, and gave
Martin and Lewis each a smooch, she
won tremendous applause.
Marilyn admitted that she had one em-

barrassing moment that evening—when she
left the dais to go to the ladies' room.
"The President of the United States does

that," I told Marilyn. "At big banquets he
leaves the dais to go to the powder room."
"Then I guess I can do it," said Marilyn.

"I'm a president—of Marilyn Monroe
Productions."
Marilyn discovered that New York

show people—supposedly hard and tough
—have real respect for her. She hasn't

had one bad experience with them. Carol
Charming had been urged to trap her into

getting up on the floor to sing "Diamonds"
with her at the Actors Studio party. But
Carol thought it over and decided not to

do it. I talked to her about it when she

came off the floor.

"I decided it wouldn't be fair to Mari-
lyn," Carol said. "I just know that I'd

kill anybody who'd do it to me, so why
should I do it to her?"
Many actors seemed to be going around

asking, "Do you think Marilyn would mind
this?" One of those was comedian Joey
Adams, one of the dais-sitters.

"I've got a gag about Joe and Marilyn.

Do you think I should tell it?" he asked

a friend.

"No," replied the friend. "There's

nothing wrong with the gag, but it might
be embarrassing to her."

So Joey chucked the joke.

While she was around New York,

Marilyn doubled her contacts and ac-

quaintances—and nearly every new one

was on her side.

One of the funniest experiences she had

SHORT SHORTS STORY
Wherein Lanas happy vacation takes an unexpected twist.

Lana Turner's favorite story is one she tells on herself

with difficulty, as the telling is interspersed with giggles.

Lana and Lex were in Acapulco, land of leisure and

sunshine. The vacation was idyllic and Lana had never

felt better. She allowed as how she looked pretty good,

too, being tanned to a rich walnut color. So she was in

high spirits the afternoon she and Lex drove into the

village to pick up some things at the general store. When
they discovered there was no parking space Lana trilled

happily that Lex should double-park and she would run

to the store. She jumped out and waited for traffic to

clear, standing there in all that tan and white shorts.

It was only natural that she would be spotted by the two

American sailors lounging in front of the store.

"Hey!" said one in stentorian tones. "There's Lana

Turner
!

"

"You off your rocker?" boomed the other. "Where?

Where's Lana Turner?"

"There!" yelled the first sailor, pointing at the vision.

"Where?"
"There, you jerk! She's coming this way!"

They spoke as though no one in all of Mexico had ears

and Lana, whose hearing is as fauldess as her figure, was

amused. She sailed across the street, cleared the high curb

with a bound and stood face to face with the Navy.

"Well, I'll be damned!" breathed the doubting young

salt. "It's the old girl herself!"

Telling the story, Lana chokes back her laughter. "You

might think I'd been around for fifty years! I was even

skipping, for heaven's sake!"

And after that, every time she suggested eighteen holes

of golf, or racing Lex into the ocean, he'd shake his head

in mock concern and say, "Aren't you getting too old for

that sort of thing?", i

For the record, Lana has been a Hollywood fixture for

eighteen years, but is a supple, shapely age thirty-four.

was at Jackie Gleason's thirty-ninth birth-
day party at Toots Shor's.

"I've got splinters!" she suddenly an-
nounced, patting the area where she had
them. Everybody laughed—and several
gentlemen volunteered to help remove
them. Marilyn didn't laugh, though. She
hustled off to the ladies' room.
My wife and another guest at the party

happened to be there and they helped
yank the big splinters out of the Monroe
epidermis. Marilyn got them by sliding

down into a chair. She demonstrated to

my wife how it happened. And my wife
said that Marilyn gives a chair a caress
when getting into it—sort of oozing into

it—and that the splinters are to be ex-
pected if one has watched her get into a
chair. In Fort Wayne, Indiana, a group
of fans got up something called "The So-
ciety for the Prevention of Splinters In
Marilyn Monroe."
Marilyn was the hit of that party, too.

Joe DiMaggio escorted her to it. Later
on Joe happened to be at another party

—

and Gleaspn phoned him that he was com-
ing to it.

"I just want to warn you that I'm
bringing Marilyn," Gleason said.

Sure enough, he arrived with Marilyn

—

his girl friend, Marilyn Taylor of the June
Taylor Dancers.
One of Marilyn's big excitements in

New York was helping to stage a surprise

party for Milton Greene, the vice-presi-

dent of Marilyn Monroe Productions.
Greene's pretty wife Amy got Marilyn

to help. So Marilyn and Agent Jay Kanter
called a meeting of Marilyn Monroe Pro-
ductions at about three o'clock on the
afternoon of Greene's birthday at the

Hotel Gladstone where Marilyn was living.

"Keep him out till six-thirty ".Amy di-

rected.
"We had a hard time with Milton,"

Kanter told me later. "We transacted all

the business in a couple of hours. But we
had to keep him another hour.
"So Marilyn would say, 'Oh, that re-

minds me of something else I've been
wanting to take up.'

"We'd dispose of that in a few minutes
and Milton would say, 'I've got to be
going.'

"Then I'd say, 'Oh, here's something else

to worry about.'

"

Marilyn, Kanter and Greene finally

arrived at Greene's studio at about six-

forty-five and everybody shouted, "Sur-
prise!" to Greene, who really was. Marilyn
was wondrously happy, for she felt she

had put it over—and she had.
"It's the first time Marilyn ever had a

surprise party for anyone," Amy said.

Greene, who is thirty-three, has excel-

lent taste, and is primarily interested

in seeing that Marilyn is not cheapened
or "pushed around."
Photographing her for one of the top

magazines, he saw her as potentially a

Great Woman. He didn't photograph her

the easy way—with a towel on—but
brought out her sex appeal in a more
dignified manner. One of his prize pic-

tures of her shows Marilyn in a black

robe. She's well-covered. Only her bare

legs show.
Yet this picture conveys the idea of

Marilyn Monroe's sex appeal far better

than most—and still nobody can ever

criticize Marilyn for it.

That's the direction Marilyn wants to

take with the help of the Greenes, who
invite her frequently to their home at

Westport, Connecticut.

Toward respectability.

Marilyn has given serious consideration

to the Broadway stage. She and Greene
had a long meeting with George Abbott
about the show, Damned Yankee, based



on the book, The Year The Yankees Lost
The Pennant.
"Marilyn should have a show written

just for her," Abbott said afterward. "With
that personality, she's entitled to it." He

I

felt that her sometimes faint voice is of a
special quality which would be excellent

;
in the proper show.

! She's had to take a' lot of kidding in
h recent months because she said something

about hoping eventually to do The Broth-
ers Karamazov, by Dostoevski, and that's
a little unfair to her. The idea got around
that she wanted to become a longhair.
"Why do you want to give up sexy

|

parts?" she was asked.
Actually, the part she had in mind is

i

very sexy. And anyway, she was talking
about a picture she would like to do at

|

some distant time. Marilyn knew a great
|

deal more about the Dostoevski master-
piece than people who were joshing her
about becoming a longhair. ;

Curiously, she is a well-read young
lady. One book she read recently was Garbo

j

and another was Ben Hecht's Child Of The
!
Century. The book about Garbo was
given to Marilyn by a friend who in-

j

:

(Continued from page 41) he pressed.
"What cooks? Is it. a romance? Are you
engaged? Give me a quote."
"Okay," replied Bob wearily. "I will.

She's a nice, attractive young lady—but
we've never had a date. You're on a crazy,

I
cold trail. I'm just a friend of her father."
"How about that picture of you two?"
Bob had been at the Friars' testimonial

to George Burns and Gracie Allen down
at the Biltmore. Alone. He ran into Artie
Stebbins, his wife and their eighteen-year-
old daughter. A news photographer shot
a picture. He hadn't seen her since.

!
"Ha!" scoffed the skeptic. "Still kidding

j

the public, hey?"
|

Bob hung up, thinking you can't win,
wherever you are. The others they'd
romanced him with raced through his mind
—Barbara Stanwyck, Debra Paget, Terry
Moore, Joan Collins—women and girls he'd
never even taken out on a date. Suddenly
he felt a hundred and two and as jumpy
as a jack rabbit. In the rest of the twenty-
three cities he visited he didn't dare show
up with a girl in public, including New
York, although a very beautiful one he
knew lived there and he liked her a lot.

But on his last visit he had escorted her to
a premiere. One date and the columnists
had him engaged toJosephineAbercrombie.

T> ob Wagner has been back in Hollywood
since early spring, but in his own home

town he's still a bachelor on the run. If
he

(

gets within two feet of a girl people say
he's in love. If he is seen out on a date
it's a Big Thing. He's had his telephone

]
number changed twice since he got home

|

and he's thinking of yanking it out.
Now, most eligible young Hollywood

males learn to live with this hunted feel-
ing, as others besides Bob—like Rock
Hudson, Tab Hunter or George Nader

—

could easily confirm. Bob has been in
pictures since he was eighteen, a swoon
star for almost three years now, and except
for a supposed romance with Debbie Rey-
nolds, very hard to stick with a Valentine
all that time. In fact, you practically have

j

to dig out Wagner's dates with a Geiger
j

counter, a fact that reporters find increas-
' ingly annoying as Bob's years and his
fame grow.
Of late Mister Robert John Wagner has

j

been popping in and out of his apartment
in Beverly Hills like a restless gopher. He

scribed it, "To one who is even prettier
than Garbo." Marilyn was especially in-
terested in the sections of the book which
told of Garbo's battle with her studio.
At no time has Marilyn spoken out

harshly against her studio.
"They're all a wonderful group of peo-

ple," she says. But she has felt that she
would have done better if she'd had a
voice in choice of stories.

It didn't make her happy to be in
There's No Business Like Show Business,
alongside such expert singers and dancer's
as Ethel Merman, Donald O'Connor and
Mitzi Gaynor.
"Ethel Merman is one of the greatest

singers in the world," points out a friend
of Miss Monroe.

"Marilyn's a good singer who's learning
a lot. But her singing would be bound to
be overshadowed by Merman's—just as
Merman would be overshadowed if she
tried to do a young sexpot role of the kind
Marilyn can do so well."
In The Seven Year Itch, Marilyn comes

into her own, and makes up, she hopes,
for another mistake, The River Of No
Return.

came back from three months in Mexico to
take off on this nation-wide personal ap-
pearance junket. Home again, he had
barely riffled through his mail before he
roared off in his Thunderbird to La, Jolla
to visit his folks. Before a phone call could
reach him there, he had hopped on the
invitation of Leo Durocher over to Phoenix,
Arizona, to pepper it up with the New
York Giants in spring training. Finally
cornered at home, he was packing his bags
to run up to San Francisco next day. Bob
looked frayed and he confessed he was
twelve pounds under his fighting weight.
Asked why he didn't sit still for a while
and cool off, he grinned.

"This town's too small," he observed
nervously, gazing out the window at a
sprawling community which approximates
4,000,000 souls. "It's the greatest when I'm
on a picture, but right now I'm not." When
Lord Vanity ran into leading lady trouble
and was canceled until summer, Bob
doped out this good will tour himself.
"When I'm not busy I blow," he ex-

plained. "If I hang around here on the
loose I just get involved."
What's wrong about that?
"You mean with girls? You, too?"

sighed Bob. But he can be reasonable.
"For some guys, nothing I suppose," he

began reluctantly. "But for me everything.
The main reasons are: I'm not in love. I'm
not interested in getting that way. I don't
want to marry yet. And I don't want to
waste all of my time, my thoughts and my
energies on something that doesn't yet
make sense—I've got other places for
those. On top of that, I find it sort of silly,

embarrassing and undignified to have this
heartbeat fiction floating around when it's

so crazy. Now, if I did tumble I'd want
everyone to know it. But I haven't yet, so
why work up a storm over nothing?

"I date girls all the time," allowed Bob.
"But usually I duck in and I duck out
because that's the way it has to be for
me. Usually one date and goodbye. No
entangling alliances. And when I do that
I don't let anyone know about it or catch
me if I can help it, because then it's the
old story: I'm hooked, I'm going to get
married, it says here, I'm this and that—
and who cares? I don't believe my love
life means a nickel to my career. I don't
think anything does except what Robert
Wagner does up there on that screen.

"We should have had a stronger story,"

is about all she'll say about that.

Marilyn is so celebrated at this point
that a columnist must always be

checking a new crazy rumor about her.
A recent one was that she and Rory Cal-
houn had been secretly married once
many years ago.

I checked this one myself, going to the
extreme of phoning Rory Calhoun's Holly-
wood home. His wife, the lovely Lita
Baron, answered at six-fifteen a.m.
She first said, "You're not serious!" Then

she told me, "This is preposterous."
Suddenly, she said, "Oh, I know where

that crazy story comes from. They were
married in The River Of No Return."
To me, there's something significant in

the way the autograph kids—the movie
fans of today and tomorrow—talk about
her. They'll tell you that she's wonderful,
never too busy to stop and sign their
books and pose for their cameras.
Never underestimate this gal. What

other actress—during a suspension—has
gone about making a million or so new
friends? end

"That may sound selfish," Bob conceded,
"but actually it's not. Nobody's in love
with me either, and when a phony item
gets out—well, I don't like to hurt anybody.
Now I know reporters run out of some-
thing to write. So they take anything
that looks promising and build up a story.
I don't blame them. If they catch me with
a girl, well they've got me and it's okay

—

an occupational hazard, I suppose. But
frankly, I dodge."

A case m point, Bob said, was Anne
Stebbins. When Bob was in Phoenix

working out with the Giants it wasn't mys-
terious that Anne was there, too. Her dad,
insurance man Artie Stebbins, is an old
friend of Leo the Lip's. In fact, he in-
troduced Bob to Durocher. But even with
that tie-in Bob figured it was risky to be
nice. When he was asked to a party at
Leo's it was natural for Anne to expect
him to take her. Instead Bob had to
dodge. "What do I want to waltz you
around that gang for?" he kidded her out
of it. "I want to spend my time with
Willie Mays." He felt like a dog, but he
also knew what would happen if they
showed up together again.

"I made a silly statement once when I

first hit pictures," grimaced Bob. "Said I'd
get married before I was thirty. Now each
birthday the heat's on. What a crazy crack!
"How could I possibly know then when

I'd get married? You don't just wake up
some morning and say, 'Nice day—think
I'll get married.'

"I'll give you a scoop," razzed Bob. "I
like girls. Couldn't get along without 'em.
I've dated since I was in knee pants. I've
gone steady and I've thought I was in
love. I've been unofficially engaged a time
or two. I've tossed over some girls and
been tossed hard myself. But I've never
regretted it. Maybe if I had stuck with the
steel business I'd have been married by
now. But something else happened to me.
And that something else makes a big dif-
ference. You don't just walk out and say,
'I'll have a career,' either. You work for
it. I work almost every day, shooting or
not. It's a full time job. So is marriage.
Something's got to give."

A stack of mail three feet high stood by
his desk. "Came in while I was gone,"

he revealed. "I get up at six o'clock in
the morning and wade through it. Two
thousand letters pile into this apartment
every week, not counting the rest. It costs

why bob wagner dates a girl only once



MR. FORD
of the peach patch

Glenn Ford collects trees in the

way other people collect stamps. His

three-acre estate in Beverly Hills is

an informal jungle of every tropical

vine, bush or tree that will grow in

southern California.

He has sixteen kinds of peach

trees, a banana tree (no bananas on

it because the climate isn't warm
enough), walnut, pecan and almond

trees and a hundred more.

Glenn can make anything grow.

For delicate baby avocado trees, he

rigged up a line to the house's hot

water system, so that the trees would

have a fine hot spray on cold nights.

For weeks Glenn's wife Ellie com-

plained that there was no hot water,

but by the time she found out the

reason, the trees were old enough to

live without it.

"When Pete Ford (who is now ten)

was six years old, he went on an "I

hate fruit" diet. So Glenn bought a

peach, an orange, a grapefruit and

a fig tree, and let Pete plant them.

There never has been any trouble

making Pete eat fruit since. On the

contrary, he nearly drove his par-

ents to distraction by asking every

day, "When does my fruit come?

Where's my fruit on my trees?" It's

understood that the fruit from the

four trees belongs exclusively to

Pete.

Right now Glenn has a problem.

"There's hardly room for another

tree, and someone promised me a

magnolia from Mississippi and a

pair of dwarf figs. And there are

some others that I'm sure will grow

here. At least I'd like to try." Then

he grinned and said, "I'll make room

behind the swimming pool for the

figs, but after that
—

"

After that, he will probably buy

the acre next door.

California

will never see

a tree

Glenn Ford

can't grow!

me $150 a month to take care of that. But
a lot of it has to be taken care of by
nobody but myself. I'm lucky to get it,

of course."
Bob kept the phone hot. "I'm on this

thing all day long sometimes," he ex-
plained. "Contacts. In this business you
have to keep them waxm. It's 'Root, hog,

or die!' You've got to keep rustling jobs

for yourself even when you have a studio

contract. People say I'm too serious about
my job. Maybe I am. But I'm not kidding
myself. I'm not really a big star. I want
to be so good they can't ever fire me. Then
I want to make my own pictures. I tried

to buy a couple of stories but I couldn't

clear all the rights. That reminds me—

"

he dialed another number.
"I'm a quiet romance item strictly be-

cause I want to be," stated Bob later.

"Truth is, I'm just in no hurry. My dad
married my mother when he was thirty-

seven and he went with her two years be-

fore that. They've made a great team.

One of my best friends married first at

forty-five—same result. In fact, when I

look around I'm not sure early marriage
is such a good idea in Hollywood. But
of course," admitted Bob, "there are

others who make you think it's the great-

est idea on earth—like Rory Calhoun and
Lita. I don't know about that side of the

picture—it must be terrific. All I know
is my side." He waved his hand around.

"People say, 'But don't you want a home
of your own?' Man, I've already got one!"

Bob has lived for a year in a house
in Beverly Hills, five minutes from his

studio and less from the best restaurants,

movies and shops. Inside there's a big
fireplace, sturdy furniture, soft rugs and
soft music. Remington prints deck the

walls, guns
t
slant against corners and

books line the shelves. Upstairs two bed-
rooms will put up his folks for the night.

A phone exchange handles his calls, a

valet and a cleaning woman keep things

tidy.

"But the best thing of all," said Bob, "is

that when I flip the key I'm off and free as

the birds. No waiting around and nobody
to run a check if I don't hurry back. Right
now that's how I like it."

Bob's off quite a bit these days. Ud to

Del Monte for golf, down to Palm
Springs for some sun, away to La Jolla

for home life. If you press him he'll ad-
mit he's got girl friends in each of those

places and a few more besides. "Just

girls you wouldn't know," he claims, "and
I hope you don't find out about! But none
of them threatens to change the picture.

"The truth is," he analyzed himself. "I'm

not too sure I'm psychologically ready for

marriage, even if the right girl walked into

my life tomorrow. As of now, I'm not cer-

tain I'd make the ideal husband at all. I'm
pretty independent and always have been.

I've got a temper, too, and when I blow I

can go real good. I haven't any sense of time

—oh, Fm reliable for a set call or a busi-

ness appointment, all right. But when I'm

off the hook I don't wear out my cuffs dig-

ging a wrist watch. I'm extravagant. Maybe
I'm selfish, too, although I don't think so.

At least this doesn't look like it." He flipped

over a jeweler's bill. $3500. "Don't get ex-

cited," he teased. "Mostly for my mother."

Bob drags down $75,000 a year now, but
he's in a seventy-eight per cent income
tax bracket, and he keeps around $12,000. He
could tally more if he wanted to on side-

lines. But he's not interested. "Pictures are

all I'm trained for and that's it for me,"
he said. "I don't really give a damn about

money. I like to spend it, sure, but piling

it up worries my business manager more
than it does me. I'd rather have a good part

than the pay check for it Right now I've

got one in mind I'd do for nothing—if they'd

let me. What would a wife say to that?

Probably crown me with an egg beater!

"No, I've got a long way to go yet and
the way I see it it's still a case of travel-

ing fastest by traveling alone.

"Besides, there are lots of things I want
to do before I settle for a picket fence. I

want to travel all over Europe and South
America, study the museums, see the coun-
try, meet the people. How can I ever get

really good on the screen unless I keep put-
ting things in here?" He tapped his hand-
some noodle. "I didn't go to college. Until I

made pictures I hadn't gotten around much.
You know what I'm doing most nights

when people think I'm out holding hands
with some doll? I'm camped here on this

couch, reading. Sometimes all night. They
aren't romance yarns," he added.
"Romance just has to wait, that's all,"

stated Bob. "You get on a spin with a girl

in my spot and you spend all your time
answering questions. Get seen twice with
the same one and you're on a hayride. True
or false, your public believes it, even your
best friends, and after you read it day in

and day out, sometimes you do yourself,

which is worse. It's insidious. So when the

time comes—as it always does unless it's

real—and you have to do something about
it, well, you just take off with a bump be-
cause it's the only way. I know," declared

Bob. 'Tve had experience."
It wasn't necessary to ask him with

whom, because that was easy to figure

—

Debbie Reynolds. Publicity built that

friendship up for Bob to a Big Thing—and
publicity broke it up, too.

Bob Wagner isn't cynical, though. Nor
4s he a misogynist or a hermit. You
can't blame him sometimes for his- skittish-

ness about affaires de coeur. But that can
be a prescription for loneliness, too.

"Well," he conceded, ."of course you can't

have everything. Fm not saying this lone

wolf routine is one step from Heaven.
There are good things and bad. But I can't

honestly say Fm ever lonely. Ifs no fun
eating alone but that doesn't happen often.

At breakfast I know all the waitresses at

Armstrong Schroeders, at lunch Fve usu-
ally got an appointment and if I haven't

a date Fve usually got an invitation for

dinner. You know how it is with young,
unattached guys in Hollywood. You don't

pick up the phone—it picks up you!

"Seriously, though," said Bob, "Fm very
lucky. Fve got some wonderful friends in

this business—oh, a slew of them. They're

not all exactly in my age bracket but
somehow they let me hang around—and if

I have a girl she's welcome, too. They don't

have photographers around those places.

"Of course," he said, "maybe some day
111 wear out my welcome. Fm not kidding

myself that Fll float along solo all my young
life having a ball. I know things will

change—me, too. I want to get married
some day, for sure. I want children. Fm
a nut about kids. Always have been. On
this tour I can't tell you how many thou-
sands of kids I visited and my heart flipped

a hundred times because most of them
were in polio and muscular dystrophy
wards. You can't beat a family. Maybe
though," grinned Bob, "when I tie up with
one girl nobodyll believe it. Or they'll

pull a switch—and try to break it uo!"

Asked what kind that lucky girl might

he, Bob confessed, "That I wouldn't know.
I'm not too sure she'll be an actress. It

might be rough having a professional rival

for your wife. But on the other hand, when
you re in this business you're really in a

world apart. People who aren't actors can't

understand a lot of things you have to do,

ways you have to act Why, even my own
folks give me blank stares sometimes when
I try to explain and they've lived around
Hollywood quite a time. So, I don't know, I

really don't. My type? Well, I guess I'm

not being particularly original, but I like



Grace Kelly's type—smart, independent,

j

beautiful—and a lady. Maybe it's a corny
word but she's got class. I'm a great ad-

I mirer of Jean Peters, too. There's an hon-
est, sincere girl for you. I like Mona Free-

I man; she's really an old friend. Just say I

like girls. And I only hope when the chips
are down, the one I love lovesjne.
"When that happens I'll get married so

' fast it'll make your head swim," Bob prom-
ised. "And I hope for as long as the vow
says. Tell you what, Dad, I'll call you first

j
and tell you when I'm ready to take the
gas. But meanwhile, come on over to Ro-

I manofFs. I've talked so much my throat's

|

cracked. I need a drink. Got to kill those

J

amoeba bugs I picked up in Mexico."

So he flipped the key. At Romanoff's, Bob
ordered a Martini and sipped it re-

flectively. "You know," he said, "it may
sound silly and even superstitious. But I

guess the really big reason I don't want to
get mixed up with anyone in the heart de-
partment just yet is because I don't want

!

things to change. I'm the luckiest guy in
the world and I'm scared to rock the boat."
The Mexican bartender took Bob's

I

empty glass. "Mas?" he asked in Spanish.
"No mas, gracias," refused Bob. "I don't

need it," he explained. "I'm feeling on top
of the world right now. Anyway, I've got
to blow. Where you going?"
Home to the wife and kiddies, and how

about him?
"I turned the key, didn't I?" grinned Bob.

"That means I'm off—and don't you wish
you knew where!" END

Robert Carson, novelist and screen

writer, finished a new book, Qual-

ity of Mercy, but didn't want to

submit it to the studios. Carson
told his agent he didn't want the

galley proofs making the usual

rounds. "The studios can read it

when it's serialized, or when it

comes out in book form." There
wasn't anything the agent could

do about it, but wait. However,
Carson gave his friend, Marty
Melcher, Doris Day's husband, a
carbon copy of the manuscript to

read. "Take your time. When you
finish, let me know what you think

of it," said Carson. When Marty
finished, he said to Doris: "Bob's
new book is great. Different. Fas-

cinating."
"Is there a movie in it for me?"

asked Doris. "No," replied Marty,
and he started to relate part of
the story. "Don't tell me any
more," said Doris. "Let me read
it."

Doris Day was almost finished

reading Carson's manuscript when
she told her masseuse about the
wonderful story she was reading.
"I'd like to read it," said the wo-
man. "It's not out yet," explained
Doris, "but I'll let you have my
copy when I'm through." This mas-
seuse also takes care of Alfred
Hitchcock, and while rubbing him
told about the thrilling suspense
story she was reading. Hitchcock
asked who wrote it and the title.

"Oh it's not published yet," said
the masseuse, feeling important.
She promised to lend Hitchcock
the manuscript. Well, by the time
Marty Melcher was returning the
manuscript to Robert Carson, Al-
fred Hitchcock was trying to buy
the movie rights to the unpublished
novel. And Carson couldn't under-
stand how Hitchcock had read it.

Sidney Skolsky in
The New York Post
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call your own bluff

(Continued from page 62) For the same
reason I never gave the slightest consid-

eration to becoming an actress.

That I did, that I have achieved some
success in my profession, cannot therefore

be a personal triumph. The credit must go

elsewhere and I know to whom. It be-

longs to the team—the team of human
beings we are all a part of.

Let's go back to the day when I uttered

my first line before the camera. The studio

was Warner Brothers, back when they

were making their famous Golddiggers

series of musicals. I was just a chorus girl

who had danced in a half dozen pictures

and never had spoken so much as a word
of dialogue. The very idea of it would
have petrified me—and did right then and
there, because the director's eye casually

roved over me as he announced that he
wanted one of the girls to exchange a few
lines with the star of the picture, Dick
Powell. He pointed me out, waved aside

my protests, and the next thing I knew,
the assistant director was coaching me.
"But I can't!" I told him.
"Ah!" He scoffed at my fears. "Sure you

can, kid!"
I was telling my fellow man that I could

not live up to one of the important mo-
ments life had for me. And my fellow

man was telling me I could.

The scene began. I was standing in a

line with the other dancers and Dick
Powell came by slowly, inspecting us as

candidates for a show he was supposed
to be staging. The starch ran out of my
knees; I knew that before this was over,

my heart was going to beat itself into a rag.

"What is your name?" he asked.

Somehow I gave him the answer. "Bessie

Phumphnik." It was supposed to make
him ^smile. He did smile a little, which
in a sense meant I had done my part so

far, and the scene hadn't fallen apart yet.

"What do you do?" he asked.

That was the time for my long line.

I was sure I couldn't get it all out but
someone else was sure that I could. And
maybe that is why I did.

"I swim, ride, dive, imitate wild birds

and play the trombone," I told him, without
a fluff.

Instead of just briefly laughing, Dick
broke up completely and howled at this.

The fun became infectious, everyone had
to laugh, and the moment went over as one
of the gayest in the picture.

"You'll do!" Dick was supposed to

answer. And he did. But the way he said

it made me think there was a real life

significance. (Later he told me he meant,
too, that J personally, "would do.")

"Why!" I thought to myself. "I can act!

I am an actress!"

I was such a typical actress at that mo-
ment that I forgot all about the assistant

director who had given me the courage and
confidence I myself didn't have. But later

I did remember and understood where the
faith I had found that day came from.

So that explains how I got my first

speaking role, a terribly important step

in our business. But how did I, who would
never dream of appearing in public, much
less speaking, ever get this much of a

chance, ever get into a studio at all?

For the answer to this, we have to go
back again—to the day I got a job as a

dancer in the movies.

A girl I knew, who had gone to dancing
school with me, heard that Warners needed
dancers for King Of Burlesque, starring
Warner Baxter and Alice Faye. She hur-
ried over to my house and suggested that
we both go over and apply. I was appalled.

"I don't dance well enough," I said.

"They'd get mad at me."
"Of course you do!" she argued. "You're

a good dancer!"
Eventually I went, trembling all the

way. And this time I knew I was right

when the dance director, the well-known
Sammy Lee, asked all of us if we could

do a time step, and I didn't dare raise

my hand with the rest of the girls.

He cast a puzzled eye at me. He wanted
to know why I couldn't do a time step.

"I tried to learn once and it didn't seem
to work out," I told him. "I specialized

in ballet."

"What step do you know?" he asked.

"I can do a rhythm rhumba," I offered.

"Show me," he said, gesturing for me to

go ahead. Even as I hesitated, the rehearsal

pianist practically gave me a shove by
breaking into a beautiful tempo. My legs

did the rest. It seemed I heard Sammy
Lee's voice the very next moment.
"You're hired," he announced.
"But what about the time step?"

He laughed. "Any girl who can dance
like that can learn a time step in twenty
minutes if she concentrates."

He was right. My feet had flown into

a tangle each time I had ever tried. But
now, with his confidence and my ability,

I picked up the time step with no trouble

at all. And I knew exactly what his

confidence in me had done. I was not a

better dancer than I had been before, but
his encouragement had made me sure-

footed where I had been hesitant.

Marion Marlowe often saves time

by loosening up her vocal chords
in taxicabs between appointments.
Most cab drivers recognize her and
comment on her fine soprano voice.

But one cabbie, a non-musical
grouch who didn't realize who she

was, said dryly as she stepped out
of his cab: "Better get a cup of

black coffee, ma'am, and sober up!"—Paul Denis

Do you know how it is when you try

something new and don't seem to be
getting far? Then someone calls out,

"That's it!" How suddenly the courage
flows through you and you know just

what you are doing? This is what we
need from the other person and what we
can give him in turn, of course. My real

life began when I came to know this.

Let's go back again. I went to the studio

to ask for a dancing job because a friend

had practically made me go. I was lucky
to have such a friend, because for a long
time I suffered from a false pride which
ruined my friendships. Since I didn't

trust people to like me for what I was,
naturally they couldn't like me for what I

was pretending to be. Ergo, as the scholars

say, I was just not giving myself a chance.

One of my troubles was that I tried to

pretend myself out of poverty. I have said

I was poor. I was lucky if I had two
dresses to my name; generally, I used to

have to show up in school day after day
wearing the same dress. I refused to ac-
cept the situation; I kept talking and acting

as if it didn't exist.

When a girl whom I knew to be rich in-

vited me to her birthday party and I ar-

rived at her house, I lost my head com-
pletely, and went "grand" on her! She had
two or three floors of luxurious home and
an aristocratic looking mother. I simply
became overimpressed. I began to brag
about my family, "our" mansion, "our"
chauffeur and "our" gold service. Toward
evening, when it was time for them to

drive me back to "our" home I was panic-
stricken, of course, that I would be found
out. While trying to lie out of it, I broke
down altogether.

I remember that for a period I felt ter-

ribly bitter about this girl and her mother;
I thought of them as enemies. As I know
now, this wasn't true at all. They were fine

people, would have made wonderful
friends, but I had ruined all that.

That rich girl, as I remember now, was
probably very much like the heroine of a

novel I had run across about that same
time. One I shall always remember.
The chapter which stuck in my mind con-

cerns her invitation to a poor friend to

come and see her. To greet her visitor, she
had donned a new and pretty dress. But
she happened to look out of the window as

her little friend approached the house and
saw that she was dressed in the same old

middy blouse and skirt she wore to school

every day. Instantly, the rich girl changed
her dress—also to a plain middy and skirt,

so as not to embarrass her schoolmate.
It was the most wonderful story I had

ever read, I thought, and I remember that

I kept wondering ruefully why people
couldn't be like that in real life. It took a
long time for me to realize that a lot of

them are, but only to those who don't clo>e

themselves up as I did. By fearing the
worst from others, by not opening up, I

was not getting many hurts or many joys,

and I was also not living very much.

I
began to realize that I could go on like

this, having little happen to me that

meant anything, or I could open up and
meet people on a you're-as-good-as-I-am
level. Gradually I did, and gradually I

began to be part of a much more interesting

world than I ever had lived in before.

Girls always figure that it's their looks

that win them happiness. I know differ-

ently. Looks make you a candidate only.

The ability to think and feel in harmony
with the thoughts and feelings of others

is the thing that gets you elected.

"I love you," says a boy to a girl. This is

not really true most of the time. You can't

love a picture and quite often all he is

talking about is her appearance. He still

has to learn to love the person behind
that appearance. If she is a person, a
real person, that love he had for what she
looked like may extend also to what she is.

I have come to believe that one of the

first faiths a person must develop is faith

in the other person. What I am today

—

the woman as well as the actress—I have
been helped to be by people, as you can
see. No special people, just people.

As infants we all begin to develop this

faith; in our first weeks we discover

that there is security and comfort in the

arms of another. But for some of us our
confidence in man doesn't go beyond this

immediate relationship to mother or father,

and this is a great pity.

It seems to me that without some con-
fidence in the other fellow, until one really

begins to like one's fellow man, such valu-

able personal assets as poise, humility and
human dignity are impossibilities. After

all, to have poise and humility means to

be blessed with inner ease, not only when
among friends, but among strangers as well.

You cannot have this ease if you are dis-

trustful of people or uneasy with them.

You can only bluff your way. I know be-
cause I was distrustful, I bluffed and I was
a darn unhappy girl because of it. I had
to call my own bluff to come out of it.

An interesting thing happened to me
during the war. Like many of us, I made
trips to camps and hospitals to entertain

and talk to the boys. About this time I had
finished The Yearling, in which I played

a young wife and mother, a most sympa-
thetic part. Many of the boys had seen

the picture, apparently, and I discovered,

to my amazement, that to a lot of them I

was still in that role. They talked to me
not as if I were (Continued on page 70)
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(Continued from page 68) a movie star

but as if I had all the wisdom and the ten-

derness and understanding of that young
mother. Little by little, as I came to real-

ize this, I began to play that role all over

again. That is to say, at first I just played

at being that mother, but as time passed I

did begin to be like her, perhaps. At least,

I began to develop, to take on the quali-

ties they had endowed me with.

Today I know for certain that nothing

in my life has ever helped me so much
socially as my relationships with those

young G.I.'s. If up to that time I had
maintained a barrier between myself and
the world, an artificial "me" between it and

my real self, so to speak, my hospital

visits wiped it all out. The boys taught

me to speak straight and I think that

teaching has stayed with me.

I
think back to my early movie days and
I remember a lot of us youngsters, all

floundering around the studios, not know-
ing exactly where we belonged and al-

ways feeling so inadequate. But around us
were fine actors like Jimmy Cagney, Dick

Powell, Frank McHugh, Glenda Farrell,

who, we were to come to learn, were also

fine people. You didn't have to look up to

them; if you looked just straight ahead you
would find them right on your own level

of life and glad to be there. At first, I

didn't believe that they were really this

way; in time I came to know that not

only was it true about most of them, but

that they needed to be friendly to us as

much -as we needed their friendship. I

hope it will always be true of me. The
day I stop being human and start being a

star with a perpetual capital "S" I know
I will be back to telling lies about myself,

and my chances for happiness will be gone.

The oilier afternoon a writer whom I

was seeing for the first time paid me a com-
pliment that had nothing to do with my
looks, what I was wearing or my ability as

an actress. "You are a comfortable per-

son to meet," he said. What a lovely com-
pliment. And how warm it makes one feel.

We both knew what he meant, without

any further elaboration. Even ordinary

conversations, let alone interviews, are ter-

ribly difficult if one or both of the people

involved hide the best part of themselves

behind some immaturity which often is

masked as shyness, or resentment or even
overpleasantness.
What is personality? To me it is an at-

titude in life founded on a trust that your
good points will be recognized by your fel-

low man. They need not all be good points.

We are people, not gods. And that is what
|

is interesting about us. Why be shy or
j

hesitant or otherwise evasive about it? i

Here we are as we are. Isn't that a warm
and comfortable spirit to spread about

when you meet someone? And isn't it a
sort of faith?

Out in one of our coast towns there is a

man who stands on a busy highway junc-

tion and waves to people in the passing

cars. Most of the motorists have never

seen him before and they are puzzled by
\

this greeting. But an astonishing thing

happens. Almost everyone of them waves
back!

That's the point about people. They I

always respond to kindness. END
j

Jane Wyman will soon be appearing in I

Paramount's Lucy Gallant and U-l's All

That Heaven Allows.)
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smoldering dynamite

(Continued from page 60) on a motor-

cycle." He is the proud owner of a white

Porsche convertible, approximate cost $4,-

000. He takes care of this car with the

solicitude of a new mother. Let the motor
idle improperly, let one cylinder skip a

thrust. Immediately the car is in Jay
Chamberlain's garage across the road from

Warner Brothers.
Like most actors he keeps odd hours,

staying up until two or three in the morn-
ing and sleeping (in shorts) until eleven

a.m. or noon.
When he's working, he's up at six-thirty

and always at the studio on time.

Not only does he not look like an actor,

but he is unusual in that he cares little

for money or publicity. "Just .don't go in

for either," he says. "They don't interest

me. I've been without money. And what
good is publicity if you don't have talent?

Then you're just kidding yourself."

At warner brothers, where Dean is un-
der contract for two pictures a year,

two pictures he approves of or he won't

play, Jim is described by one spokesman
as "a kid who spent his whole life on an
Indiana farm, a regular, healthy farm boy
with a flair for acting."

It's true that Jimmy lived on a farm for

nine years, from the time he was nine

years old when his mother died in West
Los Angeles. His grandmother took him
back to Fairmount, Indiana, where the

Deans have lived ever since the late

eighteenth century. Jim lived there with

his Aunt Ortense and Uncle Marcus Win-
slow until he was graduated from Fair-

mount High. But in his mental outlook,

he is hardly a rural type.

He is a bullfighting enthusiast. He some-
times goes down to Mexico to fight bulls.

He studies art, literature and music.

Agriculture and animal husbandry have
never interested him.
At Fairmount High School he was a

crack basketball guard, an outstanding

pole vaulter, one of the greatest debaters

in school history. In 1949 he won first place

in the National Forensic League contest

held at Peru, Indiana. This qualified him
for the national contest at Longmont,
Colorado, where he recited Charles Dick-
ens' The Madman.
He didn't win, but in the words of Mrs.

Adeline Nail, his high school dramatics

teacher, Jim became impressed with "the

power of the spoken word before a great

audience."
Unlike Marlon Brando, who recently ad-

mitted, "I became an actor through acci-

dent," Jimmy Dean is an actor by design.

All through high school he took part in

plays, character parts, roles that were dif-

ficult and challenging for a youngster.

When he came out to Santa Monica
Junior College in 1949, he majored in

Theatre Arts and received fine grades, but

his father tried to discourage him.

Winton Dean reasoned, "Suppose you do
have dramatic ability? Will you be happy
living an actor's life? Why don't you study

law? Your acting will come in handy."

But Jimmy Dean has determination. Or-
tense—he calls her "Mom"—will agree.

"When Jimmy makes up his mind to

do something," Mrs. Winslow affirms,

"nothing stands in his way."
"I can't tell you," says Mrs. Jean Owen

who taught him dramatics at Santa Mon-
ica, "what an intense student Jimmy was.

He worked on his voice. He studied

Shakespeare. He did an awful lot of radio

work. His whole approach to acting was
intense and dedicated. He learned the

rudiments. I remember one time he made-
up another student to look like Lincoln.

"The make-up job was absolutely mas-

PENNY A KISS

Last year, at a

political rally in

the Palladium, I

stood near a booth
where Tony Cur-
tis was selling

kisses. "Gee, Td
like to kiss him,"
I remarked to my
friend, and she
dared me to do it.

The catch was
that we had only
thirty cents and
the minimum was

fifty. Hesitantly, I touched his sleeve.

When he turned and looked question-

ingly at me 1 said, "What is the least

you'll take?" He grinned and asked,

"How much have you got?" I told him
that I had thirty cents and he said,

"Okay, honey!" and kissed me. Now, *

that's what I call a bargain.

Dorothy Ayers, Altadena, California

terful. It had required excitement and
imagination. Those are the two qualities

that characterize Jimmy—excitement and
imagination. His approach to problems is

unusual. He plunges in head first. I

think he was the same way at U.C.L.A."

At the University of California in 1950

Jim again was a Theatre Arts Major.

An instructor who remembers him,

claims that, "Dean was an uncommunica-
tive character who seemed to live within

himself. He spoke infrequently but when
he had something to say, he said it clear-

ly and forcefully. James Whitmore, the

burly, broad-shouldered actor who was
under contract to MGM was the first, I

believe, who spoke to Dean about going

to New York and getting experience on

the stage."

Dean says that his legal residence is

New York City. "I like it there," he

says. "I have an apartment in Manhattan.

Very stimulating place. People leave you
alone. Hollywood is okay. But for my taste,

my whims, I go for New York."

New York, however, did not go for

Jimmy Dean when he arrived there by
bus from California a few years ago. The

first few weeks the city awed him, and he

spent most of his time "watching three

cheap movies a day."

He eked out a bare living from odd jobs,

but Broadway would have none of him.

Neither would the Army, because of his

near-sightedness which requires him to

wear glasses nearly all the time.

Jim could have wired for money horn

his father in Santa Monica or his "Mom"
in Fairmount, but it is indicative of his

independence and self-reliance that he

refused to do so.

Instead, he talked himself into a crew-

man's job on a sloop cruising the Atlantic

seaboard. To the skipper he confided his

acting ambitions, and as luck would have

it, the skipper knew a friend who knew
a friend. James Dean wound up in the

cast of See The Jaguar, a Broadway play

written by Richard Nash.
Unfortunately, the play ran less than a

week. But Jimmy had an opportunity to

show his stuff. And the ability he demon-
strated was good enough for him to win

a role as a blackmailing Arab in Billy

Rose's production of The Immoralist. He
appeared on television at CBS and NBC, in

such shows as Studio One, You Are There

and Television Playhouse.

Last year Elia (Continued on page 72)
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temperature rise...

Catalina look-alike

swimsuits!

Shown here—

afabulous

Signature Fabric

from the land of

the Pharaohs.

See Catalina

Sweetheart Sets

also in Clansman's Plaid,

Dalmatian and

otherfascinating

patterns.

Ladies' swimsuit

:

Pharaoh's Darling— $10.93.

Men's sport set:

Sudan shirt— $6.95;

Sudan 3-row boxer— $4.95.
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1000 FREE super charts
Here's another chance for Modern Screen readers to obtain brand new 1955 editions

of the famous Modern Screen Super Star Information Chart! These amazing en-

cyclopedias of information tell you all about almost five hundred stars—their marital

statuses, vital statistics, current pictures, hobbies—just about everything you want to

know—and they are to be sent absolutely free to the first one thousand readers who

fill out and mail to us the questionnaire below. So' hurry! The first one thousand win!

Please check the space to the left of the one phrase which best answers each question:

1- Did vou read the HAYWORTH story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Hayworth story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Hayworth story I've read

2. Did you read the TAYLOR story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Taylor story did vou think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Taylor story I've read

3. Did you read the REYNOLDS-FISHER story ? No Only a part All of it

How good a Reynolds-Fisher storv did you think it was? Best I've read Very

good Good Fair Poor Worst Reynolds-Fisher story I've read

4. Did you read the WAGNER story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Wagner storv did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Wagner story I've read

5. Did you read IT'S MAGIC? No Only a part All of it

How good a story about new stars did you think it was? Best I've read Very

good Good Fair Poor Worst story about new stars I've read

t. Did you read the MONROE story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Monroe story did vou think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Monroe story I've read

7. Did you read the PAGET story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Paget story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Paget story I've read

8- Did you read the MITCHUM story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Mitchum story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Mitchum story I've read

Did you read the STANWYCK story? No Only part All of it

How good a Stanwyck story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Stanwyck story I've read

10. Did you read the HEPBURN story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Hepburn story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Q Worst Hepburn story I've read

Did you read the JOHNSON story? No Only a part All of it

How good a Johnson story did you think it was? Best I've read Very good

Good Fair Poor Worst Johnson story I've read

12. Did you read the SIMMONS story? No Only a part

How good a Simmons story did you think it was? Best I've read

Good Fair Poor Worst Simmons story I've read

Did you read the DEAN story? No Only a part

How good a Dean story did you think it was? Best I've read

Good Fair Poor Worst Dean story I've read

14. Did you read the WYMAN story? No Only a part

How good a Wyman story did you think it was? O Best I've read

Good Fair Poor Worst Wyman story I've read

All of it

Very good

All of it

Very good

All of it

Very good

15. The stars I most want to read about are:

AGE

ADDRESS.

NAME.

Mail To: READER POLL DEPARTMENT, MODERN SCREEN
BOX 125, MURRAY HILL STATION, NEW YORK 16, N. Y

CITY & STATE

(Continued from page 70) Kazan, the di-

rector who had discovered Marlon Brando,

asked Dean if he would be interested in

going to Hollywood for East Of Eden.

Jimmy jumped at the chance. He came
west and rented a tiny apartment over

a garage in the Hollywood Hills.

He had no time for his father, his step-

mother, any of the friends he had made
at Santa Monica or U.C.L.A. In 1954 it was
nothing but work, and he loved every

minute of it.

While East Of Eden was in production,

Jim fell in love with Pier Angeli, who was
acting two sound stages away in The Sil-

ver Chalice.

He will not talk about Anna (all her
friends call Pier Angeli by her real name)
now that she's married to Vic Damone.
But before Anna's surprise marriage, Jim
spoke of her "wonderful soul and her soul-

ful eyes and her overwhelming beauty."

He tried to spend every spare moment
with Anna, and she with him. One after-

noon he was chatting with her in her

dressing room when her mother came in.

Jim took off like a jet.

Jim's father is a Quaker and his mother
was a Methodist. Mrs. Pierangeli always

wanted Anna to marry "a good Catholic

boy." And Vic Damone came along.

Before Vic, Jimmy Dean had been sure

he had the inside track with twenty-one-
year-old Anna. When she drove him to

the Los Angeles airport one night several

months ago, he hadn't the slightest idea

that when he returned from New York she

would be engaged to Vic Damone.
Jimmy Dean likes "plain girls." He

doesn't go in for actresses. Anna seemed
different to him from most actresses, more
sincere, more artistic, more open-hearted.

At the moment, however, he is carrying

no torch. Industriously he is studying the

script of Giant, his next picture, in which
he will star opposite Elizabeth Taylor and
Rock Hudson. Next he is scheduled for

Rebel Without Cause, a psychiatric case

study.

Now that he has achieved a measure of

fame, people who scarcely knew Dean
a few years ago have become authorities

on his life. For example, Dean was once a

fraternity pledge on the U.C.L.A. campus.

He left by request. "I just didn't have the

dough." But quite a few of his so-called

pals don't remember those days and refer

to him as "one of my buddies."

There are several authorities on the life

of Jimmy Dean, and two of the most
prominently honest and factual are the

delightful couple who raised him, Mr. and

Mrs. Marcus Winslow, whose prosperous

farm is located on the Jonesboro Road,

three miles north of Fairmount, Indiana.

Mrs. Winslow, Ortense Dean before her

marriage, is Jimmy's aunt. He regards her

as his mother. His uncle, Marcus Winslow,

he calls "Mark." Their two children, Joan

and Marcus, Jr., he thinks of as his step-

brother and stepsister. This is his family,

and he loves each one, though he does not

speak about it often.

Apparently he has always been like

that. When he was five and six, and his

real mother would try to fondle him, Jim

would always say, "That's for sissies."

James Byron Dean was born in Marion,

Indiana, on February 8, 1931. His father is

a tall, thin, bespectacled, sandy-haired,

blue-eyed dental technician named Win-
ton A. Dean.
The Deans have lived in and around

Marion for more than 200 years. Jimmy's

grandfather, Charles Dean, seventy-five,

and his grandma, Emma, seventy-two, still

live in Fairmount, a farm town of 3,000.

Jimmy's mother was Mildred Wilson, a

short, slender, dark-haired farmer's daugh-
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ter from Gas City, Indiana.
She and Winton Dean were married in

Marion in a civil ceremony early in 1930.
The following February Jim was born in

a small apartment on West Washington
Street. His father was a dental technician
in a Veterans Administration Hospital.
The Deans came out to West Los An-

geles in 1936. Winton was transferred to
the Veterans Hospital out there.
An only child, little Jimmy was en-

rolled in the Brentwood Grade School on
Bunday Avenue. In 1940 Jimmy's mother,
not yet thirty, died of an incurable dis-
ease. Jim's father knew that death was
coming, and he tried to prepare his son for
it. "But it was very difficult for me," he
recalls. "I just couldn't get through to
the boy."
Jim went back to Indiana with his grand-

ma Emma. His father asked his sister if

she and her husband would look after his
son. The Winslows said they would be
only too happy.
They have brought him up as their own

boy. They take great pride in his achieve-
ments and his rise to fame.
They recall that, "He got straight A's

in art all through school and was given
violin lessons but wouldn't practice. Now
he could kick himself around the block
because he didn't."
Dean himself says, "I enjoyed a pretty

normal youth as a boy in Indiana, although
my father remained in California, work-
ing." Since 1941 the American farmer has
enjoyed a fair degree of prosperity. There
was always enough money in the Winslow
household. As a youngster Jimmy Dean
did not have to pinch pennies.
One of his schoolmates at the West Ward

Grade School in Fairmount recalls, "Mark
Winslow always did well with his wheat
and corn and livestock."
The farmhouse Jimmy Dean was raised

in is old, big, white, roomy, well-furnished
and comfortable. His foster parents are
Quakers who are well-liked and respected.
As a matter of fact, Fairmount these

days, basks in a good deal of glory reflected
from James Dean's success. He is the local
boy who made good, and nowhere in that
small, clean town can you find anyone
who will say a harsh word about him.
The kids from Fairmount High are thrilled
by his accomplishments. His former class-
mates remember him fondly as "an all-
around guy, an outstanding athlete." His
school teachers say with pride, "He was
always blessed with the spark of brilliance.
All he needed was application."
A few months ago, Jim came back to

Fairmount with a photographer, and the
town buzzed with excitement. Jim couldn't
understand why the kids at the drug store
stared at him or why he was stared at
when he attended a high school dance.
He considers himself no celebrity, "only

an actor trying to learn, trying to do my
best."

Tj1 venttjally, he plans to direct. Sensible
and intelligent, he realizes that he has

a great job in trying to maintain the act-
ing level he established in East Of Eden.
He realizes, too, that he has now become a
target for the envious and cynical. And
for the columnists who want every crumb
of personal information.
To these inquisitors, Jimmy is always

out. He keeps his phone number a secret.
He is also chary of interviewers. A War-
ner Brothers publicity man recently ex-
plained, "He's hard to figure out. Some
people he'll see and others he won't. He's
one kid you can't figure. The only con-
cessions he will make are to his own
conscience. He is determined to live his
life in his own way—not according to the
rules of a young actor's conduct as pre-
scribed by Hollywood." END

Left' White embroidered rayon linen sheath with white linen-look jacket.

For the name of the store nearest you, write:

Max Wiesen & Sons Co., Inc. • 463 Seventh Avenue • New York City 18





r© help you shine under the sun, the season's

choice swimsuits and eye-catching accessories

Film credits, descriptions, prices

and where -to-buy information

are on the following page

DEBBIE REYNOLDS
Rose Marie Reid



modern screen fashions

DESCRIPTIONS OF SWIMSUITS

AND ACCESSORIES

ON PAGES 74 and 75

Anne Frands, now in MGM's Blackboard

Jungle, wears Sea Nymph's cotton swimsuit,

shirred in front and elasticized in back to adjust

to your figure. Bow converts into halter strap.

Turquoise, pink or orange. 32-38. About $8. Cap,

U. S. Howland Hair Dry. Foot coverings, Peds.

Ann Miller, in MGM's Hit The Deck; wears

Sea Nymph's glamorous pearl grey cotton Ballerina

swim style. The bra is boned for strapless wear.

The plaid ruffled top and full skirt enhance the

long torso section of the suit. Pearl grey (as shown),

pretty pink or ice blue. 32-38. About $9.

Debra Paget, 20th Century-Fox star, wears

Rose Marie Reid's High Tide, a long-boned,

elasticized bengaline sheath. Tuck-away
straps. Also in magentalite, sea amethyst, sapphire,

jade or limonite. 8-14. About $18. Suntan

lotion, Skol. Cap, U. S. Water-Tite, Tropic Lei.

Jane PowehV in MGM's Hit The Deck, poses

in Rose Marie Reid's Ticker Tab, a little-boy shorts

silhouette with contrasting cinch belt. Piping

trims the bra, button tabs and legs of this Celaperm

(sealed-in color) Lastex suit. Black, red, violet

or blue on white background. 8-16. About $18.

Jane Russell, in U. A.'s Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes, wears Form Control's Paraflex Lastex

suit, built-in Phan-tum girdle. Button trim.

Peacock, violet, Alice, coral or black.

32-38 or 10-16 Teens. About $13. Cap,
Playtex Contour Molded. Suntan lotion, Tartan.

Mitzi Gaynor, in Paramount's Anything Goes, wears
a Sea Stars (Kerrybrooke) swimsuit, Short Stuff.

An acetate cotton and Lastex model with Celaperm
stripes. Tuck-away straps. White with navy or

navy with white. 32-38. About $14. Swim cap,

Kleinert Sava-Wave. Suntan lotion, Coppertone.

Virginia Mayo, now in Warners' Silver Chalice,

wears Catalina's Tear Drop, the Tartan Suntan suit

of 1955. Batiste Lastex, pearl-encrusted cut-outs

below the bando-bra. Black, white, pink, cherry

or water hyacinth. 32-38. About $16. Swim cap,

Playtex Contour Molded, suntan lotion, Tartan.

Debbie Reynolds, in MGM's Hit The Deck,

wears Rose Marie Reid's Basquetle, a modified

bloomer suit of two-tone Sanforized striped

broadcloth. Bodice and halter ties, elastic-shirred

back. Also in blue with rose or aqua with

yellow. 8-16. About $12. Cap, U. S. Water-Tite.

IN THIS issue:

Sunglasses by American Optical
All casual shoes by Cobbler
of California (except those
worn by Jane Russell)
Sports jewelry by Capri
Baskets by She-She Originals

THESE FASHIONS MAY BE BOUGHT IN PERSON

OR BY MAIL FROM THE STORES LISTED ON PAGE 83

NG

Figure-molding SWim Style of Paraflex Lastex,

worn by lovely ballet dancer, Taina Elg, who came

from Helsinki, Finland, to make films at Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer Studios. This sleek and trim Surf

Togs shirred-front swimsuit features the

built-in bra for you. It comes in black, navy,

brown, cherry red, lime or peacock blue with white

piping. Sizes 32 to 38 or 10 to 16 Teens. About

$13. For swimming, keep your hair lovely and

dry with a Kleinert Gamin Sava-Wave swim cap.

Taina can soon be seen in the MGM films

The Prodigal and Dianne, both in CinemaScope.

76



NEW SWIM FARE

Camisole top and lantern leg are the
style features of this one-piece Catalina
Chemisette swimsuit worn by pert Terry Moore.
Made of famous Dan River Cotton (wrinkle-shed
finish), the camisole top has a stay-side inner
bra for strapless wear and is smocked in white. It

also has a puckerette zipped back, button-on straps
and tie belt. Black, skipper blue, tiger lily, violette
or powder pink with white trim. Sizes 32 to 36.
About $13. For a pretty over-all tan, Terry rubs on
Tartan suntan lotion. She is currently appearing
in the 20th Century-Fox film, Daddy Long Legs.

Tucked and jeweled all-around
top and hemline give extra glamour to this
Catalina Laton taffeta one-piece, long torso
corselette suit called de Gracia. Stayed
zipper back. Front and stay-side inner
bra for strnpless wear. Black, wild cherry,
spice brown, violette or Siam sapphire. Sizes
32 to 40. About $25. Before Janet dives into
the pool at the Racquet Club in Palm Springs,
California, she covers her long, blonde hair with
a U.S. Water-Tite swim cap. Janet can soon
be seen in Columbia's My Sister Eileen.

More fashions on page 78



modern screen fashions DAZZLING NEW SWIM FARE

Smooth-fitting

princess sheath

cuffed with white

A new star on the Metro Lot, Luana

Lee, wears Sea Stars (Kerrybrooke)

Twinkle Toes. It's a stunning,

one-piece sheath made of acetate

cotton and white Lastex, and fits

smoothly and comfortably. The cuff

carries four glittering buttons that

add a glamorous accent to the suit.

The straps can be worn for swimming

and tucked away for sunning. Comes

in melon, navy or deep turquoise.

Sizes 34 to 40. About $13. Luana

selects a U. S. Water-Tite swim cap,

Star Dust, with nylon applique design.

See Luana in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

It's Always Fair Weather.

THESE FASHIONS MAY BE BOUGHT

IN PERSON OR BY MAIL FROM THE STORES

LISTED ON PAGE 83

More Fashions on Page 80



why i went redhead

(Continued from page 47) effective en-
couragement would be a whole new ap-
pearance. There was only one trouble with
this. I balked!

MOTHER, WITH HER YEARS of show busi-

ness behind her, knew what she was
about. I had to be reasoned into it. She
explained:
"Men tend to see a woman as she is,

not as what she can become. That's why
women are always trying for something
new in their appearance, in their ways,
in their interests; because they know it's

their job to show that they are capable
of growing; no one is going to guess it

can happen. Producers are men. In your
case—well, they still think of you as the
little girl they see around the studio,

wearing peasant blouses and bouffant
dresses, who plays Indian maidens. You
have to show them you are getting to

be a young woman who does very nicely
in a form-fitting gown and who can live

up to the more sophisticated roles."

"Well, can't I just wear- the form-
fitting dress as a brunette?" I asked.

"Yes, but then in their minds you
would probably still be the little Indian
girl, but now trying to look sophisti-
cated," she answered. "Make the change
complete. Be a new Debra altogether!"
"Be a new Debra altogether!" It is

powerful medicine for any girl to be
a new edition of herself! But still I held
back. I thought of it, I played with the
idea, but I didn't have the courage to
go ahead. Mother would talk. I would
listen. But then the thought of remodel-
ing myself would frighten me.
Then one morning I heard that Jeanne

Crain had gone redhead. I will be very
frank and admit that I was impressed by
this; especially when I saw Jeanne. She
was a bright, radiant, new personality.
Now my mother revived the idea, and

this time I didn't say no, nor yes, either.
I thought I would go along, but guard-
edly. So I said, "If I could be the same
kind of redhead as Jeanne, get the same
shade, maybe I'd consider it."

Mother was way ahead of me. She
whipped out the name of the very place
Jeanne had gone, she said. The Bentley
Beauty Shop.
"The first thing I did after seeing

Jeanne was to find out where she had
her hair done," Mother said.

And while I was still wondering about
it, Mother went to the phone and made
an appointment. In no time I was no long-
er a brunette. My hair was flame red!

'The first thing that happened when IA went back to the studio was that
I saw Mr. Zanuck coming up the studio
street toward me—and I ducked! I re-
membered what he had told Mr. Jessel,
and I just hadn't the nerve to face him.
Next I bumped into Mr. Charles LeMaire,
the studio's head wardrobe designer, and
while I held my breath, and figuratively
stuffed my fingers into my ears to keep
out a critical blast—he started raving!

"It's wonderful!" he said. "The best
thing you could have done!"
He talked to me about getting it cut

short in the back, but keeping it fluffy
elsewhere, and went away still raving
over it. From that mowieut on I began
to perk, really perk! I looked like a
redhead. Something seemed to say, "Act
like one!"
Of course, I was still sensitive to gen-

eral reactions. They were very interest-
ing in the way they reflected personal
philosophies. For instance, all the old male
friends of our (Continued on page 81)
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(Continued from page 79) family, plus
all the older or more mature men we knew
in the studio, who were not in the creative
end of the business—like the studio po-
licemen, for instance, or studio techni-
cians—didn't like my new hair at all.

"Oh, no, Debra! Change back to what
you were!" cried one of them—and that's

what they all felt. But all the producers
in the studio (except Mr. Zanuck, who
still hasn't seen it!), the directors,
the writers, the other players, plus all

the girls I knew—including many who
aren't connected with show business

—

were highly in favor of my new coloring.
For some days I was puzzled by this

sort of group thinking; one class of peo-
ple hating my new hair color, the other
liking it. And it was then that I under-
stood the reason behind it had to do
with how each group was motivated.
The studio policeman and technicians

thought of me as they'd think of any
other old friend, but not in terms of my
duties, and certainly not in terms of
the successful pictures I would have to
make to continue on the studio's payroll.
They were veteran employees who had
nothing to do with the films being made,
and their minds didn't run in that direc-
tion. But the producers and the directors
were more like me. They knew they
had to keep coming up with something
new. They could well understand why it

would be important for me to shine in a
novel, bright light.

IVfowi was beginning to dig behind any
-L ~ words of praise or criticism I was get-
ting for what they were based on. When I

realized I was doing this, it flashed into
my mind that I was finally growing up,
and that this was a special bonus for
me from my new hair color! Up till then
I had heard people tick without knowing

why. Now I knew that if I listened to
their ticking, and figured out why they
were ticking just so, I might be able to
be the kind of redhead who knows ex-
actly what time it is in her life!

I hope I don't sound mixed-up, but
what I am trying to say is that you can't
always depend on your friends' advice
as being the best advice for you to
follow; you have to ask yourself why
they think as they do, and if what they
want for you is what you want for your-
self! In my case it wasn't.
For instance, I had always been a quiet

person, the kind who relies on "yes"
and "no" more than any other words in
the language. It was my nature to be
quiet, but it wasn't to my liking to be that
quiet. I had always wished to be able
to talk interestingly, but somehow I never
seemed able to.

It's different now. I do get away with
a bit of a discourse these days—and it

started when I stopped being brunette!
One of the magazine writers I know, but

whom I hadn't seen since my "dark"
days, was quite surprised. "You know, you
seem to be able to express yourself so
much better these days," he said.

It was true. And I knew why. It's be-
cause redheads have so much in them
they have to express! And don't tell

me I'm not a redhead. If I have found
out one thing, it is that when you change
your hair to red you become a 100% red-
head.

It's really funny how you can go
around making new impressions. And
not only on new people, but new, fresh
impressions where you already had made
indifferent ones!
Honest! The fellow who smiled so-so

yesterday gives you that old eyes-lit-up
smile today!

Jeff Hunter, with whom I worked in

White Feather and who isn't given at
all to soft-soaping, stopped short when
he saw my new naming locks, and just
plain looked impressed. It was the nicest
compliment I could have had.
Mr. Henry Koster, who directed me

in Stars And Stripes Forever at 20th Cen-
tury-Fox, took one look at the new hair
color when he saw me in the commissary
and said just, "Ah-h-h!" But he made that
sound like a whole bookful of praise.
Dale Robertson, whom I hadn't seen

for months, stopped me in the street
to lavish approval that I knew came
straight from his Oklahoma heart.
These are the people with whom I

must work, and whose endorsements I

must have if I am to continue success-
fully in my business. When they reveal
that they think I am right, I am right!
No wonder I can talk, and open up to
strangers, instead of freezing up. I have
the confidence that is born of security;
and it all came that day when I had my
hair turned red!

jl/T other thinks that as a redhead 1
1TJ

- may get the urge to go out on dates,
something I haven't done up to now.
I don't know. That never was a matter
of the color of my hair. I simply see
no sense of frittering away time on some-
one in whom I am not completely in-
terested. And I am not completely inter-
ested in anyone yet.

When he does come along, when I see
the one I want, he had better look out.
I won't hang back then.
And there is one thing he can be sure

of. He will be going out with a redhead.
An assistant director we know told

Mother the other day that he thought I

should go back to being a brunette.
"Over my dead body," said Mom.
Over mine, too! end



an old-fashioned wedding

(Continued from page 39) "Debbie prom-
ised to visit my classes some day when she
wasn't too busy. She's not making a movie
until September, so here she is. She has
been kind enough to agree to talk to us
informally. You've got fifteen minutes."
Squeals of delight interrupted the intro-

duction. "After that," continued Miss
Johnson, "I want you to divide into teams.
I want you to show Debbie what sort of

volley ball we play these days. Then
she can see what kind of teacher I am."
The Glendale girls were thrilled, but for

a second no one said anything. Then one
asked the first question.
"Di-did you always want to be in

movies?" she stammered.
Debbie smiled. "No," she answered. "I

wanted to be a gym teacher, too. But
when I was sixteen I won an amateur talent

contest in Burbank. The prize was a con-
tract at Warner Brothers. From then on I

was in show business for keeps."
"Is it really as wonderful as they say?"

another sophomore asked.
"It certainly is," Debbie assured her.

"But it's hard work. Harder than school
and the hours are twice as long."
"When do you and Eddie plan to get mar-

ried?" someone asked.
"During the last of June," Debbie said

readily. "Probably the thirtieth." Her
friendly, relaxed manner put the girls so
completely at ease that their questions now
came rapidly. "How about the honeymoon?
What is Eddie really like?"

At the question, "Will you have a large,

formal wedding?" Deb Reynolds grinned
from ear to ear. "I guess you'd call it

large," she pointed out. "I'm planning to

have six bridesmaids and my four-year-old
niece is going to be my flower girl. As for

guests, if we just invited our families we
would have a good-sized affair. Eddie has
six brothers and sisters, three of whom are
married. Then there's his father, mother
and stepfather.

"On my side I have my parents, my
brother Bill and his wife, my grandmother
from Texas, and a flock of cousins. We've
met so many wonderful people in our
work that we hate to leave anyone out.

The guest list is already enormous, and
I'm not even half finished.

"About the formal part," the pert little

actress raced on. "Eddie and I want our
wedding to be warm and memorable but
not stiff or formal. I don't know whether
I'm making myself clear. But we want it

to be traditional, too. I want to do all the
things brides are supposed to do.

'Til wear something old, something new,
something borrowed and something blue.

My dad will undoubtedly be a little nerv-
ous, and I'm sure Mother will cry a bit,

but it's going to be wonderful and beauti-
ful. Then after I throw my bouquet, I'm
even looking forward to having our gang
of friends follow our car, honking horns
and all that kind of kidding."
A girl from the outer edge of the circle

inched forward. "Will it be a double-ring
ceremony?"
Debbie winked. "Eddie says it will."

"What's your wedding gown like?" an-
other voice whispered eagerly.

"Now, that," Debbie said, "is going to be
a surprise—even to Eddie."

Just as she had promised, she stayed
through a whole afternoon of gym classes.

Repeatedly, she named her bridesmaids:
Diane Cheek, Marian Weingarten and
Jeanette Johnson, chums from her Girl
Scout days.

Joyce Reynolds, her sister-in-law, would
be her matron-of-honor. Little Peggy
King, the cute vocalist on the George Go-
bel Show, Lori Nelson and Eddie's young-
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est sister Eileen would be her bridesmaids.
Her honeymoon would start early in

July with a plane flight to New York.
"After a few days in New York," she

explained, "we'll sail to Europe. We had
reservations on the S.S. America but we
had to cancel when our wedding date was
moved back from June 17.

"Eddie has been to Europe four times,
and I've been to England just once by
plane. Eddie says going by boat is the
best honeymoon way, and I'm following his
advice. When we get to Paris we're going
to pick up a little car and drive all over
the continent. Eddie's planning the itin-
erary and I don't know it completely. But
I do know we'll tour Spain. I speak a little

Spanish. We'll also visit France, Italy,

Switzerland, any countries that we have
time for. We expect to be away three
months, and I figure we can see plenty
in two or three months. Any place that
appeals to us—well, we'll just stop and
hang around until we get tired of it.

Then we'll move on."
Come September, Debbie told the Glen-

dale girls, she and Eddie will be back in
California. She and Eddie hope to buy an
English-style house with a pool some-
where in Beverly Hills or Hollywood.
When Eddie's career takes him to New
York they'll probably live in a midtown
hotel.

At the end of the school day Debbie in-
vited Jeanette home for supper. Zipping
along in Debbie's new Ford Thunderbird
—it's fireman red—the two friends rode in
comfortable silence for the first few miles.
Then Jeanette said, "I hope you aren't ex-
hausted from talking."
"Now, when," Deb joked, "have vou ever

known me to get tired of talking?"
Jeanette smiled. All through school, she

remembered, Debbie had been a regular
magpie. Her report card had always sug-
gested, "Mary Frances could improve her
work if she talked less . . . She's inclined
to be too sociable in study periods . .

."

"Well, if you aren't too exhausted,"
Jeanette said, "how about filling me in on
a few details. How come you changed the
wedding date from June 17?"

Debbie looked at her pal for a fleeting
moment. "Eddie and Mr. Blackstone. Mr.
Blackstone's his manager," she explained.
"They sat down one day and realized that
Eddie couldn't possibly finish his tele-
vision shows much before the end of
June, so we postponed the wedding. We're
both determined to get married and go
on a honeymoon in the old-fashioned
order of things. We didn't want to have
any work days between the wedding and
our European trip."

Originally, Deb ran on, she and Eddie
had announced June 17 as the big day
for sentimental reasons. It was the an- I

niversary of their first date. A year ago
on that day Eddie had telephoned from
New York. Would she go to the Cocoanut
Grove with him? Only after she accepted

j

did she learn that it was opening night
for Eddie's engagement at the Grove.
"Of course," Debbie admitted, "it might

be easier if we gave up our romantic illu-
sions and got married right away. But
frankly we can't see it that way. Because
then our European trip would be a vaca-
tion and not the real honeymoon we want.
Eddie and I are sticklers for certain tradi-
tions."

Debbie Reynolds is a stickler for conven-
tion in other ways, too. In her own up-
bringing her father was the indisputable
head of the Reynolds tribe. Debbie feels
strongly that this is as it should be.
In her marriage to Eddie, Mr. Fisher

will take on all the financial responsibil-
ities. Any further income accruing to
Debbie will go into investments. Moreover,
the Fisher career will be the dominant fac-

for
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tor in deciding where they live at any
given time.
Debbie, in turn, will decide on furnish-

ings and plan the meals, manage the

household staff, and look after the children.

In the matter of bridal showers and
parties, Deb told Jeanette that Lori Nelson
and another friend, Milly Ericson, John
Ericson's wife, had asked for the first bridal

shower to include the old Burbank gang.

Terry Moore had also spoken for a free

evening early in June so that she could
invite the show business friends who h":d

toured Army camps. Then Helen Rose, the

MGM dress designer, had asked if she

might give a party for studio people.

"All they asked me," Debbie said, "was
to name the kind of shower I needed. I had
to laugh. Honestly, Jeanette. Because all

I've got so far are six cut-work pillow-

cases, some doilies that my grandmother
made for me and the Westmoreland f it-

ware that I got posing for an ad. Right
now I'd appreciate an egg beater and a

few dish towels."

Endowed with a touch of the practical,

Jeanette said, "Where you going to keep
the wedding presents and shower gifts?"

"Holy cow!" the future Mrs. Fisher ex-
claimed. "I never even thought of that.

Oh, well, we'll work something out."

That sums up Debbie's philosophy about
setbacks, major and minor. She's an in-

curable optimist. Everything will work
out, that is, if you have faith in yourself.

There are some skeptics in Hollywood
who predict that in the Reynolds-Fisher
alliance, there will be a good deal of

c?'eer competition. Debbie scoffs at this.

"Things will work out for the best."

Critics also point up the religious differ-

ences between Eddie and his bride-to-be.

Here again Deb refuses to worry. "What
problems?" she maintains. "We both be-
lieve in God. As for any other problems
that should arrive, Eddie is such a basically

solid fellow that any difference we have
can easily be settled with love and pa-
tience."

Debbie knows that Eddie's career is in-

finitely more complicated than hers. He
has three distinct bosses: the Coca-Cola
Company, sponsors of his TV show; RCA,
owners of his recording contract, and
NBC, his television employer. Debbie is

simply under contract to MGM, who have
obligingly scheduled no pictures for her
until after her honeymoon.
For Eddie's sake the Coca-Cola people

and NBC got together and agreed to let

Eddie telecast from the west coast.

"For recording sessions, and business
meetings about his records, however," Deb-
bie points out, "Eddie will be in New York
part of the time. He wouldn't think of

working with any music conductor except
Hugo Winterhalter. Eddie thinks he's

the greatest. When he's working on his

recordings, I will naturally go with him.
I'll catch up on shows and concerts. Every-
thing that is right will always work out."

When Debbie and Jeanette arrived at

the Reynolds house later, Deb had great

fun explaining some of the preliminary
preparations for her wedding. In the sun
porch Mrs. Reynolds and four of Debbie's
friends had set up an operations center.

To date they've compiled a master card
file of all the guests' names and addresses.

They will also keep a record of invitation

acceptances, and when the gifts start de-
scending on Evergreen Street they will

neatly identify each gift on a little card.

Presently, Debbie will take this stack of

cards and write hundreds of thank-you
notes.

"You've really got a sec up here!" Jean-
ette Johnson agreed. "How many people
do you expect at the wedding, anyway?"

"Just as I told the kids at school," Deb-
bie expounded, "we don't want to leave

anyone out. People's feelings are so easily
hurt. So we've made up—or I guess, will

make up—a double list. One group will be
invited to the wedding and the reception,
and the other group to the reception."
"Where can you get a place large

enough?"
Debbie chuckled. "We've been wonder-

ing, and we haven't decided yet. I guess it

could be in a large hotel, like the wedding
for Joan Benny. We do know it's going
to be held at night so that everyone who's
working in the day can make it. Now, this

means that Eddie and his best man will
wear summer tuxedos. Helen Rose will
give me the full bridal treatment—a floor-
length gown, cap, veil—the works."
"And what about your bevy of beauti-

ful bridesmaids?" Jeanette asked.
"Don't worry a minute," Debbie as-

sured her friend. "You're in good hands.
Lawrence Evans and my mother are going
to make your dresses as soon as Helen and
I can come up with a suitable style.

Lawrence is doing my trousseau, too."

All her life Debbie Reynolds has had a
clothes problem. Even when she was a
small girl her mother was never able to
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buy anything that fit her daughter prop-

erly. As a result, she made most of Deb's

clothes. This arrangement continued un-
til a few years ago when Debbie's need for

many clothes became too much for Mrs.

Reynolds. She and Debbie set about find-

ing a designer who had a definite talent

for small-size figures. They found Law-
rence Evans, a gifted couturier. He's made
most of Debbie's outfits since then.

For her going-away trousseau he's plan-

ning "clothes that will travel well." Deb-
bie and Eddie have agreed to take only

one large suitcase each on their honey-
moon. Debbie's wardrobe, therefore, must
be carefully thought out. She's relying

heavily on separates, clothes that will mix
and match and offer variety in the change.

She will take only sheath dresses because

they take less room than full skirts and
petticoats. The colors will be carefully

coordinated so that two sets of accessories

go with everything. Debbie plans to take

one pair of black shoes and white summer
sandals plus matching pocketbooks.

"When the honeymoon is over," she

says, "we'll have some sort of house to

move into. But whether it will be our

own or rented I can't be sure. Eddie and
I are so positive about the sort of house

we want that I'm afraid we're going to

have to build. We saw one house in

Beverly that we both love but it wasn't

for sale or rent."

When Debbie was a teen-ager she and
her girl friends used to drive through Bel

Air and Beverly Hills and look at the

lovely big homes. The ones that always



...are you really lovely to love?

appealed to Mary Frances, as she was
called in those days, were vine-covered
English Tudor houses with massive oak
doors.
This past winter when it became ap-

parent that she would soon need a home of

her own, Debbie took to driving up and
down the streets of Beverly Hills again.

One day she saw her dream house. She
summoned her courage and walked to the

front door, cold. She knocked and waited.

No answer, so she jotted down the address.
Next time she tried the house, Eddie was

with her. On this day the owners were
home. Eddie explained their interest in the
house, and the owners invited them in to

look around.
"It had jUst what we need," Debbie re-

calls. "A paneled living room, a small
dining room, and two bedrooms. Only it

wasn't for sale.

"When we do get a home of our own, it

will be English outside but modern inside.

We want to use contemporary furnishings
rather than English period, which is too
heavy for our taste. Eddie and I like large
couches and plain modern wooden cabi-
nets. We want simple fabrics and big hand-
some lamps, and we're going to bring back
from Europe, if we have any luck, some
paintings and art objects and maybe a
grandfather's clock—things that will reflect

our taste and remind us of our honey-
moon."
The mailman's whistle cut into Debbie's

speculations. She rushed to the door and
handed the man an airmail envelope, ad-
dressed to Mr. Eddie Fisher, Essex House,
New York City.

"This is one more reason why I'm living
for the future," she laughed, "so we can
stop corresponding and live happily for-
ever after." END

elizabeth taylor

(Continued from page 36) meet these de-
mands adequately. The supply of new
blood cells was insufficient. The day after
she saw her son she grew light-headed
and dizzy. She felt weak and fragile, she
seemed completely without energy. She
lost strength rapidly.
The telephone rang in her room and she

could hardly lift the receiver. It was a
friend. "How do you feel, darling?"

"Terrible," Liz said. "Terrible and weak."
The blood seemed to be draining out of

her face; she became frighteninoly pale.
She grew even weaker and refused all

nourishment. A blood count was taken.
Her haemoglobin content was down to
fifty-five per cent.
Dr. Aasberg ordered an immediate blood

transfusion. Liz had that. Then she had
liver injections. It was not pleasant; Liz
hates needles.
The next day she was not quite so weak

but she was terribly depressed. She had
not bounced back as hoped. She seemed
completely inert, and was given a drug to
make her feel a little more cheerful. Then
they took another blood count. It was still

too low.
"Prepare Mrs. Wilding for another blood

transfusion," Dr. Aasberg said. Mike Wild-
ing, who had been with his wife every day,
knew real fear. The hospital staff buzzed
worriedly.
They gave Elizabeth another pint of

blood. And this was the one that brought
her through.

After she had slept for a while, another
blood count was taken. The haemoglobin
content had gone up. It was seventy-five
per cent, approximately normal.
Mike breathed again. Little Christopher

Edward, who was out of the incubator after
|
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two days, was pronounced fit by Dr. Jur-
gensen, the pediatrician, and doing well on
his formula. Dr. Aasberg replied to all

questions about Liz, "Fine. Everything's
satisfactory." And Liz began to recuperate
slowly, because she had been a very, very
sick girl. But the crisis was over.

Her first confinement had kept her in

Santa Monica Hospital for five days. This
time she was there for twelve. Toward
the end of her stay Dr. Johnson, a plastic

surgeon, removed some tissue which had
grown up around her vaccination scar.

Mike was with her constantly. He brought
news of little Mike, of the English nanny
taking care of him, of Peg Rutledge, Liz'

secretary. He said nothing of the fact that
he had been having severe trouble with
his back, that it gave him more and more
pain, that he might have to have an
operation Liz had been beside herself with
worry when, during the filming of The
Glass Slipper, Mike had slipped a disk in

his back. Now he said nothing, but he was
seeing a doctor frequently.
A nurse at the hospital was asked about

Liz and Mike as a couple. After all, there
had been rumors.

"I've never seen a more devoted couple,"

she said. "Mr. Wilding would come every
day a little after lunch. He would spend all

afternoon and all evening with his wife.

She had a television set in her room and
they would take dinner together and talk

and then watch a program.
"Their devotion wasn't obvious. I mean

it wasn't ostentatious. But from the way
they spoke to each other and looked at

each other, you could tell that they're
happy and in love. We couldn't get him
out of her room until ten o'clock every
night. I'm sure he spent about eight hours
a day with her.

"I remember the day Mrs. Wilding was
going home. Her husband had arranged
for this big limousine from MGM to fetch

her.

"Dr. Aasberg was around, and he loves

to tease. He said, 'Elizabeth, there are
hundreds of reporters downstairs, and
when Mike wheels you out of the elevator,

I want you to give them a big smile.'

"Mrs. Wilding shook her head and said,

'You're kidding,' and of course he was.
But she surely looked beautiful sitting in

the wheel chair, that little baby cuddled
in her arms."
So the tragedy had been averted, and a

healthy, though weak, Mrs. Wilding took
her new baby home. But her entire preg-
nancy had been marked with trouble.

hen she discovered last summer that™ she was going to have a second child,

Liz told no one but Mike. They shared
their secret happily for weeks, taking long
rides in their Jaguar, searching for a larger
house. They didn't care whether Mike, Jr.,

in the exciting process of saying his first

words, would have a brother or sister

—

either would do fine. They were very
happy.
Hollywood should logically have guessed

what was in the offing. Why were the
Wildings looking for a larger house when
they had just finished furnishing their

hilltop one? But no one guessed. In the
fall, trouble began. Liz hurt her leg and
it was slow to heal. She came down with
hepatitis and nervous tension. At this

time a studio hairdresser did suggest the
possibility. "Maybe she's pregnant again?"

"If Liz is pregnant," came the answer,
"she's one girl who'll show it in a hurry."
The first time Liz was expecting, she

certainly had. She had gained forty pounds
and had had a miserable time trying to get
back to 117 after Mike was born. No one
dreamed that she would be able to hide
a second pregnancy.
But this time she gained only nine

pounds during the entire nine months.
She carefully followed Dr. Aasberg's in-
structions and when the coming event was
officially announced many of the Wildings'
acquaintances were amazed.
The announcement, however, explained

more than Liz' nervousness. It explained
the extra solicitude with which Mike had
been treating his wife; it explained Liz'
even greater than usual dependence on
her husband. Without a blessed event in
the offing, the Wildings are one of Holly-
wood's happiest couples. With, they are
absolutely inseparable.
When Mike's parents were ill in London

several months ago, and the death of one
was imminent, Mike flew home. Alone, Liz
grew worried and fretful. A few days after
he left, she packed up and followed him
across the Atlantic—and she was six

months pregnant at the time.

WThile he was making The Glass Slipper
"™ with Leslie Caron, she lunched with
him every chance she got. One day, on the
set, he slipped the disk in his back. Mike
may have minimized the accident at first,

but Liz worried for two. That was a
trouble they haven't surmounted yet;

surgery may still be necessary.
But about other things, Liz didn't wor-

ry. During her pregnancy, the Wildings,
who have a habit of lavishing expensive
presents on each other, even though they
have bought, built and furnished two
houses in two years, ran a little short of

money. Money never has been a source of

anxiety to Liz. She spoke to her agent,

shrewd and charming Jules Goldstein.

Jules drove down to the studio one after-

noon and had no difficulty whatsoever in

making a deal. As a result, Metro paid Liz
her regular salary all during her preg-
nancy. In exchange, she granted the studio

a one-year extension of her contract.

All in all, it was a complicated pregnancy,
but no one anticipated the truly terrify-

ing climax. When it was over, the Wildings
were emotionally as well as physically

exhausted. But the story has a happy
ending.
When Liz took Christopher home, she

was prepared to find some natural resent-
ment on the part of Mike, Jr. Many first

children are jealous of the second. To
everyone's joy, little Mike adored Chris
from the start. He considers him a riot.

No doubt that reaction is at least partly

due to the fact that Mike, Jr., is still get-

ting his share of adoration—and justifiably.

He is one of the most charming children

in the film colony. He's bright, full of life

and spirit—and yet remarkably obedient.

Tell him even to go to bed and he trots

off without a murmur.

As for his mother, her health restored,

she's one of the most contented young
women in town. The other evening she

and Mike were invited out to an elaborate
Hollywood party.

"Want to go?" she asked Mike.
"How about you?" he countered.
"I'd rather stay home with all my men,"

Liz said. "Let's just have a couple up for

dinner." So they invited Dr. and Mrs.
Aasberg and made an occasion of it by
serving Dover sole, a favorite of all four.

After dinner they chatted in the living

room. Presently Liz Taylor rose and walked
to the picture window overlooking Bev-
erly Hills and Los Angeles.

Dr. Aasberg joined her. "How's my girl

feeling tonight?" he asked.

Liz turned her back on the scene below
and looked around the room. "Right now,"
she said, "I am the happiest, luckiest girl

on earth." Having come close to death and
having been restored to her full and happy
life, she has every reason to mean what
she says. END



tv talk

(Continued from page 32) not Jeff Donnell.

One thing is sure: Not next year nor any other

year could the voters make a more popular
choice than the one for Make Room For
Daddy as the best situation comedy. It's about
time somebody who hands out awards paid

some attention to this show. The only thing

wrong was that Danny Thomas and Jean
Hagen and Sherry Jackson and little Rusty
Homer couldn't each get an Emmy. The next-
to-the-best award, for us anyway, was the
one to George Gobel's writers, who got the
salute they deserve for keeping the Gobel show
on top practically every week. Those boys
work, and work hard, for that thirty minutes
of hilarity on Saturday night. George, by the

way, couldn't stay to make a speech. He was
due at another shindig right away. That's why
he picked up his Emmy first—and then ran!

Another well-deserved one was Robert Cum-
mings'; it's about time somebody handed him
a statuette, too. This has been a good year for

Bob—a new tv show that's going well, some
top dramatic spots, a brand new baby girl

and an Emmy . . . Art Carney is doing so

well these days that he has set up an office

with a full-time helper just to sort his mail
and keep track of his interviews. Even has
his own official office stationery . . . Audrey
Meadows, Art's co-worker on the Gleason
show (and co-Emmy winner), just may fool

everyone by getting married soon. The pos-

sible groom-to-be is not in show business.

He's a well-to-do businessman in Washington.
Audrey has been spending a lot of time com-
muting between New York and the capital,

and this is supposed to be It. Did you know,
by the way, that Gleason almost didn't hire

Audrey because he thought she was too pretty

for the role of Alice? She had to wash her
face and screw up her hair before he thought
she could look like Ralph Cramden's wife . . .

Don't be surprised if Milton Berle and his

ace writer Goodman Ace come to the parting
of the ways. Ace, you know, is the man who
devised Uncle Miltie's new format and made
him stop wearing women's clothes and throw-
ing pies. You've probably noticed that Mil-
ton has been sneaking in some of those old
routines lately. If he's happy with the old
slapstick, he and Ace just won't be able to
work as a team. Incidentally, Berle is going to

copy Gleason in one way if he has anything
to say about it. He, too, wants to own a
show (as Gleason will own the Dorsey Broth-
ers show in the fall). Why? That same old

tv reason: money. There Berle is, the man
with one of the most publicized long-term
contracts in broadcasting history, but a man
who needs to own a property as well as earn
a salary. The way things stand now, he could
leave very little to his wife, Ruthie; with a
production to call his own, he could rest as-

sured she'd always be taken care of ... Max
Liebman, too, wants more than an astronom-
ical salary. Everyone is singing those capital-

gains blues! . . . Her friends are astounded at

Kim Stanley's acting in the hit, Bus Stop.
They've known she is a fine actress, but they
didn't dream she could play such an unre-

pressed part as she does now. No two people

could be further apart than Kim herself—

a

shy, sometimes speechless, girl—and her Bus
Stop character—a honky-tonk singer with a

loud voice and a shady past. Just playing the

part may have helped Kim come out of her

cocoon, incidentally; when she had to appear
on a tv show as herself, she was tongue-tied.

Yet, when she went over to Steve Allen's

Tonight right after opening in Bus Stop, she
managed to chat and smile and ad lib with
the greatest of ease—a real switch from the
time she almost burst into tears. For those
of you who saw her re-enact a scene from the
play, by the way, here's a tip: It was toned
down from the stage version for tv. This is

often true. Sometimes the scenes you see, say
on Toast Of The Town, are word for word
like the Broadway scenes. But there are words
that can be used on Broadway that are never
uttered on tv! . . . That so-called romance
between Gloria Vanderbilt and Frank Sina-
tra never amounted to anything. The only
reason they even met was that Sinatra blew
into New York from the west coast suddenly
and needed a date. He called an actors' agent
he knew, and she said one of her clients was
free that night. It was Gloria. It's hard to

imagine two such people on a blind date, but
that's exactly what it was! Gloria, incident-

ally, apparently goes into all her projects with
vim and vigor. People who visited her home
when she was living with her husband, Leo-
pold Stokowski, are still surprised that she
ever left him. They say she was the very pic-

ture of a dutiful wife. She even, you know,
insisted that her name be spelled Glorya Sto-
kowska—the way it would have been done in

her husband's native country . . . Marlon
Brando is not planning any tv work, unfor-
tunately, but he has many surprises up his

sleeve for movie-goers. Don't think that his

Guys And Dolls role is an "off-beat" thing

and that then he'll return to his "tough guy"
roles. He fully intends to play the biggest

variety of roles he can find . . . Joan Caul-
field, for all her lightheartedness in her role

as Liz Cooper on My Favorite Husband, is

a person who urgently needs company all the

time. Joan just doesn't like to be alone.
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I never had a doll

(Continued from page 51) savage. I en-
dured this world by developing a bitter

hatred of it, which I made no effort to con-
ceal, and by retreating to a dream world
of my own.
One blistering afternoon I was hanging

around on the sidewalk watching a group
of boys lazily playing catch in the street.

I heard a kind of hissing sound and there
was a dirty-faced brat shaking her finger

at me. "She's a orphan!" she yelled. The
kids ringed around me, a stealthy, mena-
cing, yelling mob, jumping up and down
and chanting: "Yas, yah, yah! Orphant,
orohant, orphant!" I gritted my teeth, salt

stinging my eyes. I stared them down as
long as I could keep the tears from spill-

ing. I hid for the rest of the afternoon in

the darkest hallway I could find.

On Sunday afternoons, sometimes, Millie
would take me to a movie. Pearl White
serials, The Perils Of Pauline, The Ex-
ploits Of Elaine, were my passion.
From these sessions with dazzling ad-

venture in hot and stuffy neighborhood
theatres, I emerged, no longer Ruby
Stevens, the orphan drab and desolate, but
the counterpart of my idol.

In all my life, in all the parts I've

played, I have never forgotten Pearl
White. I'm bedeviled by the urgency,
whenever one of my pictures has any kind
of a stunt scene, not to have a double.

True, the double is hired and gets her
check but I have to ride over that cliff

or under that waterfall or run through
that burning building or scream through
that train wreck—all in the best tradition

' of my intrepid Pearl.

The Reverend William Carter, Pastor of

the little Dutch Reformed Church in

Flatbush, always smiled at me whenever
I walked by, and one day, he spoke to me.
He asked me if I'd ever been baptized.

I told him no, and he looked so sorrow-
ful that I asked him to baptize me. I've al-

ways kept the New Testament Reverend
Carter gave to me on my twelfth birthday.

Whenever Millie took me backstage for

a Saturday matinee at whatever theatre

she was working, I stood in the wings,

promising myself, passionately, that I

would, someday, be a great dancer

—

another Isadora Duncan!
When I was thirteen, I got a job as a

clerk for the telephone company and got

myself fired almost as soon as I was hired.

An irate subscriber confronted me with
a mistake in her bill. Where I came from
—somebody yelled at you, you yelled

back louder. I was out of my job in

nothing flat.

I trudged from one place to another, in

answer to every likely ad in the help-
wanted columns and finally landed in the
pattern department of Conde Nast.

One day a lady came to me for instruc-

tions in cutting some expensive material

to the pattern I'd sold her. With the su-
perb authority of utter stupidity, I gave
her explicit directions. The lady trusting-

ly followed them.
The management struck me from the

payroll. This time, I bounced happily down
the stairs. Now I knew where I was going.

Show business. That was my business! As
for trying to be anything but a dancer,

I'd had it.

Confidence and the example of an in-

domitable serial queen are ripe assets in

a teenster. I was fifteen—a statistic to be
denied. I went winging my way in and out
of casting offices, my hair plastered in

"dips," mouth painted, eyes heavily, un-
skilfully outlined, my lashes loaded with
mascara. I'm sure the man who hired line

dancers for the Strand Roof knew how
young and green I was, but he hired me.

I was a hoofer!
In my sole compatibility with the

neighborhood kids, I had danced for "hat
money"—small change tossed by passers-
by. The ruthlessness I'd developed as a
part of my survival equipment, because
my fists were as important as my feet in

getting my share of the tossed coins, was
priceless.

When the Strand Roof closed, I shuttled
from one chorus job to another. I loved
going through the battered stage doors. I

loved the scramble for places before cur-
tain time; the music, the excitement, the
color. I even loved the hazards. I didn't

pa lie when I was broke between jobs, and
like the rest of us hoofers, acted filthy

rich when I had any salary coming in.

Between jobs, we all shared one precious
resource. That was Billy LaHiff, our father
confessor; Mr. LaHiff, my Good Samaritan.
He owned The Tavern on 48th Street and
a heart as big as a circus tent. He never
refused a meal to a hungry chorine nor
to an out-of-work actor. And he had no
memory at all for what you owed him if

your luck was slow.

Mae Clarke, Wanda Mansfield and I

shared a cold-water, walk-up room. We
were short on cash and tall on dreams in

our "Three Musketeer" relationship. If one
got a job we all ate; if we were all "at

liberty" we shared our lack of resources
just as thoroughly. We laughed a lot and
kept worry a stranger.

One night Billy LaHiff collared me and
said, "Ruby, I think I can get you a job.

Willard Mack's casting—looking for a
chorus girl. Come meet him."

Willard Mack! A top "legit" producer,

actor, playwright, director. I was not

awed. Legit had little to do with my
beloved branch of show business.

Mr. LaHiff said, "Name's Ruby Stevens,

Bill. Helluva little hoofer—sweet pair o'

gams, too." Mr. Mack said, after giving

Vincent Lopez, the bandleader,

recalls the time he discovered little

Betty Hutton in Detroit. "After

she joined my band, I took her to

breakfast. She ordered steak. She

had iunch and ordered steak. At
dinner she had steak again. And
at a midnight party she ate steak

again. Finally I asked her how she

could eat steak four times a day.

She explained, "I've never had
steak in my life. And I promised
mysetf that when I ever got it, I'd

stuff myself!" —Paul Denis

me a sharp-eyed inspection, that, yes, I

could have the chorine bit in The Noose.

"There are three of us hoofers, Mr. Mack,"
I said. "I don't accept any job except it's

one for all of us."

Wrinkle^ of amusement splashed the cor-

ners of his eyes. "All right, Ruby," he
said, "bring your friends."

The tryout of The Noose in Philadelphia

was as dreary as a wake. It was a turkey.

Mr. Mack went to work again. He re-

wrote, re-cast and rehearsed, rehearsed,

rehearsed. When he changed the story, he
became possessed of the conviction that

Ruby Stevens could be trained into an
actress! I was never so shocked in my
whole life. I felt like Pearl V/hite, in a

real big peril. But by now, I kept my
mouth shut when Mr. Mack gave any
orders.

Day and night he drilled, drilled, drilled

me to play one of the most poignant dra-

matic roles he ever wrote. After a week
made up of days and nights of endless

work, work, work, it was again curtain

time for The Noose. In Pittsburgh.

When the curtain fell on that second



performance everyone was ecstatic. Except
me. I was just lightheaded—from no sleep

j|:
and gallons and gallons of coffee and
skipped meals. But, taking my first bow, I

was lighthearted. If the applause was to

be trusted, I hadn't let Mr. Mack down.

We tried out for three more weeks on
the road. Then we went to New York for

pre-Broadway rehearsals at the Belasco.

We were all in the green room when Mr.
Mack arrived. He walked over to me and
said, "Ruby Stevens is no name for a star."

He glanced around the room. The walls

were lined with framed programs. One
read, "Jane Stanwyck in Barbara Fritchie."

Mr. Mack turned, held out his hand,
"Hello, Barbara Stanwyck," he said.

That's what became of Ruby Stevens,
who was going to be a dancer.

TYIothing was the same after that. Mr.
-L* Mack introduced me to a world I

entered resistlessly only because this great

|
and kind man had staked his reputation on

J

my performance. I lived, ate, slept,

dreamed the part I had to play. Most of the

time I was too tired to breathe.
I did get a wire off to my sisters in

Brooklyn telling them I had an important
part and that there would be tickets for

them at the box office opening night. The
Noose was a hit. I was besprinkled with
the lavish excitement of a Broadway first

nifht. Everyone else had friends and family
galore backstage after the performance.
Mr. Mack introduced me to lots of people
but I kept watching for my sisters. Finally,

when the crowd was all gone and only the

|

eerie work lights were left on the stage, I

gave up, took my make-up off and got to

a telephone booth.
Well, they'd been at the theatre all right.

They'd had fine seats, right down in front;

they looked through the program, didn't

see my name and when I didn't come on
in the first act, they decided there was a
mistake somewhere and went home.

I had forgotten to tell them I was Bar-
f bara Stanwyck.

The Noose ran for nearly a year on
1 Broadway. Mr. Mack continued to coach

me—to teach me what acting was all about.
It was a lonely, concentrated, consecrated
life. He made me learn a new play every
week. He drilled me as carefully in each
week's role as though I were going to
open in it on Broadway. No one ever had
so great a gift from so great a master.
Willard Mack was theatre. Acting was his
religion. It became mine.

I still missed Wanda and Mae, remem-
bering our zany laughter whether we
were in or out of jobs. In the midst of being
a successful dramatic star on Broadway,
I'd wonder, when I had any time at all to
do anything except study the endless
scripts Mr. Mack assigned me, what would
have happened to Ruby Stevens if Billy
LaHiff hadn't decided to get her a job.
She was a kid who never had been a

child, really. Now she didn't exist at all.

One night Oscar Levant brought a
friend to my dressingroom. Loving show
business, I worshiped at the shrine of
talent. I'd seen Frank Fay in his incom-
parable performances time and again at
the Palace Theatre. He had, also, indis-
putably irresistible personal charm.

I met him. I loved him, I married him.
I came with him to California.
I lacked the social ease which those

who have always been welcome wherever
they go wear as gracefully and casually
as a model wears a mink coat, and our
life was a series of glamorous parties
where I sat in the corner attracting no
more attention than the furniture. Listen-
ing to all the bright, easy, sophisticated
conversation, watching Frank sprinkle his
magic over everything, watching the wom-
en glow under the spell of his charm,

The danger in waiting for

your child to outgrow pimples

by MARCELLA HOLMES
NOTED BEAUTY AUTHORITY

(former beauty editor of "Glamour" magazine

)

Of all the mail that reaches a beauty
editor's desk, there is none so urgent
as letters from adolescent girls with
pimples. That's why I want to alert

mothers to the double dangers of this

problem. Psychologists tell us that
pimples undermine poise and self-

confidence, can cause per?nanent dam-
age to a child's personality. Skin spe-

cialists warn that acne-type pimples,
if neglected, can leave permanent scars
on the skin.

Is there a way you can help your
child? Yes, thanks to clearasil, a mod-

ern, scientific pimple medication proved
effective in doctors' tests on 202 pa-
tients. In these tests, 9 out of every 10
cases were cleared up or definitely im-
proved while using clearasil.

Greaseless, fast-drying, antiseptic . .

.

clearasil may be said to "starve" pim-
ples because it helps remove the oils

pimples "feed" on. Ends embarrassment
immediately because clearasil is skin-

colored to hide pimples as~ it works.
Guaranteed to work for you as it did
in doctors' tests or money back. Only
59f/ and 98^ at all druggists.

Special Offer: Send 15^ in coins or
stamps for generous trial size of
CLEARASIL to Eastco, Inc., Box 12 ER,
White Plains, N. Y. Exp. July 7, 1955.

BUILD NO BARBECUE PIT . . .

until you've seen how easily you yourself

can do it in just one day at so little cost.

BUY Dell's brand new BARBECUE magazine.

Now on sale everywhere—just 25c
Also includes 1,000 choice recipes to make

you the envy of everyone this summer.

TO TRAIN AT HOME
ACT NOW—HELP FILL THE NEED

you can prepare for practical experience
Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.

_ ._y earn while learning. Agesl8to65. High
chool not necessary. Easy payments. Write
or free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.

Sheffield Ave., Desk K-98, Chicago 14. III.

m
Glamorous black and white enlarge-
ments 8x10 inch on double weight
portrait paper and gold tooled leath-
erette frames only 67c ea. FREE! If

you order 3 enlargements you get
one extra 8x10 free plus 12 small
size keepsakes free. But you must
hurry. To get the free gifts, rush
favorite photos or films at once. Be
sure to include color of hair, eyes,
etc. for oil coloring information.
Your originals safely returned.
Send no money. Pay postman plus C.6.D. State choice
of frames, brown or maroon. Mail photos today. Act now.
Dept. 715, Marvtl Art, 3140 Rooswolt Road, Chicago 12, Illinois

WAITRESSES - NURSES
BEAUTY-
OPERATORS NYLON

BE A DREAM tNWMT5Xl79±

INDUSTRIAL UNIFORM CO.
140 SOUTH ROCK ISLAND STREET WICHITA, KANSAS

Please Send Free Booklet to

NAME_
ADDRESS,

CITY .STATE . 89



For gayer, brighter, more colorful

looking hair, be sure to use LOVALON
after each shampoo. Lovalon removes
dull film, blends in off color or gray-
ing streaks and softens the appear-
ance of dyed hair. Not a permanent
dye, not a bleach — Lovalon is a rinse

made in 12 hair i

shades. Select
the shade fori

your coloring.

10?: for 2 rinses

25c for 6 rinses

C Q1 MOVIE & TV
1 STAR PICTURE s25>

EXCITING NEW COLLECTION!
For the first time—sensational pictures
of your favorite movie and TV stars!

A super-duper offer!

CD EE Home addresses of over 165
stars and birthdays of 300

with order of your favorite stars!

Send 25= to
DeLUXE PHOTO SERVICE, Dept. 642
Box 947, Church St. Annex, N.Y. 8, N.V.

EARN OVER
$25 WEEKLY

Address Our Postcards at Home
Good Handwriting Necessary

ATI AC BOX 188, DEPT. 1WRITE ATLAS MELROSE, MASS.

ASTHMA
Eczema — Psoriasis

People from all walks of life — lawyers,
priests,^ clergymen, doctors, nurses, famous
celebrities, farmers, working men and women,
even unemployed — have visited this office
from all parts of California, the United
States and foreign countries and have been
treated at this office for practically all of
the ills of mankind. Why? Because many
people with asthma, heart trouble, blood-
pressure, skin disorders, eczema, psoriasis,
"flu, bad cold, overweight, gland failure,
insomnia, nervousness, rheumatism, arthritis!,
headache, and many other ailments have re-
sponded to these treatments—"as if by magic."
SEND FOR FREE BOOK. A most com-
prehensive explanation of "the true
cause of disease.' 1 Amazing! Educa-
tional! Proven! Outstanding!

WORLD'S LARGEST
INSTITUTION OF ITS KIND

DR. SASSONE, D.C., 355 South
Broadway,LosAngeles 13, Calif.

watching Frank, gay and happy and un-
aware of me until going-home-time.

I polished the chip on my shoulder. I

pasted a smile on my face. I hated
everything but the hours I had with
Frank alone. As these grew fewer I grew
more silent. If I kept very quiet I could
hear all the lovely, happy chatter of my
dream-world people.

True, I was in Hollywood as Mrs. Fay,
but as nothing in my background had
fitted me to fill the endless hours of Mr.
Fay's absence from the hearthside, I

thought I ought to put Mr. Mack's teach-
ings to practical use. I got an agent.

I made test after test—nine of them, by
actual count. Each and all were deplorably
unproductive.
One day a young director—his name was

Frank Capra—sent for me. "I think you'd
be great for this part. I'd like to make a
test," he said. Bitterness overwhelmed me.
Poker-faced, I walked to the door.

"No, thanks," I said, holding tight to
the doorknob, hoping my trembling didn't
show. "I've had some." I started out.
"Take it easy, Barbara," Capra spoke,

real quiet. I stopped. I looked back.
Capra was grinning. He said, "Report

for wardrobe, nine o'clock Monday. Our
picture is Ladies Of Leisure. I've got faith
in it—I've got faith in you, too."
That faith and Ladies Of Leisure changed

my life in Hollywood. It also established
Capra as a director of the first magnitude.
Now I was a girl named Stanwyck—who
had a hit picture. That's the nicest friend
a girl can have in Hollywood.
Just as my marriage to Frank Fay was

inevitable, so, I guess, was our parting
after seven years. We were divorced in 1936.
Once again, I knew the world was alien

and unfriendly and I didn't want to know
any different. The chip on my shoulder
held my shoulders straight and my chin
up and my eyes were curtained so that no
one would know I didn't believe in any-
thing in the world.
Marian and Zeppo Marx refused to be

snubbed by my indifference. Hepped on
the idea of establishing a horse breeding
business in the Valley, they urged me to
join them. I found myself co-owner of
Marwyck Ranch, as incongruous a bit of
self-casting as I've ever heard of!

They built their house on one hill—

I

built mine on one adjoining. I built the
swimming pool, they the tennis court

—

both of which we shared. The stables
spread across the land beneath our houses.
When all the building was done I had no
interest in any of it. I sat in my house on
that hilltop looking through eyes clouded
with the bitterness inside me, across the
acres which were half mine. I knew it was
a far cry from the Brooklyn tenements. I

knew there was beauty in my home. There
was no beauty in me. I was still a bitter
child cowering in a dark hallway.

'y eppo and marian persisted in saying they
wanted me to meet a man whose name,

I gathered, was Artique. They insisted I'd
like him. Finally, I gave in and said I'd

go to dinner with them at the Trocadero.
A young man who was the latest motion

picture box-office rage, was sitting at our
table. I was introduced to Robert Taylor.
We made polite conversation, while I

wondered what had happened to my
"date." Then I confided, "I was supposed
to meet a Mr. Artique here tonight."

Taylor's blue eyes twinkled like crazy;
he grinned that famous grin, and gave
with the warmest chuckle I ever heard.
He murmured, "R.T., Ma'am, R.T. That's
the one you were to meet, and

—

I am he!"
It was okay with me. Marian and Zeppo

were right. I did like Robert Taylor.
For the next three years, R.T., my friend,

held an absorbing place in my thoughts
and absorbed most of my time. We were

not, we protested publicly and to each
other, in love; we simply and frankly
enjoyed being together.
Bob had to go to England to make A

Yank At Oxford. When he returned, the
old, good-companion relationship, the cam-
araderie that had been so rewarding,
just wasn't there any more. We were pos-
sessed of an awareness of each other that
made mere friendship impossible.
On May 13, 1939, we drove to San Diego

with Zeppo and Marian and Ida Koverman
and we were married by a Justice of the
Peace at one minute after midnight. The
Little People made pretty music in my
secret world.
No sooner was the dream house we

built a long-awaited reality, than Navy
Lieutenant Robert Taylor left for duty.
The loneliness of waiting for the lieu-

tenant's return was not like any other
loneliness because I shared it as a member
of an enormous family which stretched
across the world. It was a family made up
only of women—and men too old or too
young to leave us. In this loneliness no
wife was really alone; millions of wives
endured the living in a state of suspense
—of suspended animation—thinking life

would resume, at the war's end, exactly as
it was before. Eventually, it was over.
Eventually, our men came home—those
who could come home, I mean.
Soon after Bob's return he got his

own plane and flew all over the country
on fishing and hunting expeditions. One
long location trip after another took him
away, too. To England, Italy, Utah, New
Mexico—we were weeks apart after years
apart. Ten days before Christmas of the
year 1950, we called Helen Ferguson and
told her to prepare our divorce announce-
ment for the papers.

I bought a new house, sold our house,
and every stick of its furniture. Wander-
ing through those empty rooms a wrack-
ing bitterness held me.

I started down the stairs. A sort of
blackness enveloped me.
When I opened my eyes, Helen was

leaning over me and the doctor was there.
I said, "I've lost my husband." As though
that explained everything. I expected her
to comfort me. But, her face stern, she
said, "What makes you so proud of that?
It's a very commonplace accomplishment."

I could have killed her.
I turned my head away. I wouldn't look

at her. She leaned close and said, in the
softest whisper, "You're the daughter I

never had." Helen has a mother-heart;
only her lack of years disqualified her. I

didn't move or hear her leave. My world
was filled with what she had whispered.

I'd been called "daughter."
I wish I could say that from that moment

I began to let all the kindnesses friends
held out to me reach me. It would be a
lie. I didn't get rid of my bitterness. I went
to parties dressed in my finest, and I

talked with crackling bitterness—and too
much. And I laughed a lot.

Then Nancy Sinatra planned a surprise
party for my birthday. When I sww all

the smiling, loving faces in her living room,
I resented the invasion of my misery. But
I made myself very gay.

I didn't want to open the presents piled

high at the end of the room. But they
made me. So I exclaimed over all the
generous and extravagant gifts and every-
one smiled, rewarded, and I felt like a
worm in a spotlight. I came to Helen's
gift. It was not extravagant. It was some-
thing she had written—something lettered

on parchment, and it was in a little silver

frame. It had a title, "A Prayer For Missy."

Even before I finished reading it the

dam inside me broke.
And now the tears were sweet and

cleansing and I heard, with my heart, the

tinkling sounds of the joy of my Little



People. It was no strain to hear them,
because there was no sound at all in Nancy
Sinatra's lovely room. It was filled with
the waiting, understanding silence of peo-
ple who loved me.
Part of the miracle was that I wasn't

embarrassed because I was crying.

In those tears, the death of my bitterness

began. This was the start of my journey
away from my childhood.
Next day, I showed "A Prayer For

Missy" to Nana, (that's what we call

Helen's mother). She smiled and I smiled
and there was a glow about everything.
We were in Nana's room. She was sur-

rounded by dolls of all styles and sizes

and piles of paper and she was wrapping
each doll very carefully. I knew the dolls

had belonged to her granddaughter.
"Nana," I accused her, "aren't you a

little old to be playing with dolls?"
"I'm just loving them a little as I put

them away." She looked at me and said,

"Never be 'too old' for anything, Bobbie."
It is said of Nana by all who love her,

that she talks in Braille, but we've learned
she has a special way of telling us what
she knows it is time for us to hear. Nana
never bludgeons us with her wisdom. She
offers it with a bright unexpectedness;
with a soft delicacy.

So I was quiet, thinking. I watched her
tender inspection of each doll before she
hid it in the paper. Then she looked up and
asked, "Didn't you ever have a doll?"
"No," I said.

"Ah," said Nana. She looked again at the

I

doll in her hands. Her face was sober.
"Well, it does take a lot longer to grow

up without a doll." That's what Nana said.

Then she grinned at me, and we shared
another secret. A peaceful secret.

That was three years ago.
Before I knew better, one of my proud-

est boasts was that I always prayed only
for others. I still pray for others. But
in all humility, I now pray for myself, too.

And I know He listens. Nana taught me
because her years are so many and her
heart so young and trusting—not to be

I afraid to grow up. Nana's example brought
S me to restored believing, to faith, to daily

prayer; to gratefulness for the blessings
I have had—and which I truly love to
share. I have had so many of them. I've
given a lot of lip-service to God, but now
I know how to properly thank Him.
When bitterness goes, there's plenty of

room for a lot of nice things. Like—really
wanting Bob and Ursula Taylor to be happy
in their whole future together; like ap-
preciating the things I receive, whether
they are just exactly what I've asked for
or not; like waking up in the morning
knowing I've good hard work ahead of me
at the studio, and friendly folk to help to
do it; like laughing because I'm happy and
not laughing at something or someone as a
cover-up for disappointment and turmoil
within me; like filling the hours I spend
alone with hope instead of distrust; and

|

like praying with confidence instead of
being afraid to pray at all.

Last Christmas Helen gave me a doll.
Tied to its hand was a card which said,
"I belong to Ruby Stevens."

I laughed and laughed until I cried!
I'm a big girl now! END

PHOTOGRAPHERS' CREDITS
The photographs appearing in this issue
are credited below, page by page:
6—RCA Victor; 9—Albin; 10—Scott, Beerman,
Parry; 11—Scott, Beerman, Parry, Albin; 12

—

Wide World; 13—MGM; 14—Scott, Albin; 15

—

Scott, Warners; 16 INP; 31—20th-Fox;
32—Beerman, Parry; 36—Beerman, Parry; 37

—

MGM; 38, 39—Beerman, Parry; 40—Beerman,
Parry; 42—Disney; 43—MGM; 44, 45—Globe;
46, 47—Beerman, Parry; 48, 49—INP; 51
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MODERN SCREEN staff; 52, 53—Black Star;
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ARE YOU "ALL MOUTH"
-AND NO EYES ?

If you use lipstick, you need MAYBELLINE eye make-up to accent
your eyes—for real beauty is balanced beauty.
Your eyes are your most important feature! Don't leave them

"washed-out looking" in contrast to a vividly made-up mouth.
Make your eyes truly lovely today— quickly and easily— with

because the stories you see weekly on NBC-TV's
newest and most exciting late afternoon program

;> "MODERN ROMANCES"
are based on true-to-life stories taken from the pages
of "Modern Romances" Magazine. A complete new
"LIVE" story is brought to you every week—Monday
to Friday.

featuring MARTHA SCOTT as Story Editor

"Modern Romances sponsored by Ajax the foaming
action cleanser, Fab with more active dirt remover
(made by the Colgate-Palmolive Company) and Cash-
mere Bouquet Soap."

tuneyour set to"MODERN ROMANCES"
Check your newspaper for the time on your local NBC-TV Channel



SHORTHAND
1 IN O WEEKS

1

Write 120 words per minute

—

Age no obstacle—LOWEST COST

Famous SPEEDWRITING
shorthand. No symbols; no
machines. Uses ABC's. Easi-

est to learn and use. Fast

preparation for a better po-

sition and a sound, substan-

tial future.

Nationally used in leading
offices and Civil Service; also

by executives, students, etc.

120 words per minute— 511%

FASTER than Civil Service
requirements. Over 250,000
taught at home or through
classroom instruction. The
very low cost will surprise

you. Typing available. 32nd
Year. Schools in over 400
cities in U. S., Canada, Cuba
and Hawaii.

Write for FREE Booklet to:

School of

Received Salary
Increase

As a Result of
SPEEDWRITING

Shorthand
"After studying
SPEEDWRITING
shorthand only sis
weeks, I was taking
dictation as fast as
my friends who have
been struggling for

many months with
other types of short-
hand. I received a raise
in salary with the
promise of another in
the near future."
Marguerite Dearness.
Holyoke. Mass.

CORN and VX JARS 35c
callus removal \\ 60c
guaranteed or
money back. Fast, easy,
economical. Get Mosco today
and ease those corns away! At
drug stores everywhere. Regular
jar, 35c, large economy jar, 60c.
The Moss Co., Rochester, N.Y*

1

1

No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train-
r

\ ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly \

, \ instructors; standard texts. Full credit for^

I \ previous schooling. Diploma awarded.
I 1 Write now for FREE catalog 1

H WAYNE SCHOOL Catalog HAF-34

[ ) 2527 Sheffield Ave., Chicago 1 4, Illinois
y
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in spare time—at home.
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i?i"ton St., Chicago 16, III.

""SP50RIASIS
( SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

D€RmO!L
SEE FOR YOURSELF
no matter how long you
have suffered. Write for
FREE book on Psoriasis

,
and DERMOIL with

, actual "before—after"

\ photo record of results.
Don't be embarrassed
with Psoriasis, the ugly,
scaly skin disease. Try
non- staining DERMOIL.
Amazing results reported
for over 22 years! Many
grateful UBers report the
scaly red patches on body
or scalp gradually disappeared and they
again enjoyed the thrill of a smooth clear skin. DERMOIL
formula is used by many doctors. Must give definite
benefit or your money back. Make our famous "One Spot
Tesf! SEND 1 Op for trial bottle. DERMOIL sold at
Liggett and Walgreen and other leading Drug Stores.
Write today LAKE LABORATORIES Dept. 9809392S Strathmoor Station, Detroit 27, Mich.

things are looking up

{Continued from page 35) "After the first

week," Nora swore, "he flew the coop."
Nora sued for back alimony. Simultane-
ously, second wife Joanne Dru got a bench
warrant for Haymes' arrest. Joanne
claimed he owed $5,000 in child-support
payments.
As soon as Dick and Rita arrived in

Hollywood in February, Haymes amazed
everyone by voluntarily walking into
Judge Doyle's court. He promised to pay
all charges in arrears.
A few weeks later he did. Full-bearded

and natty, he strode into the office of
Nora's attorney, S. S. Hahn. He handed
Hahn a check for $7000. For a minute
Hahn couldn't believe it, but the check
cleared the bank.

"This check," Hahn announced, "not
only takes care of back alimony payments
but stops once and for all the payments
of $100 a week Haymes promised my
client."

People were curious about where Dick
Haymes was getting the money to square
all his debts. Rita, of course, is tremen-
dously happy, but she denies having given
him one penny. She herself has little

money until her own corporation, Beck-
worth Productions, can obtain an account-
ing of moneys due her.
The answer lies in the Crystal Bay

Corporation. This corporation was founded
by Dick and Rita to produce films for
United Artists.

Several weeks ago United Artists ad-
vanced Crystal Bay Corporation $100,000.
It did not advance the money to Haymes,
since the Government could have attached
$45,000 of it for Haymes' back income
taxes. The money went directly to the
corporation. As an official of the corpora-
tion, Haymes is empowered to disburse
such funds as he sees fit.

The man who extricated Rita and Dick
from their financial quagmire is Bartley
Crum, the same brilliant attorney who
finally negotiated a child-support settle-
ment with Rita's third husband, Aly Khan.
"As a result of this settlement," Rita

said recently, "I plan to take Yasmin (her
five-year-old daughter by the Moslem
prince) to Europe some time this summer,
probably when my picture is finished. Her
grandfather has been terribly anxious to
see her."
The Aga Khan, who is near death in

France at this writing, has wanted
desperately to see Yasmin for the last
three years, but Rita steadfastly refused
until a definite support agreement was
drawn up.
At five, Yasmin is a bright-eyed little

pixie, open-hearted, cute and talkative.
Luck may smile on Rita again. Her older

daughter, Rebecca, is the child of Orson
Welles. It is said that Welles, in financial
difficulty, has been unable to support
Rebecca. But recently Welles was offered
$25,000 per week to appear in Las Vegas.
If he does Rita will undoubtedly receive a
wad of money for Becky's support.

'T'hings are looking up for Rita. But
what counts most to her is that in Dick

Haymes she has finally found the great
love of her life.

Dick has said over and over again,
"What Rita has gone through for me—it's

just impossible to talk about it. When
things looked blackest, when I was being
backed into one corner after another, it

was her courage that saw me through. I

give you my word we're man and wife
forever."

Rita is not nearly so eloquent as Dick,
but how loudly her behavior speaks!
Just look back at what this glamorous

beauty has gone through. She married

Haymes in a circus-like wedding staged
in Las Vegas. Deputy sheriffs and a special
nurse watched her two children as she
was interviewed by approximately 200
reporters and cameramen.
A threat of deportation hung over

Haymes. He was also flat broke. Follow-
ing the highly publicized wedding, how-
ever, Haymes received $150,000 in night-
club offers.

He accepted a few, and Rita, temporarily
abandoning her own career, stayed at his
side. Her children remained in Connecti-
cut.

You know what happened. Wherever
Haymes entertained his salary was at-
tached. His former wives threatened to
throw him into jail. While Rita and Dick
were staying at the Roney Plaza in
Miami, Rita was charged with neglecting
her children and Rebecca and Yasmin were
held in court "custody."
At the same time, she was suspended

by her studio and Haymes was in danger
of being bounced out of the country. There
was constant bickering on the Aly Khan
financial settlement.
A lesser woman would have retired to

a sanitarium with a full-fledged nervous
breakdown. Not Rita. Under no circum-
stances would she give up her husband.
She loved him too much, no matter how
much bad publicity, aggravation and
heartache he had caused.

Rita Hayworth knows one thing for
sure. The whole Haymes deportation con-
fusion never would have occurred if Dick

Jayne Meadows' and Steve
Allen's big Park Avenue apartment
had been Betty Furness' home and
it has two and a half baths. Steve
explains, "For the first time in my
life, I can take two and a half

baths when I feel like it."—Paul Denis

hadn't fallen uncontrollably in love with
her.

In May, 1953, Haymes flew to Hawaii,
ostensibly to sing at The Royal Hawaiian
Hotel, but in truth to be near Rita who
was then on location with Miss Sadie
Thompson.
When Dick returned to Los Angeles

three weeks later, he was told that his trip

to Hawaii—for whatever purpose—had
made him a deportable alien.

Haymes was born in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, September 13, 1918. His

father was an English cattle rancher, his
mother an American concert singer. He
was brought to the United States when he
was three months old. When he was
twenty, he left the country and then came
back under the quota system as an alien.

After he had volunteered for induction
in World War II and had been turned
down for "bad eyes and high blood pres-
sure," he made the mistake of requesting
a deferment on the grounds that he was
a citizen of a neutral nation, Argentina.
When Argentina entered the war, Dick

voluntarily voided the deferment. He was
classified 1 A, and ordered to report for

induction in Los Angeles. Here he was
examined and again declared unfit for

military service, again because of his eyes
and his blood pressure. But this time,

Dick's draft board began to receive let-

ters from one of Haymes' enemies, claim-
ing that Dick had been taking benzedrine
tablets several days before his physical in

order to induce high blood pressure.
Whereupon the Army ordered the

crooner to Governor's Island in New York
Bay for another physical. This time he was
carefully watched for three days and re-
examined periodically. The results were



the same: bad eyes and high blood pres- I

sure.

Rita Hayworth knew all this before she
married Dick. He told her everything

—

his hectic past, his legal and financial

troubles. She offered to help with money.
Dick wouldn't hear of it. He went to her
attorney. "I love this girl so much," he
said, "that I never want her to have the

slightest trouble because of me. I want
you to draw up some agreement which
says that what money she has will never
go to me and what debts I've incurred
will never be held against her."

Bartley Crum drew up such an agree-
ment and Haymes signed it. Today he can
truthfully say, "My family is living on
borrowed money, and I've never touched
a penny of my wife's funds."
Last summer when things looked dark-

est and headlines boldest, the Haymeses, at

Rita's urging, withdrew to Crystal Bay,
Nevada. Rita had "waited out" her divorce
from Aly Khan in this quiet little sum-
mer resort town. And she loved it.

TV7hile the newspapers concentrated on
" Ava Gardner who lived a few hundred
yards away, establishing Nevada residence
requirements to drop Frank Sinatra, Rita
and Dick, along with Yasmin and Becky
and Brutus—Brutus is Haymes' boxer

—

moved into the Nevada cottage which is

today jbeir legal home.
Rita hired .a Mexican woman, Louisa,

to do the cleaning and the cooking, and
announced that come Hades or high
water, this simple two-bedroom cottage
located on a small dirt road would be their
hideaway, their escape from process servers
and reporters and busybodies, for the next
two years.
Although Rita has tried to live the life

of a hermit this last year, to save her
strength and marshal her forces, she has
had to make certain concessions.
She was perfectly content to paint, to

refurnish the cottage, to restore old furni-
ture. She was blissfully happy without
newspapers, magazines and telegrams from
her agents. And so was Haymes. They
dressed in blue jeans, never went out,
were hardly ever seen except by the care-
taker in the neighborhood. Their unlisted
telephone seldom rang except when they
were called by their respective attorneys.
But there were Rita's children, Becky

and Yasmin, and Dick's children, Junior
and Helen. There were visits from Dick's
mother and Bartley Crum and Aly Khan's
lawyer.
When Dick's mother came to Crystal

Bay several months ago, Rita agreed to let

her take Yasmin and Becky into nearby
Reno. The children were recognized
instantly.

Last fall, Becky, bright as a button,
was enrolled in the school at King's Beach
while Yasmin, too young at five to go to
school, stayed home with Dick and Rita.
When snow came early, Dick and Rita
went skiing and Dick worked on his book,
reportedly his autobiography to be pub-
lished later this year.
While the Haymeses avoided society,

their lawyers were hard at work, trying
to make order of their clients' tangled
affairs.

First on the agenda was the support set-
tlement with Aly Kahn. Rita said she was
perfectly agreeable to Yasmin's being
brought up in the Moslem faith. She
wanted the little girl to visit her father
and grandfather in Europe, but first she
must have definite assurance that the child
would be returned to her. And there was
the matter of financial support for Yasmin.

It took half a dozen trips across the
Atlantic and months of legal haggling but
last year Bartley Crum negotiated a deal.
The result? There will always be plenty
of money for Yasmin's rearing and she
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will be allowed to visit her father every
summer from now on.
Next then was the problem of settling

the fight between Rita and Columbia Pic-
tures. Crum worked that one out, too, and
helped to make the United Artists ar-
rangement with the Crystal Bay Corpora-
tion. Then he announced, "Rita Hayworth
is returning to Columbia Pictures. Dick
Haymes is to become a screen writer and
producer."
Crum did not say that Haymes was

becoming a writer and producer at Colum-
bia Studios although many newsmen mis-
interpreted the statement. It is no secret
in Hollywood that Columbia and Haymes
don't see eye to eye. But Rita's days at
Columbia are rapidly drawing to an end.
Then she embarks on the dangerous but
soul-satisfying voyage of independent pro-
duction.
With Dick beside her, Rita feels that

everything will turn out to be good

and golden and glorious. For almost a yearj
she and her husband lived together
twenty-four hours a day. In that mountain
cottage on the shores of Lake Tahoe
they enjoyed companionship and intimacy I

that few other couples have ever been
destined to know.
For Rita that was, at last, marital fulT !

fillment. All her previous marriages were i

to men who traveled widely, who had I

diverse interests, who left her alone for
I

long periods of time.
With Dick it has been different. It has

been the two of them and the children.
It has been a time of peace and tranquillity
and adjustment.
Now that Rita is back at work, there

will be the usual items hinting at divorce
and disagreements. These are inevitable
for stars in the spotlight.
But after what Rita and Dick have

been through these last two years, the rest
of the way looks easy. end

audrey on the run

(Continued from page 52) amused by the
frustrated efforts to get pictures of her. She
often turned to glance at the press cars
following her, grinned broadly and re-
sumed her conversation.
From Nathan's apartment, Audrey and

Mel hurried to La Cremaillere restaurant
for dinner with New York Herald-Tribune
columnist Art Buchwald. It was the only
private interview Audrey gave—a fact the
French press naturally resented, accusing
her of favoritism.
While Mel gulped down a dozen oysters,

half a chicken and a platter of crepes su-
zettes, Audrey, who claims she stays thin
by "eating a little and working a lot,"

played with a bowl of consomme, a slice

of salmon and a dish of ice cream. Photog-
raphers were not admitted.
The next day Audrey attended a private

showing of Sabrina, with French dialogue
dubbed in, made a radio broadcast and
appeared at the press conference, which
disclosed nothing more exciting than the
fact that she "hopes one day to have a
family." She denied the rumors that she
was pregnant. The rumors continued
steadily, however, and she has, as steadily,
denied them.
While the press was busy in the Ritz

salons below, one enterprising American
photographer mounted to Audrey's rooms,
hoping for shots of her return from the
conference. Ferrer was there. He was
furious at such audacity and called the
manager, who seemed to be prepared to
throw out the photographer by force. It

was mentioned that this might occasion
extremely unfavorable publicity for his
hotel in the American press. He calmed
down. But permission was not given.
That evening Audrey and Mel dined

with Ray Ventura, who produced Monte
Carlo Baby, the film Audrey was making
when she was picked to play Gigi. They
went to Berkeley's, a restaurant on the
Rond-Point, whose policy is cooperation
with the press. But not this evening.
At Berkeley's, Audrey asked the chef if

she could make the crepes suzettes. He
willingly obliged. The photographers
wrung their hands when they learned what
ideal pictures they had missed. Audrey
told Ventura that she had decided not to
accept a role in his Bonjour Tristesse. "I
don't want to play it because the lead is

not a sympathetic character."

Wednesday she and Mel entertained
Gigi director Raymond Rauleau at their

hotel for cocktails. Around seven-thirty
p.m. Rouleau informed lensmen waiting
in the lobby that there was no reason for

them to hang around—the Ferrers were

eating in their rooms. The chauffeur of
the Cadillac told reporters that he wouldn't
be needed that evening, so he was going
to put the car away. He drove away—to a
back entrance of the Ritz.
The skeptical reporters followed the Cad-

illac. And saw Audrey and Mel racing to
it from a side service entrance.
Just at that moment a Buick convert-

ible coming from the opposite end of the
street stopped dead. From it leaped Jean
Pierre Aumont, who had recognized Au-
drey and Mel. He left his car parked in
the center of the street, tying up traffic

on both lanes, while they chatted.
Photographers tried to snap them, but
Audrey withdrew into the shadows of
the car.

Once, she allowed a photograph—to
Paris-Match, the French equivalent of

|

Life. It was taken at the apartment of
the late Colette, at the urging of Colette's
husband, who was a personal friend of the
photographer. Actually, it was this need
to use personal contacts and cops-and-

j

robbers techniques to out-maneuver Au-
drey that aroused real anger.

TJut at the Dutch Embassy an incident
occurred which became a minor scan-

dal. Three guards had been assigned the
task of keeping everyone away while
Audrey was there. This ban included
Dutch citizens, who were forbidden to
enter the grounds of their own Embassy,
because Audrey Hepburn was lunching
there. The affair is even now being dis-
cussed in important circles in The Hague.
The French press, for whom the chase

became more a matter of principle than
anything else, ended by giving Audrey
very little space. "I guess she took her
part as a princess in Roman Holiday ser-
iously." "She ought to take a few hints
from a real princess—Margaret!"
Some people are saying that the grand

amour is more on her side than his. She
signs letters, "Audrey Ferrer," and is al-
ways grabbing people to say, "Have you
met my husband?" Mel responds with
what seems to be an embarrassed air.

The projected filming of Ondine, with
Mel and Audrey co-starring, has been
canceled. But there will no doubt be
others. Ferrer did tell friends in Paris,

"I don't think it would be a good idea for

us to play together too often. I'll accept

only those roles for which I'm ideally

suited." But there probably will be a
goodly number of those.

At this time, the French press can think

of some roles for which both Mel and
Audrey would be ideally suited. They
would occur in films in which the dia-

logue reads frequently, "They went that-

a-way!" END



mitchum's way

(Continued from page 49) Tab Hunter, who
said in tones of pure hero-worship, "You
have to work with him to know. Walking
from the parking lot to the set he would
learn whole scenes—and give a perform-
ance you could never forget."
Or like Stanley Kramer, who was deaf-

ened but undaunted by the wails of an-
guish from the reading public when he
cast Mitch in the role of Lucas Marsh in
Not As A Stranger. Wrote Kramer, less

in self-defense than pride, "We knew the
instant we laid down the script after the
first reading that Mitchum was Lucas
Marsh. We consider Bob's crinkly-eyed
loping through a decade of bad pictures
not the faintest indication of his talent as
an actor . . . there is no reason why a
dedicated idealist has to look or talk like
an underfed Shelley. Mitchum has the
power, the sex, the violence and—above all

—the brains to be Lucas Marsh."

Tt goes without saying that Robert Mitch-
um had not sought the controversial role,

though he might well have been the only
star in Hollywood who didn't covet it.

When he was approached, never having
read the book, he said, "I'll read the script,

and if I think I can do anything for the
picture, okay. But I'll tell you this: after
I've read it, if I think Monty Clift or
Brando would be better for you, I'm ready
to say so."

This being the acting plum of the year,
one of the men sitting in on the conference
was understandably confused. "What gives
with this guy?" he appealed to Stanley
Kramer. "It sounds to me like he doesn't
want to make the picture."

"No," answered the smiling Kramer.
"He's just being honest and you can't ask
for more than that."

As it happened, things didn't work out
that way; Robert never laid eyes on the
script before the deal was closed. He was
on location while the final shooting script
was being prepared, and when he got back
he found Kramer in a bind for time. He
needed an immediate yea or nay, because
two other top stars were holding themselves
in readiness to slip into the role if Mitch
should turn it down.
The momentous decision took about this

long: Mitchum asked, "Do you think I'm
right for it?"

"Yes, Bob, I do," said Kramer.
That was all. Without even knowing

what the role would demand of him, Mitch
said, "I'll do it." A pretty big decision
to leave to someone else, but he was
serene and untroubled in mind. "I knew I
could trust Stanley's judgment," he com-
mented later. "Who knows more about
making pictures?"

'"The critics who like to characterize
Mitchum as an irresponsible slob who

merely happens to affect women the way
uranium affects a Geiger counter would
have had a tough time recognizing him
during this production. Working for a man
he respects on a picture he believed in,
Bob was a model of decorum. Granted
that he, Frank Sinatra and Broderick
Crawford present an explosive array of
potential mischief, Robert was too busy
riding herd on his supercharged pals to get
into any trouble on his own.
There was the sentimental moment when

they decided that buddies should not be
separated ever, hy anything, whereupon
Brod calmly kicked the door off the dress-
ing room in which they sat. The other doors
soon followed—but Mitch was there to ex-
ercise restraint before the walls came
tumbling down.
And there is the story that Frank him-

self has told all over town. "I went to a
party one night, and the next morning I

woke up in my dressing room at the studio.
An icebag was on my head, pads were on
my eyes—all the work of Mother "Mitchum,
who was hovering anxiously over me.
After he got me some coffee, he went
over to the set and stalled through a
couple of scenes until old Snodgrass was
ready to work." To this day The Voice is

known as Snodgrass to the big guy, who
goes under the unlikely name of Mother.
As insurance against the loss of his good

intentions, it seemed advisable that some-
one should also ride herd on Mitch, a chore
courageously undertaken by Olivia de-
Havilland.
"You read in the columns about the time

she slapped a can of beer out of my hand?"
Bob shook his head, obviously tickled. "I
never did find out what she's got against
beer.

"We were shooting out at the airport for
a couple of days, and during the breaks all

the guys would go to this joint to have a
beer. Except me. Olivia would grab me by
the arm and say, 'Now you stay here! I

won't have you wasting yourself, swilling
that filthy stuff!'

"One day I was having a beer with my
lunch when she walked in. She looked to
see what was in the paper cup, flirted

around with it, and then—flick—over it

went!

"I asked her, 'Are you satisfied now?'
She said yes, so I said fine and got myself
another beer. They reported it as an in-
cident in the columns, missing the whole
point: Olivia was laughing so hard she
could barely talk the whole time."

T^hat was what was missing from the
-1

- then-current Robert Mitchum story

—

the incidents. He had been working hard,
making in quick succession, Track Of The
Cat, Night Of The Hunter and Not As A.

Stranger without incidentally making any
headlines for misconduct. Not even a traf-
fic ticket for burning up the roads in his
hot little Jaguar. Mitch was beginning to
look like the peace-loving guy his friends
have always claimed him to be.

One such, Jane Russell, said, "All people
see is Robert making a shambles out of
some place because somebody gave him an
accidental nudge. What they don't know
or care enough to think about is that he
has already been shoved across the room
without opening his mouth before that last
little nudge causes him to blow up."
People do anticipate the blow-ups,

though, and they were not disappointed
when John Wayne flew up to the San
Francisco Bay area to replace Mitchum as
the star of Blood Alley. The reasons given
were numerous. It was said that Mitch car-
ried his rough-housing too far when he
dunked a crew member in the icy drink

—

which would be an incredibly childish thing
to do. It was said that he created dishar-
mony within the company—but those who
work with Bob swear by him as well as at
him. True, in Canada he once belted an
inquisitive bear over the snout with a
short-handled spade, but technically the
bear was part of the scenery rather than
the company. And it was said that Director
William Wellman found him fractious and
unmanageable, which has an odd ring. Mr.
Wellman isn't called Wild Bill for nothing.
"A great story," commented Mitch la-

conically, "except that none of it ever hap-
pened." True to form, he was completely
disinterested in telling his side of the rhu-
barb. But Mitch never fights it; he couldn't
care less for the sound of his own voice
saying, "I wuz robbed!"

A propos of Blood Alley, what actually
happened could be the story of Mitch-

um's life: he told the truth to a man who
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laughed when he should have been listen-
ing. Mitch's is not a simple personality, to
say the least, and he is shatteringly direct
in his efforts to remain as uncomplicated
as possible. On this occasion, a party, he
was approached by a gentleman who want-
ed to make a film deal, and this was not
the kind of man with whom Robert deals.
If he had been evasive, suggesting that they
discuss it over lunch at some nebulous
time, the man would inevitably have called
to set the date. So, in forthright Mitchum-
ese he said instead, "Look, I'm not inter-
ested in a picture deal with you. I don't
like you. I heard about you before I met
you, and you're even worse than anything
I heard." This is not to imply that it is the
right way and it certainly isn't the tactful
way, but telling the unvarnished truth is

Mitch's way.
The film executive thought he was kid-

ding, as people all too often do. With a
nervous giggle he said, "Bob, you are a
character!" and moved on to greet some
other people. A few minutes later he was
back, making the same pitch about a deal,
and Robert, who thought he had made him-
self clear the first time, became irritated.

He coupled a few words unsuited to these
pages with the opinion that the gentle-
man was no less than the village idiot and
stalked away.
What happened next? "What happened,"

was the dry contribution of Bob's alter ago,
Reva Fredericks, "is that Robert's 'village

idiot' figures rather prominently in the
future of Batjac Productions. He went
home and thought about it for a few days,
and the next thing we knew, Robert was
out of Blood Alley."

"Well, Duke Wayne and Bob Fellows
couldn't afford to keep me in the cast once
he started turning the screws," Mitch said
reasonably. "After all, their pictures have
to be released by someone, so these guys
can't go around antagonizing important
people for the sake of a principle. They
couldn't let me make the picture, and if

they had fired me without cause, I'd have
sued for a million bucks. Robert Mitchum
had to be made to look like a naughty boy."
There was the familiar, artistic shrug.
"Duke and Bob? Sure they're still friends
of mine—why fight City Hall?" Now that it

was over and done, there was no animosity
in him. Only a mild, amused contempt for
the man who would take out his malice in

such a petty, underhand way.

'"Phey were at lunch, Mitch, Reva and a
friend. Reva Fredericks is Robert's sec-

retary, a lively, cool-eyed girl endowed
with more than her share of brains, who
would just as leave be shot as to see her
name in a story about the boss. She is also

his friend, advisor and chief brow-beater,
and at the time she was giving a working
demonstration of what happens when you
tell people the truth and they don't be-
lieve you. And Mitch was enjoying her
frustration to the utmost.

Reva's problem was a waiter of the sort

who relies on his talent as a comedian to
cover up for extraordinarily poor service.

The entire time she attempted to order, he
was offering feeble jokes to Robert, so that
she had to repeat herself several times. She
told him to bring Mitch a large salad and
some Melba toast; he brought a side order
of salad and no toast and asked what Mr.
Mitchum would like to have for lunch. He
forgot to bring the basket of hot rolls, it

escaped him that coffee had been ordered
with the meal. When he did get around to
bringing it twenty minutes later, it was
stone cold.

"You," Reva addressed him, "are an in-
efficient moron." That fractured him.
Next time around, she tried again. "I've

got news for you, you bumbling idiot. I'm
going to sign the check for this meal, and

if you think you're going to get a nickel
tip, you're crazy."
That made her almost as funny as he

was, and he laughed fit to bust.
The service didn't improve, though, and

finally Reva said, "Look, go away. Tell the
maitre de I want to see him—and don't
come back."
"Sure, sure, Miss Fredericks, you bet,

first thing," he chortled, trying to chuck
her under the chin.
She shook her head in desperation. "He

thinks I'm kidding. I tell him exactly how
it is and he thinks it's a big joke."
The entire time she belabored the waiter,

Mitch grinned from ear to ear. "Did she
learn this from you, Bob?" he was asked.

"No," he said, "but it's her defense
against me. Any time I start acting up, she
clobbers me, too."
"Before the smoke had cleared away on

the Blood Alley situation, Robert had fired
me fourteen times and I had quit fifteen
times." Which nonsense probably ceased
only because they ran out of harsh truths
to hurl at each other.

ly/TiTCHUM yawned and stretched hugely.
1TX "Man, I'm tired! You know how I

spend my life? Reading scripts. I've got one
more picture commitment, a western for
Sam Goldwyn, Jr., and that will be a
hundred and seven I've made. When that's
done, I'm gonna blow. Dorothy and I are
going to get on a slow freighter for Spain,
Portugal— around there. Spend four
months, maybe. Sheldon Reynolds talked
to me about making a picture there that
would only take ten weeks. I may do that.
"But mostly, I just want to loaf. I've got

a friend, a writer named Jim Phillips, who
lives down in the Canary Islands." The
sleepy eyes glinted with mischief. "Now,
there is a bright boy. He liked it so much
down there that he wanted to stay, but
he couldn't find a place to live. All the
houses are on the banana plantations, and
of course the owners live in them. Jim
looked the situation over and found that
the house he liked best of all belonged to
a beautiful, twenty-two-year-old contessa.
Since he couldn't rent the place, he married
the girl.

"That's for me. I'm gonna go down there
and visit old Jim and just lie there under
a banana tree."

TTe rose to his not inconsiderable height,
suddenly turning serious. "Now I've

got to go. I'm going over to Beverly Hills
to buy Dorothy a present."
"You think you'll make it this time?"

Reva asked sympathetically.

"I'm going to try," he answered, look-
ing grim. Then his awful secret came out:
Mitch has demophobia. The guy who can
call a studio head the village idiot without
turning a hair is petrified by the perfect-
ly ordinary people on the streets and in

the shops. Not because they stare at him,
though he doesn't like that any more than
any one else. Not because he's so easily
recognizable that shopkeepers pull out
their higher price tags immediately—that's

human nature, and Robert would be the
last one to quarrel with nature.

"I don't know what it is; I can't define

it," he said slowly, "but I've been that way
all my life. I get the feeling that I can't
breathe. Sometimes when I have something
to buy, I drive around in circles, trying to
make myself park—and then I light out for

the hills."

"I'll buy it for you, Robert," Reva offered.

"Nope," Mitch answered as he jack-
knifed his long legs into the Jaguar. "I've

got to get over this some time, and today
may be the day."

He didn't say goodbye or even wave
when he roared off. But then, he never
does. END



it's murder, man

(Continued jrom page 55) group of howl-
ing girls could make a dent in his aplomb
like those butterflies in his stomach.

In the first place, he had completely for-
gotten the last act he had done before a
live audience. It had been at The Sands
in Las Vegas, and when it was over, Van
had blotted it out of his mind. He'd been
a hit, all right. But the praise and the
applause and the not inconsiderable money
and his wife Evie's pride in his success
couldn't make up for the terror that gripped
him before every performance. He was
actually physically ill when he thought of
going; on. But everyone raved and for
a while there, he almost thought he had
it licked. But when that two weeks were
over and the Chicago stint over, he real-
ized what a terrific strain doing the act had
been. Better the bobby-soxers. You
wouldn't catch him letting himself in for
butterflies again.

"Dut now he had to. So he called the
*-* writers who had done his last show,
and started over. Evie found some of his
scores in the basement. The show began
to shape up. And all the -while he kept
thinking that this would be even tougher
than the other, that there would be Holly-
wood people there this time, his friends,
his neighbors, fellow-actors. It had been
terrible to think of flopping in front of
strangers, but what if he fell down here?
He sought out Frank Sinatra, hoping to

get some words of advice from the veteran
of personal appearances. "What about
make-up?" he worried.
"No make-up," said Frankie. Well, that

was something iearned.
On the day of the show Van couldn't

eat. He couldn't pace the floor. He couldn't
stay in bed. He went out into the yard to
get some sun on his face. He had become
so pale the freckles were standing out on
his face like ink-spots. He spent an hour
lying on his back facing the sun, but when
he looked at his watch he had been there
only ten minutes. By evening he was in
such a state of nerves that when he went
up to take a cold shower, the first drop of
water that hit him nearly bowled him
oyer. On the way to the show he looked
like a man going to the electric chair.

An odd Jersey character crashed
the stage door at Minsky's in
Newark last night, and roared:
"Hey, is Horseface Louie here?"
. . . One of the chorus girls bel-
lowed back at him: "Horseface
Louie who?"

Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

Mmd you, going on stage had not al-
ways been such a nightmare. There
had been a time when an opening night
was the moment Johnson lived for, hoped
for—and frequently went hungry for.

TJe was born on Ayrault Street, New-
^-\Port, on August 25, 1916, and he still
had a Swedish accent in his songs when he
was ten years old. There were lots of songs.
He sang while he mowed lawns, while he
learned the rudiments of plumbing from
his father, Charles Johnson, and he sang
while he swept out the beach cabanas at
the gold-plated resorts of Newport. Quite
inevitably he was told he should go on the
stage, and just as inevitably he was "dis-
covered" at frequent intervals. Being a
serious youth, for all his vocal exuberance,
he took his advisors seriously, and since

this is a success story, it naturally led to
a period in which when he had worked up
to starvation wages he was at peak.

It was then that he discovered that while
it was fine to have others discover you,
it might be more practical if one discov-
ered oneself. So Van discovered Van. With
that he was off.

Said the dynamic Billy Rose, looking
over one of his multitudinous casts at the
Texas Centennial in Dallas, "Give me ten
more like that redhead in the chorus, and
we can let the other thousand go."
Work. Not just ordinary work, but what

is known in his trade as beating your
brains out. He worked with a group called
Eight Men of Manhattan and a gal named
Mary Martin, and Mary Martin said,
"Come on, kid, you're going great."
He sang as the eighth man of Manhattan,

when he sang, until his six feet, two inches
of brawn was reduced to six feet, two
inches of bone, and even the bones were
getting on the emaciated side. By 1937,
when he had reached the mature age of
twenty-one, he had the relatively secure
berth of a chorus boy in New Faces of 1937,
and it was so good that it has continued to'
be up-dated. The latest new face of major
excitement has been Eartha Kitt.
So he was discovered all over again,

and of course this led to a big part in the
chorus of a Broadway play—a real good
one, incidentally—called Pal Joey. Open-
ing night held no particular terror for
him then. He even had a few lines to
speak, and when he sang, it wasn't that
he crowded the chorus, but the rest of
them might as well have gone home. Be-
ing a hep town, Hollywood called him and
assigned him to a role in a thing called
Murder In The Bighouse.
Today Van could do what his part re-

quired, but at the time it was like asking
a Boy Scout to take over for Al Capone.
Months after the picture was completed
and Van was back on his accustomed diet
of frankfurters, one for breakfast, one for
lunch and one for dinner, another hard
worker called Lucille Ball, whom he had
danced past along the way, said, "Hey, I
know where you can be useful."
That was the one that did it. Lucille's

suggestion led to a part in The War Against
Mrs. Hadley. Van knocked it off in fine
style, and he was in. In for what?

Ttjst fame, fortune, success and a holeJ in the head. The hole in the head is
the only accident in the story. One day
early in March, 1943, being the movie fan
he is and always will be, he was on his
way to a Katherine Hepburn movie. In
the car with him were his best friends,
Keenan and Evie Wynn, not to be lightly
dismissed from his story. The other car
appeared out of nowhere, and the resulting
crack-up has been considerably garbled.
Here from Van himself, is what happened:

"Honest, it was the war that saved me.
Show business had taught me to save for a
rainy day, so for months I had been do-
nating blood to the Red Cross, figuring that
with my low draft number, I'd be needing
it back any day now. All told, I guess I
had parted with about two gallons, and my
body was getting well-adjusted to the
drain by the time of the accident. When
my coupe turned over, Evie and Keenan
went out the side, but I went over the
windshield, taking along the rear-view
mirror with my forehead as I went. It
wasn't a happy deal, and it took all the
blood I had donated to get me back into
the world again, and even then I might not
have made it if my body hadn't been pre-
pared to deal with a loss of blood. Talk
about casting your bread upon the waters!"
Van spent three months in the hospital,

bone and skin from his arm being used
to patch the shattered bone and skin of
his forehead. As far as his draft board
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was concerned his head injury and weak-

ened arm put him out of the war. But he

did a lot of thinking, and anybody who
saw him as G.I. Joe and again in his un-

forgettable Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo

knows that if he couldn't go to war him-

self, he did a masterful job of bringing

it home to the rest who couldn't go.

By that time the cries of the bobby-

soxers were loud in the land, and they

wanted Van. They demande 3 him with

shrill screams, with 50,000 letters a month.

Not even Frankie Sinatra got the per-

sonal hounding that was Van's lot—and

still is to no small extent. Frankie was a

voice on the air and on records, and until

he made a personal appearance in a town,

he could walk a few blocks in reasonable

security. Van, in the smallest town with

a movie theatre, was better known than

the boy next door, with the non-saving

grace of being and appearing as much like

himself onscreen as off.

As for the privacy of a home, it was
routine for Van to be awakened at all

hours, along with the neighbors for a block

around, by bobby-soxers chanting, "We
want Van," usually to the accompaniment
of handsful of gravel pinging on his win-
dows. Small wonder he sought the sanc-

tuary of a hotel and a secret room number.
Van, who had been a kid not long be-

fore, and had had his idols—though not

so violently—understood and accepted it

good-naturedly. What was harder to un-
derstand was that the bobby-soxers were
allowed to grow up, but he wasn't. Even
back in 1947, by which time his original

fans had grown up, met their real-life

heroes, and were wheeling baby buggies,

a scream of indignation went up at the

notion that he would desert them to get

married himself. He who had been raised

by his grandmother from the age of four,

and bached it .with his father from the

age of ten, and lived alone all his profes-

sional life, was not permitted the joys and
comforts of matrimony which his fans

were shouldering the instant the right mate
came along. That was unreasonable.

His long-time friends, the Wynns, had
come to a parting of the ways, and what
had been friendship between Van and
Evie now materialized into something much
more substantial. In a ceremony in Juarez,

Mexico, they became Mr. and Mrs. Van
Johnson, and the long-time friendship

—

now between Keenan and the Johnsons

—

has continued uninterrupted to this day.

So on January 25, 1947, Van took on not
only a wife, but a couple of charming sons.

Almost a year later, on January 6, their

daughter Schuyler Van Johnson was born.

There was no revolution. The bobby-soxers
quickly adjusted to the shock and moved
right back in, augmented by their older
sisters who could appreciate a movie star

with three kids.

In fact, so vast was the adolescent and
mature sweep to Van that psychologists
were compelled to make scientific note of

it. They found in his popularity a healthy
trend. The "kid next door" had moved
into the top spot as "the national lover."

Pointing out that heretofore female ac-
ceptance of screen lovers had tended
toward the romantic, dashing types like

Rudolph Valentino, Clark Gable, Robert
Taylor, they saw in Van's grin, freckles,

and unkempt hair a turn toward "the
realistic acceptance of men as they are."

TYThat more could a movie star ask? Not
" only was he accepted by his millions

of fans, but he had the approval of science!

Well, for one thing, he could ask for

something that might be, maybe, a little

bit important? Being an entertainer, Van
has a high regard for entertainment as
such, but so do Spencer Tracy, Humphrey

98 Bogart, Gary Cooper, Jimmy Cagney and

the other dramatic actors. How about mov-
ing into that league? They provide enter-

tainment, but they provide much more.

It W9s that "much more" that Van wanted.

That was when he left the comfortable

fold of MGM, where he had become some-
thing of an institution, and went out into

the cold world of the free lance. Shortly

thereafter Stanley Kramer, remembering
Van's vivid portrayal of Ted Lawson in

Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo, suggested that

he play Maryk in The Caine Mutiny.
It was a tough part, filled with mental

and physical violence, and it was to be
played without the make-up that con-
cealed the scars on his forehead. Opposite

him would be the master tough guy,

Humphrey Bogart, from whom no one ever

steals a dramatic moment. So big was the

challenge that as Van says, "It scared me
to death," but it was what he was after,

and he knew that if he failed on that one,

it would be back to the light entertain-

ment for him for keeps. He passed the

ROCK HUDSON
With malice toward some and charity

toward most, Rock takes this occasion

to pass judgment on just a few things.

Music Basketball

Bonfires Chinese Modern

Red Parsnips

Change of weather Very warm rooms

Feather ticking Disaster

Stone Blue enamel

Europe Purple

Conversation Medicine

Rivers and lakes Blah-blah

Wine Mexican-type kitchens

Painting Poetry

Swimming Gloomy days

Reading Ceramics

first of the tests of professional maturity

he had set up for himself.

But the second test was the agonizing

one. Las Vegas nightclubs were hiring

the top talent in the land, each club vying
with the other to hit a peak of lavish

entertainment never seen before in show
business. The entertainer who could per-

form there, and survive the intense com-
petition, could perform anywhere. With
the help of his musical friends, Van got

together an act that was part song, part

patter, part dancing and all Van Johnson.

He wowed 'em. He took the act to Chicago,

and he wowed 'em there. But the price

was tremendous.
"The critics were kind, and the people

were just wonderful, but every night was
opening night for me. I couldn't get used
to it. Every night I'd sit in my dressing

room in complete agony, drenched in cold

sweat, and dreading the moment I had to

go on. Other performers kept telling me
that the 'opening night jitters' would go

away, but instead they got worse. When
I finished the Chicago run, I was so worn
out that I knew I could never face an

audience from the stage again."

The memory of his pre-show torment
haunted him until it became something of

an obsession. He even turned down good
stage roles because of his fear.

In pictures he was an entirely new man.
He returned to MGM to star in the tender,

sensitive The Last Time I Saw Paris, and
then he went to London to make The End \

Of The Affair. Both required the utmost in

acting ability, and the latter, with its deep-
ly serious religious theme, will long be
remembered. But the stage had somehow

|

become impossible for him.
So actually, except on a superficial level,

he hadn't passed his second test. He hadn't

entirely become the new Van Johnson
who was to replace the old. In a way he
had given up. Well, so what?
So Charlie Morrison got sick. What

do you do when fate hands you something
like that, shoves you back against a wall

you've given up beating your head against

and says, "Try again; you've got a thick

skull." Obviously, you get out the Band
Aids and bang away.
And so, on the big night, in a state of

semi-shock. Van headed for Mocambo.
"I remember," he said afterwards,

"climbing the stairs to my dressing room,

and that's -all."

But that is not what the vast audience

remembers. They saw this redhead

come out and put on a forty-minute show .

the likes of which they had never seen be-

fore. When it was over they hollered, they
|

whistled, they bellowed for more.

Van listened in dazed disbelief. He had
no more. His act had included everything

in his repertoire, and it had exhausted

the last bit of starch in him. But still the

frantic din continued. And it got to him,

deep inside. His grin came back. His

freckles lost their prominence as some
of the color returned to his face. He got

up, and there was a bounce in his step.

He didn't have anything more, but he
|

could give them more of the same.

He did the part called "The Old Actor's

Dream," and there was not a sound from

the house as he sang the lines, "But noth-

ing ever ends, as long as you have
friends." He sang it like he meant it.

The audience knew that he meant it. Char-

lie Morrison, hearing the tape recording

of the show, knew the meaning of it.

But something did end that night. Men-
tally, that was the evening Van Johnson

really handed in his crown as King of the
\

Bobby-soxers. Once his fan mail had
reached 50,000 letters a month and his '

freckled face had decorated the covers of

eleven national magazines. Once there had

been so much attention, so much sound

and fury, that one Van Johnson had been
j

buried under it. This can happen. There
|

are more painful ways of getting lost than

under a few million dollars, but there are

few things nicer than being found. At
Mocambo Hollywood had discovered Van
Johnson once more, and he liked it fine.

Another thing that ended was Van's fear.

This time he had really passed his second

test. Not that he will be returning to the

stage immediately. First he goes to New I

York to star in Miracle In The Rain for

Warners. Then to the Salzburg Music

Festival in Austria, where he will play in I

Rosalinda. That will occupy his summer.

And daily, scripts and offers come in.

Parts for the new Van Johnson. Parts for
j

the Johnson who sang at Mocambo,
"Here I am, back where I started,

Back where I belong.

I never thought at my old age,

I'd ever want to go back on the stage

—

But here I am, back where I started—

Started with a song."

And discovered, somewhat to his sur-

prise, that he meant that, too! END



Modern Lowboy in blond oak. Storage compartment opens at top; drawer in base. Model #2920. $79.95

*

For trousseau collecting...or blanket protecting

...a Lane is a girls best friend

!

Gathering a trousseau is more fun
when you do it a little at a time. Your
lovely things stay fresh in a Lane, and
friends and relatives have plenty ofchance
to add to the collection.

After you're married, a Lane Cedar
Chest keeps blankets and woolens clean

and fragrant— safe from moths and dust

—as no other storage method can.

Lane Chests are sold at most leading

furniture and department stores — and
just one nice garment savedfrom moths
can pay for your Lane!

Also makers of Lane Tables

Lane is the ONLY pressure-tested, aroma-
tight cedar chest. Made of %-inch red cedar
in accordance with U. S. Government recom-
mendations with a free moth-protection guar-
antee, underwritten by one of the world's
largest insurance companies, issued upon
proper application. Helpful hints for storing
are in each chest. The Lane Company, Inc.,
Dept. Z, Altavista, Va. In Canada: Knechtels,
Ltd., Hanover, Ontario.

*$5.00 higher in the West due to greater freight costs—and higher in Canada.

Attractive Modern Chest in blond
oak. Has Lane's convenient self-

lifting tray. Model #3132. $59.95*

Handsome 18th-Century Chest in
mahogany with self-lifting tray.

Model #2601. $59.95*

Space-Saver Chest in blond oak.
Opens at front; has 2 pull-out
shelves. Model #C-128. $69.95*

Smart Modern Chest in blond oak.
Has convenient self-lifting tray.

Model #3127. $49.95*

Lane Cedar Chests Many as
low as

$4Q95*
I S Easy terms
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WONDERFUL NEW EASY-TO-DO PIN-CURL PERMANENT
In hairdos, today's look is the soft look, and Procter & Gamble's wonderful

new pin-curl home permanent is especially designed to give it to you. A

PIN-IT wave is soft and lovely as a pin-curl set, never tight and kinky. PIN-IT

is so wonderfully different. There's no strong ammonia odor while you

use it or left in your hair afterwards. It's easy on your hair, too, so you

can use it more often. And PIN-IT is far easier to give. You can do it all

by yourself. Just put your hair up in pin curls and apply PIN-IT's Waving

Lotion. Later, rinse and let dry. With self-neutralizing PIN-IT, you get

waves and curls where you want them ... no resetting needed ... a

permanent and a set in one step. For a wave that looks soft and lovely

from the very first day and lasts weeks and weeks -try PIN-IT!
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YOUR SKIN WILL LOV

"There's nothing like it,"

says Mrs. Charles J. Gossner,

a radiant Camay Bride.

"CoW cream Camay is the perfect

beauty soap as far as

I'm concerned. It's so mild and

gentle on my skin. And so

delightfully fragrant!"

THERE'S FINE

COLD
CREAM

IN

CAMAY
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Let it help you
to a. softer, fresher,

more radiant complexion

!

It's a great day for your beauty when you discover the Caressing Care

of cold cream Camay with its exclusive fragrance, luxurious lather,

and skin-pampering mildness. It's no wonder gentle Camay
is the beauty secret of so many exquisite brides. Let its tender touch

caress your skin to new loveliness, too. Change to regular care . . .

use Camay alone. You'll be delighted with the way your skin

will become softer . . . smoother. And remember, you get the added

luxury of fine cold cream in Camay at no extra cost. For your

beauty and your bath, there's no finer soap in all the world

!

THE SOAP WW O? BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
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IF YOU WANT TO WIN THE BOYS . .

.

There are good times, good friends, and
gaiety ahead if you do. And laughter and love

. . . and marriage almost before you know
it. But if you don't . . . you're headed
for boredom and loneliness.

And it's so easy to stay sweet . . . stay adorable . . .

if you let Listerine Antiseptic look after your breath.

Every morning. Every night. And especially before
every date when you want to be at your best.

Listerine instantly stops bad breath, and keeps it

stopped for hours, usually . . . four times better

than any tooth paste.

No Tooth Paste Kills Odor Germs
Like This . . . Instantly

Listerine Antiseptic does for you what no tooth paste

does. Listerine instantly kills bacteria ... by millions

—stops bad breath more effectively, instantly, and
usually for hours on end.

You see, far and away the most common cause of offensive

breath is the bacterial fermentation of proteins which are

always present in the mouth. And research shows that your

breath stays sweeter longer, depending upon the degree to which

you reduce germs in the mouth.

Listerine Clinically Proved
Four Times Better Than Tooth Paste

No tooth paste, of course, is antiseptic. Chlorophyll does

not kill germs—but Listerine kills bactetia by millions, gives

you lasting antiseptic protection against bad breath.

Is it any wondei Listerine Antiseptic in recent clinical

tests averaged at least four times more effective in stopping

bad breath odors than the chlorophyll products or tooth

pastes it was tested against? With proof like this, it's easy

to see why Listerine belongs in your home. Every morning
. . . every night . . . before every date, make
it a habit to always gatgle Listerine, the

most widely used antiseptic in the world.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC STOPS BAD BREATH
4 times better than any tooth paste



EVEN IF YOU
BRUSH YOUR TEETH

ONLY ONCE A DAY

Colgate

Dental Cream

GivesThe Surest

Protection

All Daylong!

Brushing For Brushing, It's The Surest

Protection Ever Offered By Any Tooth-

paste! Because Only Colgate's—Of All

Leading Toothpastes—Contains Gardol*

To Guard Against Tooth Decay

Longer—StopBadBreath Instantly!

ASK YOUR DENTIST HOW
OFTEN YOU SHOULD BRUSH

YOUR TEETH ! But remember ! Even ifyou
brush only once a day, Colgate Dental

Cream gives the surest protection all day

long ! Gardol, Colgate's wonderful new de-

cay-fighter, formsaninvisibleshieldaround

your teeth that won't rinse off or wear off

all day! And Colgate's stops bad breath

instantly in 7 out of 10 cases that originate

in the mouth! Fights tooth decay 12 hours

or more ! Clinical tests showed the greatest

reduction in decay in toothpaste history!

IT CLEANS YOUR BREATH
While It GUARDS YOUR TEETH!
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Harsh shampoos

"dry your hair!

Hah
Glorifies it!

No other leading shampoo

leaves your hair so sparkling

clean— so shining bright—

yet is so mild as Halo!

Yes, tests in hardest water prove no other

leading shampoo leaves your hair so spar-

kling clean—so shining bright—yet is so

mild as Halo!
No wonder you'll see a beautiful differ-

ence in your hair . . . when you change to

milder, gentler Halo!
The reason—there are no drying, irritat-

ing chemicals, sticky oils or harsh soaps in

Halo! Milder, gentler Halo's exclusive
"glorifying" ingredient removes dull film

and loose dandruff . . . leaves your hair

cleaner, softer, more sparkling—never dry!

Halo is so effective, just one Halo shampoo
brings out all the natural brilliance of even
dull hair . . . makes it more fragrant, much
easier-to-manage. All
without special rinsing!

So change from harsh
shampoos to Halo—and
see the shining difference!

Try the 29c" size—or get

an average three months
supply 89^. ^-7T-7—

-

Guaranteed byMGood Housekeeping

>

glorifies dry oily ornormal hair

Arthur Godfrey and some of his friends celebrating in happier days before the wholesale firings.

TV TALK
Carl Reiner prepares to direct . . . Godfrey skidding: James Dean shifts style

Wally Cox and his wife Marilyn are apart-

ment-hunting. What with all of Wally's stuff

—his carpenter's tools, his metal lathe and all

the rest of his equipment for his many proj-

ects—his old place is just too small. They're

both getting pretty tired of eating out all the

time, and Marilyn just can't get up the steam

to cook very much in their tiny kitchen. It's

one of those Pullman jobs that opens out right

into the living room, and it's just not much
fun to cook in. If you're a fan of Mr. Peepers,

by the way, don't be too sad about the news
that the show probably will not return in the

fall. (You shouldn't be too surprised either;

don't forget, we've told you that three years

is often quoted by TV bosses as being the

expected life span of a show.) If Wally's

advisers are smart—and they are—and if our

guess is right—and we'll bet on it—he will be

doing a great variety of stuff that will surprise

his fans who think of him only as the Jeffer-

son Junior High science teacher. He has been

playing that part so long that some people

have forgotten that he spent years being a

monologist in nightclubs—and one of the

funniest ones in the business. He could make
a fortune by just getting a few new routines

to add to his old ones—and not getting any-

where near a television camera. But Wally

likes tv, so you can expect to see him, doing

monologues and acting, on a lot of programs.

Knowing that Peepers was not too long for

this world, he started this last season doing

more guesting on other shows—acquitting him-

self beautifully in all cases. Wally was being

careful to see that everyone didh't think he

was Mr. Peepers, period. That's why he likes

to guest on panel shows and chat with Steve

Allen on Tonight. It's just possible that he

may make as big a splash next year as he did

when he first became Peepers . . . Carl Reiner

is a man with an eye on the future, too. How-
ard Morris, his fellow second banana on the

Sid Caesar show, is perfectly satisfied to hitch

his career wagon to Sid's star and not do any-

thing but work for Sid, but not Carl. He is a

careful man, and he didn't even move his

family out of their four-room Bronx apart-

ment until recently—although he had been

earning good money for years on Show Of
Shows. Now that he has a new $35,000 home
in Westchester, he intends to keep it, too. So

Carl is preparing himself to be a director

—

just in case something should happen to his

job on the Caesar show. He may even direct

a variety show this summer . . . Not many
people are aware of Susan Strassberg's back-

ground, although many tv and movie fans are

beginning to be aware of Susan. (She played

Juliet on the Kraft show, and is cast as John

Kerr's girl friend in his first movie, The Cob-

web.) And Susan's father, Lee, is the teacher at

Actor's Studio and has taught such prominent

thespians as Eva Maria Saint (who swears by

Mr. Strassberg), James Dean, Julie Harris,

Jo Van Fleet, Karl Maiden—you name 'em,

he's taught 'em. Susan surely has a head start

on other young actresses ! . . . Don't, incident-

ally, believe the printed rumor that James
Dean acts all the same way all the time. He
was not the same person in the play See The

Jaguar that he was in Broadway's The Im-

moralist; and neither of those performances

was similar to his magnificent job in East Of
Eden. One thing he undoubtedly has in com-

mon with Marlon Brando is that he can act—
which means his performance changes with

each part . . . Everyone seems to know about

Liberace's famous piano-shaped swimming
pool, and everyone has {Continued on page 6)

Imogene Coca, husband Robert Burton (now

seriously ill) at "East of Eden" preem.



THE STORY OF

A Husband Who Never Had
Time To Come Home! SONGS; Nobody -I'm Tired

The Greatest Father Of Them All

Row, Row, Row • Smiles • Mary
Chinatown, My Chinatown

Here's the wonderfully funny, richly

human story of the most famous pop
in show business . . . EDDIE FOY
. . . who vowed he'd do a single all

the way ... on stage and off but

wound up mothering his seven wild

hooligans the only way he knew . .

.

by putting them in the act!



Get ready for summer with this

exftazpec&foffer

spray net£ BRAND

No other hair

spray holds a wave

in place so softly yet

so surely ... no other hair

spray manages your hair so

naturally. And now laboratory

tests show that Helene Curtis

spray net is one hair spray that's never, never sticky.

No wonder so many millions of women insist on

genuine Helene Curtis spray net.

Now when you need spray net most (remember summer's

wilting weather is all but here) Helene Curtis brings you

a spray net Special that takes care of all your hair Care

problems. Both hair spray and shampoo for only $1.25,

plus tax. Don't wait another minute for your Bonus Package.

NOW IN TWO FABULOUS FORMULAS
NEW SUPER SOFT SPRAY NET without lacquer, for

gentle control. Created especially for baby-fine

hair, casual hair-dos.

REGULAR SPRAY NET, for thick, harder to manage

hair, for more elaborate hair styles. The favorite

of millions of women.

CHOOSE THE ONE THAT'S

RIGHT FOR YOU DURING THIS

Special Offer
BUT DO IT NOW...

STOCKS ARE LIMITED!

tV tdlk (Continued from page 4)
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Sammy Davis, Jr. and Red Buttons strike Red's

familiar "ho ho" pose while attending preem.

taken it for granted that his is the only one. It's

not. Guess who built one years ago, in Palm
Springs, when Palm Springs was just beginning

to attract Hollywood stars as a vacation spot

!

None other than Frank Sinatra! . . . Nearly

everything you read about Sonjo Henie men-
tions her many magnificent diamonds, but she

also creates quite a stir with her clothes. Her

most eye-filling number : a skin-tight, floor-length

evening dress completely covered with bright

blue sequins, with a skirt split as high as a skirt

can be split. Nobody who's seen that outfit

knows whether Sonja is wearing her diamonds
with it or not ! . . . Tis said that the relation-

ship between Paul Newman and Robert

Montgomery is not too close. Although Mont-
gomery, who staged The Desperate Hours,

gave Paul his first big break on Broadway,
the two of them had entirely different opin-

ions on how the part of the gang leader should

be played. Montgomery won, and two or three

days before the show opened on Broadway,

Paul had to change his characterization en-

tirely. He is not happy . . . Kaye Ballard has

moved from her little Greenwich Village apart-

ment—but not to a fancy east side one, even

though she is now an established hit at the

fancy east side supper clubs. Her new place is

in the Village, too—and not on one of the

"better streets." It does boast an elevator, but

it's a freight elevator, not a passenger one.

And it does have a view, from a small balcony

off the living room. Another advantage over

her old place is the fact that the bedroom is

separate from the living room. But in spite of

the elevator, the view and the extra room, it

is still an unassuming place. The kitchen—al-

though it consists of a spanking new sink, re-

frigerator and stove—is in the front hall. And,

even with the wood-burning fireplace going full

blast and New York City spread out below

the terrace, it is just as unassuming as any

place a star ever lived in . . . With Arthur

Godfrey's shows skidding down the rating

lists, someone had to go; and, knowing God-

frey, we weren't surprised when it turned out

to be not one but six singers and three writers.

And, no matter what people say about how
Arthur fired them, they have to admit that his

shows needed a change of cast. You just can"t

keep on with the same show and the same peo-

ple year after year—not and stay on top of the

rating heap. The puzzle, of course, is why those

six were fired rather than any of the others.

One good guess: Haleloke had been a Godfrey

regular for a long, long time; and neither she

nor the Mariners ever got the fan mail that

some of the others did. As for Marion Mar-

lowe, well, maybe Godfrey never has gotten

over being mad about her engagement to

Larry Puck. He certainly didn't fire her for

lack of talent; he has said that she was the

only one with a really good voice. We won-
der, however, if Godfrey can ever get back up

in popularity where he once was. But he's

sparing no one, trying.



Search the seven seas— you won't fino
EXCITEMENT LIKE THIS!

AMMM
Wayne-Turner

A skipper sworn neverto be taken!

44

The fuse of his floating time-bomb!

cross 26,000 miles of terror-swept ocean from Pom Pom Galli

to the North Sea he ran and hit, and ran again! The mighty sea hunt for the man
turned renegade by a girl whose tempting lips half-the-world wanted to keep shut!

presented by Warner Bros. ALSO STARRING
„ «w f Another great role for that 'Battle Cry' guy F]

DAVID rARRAR • LYLE BETTGER TAB HUNTER. # JAMES ARNESS • RICHARD DAVALOS fiHS

Screen Play by JAMES WARNER BELLAH and JOHN TWIST DIRECTED BY JOHN FARROW



DOCTORS PROVE A one-minute massage with

PALMOLIVE SOAP CAN GIVE YOU A

GETS HIDDEN DIRT THAT ORDINARY CLEANSING METHODS MISS!

^ Dirt left on face alter ordinary cleansing I

Rub your face hard with a

cotton pad after ordinary

casual cleansing with any

soap or cold cream. You'll

see that you didn't remove

deep-down dirt and make-

up. "Ordinary-clean" is just

superficially clean!

2 Beautifully clean afier 60-seeond Palmolive facial I

Rub your face the same way

after 60-second massage

with Palmolive. Pad is still

snowy-white! "Palmolive-

clean" is deep-down clean.

Your skin is free of clinging

dirt that casual cleansing

misses.

Qdllr GiSoofTtuA Jliltl CAN WORK SO THOROUGHLY

YET SO GENTLY! PALMOLIVE BEAUTY CARE CLEANS CLEANER,

CLEANS DEEPER, WITHOUT IRRITATION!

No matter what your age or type of skin,

doctors have proved that Palmolive beauty

care can give you a cleaner, fresher complex-

ion the very first time you use it! That's

because Palmolive care gets your skin deep-

down clean by removing the hidden, clinging

dirt that casual methods miss.

Just massage your face with Palmolive's

rich, gentle lather for 60 seconds, morning

and night. Rinse and pat dry. It's that sim-

ple! But remember . . . only a soap that is

truly mild can cleanse thoroughly without

leaving your face feeling drawn and uncom-
fortable. And Palmolive's mildness lets you

massage a full minute without irritation.

Try mild Palmolive Soap today. In just

60 seconds, you'll be on your way toward

new complexion beauty!

8 DOCTORS PROVE PALMOLIVE'S BEAUTY RESULTS!



modern screen's 8 page gossip extra:

LOUELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood

Pier is better and Vic has her back!

IN THIS SECTION

Good News
Grace goes to Las Vegas
Wedding in France

Jack Webb at work
I nominate Carol Ohmart



LOUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood It's springtime in Hollywood with new babies, new marriages

Christopher Edward Wilding posed for his first photo with Liz and

Mike. Liz has completely recovered from her illness after his birth and

is going down to Texas for Giant. Mike will join her with the children.

Janet Leigh took her attractive mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. Fred

Morrison, out to dinner. They didn't seem to be worried about Janet,

but a lot of other people are; she has been losing a lot of weight again.

Rosemarie Bowe and Robert Stack are constantly together these days,

and of course everyone is saying it's a big romance. They do make a

handsome couple and they seem to have a lot of fun together.

We're beginning to see Kim Novak with Kerwin Matthews

boy who was to play Joseph in Joseph And His Brethren. But

is really very serious with Mack Krim—talking marriage in

the

Kim
fact.

louella

parsons'

GOOD
NEWS

RITA HAYWORTH IS DOMINATED
completely by the men she loves. There is

no longer any doubt in anyone's mind about

that. It started with husband No. 1, Ed Jud-

son, then Orson Welles, No. 2, Aly Khan and
now Dick Haymes.
A very telling scene took place at the home

of Jerry Wald, production executive of Colum-

bia, just two days before Rita announced

she would not appear in Joseph And His

Brethren because the picture was too long in

getting started.

Wald had invited Rita to his home to go

over the script of the $4,000,000 picture. When
she arrived, she was not alone. Dick Haymes
was with her.

Slightly irritated, Mr. Wald explained to

Dick that this was a business meeting in-

volving only Miss Hayworth. Would he please

leave until they had completed their talk?

Haymes said, "I have no intention of leav-

ing. Any business involving my wife is my
business!"

Apparently unsatisfied with the way the

picture was moving and perhaps with the

script, Dick advised Rita to ankle the entire

production.

What is this girl, a truly big star, doing

to her career?

I'LL NEVER BELIEVE Susan Haywaid
ever meant to take her own life, no matter

what is written officially on the police blotter

about "attempted suicide." I can only believe

that distraught and beside herself over

troubles with Jess Barker, she took too many
sleeping pills trying to gain peace of mind

before shooting her new picture, I'll Cry

10



Jeff Hunter has been dating pretty little Peggy King, the girl who sings

on George Gobel's show—and looks and sounds so much like Judy
Garland. Jeff seems happier now than he's seemed since his divorce.

This may be your first look at Joan Collins, but you can bet it won't

be your last. She's becoming just as much of a hit here as she was in

England, and Land Of The Pharaohs should make her a big star.

Tomorrow, about Lillian Roth.

I've had many shocks- in my years of re-

porting, but when I was told that Susan was*
in the hospital from an overdose of sleeping

pills, my heart almost stopped.

Susan, the redhaired youngster, went out

on a personal appearance tour with me in

1939 along with Jane Wyman and Ronald
Reagan when they were all just promising

young actors. She was the gayest and hap-

piest girl in the whole company.
"IH be a big star. Ma," she used to tell

me happily.

But success and marriage failed to bring

happiness to Susan. Only in her twin sons

and in the closeness of her devoted mother
has she found strength to carry on her fight

with Jess.

I sincerely believe that her high courage

failed only that fateful night when the police

found her unconscious on the floor of her

home.

Knowing Susan as I do, I can only believe

this was a tragic accident in her attempt to

find much-needed sleep.

A LETTER ABOUT DEBBIE AND ED-
die comes from a highly incensed Beatrice

Farraday of London who writes:

"I couldn't be angrier after reading a clip-

ping forwarded to me from a friend in New
York about the way a London critic panned
Eddie Fisher while he was appearing at the

Palladium here. You see, at this time, our

London newspapers were on strike.

"But this self-appointed reviewer sent a
story to the American papers which presents

a truly false impression of wonderful Eddie

Fisher who completely delighted all of us,

including our beautiful Queen and the Duke.

"This person wrote that Eddie 'has lost all

his humility' (shades of Arthur Godfrey!)

and that he 'prodded' the audience with jibes

when they didn't applaud him. Didn't applaud!

We tore the house down every time he con-

cluded a number. I know. I was in the audi-

ence opening night and later.

"I also waited backstage for Eddie to come

out of the theatre with his pretty fiancee,

Debbie Reynolds, and they were so wonderful

to the fans, . signing autographs and even

chatting about their marriage plans.

"I would certainly appreciate it if you can

print my letter in detail so the American

fans will know that we London fans are just

as crazy about Eddie and Debbie as they are.

Thank you." Thank you, Beatrice.



LOUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood Grace Kelly helped to make the evening I received my Variety

I'M ON MY SOAPBOX to say I want to

hear no more about Grace Kelly's being cold,

aloof and lacking in a sense of humor.

Grace is responsible ior one of the nicest

things that ever happened to me, or perhaps

I should say she made a memorable evening

in my life an even brighter occasion.

The Variety Club of Las Vegas, Tent 39,

(an international group of show people de-

voted to charities for children) were honor-

ing me at a dinner and presenting me with

an "Award of Appreciation."

One of the boys got the bright idea that it

would be very nice if Grace, who won the

Academy Award, and who was vacationing

in Las Vegas with the Cary Grants, made
the presentation.

"Oh, I doubt if she can do it," I said. "She

and the Grants are here only until Sunday

night and the dinner isn't until Monday."

But my friend decided to ask Grace any-

way. "Oh, I'll be delighted to stay over,"

said the "chilly" Miss Kelly. "I know what a

wonderful thrill it is to win an award and

I'm so happy for Louella."

Not only did Grace stay over, but so did the

Grants. And I've never seen anyone laugh

harder than Miss Kelly at the great show Las

Vegas entertainers put on for us. And she

was a perfect doll, posing patiently for all

the photographers, who posed us for what

seemed like a hundred different shots.

But Grace really won my heart when she

went into near hysterics after we had re-

turned to our table and Betsy (Mrs. Cary)

Grant failed to hear her name called as the

master of ceremonies introduced her and ap-

plauded long and loud for herself!

With tears running down her face and
actually rocking with laughter at her girl

friend, Grace said, "I've never had so much
fun in my life!"

And I've seldom had anyone so charming

make such a delightful gesture to me, Grace.

Grace was staying at the Hotel Sahara, and gave more autographs than 1 could count to

all the fans who clustered around her. Even on windy days, she looked smart and lovely.

Practically every star working at a Las Vegas hotel took the spotligkt to entertain at the

Variety Club Presentation Dinner. It was a great honor for me—and a wonderful show.



Cory and Betsy Grant were her constant companions. Those print pedalpushers looked cute on Grace, who has exquisite taste in sports-
Ray Bolger came by to say hello and take photos. wear. She spent much of her time near the pool—but never went in the water.

I was more than thrilled with the "Award of Apprecia- So many of my favorite people were there. Jimmy McHugh, Joe E. Lewis behind

tion." Grace stayed on in Vegas just to present it. him, and Sonja Henie over to the right. It was one of the happiest evenings of my life.



LOUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood

DONALD O'CONNOR SEEMS TO BE A
Lost Cause. Gills, I guess you're just going

to have to give up on him as a matri-

monial catch. He told me, "I doubt if I'll

ever marry again. The chance for success

is so slim in show business. Meanwhile, there

are all the pretty little girls to take to dinner

and go dancing with."

Don told me this after I had called him to

check on whether or not he had actually given

pretty Gloria Noble a' big ring.

"Yep," Don said, "I did. She's a nice girl

and I like her. It's a friendship ring. That's

all."

"You sound cynical, Don," I put in.

"Not cynical," he denied. "Just getting older

and wiser."

Ha!

THE PARTY OF THE MONTH: Every
year agent Ray Stark and his Fran throw

a big party attended by the Who's Who of

Hollywood, but this year's was the biggest

and best yet.

The garden of their big Holmby Hills estate

was completely covered by the largest tent

I've ever seen, the whole place abloom with

gorgeous roses and plants, and each table

set around the large dance floor adorned with

the most beautiful spring flowers.

And the lovely gowns the girls wore made
this truly a dreamboat setting.

First guests I ran into were Dorothy and
Bob Mitchum, Dorothy looking so pretty in

white. And surprise! surprise! Old man Mitch-

um was groomed to the teeth in a new dinner

jacket, shiny dance pumps, a clean shave,

the works!

"We're off soon on a trip to Europe," Doro-

thy said happily. "If we waited for a
.
good

time to go we'd never make it because one

good script after another is offered to Bob
—and he's a weak man for a strong story.

But you promised me, didn't you?" Mrs. M.
asked her spic 'n' span spouse.

"I promised," Bob agreed, "and we're go-

ing."

When I first glimpsed Jennifer Jones I didn't

recognize her. For one thing, she doesn't at-

tend many parties ("This is my first in ages,"

she whispered) and then she is much plumper
than I remembered. Her gown was of red

lace and she wore her hair in a long bun
on the nape of her neck.

Jennifer and David Selznick sat with the

Joseph Cottens most of the evening.

Our hostess, who is the daughter of the

late, great Fannie Brice, was stunning in a
green, sequinned gown, and the beautiful

diamond and pearl necklace which had be-

longed to her mother.

Green, I noted as the evening wore on,

seemed to be the most popular color of the

evening. Both Zsa Zsa and her sister Eva were
in green, very appropriate for Zsa Zsa, as it

turned out.

When her boy friend, Porfirio Rubirosa,

walked in late and was obviously sulking
with Zsa Zsa, making no effort to speak to

her, I asked what was the matter.

"Jealous!" she laughed. "Just terribly

jealous."
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Here are the first shots of Jack Webb, hard at work on his greatest

never seen anything like Jack in action—he works like ten people

The whole cast—including the kids—like Jack very much. He's a perfectionist, and,

will spend hours getting a detail just right, but he's patient and fun to work with.

Jack was so happy to get Ella Fitzgerald for his movie. She's not only a great singer but

a wonderful person. The whole picture is about jazzmen with lots of famous names in it.

Singer Peggy Lee is in it, too. Jack has wanted to make this picture for ten years and as

soon as Dragnet's success made it possible for him to choose his own films, he started.



movie, Pete Kelly's Blues. I've

—and loves every minute of it!

He has personal charge of everything concerned

with the production—including photography.

Teddy Buckner and Matty Matlock were

amazed at how much he knew about jazz

Jack is pretty tired at day's end, so Dorothy
went to Mexico while he finished shooting

I nominate for stardom

:

CAROL OHMART
You'll understand the "Oh" in beautiful Carol Ohmart's

name when she makes her screen debut in the top femme
role in Paramount's Too Late, My Love.

It's not often that I am present, actually on the set, to

watch the birth of a brand new star, but I was visiting

my good friend, director Mike Curtiz, on the set when he

was putting Carol through one of the most dramatic mo-
ments I've ever seen. And, believe me, she is good.'

Ever since she was one year old, the grey-eyed brunette

Carol has been winning beauty contests. Entered in a
Salt Lake City contest for the "most beautiful and healthy

baby" in her native town, Carol won hands down and
her picture appeared in all the papers and most of the

newsreels.
But she had many discouraging moments between the

perambulator and her new Paramount contract. She nearly

starved to death trying to support herself between model-

ing jobs.

As long as she lives, Carol will be grateful to her vocal
coach, Ruth Cleary, and to Carmel Myers, former star

turned agent, for helping her when the going was very
rough.
Her brief marriage to radio writer Ken Grayson was

annulled in March, 1951.

Carol's most important Broadway role was in Kismet just

before she came to Hollywood.
Right now she is Uving in an apartment in Westwood

with her mother and her good friend, Anne Francis.
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the letter box
"I want Sue and Alan Ladd to

know that their fans love them
none the less because they had a

battle, parted briefly and made up.

My husband and I, both ardent

fans, had parted—and when we
heard that the Ladds were to-

gether again, he called and said,

'If Alan and Sue can try again,

why can't we?' And we did!" writes

ELVIRA, FROM MILWAUKEE.
LORETTA JAHNKE, BROOKLYN,

resents my saying that Russ Tam-
blyn isn't as handsome as Tony
Curtis or Rock Hudson. "He's bet-

ter looking," she insists. "He looks

more like a typical American date

than any other young actor in Hol-

lywood."

BLANCO RAMIREZ, FROM SE-

VILLE, Spain, sends a suggestion

to Hollywood producers which he
says will make more money in

Spain than any other movie com-
ing up. "Just co-star Bing Crosby
and Leslie Caron in a musical!"

Good idea, Blanco, but bad news
for you: Bing's making Anything
Goes with another French baller-

ina, Jeanmaire.

MRS. ALMEDA MC MILLAN,
peru, kansas, says, "For years

I've been waiting to see an item in

your Good News department or a

feature story in Modern Screen
about that fine actor, Dan Duryea.

So far, nothing!" Are you listening,

Chuck Saxon?
"I'm disgusted with the Acad-

emy Awards," says charleen
wilson of Memphis. "My fa-

vorite picture of '54, A Star Is

Born, got nothing!" You aren't the

only fan complaining about this,

Charleen. I've had many similar

complaints from fans who loved

Judy's picture.

INEZ BOHN, W. COLUMBIA,
south Carolina, sends a chal-

lenge: "Give the three most im-
portant causes for all the disillu-

sioning divorces in Hollywood."
I take your dare, Inez, and in the

order named. I believe 1. lack of
religious ties, 2. lack of discipline

of oneself, 3. lack of good common
sense!

muffy, san diego, gives me
another tough one : "I dare you to

print a list of women stars who
are under thirty years of age!" Not
on your life, Muffy. Not on your
life!

I "Well, you have on the right color for

jealousy," I couldn't help cracking. I don't

know whether she was amused or not.

Jeanne Crain and Paul Brinkman arrived

very late as Jeanne worked on her new pic-

ture. The Second Greatest Sex, way past party

time.

But the latest and most surprising guest to

arrive was Aly Khan. He had planed in at

midnight and had come directly to the home
of the Starks, his hosts during his entire visit.

WHAT A CHANGE IN GENE TIERNEY!
This girl who was formerly so gay, slipped

quietly into Hollywood to make The Lett

Hand Of God and slipped out just as quietly

when it was finished without seeing a single

old friend!

Can it be that Gene is really shattered over

the ending of her romance with Aly Khan?

Something has hit this girl very hard and
very deep.

Gene didn't even call her former close, close

friend Peggy McNaulty, who was her com-

panion on that much publicized trip to Mexico

where she kept her last romantic rendez-

vous with the irresistible Aly.

RANDOM NOTES ON HOLLYWOOD
Bob Wagner is a disappointed boy about his

career. Feels he isn't moving fast enough. It

has been eight months between his last pic-

ture and his new one, Girl On The Red Velvet

Swing.

Aldo Ray and Jeff Donnell were really

brokenhearted after Jeff lost their expected

baby. She kept the secret to herself for three

sad weeks because she didn't wan'i to worry

Aldo, who was working on location in Hono-

lulu.

Anne Baxter is nor the pride and joy of

the Universal-International lot.

Once again, Janet Leigh is too painfully

thin, this time suffering from mysterious pains

in her face.

I believe in my heart that Mario Lanza
will not find peace of mind until he turns

Doris Day made all her London fans jealous by
posing with a hunk of ice cream cake to prove

she can eat anything without showing it!

back to his religion and his God instead of

making his voice his God.

I just couldn't help sending Judy Garland

the following wire: i bet grace kelly would
GLADLY SWAP HER OSCAR FOR YOUR LITTLE JOE.

Wait until you see wonderful Shirley Jones

in Oklahoma! And never in his life has Gor-

don MacRae looked and sung like this.

We ain't gonna be seein' Ingrid Bergman
in Anastasia because Ingrid won't make it in

Hollywood and Darryl Zanuck won't make
it in Rome.

THE KIRK DOUGLASES had one of the

nicest parties of the season in the beautiful

penthouse at Romanoff's. This probably is

Anne Douglas' last social activity before she

has her baby.

Barbara Rush, who recently obtained her

freedom from Jeff Hunter, came with hand-

some Richard Gully, eligible bachelor who is

much sought after for parties.

Although just days before the party Ed-

mund Purdom and his wife Tita had promised

a judge to sincerely try to patch up their

marriage over a period of ninety days, Pur-

dom came with Linda Christian—as usual.

Aly Khan, who was in Hollywood to see his

and Rita Hayworth's daughter. Princess Yas-

min, brought Jacqueline Beers, pretty starlet

who lives at the Studio Club.

Just before time to sit down to dinner, Zsa

Zsa Gabor telephoned Mrs. Douglas in tears

to say she had had such a fight with Porfirio

Rubirosa that she wasn't up to attending the

party. Rubirosa planed out for Paris and the

marriage, as of today, is definitely off.

Romanoff's penthouse lends itself beauti-

fully to parties, and the lilacs and roses were
a lovely combination on the pink tablecloths.

A three-piece musical group played the tunes

from Freddie Brisson's Damn Yankee, another

feather in Freddie's cap as a producer of

successful musicals on Broadway. Rosalind

Russell, of course, was there to applaud.

THAT'S ALL FOR NOW. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH!

Gary Cooper is certainly living dangerously

these days. He took a helicopter from Am-
sterdam to Rotterdam without blinking an eye!
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Seldom has

the screen captured

such passion and

emotion... fierce

human hungers that

probe deep into

the very heart

of life itself!

stands alone!

first as a book...

now as a

motion picture!

STANLEY KRAMER Presents

Olivia

de HAVILLAND

fit%

Robert

MITCHUM

Frank

SINATRA

Gloria

GRAHAME

Broderick

CRAWFORD

Charles

BICKFORD

NOTAS A6TRANOBR
with MYRON McCORMICK • LON CHANEY • JESSE WHITE • Written for the Screen by Edna and Edward Anhalt Produced and Directed by

Based on the Novel by MORTON THOMPSON • Music by George Antheil • Released thru UNITED ARTISTS ' STANLEY KRAMER

Coming! -Watch for it at your favorite theatre!



A touch of Mavis ... on bare

shoulders, lovely throat . .

glorifies the touch of you!

This velvety imported talc,

exquisitely perfumed,

absorbs moisture, helps

prevent chafing . . . keeps you

flower-fresh, petal-soft,

alluringly feminine all over

so lovely to love!

AVIS
TALC U M

29(f, 43$, 5H (plus tax)

NEW MOVIES mkmi^m

Unhappy in his marriage, intense young doctor

Mitchum falls for pretty widow Gloria Grahame.
Pal Frank Sinatra finds Mitchum brilliant but

not sensitive, too involved with his profession.

J6L f_J^r*"
Mitchum's wife Olivia de Havilland longs for a family, but Mitchum wants her to remain a nurse.

Picture of the Month: NOT AS A STRANGER

Still a best seller on the newsstands, Not As A Stranger, becomes a powerful

film in the hands of producer-director Stanley Kramer. It's the story of a young doctor

(Robert Mitchum) whose drunken father blows Mitchum's small inheritance on

liquor. Mitchum, who's dying to be a doctor and will go to any lengths to achieve

that aim, thinks it's perfectly okay to marry nurse Olivia de Havilland for her neat

little bank account. She adores him. Mitchum isn't a bad guy. As a student he's bril-

liant and as a doctor he's inspired. But as a man, it seems that someone put a stone

where his heart is. He starts practicing in a small town where Doctor Charles Bick-

ford— a great if unknown practitioner— trains him; and Gloria Grahame, a rich

widow, toys with him and Olivia de Havilland tries everything in her power to make
him happy. But she can't reach him. There are many dramatic scenes which capture

the heroic aspects of the medical profession: there is an endearing performance by

Frank Sinatra, who is Mitchum's buddy at school and is instrumental in slitting

the ice-pack he's been living in. Henry Morgan and Broderick Crawford give fine

characterizations in smaller parts. It's a movie that will move you extremely, even

though it seemed to me that Olivia de Havilland was just too pretty for the part.—U.A.

You're irresistible . .

.

with exciting bewitching

Irresistible Perfume to attract



The naked truth about

the girl in the locker room/

iShe's the belle of the beach . . . even the

waves seem to snuggle closer. She's the

girl with the eye-stopping figure, slim

waist, smooth hips, flat tummy. She's the

girl you think it's impossible to be . . .

(you're wrong/) She's the girl who never

slips into a bathing suit or summer dress,

pair of slacks or shorts, without first

slipping into a Playtex Panty Brief.'

Introducing the New Playtex Panty Brief

And now. newer than new. and waiting for you is the

Playtex High Style Panty Brief / Magically slimming latex

outside, cloud-soft fabric inside, and a lovely non-roll top.

Comfortable, flexible . . . and not a seam, stitch or bone

to show through—anywhere! Washes in seconds, dries

quickly, and works miracles—no matter ivhat your size.

Look for Playtex® High Style Panty Brief in the slim

tube in department stores and specialty shops everywhere.

And for extra control, the famous Playtex Magic-Controller

Panty Brief with hidden "finger" panels. Only $6.95. The bra on

the wall is the new Playtext Livingt Bra* .. .'"custom-contoured"

of elastic and nylon. $3.95 i-Trademar*
|
Only

$495

Playtex . . . known everywhere as the girdle in the tube.

International Latex Corp'n. . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Dover Del -k In Canada: Playtex Ltd. . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Arnprior, Ont. su.S.A. and foreign patents pendii



TIP-OFF TO READERS OF
MODERN SCREEN

FOR YOUR DATE BOOK!

The picture that you must

see with your sweetheart

because it's a wonderful

story of love -at- first- sight!

M-G-M presents with SONGS, COLOR and

CINemaScoPE:

Interrupted
Melody"

starring

20

Glenn Ford

Eleanor

Parker
withRoger Moore • Cecil Kellaway

Written byWlLLIAM LUDWIG and SONYA LEVIEN
Based On Her Life Story by MARJORIE LAWRENCE • Photographed in

EASTMAN COLOR Directed by CURTIS BERNHARDT
Produced by Jack Cummings • AN M-O-M PICTURE

"Picture of the Month!
One of the screen's great movies!"

—LOUELLA PARSONS

"A wonderful love story!"
—HEDDA HOPPER

"A great picture!"

KISS ME DEADLY The people who get sore about

what certain comic books are doing to our young
had better lock their kids in the closet when this

movie shows up—and stay in there with 'em. Never
have I seen such a collection of brutal, sadistic,

sick and revolting characters. And when a Govern-

ment man (representing our Government, I pre-

sume) turns on a private eye and sneers, "Let him
go to hell," well, then I've had it. Mike Hammer
(Ralph Meeker) picks up a desperate girl on the

road; then they're picked up by a faceless mob who
tortures her, sends them both over a cliff. Mike
lives, figures this girl was mixed up in something

big, and for about an hour and a half there is nothing

but senseless murders and acts of violence. Finally,

Mike's part-time girl friend asks, what's it all for?

She should ask! (With Cloris Leachman, Gaby
Rodgers, Paul Stewart, Albert Dekker)—U.A.

—SHEILAH GRAHAM

A PRIZE OF GOLD Richard Widmark is just

another happy-go-lucky G.I. in present-day Germany
when he runs across Mai Zetterling, who is more
than beautiful; she's got a mission—a whole school-

ful of war orphans whom she wishes to transplant to

Brazil. But to obtain the wherewithal she must

withstand the passionate embraces of a fat, rich

German who is very jealous. Widmark figures the

least he can do for his love is steal some of the pure

gold that has lately been found in an old canal and

is being flown to London. Since he is not a crook

by nature he gets a little nervous about the whole

thing, especially when the going gets rough and the

plane he has highjacked with the aid of a pro (Nigel

Patrick) catches fire, and a few of his former

friends are getting very hot inside. Widmark comes

through, however, but as you might expect, not with-

out a few permanent scars on his soul.—Techni-

color, Col.

SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT!

You've got another chance to see six great films now
in re-release. Run, don't walk to your local theatres

playing these super-specials.

CAMILLE There will .never be another Garbo, and

this was one of her best—the story of a tragic Paris

courtesan and her loves—with Robert Taylor.

THE INFORMER Victor McLaglen's Academy Award
best as the Irish underground stool pigeon who sold

out his gang. A classic suspense chiller.

GOING MY WAY with Oscar winners Bing Crosby

and Barry Fitzgerald as the two famous priests. Re-

member Bing singing "Would You Like to Swing

On a Star?"

THE WIZARD OF OZ Judy Garland in her top role,

with Ray Bolger, Bert Lahr, and a host of stars as

the famous citizens of the land "Over The Rainbow."

WUTHERING HEIGHTS Did you hear the haunting

cry "Heatbcliff. Heathcliff" before it became a by-

word? Merle Oberon was calling Laurence Olivier

in this all-time honored film.

I REMEMBER MAMA This is the original, the story

on which the familiar TV series was based. And it's

still the greatest—with Irene Dunne and Barbara

Bel Geddes.



BEDEVILLED Steve Forrest arrives in Paris to study

for the priesthood, but that beautiful man just isn't

sure he's spiritual enough. And when Anne Baxter

crosses his path, nay, hops right into his taxicab, in a

red net gown gleaming with sequins, he is soon put

to the test. Anne is somewhat hysterical, seems she

just witnessed the murder of her boy friend and if

she doesn't skip town in two seconds she will be car-

ried out in a box. All the time she is acting like an
innocent victim, but believe you me, this nightclub

singer doesn't know where her next passport is com-

ing from. Well, Forrest's good looks are exceeded

only by his compassion and he practically gets himself

killed chasing after this girl so that he can save her.

Meanwhile, Father Victor Francen and student Rob-

ert Christopher wonder if their boy chose the wrong
vocation. He didn't, no sir.—CinemaScope, MGM

FOXFIRE Jeff Chandler is half Apache, but in this

late day he doesn't go around whooping it up. Fact
is, every time somebody reminds him of his illustri-

ous ancestry he's like to take a flying leap into a

cement mixer. Rich paleface Jane Russell comes out

to Arizona for a spell (Jeff's an engineer there in

the mines) and before Geronimo can turn in his

grave she's Mrs. C. They're in love, all right, but he
can't believe it. Thinks Jane's carrying on with Doc-
tor Dan Duryea, who's usually too drunk to carry
more than a light headache. Jeff wants to find a gold
mine for Jane; she keeps telling him she don't need
no gold, she's loaded. But a man has his pride. Wife
has her pride, too. She doesn't mind she married half

an Apache, but she just burns when the minute she
wants to talk about Life he clams up like a cigar-

store Indian. And when Jane burns, watch out! With
Mara Corday.—Technicolor, U.I.

VIOLENT SATURDAY It's just a nice small town
where nothing much happens—except that young
copper scion Richard Egan is a drunkard, his wife
Margaret Hayes is a playgirl, librarian Sylvia Syd-
ney is an incipient purse-snatcher, bank officer

Tommy Noonan is a Peeping Tom confining his
activities to the activities of nurse Virginia Leith,
and nurse Virginia Leith would steal a husband
(Richard Egan) if she could. Well, anyway there's
mine foreman Victor Mature, a real family man
whose son (Billy Chapin) hotly defends him against
charges of not being a war hero. Into this placidity
come bigtime operators Stephen McNally, J. Carrol
Naish and Lee Marvin lugging plans to rob the
bank, which plans they set into action with deadly
efficiency. But I tell you—they never get a chance to
count that money!—CinemaScope, 20th-Fox.

How you can stop odor,

check moisture, with TuSSy
the instant Deodorant

Tussy Cream Deodorant instantly

checks perspiration moisture; no wait-

ing to dry. Instantly stops odor and

keeps it stopped 24 hours or longer . .

.

even through the hottest day!

Follow arrows for daintiness

plus. Tussy Cream Deodorant is a cos-

metic, made with face cream ... so you

use it like a beauty cream.

Blend it into the skin, moving fin-

ger tips up, then out to the sides.

It smooths and beautifies, and van-

ishes into your skin.

You can't become immune to its

effects. Day after day, year after year,

Tussy Cream Deodorant protects you

against offending, when you use it daily.

Safe for normal skin or any fabric. $1.

c*eam deodorAhT

When you travel, always carry a Tussy

Stick Deodorant. So easy to use any -

time, anywhere. Only $1.

juices phis ta



JANE RUSSELL.
JEFF CHANDLER

22:

DAN DURYEA
with MARA CORDAY- BARTON MacLANE • FRIEDA INESCORT

Directed by JOSEPH PEVNEY • Screenplay by KETTI FRINGS • Produced by AARON ROSENBERG

AN ANNAPOLIS STORY Diana Lynn has a problem
which would lead most other girls to bigamy. That
is, she has just about given all her heart to Mid-
shipman Kevin McCarthy—a leader if ever there

was one—who racks up A's in all his courses at

Annapolis without hardly trying,, when she meets

John Derek (Kevin's brother) who nearly flunks all

his courses at Annapolis without hardly trying, but

is a whiz on the football field and in the swimming
pool and wherever there hangs a piece of athletic

equipment. So what's she gonna do? While she's

thinking everything through, the boys won't talk to

each other. To make up for the prolonged silence

there is a good deal of interesting footage about naval

training. And the boys do break down to save each

other's lives when, a. John falls out of a helicopter

at sea and, b. Kevin blacks out in his plane above

Korea. It's a nice story.—Technicolor, Allied Artists

THIS ISLAND EARTH Here is science fiction to top

all science fiction, and if you don't like it you're just

a square and will probably be an earthman all your
life. Rex Reason is a brilliant nuclear scientist who
thinks he's working on very secret stuff till some-

one sends him a mysterious do-it-yourself kit and,

following enclosed instructions, he builds a monstrous
machine which looks like a television set. But did

you ever see a television set with an atomic ray gun
inside? Well, Jeff Morrow appears on the screen

and invites Rex to come to his abode, wTherever that

is, and he will see things to make his eyes pop. And I

am not talking about Faith Domergue, but about

the other magnificent scenery that" Universal-Inter-

national has dreamed up to represent outer space

and a planet so far away it's out of our cosmos en-

tirely. Of course, there's a reason Morrow extends

his invitation to Reason, and it's dangerous!—Tech-

nicolor, U.I.

STRANGE LADY IN TOWN All Greer Garson wants

to do is practice medicine, but those old-fashioned

folk in Boston don't want her to practice on them.

So off she trots to Santa Fe territory where her

younger brother, Cameron Mitchell, is stealing

cattle from the U. S. Government (in whose Army
he's a lieutenant) and cheating at poker. Then there's

Dana Andrews practicing medicine, breeding horses

and rearing a teen-age daughter (Lois Smith)—and

if you thought the folks in Boston were old-fashioned,

wait till you get a load of him! Woman's place is in

the h-o-m-e he keeps spelling out to Greer, who mean-

while is curing all the patients he has spent years

cultivating. Greer keeps handing out pills with one

hand and slapping Dana's face with the other, and

before you know it they're in love. Lois is in love,

too—with Cameron. But Cameron is headed head-

long for hell.—CinemaScope, Warners



THE PRODIGAL Wait till you dig Lana in those bugle

beads ! She is a real-life goddess for whom young
men willingly dive into a pit of fire. And when Ed-
mund Purdom spots her he says goodbye Poppa
(Walter Hampden) farewell Ruth (Audrey Dalton)

hail Samarra (that's Lana) I'm your slave. Trouble
is, he is. Louis Calhern who runs Damascus with a

mercenary hand, doesn't like the independent spirit

of this young Hebrew. With the help of Lana and a

wealthy landowner (Francis L. Sullivan) he soon
divests same of all his worldly goods. Purdom is

thrown into a dungeon (stinging from the whiplash

of Neville Brand) and there he has time to repent

his sins, return to the Lord whom he has forsaken
and plot his escape. He acts dead, gets himself thrown
to the vultures, rises in savage wrath to destroy Louis
and his followers. The tragedy is, Lana loved him
all the while but she just couldn't stop being a
goddess. Of course, Purdom then goes home to eat
the fatted calf. It's beautifully done, sets are superb.
—CinemaScope, MGM

THE PURPLE MASK It's 1803 in Paris and danged if

Tony Curtis don't turn up in pink satin pants. But
don't let that outfit fool you. He is the highly ad-

mired, greatly feared Purple Mask who keeps snatch-

ing away the heads of the nobility just before they're

about to roll under the guillotine (it's that Napoleon
working overtime at this exotic contraption). Napo-
leon calls on the one man extant (Dan O'Herlihy)
who is wily enough to trap the Purple Mask. But
not so wily as a fox, which is how wily Tony is.

Even other members of the aristocracy furiously

plotting in the underground against Napoleon take

Tony for a charming fop^ they even ask him to

masquerade as the Purple Mask so that the real one
will be free to save the Due de Chateaulatour (Paul
Cavanaugh) who is even now halfway up the steps

of the guillotine. Need I say more about the fantas-

tic exploits of this boy, who naturellement wins the
heart of the Due's daughter, Colleen Miller. It's

plenty of fun. With Gene Barry, Angela Lansbury.
—CinemaScope, U.I.

RECOMMENDED FILMS NOW PLAYING

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME (MGM); Doris Day stars

as Ruth Etting, the showgirl who wanted success at

any price. James Cagney and Cameron Mitchell are

among the men she meets on her way up. Off-beat

musical.

END OF THE AFFAIR (Col.): Hollywood's version of

Grahame Greene's beautiful story of a love affair be-

tween a man and a married woman. Deborah Kerr is

the woman torn between love and her desire for re-

demption, Van Johnson her lover.

BLACKBOARD JUNGLE (MGM): Glenn Ford plays

the young teacher assigned to the "garbage can" of

city schools, with the most violent youngsters you
ever saw as his students. With Anne Francis, Louis
Calhern.

A MAN CALLED PETER (20th-Fox) : This is Fox'
tribute to Peter Marshall, the young Scotch immigrant
who became Chaplain of the Senate. The movie in-

cludes many of Marshall's exciting and very modern
sermons, delivered by Richard Todd. With Jean
Peters.

EAST OF EDEN (Warners) : One of the best films

ever made in Hollywood, this is a violently dramatic-

tale of a boy (James Dean) who longs for love. Rich-

ard Davalos, Jo Van Fleet, Raymond Massey give

excellent performances as his family, Julie Harris is

splendid as the girl who understands him. Dean is

nothing short of marvelous. Don't miss this latest

Elia Kazan production.

MARTY (U.A.): Ernest Borgnine and Betsy Blair

turn this simple story into a beautiful little movie.
Adapted from the TV play, it tells of the love between
two ordinary people leading ordinary lives. There's
comedy as well as tenderness.

THE GLASS SLIPPER (MGM): Leslie Caron and
Michael Wilding do a charming job in MGM's idea

of the Cinderella tradition. Not as good as Lilt, but
fun.

^Tested 60
lipstick

Many other exciting colors. Westmore Kiss-Tested Lipsticks proved BEST in

movie close-ups. Smear-resistant • non-drying. Guaranteed no finer quality at

any price. At all variety and drug stores. HOUSE of westmore, inc., new YORK • HOLLYWOOD 23
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any
time

of the

month
Dive right in. Splash around to your

heart's content. You can go swimming
— even on "those days'—when you're

wearing Tampax.
Remember!—Tampax was invented by

a doctor! He realized that if "time-of-

the-month" was handled by internal ab-

sorption, women could indulge in normal
activities without any of the chafing,

irritation and other discomforts associ-

ated with external pads. So far as swim-
ming is concerned, Tampax is not only

invisible when properly inserted ... it

doesn't absorb any water! Users even

wear Tampax in their bathtubs with com-
plete security and comfort.

However, if you spend the Summer in

a hammock, Tampax would still be a

blessing. It prevents odor from forming

by preventing exposure to the air. It's

easy to dispose of, even with the unruly

plumbing that sometimes exists at vaca-

tion resorts. (Both the Tampax and the

applicator flush away.) And it's by far

the daintiest kind of protection . . . why,

your hands needn't even touch the

Tampax during insertion or removal.

Make this the Summer you'll enjoy

from first to last. Get your supply of

Tampax at any drug or notion counter.

Choice of 3 absorbencies: Regular. Super,

Junior. Month's supply goes into purse;

economy size gives more than an average

Summer's supply. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,

8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting

letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies*

P. Is it true that before Cecil B. De
Mille gave Yvonne de Carlo a job in

The Ten Commandments he asked her
to avoid headline romances for two
years? —M.L., San Francisco, Cal.

A. Yes.

p. Bob Hope's home is so tastefully

done, I'd like to know who decorated
it for him. —B.K., Boston, Mass.

A. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stanton, Car-
mel, California.

p. Can you tell me why Marlon Bran-
do's picture, The Wild One, was banned
in England? —V.F., New York, N. Y.

A. It was considered too cruel.

p. I understand that Marlon Brando,
Jimmy Dean and Tony Curtis all play

the bongo drums. Who plays best?

—H.J., Fall River, Mass.

A. Brando, according to musicians.

p. Janet Leigh has been losing weight
rapidly for months. Is it true that she's

suffering from an unnamed illness?

—R.D., Portland, Ore.

A. Doctors claim she's overworked,
needs a lengthy vacation.

p. I've been told that actor Robert
Newton's third wife, Natalie Newhouse
Newton, was a drug addict who died of

a drug overdose. True or false ?

—B.L.S., London

A. True.

P. What is Jimmy Dean's salary?

A. $1200 per week.

P. Is Aly Khan the other man in the

Rhonda Fleming split-up?

—N.H., Deming, N. M.

A. No.

p. Can you name Frank Sinatra's close

friends? —F.I., Newark, N. J.

A. His manager Hank Sanicola.

p. Is it true that Humphrey Bogart's

savings are tied up in oil and uranium
investments? —F.H., Miami, Fla.

A. They are tied up in banks, in cash.

p. If Ray Milland's real name is Reg-
inald Truscott-Jones, why do his friends

call him Jack ?

—K.G., Kansas City, Cal.

A. Milland once called himself Jack
Millane.

P. What is Judy Garland's next pic-

ture? Or has she definitely retired from
the screen? —C.K., Chicago, III.

A. Judy is not retiring, has no picture

scheduled, is planning stage appearances

in several cities.

p. Can you tell who really discovered

Kim Novak and how much money she

earns? —C.N., Urbana, III.

A. Kim was discovered by agent Wilt

Melnick; her current salary is $200 per

week.

Q. Why do the ru-

mors persist that all

is not well with the

Lana Turner - Lex
Barker marriage?

-P.K.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

A. There have been
quarrels.

P. After getting a di-

vorce what made the

Jeff Chandlers recon-

cile ?

—ST.,
New York, N. Y.

A. Their children.
ANITA EKBERG

p. They are saying that Anita Ekberg,
who is under personal contract to John
Wayne, has a much better build than

Marilyn Monroe. Can this be possible?

—H.T., Helena, Mont.

A. Miss Ekberg is not under personal

contract to Wayne. She is under con-

tract to Batjac Productions, a Wayne
company. She is taller and more bosomy
than Monroe.

p. Is the Bing Crosby-Kathryn Grant
romance on the level?

—B.L., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. Yes.



Only Bobbi is specially designed to give the softly feminine wave
needed for this new"Bewitching"hairdo. No nightly settings necessary.

Only softly feminine hairstyles here

because these hairdos were made with Bobbi, the

special pin-curl permanent— never tight, never fussy

These pictures show— better than we can tell— the softly feminine

curls and waves you get with a Bobbi Pin-Curl Permanent. A Bobbi

is specially designed to look soft and natural from the very first day.

A Bobbi gives your hair the beauty, the body, the soft, lovely look

of naturally wavy hair. Your curls and waves are exactly where you

want them. And they stay there week after week after week. Just

put your hair in pin-curls. Apply Bobbi's Special Creme Oil Lotion.

A little later, rinse with water. Let dry, brush out. ..that's all.

If you love softly feminine hairdos, then Bobbi is the pin-curl

permanent for you.

New 20-Page Hairstyle Booklet. Easy-to-follow setting instructions for

new softly feminine hairstyles. Hints! Tips! Send your name, address

with 10c in coin to: Bobbi, Box 3600, Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Illinois.

Just pin-curls and Bobbi. No separate neutralizes no curlers, no resetting. Every-

thing you need—New Creme Oil Lotion, special bobbi pins. $1.50 plus tax.

. -A , I St '

With Bobbi you get waves exactly where you

want them, the way you want them. Notice the

easy, gentle look of this new "Sunrise" hairdo.

Bobbi is made especially to give young, free and

easy hairstyles like this "Rosebud" hairdo. And the

curl is there to stay— in all kinds of weather.

f '

^ /

Soft, Natural right from the start. . . that's the "Sea

Breeze" hairstyle after an easy Bobbi. A Bobbi

Pin-Curl Permanent is so easy, no help is needed.



Both of Mrs. Louis Sturtevant's hands were soaked in detergents. Only the right hand

was treated with Jergens Lotion. Compare the two! This photograph is unretouched.

Exciting Proof: Jergens Lotion stops'Detergent Hands"

A national research laboratory* proves

Jergens Lotion more effective than

any other lotion tested for stopping

detergent damage.

Your hardworking hands can be beautiful

hands. If you're having the old, familiar

trouble with everyday detergents (rough,

red hands ) , listen to this

!

Under supervision, 447 women soaked

both hands in detergents. After each soak-

ing, Jergens Lotion was applied to the

right hand. Left hands were untreated.

In 3 or 4 days untreated hands were

Jergens Lotion

roughened and reddened. The Jergens Lo-

tion hands were soft, smooth and lovely.

Of all the lotions tested this way, not

one proved as effective as Jergens Lotion. In

addition, Jergens was never sticky or greasy.

Jergens Lotion has been steadily per-

fected for 50 years. You'll find it's just as

good for wind and weather chapping as

for "Detergent Hands," and it takes just

seconds to use.

Get a bottle of Jergens Lotion today.

Notice how much heavier and creamier

it is — with a delightful new fragrance.

And still only 10<j!' to $1.00, plus tax.

positively stops "Detergent Hands"

*Notice to doctors and der-

matologists. For a summary

of this report, write to The
Andrew ]ergensCo.,Cinn.,0.



modern screen/july 1955

|3 n the surface, everything looked

so bright. The grueling courtroom

scenes were over, the glare of publicity

on the sordid details of Susan's fights

with Jess had been turned off. In

so far as such battles are ever won, Susan

was the victor. She had custody of her

twin sons, and she was devoting her-

self to them. Socially, her life was full.

She dated a lot, with an especial interest

in Jeff Chandler, an old friend from
her Brooklyn days. Career-wise, her life

was even fuller—almost overflowing. She
was completing Soldier Of Fortune

opposite Clark Gable. She was in rehearsal

for the role she had wanted above all

others, that of Lillian Roth in I'll Cry
Tomorrow. Emotionally, she seemed hap-

pier than she had been in years; from a

moody, withdrawn girl she had
become a sociable, cheerful one.

And then the police found her

on her living room floor, with two sleeping

pill bottles empty beside her.

Why, Susan, why?
The strange thing is that the reason

—

or the reasons—should be so apparent.

The divorce was over—but not the

fighting. There was no more publicity,

but the battles continued. "Miss
Hayward," her physician said, "has been
despondent for some time because

of marital problems." Only hours before

she swallowed the sedatives, Susan had
had a violent telephone battle with Jess

—

and that was only the most recent argu-

ment Jess was permitted to see the boys

every Wednesday and on alternate week
ends. Every time he picked them up there

were scenes. "Because the servants

wouldn't talk to me and neither would
Susan, and this was not good for the

children," he explained. It wasn't good
for Susan either, who preferred not
to discuss the tortured relationship with
her ex-husband. Yet Jess, when he
heard of her suicide attempt, broke down,
crying, "Oh, my God, I love her." Then
he sent her a telegram, "I'm coming
home as fast as I can. Love, Daddy."
and flew to her bedside. Perhaps he does

love her. But can his presence help her now?
Her social life was full—but her only

serious date was Jeff Chandler. He
must have been a great help to her,

remembering, as (Continued on page 69)



EVERYWHERE
THAT

AVA GOES

Above: the only known picture of Ava with the Earl of Granville

was taken in London, where his influence keeps the romance quiet.

But in Pakistan (below) Ava was mobbed by newsmen and fans

though Paul Mills and Stewart Granger tried to protect her.

She's one of the world's most

beautiful, exciting—and startling women.

Where she is, reporters swarm. After all,

if Ava comes, can trouble be far behind?

BY KEVIN BURKE

Wherever Ava Gardner goes—and Ava goes everywhere

—there's sure to be a collection of admiring men. And
in each collection one turns out to be strangely important.

In Madrid it was bullfighter Luis Dominguin. In

Asia there was Ram Gopal, the Indian dancer. In

England before Ava left for Pakistan she suddenly

appeared in the company of the Earl of Granville, a

desirable bachelor of Princess Margaret's set.

Characteristically, Miss Gardner is not discreet about

her personal life. And often her escorts are delighted to

be recognized as such, some of them clearly basking in

the limelight that Ava cannot escape.

But Ava's friendship with Lord Granville has been

top secret. It was soft-pedaled into obscurity by the

British press and Ava herself tossed a concealing

cloak of mystery about it.

The Earl is a distinguished young (mid-thirties)

bachelor, member of one of England's first families, related

to the Queen Mother.

He escorted Ava to the premiere of The Colditz Story

(he has escorted her on many other occasions), but he beat

a hasty retreat when he saw the cameramen descend

upon the star. Result: there are many pictures of Ava at

the premiere, but none of her with Lord Granville. Yet

they were there together.

When queried about the pleasure he takes in her

company, Lord Granville is very polite, adroitly uncom-

municative, and manages to convey, without- once

losing his temper or his courteous Old World manner,

that it's all none of anybody's business. British

photographers, seeing them together, would never violate

the Earl's protests and take a picture of them. It

just isn't done.

Now that Ava's back in London from Pakistan, will

she continue to see Lord Granville? Will he risk the

notoriety associated with Ava's escorts?

No matter how much a man likes a woman who is

a movie star as important as Ava is, he must find the

crowds very trying indeed. Because there's not only a

group of admiring gentlemen wherever Ava goes, there's

likely to be an unruly admiring mob, as well. In iier

well-publicized travels, these uninhibited fans have been

making headlines. And Ava seems (Continued on page 87)
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WED!
by WILLIAM BARBOUR

Look at those photographers come—first time they've seen us together. And the columnists moving in . . . let's face the music and dance.

Howdy, haven't seen you in ages. Who, us? Oh, we've been around... Questions, questions, they all ask questions. Well, what can you do?

T
This photo, never seen before, was taken at Bing's

ranch, where Kathryn Grant visited him last

fall—proof of the length of their secret romance!



MODERN SCREEN STICKS ITS NECK OUT WITH THE YEAR'S MOST SURPRISING PREDICTION.

There is no one. in Hollywood more deserving of a

little happiness than Bing Crosby.

It now looks as if Bing has found that happiness, found

it in the form of a lovely, vibrant starlet, Kathryn

Grant. Rumor says that he is going to confirm that

happiness by marrying Kathryn—and even goes so far

as to predict that it will be in July. Maybe that's the date,

maybe it isn't. But Modern Screen's information says

that Bing will marry—within the next two years. And
more than likely, more than maybe, the girl will be

Kathryn Grant. Here are the facts.

Kathryn was Bing's date at the Academy Awards—and
has been dating him secretly for more than a year. She
has seen him at his ranch in Elko, Nevado, at his desert

retreat in Palm Springs, at various secluded places in

Hollywood. Possibly because she is only twenty-one,

thirty years younger than Bing, they have preferred to

keep the entire romance to themselves. Then Bing

marched jauntily into the Academy Awards with Kathryn

on his arm. The lid was off.

"Who's the girl with Crosby? ... I thought he was
supposed to take Grace Kelly . . . Where did Bing find

that curie? . . . Gosh, she's young!"

The interest is completely understandable when you

realize that ever since Dixie Crosby's death, Hollywood

has been wondering about and discussing the possibility

of Bing's remarriage.

Following the Academy (Continued on page 74)





NO TANTRUMS

NO "DAHLINGS
"

NO CLEAVAGE

Can Grace teach §
Hollywood
some manners

BY MARVA PETERSON

Alone, single-handed and quite unintentionally, a bright

new screen star is changing the tastes of Hollywood.

By the quiet force of her ladylike personality, Grace Kelly, for

the moment, at least, has stolen the spotlight from Marilyn

Monroe, Rita Hayworth, Ava Gardner and others of a sexy stripe.

Grace has caused the pendulum of popularity to swing away

from the pin-up girls. She has set a new standard of beauty

and manner that everyone in the movie capital suddenly wants

to acquire.

Overnight, producers have stopped searching for busty .beauties.

They're trying instead to find girls with die "Grace Kelly quality."

Fashion experts find themselves promoting styles that

de-emphasize the bosom and the tight skirt. They're designing

clothes that look more pretty than provocative. Following the Grace

Kelly trend, the starlets are making the change from the sultry

look to the well-scrubbed look. Their tousled, careless, Italian

hairstyles are giving way to soft, loose hairdos. And as a badge

of success the cashmere sweater is replacing the mink stole.

And not the least of the causes is the popularity of a

lovely young actress from Philadelphia.

How has Grace Kelly been able to inspire such an about-face?

Those who study Hollywood trends maintain that the town

has long been ready for a change. The swing toward genteel

charm, they say, really started with Deborah Kerr and Audrey

Hepburn. It was Grace Kelly's phenomenal success, however,

combined with her genuine refinement, that really wrought the

mild revolution.

Grace, of course, is totally unaware of her pace-setting. "I'm

merely being myself," she says. By being herself, she has

brought a whole new set of values to the Hollywood scene.

One of the wardrobe girls at Paramount who has worked with

Grace on four pictures, says, "She's so nice she doesn't seem

like a star. By that I mean that she's undemanding. Most movie

actresses get so accustomed to having things done for them—their

hair combed, a chair reserved, a wrap delivered—that they

expect people to jump at their slightest (Continued on page 88)

To meet New Jersey's Governor
Meyner, she wore conservative

satin outfit, long gloves.

With Oleg Cassini, still her steady

date, she was not embarrassed to

appear in same coat, dress, gloves.

And for the Academy Awards, big-

gest night of her life, she wore the

same, much-photographed clothes.
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Fess Parker:

THE LIVIN' IMAGE OF DAVY

Fess has been riding since grammar school, when he straddled
work horses on his grandfather's farm. The freedom to roam at will

out of doors is still his big love, all discipline still his pet hate.

He cooks for himself in his tiny one-room apartment, but will be

moving into a new house, soon. He steady-dates, would like to

marry, but not until "it'll be for keeps, and a big family, Lord willing."

WITH THE GUTS, THE LOVES, THE RAMBUNCTIOUS, FIGHTING SPIRIT OF DAVY CROCKETT, FESS PARKER

During his thirty-odd years around Hollywood Walt Disney has collected

such a flock of prizes that when Bob Hope handed him his last two Oscars

at the recent Academy Awards, he had to stifle a yawn. But it's beginning
to look as if the biggest prize Walt ever captured is a tree-tall, trap-lipped,

steely-eyed Texan named Fess Elisha Parker.

"Big" is a moderate word for Fess. Physically, he rears six feet, five inches

from his number fourteen boots to his wild mane of brown hair, with 210
pounds of lean, lively muscle in between. In personality, Fess seems to com-
bine the virility of Gary Cooper, the rocky force of John Wayne, the gentle-

ness of Jimmy Stewart and the quiet dignity of Gregory Peck—with the home-
spun saltiness of Will Rogers thrown in for good measure.

But even more heroic than Fess Parker's physique or manner is the living

legend this amazing young giant has forged in a few short months. Since
last December, when Fess first loomed on tv's Disneyland clad in buckskins
and a coontail cap, an estimated 52,000,000 Americans have refused to

accept him as a Hollywood actor at all. To them, he's the reincarnation of

the b'ar killing, Indian fighting frontier hero, Davy Crockett.

When Fess traveled to the national capital a few weeks ago to hand out
National Rifle Association trophies, newspapers announced, "Davy Crockett
Comes Back to Washington"—just as if the backwoods congressman of 100-
plus years ago had actually risen from his martyr's grave. (Cont'd on page 78 )

LIKE THE REAL DAVY BEFORE HIM.



More pictures on the following pages
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Family album shows Fess' first pic

ture, taken with Uncle Lester Allen

Grandmother Mary Ann Allen

At a very early age, Fess showed interest in women
—even older ones. By this time his mother, over his

father's protests, was addressing her son as "Junior."

Almost as soon as he could sit, Fess could sit

a horse, though he stuck mostly to gentle

ones like Uncle Lester's old cow pony, Rosabel.

Like Davy, he came from pioneer stock and rode a horse before he was three but— <

A Playing end for San Angelo High, Fess (six feet tall at fourteen) made
one major, memorable goof, tackling the right man at the wrong time.

Fess' first project after graduation in 1942 was to buy a Model T; his

second to find a pretty girl to ride in it. Joy Flint obliged—and others.

36

At Texas University Fess met Adolphe Menjou, who changed
his life by advising the six-foot, five-inch Business Administra-

tion student to come to Hollywood for a crack at westerns.



Although he rebelled early against any sort of discipline, broke rules just because they

were rules, Fess brooked no nonsense from others, especially where food was concerned.

The only creature who stood up to him successfully was his equally stubborn donkey.

At eleven Fess was "not really bad, but just ornery."

His mother posed with him between trips to the

principal's office at Austin Grammar School.

graduated to a Model T.

Mt7 LuncH,

„ Or ... o H*M + musTaro

I Do ikr Want 7?e

ft.

PL- K-

A fraternity boy, sorority sweetheart and campus
athlete, Fess took up water skiing in his senior year

at Texas U—aided by company like Prisilla Kern.

A graduate student—this time in theatre—at Too tall for Annapolis or the Naval Air

U.S.C., he found time for formals and co-eds, but Corps, Fess went into boot camp at

left school before getting his Master's Degree. San Diego, ended up on a mine sweeper.
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"ONE OF THE

BEST THINGS ABOUT

LEX AND ME—

WE HAVE FUN."

At sixteen Lana was too sexy

for comfort, at twenty too troubled

for happiness. But—being Lana

—

SHE'D DO IT

ALL OVER
^."vAGAIN



Sat tv6 dcnefJidft!'.

Time: X years ago. Place:

A soda fountain near Holly-

wood High School. Girl: A
delectable redhead with a

wolf-whistle figure. Name:
Julia Jean. Enter Billy

Wilkerson, messenger of fate.

Dissolve to Now. The Polo

Lounge at the Beverly Hills

Hotel. A delectable honey

blonde with a wolf-whistle

figure, named Lana. Enter

reporter with question.

Lana looked back at Julia

Jean. Her face, sparkling a

moment ago above the butter-

yellow twin sweaters, turned

thoughtful. But decision

came promptly. "The answer

is yes. I believe too strongly

in kismet not to feel it was

planned for me this way. Why
else was I sitting there that

day? Why else did Billy

Wilkerson walk in? If I had
married John Smith and gone

to five in Podunk, how can

I tell whether I'd have liked

it or not? I never tried it.

I like the movie business. It's

not the sky-blue heaven kids

build up in their dreams,

including myself at sixteen.

You get special rewards, and

you get special headaches,

not to mention heartaches.

But given the chance and
with my eyes wide open, the

answer is yes, I'd do it all

over again."

Headaches, heartaches and

all, she's still the golden girl,

alive with that indefinable

magic which hoisted her to the

top and kept her there for over

ten years. "Heaven knows,"

she went on, "that I wasn't

an actress, to begin with. I've

tried to learn. I've always

tried to do the best job in my
power. But I'm not the kind

to chase after glory and
Oscars, and I'm not one who'll

perish-if-she-can't-act. For

me, the biggest reward is

financial security. You have

to be honest. Where else could

this happen to you? Only if

you married a prince, and
that's for fairy tales. The
work is hard; don't let anyone

tell you different. There are

times when you're so beat up,

body and nerves, that some-

thing (Continued on page 82)
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MARLON

IS

WILLING BUT IS

HE

READY?

Basically Marlon has not changed much.

He still loves art, music, travel, his work,

his freedom and, of course, his cat.

"I love Josie," Marlon Brando said, "and we're going to get

married sometime this summer. It's going to be for keeps and that's

all I want to say about it."

This declaration, forceful and positive, was made a few weeks

ago on the set of Guys And Dolls, when Marlon was asked, "Is

it true that you and your fiancee have changed your minds about

marriage?"

The question had been prompted by the persistent Hollywood

rumor that Brando and Josanne Mariani-Berenger, the twenty-one-

year-old stepdaughter of a French fisherman, would never

get married.

Despite Brando's protests, this rumor still thrives. It is founded,

as usual, on Marlon's unique behavior. All through the

preparation and filming of Guys And Dolls, for example, he

dated many of the cutest girls in movieland.

One of them confided, "He surely didn't act love smitten to

me. I asked him if it were true—you know, that he was tying the

knot—and he just gave me that big, broad grin of his as if to

say, 'Are you kidding?'
"

Another of Marlon's recent dates claims, "This boy acts on

impulse. He himself doesn't know what he's going to do next. When
I was with him he never mentioned his fiancee once. He was
wondering how his singing voice would sound in the picture. I

don't know. Maybe he was just being gallant."

Steadfastly and fiercely Marlon refuses to discuss his love fife.

But his charm, his animal magnetism, his talent, his unpredictable

and nonconforming ways have appealed to many women: Shelley

Winters, Susan Cabot, Rita Moreno, Jean Peters, Joan Collins,

Francesca Scaffa, Movita Castaneda—the list goes on and on.

How many of these beauties would have married Marlon is

anyone's guess.

The prevailing opinion at one time was that only Movita was

strong and tolerant and understanding {Continued on page 62)
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To marry or not to

marry: that is just one

of the questions.

Marlon says he'll wed

Josanne—-but why

has he been dating other

women ? What kind

of husband and father

will he make?

BY RICHARD MOORE

I

Although unrecognized by police at

Academy Awards (he almost didn't get

in!) Marlon faces a very public marriage.



Their first date was heralded in every

column, the news that they were "engaged

to be engaged" hit the front pages, and

their official engagement was covered

like a Coronation. Debbie and Eddie have

been the most publicized pair of lovers

in a decade. But the marriage plans were

veiled in mystery. Why the secrecy? What

forced postponement after postpone-

ment? Here, for the first time, MODERN
SCREEN brings you the real story of,

of the June Wedding that didn't happen.



Dear Debbie and Eddie:

This was to have been the time for

congratulations and great joy. It didn't

come out that way. A lot of people are

saying I Told You So. Not us. We
believed in you both from the start and

we still do. We have been watching

the plans alter, rumors grow, statements

change with growing sadness.

This wasn't the way it had to be— it

should have been the month of happy
endings. Well, you won't be a

June bride, Debbie, but you can have

your happy ending. All you both have

to do is take a deep breath and try

to remember the simple clarity of

your plans for the future—not as

other people have pictured it, but the

way you wanted it to be.

Get us—adding even more advice

when what you want most right now
is to be left alone. But if you'll bear

with us for just a little while, we
promise not to muddy the water any
further. When you fell in love you
became the kind of human interest

story editors cry for. Some 20 years ago

a couple of American kids were born,

miles apart. Any connection between

fame and you two youngsters of the

depression age would have sounded
like a pipe-dream. Yet you found
fame and more than fame—you
became an entire nation's dream of

love come true. We have no wish to

probe or rush in where angels fear

to tread. We have fully shared the

floods of good will and affection poured
at your feet. But, as we said, for

months now we have been observing

the danger signs—perhaps watching
them a bit more carefully than you
have done. And our very real affection

for you makes us point them out.

We could never understand, for

example, all the mystery about your
wedding day. You said from the start

that it would be in June, and picked

the 1 7th for its sentimental significance.

Then suddenly you didn't know and
couldn't, or wouldn't, tell. And from
England rumors came sifting through
that you planned to marry there,

avoiding the fuss and feathers. Yet
fuss and feathers were exactly what
Debbie wanted—the bridal procession,

the music, the flowers, the works.

All that takes time and planning.

The date should be set as early—not

as late—as possible. Under the

circumstances, can you blame us for

wondering why a boy and girl, deeply
in love, officially betrothed,

should for so long refuse to name
their wedding day?

You've been unhappy over publicity

that you say was without taste.

Forgive us for asking whether some
(Continued on page 69)
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Millions of friends,

Debbie's and Eddie's,

followed every step of

their romance from the

start. Was it just too

hot not to cool down?

WHEN TWO KIDS FALL IN LOVE, MOTHERS ARE THE FIRST

TO SEE THE LITTLE THINGS, THE SECRETS IN THEIR EYES.

Debbie always wanted to be

a June bride. By the way, if I

switch between Debbie and

Franny, don't let me confuse you.

As you may have read elsewhere,

she was christened Mary Frances,

and to us she's Franny. Also

to herself, to her close friends and

to the man she's marrying. My
daughter likes the habits of

home. When she comes over that

hill and into the valley where we
live, her movie name stays

behind. She won't even let the

neighborhood kids use it. If

they yell, "Hi, Debbie!" she'll

stop them. "What did you

call me?" And I'll hear some

youngster chirp, "I mean,

'Hi, Fran!'"

By either name she wanted

to be a June bride. Until

last year, it was just every girl's

vision of an event in the

unforseeable future—the brides-
y

maids and flowers, the candles

and music, and herself drifting

down the aisle in misty white

toward some wonderful guy whose

face was a blank. Well, he's

real now and so is the

traditional wedding she dreamed

of. As far as Eddie is

concerned, I don't think most

men care much one way
or the other. Whatever Franny

wanted was great with him.

When they were planning the trip

for his (Continued on page 66)

My Sonny Boy (that's what I

always call Eddie) taught me once

not to believe any rumors unless

I heard from him that they were

true. So last summer when
people started coming up
to me and saying they'd seen

by the newspapers that Sonny

was getting very romantically

interested in a certain Miss Debbie

Reynolds of Hollywood, I just

shrugged and brushed them off with

remarks like "That's nice, isn't

it?" or "Very interesting, I'm sure!"

or "It's healthy for young fellows

to go out with girls, I hear !"

Then I got the phone call. Sonny

was in California at the time. He
used to call me about twice a week

when he was away, and always

he would kid and tease me and make
me laugh. But this time—I could

tell right away—this time he was

feeling serious about something.

"What's the matter?" I asked him.

"You got a stomach ache from all

those oranges or something?"

"No, Mama," he said. "Don't

worry, I've been eating good."

Then, all of a sudden, that smile

of his came traveling 3000 miles

across country. I could see it in

the next words he said. "I've met

a girl, Mama," he told me. "I've met a

girl—and she's really something!"

I asked him," "Is it this

Debbie Reynolds everybody in

Philadelphia has been telling me about

these last (Continued on page 59)

Back in Hollywood, Debbie met Eddie's real fathe

Eddie had met the Reynolds family on his first date

with Debbie, was liked by them from the start.
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First storm warning—Debbie couldn't tell MGM de-

signer Helen Rose what time of day she'd set for the

wedding. Later even the date itself was changed.;



Chaperoned by Louella Parsons, Jimmy McHugh,
Debbie joined Eddie in Las Vegas. "We're not en-

gaged," Eddie said. "I don't know if Debbie wants me."

Debbie did. She flew east to met Eddie's family, spent time in their Philadelphia home.

Left to right are Eddie's sisters, Janet, Eileen (the youngest one of Debbie's bridesmaids),

Nettie and Miriam. Seated are his stepfather, Max Stupp, and his mother, Kate.

The much-rumored engagement was announced at the huge party given by Eddie and
Ida Cantor, who had discovered and befriended Eddie F. in his borscht-circuit days. The

party gave Debbie a chance to display her seven-carat ring to hundreds of friends.

Then came the separations: Debbie in Hollywood, Eddie

in New York. He gave her a puppy to keep her com-
pany; there were phone calls and flights east and west.

In April Debbie was busy packing for her

trip to England with Eddie; equally busy

denying that she was already married.

London loved the lovers, packed the Palladium to

hear Eddie and see Debbie. But Eddie's "mystery

voice" (D.R.) record flopped. Did that hurt Eddie?

Back in New York, they were met by Eddie's mother

—

then came news of a tiff and Debbie went to Califor-

nia alone. They've stayed apart. For reasons, turn page.
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WEDDING

Debbie could tell you why
Doubts began to sift through the golden clouds early this

year. While everybody was busy speculating whether or

not Debbie and Eddie were secretly married—or if not

already married, on the verge of elopement—Debbie was
slowly taking a whole new look at the picture. That she

loved Eddie, she hadn't a doubt. She'd told her mother
and father that the night Eddie had proposed. She'd told

the world the next day and you would have thought the

smog would vanish from Southern California forever, she

was so happy. That was last summer. But by this spring

she began to wonder slowly, hurt: "Does Eddie love me?"
Or rather, did Eddie love her enough to stand up to the

army of friends, managers, self-appointed advisers and
bystanders and announce that he and his girl were going

to make their own decisions about their own future? The
indications were that Eddie was not-going to stand up. They
had set the wedding for June 17, a sentimental anniversary

of their first date. They had picked the place for the re-

DIDN'T

HAPPEN

Eddie could tell you why
How could any boy show his girl how much he loved her

more than Eddie Fisher did? Long before he actually met

Debbie, Eddie told reporters she was his dream girl. When
he did meet her, sparks began to fly and kept flying from

that day forward. He began commuting to the coast with

the regularity of a guy catching his nightly local. He even

moved his entire TV crew to Hollywood for extended per-

iods. When he sang a love song, he sang to Debbie. When
he spoke of the weather, there was Debbie in his eyes. Did
the publicity men make too much of it? How could you

blame them? Two of the most famous and beloved young-

sters in the world had. fallen in love and the world wanted

to know everything about it. First, they announced that

they were "engaged to be engaged." It was front page stuff

across the country. When Eddie Cantor gave them a party

to make the official engagement announcement, every wire

service and photo agency was on hand to cover the event.

If they had gotten married right away, it would have gone
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ception, Hollywood's Ambassador Hotel. Then they -were

to take a three-month honeymoon tour of Europe. "I've

always dreamed of going to Paris and Italy," Debbie had
told a friend. "And now to be able to go with Eddie, as

a bride!" She went to the bosses at MGM, arranged her

shooting schedule to give her the time off. She went to

Helen Rose, the studio's top designer, and asked her if she

I
would design her wedding dress and trousseau. Helen said

I
she'd be only too happy to. Debbie's mom said she would

j

personally make the trousseau. But in March the golden

clouds began to fade. Eddie's people told him he would

have to do some pre-recording work through the end of

June. This cancelled out the 17th as the wedding day, but

Debbie gladly postponed it to June 30. "She was going to

be married in June if it killed her," a good friend has said.

"This was her wish, her fondest wish." Then they left

for London—Eddie's Palladium date—accompanied by Mrs.

\

Reynolds. When they got back to New York in late April,

things blew sky-high. Eddie's people told him that he'd

have to forget about broadcasting his future TV shows

from New York or Hollywood. Eddie's new schedule called

for traveling around from city to city playing a TV ver-

sion of one-night stands. Debbie thought of the dream
house in Hollywood she and Eddie had spent all those hours

planning. No, she said, she didn't like the idea at all. Eddie
didn't like it, either—but Eddie said nothing. Then they

told him- he might have to postpone his wedding to July or

even later. Eddie gulped—but still he said nothing. Debbie

left New York for Hollywood, while the gossip lines buzzed

at maximum voltage. "What's happened to the wedding,"

everybody asked. Debbie answered simply. As far as she

was concerned, she said, the wedding was still on. There

were no changes in her plans, she said. The words all

sounded all right but the usually-bubbly Debbie looked

near tears when she said them—and the way it looked to

all the insiders was that Eddie had walked out.

down in the books as one of history's brightest love affairs.

But they didn't get married right away. Eddie sent won-

derful gifts—a little poodle, a fiery red convertible. And
the publicity mills kept right on churning out the hearts

and flowers. Is it any wonder that Eddie's people began

to consider the effect all this was having on his career?

Eddie's record of "I'm Always Hearing Wedding Bells" and
"A Boy Chases A Girl" was the first Fisher disc to miss being

a top seller. They blamed it on bad timing—it was re-

leased within two weeks of Eddie's "Near To You." But
the doubts were still there. How were his fans taking the

prospect of Eddie the husband, settled down to married life

in Beverly Hills? They decided Eddie should get around

the country more, meet the people. There would be plenty

of time later on for settling down. The wedding? It had
waited this long—it could wait a little longer. But the

orders to move Eddie's business headquarters to Los Angeles

were permanently cancelled. The July and August vaca-

tion he had scheduled was cancelled. Eddie was absolutely

bewildered by the sudden turn of events. When a radio

interviewer asked him what the plans were, Eddie paused

to search for words—-paused so long that the interviewer

finally said "take your time—we're on the air for an hour

and a half more." Finally Eddie said "I want to keep my
private life to myself." His manager, Milton Blackstone,

answered similar questions with "I don't discuss Fisher's

personal life." The most publicized romance since the Duke
and Duchess of Windsor had suddenly become a private

affair. It was reported that Eddie was upset because Debbie

had accepted a club date in Las Vegas only weeks before

the June wedding date. But Eddie refused to comment on

his own inability to get to Hollywood for the wedding day.

"We still love each other," he told friends, "but I don't

think this is the time to get married." He glanced at his

manager before continuing. "I don't know when—/ just

don't know when."
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Mitzi Gaynor's miracle diet required self-control—and the assistance of Jack Bean, now her husband, who stuck to it with her.

Terry Moore keeps down to 100 pounds by living at a furious pace, dieting briefly every six months under doctor's care.

-^ Four times a mother, Jeanne Crain keeps her figure

without fuss, diets when necessary as sensibly as she

lives. Exercise is a big help, too; she gets it at a gym.
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NINE OF HOLLYWOOD'S MOST BEAUTI-

FUL WOMEN TELL JUST HOW THEY GOT—

AND STAY-THAT WAY. BY SALLY SIMMS

There is only one thing a movie actress guards

more jealously than her reputation. That's her

figure.

In Hollywood, as in any community, losing

one's reputation can be ruinous. But losing one's

figure is professional suicide. The movies have

been harshly criticized from time to time, for

putting too much emphasis on beautiful bodies.

The cult of slimness has been attacked as the

first step toward tuberculosis. But the American

public likes slender stars. Even the beauteous

Gina Lollobrigida and exquisite Jean Simmons
found that they had to trim off weight to please

audiences on this side of the Atlantic.

American men are particularly vocal about

the shape and size of the women they admire.

They say Venus de Milo is too plump. They like

streamlined fashions, lissome girls and sylph-

like screen beauties. In the final count it's for

some man that every woman takes the trouble to

be extra beautiful.

Doctors agree that it's far healthier to be thin

than to be fat. Being overweight is a strain on

the heart and lungs and hard on the blood pres-

sure. A heavy person ages faster. Psychologically,

obesity is a handicap. And danger of illness from

inadequate food can (Continued on page 51)

Debra Paget measures her figure by the fit of her clothes; when
they stretch, she shrinks. She does it the lazy way, via professional

massage and steam baths, as well as by regular swims, bike-riding.

more pictures on next page
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FOR EVERY FIGURE THERE'S A DIFFERENT SECRET OF SUCCESS. ONE

Esther Williams attributes her excellent figure as much to Bon

as athletics. Falling for Ben made her lose her appetite en-

tirely; marriage to him keeps her slim in hope of compliments.
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New star Anita Ekberg insists on hiking, even in Hollywood where there's no

place to walk. She doesn't do anything special for her figure except to feed it

with Swedish food, treat it to a lot of outdoor activity, including swimming.

Elaine Stewart relies on dancing. She frankly doesn't like

sports, considers herself more the indoor type. Dancing she

loves. "It makes you graceful, but not muscular—and it's fun."



OF THESE MAY BE JUST WHAT YOU NEED!

be avoided by taking supplementary vita-

mins and minerals under a doctor's care.

Hollywood stars know all this, so they

watch their figures with the same interest

that they eye their bank balances. The gain

of two or three pounds is a matter of vital

concern because a star looks about ten

pounds heavier on the screen than she does

in person. Even girls with the most per-

fect measurements give some thought to

keeping their curves in balance.

Some of the best kept figures in Holly-

wood are pictured on these pages. Each
has her own tricks for keeping thin. Many
of these beauty secrets are being revealed

for the first time to Modern Screen read-

ers.

According to Esther Williams the sim-

plest way to get thin and stay thin is to fall

in love and have it requited. Esther says

that she always had a swimmer's figure

of no hips and long legs but she also had
an athlete's appetite. She loves to eat Mexi-
can food, cream cheese and caviar, sirloin

tidbits in a rich sauce and such gourmet
snacks. To counterbalance her regular

lunches and dinners she practically had to

swim all day. That is, until she met Ben.
A certain evening (Continued on page 64 )

Anne Francis is just plain lucky. She doesn't like what isn't

good for her—desserts, for example—and she's mad for

milk. Besides, she's led an active life since the age of three.

Lii Taylor had weight trouble once—but never again.

Though she loves lazy living, she works so hard when making

films that she "hasn't time to be fat," doesn't need to diet.





On the non-historic occasion when
Marlon Brando was introduced to

Eva Marie Saint for the first time, he

very rapidly made up his mind
what he thought of her. "Prudish," he

said, "and stuck-up." Eva Marie

didn't know this at the time, but if

she had, it would hardly have disturbed

her. Marlon had made quite a strong

first impression, too. According to Eva
Marie, putting delicately what was

then the general conclusion, Mr. Brando

was "kind of a slob."

The meeting took place at the

Actors Studio, where both were studying

under the direction of Elia Kazan.

Saint and sinner attended numerous

classes together, but all they had in

common was acting and their admiration

for Kazan.

Some time later, they had On The
Waterfront in common, too. Having

become co-workers, they gradually also

became friends. They lunched

together, chatted idly, discussed their

roles thoroughly. Before the picture

was concluded, Eva had reversed her

opinion. Marlon, she said, was "a

sensitive human being as well as a

great actor." Brando's opinion of

bis co-star had altered just as much.
They even compared notes on their

first impressions of each other, and
laughed at them.

But despite the amount of time

they spent together, despite their im-

mensely tender, immensely realistic

love scenes, despite their obvious

enjoyment of each other's company, no

one printed, hinted or even thought

of a romance between the two.

The reason for this amazing
reticence was not the reformation of

Mr. Brando, who, by behaving more
conservatively these days, has lost none

of his appeal for women. The reason

was not even Eva Marie's innocent,

girlish aura. It was simply that no one,

not even a gossip columnist, could

conceive of Eva's ever looking at

Another Man. She has one of her

own; his name is Jeffrey Hayden; he is

six feet tall, dark and handsome; he

is a television director; and he is

probably the best-loved husband ever

to belong to an actress.

It might be said, however, that

Jeffrey's gain is Hollywood's loss.

Eva Marie Saint is a fine actress

and a beautiful young woman. She has

an Academy Award for her first effort

in moving pictures, and a slew of

invitations from various studios to

come out and try for another. But
Mrs. Hayden politely declines. She

isn't leaving home—not for no one

nor nothing. {Continued on page 89)

i

Friend to Mr.

Brando and wife to

Mr. Hayden, Eva

Marie is the

one actress on

record who has no

use for fame!

BY JAY ROLLA

I. Three days before her baby
was born, Eva went to Academy
Awards dinner with Jeffrey.

2. Like Red Buttons and Maureen
Stapleton, Eva Marie is well

nown for television work.

3. Eva and Jeff, like many theatre

people, have a small apartment

in Greenwich Village.

4. Sad dog pasted on door by

Jeffrey means that he didn't like

Eva's show that day.
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1

WHY

FRANKIE

CAN'T

STOP

SLUGGING

The kid was skin and bones. He
was lying half on the sidewalk and
half in the gutter. Blood trickled

from one nostril and a corner of

his small, thin mouth. One eye was
beginning to puff.

That's how the three big kids

had left him after they beat him up.

But the kid with the blood on
his face just lay there breathing

hard; afraid to move because he

was hurting. His bony chest rose

and fell. Inside his head a ten-

year-old brain was trying to figure

it out.

Minutes ago there had only been

thoughts of candy, running, jump-

ing, dogs, God and watching out for

automobiles. No one had warned
him to watch out for big kids.

Now there was nothing but the

thoughts of pain streaking through

his body. Not at all like the little

hurts when his mother kissed his

finger. But awful, frightening, new
hurts in his mouth, his eye and his

nose.

And between the hurts he was

When you're born

an underdog and fight

your way to the top

you can't relax and

forgetthe past, you never

believe you're safe.

by LANCE ELLIOT

Li. STICK UP FOR MY FRIENDS ALL THE WAY!

trying to remember what had hap-

pened.

The three big kids had .been his

friends until they learned his name
was Francis. For some reason he

couldn't understand, that made
them laugh at him. And they

called him, "Francy, Nancy, silken

pantsy!" and said he was a sissy.

Again for some reason he couldn't

understand, he ground his teeth

and struck the nearest big kid with

his fists.

The next thing he knew he was
being punched and pummeled,
frightened and hurt by the crack of

six fists hitting his head and body.

After they had beaten him they had
run off and left him half in the gut-

ter.

All this, the kid thought, as he

looked at the blood on the back of

his hand, because his name was
Francis. Francis Albert Sinatra.

It has been a long time, twenty-

seven years, since the kid from Ho-
boken, New Jersey, suffered that

spontaneous slugging at the hands
of a trio of small-fry muscle men.

But Francis Albert Sinatra has

not forgotten. He never will. And
he'll still hand out a faceful of

knuckles to any man foolish enough
to risk the "Francy, Nancy" busi-

ness.

Yet Sinatra has said that he
doesn't want to hit anybody. "I

learned one very important lesson

from those Hoboken hassles when
I was a kid. If you take a poke
at somebody—somebody will slug

back."

A boyhood chum of Sinatra,

however, claims that Frank will al-

ways be quick to settle things, "if

you'll step outside."

"One thing you never did with

Francis Albert unless you knew
him well, and that was kid him.

Boy, was he sensitive! I can re-

member when he was about sixteen

or seventeen.

"He wasn't tall, but he didn't

look short, either. There was a

kind of slightness about him.

"He had high, pointed cheek-

bones, like an Indian. And he was
tough. Not wise-guy tough, but

that surprising kind of steel-wire

toughness some men have.

"But the incongruous thing

about him was his eyes. Big, wide,

long-lashed and cool blue. They
trapped you. The girls loved him.

"His father taught him how to

box pretty well. Frank never

picked a fight and he didn't carry a

chip on his shoulder, but—well, let

me put it this way—it was awful

easy to start a battle with him. He
was a born, battler.

"He was most sensitive about

being small and skinny. He wanted
to be a big, tall man awful bad.

"But I remember once some-

body needled him about his singing.

He was always singing. Anyhow,
somebody said he sang like a girl.

Then whop! Frank and the guy
are clouting each other around a

fire hydrant.

"When I read that Frank has

conked somebody, it's no news to

me."

These and other stories told

about Sinatra, by his friends and

enemies, make one point on the

singer-actor very clear.

He has (Continued on page 71 )



m WAS THE WAR'S BIGGEST HERO—BUT THE ARMY'S LITTLEST G.I. WHAT DID HE DO? MOSTLY, HE LAUGHED,
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To older son Terry, Audie is a strict father, but fun—always making with the jokes.
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BY JANE WILKIE

Audie Murphy is a very funny young
fellow. People don't ordinarily think

of him as amusing, probably because his_

incredible bravery during the second

World War stands uppermost in their

minds and they regard him with a kind

of grim awe. Growing to know him,

however, is a delightful experience, for

Audie's humor is quiet and gentle and

particularly tickling because it is so un-

expected.

To anyone who has read his book,

To Hell And Back, the fact should

come as no surprise, for all through the

story the tautness of battle in the front

lines is relieved by the singular humor
of the American G.I. The banter of

Audie's buddies is unique in that it

is not, like that in most war books,

obscene. His outfit was no different

from any other, but Audie chose to

record only the conversation that struck

him funny. The humor in the book is

Audie's own humor, and it is therefore

typical that the reader, drawn with the

story into fierce and bloody battle,

should suddenly surprise himself by

laughing out loud at a chance remark

of one of the soldiers.

It is the same way when you talk

with Audie himself. He can be telling

you of a collision he had with a truck

the other day and you find yourself

most concerned with the state of the

fenders involved, and then Audie sud-

denly launches a sneak attack on your

funnybone by drawling, "There we
were, the (Continued on page 85)
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nodern screen fashions

MAKE
YOURSELF
COMFORTABLE

Slip into one of these sleek and trim sun-sets for

relaxation or relief from summer's heat! Barbara Rush, soon to be

seen in U.-I.'s Captain Lightfoot, selects two Lovable

sun-sets, wears them with jewelry for leisurely but

glamorous home wear. Left, a cotton twill sun-set—the halter with

contrasting piping and new wide-apart straps (cushioned undercup
wiring for strapless wear). Matching cuffed little-boy shorts with

zippered back, two deep pockets. White with red or navy
trim; red or navy with white trim. About $3. Right, a

poplin sun-set— the top with gay contrasting cuff that can be lifted

or lowered (padded undercups, cushioned undercup wiring).

Matching little-boy shorts with zippered back, side pockets.

Tangerine with tangerine plaid, turquoise with turquoise

plaid; pink or white with pink check, black with black check. About $4.

Halters, A and B cups only. Shorts, 10 to 16.

Both sun-sets by Lovable.

LOVABLE SUN-SETS ARE AVAILABLE AT LEADING
DEPARTMENT AND SPECIALTY STORES.
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COMFORTABLE

Be in style and in form all

summer long with the new Playtex

High Style Bra and the new Playtex

High Style Panty-Brief Girdle. Wear
these Paris-inspired designs under

all your summer finery and under all

your play fashions. Wear the girdle

under your swimsuits while splashing

through the waves, too! The bra

is made of the finest embroidered

combed cotton, sheerest nylon mesh
and batiste elastic. It combines the

Paris uplift, which gently molds and

lifts the bosom as nature intended

with an upstretch elastic diaphragm

band and elastic back for freedom

of movement. Nylon mesh separates

the cups sharply and controls invisibly

under deep necklines. Adjustable

straps. White only. A, B and C cups.

About $3. The panty-brief girdle

with Paris lines is made of baby-

smooth, slimming latex with soft

fabric lining that fits like a second

skin. It features a low-cut back

and perforations to let you breathe

in ease. No stays, bones or seams.
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eddie's mom

(Continued from page 44) few weeks?"
Sonny said it was. Then he said: "I love

her, Mama. I plan to marry her."

At that point my heart, like they say,

jumped with joy—all over the living room
and into the foyer and up and down the
stairs and out of every window in the
house. My Sonny Boy—getting married—
All my wishes, all the blessings, come true.

But I tried to keep my voice calm. Some-
how I managed. "Well, Sonny," I said,

very serious. "If you think this is the right
girl for you, then I know she is." Then the
calmness started to give way a little, and
I said: "I wish I could meet her, Sonny."
"You will, Mama," he said. "Just as soon

as possible, you will."

After we hung up, I went into the kitch-
en. My fifteen-year-old daughter, Eileen,

was sitting having lunch. I told her what
Sonny had said. I was a little sorry I'd told
her the news while she was eating, she got
so excited. When I saw that it was no use
trying to get her back to her lunch, that
she and her sandwich had terminated be-
ing friends, I said to her, "Eileen, do you
know what she looks like, this Debbie
Reynolds?"

Eileen, of course, couldn't realize how
her mother could be so ignorant of such
matters. "Mama," she asked me, "don't
you ever look through any of the maga-
zines I bring home?"

I informed her no.
"Honest to pickles," Eileen said, shocked.

She rushed out of the room and came back
carrying about ten magazines. She went
through one of them, frantic. Then she
stopped on a page and pointed. "This,
Mama," she said, "is Debbie Reynolds!"
That was the first time I ever really saw

Debbie—that pretty, smiling face of hers.
I liked it very much. I thought of some ex-
cuse to send Eileen out. Then I picked
up the magazine and I said, "Hello."

W/"ith Sonny's schedule so busy and with
" me having a big house to run and
other children to take care of and every-
thing, it was a few months before I finally
got to meet the next Mrs. Fisher.
Once, around Thanksgiving time, there

was a phone call from Sonny and he put
I Debbie on to talk to me. I think she was as
nervous about it as I was. "Hi," I heard
this soft little voice say. "This is Debbie,
Mom . . . I've heard so much about you
. . . Eddie has such a lovely place out here
in California. . . . He's so anxious for you
to come and see it."

I forget exactly what I said that after-
noon. But I remember thinking to myself,
"The voice I like. Now I want to get to
know the girl behind the voice!"
The getting-to-know came a few weeks

later in New York City. Sonny was up
there making records and doing his televi-
sion show. He phoned me one night and
said Debbie was flying in from Hollywood
with her mother. He told me I was to be
sure to be at Idlewild Airport out in Long
Island, New York, early the next morning
to meet them.

I and my daughter, Janet (Janet is mar-
ried and her full name is Mrs. Janet Wer-
novski) were at the airport about fifteen
minutes early. Sonny was already there.
We're usually a pretty gabby group when
we get together. But that morning every-
body was so quiet, a person would have
thought we were on our way to one of
those yogi conventions or something.
Finally, the plane was announced.

Sonny let out with a very nice, not-too-
loud "Yippee!" and I knew that at least
one of us had our voice back and would
be able to do the honors.
As soon as we got to the plane and
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through all the photographers and report-
ers, as soon as the door of the plane
opened, a very little young lady with the
face and the eyes and the smile of a happy
angel stepped out and took one look at

Sonny and came rushing down the steps
into his arms and then turned to me and
hugged me and said, "Hi, Mom!" Then, all

of a sudden, what nervousness I'd had
was gone and I knew that this Debbie was
really a treasure, someone who appealed
to me and appealed to the part of the heart
a mother keeps reserved for the girl her
son has chosen as his wife.

I knew it even more later that morning
when Sonny, Janet, Debbie and Debbie's
lovely mother and I were sitting in the
living room of Debbie's hotel suite. The
shouting from the airport and the hotel
lobby was all over by this time and the
five of us sat around now, enjoying a cup
of tea and some fruit and cookies the
management had sent up to the suite.

Sonny and Debbie took turns doing
most of the talking at first.

Then, while Sonny was in the middle of
telling some funny story, Debbie winked
at me, tiptoed to a corner of the room and
whispered for me to come on over.

come to the house practically every day
and say, "Kate, I'm going to help you out
by taking one of the children home with
me for the day," how then she would rush
right over to where Sonny Boy, her favor-
ite, was playing, pick him up and take
him with her. "I remember that night," I

told Debbie. "Sonny was about three years
old then. My mother brought him back
home that night and we put him to bed
and then my mother took hold of my arm
and said, all excited: 'Kate, this afternoon
I had him on my lap for a nap. I started to
sing the Auf Dem Pripichek to him. I

thought the little rascal was falling asleep
while I was singing. His eyes were closed
and his little forehead was all wrinkled up.
And then, when I finished singing, all of a
sudden, he opened those eyes of his and
looked up at me and he began to sing back
to me. The whole song he sang back to me!
And Kate, such a voice on the boy. Like a
little cantor he sang—only better!"
Debbie laughed when I told her this.

Then she said: "Now, Mom. Now some-
thing very important. Eddie is always

Tt was our first personal talk together. It

* began with Debbie telling me how much
she loved Sonny. And there were two
things she told me about her love that I'll

never forget.

One was when she said, "You know,
Mom. It's strange in a way, me and Eddie
getting married. Because a year ago if

anyone had told me I was going to marry
an entertainer, a fellow in the same busi-
ness I'm in, I'd have told him he was crazy.
You see, Mom, the only people I really
knew before Eddie were kids I'd gone to
high school with. These were the people I

liked best, the people I felt the most com-
fortable and relaxed with. And then—then
I met your Eddie, Mom, and something in-
side of me said 'love'—for the first time in
my life—and things began to change."
The other thing Debbie said to me was:

"I'm in love with Eddie for a lot of differ-
ent reasons, Mom. But one of the reasons
I love him most is— Well, let me put it

this way. My family are plain, honest, lit-

tle people—and I'm one of them. And your
Eddie hasn't forgotten that he was one of
the little people once, too, Mom. He hasn't
forgotten."

I couldn't help kissing Debbie when she
said this. And after I kissed her—after we
were officially mother and daughter-in-
law-to-be—Debbie led me over to a sofa,
put her hands on mine and asked me to
tell her some things about Sonny that she
might have to know as his wife—"the kind
of little things about him that only you
could know," she said to me.

"Well," I said, thinking back. "Well, first

of all," I said, "I knew that Sonny has one
very strong habit. He likes to sleep late on
Sunday mornings. And then, after he wakes
up, he likes to sit in bed sipping a glass of
pineapple juice and reading the papers.
Sometimes this sipping and reading lasts
so long, it's almost Monday morning be-
fore he finally gets out of bed," I told Deb-
bie, remembering lots of Sunday mornings
lots and lots of years ago.
Then I told about Sonny and the Jewish

songs he likes to sit back and sing some-
times. "You're not a Jewish girl, Debbie,"
I said, "and you probably never heard
these songs. But they're very beautiful,
and every once in a while Sonny's liable
to break out into singing them, just like
that. I, personally, I love when he does this
because it always seems that he's paying
a tribute to my mother." I told Debbie how
I'd had seven children in all, how Sonny
was the fourth to come along, how by the
time he was born, my hands were so busy

60 with the others that my mother would
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talking about a favorite dish of his you
make for him when he comes home to

visit you."
"The lima beans?" I said surprised.
"The lima beans," Debbie said.

The recipe, like I explained to Debbie,
is very simple.
While she was writing it down, she told

me that she had asked Sonny once why I

called him that—Sonny—and not Eddie.
"He told me that was a story you'd have
to tell me, Mom," Debbie said.

"Well, Debbie," I told her, "it all hap-
pened a little while after he was born.
And what a birth that was! I'd gotten to

the hospital at about midnight and it

just so happened that there had been
eleven other babies born in the hos-
pital that day—and all of them had been
girls. Well, Dr. Maser, very tired after

a hard day, came up to me and said,

'I understand that you and your hus-
band would like a boy this time around.'

I said that was right. 'Well,' Dr. Maser
said, 'I tell you what I'm going to do, Mrs.
Fisher. If you have this baby of yours be-
fore eight o'clock this morning, and I can
get home and have some breakfast, then
I'll guarantee you a boy!' And so, at a
quarter to eight in the morning, sure
enough, I had the baby—a boy. Dr. Maser
came in to tell me the news, then went
home for his breakfast. And then the nurse
came in with my son.. She put him in my
arms and while I was looking at him for

that first time, the nurse looked down at

him, too, and she began to sing. The song
jwas 'Sonny Boy,' which was very popular I

at the time. She sang it so beautifully, she
Jmade me cry. And after she left with my

baby, I found myself singing it
—'Sonny

Boy, Sonny Boy'—over and over again.
'

And ever since then, Debbie, that's what
I've called your Eddie. It doesn't seem as i|

if I'm talking about him if I call him any-
thing else."

When I'd finished telling the story, Deb-
j

bie put her hands over mine and she said:
"Mom, 'Sonny Boy' has suddenly become |-

my favorite song, the most beautiful song
ever written."

I think there were a couple of tears in
her eyes when she said it.

|

T^hat afternoon, the five of us—Sonny,
j,

Debbie, Janet, Mrs. Reynolds and I— !-

went out to lunch together at one of those
delicious New York restaurants. And then

y

began three of the most wonderful days s

I've ever spent.

I spent a lot of the time together with
J

Mrs. Reynolds, sightseeing around New
,

York, shopping for little things in the Fifth
i

Avenue stores, having nice quiet lunches -

and cups of tea, and talking, always talk-
ing, about our two children and how hap-

,

py we were for them.
We got to be good friends, Mrs. Reynolds

\

and I. I liked her from the beginning. And
I liked her especially when at one point

j

she said to me, "Our two children, Kate. I

don't care what they do after they're mar-
ried, or how they do it. All I care about is

that they're both as happy as they deserve L

to be."

I liked Mrs. Reynolds, too, when she said

to me that one of the things she liked most
about my Sonny was that he was so hon-

;

est, so straightforward. I couldn't help
|!

telling her how right she was,, how the
f

finest thing about Sonny is that he is
\

straight—that he doesn't like to tell a lie

and doesn't like it when anybody tries to

lie to him.
"He was the same at home when he was

a little boy," I told her. "I remember how
he would tell the truth about anything
he'd done wrong, no matter how severe

I

the punishment I gave him might be. And
when there was punishment, did Sonny
ever cry? Well, maybe once in a while he
let out a tear or two.

"But, really," I told Mrs. Reynolds,
thinking back, "the only time in my life I

think I ever saw Sonny cry was nine years
ago, when he was seventeen. It was after

j

he'd opened at the Copacabana here in
j

New York and played there a few weeks, 1

after he'd decided to get an apartment
i

and wait for the offers to start pour-
ing in. Well, no offers ever came. And with
no offers, there was no money. And after I

don't know how many months of spending
all day going from producer's office to pro-
ducer's office and living off nothing but '

crackers and milk and a pastrami sand-
wich, when he was lucky, Sonny came
back to Philadelphia.

"I'll never forget. It was about ten
o'clock that morning when he came in. I

remember, because I'd just begun my
dusting. He walked in and said, 'Hello,

Mama,' and I turned around, so surprised
that he was home.
"Of course, I knew something was

wrong, but I didn't say anything about it.

All I said, instead, was: 'You must be ,

hungry, Sonny Boy. You're getting so
j

skinny-looking. You want something to

eat?'

"Sonny shook his head and walked over
to the couch. And as soon as he got on
the couch, he buried his head in one of

the pillows and he began to cry. So hard
he cried that morning that I thought my

(

heart was going to break. I walked over

to where he was sitting. This time, I did

ask him what was wrong.



" 'I'm all through as a singer, Mama,' he
said. 'I've tried. I've tried so hard. But
nothing's happening and I have the feel-

ing that I'm through—all washed up.'

"I let him cry a little more. Then I

turned his head towards me and I said:

'Sonny, you remember when you were a
little boy? How once you said to me:
Mama, when I get big I want to be a
singer. And if I can't be a singer, then I

might as well become a street cleaner?
" 'Well, Sonny,' I said to him now,

'what are you planning on doing after you
finish crying? Going down to the Board
of Sanitation to apply for a job?'
"Sonny couldn't help laughing a little

bit when I said this. He took hold of my
hand and I knew that I'd won the first

round. But now, I knew even more, I had
to win the whole fight.

"So I said to him something that had
been in the back of my mind for a long
time, something I was pretty sure he'd for-
gotten. I said: 'Sonny, you remember
when you were at the Copacabana? How
there was a man there, an agent, who said
he liked you and who told you to call him
any time you needed a job?'
"Sonny nodded. He tried to think of the

name. For a few minutes, he tried to
think. And then he remembered it. 'Mil-
ton Blackstone,' he said. He began to get
all excited. 'That's right, Mama. Milton
Blackstone. He's the one who said he
liked me. He's the one who—

'

"I tugged Sonny's arm. 'Hey,' I said to
him, happy. 'Before you go through the
roof, why don't you get up and phone
this Mr. Blackstone and tell him you'd
like a job?'
"The rest, like they say, is history.

Sonny jumped up from the couch, went to
the phone, called Mr. Blackstone—who, by
the way, is Sonny's agent now, and who'll
be best man at the wedding—and got an

A-TISKET, A-TASKET

At the London
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a tall gentleman
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As Victor Mature left the foyer, I
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Miss S. Holmes
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appointment to go up to Grossinger's, the
big resort in the Catskills, for a tryout.
Sonny got the job after only one song. And
then, one night a few weeks later, Eddie
Cantor was up there, heard Sonny sing,
signed him up for a tour he was making
and then, then everything started to work
out all right."

The day after I had this talk with Mrs.

Reynolds, the wonderful trip to New
York ended and Debbie and her mother
flew back to California and Janet and I
came back to Philadelphia—and to my
baby daughter, Eileen, of course, who had
to hear all about every detail of the visit
a couple of thousand times.

It was the same thing all over again a
few weeks later, after I flew back from
Hollywood and the engagement party
Eddie Cantor and his Ida had given for
Sonny Boy and Debbie—telling Eileen
about the beautiful ring Debbie had got,
about all the movie and television stars
who were there at the party, about how
Debbie had rushed up to me the minute
she saw me and told me that she'd tried
my recipe and how surprised Sonny had
been and how much he'd enjoyed it and
how they now referred to the dish as
Lima Beans a la Sonny Boy.
"And," I told Eileen—saving this bit of

news for the end, "and Debbie asked me
to ask you if you'd like to be a brides-
maid at the wedding next June."
Eileen was so flustered, she couldn't talk.

I took advantage of this rare occasion by
adding: "Debbie told me she'd like to have
you very much, that one of the big de-
signers at her studio was going to design
all the gowns, that if your answer was
yes you should go phone right away and
let her know."

Finally, Eileen was able to talk and
move again. And as she rushed to the
telephone she shouted, "Oh, Mama. Deb-
bie's so terrific. So terrific!"

Well, "terrific" is a youngster's word I

don't use very often. But I could cer-
tainly agree with my Eileen there.
Debbie is terrific—and I'd like her to

know that I'm glad she is the girl my son
has chosen for his wife, that deep from my
heart comes a wish that she and my Sonny
Boy may be blessed forever and ever. END

;
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(Continued from page 40) enough to put
up with his unconventional behavior. But
he has seen little of Movita for a long time

T f Marlon is to be taken at his word, the
only girl who counts is Josanne, the

petite, dark-haired, fiery French-Corsican
he met two Februaries ago in New York.
Perhaps Marlon's frequent dating these

last few months (when he was in Holly-
wood and Josanne was in New York) may
have been a prospective bridegroom's last

fling. So putting that aside, what sort

of husband will Marlon Brando make?
According to many marriage counselors,

most actors make extremely poor hus-
bands. They are vain, self-centered and
egocentric. The record bears this out.

Most of Hollywood's established leading

men have been divorced at least once.

Will Marlon Brando be an exception?
Will he be kind, considerate, tractable,

responsible and understanding?
Will he make a good father?
Will he permit Josie to have the acting

career she reportedly wants so much?
If you ask Marlon any of these ques-

tions, he will flip his lid. He will accuse
you of being "gaggingly distasteful," and
he will walk away. "My private life is a

very personal thing," he has always main-
tained, "and I have no tolerance of people
who attempt to pry into it."

Many of his friends and colleagues,

however, think they know the answers to

these questions. In private they are

saying that the chances for a successful

Brando-Bergener marriage are very slim.

One actress who has played opposite

Brando on the stage in New York said,

"Marlon is too eccentric, too unsettled, too

restless to make a good husband. Life

with him will be exciting, but Josanne will

have to live it on his terms. He has known
freedom so long—unbridled, unconven-
tional freedom—that no woman is going

to train him. And it will be especially

difficult for a young French girl who has
been in this country only a few years."

An actor buddy of Marlon's feels much
the same way. "Marlon," he points out,

"is not what I'd call ideal husband ma-
terial. Josanne is going to have her hands
full, because Marlon is so attractive to

women. If Josanne is at all human she's

going to get jealous. The girl who marries
an actor needs a sense of humor, a will of

iron and the patience of a saint. I don't

know whether or not Josanne has those

qualities."

But a well-known motion-picture direc-

tor who admires Brando's talent says,

"Marlon is blessed with tremendous power
of concentration. If he wants the marriage
to succeed, it will. He is unusually intelli-

gent, sensitive and adaptable. What is

even more important, he has changed.

He's not a kid any more, satisfying every
whim he has. He's a man of accomplish-
ment who recognizes his responsibility to

society."

That Marlon Brando has changed radi-

cally in the last two years even he
will admit.

"Sure," he says, "my behavior has been
adolescent in the past. But I've never
been a wrong guy. I went around in T-
shirts and blue jeans, and because of that

some of the writers labeled me a slob.

But I've grown up. Things are different.

"I've rented a house. I own a tuxedo.

I wear gabardine suits. I live like a normal
human being. I'm doing my best to live

down that slob tag.

"I've reversed my views on a lot of

subjects. I used to feel that Hollywood

producers weren't being artistic enough,
that they were just a bunch of money-
grabbing hucksters. Now I realize that they
have a financial responsibility, that a pic-
ture has to make money."

In line with this, Brando has formed his

own film production company, Pennypack-
er Productions.
"The truth is that up until a while ago

I regarded acting not as my career, but
as a way of making a living. I really didn't

know what I wanted to do. Eventually,
a man's got to channel his energy into

something, and for me it's acting.

"I want to be a versatile, well-rounded
actor. That's why I like the Sky Master-
son role in Guys And Dolls. Heretofore
I've always played heavy, lugubrious roles.

This one gives me variety. It's light, and
the light side is something I've neglected.

"Up until this picture," Brando con-
tinued, "I did most of my singing in bath-
tubs. I've got a voice that sounds like

the mating call of a young yak. I guess
it stinks. Maybe by the time the picture

is finished it will be better. Part of an
actor's trade is to be light and entertain-

ing. Not serious all the time. Maybe an
actor is a poet for a moment, then a roust-

about. I want to be able to mix it up. I'm
tired of 'screamer parts.'

"

This is the Marlon Brando of 1955 talk-

ing. He is calm, polite, outgoing. He
smiles when he tells you about his singing

lessons. His eyes light up when you dis-

cuss his father
—"my pop"—who still in- '

vests the Brando earnings in land and
cattle. He's happy as he describes playing
the drums with bongo expert Jack Con-
stanza. Apparently, he is at peace with
the world.
What a contrast to the sullen, moody,

vitriolic Brando of, say, 1953!

Victor Borge, visiting the Coun-
try Antiques Show, said, "I like

everything Early American but the
mornings."

Earl Wilson in
The New York Post

Who is responsible for the change, the

change that may well make him a far bet-

ter husband than anyone imagines?
Some say it is Josanne who has quieted

him down, who has stilled the inner tur-

moil. Others attribute it to time and ma-
turity, some to psychiatry. But the truth

is that Marlon Brando's reformation, if

such it is, should be dated from March 3,

1954, the day his mother passed away.
Those who knew Mrs. Dorothy Brando

will tell you, "She was a wonderful woman,
a talented amateur actress and a mother
who imbued in her three children great

self-reliance."

Marlon, or "Bud," as his family calls

him, was her only son, and she seemed to

recognize very early in his life that he was
a spirited and intense child, imaginative

and almost too sensitive.

Most of Marlon's youth was lived in

Evanston and Libertyville, Illinois. The
family occupied a remodeled farmhouse,

and in Marlon's words, "I had a happy life

as a kid."

The family was fairly well-to-do. Mar-
lon's two sisters, Fran and Jocelyn, in-

dulged him and his mother showed him
great love.

He attended the Lincoln grade school in

Evanston and spent four years at Liberty-

ville High. "When I came out," Marlon
says ironically, "I was still a sophomore."

His father then enrolled him in Shattuck
Military Academy at Faribault, Minnesota.



He was well-liked and respected by his

fellow students. True^ he was mischievous
and later expelled, but not before the
student body had written a letter of pro-
test to the headmaster.
As a boy, Marlon Brando loved nature.

He owned guns, for example, but he never
could shoot any living creature. Today
when he's on location, he will flop on a
lawn, pull out a blade of grass, chew on it

and just study the sky and landscape.

H*IE is completely unlike the Stanley
Kowalski character most people im-

agine him to resemble. In the words of

one relative, "He has much of his mother's
warmth and love and spirit."

In Marlon's Laurel Canyon home a por-
trait of his mother hangs over the mantel.
On the opposite side of the room, in the
far corner, there is an easy chair and a
hassock, and to the left of these, Mar-
lon's collection of records and a portion of

his library.

Sitting in his favorite easy chair, read-
ing or listening to records, Brando will

stop from time to time and gaze at the
portrait of his mother. This seems to give

him a feeling of serenity.
Before she died last March in Pasadena,

Mrs. Brando's whole family was at her
hospital bedside. To Marlon, who was
then fighting with Twentie Century-Fox
(he had turned down The Egyptian and
the studio was suing him) she said, "Bud,
I want you to promisa me that you'll try

and get a'ong with people. You must love
people." Marlon nodded.
Two days later, Mrs. Brando died. After

the funeral Marlon returned to New
York. He asked his agents to sign a
peace treaty with Twentieth-Century.
One of the terms of the treaty called for

him to make Desiree.
Brando agreed. He came to Hollywood

with Josanne, rented Lucille Ryman's
house in Benedict Canyon, and starred
in the picture. He hated doing it. To-
day he refers to it as "a serious retro-
gression and the most shaming experience
of my life." But at the time of actual
production, he gave the project his fullest

cooperation. He never balked, never com-
plained, never stalled.

As one publicity man recalls, "He be-
haved as if he were in love with the whole
human race. He not only showered every
attention on Josanne, who used to come
on the set each day, but to Jean Sim-
mons and Merle Oberon he was the
most considerate actor I've ever seen. He
was always getting them chairs, bringing
them coffee. He was everything we've
been told he wasn't—a thoughtful, well-
bred gentleman."
Despite all the tales of his rough, crude

behavior toward women, none of which
happens to approximate the truth, the fact

is that Marlon has always been solicitous

of young women.
Take his relationship with Jessica Tandy

who played the role of Blanche Du Bois
opposite him in Streetcar. Jessica says,

"He was kind, exuberant, thoughtful and
very helpful. He has a delightful sense of

humor which many people misinterpret."
One night, Marlon asked Jessica if he

might drive her home after the show.
He had just bought a new "jalopy." Jessica

said, "I'd be delighted." When Marlon
escorted her to the street curb, she dis-

covered that the "jalopy" was a red motor-
cycle. Fortunately for her, a policeman
was standing beside the motorcycle writ-
ing out a traffic ticket. Jessica caught a

cab home. Marlon no longer owns a
motorcycle.
When Brando was making On The

Waterfront with Eva Marie Saint, he took
her out to lunch each day, had con-
ferences with her, saw her as much as

possible. Eva is extremely happily mar-

ried to Jeff Hayden, a young tv director,

and the only reason Brando showed her
so much attention was that he wanted to

understand her personality. If he's going
to play a love scene opposite an actress,

he finds this sort of relationship necessary
and helpful.
Karl Maiden, who knows Marlon well,

says, "When he gets married, I believe it

will be for keeps. I've seen him date a
lot of girls, and while many of them haven't
had beauty, all of them have had either

brains or talent. Marlon is a pretty good
judge of character. He usually knows
what he's doing."
As a father, Brando should be absolutely

marvelous. His way with children is in-

stinctively right. They seem to sense the
love he generates for them.
The Maidens, for example, have two

girls, Mila, seven, and Karla, two. When
Marlon visits them, he plays ghost with
Mila by wrapping himself in a white sheet
and helping her to scare her parents.

Karla, he just takes up in his arms and
fondles.

So certain conclusions can be reached
about Brando, the husband-to-be.

He will be a good provider. His salary
for Guys And Dolls is $200,000, and the
earnings from his previous pictures have
been wisely invested. He is only thirty-

one years old, and by the time he's forty

his Pennypacker Productions should have
netted him a million or two. More-
over, he has no extravagant tastes. Josanne
will be able to have pretty nearly anything
she wants, but she is accustomed to very
little by American women's standards.
Marriage certainly will not curb Brando's

love of travel. He hates restrictions or

compulsions of any sort. He wants very
much to go to the Far East. In fact, he
wants to cover the entire globe. His in-

tellectual curiosity is boundless. He prob-
ably will try his hand at writing.

Because he is older than Josanne, more
talented, better known and more exper-
ienced he probably will be more than
titular head of his household. Strong at-

tempts to domesticate Marlon will end in

divorce or separation. Marriage is not go-
ing to change his basic character, and
basically he is a free soul.

The keeping-up-with-the-Joneses is re-
pulsive to him, and Marlon will have no
truck with it. Much of life's trivia leaves
him cold. He is not likely to become a
member of the Chamber of Commerce.
He will always keep himself in good

physical shape, and he and Josanne will

undoubtedly commute between New York
and Hollywood and have homes in both
cities. Once children arrive, however,
it" is questionable whether Marlon would
want them brought up in the heart of

Manhattan where he currently keeps an
apartment. He and his family may settle

down on his midwestern cattle ranch.
In marrying Marlon Brando, Josanne

Mariani is facing a great challenge. Wheth-
er this girl, at twenty-one, can meet and
take it in stride, only time will tell. It has
been said that French women have out-
standing wifely talents. Josanne will

certainly need hers. Marlon is no easy one
to handle. Hardly any genius is. END
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how to keep glamor alive

(Continued from page 51) in 1946 when
Ben Gage came into Esther's life the prob-
lem of weight departed.
"What writers say about being in love

and losing your appetite is true," says
Esther. "When I fell head over heels for

Ben I lost all interest in food. In fact,

I could hardly swallow until after he
proposed. The extra padding melted away
and I've had no trouble keeping around
125 pounds ever since.

"Nine years later, I do enjoy eating,"

adds Esther, "but it's so nice to see his

look of admiration when I put on a slinky

dress that I don't mind keeping trim just

to please him. And that goes for those
other two boys of mine, who give an ap-
preciative whistle for their mom now and
again."
Of course, if you haven't a six-footer

with wavy brown hair and the disposition

of a St. Bernard in your home, there is

always Esther's other figure molder. She
swims a mile and a half every day, rain
or shine, winter or summer.

"PVebra Paget's yardstick for her curving
figure is clothes. She has one of the

largest custom-made wardrobes of pU the
glamour queens. She spends a small for-

tune on everything she wears from night-
gowns to pedal-pushers. Each sweater,
skirt or formal is fitted exactly to her
contours. If anything is a fraction of an
inch too tight, if a zipper is tough to

close, Debra knows she must pare off a
pound or two.
She does her reducing the lazy way.

She goes to a gym and takes exercises,

has massages and steam baths. She even
has a steam cabinet at home. Most of the
time it is a catch-all for wet bathing suits

and her little sister's toys, but whenever
Debra is determined to fit into a size eight
sheath dress she goes on a slimming ram-
page. She takes steam baths at home, visits

the gym regularly, and swims in her
heated pool regardless of how chilly the
weather may be. She soon fits the dress
to a T.

A little over a year ago Mitzi Gaynor
had a frightful time with her weight.

It was the sort of thing that happens to

a lot of girls. Her appendix was removed
and practically overnight she developed
a ravenous apptite. She was hungry six

times a day and ate twice too many meals.
Food combined with the post-operative in-
activity filled her out like a boxer out of

training.

"I've seen this happen to other people
when they undergo a major operation,"
says Mitizi, the voice of experience. "It

happens to girls who go away to school
for the first time. It happens to some girls

with their first babies.
"The doctor explained it to me this way,"

says Mitizi. "Your routine slows down
and your meals become regular and all of

a sudden you're gaining weight like

crazy."
Mitzi's weight problem was compli-

cated by the fact that she has dancer's
muscles. All of the added avoirdupois
turned to hard, knotty muscle tissue—not
soft fat. When Mitzi reported back to the
studio wardrobe before her next picture
(several weeks before the start of every
movie, wardrobe stills or shots are taken
of the principal stars) she was shocked
by the way she looked in front of the
camera.
"Yipes!" gasped the irrepressible Mitzi.

"I'm actually fat!"

Before the studio bosses had time to
yell about her generous curves, Mitzi was
off to see her family doctor about a diet.

64 He gave her a complete check-up and

then prescribed a low-calorie diet. He
gave her a handy printed card showing
caloric values. He told her to eat well
but to stay within the limits of 1000
calories per day. He explained the im-
portance of eating mineral and vitamin-
rich foods and urged her to fill up on
bulky foods that are low in calories but
filling to the stomach so that she wouldn't
feel hungry all the time.

"It wasn't easy," recalls Mitzi wryly.
"At the time I called it the Big Starve,
although actually I never felt hungry.
It's just that the job of losing twenty
pounds of firm muscle is no picnic. But I

had help."
Mitzi was referring to her fiance-turned-

husband, Jack Bean, who went on the
diet with her. They made a game of

counting calories. They ate dinner at the
same restaurant every night, where their

favorite waiter, Peter Chassis, was in on
the diet program. He helped to bolster

Mitzi's will power whenever it slipped.

According to Mitzi, a strict, prolonged
diet takes a lot of determination. Even
when you're getting marvelous results it's

an awful temptation to stop short of your
goal. But once you hit your best weight,
it's easy to maintain it by such healthful
practices as eating a steamed vegetable
dinner one night a week, drinking sugar-

HERE ARE THE MEASUREMENTS
OF THE NINE STARS WHO TELL
HOW TO KEEP GLAMOR ALIVE!

ESTHER ANNE
WILLIAMS FRANCIS

height 5'7" height S'iy2 "

weight 123 weight 120

bust 36" bust 36^"
waist 26" waist 24^"
hips 36" hips 36"

DEBRA TERRY
PAGET MOORE

height S'2" height 5'2"

weight 100 weight 100

bust 34^" bust 35^"
waist 21" waist 23"

hips 35" hips 36"

MITZI ANITA
GAYNOR EKBERG

height S'6" height S'7"

weight 115 weight 132

bust 36" bust 39"

waist 21^" waist 22"

hips 36" hips 3 7"

ELIZABETH ELAINE
TAYLOR STEWART

height 5'4%" height 5'6"

weight 108 weight 118

bust 36^" bust 35"

waist 21" waist 24"

hips 36" hips 3sy2 "

JEANNE
CRAIN

height S'S" You can have
weight 105 measurements

bust 36" like these with

waist 23" the proper care

hips 35" and exercise.

free beverages and, in general, keeping
|

active.

For Mitzi Gaynor, activity is now a furi- i

ous round of dance routines with Donald
O'Connor for their Paramount picture,
Anything Goes.

Tj1 lizabeth Taylor, as every movie fan
j

knows, was endowed at birth with !

beauty, talent, money, loving parents and
'

good fortune. But even a fairy tale be- I

ginning can have its drawbacks. For one
thing, Liz never learned to work at any- '

thing. She didn't have to cultivate her
good looks. She acted in pictures because ',

it was fun, not because she wanted a
career. And for the first twenty years of

j

her life she never gave her figure a
thought. She didn't know the meaning
of the word reduce.
Then she had her first baby, Michael

Wilding, Jr. After the birth of her son
j

she was on lay-off from MGM for six

months. Liz is admittedly lazy. She likes
j

to sleep late, eat a leisurely breakfast and
loll around her house. Such a regime
would put weight on an angel and it

rounded out Elizabeth Taylor.
In the middle of her comfortable, care-

free holiday from movie-making Liz was
|

unexpectedly called in by Paramount to
j

replace Vivien Leigh, who'd had a ner-
vous collapse while making Elephant Walk !

in Ceylon. The only prerequisite for Liz
to get the part was that she must slim

|

down to Vivien Leigh's size so that she
would fit the partly completed wardrobe.
This meant a quick dropping of fifteen

pounds. Everybody—her agent, the direc-
tor, her husband—was dubious. But not Liz.

"I'll lose weight as soon as I go back
to work," she predicted. "Just you wait
and see."

She was right. For Liz Taylor, at least,

the best figure restorer is hard work.
"When you have to get up early, eat a

;

quick breakfast and drive to the studio
j

before seven a.m.," explains Liz, "you
j

haven't time to be fat. At the studio it's

hurry to make-up, run to wardrobe and
onto the sound stage. Lunch is short.

Hurry back for the afternoon shooting. At
j

six I rush home to see the children before
they're put to bed. In the evening I'm
too tired to want much dinner so I eat

lightly and fall asleep early. This sched-
ule is repeated each day and the pounds
just disappear."
Liz learned her lesson with Mike, Jr.,

I

and with this last baby she gained only
|

nine pounds. Right after his birth by
j

Caesarean section she started negotiat-
ing for a role in Warner Brothers' Giant. 1

Six weeks after the arrival of her baby,
she reported to the studio looking like

a dream walking. There's no question,
j

Work and babies agree with lovely Liz. !

Jeanne Crain is another star who hasn't

let motherhood change her figure. It's

a matter of pride with Jeannie to have a

baby and then slip into one of her most I

form-fitting gowns within a couple of

months. This accomplishment, which she
has managed four times already, never fails

to amaze her husband or arouse the envy
j

of her women friends.

The secret of Jeanne's streamlined form
is quiet determination. She never moans
or groans over having to watch her weight.
She never calls attention to herself by
announcing that she ought to lose five

pounds, as so many girls talk—but never
act. When she wants to reduce a little

she silently and systematically eats only
high protein meals. If she thinks that

she and Paul, her husband, are going to

too many parties and eating too much
rich food, she simply drops into Terry
Hunt's reducing salon and takes massage
and exercises to offset the delicious meals.
Jeanne Crain keeps the matter of weight



under control by balancing parties with
exercises and babies with a sensible diet.

Obviously it's a successful plan.

Anne Francis is one of the lucky ones.

She doesn't like fattening foods. Des-
serts don't appeal to her. Fried foods and
rich sauces make her sick and she rarely

drinks anything stronger than milk. Her
eye-catching figure is simply a result of

no temptation.
In addition, Anne has always had the

advantage of being a very busy actress.

She was three years old when she started

modeling in New York. As a mere young-
ster she had her own tv program. Right
down to today when she's making The
Scarlet Coat at Metro, Anne Francis has
been too active to put on even one excess
pound or inch.

P aeans have been printed to Terry
Moore's delicate figure—with photo-

graphs to illustrate. Nobody but Terry
would dare suggest that something could
be done to improve it. But Terry is a per-
fectionist -who takes all kinds of lessons to

improve her talents as an actress. Normally
she keeps at an optimum weight of 100
pounds, not by dieting but by living at her
own furious pace. But about every six
months Terry decides she'd look better if

she lost five or ten pounds. Her mother
protests these periodic spells of self-im-
provement but Mother's words fall on
deaf ears.

"I feel better when I'm thin," says Terry,
in line with what the medical profession
preaches. "And I love it when my clothes
feel a little bit loose."
Terry's recommendation for losing those

few crucial pounds is to first consult your
doctor or school nurse. They will check
your heart, lungs and blood to determine
your general health and they will tell you
how many pounds it's safe for you to lose.

After the examination a doctor can usually
tell you what caloric count you can safely
consume and still shed weight.
Once you get your own calorie budget,

you just keep a running total of how much
you eat in any given meal and make sure
to use up all your necessary calories.
Terry wholeheartedly endorses the Metro-
politan Life Insurance booklet, Overweight
And Underweight, as a marvelous guide
to losing a small amount sensibly. You
can get this pamphlet by writing to the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., 1 Madi-
son Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
"Then," adds Terry, "it always helps to

have the cooperation of your family be-
cause so much of dieting depends on how
foods are cooked. For instance, fried or
scrambled eggs have twice as many calories
as boiled ones. Broiled fish and meats
are less fattening than the same food fried.
Lemon juice and herb seasoning is less
fattening than salt.

"When I go on my semi-annual fast,"

says Terry with a smile, "the rest of the
family diets, too. After a couple of weeks
we all feel better for being a few pounds
lighter."

X nita Ekberg, the former Miss Sweden,
^ who is currently working in Artists
And Models with Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis, is the cause of the extra dining
crowds of studio visitors to this Paramount
set. She has a figure that moves even
blase actors and hardened studio crew-
men to open admiration.
"There must be something about that

cold climate that produces sensational
women," commented one cameraman the
other day.
"Actually," says Anita in her charming

accent, "I don't do anything special to keep
my figure. I swim. I cook Swedish foods
and I walk."
At home in Sweden, Anita loved to hike
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A bullet

sang through

her sleeve

ON THAT DARK DAY at Antietam, when

Blue and Gray fought to a bloody

standstill, a bullet sang through her sleeve

and killed the wounded soldier she was

caring for.

And later, at Fredericksburg, where the

dying lay frozen to the ground, a shell

fragment tore her clothing but could not

frigbten her from working while the battle

still raged on.

It is not surprising that after the war,

this slender determined woman founded

the American Red Cross almost single-

handed. For Clara Barton had become an

artist at meeting grim disaster.

Like Clara Barton, today's Americans

still meet trouble with skill and resolu-

tion. For her great qualities still live in

the American people. And the fact that

these people are the real guarantee stand-

ing behind our country's Savings Bonds

tells you why U.S. Savings Bonds rank

among the world's finest investments.

Why not join the millions of your fellow

citizens who are now guarding their futures

—and their country's—by investing in, and

holding, U.S. Savings Bonds? Start today!

It's actually easy to save money— when you
buy United States Series E Savings Bonds
through the automatic Payroll Savings Plan
where you work! You just sign an application

at your pay office; after that your saving is

done for you. And the Bonds you receive will

pay you interest at the rate of 3% per year,

compounded semiannually, for as long as 19

years and 8 months! Sign up today!

Safe as America—U.S. Savings Bonds

The V. S. Government does not pay jor
this advertisement. It Is donated by
this publication in cooperation with the
Advertising Council and the Magazine

Publishers of America.

in the rain or walk through the woods.
She is one of nine children and all her
brothers and sisters are tall, Viking types
who love the out-of-doors. In Westwood
Village where she now lives in a small
garden apartment, Anita has difficulty
finding good paths for hiking. She walks
over the UCLA campus and some of the
hilly roads in neighboring Bel Air but
there is too much traffic, she complains.
For a while she owned a dog so that she
would have an excuse for walking, but she
gave him away because city living seemed
to be too hard on him, too. Now she strikes
out alone, much to the surprise of her
neighbors (hardly anyone walks in Holly-
wood) and much to the delight of the
men she meets en route.

laine Stewart first came into public
prominence when she appeared on

a flight of stairs in the MGM picture, The
Bad And The Beautiful. She has been
walking for beauty's sake ever since. She
says that the only thing she does to main-
tain her best measurements is exercise
and her only forms of exercise are walking
and dancing.

Elaine loves to walk and window-shop
at night along Wilshire Boulevard in Bev-
erly Hills. "I walk too easily and so far
that I sometimes exhaust my dates," jokes
Elaine.

Rather than wear out her escorts, Elaine
has taken to dancing lately. "I never was
much good at sports in school," she says,
"and once I started modeling in New York
I didn't have time to take up tennis or golf
or any of the other social sports. If you
can't play well, games aren't fun or much
exercise, so when I hit upon the dance idea
I took to it like a colt to pasture.
"Dancing—all kinds of dancing from

ballet to ballroom—is wonderful for your
body. It makes you graceful but not
muscular. It keeps you slimmed down
and at the same time you're having so
much fun."
And that's Elaine Stewart's tip to those

who want to have a good figure. What
could be more pleasant?
Whereas each of the beauties has

found the system that suits her best,
they are all figure-perfect because they
work at being beautiful, so can you.

END

by debbie's mom

(Continued from page 44) Palladium en-
gagement, I made a suggestion. "Why don't
you get married now? Then you wouldn't
need me tagging along as chaperone."
Fran knew 1 was more than half kid-

ding. I guess Eddie did too, but he played
it straight. "What, and spoil that June
wedding? Uh-uh. You're hooked!"

It was a pleasant hook and I didn't
struggle. Their only real problem was the
date. We thought it was all set when
something came up in Eddie's contract
about doing a certain number of live

shows, so it looked as though they couldn't
get away when they planned. Both abso-
lutely refused to mix work and honey-
moon, both insisted on waiting till they'd
be free to take a boat and travel through
Europe together. At the same time, they
wanted the wedding in June—always pro-
vided June would be long enough. At one
point I offered Eddie another of my bright
ideas. "Why don't you make it a year
from June?" And I thought I was about
to get pitched into the pool. Because of

all the necessary preparations, I must say
the uncertainty bothered me a bit. But
not those two. Not so you could notice it,

anyway. "It'll work out," they kept saying,

and of course it did. Faith will move
mountains.

When daughters marry, mothers tend to

look back. I'm no exception. I see
the toddler, the schoolchild, the tomboy
teen-ager. I see a peppy little girl who
had moods like the rest of us, and a tem-
per she learned to control. In the early

days, you had no trouble telling when
Franny was mad, because she'd explode.
Nowadays you have no trouble because
she goes quiet. Whenever she goes quiet,

I know something's wrong, major or
minor. As a minor instance, she dislikes

anyone's being late. She thinks it's rude.
But to make her deep-down angry, just

let her feel that either she or someone she
likes is being used. Imposition is a form of

injustice, and she can't stand it.

Our method of rearing children was
never rigid; we sort of made up the rules

as we went along. But one thing my hus-
band and I decided from the start. When
they asked a question, no matter how
young or old they were, they'd get an
answer—and an honest one. We believed in

preparing them for the world they'd live

in. We felt that, with self-reliance, they

could manage the rest. As early as pos-
sible, we encouraged them to make then-
own decisions. If they made the wrong
one, they suffered. If we suffered too, that
was our own headache and we kept it to
ourselves. The important thing was, they
learned through experience. Not that we
shoved them out. Not that we didn't give
them advice. But we asked for advice too.
We never held with the notion that, be-
cause you're a parent, you're suddenly all-
wise. On the contrary. As an adult, you're
likely to lose sight of your own youth and
take a one-sided view. My big interest
outside the home lay in scouting—and still

does. When you work with a crosscut of
temperaments, you soon find that younger
people can correct your perspective. When
a problem had me buffaloed, I'd consult
Franny quicker than anyone else except
my husband. She's a smart little gal with
a level head on her shoulders, and she's
helped me with many a problem.

C he was also the ringtail leader of orner-
k-' iness. Any prank afoot, I knew where
to put the blame for starting it—on Franny
and her friends, Jeanette and Diane. I

figured this was the natural growing-up
process, and so long as nothing happened
to hurt anyone, it never bothered me. I

remember just one incident involving
Franny that I didn't like a little bit. At
school the history teacher they loved was
dismissed, which got the kids all steamed
up. Since they couldn't take any con-
structive steps, they put their heads to-
gether and hatched a little plot—the main
point being to vent their wrath on the new
teacher and make her life miserable. Ten
of my Girl Scouts were in the class, and
tensions finally reached such a head that

the principal called me in, explained the
situation and asked if I could help. That
was once when I spoke my mind without
let or hindrance and really sobered the

youngsters down. Fran went to the teacher
of her own accord and apologized. I didn't

make a big deal of it then and I don't now.
I'm just glad she went.
Both our children loved sports, and that

was the beginning and the end of what
they agreed on. When Bill played baseball,

the coach had a special pass made up for

Franny, and not out of favoritism. He
simply wanted her there, rooting for the

team, because noise they could always use,

and my daughter made noise enough.
But she confined her enthusiasm for boys

to the athletic field. Bill, who was two
years older, thought she was completely



square and she thought he was completely

]
nuts to run around with girls when he

j

could have been improving his game. This
divergence made life interesting. Through
Bill's marriage, we gained a lovely new

!
daughter and grandchild. As for Franny,
there was always a gang around and, with-

j
out giving it much thought, we hoped in

her own good time she'd find someone.
Some parents plan on these things. Our
attitude was, let nature take its course.

I think her indifference to boys stemmed
from dislike of what she called mush-and-

j

slush. As a family, we're close but not the
' least bit demonstrative. The warmth is

there and we know it and we feel no need
to make a show of it. We express ourselves
more through banter than endearment. My

,
husband, for instance, is a railroad man.
There's a word railroad men use among
themselves—I don't even know what it

means. All I know is, if my husband really

likes some man, he'll call him Hoss, and
from him it's a term of complete affection.

He has other funny little names. He'll look
I at Franny and say, "You're a big palooka."
!
That's the same as saying "I love you,"
which he couldn't say. Just as he couldn't
tell her that he's proud of her. One day a

I

friend of his let the cat out of the bag that
I his whole locker is plastered with pictures

of her, and I couldn't help teasing him.
"How did you find that out?" he growled,
looking like a man who has been caught
with his hand in the till.

Our boy is the same way. Not long

|

ago, after working like a son-of-a-gun, he
passed a very stiff course in electronics.

I Franny brought him home a watch as a
graduation present. For once—I suppose

|

every rule has its exception—she came
j

right out with the way she felt. "Gee, I'm
so proud of you, Bill." He went all red and
squirmy, muttered something like, "I still

don't know what I'm doing," and tried to
pretend the whole thing hadn't happened.
Brought up in this kind of atmosphere,

: you can understand why Franny didn't

|

care much about casual hand-holding. In
' fact, I shouldn't wonder if that's what first

\
drew her to Eddie, who is very shy and
reserved. He doesn't gush, either.

\ ll through school she had no inten-
F*- tion of being anything but a gym
teacher. She couldn't think of a more
ideal profession than one that combined
earning power with sports. Then came the
Queen of Burbank contest, with its prize
of a six-month contract at Warners. Like
lots of the other kids, she entered strictly

for the sake of a blouse offered to every
comer, win, lose or draw. She had picked
up this pantomime stuff on her own. It

amused the gang and she thought it might
get her by. And here's where Mother
stepped in, unaware of consequences. Be-
cause when the night came, she didn't want
to go. I made her. I figured she'd enjoy
the fun and, what you start, it's your job to
follow through. Sometimes, when things
get real frantic, I wish I'd kept my mouth

j
shut. But those moments pass.

! Well, the impossible happened. They
picked her winner, and for the first time
in her life I beheld my daughter with
nothing to say. She was shocked speech-
less and stayed that way for the rest of the
evening. Needless to add, it finally wore
off. How did we feel? Tickled, of course,
as any parents would be, which didn't
prevent us from thinking secretly that the
judges had lost their minds. But under all

that ran a deep disturbance about the
contract. You must remember that to us

I
Hollywood represented an unknown world,

1 strange and rather frightening. My family
were Free Methodists. As children we

|

weren't allowed to attend shows and the
habit persisted, though we never forbade
our own kids to go. Still, that was a little

different from bearding the lion in his den,

as it were. We were simple folk and all we I

knew about studios was what we read in

the papers, which can sound pretty awful.
On the other hand, we trusted Franny's

judgment. The studio offered her oppor-
tunities we'd never be able to afford—like

singing and dancing lessons. We had no
right, just arbitrarily, to put our parental
feet down. Instead, we all three talked it

over and left it up to her as to whether
she'd like to try it or not. Her reaction
was highly practical. "What can I lose?
It'll be a change from working at the
five-and-dime this summer."

I've got to admit that, in spite of our
surface calmness, Dad and I still had a few
tremors. Without telling Fran, we decided
to march ourselves over to Warner Broth-
ers and take a look at these so-called
horrible people. They couldn't have been
nicer. And right now I'd like to state for
the record that in all these years I've yet
to meet my first heel. It's true you run
across some you admire less than others,
but that applies in every walk of life, and
in every walk of life it averages out. Com-
pletely reassured, we signed what we
thought was a six-months contract, which
was fine with Franny for the summer. By
the time September rolled round, she'd
had it. What started as a lark wound up
as a nuisance. She wanted to go back to
school. That's when I threw in all my
ignorance, demanded out and learned the
truth about options. They picked hers up
and she had no choice but to stick. It

made her pretty miserable for a while.
MGM snapped her out of it. Instead of

letting her idle, they put her to work and
convinced her she might have something
to offer in the entertainment field. Their
faith sparked her own and she tackled the
job with a will. I'm not going to rehash
the ins and outs of her career. Suffice it to

say, she adjusted to the new life without
giving up the old. Hollywood is supposed to

change people. It changed Franny's name
to Debbie, it changed her line of work, it

changed her income bracket. I can't see
that it has changed the girl or her values.

'"Pake the single question of where she
A lives. I suppose a hundred interviewers
popped that question and she never failed

to be taken aback by it. At first she was
inclined to get mad, until she realized that
no offense was intended. Even her dad and
I talked to her seriously about renting an
apartment—especially after she hit that
eighteen-year mark. Our place is small.
Any resemblance between it and glamour
doesn't exist. Besides, the valley is a long
way from MGM. But we never discussed
it more than the once, seeing how strongly
she felt on the subject. Glamour could go
jump in the lake. She'd rather travel
twice the distance than live by herself.

This was her home and she wasn't about
to leave it till she left it to marry. Her
decision rather pleased us than otherwise,
but if she'd decided differently, nobody's
feelings would have been hurt. She coaxed
her dad into letting her put in a pool and
enlarge her wardrobe space. Apart from
that, it's the same house we moved into.

Boys were just a necessary evil until

Edwin Jack came along. I think she was
a little more taken with R. J. Wagner than
any of the rest of them, but that was more
like a crush on the high school football

captain. So far as really caring about fel-

lows, no. When she had a preem, it was
always the same story, with a kind of

moan. "I've got to ask a guy; who'm I

going to ask?" Once she roped her brother
into taking her, but never a second time.

Two or three times she asked her dad,
who went as a favor to her. Once they
double-dated with Lori Nelson and her
father, which made it a little easier on
both men.

It was Mr. Pasternak who introduced
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Eddie to Fran. Actually they'd met four
years ago for a fast minute or two. She
was doing the Capitol Theatre in Washing-
ton with Carleton Carpenter and went to
the Walter Reed Hospital to entertain the
soldiers. Eddie Fisher was there and I

shouldn't wonder if he made more of an
impression on me than on my daughter

—

he looked about sixteen, skinny as a reed,
and I remember wondering what that little

old boy was doing in uniform.
But their real introduction came through

Mr. Pasternak on the studio set. Next
thing I knew, Eddie was calling from New
York, wanting a date with Fran for June
17. He never said a word about its being
his opening night at the Cocoanut Grove
and she had no idea till she glanced at
Variety one morning and her eyes popped.
"Mom, look!" By now it was dawning on
Fran that she'd have to have a new dress
and the whole works. Which presented no
problem, since I make most of her clothes.
I whipped up a red lace outfit for the oc-
casion and off she went.

A fter the grove engagement, Eddie was
through for the season and spent most

of his two-months vacation around here.
I remember the first party Fran invited
him to. It was a big party—some movie
people, some not. She never has kept her
friends in separate compartments. Her
Hollywood pals fit right in with the rest
and, all together, they make up what's
known as the gang. That night everyone
knew everyone else except Edwin Jack.
He was sort of the newcomer—which, if

he'd been a different kind of fellow, might
have led to awkwardness. But the in-
formality seemed to be right down his
alley. He simply joined in as one of the
bunch; they accepted him without any
fuss or to-do, and that was that.

From then on, their dates couldn't have
been more average. They'd play records,
dance, swim, fix hamburgers, go to parties
—whatever the gang was doing. Sitting
around, they'd take a notion to see a show.
Bill and his wife went along, and I'd
baby-sit. Once a crowd of them drove up
to Arrowhead for the water-skiing. When
they got in that evening, Eddie was all of
a glow.
"What are you looking so pleased

about?" I asked him.
"I didn't fall down," he grinned.
He's just beginning to discover his ath-

letic skill, and it never ceases to amaze
him. As a kid, the only thing he played
was sandlot baseball. Now, with all his
work and about 40,000 benefits, he still

doesn't have time for too much of the fun.
Last summer, for instance, was his first try
at golf and he's already shooting a good
game. Franny says he has natural rhythm
and coordination. "He won't give Gene
Kelly any competition," she admits, "but
with practice he'll make a wonderful
dancer."
During those months Eddie seemed to

feel at home here. He fell in with our
way of living as if he belonged. Once he
told me he loved this neighborhood because
nobody paid any attention to him. It's the
kind of neighborhood you'd find in any
small town. We've seen joy and trouble
together, we've watched each other's chil-
dren grow up, we're friends for life. I'll tell

you who did get excited and that was the
kids, but not for the reasons you'd imagine.
You know how kids are about cars now-
adays. Well, Eddie would pull up in the
Thunderbird yelling, "Who wants a ride?"
and they'd all tumble in. That's why he
rated with them. Not because he's big
on tv or records, not even because of the
Thunderbird. But he was like a kid him-
self, getting a boot out of the thrill he
gave them, and the youngsters could
feel that.

68 To my husband, he's been Hoss for a

long time. I think it may have started with
chess. That's my husband's game, and he'd
rather play it than eat. There aren't too
many chess fans around, so when one of
the neighborhood boys got interested, Dad
taught him and they'd go at it almost
every night. Sometimes Eddie would
watch. "Ever play?" asked Dad.

"I used to—in a vague kind of way."
As a rule, Eddie doesn't care much for

games on account of you have to sit in
one spot too long, so I was surprised to
walk in one evening and find them both
bent over the board, Eddie just as ab-
sorbed as Dad. They played quite a bit
after that. I may say there's nothing vague
about my husband's game, yet the time
came when Eddie finally beat him, which
thrilled Ray pea-green. Later, I accused
him of letting Eddie win. He's the quiet-
est spoken of men but that brought out a
roar. "Don't you believe it! I wouldn't let

anyone beat me playing a chess game, not
the President himself. That Hoss won fair
and square."

T don't know just when Franny fell in
-*- love and wouldn't say if I did. One
thing 1 don't believe in is prying into the

I WONDER WHAT'S
BECOME OF HARRY

and what are you doing here?" He re-
plied modestly that he worked in a pic-
ture now and then.
Later I bought a movie magazine,

thinking perhaps I'd find something
about Harry in it. Imagine my amaze-
ment when I discovered that my friend
Harry was Howard Keel! And I had
asked him what he was doing in a mo-
tion picture studio!

Mrs. Lois Nylander
Venice, California

children's business. If they want to tell,
they tell. If not, I don't ask. I have secrets
and keep them. I think they're entitled to
theirs. We talked about it, yes, but she
never said, "Mom, this is it." She didn't
have to. When she started talking nega-
tive, that's when I realized how serious it

was. People naturally remarked about
their going together—especially in this in-
dustry where you can't date the same boy
twice before bingo, it's romance! Up to
then she'd gone blithely along letting ru-
mors just slide off her back. All of a
sudden she began to take the trouble to
deny them. "Don't be ridiculous!" she'd
say. Or, "I wish they'd quit trying to
marry me off. I'm happy the way I am."
As if she were trying to argue herself
into something. Which didn't sound like
Franny and kind of opened my eyes.

I think everyone else knew she was in
love before she knew it herself. There
was a certain look about her that just
hadn't been there before. I noticed it, of
course, but I didn't realize that lots of
others were noticing it, too, until a friend
of ours over at the studio mentioned it.

"Is it that obvious?" I asked.
"Short of hanging a sign around her

neck," he laughed, "it couldn't be more
I

so."

While nothing had been settled between
jthem at the time, the fact that she wanted i

to go back east last winter seemed pretty
conclusive. I have this much to say for
the kids. They've tried their level best

j

to do things "the way they'd be doing them I

if they were Mary Frances and Edwin
jJack, and nobody had ever heard of them.

When a boy and girl get really interested,
their natural thought is to introduce the

J

families. We'd had every chance to make
j

Eddie's acquaintance and we'd met his
'

father here. Eddie expected to be able to
bring his mother out, but couldn't. So the
main objective was to meet her, which

I

made the trip well worth while, for she's I

one of the loveliest women it's my pleasure 1

to know. As for all the hullaballoo, that !

wasn't the children's idea. Being public
figures, I guess it just couldn't be helped. I

The limelight has its disadvantages. For
|

instance, their first date was on June 17. i

On the Fourth of July one of the columns I

had them married in Las Vegas, which
gives you a rough idea of what it's been !

like, more or less, ever since. In view of
all that, I think they've conducted them-
selves beautifully. I'd have lost my tem-
per. I've done it—behind closed doors.
But don't get me wrong. I appreciate

everything that has come to Franny
through her career, and that certainly in-
cludes the warmhearted interest of the
fans. Still, I think you'll agree with me
that when a girl marries, there are some
details she'd like to keep to herself.
I've heard her explain her attitude more
than once. "We have to do what seems
right to us. We realize it's a terrific honor
to be given so much attention and we feel
very flattered. But in plain, common
courtesy, there are certain things you don't
do before a wedding, like having pictures
taken in your wedding dress, and that's
the place where I'm going to draw the
line. I can see both sides. I'll just have to
try to find that little path down the middle,
that's fair to both, and hope everyone will
understand."

i'\ ne thing they're sure of. They'll live in^ California. Eddie loves the sun and the
wide-open country. Last time he walked
in, he said, "Oh boy, am I glad to be here!"
Of course they will have to spend lots of
time in New York because of his record
business. And Franny'll have to work out
her pictures to be with him. But these are
really minor problems.
To wind up, I'd like to answer three

questions that people ask most. The first

two go together. What was your biggest
pre-wedding thrill and your biggest head-
ache? The headache's easy—where to put
all the beautiful wedding gifts. But we
managed, we managed.
The thrill is a little harder, since there've

been so many. But I guess what topped
them all was getting a few stitches in on
the wedding dress Helen Rose designed. I

told them I didn't care what they let me
do, as long as I had a pinky in the pie, and
they indulged me.
The third question concerns Eddie and

the nice things he's done for me. He has
done lots of nice things. He does them
the way Franny does them—for no occa-
sion, just for the fun of it—then sits back
and grins when you're surprised, or more
likely, scrams. But it's not the material
gifts that count, it's what the person is.

The nicest thing he has ever done for me
is he's a nice guy.
The rest of the story belongs to them.

Our Franny's grown up. The toddler, the
schoolchild, the teen-ager—they're all gone
now to make way for the bride. We al-
ways hoped that in her own good time
she'd find her man. She has found him
and we're happy. END



why, susan, why?

(Continued from page 27) he would,
the girl she had been before Hollywood
brought her success and heartbreak. He
must have been someone to lean on
when things got rough. He must have
been many things to Susan. A short
time ago Jeff and his wife called off the
divorce. No doubt Susan rejoiced for him,
glad to see him reunited with Marge and
his beloved daughters. But without Jeff
there was loneliness again, terrible and
empty—most awful because it was familiar.
She was one of the highest paid and

most respected stars in Hollywood. When
she refused to leave her sons to go to
Hong Kong for Soldier Of Fortune (she
had another legal battle with Jess over tak-
ing the boys) the studio arranged for her
scenes to be shot in Hollywood. When she
wanted I'll Cry Tomorrow desperately
enough to fight for it, the studio bought it

for her. But it was Susan who paid the
real price. She had to start rehearsals for
it while finishing the shooting of Soldier.
She hurried from set to set, from role to
role, with seeming calm, with great de-
termination—but, finally, with utter ex-
haustion. So tired was she that the shoot-
ing of I'll Cry had to be postponed a month
—Miss Hayward needed more rehearsal. As
worn emotionally as she was physically,
Susan had to feel that keenly. And then
came the final blow.
The director and the writer of I'll Cry

Tomorrow decided that they didn't want
her at all. She was wrong for it, they said,
wrong for the role of Lillian Roth, the girl
who had been brought to the point of
suicide—survived, and rebuilt a wrecked
life. They wanted someone else to play
the part.

Of course, the role was not actually
taken away from Susan. Instead, both di-
rector and writer were replaced. But Su-
san had been struggling to do her best in
two vastly demanding parts, trying to
maintain a reasonable outlook on a life

gone awry. To say that she was hurt
would be the understatement of the year.
Her whole world seemed to be crumbling
away.
And she was too tired, finally, to try to

hold it together.
It was her mother, Edith Marriner, who

called the police. Susan had phoned, hys-
terical, to say that she would be "taken
care of" and her mother grew alarmed.
Her mother has always been there for
Susan when she needed her. Susan has
loyal and close friends in Hollywood; they
will be there to help her also. And she
will need them. But most of all she will
need strength within herself to do what
Lillian Roth did—to survive tragedy and
learn to live again. END

letter to debbie and eddie

(Continued from page 43) of the whoop-
de-do isn't self-created. We're thinking
now of your invitation lists, so endless
that it looked at one point as if the Holly-
wood Bowl couldn't hold all your
guests. Certainly we sympathize with Deb-
bie's normal desire for a traditional cere-
mony. But why on the grand scale? It

doesn't sound like either of you—Eddie
with his diffidence, Debbie whose values
remained so untarnished that she pre-
ferred the warmth of her parents' modest
home to the trappings of glamour. Were
you afraid of offending people? Your friends
would have understood, and the rest don't
matter. The day, with its grace and loveli-
ness, belongs to you, and to your nearest
and dearest. We have a feeling that the
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DEBBIE AND EDDIE IN LONDON
Chaos and confusion marked the beginning of Debbie and Eddie's trip to London

for his two weeks' engagement at the Palladium Theatre. The date of arrival had

been changed a dozen times and until the last minute no one was quite sure whether

or not Debbie and her mother would come with him.

These two handsome youngsters, whose romance has thrilled the English young
people as much as their American cousins, landed in London on the last Sunday in

March. They were greeted by the cheers and sighs (with the English accent they

both love so much) of thousands of Reynolds-Fisher fans. The London newspapers

were on strike during all their two weeks', stay, but the reporters turned out for

their first press conference at the Savoy Hotel.

Only Coca-Cola was served. Debbie and Eddie were charming, eyes twinkling as

they smiled at everyone and at each other. Debbie looked fifteen in her simple

brown-jacketed dress and Eddie looked like a well-dressed schoolboy. They talked

frankly and happily about their romance. And they made a big hit.

Eddie had been having a bit of bad luck with his records. Although they are

steady sellers in England, they never have achieved anything like their success in

America.

With Eddie's engagement to Debbie, the jinx seemed to have been broken. He had
a hit to welcome him to England. His "Wedding Bells" had become the top-selling

record in England.

Debbie had a part in Eddie's run at the Palladium. It was a minor part, perhaps,

for an MGM star, but it was the sensation of Eddie's act. Debbie's was the mystery
voice in "A Man Chases A Girl" and after her phrase-echoing she made a brief

appearance on-stage with Eddie. The audiences loved it when Debbie, pert and

pretty, stepped from the wings for a bow and a kiss from Eddie.

Eddie played to a full house at every performance. The absence of press notices

had no effect on the box-office receipts.

Debbie was constantly at Eddie's side. She spent long, dull hours in his dressing

room between shows, waiting patiently while he rested or looked over new songs,

talked to agents, song pluggers and the assorted cogs of the music business.

Eddie had been in London before, but Debbie was a joyous tourist. Together they

"did" the sights, scorning taxis to sit on the top decks of the red busses. They
visited the Tower of London, Parliament, Westminster Abbey. For a few minutes

they sat on the old bench opposite the Abbey where for centuries the lovers of

London have exchanged silent vows.

They hired a car and went off to look at the countryside. They saw Eton, Windsor
Castle and, much to Debbie's delight, they were able to see many English provincial

houses. It's her favorite style and she hopes to have an English-looking home of

her own someday.

Debbie doesn't have much in her hope chest. As she says, "I haven't had a chance

to have any showers yet." She has a set of silver, some porcelain she bought in

Japan, a bit of linen. Because Debbie wears such a small size and always has to

have her clothes altered, she even by-passed an invitation from the Queen's dress-

maker to see her collection. She bought only a cashmere sweater and scarf for

Eddie ("It gets cold in the theatre."), a scarf for Eddie's pianist, Harry Akst,

and small gifts for friends back home.

Eddie's schedule left little time for shopping, but he bought Debbie's birthday

presents in London. He gave her an exquisite evening bag and white airplane luggage.

Her birthday, April 1, the first Eddie has shared, gave him a chance for one. of

those surprises he loves to spring on her. This was a small party, complete with

birthday cakes at London's Embassy Club.

They had most of their meals in Eddie's dressing room, sandwiches and hot tea,

with doors opening and closing, people shouting, phones ringing, and strangers

strolling in and out.

Mrs. Reynolds, always urged by Eddie to accompany them on their nocturnal

excursions, usually went home and to an early bed. It's no secret that Eddie and his

future mother-in-law adore each other. Mrs. Reynolds never let her presence be-

come annoying or obtrusive. She was there, and it was proper that she should be.

But as Debbie said, "My mother understands us because she's so young herself."

At one point Mrs. Reynolds finally became exasperated by the hectic pace and by
the presence of so many people. She took Debbie and Eddie aside and said, "Now
go off, both of you, alone! Go to a movie, or anywhere you can hold hands in

private."

They did. They went to see A Man Called Peter; they sat in the balcony and held

hands. It was one of the few moments they had to themselves.

When Eddie's work was finished, they went to Paris for a day, to Portugal for

three, back to London to meet the Queen and then to New York. Neither Debbie
nor her mother had been in Europe before, so they had an extra thrill. Although
Eddie worked most of the time, Debbie's real reason for going to England was to be
with her fiance. So the trip was a great success, any way she looked at it.

industry is taking over, we think that's

a pity, we hope it doesn't foreshadowj
what's to come. Only don't get soref
at the papers for splurging on it. The
bigger the wedding, the bigger the head- 1

,

lines. And we're not sure that headlines-
are the best send offs for newlyweds.

f

Debbie, we know you pack more gooq1

sense to the pound than many anf

oldster. You have needed it all to come
to terms with Eddie's world of music-?
making. You've learned it's a frantic world]
alive with frantic characters, and that
some of its ways are devious beyond the^

knowledge of a girl so honest and direct.?

By comparison, Hollywood is a quiet little

hick town. Weil, you have been saying, if
1

Eddie can get along with it, so can I. Bull
you have watched it operate with grow- 1

ing dismay. You have seen him pulled andj!

pushed and torn between professional
loyalties and his private life. What to do?i

The answer, of course, is one for you|
and Eddie to find. We can only tell you,how

Emany friends, anonymous millions therelj

are—all hoping that you will find an an-j
swer that brings you back together, to the;

love that is so much more important than^
all the picayune obstacles that have beenj
in your path. There has to be a way.
At the moment, things look terribly

grim. Debbie, you may even have thought
of giving up your own career to make yourj
marriage work. At first you brushed off!

the problems of twin careers like so muchr
meringue. You'd live in California, ar-b
range your picture schedule so that you
could always accompany Eddie to New
York for his recording dates. Eddie in turn
would transfer his base of operations toji

Hollywood and broadcast from there. Ifa

it wasn't an entirely practical scheme, at

least it had the virtue of optimism. But
the picture has changed and it seems that

double careers may require double homes'
—Debbie in Hollywood and Eddie on theb

road, broadcasting from city to whistles

stop. There's little optimistic about thatJ
It seems like the crushing blow. «

But that roadblock reading DANGER—

'

MAN AND WOMAN WORKING—they've
}

found routes around it before. Look back,|

if you will, to Ben Lyon and Beebe Daniels'

whose romance in the 20's paralleled your?
own. They haven't stopped working all'

these years, and their marriage is still one!

of the brightest in all of show business.'

Don't let this one spectre destroy your
chance for happiness together.

Unlike many others, we're profoundly j'

unconcerned by the fact that you're of
i

different creeds. For us, that question dis-
)

solved once and for all when Debbie
raised clear eyes to Hedda Hopper and 1

said: "So what's the problem? We both'

believe in God." Our spirit lifted, Debbie,?

to your quiet, beautiful response that cut I

through man-made shadows to the sub-j
stance of faith. If you want to know what'
we thought, we thought, "Amen. If only'

the world could go and do likewise."

Maybe we're out of line, trying to(

hand you wonderful kids any kind of ad-:

vice. In our fond hopes to see you back'
on the track, maybe we've taken too much
on ourselves. If so, don't hold an error-

of judgement against us. Our heart's on'

your side. Everytime we hear Eddie singj

"I Need A Girl," we feel a sense of right-;

ness that he, with the mournful look in

his dark eyes, should have found a happy \

ending with his beloved. And when we,
look at Debbie, the sparkling child who!
seems born for happiness, we rejoice that

she should fulfill her bright destiny. To'

both of you, we say with all our love andj

respect—don't let it all fall into bitter,

memories. It's worth more than that. We'j

know you love each other, we know it was
(

really meant to be. Give it another chance.
THE EDITORS:



why frankie can't stop slugging

(Continued from page 55) been a victim

of violent self-assertion since he was ten.

He hates to be laughed at. He wants to be
important. Only comedians like to be
laughed at and they get paid for it.

But Sinatra's reaction to intended or un-
intended ridicule has, until lately, been
violent.

If you told Bing Crosby he sang like a
girl, he'd laugh and say, "What's her
name?" Perry Como would yawn or sing
"Kokomo." Say it to Sinatra? Pow! Right
in the kisser.

For to Frank Sinatra, ridicule in any
form is a low blow.
"Some guys just naturally have leaky

mouths. I just won't stand being insulted
or hearing my friends insulted," he says.

It's regrettable that Sinatra regards any-
thing he doesn't like as either ridicule or
insult. It was this attitude toward ridi-

cule which started Sinatra's long war
with the nation's press.

It began when Frank, at twenty-three,
became a sensation in the entertainment
world overnight.
Just as suddenly, for reasons he still does

not understand, a whole nation of adults
and their newspapers joined in loud
laughter at his talent.

He was young and he was confused.
They made fun of everything he did. His
clothes, his voice, the way he held a mi-
crophone, his shape—anything about him
was a hook on which to hang a big yock.
And to confuse things more, his fame

grew. The more they laughed the more
money he made. This should have been a

cue to Frank. But it wasn't.
One acquaintance described the impact

of Frank's success this way:
"Frank finally got what he had been

dreaming of for months. A solo appearance
at New York's famous Paramount Thea-
tre. He walked out to the center of the
stage, lit his own fuse and exploded. Only
the men were left standing. Liberace never
had it so good.
"In a few short months Sinatra became

the national dream lover, whose voice
quivered the hearts of a million women.
He was the minstrel in the moonlight, the
troubadour of tenderness.
"He was all things to all women. The

sweet, wonderful end, the answer to every
fanciful yearning that glowed in the secret
heart of the American female.
"At the same time something was hap-

pening to Frank. He wouldn't be human
if it hadn't. Women worshiped him. He
liked that. Such a desire exists in all men.
"But the average guy rarely gets that

desire completely satisfied, even after he
marries. If he does, he gets it with big
muscles, a handsome face or a deep voice.

Sinatra had none of these things. Yet he
made it. Man, he made it!

"So what did Frank think? Kismet! He
felt that everything he did was right, no
matter how wrong it seemed. He devel-
oped the unhappy habit of burning up at

anyone or anything that contradicted or
criticized him. Why argue with destiny?
And he had a point. When a man earns
nearly two million dollars in one year, as
he did in 1944, how can you tell him he's
wrong?"
But the American press didn't care how

much Sinatra made. It proceeded to tell

him he was a sissy. It had a field day
making fun of his bow tie and the bobby-
sox cult. They described him as a "straw-
shaped phenomenon who has captured the
hearts of young girls with a hot glissando."
Nightclub comedians made jokes about
him, some of them in pretty poor taste.

Columnists, hungry for exclusives,
pounced on the merest crumb of rumor
and made a big loaf out of nothing.

Sinatra must have thought back to his

tenth year. The big kids were calling

him sissy again and making fun of him.
So Frank gnashed his teeth in a new

way and struck back with words. A sting-
ing indictment of "reporters and news-
papers and the lies they've printed about
me.

TTnfortunately, Sinatra's charge was
interpreted as a condemnation of the

entire journalistic profession.
It was no different from before, as far as

Frank was concerned. The big kids, this

time in the shape of American journalism,
struck back again.
The first blow returned came in the

shape of the widely circulated and sarcas-
tically written stories about Sinatra's de-
ferment from the World War II draft on
the basis of a punctured ear drum.
The stories only enraged Sinatra. The

actual deferment had hurt him deeply. It

was the first time in his life Sinatra had
been told officially that he wasn't a per-
fect man. And you can't slug a doctor for
telling you the truth.
Nancy Sinatra has revealed a poignant

incident which shows the heartbreaking
bitterness Frank felt at being found physi-
cally unfit to wear a soldier's uniform.

It was during the war. A reporter in-
terviewing Frank told him of a War Bond
auction in the east.

"They got a bid of $300 for one of your
old bow ties, Frank. But then they auc-
tioned off a corporal's tie and got $3000.
What do you think of that, Frank?"
Frank looked at the reporter for a mo-

ment with all the agony a man can
know at such a moment. And he knew the
reporter was giving him the needle.
Then Frank said, "Only three thousand?

A corporal's tie should have gotten ten, at

least."

What the reporter deliberately neglected
to tell Frank was that the person who paid
$3000 for the corporal's tie was a friend of
the soldier and was planning to spend that
much in War Bonds anyway.
This possibility never entered Frank's

mind. He's too emotional. Some say he suf-
fers from a persecution complex, and, they
add, with good reason.

Sinatra, claim his friends, wants to be
important. Not just to himself or those
clos^ to him. But to everybody. He wants to

be important enough so people will think
there is a deep or clever or natural reason
for anything he might do.

A publicity agent, well known for his

own infinite show of energy, has this to
say about Frank:
"You can't imagine the near-hysterical

drive that works up inside Sinatra when
he gets hot on something. And the amazing
side of it is that it doesn't show. He looks
calm, but all the time it's building, deep
down in him.
"Then wham! The morning newspaper

carries an account of how Frank clobbered
some wise guy in a nightclub. That's be-
cause if you kid Frank the wrong way you
insult his importance. This he cannot
bear."

Cinatra's hunger to be top man is also
M held to be the reason for his split with
Ava Gardner.

It started, according to the Hollywood
tipsters, with his first big row with Ava
during a week at Palm Springs shortly
after their marriage.
Frank had driven to Hollywood for a

recording session. During his absence,
Lana Turner dropped in for female chit-
chat with the new Mrs. Sinatra. The con-
versation got around to ex-husbands, of
which both Lana and Ava have a couple
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As friends of

Linda Christian

should knoiv: a

gift is a gift is

a gift—alas.

TO HAVE
AND
TO HOLD

Hollywood has been asking lately, "What has Linda Christian got?"
Well, she's got custody of $132,500 worth of jewels, for one thing. Lots

of people think she ought to give them back. Mr. Robert Schlesinger does.

Mr. Schlesinger, thirty-six, playboy of a wealthy Milwaukee family, was
so taken with Linda that he gave her an Imperial jade ring for her birthday

November 13. Then he gave her a platinum bracelet set with emeralds and
diamonds—and valued at $35,000. A few days later he sent Linda a diamond
ring valued at $44,500. Then a diamond necklace valued at $53,000.

In partial payment for these bagatelles, Mr. Schlesinger made out a $100,000
check. It bounced. New York's fashionable jewelry store, Van Cleef &
Arpels, filed a claim and delivery action against Linda for the return of the

jewels. At the same time, Schlesinger confessed to Linda that he had been
prematurely generous. Would she be a sweet girl and give the trinkets back?
His family in Milwaukee was really awfully mad.

Linda's answer: "I told his family lawyer in Milwaukee it was a gift and
I was keeping it as a gift. A gift was a gift, I said. I said his family had the

means to help him."

A few weeks ago, Linda swept into Superior Court in Los Angeles and
won the right to retain possession of her treasure, at least temporarily.

"Mr. Schlesinger always knew," she explained, "and understood that

even though I was separated from my husband (Tyrone Power), I was
married and had no intention of entering into any romantic engagements of

any kind. He knew that and understood it. I was never alone with him at any
time. We were always accompanied by friends or family. These gifts were
given expressly as a matter of friendship and only in that spirit were they ac-

cepted."

Linda is not sensationally beautiful. She is not a full-fledged celebrity. She
is not a talented actress.

She is, however, charming, intelligent, carefree, humorous, widely-traveled,
experienced in the ways of love and endowed with the kind of figure men stare
at twice. That—and the baubles—is what she has got.

Sinatra, returning earlier than expected!
came in and overheard himself being com-l
pared to men like Artie Shaw, Mickey

(

Rooney and a few other one-time loves'
Allegedly, that's how the fight started

The insiders say Sinatra has never for-j

given Ava for this blow to his importance|

I

Tn another way, however, Sinatra's un4
-*- swerving faith in his own importance;,
instigated a maneuver which Hollywood
won't ever forget. Frank was in Africa
when he heard about the Maggio role in

From Here To Eternity. He had read the
book and knew that the character died
from a beating at the hands of a bullying
Army sergeant.
Sinatra decided that no one knew bet^

ter than he what it was to be laughed al

and beaten up. He flew 7,000 miles to test

for the part and won an Academy Award
for his trouble.
But not even Hollywood realized how!

much that Maggio role meant to Sinatra.

In 1946 Frank's popularity as a singer!

had begun to slip. And in 1947 Sinatra
woke up one morning to find that the bot-!

torn had dropped out of the heart market;
The bobby-soxers who made him had

grown up. The "Oh, Frankie!" era was
over. The old delighted squeal at the hot
glissando disappeared. To the former teen^
agers Sinatra was no more than a pressed
rose in their scrapbooks.
His records gathered dust on music-store;

shelves. The critics said his voice was!

gone and that he had lost his touch for

picking the right songs.
His long, spat-studded marriage to

Nancy finally foundered on the rocks of a|

noisy divorce.
Old friends deserted him, this the truest

sign of all.

His radio show folded. His television

show raised its head weakly and died very
young.

Sinatra, however, claims that he didn't'

slide at all. He was just too busy
wooing and winning, "the most beautiful
woman in the world," Ava Gardner.
"And I had the toughest competition in;

the world—a brave bullfighter."

But Sinatra hadn't been married to Ava
more than a few hours when the old
slug-'em-and-leave-'em impulse reared it-

self again.

Annoyed by one of the hundreds of pho-
tographers chooting the wedding pictures,!

Sinatra threatened to punch the camera-!
man on an even-money bet. Pure temper.j

Other stars who dislike being photo-!
graphed usually grin and bear it. Not!
Frank. Pow! Right in front of the bride, i

Sinatra apparently doesn't realize (or

just doesn't care) that newspapermen are
a rigidly clannish group. They are veryj

much aware of the bad apples in their!

barrel. But they bristle collectively when
one of their own is attacked, even one they
know has a bad core. It's the way things
are.

To make his press relations worse,!
Sinatra has repeatedly asserted that his
private life is nobody's business.

A Los Angeles judge, however, in sen-
tencing an actor arrested for drunken i

driving, gave sound advice to all enter-
tainers when he pointed out:

"Your career does not belong to you. It

is held in trust for you by the public.
Every dollar put down at the box office

by a theatre-goer is his investment in you. i

"Your behavior on and off the screen is

important to the movie fan. Everything
you have, your high income, your cars,

your security, comes from him. Don't ever
forget it."

Why can't Sinatra stop slugging? The
answer comes easy when you know his

j

past. For, like the man said, "Frank's a
born battler." And there are other rea-



Will Sinatra ever change?
"No," say the Hollywood oracles, "he

will not."

But maybe they're wrong.

Frank Sinatra today is the sum and
substance of thirty-seven mixed up

years. Tough years, easy years. Lean, fat,

fabulous. Years of happiness, years of

misery. Years of hope, joy, heartaches
and headaches. His half-lived life has been
crammed with every known human emo-
tion.

Today he is high on the heap. The radio

and television interests that deserted him
a few years ago would pay staggering sums
for his services, good or bad. He refuses.

His friends came back, but he has
dropped them this time.

His separation from Ava and the re-

sulting loss of importance as the man in

her life has shaken his outlook on love.

Now his romantic inclinations seem to

be, to the public at least, casual. Most of

the women he has been dating are assorted
personalities and considerably younger
than Sinatra. Actress Mona Freeman, so-
ciety's Gloria Stokowski, singer Peggy
Connolly, model-actress Anita Ekberg, all

very beautiful.
Professionally, he has committed his

talents to work which can keep him busy
for the next five years. He can pick his

studio, pick his part, pick his price. Who
says he's not important?
His records now gather royalties instead

of dust. Sinatra's on top again and he
knows it. But this time, avows the kid from
Hoboken, things are going to be different.

"Eventually," says Sinatra, "I want to

produce and direct. Nobody's interested
in the private lives of producers and di-

rectors."

Sources close to the actor-singer say
Frank is passing through a phase which
may be another step toward a well-de-
served maturity.

It will be slow, they say. He is still un-
reliable, still a possible "no-show" on a
movie set; still slugging it out with the
press or anyone else who tags him with
anything reminiscent of the "Francy" bit.

He still yelps in fits of schoolboy petu-
lance over real or fancied insult in print
or in person. Sinatra is still incredibly sen-
sitive, unbelievably concerned with want-
ing people to like him.

Vet, the insiders point out, there are
J- signs. Not too easy to see, but they are
there.

He has become calmer and is beginning
to think longer before he acts. He is show-
ing serious concern over the effects of his
actions on the lives of his three children,
especially young Nancy, now poised on the
threshold of adolescence.
Though he still disappoints friends, busi-

ness acquaintances and fellow workers, his
repentance is now flavored lightly with
sincerity instead of the artificial regret of

the old days.
But don't forget this about Sinatra—or

any other Hollywood movie star. He is a
man exposed to the maximum of tempta-
tion with the maximum of opportunity.
That set of circumstances would be tough
on a saint.

So stands Sinatra today. Moody, but
mellowing. Still young at heart. With half
his life ahead of him he is slowing down
to study the signposts. There is no road
map to the next half of his life. The de-
cision is his. The screams of the bobby-
soxers are weird echoes of the past. He
feels" that he has at last escaped from the
brass jungle and the sounds of a thousand
minor keys that will never quite die down.
There is no Nancy to guide him. No Ava

to please him.
Francis Albert Sinatra must go it alone.
That's why he can't stop slugging. END
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For the first time science has found a
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pain — without surgery.
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pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so
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we say bing will wed

(Continued from page 31) Awards presen-
tation, Crosby drove his young date to

Romanoff's restaurant. Kathryn Grant
was seated at producer Bill Perlberg's

table. Newsmen gathered at once.

"Are you and Bing engaged?" one asked.
Kathryn's brown eyes lit up. "He's just

a friend."
"There's a rumor, Miss Grant, that you

are really the girl friend of Bing's young-
est boy, Lindsay."
Kathryn shook her head. "I'm much

too old for him."
Presently Crosby, the elder, was located.

"What's with you and the slick chick?"
Bing shrugged. "Nice kid. Real nice kid."

Bing never discusses any of the girls

in his life. If questioned closely he will

acknowledge an acquaintance, as he did
in the case of Margot James, a secretary
in his brother's office, and as he did in

the case of Mona Freeman, the attractive

actress. But beyond mere acknowledg-
ment Bing rarely goes. On the subject of

his emotions, he is a quiet one.

On the subject of Kathryn Grant, "She's

a real nice kid I met at the studio." Noth-
ing more. Nothing about Kathryn's visit

to his cattle ranch last September, their

time together in Palm Springs and at his

Rancho Mirage house.
Kathryn, too, is diplomatically silent.

What does a girl of twenty-one see in

a man of fifty-one? What makes them
want to be together?

A T paramount, where Kathryn made her
debut under her real name, Kathryn

Grandstaff, they say, "Bing has always
been young in heart. He's athletic by
nature. Maybe the kidney operation he
had a little while back has slowed him up
a bit, but not much. He loves pop music,
loves the outdoors, loves all the things
young people go in for. No wonder he's
attracted to Kathryn. She's as bright as
a penny, and as a matter of fact, she's

much older than her years.
"Another important point is that she's

determined to get ahead on her own. She
never has once used her friendship with
Bing to advance her career. And she
could have done so very easily.

"For example, when we told her we
were dropping her from the contract list,

she could have asked Bing to intervene.
After all, he is a big shot around here.
She never opened her mouth. After we
let her go she had tough sledding for a
while, but eventually Columbia picked
her up and put her in several pictures.
One of the latest is Cell 2455, Death Row.
Another is Tight Spot.
"Kathryn is an admirable girl, fine char-

acter, good background. Lively but dis-
creet. Peppy but polite. That's the kind
of girl Bing goes for. The age gap doesn't
mean a thing."
Take the average, young, ambitious ac-

tress. If she dated Bing Crosby for a year,
the gossip columns would be full of it.

But Kathryn has steadfastly avoided this
publicity until recently.

In Phenix City, Alabama, where she
went on location for Phenix City a day
after the Academy Awards, she was re-
ferred to by reporters as "Bing Crosby's
girl friend." When she accidentally tum-
bled into a river, the headlines announced,
"Bing's girl friend falls!" Then she was in-
terviewed and said she liked Hollywood
very much, the papers said, "Bing's
sweetie goes for Hollywood."

This sort of publicity nettles Kathryn.
She doesn't mind being referred to as
Bing's girl friend—that's flattering. What
she does mind is the stress that is being
laid

^
on their relationship. Kathryn

74 doesn't want that friendship to be her sole

claim to fame in Hollywood.

"C1 ver since she was a child she has
wanted to become a famous screen

star. Her sights have always been set

much higher than being merely the girl

friend of a screen star.

Kathryn Grandstaff was born in West
Columbia, a small town outside of Hous-
ton, Texas, on November 25, 1933. When
she was three she won her first beauty
contest in Corpus Christi. She was elected

"Splash Day Princess."
"From that point on," says one of her

friends, "she was an incurable ham." She
took part in all the school plays, all the
beauty contests, attended dancing school
and dramatics classes. Her aunt used to

drive her seventeen miles each day for

dancing lessons, and her dad, a county
politician named Emery Grandstaff, en-
couraged her acting ambitions.
When Kathryn was fifteen and a junior

at Robstown High, she won a three-week
visit to Mexico City as "Miss Buccaneer
Navy." A year later she was chosen the
Texas Rodeo Queen at the Houston Stock
Show. This time she won a 1950 Ford
convertible, the car she uses today.
Two of the beauty judges at the Hous-

ton Stock Show were Roy Rogers and his

manager, Art Rush. Art told Kathryn to

call him if she ever came to Hollywood.
"I might be able to arrange a screen test."

One of the most frustrating conver-
sations in theatrical history is re-

corded by Theatre Arts magazine:
A subscriber dialed "Information"
for the magazine's number. "Sor-
reee," drawled the lady, "but there
is nobody listed by the name of
'Theodore Arts'." "It's not a per-
son; it's a publication," insisted the
subscriber. "I want 'Theatre Arts'."

The operator's voice rose a few
decibels. "I told you," she re-

peated, "we have no listing for
'Theodore Arts'." "Confound it,"

hollered the subscriber, "the word
is Theatre: T-H-E-A-T-R-E." "That."
said the operator with crushing
finality, "is not the way to spell

Theodore!"
Bennett Cerf in
The Saturday Review Of Literature

"Why don't I come out now?" Kathryn
asked. "The sooner the better."

"You're only sixteen," Rush pointed out.

"You haven't even finished your school-
ing. You've got plenty of time."
Kathryn was impatient, but her folks

talked her into continuing her education.
She enrolled at the University of Texas
and not only chalked up good grades in

her studies but, with her pretty face and
excellent figure (38-22-35), again ran off

with most of the beauty contests. She was
"The Golden Girl" of the Texas Baseball
League, "Miss Pecan" of 1951, "Queen of

the Texas Lions."
In 1952, when she won second place in

the Miss Texas Contest, Bob O'Donnell,
one of the owners of the largest theatre
chain in Texas, suggested that she make
her Hollywood try.

A RT rush, true to his word, took Kath-
J-*- ryn to Paramount. Two days later

she was screen-tested for the ingenue lead
in Forever Female with Bill Holden. She
didn't get the role. But Paramount was
interested in the five-foot, four-inch,
beauty, and signed her. These are the
words of a talent executive, "She has per-
sonality, sex appeal and a certain winning
quality. She's the kind of girl people
like to like."

One great advantage a beauty-contest

winner has is poise. From the very be- I

ginning, Kathryn demonstrated that qual- '

ity. She never was frightened—or if she i

was, she hid it beautifully.
Soon she was given small parts in Casa-

nova's Big Night, Living It Up, Arrow-
head and Rear Window. She not only

|

worked like the proverbial beaver, she I

continued her education. She took courses
|

at the Los Angeles branch of the Univer-
,

sity of California, where she had her first ;

full-fledged romance. His name is Al
Lynch, and he's now in the armed forces, i

She also became the correspondent for
twenty Texas newspapers, writing a col-
umn called "Texas Gal in Hollywood."

Naturally, the Hollywood Don Juans
began to move in. Without antagonizing
the gentlemen, Kathryn outmaneuvered
them. This feat calls for skill and tact,

such tact, for example, that one morning
an actor in describing Kathryn, explained

]

to his buddy, "You know, this girl doesn't I

drink, doesn't smoke and doesn't smooch. ,

Still, I like her."

1Z"athryn met Bing Crosby while he was
;" rehearsing his role in White Christ-

mas. She had seen him on the lot, of
course, but on this particular day in De- i

cember he was riding his bike to Sound
Stage Eleven. He spotted Kathryn with
some visitors and waved.

"Hi, Tex," he greeted.
"Hi," Kathryn called back.
Bing stopped and got off his bike. Kath-

|

ryn introduced him to Mrs. Mary Banks, ,

the mother of her roommate. "Aunt Mary"
and Kathryn, despite the difference in

j

their ages, had attended the University of

Texas together. Bing was at his most
charming and Kathryn was most appre-
ciative. But there was no love-at-first-

sight. Neither Bing nor Kathryn are !

love-at-first-sight people. They each take 1

knowing.
Bing, at this point, was just about over

his mourning period. He began to go 1

around with Mona Freeman, then Margot I

James, then Kathryn. The columnists
found out about the first two girls, but
about Kathryn there was hardly a word,

j

One person who knew the score was
Kathryn's close friend, Marilyn Banks, an
assistant in the Paramount wardrobe de- 1

partment. But Marilyn has always re-
j

fused to discuss her roommate's friendship.

She and Kathryn are old friends from
j

Austin and share an apartment in the Valli I

Sahara, a modern apartment building a
stone's throw from Universal Studios.

Marilyn's fifteen-year-old brother, Gil,
[

worked on Bing's ranch last summer, and
when the season was over, his mother,
accompanied by Kathryn, drove up to

Nevada to get him. Kathryn and Bing
spent the Labor Day week end together,

chaperoned, of course. The incident was
[

well known in nearby Elko, but it was not
mentioned in the metropolitan papers.

A few weeks later when Bing and Kath-
ryn drove down to Palm Springs, they
again succeeded in avoiding reporters.

Bing took kathryn to a party at Bill

Perlberg's home, one of the show
places of Palm Springs, and several of the

guests remarked that they never had seen
Bing so happy. i

One guest who has known Crosby for

years, was asked if there were any possi-

bility of a Crosby-Grant marriage.
"Frankly," she said, "I don't know. Cer-

|

tainly, he seems to be fond of her. And
she's really a very well-bred girl. But
Bing is no fool. He's a sensible man who
doesn't believe in kidding himself.

"He's fifty-one years old. Kathryn is

twenty-one, as old as his son Gary. Mar-
riages like that very rarely work out.

"Also there's a religions difference.

Bing never has been ultra-devout. But
j



]| he always has been a practicing Catholic.
Kathryn is Methodist.
"My own opinion is that Bing has al-

ways wanted at least one daughter. Most
fathers do. I think there's a father-and-
daughter relationship between them. Of
course I could be wrong. They say that
true love doesn't care about age, and cer-
tainly Bing is young looking and young
acting. But my opinion is that he isn't

getting married for some years. Not until

he straightens out those boys of his. When
the twins, Phil and Dennis, come out of

i the service, Bing wants to see them se-
curely set on the ranch. Gary's doing all

right in show business. But Linny hasn't
made up his mind yet as to what he wants."

Tt is the general Hollywood impression
that Kathryn is not ready for marriage

just now either.

One of her associates at Columbia
Studios said, "Given the choice of mar-
riage or career at this moment, Kathy
would choose career. No matter who

|
asked her.

"This girl is loaded with driving ambi-
tion. She wants to become a great actress,
not an ordinary housewife. I can't tell you

! how much this kid loves to work. It's her
whole life. We've used her in several of
our Screen Gems television productions.
She's a glutton for work.
"To give you a small idea. She not only

works in pictures and television, but she
goes overseas to entertain the troops.
That's how she spent last Christmas—trav-
eling all over Europe. She has been to
Korea. And in addition, she is studying
right here at the studio with Mrs. Bart-

I lett, our educational adviser, on several
university correspondence courses. She
insists upon getting her degree from the
University of Texas. She is also a Chi
Omega sorority sister. She swims, rides,
keeps in touch with hundreds of friends.
I'm telling you, she's a little whirlwind.
"They tell me there's a big thing going

on between her and Bing Crosby. Maybe
i there is. Personally I don't see how she
j

could find the time."

"P
very young, beautiful, talented girl—Aj and Kathryn is all three—finds time

for love when the right man comes along.
Whether or not Crosby is Kathryn's

Mr. Right only she knows, and won't tell.

A reporter who found her on location for
Phenix City—was told, "After I finish this
picture I'm going home to West Colum-
bia. Then I go back to Hollywood, and
after that the studio is sending me out

!|
on a publicity tour."

"That's very interesting," the reporter
said. "But how about you and Bing?"

"It certainly is nice of you to ask me
about him," Kathryn conceded, "rather
than make up things. But any story on
the subject will have to come from him.
All I can say is that I was terribly excited
to be attending my first Academy Awards
affair. The evening was made even more
exciting by Mr. Crosby's presence."
Bing (who recently signed a contract

with Paramount for one picture a year)
concedes that, "I might very well marry
again if the right girl came along. But
then again, who would want me?"
Everything considered, the question

could more aptly be, 'Who wouldn't?"
It doesn't seem likely that Kathryn Grant
wouldn't.

Is Kathryn the girl Bing wants? All
the signs point to it, and, except possibly
for her youth, the intelligent, attractive,
brown-eyed actress seems to have all the

i qualifications of a Wife To Mister Crosby.
I At the moment, Bing isn't revealing his

j

plans. But Modern Screen is predicting
that in all probability, Bing will marry

1
Kathryn. In all certainty, Bing will
marry—and soon. 1 end '

The ONLY Vaginal Suppository

for FEMININE HYGIENE

Young Wives Depend
on Zonitors

Zonitors Eliminate
All Embarrassment
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Today, modern women everywhere are turning to Zonitors —
the greaseless, stainless vaginal suppository which offers so
many advantages:

1. Zonitors contain the same powerful and deodorizing type of
medication which makes zonite liquid so effective.

2. When inserted, Zonitors instantly release their powerful
antiseptic-germicidal medication.

3. Zonitors form a protective hygienic coating which lasts for
hours. They are not the old-fashioned greasy type which
quickly melt away.

4. Zonitors are absolutely safe to body tissues. They even
have a soothing effect.

5. Zonitors completely deodorize. They keep your person so
dainty and feminine.

6. A blessing to fastidious young wives. So convenient.
Zonitors require no extra equipment. They eliminate all
embarrassment.

Buy Zonitors today. They are packaged two ways: individually
foil-wrapped or in separate glass vials.

Zonitors Are Powerfully
Effective Yet Harmless

THIS

COULD

BE

YOUR
LIFE!

/ ~\"
because the stories you see weekly on NBC-TV's
newest and most exciting late afternoon program

7> "MODERN ROMANCES"
are based on true-to-life stories taken from the pages
of "Modern Romances" Magazine. A complete new
"LIVE" story is brought to you every week—Monday
to Friday.

featuring MARTHA SCOTT as Story Editor

"Modern Romances sponsored by Ajax the foaming
action cleanser, Fab with more active dirt remover
(made by the Colgate-Palmolive Company) and Cash-
mere Bouquet Soap."

tuneyourset to"MODERN ROMANCES"
Check your newspaper for the time on your local NBC-TV Channel



New! Clearasil Medication

STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED... hides pimples while if works

DOCTORS' TESTS PROVE

9 out of 10 cases cleared up

...or definitely improved

Doctors' clinical tests prove this new-type medi-

cation especially for pimples really works. In

skin specialists' tests on 202 patients, 9 out of

every 10 cases were cleared up or definitely im-

proved while using clearasil.
'

Amazing starving action, clearasil actu-

ally starves pimples because it helps remove the

oils that pimples "feed" on. And clearasil's

antiseptic action stops the growth of bacteria

that can cause and spread pimples. Skin-colored

to hide pimples and end embarrassment. Grease-

less, stainless . . . pleasant to leave on day and
night for uninterrupted medication.

America's largest-selling specific pimple

medication. .. because clearasil has helped so

many boys, girls and adults. GUARANTEED
to work for you as it did in doctors' tests or

money back. Only 59f* and 98#. At all druggists-

Get clearasil today.

$ Clearasil Q Guaranteed by «
.Good Housekeeping j

Now also available in Canada (slightly more)

Glamorous black and white enlarge-
ments 8x10 inch on double weight
portrait paper and gold tooled leath-
erette frames only 67c ea. FREE! If
you order 3 enlargements you get
one extra 8x10 free plus 12 small
size keepsakes free. But you must
hurry. To get the free gifts, rush
favorite photos or films at once. Be
sure to include color of hair, eyes,
etc. for oil coloring information.
Your originals safely returned.
Send no money. Pay postman plus C.6.D. State choice
of frames, brown or maroon. Mail photos today Act now
Deyt. 721 Marvd Art, 1140 Roosevelt Road, Chicago 12, Illinois

76

MAKE S50-S60 A WEEK
You can learn at home in spare time.
Choice of careers: practical nurse,
nursing aide, hospital attendant, infant
nurse, nurse-companion, doctor's office,

etc. Course endorsed by physicians.
56th year. Equipment included. Men,

VfflBW WBRffim women, 18 to 60. High school not re-
quired. Kasv tuition payments. Trial plan. Write today.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 237. 25 East Jackson Blvd.. Chicago 4, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample Usson paves.

VHti-
. State .l/;e

Right from the

beginning the fates

—not to mention

the folks—were

against it.

MY FIRST LOVE
by Kim Novak

Let's call him Hal. because that's close enough. And let's say that he had
all of the physical qualities I still find attractive in a man. He was tall, which

made an immediate hit with me; one of the reasons I was shy was that I was
taller than the other girls in my class at William Penn in West Chicago. He
was dark, he was handsome.

I had an awful time getting together with Hal, because there was this other

boy, George, who liked me. Now, there was an odd one. He knew I didn't

like him, but that didn't seem to matter. So, being the richest boy in our

neighborhood, he was always buying Hal off.

Poor George and everyone else lost out the night Hal's mother invited some
of the kids from the class over for a sweet-corn party. There wasn't anything

even George could do about that; he couldn't very well buy off Hal's mother.

So we Found Each Other. He was there, I was there, and Fate must have

been present, too, because love burst into bloom over the corncobs. Pretty

soon the whole school knew we were in love, including the faculty, which was

just wonderful. Even when my grades started dropping because I couldn't

think of anything but Hal, they were still for us. The rest of the class was

seated alphabetically, but Hal got to sit in front of me because he was so

smart and could help me with my studies. Just so he didn't give me the

answers on tests. We stayed after school to work on my math and writing.

I guess it wouldn't be much of a story if we lived happily ever after, so we

didn't. What happened was that my mother and father went away for a week

and left me in the charge of my grandparents, who lived in the apartment

above ours. The first night they were gone, Hal walked me home from a

show and kissed me goodnight.

Unfortunately, my grandfather saw us. He let out a bellow that scared us

both out of our wits; poor Hal took off as fast as he could run, and I slunk

into our apartment, practically cowering. When Grandfather stomped up-

stairs. I remembered that if you put your ear to the ventilator in the bedroom

closet, you could hear everything that was said upstairs, so I rushed in there

to hear what he would tell my grandmother. Plenty. He was so mad he was

actually crying; he told her I was a wicked, sinful girl, and Grandmother

tsk-tsked and cluck-clucked.

Naturally, I was in disgrace the rest of the week, forbidden to go anywhere

after school, getting nothing at home except shocked, reproachful looks until

I felt that I really had done something terrible. I was in an agony of guilt by

the time my parents came back. Of course, the first thing Grandfather did was

to call my mother upstairs—and back I went into the closet, ear to the

ventilator. He began to say all those terrible things I was again, and my
mother asked, "But what did she do?"

When he told her, Mother laughed so long that I was really confused.

The end was in sight. Mother didn't think a good night kiss was terrible, but

she did decide that Hal and I were too serious for kids our age, so she said

that we would have to go to different schools after we finished elementary

school. Hal's mother was offended because I hadn't come to a birthday party



she gave him during my week of dis-

grace—she didn't know why—so she

forbade him to go with me anymore.

It was all so sweet and sad. Our
teachers still let us stay after school

to work on my grades, but that was
the only time we had together. When
we graduated, they paired us off on
Commencement night, and we walked

up hand in hand to accept our

diplomas, knowing in our hearts that

something beautiful was ending. I

didn't even go to the dance" after-

ward; I couldn't stand it, and later

I heard that Hal didn't go, either.

Sure enough, I went to another

high school that fall, which meant
that I didn't see Hal for months. Not
until summer. Right now I couldn't

say why, but it seemed terribly im-

portant to be there the night that the

carnival opened that summer, and I

went with a girl friend. Almost the

first person I saw was Hal; then I

knew why I had had to come, and I

told him, "I knew you'd be here."

He didn't have to say anything.

He had known I would be there, too.

That was the only time we saw each

other for the next three years; we
had a rendezvous those few nights

the carnival was in town every sum-
mer. Because ours was such a young,

pure love, it just wouldn't have oc-

curred to us to sneak around and
meet other places—but nobody had
said we couldn't go to the carnival.

The third summer I had to tell Hal
that I thought I was in love with an-

other boy. To tell the truth, I wasn't

at all sure I was when I saw Hal
again, but I had started going with

this other boy and didn't want him
to hear it from anyone else. That was
a bittersweet moment I'll never for-

get: the gaudy lights of the carnival,

the blare of the calliope, the noisy,

pushing crowd—and Hal and I ab-

solutely alone in the middle of it all,

saying goodbye. We could never be
together as we wanted: our families

were against it, even our ways of life

were not the same. So 1 said I

thought I was in love with someone
else, and Hal said he understood. I

think he really did.

I never saw him again. Maybe he
went back to the carnival and waited
for me the next year; maybe he had
outgrown it by then. But Hal was
my first love, and I'm no different

from any other woman in the world.

If I fell in love ninety-nine other

times, I would still remember that

one clearest of all.

1000 FREE super charts
Last chance for Modern Screen readers to

Information Chart! These amazing encycl
lutely free to the first one thousand readers
below. Remember the first 1000 win. So

Please check the space to the left of the one

1. I LIKE AVA GARDNER:
more than any other female star
a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of her story part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

2. I LIKE BING CROSBY:
more than any other male star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

I read: .all of his story Q part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

3. I LIKE GRACE KELLY:
more than any other female star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of her story part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

verv little not at all

4. I LIKE FESS PARKER:
more than any other male star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of his story part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

5. I LIKE LANA TURNER:
more than any other female star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of her story part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

6. I LIKE MARLON BRANDO:
more than any other male star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

I read: all of his story part
none

IT HELD MY INTEREST '. SUper-COHl-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

7. I LIKE DEBBIE REYNOLDS:
more than any other female star

a lot fairly well very little

obtain free editions of the 1955 Super Star
opedias of information will be sent abso-
who fill out and send in the questionnaire
hurry

!

phrase which best answers each question:

not at all

I LIKE EDDIE FISHER:
more than any other male star
a lot fairly well very little

not at all

I read: all of the open letter
part none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

8. i read: all of Debbie's mom's
story part none
IT HELD MY INTEREST: Super-COHl-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

9. i read: all of eddie's mom's
story part none
it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

10. The number of stories and features
devoted to Debbie's and Eddie's ro-
mance and marriage was: too much

just right too little

11. i read: all of the glamour
story part none
it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

12. I LIKE EVA MARIE SAINT:
more than any other female star
a lot fairly well very little

not at all
'

i read: all of her story part
none

IT HELD MY INTEREST: SUper-COm-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

13. I LIKE FRANK SINATRA:
more than any other male star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of his story part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

14. I LIKE AUDIE MURPHY:
more than any other male star

a lot • fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of his story part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little not at all

15. The stars I most want to read about are:

d.

16. To which movie magazines do you subscribe?

AGE NAME.

ADDRESS

Mail To: DEADERPOLL DEPARTMENT, MODERN SCREEN
BOX 125, MURRAY HILL STATION, NEW YORK 16, N. Y

CITY & STATE



fess parker

DON'T MISS
"A thriller which commands one's

frozen attention ... a work of

beauty and power."

NEW YORK TIMES

THE
"Suspense becomes almost un-

bearable ... a superior accom-

plishment."

NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE

"Part idyll . . . part nightmare . . .

has, too, something of the quality

of a folktale."

TRIBUNE BOOK REVIEW

OF THE
"A fresh and tensely moving tale

. . . impressive for its unorthodox

treatment."
THE SATURDAY REVIEW

Hunter

DELL now
A NEW POCKETSIZE BOOK
. ..ON SALE EVERYWHERE

(Continued from page 34) Before that,
when Fess faded out of Davy Crockett
At The Alamo, swinging his powderless
Old Betsy to the bloody end, something
like national mourning set in across the
land. Fifteen thousand tearful protests a
week threatened to set Walt Disney's Bur-
bank studios afloat. In Cincinnati three
thousand stunned boys donned black
crepe armbands and signed a mass pe-
tition begging, "Don't let Davy die at the
Alamo!" Other sentimental letters edged
in black revealed that Mom, Dad and es-
pecially Sister Sue had been making Jun-
ior move over when Fess stalked heroi-
cally onto the tv screen. The pressure fi-

nally mounted so high that Davy's epic
trio is getting its second Disneyland airing
at this moment. And soon a version in
technicolor hits the movie theatres, titled

Davy Crockett, King Of The Wild Frontier
—a line from the stirring "Ballad Of Davy
Crockett," now topping the Hit Parade.

"W7"hile libraries scrape their shelves for
" more Crockett lore, stores stock theirs
with Davy picture books, playthings, sheet
mi' sic and records. Nine versions of the
"Ballad"—including one by Fess—sell out
as fast as they're pressed. In the back-
woods, raccoons scamper for their lives

lest they turn into hats.

Like Davy, Fess Parker is a freedom

-

loving, rainbow-chasing adventurer who
finally adopted Davy's own motto—"Be
sure you're right, then go ahead!" The
going has not always been easy. In fact,

not long before Walt Disney accidentally
spotted him, Fess was bunking with a
Texas buddy in a basement cubbyhole un-
der a kitchen, and ducking leaky drips

every time the dishes upstairs were
washed. He was keeping his colossal
borlv alive on peanut butter, crackers and
milk, moving stoves at a dollar an hour
to pay for that and some nights sorting

ladies' lingerie in a Hollywood depart-
ment store. He had $100 left when Walt
moseyed into a projection room to catch
another actor, just as Fess' brief bit flashed

on in a picture called Them.
"Who's that?" gasped Disney, and

when nobody could tell him. answered
himself. "Why, it's Davy Crockett!" Walt
couldn't have been more right, as events
have certainly proved. Fess Parker's long

term contract at Disney's is the first Walt
ever handed a live actor. MGM, Twen-
tieth Century-Fox, in fact almost every
studio in town begs for this rugged sen-

sation—but the answer is no. Fess has

his work cut out for him at Disney's. The
Legends of Davy Crockett are already in

the works for TV and Children Of The
Covered Wagon comes up after that, with
movies to follow.

But the mantle of freedom still sits on
his wide shoulders as it did on Davy
Crockett's. "I'm still in a state of shock,"

he grins gratefully. "It's great to get a

break at last and the money sure comes
in handy. But I guess the best thing

that's happened to me is that at last I'm

able to make life meet me on my own
terms." That's what Fess has been try-

ing to do—with ups and downs—all his

young life. So did Davy Crockett until

the day he died at Texas' historic shrine.

Fess Parker was born not far away, in

Fort Worth, August 16, 1927, and he grew
up in San Angelo, which is even c^ser.

Like Davy, too, Fess comes from fight-

ing, foraging Anglo-Saxon pioneers. The
Parkers struck west from Tennessee, Davy
Crockett's own home state, to clear raw
prairie in Comanche County, Texas. His

great grandfather fought in the Civil War—"on the right side, of course—the South"
—Fess boasts, and afterward made his



living sawing out coffins. His grandfather
couldn't read or write until he got mar-
ried. His mother's line, the Aliens, came
from Arkansas, the state Davy's partner,
Jim Bowie, called home. And there's
Cherokee blood in the Lightfoots, another
family branch.
Fess will reveal that his unique name

really means "Proud" in archaic English,
and he can quote an Elizabethan line to
prove it: "The lass looked fess and fine

in her new gown." The ancient tag is his
dad's name too, and it crops out way back
in the family tree. Fess balked like a
steer when they talked about changing it.

"I'm Fess Parker and Fess Parker I'll

always be, no matter what happens to
me." Which declaration could serve for
his consistent creed as well.

W7"ith this bold heritage, Fess E.
Parker, Jr., was a conspicuous young

maverick even in a state that's loaded with
those. Rules and regulations bounced
off the brown-haired, barrel-chested boy
from the start. "Guess I was what you'd
call a problem kid," he drawls now, "not
really bad, but just ornery. Didn't mean
to be," allows Fess, "but—well—the way
I saw things wasn't always the way other
people did, especially teachers." As a
result, Fess was always beating a path
to the principal's office at Steven F. Aus-
tin Grammar School. His status as an
"erratic" student was further complicated
by girls and books.
Fess confesses to being an awkward but

ardent Romeo from first grade on, when
he flipped for a dainty little brunette
named Evelyn Tyler. He can still name
all his early sweethearts, forerunners of
a pretty parade. Ask him why he's never
tied a marriage knot and he ruffles his re-
bellious thatch, "Guess I've got a restless
heel," hazards Fess. "I generally move
along—or I get moved."
Books were less fickle, both ways. The

minute Fess learned to read he devoured
three or four volumes a day, always about
heroes of the West. "Shucks," he says
now, "It's not hard for me to play Davy
Crockett. I've been doing that all my
life—Jim Bowie, Sam Houston, Steve
Austin, too. And you could add Jim
Bridger, Daniel Boone and a few others.
Those fellows weren't just book heroes
to me—they were my best friends."
As things turned out, this vivid hero

worship was lucky for Fess. But back
then when the teacher asked a question,
"Well—I just wasn't there," grins Fess.
"I was exploring the Yellowstone with
John Colter or shooting the Grand Canyon
rapids with Major Powell."
Each summer when Fess got sprung

from "this den of miseree," as he used
to chant fervently, he had a chance to
translate his adventuring dreams into
action. He'd go up to his Grandpa Parker's
farm in Comanche County and sometimes
to his Grandma Allen's in Erath County.

Fess still invests Comanche County
with the pearly glow of Paradise. His dad
owns a 250-acre stretch right next to his
grandpa's old place now and when Fess
got a few bucks together making Battle
Cry just before he turned into Davy
Crockett, he plunked it down on 150
acres of his own where he aims to settle
in his old age. "It's got sweet spring
water and sandy loam," he purrs deep,
"and a little ole stone house with a tin
roof. There's a hill in the middle. Some-
day I'll build me a big house on that hill.
You can look all up and down Onion
Valley and watch the cows graze on those
wild scallions. Gives 'em a mighty strong
breath, sometimes," concedes Fess, "but
I never minded that a bit."
The only thing good-natured Fess

Parker ever minded, to be frank, was

people telling him what to do—and of
course that situation rolled around regu-
larly every September. He wasn't frac-
tious exactly—it was just those rules.
Whatever he tried, it seemed, there'd be
discipline somewhere along the line and
that's where Fess invariably balked—just
like the most beloved pet of his boyhood, a
one-eyed, cantankerous donkey named
Jenny. Fess spotted her one day on a
farm outside of town and just had to
have her. His dad made the deal and
Fess said he'd ride Jenny back. It was
five miles and along about sundown he
had to holler for a tow-truck. He staked
Jenny out on a vacant lot and climbed
aboard for a battle of wills. "I guess
you'd call it a draw," grins Fess. "She
wouldn't move and neither would I. Some-
body stole her one night and that's a pure
mystery. I never could figure how they
got her goin'! But I loved that stubborn
donkey better than anything. Maybe that's
symbolic."

It was hard to move Fess Parker, too,
when he wasn't so inclined. As a result
he admits he goofed a lot of his oppor-
tunities to shine around San Angelo High.
For instance, he tooted hot trumpet and
aimed at the solo spot in the school band.
But the director insisted on regular prac-
tice sessions, so instead of working his
way up he worked his way out. Then
he got the lead in the big high school play,
but he saw no good reason why he should
give his all to art and turn in his home-
work, too. The day it opened Fess showed
on the flunk list, got canceled, and his
deadly rival played opposite Fess' dream
girl, Nancy Cransford.

In his senior year his dad wangled him
a principal appointment to Annapolis.
In the face of Parker's chronically in-
surgent record that would seem like ask-
ing for trouble. But Annapolis was his
dad's dream and, curiously enough, be-
came Fess' too. So he was pretty rocked
when they rejected him because he was
six feet, four then and overweight for the
Naval Academy. "After that, to tell the
truth," says Fess, "I never was real sure
what I wanted to do—until I hit this town
of Hollywood." For the next eight years
he rambled in and out of four separate
colleges as well as a three-year hitch in
the service, trying to find out.

TJ is first try, Texas A & M, didn't take.x± Summer after graduation, Fess worked
on a roofing gang at Concho Field Air Base,
saved up $600 and traipsed up to College
Station where most of his San Angelo
High pals headed. He took liberal arts,
his card said, but really A & M is a cow
college, and a tough one. Fess liked both
agriculture and animal husbandry—free
style on his grandpa's ranch—but as a
rigid science—well, it was the old story.
At the end of the first semester he came
up with a perfect report card—five "F's."

"Mister Parker," inquired his English
professor, Mr. Kidd, shortly afterward,
"I'm curious. Why do you come to class?"

"I s'pose because I'm s'posed to," an-
swered Fess innocently.

"Well, if I were you I wouldn't bother,"
advised the prof. "You were dropped
from school five days ago."
"And do you know," drawls Fess, "that

Mister Kidd wasn't kidding." He left
A & M with few regrets, though. "Eight
thousand men on that campus," Fess ex-
plains. "And no women. Imagine!"
Next stop was Hardin-Simmons College

in Abilene and, with feminine scenery and
more liberal arts, Fess did better. But
that was 1943 and able-bodied young
Texans figured winning the war was a
Lone Star State affair. Fess traveled up
to Dallas with six friends volunteering
to be Naval Air Corps pilots. All eventu-
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ally were—except Fess Parker. "Too tall,"

they told him again. These rejections

finally handed Fess a slight complex about

his height. "I wish photographers would

stop asking me to walk through door-

ways," he complains mildly today.

The G.I.'s Navy had no objections to

able young giants, however. In fact, dur-

ing his three years in the Navy Fess

Parker's astronomical stature came in

handy more than once, starting at boot

camp in San Diego. Being tallest they

put him in command of a sixty-man color,

guard of six-footers. He strutted out and

snapped them through the manual of

arms each afternoon while the bugles

played. After that wherever they routed

Seaman Parker—aviation radio school at

Millington, Tennessee, general detail in

New Orleans, Camp Pendleton, California,

for Marine combat training or San Fran-

cisco's Tanforan Race Track for overseas

staging, he was usually squad leader, be-

cause he towered over everyone else.

It was at those California bases that

Fess Parker first discovered Hollywood,

although the discovery was strictly uni-

lateral. A friend he had met on a train,

named Jack Walsh, had been to prep

school with Jim Jordan, Fibber McGee
and Molly's son. Through Jim, Jack

and Fess got a close look at the studios,

met stars and even bagged dates with

movie cuties. With that personalized

treatment it's no wonder the Hollywood
bug started boring into the tall Texas

sailor's noggin. One Easter week end,

he and Jack were hitchhiking back to

San Francisco when Walter Huston and
his wife Nan gave them a lift as far as

Bakersfield. He answered their questions

and they asked him to visit them at their

ranch next time he was down.
"You know," Fess told Jack as they

trudged on north, "I like these Holly-

wood people. They're real friendly, and
they seem to do all right with ranches and
things. I reckon I'm going to be a movie
actor myself someday."
"Get conscious, Tex," his buddy trimmed

his sails. "You're too damned big and
too damned stupid!"

Fess never got a chance to accept Walter
Huston's invitation because before he
knew it he was cruising around the Phil-

ippines aboard YMS 334, a 132-foot, shal-

low-draft sweeper, popping Jat>r->ese

mines. The action was noisy and exciting

for a while but it soon got boring.

Fess had absorbed all the regulation

book life he could handle. The war
was over and he had enough points to get

home. But Navy red tape was mighty
slow looping out to the YMS 334, and
Seaman Parker began to worry how long

he'd last without blowing his top right

into the brig. So he ground his noodle
and came up with a gimmick: The reason,

Fess figured, that the Navy didn't

like tall sailors was because ship over-

heads were so low—six feet, and he was
five inches over. To get around he had to

bend like a bobby-pin. Next time they

put in to the Islands for mail he reported

to the orthopedic officer. "Got a mighty
sore back," Fess groaned, "and my neck's

about broke." He bent over like Rip Van
Winkle. It was a convincing performance.
It sent him to a series of Naval hospitals.

They discharged him finally at Lido Beach,

Long Island, in April 1946, telling him,

"You never should have been in the Navy
in the first place—you're just too big."

Fess headed for Texas instead of Holly-
wood. He wasn't crazy enough to tackle

that town with nothing more than a wild
idea—and he had plenty of no money. On
the other hand, he had his G.I. Bill to

finance school and his folks had moved
80 up to Abilene, where his mother, Mackie,

could keep him in spoonbread and Mexican
strawberries (red beans). That spelled

Hardin-Simmons again for him. He sal-

vaged three courses out of the pre-war
wreckage and aimed his credits at speech

and dramatics, with some football planned

on the side. He owned a $40 Model-T
Ford, found a pretty girl to woo and

started his college career all over.

One afternoon, chugging the Model T
and the best girl home from a movie, Fess

got his plans cut to pieces along with his

face. A belligerent motorist who may
have been drinking bumped him savagely

off the street, then gunned around hurling

an epithet no Texan can take. Fess took

out after him, walked up his driveway
and started to remonstrate. Next thing he
knew a knife bit into his neck and gouged
across his cheek. Luckily the blade missed
his jugular vein by a whisker, and broke
on his rugged jaw. He could have been
killed.

LITTLE BOY DAMP

As Dorothy Lamour, Debra Paget and
a few others associated with a publicity

tour approached the bandstand where
they were to appear, a small boy of

three or four, sitting on the steps, re-

fused to let them by. Showing no dis-

approval, in spite of a heavy rain, Miss
Lamour picked the child up and car-

ried him to the platform, where she had
her picture taken with him.

Marcela Gravel
Lewiston, Maine

Spouting blood, Fess landed in the hos-
pital. He was there ten days. Twenty
veins had been severed and they pumped
him with transfusions. Today there's a
deep hole back of his left ear and scar zig-

zags like lightning under his beard.

That injury cooked any thought of col-

lege athletics, and the puzzling aftermath
spurred a change in Fess' curriculum.
Because at the Grand Jury investigation,

it developed that the half-murdered victim

had no legal complaint against his stabber.

English common law still said a man
could defend himself with* anything handy
on his own property. "All of a sudden I

got very interested in the law," says Fess.

"I figured I'd better to survive in this

world."

The inspiration steered Fess to the Uni-
versity of Texas Law School at Austin.

After a whirlwind start he ran into

a course in contracts and flunked it flat.

Fess always has been allergic to anything
binding. There were other distractions

besides knotty studies. The best girl at

Hardin-Simmons followed him to Austin
with marriage on her mind. He pledged

Pi Kappa Alpha and they give pledges a I

rough time. To ease the pressure of his
j

private life Fess switched again—this

time to Business Administration. But he
found that dull and collected four more
"I 's." No wonder he refers to his college

[

career as "checkered." He hopped all over t

the board before getting his plain B.A. in
J

1950, which he still regards as a minor
miracle.

Still, Fess Parker looks back with pleas-
|

ant memories on his protracted stay at .

Texas University. He enjoyed campus life

at the fraternity house, got elected Sweet-
heart of Alpha Chi Omega, played Mars in

a Greek God campus show, played basket-
ball and pecked out provocative pieces of

philosophy for the school paper. Through
these, one professor, Dr. Arthur Colman,
took a liking to him. When movie star

Adolphe Menjou came through Austin i

narrating Peter And The Wolf with the
j

San Antonio Symphony, Dr. Colman
delegated Fess to take him around. Fess
surprised himself by answering yes to

:

Menjou's question: "Would you like to
;

work in western pictures?"

"He gave me some good advice," re-
members Fess. "Graduate first!" But
Menjou also promised to introduce Fess

to his agent if and when he arrived in
j

Hollywood. Fess suspects that's what
kicked him through to his sheepskin. A
month after he got it he was in Hollywood
to claim the bounty.

Fess' first awkward pass at a picture

career didn't quite set the Boulevard 1

ablaze. Menjou made good his word and
introduced him to agent Bert Allenberg.

"It's a thousand to one you'll ever get

anywhere," he said. "You're too big,

you're too green and that Texas accent

is too thick. But don't let me discourage

you." Fess heard essentially the same
opinion wherever he poked, although

talent scouts sent him over to drama
coach Natasha Lytess of Fox Studio. He
ultimately succeeded in getting into her I

office, and, as he entered a sexy blonde

swished out—Marilyn Monroe. But Mon-
roe's Svengali punctured the head of steam.

"I wouldn't dare try to teach you any-
thing," she sighed. "You're so—er—ele-

mental that I'd just ruin whatever you
have—whatever that is."

It took Fess several more foravs from i

Texas to Hollywood in the Model T
j

before he figured a way to stick and find

out. "I'm mighty resourceful," he claims,

"when it comes to pursuing my interests."

He had a year coming on his G.I. Bill, so he

went after his Master's degree in William

DeMille's School Of The Theatre at U.S.C.,

figuring that if the movie dream winked
out he could always teach. Fess com-
pleted his classwork for the M.A., but he

never got around to writing his thesis, be-

cause that spring he heard they were after

big men to play sailors in the road com-
pany of Mister Roberts. He was just an

j

extra but three months in San Francisco

and Los Angeles gave him the professional

feel—also an idea when the job ended.

Fess picked twenty of Hollywood's

top agencies out of the phone book and

spent a few dimes. "This is Fess Parker."

he proclaimed importantly. "I've just

closed at the Biltmore with Henry Fonda

in Mister Roberts. I might consider some

Hollywood picture offers—that is, if I de-

cide to stay."

"You know," grins Fess, "that never

failed once. They all said, 'Come right

out.' " There was usually a big let-

down when he did, but finally the Wynn
Rocamora agency took him on and Fess

|

was in business at last. A mighty pre-

carious business for a long time, to be

sure, because even for experienced glam-
j

our boys Hollvwood is a hard nut to crack,
\



and Fess looked and acted like Panhandle
Pete. "But there comes a time when a
man has to make a stand—like Davy
Crockett—and I figured this was mine,"
says Fess. That's when he holed up with
an old Texas U. pal, John Rice, in the
leaky basement apartment, hefted stoves
and sorted pink panties to buy his peanut
butter and milk.
Fess finally got inside a studio as a

sharecropper in Untamed Frontier at U-I,
speaking three short lines. That led to a
bumpkin role in No Room For The Groom.
Then he snagged a short spot as a Con-
federate sergeant with Gary Cooper in
Springfield Rifle.

"Major," he growled, "I had you in my
sights, suh. Don't know why I didn't
shoot you!" Coop was so impressed by his
own gooseflesh that he toyed with signing
Fess on a personal contract. But nothing
happened, so Fess went on with his bits

—

usually Texans in action movies like
Thunder Over The Plains, Island In The
Sky, Them and Battle Cry, in which he had
a fair part. Television helped with bits

in Dragnet, Death Valley Days, City De-
tective, My Little Margie and others.

"Trouble acting? Why, no," drawls
Fess. "I took to this stuff like a duck to
Water. It's just gettin' the idea and bein'
yourself." Pretty soon he was solvent
enough to trade his Model-T in on a
convertible, move out of the leaky base-
ment to plush Peyton Hall with two other
pals, and buy a $175 guitar. But his odd
name still drew blank stares around
Hollywood until Disney spotted him in
the atomic thriller about ten-foot red
ants with their irradiated genes gone hay-
wire. "First time I ever was up against
any actors taller than I was. Maybe that's
what caught Mr. Disney's attention."

Anyway, Fess couldn't have been more
surprised or delighted. He first learned
the good news dropping by his agent's
one Friday after a My Little Margie job,
where he'd played Lennie Krunchmeyer,
an All-American dumbbell. Fess hustled
right out to the Disney studio, signed that
day. "How soon can you leave for loca-
tion in North Carolina?" Walt asked him.

"I'd say in about twenty minutes," re-
plied Fess. "Soon's I throw my stuff in
the back of the car and park it."

Except for a new tv set, Fess Parker
could make the same promise today.
He's still traveling light, literally and
figuratively. But the airiness hasn't crept
to his stubborn head.

"D ight now he's camping in a tiny one-" room apartment with a midget refrig-
erator, toaster, electric mixer and pull-
down-bed over which his toes dangle.
For pure comfort's sake, Fess is acquir-
ing a rustic-modern house up off Bene-
dict Canyon. "That is," he qualifies, "if

I can dig up the $6000 down payment."
The house, by the way, has heat in the
floor which intrigues Fess mightily. "Heat

1 rises," he explains. "All my life my
head's been hot and my feet cold!"

Up in the canyon, too, it's woodsy,
birdsy and squirrelly as he likes it, with
some pals living across the gulch who,
with Fess, make up "The Whippoorwill
Rising And Walking Club." Fess is an
early riser who likes "the fresh, wet, opti-
mistic smell of morning," as he puts it

poetically. In fact, most of his habits and
tastes are old-fashioned and plain. When
he steps out of character he's in trouble.

Last winter, for instance, Fess let a
Hollywood friend tout him onto a skiing
week end in the mountains. He went for
$30 worth of snow clothes and a pair of
runners. First take-off, Fess smashed the
skis, split his new pants, wrenched his
back and sprained his ankle. It cost him
$250 in doctors' bills.

He has had a look inside the Sunset
Strip nightclubs but each time fled fast.

"Oh, I like to caper around," Fess allows,
"but those places are just too uncomfort-
able. A man can't breathe." Since he's
in the spotlight his Disney advisers have
talked Fess into some made-to-measure
suits to replace the skimpy numbers off

racks that made him look like Ichabod
Crane. That was fine with Fess. "But,"
he puzzled, "how do you go about it?" He
got his first tuxedo to take in television's

recent Emmy awards. Actually, at this

point, all Fess really needs is his fringed
buckskins and his coonskin Kelly.

Like most bachelors, Fess forages for his
meals wherever he happens to be, or
cooks up a savory mess himself at home.
On festive occasions, however, he favors
farm kitchen Texas fare—beef roasts, corn
pone, hominy, hot biscuits and such, but
for some reason he hates chicken. He
doesn't smoke and you wouldn't call Fess
a drinking man—although he does like
his beer, and one week end at the beach
with four other huskies consumed $92
worth. Fess likes to get his eight to ten
hours of sleep but he'll cheat sometimes
to sit up all night reading (he still loves
heroes and folklore) or strumming his
guitar to work out a ditty, of which he has
composed six. Right now he is cooking
up another Davy Crockett ballad with
Buddy Ebsen.
Fess still drives his "Stude-Ferrari" as

he calls his '51 Studebaker. He'd like a
real sports car if he could afford it and
could cram himself inside one. He still

goes Sundays to the Church of Christ, to
which he was converted from Methodism
one night by a friend's convincing theo-
sophical arguments. And he still sticks

with his one and only Hollywood girl,

Marcella Rinehart, a singer he met at
Peyton Hall, "exchanging poolside philos-
ophy." Marcy is a pretty, dainty bru-
nette and while it's steady Fess claims
it's not serious. "But when I do get
hitched," he swears, "it'll be for keeps and
a big family, Lord willing."

Tp ess is talking truly when he says,
"Right now they've got me jumpin'

sideways." He hasn't had time to sort out
what's happened to him, or draw an ac-
curate bead on what lies ahead. He has
been hustling off on personal appearance
tours and posing as Davy Crockett so
steadily that he hasn't had a respectable
haircut in about ten months now. He
favors a crew cut but it looks like he'll

never get one again. As for his studio
plans, Fess is understandably all out for
anything Walt Disney tells him to do. He
has only one worry. "I just hope," he says
soberly, "that I can measure up to all this

hero worship with the kids. I'd sure hate
to do something reckless now and disil-

lusion them."
At this point that seems practically im-

possible. On the Hollywood frontier Fess
Parker is king right now and the king can
do no wrong. But there's a personal rea-
son, too, why Fess yearns to measure up
to the stature fate has thrust upon him.
He figures he still carries the banner of
the Lone Star State.

"I love you, California," he says, "but I

guess I'll always be a Texan. That's where
my roots are and where I'll go back some
day. I want the home folks to be proud of
me. Out here it's like the poem, Farewell,
that old Davy himself wrote away back
yonder—'in the land of the stranger I rise

or I fall . ,.
.'

"I took a long time risin'," allows Fess
Parker, "and I'm not aimin' to fall now."

It doesn't seem likely. Not for a man,
who, like Davy Crockett, seems to be des-
tined to live out a hero's legend in his
own lifetime. end
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there's

another side

of the coin

Think you know Monroe? You don't even know what she looks like!

m Now that Marilyn Monroe has settled down in the densely populated east,

it has been observed more and more that there are really two Marilyn Monroes.

On one side of the golden mm coin, there is the familiar mint—the most

famous face and figure in America. The other side is the private Monroe.

These are the reports from the areas Marilyn has visited most while in and

around New York City. The first site is the Waldorf Towers, where Marilyn

has taken up residence. The second spot is the Actors Studio in Manhattan,

where many less glamorous if not harder-working actors and actresses attend

classes. Marylin is among them at the famous school-workshop.

The third place is Weston, Connecticut, where Marilyn visits frequently as

house guest of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Greene. He's the photographer who is

vice-president of Marilyn's own production company. While Marilyn lived

there, incidentally, she used as a bedroom half of Milton's photographic

studio. It was divided down the middle with a large canvas curtain, and

Marilyn's room was a temporary makeshift that included a plain double bed,

a canvas back chair and a dressing table.

The first Monroe, and the easiest to spot, is the glamour girl the public

knows. She is carefully made up, and her hairdo takes hours to set. She is

dressed in clothes of the MM stamp—low-cut gowns or attractive sweaters

and tight skirts. This Monroe walks with the awareness of making a public

appearance. Every gesture is well-calculated and deliberate, even the eyelash

flutter. . .

In this version, Marilyn's speech has the intonation of a naive, questioning

child unlike her schoolmates, who use their voices with more vigor and versa-

tility because of their Broadway, radio and television backgrounds.

The second Monroe is a casual, everyday Marilyn who leaves off her

make-up, wears slacks and turtle-neck sweaters and sometimes covers her

tousled hair with a bandana. Her speech becomes more matter of fact.

Women who have caught a glimpse of this second Monroe have admired

her clear, beautiful complexion ("like a doll's").

This Monroe was at a Connecticut party where one of the other guests told

his wife: "You remember what I told you about women wearing slacks? That

those who shouldn't, do? And those who can, don't? Well, there's a gal in

slacks in the corner there who never should wear pants!"

The gal, of course, was Marilyn Monroe.

There was the time last April when Marilyn made her television appearance

on Person To Person. The CBS crew was setting up the cameras. They had

seen no one from the household when Milton Greene and a girl came in.

They had been out riding a small motorcycle.

"When are we going to see Marilyn?" some of the men asked Greene.

Greene's companion was Marilyn. Most of the crew had thought she was

Greene's wife. It was only later that they saw Amy Greene, the brunette

beauty who won a screen test after the television visit to her home.

This was the Monroe with the Greenes when their car was held up by a

crowd in Manhattan. "What's the trouble?" they asked. A man said, "They're

expecting Marilyn Monroe!" They were expecting the wrong one!
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she'd do it all over again
—

(Continued from page 39) inside you
screams, 'I can't go on.' But I never
heard a waitress say it was any fun to

stand on her feet all day, just to make
ends meet. I can afford a beautiful home
and the help to run it. I can afford

to travel. I can afford to build for Cheryl '

and the future, instead of living from check

to check. Neither Lex nor I wants to rely

on motion pictures alone. We have four

oil wells, all pumping like mad. He has
|

pulled off a couple of other good deals.

Without pictures, we never would have

had the money to put into them. So I'm

eternally grateful. Because now, after a
;

good many years, I can afford the luxury

of not working. You know what hap-

pened the other night?"

The other night Lex said, "We're having
j

dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Soandso."

"Who?"
"This man is very important to my busi-

ness."
"But what have I got to do with it?

"You just go along and be charming."

"That's all?"

"That's all."
. I

She was charming at dinner that night

and next dav on the golf course. The deal

went through. "You think I helped?" asked

Lana.
"Of course you helped, said Lex, and

found her clinging to him in helpless

mirth. "What's so funny?"
"After all these years, me being the

little woman. It slays me, but I love it.

And I'm laughing so as not to cry."

As against the big pay-off, the big beef

is lack of privacy, a common complaint,

to which Lana contributes her mite,

though without much hope. "It makes
any marriage more difficult. I don't care

whose it is. The spies, the eyes, the win-

dows, are always on you. They tell

you you're news; whatever you do makes
headlines. Granted. But whatever you
don't do makes them too. Even before I

married Lex, they broke out the glad

tidings that it couldn't last. Even when
everything is going great, somebody writes,

'What's wrong in the Barker household?'

The way some people play it, they can't

wait for you to lose."

Not long ago they attended a dinner

party at the Ed Gardners'. Lana, with a

sick headache, wanted to beg off. Lex,

who doesn't much care about going out,

felt like going that night. "We'll leave

early," he promised. Her headache seemed

better, so they went. But the sight of food,

the din of talk and laughter brought it

on again, and she asked to be excused.

Mrs. Gardner took her upstairs to lie

down. Temples throbbing, she wanted only

to slip out of her clothes and into her own
bed. Unwilling to create a disturbance in

the dining room, she left messages for Lex
and her hostess and went home, which was
just around the block. Next morning she

opened the paper to discover that she had
walked out after a big brawl with her hus-

band. Silently, she handed him the sheet.

"Well," he observed, "I see they're going

down the list. They've worked on Tony
and Janet, given the Grangers the business,

now it's time for Lana and Lex again.

Forget it."

She understood the wisdom of his ad-

vice. "If you feel good, you brush it off.

If not you start your day on the wrong
foot. You know the truth, so that's not

what bothers you. Just that you're sit-

ting ducks for anyone who feels like taking

a potshot. All we ask is a fair shake."

On the credit side, glamour is supposed t

to rate high. According to Lana, it's

a much abused word. "Webster calls it



FRECKLES
false magic, and I think he's got some-
thing there. Apart from the dictionary,

I'm not sure I know what it means. Pretty
clothes? Jewelry? New cars? All very
nice, but only the goop on top. Under
the goop, you'll find plenty of miserable
people. If it means being the center of

attention, yes, that's exciting at first when
you're not used to it, but it palls pretty
quickly and it leaves you pretty empty.
I look back to my party days, and they
mean nothing. I look back to Europe and
Acapulco with Lex, and they're full of
good memories."

In Europe they shied away from public
places, stopped at little pensions, set off

each morning with a loaf of bread, a jug
of wine, some cheese and a newspaner
to cut the cheese on, and drove all day
through the sun-drenched countryside.
In Acapulco they rented a house for three
weeks. No hotels with the routine of pre-
tending unconsciousness of heads that
turn and eyes that stare. Taking towels

j

and magazines, a beach umbrella, a

|

portable ice box stuffed with their favorite

j

Mexican dish of raw fish marinated in

|

lime, they'd sit on the beach until six,

I

go home to shower, change, dine by them-
selves and read.
"That's glamour?" asks Lana. "Then

fifty million Americans are just as glam-
orous."

f\ n the debit side, there has been ro-" mantic failure. While resenting pokes
from the press, she thinks too straight
to charge them with her own blunders.
A likable trait in the Turner gal has been
her acceptance of responsibility, her tight-
lipped refusal to spread the blame even
to her partners in failure. Nor does she
flinch from facts. "I'm not proud of
having been married four times. I'd like

to say yes, this is my one and only, but
you can't erase the past. I've made an
awful lot of mistakes. I'm not so stupid
that they haven't taught me something.
And I'm not so smart that I think I know
all the answers."
At sixteen she began to earn her living.

Ten years ago she got into the big money.
For marriage, she considers this a hazard
—not only in Hollywood, but in modern
life generally. "I can see it both ways.
On the one hand, I love my independence.
It's hard not to, once you're accustomed
to it. On the other hand, it can be a
woman's worst enemy. When she leans
on a man for her very existence, necessity
keeps them together. When things don't
always go right, they're more likely to
learn patience. But let her be self-sup-
porting, and it's too easy to say, 'Here
are your walking papers. See you around.'
The minute an altercation comes up, she
can zing him over the head with her in-
dependence and hurt him so deeply.
There've been times in my life when I al-
ways had the quick comeback. Well, I

was wrong, but that doesn't change the
picture. Only I know now that adjust-
ment is a continual process, not some-
thing you can polish off in a year and
relax.

"Let's face it, I'm no Miss Meek, and
my husband has a firm mind of his own.
But neither of us holds grudges and we
don't sulk. When it's over, it's over. What's
more, he makes the decisions round our
house. Big and small. If he wants to go
out, we go out. If not, we stay home.
Sometimes I think I'm doing all the adjust-
ing. But I swallow the comebacks. I wait
till the lights are low and the music's on
and the fire's going and the mood is soft.

Then I take up whatever is bothering me.
It's a good technique. Gets you a lot

further."

Whatever hurts she has inflicted, equal,
if not deeper hurts have been inflicted

on her. She never has discussed them;

she won't discuss them now. But she went
abroad resolved to think things through,
leaving Hollywood gladly not because
she felt the solution lay in Europe, but
hoping that distance might lend perspec-
tive to her problems. The solution, she
came to realize, lay within herself. It was
up to her to find some new way of life,

since the old way certainly hadn't made
her happy. All the Barker publicity
notwithstanding, she spent much of her
time alone, exploring whys and where-
fores. What did she want? Simple. What
everyone wanted. A measure of inward
peace. Where had she looked for it? In
crowds, crying, "If I have to stay in to-
night, I'll go crazy," deluding herself that
maybe tonight she would meet the miracle-
worker who would bring her peace. What
had she found? Razzle-dazzle and disen-
chantment.

T ana is no introvert who can dissect,
J-1 stage by stage, an altered outlook. "I
took time to meditate. I discovered that
quietness gave me strength. The merry-
go-round which I used to think meant so
much to me ran down, and I realized I'd

been chasing a brass ring. It was like a
slow awakening to different values. I

can't honestly say that Lex did it for me.
No person can change another's attitude
that much. You've got to do your own
growing. But it helped to find someone
who could meet me on the same ground
—and someone J could meet. If I had
still been a scatterbrain, we'd have had a
couple of dates, I'd have said thanks a
lot and that would have been it. As it

turned out, we were both sick of the
tinsel. Only I didn't know how to ex-
plain to Lex what went on in me, and
he wasn't glib either. We're both short
on fancy words. So it was a long-drawn-
out process, getting acquainted with the
other's personalites and ways of thinking.
We're still getting acquainted. That's what
I mean by adjusting every day. But on
the basic things—home, kids and future,"
she crossed her fingers, "we're like this."

Their life together is quiet. They en-
tertain at home with small dinner parties
for friends like the Mike Wildings, the Ben
Gages, the Cubby Broccolis. Occasion-
ally they'll be seen at a big wingding, but
Lex loathes them and Lana has had her
fill. He's an outdoors guy, an early
riser and a devotee of golf. She's a golfer
too, though less ardent. When he's not
working, he'll still be up at some unearthly
hour for a day on the links. Averse to
breakfasting without his wife, he'll drag
her out of bed, moaning, protesting, dead
to the world until she has had her second
cup of coffee, by which time she can al-
most understand what he's saying. Some-
times she'll trot along and, once out un-
der the morning sky, enjoys it. More
often, bed seems pleasanter and she crawls
back in. Whether they've spent the day
apart or together, they're home by six. If

Lex had his way, that's when they would
eat. If Lana had her way, they'd eat at
nine. Splitting the difference, they eat
at seven-thirty. The girl who used to
streak like a moth for the bright lights

settles down in relief to a placid evening
at home. They watch tv, listen to records
or just sit and gab—over memories of the
past and plans for the future—sometimes
until four in the morning.
Straightforward about her feelings, she

dislikes goo. Sentimental anecdotes em-
barrass her. "We're not kids, it sounds
silly," she demurs, and this hesitation
seems oddly touching. But with her native
good humor, she gives in.

There's the horn bit. Neither ever
leaves the other without honking three
times, which means "I love you." Should
Lex forget, Lana's day would be ruined.
Once she was mad about something.
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Cheerily the horn tooted its three blasts.

"I'll bet you do," she retorted to the

empty room, which piece of absurdity

promptly gave her the giggles.

Another time, leaving late for work, it

was she who forgot. A message waited

at the studio. "I don't know what it is,

but please call Mr. Barker right away.

He sounded terribly upset."

Heart pounding, she dialed. Who was
suddenly sick? Cheryl? 'Her mother?
Not Lex himself, hale and hearty just

twenty minutes ago. "What's wrong?"
she quavered, as he came on the phone.

"You didn't honk I love you." Like a six-

year-old abandoned by his mother.

She wanted to shake him like a six-

year-old, too, for scaring her half to

death. Instead, she picked up a brush and
clunked it against the receiver three

times. "Okay?"
"Well, it's not as loud as the horn, but

I guess I'll survive."

Their talisman is a tiny ceramic donkey
named Baby, acquired for his outstand-

ing personality. Wandering around Capri,

they discovered him on a knick-knack
table. Unkempt, bedraggled, looking as

though he'd worked overtime all his life,

his face was still split in a wide and
seraphic grin. Baby goes everywhere
with them, and for a specific reason. Some-
times you can't quite say, "Yes, I was a

stinker." Sometimes you're dying to say

it and it sticks in your throat. Baby's the

mediator for whichever one has lost his

temper. Lana has found him smiling from
the bottom of her coffee cup, Lex in the

toe of a shoe. Baby can say, "I'm sorry,"

with ease and grace, always glad to help

them over the hump.

Their daydreams include more children,

if possible. Lana is a natural with kids,

blending humor, warmth and authority.

Linn and Zan, who've just spent six

months with the Barkers, call her Bunny.
Cheryl calls Lex "Po," her own abbrevia-
tion of Pop. She and Linn are best friends,

visiting back and forth, taking turns to

stay overnight with each other.

Many tears have been shed for the off-

spring of Hollywood stars, and you take
your pick of two popular views. One,
they're ruined by overindulgence. Two
they're ruined by neglect, shunted into

the care of strangers, allowed to see mama
long enough night and morning to peck her
on the cheek. Both views are extreme.
Neither happens to be true of Cheryl
Crane. "I can't speak," says Lana, "for

anyone but myself. For myself, I'm a
working mother, so I couldn't spend all my
days with Cheryl. But my mother had to

work too, and couldn't spend her days
with me. Nor afford the care I gave
Cheryl. Yes, she has had nurses and gov-
ernesses, but always under my close
supervision. Mine was the final word, and
we all knew it. I don't think she has
suffered from my being in the movie busi-
ness. I think her childhood has been hap-
pier than mine."
Which is understatement. An engaging

and well-adjusted youngster, Cheryl is

the product of her mother's very definite
ideas on child-rearing. She attends a
parochial school, and for two sound
reasons. Lana respects the values taught
by the sisters. And she wants her daugh-
ter, to make friends with kids on all

economic levels. At Cheryl's school, it's

character that counts, not how many
Cadillacs your father owns. "I don't like
snobs," says Lana briefly.

She is consistent about discipline. In
return for her allowance, Cheryl has cer-
tain chores to perform—like hanging up
her clothes, making her bed, caring for
her bird and dog. If she slips up, she
hears about it from Mother. Nearing

84 twelve, she's too old to be spanked, but

young enough to be crushed by no TV

or no ice-skating next Saturday. And
even though it hurts her worse, Lana
makes it stick. "Unless you keep your
word for good or ill, why should they
trust you?"
She has reached an age where they

have fun doing things together, as with
the riding lessons. Last Christmas Mrs.
Turner gave them their first mother-
daughter outfits. Two-piece numbers in

pale blue, blouse, sweater, identical belts,

little full skirts with lots of petticoats.

Thus arrayed, they went shopping in

Beverly. Since they both love to win-
dow-shop, Lana noticed nothing odd until

Cheryl lingered before the hardware
store, which she had never before hon-
ored with a passing glance. Only then
did it dawn on her mother that the child

was studying in each windowpane the re-
flection of two figures, dressed exactly
alike, and getting a big bang out of it.

Pretending absorption in nuts and bolts,

Lana watched the look on her daughter's
face and got a big bang out of that.

A s her fledgling begins to edge out of

the nest, she is seized by the usual
maternal qualms, which she squelches

—

with an assist from Lex. Cheryl was all

steamed up over a projected camping week
end with her Girl Scout troop. Lana con-

TEACHER'S PET

While Vic Da-
mone was sta-

tioned in San An-
tonio he sang in

Harlandale High.
He sang a song to

teachers under
thirty. In the
crowd, however,
ivas a sad looking
teacher, definitely

over thirty. Vic noticed her and called
her up to the stage. He sang "Septem-
ber Song" to her and then said, "I bet
I could kiss you." He did, and the
crowd went wild, especially we girls.

Betty Nava
San Antonio, Texas

jured up visions of fearful perils, like
snakes. Lex said: "If she can't do what the
rest of 'em do, why let her belong at all?"
She saw his point. She had seen it before
he made it, but needed bolstering. Feeling
heroic, she piled twelve little girls into the
station wagon, drove them to the camp
site, spent the week end with her heart
in her mouth and drove back to collect
them. Not till she glimpsed Cheryl all

in one piece, did she breathe freely again.
But what-the-rest-of-them-do isn't her

yardstick. Right now she's getting the lip-

stick routine. "Lipstick?" she gasps, not
nearly so shocked as she pretends. "Why,
you're not even twelve yet."

"Well, when? When I'm thirteen?"
"No. Maybe fifteen."

"Oh, Mom-my!!" on a long wail. "All
the other girls

—

"

"You're not all the other girls."

"All the other mothers—

"

"I'm not all the other mothers and,
honey, let me tell you something. There
aren't any tricks you can think of to pull
that I haven't pulled myself, and not too
long ago. So why don't you just float with
the tide?" To this dialogue, Mrs. Turner
listens with interest. "What are you hum-
ming about?" demands Lana.
Which gives Cheryl fresh fodder. "I bet

Grandma let you."
"I don't want to hear any more about it,"

says Lana in the tone that means no kid-
ding, and with a final "Oh, Mommy!"

Cheryl subsides. For the time being.
Having grown up with it, Mommy's po-

sition in Hollywood cuts little ice with
her except as it is reflected among her as-
sociates. When she was smaller, she en-
joyed visiting the set. Now, deep in her
own interests, she couldn't care less. Only
once, a couple of years ago, did a small
cloud develop. She came home from school,
obviously down in the dumps. "What's
wrong," asked Lana.

"Nothing, Mommy." But at length she al-
lowed the truth to be coaxed out. "The
kids had been teasing her. "They kept say-
ing Lana Turner's your mother. She's a
movie star."

"Well, honey, you've known that right
along. It's a job, that's all. No different

from Mary's mother, only she works in a
1

department store." But the small face re- .

fused to brighten and, with sudden in- i

sight, Lana detected the difference. For the
first time Cheryl was seeing her through 1

the eyes of others—a glamour queen high
on her throne, set apart from the rest of

the world, maybe even from herself. She
gathered the child up. "Don't you be- <

lieve it. You're my baby and I'm your
mother. Lana Turner's got nothing to do
with us." Which was all her troubled
daughter wanted to hear.
Now she's discovering that to be Lana

Turner's daughter carries distinct advan-
tages. Cheryl is in the sixth grade. The

j

sixth graders idolize the eighth graders. If '

an eighth grader says hello to you, you
j

float. Well, they've done more than say !

hello to Cheryl. One of her classmates
brought a picture of Lana and tacked it to

the wall. This made her feel rather self-

conscious until recess time, when an
eighth grader approached respectfully. "If

it's all right with you girls, we'd like to

borrow that picture of Cheryl's mother and
hang it in our room for an hour."
Choking with pride, she spilled out the

tale at home. "Eighth graders! Imagine,
Mommy! Aren't you thrilled?!" And don't

think Mommy wasn't.

Lana has been publicized from the spec-
tacular angle, which makes news.

What doesn't make news is, she's got a
brain in her head—and not only in dealing
with youngsters. Put on any symphony
and she'll tell you its name, its composer,
who's playing, who's conducting. Always a

hungry reader, she's more so now. The
Prophet may not be your cup of tea, but
it's hers and it lies on her bedside table.

Books on every form of religion fasci-

nate her, not with the notion of changing
her own faith, but to understand what
others believe and why. Knowing all this,

you're not surprised when she tells you:
"I've got four more years under contract

to MGM. Then I'm just going to do other
things unless some story comes along that

I can't bear not to do. There's so much
to learn that I haven't time to learn while
I'm working, and when a picture's finished,

I'm too tired to care. I want to try paint-

ing again, which I started once and gave
up. I'd like to know more about music.
I'd like to study languages. The world's

so small nowadays. It's stupid to go abroad,
expecting everyone else to speak your lan-

guage without returning the courtesy. If a

story never comes along, okay. I'll have
that much more time to learn and learn

and learn."
She speaks unpretentiously, with the

quietness that carries conviction. One les-

son she has learned well—the folly of

wasting regrets on the past. Looking back
at the inexperienced girl of years ago, she
knows she'd follow the same road again
and, through her mistakes, come up with
the same answer. It's the past on which
you build your future. She has no quarrel
with life. She thinks it's been good to her.

She'll go on living with her head up. END



memoirs of a smaH texan

{Continued from page 56) truck driver
and I, eyeball to eyeball."
He is most amusing when he kids him-

self, reminiscing about the funnier side of

his days in uniform.
The uniform itself, of course, was a

1 worthy subject. When Audie arrived at
Camp Wolters in Texas, he was five feet,

!
five inches, weighed 112 pounds even after

t dinner, was seventeen and looked twelve.

I
They issued him the uniform and when he
put it on, both his hands and his feet were
invisible. Khaki seemed to flood all over
him. From within the folds of it, he re-
marked to the supply sergeant that he
thought the outfit might be too big for him.
"You'll grow into it," growled the ser-

geant, giving the standard Army reply.

Private Murphy, however, was smaller
than most, and found it necessary to have
six inches chopped off the arms and legs.

It took him longer about the shoes. He
wore a size eight and had been issued a
size ten, and his feet wallowed around in-
side. As Audie puts it, "I could do an
about-face and take two steps without
moving off the ground." But Murphy
wasn't one to gripe. He had wanted to be
a soldier more than anything in the whole
world, and now there was a real war going
and he intended to get into it. Further-
more, he was eating three meals a day, a
heretofore unknown pleasure, and he al-

lowed as how the Army was being real
good to him. Already he was farther from
home than he'd ever been, and he figured
if he kept his mouth shut and did as he
was told, he might get even closer to real
action.

So for a while, he remained content to

rattle around in the shoes. Then, a week
later, came a thirty-mile hike to a spot
known as Baker's Hollow. The weary
troops were knee-deep in sand burrs,
which meant that Murphy was up to his

waist in them. When he got back to camp
and pulled off the shoes and found his feet

were bleeding he finally got the nerve to

ask for the smaller pair.

That was a day he would gladly have
collapsed by the wayside, but he didn't
dare because he had already blacked out
once. It had happened on a day that
promised to hit 110 degrees, and in the
morning the new soldiers had been lined
up to receive their shots from a weary
medic. Audie himself was soon to have a
temperature of 105, but as he stood waiting
he thought only of the two enormous
men preceding him in the line. They were
huge and hairy, and Audie hoped they
would faint, because if they did, he
wouldn't feel so bad about doing it himself.
Already he looked, and felt, as if he
needed a blood transfusion. "But the doc-
tor had a lot of trouble finding a muscle,"
says Audie. "I didn't have much meat
on me, and the needle kept ricochet-
ing off the bone." The two big men walked
off under their own steam, so Audie gritted

his teeth and did the same. In another
hour he was on the field doing close-order
drill and this, plus the combination of sun
and fever, stretched Murph flat on his face.

That was when Sergeant Black first no-
ticed he had a lamb in his fold. The ser-
geant was one of those robust characters
who lived up to his rank—an ex-fighter
with a voice like a pile driver.

He was the first of many hundreds of

uniformed men who would not believe
Audie was old enough to be in the Army.
As a matter of fact, he wasn't. A bare
seventeen, Murphy had feared the war
might be over before he turned the legiti-

mate soldiering age of eighteen, and so
he had mapped out his campaign. He was
delighted to learn that his birth cer-
tificate was unavailable, having burned to

a crisp some years before along with the
county courthouse. This opened the way
for fake documents and Audie happily
secured the proper forms and went to
call on the old doctor who had delivered
him seventeen years ago.
"Would you fill this out for me?" Audie

wanted to know.
The white-haired doctor smiled at Audie

over his spectacles. "Want to get in the
fight, eh, son?" He scratched his head,
trying to recall the dim years. "Now, let's

see, when were you born?"
"1924," lied Audie pleasantly.

'"Phe ink was barely dry before Murphy
* streaked into a Marine recruiting office.

The sergeant in charge looked unbeliev-
ingly at the small scarecrow who stood
before him. "Now look, kid," he said. "The
Marines build men, sure. But we got to
have something to start with!"
His Irish temper boiling, Audie con-

sulted the Navy, whose local representa-
tive said practically the same thing the
Marine sergeant had said. Audie was
frantic, certain the war would be over any
day. He went to the Air Force, knowing
his education was insufficient, but hoping
by some miracle he could slide in. After
all, he wasn't going to be humiliated by
joining the Infantry—the Infantry would
take anybody. There was no miracle at
the Air Force. Audie's aptitude tests were
high, but he had quit school to help his
mother with the brood at home. And so
it was that Murphy, fuming, landed in the
Infantry at Camp Wolters. He tried trans-
ferring to the Paratroopers (not heavy
enough) and a glider outfit (no soap). And
he spent much thought in ways and means
to get himself out of the Infantry.

In the interim, the Infantry was trying
to get rid of him. Sgt. Black, running an
experienced eye over the inert form
stretched out on the drill field that day,
decided this bit of humanity was not for
soldiering. And after Audie was discharged
from the hospital, the sergeant made a
suggestion.
"Baby," he said, using the nickname that

made Audie wince, "you're not for this

war stuff. I'm making arrangements to

send you to cook and baker school."
"What!" yelled Audie. "I don't want to

be a cook! I want to get into actionE"
"Look, I'm doin' you a favor," said the

sergeant.
"I don't want any favors! -Just keep

your nose out of it and we'll get along
great."

He looked like the prototype of every
mama's boy ever seen in a movie—the
baby-faced character who folds at the first

sign of danger and yells for his mother

—

and it seemed that every other man in
the Army was dedicating himself to get
Private Murphy sent to a nice, safe place.

"Besides which," says Audie, "they
figured I'd foul up the whole platoon."
That was why, on the hike to and from

Baker's Hollow, the small Murphy kept
telling himself to stay conscious. The threat
of cook and baker school hung before his
glazed eyes like a well-honed axe. By
this time he was an addict of the Infantry;
he had absorbed the esprit de corps and
would sooner have been shot than trans-
ferred. He made it that day and he kept
on making it, but it took some doing.

\ udie was already a crack shot, but the
only gun he had ever fired was his

own .22 rifle, a lightweight weapon to

which the Murphy family had often owed
its dinner. The first gun the Army
handed him was an '03 G.I. rifle and when
Audie took it his knees buckled under its

weight. The first time he fired it, the
kickback gave him a bloody nose. And
ensuing days found him on the drill field,

performing rifle calisthenics by jerking the
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'03 to the north, south, east and west, and
wondering why he didn't collapse.

"Our country was in a hurry in those

days," says Audie. "And I had the deter-

mination, but not the physical equipment."
By the time he was transferred to Fort

Meade in Maryland he was gaining weight
rapidly; also considerable strength. At
Meade he got the best score in the entire

battalion on the Browning Automatic
Rifle which is heavier than the '03.

Still, he was a little guy, and the nick-
name "Baby" stuck to him like flypaper.

He hated it, and his only consolation was
that they never found out that the L in

the middle of his name stands for Leon.
They didn't call him Tex, because at Fort
Meade nobody knew he was from Texas.

"I hate blabbermouth Texans," says Audie,
"and besides, they wouldn't have believed
it. I wasn't big enough to be from Texas."
While he was at Fort Meade he got a

seven-day pass and went to New York
with a buddy. Audie figured New York
was real fine and gawked at the tall build-

ings like the country boy he was. When
he ran out of money, he simply went to

a shooting gallery and fattened his wallet

by fifty dollars. His sharpshooter medals,
of which he was immensely proud, dribbled

all over his chest and eventually caused
him much embarrassment. Wherever he
went, passersby laughed at him, certain he
was a Boy Scout dressed up in his father's

uniform.
Back at camp, kind-hearted officers con-

tinued standing on their heads in an effort

to keep little Murphy out of the line of

fire. Cook and baker school no longer
threatened, but now they had ideas about
keeping him at Ft. Meade as a permanent
member of the cadre. And for all their

efforts they got nothing but screams of

anguish from Audie, who was steaming
to get into battle.

It was at fort meade that he first gave
an inkling he had the makings of a

soldier. One day he drew prison guard
detail and was instructed to escort two
prisoners to the quartermaster for new
shoes. Both were great hulking men, one
up for murder, the other for rape. Audie
tackled his job fully aware of the Army
legend that says if a man allows a pris-

oner to escape he will serve the remainder
of the term himself. Adhering to rules, he
herded them in stony silence, following

them like a small shadow, until suddenly
they tried to split up on him. Audie flipped

off the safety of his gun, and the click

had a menacing sound. One of them turned
to look down at him, sneering. "What
would you do if we tried to get away?"
Audie eyed him coolly. "I'd shoot you,"

he said matter-of-factly. "Both of you."
Later, he told his captain about it. "What

would you really have done?" asked the
officer.

"I told you," drawled Audie. "I'd of

killed 'em. I don't cotton to spending the

rest of my life in jail for something two
other guys did. Besides, I want to see

action."
He finally shoved off, bound for North

Africa, and on the ship's arrival in Casa-
blanca Murph committed his only act of

insubordination. Except that he didn't

consider it as such to his beloved Army,
the Army that had fed him so much food
that in thirteen weeks of basic training

he had gained twenty-five pounds. He
thought of it, gleefully, as an act of de-
fiance to the Navy, that branch of the
service to which he had once yearned
to belong. After three weeks at sea, the
Navy took care of docking operations and
took off, en masse, to enjoy Casablanca.
They left Murph, as acting sergeant, in

charge of both the ship and a bunch of
furious men. So Audie locked up the

86 ship, removed himself and his fellow sol-

diers, all but a couple of guards, to also

enjoy Casablanca.
North Africa proved to be a tough train-

ing ground. The German force was falling

apart, and instead of action Audie was put
through rigorous training, an ordeal which
he is sure now saved his life. Among
amphibious exercises and a lot of etcetera

was the infliction of living on as few
calories as possible. For this toughening-up
process the Army chose marmalade, and
for days on end the men had nothing to

eat but marmalade and more marmalade.
"That orange kind," says Audie with an
expression of revulsion on his face, "with
the awful peelings." He never has eaten
it since.

It was in North Africa that Audie's pals

learned he meant it when he said he didn't

drink. The fact amazed them all, partic-

ularly when they learned he was a Texan.
"You mean there's somebody from Texas

who doesn't drink?"
"I just don't like the taste of it," said

Audie.

Marlon Brando began as a student
in a drama class taught by Stella

Adler. Yesterday Miss Adler was
asked if young James Dean, star

of "East of Eden," ever had been
one of her pupils, too. "Frankly, I

don't know," Miss Adler said. "In

my classes the students are either
'John' or 'Darling.' We remember
them by talent, not by name."

Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

They weren't content until they had him
down some homemade red wine, home-
made, that is, by a barefoot native. Duti-
fully, Audie got down half of the dose in

his canteen cup, turned green and then
grey, and made it back to camp only by
crawling on all fours. Murphy puts wine
in the category with orange marmalade.

Tj^ROM north AFRICA his outfit landed on
Sicily, then Salerno, then the Anzio

beachhead, then northward to Rome. After
that came the landing on the southern
beaches of France, the march to the north,
the final, stiff and awful resistance in Ger-
many itself. And through it all, despite his

newly acquired toughness, Audie was
eternally mistaken for a recruit just out
of high school. His helmet refused to fit

his head, slipping down over his eyebrows.
"All they could see was eyeballs and G.I.

shoes," grins Audie. They pleaded with
him, in and out of battle, to adjust the
lining, and Audie only replied, "I can see

you guys, and that's all that counts."

He occasionally settled the problem by
removing his helmet entirely, sometimes
even under fire, an act which gave other
soldiers the jitters. Once, on the Anzio
beachhead, a colonel noticed the bare-
headed Murphy and handed him his own.
And Audie still laughs when he remem-
bers the lieutenant who began giving him
orders and stopped cold when he spotted

the silver eagle on Murphy's helmet.
Eventually, Audie did achieve rank

while in the lines. He was a lieutenant by
the time he was wounded and lay on a
litter three days before they could get him
to a field hospital. Sick as he was, raging
with fever, he heard the medics who were
carrying him. "This kid must have some-
body else's dog tags," a voice said. "Ac-
cording to them, he's a lieutenant."

"He ain't no looie," said another. "This
joker's not over fifteen." And so they put
him in the enlisted men's ward.

Before the war was over, there were
some who knew that Audie Murphy was
like no baby they'd ever seen. That was
the day his buddy was killed. Murphy's
reaction to that got him a Congressional
Medal of Honor.

But the battle with his baby face lasted jt

all through the war. Toward the end, when I

the army was taking older men, new of-
ficers in their thirties would report to I

Audie's outfit. "We're looking for the old »

man," they'd say and Audie, restraining a
grin, would tell them, "I'm the old man." I

1

"You?" they'd say in amazement, and
{

Audie says now they looked disgusted at
i

what the Army was coming to.

Once, he went to a replacement depot
for a new carbine. It was six o'clock in the

!

evening and he was due to leave for the |f

front again the next morning at four, i

Audie's raincoat covered evidence of his;'

rank. The sergeant at his desk behind the f

small window grunted at Audie's entrance.
[

"We're closed. We close at six." ».

"You join some damn union or some-
thing?" inquired Murph. "I want a car-li

bine." [c

"You don't say," said the sergeant. "Car-

!

bines are only for first three-graders and!1

officers. And I'm closing up."
"Give me a carbine," said Audie coolly.'

"I suppose you're going to tell me you're
some damned first sergeant."

"I'm not telling you anything," said?

Audie. "Just give me a carbine."
,

The sergeant's face grew purple with?
rage and his fist shot through the small?
aperture, connecting with Audie's eye.!"

Then he stumbled out to where Audie fi

stood and as he shot through the door?
Audie clobbered him. The sergeant fell,

p

striking his head against a shovel, which m

inflicted a cut in his forehead.
"Now," said the irate lieutenant, "are

you going to give me a carbine, or would I

you rather bleed to death?"
And the sergeant, soft from his long'

regime in the rear echelons, croaked as'

loud as he could, "Hey, Joe, get this guy! ;

a carbine—quick!"
"And so," says Audie now, "I went back)

to the front with my carbine and my!'

black eye." ?

1

It has been written many times, and it
1

is true, that Audie Murphy has an un- 1

common and becoming modesty about his,

extraordinary valor in the war. He wasp
lauded far and wide as the most dec- 1 -

orated soldier in the American Army, longj

before he knew it himself. In his own'
words: "I had no idea I had any more f

i

medals than any other guy. I didn't evenfj

know what I got for what. I was too busy!1

to think about it. I remember when l|

went back to Fort Sam after the war, the

town had a big blow-out, with a parade?
and flags and banners and the whole
works. I didn't know anything about it—If

guess everybody figured somebody else-

had told me. Anyway, I went to the hotel

and had dinner in my room and hit the h

sack. And there was this crowd, and a|
general to introduce me, and the general):

stood up and talked about how proud
J;

everybody ought to be of this native son' :

of Texas. I hear he got all the way to the c

end, where he said, And now it gives mef
great pleasure to introduce to you Lieu-

|

tenant Murphy!' And nothing happened. II

was blocks away, sound asleep. Boy, did

I get chewed up for that!"

Even a year ago, Audie found it im-
possible to discuss any phase of the war.

Making the movie To Hell And Back was!'

rough on him. Many of the scenes brought
back his nightmares. But it also seemed'
to serve as a sort of therapy, for by now!'

he can bring himself to talk about it. And' (

it is good to watch him, now five feet ten

of solid muscle, the Irish grin lighting hisl

still youthful face, speaking easily of that.

The only subject that makes him freeze 1

is any reference to his being a hero, par-

ticularly in reference to his two sons. Then
Audie suddenly becomes restless and a £

disturbed look enters his eyes. "Them?"
he says. "They're Roy Rogers fans." END;



everywhere that ava goes

(Continued from page 28) to be more and
more frightened by them.

Typical, was Ava's location trip to Paki-
stan to make MGM's Bhowani Junction
with Stewart Granger.

HP he giant dc6-b arrived at Karachi air-

f- port thirty minutes early.

Ava emerged first. She looked cool
and crisp. She wore a handsome two-
piece suit she had picked up in Rome and
a two-strand choker necklace of pearls.

She carried a fur stole.

But Granger, the great white hunter,
looked green about the gills.

In a matter of seconds the aircraft was
surrounded by Pakistan Government
officials and swarms of movie fans.

Paul Mills, an MGM publicity man, got
to Ava first. She threw her arms around
him, and he kissed her.
"You look wonderful!" he said.

"Thank you, sweetie," Ava answered.
Then the party headed for the Immi-

gration Room.
"How did you like it?" Mills asked

Granger. Two days before, Granger had
left Los Angeles aboard a Scandinavian
Airlines flight which had taken him by the
polar route to Copenhagen. Ava had
gone up from London and caught the
same plane in Copenhagen. They had
flown half way around the world to Paki-
stan.

Granger, hot and uncomfortable even
in his open-necked polo shirt, said
frankly, "I was airsick the whole way
while she"—and he nodded enviously to-
ward Ava—"while she sipped claret or
slept. I don't know how she does it!"

Once Ava and Granger stepped inside
the VIP room at Customs (VIP stands for
Very Important Persons) the Pakistan
movie fans made a concerted rush toward
them. The room suddenly became stifling.

"Won't you please give us a breath of
fresh air?" Granger called out.
Ava began to turn white. The fans

pressed closer, thrusting pens and auto-
graph books under her face. The cur-
rency control man asked Ava how much
money she was carrying. Ava said she was
broke. Granger, however, pulled out a
pallet bulging with Egyptian and Amer-
ican banknotes.
"Honey! You are rich!" Ava cooed.

"Where did you get all that loot? I don't
have a cent on me."
More fans swarmed into the already

packed room. Ava wiped her brow as
Granger began to fill out forms.

I

"I can't stay here any longer," Ava
said. She looked faint. She slipped out
into the ladies' room and presently it was
announced that she had left for her hotel.
She hadn't. She was just hiding until
the crowd thinned out. But the crowd
of Moslems refused to go away. They
moved in on Granger. He autographed
books, the evening newspapers, even
banknotes.
"But this is money!!" he said to one fan.

"Sure you don't want to spend it?"
"No," said the fan. "Just sign it."

From that point on the fans offered one-
rupee notes, and Granger signed them.
The reporters began to complain about

Ava's absence. "Why did she sneak away?"
one asked. "It wasn't exactly polite,"
another told Paul Mills.

In a matter of three minutes, Mr. Mills
produced Ava. "Just a very few ques-
tions," he suggested. "Miss Gardner will
have a press conference at the Hotel Met-
ropole on Tuesday."

"Isn't it very hot for you?" Ava was
asked.

"It certainly is," she agreed.
"Then why don't you take off your

jacket?" a reporter asked her.
Ava smiled and shrugged her shoulders.
"Have you ever been to Pakistan or

India before?"
"I've passed through twice but this is

the first time I've been in Karachi."
"How long do you plan to stay in

Pakistan, Miss Gardner?"
"About two months, I think."
"After you finish Bhowani Junction,

what would you like to do here?"
Ava shook her head. "I'm sorry, no more.

Please. I'm so tired I can't think. I just
want to get to the hotel for a bath and
a rest."

The reporters turned to Stewart Granger.
No, he said, he never had visited

Pakistan before, although his father, an
Army officer, had been "in these parts
about twenty-five years ago."
He raised his faded brown Alpine hat.

"A very good hat!" he announced. "See
you all later." And with that the two
stars were whisked away in a car to the
Hotel Metropole.

TTere again hundreds of fans were wait-
ing. As soon as Ava got to her room,

the telephones began to ring. She called
the manager and the phones were discon-
nected.
Newsmen learned the number of her

room and made a dash for the door. Hotel
porters tried to stop them, but one re-
porter made it. A sturdy waiter grabbed
his arm.

"I'm sorry, sir," he asserted. "You
can't go in there. The lady is in her tub."
Ava dined alone, took two sleeping

tablets and went to bed. Downstairs, after
shouting themselves hoarse, the fans be-
gan to ooze away. Then Stewart Granger
and Paul Mills slipped out of the hotel by
a side exit and toured the city at night.
The next day, Ava, dressed lightly and

demurely in pink georgette, was ready for
her press conference. To her great horror,
mobs of fans burst into the hotel. These
were not reporters and cameramen. These
were movie-goers howling for more auto-
graphs, crying for another look at the
Hollywood stars. Ava grew frightened.
A group of hefty policemen rushed to

Ava's side and smuggled her out a back
door and upstairs. The reporters screamed.

"Is this press conference to be aban-
doned?" one shouted. "Are we to be
stalled indefinitely? We were told Miss
Gardner would be available today."
Poor Paul Mills ran a handkerchief over

his sweating brow. After a struggle that
went on for thirty minutes it was assumed
that Ava wanted to call the whole thing
off; she just couldn't take it. Mills was
able to arrange a press conference in a
small room upstairs. Only holders of
genuine press cards were admitted.

Inside the stuffy room, Ava, flanked
by Granger, regained her composure.
Someone set a little Pakistan girl next
to her, and she smiled. Ava has always
loved children.
As the reporters began their questions,

Ava put her feet on the coffee table.
"Would you tell us the secret of your

health?" a reporter asked. "How can you
travel all over the world and still look so
fresh? Mr. Granger here takes one long
air trip and he gets deathly sick."
Ava grinned. "My hobby is sleeping. I

sleep every chance I get. That's how I

maintain myself. That's the secret of
whatever good health I enjoy."
"You can say that again," Stewart

Granger interjected. "She went to bed
at midnight yesterday and got up at three
this afternoon."
Granger was asked, "Why did you bring

your gun with you on this trip? Do you
need it for Bhowani Junction?"

"I'm extremely fond of big game hunt-
ing," Granger explained, while Ava looked
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at him, a wry little smile on her lips.

"And I'm hoping someone will invite me
to go shooting on my days off."

"Besides Stewart Granger," Pakistan
newsmen asked Ava, "who is your favorite

screen hero?"
"Wait a minute," Granger interrupted.

"She hasn't played with me yet, brother.

I've been frantically trying to get her for

years."
"All of them have been very nice," Ava

hedged. "Gregory Peck is a fine actor,

and James Mason was just wonderful."
"Why were you chosen for Bhowani

Junction?" That was the next question

tossed at Ava and it stumped her.

"Well," she began. "I guess it was—well,

frankly . .
."

Stewart Granger came to the damsel's

rescue. "The picture needed a girl who
would be rather plain," he explained. "We
had to have Ava. She's a superb actress,

so I came for her."

"Is there any chance that you and
Frank Sinatra will reconcile?"

"Please, gentlemen," Paul Mills said.

"Very well then," continued the re-

porter. "What do you hear from Frank
Sinatra these days?"

"Please, gentlemen," Paul Mills said.

can grace teach Hollywood?

(Continued from page 33) desire. Not
Grace Kelly. She never asks anyone to do
anything she can do for herself.

Other kelly colleagues report that she's

unique in that she calls people Mr.
or Miss until she's acquainted well
enough to shift to a first-name basis. This
is extremely rare in Hollywood where such
terms of endearment as "darling," "honey"
and "sweetie" are bandied about two min-
utes after introductions.
The men on the Paramount lot marvel at

the fact that this year's Oscar winner sel-

dom smokes and never swears.
"Sure, I've seen her get angry," one

publicity man recalls, "but it's usually be-
cause some reporter is trying to put words
in her mouth. You can tell when Grace is

mad by the set of her lips. She boils in-

wardly and clams up so completely that the
fresh reporter can't get any kind of a
story out of her. And what's more, she
doesn't care."

"Another significant facet of the Kelly
personality." claims director Alfred Hitch-
cock, "is that Grace never tells risque
stories. Now that I think of it," Hitchcock
adds, "I don't believe anyone ever con-
siders telling her off-color jokes, either.

Any more than you would tell one to Mrs.
Eisenhower or Queen Elizabeth or any
other real lady. This is not to say that she
doesn't have a sharp sense of humor."
Cary Grant found that out when he

starred with Grace in To Catch A Thief.

Whenever the script called for serious,

straight-laced acting, Grant would take
mischievous pleasure in breaking Grace
up with a gag. They'd get ready for a
scene. Just as the cameras were prepared
to roll, Grant would make a wisecrack,
and Grace would break into uncontrollable
laughter.
Prudence Wise, Grace's roommate,

points out that nobody ever asks Kelly
whether she sleeps in pajamas or a night-
gown. "There is something about Grace,"
Prudence says, "that makes such questions
forbidding or even a little silly."

Being such a paragon of virtue and
such a pillar of propriety also has its

drawbacks. Women, especially, just don't
believe she can be as perfect and refined

88 and upright as the men claim.

"Are any of your ambitions unfulfilled?"

Ava was asked. "Do you plan to get mar-
ried again?"

"I still have time," Ava replied.

"Are you technically still married to

Mr. Sinatra?"
"Please, gentlemen," Paul Mills said.

TThe reporters turned to Stewart Granger,
hoping for a little more personal in-

formation. "Your favorite actress?"

Granger's reply came like a bullet. "Jean
Simmons," he said. "She's my favorite

everything. I'm sorry she's not with me."
"Would you say, Mr. Granger, she was

a better star than you are?"
"No doubt about it," he answered.
Back to Ava the interrogators turned.

"Your best picture, Miss Gardner?"
"I would say," Ava nodded, "The Bare-

foot Contessa."
"Before we leave," a reporter asked, "I

wonder if we might see the Contessa bare-

foot?"
Ava Gardner answered with a sweet,

sultry smile but kept her shoes on. The
press conference was over.

Ava was up at six a.m. next morning.
She packed her bag and joined Granger in

the ride to the airport. They were to catch

"That certainly was my own wife's re-

action," says Wally Westmore, the famous
movie make-up artist. "I raved about
Grace so much after working with her that

my wife thought I was nuts. Finally when
I wanted to invite her and Prude home to

dinner, my wife was agreeable but not ex-
cited. She had seen Grace on the screen
and like lots of other people, thought she

was lovely but cold.

"Meeting Grace in person changed her
opinion completely. Grace is so natural
and unaffected you can't help liking her.

She doesn't project, as they say around
Hollywood. She lets people warm up to

her gradually. In fact, she doesn't talk

much at all, but she surely is a flattering

listener.

"If you're the one who's talking she po-
litely pays attention. A lot of other ac-
tresses I know must be the center of atten-

tion or their eyes begin to wander toward
a mirror. Not Grace. She never does or

says something for the purely dramatic
effect. She can converse intelligently about
practically anything—travel, current
events, sports—but there's never a hint of

a snobbish manner about her.

"She's just herself and anyone who
meets her falls in love with her—espe-

cially my wife."

Wally Westmore also likes to tell about
Grace's thoughtfulness. When she went
home to New York last winter after fin-

ishing her movie work, she sent him a

Valentine's Day gift that knocked him for

a loop. It was a case of assorted delicacies

from S. S. Pierce, the well-known Boston
grocery. She had personally selected all the

New England specialties that Wally and
his wife crave and somehow can't find in

California.
Simultaneously, she sent gifts to every-

one she knew at Paramount. Then she sat

down and wrote Wally asking him for the

address of Ann, his recently married
daughter. Wally ignored the request be-
cause he figured that Ann and her Air
Force husband would soon be transferred

to another base. "Besides," he says, "I

didn't want Grace to be bothered sending
the kids a wedding gift."

When Grace Kelly arrived in Hollywood
for the Academy Awards, she disem-
barked from the plane carrying a large

white package. It was a wedding present

for Ann Westmore.
"I had to go to New York to do my

shopping," quipped Grace, grinning. "There

a seven a.m. flight to Lahore in the in-j

terior where the location shooting fort <

Bhowani Junction was to begin.
\:

t

Ava was tired and nervous. Sleep was
still in her eyes. "I'm glad we're leaving
early," she said to Granger. "We'll get

away from the crowds."
No such luck. As soon as Ava and her,

escort hit the airport, another mob, this

one consisting largely of female fans,;! i

bore down on the VIP room. [ s

Ava and Granger locked themselves in-j j

side, but not before a flock of ladies had;

:

forced themselves in. }'

They presented their autograph booksj[

at once.
"Please," Granger pleaded as Ava ner-j| :

vously began to puff a cigarette. "We need) 1

a few minutes to relax. Don't think I'mj| :

rude—but won't you please leave us
alone?" _ i «

"You have no right," a Pakistani lady
screeched, "to make such a request. This] i

is Government property." Ava shook heij

head and sipped a cup of coffee. She lit
( j

another cigarette and sat on the bench aS] j

Granger warded off the persistent women.;, «

Finally the flight to Lahore was an-)
i

nounced. Ava and Granger breathed A
„

sigh of relief, ran for the plane. ENdJ j

p

aren't any stores in Los Angeles."

Bud fraker, Paramount's ace portrait

photographer, believes that few of

Grace's photos do her justice. "So much oi)

her appeal," Fraker asserts, "lies in heiji

charm and personality that I find difficulty!

in catching such elusive qualities. I have,

to make sure not to use anything bu1;

street make-up with Grace or she looks,,

artificial. You can't use trick lighting oi;

hokey poses with the girl. The secret pi

her personality is naturalness."
p

Bud smiles when he recalls that a yeaij

ago he practically had to beg magazine-

art editors to put Grace on their covers,;

"The first magazine to give her a break,\

he grins, "was Modern Screen. Since ther

she has made the cover of practically

every magazine in the country. I've shoi

her in all her own clothes, all her movie
clothes and still the requests snowball."

j

As she is about most things, Grace i^

relaxed in her portrait sittings. She arrives,

promptly, takes direction superbly, neve},

fidgets in front of the camera. I

"The only time she gives me any
t

trouble," Fraker admits, "is when th^

proofs are ready. She kills all shots thai

show too much leg, too much cleavage oij

soulful, sexy eyes. They're not her cup o:
f

tea. I kid her and say, 'Grace, if all thtj

actresses in town were as particular asj

you are I'd be out of the cheesecake busH,

ness in the morning.' But with Grace Kellyj

believe me, you don't need cheesecake}

She's loaded with charm."
Edith Head, one of the great fashion de-

signers, knows Grace well. She has ^
theory about the young actress. She be-

lieves that the youngest daughter of Johr,,

Kelly was born with a fairy godmother td

watch over her.

"I've traveled with Grace in this coun-,

try and in Europe," Edith declares, "anc

I've never seen her in an awkward spot

She doesn't get runs in her stockings oi

colds in her head or misplace her pocket-;,

book or lose tickets like the rest of usj,

Life's embarrassing moments seem to pas.\

her by."
As a case in point Edith refers to th<,

night of the Academy Awards. After tM
Oscars were presented; and the press boy:

were clamoring for pictures of Grace anc

Marlon Brando together, Grace who nevei

had met Brando until that evening, movecj

obligingly nearer to the happy actor.
j,

"How about kissing him?" a news pho-



tographer shouted.
A flicker of a smile played over Grace's

patrician features. "Why doesn't he kiss

me?" she answered sweetly. Brando did.

Tn her own way and according to her
own standards, Grace handles the press,

the local wolves and all threats to her
way of life with polite but firm gentility.

As for Hollywood's established customs,
she refuses to compromise. When she's

working on the west coast she rents a fur-
nished apartment and kitchenette with an-
other working girl. She drives a rented
Ford sedan and wears horn-rimmed
glasses except when she's on camera. As
a result, people don't recognize her, and
she is rarely stopped for an autograph.
Only at premieres do the fans know who
she is.

On such occasions Grace really stands
out by virtue of being unostentatious. She
wears very little make-up, and clothes of
simple elegance.
In a society where so many women wear

mink-lined chinchilla and oversize dia-
monds, Grace doesn't own a fur piece. She
lias a fabulous collection of silk, organdy,
velvet and brocaded evening coats but no
mink. Her customary jewelry consists of a
iingle strand of pearls and perhaps a
fower or a snip of ribbon in her hair.

This restrained fashion sense doesn't
mean that Grace doesn't like clothes. Quite
the contrary. On her last trip to Europe
she traveled with three trunks and half a
dozen suitcases. For the most part she buys
very expensive suits and name-designer
evening clothes. She chooses magnificent
bags and shoes, and she has a weakness
for gloves. The rest of her wardrobe con-
sists of sports clothes, cottons and the cas-
uals most girls of her age can afford.

race stands out from other actresses
in that she never commits an error in

taste. For example, she never wears high
heels with slacks. She was in Las Vegas
recently with Cary and Betsy Grant, and
she wore sports clothes, naturally, but
always with flats.

Her cashmere sweaters fit easily, not like
adhesive tape. And she prefers blue jeans,
Bermuda shorts and tailored slacks to
matador pants. Her blouses are made of
crisp cotton, rather than clinging fabrics.

She wears a hat, stockings and white
gloves when she's invited out, and she al-

ways carries two clean handkerchiefs.
"When you look at Grace," Bing Crosby

says, "she reminds you of a cool breath
of fresh air."

That's exactly what Grace is bringing to

Hollywood. end

miss saint regrets

(Continued from page 53) Jeffrey has
worked on such shows as Max Liebman's
>JBC Spectacular and Fred Coe's TV Play-
iouse. His center of operations is New
irTork. To accept a long-term contract
:rom any studio, Eva would have to leave
iim for long periods of time. She would
lave to also leave her brand new baby
3oy, Darrell. Nothing Hollywood has to
Dffer, even to a girl who loves her career,
s worth the separation—nor the chance
hat absence might put a dent in their
vonderful marriage.
Also, she doesn't much care for the

jrominent way of life.

"Once you make any kind of impres-
;ion," she says, "you can be driven out
)f your mind. There are hundreds of
people on you, wanting you to do one thing
)f another, none of them having anything
o do with acting. It's difficult to hold
/our own, but you must if you want to
;tay happy and do the things that are
mportant to you."
Of course, she has said, all that could

mange if Jeff were to switch from tv to
novies. Then they would happily make
he long trek west. Eva has no fears
ibout two-career marriages. "It's won-
lerful being in the business together." She
md Jeff share many interests, but one
)f the most important is learning every-
hing there is about their profession.
By now they know each other so well

hat they need only look at one another
o know how the other did at work
hat day. Jeff watches Eva's television
)erformances on their set, and for every
;ood job, he pastes a small star on the
loor of their apartment so that she knows
lis opinion before she enters.
"One day," Eva says, "I was in a terrible

ilay. I knew it was a dog, and so did
he director and everyone else. After it

was over, I went home feeling tired and
lepressed. There on the door was pasted
j small picture of the saddest dog you ever
saw. That shook me out of my depres-
sion. I laughed until my sides hurt.

CP va and Jeff met eight years ago at Radio
*-i City, in one of those network meeting
slaces for actors. He was immediately at-
racted to her, but since he was only an

assistant director at the time he thought
he didn't have much of a chance. So he
halfheartedly invited her down for coffee
several times, hardly hoping that his in-
vitation would be accepted.
Then one day, Jeff asked Eva to lunch.

She accepted. She laughs when she re-
calls the incident. "I wasn't going to
go out with him for just coffee," she says.
"I wanted a complete lunch."
They were married October 27, 1951, and

went to Mexico for their honeymoon. While
they were there, Jeff directed Eva in the
only drama they have ever done to-
gether. It was a short pantomime that
Jeff filmed with his home movie camera.
Called The Dream, the sequence had a
story line of a peasant girl who dreams
she is free from work and drudgery.

"Jeff's a stickler for realism, just like
Kazan," Eva says. "He had me running
around in my bare feet until they were
cut up. I complained so much that he
finally let me wear sandals. When I want
to tease him, I call him Gadge, Junior."
Kazan is nicknamed Gadge because of his
fondness for gadgets.
The Haydens live in a three-room apart-

ment in New York's Greenwich Village.
They like the small-town atmosphere of
the Village, its tree-lined streets and the
good-neighbor attitude of the inhabitants.
Even the shopkeepers treat Eva less like a
star and more like a friend. She knows
them well because she does her own shop-
ping. She also is a fine cook. "Jeff likes
to eat at home," she explains.
Many of Jeff's and Eva's friends live in

the Village. Among them are many who
also work in television, such as Arthur
Penn, another TV Playhouse director, and
Kim Swados, a set designer. But Jeff
and Eva like to meet people who are
not in their profession, and they have
great opportunity to do so when they go
skiing and boating.

In winter, they try to get away for a
week or two of skiing in Canada.
In summer, they spend all of their spare

time on their boat, The Vignette, a twen-
ty-one-foot Chris-Craft powerboat moored
at New Rochelle, New York.
The boat gave them their first sailing

experience. They have had it three years.
"One Saturday night," Eva recalls, "we

saw an ad in the next day's New York
Times. We agreed to look at the boat the
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next morning. So early on a rainy, miser-
able Sunday morning, we dragged our-
selves up to New Rochelle. But when
we saw the boat, we didn't have to say
anything. We both wanted it and we both
knew it. We just shook hands and told

the man we'd buy it."

It took them two summers to get used to

the boat and to each other as sailors. They
planned for a year before they tried their

first big overnight trip out on Long
Island Sound. But by the end of the
second summer, when they saw a new
couple bickering about running their

boat, Eva and Jeff realized that they had
become well adjusted.

"We saw the familiar pattern of quar-
reling and small fights," Eva says. "We
thought to ourselves, 'That's us a year ago!'

We pulled alongside and gave them a few
words of reassurance, told them about
ourselves and gave them a copy of Getting
The Most Out Of A Powerboat."

When she met Eva Marie Saint for the
first time, Lillian Gish thought that

the name was fictitious. The first lady
of the screen, who pioneered with D. W.
Griffith in the silents, later told a friend
that she was furious that anyone could
have wished such an improbable and
harmful name on an actress.

"Why would someone want to handicap
the girl like that?" Miss Gish asked.
"How could she get good parts when she
was so type cast? She looked so saintly

—

and then to have such a name!"
Then Miss Gish discovered two things.

First was the fact that Eva was so named
because she was the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Merle Saint (he's a B. F. Good-
rich executive)

.

Second, Eva Marie Saint could act. In
fact, Miss Gish thought so much of the
youngster's ability that she called Eva,
"one of the most talented young actresses
in America." The tribute was all the more
remarkable because at that time (1953)
Eva had to her credit, aside from a long
and rather undistinguished list of radio and
television appearances, only a short part
in Horton Foote's The Trip To Bountiful,
first on television and later less than a
month on Broadway. But since she was
the star of both versions of the Foote
play, Miss Gish had first-hand knowledge.
Those who are acquainted with the two

actresses, however, see more than mere
recognition of talent in Miss Gish's acco-
lade. They say that in Eva there's much
of the young Miss Gish, who took her work
seriously in an era when much of Holly-
wood was wild and frivolous.

Eva, for instance, is tender to look at
but tough-minded enough to get what

she wants out of life. She, too, is serious
about acting as an art and a career, and
she seems to care little about the material
rewards that come with success in the
field. She frankly admits her birth-
date, July 4, 1924. She thinks that some
standard publicity stunts are "degrading to
a person, and not for an actress."

Today she is an outgoing person, easy
with people. It wasn't always that way. As
a girl in Albany, New York, Eva was a
shy child who drifted into acting mainly
on the basis of good looks. She had no
great desire to be an actress and even
failed to get a part in her senior class play.

It was only at Bowling Green State Uni-
versity in Ohio that she turned to dra-
matics, under the influence of a wise and
responsible teacher named Mr. Smith. She
admits his influence in her life, but she
also believes that "people influence you,
but you don't change your basic course."
Until that time, she had a vague idea that
some day she might become a teacher.
At college, in spite of her shyness, she

90 was one of the most popular girls on cam-

pus. She was voted queen of just about
every school beauty contest. She enjoyed
it, but popularity had its drawbacks.

"It's meaningless now," Eva says, look-

ing back on those days. "Not that it was
meaningful then. It's just that that kind
of thing means too much in college. Get-
ting along on beauty tends to spoil you.
You expect it to be like that always. The
worst part of it is that graduation day,
which should have been the happiest day
of my life, was terribly sad. I thought,
All the fun is ending.' I didn't believe

that life ever would be better than school."

Whenever Eva thinks back to those early

days, she shakes her head with humorous
amazement at her own naivete. After
graduation, she went to New York carry-

ing a letter of introduction to Dr. Frank
Stanton of CBS from her dramatics
teacher, who had known Stanton in their

school days. She presented the letter at

CBS, fully expecting a personal interview
and audition by Dr. Stanton. It was weeks

COUNTER ENCOUNTER

1 believe it was
1946 when Van
Johnson was on
location at Coro-
nado, California,
making High Bar-
baree off Point
Loma. A friend
and I attended a
local theatre and
stopped in a drug-
store before going
home. The foun-
tain was closed
and as we started

to leave, who
should walk in but
Van Johnson, ac-
companied by three or four other men.
He asked for a chocolate ice cream cone
and when the girl gave it to him we
asked why she wouldn't wait on us, as
long as she had waited on him! He
heard our conversation and came over
to us and asked if we would like ice

cream cones, too. My friend and I said,

"Sure!" Mr. Johnson paid for them and
as he was going our way, he and his

friends walked us to our street car.

Mrs. Herman J. Zoppa
Cumberland, Wisconsin

later that she discovered that Dr. Stan-
ton was president of CBS and never audi-
tioned anyone personally. "It's wonder-
ful the things you expect when you're so
naive," Eva now says.

"When I first came to New York, I

wanted acting just about the way any
person wants a job. But I didn't realize
that there was so much to study. Now I

know that acting is endless and that I'll

be learning the rest of my life. I know
now that when you're an actress, you and
acting are one, and that you must grow
as long as you live."

Tj1 va arrived at her first milestone of ma-
turity eight years ago when, as the

play Mr. Roberts went into rehearsal, she
had her first big opportunity and her first

big disappointment.
Mr. Roberts had only one feminine part,

and Eva won it. But in the rehearsals
it was decided that she looked entirely
too innocent for the role. (She agrees
with the judgment today.) So she was
replaced by Jocelyn Brando, Marlon's sis-

ter, who could look the part of a young
nurse who has been around.
The loss of the part almost crushed Eva.

She cried bitterly and for days she didn't
1

care whether she lived or died.
"I got over it," Eva says. "And then

I got to thinking how unhealthy it was
for a job to become a matter of life or
death. I decided that I would adjust '

to my work so that would never happen
\

again. I don't mean that acting is less im-
portant to me now. It's even more im- !

portant. But it's not the whole world. If
j

I had only the theatre, I'd feel confined."
'

Six years after the Mr. Roberts expe-
|

rience, Eva got her second chance on
|

Broadway—in Foote's The Trip To Boun-
tiful. And Bountiful proved the right
word for it, for out of the play came On i

The Waterfront. Director Elia Kazan saw
Eva in the play, and hired her to play op-
posite Marlon Brando.
To Eva, everything was wonderful about

On The Waterfront. Long before she won i

her Oscar as best supporting actress of '

1954, in her first and only picture, she said,
I

"I suppose I'll never be that excited by
any other movie." She liked taking the
Hudson Tubes to work, about a ten-minute
ride from her Greenwich Village apartment
to Hoboken, where the picture was shot.
She had the utmost admiration for Kazan.
"I feel safe with him." And this time she
got to know Brando.

A sk Eva about On The Waterfront, and
she might tell you about the time

she and Jeff were almost denied admis-
sion to the New York premiere. They

j

thought arrangements had been made and
when they showed up without tickets the
doorman, who had not seen the picture or
Eva before, refused to admit them. When
they insisted, the doorman threatened to
have them thrown out. Fortunately, the
theatre manager came along, recognized
Eva and straightened out everything.
Even the presentation of the Academy

Awards, broadcast last March over NBC
television, was a triumph for Eva.

In order to liven the proceedings, nomi-
nees were given the task of announcing
the winners in other categories. Even
though she was a nominee, Eva had the
best possible excuse to bow out. She was
momentarily expecting her first child. But
she appeared as scheduled. She walked
proudly and radiantly in a chic maternity
dress across the NBC stage in New York
City, and read her brief announcement.

In her second appearance of the night

—

this time to collect her own award for

Waterfront—she bubbled with excite-
ment, "I may have the baby right here!"
Her radiance inspired Sidney Skolsky to
burble himself, in an ecstatic column of

second thoughts on the affair that, "Eva
Marie Saint is a doll, a living doll."

Three days later on April 2, Eva did

have the baby, at Mount Sinai Hospital in

New York City.

As for the future, Eva sees no conflict

between family and career, even
though her family will always come first.

She expects to have more children—and
also expects to continue her acting.

Hollywood is not entirely ruled out in

Eva's thinking, but it will have to be on a
one-picture basis if at all. She will stay

in television, which she finds exciting. She
has been working in TV since 1946, when
she made her debut in a show called

Campus Hoopla. That program was mem-
orable because she wore a pink bathing
suit. There were screams from the con-
trol room. Pink, at that early stage, didn't

register on television.

Eva also would like to do many Broad-
way plays. "They're the best," she says.

Most of all, what lies ahead is a lot more
of studying. Eva, as she has done for

years, still attends classes at Actors Studio.

"Acting is endless," she has said, "and I'll

be learning the rest of my life." END



NEED MONEY?
Never Before So Easy

To Make Extra Cash

With Christmas Cards

!

BETTY SANDER
Cardinal Dealer Advisor

Her personal interest has
made thousands.of friends
who enjoy extra incomes.

EXCLUSIVE!
GIFT WRAPS
BY-THf -YARD
Outmodes single
sheets. Wraps big
and small Christmas
gifts without piecing

or waste. gi
48 ft. roll.

EXCLUSIVE!
CURL RIBBONS
BY-THE-YARO
Plenty of Christmas
Ribbon for generous
bows and ties on
every package, and
then some. 280

feet on one $
big spool.

1^ LOWEST WHOLESALE PRICES
On Every Item in Our Line

—

CASH PROFITS TO 150%

O MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Assures You Up To

15 e MORE PROFIT PER BOX

For Selling Only 80 of the New
Cardinal "Imperial Gold" Assortment!

That* gleaming, (lick white folders ore enriched

by metallic Gold, d»»p-ton« Imperial Red and
jxurioui embossing. The deiignt are original and

tave a timplicity of style that mark* the quality

jnd good taite most people look for in Christmas

lards. Yet they sell for only 5' apiece in our

25-card "Imperial Gold" Assortment at $1.25. And
75' is yours on every bo>

Anyone Can Make Money with These Exclusives!

Why do without? With Cardinal's Exclusives, it's easy to make the money
you want in a little spare time. Like thousands of men and women who have

tried, you'll ENJOY showing people you know our exclusive, new Greeting

Cards, novel Gift Items and Stationery. It's a friendly, rewarding experience

because you show exciting new ideas, new beauty, new convenience, new
benefits your friends have never seen before and will want on sight. Your
friends will be pleased with the personal service you give them, and you'll

be proud of the amount of money you earn on your own.

Onlytfaidutat Offers You So Much
Nearly everything described on this page is available only from Cardinal

Craftsmen. Look over the many extra features. You can tell that our line is

different—faster selling—more profitable for you—the moment you open our

big box of samples. The box is extra large, to hold our sensational GIFT
WRAPS BY-THE-YARD. There are four different series of Exclusive Per-

sonalized Christmas Cards at 25 to 50 for $1.50, besides higher-priced lines.

Included is the complete catalog of famous Doehla Assortments. Our great

selection of over 250 wanted items can easily double or triple your profits

because you're bound to have several things everybody wants.

5 MORE EXTRA-PROFIT Features:

3__
UP TO 6% BONUS IN CASH

* Besides Your Regular Profits

ON EVERYTHING YOU SELL

4 CARDINAL'S EXCLUSIVE
^* FEATURES SELL FASTER.

SELL MORE FOR YOU

READ THESE
TRUE

EXPERIENCES

BUSY MOTHER

FINDS

IT EASY

"As raising 4 children
keeps me pretty busy,
my friends give me their

orders and tell their
friends who also buy.
For 7 years I've found
Cardinal Cards sell
themselves."
Mrs. G. C. Ohio

BIG ORDERS

FROM

BIG LINE

"Cardinal's wide variety

helps me get BIG orders.

I don't have to see many
people to make $20 or
$25 a day, as I do easily

all season."
Mrs. E M.J., Colorado

c AMAZING SAMPLE OFFER GIVES YOU $1.25 BOXES FREE
3* WITHOUT LIMIT-ONE FREE WITH EVERY 3 SAMPLES

YOU CHOOSE. OTHER EXTRA-PROFIT SPECIALS.

CHURCH GROUP

DOES WELL

"Selling Cardinal Cards
and novelties is the easi-

est way to make money
for our church Our
group sold over $500
worth. Your line is so
complete and service
prompt."
R. A. S., Minnesota

Hundreds of letfen

like These on File

(?odte Tfatfcetp *7a See Sam>fde&
We'll be glad to send you our complete kit of samples postpaid for FREE
TRIAL. It contains 5 leading Assortments on approval, 36 Personalized

Christmas Card Samples and Stationery Portfolio FREE, our Party Plan,

l-FREE-with-3 Sample Offer and full money-making details. EXTRA!
$1.95 Gift offered FREE for prompt action. Don't send a cent. Just mail
the coupon. But do act at once.

YOU CAN TELL
CARDINAL CARDS ARE
DIFFERENT AS SOON
AS YOU SEE THIS

LONG BOX OF SAMPLES

FREE FOR

PROMPT ACTION!

Famous Ritepoint
new 2-in-1 thinline

ball-point pen and
pencil in gift box.
Nationally adver-
tised at $1.95. Yours
FREE if you act fast.

SAMPLES TODA}

CARDINAL CRAFTSMEN, Dept. 34-R
1400 State Ave., Cincinnati 14, Ohio

Please send your unusual sample kit of new and original Christmas

Card money-makers on approval, postpaid for Free Trial. Include your

FREE Offers.

Name

.

| Address

.

1400 STATE AVE., DEPT. 34-R, CINCINNATI 14, OHIO I

City. .Zone Slate .
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WONDERFUL NEW EASY-TO-DO PIN-CURL PERMANENT
In hairdos, today's look is the soft look, and Procter & Gamble's wonderful

new pin-curl home permanent is especially designed to give it to you. A
PIN-IT wave is soft and lovely as a pin-curl set, never tight and kinky. PIN-IT

is so wonderfully different. There's no strong ammonia odor while you

use it or left in your hair afterwards. It's easy on your hair, too, so you

can use it more often. And PIN-IT is far easier to give. You can do it all

by yourself. Just put your hair up in pin curls and apply PIN-IT's Waving

Lotion. Later, rinse and let dry. With self-neutralizing PIN-IT, you get

waves and curls where you want them ... no resetting needed ... a

permanent and a set in one step. For a wave that looks soft and lovely

from the very first day and lasts weeks and weeks—try PIN-IT!
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at last!

A LIQUID SHAMPOO
that's EXTRA RICH J

ITS LIQUID

PRELL
FOR

Something wonderful has

happened— it's fabulous new

Liquid Prell! The only shampoo

in the world with this exciting,

extra-rich formula! It bursts

instantly into luxurious lather . .

rinses like lightning ... is

so mild you could shampoo

every day. And, oh, the look

and feel of your hair after

just one shampoo! So satin-y

soft, so shiny bright,

so obedient— why, it falls into

place with just a flick of your

comb! Shouldn't your hair have

that 'Radiantly Alive' look?

Try Liquid Prell this very night!

JUST POUR IT ..

.

and you'll see the glorious difference!

Some liquid shampoos are

too thin and watery . . .

some too heavy, and contain an

ingredient that leaves a dulling film.

But Prell has a "just-right"

consistency — it won't run and

never leaves a dulling film.

PRELL— for 'Radiantly Alive' Hai

now available 2 ways:

The exciting, new extra-rich liquid

in the handsome, easy-grip bottle!

And the famous, handy tube

that's ideal for children and

the whole family . . . won't spill,

drip, or break. It's

concentrated— ounce for

ounce it goes further!

ROCTER & GAMBLE



Small-fry experts at work...testing NEW IRAN

-the best-tasting way to fight decay

Here's a break for the sub-sub deb
set: the tooth paste that's so wonderful

for their teeth now has a brand-new

flavor! It's minty and marvelous— in-

vites pint-size experts to brush often (the

best way to save pretty teeth).

And new Ipana with bacteria -fighter

WD-9 gives extra protection to precious

teeth. This new formula destroys decay

bacteria measurably better than any
other leading tooth paste . . . even better

than fluoride!

So with every happy brushing, your
family's teeth get Ipana's extra protec-

tion . . . the pleasantest way—good rea-

son to change to Ipana today! It's at all

toiletry counters in the yellow and red-

striped carton.

New-Formula IPANA'
WITH BACTERIA-DESTROYER WD-9 PRODUCTS OF BRIS

Ipana A/C Tooth Paste (Ammoniated Chlorophyll) also contains bacteria-destroyer WD-9 (Sodium Lauryl Sulphate).



FROM HEAD TO TOE...

Your skin .satin-smooth, gloriously

fragrant - soothed, cooled, pampered

by DJER-KISS— finest of

imported talcs. Djer-Kiss Talcum

helps prevent chafing, absorbs

perspiration .. .keeps you exquisitely

feminine all day long!

29<t, 434, 594 (plus tax)

You're thrilling tonite

. . .when you wear Blue Waltz.

This heart-stirring perfume

makes dreams come true!

Try it—when you're

ready for love! '

''

WALTZ
PERFUME

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting

letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.

P. Can you tell me how old Frances
Dee was when she gave Joel McCrea
another son this year?

—V.H., San Jose, Cal.

A. She was forty-seven years old.

p. Who sang for Eleanor Parker in In-

terrupted Melody?
—R.L., Bloomington, Ind.

A. Eileen Farrell.

P. Is the Gloria Grahame-Cy Howard
marriage just about over? Isn't it

stormy? —B.F., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. It's stormy.

P. Did Joan Crawford ha,ve anything
to do with the removal of Brian Keith
from Queen Bee?

—V.L., Baltimore, Md.

A. Miss Crawford has the approval
right on leading men in her films.

P. What is the relationship between
Danny Kaye and Lauren Bacall?

—F.L., Palm Springs, Cal.

A. Good friends.

P. Who or what broke up the Anne
Francis-Bam Price marriage?

—H.F., Frankfort, Ky. .

A. Career differences and general in-

compatibility.

P. Now that Marlon Brando has
learned how to sing and dance, is it

true he's been offered $50,000 a week
to appear in Las Vegas?

—B.D., Omaha, Neb.

A. $25,000 a week.

p. Is Deborah Kerr washed up in

Hollywood? —V.H., London, Eng.

A. No, she is scheduled to play the

female lead in The King And I.

P. Why are there hard feelings between
Arlene Dahl and James Mason?

—C.L., Portland, Ore.

A. No hard feelings. A professional al-

tercation on a TV program caused the

misunderstanding.

P. Is it true that Doris Day and Mar-
lon Brando were both born at the same

time? -N.N., New Haven, Conn.

A. Yes, at 3 p.m., on April 3, 1924.

P. I've been told that Jimmy Stewart
refused to make Strategic Air Command
unless June Allyson played opposite

him. Is this on the level?

—G.L., Memphis, Tenn.

A. June was Stewart's first choice, but

he would have played apposite some
other actress if Miss Allyson had been

unavailable.

P. Can you tell me whatever happened
to Sonny Tufts? —Q.I., Bangor, Me.

A. He played with Marilyn Monroe in

The Seven Year Itch.

P. I understand that Tony Curtis is

leaving Universal-International this

fall. True or false?

—A.L., San Francisco, Cal.

A. Tentatively true.

P. Can you tell me something about the

law suit filed against Columbia pictures

by Mary Michalski? Who is she, any-

way? —D.L., Boston, Mass.

A. Mary Michalski is the real name of

shimmy dancer Gilda Gray who claimed

similarity between the leading charac-

ter and herself in Gilda, starring Rita

Hayworth.

P. I've been told that Frank Sinatra

was originally scheduled to play the

Marlon Brando part in On the Water-

front. Is this .so?

—B.L., Hoboken, N. J.

A. Sinatra says it is and has filed a

$500,000 breach of contract sidt against

producer Sam Spiegel.

P. Who is richest: Humphrey Bogart,

Gary Cooper, Jimmy Stewart?

—V.L., Vincennes, Ind.

A. Probably Stewart.

P. Isn't the Arlene Dahl-Fernando La-

mas marriage going very quietly on the

rocks? —B.L., Phoenix, Ariz.

A. No, it is working out well.

p. Can you tell me how much money

June Allyson received for making The

(Continued on page 85

)
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In hairdos, today's look is the soft look, and Procter & Gamble's

wonderful new pin-curl home permanent is especially designed to

give it to you. A PIN-IT wave is soft and lovely as a pin-curl set,

never tight and kinky. PIN-IT is so wonderfully different. You can

tell the minute you open the bottle. It contains absolutely no

ammonia. It's easy on your hair, too, so you can use it more often.

And PIN-IT is far easier to use. Just put your hair up in pin curls

and apply PIN-IT'S Waving Lotion. Later, rinse and let dry. With
self-neutralizing PIN-IT, no resetting is needed. You get a perma-

nent and a set in one step. For a wave that looks soft and lovely

from the very first day and lasts weeks and weeks— try PIN-IT!



EVEN IF YOU
BRUSH YOUR TEETH

ONLY ONCE A DAY

Colgate

Dental Cream

GivesThe Surest

Protection

All Daylong!

Brushing For Brushing, It's The Surest

Protection Ever Offered By Any Tooth-

paste! Because Only Colgate's—Of All

Leading Toothpastes—Contains Gardol

To Guard Against Tooth Decay

Longer—StopBad Breath Instantly!

ASK YOUR DENTIST HOW
OFTEN YOU SHOULD BRUSH

YOUR TEETH ! But remember ! Even ifyou

brush only once a day, Colgate Dental

Cream gives the surest protection all day

long ! Gardol, Colgate's wonderful new de-

cay-fighter, formsan invisibleshield around

your teeth that won't rinse off or wear off

all day! And Colgate's stops bad breath

instantly in 7 out of 10 cases that originate

in the mouth ! Fights tooth decay 12 hours

or more! Clinical tests showed the greatest

reduction in decay in toothpaste history

!

N-Lauroyl Sarcosinate.

IT CLEANS YOUR BREATH
While It GUARDS YOUR TEETH!

August, 1955

AMERICA'S GREATEST MOVIE MAGAZINE

modern screen
Hollywood's hottest kids 27

LONE WOLF (James Dean) by Richard Moore 28

WHISTLE BAIT by Kim Novak 30
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cAUGHT IN THE COBWEB
OF HUMAN EMOTIONS!

This is an unusual picture. It goes where
no story has ever gone before—down the

twisting corridors of its characters'

desires, behind the doors where psychi-

atrists share the secrets of their patients

—and sometimes are victims of the same
strange loves and hates!

RICHARD LAUREN CHARLES GLORIA LILLIAN

WlDMARK • BACALL •BOYER • GRAHAME • GlSH
The Doctor

learned secrets

The Nurse The Director

was love-starved liked women
The neglected Wife Despot of

found trouble the Mansion

and introducing

JOHN mm
KERR .„d Susan Strasberg™,; Oscar Levant • Tommy Rettig

Screen Play by John Paxton •Additional dialogue by William Gibson • From the Novel by William Gibson

,,,„„„ r„p„cd i„ Eastman Color- • Directed byVlNCENTE MlNNELLI • Produced by John Houseman • i



Amazing

stick deodorant!

keeps

skin

and clothes

safe

from
acid-damage!

The remarkable non-acid formula

of Tussy Stick Deodorant stops

odor instantly . . . without acid

damage to underarms and fabrics!

it's neat-to-use! Cools hot

underarms as it stops odor

with wonder-working

hexachlorophene! Yet, unlike other

deodorants with acid-action, Tussy's

amazing non-acid formula

won't irritate normal skin !

*"— *

Keeps even the most S11CK DEODOW
delicate fabrics safe from

acid-damage. $1 plus tax *fn&f

TUSSY
stick deodorant

BY LYLE KENYON ENGEL

music from
ALL THE LATEST NEWS ABOUT STARS, DISCS AND D-J'S FROM HOLLYWOOD'S MUSIC WORLD!

No matter what the reports from Cannes, don't try to tell Columbia
Records that Doris Day is uncooperative. They threw a cocktail party for

her when she stopped in New York on her way abroad, planning to record

"I'll Never Stop Loving You," from Love Me Or Leave Me. (See Month's

Best Movie Albums.) There are so many rumors about her being cold and
stand-offish that they were afraid she wouldn't show up at all. At most,

they hoped she'd arrive before all the guests left and spend half an hour or

so, as many visiting stars do. But to everyone's delight she arrived at six

o'clock—and they couldn't drag her away. Her son Terry came in briefly to

be introduced around, Marty Melcher showed up to crack jokes with the

press, and the only reason the party ended at all was that Columbia had
rented the hotel suite for only a few hours and had to give it back!

"It's a pity," Dodo said afterwards. "I was having a ball!"

When Buddy Kaye heard that Not As A Stranger was being filmed

he promptly sat down, wrote a title song and sent it to United Artists

—who promptly sent it back with a note saying that the song had
already been written by Jimmy Van Heusen. Buddy asked around
and learned that the lyrics weren't definitely set . . . just almost.

So he requested one day's grace, took the score home and in twenty-

four hours came up with a new set of words. This time he went
straight to Sinatra and sang his version to The Voice—who grabbed
it. Which (sometimes) is the way hits are born.

With his face, his band and his music stretched out all over the Daddy
Long Legs CinemaScope screen, Ray Anthony has every reason to be the
happiest bandleader in the country. But the thing that really tickles him
is a happy coincidence. Not his much-talked-of resemblance to Cary Grant,
but the fact that Glenn Miller once made a film for 20th-Fox—and Ray has
always wanted to parallel Miller's career.

"Thirteen years ago," Anthony reminisced, "I played trumpet with
Glenn Miller's Band in Sun Valley Serenade.

"I'll never forget it, either. I got with it during a take and exuberantly
flipped my mute, like you do when you get hot. I didn't realize I had ruined
the take, until they told me I was distracting attention from the stars

—

Sonja Henie and John Payne and Milton Berle—with my musical acro-

batics. I learned the hard way you don't improvise either music or action

for the screen the way you do on a bandstand.

"That's the toughest thing about picture-making. We pre-record our
music. Then, in front of the camera, we have to play exactly what we've
already recorded. No after-thoughts, no improvisations, not a single added
hot lick or you don't synchronize!"

In Daddy Long Legs, Ray synchronizes on "Sluefoot," "Something's
Got To Give," "Dream," and "Thunderbird." In private life he synchron-

izes very nicely with Mamie Van Doren. At this time he and Mamie are

vacationing in Europe, and busily denying the marriage rumors that have
flown around their heads ever since they started going steady. Not that

we want to add fuel to the fire, but we wouldn't be at all surprised. . . .

The blackest Monday on record at CBS belongs to Peter Potter.

It started out innocently enough, with Peter, as usual, spending the

day picking out records for Juke Box Jury, the TV show on which
four celebrities predict whether the new songs Pete plays will be
hits or misses. His jury for the coming Saturday was nothing short

of spectacular—Zsa Zsa Gabor, Tony Curtis, Billy Eckstine and
Marilyn Maxwell. Mid-morning the phone rang and Pete found
himself talking to Juror Zsa Zsa. The message was short, Hungarian and
anything but sweet. "Pete, honee," said Zsa Zsa, "I stepped on my
poodle, tripped and broke my knee. I cannot be on your show
Saturday. Some other time, yes?"

, "Yes," said Pete, and started phoning around. It was pretty short

notice, hut Constance Moore said she could make it, and Pete relaxed.

Then the phone rang again. Billy Eckstine. He was most apologetic,

hut this engagement had come up in the (Continued on page 70)
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Jf Most-loved,
' Most Laughed-with
Play Of Our Day

M IS on the screen!

Warner Bros, present it in CiNemaScoP^
and WarnerColorTT "pi AND WARNERCOLOR -|- ft

IT STARS llENKffONDA-THE ORIGINAL MISTER ROBERTS a™tJAMES lAGNET*

William Powell AS DOC a/rvdJackLemmo^ AS ENSIGN PULVER

BeHy'pALMER-WARD BOND-PHIL CAREY-screen play by FRANK NUGENTand JOSHUA LOGAN- PRODUCED ByLELAND HAYWARD
based on the play 8y THOMAS HEGGEN and JOSHUA LOGAN, directed by JOHN FORD and MERVYN LeROY

AS THE CAPTAIN



DOCTORS PROVE A ONE-MINUTE MASSAGE WITH

PALMOLIVE SOAP CAN GIVE YOU A

GETS HIDDEN DIRT THAT ORDINARY CLEANSING METHODS MISS !

1.

Dirt left on face after

ordinary cleansing!

Rub your face hard with a
cotton pad after ordinary

casual cleansing with any
soap or cold cream. You'll

see that you didn't

remove deep-down dirt

and make-up. "Ordinary*

clean" is just

superficially clean!

2.
Beautifully clean
after 60-second
Palm olive facial!

Rub your face the same
way after 60-second
massage with Palmolive.

Pad is still snowy-white!

"Palmolive-clean" is deep-
down clean. Your skin is

free of clinging dirt that

casual cleansing misses.

CAN WORK SO THOROUGHLY
YET SO GENTLY! PALMOLIVE BEAUTY CARE CLEANS

CLEANER, CLEANS DEEPER, WITHOUT IRRITATION!

No matter what your age or type of skin, doctors have proved
that Palmolive beauty care can give you a cleaner, fresher complexion
the very first time you use it! That's because Palmolive care gets

your skin deep-down clean by removing the hidden, clinging dirt

that casual methods miss.

Here's the easy method:
Just massage your face with Palmolive's rich, gentle lather for 60
seconds, morning and night. Rinse and pat dry. It's that simple!

But remember . . . only a soap that is truly mild can cleanse

thoroughly without leaving your face feeling drawn and
uncomfortable. And Palmolive's mildness lets you massage a full

minute without irritation.

Try mild Palmolive Soap today. In just 60 seconds, you'll be on
your way toward new complexion beauty!

DOCTORS PROVE PALMOLIVE'S BEAUTY RESULTS!
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The Daddy Long Legs premiere was the biggest Hollywood has

Piper Laurie went to the premiere with Gene

Nelson—just when David Schine was sup-

posedly filling out a marriage license for them.

Anita Ekberg, the Swedish beauty getting

so much attention these days, just may be

serious about Steve Crane, Lana's ex-husband.

Margaret O'Brien—who came with young

Rad Fulton—is finally making her comeback

in Glory with Bing and Gary Crosby.

louella parsons' GOOD NEWS
"NO MATTER HOW THINGS TURN
out between my daughter and Eddie Fisher,

he will always seem like a son to me," said

Debbie Reynolds' mother to me right in the

thick of all the talk that the Debbie-Eddie idyl

was on ice.

"I can't tell you what our family has gone

through since this talk of a broken engage-

ment started," Mrs. Reynolds went on. "A re-

porter broke into our home by force demand-

ing that he be told the truth. You can't

imagine what this did to Debbie!"

I knew very well what it did to Debbie.

She was in bed three days, under sedatives

and a doctor's care, suffering from a bad
case of nerves.

Mrs. Reynolds went on, "The truth is there

has been no open break between the chil-

dren. They are going through a time of sin-

cerely trying to work out their problems, the

most important being that Debbie's work
keeps her on the Coast and Eddie's TV spon-

sors want him to work in the east.

"There is absolutely no basis for the gos-

sip that a difference of religion stands be-

tween them. And, it certainly is not true

that this has been a publicity romance."

She didn't have to tell me that. When I was
in Las Vegas with Debbie and Eddie when
they first fell in love, time after time Eddie

would ask me, "Do you think she really loves

me? Do you think Debbie will have me?"

The day before Debbie left for Korea with

the Johnny Grant troupe to entertain our

servicemen there and in Japan and Honolulu,

Eddie called her three times. And sent dozens

of red roses.

Debbie wore her beautiful engagement ring

on the proper finger when she planed out.

What eventually will happen, I don't know.

I just hope that these two nice young people

will think things out for themselves without

outside influence and be guided by their

hearts and not anyone's advice that marriage

might hurt Eddie's career.

It won't!

I THINK JOAN WILL RETIRE. Seems

that every time Joan Crawford gets married

(or divorced) I hear about it in the middle

of the night. Sure enough, when Joan eloped

to Las Vegas with Pepsi-Cola president Al

Steele, my 'phone started ringing off. the hook

at 2:15 a.m., just fifteen minutes after the

wedding ceremony.

Already I'm getting letters asking me,

"Will Joan retire?"

Let me tell you what I sincerely believe:

I think Joan will make one, two at the most,

more pictures—and then move to New York

to live.

Despite the "revival" of her career after

some bleak years, I think Our Girl has

had it!

There is a whole new field for her to con-

guer in cafe society and social circles in the

east. As Mrs. Al Steele, Joan will be The

Queen Bee of her husband's circle of friends

which she may find much more gratifying

than being The Queen Bee of Columbia's

newest film.

On her marriage license, Joan gave her

age as forty-seven. For thirty years she has

worked and slaved (yes, I mean slaved) over

her career, which has brought her great tri-

umphs but which also has brought her heart-

aches and disillusionment.

For many years. Missy Crawford has

wanted a man she can look up to and who is

as important in his field as she is in hers.

She has very much wanted her children to

have a father they can respect.

My money says she has found him in the

wealthy Mr. Steele.

SIMMER DOWN, KATHRYN
Bing Crosby's pretty date, Kathryn Grant,

went out of town on location and gave

an interview to a small-town newspaper

blasting Hollywood columnists, including me.

She said we all "made up a lot of stuff" and

that I, particularly, printed the most intimate

romantic items about her although we'd never

10



seen in months—and everyone turned out!

Heads turned at The Harwyn Club when Eddie Fisher
walked in with Paulette Ames—but she wasn't his date.
She and her beau hosted a small dinner for Eddie—that's all.

What would Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer do without a pho-
tographer to dodge? They always look as if they enjoy those
frantic runs from the press—even on the warm, lazy Isle of Capri.

6e/ore sAe fe/t for Korea Debbie went out with two old friends-
Bill and Dean Jargaro. She was still wearing her ring and smiling a
lot—but to me, she looked a little tired and her eyes were sad,.

Liberate crashed Jeff Chandler's act during Jeff's opening in Las
Vegas. Lee wore a coonskin cap and carried a rifle {now, who was
he supposed to be, I wonder?) and did some impromptu cutting up.



LOUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood

£:4

When Grace Kelly

and Jean-Pierre Aumont

found each other in

Cannes it looked too

obvious to be real. But

Grace fooled all the

experts! Jean-Pierre is

expected to follow her

home—and nobody

'is making predictions

about them now!

f I J Before Grace arrived in Cannes, Jean-Pierre took actress Nadia Gray (above) to

the beach, was seen with many pretty starlets. But he remembered Grace well; he

had dated her in New York b 'fore she became famous. At that time, though, his

heart still belonged to the memory of his wife, Maria Montez, who died so tragically.

(21 As soon as Grace showed up she was invited to dinner

at Elsa Maxwell's. It was for American stars only, but Jean-

Pierre wangled both an invitation and a seat next to her.

The sparks flew between them from the first moment.

131 After that evening they were inseparable. Once Grace took

advantage of Dorothy Dandridge's arrival to sneak out for a swim

with Jean-Pierre—but photographers caught her in rare deshabille.

They followed her and Aumont as they dined, walked, danced.

12



(4) The eligible Prince of Mon-
aco invited Grace to tour his

gardens. She went, but every-

one—including the Prince—could
see her mind was elsewhere.

IS) Some said the romance was
merely a publicity stunt dreamed
up by reporters—but when
Grace left Cannes to join Aumont
in Paris, the cynics were stumped.

(6) And when they parted—
temporarily—Grace said, "Yes,

Jean-Pierre asked me to marry
him. I haven't said yes—or no!"

Now, I'm not mad at Kathryn. I suppose
she thought hei statements would never
come to my attention because they appeared
in such a small paper.

But, it just isn't good for a new player to

take on the press. Frankly, "us" columnists do
a great deal to put over promising young
players. Suppose no columnist had printed

that Bing Crosby took Kathryn to the Acad-
emy Awards. Half the publicity she has re-

ceived since then has been hinged on this

date.

Kathryn was upset when she learned I

knew about her panning and she wrote me
a very gushy letter saying I had done more
lor her career than anyone else.

Whether that is true or not, Kathryn should

watch what she pops off about in the future.

Particularly as she used to be a "columnist"

herself, writing Hollywood tidbits for some
Texas newspapers.

P.S. No. I don'f think she and Bing will

get married.

THERE'S NOTHING FUNNIER than
watching Bob Hope in an easy chair in his

own living room watching a kinescope of one
of Bob Hope's tv shows. Bob recently invited

a few friends to his and Dolores' home to see

the show he did with French singer Line

Renaud and to wish her farewell before she
returned to Paris.

As the Charles Boyers, Line and her hus-

band, Dolores and the Hope children, Jimmy
McHugh and I sat around the TV holding our

sides with laughter. Bob would jump up and
shake his fist at his televised self.

"Oh, you silly so-and-so," he yelled at the

Bob on the screen, "How many flubs can you
make? Have you got mush in your mouth? I

can't understand a word you are saying,

old boy!"

It was really one of the funniest shows
he's ever done—so we just let him rave,

getting as much fun out of his off-TV antics

as the ones on the screen.

I like the way the Hopes have their chil-

dren in to meet their friends. Their eldest

daughter, Linda, now fifteen, is a beauty, but

so modest and charming.

Bob pointed to a harp standing in a corner
of the huge room which is English in feeling.

"Linda plays the harp," he explained. "It's

cost me exactly $7500 in lessons over a period
of years for her to learn one piece, 'Happy
Birthday,' which she strummed out for me on
my birthday. But never say it wasn't worth
it. She looked like an angel sitting at the

harp."

NOW WAIT JUST A MINUTE: I'm talk-

ing to ail of you who have written me
letters similar to this one from Carol Kennicott,

Atlanta, who pops off: "I'm so disillusioned

about Hollywood movie stars after reading
terrible things about them in a national mag-
azine that I shall never go to a movie again."

I'm surprised at you, Carol, and at many
others of you who feel the same way. I'm
going to have my say on this once and for

all—and then not mention the subject again.
There are many fine men and women in

motion pictures—to try to list them would
fill this entire department—who are a great
credit to their profession and to their country.

These are the first to respond to calls from



Fess Parker is so funny when he talks about his romance with his steady, Marcie Reinhart.

I get a kick from the way he carries his Davy Crockett character into real life I

all charities, civic promotions and worthwhile-

endeavors. Their talents have brought mil-'

lions and millions of dollars to the aid of

the helpless, the needy and the sick.

The good and sincere people so far out-P

number the bad apples that they shouldn't bef

mentioned in the same paragraph with thef

few but conspicuous backsliders.

I cannot understand the attitude of "fans'

like Carol who are willing to condemn all

our fine artists and citizens because of the'

smut being cast on some of the personalities

in the entertainment world, many of them not7

in motion pictures.

Think it over, you who feel like Carol, be-1

fore you forego the golden hours of enter-

tainment given you by the great artists and

fine people of the screen.

I

MEMO TO FRANK AND BOGIE:
Frank Sinatra has lots of friends. For ex-"

ample: Bing Crosby. There's hardly a week-?

end when they're in Palm Springs that)

Frankie doesn't cook up a batch of spaghetti'

for Bing.

But young James Dean isn't so enchanted;

with Frankie—or with Humphrey Bogart.
[

Both Bogie and Frankie Boy are rugged

when it comes to kidding someone they con-l

sider to be timid and shy, as James is.

One night at the Villa Capri, an Italian!

cafe where many singers and movie starsl

hang out, Frankie and Bogie kept ragging'

Dean, particularly about his hair.

"Why don't you comb it with a comb and!

brush instead of a towel?" the Messrs. Bogart

and Sinatra kept heckling the Eden boy.
j

James tried to take it in good grace and
smile, but his face kept getting redder and'

redder and he didn't tarry long after his

meal was finished.

I say, okay, boys—kid and have fun, but|

pick on somebody who has been around'

WHERE IS THE DIMPLE, ROSIE? I've never seen such darling pictures as these—the first «j

I

/ m a j
The Josi Ferrers named first child Miguel Jose. He was born February 7, 1955 in New York. The "Dimple" song was released the same day
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the business as long as Bogart and Sinatra!

I HAD TWO VISITORS: I've made some
wonderful new friends this month. Never had
any more fun than when Fess Parker, Davy
Crockett himself, dropped by my house. I was
so busy getting autographs for all the children

I know I could hardly interview Fess.

But this com-pone character interviews him-
self. "I come from a long line of folks who
saucer-and-blow their coffee," he said.

When I asked this new idol of the .juvenile

world if his romance with Marcie Reinhart, his

steady girl friend, is serious he cracked, "We
aren't fractious—we're just grazin'."

Of course, I think some of this backwoods'
talk is a bit put on, but it certainly fits in

with Fess' Crockett craze.

Another young man going places is Jack
Lemmon (wait till you see him in Mister
Roberts—his best yet and he's made some
good ones), who brought his wife when he
came a'callin'. (What am I saying, must be
the Fess Parker influence!)

The Lemmons are so much in love, and
she is such a darling and so proud of their

brand-new baby. I couldn't help kidding them
a bit. Jack is going to work on the same lot

with a certain woman star who has the repu-
tation for overly charming married men, even
happily married men.
"She won't get a chance at Jack," laughed

Mrs. Lemmon. "I'm going to take the baby in

my arms and show up at the studio every day

j

he's working on that lot!"

|

She won't have to worry. Jack doesn't

I

know another woman exists.

HEY, MARLON—THEY LOVE YOU
If Marlon Brando isn't careful he's going

to sweep the popularity contests and turn
into one of the most lovable lugs of Holly-
wood history.

tosemary Clooney's baby boy!

"We'll call him Mingo," Rosie told Bing.

My
hat's

off

to

TERRY
MOORE
(this time)

Terry Moore has indulged in some silly publicity in
her time. But my hat's off to her for not standing still

for those stories from London that she is "engaged" to

singer Johnnie Ray.
"Nothing could be more ridiculous," Terry scoffed. "I

had two dates with Mr. Ray. I'm afraid his press agent
is working overtime keeping Johnnie's name in print."

Terry, my girl, I say the same!
It's really nonsense for a man with Johnnie's talent

to fall back on these baseless engagement yams to get
space in the papers.
Now, it's supposed to be definite that he will marry

Sylvia Drew, 21-year-old singer with Vic Lewis' band
in London.
When he was in Australia, Ray was supposed to be

about to marry Beverly Stewart Dawson, young socialite.
When he flew home without marrying her, reporters met
all planes because said socialite was rumored to have
left her native land to marry The Crier in America. Noth-
ing happened.
Meanwhile, Johnnie's ex-wife, Marilyn Morrison, with

whom he rated so much publicity about whether they
would or would not remarry, seems to be concentrating
on James Dean these evenings.
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the letter box
Mrs. C. Aberson, Pueblo,

Colorado, resents my printing

that Doris Day underdresses.

"Good gracious, a little underdress-

ing is to be commended, not criti-

cized, what with most of the other

actresses outdoing one another in

nudity." No comment.
Pat Evans, Wayland, New

York, wants the world to know
that her favorite, Farley Granger,

is the tops for answering his fan

mail. "I even received a letter

from his mother thanking me for

the intelligent letters I write her

son," says Pat. That's really some-

thing, Pat!

Farley Gail

Ouida Benchfield, Der-
mott, Arkansas, makes a charm-

ing and thoughtful request. "Please

let Gail Russell know that her

many fans are still rooting for her.

She has had much trouble and she

must feel lonesome reading about

Guy Madison's new baby and his

happiness with Sheila. We wish

the Madisons nothing but con-

tinued happiness. But one of the

happiest days of my life will be

when I read in Louella Parsons'

column, 'Gail Russell Comes Back
To Pictures.' " What a heart-

warming message.

"Why do so many movie stars

—who have fame, fortune and
the love of many fans, go to

psychiatrists?" asks Francisco
Gomez, Victoria General
Hospital, Nova Scotia. Man,
that's a big question. I can only

quote a nationally known psychia-

trist: "A feeling of insecurity is the

basis of many trips to the psychia-

trist." Now don't ask me why
movie stars, who have so much,
feel insecure.

16

It's ironic to think that just about a year

ago, Marlon was walking out on contracts,

getting himself sued by 20th Century-Fox for

running out on The' Egyptian and dashing

to his psychiatrist's couch in New York.

If you ask me when the big change came

in Marlon, I believe it was the night of the

Academy Awards, when this boy who had

been resentful and had a chip on his shoul-

der, heard the wonderful, warm roar of

applause when his name was called as the

winner.

It was as though that audience, composed

of the people of his own profession, was
saying to Marlon, "Don't fight us—we're on

your side. We've voted for you to win the

highest honor an actor can receive from his

own people. Good luck, boy."

It seems as though the subtle change in

Brando came right after the night he won
his Oscar.

When he started work on Guys And Dolls

everyone was more or less waiting to see how
Mr. Big would take it. They found out. He has

been nothing short of an angel from start to

finish of the musical.

In fact, he has been such a good boy that

his boss, Sam Goldwyn, gave him a car, the

first Marlon has ever owned. On the steering

wheel Sam tied a card reading, "This is just

my way of expressing my admiration for

your work and cooperation both on the set

—

and off."

Jean Simmons and Frank Sinatra and other

members of the cast and crew will tell you

that Marlon was the first on the set every

morning and one of the last to leave.

It's very difficult to get actors into the

"still" gallery to pose for pictures to exploit

a film. So you can imagine the surprise of

the photographers one balmy morning when
Marlon walked in and said, "Look, I've got a

couple of days off the picture. I thought may-
be you fellas would like to get me in here

and out of your way later on." It's the only

case on record of an entire department

swooning!

Rita Moreno and Jeff Hunter are a new
couple around town—but both go out so much
that no one takes their dates seriously.

As for the kids—they simply adore Mar-

lon. Mrs. Frank Loesser (her husband wrote

the music for Guys And Dolls) tells me that

her nine-year-old daughter is madly in love

with Brando. "He makes me feel like I'm

pretty, and I'm not," the youngster told her

mother.

A pretty teen ager of my acquaintance who
attends one of the exclusive schools in Los

Angeles told me, "Marlon is really the 'doll'

of Guys And Dolls. Why, do you know that

once he let us take souvenirs out of his garage

when a whole carload of us drove up to his

place? One of the girls got his cap from The
Wild One and wears it to school every day!"

Yes, it would seem we have a new Brando

around these parts.

But there's still one subject he balks at

—

and that's whether or not he's going to marry

Josanne Mariani.

My guess is no.

LIZ TAYLOR may still not be feeling well,

but she was anything but cooperative be-

fore Giant started.

After being invited four times, Liz finally

showed up on the Warner lot for a luncheon

conference with director George Stevens and
James Dean (Rock Hudson was working).

Elizabeth seemed roundly bored with the

talk about the script and the locations in

Texas and excused herself immediately after

lunch.

Nor was she happy with her wardrobe
fittings. The outlandish styles of the roarin'

Twenties, which she wears at the start of the

Edna Ferber story, are not becoming to her

petite figure.

And nothing, but nothing, the make-up
department can do can make Liz look old as

she needs to toward the end of the story.

Oh, well—they say bad beginnings make
for good endings—so could be that Gianf

will win an Oscar for Liz.

THAT'S ALL FOR NOW.SEE YOU NEXT MONTH!

Thelma Ritter, who is wonderful in Daddy
Long Legs, attended the premiere with her

husband, advertising executive Joseph Moran.
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They've got bad names to live up to

but they can't keep their

good deeds down

!

PETER, THE OIRL "CHASING ANGEL

THE SAFE - CRACKING ANGEL.
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When she catches them
peeking . . . laughter hits

an all time peak!

co-sterring

JOAN BASIL LEO G
BENNETT- RATHBONE • CARROLL

^Produced by PAT DUGGAN • Directed by MICHAEL CURTIZ • Screenplay by RANALD MacDOUGALL
Based on a play by Albert Husson • A PARAMOUNT PICTURE



egg-sfra

sparkle to your

hair'
^
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NEW MOVIES

Mister Roberts: "Maybe that's why we're on this ship—because we're not good enough to fight.'

Crew's solution to their voyage "from Tedium to Apathy Ensign Pulver's answer to boredom al

and back:" Make the most of their rationed shore leave. sea: Invite the nurses over for "Scotch."

Picture of the Month: Mister Roberts

The Broadway play had everyone caught between tears and laughter. The movie

—

directed by John Ford and Mervyn LeRoy—possesses that same quality. Mister Roberts

(Henry Fonda) is about as frustrated as any hero can be. At night, he peers through

binoculars at huge task forces plowing through the Pacific—but what's his mission?

His mission is the successful distribution of toothpaste and toilet paper to Navy per-

sonnel. The Captain of the U.S.S. Reluctant is an officious pigeon of a man (James

Cagney) who drives the crew mercilessly. Considering that the crew doesn't have

much more to do than chip rust and stare at a nearby "cruddy island," the Captain

is not well loved. But Mister Roberts is, and his efficiency leads the Admiral to gift the

Captain with a potted palm. The Captain is loathe to let Mister Roberts be transferred.

Here's a view of life at sea you don't often get. A-luch of what happens—especially

what happens to and because of Ensign Pulver (Jack Lemmon)—is hilarious. The

pathos stems from Mr. Roberts' realization that the ship he's so anxious to leave is full

of men who've become important to him. Among these men are Doc (William Powell*),

C.P.O. Ward Bond and a crew of husky young sailors who almost flip their lids when
a batch of nurses descends on them. CinemaScope-Warners

See how exciting this new luxury

lather makes your hair! Glowing

clean, silky ... so manageable!

Conditions any hair. That's the

magic touch of SHAMPOO PLUS EGG

!

Try it! 29<t, 59«, *1.
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from 20th Century-Fox

starring ROBERT RYAN • ROBERT STACK

SHIRLEY YAMAGUCHI • CAMERON MITCHELL
with BRAD DEXTER • SESSUE HAYAKAWA • BIFF ELLIOT • SANDRO GIGLIO

Produced by Directed by Written by

BUDDY ADLER • SAMUEL FULLER • HARRY KLEINER

Color by DE LUXE • in the Wonder of STEREOPHONIC SOUND

COMING SOON TO YOUR FAVORITE THEATRE!



When invited to a formal tea, should you —
Be punctual Go formal Q Talk about people

Sooner or later comes the bid to your first

formal tea. Must you dress formally ? Stay

the full two hours? What should you say to

the V.I.P.s you meet? Answers: Wear your

best daytime outfit. Arrive and leave when

you like. As for the Very Important People:

a word from you about their interests and

your what-to-say worries are phf-f-ft! No
problems ! That goes for calendar worries, as

well— with Kotex* to keep you comfortable.

For Kotex gives softness that holds its shape.

Doesn't chafe ! Made to stay soft!

Do you think the lady in the

limelight is —
l~1 Devastating fj Obnoxious fj Dramatics coach

Her captive audience— they've had it! But

Cora the Cube "must" act out the merest

trivia she tells. Overworked gestures mar

your word power, your poise. Practice de-

scribing a spiral, a dance step, a circle with-

out demonstration. Poise on "those" days,

too, is a matter of being self-confident. So,

you choose Kotex— assured no revealing

outlines show, thanks to flat pressed ends.

Which gives your sports outfit a new
"ladylike" look?

Bermuda shorts Q Bermuda skirt Q Ruffles

If you like shorts, but find they rfe-natter

your figure — the Bermuda walking skirt is

for you. It's the feminine, flattering version

of Bermuda shorts: but newer, smarter !

On certain days, why not be smart about get-

ting the right-for-you size of Kotex? Try

all 3: Regular, Junior, Super; each gives the

complete absorbency you need. See which

suits you exactly.

More women, choose KOTEX than all other sanitary napkins

Have you tried new Delsey ? It's the 2 -ply toilet

tissue with Kleenex* softness. Only Delsey is clean-cut

to tear evenly. It ends waste — saves money — because

it can't shred like ordinary toilet tissues. And Delsey*

comes in your favorite towel colors: pink, yellow, blue

and green, as well as white. Be thrifty — buy quality —
buy Delsey.
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SUMMERTIME Even if you've been to Venice, this

movie will turn up views you probably haven't found.

Not in a picture post card way, either, but in a way
someone who's never seen Venice comes upon it

—

with a sense of discovery and excitement. That's for

the scenery. The story's even better. Katharine Hep-
burn is a secretary from Ohio who feels that the

years she's spent working and rarely romancing owe
her a fling. So here she comes with camera and hope
to a little pension. Everybody's got somebody, but
she's got nothing but good will, wisecracks and a

tortured loneliness. A handsome stranger (Rosanno
Brazzi) is anxious to pick her up at an outdoor cafe,

and she's anxious. In fact, she starts trembling when-
ever somebody under eighty just looks at her. Brazzi's

persistent, though, and Hepburn's so dazzled she'd

fling herself into a canal for the sheer joy of it. (As
it happens she does fall into the canal, for a different

reason.) Things would be great if Brazzi weren't
married, or even if Hepburn were more like pension-

owner Isa Miranda, who takes love as lightly as anti-

pasto. But this girl has an American conscience and
cannot be happy without being proposed to legally.

Very moving and sensitively done. Technicolor.—U.A.

P. S. Take everybody but your old-maid aunt.

MOONFLEET Orphan Jon Whiteley comes upon a

pack of cutthroat smugglers led by dandy Stewart
Granger. "Get lost," says Granger. "No sir, I'm
with you," says Jon, "peril to life and limb not-

withstanding." Little boy like that should have a

Mama and not go losing himself in graveyards or

hanging in buckets at the bottom of wells (look-

ing for jewels). Yet there he is. Hard to see him,

though, it's so dark in England.—Technicolor, MGM.
P. S. Guaranteed to scare the wits out of your kid

brother

THE SHRIKE The wonder man of stage and screen

(Jose Eerrer) here brings his considerable talents

to what, a couple of years ago, he turned into a Broad-

way tour de force. A shrike, before we go any fur-

ther, is "a little, soft downy bird with a long beak,

on which she impales her victims." Naturally, it was

no bird that drove Ferrer to attempted suicide, it was

his wife (June Allyson). June has no idea her strong

little character could bounce her husband off his

rocker. She just loves him, wants to make sure he

gets the most out of life. This she does by constantly

pointing out his faults so he can correct them. For

nine years she's been pointing, and otherwise lousing

up his career as a stage director. The camel's back is

broken shortly after his latest stage production, which

is a failure for him but a personal triumph for its star

(Joy Page). Joy tells him that even his flops are

better than most people's successes. June tells him,

why don't you quit the theatre, honey, and take a job

in Pop's store. Next time she sees him he's lying in a

hospital bed, having flopped even in his suicide at-

tempt. Just shows you what the wrong woman can

do to the right man when they sign up for a lifetime

partnership.—U-I

P. S. You'll be glad you're you after this one.
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WITHOUT IT...

-ffiiU spray net;
Going places? Keep your hair in place the spray net way.. .it's such a joy!
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net

*TM

Now There Are Two Fabulous Formulas

New SUPER SOFT SPRAY NET, without

lacquer, gives hair gentle control.

REGULAR SPRAY NET for more elabo-

rate styles, harder-to-manage hair.

Whether you're working, playing, shopping . . .

we can take one worry off your mind. Your hair!

A whisper of Helene Curtis spray net will

keep it just the way you set it . . . soft, natural,

and in place the whole day through.

For Helene Curtis has found a way to put
"holding quality" into a hair spray without
making you hate the feel of your hair. It's the
wonderful, wonderful spray that leaves no
stickiness whatsoever.

A pretty hair-do will always pick you out of
the crowd. Smart girls never go outdoors
without Helene Curtis spray net— it's

America's favorite hair spray because it really

is the best ... in every way.

When You're Late For A Date-
Just set your pin curls with
Helene Curtis spray net.
They'll dry in minutes!

4V4 FULL OZ. */2S plus fax

GIANT ECONOMY SIZE

only Helene Curtis Spray Net contains spray-on lanolin lotion

Wmm
Ever Made This Test?
Curl two strips of paper, spray
just one with spray net . .

.

then blow on both and see which
one keeps its curl! spray net's
the answer—every time.
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Be an adorable BLONDE

Be the girl with "sun in her hair!"

If time has darkened your hair,

bring back blonde glamour with

Marchand's Golden Hair Wash.

Safely, easily, at home. Or you can

lighten just a bit

highlights, gleam
dark hair with
bronze. Golden Hair

Wash, the complete-

in-one-package safe

home hair lightener,

has been a favorite

for 50 years. Use to

lighten arm and leg

hair, too. It is sold

at fine drugstores

everywhere.

60c and 90c plus tax

add golden

MARCHAND'S
GOLDEN

HAIR WASH

If you're not going to lighte

another

famous

tRCHAND

product

Marchand's Hair Rinse after each sham-
poo blends in aging gray streaks . . .

adds sparkling lights and richer color to
your natural hair shade. Govt, approved
colors, wash out easily. 12 smart shades.
At all drug and variety stores.

6 Rinses 25c 2 Rinses 10c

THE MAN FROM LARAMIE When a man travels a

thousand miles just to shoot another man it's con-

venient to know his name. James Stewart does not

know, which may be why he is given to long pauses

and is not hep to the cue Cathy O'Donnell keeps toss-

ing him (this is a romantic cue and a man hardly has

time for that anymore). Donald Crisp, who owns most

of Coronado—to which Stewart journeyed from Lara-

mie—is always dreaming about him in his sleep.

Dreaming that Stewart is going to kill his son (Alex

Nicol). Well, somebody ought to kill him—he's an
overgrown juvenile delinquent. Crisp's foreman Ar-

thur Kennedy wouldn't mind killing him, but then

Crisp might be offended and not give Kennedy his

share of the ranch. Stewart, meanwhile, keeps look-

ing for the man who sold rifles to the Apaches which

the Apaches used to wipe out an Army battalion

among whom was his kid brother. So that's the why
and wherefore Stewart hangs around. Even though

there is plenty of violence in Coronado, all of it

pinned on him. Technicolor—Col.

P. S. Why curl up with a good Western when you
can curl up with Stewart?

WE'RE NO ANGELS There are people who will be

shocked by this movie— it takes murder so gaily.

For repressed characters like me it's delightful. Any-
body who's under the thumb of a nasty, rich, tyran-

nical relative would hardly believe his good fortune

if that relative went to bed one night in blooming

health and did not wake up in the morning. And if

the relative had a traveling companion and nephew
just like him who succumbed to the same mysterious

malady, that would be pushing luck too far. About as

far as Humphrey Bogart, Aldo Ray and Peter Usti-

nov push it. They are three escaped convicts loitering

on Devil's Island, who invade the shop of Leo G.

Carroll, his wife Joan Bennett and their daughter

Gloria Talbot. The family only run the shop—and not

very well—for their ruthless cousin. It's Christmas
time and these convicts have murder and robbery in

their minds, but their souls are made of finer stuff.

They weep before kindness, melt before love. They'd
be terribly frustrated if ruthless cousin (Basil Rath-

bone) and ruthless, jr., (John Baer) did not arrive

to check up on the shop's -books, books which prove
Leo G. Carroll to be hopelessly inept. Well, those an-

gelic convicts set things right for the meek and good
of this world. Their methods are novel, but certainly

efficient. VistaVision.—Para.

P. S. Enjoy yourself but remember it could only

happen in a movie.
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THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS If your Dad was around

at the turn of the century you've heard of Eddie Foy.

Bet he didn't know what went on at the Foy home!
There were all these children being born to a man who
didn't even want to get married in the first place. His

wife (Milly Vitale), a former ballerina, liked kids, so

she had kids while Eddie was off making a name for

himself in show business. Same night he cops the

Friars' award for Father Of The Year his wife dies.

It's a little late for Foy to realize he has a family, but

it hits him like a bomb and he can't think of anything

to do but drink it off. When the kids threaten to dis-

mantle the house out of childish exuberance Foy pulls

them all together and—kicking and screaming—takes

them on the road. All seven. Bob Hope as Foy is very

touching and likable. He also lends some amusing
Hope fast-talk to his portrayal. VistaVision—Para.

P. S. It'll give you the lump.

Susan Strasberg and John Kerr, two young stars

to watch, play key roles in MGM's The Cobweb.

THE COBWEB Maybe you suspected there is only a

fine line between the normal and the abnormal. In

this movie, which takes place at a home for the emo-

tionally disturbed, you are not altogether sure the

right people are being treated. Here's a brief run-

down on the staff. Richard Widmark is the doctor in

charge. He's harried but otherwise very competent.

It's his wife (Gloria Grahame) who verges on hysteria

due to boredom. Charles Boyer, who was once head

doctor, now leans toward drink and general deterio-

ration. Lillian Gish, the housekeeper, is a lonely, em-

bittered old maid who pinches pennies. Lauren

Bacall, social worker, hopes she'll help herself over

personal tragedy by helping others. While all these

people are getting involved with each other, the

patients sniff dissension in the air. There is not a

better sniffer than Oscar Levant; or a more fragile

one than 16-year-old Susan Strasberg. But John

Kerr's the prize. He's a young artist you just have

to touch to send flying in every direction. The story

hinges around him and I found it all completely

fascinating. Technicolor.—MGM.
P. S. You think you have troubles ?

THE SEA CHASE I know there were plenty of nice

Germans in the Second World War, but a couple

more pictures like this and you'll think there were

only one or two Nazis. Aside from that, I didn't find

anything not to like in The Sea Chase. John Wayne
I would like in any chase. He's captain of a rusty

old freighter which is tied up in Australia when war's

declared. Wayne is anti-Nazi, but that doesn't mean
he's going to hand over his ship to the enemy. He's

going to take it to some calm, neutral water, some
tropical paradise where he can disembark and make
love to Lana Turner, (I forgot to mention—Lana's

on board. She's a German spy wrapped in mink.)

To get that old tub moving is quite a job, as is evad-

ing the entire British fleet and keeping
_
first mate

Lyle Bettger down (he's dreaming of dining with the

Fuehrer). David Farrar's a British officer whose long

friendship for Wayne turns into hatred. Cinema-

Scope.—Warners.

P. S. Here's a man's movie that any woman would
love to be asked to see.

RECOMMENDED FILMS NOW PLAYING

GREEN MAGIC (IFE) : An exciting, prize-winning,

color film about a trip through the South American
jungles. Snakes, cattle get eaten alive before your

eyes.

NOT AS A STRANGER (U.A.): Bob Mitchum, Frank
Sinatra, Olivia De Havilland, Gloria Grahame and
Broderick Crawford in a moving, sensitive adapta-

tion of the best-seller. An important film.

DADDY LONG LEGS (20th-Fox) : A completely de-

lightful musical, with Leslie Caron and Fred Astaire

delivering their usual, incomparable performances in

the story of a French girl brought to America by her

rich, anonymous guardian.

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME (MGM) : Doris Day stars

as Ruth Etting, the showgirl who wanted success at

any price. James Cagney and Cameron Mitchell are

among the men she meets on her way up. Off-beat

musical.

MARTY (U.A.): Ernest Borgnine and Betsy Blair

turn this simple story into a beautiful little movie.

Adapted from the TV play, it tells of the love between

two ordinary people leading ordinary lives. There's

comedy as well as tenderness in this prize-winner.



Antibiotics in

Your Daily Life

by
William I.

Fishbein,

M.D.

The antibiotics are responsible for

saving untold numbers of human
lives. Infections, once fatal, have

been brought under almost complete

control. Illnesses formerly causing

long periods of hospitalization are

now quickly relieved and convales-

cence materially shortened.

Many ailments, while not respon-

sible for loss of life, nevertheless are

responsible for much loss of time

from work, are nagging, productive

of much discomfort, disfiguring, and
in general interfere with normal

happy existence. Among such ill-

nesses are colds, sinus infections, ear

infections, sore throat, ulcers of the

skin, and acne or pimples, particu-

larly when small abscesses are pres-

ent in the latter disorder.

Tyrothricin, the antibiotic which

has been incorporated in a number

of products adapted for application

to the skin and mucous membrane
by McKesson and Robbins, is espe-

cially effective against many of these

disorders. These preparations have

been subjected to prolonged clinical

and laboratory studies to demon-

strate their usefulness.

They showed particularly low tox-

icity with extremely rare reactions

to usage, thus increasing their range
of possible utility. Preparations have

been formulated specifically for

treatment of naso-pharyngeal infec-

tions, especially pustular acne or

pimples, for long continuing slow

healing ulcers of the skin, such as

may occur in those with varicose or

dilated veins in the skin.

Drugs have been formulated for

many purposes—pain relief, muscle
relaxation, soothing action and stim-

ulation. Tyrothricin preparations,

including those limited to cosmetic

fields are welcome additions to mod-
ern treatment.

Look for these

McKesson Antibiotic Products
at Your Drug Store

NEO-AOUA-DRIN LOZENGES — for the relief
of minor throat irritations.

NEO-AQUA-DRIN NOSE DROPS-for the relief

of congestion due to head colds, sinus, etc.

UTOL— for relief of pimples and minor burns
and skin abrasions.

POSITOS — ointment and suppositories for
the relief of discomfort due to hemorrhoids.

BORIC ACID
OINTMENT

AMMONIATED
MERCURY
OINTMENT

ICTHAMOL
OINTMENT
ZINC OXIDE
OINTMENT

LIMITED TIME

INTRODUCTORY

SAMPLE OFFER
Mail Coupon Below

THE FIRST ANTIBIOTIC

DEODORANT

To EveryWoman Who Has Suffered

Underarm Burn, Rash...orWorse...

1/

Imagine ...A Deodorant

Recommended for Shaving!

Now, for the first time, the protection

of a miracle Antibiotic in a Deodorant!

SCIENTIFIC FACTS ABOUT HARSH, IRRITATING

CHEMICALS FOR UNDERARM USE

Laboratory tests show that these dan-
gerous chemicals often invite trouble
in sensitive underarm area. This is why
you may have noticed redness, rough-
ness of underarm skin.

SCIENTIFIC FACTS ABOUT REVOLUTIONARY
NEW ANTIBIOTIC YODORA

New Yodora contains no harsh, dan-
gerous chemicals. Antibiotic Pertexol*

in New Yodora protects your
underarm skin—checks under-
arm irritations before they
start! New Yodora not only
gives you safer, longer lasting

protection from perspiration

odor, but its light, creamy base also

keeps your underarm area softer

—

smoother—lovelier! No other deodor-
ant ever gave you safer protection from
perspiration odor!

NEW ANTIBIOTIC YODORA IS GUARANTEED BY
McKESSON & ROBBINS

Try at our risk for one week; if you are

not amazed— entirely delighted— re-

turn and get your money back ! At all

cosmetic counters.

1. Apply soft, antibiotic New
Yodora—rub gently into skin.

2. Shave underarms with
slow, downward strokes.

3. Remove excess with tissue

—smooth remainder well into

skin.

That's all you need do to
stop perspiration odors!
Whether you shave or not,

one application daily of New
Yodora is the new, surer an-
swer to your deodorant prob-
lem.

Tube 394
Large

size jar 43<rr^69<t
All prices plus tax

*A brand of tyrothricin

Hil YODORA
The First... the Only Deodorant with Miracle

Antibiotic Pertexol* for Sensitive Skin!

McKesson & Robbins
Dept. MS Bridgeport, Conn.
Gentlemen: Please rush me liberal in-

troductory sample of antibiotic New
Yodora. I enclose 100 to help defray
handling and shipping costs.

Name.

Address-

City- -Zone-

State-
Y-4 23



coolest

thing you

can wear
There isn't any other kind of sanitary pro-

tection that's nearly as cool as Tampax*.

In fact, millions of women first adopted

Tampax in the Summertime—when they

simply couldn't stand hot, uncomfort-

able external pads a minute longer!

Why put up with chafing . . . irrita-

tion . . . odor problems and disposal prob-

lems . . . when Tampax is as

handy as your nearest drug or

notion counter? It gives the

wearer such a remarkable sense

of freedom that many users say

they almost forget it's "time-of-the-

month" for them. Certainly, you feel

much more poised, much more relaxed,

with protection that's both invisible and

unfelt when in place. You can be your

dainty, fastidious self at all times!

It goes without saying that you can

swim while wearing Tampax, that you

don't need to remove it while taking

your shower or tub. This doctor-invented

product must be the nicest way of han-

dling the trying days of the month —
so many women say so! Buy Tampax
now in your choice of 3 absorbencies:

Regular, Super, Junior. Month's supply

goes into purse. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS'

NO ODOR

•Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Invented by a doctor—
now used by millions of women

TV TALK
Everyone watches Marilyn . . . Brando makes a boo-boo . . . Roses for Audrey Hepburn

Tony Randall has hit it lucky. With Mr.

Peepers fading from the channels, he needed

a steady acting job, and he sure got one.

As you probably know, he plays the char-

acter based on H. L. Mencken in Inherit The

Wind, the smash hit that stars Paul Muni.

Tony's New York apartment, by the way,

is all white—ceiling, walls and carpet . . .

It looks as though Texas is taking over tv,

the theatre and the movies, too. The biggest

hit from the Lone Star State right now, of

course, is Fess Parker, known to everybody

in America as Davy Crockett. While Fess

is still enjoying the first flush of success,

there is another Texan making his mark on

the East Coast. Pat Hingle, who knew Fess

at school, decided to try his acting luck in

New York, and now, after a couple of years

of struggling, can match success stories with

anyone. His first important Broadway part

was in End As A Man, the play that gave

Ben Gazzara his big push. Then Pat showed

up in Festival, a comedy that didn't last very

long but that proved he was an excellent

comedian. Now he's playing Gazzara's grasp-

ing, not-very-bright brother in Cat On A Hot
Tin Roof, the award-winning play that every

actor wishes he were in, and finds time for tv

drama shows, too. Few people realize it, but

Cat director Elia Kazan had hired Pat once

before—for On The Waterfront. Remember
the scene where Marlon Brando and Eva

Marie Saint went into a bar for a beer?

Well, Pat was the waiter. Not only don't

most people know this, but, at the time,

Brando didn't either ! Just before the scene

was shot he realized he was hungry, saw Pat

hanging around, and sent him out for a sand-

wich. Pat, not saying a word about being an

actor, not a delivery boy, willingly went and

returned with the food. After Brando had

eaten, Kazan started to shoot the bar scene.

Brando nearly flipped when he looked up and

saw the delivery boy acting in it ! It broke him

up completely, and the scene had to be com-

pletely reshot. What with Fess and Pat

—

not to mention Kim Stanley and Eli Wallach

—Texas really does have something to brag

about . . . Marilyn Monroe has always

been something to see, but you should see her

walking around New York at night ! She goes

at a fast trot and, as often as not, wears

clothes that would look more at home in

casual California than in midtown Manhat-
tan. One Saturday night recently, she was
whipping around in black-and-white striped

toreador pants, a sports coat and no make-up.

In fact her face looked as though she'd

smeared it with cold cream just before she

left her hotel. But don't think for a moment
that all eyes didn't turn. Everyone recognized

her, and everyone stopped and stared. Lots of

times celebrities can walk all over town for

all the other pedestrians care. Janis Paige

—

even with her bright red hair, her extra-fancy

sun glasses, and her constant-companion poo-

dle—can go unrecognized. Franchot Tone
doesn't have to stop and sign autographs all

the time either. But Marilyn—and Greta
Garbo—never fail to turn every head. We saw
Garbo grocery-shopping one day. Even in

those unglamorous surroundings and even

with her unglamorous appearance—moccasins,

socks, a bundled-up coat, no make-up except

a little pale lipstick, and a very red nose from

a cold—Garbo was the target of every clerk's

and customer's eye . . . Which makes us

wonder about Arthur Godfrey's perennial

complaint that he cannot walk down a street

without being bothered. He claims, you know,
that he cannot even ride in the back seat of

his limousine without covering his face when
the chauffeur has to stop for a red light. His

face is one of the most familiar ones in the

United States, but we suspect he could walk
around a little with the common folk—which

he says he is dying to do—without creating

a mob scene. If Monroe and Garbo can grace

the sidewalks of New York without having

to call the cops, so, we suspect, could God-
frey . . . Jack Paar is a very unhappy man.

He knew that his Morning Show hadn't lured

the sponsors the way it was supposed to, but

he had no idea he was being fired until he

read it in a trade paper. You'd be surprised

at how many times the stars find out facts

about their careers from the papers; The tv

world is a big one—but a small one when it

comes to leaks. Speaking of sidewalks, Judy
Holliday was as excited as any fan when she

passed Marilyn Monroe on the street one day.

She was also amazed at how young The Mon-
roe looks—"like fourteen," said Judy. She was
extra amazed that her split-second take-off on

Marilyn in a Spectacular brought such raves

from the press and the public. Its success gave

her an idea: Maybe she could start a whole

new career doing imitations. The only draw-

back: Judy is a perfectionist, and she works

for hours, for days, for weeks, before she will

mimic anyone on tv. She reads up on her sub-

jects, she goes to see all their movies, she

watches all their television performances. She

freely admits that she is not a natural mimic.

She can't take one fast look at another per-

former and go into a funny routine. Which is

one reason her impersonations wow everyone

. . . Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer write

all their personal letters in Nile-green ink.

Audrey's handwriting is the straight-up-and-

down type, and she hardly ever crosses a "t."

Audrey, by the way, loves all white flowers.

Her extra favorite is white roses. You can bet

that Mel presents them, too. This is a happy
couple . . . Poor Ray Bolger. He put pots of

his own money into his tv show this last year,

and it's being dropped. He honestly loved it,

but the sponsor and the public didn't quite

agree. He'll probably still be around next year,

however—on some of the big NBC color

Spectaculars.

Martha Raye celebrates million-dollar contract

with Robert Q. Lewis, assistant Mimi Miller.



POPULAR PRICED

ACTUAL SAMPLES

FREE!

We'll Send a Box of Christmas Cards

To All Who Want

EXTRA
MONEY!

$50 to $300 and More in Your Spare Time.,
n Too! . . . Lots of Folks Do It So Easily with

Wallace Brown Christmas Cards
Why not do as thousands of other folks do? No need to wish for extra
cash to buy the things you want. You can make money so easily
just by showing the famous balanced assortments of beautiful
Wallace Brown Christmas Cards to your friends, neighbors, rela-
tives, co-workers, fellow church and club members. They'll love
this convenient way to order Christmas cards at home and they'll
be delighted with the beauty, value and variety offered them.
In this big nationally famous line of over 50 money-makers are
the two shown here . . . the sensational, big-value 2 1 -card "Feature"
Christmas Assortment and the beautiful Velour on Parchment
Christmas Assortment. They sell on sight for only $1.00 each
and you make up to 50c profit on each box! Mail the coupon NOW!

Big Line of Over 50 Thrilling Money-Makers I

You need no experience . . . and you have so much to offer to bring you
extra cash. There are exciting Christmas Assortments like the beautiful
Religious Scripture-Text, the delightful Christmas Angels, sparkling,
new "Tall" Jewel Scenes, gay, clever Humorous Cards, breathtaking
Winter Magic Photochromes . . . Gift Wrappings and Ribbons too! In
addition, a complete line of lovely Everyday cards for Birthdays, Get Well
and other occasions. Also Children's Books. Imported Napkins, Station-
ery, and many novelty Gift Items! They all spell EXTRA MONEY for you!

SEND NO MONEY to Get Actual Samples
See for yourself how much money you'll make. Mail couponTODAY for "Feature" 21 card Christmas Assortment on ap-
proval and FREE samples of low priced name-imprinted Per-
sonal Christmas Cards. We'll also include FREE, our beautiful,
big, full color catalog of the entire Wallace Brown line to
start you making extra money immediately.
CLUBS, ORGANIZATIONS

—

Raise money! Fill your treasury with
cash by taking orders for Wallace Brown Cards and Gift'ltems
from members and friends. Check coupon for details of Fund-
Raising Plan and give name of organization.

Make even more money with
four groups of outstanding
Special Value Name-Imprinted
Personal Christmas Cards . . .

distinctive styling, low prices

—for every purse and taste—
Traditional, Religious, Cute,
Formal, Currier & Ives . . .

exclusive designs, luxury pa-

pers, including rich, deep-
toned Suedes and genuine
Parchment Cards. They sell on

sight! Mail Coupon NOW!

We Deliver to Your Customers and We Pay Posfag&S

WALLACE BROWN, INC.
11

*
East 26th Street, Dept. S-79
ew York 10. New York

Paste coupon on a postcard or mail in envelope

WALLACE BROWN, INC., Dept. S-79
11 East 26th Street, New York 10, N. Y.

Please rush "Feature" 21 -Card Christmas Assortment on approval, FREE
Samples of Personal Christmas Cards and FREE full-color illustrated
Catalog of entire Wallace Brown money-making line.

City & Zone _..

Check for organization plan^



Lustre - Creme

Shampoo... Cream or Lotion

'"Yes, I use Lustre-Creme

Shampoo," says Joan Crawford. It's

the favorite of 4 out of 5 top

Hollywood movie stars!

It never dries your hair! Lustre*

Creme Shampoo is blessed with

lanolin . . . foams into rich lather,

even in hardest water . . . leaves

hair so easy to manage.

It beautifies! For soft, bright, fra-.

grantly clean hair—without special

after-rinses— choose the shampoo of

America's most glamorous women.

Use the favorite of Hollywood movie

stars—Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

Never Dries

starring m

'FEMALE ON THE BEACH'

A Universal-International Picture



HOLLYWOOD
Day in, day out, we watch the horizon for new stars. We eavesdrop at studio commissaries, burrow

through reams of photos, chat with the new kids. Sometimes it's like hunting for a needle in a haystack

and other times—-right now, for instance—we come up with the greatest bunch of youngsters ever.

There are so many of them that the sky lights up like the Fourth of July. And these kids are different!

They're not look-alikes, act-alikes, stamped "Made in Hollywood—glamourized!" They're individual-

ists like moody, unapproachable Jimmy Dean, self-possessed like Russ Tamblyn, who's been around show

business for years. They're sweet-but-not-simple like Kim Novak, who learned fast how to side-step the

wolf pack, grown-up like Peggy King, who hit bottom hard before climbing to the big-time. These kids

spark because they have natural greatness. They know where they're going and exactly how to get there.

On the following ten pages—and elsewhere in this special issue—you'll meet the hottest of the hot. Some

you're crazy-gone-for already and a few you never even heard of—but you will. In this issue we want

to give you a good close look at all of them, all at once. So here are their pictures and all the info avail-

able—and some of the most intimate looks behind the scenes Modern Screen has ever brought you.



Several weeks ago Warner Brothers tossed a press

party to announce the production start of Giant, starring

Elizabeth Taylor, Rock Hudson and James Dean.

The shindig was held at the studio, and unlike any of

the other principals, Jimmy Dean arrived late. He wore

blue jeans and an old red flannel shirt. When the

producer introduced him to the audience, Jim

refused to rise or smile, or even acknowledge the applause.

Moodily he sat in his seat, stared at his boots. When
a photographer came close to photograph him, he

quickly put on his dark sun glasses.

"Would you be kind enough to remove your

glasses, Mr. Dean?" the photographer asked.

Jimmy made out as if he didn't hear.

"Why don't you give the guy a break?" a reporter

asked the twenty-four-year-old acting genius from

Fairmount, Indiana. "After all, he's got a job to do."

Dean shook his head. "I didn't mean to be rude. It's

just that I've got bags under my eyes, and I need

a shave."

In another corner of the room, a studio representative,

watching the entire scene, muttered under his breath.

"That's typical of the guy. I hope the Army drafts

him and teaches him a little cooperation."

Jimmy is not particularly well-liked by some of his studio

colleagues these days, because he refuses to show up
for interviews, declines to be photographed, breaks

appointments with reckless abandon and insists upon
keeping his private life private.

"Maybe publicity is important," he admits.

"But I just can't make it, can't get with it. I've been

told by a lot of guys the way it works. The newspapers give

you a big build-up. Something happens, they tear you

down. Who needs it? What counts to the artist

is performance not publicity. Guys who don't

know me, already they've typed me as an odd ball."

So, too, as a matter of fact, have a lot of Hollywood girls

who've met Jimmy at various private parties.

One young actress, who prefers to be nameless,

tells about the recent time Dean came to a bongo-drum
"kick" with his girl friend Lilli Kardell.

"After we were introduced," she recalls, "I said,

just by way of starting a polite conversation, 'You're getting

a lot of good publicity these days, all about your

wonderful performance in East Of Eden.' His answer

to that was, 'Most of it is a bunch of .' Only
he didn't put it that delicately.

"I don't know," this actress continues, "whether he was
trying to compensate fo,r his shyness or what. He
certainly is not typical of Hollywood actors. He will

come into a room and for twenty or thirty minutes he'll say

nothing. He won't even open his mouth. Then, mention
something about drums or acting or bull fighting,

and you can't stop him. He talks on and on
with great power and intelligence. He's a strange one,

all right."

Lilli Kardell, the nineteen-year-old Swedish actress,

once under contract to Universal-International,

has dated Dean more than any other girl in movieland.

Although she declines to use the word love, she

admits she's "gone" on the little guy.

"Jimmy," she explains in her (Continued on page 75)

Daredevil Dean
is hell on wheels. Racing

his Porsche in local

meets, he wins handily at

120 mph plus, earns the

respect of racing pros but

the word around the studio i<

"that crazy kid is

going to kill himself."

James Byron Dean is a free-wheeling individualist who breaks all the



LONE
WULj?

he travels fastest who travels alone / by Richard Moore



When you look like Kim in a town like

Hollywood you learn to handle the wolf-

pack—fast. The lady's young—not foolish

WHISTLE
BAIT

When I left Chicago with a girl friend for a

vacation trip to California I kept telling my mother

that I wasn't movie crazy and hadn't the slightest

idea of getting into pictures. And she said she knew

that, but she kept giving me some advice which she

admitted wasn't original, but just the same I had

better listen!

"There are a lot of wolves out there," she said.

"You know, men who talk big and make promises

they couldn't keep even if they wanted to."

Then she turned to her mother and asked, "Isn't

that right, Mom?"
And Grandma agreed and added her favorite

piece of advice; that it's all up to the girl; that you

can make a wolf out of any man if you don't con-

duct yourself as a lady always.

So armed with this advice, I went west and found

out that both Mom and Grandma were right—Wolf

Number One phoned the second day I was in

Hollywood.

I was sitting at the pool in the Beverly Hills Hotel

when an attendant told me that a Mr. Hooper was



telephoning. I didn't know any Mr. Hooper. In fact,

I didn't know one man in the whole state of Cali-

fornia. So I knew right away this Hooper was a

wolf. But I was terribly curious and couldn't help

accepting the call.

When Mr. Hooper introduced himself over the

telephone he seemed to be saying that he was well

known in the movie industry. When I went over

his words* later, I realized he hadn't really said that

j

at all—he just sounded as if he had.

"I noticed you at the pool this afternoon," he

went on. "You are exactly the kind of girl the

studios are looking for."

It would have been easy to let myself believe

him, but I heard a duet in my ears—Mother's and
Grandma's warning voices—and I told him that

I was sure the studios couldn't be interested in me.
"I haven't had any acting experience," I said.

"Oh, that doesn't matter," he assured me.
"It doesn't!" I exclaimed.

"Not a bit," he declared. "Tell you what . . .

I'm not far away from {Continued on page 60)



He may be under-age, but Russ has been around. And for those who think he needs mothering

Not so very long ago, Russ Tamblyn was given what might

be called A Hard Time. This sort of thing is so rare in his

young life that it had the effect of warping his entire attitude

toward women. Obviously, the trouble was a girl. To quote

Mr. Tamblyn, looking back: "There was this romance I had.

Real weird. I went with this girl for a year, and I never saw
her more than two weeks. I went East to see her between pic-

tures; she came out here once, properly chaperoned, of course,

to visit me. So I was bowled over when her family decided that

we were seeing too much of each other. They were scared to

death that we were going to get married. They were scared

to death we were going to get married even after I told them

that I couldn't even think of it for at least two years. They
decided we shouldn't see each other again until she was eight-

een, and they said she'd be too young to marry even then.

Funny how people get hold of an idea and can't let go. I
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GIRL
CRAZY

Venetia Stevenson, eighteen, is Russ' current—and most serious—love. A
model and cover girl, she is working in England now, which leaves

Russ lonely but resigned—he has conducted romances by mail before.

loves being somebody's baby!
j
by Alice Finletter

was too young to get married, too, and we weren't planning

anything like an elopement. We were taking things easy, get-

ting to know each other, letting the future take care of itself.

"But they couldn't believe it. They couldn't believe it,

so they handed down this verdict that we shouldn't see each

other again till she was eighteen." Russ grinned, but his tone

was pensive. "Out of sight, out of mind. She turned eighteen

a few months later—and married (Continued on page 62)

Five-feet-ten-inches, brown- (not red) haired, twenty

years old, Russ has had his own apartment in Beverly

Hills for some time, enjoys living alone, crazy hours.

Like Brando, Curtis and Dean, Russ is a drum addict,

has many records. His great idol is his brother, a mis-

sionary in Germany, who, like Russ, is a devout Mormon.



WILLIAM
CAMPBELL

MARISA PAVAN Most likely

to avoid the sister jinx now
that she's in The Rose Tattoo,

Marisa struggled with it for

years while producers assumed

that Pier Angeli had all the tal-

ent in the family. Now Marisa

seems set to justify Alan Ladd's

claim that she "should turn out

to be one of the finest acting

talents of her generation !"

WILLIAM CAMPBELL Most
likely to become Mayor of

Hollywood, Bill has savvy of

an earthy sort, sharpened by a

college education, three years in

the Navy. Six feet tall, Bill

wanted to be a journalist,

switched to acting for more

kicks, more dough. Married

—

and liking it—he's in Cell 2455

and Man Without A Star.

RICHARD
OAVALOS

PERRY LOPEZ Most likely to

become a legend, Perry grew

up as tough as they come.

Twenty-three, he has been a

top amateur lightweight. (His

faint scars, though, are not

from a left hook, but an auto

accident.) Discovered by Josh

Logan hanging around the stage

door for a date with a show-

girl, he's in The Darkest Hour.

RICHARD DAVALOS Most
likely to be another Spencer

Tracy, Dick's ambitions are for

great parts, not big dough. At

six he decided acting was for

him, made it via jerking sodas

(in the Schrafft's where Kirk

Douglas once worked). Now in

The Sea Chase, Dick works

harder, studies more than al-

most any other kid in town.

ORESTE
KIRKOP

VIRGINIA LEITH Most likely

to rival Grace Kelly as a lady

born, Virginia was voted the

girl with the most talent least

recognized by the public. Single,

an ex-hatcheck girl and drive-in

waitress, and leading lady of A
Kiss Before Dying she's been

called by Richard Egan "An
actress who makes the male star

look better than he really is!"

ORESTE KIRKOP Most likely

to be more electric than Lanza,

according to Paramount work-

ers, the Malta-born sandy-

haired, green-eyed tenor made a

name for himself in European

opera. He dates a lot, goes in

for sports, and doesn't want to

be a great big star. "I just want

to sing and have fun." He does

both in The Vagabond King.



MOST
LIKELY

TO
SUCCEED

Here are nine new names, rated top

star-material by the shrewdest of judges

— the stars and studio workers who've

seen them all in action

MARTHA
HYER

JOAN COLLINS Most likely to

make you forget Marilyn, she

has already replaced her in 20th's

affections as the darling of the

lot. A big star in London, Joan
has no complexes, no snobbery,

dark brown hair, green eyes, 126

pounds and the sort of talent that

shows up as dynamite in The
Virgin Queen.

MARTHA HYER Most likely to

be the Number One Glamour
Girl Of Tomorrow, ash-blonde,

green-eyed, twenty-four-year-old

Martha has the delicate volup-

tuousness of a Lana Turner, even

more sex appeal in Kiss Of Fire.

In one year and a half she was
in nine movies, twenty tv shows,

hates being idle—ever.

COLLEEN MtLLER Most likely

to be Oscar's sweetheart, the for-

mer Miss Portland goes in for

hard work because "A girl should

never kick opportunity in the

teeth. It might get mad and
never come back." Opposite Tony
Curtis in The Purple Mask, he

predicted she'd eventually walk
away with an Academy Award.

To vote for your favorite stars, see page 66



Turning points (high and low) and

key figures in the King comeback

MODERN SCREEN gave Peggy a Golden Key in

1952 through sponsor Howard Keel. But Peggy kept

insisting that she was washed up in Hollywood.

Debbie Reynolds helped Peggy hit her stride (Korea,

Christmas '52) and taught her to believe in herself.

This friendship put Peggy on the right track at last.

How does it feel to be a failure? Ask Peggy

George Gobel encouraged Peggy to be herself, not

poor man's Garland. Result: she's now a household

word even though Peggy still can't quite believe it.

She wasn't always pretty, perky Peggy. Only three years ago she

was glum, gloomy Peggy who thought the world had passed her by.

Those who figure her as an overnight sensation who clicked instantly

on the George Gobel show and before that became a fluke suc-

cess thanks to a singing commercial are well advised not to say so to

Peggy King. She's too young to have a bad memory. The hungry days

when nobody wanted her are too recent. "I was a has-been," Peggy

says, "before I was a been."

Those who knew her during the black days had no doubts about her

talent but they wondered privately whether this sensitive slip of a

girl could stand up under the punishment. Peggy had the works. Her

current success is most remarkable because the biggest victory is deep

inside of her.

In those terrible days Peggy thought she was the only one who was

scared. Now she knows everybody is. And she knows, too, that fear can

drive you to make the wrong decisions, give up too soon, pick the wrong

people to lean on. "The things that happen to you at fifteen," Peggy can

say now, "you can laugh about at seventeen. It's hard to believe at the

time, when you're miserable, but if you can just let the idea sink in for
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PERKY

King* who was washed up at 20, who had no place to go but up / by Toni Noel

a minute, things won't seem so awful." Peggy still can't bring

herself to laugh about the tough years but she can say, "Every-

thing that happened has gone toward making me the performer

I am. I think I'd do it all over again."

You look at the record and wonder how she could even con-

sider it. She looks too frail to take disappointment, shock,

criticism. She admits she's vulnerable. "I even cry over menus."

She is simply tiny— all but the dark eyes that loom out of her

face. Off-stage they are the wide, clear, innocent eyes of a

twelve-year-old. "Innocent," Peggy giggles. "George says they're

about as innocent as a boa constrictor's."

Peggy got to Hollywood because she was a talented kid who
looked like Judy Garland, and she withered there for the same
reason. She'd been typed to a professional death. That resem-

blance to Judy Garland is something Peggy can discuss now,
but it used to hurt. "Sure," she admits, "I've imitated her,

especially in night clubs. If the audience wasn't interested in

Peggy King, if they had only come to see the poor man's Gar-

land, then I'd give them the best Garland I had. Now that

I've more or less made it on my own I don't care. But it really

hurt when I was trying to get started. Show people protect their

own. They couldn't seem to see what was so obvious: that I

couldn't possibly become a singer just because of an uncanny
physical resemblance. I had to have the voice to begin with."
No wonder Peggy gets such a bang out of it when guys like

the notably restrained Bill Holden walk up and exclaim, "I love

you! Every time I watch the show I'm overwhelmed." Peggy
bubbles happily when she tells about it. "I'm so thrilled when
a big star says something nice that I'm tongue-tied, but I'm
just as thrilled when people recognize me and ask for auto-

graphs." Then, the old fear Peggy can't quite shake takes over,

and she shivers, "I'm frightened by talent." She should be.

She was cursed by too much.
Without conceit Peggy says, "The trouble was I could do a lot

of things—but. I have the bones for a model but I'm too short.

I have a huge voice, just the thing for a Broadway musical, but
I'm also good in supper clubs. I got lost trying everything."
Among her talents was an instinct (Continued on page 89)
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Life with Elizabeth is

definitely my cup of tea. We have two

sons and a happy home on a hilltop

and not a cloud in the sky.

There's just one thing—one

little thing that bothers me

—

I don't understand
my Wife a^a MieJurf \J0\Mm

She can do the most

outrageous things—smiling

so innocently. Some-
times I want to clobber her,

but what's the use?

The trouble with Liz is,

she's not afraid of any-

thing—including me.
And when she brings Mike,

Jr. to visit the set and
meet Anne Francis, work

stops, everyone stares

—and I'm the proudest

family man on the lot!

Oh, that Madonna
on the opposite page,

holding Christopher

—

that's my Liz, too!

Living with Liz is a delightful experience,

one that I am privileged to enjoy. The situation requires

nothing from me but a pinch of patience, an

ability to roll with the punches and a boundless capacity

for admiration. Liz, you see, is a girl to be admired,

but she is also filled to the brim with all sorts of

surprises. I hold the mistaken idea that I know this young

woman quite well, yet within a fortnight she reminds

me fourteen times that I don't know her at all.

I suppose you might attribute this to the fact that

she is a female. If Liz is nothing else, she is

feminine—completely feminine on every level.

And so I, as a male, am in a state of perpetual astonishment.

In the first place she should, according to every

book I have read about women, be terrified of all sorts

of things. Electricity, bugs, mice, gas. I had

thought I had the right to expect, as a male endowed

with even the minimum quality and quantity of

muscles, to be clung to adoringly when danger

became imminent. But Liz is a female, and as such,

excercises her prerogative to be contrary to the rule. She

isn't afraid of a solitary thing. Not even that

enormous horse of hers—and he scares the wits out of

me. But then of course, Liz is wonderful with all

animals. I remember the time we were driving

up near Malibu and Liz decided to visit her horse King

Charles. When we got out of the car there was this

huge beast, not tied to a bloody thing, just a horizontal

string stretched in front of him—not nearly enough

restraint, to my mind. The only thing between the creature

and us was this cord, strung horizontally near

the ground, and as we approached (Liz leading the way,

of course) the horse flattened his ears and showed the

whites of his eyes and (Continued on page 64)
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For many stars an evening out isn't a date— it's a production! But for

Barbara Rush and George Nader, nothing could be simpler—or more fun!

OVER
TWENTY-ONE

7 P.M. The doorbell rang. Barbara answered it and found George,

somewhat pooped, on her doorstep. "Hard day at the studio," he said by way of greeting, and added that,

as he had just played midwife at the birth of four kittens to his Siamese cats, he hadn't much
appetite. Barbara, ordinarily the sympathetic type, spotted his new Mercury and didn't hear

a word he said. "Stunning," she was muttering, "gorgeous. Even cute." George roused

himself. "Some cute!" he snorted. "I had to get my option picked up to buy it I"

7:30 P.M. His usual

interest in food reawakened
by a cooling drive,

George headed for his favorite

Mexican restaurant. (Like most
members of The Set, he and

Barbara prefer the casual to the

ostentatious, have no objec-

tions to ordering across a
counter.) "What are you

having?" Barbara, the novice,

asked. "Everything!" said George,
and ordered a taco, an enchilada,

a tamale, fried beans, rice, gua-
comole with tostadas

—

and a glass

of milk! To his amazement—and
the waitress' horror—Barbara not
only ordered the same, but ate it!
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8:45 P.M. The season being

summer and the evening being cool, they strolled

through the romantic Palisades. Ever the gal-

lant, George perched Barbara on one of the gnarled
trees for a view of the sea. "Guess what I
want most right now," she whispered. "What?"
George asked tenderly. "A Kleenex," announced
Miss Rush, stifling a sneeze and possibly

destroying a few illusions.

9:30 P.M. In the mood for music, they drove to

Hollywood and Vine and browsed through Music City.

Barbara (still fresh from the Auld Sod) wanted a new
Irish record. George found himself some mood
music. "Don't cause a riot with the autograph hunters," he
cautioned, teasing—and although they called each other
by their full names as loudly as possible, neither

caused even a ripple. At Music City no one gets noticed
unless he or she is a disembodied voice on a disk.

Lately, Barbara Rush has found her-

self an extremely active member of

Hollywood's Slightly Older Younger Set.

Since her divorce from Jeffrey Hunter
she is in demand for dates ranging from
official premieres-and-night-clubs to

long-drives-with-hamburgers, which she

vastly prefers. The latter are frequently

demanded by one George Nader, tall,

dark and a fellow set member.
On one such occasion, Modern

Screen begged permission to tag along

—at a discreet distance, of course—and
report the proceedings. For a star in a

strapless gown and a bright white spot-

fight, smiling prettily for the photog-

raphers, is not necessarily the same girl

who throws a coat over her shoulders

and dashes off for an evening she really

expects to enjoy. And it's evenings like

these, reported the least, that tell the

most about these young stars.

Like their Slightly Younger counter-

parts, members of The Set usually find

their real (as differentiated from pub-

licity) dates heavy on fun. They laugh

a lot, tease each other and are likely to

take off on a moment's notice for a

medium-to-crazy excursion. They're past

the age of flagpole-climbing, but George
and Barbara have been known to give

way to a sudden impulse and break into

a wild, leg-waving dance in the middle

of the street. (Being of the Slightly Older

Set they're most likely to do so on a

fairly quiet {Continued on -page 79)

10:30 P.M. After downing two ghastly, gaudy
milk shakes, they headed home. (Both had 6 a.m. studio

calls—George for The Second Greatest Sex,

Barbara for Kiss Of Fire.) At her door George asked Barbara to

write; he was going to the Virgin Islands. "Of course," Barbara said,

knowing her mouth should be washed out—she's the world's
worst correspondent. But she meant it when she said, "Thanks
for a lovely evening," which, even in Hollywood, is all that counts.
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Your sneak preview of 152 fabulous acres of fun and enchantment. Your guides are Maria English

and Larry Pennell, two young stars who did all the things you'll do. Like them, you'll have a ball!

Everybody talks about Disneyland and now
Modern Screen has done something about

it. We've dug up the answers to your questions

about this magical dream world—questions

about cost, transportation, hotels, food. You
could see Disneyland in a day but you wouldn't

want to, so here's how to do Disneyland right.

Where is it? Southeast of downtown Los An-

geles about twenty-two miles. Disneyland can

be reached only by car or bus. You can drive it in

half an hour and there is special bus service

from downtown Los Angeles to the park. Ad-

mission cost is a dollar plus tax for adults, fifty

cents including tax for children under twelve.

All exhibits are free. Charges for the various

rides run from 100 to 3 5jz for children, slightly

more for adults. Food, ranging from the elegant

Delmonico-style restaurant to the buffeteria will

be popularly priced. Disneyland will be open

every day except Monday from ten a.m. to

ten p.m. You can stay at the Disneyland Hotel,

a ten-million-dollar hotel and motel project

which has been built just across from Disney-

land, where rates are as low as $7 a day. And in

and about Los Angeles there is hotel and motel

space for thousands of visitors. For campers

many state parks offer accommodations. Bring

cameras (still or movie) and use them in Dis-

neyland, but leave your pets at home. A visit

to Disneyland might well be the focus for a

complete tour of Southern California. Movie-

land is only half an hour away, the beaches

can be reached in an hour and you can drive

north to Santa Barbara or south to Mexico in

something over two hours. Last question : when
does it open? Scheduled date is July 18 but

you'd better watch your papers to be sure. You
can't miss the announcement. Disneyland is

the biggest entertainment news of the year.

* DISNEYLAND

AERIAL VIEW of Disneyland. You'll leave the present behind when you step

through the portals of this dream land, board an old-fashioned train that

circles the area clockwise. First stop—Adventureland, devoted to natural

wonders; next the old Frontierland; then Fantasyland; last Tomorrowland.

ADVENTURELAND will satisfy your explorer's urge. You'll leave the Tahitian

settlement above and take a boat through the tropics past wild animals, birds,

reptiles, natives—lifelike replicas of what you'd see in far-off Central America,
South America, Africa, Asia and Australia. You'll feel a million miles away.

Frontierland stagecoach Junket leaves from a Wells Fargo
station and bounces through the Painted Desert. Maria and
Larry stopped off at the Golden Horseshoe bar for "drinks."

FRONTIERLAND paddle-wheeler, all of 105 feet long, will carry you, back into

American history, back into Davy Crockett's time. You'll steam past replicas

of colorful river towns like New Orleans, Natchez, Mobile, pass historic national

shrines like West Point and Mount Vernon as the "S.S. Mark Twain" puffs on.

more pictures on next page
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Fantasyland rides include Mr. Toad's

rickety high seater. "No worse than

your jalopy," Maria reminded Larry.
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Maria boards old-time horse car on Disneyland's Nature's half-acre is well stocked in Disneyland

Main Street, where turn-of-the-century relics have with thoroughbreds. Maria and Larry admire a

been reproduced to create nostalgic memories. pair of horses raised especially for your pleasure.

Lifelike alligators roam the swamps of Disney- Hippo takes a shine to Maria, or vice versa,

land, obligingly allow you to test their jaws. You'll ride on the explorers' boat as she did

Maria comforted Larry, "They're just actors." and see such tropical beasts in their habitat.



never marry an Actress
That's what the

man said—but when

Ray Danton made

his first screen test

with Julie Adams it

was all over

but the elopement

BY STEVE CRONIN

When the Broadway friends of brilliant young television actor Rav
Danton heard what was going on, they were willing to bet him fifty-to-one

that he'd never marry Julie Adams. Or they'd take equal odds the other

way—that intelligent, incredibly lovely and talented Julie wouldn't take

the lusty, unpredictable Mr. Danton for a husband. To a man, Ray's Man-
hattan cronies marked the impending event as a publicity stunt.

They had heard Ray hold forth too often on the type of girl he'd marry
one day. The type he'd said was out of the question, for a great many
logical reasons, was The Actress. Furthermore, they knew Ray was the kind
of fellow who might, just might, give up bachelorhood when he reached
thirty-five or so. He was a free soul who didn't want to be tied down.
They had plenty of evidence to back up their (Continued on page 72)



IS -

love

This is, perhaps, one of the

strangest stories you will ever read.

It is also one of the most

moving. It is Pier Angeli's story.

About her expected baby,

yes, but more important—it is

the story of the love

of a father and his daughter

which continues to this very day,

though Pier's father

passed away five years ago.

Thornton Wilder explained this

kind of communication perfectly.

He said "There is a land of

the living and a land of the dead,

and the bridge is love."

BY IDA ZEITLIN

For the first few days after the plane accident, Pier lay in a state of shock.

She knew that Vic and her mother were there, she knew she'd been hurt—but

all in a dreamlike way. As the hours passed, some nameless dread gnawed

round the edge of consciousness, making her restless, until at length a thrust

of terror pierced the dream. If she'd been hurt, then what about the baby?

Was the baby safe? Her eyes flew open, moving from Vic's drawn face to her

mother's. The question faltering on her Hps remained unasked. Great

sobs tore through her.

The doctor ordered sedatives. When she awoke, she said: "I want to hear

the truth."

He gave her the truth. "We don't know, Pier. We won't know for some time.

There's a chance either way. To help it go our way, you must do two things.

Lie absolutely still. Above all, don't cry. Emotional control is even more

important than keeping your body quiet. Hysteria will harm whatever

good chance we have."

From then on, she remained dry-eyed. If tears threatened, she turned the

more steadfastly to prayer. At the end of three weeks, the doctor brought

her hope. "We think it's going to be okay," he told her.

For a moment the small face on the pillow glowed, then a shadow crossed

it. "I am foolish," she apologized. "But I like when people say it's for sure."

He shook his head gently. "Not yet, Pier. It will take another three

weeks before we're sure."

•Now she prayed all the harder. Blessed with perfect faith, Pier finds her

strength in God. Having prayed, she talks to Him trustfully as to a friend.

About the day's happenings, about what she's done right or wrong, about how

to do better. After talking to God, she talks just as simply and naturally

to her father who died five years ago.

This sense of communication holds no mystical overtones. - Thornton Wilder

said it one way: "There is a land of the living and (Continued on page 79)
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BY ALICE HOFFMAN

If ever there was a woman in love with

love that woman is Joan Crawford.
For ten years now Joan has prayed nightly "for

the love of some good, strong man who would
love me for myself, who would marry Joan
Crawford the woman, not Joan Crawford the

actress. If only such a man came along I would do
everything for him, cook, sew, clean. I would
love him so completely because there is so much
love in my heart for the right man."

Joan's prayers—a pleading for

escape from loneliness—have been answered.

Several weeks ago, on May 9 to be exact, the

forty-seven-year-old actress, as nervous and
excited as any teen-ager, flew off to Las Vegas
and married Alfred N. Steele, fifty-four,

president of the Pepsi-Cola Company.
The newspapers made it sound like a spur-

of-the-moment elopement. According to

their reports Joan and Alfred Steele were dining in

Romanoff's one night. They were talking

about how happy they were in each other's

presence. Somehow, the conversation veered
toward flying and Joan supposedly said,

"You know, I've never flown." Whereupon Steele

supposedly answered, "Let's fly to Vegas
tonight and get married."

"Okay," Joan agreed. "Let's go."

The papers made it sound impetuous, impulsive,

the result of a love-at-first-sight infatuation.

They said the marriage came as a complete
surprise. They said there had been talk of

Joan marrying Milt Rackmil, president of Universal-

International Studios, or Charles Baron, a

Chicago automobile dealer, or Nick Ray,
the movie director. But not Al Steele. After
all, who had seen Joan Crawford with Al Steele?

Where had he come from, anyway?
They just didn't know. They didn't know

how long, how desperately Joan had been
hoping that one day Steele might obtain his freedom
to marry her. They didn't know the inside

story, and understandably enough, Joan
has never told it. Why?

Because when Joan first met Al Steele

at Sonny Werblin's New York apartment
four years ago, Al was a happily married man.

Vice-president of Coca-Cola then, charming,
wealthy, and at the same time down-to-earth, he
was married to the former Lillian Nelson, a

beauty who had given birth the year before to a
son.

When Joan Crawford and Al Steele were
introduced to each other that first night, they
smiled, greeted each other pleasantly. And
that's all there was to it. Joan never for a moment
thought that she would ever meet Steele

again except on a casual social level.

Joan has been accused of being ambitious,
ruthless, determined and wanting; while
there may be some professional justification for
these accusations, never in her life has Joan
made the slightest play for any married man.

If there is one institution she has always
respected, that institution is marriage.

"To me," she once said, "marriage is

the most beautiful, the (Continued .on page 87)

Joan Crawford had

everything—children, ,

fame, fortune, glamour

—

everything except

the love of a strong man.

Then she met Al Steele and

knew she needed . . .

Someone to watch

over me

Joan Crawford became Mrs. Al Steele May 9, but he didn't
become Mr. Crawford. Not this big businessman. With her fourth
Joan finally learned to separate the men from the boys.
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ROCK HUDSON SAYS:

I bad married

at nineteen"

ROCK • DEBBIE • TONY

Your letters say

you dig these

three the most.

So here is our

surprise gift to you h

POCKET PIN-UPS -
Exactly the right

size to cut out

and carry in your

wallet or purse.





You may be Janet's

On the dotted line-

But secretly

You're mine all mine.

'Til Deb, I never

Had an inkling

One star could do

So darn much twinkling!

Rock's my boy

So what's the fuss?

It's bigger than

The both of us!

personal

stuff

BORN JUNE 3, 1925

NEW YORK, N. Y.

HEIGHT 5'11"

WEIGHT 158 LBS.

BLUE EYES

BLACK HAIR

REAL NAME —
BERNARD SCHWARTZ
LATEST FILM—
U-I's THE RAWHIDE YEARS

intimate

info

BORN APRIL 1, 1932

EL PASO, TEXAS
HEIGHT 5'1"

WEIGHT 100 LBS.

HAZEL EYES
BROWN HAIR

REAL NAME —
MARY FRANCES REYNOLDS

LATEST FILM—
MGM's HIT THE DECK

the

facts

m'am

BORN, NOVEMBER 17, 1925

WINNETKA, ILLINOIS

HEIGHT 6'5"

WEIGHT 197 LBS.

BROWN EYES AND HAIR

REAL NAME —
ROY FITZGERALD

LATEST FILM—
U-I's ONE DESIRE

a modern screen pocket pinup a modern screen pocket pinup a modern screen pocket pinup



BY LOUIS POLLOCK

She was Italian, her name was Franceska

(pronounced by him "Fran-ches-ka, honey,") and she had
ideas about love and marriage. He was an American,

his name was Rock Hudson (pronounced by her, "R-R-Roock?

R-R-Rock-a? Mama Mia! Maybe Roccaro?") and he

was a good listener. Rock hasn't forgotten

what he learned from Franceska about love. Even though

a year has passed. Rock was in Europe working on
Captain Lightfoot when he met this girl who set him won-
dering if he'd made the right decision to wait for marriage.

Franceska had been quite frankly surprised when she

learned that he was twenty-eight and still unmarried.

"What's everyone's hurry around here, Franceska?"

Rock had kidded. "I know the young can catch

fire. They do that back in America, too. But you must admit

that quick love is not necessarily real love."

Franceska, who was not yet twenty, had shrugged.

"Nor need slow love, that you wait for over the years,

be real love," she replied. "Perhaps for the young who get

married there is this quick love to light their way
to real love, yes?"

They were both guests at an island villa

in the Bay of Naples—a ridiculously tiny island just

seventy-five feet from shore. As a matter of fact, what
delighted him most about the villa was that it was
so small that parts of it were elsewhere—the

kitchen and the telephone were on the mainland.
Franceska was fair-haired but dark-eyed, wore the most

simple dresses, and had seemingly done nothing for her
hairexcept let it flow back from her forehead. But the

sun shone on her and was welcome, her body lounged in

a curve that was soft and graceful, and there was
no jarring note in her femininity.

Yet he listened more than he looked, because she had
more than just beauty; she could say wise things for a
girl. And Rock had known for some time that

there is a place for wisdom in love.

He's thought of Franceska and Franceska's words
since. He thought of them just a few weeks ago
when he lunched with friends in his dressing room on the

set of Universal's One Desire in which he co-stars with
Anne Baxter. (His next is Edna Ferber's Giant with
Elizabeth Taylor.) One of his guests, a middle-aged
man who was a three-time loser at the altar, said,

"Rock, you're practically thirty. You must be
thinking of getting married now."

Rock frowned and said something about not being able

to understand why age should be the most important
factor in marriage.

"Because it is aii ideal age," he was told. "By the time
a fellow is thirty he is more settled, knows what
he wants out of fife for the long run rather than for

the immediate thrill."

Rock had to laugh. "You just mean you should be
past the wild-oats stage at thirty," he said.

He got up and went to the record player. They all

knew Rock can't go ten minutes without
music, so they waited. In a moment (Continued on page 85)

Phyllis Gates can't be pinned down on Rock's intentions

but those who know him say the jewelry he's given her means
nothinq, only expresses his characteristic generosity.

Betty Abbott, script girl on some of the Hudson films, was
linked romantically with Rock until they made Captain Lightfoot.
She went home; he went to Italy and saw Franceska.

Yes, it's true that Rock wants to get married—the sooner the better.

He's even blueprinted the kind off girl he hopes to make Mrs. Rock Hudson
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bride's-eye view of Brando

Undismayed by what

other people say, Josanne Mariani

speaks matter-of-factly

about her marriage plans

BY IMOGENE COLLINS

"I'm so tired of all these stories. Marlon and I will be married some time this

summer. No matter what they say."

This was Josanne Mariani speaking. I had called her long distance, Holly-

wood to New York, to find out if there was any truth to an item I had read

saying: "Marlon Brando's marriage to Josanne Mariani is definitely off."

"Here's another one," I continued. "Josanne Mariani very quietly sneaked

into Hollywood today, so look for the Brando wedding announcement any

minute now." I could hear Josanne chuckle to herself.

"But of course," she said in that soft Gallic voice, overtoned with a touch

of weariness, "it is ridiculous. How could I be in Hollywood? I am here in

New York talking to you."

I felt suddenly very sorry for this twenty-year-old girl. Since she met Marlon

two years ago, Josanne hasn't been floating on Cloud Seven. The envious have

compared her unflatteringly to other actresses Marlon has dated. Her dramatic

ambitions have suffered.

"A normal romance for us," she told me, "has been very difficult. So many

girls are in love with him. They want so desperately to see him. I remember

one time. We were sitting in his apartment in the Carnegie Hall building.

Yes, in New York. He had been bothered so much that he had placed in his

door a one-way mirror. He could see who was outside.

"This day there were a bunch of girls who came calling. Marlon told them

to leave. He was most polite. They wouldn't listen. They broke the mirror

and came through the door. They pushed over all the furniture. Marlon and

I

—

we stayed in the kitchen watching these wild, crazy girls. Finally when

they heard the elevator coming they ran off."

It wasn't much better in Hollywood last year. Josanne came out to watch

Marlon make Desiree.

"Practically every time we sat down at some quiet restaurant," Josanne

recalls, "someone would come up to Marlon and say, 'You're Marlon Brando,

aren't you?' Marlon would answer in many different accents. 'I just look like

the guy, that's all,' or 'You don't think I'm an actor, do you?' It was amusing,

at times, very funny. But you'll understand, not much privacy. That's why

I returned to Bandol and told Marlon I would meet him in Paris. In Paris one

may know privacy."

This year while Brando was making Guys And Dolls in Hollywood Josanne

remained in New York, sharing an apartment with her girl friend, a dog and

the Myna bird Marlon gave her last Christmas. In the past few weeks she's

taken singing and drama lessons, worried a little about her re-entry permit into

the U.S., and waited to hear her fiance's views on their wedding plans.

When I asked if she and Marlon would have a large wedding, Josanne de-

clared, "Definitely not. We want it to be very secret, very simple, very private/j

"Then it will probably take place in Paris," I suggested. "Maybe July, eh?"

"Even if I knew," she said, "I wouldn't tell you. No one is going to know

until it is all over. The most wonderful moment in our lives isn't going to be

made into a circus. Of that we are determined."



They say Hollywood's climate is hard on love, worse on marriage. Then how do they explain

Suzan and Dick, Ardis and Bill, Virginia and Mike, Carol Lee and Dick, Patti and Jerry

whose love has weathered crisis and conflict to bloom as sweetly as ever? These couples

prove love creates its own climate and, well-tended, will flourish anywhere. Their secret:

it's not enough to make a marriage, you have to help it grow.

SUZAN BALI^-DICK LONG

He knew what she needed

—

better than she did

They met in the shadow of tragedy—a boy
just back from Korea, a girl on crutches. "What's
wrong with your leg?" he asked casually,

expecting something minor like a broken ankle.

"Cancer," she replied, without evasion or

heroics, and he felt as if a truck had hit him.
In Korea he'd seen courage rising against

odds, and he saw it again in the dark eyes

facing him. In Korea he'd seen her vivid

beauty on the screen and thought he'd like

to meet her. It proved simple enough,
since they both worked for U-I. But Dick
Long is a sensitive young man, whose
mind probes beneath the surface. Not until

he caught this glimpse of her valiant

spirit, did a deeper interest stir. As they
learned to know each other, they fell in love.

Dick asked her to marry him. "I'm not
going to pull one of those phony scenes,"

answered Suzan, "where girl spurns guy just

to get him off the hook. I love you, but
I won't marry you. Not until I know what's
going to happen to my leg."

They soon found out—when she slipped and
broke the bad knee. It was Dick who held her,

agonized with pain, until the ambulance came,
was Dick who bent over her as the anesthesia
wore off. "Honey, the tumor's inactive. Will you
marry me now?" (Continued on page 83)
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Cannes Cinderella Betsy Blair stole the spotlight, dethroned every queen there except Grace Kelly who

KELLYS MEET: GRACE, GENE, BETSY. KELLY GRIPS PAL VAN JOHNSON. DORIS DAY GUIDES HUSBAND, SON.

REPORT FROIVI CANNES
Grace Kelly saved the day for Cannes

publicists when her romance with Jean

Pierre Aumont put the Film Festival on

the front pages. The Festival was getting

no attention before Grace arrived. Many
big stars had come from near and far, but

no headliners. Marilyn Monroe had can-

celed her trip to Cannes at the last minute.

Gary Cooper had turned the committee

down fiat. Where were the delectable

scandalous tidbits of other Festival years?

The spotlighted quarrels of Zsa Zsa Gabor

and George Sanders, the tender romance of

Richard Todd and Nicole Courcel, the his-

toric meeting of Olivia de Havilland and

Pierre Galante? Without Grace's love story

the Festival would have fizzled. Proof that

the Kelly-Aumont news was no publicity

stunt: The Country Girl didn't win at

Cannes.

Van Johnson refused to cooperate with

the press agents who tried to fire the Fes-

tival with some Johnson scandal. Van per-

sisted in talking about wife Evie to the

glamour girls instead of getting involved.

Did he remember the juicy publicity Gary

Cooper created with his Gisele Pascal in-

terlude at the Cannes Festival two years

ago ? Not that Van wasn't seen with Italian

actress Sophia Loren, but he stuck close to

the Marty Melchers and other American

couples. The best-liked American star at

Cannes this year, Van gave so many auto-

graphs the black market on his signature

fell from 500 francs ($1.50) to 300.

Terry Moore took a few days' leave from

her London picture-making to join the

crowd at Cannes. Dropping hints all along

the trail from Paris that her heart was at

liberty, she lost no time in leasing it. An
introduction to young French actor Daniel

Cauchy was the springboard for a short

but torrid affair. They romped together on

the hot sand of the Carlton Beach and held

hands constantly. Terry's mother kept

them well-chaperoned and buttonholed

everyone to ask anxiously, "Who is this

boy?" Luckily for Daniel she found out he

was an up-and-coming young actor but

didn't hear him confide to a pal that the

Moore romance would boost his career.

When Terry left for London, Daniel gave

her a medal inscribed, "The sweetest of joys

is to be loved when one loves."

Esther Williams reigned like a queen at

Cannes. She threw kisses to the crowds of

fans in front of the Festival Theatre; she

swam in the royal pool for the Aga Khan
and his Begum. She was interviewed and

photographed round the clock. Paris-Afatc/t

even shot her swimming in the Dubonnet

pool, a series of photographs unflattering

enough to make Esther blow up in front

of the Begum. You can't blame her. She'd

been on stage every minute, carrying the

ball for the U. S. A. Only time Esther re-

laxed was when she retired to her rooms

during the afternoon Gina Lollobrigida

came to Cannes and conquered the Festi-

val the way she does every year.

Doris Day and Marty Melcher turned the

Festival into a family picnic. They avoided

most social functions, embarrassing the

Festival committee. While other stars put

on their most elaborate dresses for the

evening affairs, Doris and Marty slipped

out, camera in hand, for a quiet dinner in

Cannes. Doris even refused to participate

in the Battle of Flowers, the French version

of the Rose Parade. She sat it out on the

front row while Esther and Grace ex-

changed floral bouquets with the crowd.

Doris and Marty may not have been en-

chanted by the Festival but they liked

Cannes enough to postpone their sailing to

North Africa, where Doris was due for the

first scenes of The Man Who Knew Too

Much, until the last minute.

Betsy Blair stole the show at Cannes,

won first prize for Marty and everybody's

affection. She loved every bit of it, in con-

trast to husband Gene Kelly who has a

horror of big shindigs. She didn't miss a

party or reception, except for the few days

she attended a U.A. convention in London.

She returned to Cannes by plane the same

day Gene arrived with daughter Kerry by

car. Gene couldn't take it for more than

two days and returned to London for work

on Invitation To The Dance. Betsy makes

no bones about her love for France and

everything French. She remembers the five

months she and Gene spent in Paris during

their voluntary expatriation two years ago.

After the Festival Betsy resumed confer-

ences for the picture she will make this

summer in France with Jean Gabin. No
Cinderella could wish for a finer Prince

Charming.
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TERRY TRIES CAUCHY FOR SIZE. THE GAGES MEET THE BEGUM.

GENTLEMAN VAN ESCORTS ITALIAN SOPHIA LOREN.



by JOHN WAYNE

One day I was riding in Sonora, Mexico. I

passed a rude hut, just a mud sort of hogan it was,

as the cowherder who lived in it stepped out.

He was no gay caballero, this Mexican. He was

wearing what was probably his only outfit and

it looked it. In and out of the hut tumbled a half

dozen ragged children. Through the open door

I could see the family stove—a steel drum.

There was no doubt about it. He was a poor man.

Then he waved to me, this citizen of Sonora,

as do all people to each other out in the open

country. And he did it in a big-hearted way

which proved that there was nothing missing in

his life at all, because he had the most important

of all human qualities—human dignity. I

stopped to talk. It was clear that here was a

complete man, a man who had found all that

he needed from life within himself—a place too

few men look for it. (Continued on page 66)



AT'S

APPENED ?

Feel what's happened! More lather. . . gentler

lather. . . kinder to your hair and scalp!

NEW
First thing you'll notice about new,
improved White Rain is more lather.

Not just some more lather, but loads

more of the richest, gentlest lather

that ever caressed your scalp. Makes
you sure wonderful things will hap-
pen to your hair . . . and they do.

And New White Rain improves on
everything this famous shampoo was
famous for . . . like leaving your hair

sunshine bright, soft and managea-
ble, fresh as a spring breeze.
Because this is an exciting new for-

mula developed especially for you . .

.

BY THE PEOPLE WHO KNOW YOUR HAIR BEST!



Squeeze a Lemmon

and you find he's

FULL OF THE OLD
KNICK

When Jack Lemmon, now in Mis-

ter Roberts, finished Harvard, he ar-

rived in New York with high hopes

of success as an actor and composer

of popular music.

"Neither Broadway producers nor

music publishers were impressed with

my experience in the Hasty Pudding

shows at Harvard," he recalls rue-

fully, "but The Old Knick, a night-

club on 54th and Second Avenue,

wasn't so choosey." The Old Knick

(long since a memory) wasn't exact-

ly swanky, but it was a godsend.

They took Jack on as master of cere-

monies, a job that included playing

the piano, dancing, singing, doing

comedy skits, composing songs and

waiting on table. On several occasions

he was also pressed into service as

bouncer.

"I did six shows a night, got a free

meal and plenty of training of the

kind actors used to get in vaudeville.

I never had any money but as far as

I was concerned, I was living it up!"

One of Jack's stunts was to sing

"By The Sea, By The Beautiful Sea"

faster than anyone in the audience.

He could do it in twelve seconds. The

words were flashed on the screen and

the club had a standing offer that if

anyone could sing the verses faster

than Jack he would be awarded a

bottle of champagne.

Nobody ever won a prize.

"Of course not," says Jack. "I

wanted to keep that job."

whistle bait

(Continued from page 31) you. I'll come
over now and explain."

That was Wolf Number One and I never

heard his explanation because I told him
he was further away from me than he
thought, and not to bother cutting down
the distance. When I met Wolf Number
Two I was again at the Beverly Hills' pool

—and so was he. Wolf Number Two was
different only in that he didn't claim to be
a part of the film business himself. No,

sir. He was a valuable man for me to meet,

he let it be gathered (by a hint here and
there), because he "knew people."

He would wag a finger before my eyes

impressively and keep repeating, "I know
the real people in town."
"Oh, good," I told him. "I wouldn't want

to meet any fakes. Who do you know?"
(Later on, when I got diction lessons at

the studio, I realized I should have said,

"Whom do you know?" But it didn't make
any difference. This boy didn't know any-
one.)
"Who do I know?" he exclaimed. Lis-

ten, I'll tell you who I know. Let's go
somewhere. We'll go to the beach, see?

Then we'll have dinner. And then well
get into the whole story."

"But that'll make it a kind of date," I

protested. "And I don't like to mix busi-

ness and my social life."

"You're absolutely right," he said. (The
bright boy.) "We'll forget about the stu-

dios and just have a good time."

Well, I told him I didn't want to forget

about the studios, and he said he didn't

understand, and I said I did, which ended
that.

Thus Wolves Number One and Two;
and that, as I say, was when I first came
to Hollywood, about two years ago. The
other night I got a call from Wolf Number
Eighty-three or Eighty-four or Eighty-

five—it's hard for any girl in Hollywood
to keep an exact account unless you are

interested in this kind of zoology. And I

just want to report that while the wolves
generally sound the same, they have
progressed with the times—they talk about
television now, too. (I suppose this is some-
thing I'll be able to warn my daughter
about.)

Yet, as Mother and Grandma pointed

out, men who talk big in Hollywood are

really very, very small, whether they talk

tv or movies. Actually, if a girl is really

ambitious, she'll let no chance acquaint-

ance guide her. It's not only what they
can't do for you, it's what they can do

—

and they can waste your time like nobody
else, and give you as wrong a picture of

show business as you could possibly get.

I suppose I sound awfully suspicious,

but I had more than just Mother and
Grandma to make me wary. As a matter

of fact I had bad luck with boys all through
my younger years. They either stood me
up, were too loud, too rough, or, worse
than all the rest put together, they didn't

give me a tumble at all! And what killed

me is that whenever this happened it

seemed to arouse the hunting instinct in

me—I felt like doing the chasing and a

couple of times I did!

When I was an eleven-year-old blonde

("smoky blonde" was the way I described

myself to my friends) I was sent to a

children's camp near Chicago and promptly

fell in love with a twelve-year-old killer

who had all the girls after him. I remem-
ber that I got to sit near him several times

at meal times. I saw him go hiking once

and ran myself silly taking a shortcut so

that I could be leaning against a tree, all

by myself, when he came by. I telephoned

home to my mother to send me a special

bathing suit (though I didn't tell her why)

and when camp was over I found out

where he lived in the city and made it my
business to take slow walks through his

neighborhood (back and forth in front of

his door, to be exact) . Yet, never did I get

out of him as much as a look that I could

be sure was intended for me!
Believe me, all I have to do is to touch

my heart to still feel the scar of the wound
made by this young killer! It was at least

a year before I could even think of an-

other boy. Yes, come to think about it,

just about a year, and I was modeling at

a department store teen club, The Fair,

when I ran into Bill. He not only looked

at me, he talked to me and he danced with

me; and then he asked me for a date.

Bill is the boy specifically responsible

for my habit of being late for appoint-

ments. (I always am.) Need I tell you
that he never showed up? I waited, liter-

ally, for hours, and I made more excuses

for him than he could ever think up for

himself. But he never came. Even now I

get angry when I remember it and I ask

myself again, "How could he? How? How?"
I guess you get the connection between

Bill and this constant lateness of mine.

This isn't a calculated habit on my part,

something I do to give myself an air of

exclusiveness or unattainability; I just have

a deep dread of being stood up again.

Because as if these two horrible ex-

periences weren't enough, I had to have

others. At fourteen I was elected Snow
Queen of Chicago and when I appeared at

a show at the Great Lakes Naval Training

Station in Fort Sheridan, Illinois, a young
sailor asked me for a date.

Since he must have been at least eight-

een to be in the Navy, and he was down-
right handsome, I was flattered pink. We
set a time for the following week end, when
he had a leave coming, and he promised

to call for me at my home.
For this date I decided I would wear

make-up, which I had never used in public

before, and that I needed high heels, which
I had never worn before. My sister Arlene,

who is three years older, agreed to let me
wear her patent leather pumps with

Cuban heels. My mother grimly watched
me put them on, watched me take a few
steps, and then ordered me to take them
off again.

"You're not used to high heels," she said.

"You'll fall over and hit your head!"

Then she vetoed the lipstick and ruled

out an older-type dress which I had bor-

rowed to take the place of my own (to

me) too youthful dresses!

I howled. For hours. And then my
sailor never showed up! My theory is that

he did come to the house and was about to

ring our bell when he heard my howling.

What else could he do but run? I, who
was fourteen and wanted to look like eight-

een, was screaming like sixty!

It was then that my confidence in men
was shaken, and it took time to regain

it. And when Hollywood wolves start their

fast talk I lose it again. With good reason.

I remefliWyi a photographer who kept

telling me that it would take only one

word from him to lift me to the dizziest

heights of stardom. It was his idea that he

would get to "know" me, he wanted
to study and understand my personality;

this would enable him to make photo-

graphs of me that would startle every

studio head in town, plus loads of TV pro-

ducers, into bidding for my signature on

a starring contract.

But I learned later from a friend of

mine who knew him very well that this

great artist and star maker couldn't take

pictures of anybody for a while—he had
pawned the lens of his camera!

There was a good chance that if I, had

posed for him, it would have been for a

camera not only without a lens, but empty



of film. And I should have revealed my-
self empty in the head for doing it!

Of course, wolves not only come arro-
gant—they come meek, too. Just to fluff

off one man who spoke to me at a bus stop
(I don't drive, and I use the public trans-
portation system regularly, so there is no
point to anyone's making with the Cadil-
lacs as far as I am concerned!) I told him
that I washed dishes at a restaurant.
Well, that was all right with him; it

seemed he wouldn't at all mind going out
with a dishwasher ("as who isn't a home
dishwasher these days?"). He wanted to
know where I worked and what time I

got through at night.

The only restaurant I could think of was
one which I often patronize. I told him the
name and that I didn't get through until
two o'clock in the morning. Just by chance
that night, or rather early the next morn-
ing after a preview and party, my escort
headed for this restaurant for a late snack.
As he was about to stop and park I sud-
denly had to tell him to keep going. Stand-
ing at the corner and waiting for the date
he thought he had with me was my
friend from the bus stop!

I have often thought that maybe I made
a mistake about this fellow. If he would
wait for a girl who made no more of her-
self than that she washed dishes for a
living maybe he was a nice guy.

A Broadway character, Charles
Green was impressed only by
wealth and strength. He heard
Billy Rose speak of Einstein, and
Chuck scoffed at the scientist.
Rose replied by pointing out that
Einstein had predicted the birth of
a new star almost half a century in

advance—and, on that exact night
and at that exact place and mo-
ment, the new star did appear.
Green remained unimpressed. He
sat back and shrugged: "The kid
was guessin'."

Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

But a girl certainly doesn't have to wor-
ry about not going out with every man
she happens to meet. Dating many men
(and here I go back to my grandmother
again for advice) is no proof at all of
popularity. "It's just proof that there isn't
much to you as a person if you have to be
going out all the time," is the way Grand-
ma puts it. "You can be sure of this—if

you can't be content with yourself, by
yourself, no man will be content with you
long."

I guess this is one of the real reasons
why I continue to live at the Studio Club,
instead of having my own apartment, even
though I am now off to a pretty good start
in the movie world. Staying at the Club
means I have more time for myself,
and time is important to me if I am going
to study (I really had to study for my last
picture, Picnicl) and also get to know my-
self well. This last assignment is a very
important one for a young actress. To know
what you can do you have to know you—
and until you really get down to think of
yourself analytically, objectively, in ses-
sion after session, it's surprising how much
of a stranger you can be to yourself!
At the Club, all calls and callers are

screened before they can get through to
you. If a man wants to reach a girl there
he doesn't get through unless he actually
knows her, and either has business with
her or she really wants to talk to him. And
the person who stands between him and
the girl, when he calls, is an expert at de-
tecting a phony. In Hollywood she has to
be. The wolves come a-howling from all
sides! end
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girl crazy

(Continued from page 33) someone else!"

According to most observers it was that

shattering experience, certainly his most
traumatic to date, that did it Perhaps it

was also influenced by the normal desires

of an active young man for girls-in-the-

flesh rather than for sheets-of-paper-in-

an-envelope. In any event, Young Russ
suddenly became quite the boy about
town.
At a sneak preview of Blackboard

Jungle, he spotted Margaret O'Brien and
sent phone stock up several points, calling

everyone who might possibly have her
number. Then he wore his phone out
dialing it. But Margaret wasn't the only

one. The freckled face and puckish grin of

Mr. Tamblyn showed up nightly, every-
where from the hot bop joints to even the

Sunset Strip—and never alone. There was
always a pretty face and a cute figure with
Russ—but seldom the same combination
twice.

Gradually, though, the field began to

narrow, and Cindy Robbins, pert and
blonde, held first place. For the truth of

the matter is that Russ is a one-man
woman—whenever possible. Much of his

active dating is just a search for the one
woman to be true to, when the last one has
disappeared.
As of this writing, there's a new one-

woman. Russ knew her slightly during
the Cindy Robbins chapter, and when that

was over, promptly began the next. Her
name is Venetia Stevenson and this time it

really looks serious. She's blonde, beau-
tiful, a model (she has been on the cover
of Modern Romances Magazine twice) and
so many pictures of her crowd the Tam-
blyn wallet that there's scarcely room for

his Social Security card. No one who
meets him gets away without looking at

"those pictures, but if he is asked about
future plans, Russ says, "Not yet." The
way he says it, the feeling is not that they
haven't made any plans. Just that they
aren't ready to talk about plans publicly.

When Venetia gets back from England,
where she is currently modeling, both of

them may be ready.
In that case, of course, Russ' standing as

boy-about-town will be considerably al-

tered. But it will probably have no effect

on the number of feminine hearts (now in

the minions) yearning youthfully for this

second Van Johnson. Russ Tamblyn, who
can beat feet, croon a tune and act up
a storm, can also grin his way into your
heart more beguilingly than just about
anyone else around. He should be able to.

He has been doing it for more years than
you can count on your fingers. Since he
was six or seven, he calculates.

"The way it started, I used to go to the
movies on Saturday like all the other kids
—the Granada in Inglewood, this was—and
one day during intermission I got restless,

so I hopped up on the stage and impro-
vised a little dance. When nobody threw
me off that time, I did it again the next
week and so on until the kids came to

expect it."

A puckish grin curved his mouth.
"Somebody wrote a very nice story aoout
that, saying that when I didn't show up
one week, the kids made such a fuss that

the manager had to send for me. That
isn't exactly what happened. He got my
name from one of the other kids, called my
mother, and said I was making a nuisance
out of myself!"

While Mrs. Tamblyn was actually

pleased with her young man's interest in

'the arts, she wisely elected to keep her
pleasure a deep, dark secret from his

father. Edward Tamblyn, who had made
quite a name for himself as a comedian in

the media of both stage and screen, was

up to here with show business and might
conceivably have snapped his twig at the '

idea of his Number One Son being groomed
for a career in same.
Russ has a curious speech mannerism,

repeating the last phrase of one sentence

as he goes into the next, like this: "She
|

started mp taking dancing lessons, but she
didn't tell my father," he said. "She didn't

|

tell my father until we were ready to give

our first big recital. Was he sore! At first

he said he wouldn't even go, but she
!

finally talked him into it. She finally
]

talked him into it—and it's funny, after

that his attitude changed completely.

Where he had been dead set against show
business, now he was all for it and all for

me. We were closer than we had ever
been; I could feel it."

With the encouragement of both par-
ents Russ continued the dancing lessons,

but these and schoolwork were scarcely

enough to keep a normal, healthy, Cali- i

fornia boy-genius occupied. He tried sing-
ing on for size and found that that came
easy, too. So did acrobatics; he was doing
backflips by the time he was an old man
of ten. Then it was juggling that captured
his interest, as did piano—and he has been
beating out that rhythm on the drums
since an age that puts Brando to shame.
Still finding time on his hands, Russ
worked up a really professional magic act,

which took care of a few idle hours but did
absolutely nothing about expending all of

that energy he had left, so he took up
tumbling in addition. In his first year he
merely placed in the citywide contest.

Very poor. After he applied himself a
little, he swept the honors in the city and
went on to win sixth place in the national
competition, in which little fellers like

himself vied with college athletes. About
these various achievements Russ says in

the matter-of-fact voice of one for whom
nothing has ever been difficult, "It just

came easy to me. Like the tumbling. 1
don't know why. But I think you have
to be born a tumbler. You have to be
born with a lot of confidence in yourself,

and not mind if you break your neck!"
He does so many things so well that a

studio publicist was joshing him a few
weeks ago, saying, "You've done every-
thing else, Russ—how come you haven't
tried your hand at writing?"
The easy grin crinkled his eyes. "I did

once; in high school I wrote a short story.

I wrote a short story, and it won first

prize in the contest."

All of his other activities fell by the
wayside, however, when Russ discovered
through a dancing partner the wonders of

dramatic school. This was it, his real love,

he even abandoned dancing lessons in

order to concentrate his full attention on
serious acting. He may not have learned

j

all there was to know overnight, but his
debut in a Little Theatre production was
sufficiently outstanding to win him a role

in a picture called The Boy With Green
Hair. That was in 1948, and he has had
at least two picture credits a year ever
since.

When he was sixteen, Warner's called

him over to test for an important part in

Retreat, Hell! which he now considers his

first important picture because it brought
him to the attention of the MGM moguls.
It was a highly dramatic role—and it

called for a boy of eighteen. No one
seemed sure that Russ could age! While
the argument raged pro and con about
whether he was too young, he kept his

mouth shut. He tells it this way: "They
decided I was too young, and they didn't

want me in the picture. The producer
didn't want me in the picture, the studio

didn't want me in the picture, maybe even
the Marine Corps didn't want me in the

picture. The only one who had faith in

me was the director, Joseph Lewis. Be-



cause he believed I could do it, I got to go
down to Camp Pendleton with the com-
pany. One of the first things we shot was
a big scene of mine, where this kid learns
that his brother has been killed.

"I thought it went well, but when the
studio saw the rushes, they said, 'This boy
has got to go. We'd better replace him
now.' I didn't know it; when I got sent
back to the motel for a couple of days, I
thought they were just shooting around
me. But if I had known it, it wouldn't
have done any good to tell them I knew
I could do it. The way it turned out,
there was a showdown with Mr. Lewis;
he said, 'If you take him off the picture,
you'll have to take me, too.' They must've
figured it would be too expensive to re-
place us both, so they let me keep the
role." He grins happily. "They let me
keep the role, and I got pretty good re-
views, too."

On the strength of that performance
Russ was brought over to the MGM lot.
He didn't tell his new bosses what he
could do, either. Maybe he simply doesn't
know what he can't do, since that situation
hasn't arisen yet, perhaps just because
of his "doesn't everybody?" attitude to-
ward his accomplishments. All ul good
time he was cast in a straight supporting
role for Take The High Ground.

"First day on the set I was clowning
around, and they must've said to them-
selves, 'So thafs what this new boy does

—

he's a comedian.' They did some fast role-
switching, and I ended up doing the com-
edy bit."

He didn't happen to mention that he was
a dancer, either, so his original role in
Seven Brides For Seven Brothers didn't
call for anything other than some square
dancing. But one day he was sitting on the
sidelines, watching Michael Kidd make
futile attempts to teach a couple of his
'brothers' an intricate step. Being actors
rather than dancers, they were having a
bad time when this mild voice said, "I
can do it."

The famous choreographer looked like
manna had dropped from heaven. "You
can? Get on over here, boy!" Which es-
tablished him so firmly as a dancer that
when Richard Brooks was casting a dramat-
ic picture, The Last Hunt, he asked for
Russ, and the studio said, "Are you nuts?
This is a serious role; Russ Tamblyn does
musical comedy!" But he got the part and
with it his movie career has already come
full cycle.

Although young Mr. Tamblyn expresses
a specific preference for straight dramatic
roles, he continued to show as one of our
finest young dancers. And like others of
his ilk—Fred Astaire, Gower Champion
and Donald O'Connor—he faces a constant

|
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battle to keep his weight up. One hundred
and forty-eight pounds is simply not
enough for his five-foot, ten-inch frame,
but neither a hearty appetite nor gallons
of milk produce a longed-for extra ounce.
All recommended diets are enthusiasti-
cally tried; all have proven ineffectual.
"The only one of them that worked for
me was weight-lifting. Exercise, of course,
not diet. I hated it—so monotonous and
unimaginative—but I did it for a few
months and gained thirteen pounds. Then
I started rehearsing dance routines for
Hit The Deck and the pounds melted right
off again, so I realized that there was no
future in that."
The slim, brown-haired youngster who,

after dye jobs for two pictures, has given
up trying to convince people that he isn't
a redhead, lives alone in a small Beverly
Hills apartment and likes it. His working
schedule is as frenetic as that of any other
star, but between pictures he is usually
awakened around noon by a call from
either his mother or the studio publicity
department with a job for him to do.
"When I'm not working," he admits with
a blissful beam, "I'd stay up all night and
sleep all day unless somebody woke me.
See, there's this-guy in thfr apartment up-
stairs who plays guitar like I'm crazy
about. That's what I did last night, went
upstairs. I'm lucky. I get to sleep till
noon. I don't know what he does; he
works all day and plays guitar all night."
As could be expected, Russ is an author-

ity on music. Along with drums, he plays
piano beautifully, though he always warns
people, "You won't recognize anything I
play—they're all my own compositions."
His record collection, an imposing 1,500
discs, ranges from classic to progressive
jazz, with the accent on a California phe-
nomenon named Dave Brubeck, who also
plays piano. "When I was in high school,
I went for rhythm-and-blues, same as
the kids do today. I'll admit I can't stand
it now—I've given all those records to my
brother—but I went for it. But I think
everybody outgrows that stuff."

Having been a pro most of his short
life makes Russ Tamblyn a little bit dif-
ferent from the other kids of nineteen
or twenty in Hollywood. Where they
have just arrived, he has long since been.
Where they have a frantic need to be no-
ticed, he has an air of quiet self-assurance.
He drives a modest 1954 Ford instead of
a Cadillac, dresses so conservatively that
he might be portraying a budding young
banker instead of an actor. The only at-
tribute of the young artist which he lacks
is sufficient suffering. Hopefully, he of-
fers you the story of his lost love. But he
is so obviously happy with his found one
that it hardly works.

If you won't buy that, he insists that he
does have an ego which has been badly
fractured. On account of the press. "A
guy comes out from New York, a singer or
something, not an actor, who has one spot
in a picture. He has one spot, and the
writers are lined up ten deep for inter-
views. Why hasn't anyone asked me to be
their Cover Boy? That really hurts my
ego!" That doesn't quite come off, either.
The doleful" voice and the sad face are
realistic enough, but mischief is glinting
in his large, brown, faun-like eyes. Russ is
reaching for something that smacks of the
struggle, the tragedy, the heartbreak tradi-
tional to show business because, supersti-
tiously, he knows he should have had it
by now. Because all he has had instead is
fantastic talent. All he has had is an ex-
citing life in which everything came easy.
Because, as he figures, "Something bad has
to happen to me—someday. Nobody ever
had it so good."
But, nobody ever asked him to be a

Cover Boy. Shall we all join hands and
cry? END



I don't understand my wife

(Continued from page 38) looked very
much as though he was going to ignore

the cord entirely and go for us. I took a

tentative step backward but Liz, being Liz,

kept going. I got busy calculating how long

it would take me to sprint back to the car,

but there was my wife, approaching the

maddened beast as though he were a new-
born kitten. A man just can't go off and
leave his wife to be trampled to death, so I

got a grip on myself and stood my ground,
and within less than a minute the horse's

nose and Liz's shoulder were nuzzling each
other like lifelong friends.

On second thought, Liz is afraid of

something. Height bothers her, a fear I

can't understand as I spend a good deal

of time playing around the edges of para-
pets and mountains and things. I see no
danger in this sort of thing, but she feels

there is, somehow. On the other hand,
flying in a plane doesn't even ruffle her. I

know that an airplane is liable to fall apart
any second, but she considers that mode
of travel no more dangerous than a trip

in a pram.
Her courage is remarkable, I think, in

that she has babies. The bravery required
by this act of nature is beyond my com-
prehension, and while I am aware that

thousands of women do it every day, the

fact that Liz has my children makes her,

at least to me, a woman of extraordinary
valor. Then there was the time she had
that piece of steel in her eyeball and was
blinded for three days. It was touch and
go there for a while and I was trotting

about the hospital in a frenzy, but Liz was
calm and very, very brave about it. I

suppose all women are more stoical than
men where pain is concerned, but my wife
has a curious serenity about such things

that never fails to astound me.
In contrast, she has many childlike

qualities that make her delightful. Once,
though, her youth frightened me to death
and almost put me on a boat back to

England in an effort to drive her from my
mind. It was before we were married and
I was in this country and mentioned to

Liz's parents that I hadn't yet seen her on
the screen. They remedied my omission by
taking me to a screening at MGM of

National Velvet. I sat there looking at this

tiny child cavorting across the screen and
was overcome by revulsion for myself.
Not that this is an unusual occurrence. I

revolt myself a great deal of the time, but
this was special. What was I doing? Ap-
parently giving considerable thought to

marrying a girl of twelve. Prison was too

good for me. And the film had only been
shot eight years before. For some time
afterward Liz would occasionally catch me
looking at her with a horrified expression

and each time she ranted against her par-
ents for haying taken me to see her as a
twelve-year-old.

It turned out, of course, that I married
a perfectly adult girl of twenty, even
though I had a momentary qualm when
Liz giggled through the entire ceremony in

the registry office at Caxton Hall. It was
nerves, of course. But my poor mother
must have found it all rather puzzling.

But, Liz is childlike in her enthusiasm
for all new things, for exciting events and
is a joy because of it. Usually, however,
her enthusiasm carries her over into ex-
aggeration. Liz can sit there with me right

beside her and tell the most astounding
stories, seemingly forgetful of the fact

that I had been with her when this fanci-

ful happening took place. The fish that

was seven inches long suddenly grows
to a whopping thirteen inches—that sort

of thing. This cool, bland lying virtually

puts my hair on end, but I am happy to re-

port that I am a sensible husband and let
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her get away with it, even at the expense
of questioning my own honor. She has so

much fun, and honestly believes every
word she says.

Her enthusiasm extends to surprises,

which she loves. If I bring her some sort

of trinket she flies apart in all directions,

and no matter how small its worth, from
the do that goes on you would think I had
just presented her with the crown jewels.

No one can ever accuse my wife of being

blase.

I might add here that Liz is definitely

not blase when it comes to jewelry, furs

and clothes. This is one subject on which
she never throws me—I know precisely

what to expect. She has excellent taste, but
too much of it. She and Peggy Rutledge,

our secretary, go to a dress shop which
has chosen ten dresses for Liz's perusal,

and I know beforehand that all ten will

be borne back to the house. Then I am
given a fashion show, replete with the

model's stance and gliding walk, and hands
shoved dramatically into pockets. She
pirouettes about the place, obviously plead-

ing for my approval, and this is when I

turn crass. I have to say "I don't like it

very much," to seven of the ten in sheer

desperation to keep the bailiff out. Liz

doesn't mind too much—she gets to keep
three.
Some men claim to be amused by their

wives' anger, and although Liz is even-
tempered, when she does get angry she

flares up and it's over quickly. But I

hate rows, so I put the lid oh my own emo-

Walter Kinsella tells of walking

by the open window of a ground-

floor apartment, and hearing a boy
complaining: "Gee, Pa, why can't

I go out and play like the other
boys do" . . . The father replied:

"Shut up—and deal."
Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

tions and rather than flare back and make
a dingdong I have to swallow my ire and
then get accused of sulking. I can't win.

She gets around me with incredible ease,

pulling little tricks and pretty faces. And
although I'm aware of what's happening
(i.e., she is getting her own way) it is

entirely worth it. My wife is quite be-
guiling.

She may go around a few dozen corners

to achieve her purpose, but the result is

always the same: what Elizabeth wants,
Elizabeth gets. Take the case of Muggins,
the ridiculous little mutt. When Liz set

her heart on having Sylvia, a dog of equal
charm, I blustered that to have another,

we must rid ourselves of one. Liz prompt-
ly gave Muggins to Peggy, with the stipu-

lation that Peggy bring Muggins to our
house every day. The upshot was that Liz

did what I wanted, but still enjoys all four

dogs.
I believe the one time I shouted her

down was the incident of her portrait. I

was painting this masterpiece while we
were in England and I was making a film.

Evidently Liz had grown bored at home
for when I telephoned her from the studio

one day, she was in a wildly excited state.

"Guess what I've been doing," she

crowed.
"All right," I said. "What have you been

doing?"
"I've been finishing your portrait of me!"
As I recall, I choked back a scream of

anguish. "You've what?"
Liz backed down immediately. "Just the

dress, Mike, just the dress! I only painted

in the dress. I didn't touch the face."

I redeemed the ebbing strength in my
vocal chords and tried desperately to sound
firm and commanding. "Young lady! Don't

you know you newer finish anybody else's

portrait?"
That night she came to me like an apolo-

getic kitten. "I've learned a lesson," she
purred.
"And what is that?"
"I am never, never to finish anybody

else's painting." The awful thing was that
she had improved it.

|

Her own authority is frightening, at least

to me. Liz has a clever and regrettable
(

habit of attacking me first, and so sud-
denly that I quite often lose my footing.

She will announce that I have neglected
j

to do something I should have done, or
|

done something I shouldn't, and with such
jurisdiction that I am paralyzed. I apolo-
gize all over the place for my mistake
until it dawns on me that it was Liz who

j

made the error or omission, as the case

may be.
I never know when she is going to sud-

denly trip over some new thing about me
that frets her. Unless, of course, she ad-

j

dresses me as "Michael, dear." The for- !

mality bodes bad news. Only last night I
|

got another surprise. I was happily
ensconced in an armchair, watching the
fights on television, when I heard Liz's

determined step approaching.
"Michael, dear," she said, and I knew at

once that I was going to miss the end of

the round.
"Yes, dear?" I said, feeling terribly like

a husband in a cartoon.

"I do wish," she said, "that you would
use only one piece of Kleenex at a time.

You use two at a time, you know. It's
j

wasteful."
I looked at this minx standing in front

of me, blue eyes smoldering as though I
\

had tossed her pearls into the automatic
disposal unit, and dismissed the thought of

the six pairs of shoes she bought last Fri-

day. Instead I reminded myself how really

dear she was. Two pieces of Kleenex, in-

deed!
This woman, you understand, has no

conception of money. She has no idea what
it means. Sometimes I suspect she thinks !

I spend my leisure hours turning out 1

crinkly new bills on a printing press be-
hind the garage. As a case in point, there

is our visit to the estate of the Peter I

Cazelets, English friends of Elizabeth. They
\

have a beautiful estate and magnificent

training stables and there train magnificent ,

racing horses, some even for the Queen
herself. Peter said one day he thought

J

we ought to buy one horse in particular,

and forthwith had the animal led before

our eyes. It was a handsome Irish gelding,

a horse with a high neck and proud step.
[

Liz, of course, crumbled into a thousand
craving pieces.

"Oh Mike! Let's buy him!"
"What's the price, Peter?" I said, and

when he answered two thousand pounds I

felt the bottom fall out of my billfold,
j

Translated, that means over five thousand
j

American dollars. I coughed discreetly.

"Oh, Mike, I'd love to have him!" said

my wife in exactly the same tone she

would have used had Peter said the horse
would cost us one shilling.

"We haven't the money," I informed her.

"Oh, but we have!" she said.

And of course I bit and asked where,
because knowing Liz, I thought she might
possibly have been stuffing thousand dol-

lar bills into a bustle to improve its looks.

"Why," she said, wide-eyed, "that sable

coat I didn't buy!" J

As I said before, my wife is an utterly

bewitching woman, and I am never, never

bored. i

It is a gay existence for many reasons,

and foremost among these is Liz's humor. ,

It is all-embracing—she laughs easily at

all types of humor, and has a delightful
\

sense of the ridiculous. People are con-
vinced, somehow, that Liz finds me
amusing, but I must confess that I'm the



dullest thing around her. She doesn't laugh
at me at all, you know. But whenever
she's in another room the air is sure to be
filled, with shrieks of merry laughter,
laughter so contagious that I'm forced to
smile myself.
You could expect, I suppose, that one

of the reasons for Liz's happy nature is

the fact that she knows she is behind that
beautiful face. The truth is that Liz is

proud only in the finest sense of the word.
There is no conceit with Liz, no vanity.
Her pride consists solely of a reasonable
self-respect, plus a slight smugness about
her singular talent for making ,the best
bacon and eggs I've ever had the pleas-
ure to eat. There is also the Dutch dish
that her mother taught her, and when Liz
put this concoction on the table, I really
think she expects me to bow to her. I

would, too, if I weren't so old.

About her looks she is quite modest. As
a matter of fact, she really thinks she
isn't a very pretty girl. They write so
many stories extolling her beauty that I

suspect she feels she must live up to the
legend. At any rate, I sit for hours on end
while she gets her face arranged the way
she thinks it should be, and this anxiety
about the perfection of her hair and
make-up is a prime reason why Liz is al-
ways, endlessly, interminably, late.

If I were to name another fear held by
Liz, I would say it is the fear of being
on time. I believe it is actually impos-
sible for her to be prompt. Liz runs late,

like a clock that is inaccurate. The timing
is set, of course, by the hour she gets out
of bed, and this is the basic cause pf the
whole thing. I myself don't exactly shoot
out of bed at dawn, but no matter how
long I languish, Liz languishes longer. I

spend many a morning tiptoeing around
the house, thanking Providence for the
wall-to-wall carpeting that cushions my
footsteps. I don't even dare break open
a hard-boiled egg for fear of waking
mama. And as for banging my two Kleen-
exes together, of course it's unthinkable.

If it is true that all babies are born
angels, then I lost my own wings and was
grounded at the age of two, when I cracked
my Aunt Agatha in the shins with a
truncheon. I have steadily progressed in
the wrong direction ever since and by nOw
am completely impossible. Only Liz could
live with me and put up with me. How-
ever, there are a couple of habits peculiar
to my wife that I can always hold over
her head as rebuttal to any complaints
about me. One is her habit of hanging
every single, solitary garment she puts
on her back on the floor, which seems to
her a perfectly* logical resting place for
anything with which she has finished. The
other is her nasty practice of squeezing the
toothpaste tube in such odd ways that it

looks like a mutilated finger. These are
the things I cannot understand or condone;
all other idiosyncrasies of Liz I find, in
some way or other, to be enchanting.
There is, for instance, her embarrass-

ment when she discovers herself to be
wrong. Liz is completely unseated when
she feels she isn't mistress of a situation.
Such as the time we went over to the
Granger's home, and Jean wasn't feeling
well and wanted some warm milk.

"I'll fix it," I said, and was suddenly
aware of a wifely eye piercing my back.
"And IH go along to make sure you do

it right," said Liz, and I knew she was
determined to assert her feminine right
to lord it over the kitchen. I went about
niy business blithely, putting a bit of water
into the saucepan before I poured in the
milk.
"Why," inquired Liz politely, "did you

do that? The water will make it taste aw-
ful."

"You put a bit of water in first to keep
the milk from sticking to the pan," I said.

She'd have none of it. "I'll take care of
this," she said, filling the pan with water.
She plumped the milk bottle in the middle
of it, and turned on the heat full strength.
"What are you doing?" I said.

"I do this all the time," she said. "To
heat the baby's milk."
"There is quite a difference between a

baby's milk bottle and a dairy's milk
bottle," I said. "The whole ruddy thing will
explode, you know."
She straightened haughtily and her nose

went up in the air. I should have liked to
let her have her own way, but after all it

wasn't our house and we had no right to
blow it up. So I removed the bottle and
warmed the milk in my own way. The only
thing that blew up was Liz herself, but
she was soon over it, as always.
She really takes disappointments quite

well, unless the object in point is a dress,
and then she's horrible. But for the most
part I find her quite easy to get along
with. When I am ill, which is seldom,
thank heaven, she shows a great concern
for my welfare, even an endearing tender-
ness. I don't quite see her with a lamp in
her hand, like old Florence, you under-
stand, for she doesn't know a splint from
a suture, but she is anxious for my com-
fort, and I do appreciate it.

Liz is an affectionate creature and a
gregarious one. She hates to be alone, a
fact which has blown our enjoyment of
television to bits. She has a penchant for
those dreary mystery programs, and in her
estimation an evening without at least
a half dozen murders is a wasted one. For
my part I like sports, particularly the
boxing matches. The contrast in our taste
grew serious and I bought a second tele-

vision set so that I could creep off and
watch the fights undisturbed. It hasn't
helped matters one whit, for Liz gets
through only two shootings and a poison
case in the den before she wanders into
the living room and announces, quite ap-
pealingly I admit, that she is lonely.
As I've already said, I admire her for

everything but the towels and toothpaste
tubes, but the thing I admire most in Liz
is her wisdom. Her emotions may guide
her thoughts, but she is no fool, and time
and again has proven it to me. She is

wise far beyond her years, with an insight
and judgment I respect tremendously.
New abilities are always coming to the

fore, each more surprising than the last.

When our first son was born Liz wasn't
a bit nervous about caring for him and the
doctor himself said, "The way Mrs. Wild-
ing handles that baby, you'd think she'd
had six before him."
Of course, I'm astounded at the mere fact

I'm a father. Not once, but twice. After
all these years of nothing, children are sud-
denly sprouting out all over the place, and
sometimes I feel like Moses, that event-
ually I'll be a benevolent old man in a
white beard, with a great herd of young
people trailing along behind me.
Liz has given me children, and more

than that, she has done what every good
wife should; she has made her husband a
happy man. For me, that's a pretty soppy
statement, and I refuse to go any farther in
public. All I can say is that fife with
Elizabeth is indeed a rare one. end

Michael Wilding can be seen in MGM's
The Scarlet Coat, Liz Taylor in Warners'
Giant.

ALL BOGIE'S BABIES!

When Baby Number 1 (Lauren)

presented Babies 2 and 3,

Bogie became a family man.

When Humphrey Bogart showed up
for work on the set of Paramount's
We're No Angels with his entire fam-

ily in tow, no one was surprised. Since

his marriage to Lauren (alias Baby,
actually Betty) Bacall, the scourge of

the night-club world has settled down
to blissful domesticity. It's just as well,

of course, since Bogie has been
banned from most of the nighteries he
used to patronize—and demolish

—

that he no longer feels any desire to

enter them. And for a man whose fun
in marriage (he's on his third) ' used

to be highly publicized and seemingly

highly enjoyable battles royal with his

spouse, Bogie is taking pleasure in re-

markably peaceful pursuits. In fact,

the only recent disagreement recorded

between Humphrey and wife was over

whether Seaman Bogart could take

four-year-old Stevie on board his boat.

"Not," Lauren said firmly, "until he
can swim home if need be." When
that time comes, as it is sure to, Bogart-

and-family will no doubt become
Bogart-and-crew—and more insepara-

ble than ever!

At one-and-a-half, Stevie said his first

word, "Money!" Bogie was delighted.

'Leslie," Lauren says proudly, "has big
blue eyes. That's good for a girl!"'
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1 can stand anything hut a liar

(Continued from page 58) You saw it in

his eyes and felt it in the warm strength

of his hand when he clasped yours in a
farewell. And there was no doubt about
what you saw and felt. It was his hon-
esty—and this was the basis of his dignity.

My mind went back to my father, who
could never stand a liar, and who taught
me to hate one, too. It made me feel that
my father, who never had much money,
had somehow managed to leave me with
a rich gift.

Dad was always for me, no matter what
trouble I got into, if only I was straight-

forward about it. I came to depend on
him at first; later, I came to depend on
being straightforward, depend on die truth

and the power of the truth. His was a

sort of day-to-day process of teaching me
moral values, if you like, without actually

setting me down and handing out long

lectures. Dad just wouldn't accept a lie

and I don't think I ever did lie to him
on any important matter. It just never
entered my mind that such a tiling was
possible. So far as I know, none of my
own children has ever lied to me. They
may not know it yet, but they are going

to enjoy not being liars.

For one thing, honesty is going to give

them size; it's going to make them bigger

than the trouble they are sure to run into

in life. That Mexican I left standing be-
side his hut in Sonora—there was one
thing sure about him. He was bigger than
his surroundings. He was not to be kicked
around by them, to be so humbled by his

poverty that he whined before the more
fortunate, or fawned upon them. He was
a big man anywhere. And he knew that

is the only size for a man to be.

When I got into business in Hollywood
(and being an actor is a business, don't

let anyone tell you differently!) I was a
young man with two years of college

study and twenty years of my father's

training behind me. I kept expecting from
other people the same respect for truth

that my father had, and I didn't always
get it.

I thought that when I made a deal with
another man he would give me a true go,

no matter what happened. But he didn't

always. And because it was my policy

always to go through with what I had
agreed to, the venture would cost me.
Yet in the long run, these occasions when
I gave full value although I was getting

cheated in return didn't hurt me a bit.

Fairly early in my Hollywood acting

days a producer for whom I had done a

number of pictures submitted a proposi-

tion that seemed very interesting. He
promised to get me a much better return

for my work, a percentage of the profits

of my pictures in fact, if I would put my- '

self under personal contract to him for

three years. To have an experienced man \

helping to push you in your work can be
a big help. I agreed to do it.

The first thing this producer did after
j

he got my promise was to get himself a
profitable association with a top studio on

|

the strength of having the exclusive rightto

my professional services. One of the points

he made to the studio was that he could
put me into any kind of pictures he wanted

j

to, and wasn't committed to paying me a
top salary. In a technical sense he was
right. Since he had interested me in all the

fine things he was going to do for me, I
j

hadn't for a moment considered that I

should carefully list a number of bad
things he shouldn't do. Wouldn't this be
a mark of my distrust? I wouldn't think
of it.

Mind you, all of the above I didn't even 1

know for a while. That all came out later,
j

All that I did know at the beginning of

our agreement was that when the con-
tracts came to me in the mail to be signed

there was nothing in them about the profit

percentage he had promised. I telephoned
his office and told his secretary that this

clause was missing.
"Oh, that must be just an oversight on !

his part," she told me. "Why don't you
sign the contracts anyway and well
straighten all that out later?"

And I did!

Not only were there no profits for me,
not only did I make less money than I

had bargained on, but the pictures I was
,

in were cheaper ones, produced with
smaller budgets than the ones I had
starred in before. And if that wasn't bad
enough, soon the exhibitors who played
these pictures began catching on to their

lack of quality. Did they blame the studio?

Or the producer? No. They blamed the

star of the pictures—me!
1 touM -have caned -for -a re-deal with

'

that producer. I certainly might have won
the legal right to walk out before mak-
ing any more of the pictures which I

knew now were harming me. But I didn't
|

I finished my contract. The net result?

Pretty good. Few of the tricky details by
which I got rooked are remembered around
Hollywood; what is remembered is that

I kept my word

—

I didn't lie about what I

would do.

I was told once about a conversation

among a group of film men in which the

following assertion was made. "If you,
talk a deal with John Wayne and he says

j

it's it, it's it!"

The man who told me about this may
have been trying to flatter me, but I felt

good anyway, because the statement,

whether it was made or not, is true. To
reneg on a contract would be to make a
liar out of myself. And to lie would be to

renounce the most valuable heritage my
father left me; my pride in myself.

It sometimes seems to me that nothing

you can own up to is as bad as the lie it

would take to alibi out of it. If you ask

me whether I have this or that bad trait,

and I have—well, then I will admit it.

Do I have a temper? Sure, I have a

temper. Sometimes I have to count to

ten before I blow up. I can remember
clear back to a winter when I was six

years old, back in Keokuk, Iowa, when my
temper got me into trouble. I was visit-

ing my grandfather's house and had made
a snowman that other kids were knock-
ing down. I not only defended my snow-
man, but I cussed the kids out with un-
printable words I had heard, but was far

too young to understand. My father came
out of the house and heard me.

He gave me a real spanking, not be-

cause of the oaths I had used. He knew I

Modern Screen's Silver Cup Awards!
Here is your first chance to vote for your favorite stars

in Modern Screen's 1955 Popularity Awards Contest I

This month and the next two months will determine

the winners of the famous Silver Cups awarded
to the top stars and new stars of the year. It's all

up to you! So fill out the coupon below—
carefully and completely—and send it in. Tell
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didn't know what they meant. But be-

cause I had spoken them in anger, and

temper was a bad habit and form of mis-

behavior I did know about.

Have I ever made any mistakes? Plenty.

Enough so that I could never walk around

acting like I was the cock of the walk.

And have I ever been scared in my life?

Oh, brother, have I been scared!

I was once so scared I actually didn't

know I was scared! The time was World
War II and the scene was a small island off

New Britain, just a few miles from a Jap-
anese-held island. There was intermittent

artillery fire between the two.

But all was quiet when a plane landed

a USO entertainment group in which I

acted as the m.c, and we proceeded to

present a show for the GI's encamped
there. The theatre was a ravine, a natural

sort of amphitheatre. The boys ranged
themselves down the sides of it, and there

was a temporary stage at one end. But
what we actors didn't know was that there

was a battery of our heavy guns, 105's, not

200 yards away.
I had just introduced one of our singers,

a good sized fellow who sang a fine bari-

tone, when all our guns let go in one
nice, fat salvo.

"Don't be scared," I said. "Look at me."
And at that moment I caught sight of

my hand, holding the mike. I was shak-
ing so hard you couldn't see it. Hand
and mike were just a blur!

I think this was the island, too, in which
the boys had dug one-man foxholes, and I

was standing near one of these, with three
other fellows, when a bombing-attack
alarm was sounded. Scared? All four of

us jumped for the same foxhole and all

four of us got in!

I think that what I am trying to say is

that I never want to kid anyone, least of

all myself, and to lie is nothing but self

deception. I realize that my father wasn't
worried about the harm I might do other
people by lying, but by the illusions I

might build up about myself. I think the
force of honesty in man's life is the great-
est force there is, and that there is a direct

relationship between a man's honesty and
the power of his love.

I remember meeting a young Marine in

the South Pacific during the war and get-
ting to know him fairly well just before
he took part in one of the bitter island
invasions. Three days after the invasion
I saw him again, suffering in the base
hospital at Finchhaven in New Guinea.
Because of his youth, and his obviously

serious condition, I was really stricken
when I saw him, and I wondered what to

say. But I needn't have worried. He had
something to tell me. Not about himself.
Not about his pain.

"I bet you're wondering how I got here,"
he said. "Do you know that when we
Marines hit the beach the Seabees
were right behind us, and that the doctors
were right behind them? Do you know
that I was picked up and worked on and
all taken care of inside of an hour after I

was hit? How's that for guys doin' a
square job?"
He had to stop talking to shake his head

in wonder. "Gee, what a fellow can't do
when he's got guys like that to depend
on." Then he turned to me suddenly,
and his eyes had a shining look in them.
"You know something?" he began ea-

gerly. "From now on there is going to be
only one kind of man I ever want to have
anything to do with in this world—the
man 1 can trust. Who would want to
waste any time with any other kind?"

I never heard of a good way to live put
that way before, or put any better. I

knew what he meant, all right. Privately
I was only hoping that I could be what he
meant.

ARE YOU REALLY LOVELY TO LOVE?

Is there an air of freshness

about you . . . always?

All summer, every day, you're

confident, certain of your freshness

—

when you use Fresh Cream Deodorant.

Your underarms are dry . . . stay dry

!

There's not a trace of odor. No worry

about staining lovely clothes. Why?

Fresh contains the most effective

perspiration-checking ingredient known.

Fresh has a wonderful freshness

all its own. A delicate clear fragrance.

A pure whiteness. A whipped cream

smoothness. It's never sticky . . . never

greasy—always gentle to skin.

For an air of freshness use Fresh every

day. You can't help but be lovely to love.
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perspiration-checking ingredient known.
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New! Clearasil Medication

STARVES
PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED... hides pimples while it works

DOCTORS' TESTS PR(MX
9 out of 10 cases cleared up

J
.or definitely improved S

Doctors' clinical tests prove this new-type medi-

cation especially for pimples really works. In

skin specialists' tests on 202 patients, 9 out of

every 10 cases were cleared up or definitely im-

proved while using clearasil.

Amazing starving action, clearasil actu-

ally starves pimples because it helps remove the

oils that pimples "feed" on. And clearasil's

antiseptic action stops the growth of bacteria

that can cause and spread pimples. Skin-colored

to hide pimples and end embarrassment. Grease-

less, stainless . . . pleasant to leave on day and
night for uninterrupted medication.

America's largest-selling specific pimple

medication... because clearasil has helped so

many boys, girls and adults. GUARANTEED
to work for you as it did in doctors' tests or

money back. Only 59^ and 98tf. At all druggists-

Get clearasil today.

$ Clearas\\

Now also available in Canada (slightly more)

BE A MODEL
Train at home, learn Hollywood secrets
of charm and glamour whether for career
or self-improvement. A must for every
woman. Act now. Send $1.00. Hollywood
Model Course, Box 74607, Hollywood 4, Calif.

08

\ NU-NAILS
ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS
Cover short, broken, thin nails

with nu-nails. Applied in a jiffy

with our amazingTiew quick-dry-
ing glue. Can be worn any length
. . . polished any shade. Help over-

come nail-biting habit. Setof ten

29c. At dime, drug& dept. stores.

NU-NAILS CO., Dept. 15-K
5251 W. Harrison, Chicago 44
Also Hollywood Fingernails..,
Permanent Dubonett Rose Color.

No polish required ... 39c set.

MY
FIRST

LOVE
by May Wynn

Greater love hath

no man than to let May

hit him with a bat!

I guess everybody thinks that his or her first love was different, but mine

really was. The name of the party of the second part was Eddie; he was the

tallest boy in the neighborhood and so handsome that all the girls used to

congregate at the candy store because that was where he hung out. They

giggled, talked loudly and did everything they could to attract his attention.

Except me. I couldn't stand him, didn't even want him to play on the same

football team, so naturally I was the one who sent him.

All this happened back in my home town, Elmhurst, Long Island, when I

was thirteen. That year I got into a fight with another boy, who hit me in the

head with a rock, and Eddie was the only one of the gang who came to my
rescue. After he brought the battle of the century to an end he took me over

to the drug store, where the pharmacist patched up the hole in my head. From
that moment on, love. What else could I do?

I gave Eddie a terrible time. He was always telling me how much he loved

me and, because I knew it upset him, I'd say, "Thirteen years old! What's

love?" I'd make him get down on his knees before the rest of the guys and

say he loved me, just to prove it. When there was a dance, I danced "with

everyone else and saved only the last one for him, but Eddie just stood against

the wall, not even dancing with the other girls, and waited for me.

What did turn our romance slightly sour every now and then was athletics.

I especially remember a baseball game. I was a pretty good hitter, and I

wanted to show off a little that day. But Eddie was pitching, and he wouldn't

throw anything I could hit. Finally I got mad and yelled, "Eddie, love or no

love, if you don't throw the ball over the plate I'll hit you with this bat!"

He should have known better, but he still wouldn't pitch to me, so I threw

the bat at Eddie. It hit him across the knees and knocked him down. When 1

walked over to where he lay, he said, "If I could get up, I'd kill you!"

I folded my arms righteously and answered, "I'll wait!"

We made up, of course, but shortly after that Eddie did something really

serious. We were walking along a railroad trestle one day when he grabbed

me and kissed me. Nothing ever shocked me so much; I felt defiled, unclean,

as if I had been involved in something terrible. Being a deeply religious child

who went to church every day, I really had something to pray about the rest

of that week. I kept to myself, slinking along back streets, staying in my room

at home.



On Friday I entered the confes-

sional, took a deep breath, and said,

"Father, I have committed a mortal

sin.

The priest, who has since become

a good friend of mine, asked, "What
have you done, my child?" It must

have taken me an hour to say that

Eddie had kissed me.

I can't describe the relief I felt

when he assured me that my world

was not at an end. He said, "You
have not done anything wrong and

neither has the boy. But you are right

to feel concern, my daughter, for

such things do sometimes lead to

excesses."

Knowing that I wasn't a lost soul

made me feel better about myself,

but it didn't change my feelings

about Eddie. Insult was added to in-

jury because I felt foolish as well as

outraged. I wouldn't have anything

further to do with him. Next time I

saw him, waving and calling out a

cheerful, "Hi, honey!" I crossed the

street to avoid him.

Kids are funny. I had always been

so mean to Eddie that he didn't even

know anything was wrong when I

refused to speak to him.

In fact, my ignoring him wasn't

the reason Eddie finally gave up on

our romance. My first love ended, as

it began, on the football field. Be-

cause I never had forgiven him, I

always played against him with a

vengeance. This one day I tackled

him a little too hard and knocked the

wind out of him—and that did it.

Making him get down on his knees

in public, making him a male wall-

flower at dances, making him run all

the way from his school to mine to

carry my books every afternoon were

minor items. But taking his feet out

from under him in a football game

—

well! He said I humiliated him in the

eyes of the rest of the guys, and our

romance was officially over.

To me, the extraordinary thing is

that he never wondered why I tackled

him too hard, never realized that that

kiss of his had been the kiss-off for

me. Years later, when we were both

grown up, I ran into Eddie again.

We sat down to talk over old times,

and suddenly, as if it had been puz-

zling him a long, long time, Eddie
said, "Say, remember that day you
snubbed me and walked on the other

side of the street like I was contam-
inated? What ever made you do a

thing like that?"

Isn't that just like a man?
{May Wynn is appearing in Co-

lumbia's The Violent Men.)
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Everybody's Book of Modern Diet and Nutrition by Dr. Henrietta Fleck

and Dr. Elizabeth Munves ... A simple, complete and
authoritative guide for you and your family. Here, in the

simplest terms, is what you can do to provide your family

with the broadest and best balanced food program. 35$

What, When, Where and How to Drink by Richard L. Wiliiiams and
David Myers . . . The first complete book! 16 pages of

photos—over 200 recipes! Includes a buyer's guide to

wine and liquor, party giving, secrets of mixing, etc.

Sherman Billingsley, Toots Shor, and other notables

contribute. 25$

TOO Near the Sun by Gordon Forbes ... A first novel that packs a ter-

rific wallop—a scathing commentary on the idle-rich Cali-

fornia cabana set where the newest model Cadillacs and

Roadmasters run a losing marathon with the oldest

passions.

The Bad Seed by William March . . . Little girls should be seen and not

heard scheming murder after murder ... so one shudder -

ingly concludes after reading this shocker to end all

shockers. A distinguished bestseller and smash-hit Broad-

way play. 25$
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music from Hollywood

{Continued from page 6) east and it was a

previous commitment—and what could he do?

"Nothing," said Pete, and picked up the

phone hook. It took work, but he got hold of

Sammy Davis, Jr. It was still a great panel, and
he went back to picking records. The third time

the phone rang he almost didn't answer it.

It turned out to be Universal-International, and
they were apologetic, too. "Pete, Tony won't

be back from his tour in time for your show.

Sorry."

"Quite all right," said Pete in somewhat of

a daze. Then he just sat patiently and waited

for the phone to ring the fourth time. It did.

"Hello. Pete," said Marilyn Maxwell.

"Hi," said Pete. "Why can't you make it?"

"How did you know?" Marilyn said. "My
husband's ill and I honestly can't leave him."

"Think nothing of it," Mr. Potter said.

"Happens every day. Every time I have a

nightmare." So, after a little solitary weeping,

he struggled through a maze of hasty accept-

ances and rejections and came up with Jeff

Chandler and Maxine Andrews. And of course

he had a great show, and being a man of will-

power, was back at the office the following

Monday, and didn't even disconnect the phone.

• Until recently, Bill Hayes was the little man
who wasn't anywhere. He began his career

at the age of thirteen as a singing messenger

for Western Union and worked his way through

a B.A. at DePauw, an M.A. at Northwestern and

opera courses all over without attracting much
attention. Eventually he wangled a job in the

chorus of Carousel by scratching his brother's

name off the audition card and substituting his

own. "I cracked on a high A," he reports, "but

I got my' first real singing job." His brother,

who had a sore throat anyway, was kind

about the whole thing, but the fates weren't

and before long Bill found himself singing

for a mortician at fifteen dollars a funeral.

("Danny Boy" was his specialty.) Eventu-

ally, of course (this being a success story)

he was discovered (not at a funeral) and

placed on the Sid Caesar Show. After that

D-J Choices of the Month

Harry Nigocia—
WJBW-Netv
Orleans, La.
"My favorite MUSIC

FROM HOLLYWOOD is

'Strange Lady In Town'

because in my opinion the

song is great and Frankie

Laine does a great job.

This song is also tops with

my listeners. . .
."

Bill Harrington—
WNEW—New York,
N. Y.
"My favorite MUSIC

FROM HOLLYWOOD,
currently is Ray Anthony's

recording of "Dream.' Not

only because of the music

by Anthony but also the

great caliber of the music

by Johnny Mercer brings

back memories, too, of it s

first time around."



he copped the lead in Broadway's Me And
Juliet, made a successful recording of the

song from High Noon—and some thirteen

less successful discs. But with Davy Crockett he

came into his own, turning out the top record-

ing of the ballad, and selling over two million

copies. The grateful type, he is to be seen regu-

larly these days attired in a coonskin cap and

showing no disposition to remove it, except for

the most formal occasions.

• The weirdest assignment in town went to

Walter Schuman, who was asked to do the

background music for The Night Of The

Hunter. One scene proved just a little difficult.

Bob Mitchum giving vent to maniacal laughter

as two children elude his attempts to kill them!

Mitchum is standing in water up to his waist,

knife in hand, screaming and watching the

two kids in a rowboat paddle away just out of

his reach. The music for it will be out on rec-

ords soon, and we wouldn't miss it for the world.

• Perry Como is officially the most relaxed

crooner around, but Bing Crosby is in a class

by himself. Hat on head and pipe in mouth
he's been known to record while drifting down
a channel in a boat, while surrounded by forty

basketball players, with a golf club in hand,

between holes and—most incredible of all—at

seven in the morning. He has done his show
from the maternity wing of a hospital and from

a spot in Canada so cold that while he sang

"In The Still Of The Night," all around him
ice-blasters were going full speed. And the

song had all the quiet grace it would have had
in a candle-lit room. The secret, according to

a producer who's known Bing for nineteen

years, is that nothing—but nothing—fazes him.

"He's so well organized, he's relaxed."

Ralph Phillips—
WFBR— Baltimore,
Md.
"My favorite MUSIC

FROM HOLLYWOOD is

by Frank Sinatra. Two
movies mark the high

point in his career. From
Here To Eternity won him
an Academy Award and
his recording from Young
At Heart won him a gold

record. It couldn't happen
to a greater guy."

Jay Michael—
WCAE-Pittsburgh,
Pa.
"My favorite MUSIC

FROM HOLLYWOOD is

the great big top movie

song 'Unchained Melody.'

When you hear that haunt-

ing strain it really does

things to you. My listeners

feel the same wa\ about it."

Month's Best Movie Albums

"MOVIE THEMES FROM HOLLYWOOD" by

Dimitri Tiomkin and his orchestra. Coral Rec-

ords CRL-57006 (12" LP)

"High And The Mighty," "The Champion," "A
Bullet Is Waiting," "Strange Lady In Town,"
"Dial M For Murder," "Return To Paradise,"

"High Noon," "Land Of The Pharaohs," "Duel

In The Sun," "Lost Horizon," "I Confess."

Dimitri Tiomkin, who won this year's Academy
Award for his scoring of "The High And The
Mighty," presents brilliant and sparkling ar-

rangements of movie themes in the grand Holly-

wood manner.

"love me or leave me" by Doris Day
with orchestra conducted by Percy Faith.

Columbia-CL-710 (12"LP)

"It All Depends On You," "You Made Me Love

You," "Stay On The Right Side, Sister," "Mean
To Me," "Everybody Loves My Baby," "Sam
The Old Accordian Man," "Shaking The Blues

Away," "Ten Cents A Dance," "I'll Never Stop

Loving You," "Never Look Back," "At Sun-

down," "Love Me Or Leave Me." From the

soundtrack of the MGM film Doris Day really

shines right out with her wonderful voice and
personality in presenting ten tunes made fa-

mous by Ruth Etting, whom Doris plays in

the film.

WALT DISNEY'S "THE LADY AND THE
tramp" by Kay Armen and The Marion
Sisters. MGM Records XI 145 (45EP)

"Bella Notte," "La La Lu," "The Siamese Cat

Song," "He's A Tramp." Four sides from the

score of Disney's feature cartoon, two of them
by Kay Armen, who sang in MGM's Hit The

Deck. The other two sides are by The Marion

Sisters. Two novelties and two ballads.

"academy award favorites" by Jack
Shaindlin and his orchestra. Mercury Records

MG 20061 (12" LP)

"Three Coins In The Fountain," "Secret Love,"

"Mona Lisa," "It Might As Well Be Spring,"

"You'll Never Know," "White Christmas,"

"The Last Time I Saw Paris," "When You
Wish Upon A Star," "Thanks For The Mem-
ory," "Sweet Leilani," "The Way You Look
Tonight," "The Continental."

Twelve of filmdom's most nostalgic songs

brought to life by Jack Shaindlin's scintillating

arrangements. Will Bradley and Al Gallodoro

are featured instrumentally. The beauty and
sound of this record album is due to the most
modern recording techniques. Note the fuller-

sounding strings, richer bass tones, and clearly

distinct reed tones.

"THE best of FRED astaire" Epic Rec-

ords LN 3137 (12" LP)

"A Foggy Day," "They All Laughed," "Cheek
To Cheek," "I Can't Be Bothered Now," "They
Can't Take That Away From Me," "A Fine

Romance," "Let's Call The Whole Thing Off,"

"Slap That Bass," "Change Partners," "Things

Are Looking Up," "Nice Work If You Can Get

It," "Dig It."

Featuring such great bands as those of Johnny
Green, Ray Noble, Leo Reisman and Perry

Botkin we find ourselves in the land of Fred
Astaire. Outstanding songs from such movies

as Shall We Dance, Change Partners, Damsel
In Distress, Top Hat and Swing Time make this

record album a delight to every Fred Astaire

fan.
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So can you! You can learn to bring a

new sparkle to your personality, just as
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never marry an actress

(Continued from page 45) opinion. After
Ray had finished the London run of the
stage play Mister Roberts with Tyrone
Power, he didn't hurry on home to Amer-
ica with the rest of the cast. He had money
in his pocket and the yen to live a little.

He didn't know when he'd get the chance
again, so he hopped over to Paris and had
himself a time. Not the tourist-type time.
He wanted to see the Paris that was Paris,

so he prowled around until he found some
characters he liked and settled down to do
everything, from museums to dives, on his
own. He learned French, got on famously
with a few dozen native guys and dolls.

After more fun than the average young
guy will have in a lifetime, he packed up
to go home. Not that the French people
were getting under his skin. Not that a
small inner voice told him he had a great
future ahead in Hollywood.
"Nothing like that," he grins. "I just ran

out of money."
Meanwhile, events were conspiring to

become landmarks on the circuitous trail

leading Julie Adams and Ray Danton to-
ward each other.

A certain Betty May Adams, born in
Waterloo, Iowa, educated at the Junior
College in Dick Powell's hometown of
Little Rock, Arkansas, was attracting con-
siderable attention in Hollywood. She had
changed her name to Julie Adams. A board
of judges made up of famous American ar-
tists had just judged her long, supple and
perfectly formed legs as "the most beau-
tiful in the world." Miss Adams winced a
little, inside, at the build-up. Her object
was to become a competent actress and she
did not want to join the legion of forgot-
ten "cheesecake sweeties." Miss Adams
wanted to get where she wanted to go the
honest way. It was the hard way, that she
already knew, because before Universal
studios signed her, she had turned to sec-
retarial work.
Returning from his jaunt to Paris, Ray

Danton went back to radio soap operas
and occasional TV work, in which he was
a complete professional. At age twelve
he had more than a nodding acquaintance
with a microphone as a boy announcer,
and at fourteen he had already completed
a summer with the MacArthur Summer
Theatre in Waitesfield, Vermont. In other
seasons he had worked with such stars

as Tallulah Bankhead, Margo, Liz Scott
and Sarah Churchill. In such fast com-
pany, he had absorbed great theatrical

know-how.
He was on his way and so was Julie,

whom he'd never met—let alone expected
to marry. On his way in this year of 1951

—

smack into the U.S. Army. It happens to

most young men these days, and Ray
Danton wasn't in the least thrown for a
loss. He didn't cry about being taken
out of show business just as he was on the
verge of becoming important. He turned
G.I. with a don't-give-a-damn attitude.

Two years in the Infantry hardened Dan-
ton into the type of man he is now, and
he gravitated to Officer's Training School.

About this time, two events occurred.
Julie Adams married, and if someone had
mentioned the name Ray Danton to her,

she couldn't have cared less. And soldier

Danton wound up in the Army hospital at

Fort Benning, Georgia, his right leg in

a plaster cast from the hip down. A unique
casualty sustained playing football.

Recuperating in a ward with a dozen
other ailing soldiers, he met Julie Adams
for the first time. Not in person. Ray's
first opportunity to cast an appreciative
male eye upon the loveliness that is Julie

came in the hospital theatre then show-
ing a picture called Mississippi Gambler.

Ray, who had known Ty Power well be-j
cause of their stage work together, en-j
joyed watching him again in the movie.;
He was also well aware that Julie, as

:

Ty's leading lady, was a fine actress.
No prude, Ray found himself reluctantl

to join in the after-movie bull session, in
which his fellow soldier patients discussed!
the charms of "this Adams doll" in some'
detail. Julie obviously meant something!
special to him from the moment he first)

saw her, but Ray was a realist. He didn't
i

write her a fan letter or dream that night
of holding her in his arms.
When his buddies got around to discuss-

ing Ty, they asked Ray what kind of guy
ex-Marine Power was, and he told them: 1

"I don't know what you guys think of;

Nelson Algren, author of The
Man With The Go/den Arm, was in-

vited to Hollywood to discuss a
movie version of his prize-winning
novel. He later declined the checks
offered him for his fare, expenses
and for having written a 12-page
memorandum. "I feel no moneys are
rightfully due me," he wrote. "Yet
your thoughtfuiness does not cease
to move me. Should this concern for
me derive from simple gratitude for
diversion offered you by 'an inter-

esting person' as you so happily
phrased it, I do not feel you are so
much indebted.
"Upon the basis of mutual amuse-

ment, therefore, I am the debtor.
And since you are decidedly more
uncanny than I am interesting, I

must at a rough estimate, owe you
close to $40—and forward this

sum confident of your satisfaction

in alms from any quarter however
small, and remain, Your obedient
servant—Nelson Algren."

Leonard Lvons in

The New York Post

actors, including me, but for my money!
no one ever has to be ashamed of Tyrone

J

Power when he's traveling around the^

world. You know how some actors pour
s

it on, get the big movie star attitude. Not[
Ty. He's always a gentleman. Never re-

minds anyone he's a Hollywood big shot."

Then Ray told them how Ty had put I

him in his place one night at the Palla-

dium Theatre in London. Ty was going!

through a difficult scene with others ofj

the Roberts cast on one side of the stage,!

while Ray, near the wings, didn't have,
any lines or business. A couple of girls

in the front row began making signals at]

Ray, who responded with the lifted eye-

brow and the long look. Afterward, when
;

the curtain came down, Ty came around,,

asked Ray what he'd been doing during

the scene. Ray swore he hadn't been doing,

a thing.

"You must have been," Ty replied.

"Something was distracting me."
"That," Ray cracked, "must have been

my electric personality."

"Could be," Ty agreed wryly, "either

j

that or your lack of experience."

Ray offers the anecdote as a frank ad-

mission that he had a lot of cockiness and,

not too much humility in himself at the

time. "But there's nothing like mixing
j,

with a veteran like Ty Power to get,,

straightened out. I learned concentration

from Ty. I grew up in the Army, and I;

learned an awareness of the problems of|

others, too, while wearing the uniform."

This last development in Ray's character
j

is one of the reasons he became much
,

more aware of Julie Adams the second ,

time he saw her. Again, the meeting wasj

not in person, but through a movie.



"The picture was lousy," Ray remem-
bers. "A sad little Western epic. Now
that I've been around pictures for awhile,
I know that they can't all be good. Every-
body from the writer on up works like

the devil and the thing turns out a turkey.
I remember feeling sorry for Julie. She
was not the same girl I'd seen in Missis-
sippi Gambler and I recall wondering how
anyone could miscast such an obviously
fine and sensitive actress. I made a mental
note that some day I'd like to talk shop
with her. I wasn't thinking about romance."
In the two years that intervened before

their meeting, other events began to occur
which made possible the recent climax in
their lives. For one thing, Julie Adams'
marriage to a writer turned out a failure.

The two had tried, but it just didn't work.
Ray Danton, who didn't know that she
was married, wasn't aware that she had
secured a divorce. He was too busy with
tv in New York. He'd turned down half
a dozen bids to sign Hollywood stock con-
tracts, because he didn't want to gamble
his future with those lads who went into
movies in wholesale lots on the chance that
they might be lucky.
Abruptly, the plot thickened. In Holly-

wood, Universal-International executives
were planning the filming of Six Bridges
To Cross. At first, they figured that it

might be possible to sign some completely
unknown actor to the role which was later
played by Tony Curtis. Talent scouts re-
ported that Ray Danton was by all odds
the most promising young actor in tv.

He had magnetic masculine appeal. Better
than that, he was no beginner with nothing
more than a hot profile.

Ray was contacted. He agreed that this
role was worth a fast screen test, and in a
couple of days he found himself boarding
the TWA champagne flight, heading west.
He was thinking about his future and not
about a girl named Julie Adams. On the
plane he met Jack Palance, another tv
acting discovery who had a couple of years
before plunged into movies with spectacu-
lar success. And, because there were few
travelers on this particular flight, Jack
and Ray stayed up all night, relieving
their travel boredom by killing off the
extra champagne. In the morning, Ray
got off the plane, unshaven, wearing blue
jeans, and in his aching head he had an
idea that all he wanted to do was get this
test over and return to New York.
At the studio later that afternoon, after

swinging his profile left and right, duti-
fully reading the lines given him, the
paths of Ray Danton and Julie Adams
finally met. Julie had volunteered to help
with the test.

Ray looked at Julie's hazel-eyed loveli-
ness. Something happened to him as they
say in the romance magazines, "deep in-
side." But the best he could offer by way
of greeting was, "Hello, Miss Adams. I
want you to know that I've always admired
your work."
"How nice," Julie smiled. To her he

was just another actor making a test.

They worked in the scene for two hours.
If you saw Six Bridges To Cross, you'll
remember the scene in which Julie comes
to visit Tony Curtis in jail. That's the
one she did with Ray in the test. As the
cameras turned, Ray forgot his aching
head. The dialogue came easily, but he
wasn't thinking about how well he was
doing. He just gazed on the beautiful
scenery of Julie's face and let himself go.
The test was a huge success for Ray.

He didn't get the part, which went to Tony
for a multiplicity of reasons, but he was
put in another picture, signed to a contract,
and he never did go back to New York.
Up to that time, Ray Danton was a lot like
most other young men. He was working
hard, doing well, but his life had no real
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Now safely stops odor 24 hours a day!

Proved in comparison tests made by a
doctor. A deodorant without M-3, tested

under one arm, stopped odor only a few

hours. Yet New Mum with M-3, under other

arm, stopped odor 24 hours ! M-3 clings to

skin, destroys odor bacteria all day long.

New MUM

New MUM with M-3 won't irritate normal
skin or damage fabrics. Originally a doc-

tor's formula, New Mum contains no harsh
astringents, will not block pores or rot fab-
rics. Creamier, won't dry out in jar. Use
New Mum daily.

cream deodorant
with long-lasting M-3
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Spec/a/ Shampoo Washes Hair Shades Lighter,
Safely. ..Gives It Wonderful, Radiant Shine!

It's almost miraculous how, without tints, rinses or ugly
bleached look, you can now safely give your hair the spar-

kling blonde color that men love. You can do it quickly, easily,

at home in just II minutes— with BLONDEX. This amazing
shampoo contains ANDIUM for extra lightness and shine.

Instantly removes dingy film that makes hair dark. Washes
blonde hair shades lighter. Gives if lovely lustre. Safe for

children. Get BLONDEX today at 10c, drug or dept. stores.

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years
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Write American School. 1610 Sherbrooke St. West. Montreal.
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You'll quickly forget you have
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tenderness on the bottom of
your feet, when you apply Dr.
Scholl's Zino-pads. Thin, soft,

wonderfully soothing, cushion-
ing, protective. Separate Medi-
cations included for quickly re-
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definition. As single men will, he avoided
"nice girls" like the plague. He had been
through the usual quota of "girl capers,"

and had a horror of being tied down.
At the studio, he was acutely aware of

Julie's presence. They ran into each other
constantly in the commissary, crossing the

lot, on sound stages. Ray was aware that

Julie's attitude toward men was one of

cool and cordial wariness. He let it be
known among her friends that he'd like

to take her out. There was no response.

Ray was cast in Chief Crazy Horse, sent

on location with Vic Mature and the rest

of the cast to South Dakota. While there,

he suffered another accident similar in a

way to the broken leg episode in the

army. Riding an Indian pony not trained

to picture work, he was dumped when
the nag refused to take a jump, stopping

abruptly and throwing Ray into a pile of

rocks. He got up, rode the pony in the

next take with exactly the same results.

He felt a jar in his left arm and thought
he'd sprained his wrist.

A couple of weeks later, encountering
Julie on his return to the studio, he de-
cided to see a doctor on her advice. Re-
sult: the X-ray showed that he had a

multiple fracture. Assigned to an impor-
tant role in The Looters, he played most
of the picture with the bandage carefully

concealed. Julie was still cool, until one
day as he was having lunch with Mara
Corday, she came into the crowded com-
missary and sat down at the same table.

Almost immediately, Ray asked if he
could call her. Julie said she wouldn't
mind, sometime.

"All right," Ray persisted, "what's your
phone number?"

Julie rose from the table. "I'm late for

an appointment. I'm sorry, I can't give

you the number now."
Ray fumed. That afternoon he secured

the number from the casting office. He
got Julie on the phone. "Look," he said,

"it's about time you ran out of excuses.

How about a date tonight?"

That evening he took her to see Porgy
And Bess. They had dinner at the Tail o'

the Cock in the valley. After that, Ray,
who never in his life had chased a girl,

didn't let up. "It was damn irri-

tating," he says now. "Julie didn't run
away, but she sure as the devil didn't

make it any easier. I'd have a date one
night. Then for three or four nights she'd

be 'busy.' I had the feeling that she liked

me a great deal. You know how you can
tell, when people are with you. I took her

to see my happily married friends, like

the Jack Lemmons. I made with the

phonograph record and flower bit. Then
I got sore. I asked her to go on a picnic

one Friday night. The day before, the

studio called and told me I had to leave

in the morning for location in Colorado,

so I got in touch with Julie. Told her I

couldn't see her Friday night.
"

'I know,' she said, 'you're going on
location. How about tonight?' I knew she

hadn't been tied up as she told me, so I

faced her with it. She said she hadn't

been seeing me because she was getting

too fond of me. That did it."

On February 20th of this year, Julie

Adams and Ray Danton were married in

Santa Barbara, California, by a Presby-

terian minister. They remember the utter

simplicity of the ceremony and in talking

about their several-months courtship, which

in the harsh simplicity of newspaper head-

lines was referred to as "another Holly-

wood elopement," they agree that the in-

finite power in charge of such things

seemed to have planned their lives for

this moment from the beginning.

There was no honeymoon, for both had

to be back at work in front of the cameras

the next morning, but they like it that

way. A honeymoon, they both believe, is

a traditional period in which two people
in love try to escape into unreality before
they settle down to what is supposed to be
the "serious" business of living.

Ray says it this way: "Life is a very
good thing. It never has to be grim. Julie

and I have a wonderful apartment home
in the hills overlooking the San Fernando
Valley. She let me select our first furni-

ture which I did with the stark tailored

taste that is typical of the male beast. She
has since warmed up the place with her
perfect taste for color. She has not only
changed our home, but me, too. Basically,

she is the same girl I saw that day in the

hospital. Her fine qualities of kindness,

her warmth, were obvious then in her
work, and I'm a lucky man.

"Julie is a truly mature, though conven-
tional woman. In the. beginning, I was a

shock to her. Before our marriage the

state of 'love' to me was a complicated
business of intrigue and deception. I have

midsummer's freshest,

loveliest star,

grace kelly,

is modern screen's

September cover-lady,

watch your newsstand

august 9.

learned that none of that is necessary in

the happiness of marriage.

"I learned that any lie, no matter how
small it might be, couldn't exist between

us. Julie has changed, too. Before our

marriage, her job was her whole life, a

necessity for her security. Now, her en-

tire income goes into a trust fund for our

future together, and for the children we
hope to have. Now, her work is no longer

a "must" but simply a form of expression

which makes her life richer. A career for

any woman, if she has the ability, is a

healthy thing. I may sound like a press

agent for both of us, but I think that what

we've been achieving since we've been

together will be apparent when Julie is

seen with George Nader in Away All Boats.

I can't make any great claims for my own
work in The Spoilers, with Jeff Chandler

and Rory Calhoun. (Ray is currently film-

ing I'll Cry Tomorrow on loan-out to

MGM.) I'm beginning to really learn ray

business, one in which I want to work in

every aspect, with the hope that one day I

can tackle the hardest form of the art-

directing."
, , . ,

To those who are thinking about mar-

riage, Julie and Ray Danton offer this

thought: "Your marriage will be as strong

as each of you are individually. If you

fail, it will only be because you lose the

proper sense of values when one or the

other becomes weak. And that will never

happen if there is always absolute truth

as a bond between you."

So ends the case history of events lead-

ing up to one of the most secure young

marriages in Hollywood. No small miracle

brought these two people together, and

only a major catastrophe could tear them

apart.
ENDD-

r
Scholls Zino-pads



lone wolf

(Continued from page 28) Scandinavian
accent, "is a nice man. Some of those

things he does, it is because he is youthful,

and it takes time to handle fame. One
must first learn how. But he is really

very polite, very kind. They tell me he
does not smile enough. Not true. He smiles
much. He has a good sense of humor."
In other film quarters, however, the Dean

sense of humor is generously described as
"slightly perverse."
Jimmy himself, for example, likes to tell

how he scared the wits out of a supposed-
ly sophisticated and worldly photographer.
"A couple of months ago," Dean nar-

rates, "this fellow, you know Dennis

—

well, Dennis went back to Indiana with
me. Wanted to shoot me on the farm.
Hometown stuff.

"One day we walked into town, and I

stopped by Wilbur Hunt's. Wilbur runs a
kind of general store in Fairmount. He's
also the town mortician, and in the back
he's got a selection of caskets. 'Mind if we
shoot some stuff in here?' I asked Wilbur.
"He's a wonderful guy. 'Help yourself,'

he said. So we went into the back. There
were these caskets. I got into one of them
and lay down. 'Go ahead,' I said to Dennis.
'Start shooting.' He thought I was kidding,
but I always wanted to see how I'd look
in a casket. Besides you should've seen the
expression on Dennis' face.

"Anyway, he shot the pictures. Great
stuff. Sent them into Life. Know what?
The editors wouldn't publish a single one.
Printed some stuff of me around the farm.
Country boy—that routine."
Country boy—those two words—offer the

key to Jimmy Dean's seemingly strange
behavior. He acts awkward and this awk-
wardness is interpreted as rudeness. Ac-
tually, it seems that Jimmy retreats into
his shell when he can't handle a new so-
cial situation, such as a studio shindig or a
top-level interview or a swank Hollywood
get-together. He appears sullen and non-
cooperative, but largely because he feels

out of place and doesn't know what to
do. Also, he is by nature fiercely independ-
ent and resents doing anything that rubs
against his grain.
Let him like something, however, and he

goes the whole hog.
Not too long ago he was at a party with

Eartha Kitt and a bunch of other talented
entertainers. Eartha started to sing. Jimmy
sat down on the floor and grabbed a bongo
drum. Two friends joined him. Eartha sing-
ing and Jimmy on the bongos. You
should've dug it. Simply crazy, wild, out of
this world.
Later that night they began to use the

tape recorders. Jimmy has three or four
which he uses all the time. "Great," he says.
"Help me in my work. Like this part of
Jett Rink I play in Giant. I had tape re-
cordings of fellows with Texas accents.
The thing to do is not to exaggerate the
drawl. Get it just right."
Jimmy and Eartha sang and played the

whole night with about ten other Holly-

Mr. and Mrs. Winton A. Dean, Jimmy's dad and
step-mother, pose with portrait of their son.
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wood characters. Dean recorded the festiv-

ities, and next day in the sanctity of his

one-room garage apartment, played the
tape recordings over and over again.

He has a great collection of African
chants and knows a lot about tribal cus-
toms and mores. He is also a bull-fighting

aficionado and one of the crack stock-car
racing drivers in the country. This love of

racing is currently giving the Warner
moguls a fit.

During the filming of Rebel Without
A Cause, for instance, Jim Dean raced his

Porsche in the Palm Springs and Bakers-
field Meets. As soon as he was finished with
his Saturday scenes, he'd take off for the

racing grounds. He was a winner in both
races, hitting over 120 mph.
According to a veteran California driver,

"This Dean kid is fearless. He drives as

if he had some secret agreement with
Death to lay off him. He's relatively new
to speed-racing out here. Matter of fact

we never heard of him until he showed up
down at the Springs. We thought maybe
he was one of those Hollywood characters

looking for kicks or publicity. Hell, no.

This kid really knows the business. He's

one helluva fine rider. Knows what he's

doing every minute."
In addition to his Porsche, Jim recently

bought himself a hopped-up British Tri-

umph motorcycle. Frequently he tears into

the studio astride his mount to give one
executive heart failure. The executive
watches Jim zoom down the road, then
sadly shakes his head and mutters, "That
crazy kid is gonna kill himself."

At this point in his life James Byron
Dean is living strictly for himself. He has
no one to support, no one to please, no one
in the world to cater to except James
Byron Dean.
Although his father and step-mother

live only eight or ten miles away from his

Hollywood hideaway in the hills, he rarely

visits them. Just why he isn't there more
often is hard to tell.

Winton Dean, Jim's father, has what he
thinks might be an adequate explanation

for his son's behavior.
"I'll tell you this," he says. "My Jim is a

tough boy to understand. At least, he is

for me. But maybe that's because I don't

understand actors, and he's always wanted
to become one.

"Another reason is that we were sepa-

rated for a long period of time, from when
he was nine until he was eighteen. Those
are the important, formative years when
a boy and his father usually become close

friends.

"Jim and I—well, we've never had that

closeness. It's nobody's fault, really. Just

circumstances. I came out to California

in 1936 with Jim and his mother. Came
right out here to Santa Monica. Worked
in the Veterans Hospital, dental techni-

cian. Did the same thing back in Indiana.

Back there I worked for the Veterans
Hospital in Marion.
"A few years later, Jim's mother came

down with cancer. She was only twenty-
nine. The doctors told me it was hopeless.

I didn't know what to do. How do you tell

an eight-year-old boy his mother's going

to die? I tried. In my own stumbling way
I tried to prepare Jim for it. Tried to tell

him about the sorrow that was coming.

Many times I tried to tell the boy what
was coming. I just couldn't make it.

"Jim's mother passed away before she

was thirty. I was broken up. So was the

boy. I couldn't look after him and work,

too, so I sent him back to Indiana to live

with my sister and her husband. They
raised Jim on their farm. And what a fine

job they did. In high school, you know, he

was a standout athlete, specializing in

track and basketball. Absolutely tops.

"When Jim came out here," Mr. Dean
continues, "to go to Santa Monica College,

he stayed with us—I was remarried by
then—and we got along just fine. He was I

always crazy about acting, and I remember 1

saying to him a couple of times, 'Jim,
acting is a good hobby but why don't you
study something substantial? Why don't

|

you become a lawyer?' But no, it was act-
ing with him all the way.
"Nowadays, he lives in a world we don't

understand too well—the actors' world. We
don't see too much of him. But he's a good
boy, my Jim. A good boy, and I'm very .

proud of him. Not easy to understand. No,
sir. He's not easy to understand. But he's

,

all man, and he'll make his mark. Mind
you, my boy will make his mark."
On the basis of only one film, East Of I

Eden, Jimmy Dean has already made his
j

mark. After Rebel Without A Cause is re- i

leased and Giant is completed, the studio
expects that the boy will become "the hot-

j

test actor in the business."
By then, however, Jim may not be in the i

business. He may be enrolled as a private
in the Army of the United States. Only a
few weeks ago he was called down to the
Los Angeles induction station for his Army !

physical. Although he's extremely near-
sighted and can't see very well without

j

glasses, he is otherwise in good physical
condition.
A stint in the service doesn't faze Jim

one bit. Other actors bemoan the loss of

revenue that military service entails, but
Dean has never built his life around
money. "Never had much," he says, "and
don't need much. If the Army wants me
I'm ready."

When that particular remark was relayed
to a Hollywood beauty whom Dean had
been seeing frequently before he took off

for Giant location work, she pursed her
lips and wrinkled her brow.

"Sure, he's ready to go," she repeated.

"Jimmy Dean is ready to go anywhere, any
place, any time. He's a free soul. Only,"
she pouted, "I don't want him to go. With
all his crazy ways he's the cutest little

guy we've had around Hollywood in a

long, long time. A regular little tiger, that

one." end

DEAN'S (ON STAGE) DAD

As a personality Jimmy Dean may be

a little on the wacky side but as an actor,

this young man is respected as one of the

most powerful and authentic dramatic

talents Hollywood has produced in years.

Jim Backus, who plays Dean's father

in Rebel Without A Cause, recently ex-

plained to friends what it meant to act

with Jim.

"In this particular scene," Backus be-

gan, "Jim and I were supposed to have

a fight on the stairway of the family

home. I played his father and he played

my son. He's just seen a boy who's been

knifed, and his mother wants him to go

tell the police. He doesn't want to, and

so we fight.

"I've played fight scenes before, but

nothing like this. Jim is so carried away.

He works himself up into such a pitch of

intensity, I thought he was going to kill

me. No kiddin'. In one rehearsal he

grabbed me by the lapels, half-carried me
down the stairs, fought me across the

living-room sofa.

"This kid is as strong as a bull. In an-

other rehearsal, he broke off parts of the

stair railing, but even though we grap-

pled, he always held onto me so that I

wouldn't get hurt."

Although Dean is only 5 feet, 8 inches

tall and looks like a studious bookworm,

he is all muscle and sinew in addition to

being all talent. Great talent at that.



ardis and bill holden

(Continued from page 54) of separation,
as war rang up its toll of tragedy, her
scale of values began shifting for Ardis,
the basics began to assert themselves.
Bill was the basic core of her life. Her
longing to act faded against her greater
longing to be with him. Only a contract
kept them apart. She asked the studio to
release her and flew East to join him.
During the war years she stayed with

him when she could and, when she
couldn't, free-lanced to keep the budget
balanced. Peter was born in '43, Scott
three years later. By that time Bill was
back at Paramount. The enforced part-
ings, the fears, the loneliness had left

their mark on Ardis. They could all be
together again and that seemed heaven
enough. The career could wait. She never
said, "I'm quitting." He never asked her
to. "Of course I'd rather have you here,
smelling of Chanel No. 5 when I get home,
and ready to enjoy a cocktail with me.
But I know how you feel about acting.
I feel the same way, and I don't want you
frustrated. So why not get an agent and
do a picture?" "We'll see," she smiled. If

he hadn't left the door open, she might
have felt frustrated. Free to step out
when she chose, she chose not to.

Her knowledge of his preference prob-
ably swayed her. The wisdom of instinct
swayed her more. It troubled them both
that Deedee was a shy, ingrown child

—

possibly because Ardis had been com-
pelled to work. For emotional security,
kids need a full-time mother. They had
one now, and the rewards were solidly
evident. The boys throve like healthy
young saplings. Ardis grew close to her
daughter. Bill, taking equal responsibility,
gave Deedee even more attention than his
sons, invited confidence without intruding
himself, fathered her well. Under their

patti and jerry lewis

(Continued from page 55) of Jerry Lewis's
life. Jerry's dream came true.
Jerry's Mom and Pop were always on

the road. Their son was forever being
thrown out of school. Assorted relatives
assured him loud and often that he'd wind
up a bum. "Don't you believe it," smiled
his grandmother. "You're a good boy. I

don't worry about you." She alone under-
stood his inherited passion for the stage,
so all-consuming that books made no
sense to him. "Remember, whatever
you want, you can have it. Only let your
heart show you the way." He was ten
when she died, leaving him utterly bereft,
but her spirit stayed with him. He let his
heart show him the way to Patti. Like
"Grams," Patti is warm, gentle, compas-
sionate. Describing her, cynics shed their
shells. "She's what every man dreams of
in a wife," said one.
Gary was born a year after their mar-

riage. They adopted Ronnie and plan to
adopt more kids. A natural and devoted
mother, Patti's still aware that Jerry's the
kid who needs her most. He's the kind
of clown you read about, self-tor-
mented under the lunatic grin, self-driven
toward some unattainable perfection. The
lonely years, the want of emotional secu-
rity, the single-handed struggle to prove
himself—all left their scars and their un-
accountable terrors. You used to get the
feeling that Jerry was somehow haunted.
He slept with a gun under his pillow. His
idea of a pleasant Sunday at home was to
ask two or three dozen people over. Un-
less completely surrounded by boon corn-

care, she grew out of her shell into poised
and lovely young girlhood. If the children
gained, so did their parents. Unless you're
with children in their formative years, you
suffer a loss for which nothing can com-
pensate.
As an actress, Ardis could never have

won Bill's accolade—"only my good right
arm." The energy that could have been
drained by her own career goes into his
work, his home, his happiness, his ever-
widening interests. He respects her pro-
fessional judgment. Together they read
his scripts over and over, analyzing the
part until it comes alive. Together, they
decide what's good or bad for Holden.
Through him, she's still part of the world
she once sought to conquer. She's also his
balance wheel. He's the more volatile of
the two, soaring into the blue on wings of
impulse. Ardis brings him to earth. From
all his co-workers, you get the same pic-
ture of Holden—a man of courtesy and
grace, holding the dignity of every per-
son on a par with his own. Even to
such a man, stardom with its hothouse
atmosphere may spell danger. Take his
own word for it. Time and again he
has paid tribute to his wife. "If it weren't
for Ardis, I'd have gone off the deep end."

She's no brooding dove spreading pro-
tective wings between her husband and
reality. She believes in the truth, even
when it hurts. (Especially when it hurts,
since that's when it strikes home.) Indi-
vidualists both, they can disagree and mix
it up verbally without shaking their stead-
fast faith in each other's love. On the
contrary. They've cleared the air and
strengthened the bond between them.

Mrs. Holden loves acting and always will.

Now and then she looks back a little rue-
fully, but knows it's unrealistic. Straight-
thinking, she drives to the heart of the
matter. "For whatever you get, you have
to give something else up." She gave up
the lesser prize. end

panions, he'd grow uneasy. Money and
strength went down the drain. Patti's
quiet hands soothed his fever. Not over-
night. A woman less wise, less loving and
understanding might have put her foot
down, courting disaster, driving a wedge
between them. Jerry's no guy to be shoved
around and Patti's allerpic to shoving. She
married him not to reform him, but to
make him happy. She bided her time and,
when the right moment came, advised
without pressing, suggested without de-
manding. Step bv step, her patient, steady-
ing influence puUed apart and re-arranged
the pattern of his days—and nerves. The
gun is gone from under his pillow, the
crowds from his house. Now they enter-
tain a few friends at dinner, and the at-
mosphere has changed from frantic to se-
rene. Under her imperceptible guidance,
he has cut down on his prodigal spending.
If only for her sake he takes care of his
health.
As in all true marriages, this couple

grows closer with the years. They have
a wing of the house to themselves. They're
not afraid of sentiment. "We cry to-
gether," said Jerry once. "That's why
we're happy." Hollywood glamour holds
no lure for Patti. Home is her kingdom.
If she's out when Jerry gets home, he
wanders around like a woebegone puppy.
When he and Dean were honored by
the Friars in New York, Patti had to
go along, though it was only for twelve
hours. To her, that seemed fitting. What's
a wife for, if not to aid and comfort
her man? Complex Jerry adores her for
the simplicity of her goal—to create
within the troubled world a sanctuary
for those she loves. end I
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Virginia and mike o'shea i

a word
from
the wise

by BING CRO!

So you think

you want to be a

singer? Well,

so did I . . .

If I were breaking into the entertainment field all over again (and may I

add that I'm quite happy that I'm not) I would find a field of daisies entirely

different from the days when I was testing my pipes for profit.

It seems that when I started singing for a living, there were comparatively

few people in my business. The going was a lot easier then than now.

Today, what with radio, television, night clubs, films and the musical

comedy stage, there are many more good boys than there were.

Now, when the mood strikes me, I like to think of just how I'd hang up

my shingle in the entertainment field today. Of one thing I'm certain. I'd

make just as many if not the same mistakes that I made when I first started

whacking out the best on that tin cymbal with Harry Barris and Al Rinker

in that combination we called "The Rhythm Boys." I'd choose many a wrong

song, back many a blooper. I'd try for the low ones that weren't in my range.

I'd try to go serious when I should have stayed light, and I'd attempt frivolity

when I should have been in a more serious vein.

These mistakes, made once, I'd probably repeat. But certain mistakes

being made by some of the young fellows just starting out today, I'd try

awfully hard to avoid. I may be wrong but I pass along a couple of hints for

just what they're worth—probably nothing.

First of all, in picking your material, remember to keep it simple and

familiar. I honestly think that a lot of today's newcomers are choosing songs

that are too little known and too complex. Remember, people like to hear

songs they know, what we in the business call "the old standards."

When folks hear a newcomer sing the old familiar ditties, they're half

won over at the start because they're hearing material they've heard before

and often have themselves sung. So don't be afraid of the oldies. They usually

remind the listeners of some pleasant time. They're nostalgic.

Having chosen songs that ring a bell with your listeners, give a lot of

thought to their arrangements. And here again I have a word or two for

beginners. Keep those arrangements simple. It seems to be the vogue today

to overarrange songs that are obtuse in the first place. I say that if you have

a good, simple song, don't be ashamed of it. Don't spoil it with trimmings

and trappings.

Like anyone else, I have my favorites in the popular song division. Of

the men, I like Perry Como best. He can sing high, he can sing low, and he

has a feeling for what he sings.

In the gals' division, with me at least, it's Ella Fitzgerald all the way. It's

always been that way with me and Ella, and I see no reason to change today.

But while I'm on favorites, let me say a word right now for my favorite

entertainer of all time—Danny Kaye. He can do more things and do them

better than anybody in the entertainment business.

Danny sends me, and 1 don't send easily.

(Continued from page 54) a nose dive.

He offered no alibis, she suffered no guilt

complex. They accepted the situation with
|

sanity and perspective. Stardom itself
j

failed to impress them. Acting was a
livelihood, not a showcase for exhibition-

,

ism. They weren't in competition; they
were partners, share and share alike. If

|

Virginia brought home a bigger share
|

of the bacon, Mike contributed other-
wise—mended fences, fixed leaks, strung
wires, repaired roofs and kept his dig-

nity as a human intact. His self respect
j

came from within. Self pity, which I

would have made Virginia wretched,
found no place to root. "Am I such a gut-
less chunk of ego that I can't face the

world because my wife's doing better than
I am? Am I supposed to be ashamed? I

I'm not. I'm proud. Of her and our mar-
riage and that I can hammer a nail straight

and don't mind doing it. I had my chance.

Let Virginia take hers while she can.
;

You're up, you're down. Maybe the

wheel'll come spinning my way again."

There were jobs in New York. With
Virginia's approval, he turned them down.
Three thousand miles of continent be-

tween them didn't appeal. Mike didn't want
his wife living alone half the time. Nor
any of the time. He has the old-fashioned

notion that man should be the protector in

a very literal sense. Supported by hisj

good right arm, Virginia blooms. His
|

sparkle infects her, his mind stimulates
j

her, his poise puts her at ease. "It's amaz-

Jim Backus and Joan Davis went
on a personal appearance tour to

plug their program. "We checked
into a local hotel," says Jim, "and
naturally we asked for different

rooms on different floors. But the

clerk assumed we were married,

and wanted to know why we didn't

want the same room. Joan quipped,

'No—he snores!'" —Paul Denis

ing," she said in a rare confidential mo-
ment, "how much you can come to depend
on the mere presence of the man you love.!

I'm never really serene unless Mike is;

there."
[

When the first Mrs. O'Shea won her ali-

mony suit, columnists howled "Poor Vir-j

ginia!" One story had her paying the}

whole sum, another had Mike mortgaging!

the house to pay her back. Nobody knows!

how they arranged things. That's their'

own affair and beside the point. The point'

is that Virginia never thought twice about

doing for Mike what Mike would have
done for her. Even that's not accurate..

Doing it for him, she was doing it for!

them both, since their peace of mind is j

indivisible. Virginia felt anything but'

poor. Granted, $25,000 ain't hay. It's a nice!

wad to count and stick in the bank. But
you can't count the riches of devotion nor

1

measure the capital gains of unbroken
faith. The court judgment disturbed Vir-j

ginia far less than the uproar, and the 1

uproar only as it affected Mike.
j

The year '53 brought them Mary Cath-I

erine, a redheaded elf and the light of

her parents' eyes; '54 sent the wheel spin-

ning Mike's way again. It's A Great Life,

rates so high that they're planning re- 1

,

peats for the summer. O'Shea copped an
Emmy nomination as one of tv's out-

standing new personalities. Sooner or!

later, it was bound to happen. Sooner orj

later, it made no difference in their feel-,

ing for each other. It's a mean trickle

love, shaming the word, that runs dry at

a dollar sign. The love of Mike and Vir-,

ginia flows steadily wide and deep. END



over twenty-one

(Continued from page 41) street. The
Even Youngers would probably choose
Sunset and Vine.)
Unlike the kids, they go light on the

romantic angle, unless they're sure it's for

real. Many of them having been burned
once—or having had to do considerable
dodging to avoid it—they take their affairs

of the heart seriously and are not given
to making extravagant, impulsive avowals,
either to the press or to each other.
Like that of everyone in Hollywood,

their chatter inclines toward shop talk.

After all, they spend their days on a set,

and most of their friends are concerned
with movie-making, one way or another.
Barbara and George, both blessed with
good senses of humor, get a kick out of
their work and rib each other unmerci-
fully about their publicity. But having
that essential touch of maturity, they know
when to stop. When she is done making
faces at the free advice handed her in
print, Barbara has been known to sit down
and re-read it intently. And George, when
he's through laughing at his press notices,
silently folds them up and takes them

home for his scrapbook. On this particu-
lar evening Barbara caught him doing so
with a more-than-usually gloppy item she
had clipped to read to him over their
tamales. "Why?" she asked.
George turned serious for the first time

that evening. "Because," he said, "I still

don't believe it; I haven't from the begin-
ning. Me, a movie star? Craziest thing I

ever heard! That's why I keep the scrap-
book, so when someone cuts the string
on this beautiful balloon and it soars off
out of sight, I can prove to myself that
this incredible thing was. It really did
happen."
Barbara smiled with the complete un-

derstanding of one who has felt exactly
the same way—and also with complete
disbelief that George's solid-as-a-rock
career was about to disappear over the
horizon. Then she giggled. "Anyhow," she
said, "I like that last part where it says
that you admit that you like girls. That's
nice to know, George, it really is!"

George grinned back. "They had to pry
it out of me with a crowbar," he said. "And
don't go taking it personally. I love every
blessed one of you." And, laughing, they
could have been members of The Slightly
Older Set of Anywhere At All. END

the bridge is love

(Continued from page 46) a land of the
dead and the bridge is love." Pier said it

another way: "I loved him so dearly that
for me he is not gone, but will live while
I live. If it's something important, I ask
him and it seems to me that he answers.
Of course, not with words. But when he
was here, we understood each other with-
out words. If a feeling of peace comes into
me, this is his answer. If I have nothing
to ask, I have always something to tell."

In her passionate protectiveness toward
the baby, she recalled the last evening
she'd spent with her father. They'd gone
to her uncle's house for dinner, and Papa
thought he felt a draft in the room. "Go
get your jacket, my child."

"I'm not cold, Papa."
"You know," he said slowly, "if some-

thing happened to make you ill or to hurt
you, I think it would kill me."
Puzzled by his sudden gravity, she ran

for the jacket, if only to please him. Now,
years and miles away from that little

scene, it took on new meaning.
So did his illness. Lying flat on her back

for six weeks, she thought of his weary
months in bed, of his patience with pain,
of his gaiety when he felt even a little

better. As a child, she'd ached for him.
As a woman, she accepted the human heri-
tage of sorrow. "Only now I know how
you suffered, Papa. Only in going through
such an experience, does one understand
what other people feel. This at least I
have learned, and I will not forget."
He called her Annarella and, from ear-

liest childhood, she was conscious of the
special bond between them. He'd take her
along to football games—a high adventure
for a four-year-old because of the color
and the crowds, but chiefly because she'd
sit next to Papa and yell when he yelled,
never mind that she didn't know what the
yelling was for.

Both were intense, high strung, percep-
tive, quick to feel and express emotion.
They thought alike, responded alike to the
same stimuli, shared a common devotion to
animals. As Pier grew older, no day
passed when a dog or two didn't follow her
home from school. With ample justification,
Mama decreed that sixty-five birds and a
duck in the house were enough. The duck
was

^

a gift from her father and lived in
Pier's room. The birds lived in a long cage

of crystal and gilt. Pier and Papa took
care of them and adored them. Mama and
Marisa enjoyed their beauty but regarded
them as something of a cross, especially
at moulting time.
Except for his strikingly deep blue eyes,

Pier looked like her father. "Why didn't
you give me your eyes?" she'd mourn.
"Take them. Whatever I have is yours."
Which was almost the literal truth.

When Mama or Marisa wanted something

—

like a new dress—they'd make Pier their
emissary. "To you, he'll say yes." She
knew how to handle him, because he re-
acted as she did. A blunt request ruffled
them both. Coaxing worked wonders. All
you had to do was snuggle into his lap,
curl his forelock over your finger, make
a little fuss over the man and he became
butter.

It was a sunny household, filled with
music and laughter. Even when Father
was ill, he wanted happiness around him,
never long faces. An engineer-architect,
he'd gone to Sardinia to build bridges and
contracted malaria. Recurrent bouts sent
him to bed for two months at a time.
Every morning before school Pier would
run out to get the paper for him. On her
return, he'd have her ice-cream money
ready. Every afternoon she'd put on a
show in his room—sing, dance, mimic
comedians, any crazy thing that came into
her head to amuse him. When he was
well, he'd always come home from the
office at seven thirty. Turning the corner,
he'd whistle their signal and she'd go
flying down the stairs to greet him.
Sure of his sympathy, she took her

problems to him. Mother was busy with
the house and, if the truth were told, Pier
felt she'd get a more indulgent hearing
from Father, especially in the crisis she
faced at fourteen. Pier was no scholar.
Painting and music and poetry she loved.
But Greek was black magic and algebra
gave her a headache. Piteously she'd beg
Marisa, head of the class, to let her copy.
"What good will that do you?" demanded
her practical sister. "You must learn it

as I did."

After dinner one evening she got Father
off by himself, snuggled into his lap,
curled his forelock over her finger and
staged her one-girl revolt. "I don't want
to go to school any more."
"Why not?"
"Because I hate Latin and Greek and

I don't need them."
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the name is ERNEST BORGNINE

Ernest Borgnine (pronounced nine as in fine) is one of those character

actors whose face you remember and whose name you don't.

A big-boned hulk of a man (6 feet, 215 pounds) who's spent ten of his

thirty-seven years in the Navy, Borgnine until recently was regarded as one

of the top-notch villains in Hollywood.

In fact, Ernie was assigned to a total life of screen villainy until producer

Harold Hecht last year decided to cast him as the fat, ugly Bronx butcher

in Marty.

The rave reviews set Hollywood's casting directors to thinking. Why can't

a fat, ugly man play a lover? Borgnine proves he can. "In Marty my mother's

always after me to get a girl. I keep telling her, 'Mom, no girl will have me.

I'm fat. I'm ugly.' Then I find a girl with the same problem. She's plain-

looking and lonely, too. And we fall in love with love."

Borgnine who was born in Hamden, Conn., on January 24, 1918, started

working as a truck driver after high school. Then he joined the Navy, "Where

I grew up and met my wife." In 1945 Ernie left the Navy and entered

dramatic school. Following a series of small character bits in Broadway

plays, he was brought to Hollywood.

Today Ernie lives with his wife and three-year-old daughter Nancy, in the

San Fernando Valley. He wonders from time to time whether his lover's

role in Marty was a freak or a lucky omen.

"I just hope," he says modestly, "that the picture shows once and for all

that an ugly man can be interesting and sympathetic. Remember Wallace

80 Beery? Maybe it will turn out that way for me. Anyway, we're hoping."

"What do you need?" he asked patiently,
j

"I'd like to go to art school and study
j

to be an interior decorator."
"That's fine," he said, leaving her light-

headed. Wiles and all, she'd expected a

token argument even from Papa. But he
j

believed that people, including daughters,
J

should follow their bent and so he en-
tered her at the best art school in town. !

There she found herself in her element, -
j

which delighted him, for he saw in her a

potential collaborator. A year later he I

exploded his own bombshell. "How would
|

you like to help me decorate La Bom-
boniera?" La Bomboniera was the new

;

apartment house he'd designed, so beau-
tiful that they named it after the crystal

|

basket of bonbons given to guests at tra- '

ditional Italian weddings. It featured an
j

unbreakable glass floor, lighted from be-
neath, and a terrace with an angel foun- i

tain. Through the weeks that followed,

Pier floated in pure bliss beside her father, .

picking fabrics and colors, glorying in his
j

confidence, creating with him a thing of

loveliness which remains one of the orna-
ments of Rome.
Thus, except that destiny willed it

j

otherwise, they might have gone on work-
ing together. Destiny's first move was to

send the twins and a French film director

to the same art gallery on the same fateful

afternoon. The stranger approached them.
"I beg your pardon," he said, looking at

Pier. "Are you by any chance an actress?"

But well-bred Italian girls don't talk to

unknown men, however courteous. From
|

his billfold he extracted a card. "Will
j

you give this to your mother and ask her i

to call me?" They took it and fled. At !

home they told Mama the story, knowing
j

better than to breath a word of it to

Papa.
|

Papa's modern attitude toward the right
j

of self-expression excluded the theatre.

Maybe Mother's career had something to

do with it. At five, she'd gone on the

stage. At twenty, she'd given it up to

marry Luigi Pierangeli. But the fever per-
i

sisted, and she nourished a hope that one
of the girls might pick up where she'd

|

left off. It was a dim hope. Neither girl

seemed interested and her husband was
firmly, even fiercely, opposed. For two .

years Pier and Marisa took ballet lessons.

For two years Papa was miserable, fearful

of where such beginnings might lead. Any
attempt to discuss it bounced off a stone

wall. "No and again no. The dust of the
|

stage is very bad for young people."

Ballet classes led nowhere. The chance
encounter in the art gallery led Pier and
her mother to the director's office. He told

|

them he was looking for a girl to play the

lead in a film to be called Tomorrow Is i

Too Late. He thought Pier was a possi-

bility. Along with other possibilities, she'd

be required to go through a six months'
training course, after which tests would
be made and the winner chosen.

Pier remained cool to the whole idea at
,

first. "I don't want to be an actress, Mama.
I want to be an interior decorator."

"It's a great opportunity, Anna. Why
not try? If it fails, you can always go back
to school." Wisely, however, she didn't

press the issue. Instead, she talked of the

colorful world of her girlhood, of its

magic and romance, of her own nostalgia

for it.

Little by little it began to sound at-

tractive. "But what will Papa say?"
"We mustn't tell Papa."

"Not tell him!"

"Listen to me, Anna. It will be hard

to keep a secret from your father. Maybe
harder for me than for you. But we both

know he would stop everything, and your
chance would be lost. If you want this

chance, take it. If the test goes well, then

will be the time to tell him. Not now."

So Pier took the chance, but with a



burden on her spirit. She loved the acting
sessions and hated her secret. Where all

had been clarity between herself and
Papa, a barrier rose and of her own
building. Mother consoled her. "Anna, I

know your father. If you succeed, he will
be pleased. I promise you."
With twenty-four others, Pier took the

tests and won. Jubilant and relieved, she
hugged her mother. "Now I can tell

Papa."
"Now you must tell him," laughed Mama.

"There are contracts to be signed."
They agreed she should break the news

at dinner that night. When the time came,
she couldn't. He was feeling so good, eat-
ing so peacefully, she hadn't the heart to
ruin his mood or his meal. Ignoring her
mother's pointed glances, another plan
shaped itself in her mind. Hidden safely
in her dresser lay three big photographs,
made by the studio. One was for him,
already inscribed, "To my father, because
I love him so very much." She waited till

coffee was served, then jumped to her feet.
"Papa," she said, "I have a surprise for
you," and ran to her room.
A few minutes later he was smiling

softly at the pictured face and the in-
scription below. "Beautiful words from a
beautiful girl. Thank you, Annarella."
Then he looked up, perhaps sensing the
tension around him, looked from Pier to
her mother and back to Pier while the
smile faded and the atmosphere chilled.
Dawning suspicion crisped his voice. "Why
did you have this picture taken?" he
asked.
Her eyes widened. It couldn't be Father

using such a voice to her. "Some—people
took it," she stammered.
"What people?"
She had no choice, the story came tum-

bling out. Wistfully she watched for his
face to relent, show some sign of forgive-
ness. In bleak silence, he heard her to the
end, pushed his chair from the table,
strode to the door, slammed it and left the
house.
For three wretched days they didn't see

him. Pier wept. Over the hurt she'd dealt
him, over his anger, he who'd never been
angry with her before, over her own dis-
appointment. The studio phoned impa-
tiently about the contracts. "Shall I tell
them no?" asked the woebegone, would-be
actress.

"I think," said Mama, "you should see
your father first."

On the fourth day she went to his office.
From the street she could see him at his
drawing board by the open window.
"Papa!" she called.
He stuck his head out. "Why aren't you

in school?"
"I want to talk to you. May I come up?"
"Of course."
She started bravely enough. "I think

you didn't act so nice to run away from
us." He smiled at that, rather a sad smile
which sent Pier into his arms, clinging and
crying. "I'm sorry to make you unhappy,
Papa. But I like this work, better even
than art school, and you said always we
should do the work we like. Maybe the
dust of the stage is not bad for young
people. If it is, I'll stop. But, please, can't
we just try?"
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He smoothed the hair from her forehead.
"You want this so much?"

"I want to see if I can."
"I understand. And now you must go,

Annarella. I'll see you at home tonight."
Three subdued women waited at the

dinner table. He didn't keep' them waiting
long. "Where are the papers?" Pier
brought them. "Before I sign, there is one
condition. That your mother will never
leave you, even if only to go and get your
hair washed. Never until you marry."
They gave their word. As he put his

signature to the contract, Pier realized that
he was making the sacrifice of his life.

Yet Mother proved a true prophet. "If
you succeed, he will be pleased. I promise
you." She succeeded beyond their wildest
dreams. At the Venice Film Festival,
Tomorrow took the Grand Prize, Pier the
best-actress award, and Father became a
man transformed. He made not the small-
est effort to mask his elation. When maga-
zines ran her picture, he'd buy fifty copies
to hand out among friends. When they
went walking together, he'd beam like the
sun at everyone who recognized her. When
people commented on their resemblance,
he'd steer her to a mirror. "Look at us!
Aren't we the handsome devils!" Reminded
of his earlier disapproval, he'd counter
with the Italian equivalent of so-what?
In theory, he still disapproved. For An-
narella, he didn't mind being inconsistent.
His joy, alas, was short-lived. Having

seen Tomorrow, MGM asked her to make
Teresa in New York. "Never," said Papa.
"Never will I let you go away and leave
me."
"But Mother will always be with me,"

she pleaded.
"I want my family together."
For a week he stuck to his guns, know-

ing all the while that the forces arrayed
against him were too strong—his daugh-
ter's eagerness, his wife's feeling that they
had no right to stand in her way, even his
own pride that she should have been
chosen. When he asked one morning, "If
you go, for how long will it be?" the battle
was over.
"Three months," said Pier.
"Very well. We will take three lawyers.

To make sure that nothing is written in
this contract to keep you longer in Amer-
ica than three months."
When the day of departure came, both

Pier and her mother would gladly have
consigned her contract to the bottom of
the sea. Father was sick again. Too sick
to see them off. Recurrent attacks of ma-
laria had affected his kidneys and—tem-
porarily—the sight of one eye. Grand-
mother had come to look after him and
Marisa. Heavy of heart, Pier went in to
say goodbye.
His hand welcomed her. "I can see only

half. When shall I see you again?"
"It won't be long, Paparino. I'll write

to you every day. And I'll—" The rest
froze on her lips, for suddenly Papa was
crying like a baby. It was the first time
she'd ever seen a man cry. And of all men
her father, the strong, the happy one! Her
head spun, her knees threatened to crum-
ple. But in that moment Pier grew up a
little. Controlling her own anguish, she
cradled his head in her arms. The child
who'd always gone running to Papa for
comfort became the comforter.
She wrote to him every day. She talked

to him on the phone. As his health im-
proved, her spirits lifted. MGM's brass
watched the rushes on Teresa, and offered
her a five-year contract, which she turned
down.
The three months passed and the great

plane crossed the ocean to Italy. As they
circled low over the airport, she caught
sight of a gray-clad figure struggling with
guards who tried to keep him from dash-
ing through forbidden gates. He paid them
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Once upon a time there was a little girl who loved her dolls passionately.

She had a great many dolls, some Santa Claus had brought, some her

aunts had brought from Paris when they made the Grand Tour, but there

was one doll she had seen in the window of a Children's Apparel Store. This

was a great big doll, as big as she was, with brown eyes and golden curls.

No one ever gave her the one doll that she craved so much. She grew up

and had a little girl of her own, but she never forgot the big doll.

So one day she went into town, found out where a big doll like that could

be bought. You couldn't buy it in a toy department because it really wasn't

a toy doll. She was much too big for little girls to carry around. The mother

finally bought the big doll and went to all the different departments for size

four clothes. When the doll was fully outfitted, from a short distance you

would think she was another little girl. On Christmas morning the daughter

woke to find the big doll, who was just her size, seated in a high chair.

She thought this was the most beautiful doll in the world and should have

the fanciest name, so she called her Vivian. She played with her doll until

she was quite a big girl. Even when she outgrew dolls Vivian stayed in her

room in the high chair. When it was time for the little girl to go away to

school. Vivian was taken to the attic and gently laid on a cushion in a

closet. All through her grown-up years, each time she came home from

school she would go up to the attic and gently and tenderly take Vivian

out and look at her and then carefully put her back on the cushion. Finally

she went to Hollywood and became a movie star. But when she made trips to

her mother's home, she would always go to the attic to see Vivian.

The years rolled on and the girl was married and had a little girl of her

own. Although Vivian never had been broken, her joints became loose

and her golden curls were tangled. So off to the doll hospital she went.

Just before the fifth birthday of the little girl who was now to be Vivian's

new mother, she came home looking like Cinderella dressed for the ball.

On Christinas morning Vivian was not seated in a high chair any more,

but on a lovely French chair that was the same shade of pink as her beautiful

ball gown. The new little mother was overjoyed with her beautiful new

doll and all the neighborhood children were invited to come in and see her.

Of course, the new little mother knows that Vivian was once her mother s

doll and that her mother took such good care of the doll that she lasted all

these years. So she is taking the same care of Vivian, and I'm sure some day

,s> Vivian will bring joy to another little girl of the next generation.

no mind. Foiled here, he darted elsewhere,
the guards ever at his elbows. "Look,
Mother, look!" she squealed in delight,

because it was really funny to see Papa,
so courteous as a rule, fighting down there ,

with policemen. When the plane landed,
she was first at the door. "Annarella,

i

Annarella!" he called and came running i

through the crowd to meet her, to hold her
so tight she could hardly breathe.

"Let me look at you, Father. Father,
you look so well. How do you feel?"

"Now that you and Mother are back,
like a king," he said.

They had fifteen perfect days, with Pier
chattering her head off. Father couldn't
hear enough—about the strange and won-
derful city of New York, about Teresa and
how she'd learned her lines like a para-
keet but now she could speak a little

(

American. One thing she didn't tell him, lest

it make him uneasy—about MGM's offer.

Even as it was, he'd break off in the midst
of laughter now and then. "If this film is

successful—you didn't promise to go back? "

"Of course not, Papa. I'm going to i

start a picture right here in Rome."
Except for the little moment with the

jacket, he was his buoyant self at her
uncle's that night, pulling his handsome-
devil's line at the mirror, egging her on to !

talk American, infecting them all with his 1

own high spirits. But after dinner he
turned quiet. Pier noticed that he kept
rubbing his temple. "Is something wrong,
Papa?"

"I have a headache. I don't understand
why I should have such a headache."

"Let's go home, you're tired."

By the time they reached home, he
looked haggard. The doctor came. All
through the night Mother and Marisa went
quietly in and out. Pier stayed. Father
slept a little, then woke and smiled to see
her sitting beside him. "Annarella."

"Yes, Papa."
"You know the drawer in my desk which

is always locked? Take the key from my
chain and open it. There is something in-

side. I want you to see it now."
Inside lay a large scrapbook. She turned

the pages. Her blurred vision showed her
that every picture of Anna Pierangeli, ac-
tress, every magazine story, every news-
paper item had been carefully pasted up.

To the cover a note was clipped. It read:

"For my Annarella—from the proudest
father in the world."

Trusting herself to say no more than
"Thank you, Papa," she moved back to

her chair.

Just before dawn he drew from his little

finger the ring he always wore. "Where is

your hand?" She gave it to him. He
dropped the ring into her palm. In the
morning he died.

He was forty-three, too young, too good,

too well-beloved for dying. But God's will

be done.
There is a land of the living and a land

of the dead and the bridge is love. While
Pier lives, her father lives, sharing joy and
grief. At the end of six weeks in the

Palm Springs Hospital, it was joy. "Now
we can say it's for sure," the doctor told

her. "Your baby's right there. And he has
blue eyes."

Heedless of the fact that all babies are
born with blue eyes, Pier pounced on this

pearl of information. An extra dividend.

"Like my father's eyes. He didn't give

them to me, so he'll give them to the
grandchild."
From the desert she went home to her

mother's house in an ambulance. Two
more weeks in bed, three on crutches

—

since then she's been navigating under
her own steam, taking only the precautions

of any sensible mother-to-be.
The baby's due in July, the nurse is

engaged, the nursery's decked in off-white

French furniture. Pier's knitting little



sweaters. So are both grandmothers. She
laughs at the folly of all three. "This

baby will have sweaters that he'll never
wear. But who can have a baby without
knitting?

"

They say he because it comes more
naturally than she and it would be down-
right insulting. But the gender doesn't

matter. Pier wanted a boy at first and
Vic a girl. All they want now is a baby.
Her biggest thrill was his first kick, which
came right on schedule. The first indica-

tion of life is always a thrill. Under the
circumstances, it was more so. Lying per-
fectly still, Pier felt herself soaring sky-
ward, shouting hosannas. She's used to it

now, though none the less charmed. "He
is giving me so much trouble, this little

thing. At night he is going all the time.

It's the most beautiful trouble I ever
had—"
Her next biggest thrill was the house.

Obviously they had to give up the honey-
moon place on the hill with its hundreds
of steps. Just as obviously, Baby needed
a home. When Vic's tour was over, they
began looking. Rather, real estate agents
looked, since Pier couldn't drive and Vic
was preparing for Kismet at MGM. It took
three months and involved a disappoint-
ment. Contrary to the general impression,
movie stars— at least the more solid

among them—live on a budget. Bigger may-
be than yours or mine, but still a budget.
They fell madly in love with a Colonial
house. "Uh-uh," said their business man-
ager. "Too much money." With an effort

they swallowed their hopes, and said good-
bye house. One day the agent drove them
to Bel-Air. He stopped in front of a two-
story dwelling. At sight of its graceful
Colonial columns, Pier grabbed Vic's arm.
"This is it."

Turned out she was right. Once the deal
was clinched, they drove up alone. Mid-
way, Vic pulled over to the side. "Why?"
asked his wife.

"To count our blessings. God has been so

good to us, I'm married to the loveliest
girl in the world and now we're going to-
gether to see our house."
"About the girl, it's nonsense, but thank

you very much. That God has been good
to us," said Pier reverently, "we can say
that twice."
They expect to move in well before the

baby's born. Meantime they live com-
fortably in a big bedroom at her mother's,
with their private tv set and telephone
number. They make small expeditions, to
Chinatown, for example, and throw nickels
into the wishing well, with no need to tell

each other what they're wishing. When
Vic wins ten dollars at golf, he buys her a
present for exactly the same ten dollars,
no more, no less. Last time it was a ma-
ternity shirt. They go to movies, where
Vic reminds her of Papa. "In the theatre,
if a man would sit next to me or Marisa or
Mother, Papa would always change seats.
Vic does it, too. Like Papa, he is jealous in
little things, as with any man who loves.
And in other ways he is also like Papa. So
gentle, so understanding."
He understands the mixed feelings that

sometimes bother her. "I love my acting
but I want to be with my baby."

"It's for you to decide. However you
decide will be good with me."
"Many actresses have babies and work.

They feel all right. Only I don't know
how the babies feel."

"Let's ask them." Then he turns serious.
"Today's happiness is enough, Anna. When
tomorrow comes, we'll find the best way."
Every night he comes home with two red

roses. "One for you, one for little Da-
mone." Every night she thanks God for
the miracle that saved their baby. Every
night she talks to her father. "I hope he'll

be a healthy baby. I hope he'll be like
Vic. You know, Papa, Vic's such a won-
derful boy."
And the feeling of peace comes into her.

As if Father were saying, "Yes, I know,
Annarella." end

suzan ball and dick long

(Continued from page 53) It was Dick
who stood beside her when the doctor
came to shatter those first high hopes.
Further tests had shown malignancy.
"You have no choice, it's your leg or
your life," he said, and left them alone
with the truth. "Do you want to talk
about it?" asked Dick. "No," said Suzan,
and all through the long dark night they
played gin rummy.
At every crisis he'd been there, and

she'd taken comfort from him. Once the
operation was done with, she fell back on
her own strength, her own sense of jus-
tice. She gave him his freedom—which
he returned with thanks. He might have
quoted Shakespeare—"Love is not love,
which alters when it alteration finds . .

."

Instead, he spoke bluntly to convince her
that he'd given his heart to a girl, not to
her leg—a girl whom he cherished for her
pluck and sanity, and her faith in life, for
her rejection of any trace of self pity.
Three months later she walked down

the church aisle—an all but incredible
feat after only six days of practice on an
artificial leg. Her doctor said: "Better not."
Her friends pleaded, her studio prepared
a pair of satin-wrapped crutches. Dick
alone said: "It's up to Suzan." And as she
came pacing toward him on her father's
arm, his eyes misted and his heart grew
big with pride. For though they'd never
discussed it, he understood her great need
to walk that day. It was her gift to him,
who'd never seen her walk. It was her way
of saying, "I am whole."

Emotionally, they're both whole. Over
a year has gone since their wedding day.
Suzan 's limp still shows. It takes a long
time to learn the proper use of an artifi-

cial leg. Suzan and Dick treat it as
casually as you'd treat a cold. You take
walking lessons and make no more ado

Rocky Graziano came into Shor's,
where a fight fan mistook him for
his old friend and contemporary,
Jake LaMotta. "How could you
think I wuz LaMotta?" Graziano
protested, sadly. "Even if my face
wuz run over by a train, I'd still

look better'n LaMotta."
Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

about it. They teem with plans for the
future

—

tv, records, the stage, a home of
their own, a trip abroad—later on, chil-
dren. Together they prepared a night-club
act, which they've played in Tucson, Palm
Springs, Buffalo. At home they fix break-
fast together, market together and, while
Suzan's not up to golf yet, she walks
around the course watching her husband's
game. On her twenty-first birthday last
February, he threw a coming-of-age par-
ty—darkened the living room except for
one corner where the birthday cake blazed,
hid presents all over. This was their priv-
ate celebration. Later, some friends came
in for champagne. One offered a toast: "To
Romeo and Juliet—with a happy ending."
Fate dealt them what might have been

a knockout blow. But love sent fate down
for the count of ten. end
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ONE
MAN'S

FAMILY
can get pretty big

-but Roy and Dale

simply love

adopting children!

They found Marion—who may be the Rogers' sixth!

It isn't official, because fourteen-year-old Marion Fleming is a British

subject and as such can't be adopted by aliens, but it looks very much as

though Roy and Dale Rogers have themselves a sixth buckaroo. Two years

ago Mr. and Mrs. Rogers took Sandy and Dodie into their hearts and home,

and last July Marion joined the Rogers clan.

It happened like this. In February, 1954, Roy and Dale went overseas to

tour the British Isles and opened their show in Glasgow. The Chief Constable

of Glasgow offered to act as their unofficial guide, and in this capacity he

steered the Rogers to all the orphanages and children's hospitals. Roy and

Dale make it a point to visit the children who can't come to their show.

At the Dunforth Home for Children, Dale and Roy were treated to the

youngsters' own show. Each of them recited or sang. Marion stood up and

sang a plaintive little ditty called, "Who Will Buy My Pretty Flowers?" Both

Roy and Dale are susceptible to all children but occasionally, as with Dodie

and Sandy, they fall in love with them at first sight. It happened again with

Marion, and they were even more interested when they learned her story. The

oldest child at the orphanage, she was always by-passed when couples came

searching for little children.

Immediately Roy and Dale wanted to adopt Marion, but as aliens residing

in an alien country, such a thing was impossible under British law. They

asked the Chief Constable to see if he could arrange to have Marion visit

them in California. Then they went on with their tour.

It was summer before the big-hearted Scot could arrange the visit, and in

July Marion arrived at the Rogers ranch for a month's stay. The Chief Con-

stable then wangled permission for her to stay through the Christmas season,

to return to the orphanage early in 1955. That was great news for Marion,

who had learned to love not only Dale and Roy, but the other five Rogers

youngsters as well. Then in October came the best news of all. Again the

Chief Constable had been at work, and the latest development, still standing,

is that Marion may stay in America until she finishes school, at which time

she may make her own decision as to whether or not she wants to remain

with the Rogers family.

The girl once more has a loving family around her, she lives in a fine home
and attends an excellent school. In Hollywood, nobody is betting that Marion

84 will want to return to Scotland.

carol lee and dick anderson

(Continued from page 55) them deepened.
On the way down from Arrowhead, Dick
told her he loved her. Her heart sang but
all she could manage was a tremulous
smile. Back home, Sue came to her room
as usual. "Did you have a good time?"
Carol Lee's face lifted like April flowers
in the rain. "What's the matter, honey?
Are you in love?"
That was Sunday. On Tuesday she

dined with Dick and his family. Later,

they went for a drive. At a quiet spot,

Dick pulled off the road and asked her
to marry him. Carol Lee is poised, re-
served, not given to impulse. But she
said "yes" with no hesitation at all,

thinking how strange, how quick. Did
she think back to the girl who'd wanted
insurance, wonder how you could feel so

strongly about someone you'd known so
short a time?
Alan insisted that they wait six months

to make sure and, while six months seemed

Jack Benny stayed at the Wal-
dorf last week. Benny is notorious
for his poor memory for names. "I

saw a fellow in the elevator, com-
ing down from the Towers but I

can't remember his name," said

Benny. "He wore dark glasses and
had a corn-cob pipe. When he
stepped out, he told the doorman,
'I shall return.' He must be a nice

fellow, this man whose name I can't

remember—because when he, with
the dark glasses and corn-cob pipe
said to the doorman, 'I shall re-

turn,' the doorman answered,
'Okay, Mac.'

"

Leonard Lyons in

The New York Post

forever, she could see his point. After an
eternity came the wedding night with its

fairy-tale setting—the back garden en-
closed in transparent Lucite, the candle-
lit altar and aisle banked with white
flowers, the satin bridge spanning the

pool. Wrapped in bridal mist though she
was, some memories stand out sharply for

Carol Lee. Her dad in tails, unworn since

1947, when he met the Queen. (Two min-
utes after the ceremony he changed to a

dark blue suit.) Laddie, leading her
mother down the aisle, a sight that made
her choke up. Lonnie, pale after a siege

of chicken pox, but the proudest maid of

honor who ever served. David, with his

satin cushion, looking gravely up at the

minister. What a dear life she was leaving.

Then Dick's face as she placed her hand in

his and repeated her vows.
She is slim, fair and lovely. He is tall,

dark and handsome. Theirs is a storybook
romance. But it's more than that, for

Carol Lee knows the score. She is glad

Dick is an actor, but not for glamour's sake.

She belongs to Hollywood's second gener-
ation. A child of the industry, she grew
up in the atmosphere that surrounds star-

dom and kept her balance, alive to its re-

wards and equally alive to its pitfalls, as

no outsider could be. Because she's at

home in the world he's chosen, because
she understands its people and why they

make their mistakes and how they tick,

she feels she'll make Dick a better wife

than if she'd been a secretary. Before
their engagement, she'd never seen him
in a picture, so MGM ran all his tests for

her. Like Cary Grant, who discovered

him, she's sure he'll make his mark and
she has tossed her own career overboard
to devote herself to him. But Carol Lee
is wise enough to know that being a man's
helpmate is all the glory any true woman
needs. END



inside story (Continued from page 2)

Shrike with Jose Ferrer? —E.P., Lamar, Ky.

A. $125,000.

<?. Was Marlon Brando ever an unsuccessful-

real estate agent in Santa Ana, California?

—S.L., San Diego, Cal.

A. It was his father, Marlon Brando, Sr.

Q. Is it true that Robert Taylor cannot under-

stand his stepchildren because they both speak

German ?

—O.H., Racine, Wis.

A. Taylor's stepdaughter Manuela speaks Eng-
lish competently ; his stepson Michael is learn-

ing English rapidly.

Q. Was Susan Hayward's suicide attempt
caused by an unhappy love affair with any
man other than Jess Barker. If so, name him.

—G.K., Brooklyn, N.Y.

A. No other man was involved.

O. Are Jeff Hunter and Dana Wynter really

blazing? —F.S., Chicago, III.

A. They are extremely fond of each other.

Q. What is the status of the Rock Hudson-
Barbara Rush friendship?

—R.T., Indianapolis, Ind.

A. Still friends.

9- How much does it cost Mickey Rooney in

alimony, child support and unsuccessful mar-
riages? H.H., Philadelphia, Pa.

A. Approximately $1^00 a month.

I wish 1 had married at 19

{Continued from page 51) the room was
filled with a melody so beautiful, so laden
with romantic implication, that everyone
turned their faces toward him in query,
and it was clear they had never heard it

before.

"An Italian song called 'Luna Rosso,'

"

said Rock. "I think it means 'blushing
moon.' " And then, in an unexpected re-
turn to their conversation, he added
abruptly, "I wish I had married at nine-
teen!"

It was at that moment that Rock had re-
membered Franceska. He had heard
"Luna Rosso" for the first time, coming
across the waters of the Bay of Naples in
such a perfect intermingling of song and
scene that you felt someone must be back
of a curtain somewhere staging it all. And
when he first saw Franceska the next
morning, the music was still stealing
through his head.
Their dialogue on love began almost im-

mediately. When Franceska asked him
point blank why he wasn't married Rock
heard her out in the case for an early mar-
riage. Then asked, "Where does compan-
ionship fit into all this, Franceska?"
No one who knows Rock would have

considered this question strange. Rock, to
whom friends are as important as the air
he breathes, has always made it plain that
he wants friendship to be a part of the
quality of love he hopes to find some day.
Nor did Franceska seem to consider the

question out of place. She fell right in with
his thinking, perhaps, as women can, di-
vining what motivated it.

"Companionship is something wonder-

ful that a husband and wife can build, not
only around themselves," she said, "but in

a stronger way around their children and
themselves if they are all not too far apart
in ages."

That talk with Franceska was one rea-
son why Rock had burst out in his dress-
ing room with his statement about wishing
he had married at nineteen. But it wasn't
the reason he gave his luncheon guests.
Instead, he told them about a friend of his,

a fellow who works as a grip at the studio.
"He married at eighteen, right after high

school," Rock said, "and at thirty-six he
and his wife have two grown young people
as companions, their daughter and son;
one seventeen, the other almost sixteen."
"Does that really interest you as a fam-

ily plan for a happy life, Rock?" asked one
of the other guests. "I just hadn't thought
you felt that way."

"It does and it did," Rock answered sim-
ply. "I'm thinking of marriage now. But if

I could have met someone when I was
nineteen or twenty, and maybe I would
have if I hadn't gone into the service, I

certainly would have married then. Look
how rich I'd be today, and ten years from
today!"
"Rich?" someone put to him in a puz-

zled tone.

"Sure," Rock replied. "I'd have a ten-
year-old boy or girl. In ten more years
when I am forty I'd have twenty-year-
olds. Why, that's like owning great big
extra shares of life as far as I am con-
cerned!"
They all knew, because Rock has ad-

mitted it, that his loneliness as a boy, when
his parents divorced and his mother was
away most of the day working, is prob-
ably the main reason he craves a happy
home life. The one place now where he
cannot spend Christmas morning is in his
own house, alone. Invariably he will make
a date to spend it with friends who have
children.

Last Christmas he was at the home of a
young couple who have three youngsters
and he went without smoking most of the
day because the gift wrapping strewn all

over the floor made the place a fire hazard.
He had a great time.

"If you had a family of five would that
enhance your life?" someone had asked
him later.

"You bet," Rock replied. "If joy came to
any of the other four in my family it

would come also to me. If grief came I

would also suffer. You see you have in-
creased the intensity of your living by the
power of four! You can be happier four
times oftener, and sadder four times often-
er. Which is also like saying you have four
times less chance of being bored or disin-
terested in life."

Because Rock, like most big, easy-going
men, has a deep streak of sentimentality to
him, he likes to make gifts to his friends,
and when these happen to be feminine
friends and the story of the gifts get
around, they are often wrongly construed
as having romantic implications.

Maybe he loves Betty Abbott, who has
been the script girl on some of his pictures,
and maybe he doesn't. You could never
tell from what either of them has said.
Maybe it's Phyllis Gates, newly promoted
to be an assistant to his agent Henry Will-
son, who has won his heart. Phyllis can't
be pinned down and Rock won't even
come close to you if he thinks you are go-
ing to poke around in his life with any
questions of that sort. Most of the talk has
started because he gave them gifts. And
he just naturally enjoys giving his friends
gifts.

For instance, there was a great flurry of
expectation that an engagement would be
announced because he gave Phyllis a solid
gold necklace. The truth was that it was
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the

return

of the

GRABLE
Kill the fatted

calf — Betty ho

come home!

"This year," Betty Grable said, "Harry and I will celebrate our wedding

anniversary together. It's only the second time in twelve years of marriage

—

always before there have been career commitments."

There are other celebrations, too, such as her temporary return to 20th

Century-Fox as the star of How To Be Very, Very Popular. The policeman at

the studio gate salaamed when Betty's milk-colored convertible drove in for

the first time in two years. But once on the sound stage, it seemed as if she'd

never been away. There was Director Nunnally Johnson's basket of red roses

waiting for her, Sheree North's telegram : "It's wonderful to be working with

you. It's wonderful to be working—period," and all of Betty's regular gang,

including hairdresser Marie Brasselle and prop man Fred Simpson who hadn't

missed working on a Grable picture in the twelve years Betty had been at

20th. Also present was her special all-mirrored portable dressing room, which

had been transferred to Marilyn Monroe, but was promptly returned.

Of course, there were some changes, too: Betty's boosted salary of $150,000

for just five weeks' work; her figure: two inches slimmer around the waist

and hips; her streamlined film wardrobe: one beaded costume and a coat.

Betty's first scene was her most difficult. It called for her to run down a

rain-soaked street. "I was awake the night before," she confided, "partly with

opening-day nerves, but mostly worrying about that chase. I was still wearing

the steel brace on my back and the elastic band around my foot where I had

fallen in a freak home accident. I could just imagine running on the wet

pavement in high heels and breaking a leg."

For the first take Betty raced down the street as if Joe Friday himself were

hot on her heels.

"We'll have to do it again," called Johnson.

"Didn't I run fast enough?" Betty puffed.

"You were great, but there was too much rain. Turn the sprinklers down."

Betty did it in the second take, which caused a crew member to grin,

"Grable can do anything." But he was wrong. At noon, she couldn't force

herself to go to the commissary. Betty had always reserved the big table in

the center of the room where she, Dan Dailey, choreographer Jack Cole and

Angie Blue were wont to sit. "The same gang wasn't there," Betty explained,

"and I just couldn't go in and sit by myself at some wall table." There were too

many memories. It was at this table that Dan Dailey found out via a custard

pie in the face that Grable is a prankster. It was at this table that Betty's

daughter Jessie lost a baby tooth, and where her older daughter Victoria's

reddish-blonde hair caused a visitor to ask, "Where did she get that color?"

Betty turned to Harry James, who was lunching with them, pointed to his new

raven-toned lip-duster and quipped, "From her father's moustache."

Such memories were too much for her, so she simply sent a note to the

commissary explaining her absence. When her lunch was delivered, there was

an answering note on the tray. It said: "Grable's back, and we're glad!"

86 By Reba and Bonnie Churchill

more than just a solid gold necklace. There
was also a ring. And what's more, they
were set with beautiful opals! Yet how
much did they mean when the purchasing
of them was a matter of impulse, and
the giving an old, old story for Rock and
his friends?

It amounts to little more than that. When
he was in Ireland working on Captain
Lightjoot a Dublin actor who had to have
ready cash to finance a personal project
decided to sell some family heirlooms.
Rock went partners with one of the tech-
nicians of the company, Edie House, and
they bought the lot. Having bought the
jewelry, Rock immediately sought to dis-

tribute it.

Talk once was stirred up connecting
Rock with one of the actresses in his stu-
dio because it was reported that he was
very attentive to her during a personal ap-
pearance tour. But this was no reason as
far as those who know Rock are con-
cerned. They are aware that he is always
attentive to people in his party; he en-
joys being attentive. It is another way in

which he demonstrates his friendship.
Once he made a six-city tour with three

women from the studio, two of them ac-
tresses and one a member of the publicity
department. All three came back to report
that it was as if each of them had had an
individual escort for the whole trip, even
though Rock was the only man along!

"He just naturally sensed that we might
be a little uneasy, a little frightened, trav-
eling through strange territory and he
sought to be protective," the publicity girl

said. "And you would get such a sense of

security flowing out of him to you that you
didn't mind going anywhere with him."

Yet, it is true that Rock wants to

get married, and now. He has admit-
ted it often this year. And he has even
classified the kind of girl he wants to

marry.
"I'd like her to be an independent kind

of girl," he said at the farewell luncheon
in his dressing room. "I mean, I want her
to have a life for herself, as well as the life

she will lead in wifehood. In that way I am
sure there would be so much more chance
of both of us keeping our interest in each
other."

"You're sure now?" Rock was asked,
and a quick laugh escaped him.

"Well, of course you can't put out a

blueprint of the sort of girl you want," he
said. "She might set up strict specifications

for the husband she expects and then
where would I be? But mainly I would
like her to have a strong interest in life

besides the normal interest in her mar-
riage. To have a hobby or profession, to

have some kind of work she likes to do, to

be a person who is developing herself as

she grows, and hasn't called a halt to her
mental growth because she has become a

wife, promises a healthy future for a mar-
riage, I think."

Oddly enough, this isn't what Rock was
told by beautiful and brilliant Franceska,
whose general ideas on marriage he thinks
so good.

"Is it true," he reports having asked her
once, "that Italian wives put their hus-
bands on a pedestal?"

"Yes," she smiled back. "Isn't it appeal-
ing?"

"No," he laughed back. "It could get

lonely up there."

"No, you are thinking of being on a

pedestal in America," she told him earn-

estly. "There, to keep on the pedestal, the

husband thinks he must get his wife the

new car, the best apartment, the fur coat,

always something more. Not in Italy.

Life is so much simpler. Marriage is so

much simpler.

"The Italian girl is never dominant, like

the American girl. It is a wrong role for



a woman because she can win the fight

maybe, the fight to control her husband,
but that kind of winning is exactly what
makes a woman unhappy. Here we are

happier with less, and maybe we get more.
No problems. A dinner, a glass of wine, a

place to sleep. This is mostly all a wife
asks here. If she asks for more, then she
has him less while he goes out to get this

more! And so, she finishes up with
more this, more that, but less husband!"
"You Italian women are different," Rock

had told her, and she'd wanted to know if

he thought Italian women were attractive.

"The most beautiful women I have ever
seen, and also the most ugly," Rock says
he told her. Whereupon Franceska built

upon his words in a way he doesn't think
he'll ever forget.

"She asked me," he says, "if it would not
be interesting if a man loved an ugly
woman so much that to him she appeared
beautiful! 'Wouldn't that be a great love?'

she wanted to know!"
So, this is Rock Hudson, and this is

the way he feels about his life and the
question of his marriage. And it might as
well be said here that he is going back to
Italy, and he will see Franceska. But
he doesn't think he will marry Franceska.
He doesn't think he will have a chance.
"She wasn't kidding about marrying

young," he says. "She had her pedestal all

ready and I am sure she has a boy she
loves perched up there by now." END

Rock can soon be seen in U-I's All That
Heaven Allows, co-starring Jane Wyman.

someone to watch over me

(Continued from page 49) most holy re-
lationship that any man and woman can
ever have. It represents the greatest love
affair that ever happened. The words of a
marriage ceremony, they're not just words.
They're a benediction from God. As a
married woman I know what it is to have
a husband tempted. To me death, yes death,
is preferable to breaking up a home."
But marriages dissolve. Husbands and

wives get on each other's nerves. Happi-
ness one year turns into bitterness the
next. It happened that way with Al and
Lillian Steele.

As for Joan during the 1950 to 1954
period, she threw herself into work. "I

was unutterably lonely," she honestly con-
fesses. "I was unfulfilled. Stories that I've
always had scores of men waiting around
to date me, they're not true. I can't tell you
how many nights after I put the children
to bed I've stayed up alone, all alone. I

am a woman with a woman's need, a
husband."
Because she possesses tremendous ener-

gy, Joan at one time supervised the rearing
of her four adopted children with unusual
discipline.

Once after Christopher had run away
from home and returned for the third
time, she was asked, "Joan, aren't you be-
ing too tough on the kids?"
"You don't understand," she said. "They

need the security of discipline. I'm mother
and father both. I have a very great re-
sponsibility to those children. I love them
so much it hurts. I know they need a
father. They know they need a father. But
we can't let one of us selfishly destroy
the serenity of our household."
On another occasion, Christina, fifteen,

unexpectedly came home from the Chat-
wick School one week end. Joan wasn't
prepared for the arrival of her oldest daugh-
ter. They had a heart-to-heart conversa-
tion, and a few weeks later Christina was
enrolled in the Sacred Heart Academy, a
Catholic school, which she currently at-
tends.

Running a screen career, managing one
of the largest and most magnificent homes
in Brentwood—it's equipped with swim-
ming pool, bathing house and special
motion-picture theatre—looking after four
growing children and supervising her many
business interests—that's quite a load for
any woman to carry. And until she be-
came Mrs. Alfred Steele, let's not forget
that Joan Crawford handled that load
alone.

Sure, she made mistakes. Sure, she
feuded with other actors and actresses.
Sure, she needlessly criticized Marilyn
Monroe. But as a former secretary of hers
points out, "Joan has always had to do her
own fighting. The movie game is rough,

very rough. There's back-stabbing and in-
fighting and politics. An actress has got
to battle for every close-up, for every
good scene. Joan's whole life has been a

battle. Professionally she's hard, because
in Hollywood the soft-hearted usually fin-

ish last.

"Besides, and this is very important,
Joan for the past ten years has been the
support of her whole family as well as a
dozen other people. Suppose she got ill,

suppose the children got ill, where would
the money come from? She had no man to
fall back on, no husband to support her,

no one to go to for financial help. Criti-

cize her for being aggressive, but she had
to be. She learned very early that in show
business the meek don't inherit a damn
thing—they starve."

But aggressive or not, Joan has always
been willing to admit her mistakes. In do-
ing so, she has profited from them. For ex-
ample, she accepts total blame for the
failure of her three previous marriages.
"With Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.," she con-

fessed, "I didn't know the score. I was
over-emotional. With Franchot Tone I

suffered from a very bad inferiority com-
plex. With Phil Terry, I married not so
much for love as to escape loneliness."
When it came to Al Steele, therefore

—

the Joan Crawford of 1955 was a wise, ex-
perienced and prudent woman. She told no
one, and hundreds of newspapermen are
her good friends—that Steele had filed for
a divorce in Acapulco, Mexico, earlier this

year. She told no one that after the filing,

Steele was taking off for Europe with her
close pal, Ben Goffstein of Las Vegas.

Instead, she kept her silence. This time
she would not force the play. She had seen
Steele quietly and intermittently. If after
he returned from Europe he wanted to
propose, she would accept immediately.
But for the time being she would hold
her love in check. Also her tongue. And
for Joan this is difficult, because when
she's in love she wants to shout it from
the roof tops. And she was ecstatically
and tempestuously in love with Al for
many, many months.
While her husband-to-be was traveling

in Europe, visiting one Pepsi-Cola installa-
tion after another, Joan was devoting her
time to pictures, children and prayer. She
was hoping that Al would come back with
enough desire in his heart for marriage.

Steele returned in March. But only after
he picked up his divorce, did he begin to
court Joan ardently. The gossip columnists
missed the entire play. They were way off

base. They kept jotting down items linking
Joan with Milt Rackmil while all the
time she was seeing or phoning Steele.
Early in May, Steele told Joan that he

wanted very much to marry her. Tears
came into Crawford's eyes. "Thank you,
darling," she said. "Whenever and wher-
ever you say." Joan went to work at Colum-
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Think you've got

troubles? Hearken

to poor Miss

Christian. She's got

a million dollars

and all she does

is cry!

does LINDA get

what LINDA wants?

Less than one week after she slithered into a court room and won a million-

dollar divorce settlement from Tyrone Power, Linda Christian tearfully ad-

mitted, "If Ty asked me to come back to him tomorrow, I certainly would."

But ever since 1952 Ty has tried his level best to get away from this wild,

carefree, hedonistic girl he married so impetuously in Rome six years ago.

Ty has wanted "out" of this marriage so desperately that he gave Linda:

1. Custody of their two children for ten months a year.

2. The Power home in Cuernavaca, Mexico.

3. Fifty per cent of their $150,000 home in the Pacific Palisades.

4. Thirty-six per cent of his profits from Mississippi Gambler.

5. Forty per cent of his profits from The Long Gray Line.

6. A percentage of his earnings for the next eleven years unless Linda

remarries. For the first two years the minimum is to be $15,000 a

year, the maximum $50,000 a year.

7. From 1956 to 1965, Linda is to receive a maximum of $43,000 a year.

How was Linda Christian Power able to drive so hard a bargain in the

divorce settlement? She made no mention of Ty's friendship with Anita

Ekberg. And he said nothing of her conduct with actor Edmund Purdom.
What did it for her was a letter Ty sent her a few years ago.

According to Linda she and her handsome husband were vacationing in

Nassau during the Christmas of 1952. Ty pleaded for his freedom.

"But I'm expecting another baby," Linda cried. ''Doesn't that make any

difference to you?"
"Let me think about it some," Ty said. Whereupon Linda went home to her

mother in Mexico City.

A few days later Ty phoned, "Did you get my letter?"

"What letter?" Linda asked. A few days later it arrived.

"My dearest," it said, "I'm sorry I behaved like I did in Nassau. It seems

we cannot help hurting each other, which is why I want my freedom. It seems

we get further and further apart.

"You have often said I give you everything except the most important thing

of all—understanding. I'm desperately sorry for my thoughtlessness."

This short letter from Ty to Linda may yet turn out to be the most expensive

ever written by a freedom-hungry husband. It cost Ty Power a million bucks.

But Linda is ready to renounce it all if Ty will take her back.

The whole history of Linda Christian reveals that she usually gets what she

wants, particularly in the man department. Whether she'll snare Ty a second

time remains to be seen. His friends say she doesn't stand a chance. But that s

exactly what they said when, as Blanca Rosa Welter, this fascinating creature

first hit Hollywood eight years ago and stole Power from right under the

pretty nose of Lana Turner.

Men who know sirens best say, "Never sell Linda Christian short."

bia, making The Queen Bee, knowing full

well that once the picture was over, she
was facing the greatest trial and experi-
ence of her life.

Is it any wonder, therefore, that she was
unusually nervous during the production
of Bee? Her colleagues couldn't under-
stand it. The closer she came to finishing

the film, the more nervous she grew. She
kept blowing her lines in scene after scene,
something she hasn't done for twenty
years.

"I don't know what's the matter with
me," she kept saying.

The matter was marriage. She and Al
had tentatively decided to get married
in New York or New Jersey on May 23
and to leave for a European honeymoon on
May 26. In fact the boat reservations had
already been made. And secret of secrets,

Joan was in the process of buying her all-

white trousseau. Moreover, Joan had de-
cided that following the marriage she
would either sell or rent her Brentwood
mansion and move to New York.
No wonder the girl was nervous. No

wonder she was blowing lines all over
the place. She had plenty on her mind.
So, too, had Steele.

On Monday, May 9, he decided that
there was no point in waiting another two
weeks. "Why don't we hop over to Vegas
tonight?" he whispered into Joan's ear as
they were dining at Romanoff's.
"Fine with me," Joan said.

Steele grinned from ear to ear. "I'll make
the arrangements."
He called Benny Goffstein in Las Vegas

and told him to "get ready for a little

marriage."
Goffstein who used to work for the

Flamingo Hotel in Vegas, was overjoyed.
He phoned Municipal Judge John Men-
doza, rang up Abe Schiller, the Flamingo's
publicity man, told him to keep the pent-

- house available, and then raced out to the
airport to await the arrival of the wed-
ding party.

They landed in Steele's private plane
and were driven to the Flamingo. Neither
Joan nor the groom was at all nervous
during the ceremony. It was the fourth
marriage for Joan, and the third for

Steele. But the Pepsi-Cola executive had
forgotten to purchase a wedding ring. It

was too late—2 a.m.—to buy one—so they
used Dorothy Goffstein's wedding band.
Next day the newspapers said that "Ben
Goffstein, realizing that something was
imminent, just happened to have the ring

—

a platinum band with six diamonds—on
hand."

What they didn't tell was that Ben
leaned over to his wife when the cere-

mony began and said, "Honey, slip your
wedding ring off and let me have it."

After the ceremony was over, Joan and
Al kissed. Joan said, "We didn't even have
time to pick up a toothbrush." She did,

however, have time to pick up an orchid

which she attached to her black-and-gold
> evening gown.

Joan claims that she is determined to

make her fourth husband "the best wife

in the world. From here on in," she as-

serts, "he's the boss. Whatever he says

goes. If he wants me to give up my career,

I'll do it gladly. I've already told the chil-

dren that we're moving our headquarters

to New York. They know Al and they love

him. I'm a lonely woman no longer. This

is everything I've ever wanted.

"I've got one more picture to do for

i

Columbia—that's in July after our honey-

moon. After that I plan to commute to

Hollywood if Al will let me. In my book

he comes first. I've never been so happy
to put my career in the back seat. I've

waited a long, long time for this fulfill-

ment."
i Almost thirty years. ENP
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pretty perky peggy

(Continued from page 37) for picking the

wrong advisers. "I think they all signed

me up because they figured I had some-
thing and I might just get to be a star and
they'd be in on it. But they didn't want to

help me. Ever since I've gotten good advice

my career has gone right."

There were some painful years before

she learned to spot the phonies. It's taken
Peggy a long time to learn to believe in

herself, enough to read a bad notice with-
out letting it throw her, enough to relax

and enjoy success.

"I can't get used to the attention," she
said in New York recently, "people driv-

ing me to the airport when I used to

struggle out there in the dead of night. I

guess it'll hit me soon, all of a sudden."
In the next breath Peggy confides, "I've

just done the greatest thing of my career,

really the greatest. I recorded an album
for Mitch Miller called Boy Meets Girl.

You know what Mitch said about my tal-

ent? The nicest thing that's ever been said

to me, the kind of thing you tie up in a
silver ribbon and put close to your heart
and nobody can ever take it away from
you. He said, 'Your talent reminds me of a
young Mildred Bailey.'

"

Out of step all her professional life,

Peggy just can't believe she's hit her stride.

The talent's the same, polished a little

more and backed up with poise and timing,

acquired from George Gobel. ("When I'm
working with George I can feel the cue
coming and I never miss; he's helped me
turn from a blubbering idiot into a grown-
up.") But essentially she's the same Peggy
who could do everything except make the
big time. There was always the dedication,
the drive but never the confidence.
Peggy has a curious history of filling in

for other performers at every significant

turn in her career. Example: Peggy might
still be sitting in Cleveland (where she
worked as a secretary until she won an
amateur contest) if the staff singer at the
radio station which had sponsored the
contest hadn't broken a leg. "Sure," said
Peggy, "I'll fill in." And she started up the
long, hard road to fame, a road that for her
turned out to be one detour after another.
Charlie Spivak heard her perform and

hired her to sing with his band. Detour
number one: romance. Peggy took a shine
to one of the trumpetmen, Knobby Lee.
This personal detour led to marriage. And
a solid one it is, too. "Knobby is very good

Perky Peggy, musician-husband Knobby Lee and
little bitty buddy pose for family portrait

for me. He's wise beyond his years. He has
the one thing I lack—calmness."

Peggy suffered during those early years
when she traveled fast but never arrived

Under option to a major studio: nothing
happened. Back to Cleveland and the

night clubs: no overnight sensation. An-
other band job, this time with Ralph
Flanagan: one-night stands with the will-

o'-the-wisp called stardom still eluding her.

She remembers the year that nearly de-
stroyed her. Coming back to Hollywood
after MGM's Arthur Freed heard her sing

at the Blue Angel in New York, was cap-
tivated by her physical and vocal resem-
blance to Judy Garland and signed her to

a contract. This was it, coming back to the
town that had treated her rather shabbily,

brought back with great fanfare to star in

a production called Jumbo immediately.
Which she did not—then or ever, because
the picture was never made. Peggy had
one bit part followed by a year of enforced
idleness; she was under contract, yes, but
in that whole studio, busy as a hill of ants,

there was nothing for her to do. Except
study. "I took every course they had

—

singing, dancing, acting." But the loneli-

ness plus the idleness convinced Peggy she
was unwanted. And she developed all the
unattractive symptoms of the rejected.

"I don't think you'd have liked me then,"
she is apt to say to a total stranger, having
every reason to believe she is well-liked
today. "I was very noisy. Always making
a commotion in the commissary, trying to

entertain people, to attract attention to
myself. All because I was so terribly un-
happy, my confidence completely gone. I

thought I was ugly; I even thought I

couldn't sing. The unhappier I got, the
more I ate, and the fatter I got, the more
unhappy. I was the noisiest, roundest ball

of misery you ever saw."
Peggy looks back on that terrible year

with understanding and, strangely enough,
gratitude. "If nothing else happened to me
at MGM I met my greatest friend, Debbie
Reynolds."

Debbie gave Peggy support and the first

good advice she'd had; "Don't quit." Peggy
didn't, even when her contract was
dropped, even though she felt Debbie
couldn't understand why she felt licked.
"Debbie hadn't even wanted to break into
the movies and when she did, by accident,
she went straight to the top." Maybe that
was good. Debbie had so much faith in
people and talent that there was more than
enough left over for Peggy who still mar-
vels, "Somebody thought I wasn't finished."

Debbie backed up her advice with real
help. She let Peggy lean on her—and no-
body had done that. The Reynolds' house
was Peggy's second home. If, as she says,
she didn't feel like one of the gang it

wasn't Debbie's fault. Debbie shared her
friends, contacts, wardrobe with Peggy. "I
even borrowed her shoes," remembers
Peggy. The two toured Korea together,
Christmas 1952. The next summer Debbie
played stock in Texas and insisted that
they give Peggy a part. Peggy's luck didn't
change materially but she began to get her
bearings. She began to value herself be-
cause she was valued (by popular, suc-
cessful Debbie). And she learned an im-
portant lesson

—"The world doesn't end."
Peggy may have resigned herself to

something less than stardom when her big
break came. But she wasn't resigned
enough to welcome the chance to record
a tomato sauce commercial. (How could
she know then that the now-famous Hunt's
commercial would catapult her to fame?)
She only did it because she'd been told
her voice was unrecognizable. "I'd never
had an album because they said nobody
would remember me so I thought I'd be
safe doing the commercial."
As usual Peggy was second choice; Les
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Paul and Mary Ford couldn't keep their

commitment at the last minute. The radio

time had been bought, the recording date

set, and network ulcers were blossoming
when someone thought of Peggy King,

who might be available. Peggy is eternally

grateful to the man from Young and Rubi-
cam who wrote the commercial and talked

her into doing it. And to husband Knobby.
"He read me off. Told me I thought I was
too good to do it." And to Johnny Grant
who was emceeing a charity affair she had
promised to sing for at the time the re-

cording was set. Peggy doesn't break
promises and it took all Johnny Grant's
persuasion to convince her that "people
will understand." She needed the money
so Peggy went over and recorded a little

item about "cook and cook and cook"—and
the next thing she knew she was touching
foreheads with George Gobel of a Satur-
day night.

Ask Peggy about George Gobel and she
lights up with double her usual impressive
candlepower. Let anybody say a word
against him (if anybody would) before
Peggy. She even gets mad at Alice,

George's tv wife (not that Peggy holds
Jeff Donnell responsible

—"A real great,

honest girl.") because she screams at

George on-stage. "How could she? He
couldn't do anything that would make
anyone scream at him. He just couldn't."

The Gobel Show was tailor-made for what
ailed Peggy—insecurity. She found a
haven where everybody loves everybody
else. "We're all so affectionate, always kiss-

ing each other. Everybody's in on this

show." Peggy has another, big reason for

loving George. "On this show I'm Peggy
King, nobody else."

Being known as the Hunt's girl and then
the Gobel girl was better than being typed
as the Garland girl. But Peggy wasn't
satisfied until she became the King girl.

Which she very definitely is. With a great

deal of satisfaction Peggy relays a story

told her by a press agent who heard a di-

rector turn down girl after girl at a tv

audition with: "Look honey, what we real-

ly want is another Peggy King."

Peggy took the final hurdle to being her-
self when she recorded Boy Meets Girl.

"When I saw that I had to sing 'The Boy
Next Door' all through the album I said,

'now wait a minute.' " Mitch Miller con-
vinced her that she could sing the Garland
song and still be Peggy King. Says Peggy,
"I listened to the records and I knew I'd

never sung like this before. When I heard
that album Judy Garland went down in

orange flames for me."
The old Peggy King has gone down, too,

in dust if not flames. The new Peggy says,

"I've got lots of time," when pressured for

a decision on a new show, an album, a
movie. "I've never been able to wait a
couple of years," she says. And you get the
idea that Peggy believes in herself enough
to hold out for what's right for her. Be-
sides, "I know I've got the right people
now. I'm not afraid to put myself in their

hands."
Peggy refuses to be pushed around, even

by well-meaning friends. When she went
back home to Ravenna, Ohio (pop. 16,000)
recently, it was open season on Peggy.
After the parade in her honor, after two
hours of autograph-signing in the gym of

her old school, the session began. Her girl-

hood friends could hardly wait to find out
about life in Hollywood and life with the
Knobby Lees. First thing one of them
asked her was, "Now that you're married,
when are you going to have a baby?"
To which Mrs. Knobby Lee retorted,

"We've been married since 1953 and we
don't know when we're going to have a
baby. You've all stayed right here at home,
you've been married since you were sev-

90 enteen, you've got nothing else to do but

raise a family. We have—and, as a matter
of fact, if I did have a baby now, it would
probably set my career back five years.

Naturally we want a family, but I hope it

doesn't happen until we're both better
established, until our future is more se-
cure, until we can afford a trained nurse
for the baby from the day it is born."

"In my opinion," said one friend, evi-
dently an expert needier, "You aren't a
good wife and mother if you don't prepare
every meal your husband eats, change
your baby's every diaper, and look after

their needs yourself."
"And in my opinion," was Peggy's em-

phatic answer, "You are Tints.' I was an
only child, I've had no experience with
little brothers or sisters, nephews or nieces,

I don't know the first thing about babies.

Would I be able to make my child as hap-
py and comfortable as a nurse trained to
do the job? Should it have to suffer for
my ignorance? Should it endure an illness,

for example, because I didn't know enough
to recognize the symptoms? Should Knob-
by have to put up with meals I've

scratched together after a long day of re-

HOW THE
GOBEL GAGS
GREW

According to Peggy King, and she

should know, the Gobel trademarks you
see every Saturday night weren't scripted.

They just grew. Like that forehead-

touching bit between George and Peggy.

Writer Hal Kanter was determined to

keep George innocent. No wolfishness.

Peggy says that Kanter "didn't want any-
body wondering what George and I might

be up to after the show." But on stage

with Peggy he'd have to react, or lose his

human touch. How could he show he

knew she was there and at the same time

stay in character? One day the problem

was solved at rehearsal when Peggy and
George gravitated to each other out of

sheer exhaustion and touched foreheads.

"That's it," cried Kanter and a Gobelism

was born.

As for the "pretty, perky Peggy" line,

that too was a rehearsal baby. Says

Peggy, "they used to kid me when I

looked sort of dressed up. Vd come on

stage and George would say, 'Why, here

comes pretty Peggy,' and John would say

'and she's perky, too,' and one day Hal
came up with pretty, perky Peggy.'

"

See how easy it is? You, too, could

write the Gobel show—if you could only

get to rehearsals.

hearsals instead of well-planned, tasteful

ones prepared by the cook? Would that

prove that I'm a loving wife and mother?"
She was practically hopping.
Peg gives considerable attention to the

proper care and feeding of a thoroughbred
husband—whenever she gets the chance,

but she sees entirely too little of Knobby.
He is currently making his music with the

orchestra of George Liberace, and when
Lee plays Las Vegas, can George be far

behind? Knobby is off on tour from time

to time and, when he is companionably
home with the parakeets and dachshunds,
that will be the time Peggy has to go to

New York to cut an album of records.

Offstage, Peggy prefers to live quietly

for a number of reasons. She isn't very
strong physically, having picked up an ill-

begotten bug in Korea. That one still lays

her low every so often. There is also a

chronic ear condition which, though it is in

no danger of causing deafness, renders her
balance somewhat less than perfect. "If I

tried to play tennis, for instance, I'd fall on
my face every time I ran for a ball," is the

way she defines it. So swimming, tennis,

golf and other robust activities are out. In
their stead Peg does more leisurely things:

she likes to cook "if I have time," relax in

the sun, listen to records, watch tv—and
sing, sing, sing! She neither drinks nor
smokes, watches her diet very carefully.

Her best fighting weight is ninety-three
pounds, and she is so diminutive that three
pounds over or under that weight make a
noticeable difference. At ninety pounds
she's so gaunt that her friends get to mut-
tering sadly about Camille; if she balloons
to a great big ninety-six, the same friends
pointedly call her Chubby.
What she doesn't like about her size is

people's tendency to describe her as a

Dresden doll, chiefly because she's foggy
about how a Dresden doll is supposed to

act. "And, too, I get uncomfortable when
writers do stories about me that are all

favorable. I'm tired of being little Miss
Muffet. I'd rather it be human and tell

the truth, that I've got as many faults as

anyone in the world." Such as? She's tidy
and punctual and, according to the people
who work with her, her temperament
never shows. Maybe she is deathly ill

every Saturday night at ten o'clock, to

which she admits, but she doesn't infect

the rest of the cast with her nervousness.
So, where are all the glaring faults she
talks about?
There is one, a whopper. Peggy is still

the world's worst worrier; fear of finan-
cial insecurity dogs her days like a long,

menacing shadow. "I don't ever want to

be poor again," she says, and you know
she has said it a thousand times to herself,

fiercely, in prayer, with crossed fingers.

"When I think of my parents, well,

I'm working as much for them as for

Knobby and me. My father and mother
have had nothing, simply nothing, all their

lives. A living. Now I want it to be differ-

ent. I guess it's because I never had any,
but I spend too much money. My business
manager keeps telling me."
She worries about her future, about the

status of her career. "I still don't have a
hit record. Ten years ago I'd have been
a real success—but now? I don't know. I

hate this rhythm-and-blues kick, just hate
it, but you have to be a really big star to

sell ballads these days. Rhythm-and-blues
is what they want, and it's pretty hard to

turn down a song that will earn you a

couple of thousand dollars if it hits. Even
if you don't think it's music.

"I worry," she said broodingly, "be-
cause I want to know what I'll be doing
tomorrow and next year and the year after

that. Which nobody in show business ever
does. I want to know whether I'll have a

hit song, or a baby, or both. Whether
I'll make a movie. I've been testing over
at Paramount, and somebody over there
said they had only seen one test greater

than mine in the whole history of the
studio. But I don't know whether I'm go-
ing to make a picture. I don't even know
if I'll be on the Gobel show next season!"

When Peggy King and George Gobel,

two of the most refreshing young talents

to be seen in many an age, met for a re-

hearsal the other day, both were wearing
anxious little frowns. They stopped short,

staring at each other, then Peggy said,

"For heaven's sake, George, you don't have
anything to worry about. After the hit

you've made this year, you certainly have
your future cut out for you."

George shook his punkin head, but

he wasn't smiling. "You know something,

Peg? That's exactly what I was going to

say to you when I saw the way you looked.

Comedians, well, you know about
comedians. But a real talented singer like

yourself—why, you ought to be sitting on
top of the world!"

Peggy, meet George. And one of you
up there, move over. END
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WINSTON brings flavor back to filter smoking!

Winston smokers believe that smoking
should be fun. That means real flavor — full,

rich, tobacco flavor — and Winston's really

got it ! This filter cigarette tastes good — like

a cigarette should

!

Along with Winston's finer flavor, you get a

filter that really does the job. The exclusive

Winston filter works so effectively, yet lets

you draw so easily and enjoy yourself so fully.

S^okWINSTON tk Qiteij-dMMJiMq jjQt&i ckpieftd R. J. Reynolds Tobncco Co.,
Winston-Salem. N. C.
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YOUR PRECIOUS COMPLEXION DESERVES

THERE'S FINE

IN

CAMAY

"I just love new cold cream Camay," says Mrs. William Albert Neff, a beautiful Camay Bride. "It's so mild

and gentle, and it always leaves my skin feeling wonderfully soft and smooth."

(

With that skin-pampering mildness, exclusive fragrance,

and luxurious lather, Camay with cold cream is the beauty secret

of so many exquisite brides. And it can be the best friend

your complexion ever had. Let it bring new loveliness to you.

Change to regular care . . . Camay's Caressing Care.

You'll be delighted as your skin becomes fresher, smoother,

softer. Remember, too, there's precious cold cream in Camay,

extra luxury at no extra cost. For your beauty and your bath,

there's no finer soap in all the world!

Let it help you to a softer, smoother,
more radiant complexion

!

THE SOAP OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN



And who would blame her? After all, is

there anything worse than to be stuck
with a man who has halitosis (unpleas-

ant breath)? So, this joker is already

on the way out . . . and he had dreamed
of this date for weeks.

How dumb can you be? How dare any-
one assume that his breath is always
okay? Halitosis comes and goes . . .

absent one day, present the next. You
may be guilty without realizing it. And
even your best friend won't tell you.
Men are all-too-common offenders.

Why risk bad breath needlessly when
Listerine Antiseptic is such a quick,

delightful, and efficient precaution
against it?

No tooth paste kills odor germs

like this . . . instantly

Listerine Antiseptic does for you what
no tooth paste can possibly do. Listerine

instantly kills germs ... by millions . .

.

and germ reduction is the answer to
sweeter breath.

The most widely used antiseptic in the world.

You see, far and away the most com-
mon cause of offensive breath is the

fermentation, produced by germs, of
proteins which are always present in

the mouth. And research shows that your

breath stays sweeter longer, the more you
reduce germs in the mouth.

Listerine clinically proved

four times better than tooth paste

No tooth paste, of course, is antiseptic.

Chlorophyll does not kill germs— but
Listerine kills them by millions, gives

you lasting antiseptic protection against

bad breath.

Is it any wonder Listerine Antiseptic,

in recent clinical tests, averaged at least

four times more effective in stopping
bad breath odors than the tooth pastes

it was tested against?

With proof like this, it's easy to see

why Listerine belongs in your home.
Every morning . . . every night . . .

before every date, make it a habit to

always gargle Listerine, the most widely
used antiseptic in the world.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC STOPS BAD BREATH
4 times better than any tooth paste

1
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Antibiotics in

Your Daily Life

by
William I.

Fishbein,

M.D.

The world hears a great deal of

"miracle drugs" and most of them

represent years of patient and dili-

gent study in the laboratories and

clinics.

For example, in 1931, Rene J.

Dubos, then associated with the

Rockefeller Institute of Medical Re-

search, discovered tyrothricin. Ty-

rothricin is one of the most powerful

of the antibiotics— stated simply, it

is effective because it aids the de-

fenses of the body in combatting

harmful bacteria. The general use of

tyrothricin has been delayed until

research has definitely shown that

it would cause no harmful effects or

reactions. In the forefront of this re-

search have been the pharmaceuti-

cal companies, and no company has

been more zealous than McKesson

& Robbins.

Tyrothricin is effective in prevent-

ing perspiration odor by inhibiting

the growth of skin bacteria respon-

sible for this condition — and this

"magic" antibiotic is equally effec-

tive in skin infections, in sinus in-

fections, for wounds, abscesses and

burns, and for hemorrhoids or piles.

Research also indicated the amount

which may be used without causing

sensitivity reactions, yet produce the

maximum benefits.

Laboratory and clinical research

has enabled McKesson and Robbins

to announce a series of preparations

for the specific uses outlined above.

It is to their credit that they have

not introduced them until they were

convinced that excellent results

would be obtained and that there

would be no reactions. Tyrothricin

used externally is not absorbed into

the blood stream as are certain other

antibiotics.

That is one reason why it is par-

ticularly suited for direct applica-

tion to a localized spot of irritation

or inflammation on the skin, nose or

throat. McKesson and Robbins have

developed special products for use

on these portions of the body.

Look for these

McKesson Antibiotic Products

at Your Drug Store

NEO-AOUA-DRIN LOZENGES -for the relief

of minor throat irritations.

NEO-AQUA-DRIN NOSE DROPS-for the relief

of congestion due to head colds, sinus, etc.

UTOL-for relief of pimples and minor burns
and skin abrasions.

POSITOS- ointment and suppositories for

the relief of discomfort due to hemorrhoids.

To EveryWoman Who Has Suffered

Underarm Burn, RasL.or Worse...

BORIC ACID
OINTMENT

AMMONIATED
MERCURY
OINTMENT

ICTHAMOL
OINTMENT
ZINC OXIDE
OINTMENT

HOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME,

THE PROTECTIOH OF

A MIRACLE ANTIBIOTIC

IH A DEODORAHT!

Revolutionary antibiotic New Yodora stops per-

spiration odor— gives safer, longer-lasting protec-

tion. Its light, creamy base keeps sensitive underarm
area softer, smoother, lovelier. And New Yodora
never cakes—always stays fresh— delicately fra-

grant. No other deodorant ever promised better,

safer, surer protection from perspiration odor.

New Yodora is unconditionally guaranteed by
McKesson & Robbins.

Large Size Economy Size gtj4 plus
tax

Scientific Facts

About Harsh, Irritating

Chemicals for

Underarm Use

Laboratory tests show that
these dangerous chemicals often

invite trouble to sensitive under-

arm area. This is why you may
have noticed redness, roughness
of underarm skin.

Scientific Facts

About Revolutionary

New ANTIBIOTIC

Yodora

Only New Yodora contains Per-

texol*, the miracle antibiotic

that combats bacteria respon-

sible for skin irritations. New
Yodora gives longer -lasting pro-

tection from perspiration odor

because its exclusive antibiotic

destroys odor-causing bacteria

on contact. New Yodora is guar-

anteed not to contain harsh

chemicals that irritate skin and
chemically ruin your clothes.

The First .

.

. the Only

Deodorant with

r Miracle Antibiotic

Pertexol* for

Sensitive Skin!

A McKESSON PRODUCT

NEW YODORA

Imagine a Deodorant

Recommended for Shaving!

New Yodora with antibiotic

Pertexol* is so mild and gentle

we can even recommend shaving

with it. No other deodorant
would dare suggest this!

1. Apply soft, antibiotic New
Yodora—rub gently into skin.

2. Shave underarms with slow

downward strokes.

3. Remove excess with tissue

—

smooth remainder well into

skin.

That's all you need do to stop

perspiration odor. Whether you
shave or not, one application

daily of New Yodora is the new,
sure answer to your deodorant

problem. *A brand of tyrothricin



Modern Screen gives you the whole
truth in answer to your questions.

9- Is it true that Grace Kelly's father

and brother recently did a job on the

editor of a scandal magazine that put

Grace in a bad light?

—N.O., Philadelphia, Pa.

A. True.

9. Is it true that Clark Gable gave

away the Oscar that he won for his per-

formance in It Happened One Night?

—N.F.F., Baltimore, Md.

A. Gable gave it to the son of director

Walter Lang.

9- What is the true story about Fess

Parker and his agent, Bill Barnes?

Didn't these two have a big fight?

—C.L., Dallas, Texas

A. No. When Parker transferred his

allegiance to another agent, Charles

Feldman, he saw to it that Barnes col-

lected a percentage of his earnings.

9. Joan Collins, the British actress

now at 20th Century-Fox—she's going

around with Sidney Chaplin, but

doesn't she have a husband in England?
—D.L., London, Eng.

A. Yes, but divorce proceedings are in

the offing.

9- Is it true that Ann Miller, like Jane
Wyman, will shortly be a convert to

Catholicism? —R.P., New York, N. Y.

A. Ann is currently taking instruction in

the Catholic faith.

9- Whatever happened to Claudette
Colbert? Is she finished with motion
pictures? —B.L., Boston, Mass.

A. She has just signed to do a Western.

9. Isn't Bob Hope's wife furious at the
comedian for taking so many trips?

—D.B., Denver, Col.

A. After 23 years, Dolores Hope is re-

conciled to marriage with a globe-trotter.

9- Is Gail Russell still in love with Guy
Madison ? I hear she is convalescing in

a Culver City sanitarium.

—T.L., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. Right on both counts.

9- Can you tell me which movie star is

responsible for the following quotation?
"It is plain women who know about
love. The beautiful women usually are

(Continued on page 18

)

A MESSAGE
TO MOVIE-GOERS
...OF PARAMOUNT
IMPORTANCE. . .

1955 will be remembered as one of the great

movie years!

There's never been such film fame—so much
and so wonderful— in such a short space of

time. As the year began your heart went all out

for "The Country Girl" and sung the praises

of "White Christmas." Then you cheered the

roaring emotions and reeling thrills of "The

Bridges at Toko-Ri" followed by the earth-

and-high-heaven saga of our "Strategic Air

Command" and the joyful jubilation of "The

Seven Little Foys."

Yet the year is far from over—and the best is

yet to come. Thanks to Paramount between

now and Christmas you'll enjoy one long

holiday of entertainment. Turn the page and

see the treats in store for you right now. With

more of the same to follow this year!



FREDERICK BRISSON
Presents

ROSALIND RUSSELL - FERNANDO LAMAS
Also starring

Eddie Albert -Gloria De Haven
MARION LORNE - JAMES 6LEASON

(Courtesy of MR PEEPERS TV CO.)

Produced by Directed by Screenplay by

Frederick Brisson-Robert Pirosh-Robert Pirosh & Jerome Davis
Based on a Story by Phoebe and Henry Ephron • Songs by Hugh Martin and Ralph Biane

te^rJCeasy Robert Alton • A Paramount Picture

Color by TECHNICOLOR



Perfect in their parts! The screen's top two personalities clash and romance in a
story of intrigue and intense suspense . . . filmed on the beautiful French Riviera.

CARY GRANT • GRACE KELLY
in

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S

TO CATCH A THIEF
with JESSIE ROYCE LANDIS • JOHN WILLIAMS • Directed by ALFRED HITCHCOCK

Screenplay by JOHN MICHAEL HAYES . Basea on the n.»„ Dy o„ rt oo«9. . A Paramount Picture

Color by TECHNICOLOR

Thi£ WeSt ,

"WE'RE ALONE'
'OCCASIONAL MAN"

It's lush, lavish, lusty, lyrical . .

.

A wonderful musical story about that wonder

town — Las Vegas in wide-open Nevada.
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LOU ELLA PARSONS
in hollywood

louella parsons'

GOOD NEWS

KATHRYN GRAYSON TALKING:
"The reason I was so insistent in denying all

those ridiculous rumors that I was having a
romance with this man and that one, is that

I am adopting a little girl to be a sister to

my Patty Kate.

"And later this year, I am adopting two
boys!"

Me? I was so surprised when Kathryn told

. me this "in strictest confidence," I nearly fell

over.

Now, don't think for a moment that I am
violating her confidence. She said her plans

would be known just about the time you are

reading this.

"But Kathryn," I sputtered, "why should a
young woman like you set about adopting a
ready-made family when you'll probably

marry again and have children of your own?"
This young lady, who knows her own mind,

laughed, "I'm not so sure about that remarry-

Marlon Brando beat the drums (literally!) for Guys And Dolls!

The party for the cast and crew of Guys And Dolls was just wonderful.

Gary and Rocky Cooper promptly went into a huddle with Marlon, talk-

ing about the places they'd been to in Europe. They're all three travel-bugs.

Sam Goldwyn is crazy about
Marlon—gave him his first

car while Guys was shooting.

Marlon's co-star, Vivian Blaine, brought

husband Manny Frank—and a few weeks

later, announced they were divorcing!

Brando headed for the bongos first chance- he got. He's great

on them—in fact, Modesto Duran, the Cuban drummer, said, "Why
does he want to act? He could make a living on the skins!"
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ing. And I want a full family while I can be
a young mother.

"For some time I've worried about Patty

Kate being an only child. Of course, she has
plenty of cousins. But cousins aren't the same
as brothers and sisters.

"I love big families—and I want my little

girl to share the wonderful days of childhood

with other children around her own age.

"It hasn't been the easiest thing in the

world for me to arrange to adopt children.

I am technically, or legally, a single woman.
But I believe I have been so sincere in my
desire to give a good home to three thildren

who otherwise might not have one, that I

have convinced the authorities that I will be
a good 'mother.

"I was so worried when publicity started

to break that I was dating millionaire Arthur
Cameron—or any other millionaire or poor
man. I met Mr. Cameron once, casually at a

cocktail party. I have not seen him since,

and I've most certainly not dated him at

romantic 'candle-lit, out-of-the-way cafes.'

"All I want from life right now is to have
my family of four children—and to continue

my singing and acting career in good health

and God's blessing."

All I can add is, good for you, Kathryn

—

you're a wonderful and wise woman.

NANCY SINATRA has turned actress!

Frankie's ex-wife and mother of his three

children has never looked as pretty, trim and
slim as she does these days, and for a long
time a lot of people wondered why she didn't

think of a career of her own.
But she turned a deaf ear to all suggestions

until producer William Perlberg (Mrs. Perl-

berg is Nancy's closest friend) offered her
the role of one of the nurses in Magnificent
Devils with Deborah Kerr.

"I don't know yet whether I'm really an
actress," Nancy laughed. "But I won't be
long finding out. We're leaving for location in

the Virgin Islands and while I haven't a big
role, I do have a speaking part and a half

dozen good scenes."

I couldn't help saying, "What's Frankie
thinking about your turning actress? And
the children?"

"Nancy, Jr., Tina and little Frankie think it's

great—and when I mentioned it to their

father, he just smiled and said, 'Well, how
about that?'

"

Oh, yes—in case you fans write in for

Nancy's autograph, she's emoting under the

name of Nancy Stevens
—

"So the initials are
the same on my luggage," she laughs.

ROUGH SEASON FOR REDHEADS!
Susan Hayward started off the run of bad

luck for the titian-haired beauties with the

Jack Benny fiddled ("Love In Bloom"1

) for Noel Coward!

It was a happy reunion for Greer Garson
and Noel Coward {friends from England)
when they met at the lawn party for Noel.

I do think there's a new dignity about Charl-
ton Heston since he played Moses in Ten Com-
mandments

—

or maybe it's just fatherhood!

Two of the nicest couples, the Van Heflins and the Ronald Reagans, spent most of the after-
noon together. The party, given by Frank Sennes, lasted all afternoon and evening and no one left

early—not even Noel, who had to leave the next day for Las Vegas to open at The Desert Inn.

And here's Jack—fiddling. The hired quartet
played Coward tunes until Jack walked in.

Then—"Love In Bloom"—so he joined them!

i 11



LOUELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood At Brown's Hotel—without Dean—Jerry

I'd like to spank—
DEAN AND JERRY

What's with these boys?

Does Sears fight with Roebuck? Does Hormel hate ham?
That's how serious and ridiculous these headlined bat-

tles between Martin and Lewis are becoming. As a team,

they have a potential earning power of $100,000,000 over

the next ten years. They are one of the greatest comedy

teams ever to come along in show business.

So what do they do? They permit petty jealousies, plus

some bad advice from their separate bootlickers, to bring

them to the verge of an open split!

Dean says that Jerry made him "the heavy" by appear-

ing solo at the Catskill preview of their new comedy,

You're Never Too Young. The gossip was that Jerry, who
started as a bus boy at Brown's Hotel there, was scheduled

to get the entire spotlight.

Yet, there are many times in the past when Jerry has

been "the heavy," resenting some extra honor, or added

footage, coming Dean's way.
The sad part of all this is that the public is becoming

disillusioned. It is hard to laugh at two clowns whom you

know (from the morning newspapers) dislike one another.

I say make up, boys—it's later than you think! In bus boy jacket, Jerry cleared tables—spilling the soup!

Judy Garland made the Irek to Las Vegas to catch Mickey Rooney's act at the Riviera.

And were they glad to see each other again! I remember when they were playing teen-

agers, co-starring in Girl Crazy and so many other musicals in the thirties and forties.

Guy Madison and his darling Sheila call their daughter

"Wee Belle Hickok"—after guess who. Her real name

is Bridget Catherine. This is her first picture, by the way.
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laughed it up, but on the last evening, with real emotion, he thanked the press "for not asking about Dean"

"This," he said, "is every bus boy's dream!" And he dumped a tray of dishes! Then he broke into mock sobs, swept it all up—and paid damages.

overdose-of-sleeping-pills unhappiness.

Then Will Price brought the most sensa-
tional charges against his former wife,

Maureen O'Hara, charging that she is not a
fit person to bring up their eleven-year-old

daughter, Bronwyn, and asking for full cus-

tody of the little girl. This, heartbroken
Maureen heatedly denied, but I'm afraid
there's a long, bitter and messy fight ahead.
The third redhead, Rhonda Fleming, hit

the headlines when she gave out an inter-

view saying that she was asked to take a
nude swim in a movie she made in Italy and
also that she was so disgusted she walked
off the set on one occasion.

This was when scenes were shot of semi-
clad men and women making love around a
Roman banquet table.

So irked were the Italian producers that
they threatened suit against Rhonda unless
she retracted her statements.

"I'm not taking back a thing!" snapped
Miss Fleming who does not have that red
hair for nothing, apparently.

SELDOM HAS A STAR returned to

Hollywood more triumphantly than Deborah
Kerr in her hit play. Tea And Sympathy. Her
opening night was really a big event in movie
circles.

Frank Sinatra, who was with Deborah in
From Here To Eternity, was the first on his

feet calling "Bravo" when she took her cur-

tain calls.

Later, at the beautiful after-the-theatre sup-

per party given for Deborah and Tony Bart-

ley by Bert Allenberg at Romanoff's, I saw
Jean Simmons (in black, very chic but hot
for such a warm night); Yul Brynner, the
William Perlbergs (he's Deborah's next pro-

ducer in the first film she's made in ages.
Magnificent Devils); Donna Reed, in sheer,

cool-looking green chiffon, and Virginia Grey
living up to her name in an off-the-shoulder

grey linen trimmed with pearls.

DICK HAYMES was a smash during
his $15,000-per-week singing engagement at

the Dunes in Las Vegas, and everyone is glad
for him that he and the Immigration Authori-
ties have temporarily ceased fire.

But everyone wondered why he persistent-

ly introduced the beaming, happy beauty who
sat ringside each night, only as "Mrs. Dick
Haymes."

A FRIEND OF MINE asked Robert
Taylor's press agent for an interview with
Bob about his feelings on becoming a father
for the first time.

"Oh, he can't do that," the p.a. said sur-

prisingly. "If he talks to you about the baby
he'll have to talk to everyone."
And, why not? Is that bad?
I'm sure there's nothing in the world Bob

would rather talk about than the bouncing
(really—seven pounds, eight ounces) baby
boy named Terence born to him and Ursula
Thiess, June 18th, just one day before Father's
Day!

Bob has been such a devoted father to

Ursula's two children, a boy and a girl, by
a previous marriage. And, knowing him—

I

know he is bustin' his buttons with pride

over a son of his own.
Certainly, even his press agent can't really

believe that becoming the father of a son
would make Bob less attractive to his army
of swooning femme fans.

Any such idea is old hat, dating back to

the days when Francis X. Bushman kept his

family of seven a big secret.

LADY JOURNALISTS, homegrown
and imported, seem to be picking off all our
top male stars.

Tyrone Power is the latest to fall for a
honey from the press—pretty Mary Roblee,
who writes articles for one of our leading
style magazines. They met when Mary went
to interview him in New York while he was
doing The Dark Is Light Enough, and when
Ty went to London for a short vacation, who
should pop up there, too, but—you guessed
it—Miss Roblee.

Bing Crosby played host to the cutest bit

of writing femininity you ever saw. Ghislain

du Bossay, when the Paris fashion magazine
scribe made a flying trip to Hollywood. Ghis-
lain used to be a model in gay Paree before
she turned writer. (She looks something like

a French June Allyson.) Methinks Bing likes

her very much! What do you bet the real

reason for his trip to Paris turns out to be
Ghislain? Si bon!
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LOUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood

Margaret O'Brien looked radiant when she got her high school diploma

from University High. And the day after she graduated, 18-year-old

Maggie went out and posed for her first cheesecake! (Very cute, too!)

The Crosbys certainly keep success in the family. Bob's

daughter Cathy and Bing's son Gary rehearsed together for

Bob's tv show. Cathy just returned from school abroad.

Joan Collins (didn't I tell you you'd be seeing more of her?) came

to the preview of Land Of The Pharaohs with Sidney Chaplin, who's

also in it. They date quite steadily now that Joan is getting a divorce.

14
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Veronique Passctni has Gregory Peck com-
pletely under control, to the point where
everyone is convinced that they will marry
when he is free. As you know, Veronique is

a former reporter on a French weekly news
magazine.

If this weren't enough, Anne Buydens
(another fair press woman from France)
and Kirk Douglas are already expecting!

Girls, if you want to marry a movie star,

seems you have to be a newspaper woman!

THE HEIGHT OF BAD TASTE: The
sign in the window in a Paris art store

exhibiting an oil painting of Josanne Berenger
(supposed fiancee of Marlon Brando) loung-
ing on a scarlet couch in the nude. The sign
reads: Will Marlon Buy?

METHINKS MARISA PAVAN (Pier
Angeli's twin) and good-looking Richard
Egan (this boy is zooming to the top in 20th

pictures) are far more serious than they're

letting on.

Several times in the past, Dick has been
rumored romantically involved. But he is

very religious and many of his so-called

past "loves" have been divorced or not of

his faith.

But, Marisa is of his same religion, she
has never been married, and—well, we'll
wait and see if these two don't mean it.

YOU'LL NEVER get me to think Ann
Blyth was exaggerating one bit when she
said she hoped she and Dr. Jim (McNulty)
had ten children.

While they still have a way to go, the
McNultys are expecting Baby Number Two
early in '56 and Kismet is the last picture
lovely Ann will make until after the little

stranger makes his (her?) debut.
I said when Ann and Jim were married

and I'll say again, if there are any couples
more devoted and happily married than the
McNulty's, they're blessed, indeed.

I'M JUST SETTLING DOWN from
that most fantastic trip to Istanbul, the Holy
Land, Cairo, Rome and Madrid which started
out with the junket to Istanbul for the open-
ing of the Istanbul-Hilton Hotel and continued
as my long-needed vacation.

First, I want to tell you Modern Screen:
fans, and editor Chuck Saxon, something
reaUy thrilling. Imagine my surprise to see

sion hospital at South Rinslip, England

DON'T CRY, TERRY—
Everybody's looking

Believe me. there's nobody who can get into more jams
innocently or intentionally, than Terry Moore—a gal
who. with many other Hollywood celebrities, made a trip
to Istanbul on the junket for the opening of the Istanbul-
Hilton Hotel.

Who steals all the headlines? Our girl, Terry.
The first thing that happens is that she gets herself pho-

tographed in a gorgeous Balmcrin gown—but with so much
of her—er, Jimbs—exposed that she bursts into tears when
the picture is printed. (Couldn't she feel a draft???)
The second incident ta feature Miss Terry is that she sips

a bit of punch that has been spiked with something strong-
er than grapejuice. "I'm a Mormon! I thought I could trust
these Moslems!" wails Terry—in, a feature story, of course.
The third attention-getting antic on the part of Miss

Moore was posing for pictures in the bath of a Sultan—
fully clothed—(Terry, not the Sultan) which is considered
bad taste by the Turks.

But let me say again, for a girl who can't win—she sure
gets all the pubUcity!
With all her public weeping it's my private opinion that

Terry may have also done a little weeping over the fact
that her favorite boyfriend (before she left Hollywood)
Nicky Hilton, seemed to be finding Mona Freeman mosf
attractive.



LOUELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood

the letter box
CAROLINA WEIR, DETROIT,

aski: "I understand Ruth Etting

is still alive. What does she think

of Doris Day's portrayal of her in

Love Me Or Leave Me?" So far as

I know, Carolina, Ruth has made

no public comment. But she was

well paid for the story rights, as

was Moe, the Gimp, by MGM.

"Is it true that Janet Leigh is a

much more mature person than

Tony Curtis and that his boyish

fads and hobbies get her down?"

is the surprising query from mrs.

RORERT DENNIS, FORT WORTH.
I've never heard Janet say any

such thing, Mrs. D. But aren't

most wives a bit more mature and

understanding than men who
often can be "little boys" even

after they become good husbands?

From san Bernardino,
CALIFORNIA, TONY O'BRIEN,

writes: "I saw 'sneak' of Not As

A Stranger and Frank Sinatra

steals it!" Take a bow, Frankie.

"Do you have any favorites

among glamour girls?" vivian

mctavish wants to know. I

wouldn't tell if I did, honey chile.

"I say Joan Crawford was a star

before Barbara Stanwyck. My
friend says vice versa," queries

"dolly" of dayton. I believe

Barbara was a star before Joan,

Dolly, although they started in

Hollywood around the same time.

"No wonder Mario Lanza has

his discouraged moments, what

with columnists 'betting' he never

finishes Serenade at Warners (not

I.') and most people seemingly

holding a downbeat thought about

him," maria thorndike ex-

plodes via airmail from Phila-

delphia, "If Mario can just

realize that many of us are hold-

ing constructive thoughts about

him, he'll be all right!" Mario,

attention

!
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Poor Little Liz. She started to do some glamour photos on the set of Giant—and her feet kicked

up a fuss! So down plopped Miss Taylor, like any hard-working girlr-and got caught most

ungUmorously. But it's not so bad—having Rock Hudson massage your feet, hey, gtrlsf

Modern Screen prominently displayed on

newsstands in both Istanbul and Beirut!

When I was interviewed by newspapermen

in both spots, they said to me, "We know

you quite well. Miss Parsons, through your

articles in Modern Screen!" Pretty nice?

As you know—a gay group of us planed

out of New York in early June, the party in-

cluding Irene Dunne, Mona Freeman, Diana

Lynn, Merle Oberon, Jinx Falkenburg, Sonja

Henie, Ann Miller, Keefe Brasselle, Nicky Hil-

ton and many star newspaper reporters.

Terry Moore joined us. (See full comment on

Terry in this department.)

To report every detail would till this issue

of the magazine, but here are some of the

highlights:

Sonja Henie was our most bejewelled

traveler—although even Sonja gasped at

the magnificent display of gorgeous gems we
saw in the palaces and in the bazaars.

Irene Dunne was like an ambassadoress

everywhere we went. Frankly, Irene and I

were pretty pleased that we learned speeches

in Turkish and spoke our pieces at a press

reception before we left Istanbul.

The hardest worker was Ann Miller. This

girl has the disposition of an angel, nothing

is too much trouble for her. Ann was met

almost everywhere by MGM representatives,

most of whom hauled her away to make

personal appearances with Kiss Me Kate.

very popular over there.

Young Ed Pauley, Jr., son of the oil tycoon,

really flipped for Diana Lynn. So many fans

asked Diana to play the piano, an accom-

plishment she hasn't performed on the screen

in ages! I guess a Turk never forgets!

The wives of the dignitaries seldom took

their eyes off Merle Oberon—that's how well

dressed she was.

From time to time, I'll have more to tell

you about Rome—where I caught up with

Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer—but I'm

saving some good things for next month.

THAT'S ALL FOR NOW. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH!



Warner Bros.

ETE
CELLYS
HUES

WRITTEN BY

RICHARD L. BREEN

STARRING

JANET LEIGH
EDMOND O'BRIEN
PIGGY LEE YOU'LL HEAR THE NEW HIT

PETE KELLY'S BLUES' AND
THE GREAT JAZZ -TUNES

OF THE TIMES!

ALSO STARRING

AnUT UtViliL Ltt IViAKVIN tLLA NTZuERALO ^ CINiemaScoPE st^^o^honicsouno

a MARK VII LTD. production directed by JACK WEBB presented by WARNER BROS
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You're the

to be— but

morsel of

clutches?

There's a

so-called

How to cope with a wolfish stranger?

Konk him Outwii him Get off fhe train

perfect lady you were brought up another male passenger to exchange seats

to Fang Boy you're just another

smooch-bait. How to escape his

(Got a bumbershoot handy?)

simpler way than denting his

brain. Outwit him — by asking

with you. It's a perfect squelch. Fail-proof!

Ever try to outwit calendar problems, too?

You can, by choosing Kotex*, and getting

the safety— the non-fail absorbency you need

for perfect confidence.

To snare a Man of Letters,

should you speak

—

First His language Q With an accent

So you don't know a dribble from a drop

kick, hey? Better start discovering the

sports page, if you want the letter-sweater

lad to get your message. Learn to talk boy

language— about football, basketball, track.

See what an ice breaker it can be. And don't

be a date breaker, at "that" time! Go to the

games in comfort— with Kotex and the

chafe-free softness that holds its shape!

Which does most for your

social rating?

Your gloves High heels Your hat

You'd prove you're part of the "grown up"

world? Wearing a chapeau adds to a gal's

social stature. Forsake the bareheaded or

peasant (babushka) look. A hat's vital to

your outfit— for church, club or school

ceremonies; job hunting, travel. To add

poise on certain days, let Kotex and those

flat pressed ends prevent revealing outlines.

Try all 3 sizes: Regular, Junior, Super.

More women choose KOTEX than all other sanitary napkins

Free booklet I Want hints on dating, etiquette, groom-

ing, fashions? Send for fascinating free booklet "Are

You In The Know?" Gives poise-pointers selected

from "Are You In The Know?" advertisements.

Write P. O. Box 3434, Dept. 1095, Chicago 54, Illinois.

S. PAT. OFF.

inside story

(Continued from page 5)

too busy being fascinating."

—C.L., Akron, Ohio

A. Katharine Hepburn.

Q. Is it true that June Haver has def-

initely retired from the movies?

—D.L., Xavier, Kan.

A. Just about, unless she receives an

offer she can't refuse.

Q. I hear tell that when David Schine

came to Hollywood he had to phone

the Modern Screen office in order to

get Piper Laurie's telephone number. Is

this true? —E.L., New York, N. Y.

A. True.

Q. Is the Franchot Tone-Zsa Zsa Gabor

thing real or publicity?

—Y.G., Chicago, III.

A. A passing fancy for both.

Q. I understand that Bob Stack, one of

the richest and most eligible bachelors

in Hollywood, will soon be married. To

whom? —B.G., San Francisco, Cal.

A. Stack has been keeping company

with Rosemarie Bowe.

Q. Can you give me the full details

of the Rhonda Fleming-Jeff Chandler

friendship? —D.L., Anaheim, Cal.

A. Just friends, that's all.

Q. Is Shelley Winters under the care of

a doctor? —J.R., Asbury Park, N. J.

A. Miss Winters has been in analysis for

two years.

Q. I hear that crooner Johnnie Ray is

publicity-crazy, that he staged those

clothes-tearing pictures in Australia. Is

this rumor true?

—H.D., Detroit, Mich.

A. Ray likes to see his name in the

papers.

<?. Hasn't Jimmy Durante been secretly

married all these years to Margie Little ?

—T.L., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. No.

O. Isn't the Cary Grant-Betsy Drake

marriage tottering?

—G.L., New Orleans, Cal.

A. No.

Q. Is Clark Gable really the highest

paid actor in Hollywood?

—V.L., Newark, N. J.

A. Wo. Gable gets ten per cent of the

gross of his pictures. Gary Cooper, Jim-

my Stewart, Cary Grant and many

others have similar deals.

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY,
Modern Screen, 8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48,

Cal. The most interesting letters will appear in this

column. Sorry, no personal replies.



was Han Suym, the fascinating Eurasian

He was Mark Elliot, the American correspondent...

A love

that defied

5000 years

of tradition I

The price they pay when they come out of their secret garden
and face the world in modern-day Hong Kong — makes this

one of the screen's unforgettahle experiences.

20th Century-Fox captures all the heauty and rapture of
Han Suyin's true best-seller.

William Holden • Jennifer Jones
Love is a Many-Spllendored Thing

THATCHER QNEMaSCOP COLOR tyC DE LUXE
PRODUCED BY DIRECTED BY SCREEN PLAY BY

BUDDY ADLER • HENRY KING • JOHN PATRICK



Amazing

stick deodorant!

\ >

if »

keeps

skin

rand clothes

safe

from
acid-damage!

The remarkable non-acid formula

of Tussy Stick Deodorant stops

odor instantly... without acid

damage to underarms and fabrics!

It's neat-to-use, has convenient

push-up container. Cools hot underarms

as it stops odor with wonder-working

hexachlorophene! Yet, unlike other

deodorants with acid-action,

Tussy's amazing non-acid formula

won't irritate normal skin!

Keeps even the most

delicate fabrics safe from

acid-damage! $1 plus tax
DE000R*

TUSSY
stick deodorant

BY LYLE KENYON ENGEL

music from I iwoo
ALL THE LATEST NEWS ABOUT STARS, DISCS AND D-J'S FROM HOLLYWOOD'S MUSIC WORLD.

In Paramount' s hilarious new Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis comedy

You're Never Too Young, school teacher Diana Lynn tries to explain

about the birds and the bees to Jerry Lewis, who masquerades as an

eleven-year-old boy. "It's hard to explain," Diana begins awkwardly.

"You see—well, some people are born boys and some are born girls."

"I'm glad," Lewis beams. "It works out a lot better for dancing."

There's always something happening at the lot when Martin and Lewis

make a picture. Despite any personal difficulties they may have,

there's a steady stream of gags and kidding between the boys. Dean

Martin recently purchased a new Ford Thunderbird sports car. When

someone asked him how he liked it, he replied, "Oh, it's all right. It

keeps me off the streets." Jerry Lewis standing by cried out: "And

he calls me an idiot." Records in release from this score are: Dean

Martin on Capitol's "Love Is All That Matters" backed with "Simpatico."

Alan Dean on MGM's "Love Is All That Matters." The Mascots on

MGM's label with "Relax-Ay-Voo." Dean Martin and Line Renaud

vocal duo on Capitol's "Relax-Ay-Voo" backed with Dean doing a

single called "I Know Your Mother Loves You." Guy Lombardo on

Decca does "Simpatico."

Benny Goodman had been approached many times by movie com-

panies wanting to film his life story. It wasn't until he saw how

Universal treated the life story of the great Glenn Miller that he con-

sented to having his life re-lived on celluloid. Universal convinced him

that they would portray Mr. American Jazz in the same style accorded

to Miller. On his part, Benny agreed to appear as himself in a special

prologue to the picture and in the final fadeout in the film, in each

case leading a combo. Steve Allen, popular radio and TV personality,

has been signed to play Goodman in the film. Gene Krupa, Teddy

Wilson and others will play themselves. Steve Allen's east on

the NBC-tv Tonight show have much cause for rejoicing, as they get

to spend the summer in sunny California. While their boss is emoting

in front of the cameras, Eydie Gorme, Steve Lawrence and the rest

will be lapping up the surf and the sun. Steve's Coral album "Music

From Tonight" is fast becoming a favorite with mood disc collectors.

The Second Greatest Sex, based on American folklore, is one of

Universal's biggest musicals for the year. It stars Jeanne Crain and

George Nader and has Kitty Kallen, petite brunette recording star, mak-

ing her film debut. Kitty sings four songs in the film—among them the

title song. As a recording star, Kitty sold four million records. Her

biggest record to date, "Little Things Mean A Lot," hit 1,800,000.

Wherever she goes, Kitty takes her six-year-old son Johnny along.

Kitty and her husband Bud Granoff try to make a home-away-from-

home for Johnny, who seems likely to wind up in show business. He's

already broken into Kitty's theatre appearances. He comes strutting

on-stage when Mom sings "When The Saints Come Marching In." He

takes this so seriously that once when time ran short and this bit, had

to be cut out, Johnny pouted for a full day.

For the first time in his career. Bob Hope is playing somebody other

than himself in his latest Paramount movie, The Seven Little Foys.

What's more, he's happy about it. The comedian is playing Eddie Foy,

the famed late vaudevillian. It's Hope's first biographical role and he's

as faithful to the character as possible. "Bob sings, dances, talks and

even looks like the old man," explains Charley Foy, technical adviser

and one of the original seven little Foys. "He does such a good job that

I get goose pimples whenever I see any part of the picture." Hope said

"I agreed to do the film on the condition that I be Foy and not Hope.

I really act for the first time in my life. I never worried about character-

ization in my past pictures but I do in this one." RCA Victor will

release a sound-track album of the entire picture. Woody Herman does

the "Love Theme From The Seven Little (Continued on page 79)



in 5 extra seconds set pin-curls
that last twice as long!

you soft, shining pin-curls that last for days

!

New 'Satin-Set' keeps hair in place,

too, without lacquer. . . lets you renew waves

with a damp comb ! It's good to hair (even

little girls' curls) because it contains Lano-

lite! Do buy 'Satin-Set' today!

Generous Size l35*
Economy Size 200

*

iplua tax IT' O TUC
SATIN-SET

IT'S THE ONE AND ONLY PIN-CURL SPRAY-SET!
© 19 59, REVLON PRODUCTS CORP. 21



...yet even in her terror

every fiber of her being

cried out for his love!

JOAN CRAWFORD

JEFFOlUDIIR

'S3;

CO STABBING JAN STERLING
CECIL KELLAWAY • CHARLES DRAKE - JUDITH EVELYN • NATALIE SCHAFER

JOSEPH PEVNEY • Screenplay by ROBERT HILL and RICHARD ALAN SIMMONS • Produced by ALBERT ZUGSMITH

TV TALK
Hal March has finally hit the big time

—

and the big money—in TV. As you know, after

a few seasons of doing The Soldiers in short

spots with Tom D'Andrea, he got the coveted

co-star role with Imogene Coca on her new

show. The show itself was not an unqualified

success, but Hal was. His acting was so good

that, on the strength of it, he won the m.c. job

on The $64,000 Question—a little assignment

that grosses him more than twice $64,000 a

year! . . . Steve Allen has a cute gimmick

on his matchbook covers: His name is printed

on one side; on the other there's an eye chart

just like the ones in doctors' offices. It's

appropriate for Steve, too; he isn't kidding

when he says he can't see without his glasses.

. . . I Love Lucy has done more than amuse

millions of Americans, make millions for

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, and save the

Arnaz marriage (it was on the rocks before

they started working on tv together). It has

also made a new woman of Vivian Vance.

After many years of suffering from a feeling

of deep insecurity, she is now a happy woman.

For the first time in her life she feels secure

and she'd be happy to keep on playing Ethel

Mertz forever. She has not one iota of desire

to branch out and star in a show of her own.

She loves the fact that she has no responsibili-

ties on Lucy; that, to her, is the perfect set-

up. Plus the fact, of course, that she and Lucy

couldn't be more compatible or have more

fun together—on the set and at their homes.

. . . Buff Cobb and Mike Wallace have split

up as a business team since their mar-

riage went on the rocks, but both of them

are just as active as ever. Buff, to some

people's surprise, is acting very, much like the

business woman these days. She's formed a

film-producing corporation to make a tv series

based on one of the characters created by her

grandfather, Irvin S. Cobb. Mike, whose

interest in the theatre grows every day, is

busy getting ready to produce a play in the

fall. He acquitted himself very nicely, you

know, last year when he played the romantic

lead in Reclining Figure (produced by Arlene

Francis's husband). Now he'll try being the

boss of a big Broadway production. Dorothy

Kilgollen's husband Dick Kollmar did it suc-

cessfully with Plain And Fancy this year; may-

be Mike can, too . . . Did you notice, before it

left the air, how My Favorite Husband wasn't

as charming as it used to be? Or was it just

our imagination, knowing as we did that Joan

Caulfield and Barry Nelson were at sword's

point all the time? . . . Can you think

of a more unlikely combination than Audrey

Meadows and Phil Silvers? Yet they're great

friends . . . Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer,

by the way, are spending part of the summer

entertaining Mel's two children by his second

wife . . . Jinx Falkenburg and Faye Emerson

are doing fine with their respective weight

problems. Jinx, you know, had gotten so thin

and wan. She's blooming again—never looked

lovelier. Faye, on the other hand, had gained

so much weight that people who saw her on

the street weren't always sure it was Fayesie.

In preparation for her fall play, however, she

really' went on a diet—no easy chore for Faye

—and the results are encouraging. She and

Skitch Henderson have sold their Connecticut

house and their small New York apartment

and exchanged them for one city town house.

The living room is most dramatic—severe black

and white, with a huge picture by Salvador

Dali over the couch.



. . .You won't hide your Towle under a bushel

IT'S made to be used. The New England crafts-
men who create Towle Sterling make it to be practical
as well as beautiful. They bring to Towle a host of lit-
tle refinements in design-of extra steps in manufac-
turing-all aimed at giving you sterling that needs no
pampering-that will make every meal a festive oc-

i CANDLELIGHT TOWLES SOUTHWIND TOWLE'S MADEIRA

casion-yet will bring to festive occasions a richer,
warmer, distinctively sterling glow that is Towle's
alone. There is a fine store near you where you can
see first hand some of the many Towle Touches that
distinguish this fine sterling. 6-piece place settings
are priced from $29.75.

(CUTAWAY OF TOWLE'S OLD MASTER KNIFE HANDLE)

The
Two practical Towle Touches on fork
tines make washing-, cleaning easier.
(A.) A tiny notch between tines on
most Towle forks reduces surface of
that hard-to-clean area at tine base.
(B.) Extra hand polishing inside of
tines creates ultra-smooth surface
to which food can't cling.

Another Towle Touch that makes your
Towle Sterling more usable. Towle uses
solid metal (not cement or rosin) to
seal knife blade to handle permanently,
the best way to insure you against
loose blades, rattles in the handle. And,
of course, Towle knives are watertight,
airtight, sanitary.

Towle Touch
. . means sterling craftsmanship at

its best... a direct heritage of silver-
smithing that dates from 1690. The
Toivle Silversmiths, Newburyport,
Massachusetts.
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"V^en you live out

of a suitcase..*

take Tampax along

Whether you're an all-Summer traveler,

a week-end wanderer or a two-weeks-

vacation girl, always tuck Tampax in your

suitcase. It takes up so little space and

does so much for you! Instead of adding

to the nuisance of "those days" with a

belt and 2 pins and a pad, you wear cool,

comfortable, internal protection that

won't chafe, won't irritate, won't
'

' show.

As a guest and as a woman, you're

much more at ease with Tampax ... no

disposal problems, you know. Then, too,

you feel daintier, more fastidious, more

your own charming self with Tampax . . .

it positively prevents odor from forming!

When you're meeting new people, mak-

ing new friends, isn't that important?

Best of all, you can go swimming

while wearing Tampax ... it never has a

telltale outline under a wet or dry bath-

ing suit. (You can also wear Tampax in

your tub or shower; it's completely pro-

tective.) Tampax really can help make it

a wonderful Summer for you ... get

your supply now at any drug or notion

counter. Choice of 3 absorbency-sizes:

Regular, Super, Junior. Economy size

gives average 4-months' supply. Tampax

Incorporated, Palmer, Mass

w

NEW MOVIES

FOR SHIVERS
To Hell And Back
The Scarlet Coat
The Night Holds Terror

Female On The Beach

FOR LAUGHS
My Sister Eileen

The Seven Year Itch

Private War Of Major Benson
Special Delivery

FOR SPECTACLE
Land of the Pharaohs

FOR LOVE
Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing

Soldier Of Fortune

Invented by a doctor—
now used by millions of women

^PICTURE OF THE MONTH: Ruth and her sister Eileen are assured by a Greenwich Village

landlord that "the proper atmosphere (for arty career girls) is absolutely, positively necessary."

MY SISTER EILEEN

A merry, mirthful musical

B If it isn't the best musical of the year, show me an-

other. My Sister Eileen is sheer delight from the

moment Betty Garrett and Janet Leigh (Eileen) stum-

ble into a Greenwich Village basement apartment all

set to conquer New York, to the moment they conquer

a couple of men. And the choreography is terrific

(especially in a dance number Robert Fosse and

Tommy Rail do out in the alley of a Broadway thea-

tre). To get back to the script. Janet's the beauty:

Betty's the wit. Janet impresses almost everyone

(male). Betty knows it, feels it but is too nice to come

right out and resent it. Anyway, she wants to be a

writer and there's a dashing young editor (Jack

Lemmon) of an even more dashing magazine who

seems interested, although he also seems interested

in luring such budding writers to his dashing apart-

ment. Many odd and delightful characters involve

themselves in the girls' lives, including Kurt Kasznar

(the landlord), Richard York (unemployed wrestler)

and Lucy Marlow (his girl). At one point, what seems

like the entire Brazilian navy chases Betty all the way
from dockside into her apartment and there performs

a spirited Conga. A lot of daffy things happen in this

film, which was originally a book, then a straight

comedy, and most recently a musical hit on Broad-

way. It has never lost its charm, and this Technicolor

version just bubbles. CinemaScope—Col.

TO HELL AND BACK
Saga of a war hero

As you probably know, Audie Murphy is the most

decorated soldier in the whole history of America. He
was eighteen and weighed 112 pounds when he joined

the army. A couple of years later (194S) he was dis-

charged, twenty-four decorations weighing, him down.

With typical modesty he has always claimed that those

decorations belong to Company B, 15th Infantry Regi-

ment, Third Division, Seventh Army, the unit in

which he served during the war. To Hell And Back,

Audie's autobiography, tells of those men and traces

Audie's career from his childhood days in Texas to

his incredible feats of bravery on the battlefield. "It's

a lousy book," Audie once said, "because it was a

lousy war." Nevertheless, the movie, like the book, is

an exciting experience. It is also a magnificent tribute

to Audie, who truly deserves it. From North Africa

to Sicily, to Naples, Anzio and southern France,

Audie was an astonishing and heroic figure, loved by

and loving his buddies (some of whom are played by

Marshall Thompson, Charles Drake, Jack Kelly,

Richard Castle). To Hell And Back shows the stuff

this hero's made of. CinemaScope—U.I.

THE SCARLET COAT
Dashing early American history

For anyone who isn't exactly sure what made Bene-

dict Arnold a traitor here is a movie that will set you

straight. Benedict Arnold came recommended by

General George Washington himself, but he rubbed

shoulders with so many gentlemanly Englishmen he

switched horses in mid-stream, or loyalties in mid-

battle. Here's his whole command (American) up

around the Hudson River, pitifully struggling to hold

back the British, and there's General Arnold sending

coded messages, riders, flares and what not to as

many redcoats as he can contact. If it weren't for

Cornel Wilde we might have lost the whole darn war

!

Wilde's so clever he convinces redcoat Major Andre
(Continued on page 74)



These hands went through a revealing experiment. They were both soaked in detergents but only the
right hand was treated with Jergens Lotion. Look at the difference! This is an unretouched photograph.

Here's Proof: Jergens Lotion stops'Detergent Hands"

A national research laboratory* proves

Jergens Lotion more effective than

any other lotion tested for stopping

detergent damage.

Even if you use detergents every day, your
hands can be soft and pretty. 447 women
recently proved it!

Under supervision they soaked both
hands in a popular everyday detergent,

three times a day. After each soaking,

Jergens was smoothed on right hands alone.

In 3 or 4 days the difference was un-

mistakable. Untreated hands were rough-
ened and reddened; in extreme cases, even

Jergens Lotion

raw-looking. Hands treated with Jergens
Lotion were beautifully smooth and soft!

The women were delighted to find such
a pleasant, easy way to guard against

"Detergent Hands." Of all the lotions

tested this way, not one other proved as

effective as Jergens Lotion. And Jergens

is never sticky or greasy!

This wonderful hand care has been
steadily improved for 50 years. It keeps
your hands smooth in all weather, even if

they're constantly in and out of water.

Buy Jergens today. It's heavier and
creamier with a pleasing new fragrance.

It still costs only 10«S to $1.00, plus tax.

positively stops "Detergent Hands"
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Lustre-Creme

Shampoo...

Never

Cream or Lotion

Yes, Ann Blyth uses Lustre-Creme

Shampoo. It's the favorite of 4 out

of 5 top Hollywood movie stars!

It never dries your hair! Lustre-

Creme Shampoo is blessed with

lanolin . . . foams into rich lather,

even in hardest water . . . leaves

hair so easy to manage.

It beautifies! For soft, bright, fra-

grantly clean hair—without special

after-rinses—choose the shampoo of

America's most glamorous women.

Use the favorite of Hollywood movie

stars—Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

co-starring m THE KING'S THIEF

An M-G-M Production.

In CinemaScope. In Color.



Do you remember the year 1946 in Atlantic City?

You told the manager of Club 500 that you had
a friend who was a singer, also a riot. He said he'd

give you a chance and you and your friend stayed

up till dawn putting an act together. By showtime
you'd thrown the script away; you didn't need it. From
midnight to 6 a.m. everybody in the place got sick

from laughing and by morning you and Dean
were a team. Pretty soon you were one of the greatest

teams in the history of show business. Do you
remember how it felt back then. . . . ? It wasn't only

money, it wasn't only fantastic success that had
you spinning, it was something you'd been looking

for all your life with the part of you that had
nothing to do with show business. You've said it

yourself many times. "Dean's like my brother. He's

all the friends I never had when I was young . .
."

Jerry, do you remember 1952 in Minneapolis?
You hit the floor the wrong way in one of your
acrobatic bits and they rushed you to a hospital. The
theatre manager decided to close shop for the night,

but Dean said he'd go on, sing a few songs. He
got a big hand when he stepped into the spotlight, but
halfway through the song his voice broke. There
were tears in his eyes as he ran off stage. Did anyone
ever tell you the way he cried when the doctor said

you'd be okay. . . ? Maybe no one had to tell you.

"I know Dean so well," you used to say, "I can see

him coming three blocks off, and can tell if he's feeling

lousy by the way he walks." What was important

enough to break up a team like that? Maybe you
don't want to face it; maybe you both figure you can
make millions without each other, maybe you
can. But don't kid yourself into thinking you'll have
that special glow alone. And don't think it's only

laughs that fill a theatre. There are people who
roared at you and Dean who wouldn't crack a smile

at the same lines coming from two other guys. You
put something into those lines that no gagwriter

could ever dream up; you put in yourselves and the

delight you felt in clowning together. You had
the rarest thing in the entertainment world—

a

friendship that didn't depend on the box-office take,

and everybody knew it. Now you're fighting like

a couple of prima donnas. In the old days you used
to laugh when Dean headed for the golf course.

"If he's happy, I'm happy," you said. In the old days

you'd threaten to walk out on a movie if Dean
didn't like his part. You never had to walk out,

because nobodv ignores that kind of lovalty.

Make trouble with anybody else and it doesn't

really matter. Turn against each other and every

single one of your millions of fans feels betrayed.

They don't want you slick, Jerry; they don't want you
perfect; they don't even mind if you take a vacation.

They just want you and Dean together. That's

the only charm that works. We're not trying to fix

the blame on you, Jerry, not by a long shot. But
maybe we think you're the one who can heal the

breach if you want to.

Can't you try? Can't a couple of guys who were
so close for so long go out of their way to find

what they lost? Jerry, do you remember when you
said, "If anyone hurts my partner, he's my enemy?"
Don't be your own worst enemy now. Nothing is

bigger than the warmth you and Dean brought into

every home in the country. Nothing should

be allowed to take that warmth away.

EDITOB
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BY ALICE FINLETTER

ICE-COLD

KELLY
has she got a heart ?

Can Grace warm up? Her closest friends don't know.

The most significant twist to the Kelly-Aumont romance

is Hollywood's skepticism. People took a "we'll see"

attitude as soon as the story broke. Not that they

doubted Aumont's persuasiveness and charm. Not that they

considered the affair a press agent's dream. Put bluntly,

their question was—can Grace Kelly love any man?
It looks as though Grace is trapped in her own

legend. She's been billed as unapproachable, reserved,

self-controlled, to the point where everyone believes

she just couldn't break down and be human. Or could she?

Self-appointed experts on Kelly can marshal evidence

on both sides of the question. With no malice

intended either. Everybody hopes Grace can warm
up—to Aumont or some other man. Her friends feel

it's high time she let herself behave like a woman
as well as a lady.

Certainly the photographs of Grace on her Paris

holiday with Jean-Pierre document a new and very warm
Kelly, radiant, pliant, in love. She looked like any
woman who's been flattered, courted and charmed.

Adulation is no new experience for Grace. She's

had tons of it in the last two years. Sought after

for photographs, personal appearances, films, endorse-

ments. Rewarded by Hollywood's highest honor

—

the Oscar. The Kelly Look has become a national byword.
The Kelly face has been imitated, unsuccessfully, by
young hopefuls. The Kelly comments, infrequent though
they are, make news. But this was different.

Jean-Pierre treated Grace like a woman. And so she

behaved like one. Besides—and this is important

—

it was only an interlude.

The door to freedom, a freedom she craves, was still

open. She was going home in a few days. This was
only a whirl, an escape if you will, an emotional binge.

Champagne, the perfumed Paris night, the magical cit'

of lovers, the romantic Aumont, conspired,

not to turn Grace's head but to open her heart. And
for the moment they succeeded. But when Grace
got off the plane in America again (Continued on page 80)

IN PARIS Grace said goodbye to Jean-Pierre,
left without answering his gentlfc, almost pathetic,
"I do not know if the feeling is reciprocal."





This story may shock

you. It shocked us.

But it is the truth —

the truth about the

June Allyson who is

tragically incapable of

living with herself

The Powell marriage is in bad trouble. Don't let anyone tell

you otherwise—not that they're likely to. Around Hollywood

everyone is talking about it. The people who, a few years ago,

were claiming that the Powell home was Paradise and Junie the

Angel-in-residence, are now the first to voice the gossip and the

rumors—in private and in print.

But the real story of this marriage-gone-awry is not a vicious

one. It is instead one of Hollywood's real tragedies—the story of

a girl who has had to learn—painfully—how to live with fame

and wealth and servants, with responsibility and obligations

—

and somewhere along the way lost the ability to live with herself

and to mature as a wife.

Go back a ways. Ten years ago, in August, 1945, June and Dick

were married—to the accompaniment of the usual dire predic-

tions. June's too young for Dick, they were saying. Not only is

there an age difference, but she's immature even for her years.

Certainly she won't be able to adjust to a man of forty, set in his

ways. They have no interests in common. And there'll be clashes

in their careers.

At first it looked as if they were wrong. It was just these

disparities that kept the marriage happy. June, young and des-

perately insecure, clung to Dick as she might have to a father.

He made the decisions, she followed his lead. The more his famous

friends frightened June, the more she relied on Dick. He in turn

seemed content with the arrangement. (Continued on page 92)

by WILLIAM BARBOUB





relax, Bernie-

Seven years ago they said he couldn't last— the kid from Hell's

Kitchen who didn't even know how to go Hollywood / by Imogene Collins

' At the Sands Hotel, a gay and gaudy Las Vegas establishment, there is a swimming
pool, as there is at every other Las Vegas hotel. On this particular day, a young
couple lay soaking up the sun by the side of the Sands' pool. The girl, blonde and
curvesome, was stretched on a lounge and the young man was flat on his back on
a bright orange pad that accentuated the deep tan of his body.

Janet opened one eye and looked down at her husband. "What's so wonderful?"
she said. "You look like the Cheshire cat."

Tony patted his chest contentedly and sighed. "I can purr, too. Want to hear
me?"
He sat up then. "You know something? This is the first real vacation we've

had since we were married."
"It's the first vacation you've had in seven years," said Janet.
Seven years, mused Tony. It seemed now as though he'd been in Hollywood

all his life. New York and the poverty and the slums and die dirty snow and sultry
nights and then the war—all of it seemed so far away now.

"I'm glad I didn't stay there," he said out loud. (Continued on page 82 )
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Stewart Granger

was four months and

6000 miles away

from home when the word came

and he knew

his girl needed his special

looking after.

FIVE DAYS FOR JEAN

Joan and Jimmy are

home together at last.

They'll go on picture-

making junkets together

but most of their

time will be spent at

their own hearthside,

or roaming their own

land together,

catching up on the

things they love

—

books, pets, cooking

and each other.

"The first problem," said Stewart

Granger as he embraced his wife tenderly,

"the first problem is to pork

you up a bit."

Through the four months he had

been away in Pakistan this huge

man who frets and buzzes and busies

himself caring for his girl (whenever

his travels permit) had been worried

about Jean. (And she enjoys every

minute of his concern.) What he had

anticipated had happened—her

assignment in Guys And Dolls, which

required her to sing as well as act

in such heady company as Marlon

Brando, Frank Sinatra and Vivian

Blaine, was taking too much out of her.

In London, where the last scenes of

Bhowani Junction were being filmed,

Jimmy (Stewart's real name) had

heard she was ill. Jean was losing weight,

missing her sleep and eating poorly.

Mr. G. begged for five days leave and

now he was home to put things in order.

Jean ate better, all right. Jimmy took

charge of the kitchen—his favorite

domain—right away. He is, by the way,

one of the greater chefs of the century.

Jean rested better, too.

Jimmy not only played nurse at home

—

he went to the studio with her

every day to make sure that she didn't

overwork. Which must have pleased Mr.

Goldwyn's production staff no end.

There was another reason for his wanting

to go to the studio as well. When the two

of them had discussed her chance to play

in Guys And Dolls, he had been worried

about the wish (Continued on page 94)





She wasn't always such a gay one.

Let
me

Belong



when Sheree North hungered for only one thing

—

to be wanted / by Ida Zeitlin

Say
sheheit north and you see the exuberant elf

who broke into glory on Bing's TV show. You see

the wisecracking babe who, via 20th Century-Fox,

has made herself very, very popular since. You
see her aglow with life and mischief and probably think

what fun to be gay Sheree North, breezing your way star-

ward from the first. Which goes to show how deceptive

appearances are. Through twenty of her twenty-two years,

it was no fun at all to be Sheree North or Dawn Bethel

(her real name) or Cookie or Bubbles or any of the dozen
handles she tried out, hoping to establish a new identity. It

was nothing but a long, blind, lonely, often despairing

quest for emotional security.

"I always felt like the wrong kid," says Sheree, "rejected

and cast out. I always hungered to be somebody else, almost

anyone else, so long as it wasn't me."
Close-up she's not the character she plays. The platinum

top's dyed. She'd rather keep it dark but bows to the gentle-

men who prefer blondes. The hazel eyes hold sadness. The
lines of the face are soft, the voice is low. There's nothing
brassy about her. While her command of English may in-

clude jive, it doesn't stop there. She talks like a person who
thinks.

"The change that came in me wasn't due to success. Nor
to money nor a man. All three can make life pleasanter. Or,
with all three, you earr be as unhappy and tost as I used
to be. There's just one place where you can find security,

and that's within yourself."

Dancing's a profession with her, not a way of life. Eight
years ago she tagged herself a flop. "I've danced enough. If

you can't make the grade at fourteen, you might as well
quit." Three years ago she was all set to turn in her taps for

a typewriter. When they kinescoped the Crosby program,
she and her sister Janet watched for a minute. "Ech!"
shrugged Sheree, flicked the knob and went back to the
more engrossing project of building an upside-down pine-
apple cake. Ambition never drove her. The cry of her heart,
if she could have given it expression, was, "Let me belong."

She had it rough. Her father walked out before she was
born. They were on relief, eked out by what her harassed
mother could earn. Grandmother's hands were full with
the cooking and housework. The kids took care of them-
selves as best they could. Close in age and feeling, Janet
and Don, her half-brother and sister, got some moral sup-
port from each other. Sheree was the fifth wheel who didn't
speak their language nor play their games. They were old
enough to look on her as a nuisance but too young to be
aware of her need for them. Besides, they were out fighting
their own battles.

The sense of not belonging came into cruel focus the

day she matriculated at kindergarten. There she faced an
array of scrubbed and shiny children, dolled up for the
occasion. She also faced a battery of critical eyes, which
appraised the holes in her stockings, her unkempt hair, the
patched and tacky dress—a hand-me-down from a hand-
me-down of Janets. She saw that every girl wore a ribbon
in her hair, and would have given her right arm for a
ribbon. At home they had no nickels to spare for ribbons.
At home they had no time to see whether you took a bath
or not, so naturally you didn't. Up to then it hadn't mat-
tered. Now it did. She felt the wave of disapproval surging
toward her and cringed under it. She felt ugly and dirty
and alone. She felt that a wall had gone up, with all the
rest on one side and her on the other—an experience
repeated over and over until it bit deep.
The neighborhood where they lived wasn't well-to-do.

Some families fared better, some worse. But the other kids
had fathers. Unlike Sheree's mother, theirs could stay at

home, concentrate on the youngsters, do much with little.

In addition, Sheree was a highly sensitive child. With a
thicker skin and more aggressiveness, she might have defied
her peers and thus won their respect. Instead, their hos-
tility cowed her. Realizing their power, they'd abuse it,

mocking her openly or behind their hands. Taunted at

length beyond endurance, she'd cry out. Kids are kids and
don't know when they're being brutal. Grownups are sup-
posed to be endowed with more sense. But one teacher of
Sheree's must have had problems of her own. She seemed
to he in wait for that desperate cry, The minute it rose, she'd
haul the culprit to the desk, stick a paper bag over her head
and stand her by the hot radiator till the sweat poured
down. This unique method of discipline failed to do any-
thing for Sheree's morale.

It never occurred to her to complain at home, where com-
plaints weren't encouraged. Anyway, suppose Mother
should go riding to the rescue. The very thought stood
Sheree's hair on end, because then the teacher would really

have it in for her. By now she was thoroughly mtimidated,
terrified of authority, terrified almost of her shadow. It

showed in the way she walked, head down, shoulders sunk.
It showed in the way she couldn't lift her eyes nor speak up
to an adult, having learned in a hard school that your safest

course lay in keeping your mouth shut. Only by herself was
she unafraid, in a fairyland she created to escape reality. On
the way home she'd filch a flower from a bush. In the bed-
room she'd put on a dress of her mother's, crush the flower
between her palms to make perfume and pretend to be a
movie star.

There remained the compulsive need for acceptance, to
be part of the group. Once, for two (Continued on -page 87)





. . . he'd give you lots of notice

pick you up on time -

ask what you want to do

notice your dress

. . . you'd eat at the Beachcomber

jitterbug at Ciro's

ride in a Thunderbird

. . . he'd open doors for you

light your cigarettes

protect you in a crowd

. . . you'd go easy on make-uj.

wear something tailored

never be bossy

keep your voice low

... he'd expect a good dancer

a sense of humor

bright-eyed enthusiasm

. . . you'd keep it relaxed

and cool and fun and

. . . he'd ask you again

A date with Tab Hunter
could happen without your do-

ing anything drastic, like

bleaching your hair or dyeing it

darger, remodeling your nose or

wearing stilts. For your informa-

tion, he says: "I seem to go for

either sweet young things or

sophisticated older women. I

keep reading that I'm partial to

blondes in small sizes, but it

isn't true. The color of her hair

and eyes or her height wouldn't

make any difference to me. It's

the person I'm interested in-
just so she's shaped right. Like

a girl. You know?"
If you had a date with Tab

Hunter, you would join a

charmed but uncrowded circle

of girls. Warners' fair-haired

boy is applying himself to his

work (Continued on page 90)



Getting to know you

You think you know your fiance pretty well—then suddenly, like Mitzi, and Jack, you're facing Forever

In her capacity as Mrs. Jack Bean,

Mitzi Gaynor has a word or two for

the prospective bride.

"Any advice you get, listen to it

very carefully," says Mitzi, "but re-

member always carefully to forget it

right away. You can't make up rules

for marriage. You have to be flexible.

"Yes, of course, there are hard

things in that scary first year. Life

isn't all romance and roses. But every

time something goes wrong you don 't

have to run home to mother. If you

do, you miss the pretty wonderful

things that fill that first year, too.

"You see, it's just like buying a new

pair of shoes. If the leather is stiff

they may rub a blister for a few days.

But if you're sensible you don't throw

away the shoes or cut off your feet to

solve the problem. You just wear the

shoes a while. And then you're likely

to find they're the most wonderful

shoes a person ever had."

She knows whereof she speaks. She

and Jack have had their blisters, in

the form of tiff's and fears both be-

fore and during their hectic, happy

marriage. Occasionally it looked as if

the wedding wasn't going to come off

at all. Looked that way at the darn-

dest times—like just before the cere-

mony.
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Cooking was no problem to Mitzi (the

daughter of a chef) but it was to Jack. His

scrambled eggs almost caused a divorce!

above At work

Mitzi is often tense and

nervous, relaxes

only when Jack's daily phone

calls come through—to

cheer her up or calm her down.

right Temperamental

opposites, Mitzi and Jack

read up on tiffs-to-be-

expected, but manage to make
up without benefit of rules!

After / by Mark Flanders

The wedding was taking place in

San Francisco in the home of a friend,

and all the guests had arrived and
were waiting in the living room for

Mitzi to appear so the ceremony could
commence. Mitzi herself stood at the
top of the staircase. She had stopped
to say a little prayer.

"I suppose every bride does that,"

Mitzi explains. "Then I started to go
down. But (Continued on page 67)



Beauty wears many faces

It's Kelly —cool and reserved;

Taylor —warm, inviting.

Here are four other great

beauties who have created

their own Look —glowing

because The Look

is a glamorous projection

of their true selves

THE HOLLYWOOD
LOOK

Doris Day ... the kid everyone

GIRL NEXT DOOR knows ~ cute and fricndly '

sometimes fresh. She comes

clean . . . flaunts her freckles, and

gives her mouth a casual swipe of lipstick.

Frankly herself, she wears the Look

in dungarees or diamonds



Audrey Hepburn . . . the elf
, ;i

,

GIRL FROM OUTER SPACE
&om everywhere

-
So ™*

and just a bit frightening.

She achieves the Look with

wit and sophistication. Deliberately

theatrical, she fools no one—and never herself



THE SPRITE

Janet Leigh . . . fast-moving

youngster, always ready

for a party or for a hay-

ride, or anything that's

bright and gay and a little

crazy. She could have been

just another pretty girl . . •

achieved a luminous beauty

because she cared enough

to work at it



THE HOLLYWOOD
LOOK

THE SOPHISTICATE

Lana Turner . . . serene, poised,

worldy, eyes a mirror of troubles

past and problems solved, secure

in the knowledge of her God-given

loveliness and the mature beauty

reflected by happiness found at last



THE
HOLLYWOOD

LOOK
how they got it!

doris day is just about the scrubbingest girl in Holly-

wood. "Cleanliness is a fundamental of glamour," says

Doris, "and anyhow I enjoy it." She uses a light cleans-

ing cream to remove make-up but always follows with

soap and water. She takes two, sometimes three, baths

a day, usually showers. Doris never wears obvious

make-up because she feels that it's artificial and aging,

especially to her type. She keeps her nails short and

uses a clear polish. Doris says her style just growed.

"After all there's no absolute definition of beauty!"

Audrey hepburn doesn't consider herself beautiful, but

Hollywood likes the way she looks. She's the same

girl she was before Roman Holiday, except for an ac-

centuated "gamin cut." Smart Miss Hepburn long ago

realized that her huge eyes and mouth were her most

expressive assets. (They are for any woman, she thinks.)

She never thins her eyebrows, just keeps them in shape

and touched up lightly with pencil. No make-up base,

rouge, powder. But lipstick—boldly applied. Says Au-

drey, "Real beauty, whatever the type, is Beauty Within."

janet leigh keeps herself meticulously groomed but

not untouchable. Janet believes beauty begins with

cleanliness. No smeary make-up, every hair in place,

carefully manicured hands, spotless clothes. She de-

pends on bath oil, a favorite brand of lanolin-base soap,

a cleanser called Violet Pore Wash to keep clean and

fragrant. She prefers fight make-up, keeps her toenails

trim and polished. She exercises regularly, eats for

energy, takes diction and singing lessons. And believes,

"Real beauty is a matter of character and personality."

lana turner always looks divine on parade or in pri-

vate. She enjoys looking dramatic but keys make-up to

the occasion, the lighting and her costume. She likes

being tanned and prefers being a brunette (her natural

color). Have you ever noticed Lana's hands? Fine,

strong and well groomed, thanks to soap and water, the

daily use of hand lotion and no tension. Lana thinks

beauty is every woman's business. She's spent years

experimenting with her style but confides: "When

I am happy, I always know I'm looking my best."



the naughty lady from Drury Lane JQAM
COLLINS

to

1

Something new has been added to the Hollywood
scene. It's a saucer-eyed bundle from Britain,

one look at whom caused a dazzled producer
remark, "At last—the Marshall Plan pays off!"

Just in case you haven't heard of Collins
yet, here's the rundown on her. Green eyes,

shoulder-length auburn hair, stacked like Kansas
in August. American debut in Land Of The
Pharaohs but no newcomer to stardom. Made

fifteen films and four plays in England, playing mostly
juvenile delinquents, girl murderesses

and all-around floozy types. Became known
professionally as "Britain's Bad Girl."

Show biz background for generations—old fine

vaudevillians on both sides—but Joanie went to

veddy proper schools to learn to be a lady

—

until one day she blossomed and there you are.

Marriage to British actor Max Reed (he was twenty
and she was seventeen) on the rocks,

has been running around with Sid Chaplin.
Made a film in Spain called Decamaron Nights,

horrified onlookers when she lifted her long
period costumes high. Spaniards said to be so shocked

by her skin-tight jeans, Collins forbidden to
wear them. Italians alleged to have dubbed her

"The Kiss" because she was rumored to embrace
every man she met. Beach cops at Ostia

reported to have threatened her with jail for
wearing too brief bikinis. King Farouk supposed to

have sent her roses. Says there's nothing to do
in Hollywood. Joan Collins has been attracting

attention, one way or another, almost from the
day she was born, May 23, 1933, in

London. In fact, the little doll was so irresistible

that when her mother used to wheel
her out (Continued on page 49)

by Kirtley Baskette
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As a queen of the Nile or

home in dungarees, Joan Collins

fills the camera's eye

above wttn tier sister, Joan looks like an
average nice kid, not the British bombshell who
rocked Merrie Old England and promises
Hollywood a tremor or two.

right As an Egyptian femme fatale Joan looks
like Cleopatra, carries off costume with
dignity and distinction. Fox boasts she'll have thirty-three
changes in Girl in the Red Velvet Swing.

below As a cool, collected career girl

Joan looks pretty much like the person he really is.

At the moment anyway. For Joan has played
many roles and there are lots more to come.

(Continued from page 47)
on the street strangers would lean down and
buss her impulsively, until Mrs. Collins finally

tacked a sign on the buggy, "PLEASE DO NOT
KISS THIS BABY!"

At that point such demonstrations of affection

were as innocent as Joan Henriette Collins her-

self, but there was still the matter of germs. And
the Collinses, particularly father Will, had spe-

cial reason to cherish little Joanie. She was their

good luck charm.
Until Joan arrived Will had a rough go of it

making a living as a theatrical agent. With her
birth he suddenly got rolling and today is one
of the busiest talent peddlers in Britain. Oddly
enough though, neither Will nor any of the
Collins family, including her mother Elsa,

figured little Joan for a future in the spotlight.

Neither did Joan, although a fast look at the
family tree might have forecast the inevitable.

The Collins clan (Continued on page 95)



My name is May

Wynn, Girl Cleaning

Woman. This is

not my usual occupa-

tion and I wouldn't

say it's my favorite

one. But what can you

do when a real sweet

guy (one Bob Francis

in this case) tells

you he's moving to a

new apartment and

wants you to give it... a

woman's

50

Bob spent the morning doing the really tough work—like carrying his

wardrobe from the car to the apartment. Someone—his lovely mother,

I guess—certainly taught that boy to take care of his clothes.

I wasn't trusted with the sport-shirt collection. "Take something easy

that won't get hurt when you drop it, Butterfingers," Bob said. "Like

the books!" Well, they couldn't have weighed more than a ton!

A fine woman's touch this is, huh? But Bob couldn't have been more

thoughtful. He not only gave me the outside to do, he gave me an

apron! Also frequent helpful suggestions like, "Elbow grease, girl!"



Coffee break," Bob announced. Some break! That boy's energy But when he's serious he's like a grave little boy—all dreamy and sweet,
even bubbles the coffee over—and he was laughing too hard He'll read aloud at the drop of a hat—or the drop of the two of us
to turn down the stove! Everything we do seems to tickle Bob. onto the floor. Half the time I don't listen—just watch his face.



EDITOR'S NOTE: No matter what hap-

pens, the facts are sure. As we go to

press, Debbie and Eddie have actually

named (to each other) the date in July

They're sure, they're walking on air.

We believe it-—and so we predict

that they will be married by the

time you read this. This story is about

the present. Turn the page for ten

eye-witness reports on how it all began.

It was decided in Palm Springs in June. While half the press was

assuring its readers that Debbie was about to return Eddie's ring and the other half was suggest-

ing she had given it back already, Debbie and Eddie were back together again, secretly

making plans for the wedding. No fancy dress ball, this time. No thousand-name guest list. Fanfare had

almost destroyed their marriage and they were taking no chances. As we go to press, Lddie

is loading his new white Mercedes-Benz convertible for the drive west. His two-

month vacation-twice postponed-has finally begun and the wedding is set for July 20 or a few days

later, depending upon when Debbie is finished shooting The Tender Trap The huddles, the

hassles are all behind them and it looks like smooth sailing at last. The rendezvous

had been arranged after Debbie returned from Korea. She had done a lot of thinking

and one thing was clear. She still loved Eddie. She was sure he still loved her.

The romance deserved another chance—if Eddie would fight for her,

too. This was his chance. (Continued on page 85)
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by JOE PASTERNAK I had lunch with Eddie one day last

spring, when every young man's fancy ought to turn to love.

Not Eddie's. Not that day at lunch. I was trying to sell him a

picture and he kept saying how many things he had to do that

afternoon. When we left the commissary, he made like he was

going to fly out of the studio.

"What's your hurry?" I said. "Stick around a while."

"I have a million things to do," he said.

"We've got lots of interesting things around here," I said.

"What, for instance?"

"Well," I said, "the most interesting thing I can think of is

Debbie Reynolds."
"Okay," he said. He didn't light up at the mention of her

name, or anything like that. He just said okay—in a resigned sort

of way. .

So I took him over to the set of Athena and I said to Debbie,

"I want you to meet a nice young man, Eddie Fisher."

Debbie looked at Eddie and said, "Oh."

And Eddie looked at Debbie and said, "Oh."

Now, these weren't the everyday kind of Ohs. They were dif-

ferent—as if the kids had just swallowed the whole studio in

one gulp. They were capital OHs.
And after that it was like—well, it was boy meets girl and

time flies out of the air. Suddenly Eddie forgot his appointments

and he stayed around quite a while and watched Debbie work.

To look at him standing there, you'd have thought he didn't

. have anything to do until Christmas.

I could sense the sparks and I thought at the time maybe I'd

started something. Now I know I did, and I'm glad.

him I had it at home and he'd have to wait until I could look-

it up, he turned into a hen on a hot griddle.

A few days later I phoned Debbie to tell her. I thought it

would be only fair to let her know because you don't go around

giving away girls' phone numbers as though you were dealing

^Debbie's voice smiled right through the phone wires. "I know,"

she said. "He's already called me."
•>„

"Well," I said, "he certainly got anxious, didn t he i

Debbie laughed. "He asked me to go out with him.

"And you're going?" (Silly question.)

"Sure," said Debbie. "Certainly."

They say I helped, but when I think about it I m sure it

didn't count for much. Eddie would have got to Debbie if he d

had to saddle an albatross and fly over the North Pole.

Set****,**.-*,** ^^^^bv JOHNNY GRANT I've known Eddie a long time, ever ^ rrv*^ Vby JOHNNY GRANT I've known Eddie a long time, ever

since I began spinning his hit records on kmpc in Los Angeles.

One day we were sitting around talking and the subject turned,

as it so often does, to girls. When I mentioned Debbie as being

one of the nicest girls in town, Eddie's eyes flipped open.

"You know," he said, "I'd like to get in touch with her. Do
you happen to have her phone number?"
He managed to be casual about the question, but when I told

by BOB BEERMAN In my job as photographer for Modern

Screen, I'm always happy to find a movie star. I'm even hap-

pier when I can find two of them together.

Last June, when Eddie Fisher opened at the Cocoanut Grove,

I was on tap with my assorted shutters. I looked around for

Eddie before the show and finally spotted him at a table sur-
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THEY WERE THERE . .
.
THEY SET THE STAGE AND WATCHED IT HAPPEN . . . AND NOW THEY'RE TALKING!

rounded by people, including Debbie Reynolds. Beerman, I said
to myself, why don't you just be clever and original and get
Reynolds and Fisher together in a picture? And when I was
through congratulating myself on my rare idea, I did just that.
They posed willingly, which puts it mildly. If I had stopped to
think about it at the time, I'd have realized that to them, this
wasn't just another picture. They seemed to be overjoyed to put
their heads together. But I was too busy patting myself on the
back.

How was I to know she was his date that night ? And further-
more, bow was I to know that this combo was going to be the
most photographed couple since Garbo and Gilbert?

by LOUELLA PARSONS The kids had been dating only
about a month when I spent a week with them in Las Vegas.
That's a short time, but it doesn't take long to fall in love when
you're young, and by then both Debbie and Eddie were in so
deep they didn't know anybody else was around.

I didn't go to Las Vegas with the intention of chaperoning
them,, but when Debbie's mother was called back to Los Angeles,
she asked me if I'd keep an eye on her daughter. Debbie is too
sensible a girl to need much chaperoning, but she just grinned
at her mother's concern and reported to me so regularly and
dutifully that you'd have thought I was wearing a uniform and
carrying sidearms.

It was the easiest and most pleasant job I ever had. It was
easy from two angles. 1. Debbie is the kind of girl every woman
would like to have for a daughter, and she took my position so
seriously that I knew where she was every hour of the week. 2.

From my own standpoint, I didn't have to ask any questions. It
was all there, in glances and sighs, for me to translate into the
news that Debbie and Eddie were in love. And it was pleasant,
naturally, because there's nothing quite so nice as watching two
youngsters dreaming through romantic days:
We spent daylight hours by the pool and evening hours in the

town's cafes. Everywhere we went both Eddie and Debbie were
mobbed by fans, yet they had eyes only for each other. I asked

opposite her with a notebook and pencil. My husband, Roy
Rowland, directed Debbie in her first big picture, Two Weeks
With Love, and ever since then we've been friends.

It wasn't news to anyone who had been around Debbie during
those summer months. One night, at a party given by Ann
Miller, Eddie called Debbie from New York. She disappeared
into another room with the phone and when she emerged, what
seemed hours later, her eyes were shining like two stars. We
teased her. "Does he always talk that long?" "You're glowing."
"What did he say ?" And Debbie, usually so lively, so exuberant,
just smiled back and didn't answer us.

So we all knew. And my interview with her was fine, and the
story was an easy one to write. But there is this that I'd like
to point out about Debbie. Her love for Eddie has shown us
something new in this girl. She has always been outgoing, the
life of the party, a screamingly funny comedienne. She still is,

but there is another side to her, we have found. She is extremely
sensitive, and she holds this love to herself as though she wanted
to keep it from prying eyes. Always so cooperative and under-
standing with the press, Debbie has suddenly become shy. I

know that if she could have her own way, the romance would
be the sole property of Eddie and Debbie. She still understands
that publicity is an important part of a movie star's career, but
for the first time she has something that I believe really pains
her to share with the world. And I admire her for it.

by JOEY FORMAN I am what you might call the west
coast representative of Eddie Fisher. Being Eddie's best friend,
and being an actor who stays in Hollywood, I'm here when Ed-
die isn't, so he trusts me to squire Debbie around in his absence.
Not exactly squire her—I'm just here when she needs to be es-
corted somewhere or when she needs somebody to open a jar of
pickles.

By now I feel I know Debbie very well, because last summer
when Fisher was on vacation out here, I (Continued on page 76)

Eddie one day if he was going to marry Debbie and he said,
"I've got it bad for her, Ma. But don't say we're engaged, be-
cause maybe Debbie doesn't love me that much. Maybe she
doesn't want me."

I couldn't help smiling. Eddie himself couldn't see what every-
one else knew—that Debbie was head over heels. People with
half an eye could tell just by looking at her. Me, I had two
whole eyes and there wasn't any doubt. But I didn't tell him
what I was thinking. I wanted him to have the fun of finding
out for himself when he popped the question.

by RUTH ROWLAND I did the first story on the romance
and lt^was the best interview I ever had. This is only natural,
because I'd known that Debbie was in love long before I sat



WHAT
LANA'S
REALLY

LIKE

Lana and Lex listen to Hollywood chatter.

The queen is amused: the joke could be on her.

She loves kids. Cooks a mean fried chicken. Buys hats to

And belts a laugh all the way across the roon

Writing a story about Lana, at least a

story that is new, is about as easy as updating

Little Red Riding Hood. Everybody knows

what happened to R. R. Hood, and everybody

knows what has happened to L. Turner.

(It is purely coincidental that both

heroines have had wolf troubles.)

So as a refresher course, I read a few dozen

stories about her, assorted pulse quickeners

that stretched over more than a dozen years.

They ran the gamut, beginning with

sweaters and Greg Bautzer and ending

with sweaters and Lex Barker. Something

interesting about them—they all

concentrated on Men. The curious rhythm of

changing partners fascinated the writers.

Lots of them turned amateur psychologist and

looked for patterns and came up with reasons of

their own. Some said that men grew tired of

Lana, some said Lana grows tired of men,

and some insisted she has a father complex.

I don't have to tell you Lana's reaction

to all this supposition. Still and yet, she snorts

in indignation and says, "Things just

happened, that's all. There were mistakes-

And as for having a father complex, that's

ridiculous. I'm as un-complex as a person can be.

Inclined to agree with her, I decided that

I'd ignore the subject of her marriages.

They were all dillies in their respective ways

and Lana tried, as far as is humanly possible,

to make them work. I felt there was no reason

to drag her through all that again; the

stories have been printed in Hindustani,

Flemish, and for all I know, Braille.

So I turned reporter and contacted her

butcher, baker and cocktail-dress maker. There

were also a few producers, three directors,

her stand-in, hairdresser and make-up man, a

cameraman or two, a movie star or two,

a couple of old flames, an ex-maid and a

shoe salesman. And you know something? Each

of these people has been grilled about Lana

by other writers an average of 5.5 times.

Which, I figured, left them all rather drained

of anything to say. There was one

interesting thing, though. Without exception,

they could still deliver their opinion of.

Lana. They termed her "a dreamboat," "a poor

soul who doesn't deserve the unhappiness

she's had," "a loyal friend," "divine,"

"a truly fine woman," "the greatest," "an actress

of talent when given the opportunity," "an

amusing companion" and "a great dame." Too

overwhelming. You might even call it sticky.

So I allowed as how I'd let Lana speak for

herself. I'd take you to lunch with her. It would

be the closest you (Continued on page 71)





When we moved to

a large city there must

have been

many examples of hate

around me but the labels

that prompted them

were never very clear

to me because . . .

I DIDN'T

KNOW

DIFFERENCE

I have always considered

myself a very lucky man on many

counts, but most particularly

because I was inoculated early in Me
against a dread disease—bigotry.

The treatment was drastic

—

complete quarantine. But it certainly

ipok. I was raised in a part of

Northeast Michigan more heavily

settled with trees than people.

I must be one of the few members

of nr/ generation who went to a

one-room school, and, during most

of the time I went there, the one

room contained eleven pupils and

eight primary grades. In view

of the fact that two of the eleven

were cousins of mine, it's not

surprising that the racial and religious

make-up (Continued on page 60)
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HAS

THE KING

CHANGED ?

Marriage to Kay Spreckels has put Mr. Gable in a mellow mood.

Clark Gable each morning greets

his co-star, Jane Russell, on the set

of 20th Century-Fox's The Tall Men,

with "Good morning, boss lady."

Jane responds as the spirit moves

her, sometimes with a pleasant ac-

knowledgmer" sometimes with chosen

lines from the script of The Tall Men,

such as: "I hear you brayin', mule-

head, but the message ain't clear."

"When Jane Russell is the boss,"

Gable says, "all previous concepts of

employer-employee relationships must

be examined under a new light, or

at least with different emphasis."

All this chatter is incomprehensi-

ble unless one knows that Gable has

signed with Russfield Corp. to star

in The Last Man In Wagon Mound.

And also that Miss Russell and her

husband, Bob Waterfield, are Russ-

field Corp.

While Gable enjoys his whimsey

of referring to Miss Russell, the pro-

ducer of his next picture, as his boss,

Jane, as his co-star in the current

production, is having plenty of op-

portunity to find out what he's like.

All Hollywood says that Gable has

changed and many people insist that

the change is due to his much spec-

ulated-about romance with Kay Wil-

liams Spreckels. Not given to talk

about his private life, while the com-

pany was on location in Mexico, the

king's co-workers were frequently

astonished to find out how much that

gracious lady was on his mind.

Sometimes looking out over the beau-

tiful countryside he'd remark: "Kay

would like to see this."

Whatever the source of his present

feeling of fitness and high spirits,

co-star-soon-to-be-boss Jane Russell

says it hasn't softened his brain any.

"For all his 'boss-lady-ing' talk,"

says Jane, "when Clark signed with

Russfield he didn't make the deal

with my husband and me. He sent

his agent. And who is his agent?

Jesse James! It couldn't have been

anyone else!"

60

(Continued from page 58) of the school

was as uniform as it was. To me, men
came in only one pattern—white Protes-

tant Not church-going Protestant, either.

We had no church in St. Helen then.

It may be hard to believe that a boy

could grow into adolescence m the

Twentieth Century so ignorant of one of

the great evils of the modern world, but

that is exactly what happened to me. I

can claim no particular credit for the

sunny tolerance with which I viewed the

world around me then. I had few play-

mates, knew few people, indeed, outside

the family. The few boys I did know
seemed very much like me. I spent most

of my time roaming the woods alone,

which may have had something to do with

my innocence in these matters. Nature

doesn't discriminate.

When we moved to a large city, where

there were other faces, and other faiths,

too, the vaccination had apparently taken.

There must have been many examples ot

prejudice around me, but the group and

race labels that prompted them were never

very clear to me. Back home a man was

a farmer, a sawmill hand, a tourist guide

or a trapper and a Protestant, of course.

Here, the choice of jobs was greater and

so was the choice of religions. But a man
was still whatever kind of man he was on

his own account, as far as I was con-

cerned, and it never occurred to me to take

into account where he worshiped or how
or even whether!
Most people, of course, arrive at this

point of view as soon as they are old

enough to start thinking for themselves;

I have always been grateful that I never

had to go through the painful Period of

reexamining and discording old and shal-

low thinking first. Again, I can claim no

credit for this happy fact, it's just that I

never met a man I didn't like until I was

old enough to have a better reason for

disliking him than the church he went to,

or didn't go to.

All this has not been something Ive

thought much about, up until now. I'm not

much on introspection, as a rule; but its

been ringing some bells for me, lately

since I've been working on the role ot

Moses in Mr. DeMille's production of The

Ten Commandments.
I'm a long way from any position of au-

thority on Moses. The nine months I spent

preparing before we went to Egypt to

begin shooting last October and the exper-

ience of building the part since have taught

me more than anything some sense of the

infinity of this man. The only position

from which I can speak with any voice at

all is that of a man who has stood on Sinai,

and who has worked for a year and a half

on the character of the man Moses whose
life was described by Winston Churchill

as, ". . . . the most decisive leap forward,

ever discernible in the human story."

Moses is proving a great experience

for me, personally as well as profession-

ally. It would be trite, and a little over-

simplified besides, to say that the role was
an inspiration for me; but you cannot

spend a year and a half digging into a

personality as vital as Moses, spend ten

and twelve hours a working day trying

to be that man, and still be the same
when you've finished it. When we shot the

sequences of Moses' exile in the terrifying

Wilderness of Sin, a desert sojourn he
seems to have shared with the prophets of

almost every major religion, Christ, Mo-
hammed, Buddha, I remembered my own
early solitudes, and tried to relate them
to what I was trying to experience, as i

Moses. My presumption is obvious, of I

course. My own wanderings had only

served to preserve my innocence; Moses
had come from his exile inspired with a

philosophic concept whose impact on the

world has never stopped echoing that

Law can be more than the casual will of

the government; that it can be an im-

Have you heard the popcorn song,

"Too Pooped to Pop"? . .

Mike Connolly in
The Hollywood Reporter

mutable code for men to live by, regard-

less of their beliefs or strengths. The same
law, for oil men.

I think this is the true strength of

Moses' place in the life of Man, the loudest

voice with which he speaks across three

millenia. To Jews he is the Deliverer,

to Christians he is the Lawgiver and to

Moslems he is the First True Believer,

but to all these faiths, and to men of no
faith at all, he brought the Law by which
men still try to five. You could go to

church or synagogue or mosque, or be out

of reach of any church, as I was as a

child, and find this the same in every place.

To me there is a wonderful aptness in

this: that Moses, whose message cuts

so heedlessly across all the intricate bar-

riers and lines of demarcation man has

so painfully set up to keep him from his

fellows, should also be claimed by all

men for their own. He is all men, of course,

grown a little taller.

As I said, I'm a lucky man, many times

over. For Michigan, and Moses, and a h

little boy my wife bore me, this last Lin-
|

coin's Birthday. I've got a piece of those

woods to take him to, pretty soon, too. Al-

though he can't grow up there, our coun-

try's grown up, too, I think. We arent

so worried, even in the cities, about how
a man spells his name, or what he calls

his God. My son can live in the city, I

think, without contracting that virus I

spoke of. Oh, he'll come home some day

and tell me about that awful kid in the

next block, and how he hates him. But ltll

be because the awful kid tore the tail off

his Davy Crockett cap, not because the

awful kid wears a St. Christopher. And
when he goes back to take after the awful

kid, the things he yells will be something

like what I heard a little boy yelling

after another outside just now, "Go fall

in the garbage, you Maneaters I Have
Known! A Bendix would eat you!" in-

stead of the things little boys used to yell.

I think this will be fine. END



about
lather!

You get floods more suds ... better hair-conditioning too!

(P1

to*
"

NEW
You'll be talking about lather for

days after your first shampoo with
new White Rain. Because it really

does pile up astonishingly . . . gives

you gobs more rich, gentle suds, soft

as rain water. You can feel your hair

become silken under your finger-tips

. . . Yet see what happens when you
comb it out. The curl just naturally

springs back. New White Rain
leaves your hair in better condition,

sprinkled with sunshine, fresh as a

breeze, and manageable. NewWhite
Rain was made especially for you . .

.
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new trends

for campus,

country or

career

By bus, train or plane all gals are in a

hurry to get some place—to work, to

school, to out-of-town business or just

back home after the gay and lazy days of

summer! Modern Screen solves your first

wardrobe problems—chooses classic sweat-

er styles, a versatile skirt, a honey of a coat,

plus exciting accessories to give a pick-up

to all your clothes—the new and the old!

Now! a deodorant

that ends acid-damage

to skin and clothes ^

as it stops odor... keeps you moisture-free longer!

The remarkable Tussy Deodorant protects delicate underarms and dainty

fabrics from the kind of acid-damage caused by some deodorants! No more

worry about sore underarms, ruined dresses! Now, you're safe from

damaging deodorant acids with Tussy's exclusive "acid control" formula!

It stops odor, instantly ... no waiting to dry! Stops moisture, longer
. . .

yet won't irritate normal skin! Keeps delicate fabrics, dainty cottons, linens, even

nylon, safe from deodorant acids . . . even under intense ironing heat!

Remember-Tussy Deodorant in its vanishing cream base

does more than stop odor, keep you moisture-free longer!

It ends acid-damage to skin and clothes! 50? and $1 plus tax Icseam deodorant

TUSSY cream deodorant

Our favorite travel outfit for fall

is worn here by beautiful, titian-

haired Piper Laurie, Who is cur-

rently appearing in Universal-In-

ternational's Technicolor film hit

Ain't Misbehayin'. Our travel out-

fit features a treasured 100%
cashmere sweater set by Catalina.

The cardigan covers a short-

sleeved slip-on. Imported wool

skirt by Evan-Picone; the re-

versible great coat of Ollegro star-

tlingly lined with Ocelot, by

Swansdown.

Our accessories feature a classic-

designed, simulated pearl choker

with matching button earrings by

Volupte—fl. must in every girl's

jewelry box (see close-up of pearls

on page 64) ;
new, wonder-wash-

able LaunderLeather kid gloves

by Landel; Shape 2-U sheer stock-

ings that fit the contour of every

leg like a second skin in Skin

Tone colors by Bur-Mil Cameo;

stylish Show Case calf pumps by

Deb Towners (see close-up and

description on page 64). The three

well-teamed pieces of famous

Streamlite luggage are by Sam-

sonite—hat box, O'nite Case and

wardrobe. The Sportster portable

radio by Philco. The luggage and

the radio both constant com-

panions for the busy girl.

Our tips for your trips—go by

National Trailways Bus System,

Greyhound Bus, Union Pacific

Railroad or United Airlines—all

economical, convenient with serv-

ice a-plenty.

If there is any merchandise in

this fashion section that is not

carried by your favorite stores,

write Fashion, Modern Screen,

261 Fifth Avenue, New York 16,

N. Y., for further information.





Sweaters for school, for business,

for travel, for play—day and night—this

is the fashion story! Below, Debbie

Reynolds, next in MGM's Tender Trap,

wears a classic Belgimere (100% im-

ported lambswool) sweater-set by

Catalina. In new fashion colors—short-

sleeved slip-on, $8; cardigan, $11.

Right, Terry Moore, to be seen

in R.K.O.'s film Alison, in a short-

sleeved, scoop-neckline sweater of 100%

Zephyr wool, right for dressy or casual

clothes. White, pink, blue, black,

flame, apricot, aqua or nutmeg.

About $5. Also by Catalina.

GOING PLACES IN STYLEi

IT'S THE LITTLE

Simulated pearls by Volupte.

Earrings, $1* up; necklaces, $3* up.

New Deb Towner pump of calf in

basic and new fashion colors. $11.



THINGS THAT COUNT

modern
screen

fashions

Huskies easy, hug-tight "sweater-
flats"—pure comfort by Hussco. $6.

A shoe wardrobe of Huskies by

Hussco—important shoe styles the

world over for casual wear. Julie

Adams, next in U-I's Technicolor films

One Desire and The Private War Of Major

Benson, features the new "sweater-flat"

(see inset above). An elasticized band

hugs the foot to avoid gapping and

slipping. Super-flex sole and cute con-

trasting bow. Brown, black, red,

avocado, charcoal or grey smooth leather,

black or grey suede. Shoes in

wardrobe under $5 and $6. Handbag,

Meeker; LaunderLeather pigskin

gloves, Leather Glove Industries;

stockings, Bur-Mil Cameo;

separates, McArthur.

'Plus taxes

MORE->
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modern screen fashions

Coiffure by Colesant

Straps go in farthest

loops for wide-set

or scoop necklines

Inside loops for

close-to-neckline

halter fashions

Use farthest loops

for more wide-set

halter fashions

a

new

star

is

born

Straps crossed for

criss-cross styles

—

day or evening

For styles that are

bare on one side

—

use only one strap

Remove the straps

completely for all

off-shoulder styles

From every angle—for every

fashion style in your all-'round

wardrobe there is assured figure

flattery when you choose

Maidenform's smash hit, brand

new Pre-Lude Six-Way bra

(actually it can be worn seven

ways). Modern Screen has

awarded it their Fashion Trophy

for Fall 1955. This magic bra

incorporates, of course, all of the

famous structural features of

Maidenform. In the large

photograph on the left the straps

of the bra are placed in the

conventional position (use inside

loops). The smaller photographs

show the positioning of the

straps for the multiple needs of

today's many exciting necklines.

The Pre-Lude Six-Way bra

of embroidered cotton is available

at the low budget price of $3.

White only. Sold at all leading

department and specialty stores.



getting to know you

(Continued from page 41) suddenly I

found I couldn't. My feet just wouldn't
work."
"You know you want to get married

more than anything else in the world," she

said sternly to herself at last. "What's the

matter with you?"
Those words broke the spell. Mitzi

rushed down the stairs so fast that

she caught the heel of her shoe on the

bottom step and almost fell flat on her
face in front of all the guests. She looked
around in embarrassment and saw her fu-

ture husband looking at her with an ex-
pression that seemed to say, "Oh, well, this

is Mitzi. I kind of expect that from her."

Mitzi caught herself and walked for-

ward more slowly. She got through the

ceremony without further mishap but
with a heavy heart. It seemed to her that

all her worst misgivings about that ter-

rible first year everyone talked about had
been fulfilled. How could she ever get

through it when she couldn't even start

the first day properly?
Dread of that first year had haunted

Mitzi from the moment she and Jack had
begun talking about marriage. Mitzi had
seen evidence on all sides of the havoc
it could wreak upon young couples. There
were the movies for instance.

"In the movies, in their first year of

marriage, someone always goes home to

Mother," Mitzi explains. "Either your
mother or my mother or sometimes both."

Then there were some of Mitzi's mar-
ried friends. They were happy most of the

time. But occasionally Mitzi would find

them glum and preoccupied.
"We had a fight," they'd tell her. "We

haven't spoken for three days."
There was another source of information

about that dreadful first year to which
Mitzi turned. This was those magazine
articles that attack the problem with an
almost sadistic grimness. They give lengthy
instructions for the prospective bride and
are always accompanied by questionnaires
and problems to fill out and solve.

So determined was Mitzi to find out if

she was fit fodder for the marriage mill

that she read all the articles in all the
magazines. She even looked up the back
issues. She worked the problems and an-
swered questions like: "Do you know the
color of your future husband's eyes? Does
he like pea soup or not?" She studied all

the rules.

The trouble was, according to Mitzi, that
in each issue the article was written by
a different psychiatrist or doctor. They
contradicted each other. In the end her
head was spinning.

One worry was foremost in her mind.
Jack wasn't running true to form. He
didn't do all the things the magazines said

he should be doing. She, too, was falling

far short of what was expected. The situa-

tion looked bleak to Mitzi.

Then a bright idea came to her. She re-
membered that Jack had a master's degree
in psychology. He could use it to bring
them around to the proper viewpoint.

"Darling," she said to Jack one day, "why
don't you use psychology on us? Then
everything would be fine."

But Jack shook his head. "What you're
really telling me is, 'Physician heal thy-
self,' " he explained to her. "And that's

impossible. You can't work objectively
either on your own problems or on those of
someone you love and feel close to."

So, rebuffed, Mitzi went back to brood-
ing over the articles, filling out the ques-
tionnaires and trying to make up her mind
whether to marry or not. With the pas-
sage of these weeks of uncertainty she
and Jack were getting more and more ir-
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ritated with each other. It was a far cry
from the first three months that he had
dated her.

"Hysterical, happy, laughing, ridicu-
lous months," Mitzi describes them. "I
nearly died laughing at everything Jack
said. And he thought every remark I made
was very funny."
The second three months Jack wasn't

so funny to Mitzi nor she to him.
"But they were awfully companionable

months," says Mitzi. "He was nice and I

was kind of nice, too.

"Then for the next six months we were
desperately in love."

During those six months everything
was tinged with the soft light of romance.
Mitzi and Jack used to go to the Bublichki
restaurant for Hungarian food. Sasha the
fiddler would come to the table and play
Hungarian melodies for Mitzi, who is part
Hungarian. Mitzi would be so affected by
the tunes that seemed to echo her own
tender feelings of love that she would be-
gin to cry. Then Sasha would cry, too,

playing his fiddle with the tears rolling

down his cheeks. And Jack would look on,

touched by Mitzi's warmth and sweetness
and the soft aura of romance.

It was only after Mitzi and Jack began
talking about marriage that the irritation

crept in. The more they discussed mar-
riage, the- more edgy they became toward
each other. Mitzi just couldn't make up
her mind whether she could get through
that grim first year.

She and Jack no longer laughed and
joked as in the first three months. The
sense of companionship they had felt in

the second three months seemed to have
developed a strained quality. As for the

feeling of romance, it had apparently
evaporated altogether. Now when Sasha
played and cried and Mitzi cried, Jack
ceased to be touched.
"Do you have to be so schmaltzy, Mitzi?"

he would demand, thus causing Mitzi to

cry harder than ever.

At last Jack called for a showdown.
"You've got to make up your mind," he

said. "Are you going to get married, or

aren't you going to get married?"
"Yes, we are," Mitzi said waveringly,

her eye on that first terrible year.

"But when?" Jack persisted.

"As soon as I get things straightened

around," Mitzi answered. It was only after

she'd said it that she realized she didn't

have anything to straighten around. She
was just procrastinating because she was so

scared. So she set the date with Jack, but
the decision seemed to increase her fears.

"I was so upset during the last two
weeks that we almost didn't make it,"

Mitzi recalls. "Everything was so icky. By
the time my wedding day came I was a

nervous wreck."
It took Mitzi just two days of their

honeymoon to decide that there is nothing

so frightening about the first year after

all. Those honeymoon days were, in her
words, delightful, divine and perfect.

"Jack did a complete about-face," Mitzi

recalls. "In those strained two weeks be-
fore we were married he'd shout at me,
'For crying out loud, Mitzi, hurry up!'

But afterward he was so gentle and sweet

and kind. I thought, 'What are they talking

about, all those article writers? I don't

know what they're talking about.'
"

It was only after Mitzi and Jack
came back from their honeymoon and pre-

pared to set up housekeeping that Mitzi

discovered there was something, after all,

to the talk about the first year. The apart-

ment they found was not by any stretch

of the imagination one of those dream
places into which the young husband is

supposed to carry his bride. The former
tenants had not been particularly good
housekeepers. Everything was coated with
dust. The woodwork was soiled. The floors

were dirty. Jack looked around and said
with masculine forthrightness, "What a
mess!"

Mitzi looked around, too, but her eyes
gleamed. The general dishevelment pre-
sented a challenge that delighted her.
Mitzi loves to clean house because it's so
different from anything else she's called
upon to do. When she cleans she puts into
it all the enthusiasm you see her dis-

playing in a dance number on the screen.

"Here," she said to herself, "is where
you can really show your husband what
a fine housekeeper you are."

Mitzi got up at seven the next morning.
She got out the Spic and Span, the Brillo,

the mops, brooms, dust cloths and wax.
She scrubbed and waxed the floors. She
washed the woodwork and the windows.
She polished the furniture. She unpacked
clothes and put them neatly away. She
house-cleaned steadily for two days while
Jack worked at the office. At last every-
thing was done. Mitzi surveyed her work.

"It's a thing of beauty and a joy for-

ever. It'll impress him," she told herself

with satisfaction.

Jack came home, and it must have been
one of those days for him. He stood in the
living room and looked about him. And
then in that wonderful masculine way he
said, "Will you look at this place? This is

the crummiest place I've ever seen!"

Mitzi tried to recall all the advice she'd
'

heard from older people.
"Remember, he's just a man," they'd told

her. "Whatever he says or does, don't pay
|
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any attention to him. As long as you con-
trol your temper and laugh at him, you'll

get along just fine."

But how do you control your temper
when your meticulous handiwork of two
long days has been not merely unnoticed
but openly insulted? How do you keep
calm when you feel like flying at your hus-
band and throttling him?

"I got hysterical," Mitzi recalls. "I

started to weep and wail. Poor Jack just

stood there with his mouth hanging open."

At last Mitzi got her breath.

"Oh, how could you say that after I did

all this work for two whole days?" she
moaned.
Only then did Jack realize what was

wrong.
"Honey," he said soothingly, "I don't

really mind the place. It's just that I

thought you didn't like it. So I wanted you
to know I was in accord with the way
you felt."

"Well, I like this place," Mitzi flared

back. "In fact I love it. My fingernails are

stuck in the wood where I broke them off

scraping away the dirt. Those floors are

patched with the skin off my knees. I like

this place."

"All right, darling, all right, I like it,

too," Jack said.

And that was how they weathered the

first crisis. They didn't do it by rules. It

just worked out by itself.

The usual bridal crisis over food didn't

happen to Mitzi. She had found out about

Jack's idiosyncrasies in the long courtship

before they were married. The first din-

ner she ever cooked for Jack after they

had become engaged was a gem.

"I'm not a bad cook," Mitzi says mod-
estly, "even if I do say so myself."

Actually, she has a reputation as an ex-

ceptional cook. She inherited her talents

from her Hungarian father, whose real

profession is music, but whose avocation

is the culinary art. Mr. Gerber is a genius



I at preparing exotic dishes.

!| Mitzi called upon all the culinary wis-
dom she had learned from her father and,

|

coupling this with her own talents, con-
cocted a meal that would have appealed

i to a fastidious gourmet. The table literally

groaned with delicious dishes. Jack was
properly impressed. He sat down and ate
everything that was put before him.

"It's just wonderful," he told Mitzi.

Mitzi didn't learn his real sentiments
until just before he was ready to leave.

. "You know, honey," he said then, "next
,

time could we have hamburger?"
I

Mitzi was hurt. She had slaved all day,
had turned out a meal that would have
done credit to her father, and here was
Jack asking for lowly hamburger. It could
only mean he didn't like her cooking.
She brooded over it until she found out

that Jack wasn't insulting her cooking at

all. He really liked hamburger. It was one
of his passions.
"In a way, that was a relief to me," Mitzi

laughs. "I knew that when we were mar-
I ried I wouldn't have to break my neck

I

dreaming up new dishes to please him. All
those jokes about the bride turning out a
bum meal couldn't even apply to me. I

|

was saved one problem—the one some of

the experts describe as the worst of all.

"That's what I like about long engage-
ments. You can find out so much about
your future husband before you're mar-
ried. When two people are locked up in a
very small area there's going to be some
friction no matter how compatible you are.

For instance, if you don't know your hus-
band doesn't like pea soup and you cook
enough pea soup to last a whole week,

|

you're likely to run into real trouble."
But food did cause something of a tiff.

Jack, having been a bachelor for sev-
eral years, had learned to cook for him-
self. The fancy dishes which Mitzi con-
cocts aren't his specialty. He never works
by inspiration. He cooks strictly by the

. rules of the recipe book. But he rather

I

prides himself on being able to turn out

;

satisfactorily the simple, standby dishes.

|
Once they were married, Jack insisted

that Mitzi eat breakfast before going to the
studio. Until then Mitzi had never both-
ered with breakfast. It was Jack who ex-
plained to her why she always felt ex-
hausted. And it was Jack who did more
than insist she eat breakfast. He got up
and prepared it for her.

"It's a wonderful thing for him to do all

by himself," Mitzi says proudly. "He still

gets up at quarter of five before I do and
turns off that awful alarm clock just so I

don't have to hear it. Then he makes my
breakfast and serves it to me. He fixes the
eggs in new ways so they don't taste like
eggs every morning."

It was over the scrambled eggs that the
tiff started. Apparently Jack especially
prided himself on the way he scrambled
eggs, for he scrambled them for Mitzi four
mornings in a row.

"Well, how is it?" he would ask.
1 "Just f-f-fine, dear," Mitzi would reply.

But Jack noticed the hesitancy in Mitzi's
voice and he saw, too, that she didn't touch
much of the scrambled eggs. When this
phenomenon occurred on the fourth suc-
cessive morning he decided to investigate.
"You don't like scrambled eggs much, do

you, darling?" he asked.
"Oh, yes, I love scrambled eggs," Mitzi

answered truthfully.
"Well, is it the way I cook scrambled

eggs?" Jack persisted.
"Darling," Mitzi answered, "do you really

I
want to know the truth?"

1 "Yes, shoot!" Jack agreed.
"Look, dear," Mitzi replied, taking him

|

at his word. "You're a wonderful hus-
j

band, the very best husband anywhere in
the world. But I don't think much of your
scrambled eggs."
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Mitzi was giving her criticism with all

the detached forthrightness of an inspira-

tional cook and the daughter of a culinary

genius. But Jack didn't appreciate it.

"Well, if you don't like my scrambled
eggs you can make them for yourself

from now on," he snapped huffily.

"Exactly as though it were all my fault

that he cooks a lousy scrambled egg,"

Mitzi says, recalling the incident.

This tiff like the first one, however, blew
over without benefit of rules.

"The way we- straightened it out," says

Mitzi, "is that he just doesn't make
scrambled eggs any more.
"We have other tiffs, too," she continued,

"just like every other married couple. But
never about important things. Usually the

reasons are positively ridiculous."

Sometimes Mitzi will get all dressed up
to go out. She thinks she looks pretty sharp

but Jack will take one glance and snort,

"You"re not going to wear that, are you?"
"At the beginning of our marriage that

was enough to break my heart," Mitzi

confesses. "I'd throw myself on the bed
and cry hysterically. But now I know it's

not the end of the world. It's just that Jack,

like any other man, likes to have his wife

look the way he wants her to look."

They settle this kind of tiff, too, without

resorting to the rules.

Mitzi just says, "Yes, I am, dear."

But the tiffs, far from making their first

years of marriage grim, have accented

their happiness together.

Both Mitzi and Jack realize that one of

their causes of friction is that they are

extreme opposites so far as temperament
is concerned. But they know also^ that this

difference in their personalities has really

served to enrich both their fives. Mitzi,

with her wealth of cultural background,
artistic, literary and musical, has rounded
out Jack's deBciencies in those fields. Jack,

with his practical outlook and good busi-

ness sense, has helped Mitzi in the organ-

ization of all her assets. He also realizes

her great need to relax, for Mitzi over-

expends herself in nervous energy.

To help Mitzi relax, Jack resorts to those

zany little things that are always sure to

bring a laugh. He calls her from his office

—a funny, kidding call reminiscent of those

first three joking months.
Mitzi gets the message on the set where

she's working, a note telling her that a

Mr. Kronkite or a Mr. Fiddlefaddle phoned
and left his number. As soon as Mitzi gets

a moment off she dials the number.
"Is Mr. Fiddlefaddle there, please?" she

says.

"Ya, dis iss Mr. Fiddlefaddle," he an-

swers. "Vot iss?"

"Well. Mr. Fiddlefaddle," Mitzi replies,

"this is Mrs. Brunoff that you called at the

studio."

"Vot Mrs. Brunoff?" Jack says in his

best German dialect. "I don't recall ever

phoning you, Mrs. Brunoff."

And the conversation goes on like this

for some time until finally Mitzi laughs

and says, "Well, did you have your fun?"

And Jack answers, "Yes, I was good,

wasn't I?"
And Mitzi exclaims, "Oh, you were won-

derful!"
Whenever possible Jack comes round

to the studio at noon to have lunch- with

Mitzi. If a business engagement prevents

this he makes it a point to drop in once

a day if only for a quick call. This means
a lot to Mitzi, for Jack understands her

mood, knows how to raise her spirits.

There was the time, for instance, in the

days before Jack and Mitzi were married,

that she snapped her ankle while doing

an exacting number in No Business Like

Show Business. They had to carry her into

the dispensary to tape up her leg. There

she sat. wrapped in a big sheet, for all the

world like an unhappy little girl with the

tears rolling down her cheeks.

Only Jack knew she was not crying from
pain. It was from pure anger at herself for

having allowed such a dreadful thing to

happen. Mitzi is a great believer in good
and bad luck. It seemed to her that she
was being plagued by bad luck and pass-

ing it on to the whole company. Jack alone

was able to cheer her with assurances that

accidents will happen.
On her side, Mitzi has learned to un-

derstand mannerisms that betray a man's
secret displeasures.

"I think I was pretty bright," she says

a little proudlv. "Most brides go a whole
year or more before they learn to read the

signs. And I know them already though
Jack and I won't pass our first milestone

until November 18th.

"I'd like to pass out a tip right here that

will save other girls a lot of heartaches.

It's this. When your husband comes home
irritable from work and finds fault with

this and that, don't take it too much to

heart. Let him complain. He's not sore at

you at all but at something that happened
in the office. He has to get rid of his pent-

up anger on someone. And he picks you
because you're the one who's dearest to

him, the only one he'd dare let down the

bars to. His irritation is really just a sign

of his love."
Mitzi can always tell if something has

displeased Jack when he visits her on the

set. As soon as he shows up she always
runs to greet him with a "Hello, dear," and
a kiss. When he's been disturbed by some-
thing at the office he says sternly, "Don't
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"Take us to your president at
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kiss me, Mitzi, you'll get your make-up all

messed up."
At first Mitzi was hurt by this stranse

reversal of character. Now that she knows
it only means something has gone wrong,

she's especially sympathetic with Jack at

those times.

But when Jack is really depressed, says

Mitzi, he acts in a far more drastic man-
ner. He stands in front of the mirror and

looks at himself for a long while as though

what he saw staring back was- something

somewhat less than human. Finally he hits

himself a resounding blow in the stomach.

"I'm getting fat," he says in a tone of

diseust. whether it's true or not.

Mitzi knows that this is a sign of real

unhappiness and that Jack can be cured

of it only by going on a diet, even if he

doesn't need it.

"So we go on a diet," Mitzi says in a re-

signed voice. "Ohhhhh."
But diet or no diet, tiffs or no tiffs, Mitzi

has this to say about the first year of mar-

riage that started with her almost falling

flat on her face on her wedding day: "It's

been wonderful, every minute of it. Jack

has made me one of the happiest people

in the world and I know he loves me too.

Sometimes after one of their tiffs Jack

will say, with the bleak despair of which

only a male is capable, "I don't understand

it at all. Why are we so unhappy when we
should be very happy? We've got the

whole world in front of us. Life is beauti-

ful. And here we are quarreling with each

other."
Then it is Mitzi, remembering all those

articles she read and all the groundless

fears that almost prevented her from

marrying, who comforts him.

"Darling," she says very calmly and

quietly, "after all, this is our first year. Re-

member?" END



what lana's really like

(Continued from page 56) could come to

knowing what Lana Turner is like.

Lana was on time for our meeting at the
Brown Derby. Conversation in the res-
taurant dropped from a babble to a buzz
and every head turned slowly, as though
watching a tennis match in slow motion,
to follow her progress down the aisle to

the booth where I sat.

She walked past the stares with a poise
born of long practice, slid into our booth
and removed the pale yellow cashmere
coat that accentuated her sun tan and the
blue of her eyes.
"Today," I told her, "we're not going

to mention men. Not one."
"Ole," she said. "That will be a re-

freshing change." She seemed genuinely
pleased, and I thought how dreary it must
be for her, being probed by assorted
strangers about her life and loves, and
husbands past and present.

I started by asking about twelve-year-
old Cheryl, and Lana threw up her hands
in a helpless gesture. "That one! She's
taller than I am! You can't imagine what
it's like to look up at a child and lecture
her. The psychological effect is all wrong.
I pace up and down when I have to scold
her and know I'm getting nowhere, until
finally I say, 'Sit down, young lady, sit

down!' After that, it's better."
"You mean you're still having troubles?"

I said innocently. "Five years ago she was
pinching you and her grandmother."

"Well, I talked her out of it," said Lana.
"I told her it was dull and unattractive
and that seemed to get through to her.
Now she's telling fibs—little fibs that don't
even have a point. Honest to Pete, there's
always something!"
She told me about the new governess,

a Frenchwoman who has brought up two
daughters of her own, and who is teaching
Cheryl French and embroidery and old-
world discipline. "Thank heaven for that
woman! She keeps calming me down.
She tells me that between eleven and
thirteen they try to see how much they
can get away with. And the other day I

asked what happened after thirteen and
she looked at me with a hopeless expres-
sion and said, 'Boys!' " Here Lana ges-
tured again, waving her arms. "Already
we've got boys. Every time I answer the
doorbell there's some young, gum-chewing
character in a leather jacket with hands
stuck in his pockets." She sighed. "I guess
no matter how old she is, I'll always have
my work cut out for me."
"Does she see your movies?" I asked

her.

"Some, not all. She can't understand
why I won't allow her to see some of
them, like Flame And The Flesh. But
I never shrug off a question—about any-
thing. I always try to explain. About the
pictures I tell her many of them are dull
to children, but that some day she'll be
able to see them all." ^

"Is she getting accustomed to the idea
that her mother is Lana Turner?"

"I think so. She's old enough to under-
stand now. When I go to her school she
gets a big kick out of the way the other
kids stare at me. But it's funny you
should mention that. Just last night she
showed me a page from a magazine that
one of the girls in school had brought her.
For a minute I was scared. I thought
maybe she'd got hold of some so-called
expose that swore I'd run away with a
pearl diver in Saipan or something equally
ridiculous—you know the type. Anyway,
it turned out to be about Cheryl. Some
youngster had written wanting to know
her full name and age, and said he thought
she was cute as a button. It was her first
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dip into notoriety and she tried hard not

to let me know she was kind of pleased.

Her main concern was that the magazine
had misspelled her middle name. 'They

left the a off of Christina, mother,' she

said. 'Isn't that awful? They do things

like that all the time, don't they?' So I

told her now she knew how I felt. And
I think she glimpsed for the first time the

reason I get so upset when people sling

my life and my feelings around any old

way they want to."

I remembered that Lana had once said

that the life of a movie star would be a

perfect one if it weren't for all the slop

that goes with it.

"You've had a pretty rough time on
that score, haven't you?" I said.

She raised her eyes toward heaven, and
the answer was far more eloquent than
words. So I changed the subject.

"You can't cook, I suppose," I said, and
the negative approach got a rise out of her.

"I certainly can! I make the best fried

chicken you ever tasted, and furthermore

I won't share the recipe!" She laughed.

"I won't even allow anybody in the kitchen

when I'm making it."

"Pardon me," I said.

"You know, nobody can do it like I can.

I try to tell the cook and she waves me
away as though I'd insulted her. I sup-
pose she figures any idiot can fry a

chicken. Well, not my way. I'm particu-

larly fussy about the gravy. I suppose it's

nostalgia or something, but I like it the

way my mother used to make it when I

was a little girl—old-fashioned country-
type gravy. Once the cook made it for us

and the gravy was like glue. And when
I tried to tell her again she got huffy.

You know what I'm going to do? I'm

going to make it myself one night and
leave one paltry little wing for her to

taste the next day. And when she asks

me how to do it I'm not going to tell her.

Let her figure it out for herself!"

Lana looked triumphant, and I laughed.

"Nobody would picture you being such
a domestic dragon."
"Me? Domestic? Ha!" she said. "I just

said I could fry chicken, that's all."

"What about food in general? Do you
like food?"

"If they could figure out a pill that

would do it," said Lana, "I'd be happy as

a clam. I'm one of those dull people who
eat only to live. Making out the menus
at home is my worst chore. It's bad enough
deciding what to eat the same day, but
how do I know on Tuesday what I'm going

to want to eat on Saturday? Sometimes
they want me to make up menus more
than a week ahead, and then I fall apart

and tell 'em to rotate. Just rotate and
leave me alone."

"What happens if you're temporarily out

of servants?" I said.

"I can stand it just so long, and then
I'll pitch in and do it. But don't think I

enjoy waving a dust cloth around."

"Do you have an economic streak?" I

asked. "You're reputed to spend money
like water, but you must call a halt some-
where."

"I don't spend money," said Lana. "You
might say money is my economic streak.

I can charge anything. I think I could

buy a battleship and charge it without a

qualm. But it's the funniest thing how I

hate to pay cash. It kills me. I can't bear

to see that green going across the counter.

Now, checks are easy. A check for a

thousand dollars doesn't look any greener

than one for fifty cents."

"How's your temper?" I asked.

"It takes a long time, but when it finally

blows, everybody should leave town. And
then it's over in five minutes. The silliest

little things will set me off after months
of steaming about big things. You know,

I've often wondered what it would be like

to blow my top every time I feel like it.

I suppose it would be fun, but I'll bet

I'd feel like a fool."

"Are you a day person or a night per-

son?" I asked.
"Night!" she said, and for emphasis

slapped the table so hard that the silver-

ware bounced. "Mornings are awful! And
don't talk to me until I've had a cup of

coffee. No—make that two cups. It used
to be one, but now it takes two." She
laughed. "I guess it's later than I think."

"If you hate mornings so much, you
must crumble when you're working and
have to get up at 5 a.m.," I said.

"I drive like a mole in the mornings,"

said Lana. "It's a wonder I ever get across

town to the studio. If it's a bright day
the sun hurts my eyes, and if it's a gray

dawn I'm in danger of falling asleep at the

wheel. I fixed it, though, for Diane.

My make-up man had to go right by our

house, so he picked me up every day.

And he might as well have been driving

a hearse for all the company he had.

"I read an article the other day that

said different people are at their best at

different hours. The author suggested that

we should conduct our most important

business at our best hour. All I have to

do now is figure out how I can make all

my business appointments for 11 p.m."

"What object do you own that means
most to you?"
She thought a minute. "You know, I

don't think I have an answer for that. If

you'd asked me two or three years ago

I probably would have said one of my
pieces of jewelry. Or the Ming horses.

I have some really lovely things. But
somehow they don't mean much to me
any more. I mean, I enjoy them and I'm

fortunate to have them, but if something

Jerry Marshall said of a certain

actress: "No wonder she's afraid

of her shadow. She's the one

who makes it!"
Sidney Skolsky in
The New York Post

happened to them I don't think it would
bother me very much. Why do you sup-

pose that is?"

"I'd say you were growing up," I said.

"I'm sorry I can't think of any particular

thing,'
1 she said.

"No matter. The answer you gave me is

better. I'd thought maybe you had a

Mosaic backscratcher that used to belong

to your grandmother, or a Florentine

flagon you couldn't live without."

Lana laughed. "Heaven forbid," she said.

"Things— things by themselves—don't

count any more."
"Do you have a hobby?"
"Golf," she said, "if you could call it a

hobby. But I don't have hobbies—they
get in my way. I've never understood

people who collect things. As for golf, I

enjoy it when I get there, but the thought

of having to get ready and get out on the

course bores me. Unless I'm actually doing

it, it strikes me as a lot of nonsense, chas-

ing the silly ball all over the place. Come
to think of it, once I get there I go through

a lot of torture. Whenever I'm getting

ready to swing I think to myself, 'Now I've

got to hit this stupid thing,' and I can

imagine it making faces at me. The whole

thing would be much easier if I just picked

up the phone and canceled the game."

She paused. "I'm about to take up paint-

ing again."

"I didn't know you painted.

"Once, for three weeks, fire and water

couldn't keep me away from the canvas.

And then I folded up^everything and put

it all away in a closet."

"And you're doing it again?"

"Not yet, but I can feel myself going
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over the hump, and maybe soon I'll drag
it all out of the closet again."

"What's your earliest memory?" I asked.

"The railroad went by our house in

Idaho. And my days revolved around the

times the trains would come through. I

remember if nobody waved back at me
my whole world collapsed."

"How would you describe your humor?"
I said. "Whimsy, or slapstick, or what?"
I wanted to see what she said, because
Lana laughs easily and has been described

by others as their greatest audience. Not
only that, when she laughs, she belts it

clear across the room.
"Well, I guess I'd say my humor is all

over the place. If something strikes me
funny I'm off, and there's no stopping me."
"Where and how did you learn to love

music?" I asked.
"A long time ago," she said. "When I

was married to Artie I met a lot of musi-
cal people and naturally became inter-

ested in it. I grew to love all types of

music. Almost all kinds, that is," and
she laughed. "I can't say I dig Haydn,
exactly."
"When you're ill do you run to the

doctor, or do you figure that time and your
own physical condition will effect a cure?"

"I used to see a doctor if I had a hang-
nail. And because I did I have the best
stocked medicine chest in town. By this

time I figure I know what to take for
everything, and believe me, if it starts

with anything from A to Z, I've got it in

the medicine chest."

We spoke then of psychiatry, and Lana
said that in her opinion lots of people,
people who can afford it, go to psychiatrists

A long life, says Jack Lemmon, is

what you get if you give up every-
thing that makes you want one.

Jim Henaghan
The Hollywood Reporter

unnecessarily. "Some people lean on
others for help," she said. "This astrology
business that says you can't put a toe out
of bed until your star is in the right house
or something. And numerology, what is

that stuff? I think you're on your own,
and everything you do and have comes
from inside you. From you and God, and
I think if you have to have somebody else
to help, or use as an excuse, there's some-
thing wrong with you."

I plowed on with questions. "How do
you feel about telephones?"
"Can't stand 'em," she said. "They're

fine when they're necessary, but I don't
like to yak for the sake of yakking. There's
nothing worse than the woman who has
nothing better to do than chatter. You
can tell the type right away because they
always start off by saying 'What're you
doing?' I have the worst urge to answer,
'Wasting time, right now.' Wouldn't it be
wonderful if you had the nerve to say
what you feel sometimes?"
"What is your worst fault?"
"I procrastinate," she said promptly. "I

tend never to do today what I can put off
until tomorrow."
"What's your prime virtue?" I asked,

and Lana was properly modest in saying
she didn't think she had any. I thought I

knew the answer myself, because if there's
anything Lana is admired for, it's her
loyalty. Those who were her friends years
ago are still her friends.
"Do you intend to stay active in movies

for the rest of your life?"
"No," she said, "but I'll stay with it until

I have some other income equal to what
I earn in pictures."

"If for some reason you could no longer
act, what would you do?"
"Something with clothes. Designing,

probably."
"Are you stubborn?"

"No," she said slowly. "I really don't
think I am. I'm thinking of work now.
I always give. Sometimes I think they
shouldn't do a scene a certain way, but
I never insist."

"What makes you cry in movies?"
"Loneliness, I think. It tears me apart.

But of course I'm a patsy for tear-jerkers.
I love to cry at the movies."
"What about your pet extravagance?"
"It's always been shoes and I guess it

always will be. I have two salesmen who
send shoes out to the house all the time,
and I always buy them. I can't help my-
self. Last month Bill sent me two pair
and I set my jaw and took them back
myself. I thought I was being very cour-
ageous—until I bought four pair while I

was in the department."
"If you were allowed three books on a

desert island, what would you choose?"
She took a long time on that one and

then she said, "I don't think I'd need
three. If I had The Prophet with me I'd

be all right. I've lived with it for years.
It's so beautiful."

"Who is your severest critic?"
"Myself," she said without hesitation.
"How do you react to seeing yourself

on the screen?"
"When you ask me that, all I can think

of is that screen test with the tight sweater.
I was just sick about it. I didn't know
that was what I looked like to other people.
It never entered my head that they would
exploit it. I don't think I'll ever recover
from the shock."
"Do you take to people quickly?" I

asked.

"If they have warmth, I get along fine
with them right away. But it takes a long
time for me to get to know people—really
know them."
"What do you first notice about people?"
"Whether they're loud or quiet. I hate

loudness in people."

"Are you careless?"

"You could trail me by picking up
hankies," she said. "I love beautiful hand-
kerchiefs and I'm proud of the ones I own,
but somehow when I get home I've always
lost the one I took with me. Most women
lose gloves and earrings. With me, it's

hankies."

"Speak to me of hats," I said.

"Hats," she said. "Sometimes I think if

I don't get a new one I'll scream. On the
other hand, I often go without one. I say
to myself, 'Nobody else will be wearing
a hat,' so I don't either. Isn't that awful
of me? And I should add that the hats
I buy depend on the car I'm driving. I

drive a big car and buy big hats and then
I buy a little sports car and I can't get
into it with the big hats, so I have to go
out and buy some little hats." She grinned.
"At least, it's a good excuse."
"Are there any advantages you feel

you've missed?" I said. "For instance, do
you wish you'd gone to college?"
Lana Turner smiled. "What I've learned

in this business they don't teach at college.
Six of them couldn't have taught me what
I've learned in Hollywood."
And that about wrapped it up. Before

she left, Lana thanked me again for ex-
cluding the subject of men, and said the
interview had been fun for her.

To me, at least, Lana is a woman of
great humor, of honesty and courage. She
is one of the rare actresses who is not con-
sistently labeled with the five-letter word
used so freely in Hollywood to describe
a nasty female. Lana has kept her balance
and sense of values. If she has lost any-
thing through these years of cinema fame,
it has been her own happiness. It is some-
thing she seems to find only periodically.
The important thing is that she has never
lost herself. end
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(Michael Wilding) that his loyalties are with the

English; but he doesn't convince George Sanders,

who keeps setting traps for him. One of these traps

would've worked but for Anne Francis, who also

switches loyalties (from Wilding to Wilde). Anyway,
none of them there spies escape, although a touching

friendship develops between Wilding and Wilde. I

liked this picture fine. CinemaScope—MGM

THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH

Temptation of a summer bachelor

Most husbands are not lucky enough to have Marilyn

Monroe for an upstairs neighbor even when the

whole family is home. Tom Ewell's wife (Evelyn

Keyes) and son are off on a summer vacation. Not

only is Marilyn upstairs but she is more than willing

to come downstairs to cool off (air conditioning down-

stairs). Naturally, this hardly cools off Tom Ewell.

It very nearly drives him out of his mind. Tom has

been married seven years—and there's the itch—he's

ready for some kind of romance. But the only kind

he can handle, being a very upright and timid editor

of lurid pocket books, is the kind that never material-

izes. Marilyn in the flesh, or even in summer cottons,

is much too real. And that's about it. Ewell fantasies

what can happen, gets it all mixed up with what does

happen and torments himself so hilariously you
hardly notice that nothing much happens at all.

CinemaScope—20th-Fox

SPECIAL DELIVERY
It's a boy for Uncle Sam

Boredom is rife in this U.S. Embassy nestled

against the Iron Curtain. Things pick up considerably

when a baby is lowered over the embassy wall. Joseph

Cotten's paternal instincts are aroused and if you

don't think that makes for "farce with an international

background" you're right, but don't go away. Eva
Bartok is coming. She is coming to mind the baby.

The local Commie bigwig is sending her, and pretty

soon he's going to send a mother to claim the child

for the Soviet. But before this great climax occurs

there's a lot of running around by the giddy embassy

staff (four men, including Olaf the cook) for diapers

and bottles and plenty of hot water. And, oh, yes,

Joseph Cotten's amorous instincts are aroused.—Col.

ULYSSES
A great epic in Technicolor

When you read Homer's Ulysses at school you
take it kind of seriously, but when you see Homer's
Ulysses in VistaVision you laugh yourself sick. Es-

pecially at the sight of all those early Greeks stamp-

ing on a. pitful of grapes to make instant Burgundy
for the one-eyed giant, or at the sight of a rather

catatonic Circe (Sylvano Mangano) turning all those

early Greeks into plump pigs before Ulysses' (Kirk

Douglas) very eyes. It's also pretty funny when Kirk
turns to Circe after six months and says, "I must
go." What's your rush, boy? You've only been away
from home twenty years. Besides, Anthony Quinn
has Ithaca and faithful Penelope in the palm of his

hand. VistaVision—Para.

THE PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON
Forty boys and a blowhard

Major Benson (Charlton Heston) has been in the

army fifteen years, but he still doesn't know enough

to keep his mouth shut. In his opinion the only way
to whip raw recruits into shape is to fill 'em with

whiskey and a lust to kill. Too bad a national maga-

zine quotes his opinion, because the next thing Ben-

son knows he's commander-in-chief of a military

encampment whose fighting men range in age from

six to fourteen, and whose orderlies look suspiciously

like nuns. Only redeeming factor for Benson is the

lady doc (Julie Adams) who nearly always comes

running at the cry of, "medic!" It's a cute movie,

and the littlest tyke of all (Tim Hovey) walks right

off with it. CinemaScope—U.I.

LAND OF THE PHARAOHS
Pageantry in the Pyramids

A marvelous opening spectacle—the return of the

Pharaoh (Jack Hawkins) and his legions after the

defeat of the Kushite tribes five thousand years ago—
catches the whole sense of the strange, magnificent

splendor that was Egypt. Here, too, as never before,

you witness the building of the largest pyramid in

Egypt—a task requiring over fifteen years to com-

plete. The story is about the Pharaoh's obsession with

his destiny; the pyramid is to be his inaccessible

tomb and will house an untold fortune in jewels and

gold. This obsession leads him from his gentle queen

into the more passionate arms of Princess Nellifer

(Joan Collins) who plots his downfall. The story's

dramatic enough, but it can't compare to the magic of

an ancient time so well re-created. CinemaScope—

-

Warners

LOVE IS A MANY-SPLENDORED THING
Poignant problem love affair

In this movie you get the feeling that 20th Century-

Fox is straining for the greatest love story of all times.

Naturally, it misses, and some of the lines which un-

doubtedly are meant to be eternal sound all too transi-

tory. Like: "Give me your hand," uttered tenderly by

American correspondent William Holden to Eurasian

M.D. Jennifer Jones. Being Eurasian, Jennifer is

faced with the problem of living in two worlds, and

you get a chance to see both of them. She is a physi-

cian in a hospital where certain British elements in-

trude with snobbery. If it weren't for this general air

of solemnity hanging over Hong Kong Love Is A
Many-Splendored Thing might have lived up to Fox's

expectations. Jennifer Jones has known only one love

—her late husband's—and like she says to Holden,

"Don't wake a sleeping tiger." Holden wakes that

tiger, all right. And is sent to Korea. What happens

next I won't say. CinemaScope—20th-Fox



SOLDIER OF FORTUNE
Or, the glory that is Gable

Hong Kong: lots of old roues in the lobby of an old

hotel. In walks Susan Hayward. She is looking for

her husband (Gene Barry) but pretty soon she finds

Clark Gable, and it's the measure of the girl that she

keeps looking for anyone, let alone her husband. He,
by the way, is an adventurous photographer who got

himself caught by the Reds. Clark Gable is just an
adventurer who made himself a million by an equal
amount of shady deals too obscure for the police to

prove. For the love of Hayward he sails right into

Red territory and brings hubby back. The whole
thing doesn't make much sense but The King can still

put anything across with a flourish. CinemaScope

—

20th-Fox

THE NIGHT HOLDS TERROR
Chills in your backyard

Sad to report, there are maniacs loose in the world.
Like the trio of youths who come across smiling Jack
Kelly as he is driving home from work. Next thing
Kelly knows he is lying face down on the Mojave
Desert waiting for jumping John Cassavetes to shoot
him in the back. Kelly's wife (Hildy Parks) and two
kids are lucky to see him again. But the company he
brings home makes life confining. Any second any-
body may drop dead before this trigger-happy trio.

As they say at Columbia—this nightmare can happen
to you. So next time you're out in your Jaguar don't
stop for anything but a red light!—Col.

FEMALE ON THE BEACH
Clear case of murder

All Joan Crawford wants is to be alone in her beach
house, but a couple of next door neighbors (Cecil
Kellaway and Natalie Schafer) sic Jeff Chandler
onto her. Jeff has an arrangement with these neigh-
bors, who raised him from a fisherman into a classy
gigolo. In fact, that's the arrangement. All the rich,
lonely ladies fall for him and he splits the profits with
his benefactors. One of those ladies (Judith Evelyn)
fell so hard she never rose again (stone cold dead, is

why). And why is the question that haunts Joan,
who's worldly enough to love a gigolo—but a 'mur-
derer? No, sir! (If the suspense doesn't kill you, the
dialogue sure will.)—U.I.

SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT!

You ve got another chance to see six great films now
in re-release. Rim, don't walk to your local theatres
playing these super-specials.

CAMILLE There will never be another Garbo, and
this was one of her best—the story of a tragic Paris
courtesan and her loves—with Robert Taylor. One
of the world's most famous romances.

THE INFORMER Victor McLaglen's Academy Award
best as the Irish underground stool pigeon who sold
out his gang. A classic suspense chiller.

GOING MY WAY with Oscar winners Bing Crosby
and Barry Fitzgerald as the two famous priests. Re-
member Bing singing "Would You Like To Swing
On A Star?"

THE WIZARD OF OZ Judy Garland in her top role,
with Ray Bolger, Bert Lahr, Jack Haley, Billie
Burke and a host of stars as the famous citizens of
the land "Over The Rainbow."

WUTHERING HEIGHTS Did you hear the haunting
cry "Heathcliff, Heathcliff" before it became a by-
word? Merle Oberon was calling Laurence Olivier
in this all-time honored film.
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As indicated by actual tests and color photographs.

FROM THIS TO THIS
in just lO days!

Exciting results of actual skin tests show the new antibiotic UTOL is the answer pimple

sufferers have been waiting for. Wonderful Utol comes in a true skin color, just like a powder

base, and helps to hide ugly pimples while allowing the miracle antibiotic in Utol to help clear

up pimples faster. Amazing Utol is bringing thousands of boys and girls and adults

the help they've longed for — giving them new

poise and confidence. Sold at

all drug stores on a money

back guarantee... there is no

product like Utol for fast

pimple relief.

.
..-» "

A McKesson Product
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clash of STEELES
When Joan met her new step-daughter, it wasn't like a movie!

Picture it as a Joan Crawford

movie. The first dramatic contact be-

tween the young daughter and the

glamorous step-mother, and in the

shadowy background, invisible but

ever-present, the scorned mother.

The beautiful step-mother should

have taken the youngster in her

arms, and amid tears and sobs cried,

"My daughter!" And they should

have been inseparable forever.

What actually happened was this.

Joan and Al Steele were honeymoon-

ing in Paris. Sally Steele, Al's daugh-

ter by his first marriage (Joan is his

third wife) , was touring Europe with

three college friends. She happened

to be in Paris the same time. She

contacted her father; he introduced

her to Joan. It was all very casual.

The next day Earl (Celebrity Serv-

ice) Blackwell threw a party for Joan

and Al. He invited Sally.

When Sally entered the room, Joan

made a dash in her direction. Grip-

ping her arm, she cried out gleefully,

"It's Sally. Hey, folks, look what

I inherited. I only met her yesterday."

Sally looked embarrassed, but Joan

was doing her best to introduce her

into proper society. "Honey, how
would you like to meet Johnnie

Ray?" she said.

Sally, a cute, pert brunette in her

early twenties, grunted in unenthusi-

astic consent, but it was quite plain

that she wasn't much impressed by

Johnnie. "Hi," she said, and then

rambled on to a by-stander about

the excitement of being in Paris.

"You really should try the metro*,"

—she turned to Joan
—

"It's sensa-

tional, just lots of fun." ("Subway,

not studio.)

Joan, weighed down by her to-

pazes and diamonds, looked slightly

startled at the prospect. Chewing her

gum vigorously, she eyed her step-

daughter and said, not unkindly,

"Listen, kid, you live your life, and

I'll live mine, huh?"
There was quite a disparity be-

tween the way they lived in Paris.

While Joan and her Prince Consort

dwelled in the luxury of the Plaza-

Athenee, Sally and her friends

roughed it in a cheap Left Bank
students' hotel. While her old man
and his new wife patronized Paris'

top restaurants, Sally and her chums

had bread and cheese and dark red

wine in their rooms. Joan and Al

motored through Europe in a Cadil-

lac, followed by a truck carrying

Joan's luggage. Sally had a Peugeot

(a little French car) her father had

rented for her to make up for for-

getting her birthday in January.

When asked how it felt to have a

movie star in the family, Sally an-

swered glumly, "I don't want to com-

ment on that."

As the party waned, Steele turned

to his daughter and said, "You're

coming to dinner with us?"

Sally, probably thinking of the

budget victuals in the days ahead,

sighedandnodded. "Yes, I'mcoming."

76 In Paris the Steeles posed as a happy -family group—on one of their very rare meetings!

ten cupids tell all

(Continued from page 55) shared the
house in Coldwater Canyon with him.
Debbie never drove home from the studio
that she didn't stop by, and there wasn't a
time I didn't have to pitch in and help
Eddie to coax her to stay a little longer.
I was the third wheel—whenever I hove
to, whether it was the living room or the
pool, they'd drift away, holding hands and
yakking.
Right away, even before Eddie told me

he was serious about Debbie, I could see
he was a dead duck. The guy couldn't
even see straight. One sure tip was the
fact that he got up early. Back in New
York he always slept until noon, but in

Coldwater Canyon he couldn't sleep. He
was up every morning at the crack of

dawn, singing at the top of his lungs. No-
body else could sleep, naturally. It sounded
like a whole army of Hessians had just

taken over. He used to barge into my
room like a bull at eight in the morning
and yell, "What're you sleeping all day
for?"
And when I'd open one eye and inquire

what he was up for, he'd just laugh and go
galloping through the house singing, "I'm
in love! I'm in love!"

I got to looking pretty haggard, but I

didn't complain. Not too much, anyway.
You couldn't be around that twosome and
avoid having some of their happiness rub
off on you.

by GEORGE LINGER And it wasn't

easy. Eddie wanted to buy a ring all right,

but he wanted to be so sure it was some-
thing Debbie would like that it took him
several moons to decide.

It figured that he would consult me
about it. I work at Mendelsohn Brothers
on New York's Diamond Row, and it also

happens that I've known Eddie a long
time. Ever since he started going with
Debbie he and I have gone to the fights

on Friday nights, and back in Burbank
Debbie was always advised that she could
spot Eddie in the front row, on her TV set.

Anyway, Eddie told me he wanted a

ring and all he knew about it was that he
wanted an emerald-cut diamond. He
looked at rings and looked some more,
and then there were conferences about it

|

at his apartment in The Essex House. And
j

there were conferences at Mr. Sarnoff's
1

office (he's chairman of RCA) and more f

conferences at the office of Milton Black

-

stone, Eddie's manager.
He finally picked one out, and then

Jennie Grossinger saw it. She is the Jen-
nie Grossinger of Grossinger's Hotel, where
Eddie Cantor discovered Eddie singing.

She didn't think it was good enough for

Debbie and Eddie respects her and her
judgment so much that we put the ring i

back in the case and started all over

again. "After all," Eddie said, "she's

a woman and she knows about these

things." And when the two of them
decided on the seven-and-one-half-carat
stone, Eddie was really happy. He wor-
ried a little that the ring would be
too big "on Debbie's tiny hand," but he
told me after he had given it to her that

it didn't look too large after all.

Now that it's settled, I'm happy that I
1

had a part in all this. Knowing Eddie so

well I'm sure he'll make a fine husband,
and I can't wait until they have kids. He
has been so wonderful with my three-

year-old daughter—always sending her
toys and dresses from wherever he hap-
pens to be—that I know he's going to make
a great father. A little anxious maybe, but
great.
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by LORI NELSON I think it was last

September when it happened. Anyway, it

was a month before Eddie Cantor's big
party when the engagement was an-
nounced. Debbie and I were planning to

cook dinner for Eddie and Joey Forman. It

was a big project because neither of us can
cook. We dreamed up the menu a week
ahead of time, and when the day came we
picked up the boys to go marketing with
;us. Debbie was somewhere around the
canned soups and I was at the meat coun-
ter, trying to pretend I knew the differ-

ence between steaks. Eddie and Joey were
with me, clowning around, and they looked
like two cats who had swallowed two
canaries.
Eddie said, "Shall we tell her?"
"Go ahead," said Joey.
Eddie was grinning from ear to ear.

"Let's not," he said.

"Oh, for heaven's sake, what is it?" I

said.

And then Eddie dug into his pocket and
pulled out a beat-up piece of Kleenex and
opened it carefully, and there was a ring
with the biggest diamond I ever saw.
Naturally, I screamed.

"Have you decided on the steaks, Miss?"
asked the butcher. He must have thought
we were nuts.
Eddie was holding a finger to his lips.

'Sh! You mustn't tell her!"
I promised I wouldn't, and asked if he

planned to give it to her that night. He
said he hadn't decided, so of course I was
in a purple snit for the rest of the day
(and so was Joey) trying to act as though
it were any other day.
Debbie tried to help with the dinner. She

really did, but Eddie kept calling her out
into the living room. So I struggled with
the pots and pans and when things were

Did Gary Cooper ever

kick you in the shins?

Did you rescue Grace Kelly jrom
drowning or hold Liz Taylor's baby?

Did you ever have an adventure
with a movie star?

If you have, write it up—briefly,
please—and mail to the "It
Happened To Me" Editor, Modern
Screen Magazine, 261 5th Avenue,
New York, New York. If we print it,

we'll pay you $10.00.

If you have a snapshot, taken at the
time of your incident, send it along.

but remember:
IT MUST BE TRUE
IT MUST BE DIFFERENT

IT MUST BE EXCITING

IT must be brief (500 words or less)

Rosemary DeCamp reads a bedtime story to 3 ofher daughters. Miss DeCamp isfeatured
on television s "Bob Cummings Show" (.NBC) and the "Death Volley Days" series.

- w • * *

makes families happy . . . gives parents peace of mind . . . keeps

children warm and cozy. Available in bag type garments ... the regular

... the "grow" and also the new Toddler with legs and

detachable plastic soled boots. Four fabrics for the four seasons.

Solid colors, gay prints and checks. Estron Trundle Bundle or

Toddler as shown about $7.95. Write for name of store nearest you.

Trundle Bundle Products Company
525 lake avenue south - duluth 2, minn.

BABY'S SAFEST SLEEPING GARME N

Murwm- dtiied fiaiii

tt* VITA FLUFF A^f.
. . . the original cream shampoo—used and recommended

by professional beauticians to keep your hair gleaming

bright, beautifully controlled. There's a special VITA-FLUFF

Shampoo to solve your individual hair problem.

Exclusive with ORIGINAT6R OF FINE SHAMPOOS

professional beauticians... CORAL GABLES, FLORIDA

sold only in beauty salons.



frantic
over

QfySkin?
That awful "shine"! . . . how it can
shatter your poise. Don't you put up
with it! Start now to use this special

treatment to clear away excess oil.

It's recommended by leading skin

doctors. It's quick . . . it's easy . . .

it works like a charm!

Every night and morning, after
washing your face, smooth on a
snowy-thick coat of Pond's Vanish-
ing Cream. Leave the Cream on for

one minute. The "keratolytic" action

of this greaseless cream dissolves off

oily dead skin flakes. Wipe cream off;

splash face with cold water. This
daily de-oiling treatment with Pond's
Vanishing Cream makes your skin
tingling fresh. Girls say: "Takes away
that oily look!"

Make $50, $75, $100 Extra Money
Start a Greeting Card
& Gift Shop at Home

New Ass't of

Photochrome
Christmas Cards

& Selling Guide

179 new easy ways to make money! Show
friends new TALL Style Christmas. All
Occasion greeting card assortments,
amazing value gift wrappings, personal
wedding invitations & announcements.
Make up to $1.00 per box plus cash
bonus. Write today for Free Trial outfit
of Feature boxes on approval. 77 FREE
Samples Personal Christmas Cards,
Stationery.

NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS
North Abington 923, Mass.

BIG STEADY PAY
as a Practical

URSE!

78

LEARN AT HOME IN 12 WEEKS
Earn to §60 a week, in good times or bad
as a Lincoln graduate with Diploma. Fas-
cinating work. High -school not needed. |

Ages 16-60. Earn while learning. Doctors approve this a
_ simple lowest-fee course. AVERAGE LESSON-COST I
| ONLY $1.74. Send today for FREE BOOKLET.

LINCOLN SCHOOL OF NURSING
J 805 Larrabee, Dept. 89, Los Angeles 46, Calif.

|
I Rush 16-page FREE Booklet "Careers in Nursing" _

NAME !

ADDRESS -

CITY STATE I

almost ready we phoned Mother Reynolds
to come i over. We had wanted to fix this

banquet all by ourselves and so we held
her off until the last minute. Five minutes
after she\ arrived, Eddie called Debbie
into the bedroom, and two minutes after

that there was a whoop that made me drop
the beans all over the floor.

Joey came racing into the kitchen yell-
ing for us to hurry into the bedroom.
Debbie sat on the couch by the window,
curled up like a kitten, holding the spark-
ler in both hands. Her face was red and
she was laughing and crying at the same
time, and from the expression Eddie was
wearing you'd think he had just captured
Debbie Reynolds for his bride.
Then Debbie came into the kitchen,

where she was no help at all, and neither
was I, because by that time we were both
crying.

It was a great night. The steaks were
cold, the biscuits were burned, the beans
were forfeited, and the potatoes never did
get done. But nobody seemed to mind.
Joey went out and got a bottle of cham-
pagne and we all drank a toast and swore
ourselves to secrecy.
None of us was really surprised. Not

me, anyway. I'd been at Debbie's house
when Eddie called her for their first date.
And midway through the conversation
she'd put her hand over the phone and
said to me, "Guess who! It's Eddie Fisher!
Eddie Fisher!" And her eyes looked like
two Roman candles that had just been
lit—and they stayed that way all summer.
So after all, it wasn't much of a secret.

It was like not mentioning something the
whole world knew.

by FRANK GREENE As a New York
cab driver, I've been asked questions by
cops and old ladies, about criminals and
lost umbrellas, but this is the first time
a reporter ever asked me about the con-
versation of two kids in back of my cab.
As it happened, out of all the cabbies in
New York, I've taken Debbie Reynolds and
Eddie Fisher on two trips. The first time
I didn't recognize them. Who looks at
passengers, anyway? But these two kids
climbed in and the boy told me to take
them to Leone's and a minute after that
this voice came up around my ears. He
was singing to that girl like a regular
Caruso, and maybe I'm forty-six, but there
aren't many Americans, even forty-six,

who don't know Eddie Fisher's voice wheri
they hear it. It was a pleasant trip—like'

a concert on wheels.
The second time was last February. 3

remember it was cold as a deep freeze}

when I picked up the kids in front of the'

Plaza Hotel.
"Drive around," Fisher said.

"Around?" I said. "Around where,
Skip?"
"The park," he said.

It had snowed that day, and the park's
snow didn't have any orange peels oi
milk bottle tops in it, and it was a pretty
night. You ask me what they talked
about? To tell you the truth, they didn't
talk about anything. Conversation, you,
might say, was out.

by EDDIE CANTOR If I say so myself
it was a nice party. It wasn't meant to be'

a regular Hollywood blowout and it wasn't;
I did it for the kids because I wanted
to save them having to go around to the,

homes of 200 people (a mild estimate ol

their friends) and announce the glad tid

ings.

I found out myself when they were'
at my house working over a list of in
vitations, and Mrs. Reynolds said, "I gues^
this is kind of an engagement party."
"What do you mean—'kind of "? I said}

"Is it or isn't it?"

She smiled. "I guess it is."

And so we had the party in October
at the Beverly Hills Hotel. Debbie and
Eddie weren't nervous—just plain pleased
That's one of the great charms about these
kids—they're so naive and wide-eyed and
so surprised and grateful when anyone
does anything for them.

I suppose everyone feels the way I de'

about them. They're a lovely couple
young America in love. I think that to the

younger generation, they represent the,

modern version of Romeo and Juliet. And;
I think they're going to be very happy
This isn't going to be a typical Hollywood
marriage; I don't believe they'll ever let

show business interfere with love. ENt

P.S. Back in 1953 Eddie told Modern,
Screen that the one girl he wanted to raeei

when he went to Hollywood—he hadn't
been out there at all—was Debbie Rey-,
nolds. She was the first girl he mentioned^
and Eddie has never been a name-dropper.

"DEAR JOHN" . . .

During the war I was working on the production
end of the Fred Allen radio show. One day I was
told that Victor Mature was slated for that week's
guest appearance.

Contracts in hand, I rushed to the Broadway thea-
tre where the U. S. Coast Guard was playing its

Tars And Spars revue. But on my arrival, Mr.
Mature informed me that as an enlisted member of
the Coast Guard he was not authorized to sign the
contracts and that they'd have to wait for his

superior officer. By the time the ensign was located
I had spent almost the whole day backstage, chat-
ting with Mr. Mature.
Over Danish pastry and coffee, he commented

on the miniature captain's bars I wore for an Army
beau and complimented me on my loyalty. He re-
marked that he thought such loyalty almost always
impossible in view of frequent wartime separations.
His girl, he said, had waited six months for him,
and far from blaming her, he felt grateful that
she'd waited that long. With a start, I realized that
the girl of whom he spoke was Rita Hayworth—
who had just married Orson Welles.

Anita Raskin
Savannah, Georgia



music from hollywood

(Continued from page 20)

j

Foys." It's titled "You're Here, My Love" on
the Capitol label. The Spencer-Hagen Or-

chestra on label "X" does the "Love Theme"
instrumentally.

• Actor, writer, producer Jose Ferrer has
added a new talent to his repertoire. While at

work in The Shrike, in which he stars with
' June Allyson, Jose composed the background
music for the picture. During the filming Jose

bought a small sports car. His pet great

Dane, a massive animal weighing well over

one hundred pounds, likes to accompany his

master on drives. Since he, when seated,

towers above the top of the windshield, he
fell out of the car one day when Jose swerved
to avoid a cyclist. Luckily, the dog was un-
hurt. Now Jose has installed a safety strap

that fastens around the dog, similar to those

used in airplanes. Jose will join Rosemary
Clooney in England when he makes the Eng-
lish production Cockleshell Heroes. Rosie is on
tour with their son, Miguel Jose, through
England, Scotland and the Continent, doing
singing dates. She will return to do her
radio show live the middle of September.

• Dimitri Tiomkin, three times Oscar-win-
ning Hollywood composer and conductor,

makes occasional bloopers which provide
studio musical circles with some of their best

laughs. Artie Bernstein, prominent bass-player

who made history with the old Benny Good-
man band in its heyday, tells a story about a
sound-track recording session with Tiomkin.
The maestro wasn't getting just the effect and
response he wanted to out of the band. "I want
you to play like—like

—
" shouted Tiomkin,

searching frantically for the right words, "play
like Ken Stanton!" Ken Stanton??! Bern-
stein relayed the story to Stan Kenton, who
promptly implored his band to "play like

Timmy Diomkin!" Incidentally, Tiomkin con-
ducted the score, which he also composed, for

the Howard Hawks production, Land Of The
Pharaohs (reviewed on page 74).

Month's Best Movie Albums
DADDY LONG LEGS by Ray Anthony and his

Orchestra. Capitol Records EAP 1-597

Four songs from the Twentieth Century-Fox
Picture Daddy Long Legs. "Sluefoot," "Some-
thing's Gotta Give," "Dream," "Thunder-
bird." Ray Anthony fans won't be dissatisfied

with these couplings. Ray really swings it

out, particularly on "Thunderbird."

JOHNNY DESMOND SINGS MOVIE THEMES
vocal with orchestras directed by Don Jacoby.
Dick Shores and George Cates. Coral Records
EC 81123

Four songs "The High And The Mighty,"
"My Own True Love (Tara's Theme)," "The
Song From Desiree (We Meet Again)," "Way-
ward Wife." Very popular songs of sentiment
and romance by Johnny, who sells with re-

markable ease.

the wizard OF oz vocal by Lee Forester.

Orchestra and chorus conducted by Joel Her-
ron. MGM Records EP-X1151
Four songs from The Wizard Of Oz Re-lease

of the old Judy Garland picture.

"Over The Rainbow," "We're Off To See The
Wizard," "If I Only Had A Heart," "Ding
Dong! The Witch Is Dead."
Formerly available on 78 r.p.m. only, MGM
Records re-released these renditions for the

fans buying EP's. This is not the sound track
but a good buy anyway.

interrupted MELODY by Walter Ducloux
conducting vocal soloists and the MGM Orches-
tra. MGM Records EP-X304
An original cast recording of musical selec-

tions recorded directly from the sound track

of the MGM picture Interrupted Melody, star-

ring Glenn Ford and Eleanor Parker. A
memorable souvenir of the movie is provided
by this fine • album. Many of the brilliant

scenes from the movie can be re-created in

your home. The movie is based on the life

story of Marjorie Lawrence, one of the Metro-
politan Opera's great stars. Another Met star,

Eileen Farrell, supplies Marjorie Lawrence's
voice in the film.

DISC JOCKEYS' CHOICES: This month's best Music From Hollywood!

Wayne Cody—
KALL-Sa/t Lake
City, Utah
"My pick is Nat (King)

Cole's great recording of

Blues From Kiss Me
Deadly" Cole's record is a
great favorite here. Mick-
ey Spillane and Cole make
a great combination. This

could be Nat's big hit for

1955."

Mike Woloson—
WNOR—Norfolk,
Va.

I choose Summertime In
Venice by Dave Rose. It is

one of the smoothest
pieces of background mu-
sic in some time. My lis-

teners' initial reaction con-

vince me this song will

become something of a

standard. It lends itself

especially to the picture

Sum mertime."

Irwin Johnson—
WBNS-Cofumbus,
Ohio

For me: Not As A
Stranger by Frank Sina-

tra. The popularity of

music like this is a happy
indication that the rage
for tuneless rocking
rhythm may have run its

course. Not As A Stran-

ger seems almost like an
oasis."

Ed Stokes—
WMGM-JVew York,
N. Y.

"I go for Jack Shaind-
lin's Academy Award Fa-
vorites. Jack is a first class

musician who brings us
lush music, the type that

soothes the soul of all in-

curable romanticists, and
judging by the mail I get,

this is indeed a nation of

sentimentalists."

y worry

;

They really solve the problem

For safety's sake when "those days"

are near. . . for peace of mind

when "that time" is here . . . Sani-Scants

really are a blessing. They look as

trim as everyday panties, but

they have pins and tabs inside so

you need no belt. And Sani-Scants have

a moisture-proof panel to guard you

against embarrassing accidents.

Another wonderful thing about

Sani-Scants; they conceal, never

reveal! Next month, why don't you

try Sani-Scants? $1.35 to $2.50.

Longer Brief style, $1.75 to $2.50.

Small, medium, large, extra-large.



Pity poor

Leslie—she

went home a

star and found

they dont

know her in

France!

CHERCHEZ
LA CARON

Then there is the legend of the Prophet of Old who was shunned in his

native land. . . .

Once upon a time a young French girl went to seek her fortune in fabulous

America. By her rare talent she wrested fame and fortune from the Hollywood

hills.

But what about her own country?

Alas, in France Leslie Caron exists in the minds of her countrymen only as

a former very good ballet dancer who now makes films in America. Not

enough of her pictures have been shown in France to stamp her face as a

familiar label.

This was all too apparent when Leslie made an appearance at the "Kermesse

aux Etoiles" in Paris. This yearly charity fair, held during the height of the

Paris social season, sparkles with stars who sell their signatures in behalf

of war wounded.

Night and day, for seventy-two consecutive hours, admirers stamped, pushed

and shoved in the rain, wind and mud for an autograph, a cordial word, a

smile from their favorites. Leslie's John Hancock was demanded, of course,

but no police cordons were needed to keep away the crowds.

And when it was over, Leslie, dressed in a magnificent mink coat, made

her way, in the rain alone, unrecognized, unhailed, through the Tuilleries,

black with human forms.

A few yards away, women fainted, some lost their shoes, police panted in

their efforts to protect Los Angeles-born singer Eddie Constantine, the

Number-One film box-office draw of France, ignored and completely unknown

in his native America.

Bella Darvi (who inspires in her fellow-Frenchmen a puzzled expression

of non-recognition and a shrug of the shoulders) used her "star-card" to

invade the booth of raincoated Marlene Dietrich to ask her for her auto-

graph. Marlene. who had flown from London for the event, complied, but she

showed no favoritism. She signed simply, "Marlene Dietrich," with no dedi-

cation. (Could it be that she has never heard of Bella Darvi either?)

ice-cold keSEy

80

(Continued from page 29) She was wear-
ing her white gloves once more—and that

cool, collected Kelly look.

She admitted that, "Jean-Pierre has

asked me. I haven't said no. He's awfully

nice you know." Another time she flatly

denied there was anything between them
now but added the teaser, "There would
have been two years ago."

Two years ago Grace Kelly was nobody.
Today she's somebody. She would benefit

little professionally from a romance with
a star like Aumont. Now she knows her
way around. She doesn't need to be tipped

off on the right places and people. She's

arrived, and she's gotten there on her own
terms.

Jean-Pierre, although popular in France,
is hardly a big name in the States. A
link with Grace is invaluable to him, pub-
licity-wise. He doesn't deny that. He
doesn't even deny that his first interest in

Miss Kelly was publicity-inspired; Jean-
Pierre has always had a knack for head-
lines. But that was just the start. Now he
is deeply, sincerely involved with her. His
proposal was no joke, no attention-getter.

Proof of his sincerity is the fact that he
has stopped talking about Grace and his

own feelings. Reporters have had, recent-
ly, a hard time getting statements from

Jean—formerly the darling of the give-

1

us-a-quote boys. "Please don't press me,"
j

Jean-Pierre begs now. "Grace's family
is very proper, very careful. I do not
want to make a bad impression. Any
statements must come from them."
Grace's family hovers in the background

j

of her every move, her every relationship. I

She may not be entirely typical of them,

;

but her upbringing colors her life, her re- 1

actions to the world. The Kellys make a
j

habit of success on their own terms. (In ;

any field.) Grace went into acting. Being a
Kelly she won without compromising her-
self. The Kellys have taken home Pulitzer
prizes, Olympic gold medals, diamond

i

trophies and now they have an Oscar on I

the mantel. It's just another trophy.

It's hard to believe Grace would have
used Jean-Pierre two years ago to climb
the ladder of success. She's always made
it on her own. Natural beauty and com-
petent acting have carried her to the top.

Perhaps she only meant that two years ago
she hadn't tasted success and so love and
marriage would have appealed more.
Certainly Jean-Pierre has done every-

thing he can to show her the delights of

both. In Cannes they swam by day and
romanced by night. They had amusing
lunches, romantic, candlelight dinners,
wine in sidewalk cafes. They held hands
in the movies. In Paris, Jean-Pierre showed
Grace every aspect of that varied and
wonderful city. They night-clubbed. They

j

danced. They sight-saw. Then he started

on the joys of domesticity.

Grace had installed herself in a Champs
Elysees hotel. She was seldom in it. Every
morning she left for the country with
Jean-Pierre. He owns a charming manor
house near Malmaison—a town famous for

the house Napoleon built there for Jose-
phine. She died there five years after he
divorced her, and the town has much that

is quaint and curious and historic.

There Grace met Jean-Pierre's daugh-
ter Marie-Christine. She is a delightful

child. Nine years old, she speaks three
languages perfectly. She adores her father,

loves playing hostess for him. She takes
care of him like a little mother. Every
night she sees that there is a snack and
something warm to drink waiting for him.
If he comes home too late for her to be
up, she leaves a tray at his bedside.
Jean-Pierre returns her affection with

interest. Once he gave her a mink coat.

Nobody laughed. He was trying to relive

the moment of pride and happiness he
knew when he gave her mother her first.

They have preserved as best they can the
|

feeling of being a family. They look like

two who have known a happy home.
Marie-Christine is a good hostess, solici-

f

tous of her guests. Grace was welcomed o

with dignity and aplomb. She must have
reminded Grace of herself as a child, t

poised, not easily embarrassed. The pic-

ture could not help but be appealing.

But Grace loves her career. Not be- i

cause of the money or the adulation. Be
cause of the power. She doesn't misuse
power. No temper tantrums, no regal com-

|

mands, no ultimatums. The power Grace
enjoys is the power to be her own boss,

run her own show. Independently wealthy,
thanks to her father, Grace could buy her
way out of any film contract. And she
needn't even mention it to Dad because

j

J. P. Kelly has made his four children

legally independent of him financially. He
believes in letting them handle their own j

affairs and made it possible years ago. The
Kelly family is more like a corporation [

with the children paying their parents 1

their share of family expenses.
Happily, the role Grace wants to play f

privately fits her public personality. Or
rather it did before Aumont. He managed

I

to crack the Kelly composure, and even?



Grace and Jean-Pierre were a brief, but steady

twosome in 1952, when she was almost unknown.

though her armor looks as good as new
Grace may well become dissatisfied with
the life she leads and professes to love.
Grace probably learned some things about
herself in Paris. Having tasted romance
briefly she may not be able to repress her
basic feelings so successfully.
Hollywood's amateur analysts insist that

Grace doesn't need a husband and knows
it. They say she doesn't really want to be
married and feels safer with men who
don't want to be tied down either. Like
Oleg Cassini, of whom Gene Tierney said,
"I adore that man. I'm crazy about him
but he doesn't want to be married and I

can't live with him unmarried."
Grace may be one of those women, rare

as they are, who will never need a hus-
band. She may be slow to marry like
Olivia De Havilland. Or she might arrange
her life like that of Garbo or Katharine
Hepburn. She won't be lonely, because she
can take care of herself.
Grace likes men and men like Kelly.

She enjoys being courted but shies away
when the man gets serious. One observer
suggests that Grace is practiced in the art
of turning down a proposal, "We must be
moving along—things to do—places to go

—

Oscars to win—you know . . ." Another
says she's probably had few proposals be-
cause no man wants to take such an excel-
lent chance of being rejected. And Grace
looks so remote up there on a pedestal.
Who put Grace on the pedestal? Did

she? Or her father? Does she feel su-
perior to men? Or is she afraid of them?
What about women? Does she want to be
one of them, a wife and mother? Can she
play the female part off-stage?

Significantly enough, one Hollywood wife
commented recently that she never wor-
ried about her husband when he played
opposite Grace. Grace would probably con-
sider that a compliment where another
woman would call it a crack. The truth is

that Grace doesn't compete with women.
Even in Hollywood, where you're supposed
to. She's different. She's a lady. She's a
law unto herself. If she has a fling it's in
Paris. She assumes a man is free and able
to take care of himself and his heart. Grace
is no predatory female. Which may ex-
plain why some women consider her cold
and insist she's disinterested in romance.
Grace's code is very nearly a man's, un-
usual in Hollywood but conventionally

Philadelphian, where girls play the game
fair and square.
The only trouble is, Aumont is not a

Philadelphia boy. Nor a Hollywood wolf.
For all his worldly ways he is emotional,
able to be hurt. His love is not given
lightly. He loved his wife, Maria Montez,
with all his heart. He grieved over her
death for years. He began dating,
eventually. He laughed and was gay and
very French. That was publicity. Beneath
the laughter he was still lost and lonely.
Perhaps frightened. Afraid to risk such
deep sorrow again by opening his heart
to a woman. Then Grace walked in. His
defenses crumbled. He offered her all the
affection he had buried with his wife. He
laughed because he was happy.
Between her clean white gloves, Grace

Kelly holds that happiness. She can cher-
ish it or crush it. So far she has done
neither. Jean-Pierre has said, "I would
give anything to have her give me her
consent. I would give anything to have
her give me an answer—one way or the
other."

Grace's friends—and they are many

—

say she hasn't given him an answer be-
cause she doesn't know. She must recon-
cile love and career. She must decide if

love means Jean-Pierre. She must not be
rushed. Those who resent Grace say she
knows she will never marry him. She
keeps him dangling because he is a good
escort, a charming companion. Because
she might go to France again some day
and what is France without an adoring
man at your side? Jean-Pierre is a per-
fect escort.

Only Grace knows the truth about that.
Jean-Pierre intends to fly to America this
fall. He wants to meet her family. He
wants to marry Grace. Perhaps he wants
to see the white gloves permanently re-
moved.
But that is not the Kelly way. The

rest of the family may wear catchers' mitts
instead of white gloves (they are all
sports-mad) but the traditions are the
same. Thoroughbreds don't cry—or fall
madly in love. Old pros perform. No
one can know what goes on inside.
Feminine wiles are foreign to Grace's
background and personality. She doesn't
wear her heart on her sleeve. That, her
friends say, is why people think she doesn't
have one.
Maybe. But those who know Jean-Pierre

have one thing they would like to say to
Grace Kelly: If you can't love him, leave
him. Step down from the pedestal long
enough for that. Take off the little white
gloves and do it—very, very gently. That
will be proof enough that Kelly has a
heart—even if it hasn't yet been touched.

END

Grace Kelly's next is MGM's The Swan.

Mort Weisinger went to Hollywood
for a magazine story on Ralph Ed-
wards' This Is Your Life. The
story was about the way Edwards
tricks his subjects so that they
never know about it until the show
is on the air. Weisinger went
to the studio to see an actual tele-
cast. In the dressing room Ed-
wards said: "Mort, I'll level with
you. You think you're here because
you were assigned to do a story on
me. Actually, you're here because
we're doing your life." Then he
laughed, and added: "That's how
I'd have tricked you, if we really
were doing your life."

Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post
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Meet Itchy Tom—
also known as

THAT WORRYING
EWELL

Tom Ewell, star of The Seven

Year Itch, is an experienced worrier.

He acquired the habit while study-

ing law at the University of Wiscon-

sin. Tom spent more time working on

college theatricals than he did with

his law books and he was very wor-

ried most of the time—not because

he was afraid he'd flunk but because

he was afraid he wouldn't. His fond

hopes of never becoming a lawyer

seemed more than likely to come true

when a tent show came to Madison.

When it left Tom went with it.

For twenty dollars a week he played

everything from Chinese warriors to

aged English butlers, as well as a

dummy trombone in the band (to

make it look bigger).

Then he went to Nashville where

he worked in a local little theatre.

At the end of a year, he set out for

New York, -where in no time at all he

found himself washing dishes in or-

der to eat. A later fling at pictures

was equally unrewarding. He just

worried along. Had he known how
long this sort of thing was to con-

tinue he might have worried even

more. For it did continue—through

twenty-seven plays, all financial flops.

During the lean periods Ewell

washed dishes, worked in drug stores,

hawked magazines door-to-door and

did any job he could that would keep

him close to Broadway.

*-He enjoyed one good stretch of

employment, the comedy John Loves

Mary in 1952. And then came The

Seven Year Itch,

By this time even success made

him worry.

Wife Marjorie is hoping that The

Seven Year Itch will break him of the

habit but Tom's making no promises.

"I'll always remember how elated

I was," he says, "that time I opened

in a Broadway play and on opening

night after the performance a visit-

ing delegation from Owensboro threw

a dinner for me at the Astor. I

thought I had at last arrived."

But the show closed in a deek and

some of the delegation who had

lasted longer than Tom's current

funds happened to shop at Macy's

one day. And there was Tom

—

Owensboro's gift to the theatre

—

82 demonstrating model airplanes!

relax, bernie—you made it

(Continued from page 33) "Stay where?"
"New York. I've been awfully lucky,

you know that? I wanted to be a movie
star, and no matter which way I turned
everything seemed to lead to it."

Janet giggled. "What do you suppose
you'd have done for a living if you'd stayed
back east?"

"I'd have ended up in the garment in-

dustry. Pushing one of those closets on
wheels through the traffic." He lighted a

cigarette. "As a matter of fact, I bet I

would have. There was a girl—her father

owned a pants factory or something—and
I think she had her eye on me."
"Do tell," said Janet.

"I was adorable, didn't you know?" He
flourished his cigarette in an exaggerated
gesture. "No kidding, though, I bet I'd

have ended up with her. We'd have had
a batch of kids and gone to the movies
on Saturday nights. I'd have played stick-

ball on Sundays and shot pool on Wednes-
day nights. And then, because I was his

son-in-law, the old man would have
given me a good job and we'd have spent

a month in Florida every year. And I'd

have been miserable."
"At least you'd have had a month off

every year. Out here you can't get more
than five days to catch your breath."

Tony grunted in agreement. This time
he had had five whole weeks. Time to

catch up and look back. Time for a

breather.
The garment industry made him think

of the day, not too long ago, when he had
addressed hundreds of members of the

California Apparel Creators, who had
given him an award as the best-dressed

man of 1954. That had tickled him, that

award. He used to be criticized for his

clothes, and no wonder. He'd gone hog
wild when he began making good money
and gone out and bought a wild assortment
of stuff. Once he'd even gone in for string

ties. He couldn't figure why these people
had chosen him and he thought to himself

that they should see that drawer at home
that was filled with bright red socks.

Maybe it had been the fact that he'd
switched to the new narrow trousers and
shirts with pleated or lace fronts, the "Ed-
wardian Look" that he'd taken to with
some trepidation. Nonetheless, he'd made
a speech to the people and ad libbed

the whole thing. He'd told them his

father was a Schneider, the Hebrew
word for tailor, and said when he got home
that night and told Pop he'd talked to

people from the garment industry, Manny
would slap him on the back and say,

"Congratulations, son! You've finally

made it!" It had brought a laugh, and
he wondered now at the ease with which
he had spoken to all those people. Seven
years ago he'd have dropped dead with
fright.

He'd learned a lot, there was no doubt
about it, and he was happy, really happy
these days.
Hollywood, he mused, meant harder

work than most people realized. Take the
roles he'd played. Six Bridges To Cross
was the only one for which he didn't have
to spend months of learning to do some-
thing. For The Rawhide Years he'd

learned to ride like a cowhand. So This

Is Paris had required singing and danc-
ing. For Flesh And Fury he not only
boxed, but had to learn to portray a
deaf mute. In Purple Mask he fenced, in

Johnny Dark he drove a racing car, in

Houdini he mastered sleight-of-hand. For
The All-American he'd had to learn foot-

ball for those bone-bruising closeups. The
next picture coming up, Trapeze, was
going to mean learning how to be an
aerialist—if he didn't break his neck first.

Even his screen test, he remembered,
had required weeks of work with a stunt
man, learning how to leap, dive and
fall. He smiled to himself, thinking of
the day he had gone home black-and-blue
and Mom had covered her eyes with her

j

hands and moaned, "Give all this up! It F

isn't worth it!"

Had it been, he asked himself, and knew
the answer before the question formed
in his mind. Sure it had been hard work,

\

but he was doing what he liked. And

,

furthermore his roles, difficult though they
might have been, represented dreams come
true. Hadn't he wanted to be a cowboy f

when he was a kid? And hadn't he day-
f

dreamed about the derring-do of fencing, I

of being a football hero and a fighter, of

!

being a daring young man on -a- flying

trapeze? Hollywood had given him all

this, and he had found it stimulating and
exciting. It was a challenge, he told
himself, and a damned sight more in-
teresting than he would have found

\

the garment industry.
He thought of himself as he had been

when he came to Hollywood seven
years ago. A brash kid, consumed with
ambition, who didn't known a camera
from a mike boom, least of all the protocol
of the town. He grinned, remembering
how uninhibited he had been, how he
used to walk into producers' offices un-
asked, and talk to them as though they
were his uncles. How he even used to

borrow money from them. They had
seemed to take it with good grace, but it

was a wonder he hadn't been fired twenty
times over. In retrospect, he could see

now why some people had looked at him
askance and wondered what kind of a bit

he was pulling off; how others, trusting

him more, were bowled over by his

candor and seemingly refreshed by it. He 1

'

recalled the woman who had met him at

one of the first Hollywood shindigs he
had attended, and how he had overheard
her say later, "How disarming that boy
is!" He had wondered at the time what
disarming meant. Without arms, he had
figured, taking the word apart, and didn't

]

know whether he should be pleased or
j

angry. ;

He thought about the places he'd lived,'

that little house they had when Mom
and Pop first came out, and how he used
to ride to the studio on a bike, and then
wash his clothes on Sundays to help Mom.
And the second house, the one in the valley

that he'd bought that furniture for. And
then rooming with Marlon for a while,

and what a ball that had been. He'd gone
home again with his parents and brother
Bobbie before he married Janet, and
then they'd had the apartment on Wilshire
Boulevard. Him, Bernie Schwartz, on;

Wilshire Boulevard yet. And then the

penthouse with all those stairs, and a

flash of pain crossed his mind as he won-
dered for the thousandth time if it had
been those stairs that had caused Janet

to lose the baby. And the last place, the

one where they lived now on Coldwater
Canyon. This was the best, and the'

happiest, he told himself. It had all been
like steps—up, up, all the time.

It hadn't been easy, of course. Holly-

^

wood was difficult to absorb. It wasn't so

much the elegant manners. Things like

the proper silverware had never given him
much trouble. All you had to do was!

watch your hostess and remember thej
8

next time that the funny little fork was
the one to use for seafood cocktails. His

mother had drummed it into him to always;

be kind and considerate of others and with?

training like that, being a gentleman
came easily. The trouble had come with
learning the complexities of the industry

and most of all in controlling himself, in^

watching himself carefully, in not letting

his job drive him nuts. The responsi-



bilities to all those people who worked
with him, the living of days jammed with
appointments; he had not been cut out
for living by a schedule, but he had made
himself do it. He realized suddenly that
he had learned a great deal, that by now
he had a pretty good grasp of the whole
picture. He guessed he wasn't an idiot
after all. He knew what he wanted now
and knew how to get it. He didn't let

people push him around any more. He
wanted the right kind of publicity, some-
thing with class and a little dignity, and
as the thought occurred to him he won-
dered why this kind of thing was more
important to him now than it used to be.
The answer was probably his attitude

toward acting. At first it had been a game.
The athletics for the screen had been
fun, real fun, but now he was more serious
about it. He valued the rare chances
he had to bring moments of truth to the
screen. That's where Marlon was so
smart. He never did anything hokey, he
didn't use trickery in his acting, he
brought the truth to the screen and people
were impressed by it. Tony thought how
much he really wanted to prove himself a
fine actor, to have authority in his work.
This life was his slot, and he was suited
to it.

He crushed out his cigarette and lay
back on the pad. It was silly of him
even to question the disadvantages of
stardom. Hollywood had gotten him out
of the slums, and he no longer had to
fight for a buck. That was a great part
of it, he thought, that relief from chasing
a dollar. He had found what he wanted
to do in life, and he was suited for it. He
could never be happy in a stagnant job.
Not that he disliked New York. He

wouldn't change his background or his
childhood for the world. People could
talk all they wanted about country life

for kids—the sweet-smelling hay, the
clear air, all that poetic stuff. All they
really got, he thought, was too much fat
in their systems from all that gooey cream
and thick milk. He'd been lucky if he'd
had a bottle of skim milk every day, but
what New York had given him was the
education of its streets, the knowledge of
how to get along with the other guy, the
decency of knowing how to help the
neighbor who's down and out.
He remembered going back and how

it had saddened him. He'd gone around
to some of the old neighborhoods, full of
nostalgia, almost wallowing in it, and how
shocked he'd been. The old landmarks
were gone, the kids he'd known had moved
away and nobody knew what had become
of them. His initials had been traced in
cement on that street in the Bronx, but
now the whole pavement had been ripped
up, and even old man Hauptmann's groc-
ery store had disappeared. He'd located
some of the old gang, but .somehow there
wasn't much to talk to them about any
more. It was as if he had come from a
different world. He had moped about it

and it had been Janet who'd given him
the answer.
"You can't go home again, Tony," she'd

said. "Of course it's sad, but you're look-
ing for things that aren't there. And as
for the people changing, it's only natural.
It's egotistical of you to think they have
no right to change."
She had been right, of course. It had

taken him a few days to get over it, but
it had made him realize that his childhood
was framed in one setting, his adult life in
another. They were two things separate
and distinct. New York to him now was
a strange city, as much as Walla Walla

—

it didn't have the emotional ties it used to.
The people had changed and he'd changed.
He demanded much more of himself

now, demanded a better-paying job, a
better understanding of his craft and of
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where he stood in the business. Writers
had admired him, he remembered, for
his drive, for his insistence on perfection.
Actually it was nothing to admire, he
thought, because it stemmed from a selfish

motive. He knocked himself out only be-
cause he wanted to prove to himself that
he could master something, and he got
such great satisfaction out of doing a
good job. Besides, it had brought him
the roles he'd enjoyed so much. Would
they have given him all those pictures
if they'd had any doubts about his being
able to learn riding and magician stuff and
all that? Particularly, would they have
offered him this role in Trapeze, under
the direction of the great Carol Reed, if

they hadn't known that he'd take to the
trapeze like a monkey? Thank God, he
thought, for his health, for without it all

this would have been impossible. And
thanks, too, for the sense that made him
realize his body's value, how he remem-
bered to take care of himself and rest his

body once in a while.
There had been times when he had

caught himself feeling pretty self-satis-

fied. He'd be stretched out by the pool
at home with a couple of hours between
studio chores and think to himself, "Boy,
everything is real crazy," and then he'd
stop and say, "Wait a minute. For every
good day you're going to have a bad day,
so come off the smug bit."

Had he gone Hollywood? Whatever
that meant. He asked himself honestly
and then told himself no. If it was sense
of values they meant by it, he certainly
hadn't changed in that respect. He was
no different than he'd been seven years
ago. Sure, he had a nice home and good
food and an expensive car and servants
and all those material things and it was
great, but he still felt that he could
drop it all tomorrow if he had to, and
adjust to living in a cave without too
much damage to his nervous system. As
a matter of fact, he thought with a grin,

should the bottom ever drop out of every-
thing, he might take off for India and be
a Yogi. The idea fascinated him.
The toughest part of Hollywood, he

thought, was the pressure of advice and
criticism. He had gone through what
every other star had gone through—he had
wanted people to like him and tried hard
to please. Then he'd found he couldn't
please everybody and had gotten angry
with both himself and others. He'd told

himself he didn't care, but the truth was
that he did care. And finally he'd come
to understand, like the others, that there
was nothing he could do about it, that

he simply had to fit himself into his

niche, one that was true and comfortable,
and stay there. And he had learned that

no one could be depended upon for ad-
vice, that he had to make decisions him-

self. It was the last stage, he hoped,!
because he felt now he had the problem!
settled.

As for the criticism from Hollywood
that never ended, the hell with it, he
thought. The only people he really hadl
to answer to were the fans. They werej
the ones who counted because they had puti
him where he was. It was that simple.

j

The interviews had been rough, sure,!

but the thing that made it easier was)
that he had nothing to hide. The lack of|

privacy might bother some stars, but he!
didn't feel it really bothered him. He didn't
need much of it and if he did want it he!
could always get it. He remembered the!

number of times, particularly at Holly- 1

wood cocktail parties, that his eyes hadi
glazed over. And it wasn't from the one!
highball that he limited himself to; it was
merely a withdrawal into his own world.!
When he wanted to be alone, even in a'

crowded room, he always could be.
One bad thing about being an actor, it!

made you restless. You were never satis- i

fied, always wanting a new kind of part,
a new leading lady, always reaching. But
then, on second thought, was that really
bad? It was his nature to be that way.i
If he'd ended up in the garment industry,!
he bet he would have talked the old man

I

into adding vests and knee warmers tot

the line.

He was happy where he was. He'd found;
his place. Brother Bobbie was growing up'
healthy and sweet, and his parents werej
happy living out here and gradually
making new friends to replace the ones;
they'd left behind in New York. Come to>

think of it, he guessed they'd gone more;
Hollywood than he had. Momola some-
times nearly busted at the seams when!
she met new people, trying not to an-|
nounce that her son was Tony Curtis,
the movie star. And when they went to[

see his pictures, Bobby always punched!
Momola in the ribs and said, "Whyn't youi
tell the lady up front that you're Tony's'
mother?" And Momola would giggle
and tell Bobbie to hush up.

He stretched himself and looked up I

at Janet and thought, she's another thing,!

the most important thing Hollywood's;
given. He couldn't imagine himself single
any more. At first, after they were mar-!
ried he'd tried to keep his foot outside

|

the door—he didn't like the idea of losing!

his bachelor freedom. But by now, for!

years in fact, he'd known that marriage
j

was the only way for a man to live. When
[

you came right down to it, he'd been 1

luckier than anybody he knew. He valued i

his childhood, his family, his wife, his I

career—and his future looked rosier than
ever. He began singing softly, "He flies'

through the air with the greatest of ease,

the daring young man on the flying'

trapeze
—

"

Janet laughed and leaned over the arm
of the lounge. "I don't have to pay you 1

for your thoughts. Listen, promise me i

something. Promise you'll be careful
when you make that picture. Don't get
reckless sixty feet up. I love your neck."

"Sure, sure," said Tony.
"I don't know why it is you're always

given these strenuous things. You'd think
they could put you in a drawing room

\

for a change."
"Maybe some day I'll be a basket;

weaver in a picture," said Tony. "Don't
j

give up hope."
"Hmphh," said Janet. "If you are,,

they'll have you weaving your baskets in
'

a submarine full of holes."

Tony laughed, and the laughter came
easily. He was finally rested, even anxious
to get back to work next week. He stood

up and ran his hand over Janet's hair.,

"Let's go get a hamburger. And stop

fretting. Life can be beautiful." END
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they dood it!

(Continued from page 52) It was Eddie
who did most of the talking in Palm
Springs. He had to. Debbie had said, time
and time again, for him to read in print as
well as hear in private, that she loved him,
that nothing had changed but the wedding
date, that she didn't know what was going
on on the other side of the country. Eddie
had said nothing—nothing but vague, off-
the-record statements about the "wrong
time for marriage." Statements that had
managed to creep into the columns and
leave Debbie as confused as anyone else.

Debbie does not relish confusion. For
all her bubbles and her brightness, she's as
level-headed as many far older women.
She likes her life planned and well-de-
fined; nothing is more unpleasant to her
than vague, amorphic thinking. And if

there was one thing that this great, un-
happy to-do taught her, it was that when
Eddie said he didn't know, he wasn't hid-
ing anything—he just didn't know. That's
worse than knowing it's all over to some-
one like Debbie. Her fiance wasn't run-
ning his own life, he was letting his man-
agers, his friends, his sponsors, his fans,
half the world run it for him. He hadn't
stood up to them when they told him that
he didn't have it made yet, that he was
still in the build-up stage, that he couldn't
broadcast from the West Coast but would
be on the road for at least a year. Was he
unable to fight for his right to marry her?
So they sat in the house in the desert

and talked. Debbie wore her ring, and
if she twisted it nervously from time to
time, at least it was still on. Temporarily,
maybe, but a sign that things weren't over
yet. Eddie told her how mixed-up he
was, how harassed by the rumors and re-
ports, how upset over everyone's thinking
that those concerned with his career didn't
want him to marry. He told Debbie that
Milton Blackstone, his agent, liked her,
had repeatedly denied stories that he was
trying to break them up—had been par-
ticularly stricken over the rumor that he
objected to the marriage on religious
grounds! Debbie listened quietly.
Sunday night, still in Palm Springs, they

watched television and heard Walter Win-
chell announce that Debbie had flown into
New York to see Eddie. For the first time
in months, they laughed together, realizing
how easily mistakes are made. But in
Debbie's mind that if loomed as large as
ever. Something had happened once to
spoil their idyll; she wouldn't have it hap-
pening again. She remembered it too well.

It had been a nightmare. From two who
wanted above all to be together, they had
become two who were apart. Apart
in every way—and Debbie was at a total
loss, so sick at heart that a doctor put
her under sedatives for three days. After-
ward she felt stronger, but what then?
What does a girl say when she has talked
about her plans for the wedding, the re-
ception, the honeymoon they are going
to have, and suddenly the whole picture
begins to dim and act as if it is going
to fade out altogether?
What do you say if you are the kind of

girl who has not just a few, but hundreds
of friends, and they all want to know
what has happened, even if they have
too much tact to ask? What do you say
when you meet them?
That was Debbie's situation when the

telephone in her home rang and proved
an inspired interruption in her life. The
caller was her good friend, Johnny Grant,
one of Hollywood's most popular disc jock-
eys, and a man she has known even be-
fore she had gotten into the movies.
Johnny was calling just to say goodbye.
He was heading a planeload of Hollywood

entertainers to put on shows for GI's in
Korea, Japan, Okinawa and even Formosa.
It would be his seventh such trip.

It was a Sunday. She was home and
planned to stay home. She had no urge to
go out and see people. Johnny said his
group would be taking off on Friday, just
five days away. And then—and as if he
knew it would be a heaven-sent idea in
her present mood—he asked, "Why don't
you come along?"

It seemed only like a split-second be-
fore she heard herself answering. "I think
you've got a deal," she told Johnny.
For the next few minutes they both did

some busy telephoning from their respec-
tive homes. When it was over, MGM exe-
cutive Benny Thau had given Debbie per-
mission to take special leave from the
studio. A fine dancer, Leon Tyler, had
agreed to go into immediate rehearsal
with Debbie to smooth out some rou-
tines they could perform together, and
a half dozen other people, from musicians
who gathered the proper song orchestra-
tions, to doctors who prepared to inocu-
late her with shots, had promised their co-
operation. Then Debbie phoned Johnny
back and gave him her definite acceptance.
Debbie was in the air for stretches as

long as ten hours or more on some of
the jumps between California and Japan
and Korea. The players would see her
sitting alone, lost in her thoughts. Some-
times, she would try to break out of it. She
would visit around, perch on the arms of
their seats.

Once she was walking down the aisle
when she looked at the hands of one of
the fellows and saw that his fingernails
were in a sad state of neglect. She plumped
herself down on her chair, got out her man-
icure set and called out to him. "You poor
guy!" she said. "You come here!"
There, some 16,000 feet above the Pacific,

she did his nails. It was a diversion,
but only for a while. When it was over
her problems were still waiting for her.
When the big transport plane landed at

the airport in Seoul, Korea, thousands of
American GI's were waiting. The' first

passenger to emerge was Debbie, and
there were mass cheers. But there was
more than that, too. Debbie had flown
5,000 miles to raise their morale, but the
boys acted as if they thought her own
morale needed hiking. They called out:

"Don't worry about losing your Eddie!"
"You've always got us, Debbie!"
"We'll help you forget . .

."

She'll probably never admit that as she
stood there and waved her eyes got misty
with tears—but she wasn't sure forgetting
was what she wanted.
Some of the Air Force kids staged a kid-

naping in which she was the principal.
They thought they would make better
hosts for her during her stay than the
regular Army escort assigned to her. Deb-
bie found herself in a car being sped out
of the airport, before a convoy of jeeps
loaded with MP's headed them off and
brought her back to the main party.
The trip to Korea and Japan lasted sev-

enteen days and in that time Debbie did
twenty-two shows. She also visited enlist-
ed men's clubs, officers' halls, and attended
special events in her honor. With the GI's
she sparkled. But the troupe who traveled
with her reported that much of the time
she was quiet, lost in thought.
Eddie must have had a good hunch about

the way things might be with Debbie. He
sent word that he hoped she wouldn't
forget to eat. Johnny Grant came back
from the Korean trip weighing nearly ten
pounds more than when he left. It seemed
there was many a meal at many an Army
luncheon or dinner in which Debbie
couldn't do more than nibble at her main
course. And, not wanting to hurt the feel-
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IT'S A

BOY FOR

BOB!

Terence Taylor has the calmest Mom and most nervous Dad in town!

They haven't lost a father yet at St. John's Hospital, where most of Holly-

wood's famous go at baby time, but they were worried for a while about

Spangler Arlington Brugh, otherwise known as Bob Taylor. A father for the

first time at forty-four, Bob had good and sufficient reason to be nervous, for

the baby had been expected in May. He was then on location for Quentin

Durwood in Europe, talking every day by transatlantic phone to his lovely

wife Ursula Thiess. The expected day arrived and passed. A nerve-ridden

Bob flew the ocean the first week of June, expecting that the blessed event

would certainly have occured by the time he arrived.

Friends reported that on the day before the event, Ursula had an almost

uncontrollable desire to scrub the kitchen floor, and that she felt so light-

headed that is was almost like having one too many at a cocktail party. Bob,

home at last, anxiously watched as the unborn baby periodically tried to poke

a foot through Ursula's tummy.

"Honey," he said, "do you think the baby will come tonight?"

"You'd better relax, sweetheart." Ursula said. "I think it's several days off."

Ursula, used to retiring early, and realizing that Bob was dead tired,

suggested that they turn in. But she lingered unduly long, hiding the pains that

suddenly came on in the early evening. Not until shortly before eleven o'clock

did she quietly tell Bob.

Pretending a great deal of calm, Bob backed the car out of the garage, only

slightly sideswiping the shrubbery. They drove to St. John's Hospital where

they'd had a standing reservation for days. As Bob signed the register, Ursula

stood by, merriment mixed with the pain in her big dark eyes. Then they took

her away to the mysteries of the delivery room.

There is a fine waiting room for fathers at St. John's, complete with televi-

sion set, but Bob, knowing the fate of celebrities, retired to his wife's private

room to wait. By 3 A.M. he was pacing nervously when a nurse poked her

head in the door, suggested that he ought to go out and take a walk. Bob asked

if there were any reporters snooping around, to which query the nurse is re-

ported to have replied, gently, "Now what reporter would be wanting to talk

to you at this hour?" Obviously, having encountered a half a hundred frantic

fathers during the week, she didn't know one from another.

At 4:30 A.M. the nurse wheeled out a little glass enclosed cart, and in it an

infant whose name was to be Terence Taylor. Terence, seven pounds, eight

ounces of red, protesting humanity, was gazed upon by his father in utter

silence. It was Ursula who had been under anesthesia, but it was Bob who re-

covered more slowly from the shock of parenthood.

The next evening, Bob was back, this time to join the dozens of folk who

gather to peer through the plate glass windows at all the new infants. Duti-

fully, he scribbled his name on a card and held it up to the window so a nurse

could wheel Terence up for inspection. Bob looked. Terry slept. A relative of

a new mother, nudged him. "May I please have your autograph, Mr. Taylor?"

For a moment, Bob looked angry. Certainly a man is entitled to some privacy

when he's getting acquainted with his first born. Then he grinned slowly.

"You must be mistaking me for someone else, Mother," he replied. "People

85 say I look like some actor or other, but my name's Brugh. Father Brugh!"

ings of her hosts by leaving a plate prac-
tically untouched, she would appeal to
Johnny to come to the rescue.
But now everything was wonderfully

right again. Eddie was going back to New
York to clean up shop and get ready for

July 1st when his long awaited vacation
would begin. And then, a little later, he and
Debbie would be together at last. He
wanted to tell his friends and the fellows
he worked with that he and his girl had
set the date. But Eddie and Debbie made
a pact not to push their luck again. And so
he kept his hps sealed through the lonely
weeks.
Eddie could hardly force himself to get

through the last week of broadcasts. One
of the production team on his show de-
scribed him as "a kid who just can't wait
for school to be out." Eddie looked tired

but only to those who saw him in rehear-
sal or at home. The show had to go on,

and it did. And maybe those who watched
him on TV figured Eddie for a hard-
hearted guy who had let his girl down
badly and with no regrets. They couldn't
have been more wrong.
Those close to Eddie say the period fol-

lowing his split with Debbie Was the only
time they'd known him to be really de-
pressed. "He just hasn't been himself,"

one man said. "This has really gotten him
down." No wonder. Eddie had been called

everything from a cad to a coward. The
more charitable ones suggested that Eddie
was behaving like a gentleman and giving
Debbie a chance to make whatever an-
nouncements were forthcoming.
Nobody knew, not one of the crew he is

so close to, that Eddie and Debbie had
made their big decision. Let everyone
wonder. They hoped maybe the curiosity

would die down and they could go about
the business of getting married quietly.

Of course it wasn't quite that simple.

Letters poured in from anxious friends

who wanted to know what had happened.
Reporters put two and two together and
came up at sixes and sevens.

Eddie made no secret of his intended
trip. "I'm taking off after my last show.
I'm going to drive west—see America
first." When an inquiring reporter asked
where he was going, he looked weary and
shrugged, "I don't know where I'll end up.

I just want to take off and explore the
side roads if I feel like it." "Are you going
alone?" the reporter asked. Straightfaced,

Eddie answered, "No, I'm taking a friend."

And nobody dared ask who.
The questions persisted but Eddie grew

practiced in answering them; gently, dip-

lomatically. "What are you going to do
with yourself for two months this sum-
mer?" "I'm going to take a vacation." "No
engagements?" Eddie played it straight.

"No engagements of any kind." Nobody
asked about weddings. And then someone
said, "Is there anything you'd like to

change about your life?" Eddie thought
for a moment and grinned, "Not a thing,

but I might add something." The final tip-

off came when he was asked if he was go-
ing to keep his New York apartment open
while he was away. He said he had de-
cided to give it up. "Would you like to

own a big country house some day?" the

reporter probed. "Sure, some day," said

Fisher. "Tastes change, don't you think?

What I'm doing now I won't always do."

He grinned a little teasingly. "I'll be back
in September. If you'd like to ask some
more questions, maybe I'll have something
to tell you then."

It was a big secret to keep buttoned up,

but Eddie managed. In Hollywood, Debbie
kept her end of the pact. And so we close

this report with the end yet unwritten

—

with the fondest hopes that this time,

Debbie and Eddie will write the happy
ending themselves. END



let me belong

(Continued from page 37) rainbow days,
she thought she glimpsed her way in. When
the teacher asked for Girl Scout candi-
dates, she found the temerity to raise her
hand. Then the matter of uniforms came
up. Uniforms cost money. Who, Sheree
asked herself fiercely, wants to be a
Brownie? Brownies are corny. Tears sting-

ing her throat, she bowed out of the prom-
ised land.

Disciplined to control her emotions,
they'd overwhelm her sometimes in soli-

tude and then sobs racked her thin body.
"If they'd only like me. If I could only
do something to make them like me." To
achieve that end, she'd try every dodge
open to a hurt and bewildered child. When
two gangs on the block had a fight, she'd
buddy up to both sides, running from one
to the other, currying favor with each by
knocking the foe. To gain even momen-
tary attention, she'd lie. "I've got a pool
underneath my house. I've got a closetful

of candy." She lied plausibly, with imagi-
native flourishes, and the kids were im-
pressed. But next morning some indignant
classmate would pounce. "My mother says
you're lying and I'm not going to talk to

you any more." She never had the as-
surance to stick by her guns. Her only
recourse was to dream up some better lie.

By the time she was twelve, she'd gained
recognition of a kind. For one thing, the
children were used to her. For another,
she was a stand-out dancer who took part
in all the school plays and was even al-
lowed to put on some of the numbers. As
a three-year-old, attending a Hollywood
Christmas party where they gave you free
toys, she'd climbed up on the stage and
started whirling. At six, the Falcon Dance
Studio took her in. In return for tuition,
her mother did chores around the place,
assisted by Sheree as she grew older. It

wasn't so much the dancing that attracted
her as the vistas it opened. That she'd be
a great ballerina went without saying.
This would give her a chance to wear
sequins, feathers and shiny nails, repre-
senting glamor. Being glamorous, every-
body would like her. That was the goal
of all her dreams.

Through her dancing, through her skill
in competitive sports, she derived comfort.
But not enough to dislodge the heavy
backlog of self-doubt and humiliation. Her
triumphs were short-lived, touching only
the surface. The kids, she felt, admired
her as a dancer, not as a person. How
could she know that, if they failed to like
her, it was because she'd never learned
to like herself? Nothing in her back-
ground or make-up had gone to build con-
fidence, everything had combined to tear
it down. Except for her well-trained body,
she felt hopelessly inferior. In physical
combat, if attacked, the adrenaline flowed
and she'd defend herself like a wildcat.
Psychologically attacked, she'd crumble.
Matters grew worse when they moved,

just as she entered Junior High. It was
kindergarten all over again, a whole new
sea of strangers that had to be faced.
Under their gaze, Sheree shriveled, sure
they were making fun of her awful clothes.
Any new togs squeezed from the Bethel
budget went to Janet. Janet was four
years older and needed them more. If
Sheree protested, the answer silenced her.
"You get to take dancing lessons. I don't."
The misery of self-consciousness, of being
more apart and alone than ever, proved
too great. She changed schools and
changed again, lying about her address,
since you had to live in the district of the
school you attended. Even she realized
this was a futile flight but, like a tor-
mented little animal, she kept running to
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cover till an understanding teacher talked
to her one day. Shy about spilling all her
woes, Sheree told enough to make the
situation clear. The teacher offered a sug-
gestion. "If your mother would write a
note, giving the reasons, you could be
excused from classes at noon and spend
the rest of your time at dancing school.
I think you'd be happier, don't you?"
"Oh yes!" breathed Sheree. And so it

was arranged.

She was already a professional. The
summer before, all of thirteen, she'd built
herself up, borrowed a pair of Janet's
high heels and auditioned successfully at

the open-air Greek Theatre. She liked
her first taste of independence, she liked
knowing she was good enough to be hired,
she liked earning money. Before season's
end, disenchantment set in. You started
at ten, you rehearsed all day, you cleaned
up for the dinner break, you dashed back
to get your make-up and costume on, you
did the show, you flopped exhausted into

bed so you could start all over again at

ten. You wore sequins, feathers and shiny
nails. Maybe it looked like glamour from
the front. From where you hoofed, it was
drudgery pure and simple.

She kept at it for three rugged summers
because now it was her job. Winters she
went to school for half a day. Until she
drove down to the beach with the girl

next door and met Fred Bessire. He took
her to dinner and asked her to marry him.
It was the third date she'd ever had. Per-
fectly willing to talk about anything else,

this is one chapter she'd rather skip. At
fifteen, knowing nothing about herself, she
must have believed it was love. She must
have felt joy that here was an older man
of twenty-five who'd chosen and there-
fore wanted her, the unwanted, sealing
his choice with his mother's diamond ring.

Vistas opened again, but different ones
this time—escape from the treadmill

—

escape from the derision, actual or imag-
ined, of schoolgirls—escape into the lovely,

secure pattern of wifehood. She'd cook
and clean and market at the Safeway,
she'd exchange recipes with neighbors and
greet her husband when he came home
at night and surprise him with an upside-
down pineapple cake. She'd be like other
people. She'd belong.

It didn't pan out. Some fifteen months
later, as disillusioned with marriage as
with dancing, she took her infant daughter
back to her mother's. The daughter had
come as a revelation. Married or not,

Sheree remained an innocent. That you
could have a baby at sixteen never en-
tered her head. She refused to take the
doctor's word for it. "I didn't feel like a
woman," she explains, "nor any kind of

human being. I simply didn't believe it

could happen to me." But the scrap of
humanity they laid in her arms was real.

It filled her with wonder and a passionate
protectiveness. At least they were now
two against the world.

With Dawn as well as herself to support,
she returned to the only work she was
trained for. Chance led her to the Flor-
entine Gardens. Passing one day, she
noted the pictures outside and walked in.

The place was loaded with girls. A man
rapped for attention. "Okay, kids, get your
bathing suits on." They scampered, leav-
ing Sheree high and dry. "Well," he de-
manded, "why don't you get your suit on?"
Her eyes widened. She'd just come in to

look. Night clubs and what she'd heard
of them frightened her. Unpaid bills

frightened her, too. After a moment's hesi-

tation, she ran out to the car for a sweater
and pair of fights. As at the Greek
Theatre, they hired her pronto.

The kids were nice to her. They really

softened up when she started bringing
Dawn to work, bedding her down in

feather fans or a big hatbox she liked
because she could see through it. Chorus
girls are notoriously tender-hearted. Yet
Sheree wasn't one of the gang. She was
younger, more fearful, less hep. She'd
been strictly brought up. At home you
never started for school without reading
the Bible. She'd studied Scripture hard.
At first it was another form of competi-
tion, vying with sister and brother for
their mother's approval. But whatever her
childish motives, the teaching stuck. She
clung to religion as something that
wouldn't fail her, though people failed.

She wouldn't touch liquor. Where the
others sported glad rags, she showed up
in Levis. She wouldn't go out front to mix
with the customers. "I'm married," she
said and technically she was, the divorce
being held up for several years. "Anyway,
you need someone back here to watch the
wallets." The issue wasn't forced; she was
too good a dancer to be fired. So between
shows she watched the wallets, plugged in
the iron she'd brought from home and
ironed Dawn's diapers. Nobody'd ever
told her that even Park Avenue babies
wear their pants impressed.
Followed the dreary rat-race for sur-

vival—modeling, a couple of tv spots,
always the chorus line to fall back on.
Against the harsh facts of life, dreams had
long faded. Ballerina? Movie star? Career?
Don't make her laugh. She was a thor-
oughgoing realist now. All she asked was
the chance to scratch up enough for food
and rent. When she took an out-of-town
job, Dawn stayed with Grandma. While
the baby's needs remained simple—feed
her, change her—it wasn't too bad. But
the baby grew older and, with Sheree
away, naturally turned to others for love
and comfort. "Your Mommy's on the
stage," they'd tell her, and to Dawn
Mommy became a kind of plaything who
came and brought her toys and left again,
but formed no part of the solid back-
ground of existence. For Sheree, this was
a fresh wound on top of the old.

She determined to do something about it.

She wanted more time with her daugh-
ter, and she wanted the safeguards of con-
ventionality. Conventionality looked beau-
tiful, symbol of the social acceptance de-
nied her as a child. There was someone
she knew whom she wistfully set her
sights by. Like her, this girl was divorced.
She had two children and worked as a
secretary. Without being glamorous, she
looked well-groomed, she had class, she
seemed quietly sure of herself. People ad-
mired her, nobody called her a chorus girl.

She was Sheree's ideal.

With Chris, her roommate, also pining
to be an ex-dancer, she applied at the
Hughes plant. They had openings for re-
ceptionists and secretaries. Secretaries got
fifteen dollars a week more, which was
plenty more. "Okay," said Chris, "let's

hoof for the last time. Just long enough
to save up money for trade school."
They got jobs at Macayo, where fate

entered in the guise of Bob Alton, dance
director, hunting material for the Broad-
way show, Hazel Flagg. He asked to see

Sheree and told her what he had in mind.
"Thanks," she said, "but I'm quitting the

chorus line."

"This might be more than the chorus
line. You're good, you have talent." She
shook her head. "Do you mind telling me
why?" She explained briefly. He gave
her his card. "I'd like to use you. I could
use your friend, too. If you change your
mind, let me know."
She had no intention of changing her

mind and didn't let him know. But Alton
wasn't easily dissuaded. He had someone
call her. Meantime she'd broken a toe

and gave that as an excuse. Another call

came. Mr. Alton would like to see her
at his home.
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"I'm not going to New York," said

Sheree. "That's up to you. He just wants
to talk to you."
She went with Chris. The elegance of the

house petrified her.

But the atmosphere changed when Mr.
Alton came in. Bob Alton's a man of

warmth and perception. Instead of ignor-

ing Sheree's fears, he identified himself
with them—told her how he'd once been
in her position, divorced, with a child to

raise, with a chance to take. It came out
that he was of the same religious faith,

which effected another bond. He under-
stood the pain of separation from her
daughter, he made no gaudy promises of

the moon. "But if you do succeed, you'll

be better able to provide for her."

They talked at length. In the end Sheree
turned to Chris. They went through one
of those if-you-go-I'll-go routines, and
the bargain was struck.

Going home, Sheree felt flat, thinking
of Dawn, feeling she'd broken a promise
to both of them. "Cheer up," rallied Chris.

"There's no other way we'd ever get to

New York. So we'll be there two months
and come back. Two months can't make
such a difference."

It was more than two months and they
made a difference. Sheree's Salome dance
put her name up in lights, and overnight
she became Broadway's newest darling.

So now she'd gained recognition, now she

A tyrannical director came back
from lunch feeling poorly, and
said: "Something I ate must have
disagreed with me." Script girl,

who was quitting that week any-
way, said, "I don't think anything
would dare."

Sidney Skolsky in
The New York Post

must have been popping with self-esteem.
Guess again. "How does it feel to be a
star?" they asked her. She didn't know,
she didn't feel like a star. She lived in a
broken-down room, sending money back
to Dawn, she owned no grand wardrobe,
she couldn't afford a rooted home for her
child. The razzle-dazzle numbed her.
What made her such a knockout all of a
sudden? It was bound to peter out. She
waited for the ax to fall.

Yet it was in New York that the long
road began to turn for Sheree. For the
first time she met a group of stable, intel-
ligent people who drew her into their
midst, who enjoyed her for her own sake
with no strings attached. They had noth-
ing to offer nor gain but the gift of friend-
ship, they were the friends she'd always
wanted. Among them was a married
couple, for whom she'd baby-sit. These
two became the brother and sister she'd
dreamed of. That they and the others
found her a person of -value heartened
her more than all the applause that came
roaring over the footlights. With them she
felt secure, with them she belonged. Their
minds stimulated her, their understanding
affection gave her the strength to start
searching herself for the seeds of misery.
Back in Hollywood things moved fast

—

the Martin-Lewis picture, the Crosby show
—most important, the contract with Fox.
Food and roof assured, some of the pres-
sures lifted. There was space at last to
think and plan and organize her life with
Dawn, who had problems of her own, who
needed assurance that her mother could
be counted on. Sheree rented a house
near a good school where there'd be
plenty of kids to play with. She bought
twin beds and at first slept in the same
room with her daughter. After four years
of coming and going, she had to give
Dawn faith that Mommy was here to stay.
She left the house as little as possible.
She established a routine and stuck to it,

consistent about the hour of rising, about
meals, about reading and music time.
Whether promising discipline or a treat,

she never broke her word and knew they'd
passed a milestone the day she had to go
out and for the first time Dawn let her
go without tears, sure that her mother'd
be back at the given hour. "Thank God,"
says Sheree, "when they're that young, it

doesn't take long." Within six months she
had a well-adjusted child. Nowadays
Dawn takes a bad dream in stride, wakes
up, gets a drink of water, tells Mommy
about the dream and goes back to sleep
untroubled.
Working or not, Sheree means to keep

her so. From the set of How To Be Very,
Very Popular, she'd dash home to help
with the reading and spelling. Daughter
wasn't necessarily cooperative. Exhausted
after being on her feet since six, it would
take all of Sheree's control not to lash out.

Control, plus the memory of another
youngster, flinching under some grown-
up's tongue. So she'd count to ten and, her
voice gentle but firm, say, "Let's try it

again."
Then there was the time during rope-

jumping season when Dawn came drag-
ging her feet, looking really low.
"What's wrong, honey?"
"Double Dutch. Everyone's doing it and

I just get tangled up. I feel left out."
Left out was all Sheree needed to hear.

"Bring on the ropes. I'll make you the
best Double-Dutcher in town."
Her own re-adjustment was slower,

more painful and held nothing dramatic.
Through books, through talking with
trusted friends, she began to know herself
and what had happened to her. Instead
of heeding her blind will to bury the past,

which can't be buried, she faced it. That
she'd been rejected was true and couldn't
be changed. What could be changed was
her understanding of the resentments, sus-
picions, fears piled up within her, natural
enough, but damaging and corrosive. She
began to rid herself of them. She recognized
that the others in her family had also suf-
fered. She learned that dignity comes of
the spirit, not of what you wear nor how
you earn your bread. She learned to re-
spect herself for the good that was in her.
In the old days she'd been the suppliant.
"Like me, just like me, that's all I ask."
Now she asked more. It was still pleasant
to be liked, but not at the cost of integrity.

The important thing was to set your stand-
ards as a human and abide by them, no
matter who scoffed. The important thing
was to live at peace with yourself.

It's a continuing process. You don't heal
the hurts of twenty years in two. When
the mother of one of Dawn's friends asks
her to tea, Sheree's pleased, but shy with
women whose backgrounds were so dif-

ferent. Through long habit she still shrinks
from controversy but meets it neverthe-
less when necessary, taking a resolute
stand for what she believes in. "I'm better
equipped to defend myself," she laughs,
"which is good, because I'm better
equipped to defend my daughter. If some-
one's unjust to Dawn, I pick up my banner,
march out and tell them off!"

She holds her head high and her shoul-
ders straight. She's part of the community
where she lives, of the industry she works
in, of a circle of warm friends. She's a
mother who makes her child happy. She
belongs to herself, for she's found herself.

It took grit, honesty and brains. Other
kids have traveled equally rocky roads.
Our courts are full of them, warped, re-
bellious or shattered. They're the re-
sponsibility of society. From the age of

thirteen Sheree was on her own. At
twenty-two, she's coming out whole, with
compassion instead of bitterness, with
love instead of hate. That's her greatest

triumph. END
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(Continued from page 39) too seriously to

go out "just to be seen," and he isn't trying
to set any records for playing the field. If

he asked you for a date, he would have
known you long enough to be sure that the
two of you were simpatico, so the odds
are that he'd ask you out more than just

once.
You'd have plenty of time to plan and

anticipate, because he always calls well
in advance. His calling would mean that

he had some specific fun activity in mind
and he wanted you, specifically, to share it.

Tab never says, "Let's do something to-

night," trusting that fate or inspiration

will turn up something entertaining and
he never calls a girl at random. You're
blissfully aware that it's you, nobody
else, whom he wants to see. And while
you're basking in that pleasurable knowl-
edge, he will ask, "Would you like to go
to the theatre Thursday night?" or what-
ever—but he'll be definite.

Like as not your date will involve some
studio commitment he has. Tab is asked
to do such diverse and diverting chores
as emceeing a TV show, putting in an ap-
pearance at the Hollywood Park race
track, disporting his muscular self at

benefits of one kind of another and at-

tending Las Vegas openings. Because he
likes people too much to enjoy doing
things alone, he'd call and say, "I've got

to do thus and so, and I think we could
have a ball doing it together if you'd like

to." And if it's to be an evening stint,

he'll invite you for dinner first.

He'd be very thoughtful about that

dinner, as he is about all phases of a date.

He'd ask if there was a particular restau-
rant you favored or a cuisine for which
your mouth watered. You might suggest
something that appalled him (Tab detests

rich, heavy foods) but he'd take you to

the restaurant of your choice without a

visible shudder. If you failed to come
up with an idea, he'd have thought over
what he knew of your likes and dislikes

and made a few suggestions of his own.
Among his favorites: the Beachcomber . . .

rich and heavy, but good.

This boy would make a ready little

steady, if you could nail him down. He's

laudably punctual; if he says he'll pick

you up at seven, you can count on it. He'd
instantly notice what you wore and ex-
press his admiration. He always does.

Whether you were single-dating or out
with a crowd, he'd be attentive. His long
arm reaches out to open every door, his

lighter is poised before a cigarette is well

out of a girl's bag. Your comfort and the

kind of time you're having sincerely mat-
ter to Tab.

That very attentiveness contains a hint

of warning, however. As happens the

world over, there might be a girl in the

crowd meeting Tab for the first time who
considers that scatter of freckles across

his cheekbones just too cute for words.
Or those extra long, dark lashes. Or his

slightly hoarse voice. Or that wide, little-

boy grin. Even if she makes it abundantly
clear that she thinks he's the living end,

leave it be. His attention isn't going to

stray

—

you're his girl for the evening

—

but if you feel compelled to remind your
rival of that fact in certain feline, feminine
ways, Tab isn't going to ask you out again.

He hates possessive women. So, even if

you're burned to a crisp, better play it

cool.

In return for the very good time he
expects to show you, Tab demands very
little. Mostly, enthusiasm. You already
knew what he had planned for your date

—he told you when he called—and if you
didn't feel bright-eyed and bushy-tailed

about it, you shouldn't have accepted the
invitation.

A sense of humor. This guy purely
loves to holler and laugh, and it's im-
possible not to enjoy his enjoyment. He's
a jokester. Although it's difficult for him
to memorize lines for a scene, he never
forgets the punchline of a joke—or claims
it for his own. "That's one of Marilyn i

Erskine's stories," he'll tell you, adding,
"Gee, but she's a witty girl! When she
tells it, it's a lot crazier." Or, quoting
writer Jerry Asher, another of his fav-
orite sources, "Jerry must be the funniest
man in the world." Not all of Tab's
handed-down stories are as pure as the
driven snow, but not one of them would
offend the sensibilities of a young lady
out on a first date, either. With him
a joke is for laughs, so it's nothing but
funny.
He'd expect you to have that sense of

humor handy for the minor crises of life

that occur from time to time. Like the

goof he made at a spaghetti party he hosted
for a bunch of his pals, including the

John Ericsons, the Brett Halseys, Dick
Clayton, Maria English and Lori Nelson.

The kids were all sitting around on his

living-room floor, having their dinner off

a long, low coffee table, when Tab dumped
his whole plate of spaghetti into Lori's lap.

He couldn't have felt worse, of course

—

mortified by his own clumsiness, upset

about her beautiful dress—and it could
have spelled sudden death to an otherwise

successful party. Except that the ethereal
j

little Nelson girl has a solid sense of

humor.
"Well, gee, thanks!" she said, deadpan.

"This dress did need a little something to

touch it up, didn't it?" And holding up
a fistful of what she had a lap of, she

broke them all up with, "Spaghetti, any-
one?"
Tab loved her for that. Instead of wreck-

ing his party, the accident added its own
touch of hilarity. He was sure he could do
something about the dress and sent Lori

to change into a pair of his man-sized
Levis and a shirt. Since she's so small

that she has to stand twice to make a

shadow, she was in imminent danger of

walking right out of the britches every

time she took a step, which fascinated

Tab's other guests. They took turns de-

vising reasons why Lori should be up on
her feet, both hands occupied with some-
thing other than a defensive clutch on her

waistband. But she never lost the Levis nor

her sense of the ridiculous—one of many
reasons why Lori Nelson remains high on
the list of Tab's favorite dates.

If he asked you out dancing, he'd ex-

pect you to be a good dancer. This is

something Tab really loves and, having

the coordination of a natural athlete, does

exceptionally well. But don't be surprised

if you don't do your dancing in one of the

more elegant joints on the Sunset Strip.

Tab likes to hit spots like Ciro's and the

Mocambo—"when I can afford it," he says
j

truthfully—but he can be found much
more often at small clubs around town
where the other bugs are far more inter-

ested in his ability to jit than in his name as
j

a movie star. Currently they have some-

thing new going called the Bop, which Tab
hasn't yet got down cool. But since the day

that he heard about Lori Nelson's young
cousin being hip, he hasn't given her any

peace. "Come on, Lori," he wheedles, "take

some time and learn it from him so you 1

can teach me."
Assuming that this was your first date

with Tab and you wanted to make a mem-
orable impression, you'd go easy on the

make-up, wear something tailored in good

taste and drop your voice down into low

gear. The girl he calls for a second date

is going to be conspicuous for nothing in

the world except her natural beauty. Sure



he's human, he wants the other guys to
notice his date—but not if they're asking
each other, "Who's the dame in the fright
wig, the one with Tab Hunter?"
He'd expect you to curb any tendency

you might have toward bossiness. Al-
though he's good natured about it, Tab
won't hold still for a domineering woman.
In the first flush of success, in his fire-
engine-red convertible and Fm-sitting-on-
top-of-the-world days, before they became
interested in a couple of other people, he
used to date Debbie Reynolds quite a bit.
To call Deb "bossy" would be an exag-
geration of the most unfair kind, but leave
us face it: she has an orderly mind, she's
a natural-born organizer and she isn't
really happy unless everything runs ac-
cording to totem. Which is merely intelli-
gent. Only, sometimes a guy feels lazy and
relaxed. Regimentation he needs like a
hole in the head. This temperamental dif-
ference was never a problem with Debbie
and Tab. When he had had enough of
snapping to and she was still systemati-
cally itemizing things to be done, he'd say
in his mild, unruffled way, "Hold every-
thing gal, simmer down. This is a date, not

modern screen's
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the first day at boot camp," and Debbie's
gamin grin would acknowledge a touche.
You wouldn't find conversation with Tab

a strain. His mother has been ill and he
spends a lot of time with her; if you knew
him well enough to ask about her, he'd
talk about that briefly. "She's getting so
frisky I accuse her of taking hormones."
About sports, certainly—he's so rabid
about horses, skiing, skating and water-
skiing that it's infectious; you'd find your-
self wanting to do all those things with
him. He might talk about or take you up
to see the lot he bought above the Strip,
where he hopes to build the house of his
dreams someday. It's a cinch that there'd
be some proud reference to the perform-
ance of the new, black Thunderbird in
which you were riding, and probably a
rueful comment, like, "I wish I owned it
instead of its owning me." If you brought
the subject up, you might spend the whole
evening in absorbing shop talk. Or purely
topical chatter. "I'm just an ordinary guy,
and there aren't any subjects that I ride,
particularly," Tab explains. "Whatever in-
terests everyone else at the moment inter-
ests me, too."
Don't count either on being alone with

him or on joining a group of friends; as
far as Tab's concerned, it depends entirely

on what's doing. If you did join a group,
though, you'd find your date is an ideal
guest, pitching in more than his share of
the work, entering into the spirit of things
with a zest that fairly sings out his joy
of living. You'd find, too, that he's as popu-
lar with the other guys as with the gals.
Not because he's a chest-pounding Man's
Man, but because he's kind and consider-
ate of all pepole.

"I hate a girl to be embarrassed by those
stories—is she the one I'm going to marry—that come out every time I start dating
someone new. Why do I have to get mar-
ried? And, while we're on the subject, how
could I get married? You know how much
money I've got in my savings account?
Fifty-four dollars! And they try to marry
me off . . . Honestly!"

If something caused him to suspect that
you're gullible, you'd find Tab a terrible
tease on a date. In Anna Maria Alberghetti
he netted himself a perfect foil for his
gentle spoofing. The little Italian soprano,
who is fulfilling her early promise of be-
coming one of the great beauties of Holly-
wood, is still wide-eyed over this country.
She still gets a charge out of mere win-
dow-shopping, marvels over the gimcracks
that pass for souvenirs, and will accept
the tallest tale in the world as gospel truth
because in America anything is possible.
Everybody knows that.

Tab's devilment for the day, therefore,
was to acquaint her with the wondrous
history of old Malibu—the history itself
not being very old, since he made it up as
he went along. "Do you realize," he asked
in a properly subdued voice, "that Balboa
was standing on this very rock when he
discovered the Pacific?"
Anna Maria, seated on a perfectly or-

dinary rock nowhere near the location of
Balboa's discovery, gave a nervous little
start. "Ought I then to be sitting on it?"
"Aw, sure," Tab said grandly. "They just

don't want you chipping pieces off. Every-
body who wants a souvenir starts chip-
ping away, and pretty soon there's no
more historical landmark."
"Of course," she murmured, duly im-

pressed.
"And you see that spot up there?" He

pointed it out with a cavalier disregard
for the fact that Little Big Horn always
has been and still is situated in Montana.
"Well, that's where General Custer made
his last stand against the Sioux Indians led
by Chief Sitting Bull. Let's walk up; I
want you to see it."

"I have read about that," Anna Maria
stated—and if Malibu didn't figure in the
account that she read, she was far too po-
lite to say so. Besides, this tall, tanned
American certainly ought to know about
the history of his own country. She tip-
toed over the hallowed ground as if she
walked on eggs.
Taberoo was having a ball, though he

nearly got caught up in his role of Baron
Munchausen when they visited the general
store in the little seaside colony. Anna
Maria, attracted by a vivid display of post-
cards, read the legend on each and every
one, a faint frown wrinkling her brow.
"Is it not strange," she asked, "that they
do not mention the rock of Balboa or even
General Custer?"
He had to think fast, but he sounded

elaborately casual. "Well, you know how
people are. They sort of take things for
granted after awhile. I mean, everybody
knows about it, so they figure that they
don't have to keep saying it over and over.
Look, they've got some coonskin caps. Ever
see a coon?"
Her attention diverted, Anna Maria ad-

mitted that she had not. "Very ferocious
animals," Tab commented and proceeded
to tell her a pack of lies about how rac-
coons hung from trees by their tails and
dropped on unsuspecting people, strangling
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them with the aforementioned caudal ap-
pendages.
"Oh, so?" She was round-eyed.
"Sure. That's the reason the coonskin cap

is associated with Davy Crockett. He was
about the only man who could best a

coon, and he wore the skin to prove it."

"But there are so many caps now—

"

Tab leaned in close. "Ummm, nice per-
fume. They're not really coonskin," he
whispered confidentially. "Matter of fact,

coons are so mean that they've been kill-

ing each other off for years, and by now
they're almost as extinct as the buffalo."

And more . . . The seal they fed in the

tank got her respectful attention be-
cause it was the oldest one in the world.

Couple of hundred years old, maybe. And
when Anna Maria decided to try her luck

fishing off the pier, Tab thought he'd bet-

ter lend her a little muscle for protection,

because, "You might hook a shark seven
or eight feet long that would pull you
right off the pier." It was a baldfaced un-
truth for which the Malibu Chamber of

Commerce would not have thanked Tab

—

but it gave him such a splendid oppor-
tunity to put his arms around a very beau-
tiful girl whose breeding would not have
permitted so much intimacy otherwise.

When he delivered her back home, Anna
Maria thanked him for a most pleasant and
educational day, and Tab said gravely that

he thought they ought to do it again some-
time soon. He added, "I'd like to call you
again, if I may." He did—and you can bet

that the first thing he did when he saw
Anna Maria again was to tell her the truth,

knowing they could laugh about it to-

gether, knowing they were simpatico. end

little girl lost

(Continued from page 31) It may not have
been the best, but somehow June and
Dick gave each other what they needed.

As for careers, June was heading hard for

stardom with no detours. Dick, whose ca-

reer had been in something of a slump,

couldn't help but profit from the publicity

that followed his marriage, even though
he said—and meant—that he hated every
word of it. He's always hated publicity.

But it was operating while he established

himself as an actor and became as suc-

cessful as he had been as a singer.

Their first home, small though it was,
frightened June—it was the first real house
she had lived in. The servants awed her.

Although no one talked about it then, she

fell into frequent black moods. The only

real success she knew was on screen, play-

ing to perfection the bubbly, tender,

bright-eyed youngsters. Off-screen she felt

gauche, inefficient. Gradually—how could

she help it?—she began to carry her roles

over into real life, looking for the same
admiration and confidence that they

brought her in the movies. She bubbled,

she played at keeping house, she was per-

petually young.
For a while it worked. But only recently

one of Dick's friends felt forced to say,

"I've never seen anything like Dick's pa-
tience. June is like a kitten, adorable when
she wants to be. But when a husband has

to keep getting his wife out of scrapes and
defend her idiosyncrasies and repair

broken friendships, the kitten act isn't

charming any more. At parties she'd^ insist

on going her own way, and many's the

time I've seen Dick patiently waiting for

her to stop captivating everybody and get

in the mood to go home. It wouldn't be for

me—not for long, anyway."

So that was an effort that failed. Not only

did it hurt, rather than help her marriage,

but it left June inconsistent and unreliable

in most of her contacts, business and social.

A photographer who has known her for

years says frankly, "You can't help liking

the little character, but neither can you
help the feeling that she's insincere. She
really doesn't like attention in public or

to be bothered about pictures, and it's as

though she liked the fact of fame, but

was bored by the work that goes with it.

She can always put on an act when she

wants to, though. I've seen her greet people

I know she can't stand as though they were
her long-lost sisters, when it didn't even
seem necessary. On the other hand, when
she's in one of those steely moods of hers,

she can freeze people who matter to her,

for hours on end. I guess she thinks there

will always be people to drool over her.

She might be sorry one day."

Those are harsh words. Too harsh, per-

haps, for June, who needed an act to sup-
port her ten years ago. Her great failing

has been that she did not—or could not—
know when to stop. Mothers have always
told their children, "Don't make faces.

You might freeze that way." Perhaps
someone should have told June that, ten

years ago.
They said instead, "It'll never work.

They have no interests in common." It was
true enough that their hobbies were dif-

ferent. But again, they tried. Dick had
long since settled on sailing and flying

and Junie took a crack at both. But you
can't manufacture a passion out of thin

air, and eventually Dick sold his boat

and stopped insisting that June fly with

him. Apart from her, he remained as en-
thusiastic as ever about both. June hunted
diligently for something they could do to-

gether. In rapid succession she tried golf,

painting, skiing, music, tennis. She bought
mountains of the best equipment and pro-

pelled Richard into one fad after another.

But June is and always was flighty and
changeable. Her interest never lasted long

enough to take root. She picked up one

novelty after the next, played with each for

a while, devoted the whole of her amazing
energy to it, then discarded it for some-
thing new. Dick's friends felt that he

couldn't share her interests—there was
nothing really there to share. "Junie's easy

to love," they said, "but hard to live with.

Bubbles are pretty and enchanting, but no

one ever caught a bubble."

Child brides are supposed to grow up
and become wives. By the time the Powells

moved to their second house, in Bel-Air,

June had learned a lot. Dick had taught

her to dress and entertain, to run a house

and handle servants. Pamela and Ricky ar-

rived while they lived there and the mar-
riage was at its happiest. June made quite

sincere statements to the press about the

joys of marriage. "I wanted a career and

a husband," she said, "and when I got

Richard as a husband the career suddenly

seemed unimportant." She gave a success-

ful dinner party, all by herself, and was as

pleased as if she'd won an Oscar. No one,

certainly not June, suspected that she was
only in another of her phases, that in a

matter of months the role of Happy House-
wife would have palled. It did. By the time

they moved to Mandeville Canyon, their

current home, things had changed for the

worse.
"Mrs. Powell," one of her ex-servants

reported about the subsequent progress of

her mistress, "wasn't what you'd call a

homemaker. I remember reading about

how she went up to St. George in Utah

when Mr. Powell was making The Con-

queror, and how Mrs. Powell made such a

home for him at the motel and waited on

him hand and foot. I guess that was one of

her spells. Most of the time he did every-



thing that had to be done around the house.
He made all the decisions and maybe she
resented it, but if she did all she had to do
was pay some attention to running the
house. I'm sure it would have been all right
with him.
"There was something, too, about her

redecorating the house recently. That's
probably all publicity, because they have a
decorator do most of that sort of thing. Mrs.
Powell never did do much about the house.
And nothing made her madder than to
have Mr. Powell mention the fact."

Yes, things had changed, in more ways
than one. For the growing-up that June
had done, although perhaps inadequate for
the needs of her marriage, was enough to
change her attitude toward Dick. She
still let him run things—but not because
she couldn't handle them herself. She just
didn't want to be bothered. At the same
time, she resented her position as oldest
child rather than wife. She resented Dick's
decisions, but refused to make them in-
stead. Dick is one of the best-liked men
in Hollywood. No one has ever said a word
against him as a husband. But he is also a

Have you heard about Cigarettes
Anonymous? When you just have
to smoke you call up another mem-
ber and he comes over to the house
and gets drunk with you.

Jim Henaghan
The Hollywood Reporter

successful businessman, now firmly estab-
lished in his third career—as a fine director
and producer. He works late hours and
spends much of his time at home conduct-
ing business on the telephone. He's busy
and often tired. But June no longer wants
a busy superior being around the house.
She wants romance. And her youthful
dream of marriage as a perpetual romance
does not quite fit the facts. Perhaps this is
as much the fault of Dick Powell as of
June. There is such a thing as giving too
much—and it is not the healthiest thing
only to receive. What Dick should have
taught June was how to give, how to use
the strength he gave her with wisdom.
The crowning blow came recently (No

not the rumors about June and Alan Ladd'
Dick paid no more attention to those than
to the stories circulated so very quietly in
the past about June and Peter Lawford
June and Dean Martin. The greatest sig-
nificance of these latest tales is that people
believe them—and discuss them aloud.
They didn't do that a while back.) It was
over The Shrike.
Dick has always advised June about her

career. Under his influence June became
the number one box-office star in the
country—and stayed there. One of the
greatest stabilizing forces in" their marriage
has been her acknowledgement of his help
and her real gratitude for it. When, with
considerable self-confidence, she left MGM
she proved that she had a business head
or her own and was capable of using it
But Dick was still beside her, offering re-
assurance and advice. But over The Shrike
they disagreed.

"I think when June made The Shrike itwas a real turning point in her attitude "

a close friend says. "Dick didn't want
her to do it, said she wasn't ready for such
a subtle actmg chore. But she went ahead
ana did it, and when the kudos came pour-
SV.11

,

the job she did
>
June figured

Uick s advice wasn't any good to her anym
iI

e
"

u can bet there was a lot of 'I-
told-you-so' around the house after the
reviews came out. This kind of thing hap-
pens a lot around town. I can name a dozen
actresses who figured their husbands
werent worth much to them once there'd
been talk of an Oscar. When they're really
career-conscious, they'd rather have an

Oscar on the mantel than a husband in
the house." 1

Around town everyone knew that some-
thing was brewing—long before the Alan
Ladd stories started. Friends noticed that
June's moody periods, the tantrums that
had almost disappeared, returned.
At Universal-International, where she

made The Glenn Miller Story and later
The Shrike, they said, "We didn't know
what to expect. She's so darned cute on
the screen that you can't believe reports
that she's hard to get along with. But we
found out. It depends on Junie's mood, you
see. Sometimes she's a doll, and then one
day she'll walk in and the fur will fly. And
you wish you'd stayed in bed."
At Paramount, where she made Strategic

Air Command, they said, "This kid is a
show all by herself. It's amazing the way
she can get what she wants. She seems to
sense right away the best way to get around
a person. If she has to be nice, she's nice, if
she has to be cute, she's cute, and if she
has to be nasty, she's nasty. The result's
always the same, though—what Junie
wants, Junie gets. In a way, you have to
admire her for it, but I'll tell you this. I'd
never want to get on the wrong side of that
one. Br-r-r-r!"
And at MGM, when she returned to

make Executive Suite: "Long before she
left here she was starting to be difficult, but
she s so damned cute that it's hard to hold
anything against her for long. And then
when she came back . . . well, I can't say
that her working at other studios has im-
proved her disposition. Let's just say that
shes a moody character, and the guys on
the set sort of hold their breaths each
morning to see what frame of mind Ally-
son is in that day."
And finally an old friend of Dick's

summed up the prevailing Hollywood at-
titude: "You know what I think? Maybe it
isn't cricket to say this but I think it's true.
I think that June used to figure Dick as a
big important movie star and then when
she hit the top herself and got all that
publicity, she thought Dick got back in
the limelight through riding on her coat-
tails. When they were married, you know
Dick's career was in a slump. He'd just
started on the upgrade again with Murder,My Sweet and proved that he was an actor
as well as a crooner. That in itself wasn't
enough to make him box-office, though,
and with his marriage to June he naturally
got a lot of publicity. I don't mean to say
that June thought Dick had any ulterior
motives. She knew better than that.
But I think that June, once she'd become
a big star, couldn't help thinking that she'd
not only done it all by herself, but that
she d helped Dick as well. That's not a
healthy attitude for a wife. I know I
wouldn't want my own wife to feel that
way.
Around town, many are saying it's only

a matter of time until Dick Powell agrees
with that final sentiment. By the time this
is printed, they say, he may have echoed
those words in a divorce court. Others say
that the marriage will last—but only until
the completion of It Happened One Night,
which Dick plans to produce—with June
as the star. But there are those who say
that this marriage deserves—and will get
another chance. When two people have
tried as long and as hard as June and Dick
to overcome the obstacles in their way,
there must be a reason, a great basic love
and need for each other that causes them
to keep trying. If they have failed it is not
for lack of love, but because they have
gone about it clumsily. If June can learn
to use her new maturity and confidence as
efficiently and wisely in her marriage as in
her career, she and Dick may yet make a
go of it. They have two children and a long
life together to make it worthwhile. We
wish them all the luck in the world, end
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{Continued from page 34) of the director,

Joe Mankiewicz, that she do her own
singing instead of using the voice of a pro-

fessional artist. As if to convince Jimmy
that she could do it, Jean had taken to

singing around the house.

One morning she went through the

whole song that would be hers in the

picture, "If I Were A Bell I'd Be Ringing,"

while taking her morning bath, and she

sang it full voice to make sure that Jimmy
would hear her. When she came out she

looked at him quickly for a verdict and
he gave it.

"Wonderful, darling," he said. "It

sounded good. But only in the bath,

not in the studio!"

By coincidence, the scene due to be

filmed the first morning Jimmy accom-
panied Jean to the studio was the Havana
night-club number in which she sings this

song. The song itself had already been
recorded and would be played back as

Jean mouthed the words in the course of

her acting. As the scene began and Jimmy
heard her voice coming over the loud-

speaker system he stood agape.

"I not only couldn't believe that it was
you singing that well," he told her later,

"it was your accent, your American accent

that astonished me. Getting that right

would seem harder to me than working
up a good vocal tone!"

And true to Jimmy's stubbornness, he
contended that this still proved she was
a better actress than a singer. Quite

all right with Jean.
But there was more to the studio visit

that morning than the surprise of her

singing. Jimmy's eyes chanced to fall on

her left hand when they were about to

start for home, and he pointed to it.

"You've forgotten your wedding ring

in the dressing room somewhere," he

said. "I know you don't wear it in the

picture, but where did you put it?"

"I didn't bring it," Jean told him. "I

never wear it when I go to the studio for

fear I might forget it and lose it."

Jimmy said nothing but his mouth
tightened purposefully. Later that day
he left her home and took off for an hour

in the family Mercedes-Benz. When he

came back he marched up to Jean and

laid six wedding rings down before her.

"Here," he said. "Hereafter wear your

ring whenever you go out. If you lose

one, all right—put on another one. You've

got spares now."
Jimmy had come back for only five days.

But when the five days were up, he cabled

for an okay to stay on for a few days more,

and when these were past he stayed on.

There was too much to catch up with, too

much to say. Including telling Jean about

Ava Gardner's little joke played on him in

mid-air.
Granger's Hollywood-bound plane had

barely taken off from the London airport

when Jimmy was suddenly suffused with

a terrible wave of airsickness. It happens
regularly to Jimmy in spite of his many
trips by air. He downed some dramamine
and settled grimly back to fight the

dizziness when suddenly the three stew-

ardesses marched down the aisle carrying

a huge, nauseatingly pink cake and gaily

singing "Happy Birthday." Ava, his co-

star in Bhowani Junction had remembered
two things about Jimmy—that it was his

birthday and that he is a notoriously poor

air traveler.

He had arrived in Hollywood late in the

afternoon after 6,000 miles of unjoyous
flying and two days without sleep, but

Jimmy hadn't gone straight home. He
>

headed for Magnin's, one of Beverly Hills

smart shops and asked to see lingerie.

He couldn't decide among the negligees

and bought six filmy pink and white ones.

As an afterthought he added three pairs of

matching satin mules.
There is a standing joke in the Granger

household that Jimmy can never buy one
of anything. Apparently word had reached
even the enterprising gift dealers in Pakis-
tan. Each morning when Jimmy woke up
in his hotel room the dealers would al-

ready be there, squatting on the floor

around the bed.
And when he opened his eyes they began

their spiel—holding up beautifully fash-

ioned native jewelry, wonderful oriental

carvings and richly woven saris, the bril-

liant wrap-around costume of Pakistan
and Indian women. Jimmy would then
sit up in bed and make his selections. He
came to accept the idea of having his room
converted into a bazaar, and gravely de-
ducted a portion of the price as the rental

he charged for the use of the hall. And
just as gravely this was accepted as per-

fectly proper procedure.

He came home with a dozen saris. Jean
can count herself one of the best-dressed

women in Pakistan when and if she gets

there.

Not until Jimmy had been home two
weeks did he finally start back to London.
Joe Mankiewicz broke down and gave Jean
the second week off, too, and there were
wonderful nights with old friends at home,
the way it should be. Liz and Mike Wild-
ing brought over their new baby. The
David Nivens came and brought the gay

banter of joy that always surrounds them.

The Bert Allenbergs, the Mankiewiczes

and the Michael Kidds. It was good for

them, this week of domesticity. And before

he left, Jimmy and Jean came to a deci-

sion. Never again, she decided. Never again

these long months of separation. No more
goodbyes.
Jimmy is home again and as you

read this story, Guys And Dolls is in the

can. Jean has decided to refuse any more
roles for a while, at least long enough so

she can go with Jimmy on his next junket.

Jean can afford to be independent—she

can pick and choose her pictures since she
|

became a non-contract star. Jimmy's con-
j

tract has fairly large print that stipulates

he is to work when and where MGM or-

ders.

Current orders send him to South Da-
kota, and as of today, Mr. and Mrs. Gran-
ger should be somewhere on the plains

of the great northwest on location for The
Last Hunt, with Robert Taylor and Russ

Tamblyn.
After that they're fancy free, both of

them, to start doing things together.

They may go on a shikar, a hunting

expedition in India. While in Pakistan

Jimmy took time off to shoot a renegade

tiger and a black panther. For a long

time he has wanted Jean to go along with

him on such a trip. In preparation she has

been holding target practice sessions with

a .22 calibre rifle in the courtyard of their

hilltop home in Beverly Hills.

They may decide on an African hunt

instead. Jimmy has already been on two

big game safaris, but he's convinced if she
j

comes along this time it will all seem new
to him again.

They may cancel hunting plans and just

go to Switzerland to live for a few years

because Jimmy thinks it is an ideal loca-

tion, central to many picture-making cen-

tres in Europe—London, Rome, Paris—and
j

close to their families in England. Jean

has a mother, two sisters and a brother

in London. Stewart's mother, Mrs. Fred-

erica Stewart, lives not far away from,

London, in Bournemouth, and is quite

elderly.

They may go on an extended deep-sea,

fishing expedition. Jimmy is the only

sportsman in the world, according to his

friends, who not only mounts trophies of



the game he shoots or catches, but also
has models of the game he hopes to catch.
On the wall of his den are the species of
fighting sea fish, marlin, barracuda, giant
tuna he is still after.

Or, and this is probably most likely be-
cause they have always been two hard-
working people, they will return to Holly-
wood from South Dakota and resume their
careers there. On the day Jimmy spoke
about Switzerland and how serene and
colorful it was there, and also tried to give
Jean a feeling of the mysterious, romantic
quality of Africa, he also looked around
at their home and let drop the opinion that
he thought they were perhaps already in
the most beautiful place in the world.
There was good reason for him to say
this. Three years ago when he and Jean
bought the house it was Jimmy who did
most of the landscaping. Yet not once

since then, until his recent visit from
London, had he ever gotten a chance to
enjoy the fruits of his work, to see it when
southern California's flowers and shrubs
bloom their best, in the early spring.
For both the first two springs he had been
away.
He enjoyed looking at his home when he

got back, and he enjoyed it most when
he could maneuver Jean into the imme-
diate foreground.
To tell the truth they both think they

have been living too much in the back-
ground of each other's . lives ever since
their marriage, Christmas of 1950, far too
often apart than not.
As Jean sees it, there has been "Too

much here and there" in their lives. "I
here and Jimmy there," she went on.
"From here hence it's to be both of us
here or both of us there!" end

joan collins

(Continued from page 49) from way back
were unanimously "on the halls," which
in the King's English means essentially
the same thing as "in show business."
Joan's grandmother, Hettie Collins, was a
vaudeville star who did splits and high
kicks when the Post-Victorians conducted
those pretty daring maneuvers. Joan's
aunts on her father's side were all
musical-comedy dancers and singers. Will's
dad was a theatrical agent, too. Why
anyone thought the third generation would
sit demurely in obscurity is baffling, par-
ticularly when she was as cute as Joan.
"I guess," hazards Joan today, "they knew
from experience the long odds and the
rugged life and concluded it wasn't for
their darling daughter." At any rate,
they kept her hermetically sealed from
any glamorous contacts throughout child-
hood—with a solid assist from Hitler's
Luftwaffe.
Joan was just six when World War II

broke in Europe, and from then on her
most dramatic moments were dodging
block busters. Elsa Collins spirited Joan
and her baby sister Jackie all around Eng-
land during most of their childhood, get-
ting them away from the target areas.
They went to Brighton, out in Surrey, to
Cheltenham, Chichester and remote little
towns like Ilfracomb and Bognor, living
wherever they could find room. When the
heat was off, it was back to London, where
Will was in the Home Guard (and had
dried blood on his bayonet to prove it).
"Only," laughs Joan, "I found out it was
really from the First World War. It hadn't
ever been cleaned!"
Joan had a hectic and hyphenated

schooling at no less than thirteen private
institutions of learning—all for nice young
ladies, exclusively. This sex segregation
made boys an early mystery to Joan. In
fact, until she was sixteen, the only roman-
tic episode Joan can remember was the
time an adventurous admirer climbed up
the ivy-clad walls to her barred window
and blurted, "I say—can't you get out and
play?"
"Then the ivy broke and he disap-

peared," sighs Collins. "I never saw him
again."

If you had caught a glimpse of Joan
Henriette Collins in any one of the re-
spectable young ladies' academies like St.
Winifred's, Camden House, Aida Foster
or Frances Holland she'd have probably
seemed about the least-likely-candidate-to
grow-up-and-shock-her-country. As she
slugged away reluctantly at her Latin,
math, art and English composition, togged
out in demure gray skirt, cotton stockings,
white blouse and maroon tie, Joan looked

about as exciting as a dish of plum duff.
She was skinny, pale and wore her black
hair cropped in a junior-miss bob with
bangs. But up close you might have
caught a rebellious glint in her green
eyes.

"I hated school, I was lazy and I was
a bad influence," declares Joan shame-
lessly. "I used to tell the other girls all
this upward and onward talk about good
marks was a lot of bull." Already Joan
had decided that she'd duck out of the
academic world as soon as possible, live
in a garret and pursue an artists' life.
This gave way to a dancer's life and
finally the stage—all in her dreams, of
course. The one thing she never got
too worked up about was being a movie
star, oddly enough, although she was a
fervent fan.

In fact, among the varied escapades on
record in Joan Collins' girlhood were de-
termined attempts to crash the "A" movies.
In England films get various legal ratings
and the law there is the law. An "A" means
nobody under sixteen gets a look. Some-
times she made it. Then she would return
to her scholastic jailhouses and dream.
About that time she junked her paper cut-
outs of General Montgomery, her first hero,
and started saving up Gene Kelly. "I wrote
him a passionate letter," recalls Joan, "ask-
ing for a picture. All he said was, 'Best
Wishes' but I could read true love be-
tween the lines." She also nipped for
John Payne briefly but when she poured
out her soul his way he didn't answer.
She's still a little sore about that. Her
next big schoolgirl charge was a hand-
some British actor named Maxwell Reed
about whom, later on, as we'll see, she did
something more important.
At twelve she was kicked out of one

school for smoking cigarettes in the cloak-
room. There are a couple of brief flashes
of campus achievement on her dossier:
Once, she edited the school magazine and
another time they elected her captain of
her class. But all in all, almost everyone

—

particularly Joan—was relieved when she
turned sixteen. At that age you can legally
stop school in England. Joan did after her
sixth form at Frances Holland. But one
significant thing occurred before that.
At a school called Cone-Ripman, which

went in heavily for dramatics, she started
fooling around with school plays, and one
day a producer dropped by hunting two
girls to play two boys (the sons) in
Ibsen's A Doll's House on the London
stage. After a quick audition he picked
Joan for "Ivan," at three pounds-ten a
week.
Opening night she forgot her entrance

cue completely and left the leading lady
floundering around on the stage. When the
frantic manager burst into Joan's dressing
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room, he found her breathlessly engrossed
in The Madcap Of The Fourth Form, a

paper-backed teenage thriller. "I'll never
have children in any play of mine again!"
Joan remembers him swearing. But by
then he was stuck—and so was Joan. She
finished a four-week run ecstatically. "It

was the greatest," she says now in Ameri-
can slang. From then on she knew what
she wanted.
However, her idea to make a career out

of it still drew a blank from her theatri-

cally wise father who wanted her to be
his secretary. He had to give in though
when Joan announced she would aim for

the top training—The Royal Academy of

Dramatic Arts—a sort of West Point of

the theatre in Britain. You just don't
walk in there and take lessons, you have
to qualify. But Joan was pretty con-
vinced by then that she had the stuff.

And she was pretty good when she
read Shaw's Cleopatra for her entrance
audition at the Royal Academy—or at least

the board of directors thought so

—

and since they were authorities like Sir

Laurence Olivier, Sir John Gielgud and
Sir Ralph Richardson you might say their

opinion carried weight.
Joan studied at the RADA two years and

while her stay there wasn't an unruffled
dream—that's impossible with Joan—it was
the first school she'd ever really vibrated
to. The classes in dancing, dramatics,
elocution, fencing and such were tough
and the plays exacting. By the end of her
first term she was right out of La Boheme.
The next summer holiday found her at

Maidstone, Kent, playing repertory and
wallowing in what Joan calls, "my re-
pulsive period." Her hair was long and
"usually dirty" and she proudly claimed
membership in "The Slobs," as the troupe
called themselves. Movie acting, by the
way, was unthinkable to Joan Duse Bern-
hardt Collins then.

Most talented young actors seem to go
through such a free-soul stanza— (look at

Marlon Brando)—and Joan Collins is

glad she got it out of her sytem early, al-

though a sloppy hangover remained for

some time. In fact, when a British movie
agent named Bill Watts finally spotted
and tracked her down at the Academy,
his first suggestion was, "Wash your hair
and take a good bath!"
Oddly enough, this break came about

not through Joan's art—although that got

to be pretty good very fast—but via a
rather striking picture in a fiction maga-
zine. A commercial photographer had
offered her a job modeling at ten pounds
a day. Next thing she knew she came
out in Woman's Own and Everywoman,
illustrating a couple of touching tales.

Her first movie job was a beauty-
queen bit in a thing provocatively titled

Lady Godiva Rides Again. Then she
launched her film career as a juvenile de-
linquent in Judgment Deferred. Critics

coined that name for her—"Britain's New
Bad Girl," From then on Joan certainly
earned that dubious honor.

In her next eight pictures for Ealing,
Romulus, Associated-British, Rank and
other English producers, Joan came on
the screen as a juvenile delinquent three
times, twice as a cheap chippie and in

successive shockers as a fifteenth-century
minx, a reckless play-girl and a prosti-

tute just out of prison. "But all," she
explains, "with hearts of gold." She got
good critical reviews—because along the
way she finished her Royal Academy
schooling and knew her stuff. "But," she
allows, "the press cordially hated me."
One movie drew an "X" rating—the worst
—and a London newspaper urged, "BAN
THIS FILM!"
Joan didn't mind the first few drab and

drearies, she says, although it became
slightly depressing buying her wardrobe

at second-hand stores, having her hair '

greased down and eternally talking in a
Cockney accent. But what the press and
the press agents dreamed up got a little

out of hand after a while. Sexy pinups
blossomed and whatever she did was
promptly angled to fit her screen legend.
More galling, perhaps, were the squawks
that arose in England when she was con-
sidered by director Renato Castellani for
Romeo And Juliet, an artistic picture Joan
wanted badly. Critics howled at the idea
and finally Susan Shentall was cast in that
major success. This hurt, because despite
the bad -girl movie roles, Joan remained
a pretty serious young actress. She did
plays in between at London's "Q" theatre
—things like The Skin Of Our Teeth,
Claudia and The Seventh Veil. And in
private life, Joan was already respectably,
if not happily married.
Joan finally met her schoolgirl idol,

Maxwell Reed, when she was eighteen, i

Max was thirty, tall, dark and curly
haired, obviously the Collins type. She
was eating ice cream at a film-colony
party and he teased her with, "Ice cream
will make you fat!" Getting fat is a touchy
subject with Joan, who can put on
pounds just looking at sweets. That was
in October. They were married on
Joan's nineteenth birthday the next May
and settled in a flat on Hanover Square.
Shortly after they did a play together and
a movie called The Square Ring. That's
what Joan's wedding ring turned out to

be—square. They were separated on their

second wedding anniversary, which hap-
pened to be Joan's twenty-first birthday.
All Joan will say about that ill-starred

union is, "It was all a silly mistake." But
a lot of continental gossips concluded that
Sidney Chaplin, whom Joan was seeing
in Rome (while her husband was squir-
ing beauteous Kay Lennard in the same
city), had something to do with it. Joan
says not so—actually she and Max had
been squabbling, on stage and off, most
of their wedded life. There seems no
reason to doubt that.

Joan finally rebelled at the skin-tight
gowns, sexy poses and crummy roles and
was suspended by J. Arthur Rank. "I

realized I was killing myself as an actress,"

Joan says simply. "You can't be bad all

the time and get very good."
With her movie career at an impasse (she

didn't work for eight months) and her
marriage breaking up, Joan leaped at the
chance to make Land Of The Pharaohs for

Howard Hawks in Rome. Actually, the

job wasn't such a switch to sweetness and
light: the the Pharaoh's queen she killed

her husband and her lover, too. Darryl
Zanuck had a look at it and liked what
he saw. About the same time Marilyn
Monroe, his own best bad girl, sashayed out
for the second time. Zanuck bought Joan's
contract from Rank, and beckoned last

November.
In a few short months this bundle from

Britain has generated such a cloud of

steam that she promises soon to obliterate

the haunting memory of Marilyn Monroe.
Already she has starred sensationally in

two big pictures, first The Virgin Queen
and then The Girl In The Red Velvet
Swing which was once scheduled for Mar-
ilyn and for which Darryl Zanuck blew
more thousands on Joan's draperies

—

thirty-three changes in all—than he has
for any Fox star since Linda Darnell in

Forever Amber.
Hollywood photographers have snapped

more artistic poses of Joan than of any
recent newcomer—and they're queued up
panting for still more. Ace directors like

Henry Koster call her "wonderful," and
just the other day Spyros Skouras, boss

of all the little Foxes, gave her a hearty
smack in public and cried "Joan, I'm proud
of you!" (Then upped her salary to $1,250



a week.) By now, less prejudiced and
more skeptical critics have called Joan
everything from "a British Jane Russell"
to "a young Ava Gardner." And when
her latest picture, Land Of The Pharaohs,
was premiered in Hollywood recently, one
ordinarily sedate reviewer beat out on his
typewriter, "Joan Collins had the authority
of a Colt .45!"

Almost as soon as she landed Joan at-
tracted the same kind of attention she ran
away from in England—even in the dark.
Walking home one night from a corner

drugstore, a Hollywood wolf accosted her,
and when she ran in panic chased her all

the way to her apartment house door!
There's just something about this Collins
girl that men can't seem to resist—which
is the best insurance any talented young
lady from anywhere can have for a rosy
Hollywood future. Even now, the way
things are going, English Joan Collins
seems a cinch to wind up an American by-
word like a couple of other Collinses

—

Eddie, the immortal baseball player, and
Tom, the drink. And, it really wouldn't
surprise her too much.

It wouldn't be accurate to say that Joan
Collins fell in love with Hollywood at
first sight. She blew in on a fog bank
so thick that her plane couldn't land for
hours. A movie executive drove her inside
the 20th Century-Fox lot and couldn't
find his way out again—although he's
worked there since the place began. Joan
had no friends in Hollywood, no car and
the Beverly-Carleton, where she stopped,
served no food. The crowning blow came
when Lord Vanity, which she was brought
over for, got pushed back on the studio
schedule, and she was told she was too
young for the part anyway.
"At that point," states Joan frankly, "I

hated everything about Hollywood and
everybody in it!" After six weeks of tests
and frettings she hopped the first plane
back to Blighty. "I rode the Ambassador
flight over," recalls Joan significantly, "but
the Tourist flight home." Visits to Paris,
London and Switzerland restored her
morale enough to try it again last January
when a definite job as Sir Walter Raleigh's
sweetie loomed up in The Virgin Queen.
Things have been more satisfactory for

Joan Collins in Hollywood since her second
coming. But Hollywood is still far short
of her dream city, Paris. "There's nothing
to do here," she objects a little unreason-
ably, "except work." She's had plenty of
that. Right after The Virgin Queen (where
she's still a temptress, man chaser and all-
around Elizabethan wolverine) Joan
plunged into The Girl In The Red Velvet
Swing with hardly time between to draw
a deep breath. For that she lost her
English accent to play Evelyn Nesbit, the
Broadway femme fatale of the Harry
Thaw-Stanford White Gay Nineties shoot-
ing scandal. She'd never danced a lick
but doggedly mastered cake walks, splits
and cartwheels to make a convincing Flor-
adora girl, although exercise is still against
Joan's principles.
A girl like Joan Collins finds Hollywood

keyed too low for her taste, at least right
now. She stepped out to Mocambo and
Ciro's a time or two but was "choked"
when the dance orchestra paused for twen-
ty-minute intermissions. "They keep
playing all the time in London," complained
Collins, "aren't there any jazz parlors
around here?" Someone tipped her off
to the rat-race at the Palladium and she
liked that better. She thought Palm
Springs was very nice for elderly people
with arthritis, but Las Vegas was "a kill,"
maybe because she won $40 at blackjack
and almost got a cramp in her arm pump-
ing the slot machines. Other American
wonders that wow Joan are supermarkets,
drive-in helpsie-selfsies of all kinds,
crazy-pants, Ford Thunderbirds, rhythm-

and-blues and the bull fights in Tijuana.
She hates swimming pools—that is, to
swim in, and the Hollywood mania for vig-
orous sports naturally appalls her. Some-
one talked her into tennis lessons when she
arrived, on the argument that it would keep
her figure down (always a problem). Joan
took two—and quit.

"It broke my long finger nails," she
explained. "I like my long nails—better
than I like tennis."
Joan paints her daggered fingertips with

platinum polish, wears her brown hair
a seductive shoulder length, and when
she does dress up steps out in smart Paris
creations by Hubert de Givenchy. What
stepping she's done lately has been on the
arm of Sid Chaplin, in a transplanted
chapter of their last year's Roman holiday.
Mostly their dates are on the quiet side,
because premieres have terrified Joan ever
since a fan got mangled underneath her
car at a London first night. As for Holly-
wood parties—she took in one and found
it boring.
But obviously Sid doesn't bore Joan and

she doesn't deny it. However the pair
have spent most of their time denying
that they're altar-bound, especially after
Joan blossomed out with a topaz ring, ap-
proximately the size of the Twentieth-
Century Limited's headlight, and at the
same time a mink coat. "Sid gave me the
ring," she admits, "but I bought the mink
myself." Actually, as Joan points out,
the gossips are way off base predicting any
imminent wedding bells for her although
she frankly admits Sid is top man in her
life. She's still officially and necessarily
Mrs. Maxwell Reed because there's an-
other odd law in Britain—you can't sue
for a divorce until you've been married
three years.
That deadline expired this past May

and in July Joan flew off again for Britain.
Winning her freedom is undoubtedly on
the agenda before she comes back, al-
though Joan will duck a direct question.
"I'll go to Paris for some champagne and
pate de foie gras," she parries, "then take
a tour of Europe, and visit my family in
London. Hollywood's all right when I'm
working. But when I'm not—well, there's
lots to do and lots to see somewhere else.
Just say I hope to commute between
continents."
With this avowed off-again-on-again

schedule of Joan Collins, along with her
sleepyhead approach to Hollywood's diver-
sions, it doesn't look as if she'll become
the Naughty Lady Of Sunset Boulevard in
person any time soon. The only fracas
she's stirred up around town so far is a
scrap with her landlord over raising the
rent on her modernistic apartment. P. S.,

she won.
But anyone who doesn't need glasses

can see—at least on the screen and possibly
off—that someday Joan Collins has what it

takes to ease the ache of Marilyn Monroe's
departure—if she ever revs up to her old
reputation for her new Hollywood op-
portunities, end

PHOTOGRAPHERS' CREDITS
The photographs appearing in this issue
are credited below, page by page:
9, 10, 11—Globe; 12—Wide World, Paramount;
13—Paramount; 14—INP, 20th-Fox; 15—Beer-
man; 16—Beerman; 28—Paramount; 30

—

Warners; 32—Beerman. Parry; 34—MGM; 36,
37—Gary Wagner; 38, 39—Beerman, Parry; 40,
41—Globe; 42, 43—John Engstead; 44—Beer-
man; 45—MGM; 47, 48—Beerman, Parry; 49—Warners; 50, 51—Globe; 52, 53—Beerman,
Parry; 54, 55—Joe Kaufman; 56, 57—Beerman,
Parry; 58—Paramount; 63—John Engstead;
64—John Engstead, Beerman, Parry; 65

—

John Engstead; 66—Roger Prigent; 74, 75

—

Globe; 76—Beerman.
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SHORTHAND
IN 6 WEEKS

Write 120 words per minute.
Age no obstacle-LOWEST COST

Famous SPEEDWRITING shorthand. No symbols,
no machines, uses ABC's. Easiest to learn and use.
Past preparation for a better position. Nationally
used in leading offices and Civil Service. 120 words
per minute—50% FASTER than Civil Service re-
quirements. Over 300,000 taught by mail or through
classroom instruction. The very low cost will sur-
prise you. Typing available. 32nd Year. Schools in
over 400 cities in U. S., Canada, Cuba and Hawaii
WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET TO SCHOOL OF

TIPS for EXPECTAHT MOTHERS

FREE booklet of valuable informa-
tion, "Tips for Expectant Mothers",
is offered with this soothing, re-

freshing skin conditioner thai
softens tight, dry skin, eases muscu-
lar tingling and burning in

back and legs. Enjoy the /jjp«£>

| f
Comfort and Relief of This
Skin Lubricant.

$1.25 AT ALL DRUG STORES

Mother's Friend

"TEACH YOURSELF TO SWIM"
Be the admiration of the Beach!!
Develop your body and figure!!

Illustrated Booklet $1.00
P. LANGAN, 226 East 81 Street, New York 28, New York

"DARK-EYES" COMPANY, Dept. A-95
3319 W. Carroll Ave., Chicago 24, III.

I enclose 25< (coin or stamps—tax included) for TRIAL SIZE
PACKAGE ol "Dork-Eyes" with directions.

check shade: Black Brown
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I've Waited a Long Timefor a Woman Like You!
—and I don't care if you belong to another man!"

any
three

OF THESE NEW BEST-SELLERS

up to i"~

$17.25 VALUE §
in Pub. Editions

for only

when you join the Dollar Book Club and agree to

take as few as 6 selections ouf of the 24 to be

offered within a year

NOT AS A STRANGER
Morton Thompson

Nation's long-run hit

!

Story of Lucas Marsh,
who gave everything to

become a doctor; Kris-

tina, the girl he so

strangely married ; and
the beautiful woman
who shook his innermost

soul ! 700 exciting pages.

Pub. orig. ed. $4.75

WITH ,n

Lovely Jane Hoyt had come
i 6000 miles in search of her

missing husband. She had search-

ed everywhere— in Hong Kong's
hotels, bars, waterfront dives. But
each lead only pointed to Hank
Lee, the notorious American ad-

venturer, who was supposed to

know everybody.

So she had gone to his mansion
in the hills, and he had agreed
to help her. Many times she was
to return there ...too many times!

Why? Was it because of Hank's
promise to find her husband, or
for a new reason— a reason filled

with confusion . . . and torment?

"I love you, Jane," Hank had
whispered as his strong arms
held her, "and though I'll get
your husband back— you'll have
to choose between him and me!"

Soldier of Fortune is the dar-
ing new smash-hit romance by
the author of The High and the
Mighty. It costs $3.50 in the pub-
lisher's edition, but you may
choose it in this amazing 3-books-
for-Sl offer to new members!

OUTLINE OF HISTORY— H. G. Wells

New enlarged 2-volume edition,

1,312 pages. The whole dramatic

story of mankind from the earliest

times to our own years. 200 illus-

trations. One of the most acclaimed

works of the century. Originally

published in one volume at S5.00

This 2-volume set counts
as one book

LOVE iS ETERNAL
Irving Stone

No. 1 hit for many
months ! The love story

of Mary Todd, daughter

of society, who mar-

ried the one man con-

sidered most unsuitable

for her—Abe Lincoln !

448 pages. Pub. S3-95

THORNDIKE-BARNHART
DICTIONARY

1955 edition ! 80,000
entries, 700 pictures,
10,000 explanatory
phrases, 5.000 synonyms
and antonyms, hundreds

of notes on correct us-

age, word origins, etc.

896 pages. Pub. $2.95

GONE WITH THE WIND
Margaret Mitchell

Greatest best-seller of

the century in a new
edition. The love story

of Scarlett O'Hara and
Rhett Butler against a

spectacular historical

background. Pub. $2.95

HAMM0ND-D0UBLEDAY
WORLD ATLAS

9%" by 12V4 " volume.
Covers U. S., Canada,
all foreign countries.

90 maps, 32 full-page,

full-color! 154 photos

plus 94 pages of facts

on the world's peoples.

Book club ed. $3.50

BENTON'S ROW
Frank Yerny

From the day outlaw
Tom Benton meets
honey-blond Sarah
Tyler in the doorway
of a lonely cabin, this

roaring new tale of

love and violence in

the Louisiana bayous
sweeps along in top

Yerby style! Pub.
edition $3.50

AROUND THE WORLD
IN 1,000 PICTURES

Visit strange ports and
enchanting cities, Rome,
Paris, Bali, Hong Kong,
and many more ! See all

the^wonders of 83 fabu-

lous lands in 1,000 pho-

tos with exciting text.

Pub. orig. ed. $7.50

MAIL THIS COUPON
" * 5 Oounleday Dollar Book Club. Dept. 9DMG, Garden City, New York

Ai| OPPORTUNITY YOU MUSTN'T MISS! I Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member. Send meat
Mil WITWi%i wNI ww -w w

jft books and nrst selection the 3 books checked
o,. „_ , „,<~ for all at special Club prices which save _ gfj*^nd;

B
bill me ONLY $1 FOR ALL 3, plus a small ship-

you up to 75%! But you take only the | pi(lg charge.

books you want -and you do not have QAr^Wjrt* p"^^BT^g £r*£
**

m Benion's Row Love Is Eternal Q Thorndike-Barnhart

Gone With the WlndO Not As A Stranger Dictionary

Also send my first issue of The Bullelm, telling me about the

--, new forthcoming one-dollar book selections and other bargains

for members. I may notify you m advance if I do i"Ot Wish the

following month's selections. I do not have to accept a book

every month—only six a year I pay nothing except
:

$1.for.each

selection I accept, plus a small shipping charge (unless I choose

_ an extra-value selection).

NO-RISK GUARANTEE : If not delighted return all

J books inVI days and membership will be cancelled.

I Mr. Please
I Mrs Print

I Miss

Address

State

in ranndTTefection price $1.10 plus shipping; address Doubleday

| Book Club!' 105 Bond St! Toronto 2. Offer good in U. S. & Canada only.

CHOOSE any 3 books on this page for

only $1 when you join the Dollar

Book Club. This big introductory offer

is made to demonstrate the wonderful

values you enjoy as a member.

Save up to 75% on New Books
(compared with prices of pub. editions,!

Imagine -the same new books costing

up to $3.95 in publishers' editions come

to Club members for only $1 each! The
biggest hits by top authors like Frank

Yerby, Daphne du Maurier, Thomas B.

Costain, A. J. Cronin and many others,

have come to members at this low $1

price. Occasionally, extra-value selec-

tions at $1.49 are offered. All are new,

full-size, hard-bound books.

In addition, the Club frequently of-

fers other very desirable books . . .
use-

ful homemaker volumes. . .beautiful de-

luxe books, books of cultural value . . .

. and you do not have

to take one every month. You may take

as few as six selections a year!

Mail Coupon—Send No Money

Receive any 3 books you choose from

this page for only $1, plus a small ship-

ping charge. Two books are your gift

for joining, and one is your first selec-

tion. Thereafter, you will receive regu-

larly the Club's Bulletin, which de-

scribes the forthcoming selections and

other book bargains for members only.

If not delighted with your introduc-

tory Three-Book bargain package - re-

turn all books and membership will be

cancelled. Mail coupon now. Doubleday

Dollar Book Club, Garden City, N. Y.



V,

Woodbury

...sheer, clinging foundation-and-powder in compact form

Modern busy women who must look lovely in nothing flat will find Dream Stuff
is the fastest beauty-maker that ever was. In a second your skin looks as delicately fresh
as if you'd just had a pick-up facial! Prove it - right now. Slide the puff from nose
to cheek bone. It leaves a clear path of beauty! That's Dream Stuff's velvety consistency.
Five new shades to choose from. In the ivory-and-gold mirrored compact, $1.00.

4t When you have time for a session at the dressing tabh

Woodbury Face Powder,
airy, clinging, fragrant. In

8 skin tones. $1 size, special 590.
Also 300 and 150.

Woodbury Make-up Glow,
a liquid that smooths your skin

while it makes you pretty.

5 perfect shades, 590.

(Also in the blue-and-gold box, 49(' )

Woodbury Cream Make-up
spreads on like silk, and gives

your skin a serene look.

In 5 delicate shades, 430.

All prices plus lax.



STANDS OUT from all the rest

Much more fIavor_ Light and Mild

Effective filtration -draws e-a-s-y

Highest quality tobaccos- low nicotine

EFFECTIVE FILTRATION

is America's Best Filter Cigarette...

and it's sweeping the country! i
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at last!

A LIQUID SHAMPOO
m

that's EXTRA

ITS LIQUID

FOR

Something wonderful has

happened— it's fabulous new

Liquid Prell! The only shampoo

in the world with this exciting,

' extra-rich formula! It bursts

instantly into luxurious lather . . .

rinses like lightning ... is

so mild you could shampoo

, every day. And, oh, the look

and feel of your hair after

just one shampoo! So satin-y

soft, so shiny bright,

so obedient— why, it falls into

place with just a flick of your

comb! Shouldn't your hair have

that 'Radiantly Alive' look?

Try Liquid Prell this very night!

JUST POUR IT . .

.

and you'll see the glorious difference!

Some liquid shampoos are

too thin and watery . . .

some too heavy, and contain an

ingredient that leaves a dulling film.

But Prell has a "just-right"

consistency — it won't run and

never leaves a dulling film.

PRILL— for 'Radiantly Alive' Hair

now available 2 ways:

The exciting, new extra-rich liquid

in the handsome, easy-grip bottle

!

And the famous, handy tube_

that's ideal for children and

the whole family . . . won't spill,

drip, or break. It's

concentrated— ounce for

ounce it goes furtlier! Jp \

CREATED BY I l & GAMBLE



THIS SPACE RESERVED
for teeth that must last for 68 years

Protect your child's teeth with the tooth
paste that destroys decay bacteria best*

When those new teeth and their mates
arrive, they face a lifetime of dangers.

And here's a shocker: the average child
loses one or more of his second teeth
while still in his teens.

*Fortunately, new Ipana with WD-9
is made especially to help you keep your
children's teeth sound and healthy. It
destroys tooth-decay bacteria better
than any other leading tooth paste . . .

including fluoride tooth paste.

Teeth get remarkable protection with
new Ipana because of decay-fighting

WD-9. In Ipana's special formula, it

works even in spaces too tiny for the
tooth brush to reach.

Why not start today to help keep your
family's teeth sound and healthy

—

with the dentifrice that destroys decay
bacteria better than any other lead-

ing tooth paste? New-formula Ipana
with WD-9.

P. S. Because regular brushing is best,

you'll be glad Ipana now has a fresh,

new, minty flavor that coaxes kids and
grown-ups to brush.

Ipana A/C Tooth Paste (Ammoniated
Chlorophyll)also contains bacteria-de-

stroyer WD-9 (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate)

PRODUCTS OF BRISTOL-MYERS

New-Formula 1IPANA®with WD-9
destroys decay bacteria better

than any other leading tooth paste



... but what's the

best protection to use

on "problem days?"
Tampax is . . . because it removes most
of the problems from "problem days."

Here's how:

1* The chafing problem is eliminated.

Tampax (worn internally) is completely

unfelt when it's in place.

2* The telltale outline problem is elimi-

nated. There are no belts, pins or pads

with Tampax.

3* The odor problem is eliminated.
Tampax prevents odor from forming.

4. The disposal problem is eliminated.

Both the applicator and the Tampax itself

flush away.

5* The carrying and storing problems are

eliminated. A single Tampax doesn't

even bulge a pocket. A month's supply

can be concealed in a handbag.

Besides all that, Tampax makes you
feel better about yourself . . . nicer, dain-

tier, more assured. In fact, you almost

forget there's a difference in days of

the month.

Choose from 3 absorbency sizes (Reg-

ular, Super, Junior) at any drug or

notion counter. Economy size gives

average 4-months' supply. Tampax In-

corporated, Palmer, Mass.
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Remember!
ROCK-ROCK-ROCK

of "Blackboard Jungle"!

Now, from the same studio

SHOCK-SHOCK-SHOCK
of the prize -w inn ing novel

of a teen-ager

on trial!

THIS

HOW IT

STARTED
WITH

DATE
AT

BEACH!

PRODUCED BY

written by DON M. MANKIEWICZ
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She learned the

BEAUTY SECRETS of the

famous POWERS MODELS

So can you! You can learn the secrets

of beauty, romance and success taught

to the famous Powers Models! Gayla

offers them to you on an exclusive

double-face RCA record by the world's

leading beauty authority, John Robert

Powers ! Listen and learn to have lovely,

lustrous hair . . . achieve the most

attractive hair styling . . . bring out a

sparkling new you! You cannot buy

this record anywhere, but Gayla can

send it to you.

Remember, Gayla hold-bob is the

bobby pin preferred by the Powers

Models . . . and by millions of women
everywhere. Gayla's many patented

features enable them to open easier,

glide into the hair more smoothly, hold

more securely, retain their springiness

and holding power longer.

It costs no more to get the best ... so

insist On Gayla hold-bob bobby pins

. . . and send for YOUR record today.

offered only by
ftj HON) HOB

V V #/ UOHRV PI\S

1/
" Flexl-Grip

HOLD-BOB
World's Largest
Selling Bobby Pin J

Send Today ©ji5l<lp_j^.

GAYLORD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
1918 Prairie Avenue, Chicago 16, Illinois A-10

Yes, I want the record telling Beauty Secrets of
the famous Powers Models. Here's the top of a
Gayla hold-bob bobby pin card or a GayVi Hair
Net envelope plus 25j! (for handling).

Name —
Address —
City .State.

USE EXCITING GAYLA MIST SPRAY HAIR NET
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL LOOK. IT'S NEW!

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,

8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting

letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.

Q. Is it true that Elizabeth Taylor's

husband was once thrown out of a ho-

tel training school in Lausanne, Switz-

erland? —C. L., Chicago, III.

A. Miss Taylor's first husband, Nicky
Hilton, could not meet the requirements

of' the school and was requested to

depart.

<J). The major cause of the Martin and
Lewis fights—isn't it really their wives?

—D. L., San Francisco, Cal.

A. No, it's their individual tempera-

ments.

Q. Could you possibly reveal June
Allyson's real age?

—J. K., Duluth, Minn.

A. Approximately 37.

<?. Would you name the man who has

secretly been visiting Ava Gardner in

London's Kingston House?
—T. L., New York, N. Y.

A. Ava insists she is not in love; dates

Primo de Rivera, many others.

Q. That old Detroit scandal involving

Johnnie Ray—wasn't that purposely

covered up by his motion picture em-
ployers? —H. H., Detroit, Mich.

A. No; they knew nothing of it.

Q. When Edmund Purdom met Linda
Christian in Bilbao, Spain, recently,

didn't these two decide on a winter

marriage? —B. L., Rochester, N. Y.

A. Chances are they will never marry.

Q. Can you tell me why Bob Hope
knocks himself out promoting his pic-

tures, such as The Seven Little Foys?

—H. K., Dallas, Texas

A. Hope owns at least 30% of his films,

likes to see them make as much money
as possible.

Q. Is it on the level that Dick Powell is

suing two scandal magazines for stories

about him and his wife?

—J. H., Boston, Mass.

A. Yes.

Q. The romance between Kathryn
Grayson and Oreste Kirkop—true or

phony? —E. L., Butte, Mont.

A. Phony.

Q. The meetings in New York between
Terry Moore and Ty Power, I've been

told, are a prelude to a love affair be-

tween these two. Weren't they secretly

in love once before?
—B. E., Miami, Fla.

A. Never.

Q. Can you tell me which is more im-

portant to movie producers—the star

or the story? —N. J., Louisville, Ky.

A. Currently, the story.

<J>. Would you give me any informa-

tion about Anthony Dexter, who played

Valentino some years ago?
—N. U., Olympia, Wash.

A. Dexter's real name is Walter Craig;

he has two children; he is being sued for

divorce by his wife, Marjorie. He is 42

years old.

Q. What is the trouble with Janet

Leigh and Tony Curtis?

—H. E., Jersey City, N. J.

A. They work too hard.

Q. Is it true that Pier Angeli and Vic

Damone have had all the rooms in their

new house sound-proofed to prevent

baby noises from interrupting Vic's

musicals? —B. E., Brooklyn, N. Y.

A. Some of the rooms have been sound-

proofed.

Q. I've been told that Jack Webb's ex-

wife Julie London hates him with a

passion and won't see him ever. True

or false? —H. Y., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. Julie London saw ex-husband Jack

Webb for the first time in two years

when he showed up recently at the 881

Club where she was singing.

Q. Warner Brothers, I've been told,

objects strenuously to Jimmy Dean's

automobile racing. Does he plan to give

it up? —S. J., El Paso, Texas

A. No.

<?. Every time Mario Lanza rents a

house, he is sued for damages. Is he a

home-wrecker?
—C. T., Philadelphia, Pa.

A. When he is frustrated or angry,

Lanza throws lamps, destroys furniture.

Q. Has the reconciliation between actor

Don Taylor and his wife Phyllis Avery

taken? —M. M., Chicago, III.

A. No, there will be a divorce.

Q. The true story, please, about Kim
Novak and actor Ted Cooper?

—N. L., Baltimore, Md.

A. They were once close friends; no

longer speak to each other.

Q. Is Ann Blyth pregnant again?

—H. E., Memphis, Tenn.

A. Yes.
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(1) Just llA ounces of Flair bra (#2821)

for the sheer all-elastic, natural lift

without letdown. Exclusive contour

straps. Embroidered nylon marqui-

sette topcups. White. A, B, C. $3.95

(2) Gossard's *pantie girdle your legs

can't feel because of its up-shaped

legs, elastic net edging. Boneless

pull-on #810. Sheer elastic net, satin

elastic panel. White in Petite-S-M-L,

at leading stores and shops or write us, we'll tell you where
THE H. W. GOSSARD CO., Ill N. CANAL ST., CHICAGO 6 • New York • San Francisco • Atlanta • Dallas • Toronto

TV TALK
Her neighbors say that Martha Raye had
so many fires at her Connecticut home that

the fire department finally refused to answer
them ! This must be an exaggeration, of course,

but things are really hopping when Martha's

home. And it's true that she puts on a show
for the commuters in her car on the train.

She's just plain irrepressible ! . . . Elia Kazan
is so taken with Pat Hingle's acting in Cat
On A Hot Tin Roof that he is going to put Pat

into his next movie—and this time with more
than the bit part he gave him in On The
Waterfront. Watch for Pat. We predict he's

going to be a Hollywood star as well as a TV

and theatre one . . . Kathy Godfrey and her

brother may not be too close, but it was
Arthur who got Kathy her summertime job

on CBS radio ... It has gotten so that TV

writers are as famous as the actors that star

in their works. Gore Vidal, for instance. A
young man who is handsome enough to be his

own leading man, Vidal spent several years

being a critically successful but financially im-
poverished novelist. Nine novels and $15,000

later, he switched to TV. Now, after a few hit

scripts—including Visit To A Small Planet—
he is almost guaranteed some $35,000 a year

from tv alone. And that doesn't count the

money he may make from the Broadway
version of Visit next fall. It, you know, will

be produced by author George Axelrod, the

young man who wrote both the stage and
movie versions of The Seven Year Itch. Vidal

lives in a big old Victorian house up the

Hudson River from New York City—a house
built for entertaining and used for it . . .

Another author who is on his way up is

Reginald Rose, the little sandy-haired man
who wrote Twelve Angry Men, The Incident

At Carson Corners and Crime In The Streets.

He, although still in his early thirties, has sold

both Men and Crime to the movies, and is

doing well enough to insist on having his

favorite tv director do his movie versions, too.

His choice: Sidney Lumet, the estranged hus-

band of Rita Gam—and, it might be added,

the one man who's been linked with Gloria

Vanderbilt who does have a romantic interest

in the heiress. The feeling is mutual, too.

Besides being top man professionally with

Rose and romantically with Gloria, Lumet
also has been signed by Jack Barry to direct

Conflict, a big psychiatric show that's coming
up in the fall. It'll be a sort of mental Medic
—and the whole idea was conceived when
Jack Barry started going to a psychiatrist.

Barry, who couldn't seem more at ease on

Juvenile Jury and Life Begins At Eighty, is

probably the last man in tv you'd expect to

find going to an analyst. However, he not only

did and does—but is producing a show on

the subject . . . You may not believe it, but

Sid Caesar came That Close to playing Marty
. . . We'd be willing to bet that you wouldn't

recognize Thelma Ritter if you bumped into

her—especially if you heard her talk. Be-

lieve us, there's no connection between the

parts she plays, with their dowdy make-up
and nasal voice, and the charming, urbane Miss

Ritter of private life. The on-stage and off-

stage Thelma Ritter have a sense of humor
in common; that's about all. Jan Clayton, who
plays the mother on Lassie, was invited to sing

"The Star Spangled Banner" for the General

Federation of Women's Clubs—unescorted by

canines. But fate dogged Jan's footsteps and

as she stepped on stage so did a local pooch.

Turned out to be a collie, too !



The girl with the laughing eyes

and the guy who wrote

history in the skies
The true love story ^
of Captain *^

Joe McConnell-

the 'Tiger in the Sky'

who became

America's first

Triple Jet Ace-

and the beautiful bundle

of courage called 'Butch',

who became his wife.

Screen Play by TED SHERDEMAN and SAM ROLFE music bv max steiner

Produced by HENRY BLANKE • Directed by GORDON DOUGLAS
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LOU ELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood

louella

parsons'

GOOD NEWS

Kirk Douglas chatted with Mrs. Billy Wilder (she's

surely one of the prettiest girls in Hollywood) at the

Moulin Rouge shortly before Anne Douglas gave birth.

\ fed

Sheree North was taken to the Stork Club in New
York by Baron Polan. Last time there, in Hazel
Flagg, she was so lonely—but this time she had a ball.

Jerry Lewis looks a little mournful here—but don't

you believe it. He and Patti are just walking on air

now that Patti's expecting a baby—due in February.

Audrey Hepburn and Mel Ferrer looked wonderful when I saw them
in Europe—and so very happy together. This photo was taken at a
bullfight, but mostly they don't leave their beautiful villa near Rome.
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REPORT ON AUDREY AND MEL: 1

hope you aren't falling for the gossip that

Mel Ferrer is bossing Audrey Hepburn to

the point that she can't make up her own
mind about anything and that she minds him
like a baby rather than a bride. I know
whereof I speak,

While I was in Rome, I was the guest of

Audrey and Mel at the historic villa they
leased in Vigna St. Antonio, 4ust twenty
miles from Rome. If these two aren't ecstati-

cally happy, then there's no such thing.

Frankly, I was flattered by their invitation,

for the Ferrers live completely to themselves,

going into town only on business and while
they were making War And Peace.

As we lunched in the garden, completely

surrounded by flowers in full bloom and the

beautiful fig and olive trees casting cool shad-

ows, Mel suddenly turned to me and said:

"I doubt if anyone knows how very ill

Audrey was at the time of our marriage. She
was completely exhausted from picture mak-
ing in Hollywood and our long run in On-
dine on Broadway. The poor baby was so

fragile, she had lost so much weight, that I

made up my mind I was going to protect her

from everything until she was well."

.1 stole a look at Audrey, who now looks

so healthy and happy it was hard to believe

Mel's words that she was on the verge of

complete collapse.

She must have sensed my thoughts be-

cause she laughed as she said, "Oh, I'm

as strong as an ox now, believe me. Do you
know we grow all our fruits, vegetables and
melons here, we have stock in the pastures,

there are chickens, and beautiful vineyards
:—just everything necessary to good living

if we never went outside the gates.

"I spend so much time in the open, tak-

ing walks in the gardens or pastures or

basking by the pool, it has given me a
big appetite." She smiled that cute elfin smile

of hers as she indicated her plate of chicken

and rice, fresh asparagus and side dishes

of cheeses and fruits in aspic. But Audrey's

particular pride is slicing the hot buttered

homemade bread and serving it on a huge
wooden paddle.

These two -are -so -happy -and content -to-

gether that they do not realize how often

they instinctively reach out to touch one
another, Audrey to hold Mel's hand and he
to caress her cheek.

Picture-making will keep them in Europe
until late in '56—but wherever they work
—they will be together—both assured me
they would not permit their careers to sep-

arate them.

JERRY LEWIS is so happy about be-

coming a father again for the first time in ten

years (their second son, Ronnie, is adopted)
that he tells me:

"I keep checking with Patti every morning
to see that she's still feeling terrible, thank

heavens!"

Where his partner. Dean Martin, is con-

cerned (as of this writing) Jerry's only com-

ment is, "No comment."
I heard—and I'd like to believe

—

rhowever,

that when Dean heard the happy news about

the Lewises expecting, he and Jean sent a

telegram expressing their happiness.

I DOUBT IF ANYONE can kid Clark

Gable as successfully as his bride, Kay. She
keeps The King chuckling even about himself.

When they returned from their honeymoon,
they accepted the invitation of their friends,

the Ray Hommes, to go to the Mocambo.

As expected, the autograph hounds nearly

ruined their evening both outside and inside

the night club.

In the midst of furiously signing menus and
what-have-you, Kay leaned over and whis-

pered in Clark's ear, "See what you got by
marrying me?"

WHEN DORIS DAY RETURNED
-from her European holiday she sent -charm-

ing little notes to the press—including the

Hollywood Women's Press Club members
who had voted her the year's most "uncoop-

erative star." Doris said she had had a won-
derful time but was glad to be home with her

friends.

There were some rather red faces here

and there!

LAUGH ALL YOU WANT about Lib

erace's eccentric sartorial splendor, his fancy
coats, pants and vests. He would win hands
down if it came to a popularity contest at

Warner Brothers' studio where he's making
his first movie. Sincerely Yours.

When it came time for the usual farewell

party, Liberace asked that the telephone girls,

who had never before been included, be
invited; also the guards at the doors, the

commissary waitresses and, of course, the

full technical crew and the cast.

In all, there were 200 on the big stage.

Making a speech to his guests, Lee said,

"I thought you'd enjoy some home cooking,

so my Mom cooked the hams, turkeys, spa-

ghetti and meat balls. Besides, it's cheaper/"
Moreover, the entire company that worked

with Lee is quick to tell you there wasn't a
single squawk out of him about anything all

the time he was making his picture. And be-
lieve me, this is very rare in movie town.
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ELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood

Listen to me, KIM NOVAK:
I was disturbed to hear, not long ago, that you are post-

poning your marriage to handsome Mack Krim until your
career is on "solid ground."

I've also heard that Mack is unhappy about this.

If this is true, I'm afraid there is danger ahead. No man
in the world wants to think that he is playing second fiddle

in the life of a girl he loves.

A career is great, particularly where there is great talent

involved, which is so true in your case.

At Columbia, where you are under contract, they believe
they have the next big woman star in you. They believe
you are destined to take your place among the rare ones,
Crawford, Turner, Gardner, Hayworth.

But I know that each one of these glamour girls could
and would tell you that all the fame in the world is empty
without love—a home and children and all the wonderful
things that word means in the life of a woman.

Unfortunately, there is no such thing as "solid ground"
where a career is concerned. Other girls have made great
starts—and then lapsed into mediocrity with a bad picture

or two.

I'm sure this will not happen to you because you have
real talent. If you are in love, and I am sure you are, this

is the really "solid" influence in your life and I say grab
your happiness and treasure it above everything else.

MORE ABOUT ROME: Gina Lollobri-

gida was in Sorrento making a picture dur-

ing my visit But I got an earful from all the

reporters who interviewed me in my first

days in Italy.

Gina, they love. They think she's God's

gift to womanhood. But her husband, Miklo

Skofic, you can have as far as most of them

are concerned. They feel he bosses her life

completely. She won't make a move with-

out him.

The Rome newspapers were full of Gina's

tax troubles. She paid something like $4000

and the government claims she owes some-

thing like $96,000. But Gina's not the only

one to get hit over the head. Other top Italian

stars are in the same uncomfortable condition.

LAST MONTH in this department I

told you something about our trip to Istanbul

to attend the opening of the Istanbul-Hilton

Hotel. But I find I have a few thousand



Tony Curtis is really

learning to "mix it up'

these days.

Tony Curtis is getting instruction—
the hardest way, I'd say—in the

manly art of self-defense. It's in

preparation for his role in The
Square Jungle, in which he plays a

prize-fighter—and it's no joke

to Tony or his sparring partner,

John Day, who's also in the

picture. Tony's dad and his

14-year-old brother are usually on

hand to lend moral support—
and carry him home if they have to.

And I hear Janet has taken to

calling him "Punchy Schwartz"

around the house.

I never saw such funny

pictures as these of Gina

in the crazy-house!

Gorgeous Gina LoUobrigida and

her handsome husband (you'll just

have to take my word that he's

good-looking because you certainly

can't tell here!) got such a kick out

of their first trip through an

American penny-arcade. If you ask

me, nothing can make Gina look

bad—or stop her from getting

what she wants. She's actually

learned to sing opera for a movie
role and when she really learns

English—and she will—/ bet

she'll be just as big a star here

as she is in Europe.

more words to say, particularly about Ann
Miller.

You have to hand it to Ann. She literally

dropped pounds making speeches, appearing
at luncheons and dinners, charity events and
heaven knows what. The astounding part
is that they'd never heard of Ann in the

middle-east before she arrived.

Believe me, they knew her before she left!

She learned to say, "I'm pleased to see
you. I love your beautiful country," in Turk-
ish, Lebanese, Arabic, Italian and Spanish.
When all else failed, she said it in English!

Ann was given a fabulous wardrobe by
MGM and she had her big studio back of

her in every city we visited.

I'd now like to give Ann just one word of

advice: You can play a good thing into the

ground and the continuing beating of the

tom-toms publicitywise can defeat its own
purpose and become laughable rather than
helpful.

Mr. Peepers goofed! Poor Wally Cox opened with such high hopes at the Dunes in
Las Vegas—and got fired twice for flopping! His old friend, Marlon Brando, flew down.
Eileen Barton, singing on the same bill, cheered him up—but the act just didn't go.



LOUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood

ONE OF THE BIGGEST heartbreaks

Hollywood has ever known is that valiant,

courageous Suzan Ball, again the victim of

cancer, this time of the lungs, has died.

This beautiful twenty-year-old girl just

months ago lost a leg from the same disease.

Her studio, Universal-International, does not

want it known, but $60,000 in "salary" was
paid to Suzan during her illness.

However, her greatest comfort was the love

and devotion of her husband, Dick Long, who .

has won the respect and admiration of an

entire industry for the way he held up

and bolstered Suzan's own spirits even when
the hours were the darkest.

My hat's tipped to Wallace MacDonald, a

producer at Columbia, who did something

practical and gave Dick an important part in

his new picture. Law Of Gun Sight Pass.

Hospital authorities report that the day

Dick told Suzan about his good break was her

best and happiest.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Next month we will tell

you the story of the faith that sustained Suzan

Ball, the legacy of hope she gave to the world.

And give you an unforgettable portrait of Bob
Francis in the last interview he had.

TRAGEDY has stalked Hollywood many
times; but in my memory nothing has so

shocked our town as the fiery death of twenty-

five-year-old Robert Charles Francis, who rose

to fame almost overnight.

Bob was untouched by all his success—un-

spoiled—a wonderful boy.

In my first story about him, I spoke of his

gratitude to his teachers, Mrs. Botomi Schneider

and her husband Benno Schneider, drama
coach at Columbia Studios where Bob's first

picture made him a star.

Bob never quite believed his 'good luck and
he never got over being grateful. Perhaps if he

had lived longer he might have become blase,

hardened, conceited, as many another young

My girl Judy Garland kicked off her shoes again and sang. Everyone in Hollywood went to see her and no

Frank Sinatra's chartered bus brought Humphrey
Bogart, Debbie and Eddie, June Allyson, Betty Hut-
ton—a busload of stars to Long Beach for the show.

My sang "Over The Rainbow." "That
gal just takes your heart and breaks

it. Isn't it wonderful?" a fan wept.

Kept singing for almost three hours (she was scheduled for two!) Judy begged

for help. She got it. Dean Martin sang, Sammy Davis, Jr. made like Jerry.

Sid Luft, Mike Romanoff, David Wayne, Edgar Bergen and Judy roared.

Frank was a self-appointed Save-Our-Judy committee, kept order all evening.



Hollywood actor has done; but I sincerely

doubt it.

He came to see me several times to ask
my advice about certain things, and he never
failed to thank me if I had written something

favorable about him. And I never found any-

thing but good things to say about him.

Destiny played a cruel prank in snuffing out

the life of this young actor, who was headed
for even bigger things. But not many young
men leave such a warm, friendly memory.

one would let her stop singing!

In robe and slippers, tired, almost crying with
happiness, Judy begged Frank to sing, but he
wouldn't. "This I cannot follow," he said.

Leslie Caron came backstage afterward. "I
was crying and cheering," she said. "Everyone
was!" So I say—who needs an Oscar?

Richard Egan met Dana Wynter while making View From Pompey's Head.

Close-up of RICHARD EGAN:
He has a wonderful romantic line. When he takes a

beauty to dine, which is quite often, he devotes little atten-
tion to what he is eating. "I'd rather look at you," he ex-
plains to the flattered femme.

In this age of treating women as equals, he's almost old-
fashioned. He always sends flowers thanking a girl for a
delightful evening. If she lives at home, he always asks to
meet her parents before leaving the house.
Even on the set, where manners become very careless,

he always rises as his leading lady comes on the set. He
makes a point of finding out thoughtful things about the
women he works with and has delicacies they like brought
on the set at tea time.
When he dates he prefers a quiet cafe to a night club.

The music must be quiet in the background.
His most serious Hollywood romance was with Ann

Sothern. It lasted about two years.
He is deeply religious. One of his brothers is a priest. It's

not unusual to see them in the bleachers at baseball or foot-
ball games.

Recently, he has been seen much in the company of
lovely Dana Wynter, but if I know this handsome young
man, one of the most eligible young bachelors of our town,
he will think long and seriously before he marries. Be-
cause in Dick's case it will be forever.

IS
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the letter box
mrs. celia heflin (any re-

lation to Van?) has some perfect

casting she offers free: "Burt Lan-

caster is the perfect co-star for

Grace Kelly. He's physical. She's

ethereal. Another meant-for-each-

other twosome—Guy Madison
and Marilyn Monroe. He's shy.

She's bold."

"I have been sick for four

months and the doctor says I must

remain in bed longer. "But one of

the things that really cheers me
is the happiness of my very, very

favorite Vera-Ellen and her hus-

band Vic Rothschild," writes gail

WINGEFELD, WALNUT CREEK,

calif. Why don't you happy

Rothschilds send this nice child a

picture?

EVELYN CARSTAIRS, KANSAS
city, mo., asks: "Is James Dean
snooty and rude as I've read?"

James is a rugged individualist,

Evelyn, but I've never heard him
described with your pungent ad-

jectives.

DON RUGGLES, from BROOK-
LYN, sounds off: "I think I deserve

to be heard because I'm one per-

son who doesn't give a you-know-

what whether Debbie and Eddie

ever get married!" Consider your-

self heard, boy.

"JEAN," DETROIT, MICH., IS a

teenager: "But I want to lift my
voice to sing the praises of the fin-

est and best picture to come out

of Hollywood in years, A Man
Called Peter." You are not alone,

Jean. Even 20th Century-Fox

was dubious about how this relig-

ious film would fare at the box

office and it has been successful

far beyond their expectations.

Well, I guess this is all the

space we have for the letters this

month. But please keep writing.

I'm always glad to know how you

feel about pictures and stars.

I'M SO GLAD FOR GAIL. The news
of Gail Russell—is far more cheerful. The

guests who accepted Bob Stack's invitation

to a barbeque on the terrace of his home
could hardly believe their eyes when Gail

arrived, looking well and happy, on the arm
of Andy McLaglen!

It's the first party Guy Madison's ex-wife

has attended in over two years.

Gail is just as pretty as ever and she was
wearing a white linen strapless cotton that

set off her suntan to perfection. She sipped

only Coca-Colas and laughed often.

I don't know whether she's still interested

in a career, but several directors present

seemed very impressed by Gail.

I personally believe she would be happier

if she returned to work. It's the greatest

healer of all, except prayer.

EVERYONE LOVED IRENE: I am
more than ever convinced that it pays to

talk in a calm, well-modulated voice and to

be a lady. Irene Dunne, a real credit to Holly-

wood, was received like a queen everywhere
we went abroad.

In Rome, Princess Pacelli, niece-in-law of

His Holiness Pope Pius XII, gave a luncheon

in Irene's honor and then took her guests

into the tomb of St. Peter.

I can't begin to tell you how many offers

Irene had to make pictures in Italy, but she

will not leave her husband. Dr. Francis

Griffin, long enough to make a picture there.

Believe me, she is adored by the fans of

all the countries we visited. In America, we
go -into raves over the youngsters, but in

Europe the mature actresses are the real

idols, loved and respected by all.

LEAVE IT TO MAMIE VAN DOREN
to steal the thunder when twenty "Miss Uni-

verse" contestants from Long Beach came
visiting in a body at U.I.!

Until the unscheduled appearance of

Mamie, the beauties from all over the world

were having a ball, posing for pictures with

Tony Curtis, Jeff Chandler and other studio

heroes and heads.

Then, into the commissary (where the fes-

tivities were taking place) entered Ja Mamie
—and I mean, entered. In a gold lame dress

that was just shudderingly clinging to her

ample form, shimmering and undulating like

jelly. Missy Van Doren "explained" that she

had been posing for stills in the gallery and

thought she'd just amble over to meet the

beauty queens!

(A check with the portrait gallery re-

vealed that Mamie was not scheduled for

pictures that day!)

Anyway, it was most obvious that the

varied and assorted beauties did not appre-

ciate Mamie's unscheduled visit.

Claudi Petit, "Miss France," snapped:

"That dress she's wearing would be banned

even in Paris. How in the world did she

get into it and what is keeping it up?"

Apparently no one knew the answer, ex-

cept Mamie—and she wasn't telling.

IN CONTRAST to Linda Christian, who
seems to have done considerable traveling

around with boyfriend Edmond Purdom. Ty-

rone Power didn't make the mistake of travel-

ing with his new girl, Mary Roblee, while

they were in Europe.

Tyrone, slimmer, more handsome than ever,

sent me flowers in Rome. He was there for

just a few days and he is very popular,

whereas Linda has been bitterly criticized

for her flightiness and extravagances.

I was very pleased that Miss Roblee came
to see me. She's blonde, very pretty, prob-

ably in her early thirties, and a charming,

cultured woman. She, herself, has just ob-

tained a divorce. She's a career woman and

has a job on one of the fashion magazines.

She met Ty in Rome. Then he went on to

pick up his two little girls in London while

Mary went to Madrid to visit her identical

twin, Peggy, who is married to General Don-

ovan, of the U.S. Army.
THAT'S ALL FOR NOW. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH!

On her way to Spain for a film, Linda
Christian spent the week end in London with
daughters Taryn, two, and Romina, three.

The kids were in England with Papa Power
at the time. Ty has them for two months a

year and is one of the fondest fathers I know.
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Often a bridesmaid

.

never
a bride!

y „ Most of the girls of her set were married

. . . but not Eleanor. It was beginning to

look, too, as if she never would be. True,

men were attracted to her, but their interest

quickly turned to indifference. Poor girl! She

hadn't the remotest idea why they dropped her so

quickly . . . and even her best friend wouldn't

tell her.

No tooth paste kills germs

like this . . . instantly

Listerine Antiseptic does for you what no tooth

paste does. Listerine instantly kills germs, by

millions—stops bad breath (halitosis) instantly,

and usually for hours on end.

Far and away the most common cause of bad

breath is germs. You see, germs cause fermenta-

tion of proteins, which are always present in the

mouth. And research shows that your breath stays

sweeter longer, the more you reduce germs in

the mouth.

Tooth paste with the aid of a tooth brush is an

effective method of oral hygiene. But no tooth

paste gives you the proven Listerine Antiseptic

method—banishing bad breath with super-efficient

germ-killing action.

Listerine Antiseptic clinically proved

four times better than tooth paste

Is it any wonder Listerine Antiseptic in recent

clinical tests averaged at least four times more

effective in stopping bad breath odors than the

chlorophyll products or tooth pastes it was tested

against? Every night . . . before every date, make
it a habit to use Listerine, the most widely used

antiseptic in the world.

STERINE ANTISEPTIC STOPS BAD BREATH
.,,4 TIMES BETTER THAN ANY TOOTH PASTE
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CO-STARRING

REX REASON • MARTHA HYER
- ALAN REED • LESLIE BRADLEY

18 Directed by JOSEPH M ..NEWMAN - Screenplay by FRANKLIN COEN and RICHARD COLLINS - Produced by SAMUEL MARX

the case of the

missing germ

It started on the set of Columbia's

The Queen Bee where eighteen-year-

old Lucy Marlow had just finished

a tense scene with Joan Crawford.

"I feel weak," Lucy said. Miss Craw-
ford commiserated. "Stomach turn-

ing somersaults?" Lucy nodded.

"You worked yourself up to a high

pitch for that scene. You just go in

my dressing room and lie down."
Lucy went, fell asleep and didn't

wake until two hours later. She

didn't feel much better, but she

was prepared to do her job. Back on

the set, Barry Sullivan choked. "Your

face," he said, "is spotted." The doc-

tor diagnosed Lucy's germ as measles,

sent her home and informed the cast

and crew that they would break out

within the next two weeks. "That,"

said Barry, "is what we get for work-

ing with child actresses." He said it

as a joke, but along with everyone

else he was thinking of all the plans

that a case of measles would disrupt.

Joan took her place quietly for the

next scene. "There's another scene

to do," she said. As always Joan had

the situation well in hand. No mere

case of measles could bother her. Ac-

tually Joan Crawford was the most

worried of all the people on that set.

At that time she was the only person

in the world who knew that in a few

days she would be married. And it

was unthinkable that she should

come down with measles on her

honeymoon. The sensible thing, she

thought to herself, was to wait and

make sure. But when the moment
for decision came, love triumphed.

She crossed her fingers and took the

plane to Las Vegas. And because even

germs have some respect for true love,

the measles passed her by and con-

tinued its path to the next set where

three actors, two cameramen and an

assistant director caught it instead.



PIAYTEX Introduces the Amazing New
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Sensational New PLAYTEX

Made of wonderful new split-resistant

FABRICON
... a miracle blend of downy-soft

cotton and latex that gives you

more freedom/ Fahricon has more stretch/ No other
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new Coolness/ "Open-pore"" Fabricon lets your body
breathe/ Only Playtex Girdles are so soft, cool, absorbent.

invisible control/ Not a seam, stitch or bone any-

where. No other lightweight girdle tucks in your tummy, slims

down your hips like this new Playtex Girdle. Makes all vour

clothes fit and look better. Does more for vour figure than
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So bright ... so BLONDE

With Marchand's Golden Hair Wash,

anyone — time-darkened brownette,

brunette, redhead—can be a bright,

bewitching blonde! Or you can
lighten a mere shade, add golden

lights, a gleam of bronze. Safely,

easily . . . everything

you need in one

package. Famous for

50 years, Marchand's

Golden Hair Wash
is still the favorite

today. Not a dye;,

the complete home
hair lightener. Light-

ens arm and leg hair,

too. At fine drug-

stores everywhere.

60. and 90 plus tax

MARCHAND'S
GOLDEN

HAIR WASH

If going lighter is not your choice . . .

" Se th 'S

k^c& other

u " ^ famous

MARCHAND

product

Choose from 12 smart Marchand Rinse

shades to brighten your natural hair

color, add shining lights. Special shades

blend in gray streaks. Govt, approved

colors, wash out easily. At all fine drug

and variety stores.

6 Rinses 2 5c 2 Rinses 10c

BY LYLE KENYON ENGEL

music from Hollywood
ALL THE LATEST NEWS ABOUT STARS, DISCS AND D-J'S FROM HOLLYWOOD'S MUSIC WORLD.

I'll Cry Tomorrow, new movie based on the best-selling autobiography
of Lillian Roth, features Susan Hayward as Lillian Roth. Susan will

sing for the first time on the screen. Heretofore undiscovered, her
naturally rich, throaty soprano will be heard in four songs identified

with Miss Roth's career on Broadway, in supper clubs and in Hollywood.
Since announcements were made of Susan's singing ability, she has re-

ceived offers from hotels in Las Vegas. Susan says, "At the moment I'll

sing only in the movies for such roles as I'll Cry Tomorrow." But don't be
surprised if Susan cuts popular records of songs from this picture.

Vic Damone will play the part of the Caliph in MGM's Kismet, and
Monty Woolley will break a four-year film retirement to play an important
role. Howard Keel, Ann Blyth and Dolores Gray will also star in this

picture. Dressing the set, among other things, while Ann Blyth sang
"Baubles, Bangles And Beads," was a sacred cow, idly chewing its cud.

The scene was almost complete when suddenly and without warning the

cow jumped to its feet and dashed toward a group of vendors, pictur-

esquely grouped to one side. In one gulp the cow removed nine-tenths of

their wares—pears, avocados, grapes, oranges, grapefruit and lemons. But
the snack proved more colorful than tasty since everything was made of wax.

Don't be surprised if John Agar's name turns up on the list of Holly-

wood leading men eligible for top singing spots in musicals. Agar, cur-

rently playing opposite Mara Corday in Universal's Tarantula, spends

several hours a day practicing vocal exercises with Johnny Scott. Scott

predicts a great musical career for Agar and claims that the actor has

the rare ability to croon and sing classical. Scott is the man responsible

for training Piper Laurie's voice so successfully that the studio let her

sing all the numbers in Ain't Misbehavin' without using a voice dub.

Some of the weirdest background music ever brought to the American

screen will be heard in Columbia's Sergeant O'Reilly, and the music

came about by sheer chance. Director Richard Murphy had obtained

permission to shoot a dramatic sequence between Aldo Ray and Phil

Carey in Heian Temple, oldest and most sacred Shinto shrine in Japan.

Shooting had to be halted for one period while the priests held a

Shinto service, which included music of ancient flutes played by ex-

otically-garbed priests. Sound engineer George Cooper had the

presence of mind to record the flute music while the rest of the com-

pany stood silently by during the service. Now the music will be

heard as an off-stage background for the scene.nil
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Names have always played an important part in the life of theatrical

people. Remember the record of "Timptayshun" by Cinderella G. Stump?

Well, Cinderella was Jo Stafford; and the reason for this change was

twofold. The singing style on this record was so unusual that the record

company decided to release it under a nom de plume to see if the public

really liked the style. Another reason for the name gimmick was that the

records were sent to America's disc jockeys to see if they and their

audience could guess who did the singing. The promotion paid off and

"Timptayshun" sold over one million copies.

Name changing is in style today. Remember Vinni DeCampo of a few

years ago? Well, Decca Records is now building Vinni under the name

of Joe Barrett. Karen Chandler, also at Decca, used to record for London

Records as Eve Young. Columbia Records is promoting a new find called

Steve Clayton. His real name is Pat Terry, and he's been around in

night clubs for years.

Guy Mitchell used to record under the names of Al Cernik and Al

Grant. Tony Bennett once sang as Tony Bennedetto. MGM Records has

a "new" recording star called Robbin Hood. Last year Robbin's name was

Wendy Waye, and she recorded for Coral. And MGM's Ginny Gibson

used to be Ginny Blue.

Coral Records has Marco Polo on wax. He used to sing as Jimmy

Saunders. Jeffrey Clay, who used to sing with Sammy Kaye's band, was

signed by Coral for a build-up. He used to (Continued on page 70)



Keepsake Diamond Engagement and Wedding Rings
are the bride's traditional choice!

1 J; CENUIN.E REGISTERED I I ®

Keepsake
DIAMOND RINGS

Kf[PSAm/ JEWELER
Contwlt

ifad Directory

To win such long-standing favor, Keepsake must offer excep-

tional qualities ... and does. For in all the world, the perfection of a

Keepsake diamond affords no counterpart in beauty and brilliance.

Its natural beauty resplendent in exquisite ring stylings, a Keepsake
diamond is truly the most eloquent symbol of love everlasting.

Inherent in the famous name Keepsake is the assurance of qual-

ity and lifetime satisfaction that neither price tag nor carat weight
can ever convey. This name in your engagement ring guarantees

a perfect* diamond of maximum beauty and brilliance. Knowing
this, you owe it to yourself now to choose a Keepsake forever.

*A perfect diamond is free from all imperfections within the
stone when examined by a trained eye under ten-power magni-
fication. In addition, Keepsake diamonds are of finest color
and correct modern cut.

Look for the name "Keepsake" in the ring, and ask for the
Keepsake Certificate, which guarantees perfect quality and
permanently registers your diamond ring.

A. PARADIS Ring (platinum) S975. B. DESMOND Ring $575.
Wedding Ring 200. C. CHARNWOOD Ring $400. Wedding Ring
250. D. CORONADO Ring $300. WeddingRing 150. E. CAMERON
Ring $200.Also 100 to 2475.Wedding Ring 1 2. 50.*Man's Diamond
Ring $100. Available at 75 to 250 to match all engagement rings. All
rings available in either natural or white gold. Prices include Federal
Tax. Rings enlarged to show details Q Trade-mark registered.

. .. •
J e"ehr.

j

~ Syracuse.

(If not listed, moil coupon today)
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PERIODIC PAIN
Midol acts three ways to bring

relief from menstrual suffering.

It relieves cramps, eases head-

ache and it chases the "blues".

Sally now takes Midol at the

first sign of menstrual distress.^
r

"WHAT WOMEN WANT TO KNOW"
a 24-page book explaining menstruation

is yours, FREE. Write Dep'tF-105, Box 280,
New York 18, N. Y. (Sent in plain wrapper).
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WORTH
SEEING

THIS
MONTH

NEW MOVIES

FOR SHIVERS
Trial

House Of Bamboo
Rebel Without A Cause

FOR LAUGHS
How To Be Very, Very Popular
The Man Who Loved Redheads

FOR SPECTACLE
The Virgin Queen
The Kentuckian
Pete Kelly's Blues

FOR LOVE
To Catch A Thief
The McConnell Story
Kiss Of Fire

*PICTURE OF THE MONTH: Pete Kelly's Blues presents not only Janet Leigh, Peggy Lee, and
Jack Webb, but a host of top jazz numbers like "Oh, Didn't He Ramble," "Bye Bye Blackbird."

PETE KELLY'S BLUES

Melodrama of the flaming twenties

Melodrama, romance, hot jazz and the cool singing

of Ella Fitzgerald and Peggy Lee ought to satisfy

most of the customers. That's what Jack Webb
thought when he put together this film of the "flaming

twenties." It takes place in Kansas City during the

prohibition era when racketeers like Fran McCarg
(Edmond O'Brien) were always flanked by a couple

of thugs who didn't need brass knuckles, they were
so tough to begin with. Webb's a band leader (Pete

Kelly) in a speakeasy. All he wants to do is make
music. But there's a rich flapper named Ivy (Janet

Leigh) who'd rather make whoopee; and McCarg is

bent on taking over all the bands in Kansas. Webb's
drummer (Martin Milner) doesn't scare easy, so Mc-
Carg's men wipe him out. Webb isn't happy, but he's

afraid to fight back (besides, Ivy's always around,
wanting to neck). Against a backdrop of wild, ex-

pensive parties (Ivy's parties) and long, jazzy nights

(offered by "Pete Kelly and His Big Seven") the

vice lord and his victims spin out the blues. Climax
comes when Webb and McCarg turn an empty ball-

room into a shooting gallery (while a player piano
blares). Peggy Lee's fine as an alcoholic chanteuse

who winds up in the loony bin. With Lee Marvin,
Andy Devine. CinemaScope—Warners

THE KENTUCKIAN
Compelling American history

When you consider what made our country great,

think of The Kentuckian and men like him, whose
dreams embraced a continent. In 1820, civilization

was closing in on The Kentuckian (Burt Lancaster)
and his rugged spirit called for new land ami vast

boundaries, so he headed for Texas. He almost didn't

get there. This movie tells why. An untutored pioneer

whose innate nobility was well concealed under
i

buckskin, he was easily embarrassed into believing

that his small son (Donald MacDonald) deserved a

gentleman's education. The soft ways of a school

teacher (Diana Lynn), the hard business sense of his

brother-in-law (John Mclntyre) and his own in-

ability to cope with citified customs all conspired

against his dream. To say nothing of the feudin'

Fromes, a couple of brothers hot on his trail, who
conspired against his life. An indentured servant

girl (Dianne Foster) is his only real ally. There is a

wonderful flavor of American folklore in this movie,

also a warm, deep feeling for humanity. With
Walter Matthau. CinemaScope—

L

T.A.

TRIAL
The meaning of freedom

A teen-age girl dies at a moonlight beach party and
a Mexican boy, Angel Chavez (Rafael Campos), is

accused of her murder. More than a mere trial, his

case sets the American idea of justice against the

forces of race prejudice and the subtler demon, Com-
munism, which manipulates both sides to achieve its

own end. Lawyer Glenn Ford prepares Angel's case

while his associate Arthur Kennedy goes to New
York to raise funds. "Free Angel Chavez!" is Ken-

nedy's rallying cry, until the Party bosses decide

that hanging Chavez would be smarter, since it would

increase the race prejudice on which Communism
thrives. Unwittingly, Ford becomes Kennedy's dupe,

but his own integrity saves him. It also strengthens

Dorothy McGuire, law secretary and ex-fellow

traveler, who loves him. Trial's only flaw is that in

{Continued on page 24)
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ENJOY THE NEW ROUNDED LOOK - INSPIRED BY THE MAGIC INSETS

Fashions say
— "The new rounded look," and you say

—

"Is it really for me?" Of course it is with a "Perma-lift"*

Bra. Your breasts are dramatically rounded—so natural

—

so infinitely feminine. Here is uplift you'll find in no other

bra, because only "Perma-lift" is designed with the new
Magic Insets that gently lift and mold without the slightest

strain on your shoulder straps. Here is uplift guaranteed

to last forever. Try a "Permalift" Bra at your favorite

store and you'll know why it has become a delightful

habit among fashion-conscious women. In lovely new
fabrics and styles—priced modestly from $1.50 to $12.50.

*" Permwlift'

'

—A trademarkofA . Stein& Company, Chicago, New Yorli, Los A ngeUa (Keo. V.S.Pat.Off.)

'HAT NBVfti . r

WATCH FOR PERMA.LIFT WEEK IN YOUR CITY



movie previews

(Continued from page 22) saying so much its emo-

tional focus becomes a little blurred. Still, it is an
important, finely acted drama that everyone should

see. With John Hodiak, Katy Jurado, John Hoyt
and Juano Hernandez.—MGM

TO CATCH A THIEF
Intrigue, romance and Grace Kelly

A black cat slinks over Riviera roofs and where
he goes his master follows, stealing jewels worth

millions. An American hero of the French Resistance

(Cary Grant) known as "The Cat" used to earn

enough money that way to buy himself a villa. The
trouble is, the French police are not convinced he has

left the profession. The only way he can convince

them is by nabbing the thief himself. So he finds a

likely victim (Jesse Royce Landis) who wears rocks

on her chest (diamond rocks), and her slightly spoiled,

thrill-seeking daughter (Grace Kelly). All the time

Grant is being enchanted by Grace, she thinks she is

cleverly provoking him to crime. Not that she cares

if he's a criminal. She has too much money and
gorgeous clothes to care. Now the question is: Is

Cary crooked ? That is a question director Alfred
Hitchcock nimbly tosses to and fro as he leads us

through this charming and very expensive movie.

VistaVision—Para.

THE VIRGIN QUEEN
Costume drama deluxe

The glory that is Bette Davis glows in this costume
drama of 16th-century England. She is Elizabeth

Tudor, the Virgin Queen, arrogant, clever, frustrated,

lonely—but never resigned. Into her court of fawning
hypocrites strides Walter Raleigh (Richard Todd)
a Devon man, lover of the sea, who requests three

ships to sail on it. Ships, indeed, scoffs the Queen.
I'll make you captain of my palace guard. Captain

yes, but no slave, Raleigh. He falls for a lady-in-

waiting (Joan Collins) and secretly marries her. Eliz-

abeth, meanwhile, dubs him Knight and gives him
one ship to sail to the New World for treasure. But,
oh, she is loathe to let him go. And when she discovers

his deceit (marriage) she has him hauled to the Tower
of London, the better to cut off his head. It is a swag-
gering, romantic film you'll love. With Herbert
Marshall, Dan O'Herlihy. CinemaScope—20th-Fox

REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE
What makes a juvenile delinquent?

You can understand the kids who take to the streets

because there's no food at home, but it's hard to

figure out the ones like James Dean whose mother
(Ann Doran) and father (Jim Backus) think they're

doing the best they can. When Jim's hauled, drunk,
into a police station for questioning about a recent
case of teen-age brutality, he falls in with Natalie
Wood and Sab Mineo who come from disturbed, if

middle-class, homes, Jim is propelled into a world of

hot rods and switchblades where he tries to act big,

to make up for the weakness he resents in his own
parents. It takes some doing, and a lot of violence
ending in tragedy before this rebel comes to peaceful
terms with himself and his family.—Warners

KISS OF FIRE
Western with a twist

The heiress to the Spanish throne (Barbara Rush)
is living in Santa Fe when she gets word to come
home and be queen. Easier said than done, m'boys,
for New Mexico is rife with traitors and hostile
Indians through whom Barbara must beat a path to
the sea. Not only that. She insists on lugging her
entire wardrobe along. Well, it's quite a trip. The
Duke of Montera (Rex Reason) keeps pressing his
suit (proposing, that is); Barbara's cousin (Martha
Hver) keeps throwing herself at their fiery guide
(Jack Palance) and their fiery guide, when he is

not beating a trail, is tossing those fiery kisses away
like candy. It's fun. Technicolor—U.I.

HOUSE OF BAMBOO
TNT in Tokyo

What might have been the Chicago underworld
moves to Tokyo in this film, with Robert Ryan call-

ing the shots. He heads a gang which is quickly di-

vesting Japan of all its currency and much of its

population by the old stick-'em-up method. Along
comes Robert Stack—unshaved, unsung and ap-

parently unscrupulous. He joins Ryan's club—for

laughs, one presumes. Shirley Yamaguchi tags along,

too (not for laughs, but for the love of a man this

mob killed*. The plot's complicated, but whenever
the gunsmoke clears you glimpse some lovely views
of that ancient country. CinemaScope—20th-Fox

HOW TO BE VERY, VERY POPULAR
A free-wheeling farce

A couple of chorus girls (Betty Grable, Sheree

North) in flight from a murderer, land on a college

campus where Charles Coburn presides like an
m.c. at a benefit. He will give you any degree at all

for money in the till. It is through sheer charity that

Robert Cummings, Orson Bean and Tommy Noonan
are allowed to attend classes. Tommy hypnotizes

Sheree, who spends the rest of her time in a coma
(except when you say salami, then she dances). Aside

from the title, only the scantily-clad forms of said

girls are apt to keep you entranced. CinemaScope

—

20th-Fox

THE McCONNELL STORY
Legend of an airman

Obviously, Alan Ladd (McConnell) is not the man i

for June Allyson. He wants to fly; she wants to

feather a nest. But marry him she does, and off he

goes to become one of the most famous aces in air

force history. Between wars, they manage to have a

family, and are presented with a beautiful home by <

citizens of California who know how to repay a hero.

Now we'll settle down, Allyson thinks. Ladd would i

—if he could. But he's off to test jet planes with his 1

old buddy James Whitmore. There are thrilling
j

scenes of flying, also scenes that tug your heart-

strings. CinemaScope—Warners

THE MAN WHO LOVED REDHEADS
A sophisticated comedy

At fourteen, future peer and diplomat John Justin

swears eternal love to a redhead. Naturally, he mar-

ries someone else, but the image of that redhead

(Moira Shearer) lingers on. Balancing a wife, son

and brilliant career in one hand, and a love nest in

the other is a trick only a diplomat could manage.

Justin manages superbly with models who remind

him of the original Moira. But there's a moral here:

you can fool some of the people all of the time, but

you can't fool your wife. Ne-fcrtheless, by the time

that good lady (Gladys Cooper) confronts Justin

with his past he's nearly seventy-five! It's a delight-

ful comedy. Technicolor—U.A.

RECOMMENDED FILMS NOW PLAYING

MY SISTER EILEEN (Col.): One of the best musical

comedies in a long time is this hilarious and famous

story of Ruth (Betty Garrett) and Eileen (Janet

Leigh) who came from Ohio to seek their fortunes

in New York. What they find is Greenwich Village,

the Brazilian navy, and a wonderful assortment of

people, including jack Lemmon, Kurt Kasznar, Rob-

ert Fosse and Tommy Rail. Technicolor. CinemaScope.

TO HELL AND BACK (TJX): This is Audie Murphy's

story, a magnificent tribute to the unit with which he

served in the Second World War. An exciting expe-

rience, it is one of the most honest movies ever made

about war and the men who fight. CinemaScope.

THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH (20th-Fox) : This is the

happy tale of a summer bachelor and the Girl Up-

stairs. It's done in CinemaScope and belly-laughs,

with Tom Ewell (of the original Broadway hit) and

Marilyn Monroe (who should live upstairs from

everyone). Color by DeLuxe.

SPECIAL DELIVERY (Col.): Another good comedy.

The movie revolves around a baby left at a U.S. Em-

bassy too close to the Iron Curtain for anyone's com-

fort. It features everything from Joseph Cotten to a

Communist baby sitter, played by Eva Bartok.

THE PRIVATE WAR OF MAJOR BENSON (U.I.)

:

Charlton Heston is splendid as the blood-and-guts

Army man who finds himself in charge of a military

encampment whose fighting men range in age from

six to fourteen. Julie Adams is around to look pretty,

and little Tim Hovey to steal most of the scenes.

CinemaScope.

LAND OF THE PHARAOHS (Warners) : The plot of

this spectacular film revolves around the building of

the largest pyramid in Egypt and the Pharaoh (Jack

Hawkins) for whom it was created. Joan Collins is

the princess who plots his downfall. CinemaScope.



Modern Lowboy in blond oak. Storage compartment opens at top; drawer in base.
Model #2920. Also in Seafoam Mahogany, #2929; or in Charcoal Mahogany, #3247.

For trousseau collecting . . .or blanket protecting

...a LANE is a girl's best friend
Just engaged—that's when you'll be
glad you have a Lane. Because it's the
gift that gathers gifts, you'll see how
your Lane will fill with trousseau
treasures—almost before your eyes. Each
time you unlock your Lane, you'll be
having a private preview of that fabulous
future to come.

And when you have that dream home
—that's when you'll find there's nothing
like it for creating safe, convenient stor-

age space. As for styling, a Lane is

designed to add a gracious note to any
room, complement any decor. Remem-
ber: -one garment saved from moths can
pay the cost of your Lane.

Lane is the ONLY pressure-tested, aroma-
tight cedar chest. Made of % inch red cedar
in accordance with U. S. Government rec-

ommendations, with a free moth protection
guarantee underwritten by one ofthe world's
largest insurance companies, issued upon
proper application. Helpful hints for storing
are in each chest. The Lane Company, Inc.,

Dept. P, Altavista, Va. In Canada: Knech-
tels, Ltd., Hanover, Ont.

Brass trim, base drawer. Blond
Oak, #3213. Seafoam Mahogany,
#3214; Pearl Mahogany, #3215;
Cordovan Mahogany, #3216.

New charcoal console with modern
"frost-light" shading, accented
with silvery hardware. Panelled
doors, interior shelf. #C-177.

Chair-height Lane with self-lifting

tray; Seafoam finished Mahogany,
#3205. Also in Blond Oak, #3207;
or Pearl Mahogany, #3206.

18th Century, Satin Mahogany,
drawer in base, simulated drawers
above, #2221. Similar design, Cas-
ual Mahogany, #3173.

LANE Cedar Chests start at $
Over WO styles and finishes • Also makers of Lane Tables

Easy
Terms



Rosemary DeCamp reads a bedtime story to 3

of her daughters. Miss DeCamp is featured

on television's "Bob Cummings Show"
(NBC) and the "Death Valley Days" series.

Baby's Safest Sleeping Garment!

O Designed by a doctor.

£ Approved by pediatricians and more than a

million mothers. |j

% Baby sleeps in the covers, not under them.

Q No ties, tapes, straps, strings or pins.

Available in model with legs and detachable

boots with plastic soles as well as bag type

garments.

Four seasonal fabrics in delightful solid

colors, prints and checks.

Trundle Bundle, the original bag type sleeping garment, is the

safe, sane, sensible solution to your child's sleeping problem any-

where, anytime. At leading stores everywhere.

Write for the store nearest you!

Trundle Bundle Products Company - 525 lake ave. so

Herewith the tale

of young Jeff
—who

loved not wisely,

but too well!

MY FIRST LOVE
by Jeffrey Hunter

Forget Joy? Forget that pretty,

plump, black-haired, blue-eyed, smartest

girl in the class, who never had to crack

a book? Never! She was my first love

and even if it only lasted about three

months, that has to go down as the

steamiest one-sided romance of my life.

I went steady—all by myself. Come to

think of it, I can't remember Joy taking

any active interest in my callow court-

ship, but that was beside the point. I

loved her.

The big thing was the love letters I

wrote her when I should have been

applying myself to my lessons. I must

have written a thousand of them, and

every time it was so thrilling that I

could hardly stand it. First, the antici-

pation, composing the immortal lines I

would pen. Then, the actual writing:

"Dear Joy. I love you. I hope you love

me, too. Love, Hank." This part was

so exciting that I had to keep a vise-like

grip on the pencil to hold my hand

steady, the result being a few holes dug

through the paper and dirty, sweaty

smudges here and there. Then, the bit

of sneaking the note into her desk with-

out being seen by her or anyone else;

by this time my heart was too big for

my chest. And then—oh, beautiful

climax!—I watched her read what I

had written. She never answered the

notes, she never even acknowledged

them by looking at me. But right around

here, around the cheekbones, she'd turn

all pink. Never has a man gotten so

much from so little.

After school I used to ride my bike

back and forth in front of her house,

willing to expend my last energetic erg

in the forlorn hope of seeing her, which

I never did. This patrol of mine wasn't

entirely pure in motive, though. A
friend of mine named Jimmy, who also

had a crush on Joy, had the advantage

of living right across the street from her

and, what to my way of thinking was

worse, he had a basement with a ping-

pong table in it where they could get tq

know each other better.

I didn't have a pingpong table, but

I had something else: a gasoline-pow-

ered train that my father had built me.

big enough to seat two kids in the loco-

motive cab and a few in the passenger

car behind. On the outskirts of Mil-

waukee, where we lived, there was only

a dirt road in front of the house and no

traffic, so I could run my train up and

down the block all day long. Joy liked

that. We'd sit up in the cab together,

and it didn't matter to me that we

weren't talking or holding hands or any-

thing. She was there.

The train reminds me of something

that maybe I shouldn't tell, except that

it's so funny. One day Joy was riding

in the passenger car with another girl

while I was engineer, and my father took

movies of us. Well, the first time he ran

that film off, it nearly laid me out on

the floor because when Joy got out of

the car you could see at least an inch

above her knee. Of course, I saw her 1

in shorts very often without giving a

second thought to anatomy, but this time

she was wearing a dress. Wow! I must,



I

have run that reel until it was in tatters,

and every time, that perfectly innocent,

grubby little knee practically finished

me. Finally it was too good to keep to

myself; I had a showing for the other

guys in the neighborhood, and for about
l/64th of a second they, too, got a view
of Joy's knee. Stag reels at the age of

twelve.

Except for that normal lapse into

little-kid curiosity, we were a remark-
ably innocent bunch. If we went down
to Jimmy's basement to play pingpong,
for instance, that's exactly what we did.

Not even spin-the-bottle or postoffice.

Pingpong.

There was one day, though, that Jim
went upstairs to get us some cokes, giv-

ing me the opportunity I had been wait-

ing for, and I did something very dar-

ing. The minute he left the basement I

tiptoed over to the record-player, put
The Record on, and stood at my own
end of the pingpong table, breathing
hard, while Joy and I listened to the
beautiful strains of "I'm Falling In Love
With Someone." Her reaction? She
probably beat me 21-0 while I was still

overcome by my own audacity. After
all, how forward can a guy get?
The greatest romance of the century

ended as it had begun three months be-
fore: without an indication of pleasure
or displeasure from Her. What hap-
pened was simply that football, which
was to occupy me for some years to

come, took over my life and left no
time for girls. Whether Joy minded my
forsaking her I never knew—but I'm
sure that my parents, who had been suf-

fering silently through it all, were great-
ly relieved. Even if I did come home
bloodied and bruised now and then after
a football game, at least the walls of the
house no longer billowed in and out with
my pensive, lovesick sighs.

Jeff Hunter can next be seen in Seven
Cities Of Gold.

Q0!...inin low cost luxury
on a Greyhound Expense-Paid Tour!

Follow your fancy to America's most
spectacular vacation spots! Take your
pick from hundreds of low-cost Ex-
pense-Paid Vacation Tours—including
all hotel accommodations, transporta-

tion, and sightseeing side trips. These
tours are not conducted, you travel

alone or with friends on regular Grey-
hound schedules, quite likely aboard
a luxurious Greyhound Scenicruiser
or Highway Traveler coach (shown
above) . . . with velvet -smooth Air
Suspension Ride, panoramic picture
windows, perfected air conditioning.

Hundreds of vacations like these — available from anywhere in America

TOUR A
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Florida Circle
13 days

$119.00
1 4 days
$129.00

1 1 days
$95.00

Pacific
Northwest

1 3 days
$136.15

10 days
$82.80

1 2 days
$111.10

New York City 7 days
$72.00

7 days
$67.65

Historic East
23 days
$279.89

24 days
$244.39

21 days
$203.35

California 21 days
$204.00

1 4 days
$116.20

21 days
$186.60

Southern
California

8 days
$52.01

7 days
$60.30

New Orleans—
Gulf Coast

1 5 days
$121.00

1 1 days
$86.00

8 days
$55.20

Grand Canyon
— Carlsbad

4 days
$53.75

9 days
$89.25

7 days

$71.80

Prices subject to change. U.S. tax extr

FREE ! VACATION PLANNING MAP-showing dozens of places
and prices. Mail to Greyhound Tour Dept., 71 W. Lake St., Chicago, III.

Nan

Addres

City & State

Send me special infor-

mation on a Tour to:GREYHOUND



Both Hands

Soaked

in Detergents

!

3 times a day, 447 women
soaked both their hands

in a household deter-
gent. After each soaking
Jergens was smoothed on

right hands alone. In

3 or 4 days left hands

were rough, red. Right

hands were smooth and

white ! Jergens Lotion
proved most effective
of all lotions tested.

These are the hands of Mrs. Anderson after she took the soak-test. This photograph is unretouched.

A NATIONAL RESEARCH LABORATORY* STATES:

"Jergens Lotion Positively Stops Detergent Hands"

_

LIKE WASHING DISHES! Scientists watched

women soak both hands in a household

detergent. After each soaking, Jergens

Lotion was applied to right hands alone.

JERGENS MADE THE DIFFERENCE! In 3 or 4

days, left hands showed detergent damage.

They were rough, red. Jergens did a superb

job of keeping right hands soft, smooth.

FOR SO YEARS Jergens has been steadily

perfected. Heavier, creamier but never

sticky or greasy — a luxury lotion . . . now

with a new fragrance. 10<)i to $1.00 plus tax.

AVOID "DETERGENT HANDS" WITH JERGENS LOTION

Notice to doctors and dermatologists. For a summary of this independent research report, write to The Andrew Jergens Co., Cinn., Ohio.
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the

secret

love

that

haunts

jimmy

dean

Her name is Lili

Kardell. Not so long

ago, when no one

else cared, Lili and

Jimmy fell in love

by IMOGENE COLLINS

Now that James Dean is Somebody in

Hollywood, everything about him has become
newsworthy. Nationally syndicated
columns make note of his daily habits, his

moods, his current companions. A girl

he dated once was interviewed about him
for newspapers throughout the country.
But not so long ago, Dean was Nobody
anywhere. Last October, he was just an
obscure young actor lately arrived in Holly-
wood to make his first movie. Because
Pier Angeli was interested in him, a few
photographers snapped pictures of them
together, but for all that, Jimmy Dean was
just one of the anonymous, hopeful
faces that,make up the Hollywood landscape.
It was then that he met Lili Kardell.

She was another young hopeful. Both
she and Jimmy were under contract to agent
Dick Clayton. He introduced his proteges
to each other. Right away, it clicked.

Lili is a nineteen-year-old beauty with
soft blonde hair and big blue eyes.

She stands five feet, four and one-half
inches tall, weighs 108 pounds and has a
figure that offers the best of Marilyn
Monroe and Anita Ekberg com-
bined. Her (Continued on page 78)



I HAD IT ON MY MIND FOR JUST ABOUT A YEAR . I KNEW I'D MARRY HER

CLARK GABLE:

let's say she's just a

friend of mine (and then they eloped)

Gable has always been a man for quiet

elopements. After the ceremony the couple honeymooned
in a friend's hideaway, then met the press.

by STEVE CRONIN

It happened on The Tall Men location a few months

ago. It was down in Durango, Mexico. Clark Gable and a

reporter were sitting on the patio of the Hotel Posada

Duran, nursing a couple of beers.

"When are you and Kay Spreckels getting married?" the

reporter asked.
" Gable put down his beer and ran the index finger of

his right hand across his moustache. His man had just

trimmed it that morning.

"Why don't you cut it out?" the actor demanded.

"Always trying to get me married." He half-smiled. "Why
should I want to get married?"

"Because you're a creature of habit," the reporter

answered. "Your whole life you've been a sucker for

marriage."

Gable took another swig of beer and roiled a cigarette

for himself.

"Maybe so," he agreed. "But a man learns. From here

on in I'm staying single."

"Stop kidding."

"On the level," Clark insisted. "Kay's a great gal.

But we're both at least three-time losers in this marriage

routine. Better we stay friends." (.Continued on page 32)





NIGHT CLUBBING has never attracted Gable as

much as the outdoors but he's a smooth dancer.

He and Kay will keep right on getting around.

FIRST NIGHTER Gable squired Kay to A Star

Is Born and other premieres, adding to rumors
which pre-dated elopement by several years.

CLARK GABLE continued

It had to lead to a wedding. Kay Spreckels

has always been in tune with Gable's moods

and pleasures, the friend he turned to

GOLFER GABLE played with Kay at Palm
Springs. Friends say Kay is more like Carole

Lombard than any woman he has known.

RANCHER GABLE took Kay on location for The Tall Men. Quipped Kay
after wedding, "I read that I'm good for Clark because I'm an outdoor

girl. Maybe we should pitch a tent and move outside with the bed rolls."

(.Continued from page 30) "Is that why," the reporter asked,

"you've been calling her in the States every day?"

Gable finished his beer and got to his feet. "Have to get over

to Raoul Walsh's place," he announced. (Walsh directed The

Tall Men.) "Have to talk about tomorrow's scenes." And with

that the fifty-four-year-old king of the leading men picked up

his little tobacco bag and slipped it into his shirt pocket. "And

I'm not getting married." He bobbed his handsome head up

and down as if to emphasize the point. The reporter was im-

pressed but not convinced.

"Your father's moustache," he said.

A week later the same reporter was sitting in a Hollywood

night club called the Mocambo when Kay Williams Spreckels

walked in.

Kay is one of the most cheerful, best-natured women in

Hollywood. Always smiling, always pleasant, always ready with

a quip. She reminds everyone of Gable's third wife, the late

Carole Lombard.
"When the King gets back from Mexico," the newsman sug-

gested, casual-like, "you two kids tying the knot?"

"You a professional match-maker or (Continued on page 90)
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The story of a little girl who didn't want to grow up but had to / by Kirtley Baskette

BEGINS

FOR
MAGGI

« j

It was just another morning recently

when another picture started at another Hollywood
studio. But for Margaret O'Brien the day

held a special promise. She was up at

5:30 and at the RKO gate by 7. The cop
checked off her name without a glance of recognition.

Five years is a long time to be out of pictures.

Besides, maybe she'd changed.

She sat in a boxy, portable dressing room
waiting for the first scene of her comeback picture,

Glory—and it was a tough one. She was to

cry. She'd never had much trouble crying.

She used to ask her directors, "How do you
want the tears—inside or out?" But now a

brief flicker of anxiety crossed her pretty,

quiet face and centered in her expressive sherry-

tinted eyes. The middle-aged woman with
her noticed and averted her gaze.

"Come on, Mother," urged Margaret. "Talk to

me—you know, like you used to."

But her mother replied, "I can't,

I'm afraid. Not any more."
So she walked out alone when they called

her into the scene. The director who watched
her closely remembered something Lionel Barrymore

said: "She's the only actress in the world,
outside of my sister Ethel, who can make me pull

out my handkerchief." The director's name was
David Butler, and he has been around Hollywood a

long time. Once, his specialty was directing kid

actresses. Somehow he'd
skipped this kid until now, but he knew what to

say. When the scene was over he put his arm
around the dainty five-foot girl. "It was great—just

great, honey. You're the same wonderful kid

—

the same Margaret!" (Continued on page 35)





Overly dependent on Mama,
Maggie has just learned to stand alone.

and to talk to boys like Harold Selson,
Bob Allen, who watched her graduate.

Last year considered "too naive

date," Maggie is now in demand . .

and has learned to dress and make up
for her grown-up eighteen years.

(Continued from page 33) But

that wasn't quite the truth.

Margaret O'Brien obviously re-

tains the same amazing talent which made
her Hollywood's wonder child of the

forties. But today she no more resembles

the fabulous pigtailed moppet of that

lost decade than a butterfly suggests

a caterpillar. Today Maggie's a young lady,

and a very lovely one indeed—but a lady

with a problem. Briefly, she faces

creating a new life for herself, a

new career and—to make both a suc-

cess—a new maturity. For far too

long pretty Maggie has been holding
back tomorrow because she couldn't

forget her wonderful yesterday.

As a result, at eighteen Margaret O'Brien
finds herself at least three years behind her ;
age and on the spot to catch up.

Only last year she had her first date

with a boy, and only a few weeks ago
her first without her mother by her side.

As recently as last January 15,

on Maggie's eighteenth birthday,

Mrs. Gladys O'Brien had to get

on the phone and rustle up a date (Tab
Hunter) for her coming-of-age dinner
party at Chasens, because her daugh-
ter didn't know whom or how to ask.

Although Maggie's been eligible to drive a

car for over two years now, she learned
how only two short months ago. Just this

past May—halfway into her nineteenth
year—did she graduate from high school,

at which formality she knew no one
else in her class. Only in recent

weeks has Maggie conducted a

press interview without her mother,
shopped for a dress, made a business

decision, fallen halfway in love or

fixed herself a sandwich. And
she parted with her long, girlish

tresses, never cut before in her life, just a

few weeks ago, but only after her agent
handed her an ultimatum: "No haircut

—no parts!"

All of this is unique even
in Hollywood, but still understandable.

Because as far back as Margaret can remember
she was no normal growing girl but a box-
office treasure wrapped in cotton batting.

Nonetheless it poses a crisis in her life

today as she tries the near impossible

—

to be as great as an adult as she was a

child. To pull that off Maggie must
measure up to her present and
break with her past. On that challenge

hangs her future. And for her it's a

pretty large order.

Because Margaret O'Brien has been
Mama's girl ever since she was born
in Los Angeles nineteen years ago come
next January. She never knew her father,

Larry O'Brien. A daring circus rider,

he was killed in an accident in Mexico
City a few weeks before she arrived, a fragile

baby weighing (Continued on page 74)

Way back in the

forties, when Maggie was
the brightest child
star ever, she was
never without Mama,
had few friends. But
she met former
child stars like Shirley

Temple (whose on-
screen growing-up was
none too successful)

and Liz Taylor (who
grew up quite
nicely). She also met Mr.
Gable, who found out
fast who she was!
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He married her when his world had fallen apart; she helped him build a new and better one

Sheila Madison can

best be described by the lyrics

of a recent: song: "A doll I can carry

the girl that I marry must be." The
girl that Guy married is a doll, for

sure. Add to that the following:

lively as a cricket, piquant of expres-

sion, droll of wit, feminine without

any compulsion to rub the noses

of nearby males in an awareness of

same and completely at home
in the world.

Sheila is most frequently compared

to Elizabeth Taylor, probably be-

cause they're both girls and in

Hollywood you've got to look like

some star unless you have two heads,

and Sheila is small and brunette.

A surprising type to attract Guy
Madison? No, the right type exactly,

according to his friends. "Sheila's

very good for Guy," commented Rory

Calhoun's wife Lita. "He's getting

from her what he never got from
anyone before. She shows him the way
because she's so outgoing with

people and they respond to her

warmth. He's learning to relax

more with them.

"There was a time, before they

met, when Guy had dinner with us

almost every night. When Billy

Daniel and I were at the Mocambo,
Guy even came there with Rory

—

and neither of them is the night-club

type. Guy was terribly gay then,

he seemed happy living it up, but

I know that it isn't his nature. With
Sheila he can be himself. You
know, quiet-like."

Probably one of the first qualities

that attracted Guy to his bride, aside

from the fact that he had all of his

hormones, was her self-sufficiency

and an honesty that insists on the

truth, just the plain truth. If Sheila

were Hollywood-struck, she

might say of her father, "He
owned the biggest racing stable in all

of Ireland." Instead of which she

states with complete aplomb, "He was
a jockey."

Similarly, though any good press

agent would tell her not to discuss

a conflict in religions, she does, be-

cause it explains how she came
to be born in America. "When my
mother and father fell in love, her
parents nearly had a fit, they being

Protestant and he a Catholic.

They came up with a great idea:

separate the two, send her to New
York to visit (Continued on page 80)

\

Guy and Sheila stay out of the gossip columns, are infrequently photographed out on the town.
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Broadway's curtain of

anonymity drops over Marilyn.

Minus make-up, she passes

for another stage-struck kid



Under the glare of floodlights

The Legend of Monroe blossoms like

a blast of heady perfume

but The Smoldering Siren is only a pose,

a part she plays but can't live

(.Continued from page 39) of sex

she has become. She isn't looking for a

new personality. All she is seeking—desper-

ately—is the real one. The woman
buried beneath layers of make-up

and years of posturing, long hid-

den from everyone, hidden even

from herself.

For the first time, Marilyn is

fashioning a life without love. As
always her closest friends are men

—

men have always guided her life—but
today friendship is just that. No

more, no less. Marilyn has learned to

shed The Myth like a Cinderella

gown, and with it all the frightening

insecurity that brought her to

this year of decision.

A few months ago, she was escorted

on the spur of the moment to a

small, intellectual party in Brooklyn
Heights. Introduced simply as

"Marilyn," she wore a plain outfit and
no make-up, and none of the guests

recognized her.

all they knew, Marilyn was a young
actress trying to get a break in television,

or perhaps a model with strangely

simple, almost sloppy taste in clothes.

She entered freely in the conversation,

which was mainly about

art and literature.

As the party was breaking up, one of the

lady guests asked innocently what she

did for a living.

"I'm an actress," Marilyn said,

with equal innocence.

"Oh?" said the other woman.
"Stage or television?"

"I'm in pictures," said Marilyn.

"What name do you use?"

the woman asked politely.

"Monroe," she said.

"Monroe," (Continued on page 60)

For
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life of MM



Had you asked anyone-in-the-know a

few years ago about the Glenn Ford-

Eleanor Powell marriage, you would have

been told, "Not so hot."

Friends said divorce was imminent.

They mentioned mother-in-law trouble,

an overseas infatuation and too much
foreign travel as the possible causes.

Today, however, as Glenn and Ellie

approach their twelfth wedding anniver-

sary (on October 23) theirs is one of

the most secure and happy marriages in

Hollywood.
"We're so much in love," cries Ellie

Ford, "you'd think we were newlyweds."

"I don't know," Glenn agrees, "when

things have been better. I've just fin-

ished Trial; we sneaked it a few nights

ago and it's quite a good picture. I'm

a happy man these days."

What's happened? What new and

strange magic rescued a marriage

teetering on the precipice of disaster?

Who and what changed Glenn Ford

from a moody, frequently sullen and un-

fulfilled human being into a man of

stature, warmth and good nature?

How come things are jumping in the

Ford household these days?

To these many questions there are

many answers, major and minor, but

the two really important ones are love

and religion.



The trouble was, Glenn was taking "good old Ellie" for

granted: Something had to bring him back to his senses

"Any time you bring religion into
a marriage you make it better,"

says Ellie. The Fords televise a weekly
Sunday School class called Faith Of
Our Children. They audition partici-

pants, stage-manage sets, rehearse and
write the show—without pay.
Deeply religious himself, Glenn devotes
free time to the project, supervises
Eliie's performance as teacher (below)
with help of son Peter.



High Road to Happiness
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At ten, when Ann
was confirmed at St. Pat's

in New York, she had
been singing on the radio

for five years, loving
every minute—especially

the, knowledge that her
pay check meant

"Mommy doesn't have to

work so hard."

From Ann Blyth to her children:

The gift of joy her mother gave her,

the same loving childhood she knew

A few years after the
death of her mother,

Ann made a sentimental
pilgrimage to Ireland

with beloved Aunt Cis and
Uncle Pat {above).

There she worshiped at
her mother's family

church, met her Irish Aunt Liz
(right) and other relatives

for the first time.

by IDA ZEITLIN

They're hoping the new baby will be
here for Christmas. They're no less thrilled

over the second than the first. Ann doesn't

have to say so. The lovely way her face

lights up speaks for her. "It's a new mir-
acle," she adds simply, "every time it hap-
pens. Another link in that precious little

family circle." They'd love to have a daugh-
ter, but a son will be just as welcome.
They've already picked probable names

—

Terence Michael or Maureen Ann—Ann
for Ann's mother, whose real name it was,
though she was always called Nan.

Her mother's love, her mother's influence
surrounds Ann always. At St. Vincent's Hos-
pital last year after Timothy was born, the
past stepped strangely forward to join hands
with the present. On a quiet evening one of
the Sisters came in. Ann smiled in greeting,

and felt suddenly that this was no casual
visit, that something significant was about
to happen.

The nun drew up a chair. "I'd been hop-
ing to catch you alone for a few minutes.
I've long wanted to write to you, but I am
glad now that I waited. For I have a storv

to tell you and this seems a most appropri-
ate time.

"It goes back to when I was a child in
rather poor health and was sent to stay

with my grandmother in New York. She
lived close to where you and your mother
and sister lived on East 49th Street. One
day I went to the candy store where you
used to buy candy and ice cream—do you
remember?"
"How well I remember!" breathed Ann.

"I remember the owner. He knew my
Mommy."

"Exactly. He knew how religious she
was and how she loved praying for other
people. She happened to be in the store

that day. He said to her, 'This little girl

hasn't been very well.' I'll never forget her
look of loving kindness as she asked me my
name and where my grandmother lived.

Til say a very (Continued on page 46)
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ANN BLYTH continued

Tragedy came in Ann's seventeenth year—but her nine-

teenth found her again hopeful, surrounded by friends

While Ann, recovered

from the shock of her mother's

death, was celebrating her

first home with Liz Taylor,

Jane Powell, other friends,

Hollywood was playing

Let's Marry Ann Off.

"I'm in no hurry," Ann
said, happily bridesmaiding

for her friends.

Then she met Dr. Jim,

brother of Dennis Day.
"Right away I loved his face,"

Ann said. She was still in

no hurry. Two years later,

she and Jim were in love;

a year after that Ann's friends

went to a wedding.

The following year

Timothy Patrick {Tim
because they like the

name, Pat after Jim's dad,

Ann's uncle) was born.

Now Tim's growing up
and Ann is awaiting her

second child, due to

arrive as a Christmas
present for the McNultys.
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special prayer for you,' she promised,

and the promise gave me comfort. A
few days later someone knocked at

our door. It was your mother. She'd

brought me a little gold medal of the

Blessed Virgin and Jesus, Her Son

—

on a gold chain, so I could wear it

around my neck. She'd had my initials

engraved on the back. I wore it for

years."

Out of her pocket she drew a small

tissue-wrapped object and laid it in

Ann's hand. "To be quite honest, I hate

giving it up. It means a great deal to

me. But I feel still more strongly that

it belongs to you now."

Eyes blurring, Ann tried to thank

her. She was grateful that no one else

came to see her that night. Shaken

by memories sad and sweet, she needed
solitude. Alone, she unwrapped the

medal with its holy figures, turned it

over and stared incredulously. For the

initials of that long-ago little girl had
been A.M.—which stood for her own
name, too—Ann Marie. Her heart

lifted in almost unbearable thanksgiv-

ing. To Ann this was no coincidence,

but God's mysterious way of performing

His wonders. It was like a gift from
Him through His servant and like a

benediction from her mother on Timo-
thy's birth.

"She was my great inspiration," says

Ann. "By her teaching, by her example.

By her supreme gentleness and com-
passion. She had the kind of charity

that doesn't presume to judge. And a

faith that never failed. This was her

strength, and she did her best to in-

still it in me. Often when I'd read for

a part I didn't get and maybe grow a

little disheartened, she'd put me right.

'Setbacks are a necessary part of life,

they make you try harder, they help to

build character.' Most of all, she'd say

over and over again: 'God in His wis-

dom has a reason for what He does

and He always knows best. Even
though the reasons may be difficult for

us to understand.' " Ann paused for a

moment, looking back. "There are some
things we never will understand. But

we accept them as part of His plan.

That was the essence of my mother's

faith. It's the essence of mine."

So her childhood was spent in an

atmosphere of (Continued on page 82)
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Brando wasn't officially invited

to the banquet. He just came, and

this is what he said. His com-

ments, candid and off the cuff, were

recorded in shorthand by a very

surprised fellow-diner

It happened at the annual UCLA
Theatre Arts Banquet at Scully's Res-
taurant in Los Angeles. The Sam Gold-
wyn Award was to be presented, and
one oj the drama students invited Mar-
lon to attend. No one really expected
him (they didn't even have a camera-
man!) and when he did show up, the

delighted boys and girls turned the
banquet into a forum and peppered
Brando with questions—some of them
loaded!

Brando: I've never made an after din-
ner speech in all my life. Most of them

are pointless and boring. Let's dispense

with preambles and get to it.

Question: Do you feel that James Dean
copied your style in East Of Eden?

Brando: Jim and I worked together at

the Actors' Studio in New York and I

have great respect for his talent. How-
ever, in that film, Mr. Dean appears to

be wearing my last year's wardrobe and
using my last year's talent.

Question: Have you ever been psycho-
analyzed?

Brando: Yes, I was psychoanalyzed. It

broadened my scope. I was frightened

because actors are neurotic. This is due
to their intensity and depth, their low
irritability. Just for self education, psy-
choanalysis is important.

Question: How did psychoanalysis af-

fect you as an actor?

Brando: What draws most of us to the

theatre is a neurosis to begin with. When
I contemplated analysis, I had the fear

that my level of sensitivity or "low
irritability" (Continued on page 73)
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Unlucky

at

Love
Leslie Caron has been

hurt three times. Will she ever learn

to stop falling in love with

the wrong men?

by SUSAN WENDER

For the third time, Leslie Caron has lost at love.

At twenty-three she has been through a

broken marriage and two subsequent, serious

romances, each of which ended with Leslie's man
marrying another girl. At twenty-three the

sparkling, open, joyous child has become moody,

unapproachable, absorbed only in her work. At

twenty-three she is unloved and unloving. Why?
The unwitting villain of the piece—his

motives perfectly innocent—was undoubtedly

Geordie Hormel. He met her when Leslie was

new to Hollywood and fame, new, in fact, to the

world. He seemed then to represent the dream

of every young girl—and most particularly of

every French girl, brought up to believe in mar-

riage and family life as the ultimate joy of life.

Geordie proposed on the second date.

Leslie was swept off her feet with comparative

ease. They were at the beach at the time,

the night after they met. "Let's get married,"

Geordie said. "You must be crazy,"

Leslie remarked. "No," Geordie said. "I'm

not crazy. I'm in love."

Leslie was in her teens. Geordie was charming,

wealthy, very personable. The proposal had
all the romance of love-at-first-sight. He
took Leslie home to meet his parents, remarkably

fine people. She knew he wasn't just talking

—

he meant it. The next thing she knew, they

were in Las Vegas, getting married. But

she didn't know Geordie. There hadn't

been time for that. (Continued on page 86)

Worried friends say Leslie is too quiet, too much alone these days, devoted only to her dancing.



Robert Petit consoled her but had a girl.

Jack Larson is the latest but is he the one?
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famous beauties have learned to live with it at ease

KIM novak distrusts beauty. . She
remembers the painful years when she

was too tall and too shy to be at ease.

Ignored by her classmates until she

won a modeling contest, Kim pointedly

observes, "I was the same girl I had
been the day before but then no one

talked to me. My picture was in the

paper and everyone became friendly."

Flattery is still hard for Kim to

handle. She has finally learned to

take beauty in stride but warms only

to people who accept her looks

with a casual lack of concern.

t

Bob Beerman

ELIZABETH TAYLOR ignores beauty.

Indisputably one of the most beautiful

women of our time, Liz Taylor was
a beautiful child, a beautiful adolescent,

a femme fatale at twenty. Liz wears
her loveliness comfortably and assumes
everyone else is similarly endowed.
Completely informal at home, she is

enormously susceptible to beauty in other
forms, clothes and jewels in particular.

Liz pays them the respect they deserve by
taking pains to wear them well. "That's
why Liz is always, endlessly, interminably
late," observes Mike Wilding.

JEANNE CRAIN worships beauty and

always has—beautiful art, music, people.

But not just surface beauty. Recalling

her first acting role, in the eighth

grade, when she played a scarfaced

Indian girl, Jeanne says, "But she

was beautiful inside." Jeanne values

beauty enough to cherish her own face and

figure. She enjoys being "admired just

as a woman." Ten years of marriage

and four lively youngsters have only

enhanced the fabulous Crain looks.

A cherished tribute from son Paul, Jr.,

proves it : "Sure people like to write

to Mom. She's so beautiful."
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ROBERT WAGNER WRITES
He doesn't know who she is. He hasn't met her

U)d4t

Career-conscious and proud of it, Bob spent half his rare day off

(on location for A Kiss Before Dying) signing autographs, before

taking off for his blind date with a University of Arizona coed.

Darling;

First of all, my name is Wagner.

Robert John Wagner, Jr. My friends call me

"R. J." I'm an actor—in motion pictures.

Somehow, because life is a tricky^ complicated

and uncertain thing—confusing to all of us at

times—I haven't met you yet. So I don't

know who you are.

I wish I did. I've been thinking about you, as

best I can, for—well, for years, I guess.

But somehow, somewhere, some day we'll

meet. And when it happens we'll know.

It may be your laughter, the nice, rich kind, that

will make me turn and see you, all of a sudden.

It may be the way we look at each other

for that one bit of a second that neither of us

will ever forget all the hours and days of our lives.

Whatever it is, I'm sure that for a while

only two people on earth will know we're

in love—you and me.

But before I go further you ought to know

why I write a long letter like this to the

girl I want to marry and then allow it to be

printed in a national magazine to be read

by millions of persons.

Most Hollywood people wish it were simply a

matter of the public's seeing a picture

and deciding only that the actor was good or not

good "in that picture."

But it just isn't (Continued on page 67)

The long hair he needs for his roles is the bane of his life. "Hey,

Delilah!" he cautioned Ginny. "Hands off the property. If it comes

loose they'll have to hold up shooting while I grow it again I"
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As a mother, Esther has been termed, "A Brahms lullaby played by
Stan Kenton!" All of her free time goes to her kids—and Ben.

Saying a temporary goodbye to Susie, Esther and Ben took the
boys with them to Bakersfield for a full-day family excursion!

Ten years of marriage—

plus motherhood—have made Esther

an old hand at playing

the Gage home show for laughs

When Esther Williams first started to go out with
Ben Gage, she used to do some planning about him
—to herself. For instance, she would study him
out of the corner of her eye and take in the big, black
cigar that usually angled out of one corner of his
mouth. "You don't know it, Ben," she would
think, "but that cigar will have to go."

That was ten years ago.

Well, the other day they were driving out toward
Palm Springs, and sharp words suddenly developed,
as they will occasionally among the marrieds (and
the unmarrieds, too, for that matter!) In the course
of the debate Esther, as if seeing it for the first time,
noticed something about Ben that carried her back
to their courting days. There was that cigar again!

"Take that filthy thing out of your mouth and
throw it away!" she blazed, and trained her eyes
pointblank on him, as is her way when angry.

"Yes, dear," he replied soothingly, and made ut-
terly no move to comply.

Having had her say Esther felt better, as wives
will, and with serenity returning, found herself think-
ing about her marriage.

The fact that Ben still smoked cigars was symbolic
of certain failures in her marriage, she realized. But
then again she knew of certain satisfactions. To-
gether they gave a pattern to her position as a wife
and mother; a pattern that meant to her that she was
living a pretty happy life.

She had not only married the man she wanted,
but she still wanted the man she had married. She
had the children she had always dreamed about hav-
ing as a young girl, and, what's more, her real-life

children outdid their dream counterparts in filling

her heart with the warmth (Continued on page 70)

More pictures on next page
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ESTHER WILLIAMS: "I haven't won any victories over Ben, but at least my flops are minor! I watch

Ben keeps a watchful eye and a protective arm around his

family. Though Esther has both feet on the ground, the movie

business does get hectic. "Then Ben is the Rock of Gibraltar."
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my sons like hawks for psychology to use on Ben!"

Active in charity, Esther teaches blind children, does benefits like Eating a box lunch, Esther mourned. "That's the one trouble with
this one for Of Hope Hospital (-where Suzan Ball was at the being a star. I don't get to cook enough." "Any time you want,"
time). Stars raised over half a million dollars for the fund. Ben offered, "you can quit and be a chef at The Trails!"

Her boys helped Esther judge the races. She has brought them up Blushing, Benjie asked for an autograph from one racer. "I'm proud
to regard the water as their second home and all sports as their of the way you behaved today," Esther told her sons, beaming. "It was
best kind of play. "That way we can do things together." a nice day," she told Ben. "But it'll feel awfully good to get home."





This couple's for real—normal as

burnt hot dogs on the grill, regular as the 8:05,

corny as any doting parents. The brighter Jack's

future gets, the more old-shoe his habits become

by ALICE FINLETTER

Enthusiastic chef Jack organizes big barbeque.

Showman Jack keeps family baby grand tuned. Family man Jack recalls recent memories with wife and disenchanted son Chri.

Handyman Jack tackles do-it-yourself job.

If a household loaded to the eaves with talent
is within the realm of normalcy, the Jack Lemmon residence
must be said to be absolutely normal. The house itself

speaks for the people who belong there: airy and sunny,
with just enough formality to reflect the tastes of a man from
down east and a girl from the midwest. Nobody
walking in cold would guess that a movie star lived here.

In fact, you'd be hard pressed to find anyone
who thinks of Jack in those terms. "That nice young family,"
is what the neighbors call Jack and Cindy and Christopher
Lemmon—and it isn't because they don't know that
Jack Works in pictures. When he leaves for the studio
of a morning, Jack looks just like a prosperous young banker—or
the doughnut salesman he might have been if he had
entered the family business.

Between pictures the neighbors see him in slacks and
what Cindy calls "the worst looking shirt I ever saw," puttering
in the garden or his workshop, practicing a chip
shot with one of his short irons. They meet the Lemmons
in a nearby supermart where (Continued on page 91)
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case

of the

mysterious

wedding

gown
Modern Screen detected that Crosby and Grant were in cahoots!

Back in June, Modern Screen stuck its neck way, way out and pre-

dicted that Bing Crosby would marry pretty starlet Kathryn Grant within

two years. At the time, Hollywood had seen them together only once, at the

Academy Awards dinner, but Modern Screen produced a photograph of

Bing and Kathy taken at his ranch months before—proving that their friend-

ship was more than a passing fancy. As we go to press, indications are that

our one boo-boo was allowing for as much as a two-year wait. The marriage

may take place much sooner than that.

Word has it that Kathy has actually gone out and bought herself a wedding

gown. Designer Danny Lanson is whipping it up for her, and Kathy hasn't

made any secret of the fact that he has orders to finish it up before September

10. Many insiders still find it hard to believe that Bing would make such a

momentous decision in such a hurry, but Kathy is reported to be taking

instructions in the Catholic faith (to eliminate the big obstacle to their

marriage) . It's said the couple plan to post the banns in Bing's parish, The

Good Shepherd, although the actual wedding may be in a more obscure

place to avoid a wild mob scene.

Bing and Kathy were together at the National Open Golf Tournament to

watch Bing's buddy Ben Hogan play, and reporters who asked the inevitable

question got the inevitable answers. Bing said he had no plans to marry

anyone, and Kathy wouldn't say anything. (Since the start of her romance

with Bing, in fact, Kathy has developed a facility for side-stepping questions

that is worthy of the master himself. Ask her if she's in love and she smiles

at you blankly. "I made the most delicious baked beans for lunch," she says

—and considers the subject closed.)

All we have to say is, if Kathy really did order the wedding gown—who
else might she be marrying?
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Annoyed by
persistent reporters

at the golf matches,

Kathryn and Bing

felt their privacy

was being rudely

invaded. Always
conservatively
dressed, quiet-

mannered, Kathy never

uses the romance
for publicity,

although it

would help her

own movie career.

private life of mm

(Continued from page 40) repeated the
guest thoughtfully. Then she looked more
closely at her and did a double take.

"Good heavens! You don't mean—!"

Marilyn chuckled self-consciously at

the guest's surprise. There was a good
laugh all around. But for Marilyn it had
been a pleasant evening because the secret

was slow in coming out. She was ac-
cepted as a person, not doted on as a
movie star. No one had even mentioned
the dirty word Hollywood.
One of the principal reasons New York

delights Marilyn is that it readily affords

such anonymity. Although great crowds
turned out to welcome her at public ap-
pearances, she could lose herself at will

—

and did—among its teeming millions. With-
out face powder and mascara, she became
just another pretty blonde among thou-
sands.

This vacation from fame, with all its

time-consuming responsibilities, allowed
her to pursue her dramatic studies. She
had barely settled in New York when
she was admitted to Actors' Studio, a sort

of post-graduate school for established

performers. It was in this atmosphere of

dedication that she hoped her talent might
at last mature.

Actors' Studio is a unique institution.

Today, it may well be the single most im-
portant influence on the American theatre.

It has helped to shape a whole raft of

young actors, from Marlon Brando to

Harry Belafonte. Its main emphasis is on
realism, but not at the expense of imagi-
nation. Marilyn's great dream is to be-
come a part of the school's tradition.

Not that she will ever forsake Holly-
wood. Far from it. Marilyn appreciates

the rewards of success as well as the next
girl. She is simply resigned to playing the

dual role of movie queen and earnest stu-

dent of drama. If the contradiction both-
ers her, she refuses to admit it. But a

double life has obvious pitfalls.

Marilyn expects to commute between
Hollywood and New York, making her
money out west and improving her acting

back east. It is significant that when one
of her colleagues at Actors' Studio asked
how long she intended to remain in New
York, she blandly replied: "Why, I live

here now."
The basic aim of her studies is versatil-

ity. As Brando has turned to song-and-
dance after years of heady dramatics, so

Marilyn wants to try her hand at serious

roles. When she announced last winter

her ambition to play Grushenka in The
Brothers Karamazov, scoffers hooted from
coast to coast, but the laugh was really

on them. They neither appreciated how
well-cast she might be in the part, if a

movie version were ever made, nor did

they understand what she had in mind.

"I wasn't talking about the present," she

patiently explains. "I don't want to turn

my back on anything. I want to do good
musicals, good comedy, or anything good.

Grushenka is just the juiciest part I know."

And it so happens, despite her disclaim-

ers, she does know how to spell Dos-
toevski.

Marilyn's intellectual bent is nothing

new. She has long tried to compensate
for a sense of inferiority by improving
her mind. Her well-educated musical

taste runs from Beethoven to Bartok.

Back in 1951, she was taking literature

courses at U.C.L.A. Visitors to her home
have often marveled that her library con-

tained books by Rilke, Wolfe and Robert

Browning.
When Dame Edith Sitwell came to Hol-

lywood a couple of years ago, she was
(Continued on page 62)
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LIZ

LETS
HER
HAIR

DOWN

"Me?" Liz Taylor said,

giggling. "No, I haven't got

any beauty secrets." Which

statement is indicative of Liz'

best secret—for beauty or

just living in general: She

refuses to be concerned. She

doesn't hurry, she doesn't

worry, she relaxes right and

left—and everything gets done.

A good example is the way

she handles her hair.

(1) When working, Liz has

her hair and nails done in her

studio dressing room. During

the shampoo she chats with

the operator (often Joan

Roberts, but, "I don't fuss over

who does my hair. They're

all good at MGM.") or studies

scripts. Hair stylist Sidney

Guilaroff usually does the trim.

(2) When not working, Liz

does her own hair, even "combs

it with a pair of scissors"

instead of having it cut pro-

fessionally. Then she washes it

under the shower, sticks a

couple of bobby pins in

to keep her natural curls in

shape while damp, and dries it

by hand in the sun.

(3) The combing into place

is a long, unhurried bit, like all

of Liz' dressing. Usually tan,

she wears no make-up but

lipstick and her expensive, well-

cared-for clothes fit her

perfectly. Still, it's hours before

she's ready to go out. "Don't

rush me, darling," she tells

Mike. "Go look at tv.

I'm tuning you out." Then she

returns to her casual

manipulations. Once ready,

she forgets her appear-

ance entirely, never primps

in public or fusses in powder

rooms. Why should she? She's

Liz Taylor, The-Unbothered-

By-Anything

!
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(Continued from page 60) asked to invite

a movie star for tea. Her instant choice
was Marilyn Monroe.
The invitation was duly extended as a

lark. It was expected Marilyn would won-
der who the devil Dame Edith was. In-
stead she proclaimed herself a great ad-
mirer of the British poetess and would be
honored to attend. The two women hit

it off famously.
This year, Dame Edith publicly invited

Marilyn to visit England so they might
meet again. "Of course I'd be delighted
to play literary mother to her," she said.

"Marilyn is a serious-minded girl."

Her native intelligence is similarly rec-
ognized by other students at Actors' Studio.

At the start, her position was admittedly
difficult. Not only is Marilyn retiring by
nature, but her classmates were preju-
diced by her notoriety as a movie siren.

Furthermore, after years of being fawned
over, she had to adjust to being treated

as an equal, if not a downright inferior.

ON her first day, she arrived while class

was in progress. All the chairs were
taken, so she had to slump down on the
floor as inconspicuously as possible. No one
stood up to offer her a seat. Uncompli-
mentary remarks were made behind her
back about her hair, clothes and profile.

When class was over, she was a lonely

figure, unapproachable because of her rep-
utation, yet anxious to make friends. Wait-
ing oh the sidewalk for her limousine,

she looked for all the world like Little

Orphan Annie abandoned by Daddy War-
bucks.
She made plenty of friends, however,

in the weeks that followed. Her colleagues

found her bright, charming and self-

effacing. They came to respect her mo-
tives, though many doubted she could
attain her goal. Skepticism dies hard,

especially on Broadway.
Marilyn turned up for school looking

like an unemployed ingenue. After classes,

she often had a bite to eat with her fel-

low students. Among her warmest friends

were Eli Wallach and Ben Gazzara, both
noted Broadway actors, with whom she

had heated discussions at Childs about
theatre and art.

One Sunday, she accompanied Wallach,
his wife and their four-year-old son Josh
on an outing to the country, where the
youngster had the enlightening experience
of going swimming with Marilyn Monroe.
Wallach's straight-faced report is that no
one batted an eye.

Yet her role remained decidedly ambig-
uous among her new-found friends.

On the one hand, she was no less dedi-

cated than they, and earned their ad-
miration for it. On the other, she came
down each day out of the clouds like a

fairy princess—down from her suite in the

Waldorf Towers. And sometimes her de-
scent had the impact of dynamite.

At the opening of East Of Eden, which
was a benefit to raise money for Actors'

Studio, a host of Broadway actresses ob-
ligingly volunteered to serve as usher-
ettes. So did Marilyn, who stole the spot-

light the instant she appeared, dressed to

the teeth as a Hollywood star. There is a
quality about Marilyn in that guise—part

herself, part publicity build-up—which is

positively explosive. Without her pres-
ence, the event wouldn't have been any-
thing like the walloping success it was.

This public magnetism constantly re-
minded her classmates that, unlike them,
she had already gone west and struck
gold. What they perhaps didn't appreciate

was her mixed feelings about California.

Whereas they had migrated to New York
for professional training, Marilyn had
come east, in a (Continued on page 64)
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(Continued from page 62) tual uplift, per-
haps even salvation.

Whether consciously or not, Marilyn
couldn't help resenting California. It was
there, twenty-nine years ago, that she had
been born in the charity ward of a Los
Angeles hospital. (Her mother is still

i

alive, supported by Marilyn in a nursing
j

home.) Until her first marriage at sixteen,

she was brought up by eleven different

foster parents, passed around like a piece i

of goods. Naturally, such experiences
left her starved for affection and grimly

j

determined to prove herself.

For a long time, self-justification

amounted to little more than keeping her
head above water. Her first job was in

an orphanage pantry, at five cents a month;
later she was promoted to setting tables,

at ten cents a month. In 1949, she posed
[

for the famous nude photograph to earn
enough money—a grand total of fifty dol-

|

lars—to pay the rent.

Marilyn was almost indistinguishable in

those days from hundreds of Holly-
wood starlets, all striving for recognition.

She seemed to have neither the extra tal-

ent nor beauty to reach the top. But she
was fortunately befriended by the late

Johnny Hyde, an agent for the William
Morris Agency. He gave her the will and
contacts to get ahead.
Although she was put under contract ;

by several studios, nothing much came of
|

it until John Huston picked her for the

brief role of a trollop in The Asphalt I

Jungle, which sent her stock skyrocketing.
;

Huston and Hyde were the first of several
i

masterminds who shaped Marilyn's career, i

Her primary need has always been out-
side guidance. Lacking parents who
might have instilled self confidence, she s

had to look beyond herself for values. Often
life seemed chaotic and morality a hoax, i

In her drive for success, she was ready
j

and willing to adopt whatever personality
I

seemed to promise the biggest pay-off. !

With Hyde's approval, Huston came up I

with just the right model.

Like a chameleon, Marilyn readily j'

adopted the character, so different from
\

her own, which Huston's script called for. 't

When Darryl F. Zanuck, production chief !

at Twentieth Century-Fox, signed Marilyn
to a long-term contract, he was not sign-

ing the indecisive starlet of former days,

but the open-mouthed blonde he had seen
on the screen. Marilyn was stuck with it.

But her sudden success didn't give her
the satisfaction she had expected.

Plagued by illness and self-doubt, she took !

two hours to put on make-up for public
appearances — including her celebrated

press conference to announce her divorce <

from Joe DiMaggio—because she was ter-

rified of being revealed as a fraud. That
was the basis for what Hollywood cruelly

called her "Narcissus complex."

As an actress, Marilyn relied heavily 1

on her coach, a short, gray-haired woman
named Natasha Lytess. She became criti-

cal of her own performances, and began to

think of her talent as wasted on second-
rate scripts. Gradually she discovered ma-
terial rewards were not enough to com-
pensate for her deep-seated guilt com-
plex.
Meanwhile, Zanuck had managed to

project Marilyn's image on the public
j

as almost a parody of sex. People started

laughing at Marilyn, rather than respect- i

ing her. On her trip to the Orient with
DiMaggio in 1954, a Japanese radio com-
mentator referred to her as "the honor- i

able hipswinging actress." In February
of this year, twenty-three California

stockholders in Fox publicly requested !

her removal from the payroll as "a blight

on the company." Her flaunting of sex



had gotten out of hand, and Marilyn
knew it.

That was the background for her battle

with Fox. She turned down their offer of

$100,000 a picture in preference for "some
voice in the selection of stories." After

they had wrapped up The Seven Year Itch,

Marilyn fled to New York until the

hassle was settled, hoping to find there

what the west coast had denied her.

"Marilyn looked upon New York as

a shrine of culture," says one of her inti-

mates. "If only she worshiped rever-

ently, all her dreams would come true."

The chief strategist for her revolt was
Milton H. Greene, the Look Magazine

photographer. A brash, intelligent man of

thirty-two, from the first time Marilyn sat

for him he treated her as a human being,

not a papier-mache idol, and gained her
trust for it. Together they set up Marilyn
Monroe Productions to handle her busi-

ness affairs. Marilyn spent much time as a

house guest of the Greenes.
But for artistic guidance, Marilyn turned

to still another mastermind—Lee Stras-

berg, the most respected drama coach in

New York. One of the co-founders of

Actors' Studio with Elia Kazan and
Cheryl Crawford, Strasberg conducts pri-

vate dramatic classes, which Marilyn also

attended as an observer. She saw a good
deal of Strasberg, including week ends
with his family on Fire Island.

At last a serious artist of the theatre

was taking Marilyn seriously. It was pre-
cisely the boost her morale needed. Now,
by applying herself, she could scale the
summits of pure art. But huge obstacles

remained—and remain to this day.

Strasberg is a hard taskmaster. There
is no "right" and "wrong" in his method
of instruction, but only individual hon-
esty. Under relentless prodding, the ac-

tor must project his deepest feelings to

the audience. All else is phoniness.
Although Strasberg pales at the thought,

his technique resembles psychiatric ther-
apy. He strips his students emotionally
bare and then forces them to parade in

public. Several of his proteges, far less

high-strung than Marilyn, have recoiled

against self-exposure and fallen by the
wayside.

Ts Marilyn capable of facing the truth
about herself? An old friend responds:

"Perhaps this is one more case where
truth is deadlier than fiction."

Her whole experience has been an escape
from reality. It is her way of overcoming
the spectre of her origins. As an orphan,
she has adopted a long line of "fathers" to

fill the void in her life—from Johnny Hyde
to Lee Strasberg. But if Strasberg is to

keep faith with his own system, he must
change all that and liberate Marilyn.

Most of her classmates sincerely hope
for the best. They are touched and awed
by her personal courage, which they
recognized as one of her unsung traits.

Success or failure is almost beside the
point—the effort itself is tribute enough.

But the risks involved are very great
indeed. It won't be easy, at this late

date, to change the vision her public has
of her. The tightrope of her double life

stretches dangerously from New York to

Hollywood, and she won't get down for

love or money. At the dizzy height of

stardom, her whole future hangs in the
balance, both professional and private.

This is a crisis that Marilyn has long
foreseen. Several years ago, she made a

prophetic observation: "Women who put
on an act are going to reach a time

—

everything is just a matter of time—when
they'll have to put up or shut up." Now
that time has come for Marilyn, and she
has gallantly chosen to put up. END
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So shouldn't you pick

Helene Curtis spray net
to keep your hair-do

pretty wherever you go?

Now Tbere Are Two Fabulous Formulas

New SUPER SOFT SPRAY NET,

without lacquer, for gentle control.

REGULAR SPRAY NET for

harder-to-manage hair.

Lote For A Date?
Set your pin curls with
spray net. They'll
dry in minutes!
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modern screen fashions

BLACK
BEAUTIES

Japanese screen, lantern, fans and matting by Miya, importers, N.Y.

Gossard uses exotic black in a fabulous new
group of slimming, trimming underpinnings. Above: Basque
of Leno elastic with rayon satin side panels, embroidered
nylon sheer and marquisette front panels and cups,

$12.50. On the left: Two pantie girdles of light-weight elastic

net with satin elastic front panels. Wide pieces

of elastic net are criss-crossed at the top of the leg to hug
the thigh, give comfort and anchor the girdle.

Rosebud pantie, $10; plain pantie, $8.50. Matching Flair

rosebud bra of all elastic satin with upper cups of

nylon sheer. Also—an embroidered nylon lace and marquisette

bra. Each, $3.95. Slippers by Gustave of the Virgin

Islands; Jewelry by Capri. Dainty nylon tricot half-slip by
Luxite. Gossard bras and girdles are sold at leading

department and specialty stores throughout the country.



Golden cream discovery

a complete skin treatment

in one miracle minute . .

.

bob wagner

(Continued from page 52) that simple.

People all over the world have a whole-
some, honest curiosity about the lives of

actors and actresses. It doesn't always
please an actor to have to answer ques-
tions about his private life, but he does
the best he can and hopes he says the
right thing.

For people are my audience and, I hope,
my friends.

That's why, to give you some idea of

what it's like, I'm writing this to you and
letting people see it.

I won't say everything, though. Be-
cause everyone knows there are some
things a man can say only once in his

life—to the woman he loves. There are
some things he cannot say even once

—

only know.
These things I'll keep for you alone.

A nd there's something else we might
have to face. There'll be a few persons

who may not approve of our marriage.
They'll have reasons which they believe

are sound. They'll feel, because they are
older and wiser in the ways of the world
than we, that their judgment is better.

We'll marry anyway and have good
times and bad times and children and fur-
niture and love each other.

Now, so you'll know what kind of a
guy you'll be getting for a husband, I'll tell

you a little about him.
Like David Copperfield, I was born. In

Detroit, on February 10, 1930.

Nothing much happened to me until I

was five. Then I saw my first motion pic-
ture. I don't remember how I got there,
or what the picture was.

I do remember that I was fascinated
watching the people on the screen. They
moved and talked and got angry and got
happy. And I guess in a childish way I

realized that, through the movies, I could
go places.

Actually I'm not sure what really hap-
pened to me in those few hours. But when
I left the theatre I wasn't quite the same
little kid anymore.

I was about nine years old when I
made the big decision. When I grew up I
was going to be in the movies.

A T just about that time the fates waved
their wands over my life and moved

my parents to Los Angeles.
During my school years I read every

book on acting I could find. I read plays
I didn't even understand and still don't.
And I went to the movies. Hundreds.
When I was fifteen I got a job caddying

at the Bel-Air Country Club. I guess I

cartwheeled around all eighteen holes
when I discovered that movie stars, in-
cluding Clark Gable and Spencer Tracy,
played golf there.
Two years later, with more nerve than

sense, I bulldozed my way into the offices
of Solly Biano, casting director at Warner
Brothers.

I learned later that Mr. Biano was more
amused than impressed, but he did give me
the chance to read for a part in a picture
he was preparing.

Well, as you probably can guess, I

goofed.
It was three years before I had the

courage to even think about trying for a
part in a picture again.
During that time my dad, who had toler-

ated my "kid stuff" ambitions for so
many years, decided that I should con-
sider something else as a life's work, just
in case I never made it in Technicolor.
Since he had worked all his life in the

steel business it was only natural that he
suggest a look at the steel industry.

A* 1
- PURPOSE

. . . lor just one dollar!

This remarkable Tussy cream treatment softens, lubricates, cleanses! The

moment this rich, golden cream touches your skin, it releases nature's own
beauty-building process, so often choked by dirt and lack of moisture.

It cleanses deeper and better than any soap or single purpose cream.

Its rich lubricating oils glamour-soften your skin!

It's a dreamy makeup base! Makes powder go on smoother and

cling longer because it brings invisible moisture to your skin

!

It's the cream that does everything

!

Only $1 plus tax for a big 6Vz oz. jar.

TUSSY all purpose cream



So we visited the plants in Pennsylvania,
j

Indiana, Missouri and Maryland.
After the trip I still didn't go for the

j

steel business, but I did learn one thing

and I'm a little embarrassed to admit it.

For all the years of my life I had had
j

a really great guy for a father. A man
who cared for me deeply, not just as a

son, but as a person. It was only because I

I knew this that I had the courage to tell

him that I still didn't think I wanted a
j

career in steel. (I didn't know until recent-

ly how much that decision had disap- I

pointed my father.)

But Dad didn't bat an eyelash. We had
a long talk and agreed that I would have
another year. If I didn't make some kind

j

of real progress in twelve months, I'd

give up my ambition to be an actor.

Dad even helped by talking to Director

William Wellman, who got me a bit part in

The Happy Years.

I
know there are thousands of kids my
own age who have prayed for a break

like that. But, as you'll see, "influence"

doesn't really count. I had one bit line

and a quick appearance on the screen in a

catcher's mask in a baseball game.
Well, the film played all over the coun-

try and no one in Hollywood seemed the

least bit concerned with the identity of the

guy behind the chicken wire.

But a few months later, my parents and
I went to a dinner party at a Hollywood

i

restaurant. Strictly for kicks I joined an
old buddy of mine, Lou Spence, at the i

piano and we clowned our way through
a couple of songs.

When I got back to the table my father
handed me a note from actors' agent Henry
Willson.

It said: "If you are interested in a mo-
tion picture career, see me at my office."

I was there at nine the next morning.
From that moment on things got rough.

Tr wasn't until I had appeared in more
,

than fifty screen tests with other aspir-

ing actors that 20th Century-Fox felt I

was worth using.

Five years have passed since that first

one, Halls Of Montezuma.
Now I'm working on a different kind of

picture, A Kiss Before Dying. In it I play
a killer and murder a very nice blonde
girl named Joanne Woodward. (You'll be
seeing more of Joanne in the movies, be-
cause she is a fine actress.)

So at twenty-five, with fourteen pic-
|

tures completed, I guess I've done pretty
well. But none of it would have been pos-
sible without the directors, cameramen,
technicians, plus the all-important dra-
matic coaching of Natasha Lytess and
Helena Sorrell. It has been work for
them. I hope I'm worth it.

I^Totion picture acting is a full-time job.

It demands nearly all the days of
your life. If you're not working on one
picture you're thinking hard about the
next one.
Now we're talking about marriage. And

I've seen too many Hollywood people re-
gard that in much the same way as they
regard a picture. If they aren't in the mid-
dle of a marriage they're thinking hard
about the next.
That may be the reason I won't marry

an actress. Acting would take as much of
her time as it will of mine and we'd end
up being strangers to one another.

I am the son of a man and a woman who
have shown, not talked about, the kind
of real happiness that God planned for

the beings He made in His own image. My
parents' affection for each other and their

children will be part of me for the rest of
my life. We can only try and hope for

their kind of love. And it isn't that I'm
pessimistic about marriage. Just cautious.



Sometimes I get the feeling that news-
paper and magazine people are a little an-

noyed because I haven't picked the girl

yet. Why should they be?
I date a lot. And for one of the best

reasons a man can have. I like girls.

And I like them feminine. Lace, per-

fume, fluffy dresses, big smiles, bright

eyes—and all the accessories.

And I like them gentle. Not only with
me, but with everybody.
Your figure? It really doesn't matter if

the guy loves the girl. I've never seen
a woman yet who didn't have curves.
And because I'm the kind of a guy I

am, we'll laugh a lot.

You will have all those things, I know.

"D ut i don't think you'll be at all like a

few of the girls I've dated.
I remember one date not too long ago.

She is an actress. Young, happy and well-
liked by everyone. But when the first date
was over I knew I was through.
When I called her "Honey," she stood

up and did the Charleston. When I said,

"Baby," real casually, she sang "Tweedle-

j

Dee." I was afraid of what might have
happened if I called her "Darling." She
may never get married. She won't sit still

long enough for a man to say, "I love you."
She's the kind of a girl who tries too

hard to be the life of the party. It may be
that she reflects the attitude of a lot of
girls these days. They just don't seem to
want to settle down. Everything's got to
be jumping. If it isn't, it's a bore.
There's the other kind of girl, too. The

Arnold Stang visited the set where
Cecil B. DeMille is completing The
Ten Commandments. He reports:
"As of last week, they were only up
to Thou Shalt Not Steal'."

Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

one who takes eight reels to get dressed
for a date and then needs a lap dissolve
and color close-up for an entrance. This
kind of girl will brush her hair one strand
at a time and take at least a year to an-
swer a simple question like, "Will you be
my wife?"

if want to devote my life to acting. An
actor's career, if he takes it seriously,

can be rich, satisfying and full of excite-
ment. It will let him look back when he is

old and say, "I wouldn't have lived my life

any other way." But to survive in the
acting profession you must, somehow,
learn what people are like.

What makes them laugh, sing, dance and
cry? Why will one man curse the day he
was born, and another love the future
more than the past?
What gives two people a love so great

that nothing on earth can destroy it?

If I ever expect real, honest, lasting suc-
cess in my chosen profession, I must get

I to know the answers soon.
So I try to find them.
One newspaper columnist recently stated

that I refused to be friendly with any-
one who couldn't do me some good.

I think what this writer meant to say
was that I deliberately sought to spend
my time with persons who know a great
deal more than I do about life and my
profession.
A man interested in a career in politics

would be a fool if he did not take the op-

j

portunity to sit down to dinner with a
U. S. Senator, if he had the chance.
My associations with men like Spen-

cer Tracy, Richard Widmark and Clifton
Webb are the kind that started out on
professional ground and developed into
real man-to-man relationships. They
happened not because I was Robert J.

Wagner but because they found that I

needed help as an actor. They know how
important this assistance can be, because
they've been through the mill themselves.
When I made Titanic, I met Barbara

Stanwyck. My part called for plenty of

emoting as a young man in love for the
first time. She knew I needed help on this

and showed me, word by word, through a
long screenplay, what a woman should see
in the character I portrayed. No male actor
could have explained this to me.
And it isn't the first time Barbara Stan-

wyck has helped a young actor. William
Holden never misses giving her credit.

Those are the simple, honest-to-gosh
reasons why I spend as much time as I

can with people who know more than I do.

ID etween now and the moment we see
. each other and fall in love you'll read
other things about me which probably
won't be true, either.
Try to read between the lines. For in-

stance, some writers say I'm difficult to in-
terview. I am. In the beginning, though, I

wasn't. I had new questions tossed at me
so I had answers.
Now some of those questions are pretty

old.

Like the favorite: "Wagner, when are
you going to get married?" At first I re-
plied, because it was the truth, "I don't
know." Then I tried, "When I fall in love."
This prompted another question: "When
will that be?" So there we were, right back
to "I don't know," again.
What bachelor can answer that ques-

tion?

One thing I do know. I will fall in love.
And it will be with you:

I can only hope that you fall in love
with me.

You'll have to put up with a lot though,
not only with me but with the business
I'm in.

For instance, R. J. Wagner has never
been known as a model of promptness. I'm
late for dates, dinners, dentist appoint-
ments and early curtains. I'm extravagant.
I spend more money than I should.
But a very old rich man once told me a

story about spending money.
He said that when he was young and

had money he saved more than he should.
Now that he was old he still had the
money, but he couldn't spend it because
people would think he was foolish.
"Now," said the old man, "it is the same

as if I had wasted the money."

T'd rather wear sports clothes than suits,
but I'll probably change on that. I dislike

phony books, phony people and phony con-
versations. I'm crazy about golf, shredded
wheat, milk and soft-boiled eggs.

I guess I'm not much different from any
other guy my age.

The real problems of our marriage will
occur during the shooting time. With
transportation as speedy as it is in this
modern age, movie companies go just
about any place in the world to make
pictures. And sometimes take months to
complete them. That means long separa-
tions. But somehow we'll manage.

Well, honey, so much for me, which isn't
too much when you get right down to it.

But I've been wanting to write this let-
ter for so long, and I feel better, now
that I have.
Keep happy, keep beautiful and keep

hoping, with me. And some day when
destiny is in a good mood we'll find each
other.

If we don't, just remember this: A guy
named Wagner wanted and loved you. It's
his tough luck that he wasn't around when
he should have been.

Always and always,
R. J.

Look like a Million

Marvel at these expensive looking,

lustrously lovely, rhinestone-clasped

simulated Duchess Pearls . . . with

an elegant Lustre-Dip glow,

exclusively our secret. These

magnificent necklaces can be

yours for only $1 each, plus tax.

At your favorite store.

H S S ORIGINALS, INC., 48 WEST 37 ST., NEW YORK

!



music from Hollywood

(Continued from page 20) record as Jeffrey

Clef.

Tommy Lynn, who sang with Charlie Spivak's

band, is now at Mercury as Tommy Leonette.

And did you know that her nibs Miss Georgia

Gibbs, who just had one of the hottest songs

in the country, "Dance With Me Henry," sang

in night clubs as Freda Gibson?

• Betsy Palmer, who is appearing with Joan

Crawford and Barry Sullivan in Columbia's

Queen Bee, has her heart set on singing in a

musical film. The blonde actress is taking

singing and dancing lessons like mad. "Twice

a week I go to ballet classes," says Betsy, "and

twice a week I study tap. The singing lessons

are sandwiched in between." She adds, "I hope

to develop a sexy style of blues vocalizing."

• Back in 1930 two young musicians playing

in the pit band of a New York musical got to-

gether in the band room and were discussing

their abilities to lead bands. One, a sandy-

haired trombonist wearing glasses, looked over

the black-haired clarinetist, also wearing

glasses, shook his head sadly, and declared

firmly: "You'll never make a bandleader. You
don't have the right approach." The New York

musical was Strike Up The Band. The sandy-

haired trombonist was the late Glenn Miller.

The clarinetist whom Miller believed did not

"have the right approach" was Benny Good-

man, whose fabulous rise as the King of Swing

is the basis of Universal-International Pictures'

The Benny Goodman Story. Valentine Davies,

who scripted the stories of both bandleaders

for the screen, did not use this incident in

either for fear that the public would say:

"There goes Hollywood again, lousing up

somebody's life with corn." But it's the truth.

• The television networks are begging Fer-

nando Lamas and Arlene Dahl to become the

next Mr. and Mrs. Video comedy team. Cur-

rently starring with Rosalind Russell, Eddie

Albert and Gloria De Haven in Paramount's

new musical The Girl Rush, Lamas revealed

that he and Arlene have received several at-

tractive offers to do a comedy series on tv. The

offers have been pouring in since their recent

appearance on the Milton Berle show. "Frankly,

the money is good but we just don't know if we

care to tie ourselves down to a steady series,"

he explained. "We don't mind an occasional

guest shot but a weekly show might be too diffi-

cult. If we did it, it would have to be on film.

We would never consider a live series." Grin-

ning, Lamas added: "Arlene suggested the title

/ Love Lamas."

Month's Best Movie Albums

LOVE THEMES FROM THE CINEMA by the Spen-

cer-Hagen Orchestra Label "X" 45 EP EXA-
161. Four songs: "Not As A Stranger," "For-

bidden Love" from the film Tight Spot, "How
Can I Tell Her?" from the film Lucy Gallant,

"You're Here My Love" from the film The

Seven Little Foys. Four lovely renditions by

the Spencer-Hagen Orchestra treated in a light

and suave manner.

pop parade—Volume Five with Gene Sheldon,

Leroy Holmes, Billy Eckstine, Art Mooney,

Ginny Gibson, David Rose, Billy Fields,

Cindy Lord.

"Unchained Melody," "Hey, Mr. Banjo,"

"Love Me Or Leave Me," "Honey Babe,"

"Whatever Lola Wants," "Take My Love,"

"Young And Foolish," "Cherry Pink."

MGM E313. A ten-inch 33y3 LP with contribu-

tions by top MGM artists of current hits, most

of which are from the movies.

MUSIC FROM JACK WEBB'S MARK VII LTD.,

production Pete Kelly's Blues. Ray Hein-

dorf directing the Warner Bros. Orchestra and

Matty Matlock and his Jazz Band. A twelve-

inch 33Y3 LP issued by Columbia Records

CL-690.

"Pete Kelly's Blues," "Smiles," "Sugar,"

"After I Say I'm Sorry," "I'm Gonna Meet My
Sweetie Now," "Somebody Loves Me," "He
Needs Me," "Breezin' Along With The Breeze,"

"Hard-Hearted Hannah," "Bye Bye Black-

bird," "Oh, Didn't He Ramble," "I Never

Knew." Not a sound-track record from the

picture, but it might as well be since it's the

same musicians and the same songs. This al-

bum is a feast for lovers of jazz and the blues.

Excellent record fare.

Disc Jockey Choices "My Favorite 'MUSIC FROM HOLLYWOOD' "

Ray Schreaner—
WRNL—Richmond,
Virginia

"Big as CinemaScope,

warm as Technicolor, Love

Is A Many-Splendored
Thing is, in the words of

Hollywood, sensational."

Lee Case—
WAYE—Baltimore,
Md.
"My favorite all-time

Music from Hollywood is

'As Time Goes By' from
Casablanca. My steady

listeners like music from
Hollywood old and new."

70

Ed Meath-
WHEC— Rochester,
New York

"My favorite music from

Hollywood is 'Honey
Babe' by Art Mooney. I'm

an ex-Marine, and every

time I play the song it re-

minds me of many happy
moments. It's high on my
listeners' request list."

Stan Dale—
WJJD-Cfticago,
III.

"My favorite music from
Hollywood is 'Rock
Around The Clock,' as it

brings out the current

heartbeat of America's

teens. Well chosen for

Blackboard Jungle. If any-

one didn't know who Bill

Haley was, they know
now."

happy though married

(Continued from page 55) she knew would
come from them. And she had her work;
work for which the financial rewards, as

I

she had come to learn in these days of
j

super taxes for super salaries, were not
i

half so important as the opportunities

it gave her to be useful. No, things hadn't

turned out badly at all. Not at all.

So she swung back to Ben and said, "Oh,
|

go on and smoke it if you like." And, of

course, with the cigar still firmly clenched
between his teeth, Ben had to act as if he
were surprised he hadn't thrown it away.

j

Which is the kind of play-acting which '

goes on between lots of happily married
couples—the Ben Gages included.

Esther williams has learned, as she has
told many of her friends, that there are I

no clear-cut victories in marriage, as there i

are none in life. She is happy that she and !

Ben are in business together, setting up
their lives for a future after her career is

over, yet she is sorry that this means too

much of their time is spent talking dollars

and cents, instead of just Ben and Esther.

In the middle of an important discussion

with him one night recently, dealing with
their plans to tour Europe next summer
with a mammoth aquacade show in which
Esther will star, she interrupted him sud- I

denly to cry, "Oh, Ben, I don't want to

hear any more!" And she got up from her
chair to walk through the house, checking
the furnishings, the linens, pulling the

covers up over the children in their beds,

and finding a deeper comfort from attend-

ing to these little things in her life than
in the so-called important moves to which
she and Ben had committed themselves.

Such sudden reactions are not unusual
in the lives of professional people, Esther

insisted, when she told about this inci-

dent. "Marge and Gower Champion, whose
whole lives revolve about dancing, tell me
there are days when they must talk and
think about everything but dancing," she

said. "They just have to turn their inter-

ests to ordinary things, the more ordinary

the better."

The reason Esther hasn't wanted Ben
to smoke cigars, she said, is that he is

a big man, and a big cigar in a big man's
face gives him an arrogant air. "But then,

if Ben were a small man I'd say he looked
ridiculous smoking a cigar," she shrugged.

"I better let well enough alone, and take

my gains with my losses."

Ben is by instinct a night owl, a man who
would have time turned into just

nights, instead of wasting half of it on
days. For a wife who is also a movie star

and has to report to work at sunrise,

having such a nocturnal-minded mate has

its awkward aspects. "You could spend

your whole lives passing each other going

in different directions," Esther points out.

But on the other hand, when they ran

their restaurant The Trails, a place that

didn't close until the small hours of morn-
ing, Ben made an ideal manager. He was
the most wide-awake man in the place,

with watchful eyes on every detail of the

operation.
Just as Esther has had to compromise

with developments as a wife, so has she

had to be satisfied with less than a whole
loaf as an artist. She was gratified to be

invited to the Cannes Film Festival as a

guest star early this year, she says, but

vain enough to be a bit piqued because the

Cannes judges rarely look with favor on

the popular type of films in which she us-

ually stars. And being Esther she even

took the subject up with the director of the

festival, an imposing Frenchman named
Favre Le Bret whose regular post is that

(Continued on page 72)
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of director of the beautiful Paris Opera.

"We love your films," he explained to

her at their first meeting, "but the critics

who make up our judging body always
choose the 'art' form of movie when it

comes to awarding the prizes."

Esther looked around at a number of

stars standing nearby and directed the

Frenchman's attention to them. "Yes," she
murmured, "but I can never understand
why it is that the stars the critics invite to

Cannes are rarely those from the art films

they profess to like, but instead those gen-
erally seen in the lighter kind of pictures."

Monsieur Le Bret was looking. A dozen
feet away stood Doris Day. Near her was
Van Johnson, talking to Grace Kelly. And
also in the room was the curvacious Lollo-

bridgida. Monsieur Le Bret took them all

in and turned back to Esther to say some-
thing in French that she hoped was, "I see

what you mean." But when he spoke again

in English, it was merely to say, "Ah-h-h!"
which could mean anything, of course.

When she got back to the United States

she met a fan, the father of several

youngsters, who gave her a new slant on
the kind of movies she made.
"He called them 'Drive-In Movies,' " she

says, "and while I was still trying to figure

out if I should feel insulted he elaborated
on what he meant and made me feel

pleased as punch. He said that about the

only place he and his wife could go for en-

tertainment was a drive-in, and, not being

able to afford a baby sitter, most of the

time they had to take the children along.

'You may not realize it, Miss Williams,' he
said, 'but half the children in this country

are being raised on movies, and to be able

to find entertainment that is always fresh

and young in its appeal, rather than a

quick and sometimes frightening course in

the kind of abnormal beings people can

sometimes become, is a lifesaver for us. No
matter how well some of these psycho-

cinemas are done, the kids hate them. They
hate them so much they won't even sleep

through them!'

"

Anyone who talks children is talking

Esther's language, of course. She thinks

that whether Ben and she have always

been aware of it or not, their lives have
revolved around their youngsters, and
will do so more than ever from now on.

When people ask her why she recently

modified her contract with MGM so that

she can have six months a year to herself,

she replies, "Benjie, Kimmie and Susan,"

the names of her three children. She
means, of course, that by achieving semi-

independence for herself as an artist she

and Ben can direct their activities toward
building up a business for themselves and
their children against a day when there

will be no salary, "Unless we can pay one

to ourselves."

The times in her life which mean the
most to her, Esther has learned, are not

j

necessarily related to her position in the
show world. She remembers a moment
which became very vivid for her, about

'

a week after her return from Europe.

Jack Palance, the screen villain,

tried his first Shakespearean role,

as Cassius in Julius Caesar for the
American Shakespeare Festival.

Palance was conscientious at re-

hearsals, and followed all the di-

rector's orders—except that he re-

fused to be photographed stabbing
Caesar. "I went into Shakespeare,"
he explained, "to get away from
being photographed as a killer."

Leonard Lyons in

The New York Post

IT was evening and she was alone in the
living room with the children. She was

at her typewriter making like a writer. Lit-

tle Susan, nearly two, was lecturing six-

year-old Benjie and five-year-old Kimmie.
Benjie didn't know Susan was talking to

him because he was watching tv. Kimmie
didn't know it because he was busy ap-
proaching Esther with a loop of nylon
thread he wanted pulled, as she could tell

out of the corner of her eye, because the
other end of it was attached to a loose

j

tooth in his mouth. The telephone was
ringing and Esther knew it must be Ben

)

calling with word that he would be a little

late for dinner. And in the back of her
mind she was already deciding to feed the
kids early and eat with Ben later on. their

tv trays in front of their set.

"What more could a woman want than
to be so completely and intimately in-

volved with the business of living as I was
at that second?" she asked later.

The fun of recapturing their full family
life is probably the reason why Ben and
Esther were seen at very few parties and
premieres after their return from abroad.
And even more, for the first time in her

career, Esther has been turning down pic-

tures proposed to her by the studio. Her
reasons, officially, have had to do with the
parts offered, and their unsuitability to

her, she claimed. But she admitted that i

it was nice to spend more time at home. -

t

There are a few surprise benefits arising

from the extra time she spends with her

children, Esther is discovering. For one
thing she is getting some good tips from

|

Benjie and Susan on how to handle her
husband.
"Psychology that works with Benjie is

apt to work on Ben," Esther reports. "And
the tricks that I notice Susan working on
her father I can use—sometimes!"
Their children will accompany Esther

and Ben when they invade Europe next
|

summer with their giant swimming show.

Not only that, but the home they will use

as headquarters in London, while fulfilling

engagements in Paris, Berlin, Rome and
other cities yet to be chosen, was selected

by Benjie.
He told his folks when they sailed for

England, leaving him in Hollywood, that he
would like to live in a house with a bal-

cony on which red flowers grew in boxes.

It may seem silly, but Esther and Ben spent

days looking for such a place, and they

found one, not far from the Mayfair sec-
;

tion, in the city. Ben took a picture of it.
|

And when Benjie saw the photo and
cried out, "That's the place I meant!"

Esther and Ben knew they were repaid

for all the time and effort they had spent.

A writer once asked Esther if she didn't

owe most of her happiness to her career.

Her answer came promptly. "My career

brought me a great immediate happiness.

But my enduring happiness I owe to my
marriage and to my motherhood." fc'ND

Last Chance to Vote
For the third and final time Modern Screen gives you~

a chance to vote for your favorites in Hollywood's

most famous Popularity Contest—the Modern Screen

Silver Cup Awards! Only you can select the top stars

and new stars of 1955—so if you haven't already

sent a ballot in, hurry and do it now I Fill out the coupon

below, answering all the questions carefully and

completely, and mail it to us. Tell your friends this is

their last chance to vote, too. The February issue

of Modern Screen, on sale early in January, 1956,

will announce the names of the winners.

I VOTE FOR-
/1Y FAVORITE FEMALE STAR OF ISIS

I VOTE FOR. MY FAVORITE MALE STAR OF 1955

MY OTHER FAVORITES FOR 1955 ARE:

1. 1.
MALE FEMALE

2. 2.
MALE FEMALE

3. 3.
MALE FEMALE

4. 4.
MALE FEMALE

5. 5.

FOR THE TOP

MALE

NEW STARS OF 1955, 1 NOMINATE:

FEMALE

MALE FEMALE

MY THREE FAVORITE STORIES IN THIS ISSUE WERE:

1

THE STORY I LEAST ENJOYED WAS

NAME

ADDRESS.

AGE OCCUPATION

MAIL TO:
SILVER CUP BALLOT BOX
MODERN SCREEN
BOX 125
MURRAY HILL STATION
NEW YORK 16, N. Y.



marlon brando

(Continued from page 47) would be lost

that I might lose my touch as an actor. But
you don't go into analysis because of con-
cern over your acting ability. It is usually
some other concern that draws you there.

Q: What is the basic difference between
the stage and the screen?

B: What aspect? The money? Person-
ally I would prefer to act on the stage.

On the stage there is a feeling of integra-
tion within the company which is lacking
in films. On the stage you're dealing with
art, pure and simple. Remember, you're
on the stage three hours a night. You
have continuity you can't get in films. On
the stage you are encompassed in your own
world. On a sound stage there are fifty or
sixty people standing around, and a camera
right in front of you. There are more ele-
ments to distract you in movies. As a re-
sult, only concentration can stabilize you.
I think I've confused the issue enough on
that question.

Q: On the stage—what about doing the
same part over and over again?

B: A good point. I was in Streetcar for
three years on Broadway and was trans-
formed into a scratching baboon. It cer-
tainly is a drawback to an actor. I at-
tribute this largely to economic factors.
To get your money back a play must have
a long run, but after a while nothing is

new to you in the part. Then you have to
rely on technique. It takes the "juice" out
of a role. It reminds me of what Jacob P.
Adler used to say: "When you come to
the theatre, feel 80 per cent of the part
and show 50 per cent. If you feel 40 per
cent, show only 20 per cent. And if you
feel 20 per cent, don't come at all.

Q: I hear you collect jokes about other
actors—can you tell us some?
B: I guess every actor collects jokes

about other actors. Do I know a clean one
—that's the problem. Many funny things
happen on the stage. You mustn't break
down, though, because the stage manager
is glaring at you. I recall a night I was
playing with Paul Muni in A Flag Is Bom
—a great, fine and sensitive actor, Muni.
Anyway, one night he became so enthused
with his part that he blew his false teeth
right out of his mouth. He turned around
and kept right on with his role. In
the same play he died. When an actor like
him dies it's like the birth of an elephant.
It took him a half an hour to die! An-
other night he said to me before we went
on, "I don't want to catch cold lying on
the stage. Please cover me with the flag."

When it came to the point in the play, I

did so, and a moment later noticed a small
tugging at the flag as Muni pulled it slow-
ly down from his face so he could keep an
eye on the audience.
Q: I read in a movie magazine . . .

B: (quickly) . . . You're dead!
Q: Have you had disappointments?
B: Yes, the making of The Wild One

was a disappointment to me. There are so
many kids who are confused today. This
problem has not been intelligently articu-
lated in entertainment today. The Wild
One script ambled and was not focused. At
that time Stanley Kramer was having dif-
ficulties with Columbia Studios and was
not able to oversee the production as he
usually did.

Q: Are you going to do a live show on
television?

B: It wouldn't interest me at this time.

Q: What is the relationship between an
actor and a director?
B: In films you are at the mercy of the

director. He decides what "take" to print.
You have no choice. Again, concentration
is most important.
Q: How do you feel about building a

personality such as your own?

..Are you always fresh as a daisy?

Everywhere— all day— you'll be confident
of your loveliness . . . when you use Fresh
Cream Deodorant. Your underarms will stay

fresh, moisture free.

Fresh contains the most effective

perspiration-checking ingredient known

!

Fresh is extra effective . . . yet it's kind to

skin. Creamy smooth, not sticky, not greasy.

Has a delicate fresh fragrance. Use Fresh
every day—have an air of freshness always.

COMPARE!
See if your

present deodorant
is as effective as Fresh

Test it under one arm. Use
Fresh Cream under the other.

See for yourself if Fresh
doesn't stop odor best, keep
underarms drier, protect your
clothes better than any other
deodorant you've ever used.

a ^ed/)&(\ is always

lovely to love
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New booklet tells

how to use a

feminine syringe
A SCIENTIFIC article on feminine hygiene is now

being packed with every B. F. Goodrich gravity-

flow syringe.

The author, a specialist in obstetrics and gynecology,

tells how to douche, when, how often, and explains why,

where to do it, exactly how to operate your syringe, etc.

He also says it's best to use a gravity-flow type of syringe

because its gentle action will not irritate delicate tissues.

Modern B. F. Goodrich gravity-flow syringes—in

three different styles— are sold at most drug stores. If

your druggist does not have the B. F. Goodrich syringe

you want with this informative article packed in it,

he'll be glad to get it for you. To get this free booklet,

just ask for a B. F. Goodrich gravity-flow syringe.

B. F. Goodrich
Gravity-Flow Syringes

Wonderful SHAMPOO Also

CURLS and WAVES hair
Women who shampoo with exciting NEW Marlene s

HAIR WAVING SHAMPOO award it the highest
honors. Not only does Marlene's make hair shine with
cleanliness; not only does Marlene's make hair soft,

luxurious, easier to manage, with more body and lustre

. . . but more important Marlene's actually CURLS and
WAVES hair with each shampoo and set. Cleans,
really beautifies, saves time and money. You have to

wash your hair anyway, so next time try Marlene's.
At drug & cosmetic counters everywhere.

Thousands
of Pregnant
Women . . •

Thousands find relief and

comfort with MOTHER'S
FRIEND . . . The famous,
mild, skin lubricant that

soothes tight, dry skin and
eases numbing, tingling

muscles in back and legs.

Enjoy this refreshing skin

conditioner. /^^^
$1.25 at all

Drug Stores

FREE! TIPS TO EXPECTANT MOTHERS

Valuable Booklet with Every Bottle of

Mother s Friend

B: I'm not in position to answer that

very fairly. I didn't accomplish what I

wanted to in Guys And Dolls. The only
time I got a feeling of uniform style in a

production was when the Kabuki Theatre
came to this country recently. I sat there
transfixed.

Q: Were you pleased with Desiree?
B: Do we blow up 20th Century-Fox or

not? Remember, when you're acting on
the stage, your whole face is the proscen-
ium arch. In movies, you have a big cam-
era stuck in your face.

Q: Would you identify your style as
realistic?

B: I would say up to this point in my
career it has been and at the moment still

is realistic.

Q: With whom did you study?
B: I studied with Stella Adler and I

highly recommend her. I also studied with
Lee Strasberg. I feel that, as in any spe-
cialized field, it is important to get a good
teacher.

Q: What is your view of the American
theatre today?
B: The trouble with the American

theatre is that we have no place for actors
to work, just to keep working. If there
isn'{ any specific part to do, they're out of

luck. Year in and year out you find so
many actors with nothing better to do
than sit on a stool in Walgreen's Drug
Store or hang around Radio City. There
is no place for the actor to be recognized

because there is no repertory theatre in
America today. It is a dreadful situation.

Q: I understand there is an organization
in New York designed to help actors called
the Actors' Studio. What is it?

B: Actors' Studio is a non profit organ-
ization headed by Elia Kazan and Lee
Strasberg, located in New York City. It

is geared for the professional in a work-
shop setting.

Q: How do you get in?

B: Five times a year they hold general
open auditions. You work out with a part-
ner. If you pass this preliminary, you
are given an audition with Kazan and
Strasberg. If you pass that one, you're in.

Q: Do you want to direct yourself?
B: For an actor to direct his own pro-

duction, it takes a very rare talent. It re-
quires a tremendous objectivity and a
sense of theatrical acuteness. A director

often times is the only one with a sense of

"the whole." The actor can lose this per-
spective when directing himself or others.

Q: Have you started your own com-
pany?

B: Yes, I've started my own film com-
pany. Yes, I want to direct. But I don't

want to get caught trying. I don't want to

make a half-elbowed attempt at it. ... I

must go now. I'd like to come to your
school again. It was most refreshing. I am
as indebted to you for being here tonight

as you are to me for being here. Good
night. END

life begins for maggie

(Continued from page 35) only three and
a half pounds, but not insignificant. In fact,

the obstetrical nurse ventured a prophecy
as she deposited the tiny bundle in Glady's
O'Brien's arms: "Here's a little lady who's
destined for big things." Gladys never for-

got that. It fitted right into her dreams.
She was a circus dancer herself and had
kicked her legs up until an hour before
her baby was born. Her ancestors had
been entertainers in Spain.

YJTTith that heritage and maternal resolve,

it's not surprising that with Journey
For Margaret the journey of a very un-
common child through a very uncommon
childhood began. Margaret O'Brien was
only four when she posed for magazine
covers, just five when she made the ap-
pealing picture that made her a star. It

isn't too strange that Margaret finds her-
self faced today with a very uncommon
adult problem. If the memories of her
childhood glories cast a shadow on her
future, it's because she's afraid she can
never match them. Yet it's also under-
standable why her mother says now, "If I

had it all to do over again, I'm not sure I

would let her be a child actress." Gladys
O'Brien can see, if Margaret can't yet, the
handicap this has placed on her daughter's
development. What is harder to figure is

how a critic could write at the height of

Margaret's kiddie fame: "Her face is a
perfect mirror for the sharp, deeply felt

emotions of childhood." Because all the

while Margaret had no real childhood in

the normal sense of that precious word.
But he was strangely right. There was

no one like her. Not even Shirley Temple
had been able to tug such smiles and tears

from a world-wide audience, as Margaret
did in Journey For Margaret, Lost Angel,
The Canterville Ghost, Meet Me In St.

Louis, Three Wise Fools and the parade
of pictures that are still pointed to as

classics of juvenile acting. She was a hit

from the start; she never had a bad re-

view. Charles Laughton called her "the
finest actress in the movies," and Lionel
Barrymore, watching her perform, mut-

tered unbelievingly, "If Margaret had
lived two hundred years ago they'd have
burned her for a witch!" She still treas-

ures a pearl and diamond brooch the great
Barrymore gave her, one his famous
grandmother, Ellen Drew, had worn.
"Until now," he said as he bestowed it, "I've

never met anyone else fit to wear it."

There's no indication whatever that

Margaret rebelled at any of this or was
dragged by her mama into anything she
didn't thoroughly enjoy. On her sets she
slipped into her scenes with the delight of

a child playing make-believe. Never an
obnoxious tyke, still she revelled in her
precocious importance and in those days
often exhibited spunk and a wicked sense

of humor. When Captain Clark Gable of

the Army Air Force came back to Holly-

wood on leave, spied her in the MGM
commissary and asked who she was, said

Margaret, "Mister Gable doesn't get

around much, does he?" Louis B. Mayer,
boss of the studio, asked her once to name
what she wanted for a present and Mar-
garet came back cannily with "Busher!"

—

then the pride of Mayer's racing stables

and worth around $150,000 on the hoof!

So it's no wonder that everything about
those glorious days is still bathed in rosy

hues for Margaret O'Brien. Life was a

juvenile ball, on the set and off. General
Marshall wrote her fan letters. Harry S.

Truman gave her a Presidential Citation in

person for helping sell $17,000,000 worth of

war bonds. Eleanor Roosevelt asked her to

lunch. On a tour of Europe Prime Minister

Atlee entertained her at dinner at 10

Downing Street, and she sat in the House
of Commons before Queen Elizabeth did.

The Pope blessed her in a private audi-

ence. She even dragged her mother to

Algiers and visited the Casbah, just like

Hedy Lamarr, even though they got

scared afterward and hired a guard to

stand outside their hotel room door—and
then couldn't sleep a wink, afraid of the

guard!
By the time she was twelve it would be

hard to think of much that little Margaret
O'Brien hadn't collected in world-wide
adulation, honor and fame. In addition,

she had climbed to the top ten of Holly-

wood box-office attractions, collected a



special Academy Award and earned $5000
a week. But there was one important thing
she sadly lacked—social contact with her
own generation.

Because all this time, while Margaret's
public world was wide, her private one
was painfully narrow. She grew up, but
she didn't "wise up," as the kids around
her would put it. Until the night, this past
June, when she donned a white cap and
gown to officially graduate from Univer-
sity High in West Los Angeles, she had
never been inside a school, public or pri-
vate. She had only tutors—women tutors.

The only club she ever belonged to was
the Brownies—and that was an "honorary"
membership. She never shared thrilling

secrets with girl chums or had boys frisk

around to tease her. Kids outside her buf-
fered world loomed as menaces, who
mobbed her in public and tried to cut off

her pigtails for souvenirs. Once her moth-
er snatched away a pair of scissors on the
brink of that desecration. She never had a
sweetheart. All Margaret's girlhood crush-
es were movie stars—Burt Lancaster,
Clark Gable, Laurence Olivier—idols as
unreal as she was.

"I was always somebody else instead of
myself," Margaret recalls wistfully, and
that was too true. She could be some-
body else so realistically that often she
confused herself. Once she informed an
examining county health officer that she'd
had scarlet fever, thoroughly believing it.

She hadn't —but Beth, the character she'd
played in Little Women, did. And some-
times when she did try to be just Maggie,
well, that was against the rules.

T oving horses and inheriting a talent for
riding, Margaret wheedled affable Wal-

ly Beery into letting her ride his spirited
horse once on location in Jackson Hole,
Wyoming. The horse bolted off across the
prairies and it took four cowboys to catch
him and snatch Maggie to safety. But after
that the taboo went out—no more horse-
back riding. Only recently has she dared
take it up again.

Margaret sublimated her craving for
friendship by harboring all sorts of less

formidable companions—mice, parakeets,
kittens, pups and colonies of dolls. But
actually her two best friends were MGM
and Mother. Of the two Mama was the
closest. Until right now Gladys O'Brien
has been protector, playmate, mentor,
slave, right arm and very often her daugh-
ter's brain. Mother prepped Margaret for
her next day's scenes every night, then
hovered near her on the set. Wherever
Margaret traveled Mrs. O'Brien was nec-
essarily, but eternally, at her side. She
prepared her food, picked up her clothes
where she dropped them (she still does
that) woke her in the morning, tucked her
into bed at night. When she couldn't, Mar-
garet's Aunt Marissa did, so often for one
stretch that rumors flew around that she
was Maggie's true parent. The trio lived
together until Marissa Bogue left for Paris
a few weeks ago, with her husband and
eight-year-old daughter, named after

Margaret.
But whoever took over, the result was

to surround Margaret O'Brien perpetually
with an all-feminine directorate and to
make her completely helpless and depend-
ent. Today she confesses, "I can't even
make a cup of tea."

Then all of a sudden Margaret turned
thirteen and into the inevitable awkward
age. It was no smooth transition for her
as it was for Liz Taylor or Janie Powell.
With no parts for gangling girls, MGM
dropped their great child star. One world
was gone—but not forgotten. That left

only Mama for Margaret.
To Gladys O'Brien's credit it must be

said that when this happened she tried
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New! Clearasil Medication

STARVES

PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED

HIDES PIMPLES WHILE IT WORKS

Doctors' clinical tests prove this new-type medi-
cation especially for pimples really works. In
skin specialists' tests on 202 patients, 9 out of
every 10 cases were cleared up or definitely

improved while using CLEARASIL.

Amazing starving action, clearasil actually

starves pimples because it helps remove the oils

that pimples "feed" on. And CLEARASIL's anti-

septic action stops the growth of bacteria that

can cause and spread pimples. Skin-colored to

hide pimples and end embarrassment. Grease-
less, stainless . . . pleasant to leave on day and
night for uninterrupted medication.

America's largest-selling specific pimple
medication... because CLEARASIL has helped so
many boys, girls and adults. GUARANTEED to

work for you as it did in doctors' tests or money
back.59tfand98£.Atalldruggists.GetCLEARASIL
today. (Available in Canada, slightly more.)

3 ENLARGEMENTS $100
One 8x10 and Two 5x7 for only plus

10c for
Made from any size shipping
photo or negative. Orig-
inal returned. FOR OIL COLORING
send 50e extra for each 8x10 and 30c for

each 5x7. Enclose full payment with
order.

H.B.H. PHOTO SERVICE, DEPT. 0-1

12 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N. Y.

DANCING SHOES—SUPPLIES
Toe $5.95, Ballet S3. 29, Tap up to 3, $4.95 over
3, 55.45, Leotards $3.85. Opera Hose $4.95, Mesh,
Tights $7. 45. Check or Money Order. Plus 35c postage, f

BATON—DRUM CORPS SUPPLIES
SKATING SKIRTS—Roller or Ice.

Catalog 25c (may be Applied to A Purchase)
Qui neon Supplies, Dept. M, Box 422, Quincy 69, Mass.

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain— Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain — without surgery.

In case after case, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased to be a
problem!

"

The secret is a new healing substance
(Bio-Dyne*) — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointment form under the name
Preparation H* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers—money back guarantee. *Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

MAKE MONEY
ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

OUR INSTRUCTIONS REVEAL HOW

GLENN GLENWAY"13EOCL,D AV^'
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO

MODELING
Earn big money, learn secrets of charm, glam-
our, and poise with our proven home study
course. Write Charm de' Paris, Box 248, Lake
Geneva, Wisconsin.

^5 for Y°u!
You make more money, easily, the
Southern way! With no experi-
ence you make $65 on just 65 boxes
of lovely new Southern Hospi-
tality Christmas Cards.
Southern Gives You Fast Service
Show smartest new idea in Christinas
Cards— at magic 26 for $1 selling price.
Uptol00%cash profiton New/
Southern Beauty 21 -Card $1 /Assortment. Also new Slim-
iim Cards, Gifts, others. All
orders shipped in 24 hours.

JFREE I Exclusive sample
Presentation Book! 4 assort-
ments sent on approval. Act
fast, get exquisite Travel Slip-
pers n' Case Free. Send coupon!

, SOUTHERN GREETINGS, Dept. 0-8,
I 478 N. Hollywood St., Memphis 12,Tenn.

j
Address.

|

City State.



BE YOUROWN
MUSIC TEACHER
Send for Free Book Telling How Easily J>
You Can Learn Piano, Guitar, Accordion,
ANY Instrument This EASY A-B-C Way
[OW IT'S EASY to learn music at
home. No tiresome "exercises." No

teacher, just START RIGHT OUT playing simple
pieces. Thousands now play who never thought they
could. Our pictured lessons make it easy as A-B-C to
learn to play popular music, hymns, classical and any
other music. Only a few cents a lesson. Over 900,000
students! (Our 57th successful year.)
FREE ROOK. Find out why our method can teach

you quickly, easily, inexpensively. Write for our 36-
page, illustrated Free

/\ Book. No obligation.

•U ^ * a Mention your favorite in-

i,,*' strument. Just mail cou-
pon below today!
U.S.SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Studio A1610
Port Washington, N. Y. FREE BOOK

I U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Studio A1610, Port Washington. N. Y.

' Please send me Free 36-page, illustrated Book.
I I would like to play (Name Instrument).

Have you
Instrument Instrument?

Name.

» Address.

(Please Print)
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Life is worth living

in a RICHARDSON
Over 40,000 persons are now living i n
Richardson Mobile Homes. These thousands
.have found the Richardson way of living a

Phappy, carefree, low cost way of owning
their own home. When they purchased their

Richardson Mobile Home—regardless of size

—they purchased a completely furnished.

livable home—ready to move into. All of

this at an extremely low cost. We invite you

to write for literature.

RICHARDSON HOMES CORPORATION
Dept. D, Elkhart, Indiana

Here's how to earn money I

Simply show Iriends brand new
SUM-SHAPED Christmas Cards. _
Also personal cards, notes and wrappings, gills - over 1

items. They sell on sight. .. you make big profits. Send no

money-but WRITE TODAY for assortments on approval/

and get FREE pen with key chain for prompt action.'-'

CHAS. C. SCHWER CO., 214 Elm St., Westfield, Mass.
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Want to Get Rid of

dark or Discolored Skin,

*k Freckles, Skin Spots?]

Famous Mercolized Wax Cream
7 NIGHT PLAN Lightens,
Beautifies Skin While You Sleep
Just follow the amazing Mercolized Wax
Cream 7 NIGHT PLAN to a whiter, softer,
lovelier skin. Smooth rich, luxurious Mer-
colized Wax Cream on your face or arms
just before retiring each night for one week.

You'll begin to see results almost
at once . . . lightens dark skin,
blotches, spots, freckles as if by
magic! This is not a cover up cos-
metic; Mercolized Wax Cream
works UNDER the skin surface.
Beautiful women have used this

time -tested plan for over 40 years — you'll
love it's fast, sure, longer lasting results!
Mercolized Wax Cream is sold on 100% guar-
antee or money back. Start using it now!MERCOLIZED WAX CREAM
At All Drug and Cosmetic Counters

Lightens dark

skin and ugly

spots almost

overn ight.
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to do something about it. "I wanted to
leave Hollywood," she has said. "I wanted
to take Margaret to New York and put
her in school. I felt she needed it; she
was too dependent on me. She needed
relationships with girls and- boys her own
age. Besides, I believed we had had all

that Hollywood could give Margaret. In
New York she could have studied the
theatre and by now been a fine young
actress. But Margaret wouldn't leave
Hollywood. She couldn't believe she
wouldn't go on there somehow as she al-

ways had. Sometimes I wish there had
been a man to tell her what to do and
make her do it. Our house needed a man."

"Dut when Gladys found a man, Margaret
acted up pretty outrageously.

If you remember the headlined episode,
back in 1949, he was a handsome band-
leader named Don Sylvio—and on the rec-
ord it seems he got a pretty frustrating
deal out of the brief alliance. Apparently
he couldn't get past Margaret's pouts to
get acquainted with his new wife.
At the wedding in Miami, Florida, Mar-

garet stained her white taffeta dress with
tears, and when reporters asked her if

they were tears of happiness or sadness
she cried, "Oh, I don't know—I don't
know!" When photographers asked her
to kiss her new stepfather she whirled
away in flat refusal. Next morning the
bride rode off on a trip to Boston—not
with her husband—but with her daughter.
Four months later Mrs. Sylvio asked an
annulment stating that the marriage had
never been consummated, a claim which
Mr. Sylvio vigorously denied, adding, "I

don't know what this is all about but I'm
not going to let Margaret or her mother
make a sucker out of me!"

In the subsequent welter of charges and
counter charges, Don Sylvio laid the rift

squarely to Margaret's unwarranted jeal-
ousy. "Whenever Gladie and I wanted to
go out, Margaret was hurt and sulked," he
said. At night, he revealed, Margaret
climbed into her mother's bed. In Septem-
ber of 1950 Gladys O'Brien won a divorce,
charging that Sylvio had demanded $200
a week for himself, a new car, a grand
piano, a house for his mother and had
declared, "I'm going to handle Margaret's
affairs from now on."

"Dut whoever did this or said that, Marga-
ret O'Brien came out of the mixup for

the first time in her life with an unpleas-
ant portrait—that of an ungrateful daugh-
ter who had wrecked her devoted mother's
chance for happiness. Mail swamped her,
some taking her side, but a lot calling her
brat. In Chicago, one man stamped up
to her on the street and hurled, "You bad
girl! You ruined your mother's marriage!"
Margaret gasped and ran. Nothing like

this had ever happened to her before and
the effect was shattering. About that time
Margaret was supposed to be the voice
of Alice in Walt Disney's Alice In Won-
derland but the job was called off. Her
mother said, "All this publicity has cost
Margaret thousands of dollars in con-
tracts." Around this time, coincidentaliy,

Margaret was up for her first bad girl role

in a stage production The Intruder. She
played a stepchild scheming to destroy her
parent's second marriage. When the par-
allel to what had happened in real life was
pointed up by critics, Mrs. O'Brien was not
pleased. But, "I've done more to hurt her
than she has ever done to hurt me," she
stated loyally.

Actually, few psychologists, in the light

of Margaret O'Brien's life up until then,

would have expected her to act any dif-

ferently. She had only her child acting

career—and her mother. One had started

to tumble. A rival appeared threatening

the other. Unreasoned panic at an age
when security is all-important seized her;
a mature outlook was impossible. Mrs.
O'Brien's tug between loyalty to her tal-
ented daughter and the desire for a life of
her own is not hard to comprehend either.
But the most significant revelation from it

all was this: That while Margaret leaned
on her mother and her mother depended
on her as much, both were already sub-
consciously resentful and rebelling.

'"There were other signs of conflict. Mrs.
-1- O'Brien bought the Beverly Hills duplex
where they still live. But Margaret was
unhappy that her mother owned it. So
Gladys O'Brien sold it to her daughter,
although she says she could have gotten
$18,000 more on an open bid. Gladys
wanted to move to New York; Margaret
refused. Dresses, hairdos, lipstick, apart-
ment decoration, career plans, etc., etc.

became controversial issues. Margaret
stayed in her room more and became
"harder to reach." Mrs. O'Brien, it was
noted, was often indisposed with head-
aches, particularly after her upset mar-
riage. And there was the constant tension
about Margaret's money.
Margaret left MGM with a fortune of

around $200,000 in government bonds. But
under California's "Coogan Law" (enacted
after Jackie Coogan's parents notoriously
dissipated his fortune) it was administered
by the courts. Each year she came up for
an accounting (and will until she is

twenty-one, unless she marries first).

Periodically, judges noted that Margaret's
fortune was dwindling too fast. Only last
year for instance, one observed sternly
that the principal had dwindled $34,623
in the previous two years. Particularly he
singled out items to question like fre-
quent trips to New York, where each time
expenses had exceeded her earnings. "And
what," he demanded, "is that item of $46
for lunch at Romanoff's?" At the end he
ordered Margaret and her mother to cut
expenditures drastically.
The uneasy implication was that Gladys

O'Brien was being too free with Margaret's
money. Actually, this was never quite so.

Mrs. O'Brien got paid well all during
Margaret's MGM contract for being a
movie mama and she saved most of it.

Today she has her own money and some
comfortable annuities. Yet in the closest
of family setups money matters are a not
so subtle disturbance. Mrs. O'Brien ex-
plained that it was necessary to spend
money to keep Margaret before the public
and added, "Margaret wants nothing out
of life other than to be a great actress."
At that point, and for too long before,

that seems to have been only too true.

A t an age when most girls discover the
wonders of themselves, Margaret kept

on striving to be somebody else. At a time
when most girls dream, explore the op-
posite sex, the world around them, rebel
and fashion brave new patterns, Margaret
wanted most of all to do the same old
thing. At the period when most teenagers
are impatient to cast their childhood into

limbo, Margaret clung to her golden years.

When Hollywood forgot her—after a

teenage Columbia effort called Her First

Romance which didn't set box-offices afire

—she toured the East and Middle West in

stock companies. Gladys O'Brien went
right along, as ever, and so did a tutor.

Demure and dainty, Maggie played juve-
nile roles in road show standbys like Peg
O' My Heart, Smiling Through, Gigi and
Kiss And Tell. She was as good a young
actress as ever. In fact, after opening in

Clare Boothe Luce's play, Child Of The
Morning, one critic called her, "a young
Helen Hayes." The story was the same
on radio and TV—in Studio One, Climax,



Robert Montgomery Presents, Lux Theatre,
Toast Of The Town, and others. She
showed no more temperament than a
turtle, was so confident and calm that one
colleague remembers, "She made every-
one else nervous!" She played Juliet to

Jose Ferrer's Romeo without batting an
eyelash. And when she flew to Japan to

make Girls Hand In Hand she babbled the
whole script in phonetic Japanese although
she couldn't carry on the crudest conver-
sation in that language.
But Margaret came home happily clutch-

ing a collection of Japanese dolls.

'T'he fact is that during the years when
most girls eagerly grow into women,

Margaret O'Brien stayed a child at heart.

She clung stubbornly to her badge of girl-

!
hood, the long chestnut tresses. She dressed
demurely, conversed primly and acted, as

one disillusioned boy complained, "as if

she'd just stepped out of a convent in-
stead of fifteen years in Hollywood."
Although she delighted in dressing up

and going to night clubs and cafes, Mama
was always at her side. She went to Bar-
bara Billingsley's New Year's Eve party
at the Stork Club but left discreetly before
midnight. Boys like Sean Downey (Mor-
ton's son) who danced with her found
nothing much to talk about. Her first date
was with a handsome young West Point
cadet named Dick Bentley. Her mother
arranged that introduction, knowing his

father. He took Margaret out in New
York and asked her up to the Point, but
she declined. He didn't call again. Mrs.
O'Brien, curious, asked his father, "What
happened?" He grinned wryly. "He says
she's too naive."
Right now, of course, Margaret O'Brien

is too naive, but she's far from being
unattractive. On the contrary, biology
has outdone itself in transforming the
rather plain little whiffet into a gorgeous
young woman. With her burnished brown
hair cut in a cute Audrey Hepburn bob,
her dark eyes and creamy complexion with
a dimple dotting her upturned lips, actu-
ally she's ravishing to behold. There's
nothing wrong with her 32-20-34 figure
either. The whole trouble with Maggie's
charms to date is simply that she's lacked
a provocative personality and a touch of
adult sex appeal to bring it all to life. If

she can just forget her little girl image
and let nature take its course she shouldn't
have any trouble at all. Fortunately there
are some pretty sure signs that that's ex-
actly what's taking place at last.

jl/Taggie still lives with her mother, but
J-'J

- the picture isn't quite the same as it

was. For one thing, the phone jingles con-
stantly and, as Gladys O'Brien sighs, "The
chatter goes on and on." A herd of Holly-
wood stags, apparently just waiting for
Maggie's awakening, are on the other end
of the wire—young actors Rad Fulton,
Harold Selsen, Richard Davalos (before his
marriage), studio technicians Hal Belcher
and Dennis Kingsley, to name a few. In
fact, the extended courting line sometimes
piles up on itself. One evening Maggie
stepped out with Dick Davalos to the grad-
uation dinner her mother gave her. When
she came home, late date Bob Allen was
waiting to take her for her first look at
Mocambo. It was also her first excursion
without her mother along. "I just locked
myself in my room and hoped for the
best," admits Mrs. O'Brien. But she
needn't have worried. When Margaret
came home she asked her how she liked
the floor show. "Oh," her daughter came
to, "I don't know. I didn't notice it."

But Margaret is noticing a lot of things
recently that never absorbed her thoughts
before—"Mainly Margaret," says her
mother, "thank goodness!" She spends

hours before the mirror testing this and
that make-up and worries about her hips
to the point of counting calories and taking
poundings at Terry Hunt's. New dresses
already pose a closet problem, and un-
doubtedly will draw a reprimand from
Maggie's court guardians when the bills
come in. She goes for very bouffant-skirted
numbers, size seven, shops for them her-
self and sometimes guiltily hides them
around the house from her mother. Cos-
tume jewelry is another vanity kick she
can't resist lately. She has stacks of gilded
bracelets and one hundred pairs of ear-
rings.

Since her driving lessons, Margaret guns
around Hollywood with new freedom in
a sporty white Ford crown convertible.
In only two months at the wheel she has
collected four traffic tickets and a smashed
headlight. She also collects Eddie Fisher
and Perry Como recordings and nurses a
secret crush on Rock Hudson. Still a
rabid tv and movie fan, she drags most of
her dates to theatres and recently com-
plained, "There's not a show in town left
to see!" She still doesn't smoke or drink
but right now she doesn't need to. She's
always in a hurry, usually late and chron-
ically vague and scatterbrained.

13 ut all these things—even the tickets—JJ are considered healthy signs by every-
one who knows Maggie—including her
mother, who knows her best. They just
wish it had started earlier. Sometimes
Margaret gives evidence that she does, too.
When she posed for Modern Screen in a
bathing suit recently and viewed the re-
sults, her reaction was definitely not what
it would have been only a few months ago.
"Well, you won't ask me to do this again,"
gloomed Margaret. "I look just like you'd
expect Margaret O'Brien would look!"
But she's wrong there, fortunately.
So far, the one important thing lacking

to rev Margaret O'Brien's life up to speed
is an all-out, absorbing, real-life romance.
Right now the most likely candidate is Bob
Allen, the dark-haired, personable young
Douglas Aircraft worker who late-dated
her on graduation night and has repeated
many times since. But twenty-one-year-
old Bob has just picked up his Service
greetings and chances are she won't be
seeing him much for the next two years.

"I'm not in love, anyway," Margaret
nails down the subject. "Marriage? Not
for two or three years, anyway. Right now
I'm having too good a time to think about
that. I don't want to rush things."

But time and events are rushing things
for Margaret. With such a late start,
there's still a lot of catching up ahead.
The biggest threat to her half-hitch on
maturity is still that she'll pass over the
very necessary business of living her life

to the full as she chases her new adult
ambitions. Even as she makes her come-
back picture, Maggie's praying each night
to her patron saint for the chance to play
Esther Costello in the story of that amaz-
ing deaf and dumb Irish girl, soon to be
filmed in Ireland.

If she wins it she'll play, as in Glory, a
girl younger than her own years. But
soon, to realize her ambitions, Maggie
O'Brien will have to tackle much more
mature roles. Ironically, she can never
act her age convincingly on the screen
until she acts it in her own life.

As one old Hollywood hand, watching
her breeze through her Kentucky farm-
girl part in Glory observed, "I never
thought I'd see a kid star who could do it

again. But this one can, and be as great
as she was before. Only, she'll have to be
a woman first."

That seems to be the all-important first

port of call on the second Hollywood jour-
ney for Margaret O'Brien. end
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When Lili met Jimmy Dean she was

under contract to Universal-International.

They were introduced by Dick Clayton,

a handsome young agent from the Famous
Artists office who handles both of them.

"It was outside the Warner studio,"

Lili recalls. "I was with Dick at the time,

and he said to me, 'Lili, I have to pick

up Jimmy Dean. Have you ever heard of

Jimmy Dean?'
"I said, 'No, I haven't. Is he nice?'
" 'He is the most wonderful guy,' Dick

Clayton said. 'Just wait and see.'

"Well, Jimmy came along in a few
minutes, and we were introduced, and
Jim said, Let's go across the street and
get a cup of coffee.' There is this drug-
store right opposite Warners'. And that's

where we went. And right away I was
struck very much by Jimmy.

"I do not know how it is with American
girls, how they judge a man. But in

Sweden it is not the looks that mean the

most. It is the intelligence. And a girl

gets the feeling with Jimmy, right away,
that he is very sensitive, a very intelligent

young man. He does not lead with wise-

cracks. He is natural, quiet. After a while

he looks up at you and grins. It makes you
feel very warm.

"I was very impressed," Lili continues,

her speech remarkably American for a

girl who has been in this country only a

year. "And I remember saying to my-
self, 'I hope he gets my telephone number
from Dick Clayton and rings me and asks

for a date.'

"

A few days later, when he got some time

off from East Of Eden, James Byron
Dean did exactly that. Back then he was
earning very little money and had neither

the car nor the motorcycle he now has.

So on their first date they used Lili's car,

a '52 Ford. Jim took Lili to dinner at the

Villa Capri, one of Frank Sinatra and
Vic Damone's hangouts.

"Just being with Jim," Lili remembers,
"gave me a feeling of warmth and re-

laxation. I cannot explain it too well.

But Jim is a man who does not like

phonies. You must be yourself. And being

yourself is much easier than trying to be
someone else. Do I make it clear? When
you are with Jim, it is all so easy. You
do and say what you feel. You are not

trying to impress."
That first night they went up to Earl

Felton's—he's a writer, a friend of Dean's.

Jim played the bongo drums. He plays

them with a mounting intensity. His eyes

become two narrow slits, his hands flail

away, and he's really with it, cool, mad,
crazy-gone. When someone else takes over

on the beat, Jim likes to dance. He sways
and beats his palms.

Bongo drums are rapidly becoming a

standard prop for the Hollywood young
set. If they're mentioned in any future

history of this era it must be admitted

that Jimmy Dean and Marlon Brando did

more to popularize them than any adver-

tising agency around.

Jimmy and Lili had a ball up at Earl

Felton's that night. The newness of their

friendship, the magic that springs up be-

tween two young people ("It is all so good
and exciting and filled with promise.")

brought about a growing fondness for

each other.

On the way home they said very little.

Dean often sinks into long silence, ab-
sorbed in the emotional depths he usually

hides. When they got to the Valley Sands
where Lili was living at the time, Jim
took his date to the door and kissed her

good night on the cheek. "Good night and
thank you," he said.

"Good night, Jimmy. Call me."
He called her again, of course. And

he saw her night after night. On the

way home from Warner Brothers he
would stop by the Valley Sands and pick

Lili up. They would go riding and eating

and dancing. And then when Jim got his

Triumph motorcycle, they would go

speeding down Sunset Boulevard, Lili

astride the cycle, her arms around
Jimmy's midriff, holding on for dear life.

When East Of Eden was shown at the

studio, and everyone said the picture

would make Jim a star overnight, Jim
shared his joy with Lili. He took her to

Chasen's, to the Crescendo, up to Arthur
Loew's house. For a while they were
inseparable. But there were no items in

the columns. Neither kid was known in

Hollywood.
Then East Of Eden was released. Jimmy

went east. He proved the prophets cor-

rect. Critics touted him as "the most

talented young actor since Brando."

Lili was ecstatically happy for Jimmy.
She knew he wouldn't write. He never

does. But she knew that the moment he

returned to Hollywood, he would be out

Billy Wilder, director of the film

version of The Seven Year Itch,

working in CinemaScope for the

first time, described it "as that

dachshund of a screen."
Leonard Lyons in

The New York Post

to see her. She thought of him all the

time, too much of the time, in fact.

Out at Universal-International where
j

she was enrolled in the dramatics school,

they said Lili showed great talent, that

she photographed beautifully, that what
she most needed was lots of experience

and hard work. Lili worked hard because ,

the training ground for stars-to-be is no

;

cinch, with elocution, diction, dancing,

riding, singing and dramatics classes six

days a week. But she could not stop her- ,,

self from thinking about Jimmy. One^

night he called from the east. She was out

and when she found out about the long ?

distance call, she was furious with herself.

But came January and Jimmy was back;'

in town, living as usual in his one-?

room apartment over a garage in thej;

Hollywood Hills. Jim had something new: 1

a gleaming white Porsche automobile. "I'm

going to race it down the desert this Sun- .

day," he said to Lili one afternoon. "Wanna t

come down and watch me?"
Studio executives tried to prevent Dean

from racing. "After all," they said, prac-

tically, "You're starting Rebel Without A"

Cause. Suppose something happens to

you? We'll have to strike all the sets, lose

all that money."
.

Dean paid no attention. Fiercely inde-

pendent, he always goes his own way. He
and Lili drove down to Palm Springs. Hep

won the event for novice riders and-

placed third in the race against the top

veterans, all impressed by his racing

ability.
.

Waiting for Jim at the finish line was

Lili, proud and beaming. That week end;

in the desert with Jim and Dick Claytonj

and Lili's friend, Karen von Unge, was 1

a wonderful one. After that, the two kids:

had dating time only for each other. f

Then U-I failed to pick up Lili's option.-

"We simply don't have any pictures for;:

the girl," her agent was told. He, in turn,

advised Lili to head for New York.c

"where at least you can get some tele-c

vision experience." '
•

, J
Lili talked it all over with Jimmy. Atf



nineteen her acting career means more
to her than just about anything else. She
is too young to get married, and Dean
feels the same way.
Any experience she could pick up in

New York, Jimmy told his girl, would
add to her stature as an actress. After all,

most of her pre-Hollywood experience
was work in Swedish musical comedies.
So Lili kissed Jim goodbye and went off

to New York.
Jim went into Rebel Without A Cause.

It was ridiculous for a young actor to

sit home and brood about a young actress

when it was obvious that their careers
were going to keep them apart. Jimmy
started dating. He went out several times
with Marilyn Morrison, Johnnie Ray's
ex-wife. He made a date with Ursula
Andress, Paramount's new blonde beauty
from Europe, and since Jim was most
newsworthy by then, a columnist extracted
a sizzling interview from her.

"He nice boy," said Miss Andress, "but
he come by my house hour late. He come
in room like wild animal and smell of
everything I don't like.

"We go hear jazz music and he leave
table. Say he go play drums. He no come
back. I don't like to be alone. I go home.
"He come by my house later and say

he sorry. Ask if I want to see motor-
sickle. We sit on walk in front of motor-
sickle and talk, talk until five."

TYTow, Jim Dean's a lad who, if not ex-
' actly conventional, has been brought

up to have good manners. Why should he
behave this way on a date?
Possibly because Jim's mind just

wasn't on Ursula—nor on Marilyn nor on
any of the other Hollywood girls. His
thoughts were with a blonde Swedish girl,

a continent away.
In New York, Lili Kardell was intro-

duced to Aly Khan. This connoisseur of

female talent took one look at the cute

Swedish blonde, and he flipped. He was
en route to Europe at the time, having
arranged final custody agreements with
Rita Hayworth concerning their daughter
Yasmin. But he canceled his sailing to

spend some time in New York with Lili.

Separated from Jimmy, Lili went out with
him. He took her to the Stork Club, to

El Morocco, to all the night spots she
had read so much about. He rushed her,

no doubt about it. And she was immensely
flattered. But her heart and thoughts were
with the guy from Indiana.

When Lili heard that Jim had finished

Rebel and was about to take off for

Texas and the Giant location, she felt she
had to see him. She flew back to Los
Angeles.
"When do you leave for Texas?" she

asked.
"Tomorrow," Dean said.

So they had one night in which to

j

talk and catch up on what had happened.

I

They went to the Villa Capri. Lili told

j

about her New York experiences, the tv
work, the big city, Aly Khan. Jim filled

her in on the Hollywood data. Next day
he took off for Marfa, Texas.
"See you when I get back," he said.

This was not exactly the farewell scene
Lili bargained for. No protestation of
love, not even an "I'll miss you!" After
all, she had come all the way from New
York to see Jimmy. Now he was disap-
pearing with the most casual goodbyes.
Piqued, she decided that this time she
wasn't going to brood. She was going to

get the elusive Mr. Dean out of mind.
So Lili started dating. She saw Jess

Barker, Susan Hayward's ex-husband.
She was given a whirl by Frank Sinatra,
one of the most charming men in town.
She met and spent time with other men
entirely unconnected with the world of
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spare time with textbooks and modern study
aids I send you.

Special Home Management, Secretarial, Bookkeeping,
Commercial, Mathematics courses also offered.

Full credit for any high school work completed elsewhere.
Start where you left off. Prepare for college or business.

You get standard textbooks, Study Guides, and these •

Modern Study Aids—projector with filmstrips, phono-

1

graph and records, complete science laboratory kits. I Print Nome

NATIONAL. HOME STUDY SCHOOL
50 East 19th Street, New York 3, N.Y.

Chartered by Board of Regents, University of State of N. Y.

Licensed by the State of New York

_Age_

1 Address

City Zone Stntp
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TOWELS
Without spending a penny
you can get such famous

nerchandiseas Mirro Aluminum,
Bates Bed Spreads, Detecto

Scales, Hoover Cleaners, Chatham
Blankets, Waltham Watches and
hundreds of other things you've

always wanted.

Become an American Homes Club

Secretary .'. . it's easy . . . it's fun

. . there's nothing for you to buy
. . . nothing for you to sell.

Write for big color catalog

AMERICAN HOMES CLUB PLAN, DEPT. 1A, BANGOR, ME.

Please send FREE COLOR CATALOG at no obligation.

Name

Street & No

City .State.

i#H
HIGH SCHOOLhoV

No classes to attend. Easy spare-time train-

ing covers big choice of subjects. Friendly \

instructors; standard texts. Full credit for^

previous schooling. Diploma awarded.
Write now for FREE catalog!

WAYNE SCHOOL Catalog HAF-38

2527 Sheffield Ave., Chicago 14, Illinois ,

AMAZE YOUR FRIENDS

tie BOWS like this
Create exciting gift wrappings.

Follow instructions in this book..

Send only IOC foryourcopy^

RIPPl-TIE Products Company
2725 WEST ARMITAGE . CHICAGO 47, ILLINOIS

NOW! Save Up to 50%
on Nationally Advertised Gifts

Use this big, new FREE CATA-
LOG to buy all kinds of gifts
and merchandise for yourself,
family, friends, neighbors. Ter-
rific saving on big-name items.
Also, make money spare time
taking orders from others!

EVERGREEN STUDIOS
Chicago 42 II.

PICTURES OF
MOVIE & TV STARS 25C

FREE

Sensational Collection Of
Scenes, Pictures, Photos, Etc.

One Exciting Scene from

a Latest Production.

You'll be thrilled with this

Star-Studded Packaqe. Send 25c to

MY FAVORITE STARS Dept. Ml
O. P. O. Box 997, New York 1, N. Y.

today!
MR. KAY. BOX 14. BELMONT, MASS.
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Look like a

Hollywood star

read

1000 HINTS BEAUTY

erever magazines are so id

show business. To casual observers Lili

Kardell was having a ball.

The only trouble was, she couldn't get

Jimmy Dean off her mind. Every time
she spotted a pair of horn-rimmed glasses,

a motorcycle, even a leather jacket, she
felt a pang.

Partly to provide diversion, she moved
from her Valley Sands apartment to a
new one south of Sunset Boulevard. The
new one had no memories. Lili told her-
self she was glad. Then one morning, she
woke up thinking "But how will Jimmy
find me? He doesn't know I have moved!"
At that point she capitulated. If she
couldn't forget him, she couldn't. So she
called her agent.

"Don't forget," she told him. "As soon
as Jimmy calls, give him my new phone
number." Then she sat back to wait
patiently, somewhat buoyed up by the
knowledge that she probably wouldn't
have to leave Hollywood again. Twentieth
Century-Fox was prepared to test her

"just as soon as Darryl Zanuck gets back
from Europe."

In Texas, Jim worked hard. After all,

work was just what a young actor—

a

serious young actor should think about.

He refused to answer any questions about
his love life. Especially questions that

went, (as by this time they did), "Is it

true that you're in love with Lili

Kardell?"
When they asked him that, Jim just

turned and walked away. But he couldn't

get the name out of his mind.
One evening in the middle of this past

July, the phone in Lili Kardell's apart-
ment jingled. Lili answered it, unac-
countably nervous. "I had a strange feel-

ing," she recalls. "Something told me."
"Hi! Cat!" said a voice.

Lovely Lili threw herself tummy -flat

across the bed. "It's you, Jim," she cried.

"You, Jim." Then she swallowed hard. A
lump welled up in her throat, and it

wasn't easy to keep from crying. END

P

guy's doll

(Continued from page 37) relatives. They
didn't know my Pop. All he did was to

follow her to New York, where it was
much easier to talk her into marriage. It's

funny. My mother was a convert and she

became the best Catholic of us all."

A romance could, perhaps, be broken
up, but an established family could hard-
ly be made to disappear into thin air, so

after Sheila was born her father felt safe

in returning to the Ould Sod, where his

name was already well known in the

racing world. And there Sheila grew up
knowing the costumes, the customs and
the ways of a little Irish girl. She was not

to see the land of her birth again until

she was fifteen. Her first impression? "That
school here was so hard. I thought I

should never catch up."

Sheila's interest in acting was awakened
in a curious, somewhat comic way. The

first job she ever applied for was that of

an unglamorous, ordinary telephone op-
erator. She learned the mechanics of a
switchboard easily enough; but perplexed
customers of the telephone company were
unable to translate her impenetrable
Irish brogue. So Sheila learned to speak
English. Dramatics was also taught at the

school where she studied elocution and so

she only had to take a single step in the

direction pointed out by fate.

Before long her heart was set on Holly-

wood. Sheila worked regular shifts as a

long-distance operator and picked up
extra money as a beautiful model. "It didn't

take long to save enough," she points out,

"because I didn't need so very much.
Friends had already invited me out to pay
them a long visit."

Sheila got a screen test at Paramount
by the simple device of walking in and
asking for one. The clouds were her stamp-
ing ground—but only for the sweetest,

briefest moment. Nothing came of the

test, nothing came of anything. A few
minor TV bits, but scarcely enough to keep
beans in the dinner pot. When her re-

sources were reduced to the price of a

ticket home, she bought one.

Guy Madison didn't meet Sheila on
her first trip west. He was busy surviving

a pretty rocky time himself. Back in 1946,

when he made Cinderella look like a piker

by the magnitude of his overnight suc-

cess, Guy told a reporter, "I felt a tap on
the shoulder and I was in. I'm not expect-

ing any joyride and I intend to work
hard. Because all I need is another tap

to be out again."

The trouble was, he hadn't time for all
r,

the hard work he planned before the sec- :

ond imperceptible tap came. With the total

experience of about seven minutes on film

in Since You Went Away, Guy was im-
mediately cast in big-budget pictures

which demanded far more of him than his I,

limited knowledge of acting could produce,
J

and he fell on his face with a thud heard i

around the world. Guy suffered. His au-
diences suffered. His boss David O. Selznick

did not. While Guy was distinguishing him-
self by spectacularly wooden, self-con-

scious performances, he was on loan-out
to other studios and incidentally earning
Mr. Selznick some $150,000. By compari-
son, his own top salary at the time was
$600 a week.
After three or four pictures that had

best be forgotten, Guy Madison was
washed up.
The incredible masculine beauty re-

\

mained, the animal grace remained, but
how did you sell them to an industry con- \

vinced that their possessor was the world's'

worst actor? Two people were not con-

vinced: a very stubborn young man named
Guy Madison, and Helen Ainsworth, the

agent whose persistence had brought him
to Hollywood in the first place. There was
a difference, they believed, between a lousy

actor and an inexperienced one, so the kid

from Pumpkin Center, California, hit the

road to learn the rudiments of his craft.

For eight months Guy played summer
stock, tackled any form of theatre

|

that came to hand. Stubbornly, he held

on until TV gave him the break that put

him back in business. (TV and Sheila, too.)

With his comeback assured by the!

phenomenal success of Wild Bill Hickofc,:

and picture studios making their usual

preposterous efforts to outbid each otherl

for his services, Guy's personal life be-

came a trial by ordeal. His deeply-felt

marriage to Gail Russell was admitted to:

be a failure. This is the time friends re-

member Guy's being feverishly gay. He
had won one tremendous battle against all

odds, only to find that he had lost another.i

The stage was set for love when the

lovely little Irish girl came riding back toi

Hollywood on a new and reinforced bank-j

roll. Sheila and Guy met on April 15, 1954,
1

when the annual Sportsman's Show was
held at the Pan Pacific Auditorium. It fig-'

ured that Guy Madison would be at anyic

sports show anywhere, but Sheila Con-)

nolly was there only by chance. A friend

of hers worked for the show's publicity;

director and got her in for free; other-i

wise she might have been ten other places

that night.



They were strolling around from one ex-
hibit to another when Barbara nudged
her. "Look! There's Guy Madison!"
Sheila looked. She recalls thinking that

he was extraordinarily handsome, even
for an actor. They were introduced, in-
spected each other briefly and went their
separate ways. "Ah, but then," as Sheila
tells it, "we were invited to a little cock-
tail party upstairs, which was Guy's doing.
He wanted us there. As soon as we came
in, he came over and started talking. I

i
never remembered to ask what happened

I to my friends that night. It was Guy who
took me home."
To hear Sheila tell it he was a regular

little old chatterbox on the drive to her
apartment, musing over the sound of Ire-
land in her name, teasing her about the
probably low flash point of her temper,
talking about his own family, enthusing
about hunting, fishing, Andy Devine and
sundry other subjects. "He talked so much
that I was surprised to learn that he had a
reputation as the strong, silent type!"
One of the things they talked about

was her phone number. Guy found a piece
of paper, then slapped his pockets in dis-
gust. "No pencil."
"Oh," Sheila's hand went to her purse,

"I always carry one." Except this time.
"Okay, I'll remember it, anyhow."
Sure you will, Sheila thought to her-

self as they said good night. An hour later
the phone at her bedside rang, and she
murmured a drowsy, '"Lo?"
"You see?" said the triumphant voice

of Guy. "I told you I'd remember!"
All of a sudden she was wide awake

again. It was a distinctly pleasurable feel-
ing, talking to him a little while longer,
even if he said good night the second time
with a vague, "I'll call you."

"Detter that she didn't hold her breath
*-* until he did call. She read in the trade
papers the next day that he was off on a
hunting trip, she read about it when he got
back to town. She thought it was nice of
the columnists to report his activities,
since she obviously wasn't going to hear
about them first hand. Guy maintained his
silence for two months, until the interlocu-
tory decree in his divorce case was handed
down. Sheila can take comfort from the
fact that she was the first girl he did call
as soon as he was free. By the time they
were ready to leave her apartment on their
first date, he had already learned that she
wasn't much of a cook. At that point the
telephone rang; it was Sheila's father, call-
ing from New York.

"I want to talk to him," Guy said, and
after identifying himself, announced to the
astonished Hibernian across the country,
"This is a pretty nice little girl you have
here, sir, but she needs some training
around the house, for sure." Sheila doesn't
know what her father answered, only that
their masculine agreement must have been
instantaneous. Guy grinned hugely, and
the last thing he said to his future father-
in-law was, "Well, I think a couple of good
beatings ought to do it."

How long did he court her before they
decided to marry? "About twenty-four
hours," Sheila will tell you, because she
always teases a little first.

1

"No, actually
we went together for months. What I

mean is that it could have happened in
twenty-four hours. Have you ever met
someone whom you felt you'd always
known? That's the way it was with us.
When he told me something happened
before I knew him, it was like having
something I already knew confirmed. And
I didn't really have to tell him about my
childhood in Ireland; he might just as
well have grown up with me."
Guy never actually proposed—"He sort

of got around to it by degrees"—but it

had been his decision to obtain that Mexi-
can divorce so they might be married
without further delay. When Hedda Hop-
per reminded him that Mexican marriages
and divorces end up sometimes yea and
sometimes nay, Guy answered, "Hedda,
you're talking to a marrying kind of man
who is really in love. I've been alone too
long." And, having summed up his life in
those few poignant words, Guy took his
girl down to Juarez and got married.

uy has changed since he first hit Holly

-

wood. Many men fall apart under
stress; Guy found unsuspected strength
and maturity through pain, hardship and
professional humiliation. He isn't an im-
possibly beautiful, golden-haired boy any-
more, but a dynamic man tested and found
true. To his credit, bitterness is still a
stranger to Guy. Recalling the stark years,
he is apt to shrug and say, "Hollywood
gave me the chance to make more money
than I could any other way. I have reason
to be grateful."
Guy's still taciturn, but there is the steel

of self-assurance behind his wariness, the
diffidence has developed naturally into re-
serve and the naivete is long since gone.
More recently departed but equally un-
lamented is the solemnity; the slow smile
starts so often in Guy's hazel eyes these
days that his more intrepid friends pre-
sume to call him Laughing Boy.
The change has come about partly be-

cause Guy feels his responsibility toward
the enchanting girl he wooed and won.
(From his attitude toward redhaired Brid-
get born to them this year you would think
no man had ever been a father before.)
Partly because he is a settled, domesti-
cated, brand-new home owner. And part-
ly because he learned his trade the really
hard way—from the top down—and isn't
likely to make the same mistakes twice.

As for the girl that Guy married—she
hasn't tried to change him, being as

how she fell in love with the man that he
is. There is the possibility, though, that he
might be influenced by what she gives
him: the simple life he craves, a sense of
emotional security, her own love of life

and her priceless gift of laughter.
One friend described Sheila's influence

this way. "Guy is basically simple. He
doesn't feel like a movie star and he doesn't
like to live like one. Sheila's good for
him in that way, too. I believe he has
bought her a little station wagon of her
own now, but when they only had one
car, she used to drive him to the studio
like any other housewife driving her hus-
band to his job. She looks after his clothes;
when he comes home at night, she cooks
for him. At the end of the day he's as tired
as any other working man and has the
same reluctance to go out on the town,
which Sheila understands. That way life

makes sense. Maybe he earns his living
in an unusual way, but the normalcy of
their personal life keeps everything else
in focus for Guy."

Certainly not the least of Sheila's gifts
is the ability to make Guy feel that he is

her lord and master. Take last week, for
instance. Guy had been on location for a
fortnight, putting another tv series on
film, and Sheila hadn't seen him for that
long. She wore a properly doleful Irish
face (just short of wurrah, wurrah) as
she sighed and said, "He gets back to-
morrow, but he's leaving right away to go
boar hunting. But I know he won't let me
go along; he thinks it's too dangerous."
Next day there was a brief item in one

of the trade papers which said, "Sheila
and Guy Madison are over on Catalina
Island, hunting wild boars and things."
Of course Guy's the boss. Everybody
knows that. end
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On her Neiv York junket,

Sheree North found it ivasnt

always easy to . . .

MEET THE PRESS

S nv^«^RS !1TH VERY,

It
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Sheree North won't quickly forget

her trip to New York to publicize

How To Be Very, Very Popular. In

Sheree's words it was, "Crazy, just

crazy."

"I should have been warned what

to expect when they asked me to wear

zebra-striped pajamas when I got off

the plane in New York," she said. "I

refused. They insisted. I said I was a

star, stamped my foot and shouted

no. Luckily for me the pajamas were

three sizes too small.

"The third day I was taken to the

middle of the ocean and 'rescued'

from a life raft by the Coast Guard. I

was so seasick I burned up myself

and everybody else setting off flares.

"An editor wanted a shot of the

skyline from the thirty-fifth floor

of a building with me in a bathing

suit. When I recovered from my faint

I was told the pictures turned out fine.

"The publicity department sent me
to the Barbizon School of Models to

teach the girl how to walk on Fifth

Avenue with a Siamese Cat on a leash

;

they appointed me Queen of the Rock

'n' Roll and then sent me to a beauty

contest at Coney Island, not as a judge

but to pick contestants; then when I

truly got sick from the heat everyone

called it a cheap publicity stunt.

"But, the capper came when they

wanted me to pose in a theatre lobby

in front of Marilyn Monroe's Seven

Year Itch poster. There was a fan

down low to blow my skirts up like

Marilyn's. That was one picture I re-

fused to pose for.

"The next day I went to a party in

Connecticut and Marilyn's friends,

the Milton Greenes, were there. When
I walked in they walked out. I guess a

gal just can't win!" by Joe Hyams

high road to happiness

(Continued from page 46) love and faith,

fostered both at home and in the Catholic
school she attended. It was therefore a
happy childhood, despite hardship. Their
father had left home while the girls were
little. Ann barely remembers him. Mrs.
Blyth worked as a laundress, as a hair

stylist, at whatever she could find. "She
had beautiful, talented hands," her daugh-
ter recalls. She managed so Dorothy could
take violin and piano lessons—so that Ann,
who'd sung and danced joyously from
babyhood, could go to the Ned Wayburn
School for training. "I think she hoped
something would come of it, because she
felt in her bones this was work I'd enjoy.

And how right she was!"
Something came of it when the little girl

was five. Through a friend, Mrs. Blyth
heard that NBC was auditioning children
for Madge Tucker's Sunday Show. "Let's go
over and see if they'll listen to you sing."

As Ann talks about it, the memories come
clear—how she had to mount a big box to

reach the mike, how she sang "Lazybones,"
how they stood outside anxiously awaiting
the verdict, how the man appeared smiling
and said, "We'd like to have you on our
program." They kept her on it for seven
years. Milton Cross was the announcer.
Every time she hears his voice nowadays,
she's back there for a moment.

For ann these were sunlit years. She had
her mother. She had her Aunt Cis

and Uncle Pat, like second parents. Each
summer the family went to their Connect-
icut farm, away from the hot city, where
she could romp as she pleased.

By the time she graduated from the

grammar grades, her plans had taken
serious shape. Along with the Sunday
Show, she was working on Miss Tucker's
Saturday program which produced little

plays. She wanted to be an actress. So it

seemed advisable to transfer to the Pro-
fessional Children's School, where they
were just as strict about your lessons but
gave you time off when a job came along.

There Herman Shumlin, casting for

Watch On The Rhine, found the dark-
haired twelve-year-old with the blue eyes.

On opening night she wasn't scared a
bit. Not after all the rehearsals and
try-outs, when Paul Lukas and Mady
Christian—whose daughter Babette she
played—and everyone else had been so

wonderfully kind. It was simply the most
exciting night of her life. With telegrams
and adorable little corsages delivered back-
stage, so she felt like a real actress. With
the warmth of the audience flooding across

the footlights, so they knew they had a

hit. With a midnight supper among family

and friends at a small restaurant off Broad-
way, and by the time supper was over,

the papers were out. Ann read them and
wept. She won't tell you, but the papers

will, that Babette reaped a goodly share

of the raves. "It meant so much for so

many reasons," she explains. "It meant
that for the first time in years my mother
wouldn't have to work so hard."

The play ran for eleven months on
Broadway, and on tour for a year. Henry
Koster, then with U-I, saw it in New
York and again in Los Angeles. "The
child," he said, "is as enchanting as I

remember her. I want a test." To the Bilt-

more Theatre came a phone call from Mr.

Koster, followed by a visit from the casting

director. He told Ann she could choose

her own scene for the test. At the studio

a few days later, she did one of her fav-

orites—the scene from Peg O' My Heart

in which Peg leaves her father. The pow-
ers-that-be seemed pleased. But Ann,
not yet fourteen, was well trained in self-

discipline and control. "What looks good

'

to the eyes," she commented sagely,
"sometimes doesn't come off at all on the
screen." Refusing to set her hopes too
high, she returned to work and to the
paycheck envelopes that turned up in the
mail regularly with her school assignments.
The tour took them to San Francisco,
where U-l" called them. "We're sending
a contract for your signature, to take effect

as soon as the play closes."

How did she feel? "I guess everyone
dreams about being in pictures. I was no
different. I loved the stage. But chil-

dren's parts, especially good ones, don't
come along too often, and pictures prom-
ised at least the chance of a steady in-

come. So Mommy and I said some pray-
ers and signed the contract. Once it was
signed, we felt everything would work
out for the best."

Ft was a wrench to leave Aunt Cis, Uncle
-*- Pat and all their friends for a won-
drous place called California where they
didn't know a soul. They continued to

miss the family. That never changed.
Bu': new friends certainly helped. There
was Donald O'Connor, with whom she
made her first picture, Chip Off The Old
Block—Donald the pro who gave her so

many tips and such moral support. The
sneak preview was shown way out in

Glendale. It took forever to get there by
streetcar and bus. Ann sat low in her seat

and pulled on a handkerchief. Mommy
liked it. "She probably realized I had a

lot to learn, but there for the first time

i

Inspired by the success of Davy
Crockett, George Jessel is writing

one about "Ca-rrie, Carrie Nation,

who knocked all the barrooms
down." The middle part goes: "She
worked on all the boys, and then on

their pops—who wanted to drink

up a bottle of schnapps" . . . Jessel

plans to make the recording him-

self and is optimistic. "They'll buy
a million copies," he insisted. "It'll

be a 59c recording, which will be
made of salami."

Leonard Lyons in

The New York Post

on the screen was her daughter. Her-

daughter made little impression on any-j!

one else. Nobody recognized me outside.ji

Nobody asked me for an autograph."

Another early friend was Al Rockett, the

trusted agent who guided her career from

the start. He realized that, along with her'

sweetness, she had fire and spirit. In

short, he believed in her as an actress and

kept his eyes open for a chance to prove!

it. The chance came with Mildred Pierced

the Joan Crawford starrer at Warnersi

"The part of the daughter is open," said

Al. "She's a bad character, and one of the
£

juiciest roles I've ever read. U-I will lend]

you. Whether Warners would take you

is another story. It stands to reason they'd,

rather use someone under contract. But,

I'll do my best to talk them into a test.',

Mildred Pierce won her an Oscar nomi-

nation and a prominent spot on the Holly-

wood map. All horizons looked rosy. She

started a second picture on loanout tc

Warners, called, curiously enough, Dangex

Signal. But Ann wasn't superstitious ther

and isn't now. Any link between the title

and what followed was coincidental.

Some close friends had come visiting

from the east. Though it was April anq'

past the heavy-snow season, they decidec

to go to Arrowhead for the week end. Once

in the mountains, they found a plac^

called Snow Valley which showed enougl

snow to promise some fun. They rente*



a toboggan. The older folk, including Mrs.
Blyth, stayed behind having coffee.

Ann was last man on the toboggan. First
time they went down, it felt kind of
bumpy. A doubt crossed her mind. "I

don't think it's supposed to feel like this."

But the sun was shining, the kids were
shouting, pulling the toboggan uphill again.
Nobody realized how shallow the snow
lay. Down they went for the second time,
but fast. One of the bumps pitched Ann
into the air and back against the hill. Pain
stabbed through her. Instinctively she
felt at her throat for the medal she'd been
wearing, but the chain had snapped. Her
hand went groping into the snow, found
it, held it tight while she lay there,
waiting for the pain to subside. For of
course it would subside. It couldn't be
anything really serious. A pulled muscle
maybe. Pulled muscles, she told herself,

hurt very badly.
The others had been tossed off, too,

but with less violence. They came run-
ning now. One of the boys helped her up
and over to a tree stump. "Just let me
sit here a minute. I'll be all right." But
in a sitting position, the pain grew worse

—

so excruciating that it forced a sob to
her throat, which she forced back. Because
she had to prove to them and herself

—

and especially to her mother, unknowing
down there in the ski shop—that this was
nothing, that presently it would pass. How
she managed remains inexplicable, but
manage she did to walk down the hill and
into the shop.
"What's wrong?" asked her mother.
"Oh, we were bumped off the sled. No

harm done, though."
Nan Blyth took one look at her daugh-

ter's paper-white face. Turning almost as
white herself, she assumed quiet com-
mand of the situation. They had friends
in San Bernardino. "You can rest there.
Then, if you feel better, we'll drive on
home." Again Ann walked to the car.
But by the time they reach town, she
couldn't move and had to be carried into
the house. There was no longer any pos-
sibility of pretense. All she could do was
try to bear the pain. They got her to the
hospital, where an intern, hearing that
she had been able to walk, decided this
must be a case of a strained back and taped
her up. After which, on her mother's
insistence, X-rays were taken. A mass of
quivering nerves now, Ann heard the doc-
tor say: "Well, young lady, that tape
will have to come off."

She remembers flinching, she remem-
bers his gentle "I'm sorry," answering the
mute plea in her uplifted eyes, she re-
members how they began peeling the tape
off—then she remembers nothing.

'"Phe X-rays showed a compressed frac-
ture of the vertebrae. In a special bed

that supported her back while her head
and feet hung down, Ann lay stunned and
incredulous, all the rosy future shadowed
by dread, all her thoughts driven toward
one she could hardly face—would she ever
walk again? The physical discomfort was
intense, but nothing compared to her emo-
:ional turmoil. She was little more than
a child. Early hardship had been softened
Dy her mother's care. She'd worked from
the age of five, but at work she loved.
Life, kind until then, now showed itself

larsh. Lying there day after endless day,
her head spun with the question all

aumans ask themselves when some seem-
ngly senseless misfortune drops from the
sky. Why should this happen to her?
Why now, with everything in life going
so well?
Each of us finds or fails to find the reply.

Ann found it in her mother, who never
left her side. Mrs. Blyth wrestled with
ler private anguish in private, resolved
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not to add its burden to Ann's. Courage
and cheer entered the room with her. Her
belief in God was no reed to break under
storm. Faith isn't faith that doubts at the

touch of affliction. What He sends one
accepts, though one doesn't understand

the reasons. And the power of prayer is

great. Through her mother, the seven-

teen-year-old gained new insight, new
maturity, new spiritual strength.

In the end their prayers were answered.
Ann would walk again, though not tomor-
row nor next week. For four months, the

doctors told her, she'd wear a cast, and a

steel brace for eight more. She couldn't

go back to work for at least a year. But
there'd be no permanent after-effects. Not
only would she walk—eventually she'd

swim, play golf, ride horseback again.

To one of her age, a year seems longer

than it is. But Ann was too grateful, too

busy counting her blessings to lament on
that score. Her head turned on the pil-

low, her hand sought her mother's. "I'm

the luckiest girl in the world," she said.

Before she'd completely recovered,

tragedy struck. During those months in

the little apartment on Highland Avenue,
while she nursed her daughter back to

health, Nan Blyth began feeling ill. Not
only did she keep the knowledge from
Ann, but tried to dismiss it from her own
mind, ascribing it to shock and strain. Once
Ann was well, she'd be all right again too.

But the time came when she could no
longer dismiss it. One day they went
out to San Bernardino for new X-rays of

Ann's back, which showed the fracture to

be all but healed. At home again, Mrs.
Blyth steeled herself to the task ahead
—the task of dealing her child a bitter

blow. What had to be done, she did.

"Honey, I've seen the doctor. He says I

need an operation." The color drained

from Ann's face, her heart froze within

her. "I'm going to be fine, dear. But I

don't want you here alone while I'm in the

hospital. So I think we'd better phone
your auntie and uncle and see if they can
come out to stay with you."

After the phone call, after Aunt Cis and
Uncle Pat had promised to come right

out, Nan Blyth's face dropped into her
hands. For the first time in her life, Ann
saw her weep. With the world crashing

around her, with the nightmare sense that

none of this could be happening, she
cradled her mother in her arms.

Through the weeks that followed they

hoped against desperate hope. But the

operation came too late. Ann's beloved
mother died.

Such was Ann's grief that she cannot
talk of these things today. In her first

desolation, even prayer didn't help. The
same heartbroken cry went up. "Why, why?
Why should it happen to her, so good, so

dear, so needed?" But she was fortunate

in her dear aunt and uncle. No two people

could have loved her mother better. To
them, her loss meant less only than to Ann.
Yet, once the first shock lay behind them,

they refused to stand by, watching her

shatter herself against the inevitable. Out
of their larger experience, out of their

clear good judgment and honesty they

spoke. "Ann, we can go just so far with

you in your grief. You must find your
own way. Your mother isn't lost to you if

you seek her through prayer and faith and
the knowledge that she's still with you
forever and ever. But you cannot find her

if you nurse a sense of betrayal."

It couldn't happen overnight. But little

by little Ann did find her way through the

blackness back to the gates of prayer,

where she drew close to her mother's spirit

again. Again the beloved voice sounded
in her ears. "God in His wisdom has a

reason for what He does, and He always

knows best." Why it was best for her
mother to be taken, she'll never under-

!

stand. But she understands that it's

not for her to question. As a child of faith,

she need only accept His word.
She'll never forget how Aunt Cis and

Uncle Pat left their farm and all their
,

ties in the east to answer her need, to I

give her solace and support through the 1

dark days, to make a home for her here,
j

warm and sunny as themselves. They found
a little house in the valley—Ann's first I

house with her first bedroom to herself

—

and none of your Murphy beds, but a
real one.
When she was well enough, she returned i

to U-I and life began to resume its normal
round. Her career throve on loan-outs.

Goldwyn borrowed her for Our Very Own.
MGM for The Great Caruso. Even Lanza's
brilliance failed to dim Missy Blyth's. Who

j

that ever saw her will forget the lovely

little figure dancing and singing "The
j

Loveliest Night Of The Year?" Certainly

not Leo, the astute Lion, who from then on
made a habit of borrowing her—for All

The Brothers Were Valiant, for Rose Marie
and Student Prince. Last November, her

U-I contract up, she signed with MGM,
where she's just finished Kismet, first of

j

her pictures under the new contract.

Meantime, Hollywood was playing a game
called Let's Marry Ann Off. To be

,

objective, she wasn't its only victim. For
her name you can substitute Terry or Rock

|

or Tab, since it's a game played with all

eligibles. Ann didn't care for it. Speak-
;

ing of the period when she was being

tagged, her soft voice takes on an edge of

firmness. "This is a phase of your life

—

even if you're in pictures—that's quite

private and special. Not that you're un-
|

willing to share a certain amount, but only

so much. It took me a little while to get

used to these stories which I knew were
untrue both about myself and others—and

(

in many cases, unfair. Of course I went
to parties and dances and had wonderful
fun. It's the natural way of youth all over

the world. Yet in Hollywood some people I

seem to believe that girls and boys can't

go out without marriage in mind. They
seem to urge it on you. But it was my
life, and I felt no sense of urgency. When
I fell in love, I wanted to marry. Until

then I had no intention of marrying, what-
ever anyone wrote."

It's been reported that Ann met Jim
j

through Dennis Day. Not so. Five years
j

ago during the holiday season she'd asked

some friends to visit. They were also

friends of Dr. James McNulty and thought

these two might enjoy knowing each other.

"Perhaps he and his mother and dad would
[

like to come over," Ann suggested. So it

was in her own home that she met him
first and remembers that she loved his

face at once. "Such a kind face, so warm
and happy. And I loved the sweetness of

his manner to his parents. I can't describe I

it but, if you knew him, you'd understand

its quality. He had it then, he has it,

now, he'll always have it."

A week later he phoned. Would she care

to go to the christening of Dennie's new
baby! She's found out since that he asked

her with some misgivings. Despite his

brother's place in show business, it was
a business foreign to the young physician.

They were reminiscing about it lastj

Father's Day. "I liked it," said Jim, "that

you seemed to have such a good time, just

playing and singing and talking. I didn't

feel that you had to be entertained. I be-

gan hoping it wasn't true what they said,

that movie stars live in a different world."

Through the next two years they dated

on and off—went dancing when they could,

since they both loved dancing, or just to

a movie. But Jim was busy establishing



his practice, while Ann flew off to Eng-
land on a picture commitment and to Ha-
waii and Alaska to entertain the troops.

Therefore long periods elapsed when they

didn't see each other at all, When they did,

it was on the same basis of friendship.

Till a summer's day in 1952. Friends in-

vited them down to Balboa for some deep-
sea fishing. Their friends described the

excitement of latching onto an albacore.

But before day's end, something more ex-

citing happened. Ann discovered that she

was deeply, truly and beyond any shadow
of a doubt, in love.

Aunt Cis had awakened her at 3:30. Jim
came knocking at 4. They took along a

picnic lunch of sandwiches and fried

chicken. Out on the boat it was wonder-
ful, the sky so tranquil, the air so sun-
drenched, the hours with Jim beside her

so perfect. Why the revelation should
have come that day rather than another
is one of love's mysteries. Ann only knows
that come it did, with some new and
poignant sweetness stirring between them
as their eyes met, quickening her pulses.

On the way home Jim held her hand.
Both were rather silent, though Ann's
frank to admit she kept hoping the man
would speak up. He didn't. Not in words,
anyway But for the first time he kissed

her good night. With a hug. It was enough,
she told her joyously beating heart. The
words could wait.

Not until almost Christmas time did Jim
venture to say them, and then only with
a spirited assist from his mother. At a

family party his eye caught a pretty neck-
lace worn by one of the guests, and his

thoughts were on a Christmas gift for

Ann. "Mom," he asked, "d'you think
she'd like something like that?"
Mrs. McNulty's a woman who minds

her own business but this was too much
and she gave it to him straight in her
rich Irish brogue. "Now, Jim, why don't

you stop all this foolin' around an' give

the girl a ring?"
The slow smile gathered, yet left his

face grave. "Suppose she doesn't want it?"

His mother eyed the son whom she once
called the tenderest of her children. "If

I were in your boots, lad," she said gently,

"I'd take the chance."
He carried the ring in his pocket for

a week, still incapable of shaping the
question that might bring him high hap-
piness or the end of hope. On the 18th he
helped Ann and her folks trim the tree

—

always an intimate family ritual. Maybe
the fact that he was drawn into it lent

him heart. The hour grew late. He took
leave of Aunt Cis and Uncle Pat. Ann
walked him to the door. They made a

date for a couple of evenings later. He
kissed her good night, started down the
path, paused and turned back, reaching
into his pocket. "I have something for

you, Ann. Will you wear it for me?"
The box was blue, the diamond beautiful,

the moment more so, as she threw her arms
around him and whispered, "Oh, Jim!"
The rest of the story's been too well and

recently covered for re-telling here. Ann
will carry with her forever the memory
of her wedding day in June. The honor
of having His Eminence, Cardinal Mcln-
tyre, marry them. The good feel of dear
Uncle Pat's arm as they went down
the aisle. The smile on Jim's face at the

altar as he stepped up to claim her. "Such
a sweet smile," she recalls. "So sweet that

apparently everyone noticed it."

With the birth of Timothy Patrick a year
later—her cup brimmed over.

Now they're waiting for the new baby

—

the new link in their precious little family
circle. Ask her how many links they hope
for, and her head goes back in laughter
delightful as Tim's. "Who am I to tell

the dear Lord His business? As many as

in His wisdom He chooses to send." END
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unlucky at love

"TWENTY-
FIVE

WORDS
OR
LESS..."

by Van Heflin

I sh

I'm a born contestant. Whenever I see a contest that starts off "I like movies

because . .
." and the contestant has to tear the top off a neighbor and send it

in, along with twenty-five words, I always want to enter. Unfortunately, I'm a

cinch to be disqualified since I make my living acting in movies. The judges

figure that's reason enough for anyone to like them.

But that's not why. I spent a great deal of my childhood being an avid fan

of serials. Every single Saturday I went to our local cinema palace and watched

the adventures of Scotty And The Scouts and other such educational films.

This single-minded devotion made me a movie expert who was absolutely

nonpareil on our block. Of course, the other kids were experts, too, but I was

better.

Now I've got thirty-six movies behind me and number thirty-seven,

Patterns, is about to be released. But my movie memories aren't about pictures

I've been in. No, mine concern other voices, other plots.

The best part of a serial was that you could see the spine-chilling end of

last week's episode over again to refresh our little minds. No one ever bothered

to tell producers of serials that kids sat in movies until their mothers dragged

them out. There was less chance of my forgetting what had, happened the

week before than there was of having the hero really run over by the Cannon-

ball Express. Just to be sure, I committed every word to memory. That way,

seeing the ends over wasn't a refresher, it was a pleasure.

El Brendel was my favorite serial comic. He said things like "Ay bane

hongry, Ay eat with yew?" And I can remember one vivid scene from Scotty

And The Scouts when an old bi-plane was taking off and Scotty's kidnaped

dog was aboard. Scotty, always prepared, raced across the field and leaped

onto the tail of the plane. That week I almost went crazy trying to figure

what would come of it all. On Saturday I got seven cents together (a little

ingenuity and two deposit bottles) and raced to the Drury Lane to see what

had happened. Well, you just don't fool with Scotty. He grabbed the tail and

was steering the plane and the kidnapers didn't dare shoot him. So, when they

ran out of gas, they landed and gave him his dog back. I can't remember

how he got home from there but he had tail-steering down pat and probably

fooled the dog with the same trick.

I'm sorry serials aren't what they used to be. Tim Tyler's Luck and Atlantis,

The Lost Continent are no longer seen on the silver screens. Instead they give

you Van Heflin playing a vice president and kissing the girl. I'm sorry for

all the kids but my children gotta eat, too.

(Continued from page 48) Leslie had al-
ways glowed and at first marriage in-
creased her aura of happiness. "To be

|

married," she told reporters ecstatically
after her honeymoon, "is the most won-

\

derful thing for a girl!

"My career? What is my career com-
pared to marriage? Geordie is now the !

most important thing in my life. He will
|

be the father of my children. Oh, we want
so many, eight, ten, twelve. Remember I

am French, and French women like large
families.

"Why, if Geordie asked it, I would give
up my career. If he says, 'We go to Minne-
sota,' then we go to Minnesota. Geordie is

my husband. I follow his direction."
But Geordie's direction led up a blind

alley, and Leslie walked straight into
tragedy. When misery came, she was un-

j

prepared to meet it. Nothing in her past
had taught her what to do when her
dreams disappeared, and when she and
Geordie lost touch, she was lost, utterly
bewildered.

So when she and Geordie knew they
were through, decided to separate, see
other people, Leslie did the only thing she
could. She fled. She - went home to the
only two things she still loved and trusted
—France and her career. She re-joined

|

Roland Petit's Ballets de Paris. Perhaps '

it was just a simple matter of being on the
|

rebound. Perhaps it was because, the world
of domesticity having let her down, she

j

deliberately chose the least domestic man
around. Perhaps it was because life just
wasn't complete without a love. Whatever
the reason, last year Leslie fell very much
in love with Roland Petit.

C he had known him for years. It was he
& who had given her a start when she was
fifteen, a Paris kid who wanted to dance
more than anything else in the world. Now
he gave her stardom as a ballerina, choreo-
graphing a ballet just for her. It was
called The Beautiful Widow, and with her
hair plastered dramatically about her fore-
head, Leslie danced it all over the world.
She and Petit, who traveled with the show,
were together much of the time. Leslie
began to smile again. She dated other
men, made the columns often, but only
with Roland did she look happy, animated.
"I want to lead the intense, artistic life,"

she wrote Geordie, believing it. "I don't
know what that is," Geordie said, and filed

for divorce. He charged mental cruelty
and Leslie did not contest the action. Col-
umnists reported that the divorce did not
seem to affect her appetite, nor her excite-
ment over being nominated for an Oscar
for Lili. When she failed to win it, when
Geordie blamed her for the failure of their

marriage, Leslie had someone to turn to.

But he was the wrong man.
Right from the beginning, her friends

knew it was no good. "Yes, Leslie fell in

love with Roland," one of them said then.

"She admires and respects and maybe
hero-worships him. They were together in

London, North Africa, New York, Wash-
ington, Monte Carlo. But the rub is that

Roland Petit is in love with another
dancer, Jeanmaire."
The friend was right. Only weeks later,

Roland Petit married Jeanmaire, and Les-
lie had lost again.

Very few people go through two such
experiences and come out sparkling. Leslie

couldn't. More and more she withdrew into

herself. She, who had always told every-

one who would listen of her joys and loves,

suddenly refused all interviews, was never
available to the press. When her contract

called her back to Hollywood, she went
with the greatest reluctance. Hollywood



was filled with memories, and Leslie had
no use for memories.
So she threw herself into her work. She

made The Glass Slipper with Michael
Wilding and couldn't help noticing how
differently Liz Taylor had reacted to her
first failure in love, when her marriage to

charming, wealthy young Nicky Hilton
went wrong. Elizabeth's second choice had
been a stable, adept, confident, slightly

older man, able to comfort her, take care

of her and provide her with the home and
family she wanted. Leslie had for her
comfort a one-room apartment. She paint-

ed it grey and white to match her mood,
and refused to date. "I get up early and
work too hard to be out late at night."

It was true that she worked hard. Fred
Astaire, himself almost indefatigable, mar-
veled at Leslie.

"I've never met anyone who was willing

to work harder," he said. "This girl has
got a wonderful sense of organization. She
listens very carefully as you outline the
routine. She won't dance until she's sure
she understands it. Then when she does,

she insists on perfection. She is a wonder-
ful girl and a marvelous dancer."
But as soon as she could, Leslie ran

away again. This time she went to Paris.

There she opened in Jean Renoir's play,

Orvet. "I'm not sad at all," she told friends,

shivering in her backstage dressing room.
No one believed her. The blue eyes were
dull, the once tousled hair sternly pulled

back from the drawn face.

A French newspaperman was asked how
his countrymen felt about Leslie.

"She is a strange girl," he said. "But that

is true of all ballet stars. They live in a
strange world, surrounded by men who
care more for dancing than for anything
else. Leslie, we feel, has been unlucky in

love. She is again in that in-between -stage
of getting over it."

"Then she is still in love with Roland
Petit," the American said.

The Frenchman smiled. "You have got

your Petits mixed up," he said. "I think
she is very fond of Robert Petit!"

Leslie had done it again.

Robert Petit is the manager of the Bal-
lets de Paris. Of late he has become its

producer. Throughout Leslie's romance
with Roland there had been rumors about
Robert—talk that he was Leslie's real love.

Just when she turned to Robert no one
really knew. But turn she did. At that

time, he had a lot in common with Leslie.

There was only one trouble. Robert Petit

already had a girl.

Her name was Lillian Montevecchi. Like
Leslie, she was a ballerina, a Roland Petit

discovery, a member of the troupe of the

Ballets de Paris, a girl who had danced
with Leslie many times. Like Leslie, she
was under contract to MGM. Unlike Leslie,

Lillian managed to keep her man.
She had to act to do it. When she heard

that a deep friendship was developing be-
tween Leslie and Robert, she got back to

Paris in a hurry. After all, hers was the
prior claim. Her return was a success. Im-
mediately, the usually affable Robert
started snapping at reporters who asked
him about Leslie. "That rumor is false!"

he would bark, refusing to be photo-
graphed or interviewed. Lillian and Robert
are to be married any time now.
And that leaves Leslie where? "It leaves

her," a Parisian friend relates, "without a

man. She sees Jeanmaire with Roland
Petit. She sees Robert with Lillian. She
thinks back over the days of her mar-
riage to Hormel and it is only natural that

she is sad. But she is young, attractive,

there will always be others."

The point is, which others? Leslie has
indeed been unlucky at love. But could it

be that she has made her own luck? Three
times she has loved the wrong man. Not
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OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
ENVELOPE ADDRESSING— Extra income projects. Brochure "$50

weekly possible"— free: MAXWELL, Dept. 85-9, Cleveland 14, 0.

GIVEN without lc cost to your Church or Group—new "Boils-

own-water" 48-cup Electric Coffee Urn. Just have 10 members

each sell only five bottles famous flavoring. No money needed,

ever. Write Anna Elizabeth Wade, 3082 Tyree St., Lynchbur g, Va.

FREE— BIG NEW WHOLESALE CATALOG! Up to 50% saving for

you, family, friends, on nationally-known gifts, jewelry, toys,

appliances, Christmas cards etc. Also make money selling part

tim e! Write: Evergreen Studios, Box 846-D, Chicago 42, III.

HOMEWORKERS— interested in addressing and mailing advertis-

ing postcards. You may earn $25 weekly spare time. We instruct

you—write HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS, Box 38, Dept. 6-9, Coshocton, 0.

BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—To $5 nr., demonstrating Famous

Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For free samples, de-

tails, write Studio Girl, Glendale, Calif., Dept. CC-105.

SEW our ready cut aprons at home, spare time. Easy, Profitable,

HANKY APRONS, Ft. Smith 2, Ark.

PROFITABLE HOME BUSINESS—Make fast-seller chenille monkey

trees. Literature free. VELVA, Bohemia 8, N. Y.
.

ENJOY EXTRA INCOME Sewing Ready Cut Felt Baby Shoes. De-

lails 3c. Thompson's, Loganville 22, Wis. '

EARN SPARE TIME Cash Mailing Advertising Literature. GLEN-

WAY,- 5713 Euclid, Cleveland 3, Ohio.

BUS INESJ^MONEY-MAKING OPPORTU NIT IES

"WHAT'S COOKING IN CONTESTS" A monthly contest magazine

of Tips, Hints, Research to help you win in all types of con-

tests. New $2000.00 contest now open to subscribers. One year

$3.00; four months $1.00; sample copy 25c. Robert Spence, Dept.

WG, 7352 Central A venue, St. Petersburg 7, J^lorirJa^

YOUR OWN WHOLESALE HOSIERY-UNDERWEAR BUSINESS pays

you up to 40% profit. No investment, no inventory. Sensational

new "Stretch" Nylons direct from Mill. Guaranteed runproof.

Offer Free-Trial pair. Catalog, money-making Plans Free. American

Mills, Dept. 472, Indianapolis 7.

BUSINESS KIT FREE! Post card puts you in business! Complete

line. Leather jackets, 160 Shoe Styles. New discoveries pay BIG

commissions. No investment. Send for FREE kit. MASON SHOE,

MC-110, Chippewa Falls, Wise.

WOMEN! Sew Ready-cut Neckties At Home. No experience neces-

sary. No Selling. No Machine needed. Details free. Neckwear

Supply, P. 0. Box 2066-W, Inglewood 4, California.

$35 WEEKLY ADDRESSING envelopes. Instructions $1. Refund-

able. Adservice, Spring Valley 47, New York.

$200 weekly cleaning Venetian Blinds. Free Book. Burtt, 2434BT,

Wichita 13, Kansas.

CASH: Spare time, making scented Orchids. Experience un-

necessary. Boycan Industries, Dept. 59, Palm Springs, Calif.

AGENTS WANTED
Wi.r you wear new suits and topcoats without one penny cost

and agree to show them to friends? You can make up to $30.00

a day even in spare time, without canvassing. Pioneer Tailoring

Co., Congress & Throop Sts.. Dept. H-1227, Chicago 7, Illinois.

ANYONE CAN SELL famous Hoover Uniforms for beauty shops,

waitresses, nurses, doctors, others. All popular miracle fabrics-

nylon, dacron, orlon. Exclusive styles, top quality. Big cash in-

come now, real future. Equipment free. Hoover, Dept. U-126,

New York 11, N. Y.

ADD TO FAMILY Income. Unlimited earnings. Work in spare time

demonstrating household plastics and toys. No canvassing or ex-

perience necessary. Halliday, 2-16 State Highway 5, Dept. A,

Palisades Park, N. J.
,

Amazing TALL-GLOW, KODACHROME Christmas Cards seli swiftly.

FREE Samples. $52.50 profit on 50 boxes easy! Many Cards, Sta-

tionery, Novelties. Profits to 100%, Gift Bonuses. Samples on

approval. Hurry—get sensational Mail Minder FREE. CREATIVE,
4401 Cermak, Dept. 523-B, Chica go 23.

60% PROFIT COSMETICS. $25 day up. Hire others. Samples, de-

tai Is, Studio Girl— Hollywood, Dept. CC-105a, Glendale, Calif.

MALE-FEMALE HELP WANTED

one was the man to give her what she
wants most—the home and family she has
dreamed of all her life. Geordie came
closest, giving her for a while at least the
illusion that her dream, had come true.

She had loved housekeeping. When she
first married Geordie they moved into a

small apartment in Laurel Canyon. They
paid $125 a month for it and Leslie did all

the cooking and the housework. Eventually
her in-laws sent Boots Shershing, a house-
keeper, to help out. It was nice to have
Boots there, leaving Leslie free to rest

after her movie chores. But she would
have been perfectly content without her.

French women like housework, she said.

But when the idyll was over, to whom
did she turn? Neither Roland nor Robert
Petit was the sort to provide Leslie with
a house to clean. Did the fact that Geordie
had disillusioned her about her perfect

love-nest mean that she must give up for-

ever her dream of a home?
French women are economical. During

her marriage Leslie saved money right

and left, building a family nest-egg. She
even made her own clothes, and did it

happily. "Heck," Geordie told her, "I'm

in debt to the tune of $40,000!" But Geordie
could afford to tease. He'd always known
great wealth. Leslie had lived through a

war and an occupation and had seen her
father lose his pharmacy, leaving them in

bitter poverty. But because her savings

could not save her marriage, must Leslie

feel that she should turn to that strange

world of dance in which money is lav-

ished freely upon luxuries, where material
things count so highly?

Shortly after their marriage dissolved,

real scandal broke over Geordie. He was
accused of taking dope and tried for the

EARN AT HOME with assignment we send. $20-$50 weekly pos-

sible. Other self employment offers listed. Free details: MAX-
WELL, Dept. 84-9, Cleveland 14, Ohio.

WOMEN— Earn up to $40 afternoons or evenings showing adult

and children's apparel in Homes. New Style Group Party Plan.

Free Outfit. Birginal Fashions, Bensenville 413, Il linois.

MAKE MONEY INTRODUCING World's cutest children's dresses.

Big selection, adorable styles. Low prices. Complete display free.

Rush name. Harford, Dept. P-4329, Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

HOME SEWERS WANTED! Earn extra cash making readi-cut ties,

experience unnecessary. No selling. We instruct. JUD-SAN, 518

E. 105, Dept. J- 15, Cleveland 8, Ohio.

$2.00 HOURLY possible doing light assembly work at home. Ex-

perience unnecessary. CROWN Industries, 7159-A Beverly Blvd.,

Los Angeles 36, Calif. .

HOME WORKERS. Make hand-made moccasins. Good pay. Experi-

ence unnecessary. California Handicrafts, Los Angeles 46, C alif.

EARN EXTRA MONEY Selling Advertising Book Matches. Free

sample kit furnishe d. MATCHCORP, Dept. EE-11, Chicago 32, III.

EDUCATION— INSTRUCTION
EASILY MAKE $65 WEEK as Practical Nurse. Learn quickly at

home. No high school necessary, no age limit. Write today for

free booklet, lessons. Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing,

72E105 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago, III.

COMPLETE HIGH SCHOOL at home in spare time with 58-year-old

school; texts furnished; diploma; no classes; booklet free. Write

American School, Dept. X797, Drexel at 58th, Chica go 37 , Illinois.

TRAIN FOR GOV'T JOBS! Men-Women 18-55. Qualify NOW! Grade

school education required. Get FREE 36-page book showing jobs,

salaries, sample tests, details of $10-a-month training program.

WRITE: Franklin Institute, De

p

t. F-40, Rochester, N. Y.

PERSONALS

Borrowing by Mail. Loans $50 to $600 to employed men and

women. Easy, quick. Completely confidential. No endorsers. Re-

pay in convenient monthly payments. Details free in plain enve-

lope. Give occupation. State Finance Co., 323 Securities Bldg.,

Dept. K-215, Omaha 2, Neb raska.

REAL ESTATE
LAND BARGAINS! TEXAS HOMESITE $5.00 Down! Full price $89.50

on easy terms. Big 500 square foot homesite at Bandera, Texas.

Heart of "Dude Ranch Country." Electricity, -telephone, schools,

churches. 1300 feet above sea level. Warm days and cool summer
nights make vacation paradise. Hunting, fishing, golfing, swim-

ming, horseback riding. Write for Free photographs and details.

Bandera Pass Ranch, Dept 232-C, Bandera, Texas.

offense. He was acquitted, but the names
of many of his friends became headline
news for weeks. He is home in Minnesota
now, under the watchful eye of his family,

forgetting the jazz career for which he
longed, and settling into a prepared niche
in their fabulous meat-packing business.

But because Geordie proved unstable does
not mean that Leslie should give up her
need for a stable man. Because a dream
goes awry one does not have to give up the

deam. But that is what Leslie has done.
Her first marriage having proved a fail-

ure, she seems to have given up the idea

of ever making another one work. She has
turned to men to whom her dream is for-

eign. The pendulum has swung too far.

Back in Hollywood for Gaby, Leslie is

dating again. This time he's Jack Larson,

a handsome, twenty-six-year-old actor

she has known since 1951. Oddly enough,
Roland Petit had originally introduced him
to Leslie, and before her marriage they

had dated. Now they have resumed their

relationship. They dine together, spend
much of their free time together. It was
Jack who motored with Leslie to Long
Beach to catch Judy Garland's show. He is

an actor, regularly appearing on the TV

Superman series. And he seems to care

very much for Miss Caron.
"Leslie is a wonderful girl," he has said.

"Sure, the years have changed her, made
her more sharp, more alert. But I'll do
anything to make her happy. She sure de-

serves a little happiness."

It sounds good. For Leslie's sake, we
hope that this time she chooses wisely.

Certainly one of Cinderella's gentleman
callers should turn out to be Prince

Charming—if only Cinderella learns to

recognize him when he rides by. END

U. S. SAVINGS BONDS

ARE DEFENSE BONDS

a good wife is hard to lose

I
(Continued jrom page 43) said softly. "I

J

wanted you to see it, Ellie."

Eleanor Powell, the most famous tap-

dancer of the decade, put her hand in his.

"It's a very nice little church."
"I love you very much, Ellie. I want you

to marry me. Will you?" The words tum-
bled quickly from the young actor's lips.

Ellie nodded. Glenn took her in his arms.

He kissed her long and hard. His fingers

traveled down to the right hand pocket

of his coat. He took out the engagement
ring and slipped it on Ellie's finger.

Glenn and Ellie are probably the only

Hollywood couple who were both engaged
and married in a church.

To glenn there has always been some-
thing holy about love and marriage. He

has never treated either very lightly. The
mistake he made a few years ago was to

take Ellie for granted.
This is no great crime. Married men do

it all the time. They get so accustomed
to having a wife answer the phone, take

the messages, lay out the clothes, do the

cleaning, pay the bills and look after the

children that they forget the small nice-

ties, the little private attentions every wife

must have.
In addition, Glenn was working an awful

lot overseas three years ago. At the time

there was a lull in Hollywood production,

and if an actor wanted work, it meant only

one thing: work in Italy, France, England
or some other foreign country.

Glenn did The Green Glove in Paris and
Time Bomb in London and White Tower
in Switzerland. And there was talk, all of

it unfounded, that the European sirens

were throwing themselves at him.

Ellie says now, "I didn't mind any of

the gossip. It's part and parcel of show
business. It's just that I was lonely with-

out him. I had our son Peter and Glenn's

mother to look after, and they kept me
company. But there's really no substitute

for a husband."
Friends say that when Glenn got home

and pretty much took for granted that

Ellie would be waiting for and on him as

usual, she blew her top. He, in turn, grew
sullen and moody. And it looked for a

while as if both parties were fed up.

But then Glenn signed a deal to make
The Americano in South America. This

time Ellie decided to go along. She and
Glenn and Peter, then nine, caught a

tramp boat at New Orleans.

When the boat pulled into Rio de Ja-

neiro there were signs on the pier,

"Welcome to Rio de Janiero, Eleanor

Powell. Rio greets Eleanor Powell."

Waterfront reporters rushed Mrs. Ford.

How long did she plan on staying? Did she

know that her pictures were still playing

all over South America? Did she realize

that she was still one of the most popular

Hollywood stars?

Ellie introduced Glenn Ford. "He's going

to star in a picture called The Americano,"

she explained. "He's my husband."
"How do you do, Senor Ford?" The

newsmen gave Glenn a quick brushoff.

They were interested in his wife, not him.

Glenn was more than a bit taken aback.

In Sao Paulo, the same thing happened.

On the beach at Copacabana this con-

centration on Ellie reached fantastic

heights. "Each morning," she recalls, "I

would go down to the beach with Peter to

catch a little sun.

"The very first day I was amazed when
a boy came over to where we were sitting.

He delivered a large bouquet of flowers.

Attached to it was a card. It read, 'You

have the most beautiful figure I have ever

seen. Is it possible for us to have a talk

together?' A few minutes later I received

more flowers. Then men began coming



over, began to make small talk, then seri-

ous talk. It was great for my ego."

Day after day Ellie was stopped by male
admirers on the streets of Rio. It made no
difference to them that she was a married
woman, that her son was with her. Some
of their propositions "were alarming, to

say the least. They told me not to worry
about Glenn, he could take care of him-
self."

Glenn could see what was happening.

A member of The Americano troupe re-

members. "The most amazing transforma-

tion came over the guy. He suddenly real-

ized that he had one of the most sexy,

beautiful, well-built wives in existence.

"Here were a thousand guys, many
wealthy and handsome, who'd give a right

arm for a date with Ellie. It came to Glenn
that in some corners of the globe his wife

was more famous, more desirable than
he. She was loaded with charm, person-
ality, tact, good looks and talent.

"Of course when Glenn married her, he
knew all that, but over the years a man
loses perspective where his old lady is con-
cerned. Ford certainly regained his.

"All of a sudden he became possessive.

Ellie belonged to him, and nobody was
moving in. He became more attentive,

more loving than I've seen him in years,

and I don't think he's stopped since."

U'llie's analysis is a bit different.
*-J "When Glenn married me," she points

out, "I was a fairly big star. As a matter
of fact I had been offered $40,000 for a
three-week appearance at the Music Hall
in New York. Instead of accepting the
money I went off with Glenn to La Jolla.

He had joined the Marines, and we rented
an apartment over a garage—it cost $60 a

month—and I did all the cleaning and
cooking. And that's how we spent the first

year. I retired from show business.
"Glenn didn't ask me to retire. But I'd

been in show business since I was fourteen.
And I learned one thing. No woman is wise
who dominates a marriage. The husband
has got to be the leader.

"When the war was over and Glenn
went back to pictures, he was not a top
star. He struggled and he worked hard.
And because he's a fine, sensitive artist

success for him was inevitable.

"As for me I was so happy when Peter
was born—it opened up a brand new vista

—I can hardly describe my feelings. Mar-
riage, however, is not all excitement. And
sooner or later things fall into a pattern.
A husband begins to regard his existence
as rather humdrum and boring. Where I

was once the glamorous dancer, I guess I

became 'just good old Ellie.'

"I am sure that Glenn has never stopped
loving me any more than I have stopped
loving him. The love we feel for each
other is deep and enduring. But like all

love it occasionally needs a shot in the
arm.

"Ours got one on that trip to South
America. After those Romeos down there
began making a play for me, Glenn sat
up and took notice. Today he won't take
any overseas jobs unless his family goes.
"The other saving grace in our marriage

has been religion. Anytime you bring
religion into a marriage you make it bet-
ter. The tv show that Glenn and I put on
each Sunday has brought more satis-
faction and mutual respect than any other
family project I can think of. Our son
Peter, for example, isn't impressed by
Glenn's standing as an actor. Doesn't mean
a thing to him. But the fact that his mother
teaches Sunday School and his parents
put the Sunday school class on television
—well, we've reached new highs in his es-
timation."

Eleanor Powell Ford started to teach a
Sunday School class for children at the

Beverly Hills Presbyterian Church in 1949.

"She came to us," says Reverend Sam
Allison, "with no fanfare, no fuss, no
bother. She's a girl who loves church
work and has that rare faculty of arousing
the interest of children. In six years I

don't think Ellie has missed a single class.

She and Glenn and Peter are persons who
give themselves and find pleasure in it."

About a year ago Reverend Clifton

Moore, who heads the local presbytery,
said to Ellie at a meeting, "Do you know
that there are thirty-five church programs
currently broadcast and telecast through-
out the nation? Practically all of them are
beamed at adults. What we need is a re-
ligious program for children, for young
people. I wonder if you'd be willing to

teach your class on television?"
Ellie thought for a moment.
"I'm extremely flattered, Reverend

Moore," she said. "But I don't think it

would work, not with me, anyway. You
see, I've been connected with show busi-
ness. So many people feel that show busi-
ness and regilion don't go hand-in-hand."
Reverend Moore insisted. "There are

just as many," he stated, "who think they
do. Won't you discuss it with Glenn?"
That night Ellie and Ford discussed the

project in their living room.
"I think it's a great idea," Glenn insisted.

"Will you help me if I go ahead with it?"

Ellie asked.

You know what Glenn's answer was.

'"Phey called the program Faith, Of Our
Children, and they broke it in on KRCA,

the key station of the NBC Pacific Coast
network. That was in November of last

year. This year the show is scheduled for

complete network presentation.

Glenn and Ellie do all the work, the
casting, writing and auditioning, together.

The program, a half-hour show, consists

of a choir, visual Bible aids, participating
children, and guest appearances by show
people and sports stars such as Jane Rus-
sell, Jeanette MacDonald, Ralph Edwards,
Bob Lemmon, Henry Armstrong and Bob
Richards. They talk about their religious
experiences, and the audience is enthralled.

Half of the children on the program are
replaced each week, and those auditioned
represent all the different faiths.

While the show is being telecast Glenn
usually stands in the wings or the control
room, occasionally supported by son Peter.

Glenn receives no pay for his work but
Ellie receives in accordance with union
regulations, $23.10 for each tv appearance.
What's left of her salary after taxes goes
into the fuel fund to transport the children
from the church to the TV station.

A friend of Glenn's says, "I honestly be-
lieve that Ford gets a bigger bang out of

that kid tv show than any picture he's

been in. Of course he won't say that. But
his enthusiasm for the program and his

admiration of Ellie—you can read them in

his eyes. This guy is so proud of his wife
he's going to bust wide open one of these
days."

When I checked this with Glenn, he
grinned in agreement.

"She's an altogether wonderful woman,
wife and mother."
As for Ellie, now that she's on tv, she's

been bombarded with more show-business
offers than ever.

Only a few weeks ago she was offered

$10,000 a week for a series of personal ap-
pearances.

"I'm very sorry," she politely told the
booking agent. "There's not enough money
in the world to make me give up my
church work or to leave my husband and
son—not even for a little while."

That's how great things are over at the
Glenn Ford homestead these days. end

Discouragfe
those

Blackheads!
Just don't let small blackheads
de-glamorize your skin! Now—use

this special greaseless treatment for

clearing away these blackheads. It's

recommended by leading skin doc-

tors. It's quick. It's effective.

Every night and morning, after

you wash your face— gently smooth
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gabie elopes

(Continued from page 32) something?"
Kay demanded.
"Level with me, Kay."
"I'm leveling with you," the blonde

beauty said flatly. "I really am. Look at

my arm." She held up a well-formed limb.
"Full of holes. I've been taking shots, all

kinds of shots for typhoid, cholera, yel-
low fever. I'm going on that junket to

Istanbul. You know, the opening of the
new Hilton hotel."

"Gable going with you? Maybe on a
honeymoon?"
Kay Williams shook her head. "You

must be sick, boy."

'"Phat was the official line the lovers

took. They were "just friends, old, old

friends." By the time Clark got back from
Mexico, Kay would be off in Turkey. And
probably it would have happened that

way. Only when Gable flew up from Du-
rango he had marriage on his mind.
He had spent a lot of time with Kay in

Palm Springs before taking off for The
Tall Men location. They had played golf

together, visited old friends.

In Durango, Gable missed his "old, old

friend" acutely. He refused to date any of

the dozen Mexican beauties who made a
play for him night after night.

Instead he spent his spare time and a

small fortune gabbing with Kay on the

long-distance phone. When the location

work was over, the King flew up to Los
Angeles where Kay, dutiful and pleasant

as ever, was waiting at the airport.

That same night, out at Gable's Encino
estate, he proposed.

"After this picture is over," he recalls

saying, "why don't we get married?"
Kay smiled from ear to ear. "That might

not be a bad idea," she agreed.
They kissed in the garden. And that's

how Clark Gable proposed. Short, sweet
and simple.

"Actually," he now admits, "I had it on
my mind for about a year. I knew for a
year that I'd marry her. But I was just

stalling, just waiting for the right time."

Once gable popped the question, Kay
stopped taking shots for the Istanbul

junket. The plane-load of stars and celeb-

rities and correspondents took off for

Turkey without the thirty-seven-year-old
Kay aboard. That was the tipoff.

But Clark is an old hand at marriage,
and he wanted this one pulled off in com-
plete privacy. So he phoned his best friend,

Al Menasco, up in Northern California.

Gable told Menasco to scout around
western Nevada "for some quiet place
where we can get married."
A few days later Al was back with the

vital information. Minden, Nevada, he re-
ported, forty-five miles south of Reno, was
a likely spot. There was a courthouse in

Minden where Gable could get a marriage
license very quickly, then scoot over to

a nearby justice of the peace.
Gable talked it over with his bride-to-

be. She said that she'd like to have her
sister along as a witness, Mrs. Elizabeth
Messer of Beverly Hills.

Clark agreed happily. He just didn't

want to make a three-ring circus out of

the ceremony with reporters, photograph-
ers and newsreel cameramen following
them all over two states. Gable has always
been a man for quiet elopements.
"We finally decided," he says, "that we

would drive up to Gardinerville—Kay,
myself and her sister—and rendezvous
with Mr. and Mrs. Menasco under a large
grove of cottonwood trees. Then we
planned to drive down to Minden for the

90 wedding. Everything came off according to

plan. We got the license, popped in on
this justice of the peace and went through
the ceremony."

It was a two-ring ceremony. As a result

Gable now wears a gold band on the

little finger of his left hand. He hurt the

knuckle of his ring finger in an accident

and just as soon as it gets better "I plan

to move the ring over." Following the wed-
ding the newlyweds chartered a private

plane piloted by Caesar Bertagna and flew

to Menasco's ranch, named Top Of The
Mountain, in St. Helena, California.

"This pilot Bertagna," Gable affirms, "is

a peach of a fellow. He was the only out-

side man who knew where we were
honeymooning. If he wanted he could've

spilled the beans. He didn't. If you ever
want to elope, ever need a plane, don't

forget his name, Caesar Bertagna."
The honeymoon lasted ten days. Then

the Gables came home to their twenty-
acre Encino estate and Kay's two children,

Adolph, six, and Joan, four. There were
dozens of congratulatory telegrams await-
ing them. But what thrilled Kay the most
was "the welcome feeling, the feeling of

acceptance I got from all his friends."

Hollywood ordinarily regards marriage
with a jaded and sophisticated eye, but in

this case the film colony is convinced that

Kay is right for Clark.

They have known each other for at least

a dozen years. They met at MGM when
Gable signed up for the Air Force during
World War II, and they have been con-
stant friends since Clark's divorce from
Lady Sylvia Ashley.
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Intimates of Clark's once said that Gable
would "lay off marriage because he is

afraid of being taken to the cleaners." But
Kay is wealthy in her own right as a

result of her various divorce settlements.

She has been married three times, to

Charles Capps, Martin Unzue (known as

Macoco) and Adolph Spreckels, the sugar
heir. Unzue, the Argentine cattle king, has
long been known as one of the most lavish

spenders in the international set. How
much he lavished on the blue-eyed, shape-
ly blonde in their eleven months of mar-
riage, no one knows. But it was a consid-

erable fortune. At one time Macoco sued
Kay for the return of his extravagant gifts

while they were married. Subsequently
the suit was called off, and Kay got her

divorce.

Two years later in September, 1945, she
became the fifth wife of Adolph Spreck-

els, who fathered her two children, and
showered her with stocks, bonds and
jewelry. Subsequently, however, he beat

her mercilessly, and was jailed for it.

The only thing Kay wants, so she says,

is to make Gable a good wife. And there

is no one who doubts her word. She
landed Clark by insisting that all she

wanted from him was friendship on what-
ever terms he cared to give it.

Because she wanted nothing from himj

and proved it, Gable fell for Kay. In-

her presence he felt relaxed, at ease, al-l

ways amused. She has the knack of han-
dling him cheerfully, without his noticing

that he was being handled at all.

For example, after they came back tof

the ranch, she suggested a possible press!

conference to Clark. Now, Gable hates to!
1

answer personal questions. They always
embarrass him. As a rule he shies awayj
from all but a few reporters. Finally hej

agreed to talk to three or four re->

porters from the wire services. Soon the1

television network asked if they might-

cover it, too.

Gable has never appeared on any tv

show, and he's wary of the medium. Came'
the day of the press conference, however; 1

and the tv cameramen were parked out-f

side his estate. They sent a messagei 1

Couldn't they come in?

Kay looked at Clark. "You're not going

to keep those guys out there in that hot

sun," she said good-naturedly. "Not you.';>

Gable grinned. "Of course not. Let 'em

all in." .

Clark beamed with pride as Kay wise-

cracked with the newsmen. "Every time }

pick up a newspaper," she began, "I reacj)

that I'm good for Clark because I'm suctf

an outdoor girl. Maybe we should pitcrf

a tent and move outside with bed rolls;

That's a great way of beginning a mar-*

riage." f

"Tell me," a girl reporter asked, "how
did you manage to win your husband?" «

"In a crap game," Kay muttered beneath
her breath.

"I beg your pardon?" r

Gable interrupted politely. "I popped the

question a few months ago."

"We understand your wife is a very"

good cook."
"Sure," Gable nodded. "She makes very

good soup, also very good cole slaw, thejJ

kind the Pennsylvania Dutch make."
"That's true," the new Mrs. Gable!']

chimed in. "But I always put in too much-

vermouth. That's when I'm making a mar-s

tini," she quickly added. "I sure make?

lousy martinis."

Kay williams gable bubbles over with ar? 1

irrepressible sense of humor. SheV
witty and trigger-sharp but she neve;

presses, never pretends.

Hedda Hopper, a few weeks after the

marriage, rang her up one afternoon

"Well, dearie," she began. "Tell me, ho-wj1

did you propose to Clark?"

Kay answered forthrightly. "You've gojj

that twisted, Hedda. He proposed to me'

I've never proposed to a man in my life.'.

About her children and their step-j;

father Kay is equally frank. She realizes?

that for the first time in his life Clark

will be living with two children. r

"It will call for adjustments on all sides,'

she explains. "But basically what county

is that the children adore him, and Clark;

feels the same way about them. We plar

to add on a couple of rooms for them. We'

also want to find a school out here. We
(

want them close. Clark has been nuts

about kids, and I know that I'm going tc

have a job in keeping him from spoiling

ours. He's a man who loves to ride anc

hunt and fish. And you can imagine wha;

that means to a pair of youngsters."

When I asked Gable how he felt get-!

ting a ready-made family via marriage^

he smiled and his blue eyes shone brightly

"You just write," he said, "that Clarlr

Gable is one lucky son-of-a-gun."
J

With children to enrich it, Clark Gable's^

fifth marriage will undoubtedly be his,

last. The Gable ranch house, empty sc^

long, is now alive with the voices of the.

young. Where once he owned a housej

Gable now has a home. ENi



the jack lemmons

(Continued from page 59) Jack is just an-
other guy hefting lettuce instead of lotus
blossoms, carrying a carton of Cokes in-
stead of a case of champagne, patiently
waiting his turn behind you at the check-
ing counter.
Even people who are impressed by stars

find it difficult to think of Jack as one. As
Cindy tells it: "This girl I went to school
with came down from Santa Barbara with
her husband—she's a close friend of mine
—and we gave them the full treatment.
Ciro's, the Mocambo, everything. She was
terribly disappointed, though, because
there didn't seem to be any movie stars
out that night. After she remarked a few
times that here she was in Hollywood and
not a single star in sight, I leaned over and
said, 'Dear, you're with one.'
"She recovered fast enough afterward,

but when she asked, 'I am?' she was only
half-kidding."

T~Jespite his everyday manner, Jack Lem-
-L' mon is a major talent. He can sing,
dance, play a straight role, pie-in-the-face
or hearts and flowers flawlessly. And has
done so on stage, screen, television and
radio. Negotiations are underway for him
to direct a major tv presentation next
season. In New York Jack produced three
tv series co-starring with his bride-to-be.
"Those were the days!" he says as if

they were fifty years past instead of five.

"We had one camera and, most of the
time, two characters: Cindy and me. That
was the show. If there was too much
action, we'd lose the camera—and maybe
you don't think it's hard to sustain pace
with just a couple of people talking for
ten or twelve minutes. But we did it and
we must have been all right; we made a
lot of money out of it."

It's typical of Jack that though there
were some times in New York he had to
scratch for an existence, he couldn't see
asking the family for help. "No, I did
borrow five or ten dollars a couple of
times," he admits, "but I paid it all back-
including the original investment." (Lem-
mon, Sr. staked his Harvard-bred, stage-
struck son to $300.)
While making the professional rounds

in Manhattan, he met a fine young actress
named Cynthia Stone. She is tall, too
thin, a true blonde with clear blue eyes,
clear tanned skin and impossibly perfect
white teeth. When she first encountered
Jack Lemmon, she was engaged to a Har-
vard law student.

"I did not break up their romance,"
Jack insists blandly. "Maybe I had an
advantage because Cindy was interested
in the theatre and I was the only actor
she knew." He grins. "I just gave it a little

nudge."
Cindy's version, related when Jack is

elsewhere, does less fiddling with the
facts. "Well, we were planning to be
married, even though the engagement
wasn't official yet. But, from the first time
I met Jack, I knew it wouldn't be right
for me to marry anyone else when he
attracted me so much. Not that I let him
know it at the start, since he didn't even
give me a tumble—but I had to do some
quick revising of my plans."

Sporting fellow that he is, Jack has
enormous admiration for his erstwhile
rival, chiefly because the guy had imag-
ination. The night that he and Cynthia
opened in an off-Broadway but nonetheless
legitimate production, Jack walked his
leading lady home. And in front of her
apartment building they found a titillated
crowd gathered about a gentleman who
wore a sandwich board proclaiming in
large black print the beauty and superb

talents of one Cynthia Stone. He had been
hired by the law student.
Cindy, who had hoped that her serious

dramatic aspirations were impressing the
handsome actor with the thick, dark eye-
lashes and the impudent grin, dissolved
into tears of embarrassment. Jack howled.
"Not only that," he'll tell you admir-

ingly, "he was going to hire a sky writer,
too, except that Cindy said she'd never
speak to him again if he did."

Chortly thereafter Jack gave Cynthia
^ that earth-moving tumble for which
she yearned. They did exactly what you
would expect of two well-brought-up
youngsters; they bided their time until
they could go back to her home in Peoria,
Illinois, to be married on May 7, 1950. It

was like them to have a proper wedding,
chapter and verse, rather than a hasty
civil ceremony performed by a justice of
the peace. They still go back to Peoria to
celebrate Christmas every year. Nice and
normal. Besides they miss the snow.

"I remember," Cynthia says nostalgically.
"You're walking at night in New York
either because you can't find a cab or can't
afford one and it's winter, so cold that you
almost can't stand it. There isn't' anything
more wonderful than turning in at the old
brownstone house where you live, run-
ning upstairs, and putting a match to the
logs in the fireplace. Or driving to Long
Island or Connecticut on a clear, nippy
day when the colors of the leaves make
your throat ache. Or, after a bad winter,
waking up on one of those spring days
that only happen to Manhattan—crisp,
clean, brilliant and, well, just exciting. It

can't be explained; it's something you
have to feel."

But the Lemmons aren't about to swap
the warmth and friendliness of California
for nostalgia. This is home now. "We
love it and, besides, it's perfect for Chris.
Where else could a baby be outside
practically all day?"
Master Christopher grows so rapidly

that Jack cautions Cindy. "Don't antag-
onize him, honey. He might turn on us."
He wouldn't, of course, being a nice little

guy who retires at seven in the evening
and doesn't assert himself again until
seven the next morning. And has followed
this highly desirable schedule since he
was six months old. "We didn't do it," his
parents concede. "When he came home
from the hospital, he had a nurse who
allowed no one in Christopher's room
after he went to bed. It seemed severe at
the time, but she was the best thing that
ever happened to us. We, being new par-
ents, would have heard him stir and leapt
up saying, 'He's awake! Get him up,
change him, feed him, do something!'
Since he was trained from birth not to
expect all that attention, he entertains
himself. If he wakes up during the night,
he sings, laughs, talks to himself, plays
with his toes until he falls asleep again.
It's as simple as that."

The routine of the Lemmons' daily life

revolves pretty much around Chris, as
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could be expected. Most important of all,

the family has breakfast together every
morning—a big one, too. Jack eats because
he works so hard during a day's shooting.

Cindy eats like a trencherman because
she would otherwise disappear into thin
air. But Chrix is privileged to throw his

food on the floor at such an early hour
because it's his only chance to be with his

father. He has retired for the night by the
time Jack comes home from the studio,

so breakfast is a big deal.

Now that Chris is a year and a half old,

Cindy plans to resume her acting career
but says, "I'll make my appointments and
read for parts in the morning whenever
it's possible; I want to be home by two or

two-thirty if I can. That's when Chris is

getting up from his nap. I like to have
those hours with him, and I try to give
Impi every afternoon off because she's so

wonderful about the rest of the time."

Impi is the fourth talent in the Lemmon
household, and you'd meet a shotgun head
on if you tried to lure her away. "She's
fantastic," Jack said recently. "Nobody
ever tells her to do anything and nobody
can figure out when she sleeps. If you
get up at six o'clock in the morning, you
find the kitchen stove in sections on the

floor: Impi's cleaning it. If you get up for

a drink of water at midnight, Impi is

doing something to the silver. As for

Chris, he loves her so much that w« might
as well not be around."

Like most geniuses, Impi is not without
foibles. She runs like a deer at the sight

of strangers and has an aversion to tele-

phones that borders on a compulsion.
Jack is making headway in overcoming
this latter bit—but not very much. A few
weeks ago, when the phone rang and
Impi pretended that this hateful thing had
never happened, Jack remained seated,

asking gently, "Impi, would you answer
the phone, please?"

Her dark, almond eyes were momen-
tarily imploring, then Impi drew a deep
breath and picked up the instrument.
"Lemmon residence. Please call back
later," she said, hanging up before he
could stop her.

She's scrupulous about their other needs.

Jack is still a little keyed-up when he gets

home at night, and it's Cindy's custom to

relax him with a leisurely cocktail and an
hour or so of civilized conversation be-
fore they dine. This means that they will

not sit down to dinner until eight-thirty

or nine, but almost as often as Cindy says

she will serve them herself, Impi is there.

She'd rather do it herself.

On such an evening the Lemmons watch
tv for a while after dinner, always with
one eye on the clock if Jack has an early

studio call. Even when he isn't working,
they aren't much for living it up in the

Hollywood sense. They like to go to the

neighborhood movies; they enjoy having
small groups of friends over for one of

Jack's barbeque specialties or Cindy's
mouth-watering spaghetti, after which,

believe it or not, they practice the lost art

of conversation.
Cindy has been trying to teach her

boy to play bridge, but one of them is

hopeless. "I know he'd be a sensational

player because he has such natural card

sense," she says. "In New York we used
to play canasta with another couple every
Saturday night because we were too poor
to go out anywhere, and Jack was terrific

. at that. But bridge is so hard to explain.

'Yes, dear, I know you did that last hand
and it was right, but you shouldn't have
done it this hand.' He's perfectly reason-
able; he just asks why not, and I'm lost."

When they really have some free time,

like a week, Cindy and Jack slip into the

92 station wagon and take off with a mini-

mum of fuss. Last time they went up into

the High Sierras on a fishing trip, leaving

Chris in the capable custody of Impi.

On the afternoon before, Jack came
ambling through the house to find Cindy
sitting on the study floor in a pair of

crazy pants, surrounded by oddments of

one kind or another. "Hi," she greeted

him. "I have news for you, sweetie. We
aren't having guests for dinner, after all."

"Oh? Why not?"
"I called and told them not to come."
"But, honey," Jack said mildly, "You've

already made all that spaghetti. Why
won't you let them come?"

"Well, you said you wanted to get an
early start in the morning, and there's

all this to sort out," Cindy gestured at the

litter of boots, fishing gear and whatnot.

"Oh, sure. But we can go to the moom
pitchers after dinner, can't we?" Reas-
sured on that score, he went about his

business. If Cindy wanted to invite people

for dinner, that was swell. If she wanted
to disinvite them afterward, that was
perfectly okay, too. Jack's a happy man.
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not given to worrying about women and
their whims of iron.

But, about that trip his eyes fairly

sparkle with enthusiasm. "Man, if this

isn't it! See, you make arrangements with
this packing company; you bring your
own groceries and equipment, then they
supply you with all the essential things

you left at home. They put you on horses,

load your stuff on a couple of mules and
take you up to some spot that's absolutely

inaccessible any other way. After they
pack you in, they leave, guides and
animals. You're on your own until what-
ever date you told them to come back for

you. We had five days there."

"You mean you can't get back and
there's no means of communication?"
asked the studio representative to whom
Jack was relating his tale of adventure.

"Nope."
"But suppose a snake bit you?"
Jack thought it over. "Perfectly all

right," he said, "they'd come up after my
remains four days later."

Happily, they didn't encounter any
snakes. "But I got claustrophobia," Cindy
admitted in an unusually small voice.

"Top that one if you can," invited Jack,

shaking his head. "We're so high up in

the mountains that there isn't a building

for miles around, and my wife gets

claustrophobia!"

Cindy came to grief because of an Alas-
i

kan pup tent, in which there is barely

room to sleep two people. Since she is

quite tall and Jack is a lot of man, they

were really wedged in. "Everything

seemed all right until I turned over," she

said. "Then there was the tent against my
nose and right over my head, the ground
underneath me, and Jack like a rock at

my back. I was suddenly terrified; I felt

that I couldn't breathe, couldn't move,

that I'd die if I didnt get out."

Feverishly she clawed at the small

opening of the tent, and by the time she

did find it, she was so badly panicked that

getting her head and shoulders out wasn't

enough for her. She had to be free of that

tent.

She stood in the open a long moment,
shivering, sweating, panting, before the

sleepy head of the man she had promised

to love, honor and cherish emerged from

the tent and his sleepy voice asked what
was up.
"When she told me, I thought that the

altitude had affected my hearing," Jack

said, giving himself a demonstrative belt

on the head. "Claustrophobia!"

He disappeared within the tent once

more, and the grateful Cindy thought he
had gone to fetch ner a blanket. "Not my
man! He put on his own pea coat and

came back to ask me what this was all

about."
"Well, Cindy, it was about a thousand

degrees below zero, and I didn't want to

catch cold. After all, I do have to sing in

It Happened One Night."

What it was all about was exactly what
she had said, claustrophobia, and no
amount of persuasion was going to get

Cynthia back in that tent. After a time

Jack gave up and brought her sleeping

bag outside. When he wormed his way
into the tent a second time, Cindy assumed

that he had gone after his own sleeping

bag but he hadn't. Jack had simply gone

back to bed.
"Warmer in there,", he pointed out. But

he couldn't sleep, thinking of Cindy lying

outside by herself, so he hauled his sleep-

ing bag out and, without a word, lay down
beside her.
Cindy was feeling a little foolish and

largely apologetic. "Jack, I'm sorry."

No answer.
"Jack, it never happened before. You

know it didn't."

Practically tearful, Cindy turned her

head to look at him. Jack was sleeping

like a baby.
They don't tell you how the grandeur

of the Sierras moved them to awe—that

might sound phony. They don't say how
wonderful it was to lie under the stars,

talking about the things that matter—that

would be too personal. They don't even

tell you how many fish they caught, be-

cause there were so many that that might
seem boastful. They tell instead about the

problems.
Jack says. "We came back to find a

little stranger in the house. Before we
went away Chris and I had a great father-

and-son relationship going. We were Pals.

Now he's in that total-independence

phase. We got home, I rushed in with out-

stretched arms, at which time Chris said,

'Glub gluow,' and staggered off to keep
an appointment with two other guys."

Wanting a better topic of conversation,

Jack might even tell you about the tribu-

lations Impi had with Duffy while they

were gone. Duffy is the fifth and last

member of the family, a pooch, and her

outstanding talent is for doing the wrong
thing at the wrong time.

But anybody who's spent a day at the

Lemmons' can read between the problems

to see that Jack, Cindy and Chris haven't

really got a worry in the world. END
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FASHION FROCKS inc.

Dept. T-4054 • Cincinnati 25, Ohio

In Canada, North American Fashion
Frocks, Ltd.

2163 Parthenais, Dept. T-4054
Montreal, P.Q.

HERE'S

FOR YOU!
Make all the extra money
you want in spare time.

Take orders for beautiful

Fashion Frocks—low as

$3.98 each. Over 100 dif-

ferent styles, colors, fabrics.

We furnish fabric samples.

You risk nothing. Absolutely

no experience needed. Try

it—mail coupon below.

PASTE COUPON ON POSTCARD— Mail Today!

FASHION FROCKS, INC.

Dept. T-4054, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

Send me fabric samples and everything I need to make

money in spare time. No obligation— everything furnished.

Name. -Age_

Address_

City & Zone _State_

If you live in Canada, mail fhis coupon to
North American Fashion Frocks, Ltd., 2163 Parthenais, Montreal, P.Q.
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WINSTON is the cigarette selected by Capital Air-

lines to serve passengers aboard the new Viscount.

inston changed America's mind about filter

smoking! This cigarette gives you real tobacco

flavor — the full, rich flavor real smokers want.

You know what they say: "Winston tastes good
— like a cigarette should!"

Winston also brings you an exclusive filter that

really does the job. It filters so effectively that the

flavor really comes through to you — smoothly
and easily. Have fun — have a Winston

!

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., WINSTON-SALEM, N . C.

WINSTON
tie zaAij-ckawiMci jU&e/i ciqcwettt !
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at last! A LIQUID SHAMPOO
ha s EXTRA RICH I

ITS LIQU I D

It's marvelous!— with radiant beauty in every drop— exciting,

new Liquid Prell! It's extra-rich— that's why it leaves your hair

looking so 'Radiantly Alive' . . . feeling so angelically soft . . .

behaving so beautifully! You'll love Liquid Prell and its unique,

extra-rich formula that bursts instantly into mounds of richer,

more elective lather. Try it today!

4

i

JUST POUR IT...and you'll see the glorious difference!

Never too thin and watery bice some liquid shampoos . .

.

never too thick with a "filming" ingredient that dulls hair

like others. Extra-Rich Liquid Prell has just the right

consistency—it won't run and it never leaves a dulling film!

PRELL

—

the Radiant Shampoo
now available 2 ways:

There's the exciting, new
extra-rich liquid in the hand-

some, easy-grip bottle!

And, of course, children and
grownups alike love famous
Prell in the handy tube!

Won't spill, drip, or break.

So economical, too — ounce

for ounce it goes further!

CREATED BY PROCTER A GAN6LE



She had adored him from their

first meeting and he seemed no less

attracted to her. But, recently, his

desire turned to indifference, and
tonight there was a suggestion of a

sneer on his lips as he wormed out
of two dates they had planned later

in the week. She was losing him . . .

and she knew it. But, for what reason

she hadn't the remotest idea.

What she didn't realize was that

you may have good looks, nice

clothes, a wonderful personality, but

they'll get you nowhere if you're

guilty ofhalitosis (unpleasant breath)

.

No tooth paste kills germs

like this . . . instantly

Listerine Antiseptic does for you
what no tooth paste does. Listerine

instantly kills germs, by millions—
stops bad breath instantly, and
usually for hours on end.

Far and away the most common
cause of bad breath is germs. You
see, germs cause fermentation of
proteins, which are always present in

the mouth. And research shows that

your breath stays sweeter longer, the more

you reduce germs in the mouth.

Tooth paste with the aid of a tooth

brush is an effective method of oral

hygiene. But no tooth paste gives

you the proven Listerine Antiseptic

method—banishing bad breath with

super-efficient germ-killing action.

Listerine Antiseptic clinically proved

four times better than tooth paste

Is it any wonder Listerine Antiseptic

in recent clinical tests averaged at

least four times more effective in

stopping bad breath odors than the

chlorophyll products or tooth pastes

it was tested against? With proof like

this, it's easy to see why Listerine

belongs in yourhome. Every morning
. . . every night . . . be-

fore every date, make it 1

a habit to use Listerine,

(he most widely used I

antiseptic in the world,
j

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC STOPS BAD BREATH
4 times better than any tooth paste



THE GOOD NEWS

1AVELS!

Women in more than 70
countries use Tampax

In such far-flung places as Suez and Ma-
dagascar, and right here in the United

States, the story about Tampax is the

same. One woman tells another!

In fact, internal sanitary protection is

the only kind of sanitary protection that

has any real advantages to talk about!

It's both invisible and unfelt when in

place. It does away with the cumber-

some, uncomfortable belt-pin-pad har-

ness—does away with chafing and irrita-

tion, too. It prevents |odor from

forming. It eliminates disposal

problems. It's |so protective in

such a natural, normal way
that you keep right on wearing

it while you take your shower

or tub. Even its smallness is an advan-

tage; it's easy to carry "extras" with you.

Is it any wonder that the use of Tam-

pax has grown steadily, year after year,

as more and more women find out about

this modern protection? Don't delay try-

ing it yourself a single month longer—

for the only way you can appreciate the

freedom it gives you is to try it! Choice

of3 absorbencies at drug or notion count-

ers (Regular, Super, Junior). Tampax In-

corporated, Palmer, Mass.
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Overwhelming the vZINBMaSmSOPc screen
WITH ADVENTURE AND VILLAINY, ROMANCE AND
HEROISM! A SIR WALTER SCOTT STORY FROM M-G-M,

PRODUCERS OF "IVANHOE"-AND TWICE AS THRILLING!

starring in Cinemascope and in color

ROBERT TAYLORkay kendallrobert morley
SCREENPLAY BY punTnro.ourn ill

DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY

ROBERT ARDREY • georgVfroeschel • EASTMAN COLOR * RICHARD THORPE • PANDRO S. BERMAN •



Theproblem

every woman

faces

There's a certain kind of body odor

that perfumes can't conceal, deodorants

can't help. Because of its embarrassing

nature, women won't even talk about it

among themselves. Therefore many girls

grow up in complete ignorance of the

need for douching—and the particular

need for a special kind of douching.

The wise, the informed, have already

found in "Lysol" the right answer to

this problem. For "Lysol" kills odor-

producing bacteria rapidly, on contact.

Just a teaspoonful added to the douche

water both cleanses and deodorizes—

gives you long-lasting daintiness. Yet the

new improved "Lysol" is bland and
harmless to feminine tissues. Actually,

its antiseptic action is beneficial as well

as gentle. And it spreads into each fold

and crevice to give you complete assur-

ance of personal cleanliness.

There are, of course, especially impor-

tant times to use "Lysol" brand disin-

fectant. Married women naturally use

more. But every woman faces the prob-

lem of "waning days," of extra secretions,

of times when it just seems sensible and

right to use it.

And don't ignore that feeling. Don't

risk being guilty of "embarrassing odor."

Not when "Lysol" is

so gentle, so effective,

so available, so easy!

. . . Write for free

booklet on medically-

approved methods of

douching. ( Sent in

plain envelope.) Send
name and address to

"Lysol," Bloomfield,

N.
J.,

Dept. DM-5511 •

Brand Disinfectant

Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,
8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting
letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.

Q: Can you tell me whatever happened
to Montgomery Clift? Where is he, and
will he ever make another movie?

—H.F., Henderson, Ky.

A: Clift has been touring Europe with
singer Libby Holman, returns shortly

to star in Sons And Lovers.

Q: Is it true that Edmund Purdom is

unbearable, that he tried to direct Linda
Christian in a picture, that he will

marry her? —E.L., Los Angeles, Cal.

A: Purdom is highly opinionated, ran
into trouble in Barcelona where, on a
film, he tried to tell Miss Christian how
to play a love scene. Linda claims she

has no marriage plans.

<?: I read that the late Suzan Ball's

medical bills came to $72,000. Who
paid them ? —V.Y., Chicago, III.

A: Universal-International Pictures.

(?: Recently I dialed a phone number
in this city and listened to a voice that

claimed to be Jimmy Stewart. Was it

really Stewart ? —C.L., New York City

A: Yes, Stewart has been making re-

cordings requesting the public to see his

latest picture. When you dialed the

phone number you heard the recording.

Q: Can you tell me how Tyrone Power
can afford to pay his first wife Anna-
bella $87,000 a year in alimony and
his second wife Linda Christian $50,000

a year? —D.O., Boston, Mass.

A: Annabella has agreed to a reduction

in payments and Linda gets only

$15,000 a year.

Q: Is the Frank Sinatra-Anita Ekberg
love affair the real thing? Will it last?

—E.E., Miami, Fla.

A: It seems to be cooling.

Q: Does Olivia De Havilland really

wear her husband's ties around her

head—you know, as bandannas?
—S.W., San Jose, Cal.

A: Yes.

Q: I've been told that Jimmy Dean and
director George Stevens fought all

through the filming of Giant. If this is

true, why? —H.F., Dallas, Texas

A: Dean is temperamental.

Q: The Judy Garland personal appear-
ance tour, the Eddie Fisher personal

appearance tour, the Martin and Lewis
personal appearance tour—I under-
stand that all of these summer tours

were financial flops. How come?
—B.T., Memphis, Tenn.

A: Promoters claim the guarantee to

the stars is too high, which means seat

prices are too high, which means the

public doesn't attend—especially when
it can see these people perform pretty

nearly the same act on television for

nothing.

Q: What is the connection between a

dancer named Rita Green and Walter
Winchell? —B.F., Newark, Mo.

A: Miss Green was Winchell's first wife.

Q: I understand that Liberace is the

best-liked personality in Hollywood.
When he gives a party, they say, he
invites everyone, even the janitor. True
or false? —H.T., Ely, Nev.

A: True.

Q: Can Jane Russell act? What do
directors really think of her talent?

—E.S., Minneapolis, Minn.

A: Her performances are considered

quite adequate.

Q: They tell me that Bob Hope is buy-
ing up as much California property as

possible. Only a few weeks ago, I un-
derstand, he paid $400,000 in cash for

the ranch of Fibber McGee and Molly
in Ventura County, California. Why is

Hope doing this?

—J.R., San Francisco, Cal.

A: Hope is a shrewd investor who be-

lieves staunchly in the future growth

of California.

Q: Gary Crosby has been seeing a lot

lately of Cleo Moore. Aren't these two
secretly engaged?

—B.R., Evanston, III.

A: Just dating.

Q: Did Betty Hutton recently lose a

baby? Is Betty finished with movies?
—H.K., Mobile, Ala.

A: Miss Hutton suffered a miscarriage,

plans to do TV and films this season.

(Continued on page 6)



•
A sensation

as a Collier's

Magazine
serialization!

t

A best-seller

as a Literary

Guild selection!

•
A smash as

a Broadway
stage hit!

Now greatest

of all on the

screen!

I understand you now because
I've got the same
feeling in me.. .and if

anything happens to

my wife, my daughter
or the boy... I'll surely

kill you. ..SO HELP MET

Vote for

AUDIENCE
AWARDS
at your
favorite

movie
theatre

November
17-2?

Paramount presents

HUMPHREY BOGART
and

FREDRIC MARCH
WILLIAM WYLER'S

Production of

THE DESPERATE HOURS
co-starring

Arthur Kennedy • Martha Scott • Dewey Martin
Gig Young • Mary Murphy

Produced and Directed by WILLIAM WYLER • Screenplay by JOSEPH HAYES
Adapted from the novel and play by Joseph Hayes Jfc.

vistaVisioC
MOTION PlCTUtl T HIGH-F1DEUTY



Want a good group project this fall?

An off-beat ireat Q] Bird watching Q A quilting bee

Ask the crowd— how about planning some-

thing special for their moms, come Thanks-

giving? A really off-beat treat for the lady

who cooks the turkey dinner? Then pool

your wits and wallets^ throw a theatre party

with the mothers as honored guests. They'll

love it — this fun way of thanking them for

being "the most," pal-wise! And wasn't it

your mom, too, who taught you how to

smile through certain days? Yes. Because

she helped you choose Kotex* for softness,

safety you can trust . . . the complete

absorbency you need. You see, she knew that

confidence and Kotex go together

!

Which helps "elevate" a low brow?

I I Symphony sessions Q Dating the psych prof

l~l A bang on the head

Neither "long-hair" concerts nor brain bait

can lift the kind of brow we mean! If your
forehead's low, part your hair higher on

your head, parallel to eyebrows. Now make
a short bang that conceals your real hair-

line. Different girls have different needs—
in grooming aids, and in sanitary protection.

That's why Kotex gives a choice of 3 sizes.

Try Regular, Junior, Super. And try a new
Kotex belt, too ... it goes with Kotex for

perfect comfort.

At first glance, would you say she's a

—

I I Gold digger Q] Mixed up kid

I I Shrinking violet

She may be a living razor at repartee, but in

clothes savvy she's got her lines mixed.

Example: that short flared coat calls for a

stem-slim skirt, not the full-skirted style

she's wearing. Bone up on what fashion

lines combine best. Just as you've learned

that (at calendar time) Kotex and those flat

pressed ends are your best insurance against

revealing lines. And with Kotex, no "wrong
side" mix-up! You can wear this napkin on
either side, safely.

More women choose KOTEX than all other sanitary napkins

Hazy about what happens and why— at "that"

time? Read "Very Personally Yours"— the fasci-

nating, free booklet filled with easy-to-understand

facts, plus lively illustrations. Hints on diet,

exercise, grooming . . . do's and don'ts a girl

should know. For your free copy, address P. O.

Box 3434, Dept. 10115, Chicago 54, 111.

{Continued from page 4)

Q: How come George Gobel received
no salary for making The Birds And
The Bees at Paramount?

—E.G., Urbana, III.

A: He preferred to take fifty per cent,

of the film's net profit.

Q: Is it true that Dean Martin pre-

vented a possible divorce in the Jerry
Lewis household last year by talking

sense to Jerry and Patti?

—F.F., San Diego, Cal.

A: Yes.

Q: Who is considered the best-dressed

actor in Hollywood?
—N.R., Providence, R. I.

A: It's a toss-up between Clifton Webb
and Cory Grant.

Q: I read somewhere that while Victor

Mature was in Europe he dated over
300 girls. Is that particular story true?

—V.H., London, Eng.

A: Mature denies it.

9: Does Terry Moore live at home
with her parents? Is it true there is a

feud between Terry and Liz Taylor on
account of Nicky Hilton?

—G.E., Denver, Colo.

A: Terry has recently moved into her

own apartment, has never feuded with
Elizabeth Taylor.

9: Will Susan Hayward ever marry
again? —C.H., Washington, D. C.

A: She says she hopes so.

9. How come Bing Crosby's twin sons

were drafted into the service and his

oldest son, Gary, was not ?

—C.F., Palo Alto, Cal.

A. Gary has a bad back, result of an
old football injury.

9. I've read that Red Skelton is broke

and living on borrowed money. Any
truth to that rumor?

—L.H., N. Adams, Mass.

A. None whatever. Skelton's weekly

tv salary is $8,500.

9. Can you give me a rough idea of

how much all the Martin and Lewis

comedies have made to date?

—C.L., New York, N.Y.

A. Twelve released comedies have

grossed $60,000,000.

9. Now that Olivia De Havilland has

married Pierre Galante, will she ever

live in Hollywood again?

—S.S., Newark, NJ.

A. Olivia will make her home in France,

do one picture a year in Hollywood.



Warner Bros, put all the force of the screen into a challenging drama
OF TODAY'S TEENAGERS

!

The overnight sensation of 'East of Eden'
becomes the star of the year in

ill

Rebel

WarnerColor Cinemascope STEREOPHONIC SOUND

ALSO STARRING NATALIE WOOD .sal mineo
SCREEN PLAY BY PRODUCED BY DIRECTED BY VUlRX

nd JIM BACKUS ANN OORAN • COREY ALLEN • WILLIAM HOPPER • STEWART STERN • DAVID WEISBART • NICHOLAS RAY



From the sweeping grace of the "curve of beauty". . . the charm of a tiny bouquet

In concept and execution Silver Spray embodies in every detail the superb artistry,

the painstaking craftsmanship that are the hallmark of The Towle Touch in sterling.

SILVER SPRAY captures in glowing, living sterling

the classic "curve of beauty"—the flowing f curve

considered by generations of artists to be the most
pleasing form in art or nature. Towle designers have

added to the pure, sweeping sculptured lines of the

curve of beauty a simple spray of flowerettes that, in

addition to their delightful decorative effect, give

each piece a focus of functional balance.

SILVER SPRAY you will feel—invites the hand—and
more—it is that rarity in tableware, a pattern that

looks beautiful in the hand. And on your table you

will enjoy yet another virtually unique character-

istic of Silver Spray—each place setting piece has been

designed to be in complete harmony with the other.

SILVER SPRAY embodies many useful Towle Touches,
of course. Among them the practical "place size" for

knife, fork, and spoon—that happy in-between lunch-
eon and dinner size that Towle was first to introduce.

But see Silver Spray in all its enchanting beauty
and learn first hand of its many features. Any of the
fine stores that carry Towle will be happy to show
you Silver Spray. And also discuss with you conven-
ient plans that will make Silver Spray yours to enjoy

at once. Six piece place setting... $35. 00.

The Towle Silversmiths, Newburyport, Massachusetts.



modern screen's 8 page gossip extra!

LOUELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood

1

Cleo Moore and Gary Crosby: what a month
it's been for new twosomes (see page 10)

Good News
Audience Awards nominations

IN THIS SECTION Personal to Maria English

Party of the month
Rendezvous in Rome



New couples are blossoming out all over our town—and some of

Tab Hunter has a new girl, Lee

Remick, but isn't going steady.

Ben Cooper, who's taking Norma LaRoche all

over town, has sprouted a mustache, of all things!

Donald O'Connor is going steady—and so happy

about it—with Gloria Noble, the pretty tv actress.

louella parsons' GOOD NEWS
POOR SHEREEI Blonde, wisecracking

Sheree North kept her marriage to "Bud" Free-

man, recording company executive, a secret

from February to August And it still might

not have come out except
—

"I just couldn't

stand the appearance of 'living in sin' any

longer!" the gal says.

"I'll never understand how anyone could

want to defy the conventions," sighs Sheree.

"It's so much trouble. After we were married,

sometimes Bud would forget and answer the

'phone in the middle of the night. You could

cut the sarcasm with a knife when the party

on the other end of the line would say, "Excuse

me!'—and hang up.

"Or, the milkman or the cleaner would

hand Bud a bill made out to 'Miss North' and

you could almost slap the smirks off their

faces.

"We tried to remember to always put his

car in the garage at night, but on the few

occasions we forgot, you could almost hear

the ripple of curtains being pulled back as

the neighbors peeked.

"I just couldn't take that, so I finally broke

down and told my immediate neighbors, who
are so good and kind, particularly to my little

girl Dawn, that Bud and I were secretly

married. After that, they got a big kick out

of helping us.

"But even with their help, we couldn't keep

down the gossip. Bud and I could have stood

it, I guess, but when it started to hurt my
little girl—that was too much.

"When Dawn came home one day and

said, 'The kids want to know who that man
is who lives with us,' that did it! I told Bud

I was going to tell the world—and it was all

right with him."

I asked Sheree. "Why did you try to keep

your marriage a secret? There's no law

against it"

She laughed. "That's true. But at the time,

you remember, I was getting started in my
first starring role replacing Marilyn Monroe in

How To Be Very, Very Popular. There had

been a lot of trouble getting the picture

started. I had been in and out of the cast

twice.

"With all that commotion going on, it

seemed best if I just kept my private life as

private as possible, or so I thought. Whether

I did right or wrong, I want to say that Bud

was an angel any way I wanted to play it.

"Come to think of it," smiled Sheree, "Bud

is an angel—period."

WELCOME, STRANGER! Vic Damone
and Pier Angeli had been in their new Bel Air

home just twenty-four hours before the Stork

came a'callin', with an eight-pound, thirteen-

ounce boy, who was delivered at Cedars of

Lebanon Hospital.

Great was the rejoicing among the happy

Italians on both sides of the family clan. The

Pierangelis and the Farinolas (Vic's name)
had reason for deep concern for, as you

recall. Pier had fallen and suffered a frac-

tured pelvic bone aboard an airplane enroute

to Palm Springs early in her pregnancy.

Vic rushed his green-eyed Italian wife to

the hospital at 3 a.m. on the morning of Au-

gust 22. Twelve hours later their son was de-

livered by Caesarian section.

All Vic could say, and he kept saying it

over and over, "Thank God my dear wife

is all right."

When he could think about anything else.

he gleefully remembered that this was also

the birth date of his father, Rocco Farinola.

Mrs. Pierangeli, Pier's mother, and her

twin, Marisa Pavan, were beside themselves

with joy.

There had been whispers that Vic and his

mother-in-law were not exactly seeing eye-to-

eye in the weeks before the baby came, but

this happy event has dimmed every emotion

but joy with all these emotional Italians.

THEY SAY the most terrifying scene

ever filmed in a movie is in The Ten Com-

mandments showing 300 huge frogs crawling

over the bed of The Queen of Egypt—Anne

Baxter to you.

"Of course, the frogs are made of rubber,"

laughed Anne, "and to be frank, the whole

thing felt like a giant massage to me—but

on the screen it looks horrible! But, it's just

one of seven plagues Mr. De Mille has in the

movie!"

WHO CAN BLAME poor Janet Leigh if

she feels a bit put-upon and sorry for herself?

"Here I am headed for the Mau Mau
country in Africa with all those wild animals

and snakes and bugs while Vic Mature and

I film Safari," Janet sighed to a reporter before

leaving London, "and where is Tony? Ill

tell you." Janet sniffed. "He's in Paris

—if you please

—

Paris, mind you—with an

apartment on the Left Bank, and a valet to

look after him, and Gina Lollobrigida for a

leading lady—and all those beautiful girls

working in tights in Trapeze.'"

(As though Tony ever looks at another

woman—but any wife knows how Janet feels.)

From the moment Janet was cast in the
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the old ones look pretty rosy, tool

Hugh O'Brian is international—taking French
Simon Auger to a Mexican tequila party!

I was so pleased to see Grace Kelly and Jean-Pierre Aumont together. He flew in from France
to see Grace; took her to the opening of A Day By The Sea at Huntington Hartford's theatre.

New star Shirley Jones (of Oklahoma

!

) got Perry Lopez and Marisa Pavan are a new twosome, Dick Contino, Piper Laurie's ex-beau, is

her first look at Ciro's with Johnny Anderson. but I hear his favorite girl is still cute Karen Skarpe. seeing blonde Leigh Snowden these days.

Edmund Purdom and Linda Christian kept pretty much to themselves overseas, but in Rome they

PllbliC rewdeZVOUS in Rome &ave UP biding from the American cameramen and the crowds who followed them every time they
went shopping or walking together. So it looks as if this much-talked-about romance isn't over yet.



PARSONS
in Hollywood

Nominations for the first National Audience Awards were made

fans and moviegoers are going to choose the best picture and the

1

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Powell announced the most promising young men. George Nader who has had two ^ ^"J^V ^
Dick Egan was one^ind did you ever see such a grin in your life? another. And Junte is up for the best actress award for Woman s World.

Some of the girls nominated were Anne Francis, Cleo Moore, Rita Moreno, Lori Nelson and Barbara Rush. You'd better start deciding now.



at a Hollywood luncheon—but you

best performances yourselves.

But I bet—though 1 shouldn't—Junie's secret-

ly rooting for her new co-star, Jack Lemmon.

African picture she's made no bones about

being "scairt." "I guess I'm just not the ad-

venturous type," she says.

EXACTLY ONE WEEK to the day that

Dick Haymes stood in the spotlight at the

Cocoanut Grove in Los Angeles and brought

tears to Bita Hayworth's eyes singing "Come
Rain Or Come Shine" right to her, she an-

nounced their separation. There were rumors

all over town that Dick and Rita had such a

battle royal that he blackened one of her

green eyes. Rita hid behind dark glasses

when she spent all day in her lawyer's office,

but Dick swears he never hit her. Their few
intimates beKeve that Rita just couldn't take

Dick's possessing of her life and career any
more. Remember I told you in this column of

how Dick wouldn't let Rita out of his sight and
even went with her to a business conference

at Jerry Wald's house which he was invited

to leave and didn't. It seems strange to me
that after these two went through so much
trouble when Dick was out of work and about

to be deported, they couldn't solve their mar-
riage when the going got good.

NOT EVEN their close friends, Frances
and Edgar Bergen, were invited to be with

June Allyson and Dick Powell when they

celebrated their tenth anniversary.

Dick and June got away from everything

and everybody by chartering a yacht for three

days and sailing off to Catalina Harbor.

"Junie and I just want to be by ourselves,"

Dick said to friends before they went away.
"Sometime during the evening of August 19th

we'll open a bottle of champagne and drink

a toast to those ten years of the past—and to

the next ten years, and more, of the future."

Let the gossips take that and *har.'

Personal to

MARLA ENGLISH

Do you know, girl, I'm kind of proud of you. Oh, I know
Paramount suspended you for turning down the lead oppo-
site Spencer Tracy in The Mountain because you're too
deeply in love with Bud Pennell to leave him for the three
months it will take to shoot the picture in France.
A lot of girls think you are crazy. Most young actresses

would jump out a window if it meant the opportunity to

work with the one and only Spence.
But, with you, love came first. And I can't see what's so

awful about that.

To me (maybe I'm an incurable romantic), it makes you
warm and human and very womanly to give up something
big in your career because of the man in your life.

Ofttimes I look at the faces of these young girls in Holly-
wood who give up everything for their careers and I find
something very unpleasant written there. Too much ambi-
tion, too much deliberation, too much hardness for youth.

Before you turned down the Tracy picture, I know you
worked very hard to get the romantic lead in the movie
for Bud, official name, Larry Pennell. When that part went
to Bob Wagner, you bowed out, too.

To me, it's rather nice to hear that Cupid has won out
over Ambition, for a change. If Paramount is listening, it

may even make a better actress of you.
I just hope, too, that Bud appreciates what you have

done and that he loves you as much as you love him.
Cupid, take a bow!
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THE PARTY OF THE MONTH:
Many of the society reporters called it "The

most brilliant party ever given in Beverly

Hills." I refer to the glittering Victory Ball for

the St. John's Hospital Fund which was the

opening event of the beautiful new Beverly

Hilton Hotel. The affair was very close to my
heart because Irene Dunne and I are chair-

women of this charity and it was gratifying

indeed that all the hard work put into the

affair should materialize so brilliantly.

The Bali Room of the hotel was a veritable

paradise of flowers, lighting and decoration

and the gowns the women wore were beauti-

ful beyond description.

Irene's gown was a Fontana (I was with

her when she bought it in Rome), lovely

with its huge skirt and embroidered bodice.

Dorothy Kirsten thrilled all with her singing

and particularly intrigued the women present

with an evening gown that was not only

beautiful, but "workable." The blue-green lace

sheath had an overskirt and train of tulle,

very effective when she was on the stage.

But when Dorothy returned to her table,

much to the amusement and admiration of all,

she unsnapped the overskirt, threw it over

the back of her chair, and sat in sheer com-

fort in the sheath—no yards and yards of

material around her feet.

Mrs. Jack Lemmon's gown was a simple,

white jersey creation and she looked so pretty

lack's eyes sparkled every time he glanced

at her.

Jack Benny was the witty master of cere-

monies—and I guess I could go on and on

about this party, which was certainly "tops"

for this month or any other.



SPEAKS FOR ITSELF department:

Next to the names of Marilyn Monroe and

Jean Peters on the new "contract players"

issued to producers at 20th Century-Fox is the

telling comment: "ADDRESSES AND TELE-

PHONE NUMBERS UNKNOWN."

IT'S BEEN A MONTH of plenty of bad
luck and casualties for some of our nicest

people. Black cats have been crossing paths

all over Hollywood, seems everybody walked
under a ladder or broke a mirror. The hex
was on:

Lana Turner, who slipped in her bathtub

in Acapulco and brought on a brain concus-

sion which delayed the start of her new pic-

ture. Rains Of JJanchipur, by weeks.

Arlene Dahl, who was packed and ready to

leave for Rome and her role in War And Peace
when she suffered a facial neuralgia due to

secondary anemia and her doctor sent her

to the hospital instead. Anita Ekberg was
rushed into her. part.

Anne Bancroft, who was half finished with

The Last Hunt as Bob Taylor's leading lady
When she was thrown from her horse and had
such a serious sacroiliac injury that she had
to be replaced by Debra Paget.

Liz Taylor, whose bad leg kicked up on
Giant to the extent that she was hospitalized

for three days and after that spent every mo-

ment she was not actually in front of the

cameras in a wheel chair.

Bing's son, Phillip Crosby, who fell asleep

at the wheel of his car returning to his Army
camp, and had an accident, fracturing his

back in three places. The boy may be in a

cast for over a year, but Bmg is too happy
that he is alive to be anything but grateful.

Gordon Scott, the new Tarzan, who slipped

and broke his foot during scenes being

made in Africa, and had serious infection

set in as he was being flown home for treat-

ment.

In a word, just about everybody's "had

it"!

I HOPE frankie's not starting to cut up again. Lately he's been so charming, escort-
ting his daughter Nancy (the cute brunette above) to premieres, being so friendly and
amenable. But now that he's walked out of Carousel

—

on a very flimsy excuse—people
are saying he's gone back to his "bad-boy" days and he's making enemies again.

Terry Moore and Nicky Hilton didn't come to- Jack Lemmon and Cynthia beamed, excited Anita Ekberg, probably our most popular girl,

gether (trouble there) but they met—briefly. over Jack's role in It Happened One Night. came with Hal Hayes, one of her many beaus.
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the letter box
From New Orleans, april al-

lain (quite a flowery name)
writes: "Grace Kelly is the love-

liest of all stars and those who pan

her are jealous. But what in the

world does everyone see in Rock

Hudson?" Come now, April. Those

who like Rock will say the same

things about you that you say

about Grace's detractors.

JOYCE MILES, ELBERFIELD,

ind., wants Frank Sinatra to know
that her grandmother loves him.

"She never mentions his name that

she doesn't add, 'Bless his little

heart'," says Joyce. Frankie will

appreciate those kind words.
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"I have just seen Love Me Or
Leave Me and will you tell me
where they've been keeping that

wonderful Cameron Mitchell?

He's tops," is the opinion of maky
NASON, MONTEREY, CALIF. Don't

worry about Cam, Mary. He's do-

ing all right.

Got a laugh and a kick out of

meredith Ingram's comment
about Jack Webb's visit to Hous-

ton, texas, plugging Pete Kel-

ly's Blues: "He obeyed every

traffic rule, his whole party stop-

ping for red lights, stop signs, etc.

He certainly set a good example to

the hometowners!" Can you im-

agine Sergeant Friday not obey-

ing traffic rules?

VIRGINIA KEITH, of SEATTLE,

Oregon, asks: "Is Rory Calhoun

blue over the stories printed

about his juvenile delinquent

record?" Far from it. He hopes his

mistakes will be a lesson for other

boys who might be tempted to

take the wrong road.

Thank you all for your com-

ments. It isn't possible for me to

use all the letters you write. But

keep telling me your opinions. 1

find, them very interesting.

SEE HERE, HOLLYWOOD producers:

Don't forget Richard Long, the devoted and

loving husband of Suzan Ball, when you're

casting your new pictures.

Time after time I heard many of you say,

during Suzan's long and heartbreaking losing

fight against cancer, "I wish I could do some-

thing."

The greatest thing you can do in Suzan's

memory is to give jobs to the man she loved.

WHEN FRANK SINATRA gives a

parry, believe me—he gives a party!

When the Crown Prince of song decided

to fete his old pal. Patsy D'Amore, owner of

the Villa Capri cafe, as a farewell before he

took off for Europe, Frank ordered a $4000

unit of air conditioning put in the Capri just

so his guests would be comfortable!

Then he invited such guests as Nat "King"

Cole, Sammy Davis, Jr., Milton Berle and

musical comedy star Pat Stanley (of The Pa-

jama Game) to put on the show.

Far into the night, Frank sang, "King"

Cole sang and played the piano, Sammy, Jr.

danced and played the drums and Uncle

Miltie told stories.

Sitting around perfectly entranced as they

listened and ate hot Mexican food were,

Lauren Bacall, Betty Furness, Dean Martin

and his wife Jean, George Raft and about

sixty other lucky ones, that being about full

capacity for the cafe.

P.S. Frankie had no date.

JANE POWELL is a discouraged girl

about the way her career is going. MGM has

no new musical scheduled for her and as

this is written she and Pat Nerney are plan-

ning a leisurely trip to the Orient.

"I don't know what's the matter," Janie

says. "My pictures have always made money

and I like to work." She shrugged. "May-

be they're just looking for something different

for me. I hope so."

SOMETIMES I WONDER if all the

dieting the glamour girls—and the rest of us,

for that matter—go through, is worth all

the trouble and starvation.

What brought this thought on, is—I've never

seen a man more in love with his wife than

that wonderful Italian actor, Rossano Brazzi

(I hope you saw him in Three Coins In The

Fountain and with Katharine Hepburn in

Summertime'). And to say that Mrs. Brazzi is

very plump is the height of understatement.

I met her while I was in Rome and I must

say that she is one of the most charming, de-

lightful and witty women I have ever met

despite all the poundage she carries around.

Rossano is mad for her and even when he's

called away from Rome for only a day's

shooting on a picture or for some other busi-

ness reason, he's constantly on the telephone

—or sending her flowers—or love letters.

I can think of some skinny wives who would

just Jove this kind of attention from their

handsome husbands!

EVERYTIME I READ about the way
the present day crop of young actors invest

their money so wisely (for instance, Marlon

Brando in his father's farm and other business

activities, Keefe Brasselle in an office build-

ing in Beverly Hills, and so on) I can't help

remembering the good old days.

When I first came to Hollywood, most young

actors spent every nickel earned for pink

automobiles, blue swimming pools, homes

ten times too big for them—and they ate

high on the caviar.

Now I hear that Farley Granger, another

boy close with a buck, has bought a part

interest in a summer stock company theatre

in Fayetteville, New York. Recently he ap-

peard here in The Rainmaker.

Says Farley, "Makes it particularly nice to

count the house when you know you own

the seats!"

THAT'S All FOR NOW. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH!

f« Tr, *f,

Kirk Douglas went to the polio benefit at Monte Carlo and found Martine Carol (the Monroe

of France!!) on his right, and on his left Gina Lollobrigida with her husband, Miklo Skofic.



PIAYTEX Introduces the Amazing New

Girdle Mate ria I . . .Figure Slimming FABRICON j

Made of wonderful new split- resistant

FABRICON
. . . a miracle blend of downy-soft

cotton and latex that gives you

more freedom/ Fabricon has more stretch/ No other

material has Fahricon's give-and-take s-t-r-e-t-c-h!

ne\Vr Coolness/ "Open-pore" Fabricon lets your body

brcathe/ Only Playtex Girdles are so soft, cool, absorbent.

invisible Control/ Not a seam, stitch or bone any-

Where.No other lightweight girdle tucks in your tummy, slims

down your hips like this new Playtex Girdle. Makes all voir?

clothes fit and look better. Does more for your figure than

girdles costing up to S15-00 / And Light -W eight u ashes and

dries in a wink. New Playtex Light -Weight Girdle $4P"*
At department and better specialty stores ever) where.

Pluytex . .

.

known everywhere

as the tfinllc

in the SUM tube.

P. S. The girl in wearing the new I'laytex Living Brai made of ehiUic and nylon, $3.95
TM

S1955
nternoHonal lotex Corp'n. ... . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Dover Del * In Canada: Playtex ltd PIAYTEX PARK . . . Arnprlof, Ont.

H'.S.A.. Canada and Fnreinn Pats,

and l'ats. 1'emHng
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Look like a Million

for $T()0\

SIMULATED

PEARLS

Marvel at these expensive looking,

lustrously lovely, rhinestone-clasped

simulated Duchess Pearls . . . with

an elegant Lustre-Dip glow,

exclusively our secret. These

magnificent necklaces can be

yours for only $1 each, plus tax.

At your favorite store.

BY LYLE KENYON ENGEL

18 H 8 S ORIGINALS, INC., 48 WEST 37 ST., NEW YORK

music from hollywooti
ALL THE LATEST NEWS ABOUT STARS, DISCS AND D-J'S FROM HOLLYWOOD'S MUSIC WORLD.

Frank Sinatra will play a thirty-five year old actors' agent and high-

ly eligible New York bachelor in MGM's The Tender Trap. Also starred

will be Debbie Reynolds, David Wayne, and Celeste Holm. Although

the comedy film is a non-musical, MGM is making certain that all the

Reynolds and Sinatra fans will not be disappointed. A special song is

being written for them to sing in a comedy sequence and will be re-

leased shortly on records. Sinatra's opening scene called for him to

wear a pair of red woolen socks. Van Johnson heard about this and

immediately sent Sinatra a half-dozen of his own as a gift. For many

years now Van has been famous for wearing red wool socks, even with

his evening clothes. Things are always lively when Sinatra is on the set.

He heard that Celeste Holm was on a diet and yelled across to her,

"Hi, ya, Skinny!" Celeste sighed, "That's the nicest thing anybody

ever said to me, especially coming from Mr. Slim himself."

Burt Lancaster gives forth with snatches of operatic arias in a

bath scene as well as when he waltzes with Anna Magnani in Para-

mount's The Rose Tattoo. Marisa Pavan, Pier Angeli's twin sister in

real life, sings an Italian folk song, "Come Le Rose," as she picks

out the tune on the piano. Also starred in the film is Ben Cooper, a

former Broadway child prodigy, who scored in films like Johnny

Guitar and The Admiral Hoskins Story. Now twenty-two years old,

Ben has appeared in more than 3000 radio shows and has been in

television for seven years. Composer Alex North, who scored Street-

car Named Desire, has created a haunting musical background for

The Rose Tattoo by using mandolins and guitars. Perry Como has

already recorded the title tune, "The Rose Tattoo," for Victor, and

Johnny Mercer is creating the lyrics to a love theme from the picture.

Believe it or not, Humphrey Bogart and Gene Tierney will sing in

their latest picture, 20th Century-Fox's The Left Hand Of God. Fur-

thermore, the cast and crew think they have a song of Hit Parade

stature. In the film, Bogart is a soldier-adventurer masquerading as a

Catholic priest. Miss Tierney is a nurse. Together they are entertaining

a score of Chinese children in a mission in China. Then, in a light mood,

they sing a little ballad titled "The Loaf Of Bread." It's sweet, it's

simple and it brings down the house. Ken Darby, composer and vocal

coach at the studio, is responsible for the song. Ken asked Bogart and

Miss Tierney if they would like to sing the song with their own voices

and not have other voices dubbed in. They both chorused, "Sure."

Bogart then said, "This is for Dan Dailey." Many actors collect flubs

(uncalled-for happenings during the filming of a scene). There was a

corker in The Left Hand Of God. Bogart had some tight dialogue with

Carl Benton Reid and Don Forbes, in the roles of priests investigating his

activities. The two priests had just arrived from the Chinese coast by

mule-train, and the mules felt mighty good about having their heavy-

packs unloaded in the sunshine. Cameras were rolling, everything was

mouse-quiet, and Humphrey Bogart was just starting to say a key line

when one of the mules brayed. Then pandemonium broke loose when

all twenty mules brayed an answer. "Cut!" yelled director Edward

Dmytryk, and another flub was born.

Danny Kaye is learning to master the horn for his roll as jazz

trumpeter in Paramount's The Court Jester. His efforts are still

pretty feeble, but this doesn't daunt Kaye. He continues to puff away,

to the agony of all within hearing. Danny claims the story of his

life is contained in "The Court Jester's Lament," a spectacular

musical number that runs for nine minutes and thirty seconds, the

longest since the lobby number from Up In Arms. In the song,

written by Danny's wife Sylvia Fine, Kaye sings of how he happened

to become jester. He relates how many people tried to teach him

how to be a fool, but he concludes sadly, "I made a fool of myself."

It's terrific! This film is perhaps the most lavishly-produced comedy

in the history of motion pictures. While staggering production

figures no longer cause much excitement {Continued on page 20)



Aloha...

the lovely

namefor
Gorhams new
hibiscuspattern

INTRODUCING

a happy new blend

ofmodern lines and classic beauty

If you shy away from the rigidly modern, but still prefer

contemporary design, Aloha* is for you. Its lines are

simple, functional. Its only adornment is the traditional beauty of

a single hibiscus blossom. Yours for a lifetime of service,

beautiful Aloha has Stegor's exclusive XP-125 extra heavy

plating; substantially more pure silver than the accepted standard for the

finest silverplated flatware—not just at the points of greatest wear,

but over the entire piece, including tips of tines and edges of bowls. Open
stock; and in services for 8 and 12 from $69.95, including anti-tarnish chest.

Made and guaranteed by Stegor Division, The Gorham Company, Providence 7, R. I.

TEGOH
the NEXT thing to sterling
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New 100^Non-Alkaline

palmoliveG^ shampoo
Removes ALKALINE FILM

that clouds Hair Beauty!

Gentles your hair as it cleans and sheens!

Leaves it more obedient, easier to set!

Will not dry or devitalize!

You may never have seen the true beauty of your hair

until you try new Palmolive Soft Shampoo. For this

new 100% non-alkaline shampoo gentles your hair.

Sheens it to its natural loveliness. Softens it so curls

set easier . . . and stay set longer.

New Palmolive Soft Shampoo contains no harsh,

drying, devitalizing chemicals ... no sticky oils ... no

dulling alkali. And its exclusive 100% non-alkaline

formula agrees with the natural, healthy, non-alkaline

condition of your scalp and hair.

So remove alkaline film that clouds hair beauty with

new—and oh, so gentle—Palmolive Soft Shampoo.

SHAMPOO

Scientific photomicrograph

shows how a film of alkaline

dust, dirt, smog can coat each

hair . . . dull the luster and

color . . . make hair limp so

curls just won't stay set.

PALMOLIVE

See how the exclusive 100%
non-alkaline formula of

Palmolive Soft Shampoo re-

moves alkaline film. Leaves

more luster, natural color!

Curls set easier, last longer.

SHAMPOO

12-Ounce

Economy Size

only

music from Hollywood

(Continued from page 18) in Hollywood, due
to the current concentration on "big" movies,

the revelation that Danny's Dena Productions

spent $4,000,000 in producing the film raised a

number of eyebrows. Raised highest of all

were the prehensile eyebrows of Kaye him-
self. Danny said, "I tossed off that four mil-

lion figure once in answer to a question on
what the movie would cost, but when I found
out I was entirely accurate in my guess, I was
stunned." Kaye's fun-making is seen against

a huge tapestry background of medieval Eng-
land, complete with gallant knights in clank-

ing armor, a touch of light romance, singing,

clowning and swordplay. Danny said, "I re-

hearsed twenty years to play this role."

• Liberace fans will love his first movie,

Sincerely Yours, a Warner picture, co-starring

Joanne Dru, Dorothy Malone and Alex Nicol.

Plenty of music with Ray Heindorf conduct-

ing the eighty-piece orchestra backing Liber-

ace. The title song, Sincerely Yours, was com-

posed by Liberace, with Paul Francis Web-
ster doing the lyrics. Liberace has two good

luck items that almost amount to a super-

stition. First, he never gives a performance

unless a member of the family is in the

audience. Second, he never plays unless he

is wearing a particular ring. It's all gold with

a piano outlined in diamonds. William Dema-
rest's brother, pianist Rubin Demarest, said

to Liberace, "There are only two pianists in

the world that use the foot pedal like the

great Paderewski—you and I."

• Edward G. Robinson, who has fired as

many guns as any man in the movies, ad-

mitted while on the set of Illegal, Warner
Brothers' courtroom drama, in which he stars

with Nina Foch and Hugh Marlowe, that "I

hate guns, and besides I'm a lousy marks-

man. Why, I could never kill a man with a gun.

I couldn't even hit him at ten paces." Jayne

Mansfield will sing two songs in this picture,

her film debut. The songs, just recorded, are "I

Got A Right To Sing The Blues" and "Too

Marvelous For Words."

Month's Best Movie Albums

Paul Gregory presents Charles Laughton in

a reading of The Night Of The Hunter by-

Davis Grubb. Music by Walter Schuman.

RCA Victor LPM-1136. This album is a nar-

ration of the actual story of the United

Artists Pictures release The Night Of The

Hunter, starring Robert Mitchum and Shelley

Winters. Charles Laughton is perhaps the

greatest story-teller of our time. Certainly the

job he does on this record album will make it

a classic for all time to come.

Oklahoma!—from the sound track of the mo-

tion picture Oklahoma!, starring Gordon Mac-

Rae, Gloria Grahame, Gene Nelson, Charlotte

Greenwood, Shirley Jones and others. The

complete score exactly as it's performed on

the screen, with its warm, robust, lyrical en-

chantment. A Capitol Record Album LP-SAO-

595. "Overture," "Oh, What A Beautiful

Morning," "The Surrey With The Fringe On

Top," "Kansas City," "I Cain't Say No,"

"Many A New Day," "People Will Say We're

In Love," "Poor Jud is Dead," "The Farmer

And The Cowman," "All Er Nothin'," "Okla-

homa!"

20 Lets Hair Behave and Hold a Wave pete kelly's blues— (Continued on page 22)



Your dream can

WIN $I0,000

!

dream ©/contest
% That dream you've been waiting to see in a Maidenform advertisement . . .

it may win you $10,000 in cash !— or any one of 239 other cash prizes!

So send in your dream ideas immediately—you may be one of the lucky winners!

NOTHING TO BUY! EVERYONE CAN TRY! SEND IN AS MANY ENTRIES AS YOU WISH!

Win $10,000! Pick the dream

which Chansonette,

America's favorite bra (as

shown), wili be featured.

It rounds as it accentuates . .

.

makes the most of every

curve you own. 2.00, 2.50

Put on your thinking cap. Dream up a dream like "I dreamed I played Cleopafra

in my Maidenform bra". Remember? Or— "I dreamed I was a toreador"
—

"I dreamed I was a social butterfly". What's your prize-winning dream?

FIRST PRIZE $10,000 cash! SECOND PRIZE $3,000 cash! THIRD PRIZE $1,000 cash!
4 prizes of $250 each; 10 prizes of $100 each; 25 prizes of $50
each and 200 prizes of $20 each! '

Over $20,000 in cash prizes!

Rules for the Maidenform Dream Contest

1. Nothing to buy - no box tops to send in, just 'dream up' as many sug-

gestions as you wish. However, each entry must be submitted with an

official entry blank. Additional entry blanks may be picked up at any
Maidenform dealer. Each entry must also be accompanied by a different

statement of twenty-five words or less which completes this sentence:

"I prefer Maidenform, world's most popular bra, because...".

2. All entries will be judged by The Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation on the

basis of originality, aptness and general interest of the dream suggestion

and statement which accompanies it. Fancy entries won't count extra.

Judges' decisions will be final. All entries become the exclusive prop-

erty of the sponsor; and all rights are given by the contestant without

compensation, for use of all or any part of his entry in the sponsor's

advertising. Duplicate prizes awarded in case of ties. The entry must be

the original work of the contestant.

3 Any person, residing in the United States, its possessions and Canada,

may enter the contest, except employees, or members of their imme-

diate families, of the sponsor and its advertising agencies. All members
of a family may enter, but only one prize will be awarded to a family.

Contest is subject to government regulations.

4. Send all entries to; Maidenform Dream Contest, P. 0. Box 57A, Mt.

Vernon, New York. Entries must be postmarked no later than November

30th, 1955 to be eligible.

5 All winners will be notified by mail within four weeks of closing date.

Winners' list will be sent to all who request it with a self addressed,

stamped envelope.

Official Entry Blank
MAIDENFORM DREAM CONTEST
P.O. Box57A, Dept.- 125B

Mt. Vernon, N.Y.

dreamed

in my Maidenform bra"

NAME

STREET—

CITY -STATEL

Complete this sentence in 25 words or less: I prefer Maidenform, world's most

popular bra, because



"MAGNIFICENT OBSESSION
IN THE YEAR'S
GREAT ROMANTIC STORY !

TVT JANE ROCK

WYMAN1 lUDSON

PRINT BYTECHNICOLOR
with

AGNES MOOREHEAD- CONRAD NAGEL- VIRGINIA GREY
DIRECTED BY DOUGLAS SIRK SCREENPLAY BY PEG FENWICK PRODUCED BY ROSS HUNTER

music from Hollywood

(Continued from page 20) with a narrative by
Jack Webb. RCA Victor LPM 1126. Eleven
great songs from small-band jazz of the roaring
twenties by Pete Kelly and His Big Seven,
with the exception of title theme "Pete Kelly's
Blues," written especially for the picture by
Sammy Cahn and Ray Heindorf. "Smiles,"
"I'm Gonna Meet My Sweetie Now," "What
Can I Say After I Say I'm Sorry," "Breezin'

Along With The Breeze," "Oh, Didn't He
Ramble," "Sugar," "I Never Knew," "Some-
body Loves Me," "Hard-Hearted Hannah,"
"Bye, Bye Blackbird." This is the same group
which did the small-band scoring in the mo-
tion picture. Dick Cathcart is on cornet; the
front line has Matty Matlock on clarinet,

Eddie Miller on tenor, Elmer "Moe" Schneider
on trombone. Backing them up: Nick Fatool,

drums; George Van Eps, guitar; Ray Sherman,
piano and Jud DeNaut, bass.

Oklahoma! with Robert Ashley conducting
the MGM Orchestra. MGM Record Album
EP-X1147.

Disc Jockey Choices "My Favorite

'MUSIC FROM HOLLYWOOD' "

Don Bell—
KRNT—Des Moines,
Iowa
" 'The Song From Moulin

Rouge' is my all-time win-

ner. Its typical sincerity

and lovely melody are a

timeless gift from Holly-

wood to the world."

Bill Harrington—
WNEW—
New York, N. Y.

"Songs like Til Never Stop

Loving You' and 'Pete

Kelly's Blues' make my
programming a cinch. I'll

take music, from Holly-

wood every time."

/on Farmer—
WAGA —Atlanta,
Georgia

"My favorite music from

Hollywood is 'Something's

Gotta Give.' It's Peach-

tree Street's favorite plat-

ter, sho' nuff! Seems that

where the number one

spot is concerned, some-

thing's gotta give."

Ted Chapeau—
WMBR—
Jacksonville, Fla.

"I choose 'Pete Kelly's

Blues.' Good blues are

few, . but 'Pete Kelly's

Blues' has a haunting

strain that bids fair to stay

around a while."
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ENJOY THE NEW ROUNDED LOOK — INSPIRED BY THE MAGIC INSETS

Deep down in your heart, and every woman's heart, is the

burning desire to be fashionable, to look enchanting—to

feel glamorous. Beauty from within begins with the new

rounded look, and only a "Permadift"* Bra can give you

the soft natural lines you want. The Magic Insets are the

answer—you're gently lifted and molded without the

slightest strain on your shoulder straps. Here is uplift

guaranteed forever. Smart women everywhere are turning

to "Permadift" for figure beauty. Try one at your favorite

store today—modestly priced from $1.50" to $12.50, in

thrilling new styles and fabrics.

Perma:Kft"—A trade tnarkof A.Slein& Company. Chicago, New York. LotiAnucleBiRan. U.S. Pal. Off.)



TV TALK
Everybody moves . . . Don't pity Buff . . . Murrow's mournful

It's hard to tell, this season, whether TV is

moving to Hollywood or whether Hollywood

is moving into tv. From where we sit, both

are true. After all, Steve Allen moved his

Tonight to the West Coast (so he could make
The Benny Goodman Story) and Milton

Berle, forsaking Lindy's, is basing his color

operations from there this year. Also, NBC is

originating its fancy, in-color, hour-long Ma-
tinee every afternoon in Hollywood. But the

big news is what the big movie studios are

doing in tv this year. Mainly what they've

done is all admit, for the first time, that tv is

here to stay and that they'd better get with

it and in it. They have also learned—via Walt
Disney's Disneyland—that television shows

can publicize movies and make home viewers

get up and go out to a theatre, (tv viewers

saw huge segments of 20,000 Leagues Under

The Sea on their sets, and promptly went

to their nearest theatre to see all of it.)

You will profit by these decisions. One result

is My Friend Flicka, a weekly half-hour film

made by Twentieth Century-Fox, another The

Twentieth Century-Fox Hour, which is an

every-other-week filmed hour show. Some of

the stars Fox is using: Robert Wagner and

Cameron Mitchell (in The Ox Bow Inci-

dent), Linda Darnell, Joan Bennett and

George Sanders. Warner Brothers, banking

more on titles than on stars, is making three

thirteen-week series based on three of their big

hits; Casablanca, King's Row, and Cheyenne.

MGM, on the other hand, is not filming any

new series but is, on The MGM Parade, merely

re-running lots of its old shorts (including the

Robert Benchley classics). Emcee George
Murphy is also going to introduce segments of

old feature films, show scenes from upcoming

MGM movies, and conduct interviews with

MGM stars. What may turn out to be the

most fun are the behind-the-scenes visits to

the movie lot that are planned. These could

be as fascinating as an in-person trip to a

studio. Here's hoping ! And here's hoping that

the movie companies get what they want
—ratings for their tv shows and promotion

for their movies—at the same time the home
viewer gets a good television show. . . . Expect

to see a lot more tv programs traveling around

the country, maybe right to your home town.

Horace Heidt's willingness to move around

was his stock-in-trade for years, you know.
Why? Well, because (1) when he did a show
from a new town, his sponsor's sales zoomed
in that town and (2) his rating went up and
stayed up in that area. These are the two
main reasons why Eddie Fisher is moving
around this year—plus the fact that new and
different backgrounds often make for a better

show. Once again—just as in the movie com-
panies' blanket decision to enter tv—these de-

cisions have economic reasons behind them.

But they also sometimes end up giving you
better entertainment. . . . Don't feel sorry for

Buff Cobb because her ex, Mike Wallace,
upped and got married. Buffie hasn't been
spending many nights all alone by the tele-

phone since the divorce. Among her many
suitors are a top tv columnist and one of

Hollywood's biggest leading men. Both, un-
fortunately, are married, but they are real

24 rivals for Buff's affections. . . . You'd be sur-

prised if you knew what top tv newsman has

to have a script in front of him—or the Tele-

prompter rolling—the entire time he's on cam-

era. He's almost incapable of an ad-lib, and

can't even describe something that's going on

before his very eyes. Here's a hint: He's the

very one you'd think it wouldn't be because he

rattles his news items off with an urbane rapid-

ity that is most deceiving. Needless to say, it's

not John Daly, who can—and has—ad-libbed

for phenomenal lengths of time. And it's not

Doug Edwards, who feels just as easy as he

looks. . . . Here's some more proof of the care

Danny Kaye puts into his work (one of the

reasons he snoots television, for he claims there

isn't time to be perfect on tv). He recently

spent forty minutes rehearsing one music cue!

. . . Danny and his wife, Sylvia Fine, are avid

collectors of paintings, incidentally. They don't

own a collection to rank with Edward G.

Robinson's, of course, but they—and Greg-

ory Peck and Bing Crosby—keep on the

lookout for pictures for their home. . . . Poor

Edward R. Murrow. The public and sponsors

may prefer Person To Person, but his first tv

love is See It Now, to which he devoted gobs

of time and thought {Person To Person gets

hardly any). Now it's off—except for occa-

sional one-hour showings—and Ed's discour-

aged. Speaking of Murrow's preferences, he

has definite views on women's clothes, too. If

you ever want to impress him, don't wear

much jewelry, don't wear high-fashion outfits,

don't even vaguely resemble a clothes horse.

Ed prefers British-looking clothes—tweedy

suits, relatively sensible shoes and, for dres-

sier occasions, simple black dresses. He himself

is most conservative in his own clothes, and

likes women that are, too. . . . It's been a long

time since Sloan Simpson worked in the dress

business—it was back before she married New
York mayor Bill O'Dwyer—but she still gets

most of her clothes wholesale from the outfits

she used to do business with. She still has lots

of friends in the garment district, and they

Liberace sang (!) and Jo Stafford played (!)

and Connie Haines turned her back to the cam-
eras at Frankie Laine's fifth anniversary party!

save her lots of money. Wholesale prices, you

know, are just a little over half what the

stores charge. Incidentally, Sloan's interest in

clothes was one reason she agreed to act in

The Fifth Season in stock this past summer.

(The main reason was her salary.) The play

presents dress manufacturers in a favorable

light, and Sloan was tired of seeing her friends

made fun of in other plays and movies. . . .

Some insiders are amazed that Ed Sullivan

hired Pearl Bailey for so many of his shows

this season. One time last year when she was

booked to appear on Toast, no one on the

show could find her to get her to rehearse

—

and that happened the day before the pro-

gram ! Some producers would blow their stacks

and never speak to the performer again, let

alone hire them, under those circumstances.

But Sullivan is smart. He knows that it's the

show that's important. And Pearl appeared

and wowed 'em. That's why Ed got her signa-

ture on lots of dotted lines. . . . It's really

ironic that Lou Cowan is suddenly a famous

man because his creation, The $64,000 Ques-

tion, has become a household word all over

the world, and it's even more ironic that CBS
suddenly hired him to create shows for them.

Everybody in the broadcasting business has

known Cowan for years; after all, he thought

up The Quiz Kids and Stop The Music years

ago ; his ability didn't need The $64,000 Ques-

tion to prove it. . . . It looks as though Pat

Weaver, NBC's dashing president, is going

to be as famous an on-camera performer as

any of the stars who work for him. Hardly

a week goes by but what Pat puts in an ap-

pearance on one of his shows. This, you know,

is something new: Most network presidents

are merely names, if that, to the public. But

Pat's sincerity, his informality and his big

ears are combining to make him a tv star,

too. In fact, sometimes when he is being in-

terviewed by an NBC personality, he emerges

as the better actor and the interviewer, who
is paid to be charming on camera, is left with

egg on his face ! . . . Don't believe for a min-

ute all the reports that Robert Q. Lewis is

mad at CBS because he doesn't like the format

of his show. He's just unhappy sitting around

in Arthur Godfrey's shadow. It's as simple

as that. ... As we get it, it was Mrs. Toots

Shor who was really upset when Sherman
Billingsley made that famous crack about her

husband and landed himself in the law courts.

Lovely Elena ("Millie") Verdugo, who's now
divorcing writer Charles Marion, danced with

$64,000 Question emcee Hal March, at Ciro's.



THE REVOLUTIONARY

• • . glides on at a touch . . . yet stays on

twice as long as "long-lasting" lipsticks

Three new shades for

the new season in

Red — Rose — Coral

plus

lax

'O} THE GILLETTE CO.

Twice as long? Yes! Just put on Soft Touch

and forget about it. No need to retouch — with

Soft Touch. No messy smear . . . and so comfortable!



Yes, Debbie Reynolds uses Lustre-

Creme Shampoo. It's the favorite of

4 out of 5 top Hollywood movie stars!

It never dries your hair! Lustre-

Creme Shampoo is blessed with

lanolin . . . foams into rich lather,

even in hardest water . . . leaves

hair so easy to manage.

It beautifies ! For soft, bright, fra-

grantly clean hair— without special

after-rinses—choose the shampoo of

America's most glamorous women.
Use the favorite of Hollywood movie
stars—Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

4^^(IsJm/i9^z Lustre-Creme Shampoo

Neve? Dries-
it Beautifies

!
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^/co-starring in M-G-M's THE TENDER TRAP
In CinemaScope and Color.
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A new starlet learns

an old trick!

LOVE YOUR ENEMIES

by Margia Dean

They tell you everyone should

"love your enemies" and "turn the

other cheek." Every child is familiar

with the words, but putting them into

practice is something for idealists or

at least a person who doesn't have to

cope with a real bread-and-butter

crisis. That's what I thought, I guess.

I really never thought about it at all

until I was faced with one of the big-

gest crises of my career.

It was one of my first roles. I

wanted it real bad. And I needed

the money. I didn't find out until I

met the director that I had run smack

into a hornet's nest. He had been

pushing his girl friend for this par-

ticular part. He had nothing against

me personally, but I was the one they

signed and he was loaded for bear.

For the first few days it was mur-

der. But I choked back the angry

words and smiled back at every blast.

And then this wonderful thing hap-

pened. We had finished a scene—the

fifth take—and I was just about ready

to crack. As I walked off the set the

director put his arm around me and

said: "You know—you're a good

kid." It was like coming to the sur-

face in the sunlight after being

trapped underwater. From that mo-

ment on, everything was fine.

It's not so much that somebody

who didn't like me changed his

mind. That happens to a lot of peo-

ple and it doesn't prove a thing. What
was important to me is that I had

tried to "love my enemies" and it

worked. Not only on the director

—

it rubbed off on me, too. And it

suddenly occurred to me that if

everybody made the effort, no mat-

ter how much of an act it is at first,

it would get results. Big results.



Space-Saver. Ample storage space plus arresting beauty. Seafoam
Mahogany, #3208. Also Pearl Mahogany, #3209, Walnut, #3210.

What does Stardust
have to do with

Of course you know the answer—be-

cause you're a woman. You know that

the care with which you plan your home
can help keep the excitement of romance
alive in your daily living.

Smart women know how wonderfully a

Lane Cedar Chest protects blankets,

linens, woolens and off-season clothing.

Each Lane is a proud decorative unit

—

because the new Lane styles are designed

to grace any room of any home.

If your home is still in the dream stage

—

start making those dreams come true.

Let your Lane start gathering Stardust,

dreams, and your prettiest possessions

—right now ! At your dealer's, today.

Lane is the ONLY pressure-tested, aroma-
tight cedar chest. Made of % inch red cedar
in accordance with U. S. Government rec-

ommendations, with a free moth protection

guarantee underwritten by one of the world's

largest insurance companies, issued upon
proper application. Helpful hints for storing

are in each chest. The Lane Company, Inc.,

Dept. P, Altavista, Va. In Canada: Knech-
tels, Ltd., Hanover, Ont.
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Blond Oak Lowboy. Opens from
top; base drawer #2920. InSeafoam
Mahogany, #2929; in Charcoal
Mahogany, #3247.

Colonial design in mellow Maple.
Two doors open from front; slid-

ing shelf, deep tray in base. Hand-
somely louvered, #C-174.

Smart modern blond oak Lane
Cedar Chest; chair-height, with
self-lifting tray, #3212. Also in

rich American Walnut, #3234.

18th Century style in satin-finished

Mahogany. Full-length drawer,
simulated drawers above, #2221.
Also in Casual Mahogany, #3173.

LANE Cedar
Over 100 styles and finishes

start at $49
Also makers of Lane Tables

Easy
Terms



Jergens most effective of all lotions tested

A

In a remarkable tes

Hands soaked in detergents,

but without Jergens care,

looked rough, red. Some were
even cracked and bleeding.

In the same test:

Hands treated with Jergens Lotion

after soaking were soft, smooth,

lovely. No detergent damage.

Unretouched photo of Mrs. Beth Anderson's hands after soaking in detergents. Only one hand received Jergens Lotion.

PROOF: JERGENS LOTION STOPS DETERGENT HANDS

The test: 447 women soaked both hands in a

common household detergent 3 times a day.

After each soaking, Jergens Lotion was applied

only to one hand. In 3 or 4 days the hands

untreated by Jergens Lotion showed ugly de-

tergent damage. But the hands treated with

Jergens Lotion were soft, smooth, glamorous.

What to do? It's easy to keep your hands smooth

and lovely. Use luxurious Jergens Lotion every

day to combat punishment of wind, weather,

suds and sun. Jergens Lotion is never sticky,

never greasy. Takes only a few seconds to apply.

Gives you the thrilling reward of glamorous-

looking hands. Still only lOtf to $1.00, plus tax.

JERGENS

LOTION

Notice to doctors and dermatologists . . .for a summary of this report, write The Andrew Jergens Co., Cincinnati H, Ohio.
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People have begun to whisper

about Roy Rogers' "secret past",

the kind of whispers that lead to

wild distortion and the deliberately

sensational smear stories that Hollywood

has come to resent so bitterly.

Knowing, as does the entire motion

picture industry, that no star has

been a greater inspiration to his

fellow workers or, with the help of his

lovely wife Dale, contributed more

to the public welfare, the editors of

Modern Screen investigated. They

discovered that there was an untold story,

one full of romance and warmth

about two fine young people

who met and fell in love

long before fate chose one for stardom.

What you are about to read, told by

Roy Rogers in his own words, should stop

malicious gossipmongers in their tracks.

It is the truth, the whole truth,

published herewith for the first

time and, we hope, for the last time.

THE TRUTH

ABOUT MY

FIRST WIFE
by Roy Rogers

Not long ago someone asked me if my first marriage

were being kept a secret. Of course not. It was a long time

ago, a time when things were tough for me and I

seldom think about it any more. But I would like the

story to be known. Here's the way I told it to Dale . . .

Yes, I was married when I was twenty-one. It isn't

generally known, but I never intended it to be a secret, then
or now. It happened two years after I came out to Califor-

nia from the family farm at Duck Run, Ohio, long

before anyone ever heard of Roy Rogers. No one was
interested then in the private life of an unknown singing

cowboy named Leonard Slye. By the time the public took

an interest in my career, the marriage was over.

Today, it still seems a little un- {Continued on page 83)
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by ALICE HOFFMAN

'Pat is more tolerant than I. I learn from him.

For Jane Powell life

is complete. As wife to Pat,

mother to Jay, Sissy and

Monie, she's making

"I'll never leave Pat to do a show. I couldn't do that to our marriage!"

"/ don't want to send my kids to nursery school. Not yet, at

any rate. You have your children only while they're little.

Fresh and dainty as a Dresden figure, Jane sat

in the curve of a circular beige couch against beige and

turquoise cushions—Pat's favorite colors. Her blouse was red

silk, her toreador pants white linen. A tortoise-shell

band set off the shining fair hair. She had never

looked more beautiful.

Just after announcing ha engagement to Pat Nerney last

year, she'd told Modern Screen of their hopes and plans

and everything came off on schedule. The wedding

at Ojai on November 8, anniversary of their first date.

The honeymoon in Europe—and home again for Christmas

with the children. Night-club engagements at Las Vegas

and Tahoe for Jane, since MGM had no picture

ready for her. Work at the Ford agency for Pat. These

were the tangible, objective things.

Looking back Jane mused, "They say the first year's the

hardest. I wouldn't know. For me it's been wonderful.

As far as adjustments go, there haven't been any.

We went together for a year before we married. We
took the time and pains to get really acquainted. We met

every day under all circumstances, some of them

pretty trying—when Pat was sick, when I was sick, when

both of us were dead tired with work—and yet we never got

on each other's nerves. We (Continued on page 90)
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LAUGHING

ON THE OUTSIDE
(still pouting on the inside

)

Dean and Jerry have shaken hands

With long-time friend and producer Hal Wallis

the boys pose to show everything's fine—but

the grins look phony and no one's fooled.

Trouble started while the boys were doing pub-
licity for Living It Up. They quarreled over

lines, who sang which songs, got which gags.

After a year of tension and a summer of outright

brawling, the Dean Martin-Jerry Lewis feud is

supposedly over. But it is going to be hard for the

boys, once the best friends in the entertainment world,

to get back the feel that made them famous—the

charm of two good pals, kidding around more for the

kicks than the cash. Because the reconciliation was
not an inside job, but the result of pressure from
above.

A few months ago, Paramount Pictures decided that

enough was enough. "A Feud is a Feud is a Feud,"

they said, "but a Contract is Legal." Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis were summoned to a meeting in the office

of vice president Frank 'Freeman. The object was
reconciliation.

Dean arrived first. At about 10: 30 that morning he

walked onto the Paramount lot, alone, and went
straight to his dressing room. Jerry arrived a few
minutes later. He is never alone. On the way to his

dressing room he clowned with a couple of friends.

Once inside, however, the famous grin left his face.

He sat listlessly, reading newspapers, not smiling at all.

Five minutes before the scheduled meeting, the

dressing room door opened and Dean Martin stuck

his head in. It was the first time he and Jerry had
looked squarely at each other in three months. Dean
put out his hand. "Shake, Jerr?" he said.

Jerry shook. It was a good try, but when it was over,

neither seemed to have anything to say. They walked

to the meeting together. On the way they met their

agent, Herman Citron, and their attorney, Joseph

Ross. When they got to Freeman's office, a spacious

yellow room with wood-paneled walls, tiled fireplace

and huge windows, the cheer of the surroundings

didn't even come close to lifting the gloom. The at-

mosphere might have been that of a marriage coun-

sellor's office, Dean and Jerry the embittered couple,

persuaded for the last time to try to save their marriage.

Freeman shook hands with the boys and sat down
at the head of the table. A white-haired, stocky, digni-

fied man with a slight southern accent, he had racked

up twenty-five years in the industry. He had had star

trouble before. His concern with Martin and Lewis

was purely professional. Paramount had more than

(Continued on page 75)
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by LOUIS POLLOCK

Richard Egan, "The man with the sexy rumble

in his voice," according to one movie fan's report on

a sneak preview card, just doesn't seem able to please

Hollywood's sophisticates. They keep complaining

peevishly that a star who has reached his thirties and

happens to be unmarried ought to establish himself

in smart bachelor quarters rather than continue to

live in his parents' home.

But Richard, who at thirty-two is a very solid fel-

low, not only physically, but socially and emotionally,

apparently, refuses to move out on his family.

"The average male," he pointed out, "doesn't leave

home until he gets himself a wife to take charge

of setting up a new one for him. I think this makes

sense. I just can't see myself worrying about whether

mv living-room walls ought to be cocoa brown or slate

blue. As if I'd take time off to care!"

Of course, the main reason why so many of

Hollywood's people live alone, even though they have

folks in town, is to gain a certain degree of independ-

ence. That's the way they always put it. And,

RICHARD EGAN:

"my mother
keeps
introducing

me to girls"

Marisa Pavan and Dana Wynter are two girls Dick has taken home to dinner.

according to many a psychologist, such an attitude

may indicate a certain emotional immaturity. Egan,

as his good friends all know, has no need to bolster

his ego in this way.

"Why should I run away from the people who
love me?" he asked. "My people, and the fact that

I live with them, neither hinder nor inhibit me in

any way. And also, I happen to be one of those

men—and there are lots of us around—who hate the

loneliness of a home that isn't used until you get

there. Until I have a wife waiting for me, I'll have

a mother. If I'm lucky. And a father. Both supply-

ing me with that combination of love and good sense

that you can only get from your very own."

That's the way Dick sees it. He's home to dinner

every night—except when he takes his mother and

father out to dine—and sits down to a meal cooked

by hands that know his taste well. Of course, some

nights when he comes home (Continued on page 72^)





Goodbye to Hollywood,

says Ava. Goodbye to

bitter memories and pain.

Maybe you will find freedom

and privacy and love in Spain,

Ava. But remember,

you can't run away from

problems. Besides . . .

Deserted Spanish beaches, small villages, offer Ava her privacy.

Overseas, too, are most of her friends, people like the Ernest Hemingways,

inhabitants of a special world of wit and high ideals.

by STEVE CRONIN

Ava Gardner, her face incredibly beautiful without the

slightest trace of makeup, moved her voluptuous, thirty-two-year-

old body into an easy chair in her London apartment.

Curling her shapely legs beneath her,

she said in that forthright manner of hers, "I'm

saying goodbye to Hollywood. I've had it there. From now

on I intend to live in Spain."

Ava had just finished Bhowani Junction, "a picture I really

like." She was feeling tired but satisfied. There was

no bitterness or disillusion in her voice. And as she spoke

one felt that her decision was based on careful thought rather

than the impetuous emotion of which she is so capable.

"I was never really happy in Hollywood," she said, "so why stay

there? After thirteen years they won't miss me, I can assure you.

"The small house I had in Hollywood" (it was a two-

bedroom stucco job located in Nichols Canyon, and if only

that house could talk what a tale of tempestuous

love it would tell. Frank Sinatra, used to drive there in his Cadillac

convertible and when he couldn't come he would send

gifts—the spinet piano, the Spanish {Continued on page 86)
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ferrers achieved closeness

during this last year of self-

imposed exile. Theirs is

a marriage built on mutual
tenderness and respect.

And the essence of what they feel

for each other has been
captured in these photographs taken

by Philippe Halsman at the

villa near Rome where Audrey
and Mel have learned to know
each other during their private

honeymoon year.

Audrey's attraction for ani-

mals kept her busy handling the

farmhouse menagerie. (Seven cats

followed her on walks.) Halsman
was unable to get a shot of a

rabbit that adored Audrey but

feared the camera. In fact, Halsman
had to shoot fast to capture

Audrey, too. "Her face has such

facets, such change of expression,

you're always afraid

you'll be too late. She keeps

escaping the camera."
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phoToqRAphEd by PhilippE HaIsman

TO loVE EACH OTHER

A QUiET plACE

U OlU

1

Audrey Hepburn has always

led a charmed life but friends won-

dered if she were pushing her

luck too far when she married the

moody, mercurial Mel Ferrer.

Those who visited the newlyweds in

their romantic pink Italian

villa, just twenty miles from Rome,
came away persuaded that Aud-

rey had known exactly what

she was doing. Skeptics who couldn't

make the trip to Rome to see for

themselves should be convinced by

these radiant photographs made
by Philippe Halsman after he spent

many idyllic hours with the Fer-

rers. Says Halsman, who has photo-

graphed Audrey before, "Why
shouldn't she be happy? She

lives in the most beautiful house, gar-

dens drowning in flowers, the horizon

limited by a chain of hills on

which are ancient monasteries and

castles. And when they wish

they can go to Rome and dip into the

most cosmopolitan city in the world.

And she is making what will pos-

sibly be one of the greatest

movies ever made

—

War And Peace."

Discreetly enough, Halsman omitted

the greatest single reason for Aud-

rey's radiance—Mel. Her love

for him has added a new dimension

to otherwise formidable talents.

Visitors to the villa come away

impressed by Audrey, the wife. She

searches the countryside for just

the right bread, the perfect

cheese, the correct wine. She

supervises the servants. She

tiptoes around Ferrer when he is in

one of his moods. She is trying so

hard to be a good wife because

Audrey the perfectionist is content

with herself only when func-

tioning at top form. She hasn't

lost her essential gaiety, her wit, her
''the inner life, spark, gracefulness of this girl make her

one of my most exciting subjects," says Halsman, who has photographed
most of the world's great beauties. "There are so many
girls with absolutely perfect features and that's all you get. But
with her the entire girl is as if she were illuminated from
the inside. Some girls are always acting and look phony. But she uses

self as a virtuoso uses an instrument. She knows what she is doing."





Looking over the brilliance of Rome, and the future, Audrey says, "I've never been so happy"

beauty. She and Mel play ping-

pong together, walk together,

laugh together. "They are

absolutely giddy," reports one

visitor to their villa. And
another suggests that Audrey has

been good for Mel. If she chose

him because he was older and

experienced, he most cer-

tainly must have responded

to her air of eternal youth. Un-

questionably, part of the power-

ful attraction he held for her

was professional respect. A
dedicated artist, Audrey learned

to know Mel under the most

demanding conditions as his co-

star on Broadway in New York

in Ondine. And now the two

will be directed by King Vidor

in the ambitious Paramount pro-

duction of War And Peace.

Filmed in Rome, this

four-hour movie was budgeted at

$5,000,000 and its pro-

ducers hope it will challenge the

fantastic records set by Gone

With The Wind. Another

precedent smashed by this

epochal production—Audrey's

salary which makes her one

of the highest-paid actresses

in the world today. She

will get $350,000 for three

months work, a substantial raise

over the $12,500 she received

for Roman Holiday and the

$15,000 for Sabrina. So sub-

stantial that Audrey cried, "I'm

not worth it," when her agent

delivered the contract. Italian

producer Dino de Laurentiis

thought otherwise. And so Audrey

began an intensive three-month,

six-day-a-week shooting schedule

in August, ending her romantic

year of retirement from the

limelight, but certainly not

ending her romantic marriage to

Mel Ferrer. For Audrey, the

working wife, will commute with

her husband from her pink

farmhouse and somehow find

time to keep up with the house-

hold chores she rejoiced in

during her honeymoon idyl.

mel ferrer, an enthusiastic cameraman, shoots his enchanting subject daily.
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Sue and Alan bought their new Palm Springs home on impulse—Sue because she liked its looks, Alan became he'd camped there as a Boy Scout.

j

For the first time in his life Alan Ladd has a place to play and a time for fun. It may be not everyone)

Every time a big star's marriage hits stormy weather,

Hollywood cynics wait for the crash. Once there's a

separation, they say, the divorce can't he far off. Unhap-
pily, the rule has been proved true in most cases. That's

why, in some quarters, it became a foregone conclusion

that following that forty-eight hour separation earlier this

year, the Alan Ladds would soon call it quits for good.

The editors of Modern Screen have known Alan
and Sue for a long time. We believed two such wonder-

ful, sensible people who have respected and loved each

other for thirteen years of warm partnership are head and
shoulders above Hollywood averages. But we decided to

investigate and report the truth, whatever the truth might
be. This then is how it is with {Continued on page 81)



Determined to make this home really their own, Alan and Sue adjust pool machinery themselves, decide on decor, even do their own painting!





Recently gossip has suggested that a romantic interest between Rock Hudson and Liz Taylor

had formed during the production of Giant. This frequently happens when two big stars

play opposite each other, but in this case friends of Liz and Rock are justifiably furious.

To clear the air, Modern Screen presents the real story of their friendship

A few months ago I was invited to a press-

and-industry luncheon at Warner Brothers

Studio. I knew it had been arranged to

give Jack Warner and George Stevens an

opportunity to announce the decision to film

Edna Ferber's Giant, for which I had
been lucky enough to be selected as a co-star

with Elizabeth Taylor and James Dean.

All I had to Jo was sit with other members
of the cast, listen to some speeches and

leave. That was all that was expected of me
by the studio but it happened that I expected

a lot more of myself. I knew that for the

five months it would take for the production

of the picture all of us in it would be like

a tightly-knit family, but that there was one

member of this group I must get to know
well. Her name was Elizabeth Taylor. I had
never met her.

Stretching ahead for both of us were

hundreds of occasions in which we would have

to talk together about script problems,

rehearse together and act together. And I

knew from experience that the quality of the

magic we were supposed to create on the

screen would depend a great deal on the

happiness of our friendship in real life.

Did Elizabeth Taylor feel as I did? Was
she perhaps wondering if I would be

pleasant to work with {Continued on page 88) As experts "age" Liz for Giant, Kock quips, "We're going to grow ol

together." Said Liz, "I knew the minute I saw you it would age me

Rock says he and Liz spent "most of our leisure together," on location.
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Everyone knew it before Dick.

When all their big troubles seemed

ended, suddenly the victory

vanished before his eyes

it

DON'T
LEAVE ME"

Until the sudden, unexpected break, Rita and Dick

lived casually, outwardly very happy in their Malibu home.

"I've always been a homebody," Rita told friends.

When the story first hit the papers no one,

including Dick Haymes, believed it. When he

came off-stage at the Cocoanut Grove, someone told

him Rita had left him, taking the children.

"I don't believe it!" he said. "What did I do?"

Then he drove home to Malibu.

But their house in Malibu was dark and empty.

And from some hide-away Rita issued a statement:

"I have separated from Dick because I believe

that in the best interests of my children, Dick and

myself, it is necessary that both of us have time

to think things out. I don't know at this time

whether the separation will be final." Dick refused

to accept it. "She didn't issue that statement."

But Rita had. During the long night while Dick

paced the floor at Malibu, literally barricading himself

against reporters outside, admitting one friend only

—

through a window—Rita was in conference with

her lawyer. Haymes gave out

conflicting statements: "She's right here with me.

There's nothing to the rumor." "She isn't here,

but I know where she is. She's conferring with her

lawyer about the trouble with Columbia. Then
she'll be home." "I must have done something to

upset her, but I don't know what." "We had a

fight Wednesday but I don't even remember what it

was about, that's how unimportant it was!" Rita

told friends that the crooner had hit her,

that she had had all she could take.

But the question was, all she could take of what?

Everything seemed to be going so well. The case

against Dick had been dropped by the Immigration

Authorities and Dick had applied for United States

citizenship. The club date at the Cocoanut Grove

was only one of many such coming his way; his

record sales were zooming, the movies were making

overtures. Rita's career had been at a standstill for

some time, but what did that matter? She had

always preferred her home and her children to

her work, and Dick could now support her. The
children adored Dick and he returned their

affection with such interest that his ex-wife,

Joanne Dru, had once complained that he cared more

for Rita's babies than his own.
Their life together had seemed idyllic. Rita, the

ex-princess, accustomed for years to immense •

wealth, the ultimate of splendor, had lived with

Dick in a rustic cottage in Nevada when funds

were low, doing without most of the conveniences

of the average housewife. At one point she and Dick

moved to a modest, rented, two-bedroom apartment.

And far from destroying it, adversity seemed to

strengthen their love. If Dick were deported,

Rita had said, she would go with him. If they

quarreled, no one knew it. They seldom went out,

seldom entertained, but neighbors saw them walking

along the beaches evenings, arms entwined, talking

softly. They looked like newlyweds.

Now Dick sat in the beach house, weeping

like a little boy. Beside him was a stack of unwashed

dishes, before him a newspaper photo of his wife.

From a practical point of view, the separation

could mean great delay in Dick's becoming a citizen,

difficulty for Rita's suit against Columbia, for Dick

is her star witness. Friends say that factors like

these may bring Rita home. But to Dick, none of

this counts. All he knows is that he's lost his girl.

He doesn't know what he did wrong, he doesn't

believe she'd say he hit her
—

"It's not true; I never

touched her!"—but whatever it is, he'll apologize.

"Everyone knows where she is but me," Dick

said. "I just want her to come home."
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she's still Mrs. Gene Kelly at home.

When a friend pointedly remarked to

husband Gene, "Now there'll be some corn-petition

in the family," Betsy shot back,

"Oh, no there won't. I'm only

going to play girls' parts!"



by NATE EDWARDS

Proud of his wife's success,

Gene Kelly boasts . . .

Wife Betsy, in turn, has always hero-worshiped Gene.

Suppose you'd been married to

Gene Kelly for fourteen years. Ever since you

were seventeen you'd been the wife of a

famous man. Exciting, glamorous? Of course.

But it can get frustrating, living in the

shadow of a great man. Especially if

you're talented, too. Wouldn't you like

to be known as Betsy Blair as well as Mrs.

Gene Kelly?

This is the good and golden time for

Betsy Blair. The dream-come-true year.

The beginning of fame and fulfillment.

No longer is Betsy just a wife

(of Gene Kelly) and mother (of twelve-year-

old daughter Kerry). Today, thanks to

Marty, Betsy is a rising star. And
her cup of happiness

runneth over.

"Things will never be the same,"

she recently confided, bubbling

over with excitement. "Honestly,

I don't think they ever will. I'm getting more

offers for work than I've ever had

before. Can you imagine?

Me? Plain Betsy!"

There is a tone of incredulity in Betsy's

voice. Her manner, modest and be-

coming, is touched with disbelief

.

Like a man lost and thirsty on the hot

desert who once having given up hope,

suddenly finds himself in sight of an oasis.

Betsy's oasis was Marty, the unfor-

gettable drama of pleasure and pain in

which she played a lonely school

teacher. In the picture Betsy falls in love

with Ernest Borgnine who portrays a

simple Bronx butcher.

Listen to Betsy run on about the touch-

stone of her career: "Marty," she

proudly says to anyone who'll listen, "was

awarded the Golden Palm at the Cannes

International Film Festival. First time

an American {Continued on page 60)
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The whole family had an island fling—Brenda, West, Scott, Virginia—when Bill went on location

with
Holden-
everything
goes

brenda romanced with

Bill on the Proud And Profane

location, swam by day and

danced by night at the Virgin Isle

Hotel, west and scott went

fishing with their dad between

shooting dates, caught big ones.

Virginia brought along school

chum Marilyn Locke {with

stepfather Bill's consent), so

she'd have someone her

own age to talk to.

by IMOGENE COLLINS

For the past two or three years, since Hollywood began

shooting pictures about Rome in Rome, instead of building Rome
in the back lot, a good many apparently sound marriages have

died a pitiful death thanks to spiteful gossip. Sometimes the gossip

was true, but the fact remains that with one partner legging

it ofT to Spain or Africa for several months while the other

languished at home, something was bound to pop. Human nature

being what it is.

Bill Holden is one of the stars whose commitments have taken

him half around the globe, to Hong KOng for Bridges At Toko-Ri

and Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing, thence to a

Kansas small town (which to Hollywood dwellers is just as

remote as Hong Kong any day) for Picnic and on to the Virgin

Islands and Puerto Rico for The Proud And Profane.

But despite what some amateur know-all (Continued on page 52)
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BILL HOLDEN continued

may tell you to the contrary, there is not now, nor is

there likely to be, a rift in the Holdens' solid four-

teen-year-old marriage. Because Bill takes his family.

No little dirty birdie is going to whisper into

Brenda Holden's ear that those hot love scenes

between Bill and Kim Novak were so accomplished

because they'd been rehearsed in private. Any
such rehearsal would have to be done, of necessity,

in front of Mrs. Holden herself, because She Was
There. Similarly, anyone who hinted that Bill and

Deborah Kerr spent considerable time together while

off camera in the Virgin Islands would receive a

sweet smile from Bill's wife.

"Certainly, they've {Continued on page 64~)

Working a heavy schedule, melted by heat,

Bill and Deborah Kerr regained their composure
daily at leisurely lunches with Brenda.

F
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Bill openly expresses devotion to Brenda, refuses to

go on location unless she and the kids can come along. Their

rare separations proved to him how much she meant.

Deborah mourned that she didn't have the time for shopping that

Brenda had. To make up for it, Mrs. Holden regaled her nightly with

tales of "the wonderful shops" and "all those amazing bargains 1"

left: Bongo-drummer Holden soothed guests at the

Virgin Isle Hotel when hurricane Connie raged. Rhythm girl with back

to camera is Nancy Sinatra, who has a featured role in the film.



to the

memory of

Suzan Ball

and

Robert Francis

This has been a tragic summer for Hollywood.

Two wonderful, talented, young people are gone.

They were both dearly loved, and greatly mourned.

Although one was a boy living without a thought

of death, and the other a bride who lived, and,

knew she lived, within its shadow, they had this in

common: both lived joyously, both lived lovingly,

both will be remembered not for their deaths,

but for their lives ...Itisto that memory

that we dedicate the pages which follow . . .



This is the same title we gave Suzan's wedding story. We feel it is



the keynote of her brave, beautiful life. This is her legacy of hope

No time for
by IDA ZEITLIN

Not too many years ago a ehild skipped along a Buffalo

street, wine in her veins, quicksilver at her heels, so charged with

the glory of being alive that she lifted her face to the wind and sky,

exulting : "I'll never be sick ; I'll never die. I'm never even going

to grow old. Not me." She didn't grow old. On August 5 Suzan

died of cancer, six months after reaching her twenty-first birthday.

No one could have loved life more intensely nor looked more bravely

into the face of death. At eighteen, death is something unreal that

happens to old people. She was eighteen when she fell and hurt her knee.

To spare her, they called it a tumor at first. But truth was a

deep-rooted need of Suzan's nature. "Is it cancer?" she asked the doctor,

and from then on would have no further truck with evasions.

She knew as well as Dick on their wedding (Continued on page 79)
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Her last winter was her happiest. Free of pain, she toured the country with Dick, planning for the future.



We knew Bob Francis as a strong young man, filled

Bob Francis'
i rview

by ALICE FINLETTER

Because I was the last person to interview Bob Francis,

Modern Screen has asked me to tell what happened during

our interview, what we talked about, how I remember him. It may well be

the toughest assignment I shall ever have.

During the last week of July I lunched with

Bob, and on the last day of July he was dead.

The following morning I was still unaware

of the tragedy, and working on the

story that had evolved from our interview.

Then the telephone rang. It was MODERN

Screen's office, calling to tell me of the plane

crash that had taken Bob's life.

It was stunning news. It is difficult to grasp

the fact of sudden death, and when a boy like

Robert Francis is the victim it is a

searing, sickening shock.

From the phone conversation, I learned that Bob had

been flying all that fateful Sunday, in a borrowed plane with two

friends. Having refueled at the Lockheed airport in Burbank, they

took off once more but this time, at about 150 feet, motor trouble

developed. Such low altitude gives little chance or choice

to a pilot, and it was typical of Bob that {Continued on page 59)

April's Modern Screen ran a story on

Bob with a tragically prophetic title.
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"The thrill" was Bob's one weakness. Everything had to be fast-

"No one," Bob once said, "can survive without

faith in himself. But there's a line dividing

confidence from conceit. Its name is modesty."

"The avalanche" held no terrors for Bob. Since his debut on skis at 11, he had dedicated him-

self to making the Olympic team some day. At 17 he was a top amateur skier. The Army

interrupted his ski career, and when he came out at 23, he was "too old to be chasing snow.

Six feet, three inches tall, blond and blue-eyed,

Bob tried every sport, dreamed of owning a

sports store. (He and his brother once ran three.)
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too fast. He met his death learning to fly.

"I like people," he once said, "but I think things

out better alone. Some talk a problem over. For

me, it's a long walk till I make up my mind."

said

my

and

"Nothing ever happened to me," he'd tell re-

porters. "I should wrap my car around a pole

so I'd have something to be interviewed about."

(Continued from -page 56) in

those last few minutes he turned the

plane to avoid crashing into the

crowds attending services at a

cemetery directly below. In

a matter of seconds the tiny ship

crashed into a parking lot and

burst into flames. Authorities

that the three occupants had,

mercifully, died instantly.

I put the receiver back on the

telephone cradle and turned to

desk, littered with shorthand

notes that had taken down his

words such a short time ago. I

arranged them into a neat pile

filed them away, and the finality

of the act gave me a strange feeling.

And now Modern Screen
wants to know about this last

interview. The notes are once again

spread over my desk, and although

a week has passed, I do not feel

any less strange.

I do not intend a eulogy. It isn't

my place; I didn't know him that

well. I had spent perhaps six hours

with him during various interviews,

but while six hours is little time

to come to know a person, in the

case of Bob it was sufficient to

grow enormously fond of him. I can

only say what I feel, and that

is that Bob was the kindest, most

sincere, clean-cut young man I

had known.
There was nothing unusual about

the interview. It was set for noon

at a restaurant noted for its quiet

charm, the kind of place Bob
Francis would appreciate. We were

to talk about his recent sojourn

in Colorado. He had gone there to

make a Western with Spencer

Tracy, and after three weeks Tracy

had become ill and gone back

to Hollywood. The company stayed

on in the wilds of Colorado,

awaiting the studio's decision about

Tracy's replacement. After a week of

waiting they had all been recalled

to Hollywood, and given a

month of freedom until August 19,

when they were to return. About

Bob's stay there, I already knew he

had met a girl under unusual

circumstances, that on his return

he had been amusing about the

quiet life they had all been forced

to lead. And I knew that the month
ahead of (Continued on page 67^)

One Hollywood date was Mutiny co-

star May Wynn. They went to the

Beach with Kim Novak, Scott Brady.

Even as a star, Bob continued
acting lessons with Botomi Schneider,

considered her a second mother.

"We always let Bob make his own
decisions," his parents said. "That's

the way you make a boy a man."

In 1954 Modern Screen readers

named Bob most popular new star

George Delacorte presented award.
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Betsy Blair Sheds Marty in Summer Stock

Advised not to get typed as

Clara, the Marty girl, Betsy
Blair starred in Sabrina and
The Rainmaker on the road.

Byron Sanders, her handsome
leading man (above and
right ) in Sabrina, bore little

resemblance to homely Marty.
Sabrina meant other changes

for Betsy who had muted
her natural gaiety in

Marty. She played the role

with the relish of a

wallflower turned belle.

Stagestruck since childhood

Betsy reveled in the

casual summer-theatre life

but introduced the custom of

hot tea before every

performance. At Newport,
R.I., the theatre is

housed in the historic

Casino and a star's dressing

room is apt to be

shabby. But the group

spirit, the eager college

apprentices and, most
important, the recognition

audiences gave her

performances, compensated.

betsy blair

{Continued from page 49) film has won
that honor. And I was there, in on every-
thing.

"I went to every function, every picture.

I attended all the luncheons, all the sup-
pers, all the receptions. The newspapers
said I was doing it out of politeness and
courtesy. 'Don't you believe it,' I told the
reporters. 'I'm having the time of my life.

I'm' enjoying every minute of it.'

"I just can't find words to tell you what
it meant to me. There was that afternoon
when Gene gave a press conference. I

thought I'd cry. That's how happy I was.
You know how he started it off? 'I am
the husband of Betsy Blair,' he announced.
Everyone smiled and the tears came to my
eyes and I thought I'd just pass out with
happiness.
"And then after the Festival when we

were going back on the plane, I suddenly
became aware of what it means to be
noticed. 'Are you comfortable, Miss Blair?

Would you like a seat facing the window,
Miss Blair?' Then when there was a delay,

'Would you care to go by limousine to

Paris, Miss Blair?' All these attentions.

"What a difference, what a change from
just a few years ago. Sure, it's had an
effect on me. But I'm not sure exactly

what sort of effect. I remember in London
and in Cannes and in other places. I

happened to remark on how nice everyone
was being to me.

" 'It's just because you've met with suc-

cess,' I was told. 'The whole world loves

a winner.' I keep asking myself if this

is true. Why should success make some-
one skeptical about people? It's not going
to change me." And it's not going to

change the Kelly marriage either. When
a friend pointedly remarked to Gene in

Betsy's presence, "Now there'll be some
competition in the family," Betsy shot

back, "Oh, no, there won't. I'm only going

to play girls' parts!"

Betsy has always loved people, all

kinds of people. The Kellys keep perpetual
open house on Rodeo Drive.
Dancers, writers, young actors, chorus

girls, everyone in show business seems to

know this. Drop in on the Gene Kelly
household of a Sunday and you'll find a

game of volleyball progressing in the back-
yard, Gene and dance director Stanley
Donen discussing some new routine in the

den, Betsy and daughter Kerry practicing

French in the living room.

Paddy's sleeper
In 1948 Betsy was given a bit role in

A Double Life, a film starring Ronald
Colman. Also playing a bit in the same
picture was a young actor named Paddy
Chayefsky. As an actor he was no great

shakes, but, as she does with pretty nearly
everyone, Betsy struck up a friendship

with Chayefsky.
Years later when Chayefsky became a

noted television writer and Marty was
bought for the screen, he insisted that

Betsy was perfect for the role of Clara.

Betsy had broken her leg in a skiing ac-

cident and was hobbling around on a cast,

depressed and discouraged.
"When I received the script," she re-

members, "I perked up at once. I knew
right away it was wonderful. Before we
made the picture we rehearsed for two
weeks, ironed out all the kinks. Everyone
said to me, 'Betsy, this is a sleeper, a real

sleeper.' And I kept answering. 'No, a

sleeper is when you don't expect any-
thing good. We know we have something
good.'

"

Marty emerged a critical and financial

success and Betsy Blair became a star

because (1) she has the talent and (2)



PALMOLIVE SOAP CAN GIVE YOU A

GETS HIDDEN DIRT THAT ORDINARY CLEANSING METHODS MISS I
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she got the chance to exercise that talent
because Chayefsky remembered her as a
warm, intelligent, unaffected person.
There is a tendency in Hollywood for

the girl who marries a movie star to put
on the dog. Betsy Kelly has never
"gone Hollywood." She has always be-
lieved in the even keel, the human ap-
proach, in speaking her piece, in living
comfortably. .

She has always liked simple blouses and
full skirts and ballet-type slippers. She
lets her chestnut-colored hair hang loose,
keeps her face clean and scrubbed and
devoid of make-up.
Because of this she has been severely

criticized for years.

The town's dress designers, for example,
say, "Why doesn't she dress like the wife
of a famous movie star? She owes it to
the community."
Betsy believes in dressing for herself,

not for other people, with the exception, of
course, of husband Gene. Only Gene him-
self wears a baseball cap, a polo shirt,
slacks, white socks and moccasins. On
Sunday he dresses in a blue suit to take
Kerry to church. But otherwise when
he's out with Betsy they both look like a
pair of kids fresh from a college campus.

Basically, the Kellys are interested in
their work and not the trappings of suc-
cess. And it is this concentrated interest
in work that caused Betsy so much frus-
tration until Marty came along.

Stagestruck
Betsy was scarcely seventeen when she

married Gene Kelly in 1941. They met in
Billy Rose's night club, the Diamond
Horseshoe, where Betsy was a chorus girl
and Gene an up-and-coming dance di-
rector. Betsy hero-worshiped Gene—she
still does, probably the result of their
thirteen-year age difference. When they
arrived in Hollywood, they rented a small
house in Laurel Canyon. Gene taught his
child bride how to cook.
In his very first picture, For Me And My

Gal, with Judy Garland, Gene was an
outstanding success. A year later, Kerry
was born, the Kellys moved into a new
house in Beverly Hills and Betsy had
neither time nor thoughts of a career.
When Gene went into the Navy, how-

ever, Betsy returned to her family in
Cliffside, New Jersey. Here, close to New
York where she had worked as a child,
first as a photographer's model, then as a
chorus girl, the desire for a career began
to assert itself again.

"I don't know," she once explained. "I've
always liked to be active, to do things.
Ever since I was a kid I've been in show
business or on the fringes. I used to
sing over wnew on Sunday mornings and
then when I was a teen-ager I was in
stage shows. And my family wanted me
to go to college—my two brothers went,
you know, one to Northwestern and the
other to Pennsylvania—and for a while I

thought I'd go to Sarah Lawrence, but
coming into New York on a train one day
I saw an advertisement in the paper for
chorus girls, and I answered it I got the
job. I married Gene. Show business has
always been in my blood. And as Kerry
grew up and needed me less, I found that
I needed things to occupy my time and
utilize my energy."
When Gene came out of the service,

Betsy, in an unobtrusive way, began look-
ing for acting jobs under the name of
Betsy Blair. "I had given myself that name
because I had a boy friend who was going
to a prep school, Blair Academy. I was
only a kid back then, and I guess I

should've remained with my own name."
(Betsy is the daughter of Willett and
Frederica Boger, an insurance broker and
a schoolteacher.)

First she did stage work at the Actors
Lab in Hollywood. Then word spread
around town that the girl was genuinely
talented. She got work in Another Part
Of The Forest, The Snake Pit, Kind Lady,
Mystery Street. She took part in plays
put on by Eugenie Leontovich and the La-
guna Beach Playhouse. "If there's a thea-
tre group I'm in it."

Stories to the effect that Gene Kelly felt

his wife belonged at home in this period
are not true. "Betsy is a fine actress,"
Kelly's always maintained. "I just wish
she'd get one good break."
Gene gave Betsy—in fact has always

given her—every moral support. And in
all fairness to Betsy, it must be said that
she never neglected any of her domestic
duties. It is no secret, for example, that
she has always wanted more than one
child. And still says, "Who can tell? We
may still hit the jackpot."
The one thing Gene Kelly would not

do was to cast Betsy in any of his own
pictures. Betsy is a crack dancer, and
Gene might have succumbed to the temp-
tation of nepotism—after all, hiring rela-
tives is a recognized custom in every in-
dustry—but he felt it would not be fair.

Other casting directors felt similarly.

"Sure, she's a good actress," one execu-
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tive agreed, "but let's face it. Her hus-
band is earning 3,000 bucks a week. Why
not give the job to a girl who has to make
her own living?"

This is the attitude that handicapped
Betsy Blair for years. The studios felt

that she didn't need the work, didn't need
the money. They were only half right.
Betsy needed work as an outlet for her
energy and talent.

When work wasn't forthcoming she grew
moody and frustrated. Kerry was in
school. The house was clean. Kids would
come around all the time, talking about
new productions, new castings. To have
been in show business, to live with its

atmosphere around you all the time, to be
so near and yet so far—you can imagine
how Betsy felt day after day.
At one time she threw herself into

charity work, went out to the Veterans
Hospital and entertained the wounded.
And always she read omnivorously. But
try as she might she could not lose the de-
sire to act.

She was ecstatically happy in 1952, pre-

paring to go abroad with Gene and Kerry
for two years.
"Maybe," she said, "I'll get a whole new

start in Europe. Kerry and I are taking
French down at the Berlitz School. And
it should help, don't you think?"

It helped in the Place Dauphine in Paris
where the Kellys subleased a five-room
flat in an apartment house. But it didn't
help Betsy get any acting work. Gene was
up to his neck in Crest Of The Wave and
Invitation To The Dance. But the best Mrs.
Kelly could do was to audition for a part
in Letter From Paris, and she had to go to
London for that.

She studied and rehearsed her lines, and
on the day of the audition she was superb.
"You've got the part," she was told. Betsy
beamed. But her happiness was short-
lived. The Labor Ministry refused to give
her a work permit.
Her frustration increased. "There I

was," she recalls, "with Kerry in school,
plenty of time on my hands, and an op-
portunity I couldn't take advantage of
because of red tape."
Finally director Anatole Litvak—he had

cast Betsy in Snake Pit—offered Betsy a
job as dialogue director of Act Of Love, a
film he was shooting in France and Italy.

Eagerly Betsy accepted and left Kerry
in the care of Gene and his secretary)
Lois McLelland. Each week, however,
Betsy made it a point to fly back to her
family. But somehow the inevitable di-
vorce and separation rumors started. Eu-
ropean gossips hinted that Betsy and'
Sidney Chaplin, working together on the
same film, were an item.
Gene, of course, knew better. To him

rumors coupling Betsy with Chaplin or
Tola Litvak were big jokes.

Betsy, however, was mildly annoyed. "I

don't know how these things get started,"
she confided, "but they sure are stupid.
We're really a very devoted family."
When Act Of Love was finished the

Kellys proved that. Gene hired a car and
drove Betsy and Kerry all around Spain.
The only acting Betsy managed to do

abroad was done in North Africa when
Orson Welles hired her to play Desdemona.
Only Orson hired two other Desdemonas,
Lea Padovani and Suzanne Cloutier, and
then ran out of money. So once again
Betsy Blair returned to Paris without a
European screen credit to her name.m \

;
i

Too wholesome
In 1953 the three Kellys came home.

This time there was television for Betsy
to get her teeth into. She worked on Ford
Theatre, Philco, Kraft, U.S. Steel, all the
top shows. But the motion picture indus-
try offered her little. The same old reason:
She didn't need the money.
Last year when she broke her leg skiing

she had to cut down on her television
work. But as usual she read widely, kept
abreast of every development in show
business. Simultaneously the legion of
friends she had made over the years began
recommending her for more and more
roles. Alain Bernheim, an agent friend
tried to sell her to a director one afternoon
in Frascati's, a Belgian restaurant on Wil-
shire Boulevard.

"Just think of it," Alain urged the di-
rector. "You can get her to play the lead
for $10,000. Who else can you get at that
price?"
The director grinned. "She just doesn't

have enough sex appeal," he volunteered.
"She's too fresh, too wholesome for the
part. We need someone sultry like Yvonne
De Carlo."

'

Betsy refused to give up hope. She did
more and more little theatre work. "Some
day,"- she told me, "there'll be a good part
for me. I only hope I live that long."

Little did she realize that a week later
Paddy Chayefsky and director Delbert
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klann would be discussing her in New
fork for the dream role of Clara in Marty.

Mann felt that Betsy might be too young

or the part. Chayefsky insisted she was

i natural, although he admitted he hadn't

;een her in six years. When Mann heard

3etsy read, with restraint and emotional

jerception, he knew immediately that

:hayefsky was right. Betsy was signed

or the role, and with Ernest Boignine she

laptivated the movie-going public.

Once Marty became a money-maker and

m award-winner Betsy found, after ten

/ears of trying, that quite suddenly she

was in demand.
Success, however, didn't go to her head.

?rom husband Gene she learned that suc-

;ess must be accepted with graciousness

and balance. Rather than snap up the

irst movie offered to her, Betsy decided to

lo summer stock at Newport, R. I. where

;he starred in The Rainmaker and Sabrina

Fair.

She discussed her decision with Gene,

and he agreed it was the right one. "I'll

ake Kerry to Europe with me on vaction,"

ae offered, "and you follow when you're

inished at Newport."
That's exactly what happened. The

;hree Kellys cavorted over France and

Switzerland this past August, then re-

Oscar Levant's last concert in

Washington won him the finest

notices he's ever received there.

Levant was asked if it's true that

Aaron Copeland discovered him

as a composer. "Yes," he replied,

"but when Copeland discovered me
—be was an unknown, too." . . -

Levant's wife and three young
daughters were in Washington with

him. The youngsters were taken on

a hectic four of the capital and
then came to New York. They ar-

rived in weary state. "They had
a good time," Levant said of their

trip, "although they don't know it."

Leonard Lyons in

The New York Post

turned to Beverly Hills in time to get

Kerry back in school.

This November Betsy plans to return to

southern France to star with Jean
Gabin in a film to be called At The Green
Devil. She will be part of a production

quartette that includes director Noel
Coward, art director Alex Trauner, and
writer Jacques Prevert, well known for

his Les Enfants Du Paradis. These three

men are old friends of Betsy's. She knew
them when; and they in turn knew her as

a charming, ambitious, young wife who
welcomed them into her house, pointed to

the kitchen and said, "Help yourselves."

Gene and Betsy have worked out a most
wonderful operations program involving

daughter Kerry. When Betsy works, Gene
is in charge of the girl and vice versa;

so that over the years Kerry has gotten

to know each parent exceedingly well. In

most households the father is relatively

unknown to his offspring but Kerry con-

siders Gene and Betsy her closest friends.

Career or no career they have never
neglected the child and have always in-

sisted that she be in the company of at

least one parent.
No matter where the Kellys make pic-

tures in the future this modus operandi

will continue.
Betsy and Gene are completely sensible

people. And although both of them are

flying high at the moment—Gene's latest

films being Ifs Always Fair Weather, In-

vitation To The Dance—they always keep
both feet on the ground.
In Hollywood few acting couples can

manage this trick. END
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william holden

{Continued from page 52) been together
during their free hours, swimming and
dining in charming little out-of-the-way
places. Also in the party were Miss Kerr's
husband Tony Bartley and their two
daughters Melanie and Frankie, our two
boys West and Scott, our daughter Virginia
and—oh yes, me."
But Bill's formula for beating the long

separation problem—"If you can't stay
with 'em, take 'em with you"—isn't as
simple as it sounds. When I talked with
Bill in New York not long ago, he had just
arrived at the Sherry Netherland after an
all-day plane trip. He kicked his shoes
off, stretched out in a big chair and signed.

"I've just finished the toughest location
I can remember, I've been cramped in a
plane for hours, I'm taking off at eight in
the morning, and I've got my whole fam-
ily with me," he said. "I'm exhausted."

"It's alt right now"
When you consider that West is eleven

and Scott is only nine, those ages of rest-
less curiosity and insatiable vigor, you
will understand that it was not necessa-
rily the picture nor the plane trip that had
him so beat. Bill takes the duties and
pleasures of being a father seriously.

I remember once, at the Columbia
Ranch in Hollywood, seeing Brenda bring
the boys up to the gate of a restricted
area where Bill was shooting a difficult
night scene. He'd promised the boys they
could watch. Brenda kept saying, "Now
take it easy, don't touch anything. Re-
member, no horsing around." Then, when
they reached the gate, she stepped back,
smiling, while Bill took both their hands
and the three Holden men walked on
toward the set. Her smile seemed to
say, "It's all right now."

That's the way Bill takes over when
they are traveling, catching planes, chang-
ing at airfields, checking in-and-out of
hotels, transferring luggage.

In the end it is worth it, however, not
only for Bill himself but for Brenda and
the boys. Let's take the location on St.
Thomas, Virgin Islands, for example.

It could have been, as Bill points out,
one of the stinkers of all time. The Vir-
gin Islands, in late July and early August,
lie green and lush and steaming in an
emerald sea, under skies loaded with
boiling white clouds. When it rains, it

does so in earnest, and all the water stays
right where it lands, adding to the
humidity. Into this jungle, where the
islanders naturally do as little work as
possible, rushed the Proud And Profane
company on a tight shooting schedule,
determined to use the good weather.

In heat so oppressive it made many of
the crew sick, Bill was hurried from one
assignment to another, and most of the
time he worked all night as well. Without
his family there, on the occasional evening
and two or three days when he was ac-
tually free, there would have been nothing
for him to do but stare at the walls, knock
around with the gang, or just possibly stir

up a little mischief.
As it was, Brenda and the kids made it

seem almost like a holiday. Bill would
come home to the Virgin Isle Hotel in

St. Thomas, completely worn out, to find

Brenda looking fresh and beautiful after

a day of shopping. She slipped him a
martini and by the time he'd bathed and
climbed into fresh clothes, he was a hu-
man being again, ready for the evening.
After fourteen days Dewey Martin, an

expert at skin diving, finally persuaded
Bill to put on fins and a mask and go
spear-fishing. After just missing a fine

grouper and brushing a barracuda im-

patiently out of his way before Dewey
could signal him to stop that, Bill emerged
with an ecstatic grin on his face. "Where
have I been all my life?"

Whereupon, with two days free, he
chartered a boat and with Dewey and
West, went snorkel-swimming and spear-
fishing around Water Island.
Then along came hurricane Connie on

her way to the Carolinas, whipping her
mighty tail over the Islands as she passed.
A hurricane can be one of the most de-
pressing as well as nerve-wracking things
in the world to sit out, particularly if you
don't know what it's going to do next.
Crowded into the hotel, the company
milled around nervously, checking weath-
er reports and listening to the gusts of
slashing rain buffet the windows until they
rattled like castanets.

In the midst of all this racket and con-
fusion, Bill appeared with a set of six
Haitian bongo drums and, deadpan, began
playing them expertly. He'd bought them
earlier and had spent hours between takes
learning how to beat the things, with Ross
Bagdasarian, the actor-composer who wrote
"Come On-a My House," as his teacher.
The whole performance was so out-

landish, so out of character for Bill, that
it broke the tension, raised everybody's
spirits, and a party developed that out-
lasted Connie.
Having his family close by, no matter

where he is working and despite the extra
cost and trouble, is not only necessary to
Bill's happiness and peace of mind, but
essential to his career. He has come,
through the years, to depend a great deal
on Brenda's cagey professional advice. A
superb actress in her own right before
she retired, she is a truly intelligent
woman who not only knows the picture
business upside down, but the way her
husband ticks from any direction. Thus,

At Lum Fong's an actor reported
he and his ex-wife were dating
again: "It was one of those di-

vorces that just didn't work out."
Earl Wilson in
The New York Post

when he asks her to, she spends many
days on the set, seemingly knitting or
reading. Later, in private, she is ready
with advice.

Without Brenda on location, too, Bill
isn't as sure of himself. He leans on her
for counsel, emotional comfort and a cer-
tain amount of inspiration. If you don't
believe that the even-tempered Mr. Hol-
den can have the jitters you ought to have
seen him on those rare occasions when
he didn't take the family along. Those
who observed Bill on the Picnic set were
amazed at his disposition.

He arrived in Salinas, Kansas, for the
first location in a towering bad mood. The
air was full of tension, of tornadoes get-
ting ready to strike. (If it occurs to you
that the progress of Bill Holden around
and about the world is accompanied by
more than a few explosives, with even
the elements getting into the act, then
you are close to the proper picture.)
Brenda was busy in Hollywood and
couldn't join him for a week or two. This
tied it, as far as he was concerned.
When he was first cast as the half-

good, half-bad drifter in Picnic, Bill
didn't agree with Director Josh Logan's
interpretation of the character.

"I can't play this guy," he kept saying.
"I don't know him. I don't even like him.
There's nobody in my experience who
remotely resembles the way this guy
behaves."
To all outward appearances this was

true. Bill had grown up in Pasadena, as
the most typical of clean-cut California

boys, the son of a thoroughly nice middle-
class family. He got his break in pic-
tures while he was still in school, found
his girl and married her when he was
very young. He raised his family, served
his four war years and laboriously worked
his way to the top of his profession.
And now they wanted him to play, with

conviction, a bum, an emotional slob!
Josh Logan was determined that he would
play it that way, and Bill was just as
determined that the interpretation be
changed to fit what he considered to be
his own limitations. His unhappiness in-
fected cast and crew and even the weather.
The usually cooperative Holden started off
by having a hassle with the publicity
unit man over whether or not he would
pose with a cherry pie and the girl who
baked it. Then, two nights later, while
the crew were setting up cameras and
fights, all hell broke loose.

A wall of wind hit, snatching away the
cup of coffee Bill was drinking. The two
black funnel-shaped clouds that had been
wandering around in the distance, flash-
ing with lightning, now merged and be-
gan walking toward them across the
prairie. Instinctively everyone ran for
cover. Bill dived for the nearest lone
car, slammed the door after him, and
peered into the now deserted darkness.

Tornado inside

"Then it really hit us," he says. "Hail,
big as golf balls, bounced across the
lawns, hammered the car with the sound

;

of a loco machine gun. It rained as if

someone had turned an ocean upside
down. Wind slammed the side of the car.

"I lit a cigarette to keep calm. Some-
one's hat was on the seat beside me. In
a kind of futile gesture I put it on, to
protect my head in case the car over-
turned—or lifted up. My arms were ready
to shield my face in case glass shattered.
Being alone was no help. For over an hour
this went on. Then it passed."
But not the tornado within William

Holden. That one raged on for several
days, until one morning he appeared on

|

the set smiling, his antagonism gone,
ready to play it Logan's way.
What had happened? Even at long

distance, Brenda had found the key to
his problem. He had written her how he
felt, and she had written back with a

\

deeply understanding message.
"Reach back into your own adolescence,

Bill," she said, "and somewhere you'll
find a memory that will tell you how a. i

man acts who is emotionally immature."'
He had spent the night remembering,

reaching back. And he'd found it, all right.
Some things he'd felt and thought and
done long ago, things he'd wanted to for-
get and so, in his efficient way, had for-
gotten. It wasn't easy to look them over
and admit it was young Bill Holden who
belonged to them. But suddenly he under-
stood the role of Hal Carter in Picnic.
And when, a week or two later, Brenda

finally arrived (alone, because the boys
were in public school in Beverly Hills),
she found him dribbling egg on his chin,
swinging aboard freight cars and teetering
atop them, scorning a double, taking di-
rection and Being Competent, as Holden
should. The production was going like a
breeze instead of a tornado.
Brenda smiled. She was remembering

another time when Bill, on location in
Arizona, hadn't been able to stand it any
longer without her. Way back in July,
1941 that was. So she'd caught a plane and
flown to him and they'd been married
the next day. Ever since Brenda has al-
ways had her bags packed ready to take
off. Most of the time she doesn't have to
rush. Most of the time she's already there,
on location with Bill. END
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bob francis

(Continued from page 59) him was to be

his first real vacation since beginning work
as Willie Keith in The Caine Mutiny.

He came into the restaurant, tall and

bronzed, and slid into the booth beside me.

His hair was long, curling around his

ears and over his collar and I thought how
becoming it was. But that was a reaction

purely feminine. Aloud I said, "They've

got you into the longhair department, eh?"

He made a face. "It's the only thing I

don't like about doing a Western. The

rest of it's great, but having to go around

in public with this mop is awful."

I remember, now, how impressed I was
by Bob, impressed because every time I

saw him I liked him better. He was the

kind of a person who wears well. Serious,

almost intense, with a quiet humor that

bubbled up at times when he seemed to

forget to be so grave and earnest. He was a

completely honest boy, unimpressed by his

own success, except in that he was made
happy by it. Happy because he had found

his slot in life and felt that, for him, acting

was the answer. His career in movies was
merging nicely with his old love, sports. In

picture work he got a great deal of exer-

cise, and in between pictures he could ski

on snow or on water, his favorite pas-

times. I remember, too, that he once told

me he wanted eventually to have a ski

shop of his own. A good one, the best in

Los Angeles. How he was looking forward

to the time when he would earn his living,

and that of the family he wanted, by
means of the two things he loved best, act-

ing and skiing.

A place of his own
I asked him first about his apartment.

Having a place to hang his hat had been

important to Bob because since his start

in pictures he had spent every free day

between films on junkets of one kind or

another. After Caine Mutiny he was sent

on three personal appearance tours, on

another after The Road West, another

after The Long Gray Line, and still an-

other after The Bamboo Prison. In one

year he made four pictures and spent six

months on the road, and in all that time

he was living in far-off Pasadena with his

parents, fighting traffic every morning and
night, and hoping for a place of his own
near the studio. His last tour had been to

Washington for the premiere of The Long
Gray Line, followed by the film's opening

in New York, and then weeks in Florida

to help publicize the picture. On the way
home he stopped in Detroit and bought a

brand new convertible, the pride of his

life, and drove it back to Hollywood.

That was when he got his apartment. It

was a one-bedroom affair, replete with

maid service and pool. "If I'd rented one
before," he said, "I knew I'd no sooner get

moved in than I'd be asked to leave town
again. This time, I was sure I'd be free

to enjoy it for a while. Columbia had

nothing for me to do. and so I rented it

and moved in, and the same day I was
still putting my socks and shirts into

drawers, Columbia called to tell me that

I was to make this Western on loan-out

to Metro, and leave for Colorado in a few
days." He grinned. "Now it looks as

though I've won after all. I'm back, and
I have a whole month to myself until they

decide on somebody for Tracy's part—and
I have an apartment to boot. I'm going to

do nothing but have fun—days on the

beach and as much water skiing as I can.

The idea of a Western had pleased Bob.

He was an outdoor type of guy and he

looked forward to the open spaces and the

smogless air—maybe even a beard. He
would rather have stayed at home of

course, but if he had to be some place
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Every week end,

come rain or come shine,

Patti is aboard

the yacht

known as . . .

PATTI

PAGE'S

RAGE
Jack Rael, who is Patti's manager and partner,
captains, the thirty-five foot yacht, Patti has
dubbed herself first mate, takes duties seriously.

She's also chef, specializing in elab-
orate beef stew and an astounding
variety of very fancy egg dishes.

The Rage has been Patti's for three years now. It
is docked in Port Washington, Long Island, a
short ride from New York City where Patti works.

Usually Patti brings aboard show-
business guests, who sun, swim, fish—but never .forget to talk shop I

In a pinch—or even in a storm—Patti could han-
dle The Rage alone. Her only complaint is that
(so far) she can't do her recordings from the boat.
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else, nothing pleased him better than the
thought of Colorado.
He felt no sense of disappointment when

he stepped out of the plane at Montrose,
Col., with a population of 1200 spread gen-
erously over ranches in the entire county.
He was a mile above sea level, and exhil-
arated by the surrounding mountains,
snow-capped and sparkling in the warm
sun. My kingdom for a horse, he thought,
and flexed his muscles. He was assigned
to a motel with the flavorsome name of
The Lazy I G and the wide west address
of "Highway 99, near Montrose." The com-
pany had dinner at one of the quaint local
cafes, and Bob went to bed early and
dreamed of the Northwest Passage, Daniel
Boone and Conestoga wagons.

"In another week," he said, "I was
dreaming of Chasen's restaurant, girls,

perfume and girls." The quaintness of the
cafes wore off quickly when the same
menu confronted him three times a day,
and he was not sure he would have given
a plugged nickel to ride a horse. The
point was that he rode a horse every day,
for eight hours, and had a lot of it ahead
of him. He liked it, of course; he had
spent many hours on horseback through-
out his life, but this time he was doing it

the hard way. Girls, now, that was some-
thing else again. Irene Pappas was the
only girl in the picture, and she was mar-
ried. Montrose contained an assortment
of females either married or too young or
too old. "And that was that."
One more week, and boredom set in.

Each morning meant out of bed at 5:30 to
be ready at 6:30 for the long drive to the
set, a spot in the mountain wilderness
where a complete ranch had been built
for the movie. This entailed forty miles
on the main highway, then a dirt road for
six tumbling, jerking miles which took
twenty minutes to maneuver. Fun at first,

but tiring when it happened twice a day.
The town* offered little. The one the-

atre lifted the hopes of the company, but
Bob came off on the short end. To com-
pliment him, the manager had booked all

Bob's movies, a nice gesture which Bob
appreciated, but, as he said, "I wasn't go-
ing to sit through them all again."
The malt shop was a favorite stop.

Crazy about ice cream, Bob astounded the
rest of the company by downing two and
three concoctions (with improbable names
like The Purple Cow) in one visit. Every
Wednesday night there were the jalopy
races held by the town's younger set, and
on Sundays they could drive the thirty
miles to Ouray and swim in the fabulous
pool on a mountain top, or drive through
the torturous roads of Gunnison Canyon.
But for the most part, Bob was in bed by
9:30 each night.

No Place to Go

"It was beautiful country—wait until
you see it in the picture. They don't talk
about acres up there—they measure the
land by the valleys they own. The wo-
man who leased her property for the mo-
vie owns several valleys, has 8000 head of
sheep and they say she's worth twenty
million dollars. She's about sixty, I guess,
and yet she takes care of the place her-
self—herding and everything. The people
there are wonderful. But there still
wasn't much for us to do."
So they depended on each other for

amusement. Bob stuck mostly with char-
acter actor Chubby Johnson and publicist
Jim Merrick, an Englishman. And when
the town kids asked for autographs Bob
would point to Merrick standing on the
sidelines. "Why don't you get his auto-
graph?" he'd say.
"Who's he?" the kids wanted to know.
"Why," said Bob, "he's Noel Coward."

And Merrick obligingly signed Coward's
name in sundry autograph books.



One morning Bob rode over a mountain

top and saw below him the stagecoach

used in the movie, traveling along a val-

ley road. Pulling his kerchief over the

lower part of his face, he rode pellmell

down the mountainside to stage a mock
holdup. The men on the coach imme-
diately got into the spirit, whipping up

the horses and yelling bang-bang.

"Just like a bunch of kids," Bob laughed.

"And one guy—a stunt man—even took a

fall off the stagecoach, pretending he'd

been hit. They get $600 for that for a

movie, and this guy did it just for fun."

He told me, too, about the biggest laugh

of the whole trip. The stunt men were in

the local bar one evening, chewing the fat

and recounting their experiences. One of

them was explaining a fall he once re-

fused to take. It seems a director wanted
him to roll off a bar and land flat on his

face on a cement floor. "Why, that woulda
killed me," he said. And the others,

poker-faced, pretended they didn't under-

stand his description of the fall. Exas-

perated, the stunt man finally said, "Like

this, look," and proceeded to take the fall.

Bob laughed so hard he had to go outside

to gulp some fresh air.

The high point of his stay was the day

he met June Mihelcich. "This one morn-
ing I had a scene where I had to ride

across a meadow. There were a lot of

other men with me and I was lead-

ing and when I came over the rise

I looked down into the valley, and there,

right in the middle of nowhere, was a

girl. A real girl. She was wearing a

white blouse and pink pedal pushers and

a white cowgirl hat, and I didn't need any
encouragement. I tore down the moun-
tain, with the other guys right behind me,

and lo and behold when I got down there

she turned out to be a really pretty bru-

nette. The poor kid was swamped—there

must have been a dozen guys all standing

around, just looking at her."

It turned out that June's father is a

rancher, owning three in Colorado, and
June was minding her own business, look-

ing over some cattle, when she was stam-

peded by the Hollywood posse.

Said Bob, "She spent the day there

watching us work and somehow, despite

150 other guys, I wangled a dinner date

with her that night. You should have
seen the eyebrows go up in the Chipita

cafe that night when I walked in with

June. She's a stewardess for the Fron-
tier Airlines and after that, whenever she

had a stop anywhere near our setup, she'd

visit Montrose. How did I rate? Simple—

I

just met her plane and lassoed her when
she stepped out.

"She's coming to LA. soon, and I'm go-

ing to show her the town."
"Could you call this a romance?" I

asked. "Maybe a summer romance?"
He grinned at me. "Uh-uh. Don't call

it anything. She's just a nice girl and I

like her. She skis, too—instructs at Asp-
en during the winter."

"Lots in common," I remarked. "Sure
there's no romance?"
"How've you been lately?" he countered.

I remember, now, that June was ex-
pected to arrive the following Monday. I

wonder if she ever did.

I was without an automobile that day,

and Bob drove me to my home. All the

way he talked about his new car, and
showed me its special gadgets, and I

thought how nice it was for a boy like

Bob to be able to have things like that, to

be able to have fun while he was young.

He dropped me off in front of my house
and zoomed off up the street, one hand
waving out the window.

That's the way I'll remember him, laugh-

ing and happy, a very wonderful young man
with everything to live for. And I'll try

to forget that he did not live. END

MAUREEN O'HARA starring in Universal-International's LADY GODIVA
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WORTH
SEEING

THIS
MONTH

NEW MOVIES

FOR SHIVERS
The Naked Street

Simba
Target Zero
The Big Knife

FOR LAUGHS i

It's Always Fair Weather
The Bar Sinister

FOR SPECTACLE
Helen Of Troy
Lady Godiva
The African Lion

FOR A GLOW
The Left Hand Of God
Count Three And Pray

PICTURE OF THE MONTH: Michael Kidd, Dan Dailey and Gene Kelly meet after ten years of
separation, but the only one who's happy about it is Cyd Charisse—a woman of many plots!

IT'S ALWAYS FAIR WEATHER
Sophisticated, smash musical

It's Always Fair Weather is one of the most de-
lightfully clever musicals I've ever seen. Its story
centers around three G.I.'s (Gene Kelly, Dan Dailey,
Michael Kidd) who, having parted with the Army,
part with each other in a Third Avenue bar. They
vow to meet again in ten years at the same place, but
ten years sure change a fellow. Kelly, when he isn't
being a ladies' man is managing a fighter up at
Stillman's Gym; Dan develops a mustache and severe
dyspepsia as an extremely successful artist, doing
tv commercials; Michael goes the way of more usual
flesh—he gets married, has a flock of kids and runs
a nice little eatery. After ten years they faithfully
keep the vow to meet, but it's easy to see they can't
stand each other. What happens next is skillfully
maneuvered by career woman Cyd Charisse. Secret-
ly, she arranges to have them all meet again on a tv
show that specializes in sentiment and tears. Dolores
Gray emcees the show with gusto. The songs she
sings are terrific—but so are all the songs, they're
witty, fast and satiric. That and the choreography
(by Gene Kelly and Stanley Donen) make for the
kind of sophisticated charm you expect to find on
Broadway but are rarely fortunate enough to see in
a movie fresh out of Hollywood. CinemaScope

—

MGM

HELEN OF TROY
Rossana Podesta—The face that
launched a thousand ships

Here's spectacle to end all spectacles—about the
Trojan War and Helen (Rossana Podesta) who

70 allegedly started it—and it beats mc where Warners'

amassed that magnificent collection of ancient battle
armor. The scene opens in 1100 B.C. in peace-loving
Troy, where Paris (Jack Sernas) has convinced
his father, the king, to send him to Sparta on a
mission of peace. Sister Cassandra prophesies disaster
but no one listens. So off Paris goes to be ship-
wrecked and saved by Helen, Queen of Sparta (in-
cognito). She knows that her husband Menelaus is
planning to attack Troy with a lot of other Greek
leaders, including Ulysses (Torin Thatcher) but
she's just a pawn of Fate herself, and can't warn
Paris. Menelaus makes him prisoner but he escapes
and with Helen flees to Troy. So the war begins

—

a thousand Greek ships set sail for Troy, and the
war goes on for years. Finally it appears that the
Trojans have won, for the Greeks sail away. But
they leave a sacred gift behind—a huge wooden
horse which, unbeknownst to the Trojans, is chock-
ful of armed Greeks. It's a mammoth production
done with mammoth skill. CinemaScope—Warners

THE LEFT HAND OF GOD
An unusual st&ry of the spirit

During the second world war Humphrey Bogart,
a pilot shot out of the sky in a remote part of China,
found himself in the service of a corrupt warlord
(Lee J. Cobb). His only way to escape was to pose
as a priest. It is a difficult masquerade, but in the
Chinese Mission where he is known as Father O'Shea
all come to love him—including nurse Gene Tierney
who is deeply shocked by her attraction to a priest.

' This is an adventure story with a spiritual quality
and neither one lessens the effect of the other.
In posing as a priest. Bogart gains spiritually
to the point where he not only turns himself in but
is willing to accept whatever punishment the church

sees fit. In the course of events he shoots a game of
craps with Lee J. Cobb to settle the fate of a village.
Sensitive performances and beautiful scenery add
much to a precarious subject matter that never falls
from good taste. CinemaScope—20th-Fox

THE BIG KNIFE

Melodrama of a movie idol

Behind the big-box office name in Hollywood often
lurks a man you wouldn't recognize. Take Charlie
Castle (Jack Palance) who seems to have every-
thing, but is on the verge of nervous collapse. Why?
Because his wife (Ida Lupino) has left him. She
feels he's sold his soul for a Cadillac and she can't
respect him that way. He can't respect himself,
either, but somehow the magnetic power of movie
mogul Stanley Hoff (Rod Steiger) keeps him sign-
ing on the dotted line whenever a long-term contract
is offered. Castle's so anxious to win back his wife
(and some self-respect) that he's willing to promise
he'll never make another movie again, but Hoff
won't have that. He wants Castle, and one way to
keep him is through blackmail involving starlet
Shelley Winters. The plot's interesting but what holds
you is the telling dialogue, the dynamic character
portrayals and the sense of being behind the scenes
of the world's most fascinating industry. With Wen-
dell Corey. From the play by Clifford Odets.—U.A.

THE NAKED STREET
Crime still doesn't pay

Anthony Quinn is one of those king-pin racketeers
out of Brooklyn who keeps going back every Sunday
for a hot dinner cooked by Mom. At one of those
dinners he discovers that his sister (Anne Bancroft)
is not only pregnant but her boyfriend (Farley
Granger) is about to sit on the electric chair, for
murder. Quinn finagles a new trial, frees Granger and
is best man at the wedding. Granger's grateful, but
not so grateful his weak character doesn't get the
best of him. Meanwhile, a young newspaper reporter
(Peter Graves) is busy writing columns in a feeble
attempt to expose Quinn. Peter gets invited to din-
ner, and while there becomes friendly with Anne

—

fortunately for her. She needs a friend by the time
her no-good husband is framed by her no-good brother
and the whole family falls apart.—U.A.

THE BAR SINISTER
Presenting a dog's life

If you've ever wondered what goes on in a dog's
head, see The Bar Sinister, the tale of an English
Bull Terrier (Wildfire), told, naturally, by himself.
He's just an old waterfront dog till a bowery char-
acter (Jeff Richards) picks him up and makes a
fighter of him. He fights other dogs for money but
Richards never lets him keep the change. When
Wildfire loses his biggest fight, fond master nearlv
kills him. And that would be that if Edmund Gwenn
didn't find and take Wildfire to a beautiful estate in
the country. Dean Jagger, estate owner, thinks Wild-
fire's just a toughie who deserves to be shot (Jag-
ger's partial to the St. Bernards he raises). But
danged if Wildfire doesn't turn out to be the finest
of his breed—with blue ribbons to prove it. Cinema-
Scope—MGM
SIMBA

Blood and violence in Africa

Simba is Swahili for "lion" and nowadays in
Kenya, Africa, "lion" means sudden, horrible death.
This movie is based on more or less true incidents
concerning the Mau Maus (native terrorist groups)
and their victims. Dirk Bogarde arrives in Kenya
to find his brother murdered and "Simba" written
in blood on the door. Virginia McKenna, who lives
with her family in Kenya, loves Dirk, but sympa-
thizes with the Africans and feels they can all live
in peace together. Dirk distrusts all natives and sus-
pects Earl Cameron, an African doctor, of being the
terrorist leader. Dirk's own conflicts are resolved in
a head-on clash with a Mau Mau massacre party.
It's a graphic film, made more impressive by the fact
that the Mau Mau do exist and carry on in exactly
the way shown here. Eastman Color—Lippert Pic-
tures

COUNT THREE AND PRAY
An original bit of folklore

Bad enough when a southerner fights for the north
in the Civil War, but when he comes back home and
sets himself up as a preacher it's not likely anyone'll
come to church. That's not all of Van Heflin's prob-
lem. First, he has to build a church (the original one
is a war ruin) then he has to commandeer the broken
down parish house next door which a ragged waif
(Joanne Woodward) is defending with a rifle. The
townspeople's hatred for Heflin turns to sheer amaze-

_



merit when they discover that this fast-living, hard-

drinking varmint has reformed to the point of

preaching. The movie's warm and original—Cinema-

Scope—Columbia

LADY GODIVA
A redhead in early England

When Lord Leofric (George Nader) married

Godiva (Maureen O'Hara), a lusty Saxon maid, he

didn't know what he was getting. Beauty, yes, but

also a brain big enough to start a revolution. Leofric

was having enough trouble with Lord Torin Thatcher

over which of them ruled what land in England.

Then along came new king Eduard Franz and old

Norman traitor Leslie Bradley at his side. One-two-

three and Thatcher's in exile, Leofric and Godiva

are fighting like cat and dog—over politics yet. There's

more to this movie than meets the eye, and it's all

too complicated to tell. If you like handsome folk,

medieval heroics daring intrigue and of course the

famous nude ride, don't miss it. Technicolor—U.I.

THE AFRICAN LION

Walt Disney brings 'em back alive

It took three years for. Walt Disney to film this

True Life Adventure—all about lions and the other

great beasts of Africa who've always captured the

imagination. And once again, Disney captures these

animals at their most natural—if not best behavior.

Elephants, giraffes, jungle cats, baboons, hippos and

those robbers of the veldt—jackals, vultures and

hyenas all mingle and maul each other when hunger

strikes. As usual, Disney presents a well-rounded

film following these animals through the seasons of

heat, rain and drought. Fascinating shots are a

swarm of locusts devastating the grazing lands and a

cheetah racing eighty miles an hour for its supper.

Here's brute passion at the source 1 Technicolor

—

Buena Vista Films

TARGET ZERO
The nightmare of war

Sometimes war is a long, slow trek—a kind of

tired nightmare that has nothing to do with heroes

and victory to the G.I.'s involved—although they are

certainly heroic. Target Zero achieves a sense of

that nightmare. You get the feeling that this is a

true picture of war. Korea, 1952: A ferocious Red
Drive leaves a British tank crew and remnants of

an American patrol (headed by Richard Conte) in

its wake. The British pick up an American bio-

chemist (Peggie Castle) who worked with a UN
relief center, and then they meet Conte's crew. What
follows is a hazardous, exhausting march to "Sulli-

van's Muscle"—a ridge where Conte expects to find

the rest of his company. Real people caught in a

wasteland show real feeling that lifts Target Zero
way above the average war film.—Warners

RECOMMENDED FILMS NOW PLAYING

PETE KELLY'S BLUES (Warners): Jack Webb is

Pete Kelly, jazz band leader of the roaring twenties.

Also around, for music and gun-play, are Janet Leigh,

Ella Fitzgerald, Peggy Lee and Edmond O'Brien.

CinemaScope.

THE KENTUCKIAN (U.A.): This is the story of Burt

Lancaster, a rugged spirit whose craving for new
frontiers brings him into contact with Diana Lynn,

John Mclntyre, Dianne Foster. With Donald Mac-
Donald, Walter Matthau. CinemaScope.

TRIAL (MGM) : A really fine and exciting film,

this one deals with a young Mexican boy accused of

murder. Race prejudice and Communism enter into

the trial, with Glenn Ford, Arthur Kennedy, Dorothy

McGuire and Rapael Campos as the principals in-

volved.

TO CATCH A THIEF (Para.): Hitchcock's latest

is the tale of Cary Grant, a reformed jewel thief

who sets out to catch a robber who has stolen his

methods—and gets Grace Kelly along the way. Jesse

Royce Landis delivers a delightful supporting per-

formance. VistaVision.

THE VIRGIN QUEEN ( 2 Oth-Fox) : Bette Davis is

great as the first Queen Elizabeth, much enamoured
of Sir Walter Raleigh (Richard Todd), whose first

loves are Joan Collins and the sea. Herbert Marshall,

Dan O'Herlihy, CinemaScope and history.

REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE (Warners): An excel

lent movie about the juvenile delinquents who come
from "good" homes. James Dean is splendid as the

confused youngster. With Natalie Wood.

THE McCONNELL STORY (Warners): Alan Ladd
and June Allyson in the true story of the Air Force's

most famous jet ace and his wife. CinemaScope.
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richard egan

{Continued from page 35) he finds that
the hands which have cooked his dinner
have also set a place for a guest.
"Richard," his mother will say, "I want

you to meet . .
." and she will introduce

a young lady, the daughter of a friend
usually. On another evening there may
be another girl. And from time to time
this scene is repeated.

"Now, there's a lovely girl"

At thirty-two, Dick, as far as his mother
is concerned, should be married. He knows
it, too, and there isn't any doubt but that
within a reasonable time he'll find the
right girl and head for the altar, even
if left to his own devices. But his mother,
like most mothers of sons, thinks it's her
prerogative to take an active part in this
project, and it's quite all right with him.
He even likes the way she always in-

quires, following the departure of the
latest girl, "Now, there's a lovely girl, don't
you think, Richard?"
One of these days he hopes to be able

to reply, "Yes, Mother. I'm going to see
her again." But his friends bet that the
future Mrs. Richard Egan will turn out to
be a girl he has found for himself. He
happens to be quite an active looker. He
has been going out quite often with a
beautiful brunette whose face most of
the country knows well, even if her name
is not yet a quickly recognizable one.
Pat Hardy—that's she—has done a lot

of tv work, in New York as well as Holly-
wood. Dick met her in front of the tv
camera. They have both worked on the
same programs; Schlitz Playhouse, Ford
Theatre and other tv drama series. He
likes to be with Pat. Pat likes to be with
him. In Hollywood, where people are not
always sure with whom they wish to be,
this could be foundation for romance.
Maybe it is significant that the young

lady guest at the Egan home who has
dined there more often than any other
young lady is Pat. And quite often she
accompanies them when Dick has his
folks out for dinner. His parents, who lived
for sixty years in San Francisco, have
found Hollywood an exciting city, and
even after several years in the film capital
have still got the tourists' urge to visit
famous places and see famous faces. Dick
takes them often to the more popular
restaurants in town, and they are fre-
quently seen together at the Brown Derby
in Beverly Hills near where they live.

"Can you ride a horse?"

When Dick got to Hollywood in 1949,
after graduating with a B.A. in speech
and drama from the University of San
Francisco and an M.A. in the same course
from Stanford University, the first ques-
tion he was asked by a producer was
whether he could ride a horse.
"No," replied Dick, and thereupon

launched a policy of truth telling around
the studios which experts predicted would
throttle his career before it was really
born. But his star has gone on rising—to
the point where his studio 20th Century-
Fox today figures his is going to be among
the biggest names on its roster.
That first "No," of Dick's not only cost

him a role in the producer's picture,
but it was six months before he got
another role offered to him. This time
the part was a top one in Warner
Brothers' Storm Warning. All that this
producer wanted to know was whether
Dick felt he could achieve the proper
emotional pitch necessary in a number of
tense scenes involved, which scenes the
producer then began describing so graph-
ically that both men started to cry.

With tears in his eyes, Dick answered
I

no again. He felt he was a little too new;
to the business to undertake that mucrr
scenery chewing. The part went to Steve
Cochran and considerably enhanced that
gentleman's prestige, not to mention his,]
bank account. Dick felt quite bad about
the money he missed. He was sending
home for funds from time to time.
Yet he still went around saying no if

that was what he felt like saying, and
he still does. "He's the most persist-
ently 'himself' kind of a guy I have
ever met," a friend said of him once. "I
think the reason he won't lie or pretend
he can do what he can't is that he is too
big a fellow physically ever to have had
to lie about anything."
Dick is a big boy; a blue-eyed giant of

an Irishman, six feet, one-and-a-half-
inches tall, and weighing 190 pounds. With
that size come muscles, too. He started
flexing these in his youth and while in high
school (St. Ignatius in San Francisco) was
a champion oarsman, a member of a cutter
crew which beat every rival in the bay
area.

He is still flexing his muscles, working
out daily in a gym and occasionally ac-
cepting an invitation from his friend, Leo
Durocher, to practice with the New York
Giants during their spring training pe-
riods.

During the last war Dick was trained
in Judo and later taught it at Camp Davis
in North Carolina. A few months ago,
while working in Guadalajara, Mexico, in
Seven Cities Of Gold, co-starring with
Michael Rennie, Anthony Quinn, Jeffrey
Hunter and Rita Moreno, he chanced to
be walking down a dark street one night
when a thief made the mistake of slipping
his hand into his pocket. The next mo-
ment the crook had been flung against a
building wall so hard that he lay stunned
until police arrived. Dick refused to prose-
cute; and his pals are sure it was because
he felt that the moaning Mexican was
perhaps the more aggrieved party. This
only makes sense to people who have seen
Dick and gotten a personal appraisal of
what the crook was up against physically.

"Take off your shirt!"

He has appeared in about twenty-six
pictures, including Underwater, Violent
Saturday and Untamed, but he still recalls
with a grin his role as the chief gladiator
in Demetrius And The Gladiators. This
was a part which the director, Delmar
Daves, wouldn't give Dick until he had
seen him with his shirt off.

"I know you look big in your street
clothes, but you have scenes with Victor
Mature in this picture," said Daves.
"You've really got to have muscles."
Dick took off his shirt. Then he put it

back on again. The test was over. He was
hired. Daves said he felt like warning Dick
not to run too fast or one of these days
he'd take off and become air-borne.

Dick, born in San Francisco, was an
apartment-raised child, and idolized his
brother Willis, who is less than two years
older. Willis is now a Jesuit priest, teach-
ing in North Oregon. Dick modeled his
life on his, in every way short of entering
the priesthood. He might have done that,
too, but felt he had no special calling for
it. He was a good student in school and an
excellent speaker, his voice unusually deep
and resonant.

At seventeen Dick entered an orator-
ical contest sponsored by the California
Crusaders, a statewide business men's or-
ganization. Some 15,000 kids competed
and after a series of elimination sessions
Dick was one of ten finalists slated to
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speak at the War Memorial Building
across from San Francisco's city hall.
While waiting for his turn he could



remember only his prayers, not a word
of his prepared talk. But when he stepped
on the stage it all came back to him and
he won first prize—a twenty-day trip to

Hawaii, on which he was also able to take
his mother.
As early as his grade-school days. Dick

was making appearances in school plays.

At St. Ignatius he continued his drama
courses and by the time he entered the

University of San Francisco he was pretty

sure he was going to be either a lawyer
or an actor. To help make up his mind
he would go to a show one day then at-

tend an important trial in the county courts

the next. This didn't help much.
He still hadn't made up his mind

when he graduated, but Uncle Sam had.

Dick decided to enlist in the Army.
Four years later, after rising to the rank

of captain and serving a year in the

Philippines, he found himself back in San
Francisco with an honorable discharge and
still not sure whether to face audiences
as an actor, or take to law and limit his

listeners to twelve men in a jury.

The long way around

The man whose judgment he valued the

most was about to be ordained as a priest

—his brother Willis. It was to Willis Dick
went for advice, and it was Willis who
thought Dick should go on the stage. His

reasons? Dick was a fine-looking man,
had a great voice, and could work hard.

In fact, he thought, if Dick was willing

to take the long way around, he was al-

most certain he would be successful.

The "long way around" as Willis saw it,

was for Dick to further enhance his educa-
tion, not only in the subjects which an
actor would need, but generally. Dick,

who likes solid thinking to this day, agreed.

He enrolled at Stanford University and
went there for three more years of uni-
versity study. While there, and to finance

himself, he got a job at his old college, the

University of San Francisco, teaching pub-
lic speaking. At the same time he worked
at Stanford in drama with such nationally

known actors as Aline MacMahon, Whit-
ford Kane and Clarence Derwent.
While Dick was at Stanford he was seen

Half of a Siamese Twins vaudeville

act fell in love with a theatre own-
er. Twins made the complete swing
of the theatre circuit and returned
to the loved one's theatre. Drag-
ging her sister along, the lovelorn

one walked up to the object of her

affection and said, "You may not

remember me, but
—

"

Mike Connolly in

The Hollywood Reporter

in several plays by Solly Biano, Warner
Brothers' casting director, and eventually

summoned to Hollywood for a screen test.

But while waiting for this test he looked

so good to an MGM talent scout that he
was given a test at that studio first. And
right after the Warners test he got another

at Universal-International Studios and still

a fourth at his present studio, 20th Cen-
tury-Fox. Probably no new acting candi-

date had ever gotten such a rush from the

studios in so short a time and that made
it all the more sickening when all four

companies sent word that they were not

impressed. Dick remembers that he was
the only man in Hollywood who saw snow
fall that day, and felt the thermometer
sink to sixty below. Life loomed cold and
cheerless ahead. Seven years of college,

nearly twelve years of drama training,

had been wiped out by the way he looked

and sounded as an image on a strip of

perforated celluloid.

He sat down and wrote his folks a letter

which contained a family joke as its last

line: "The game is good, send more dough."

- 'V,

The danger in waiting for

your child to outgrow pimples

by MARCELLA HOLMES
NOTED BEAUTY AUTHORITY

(former beauty editor of "Glamour" magazine)

Of all the mail that reaches a beauty

editor's desk, there is none so urgent

as letters from adolescent girls with

pimples. That's why I want to alert

mothers to the double dangers of this

problem. Psychologists tell us that

pimples undermine poise and self-

confidence, can cause permanent dam-
age to a child's personality. Skin spe-

cialists warn that acne-type pimples,

if neglected, can leave permanent scars

on the skin.

Is there a way you can help your

child? Yes, thanks to clearasil, a mod-

ern, scientific pimple medication proved

effective in doctors' tests on 202 pa-

tients. In these tests, 9 out of every 10

cases were cleared up or definitely im-

proved while using clearasil.

Greaseless, fast-drying, antiseptic . .

.

clearasil may be said to "starve" pim-

ples because it helps remove the oils

pimples "feed" on. Ends embarrassment
immediately because clearasil is skin-

colored to hide pimples as it works.

Guaranteed to work for you as it did

in doctors' tests or money back. Only

59<f and 98^ at all druggists.

Special Offer: Send 15tf in coins or

stamps for generous trial size of

clearasil to Eastco, Inc., Box 12 FO,
White Plains, N. Y. Exp. Nov. 30, 1955.
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But it was no joke at home. They wrote
back that they would. That if he wanted
to stay in Hollywood and keep trying they
would help him sustain himself.

Just about this time Solly Biano at
Warners' again looked at Dick's test, again
didn't like it, but decided to cast him for
a small role in The Return Of The Fron-
tiersman. Dick looked good enough in this
one to be cast in more films, The Good
Humor Man, Highway 301, and as Joan
Crawford's husband in The Damned Don't
Cry.

This, in effect, was a demonstration by
Warner Brothers that one of the smartest
things to do about a screen test is to ignore
it. Universal-International got the idea
right away. By ignoring their test of Dick
they were able to cast him as the blind
Sergeant Masterson in Bright Victory. He
did so well in this that the studio heads
signed him to a term contract and used
him wholesale. In a remarkably short
time he had appeared in a half dozen more
pictures including Undercover Girl, Up
Front, The Golden Horde and The Flame
Of Araby.
Naturally, on the basis of this system-

make a lousy test and get lots of work-
Dick was a cinch to work for MGM
and 20th Century-Fox. For the former

company he went to Germany to appear
with Gene Kelly in The Devil Makes
Three. By this time his folks had decided
to leave San Francisco and join him in
Hollywood, and ere long he was in
Demetrius And The Gladiators at 20th
Century-Fox and signed to a long-term
contract there. In between he has managed
to act in a lot of pictures for independent
producers. These last gentlemen never
bothered to make tests of him; the way he
flopped in his tests for the major studios
was good enough for them.

Dick's next picture for 20th Century-
Fox will be The View From Pompey's
Head. He was not tested before being
assigned.

A full family

Dick first thought of marriage when he
was twenty and headed for the Army.
He had the girl and he had the inclina-
tion. But the future, as he saw it, gave
him no encouragement. All this is changed
now, of course. He has a fine future and
maybe, some day, the gal, too. But there
will be no scampering off to Las Vegas
or Reno if he decides to wed. It will be
an event arranged with calm and delib-
eration and due regard for the sensibilities
of everyone concerned.

His father Willis J. Egan is very close
to Dicks career, aiding him greatly in
the business side and revealing a fine taste
when it comes to judging scripts and the
roles in them. One of the first things Dick's
mother did after coming to Hollywood was
to join the local branch of the Jesuit
Mothers, an organization of women who
have sons who have entered into this
order of Catholic priesthood. The Egansm other words, have established them-
selves as a family in Hollywood, and
any wedding to be held will be a wedding
celebrated in the family tradition.
Egans may come to the wedding from

as far away as Limerick County, Ireland.
There are some distant cousins there who
are beginning to realize that the Ameri-
can branch of the family, now in its fourth
generation on California soil, doesn't plan
to come back to Old Erin. "I understand,"
wrote one of these Limerick relatives in a
letter, the other day, "that the young
Egan boys are doing fairly well in their
adopted country."

Well, you get the idea; the Egans stick
together, cousins to cousins even after a
hundred years apart, husbands to wives,
and, of course, sons to their folks until
the spell of the old home is broken by the
spell of a new homemaker! end

HALLOWEEN
IN HOLLYWOOD

What could be more fun than getting

a gang together to make the rounds of

movie stars' homes on Halloween night?
Our first stop was in the Pacific Pali-

sades at the home of Esther and Ben
Gage. Esther opened the door and
reacted with a look of alarm. I guess
she thought we were rather old for this

type of thing. Nevertheless, she came
back with a large plate of home-made
cookies which her mother had baked.
We heard Ben from the other room

—

"Don't give them all of those cookies. I

haven't had any yet."

Gracious Joan Crawford was alerted

next by our shouts of "trick or treat!"

She was very amused and talked to us

for a long while, asking where we lived

and where we had visited.

Before we left Joan asked, "Won't
you come back and sing carols for us

at Christmas time?" And, after a pause,

she added, "We shall be very disap-

pointed if you don't."

June Allyson and Dick Powell were
just going to bed when we arrived at

their Bel Air home. June stuck her head
out of the upstairs window and hol-

lered "Hi!" while her husband answered

74 the door. Dick asked us if we were

U.C.L.A. students because the college is

a short distance from their home. We
told him that each of us was from a
different school. He wanted to know who
thought of the excursion, but no one
would take credit for the crazy idea.

It was a steep climb to reach Mala
Powers' house. We were greeted by
barking dogs. Mala appeared on the
porch before we reached the top and
asked what all the commotion was about.

After we gave her the details she in-

vited us in for Cokes and introduced us
to her mother, the family dog and the
cat. Mrs. Powers asked if we'd like to

see some pictures of Mala.

Mala came in with the Cokes and said,

"Oh, I've got another photo I must show

you!" She brought a small hand-tinted
photograph of herself which her fan
club photographer had given to Mrs.
Powers as a gift.

Mala was very eager to answer our
questions about her career. She spent
an hour with us talking about Holly-
wood and motion pictures. And Mala
thanked us for stopping by.

Lana Turner was evidently expect-
ing guests when we arrived at her state-

ly residence. From her expression it

was also evident that we weren't the

guests she was expecting! Miss Turner
hurried back with a plate of candies
and fruits, asking us to help ourselves.

These treats were just too pretty to toss
in the shopping bags. So we ate them
on her porch. What could be more fun?

Googie's Restaurant on the Sunset
Strip seemed a likely place to create
some midnight excitement. We made a
march on the famous eatery and found
ourselves sitting in a booth next to Wil-
liam Campbell. He asked if we were
coming back from a party. "No," we told

him. "We're coming back from a ball.

A real ball." —by Nancv Streebeck
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laughing on the outside

(Continued jrom page 32) twenty million

dollars invested in the quarreling team,

and it was his job to protect it.

"All right, gentlemen," he said. "Before

we begin, let me make it clear that my
chief concern is the status of you, Jerry,

and you, Dean, as a professional comedy
team. Your personal differences are none
of my business. You've signed a contract,

as a team, with Paramount, and it has six

more years to run. You're expected to live

up to it." Then he sat back and eyed the

two before him, waiting for an answer.
Martin and Lewis are an instant and in-

teresting study in contrast. Dean, wearing
a conservative gray suit with a white
shirt and black silk tie, sat silently, a hint

of a smile on his face. He seemed em-
barrassed. He is an easy man to compre-
hend and he is pleased that his make-up
needs no explanation. Five minutes with
him and you know that he is a mature, self-

made, casual guy with a special kind of

warmth for the people he likes, a special

kind of ice for those he doesn't. Despite

the smile, despite the earlier handshake,
for Jerry there was only ice.

Jerry had no smile. Stiff and serious,

he wore an old, sandy-colored suede jack-

et, a red slipover, raw-silk slacks. It's

hard to know, ever, what he is feeling.

A longing to be understood

Yet it is a rare man who can go through
twenty-nine years of life, without leaving

some clues to his true identity. Jerry

will do his best to help you out. He is a
man with a great longing to be understood.

"I was left alone a lot when I was a kid,"

he said once. "When I was eight years

old I was able to take care of myself. My
mother and father were out working.

"I can get depressed right now just

thinking about how I felt then.

"I think about those damned mornings.
Alone. So damned alone.

"When I am a kid making breakfast in

that apartment one morning, standing over
that frying pan. I'm scared being alone

at the time, I'm just so sad, I'm feeling

so sorry for myself, at the time I didn't

know I was feeling sorry for myself, I was
just crying. I'm alone.

"Bob, who lives across the hall is going

on a picnic with his parents. My buddy
Herb isn't home. My friend Stan is in the

movies. Well, damn! Everything I think

about makes it worse, you know what I

mean?
"So I'm looking at those eggs and I'm

ready to have my heart break and I

thought I was going to die for being so

sad.

"I always used to flip the eggs. I gave
'em a flip and they hit the ceiling, the ceil-

ing wasn't too high, and the eggs stuck.

So I get hysterical. Only today do I re-

alize why those eggs stayed there.

"Because had they come down, I prob-
ably would have eaten my guts out. I

laughed all day about that.

"I don't know if it makes much sense,

but I believe it. It snapped me out of it.

It had to happen. Life got back in balance
for me."
These are the words of a man using his

mind to remember with his heart.

They are words that explain Jerry's need
for companionship, why he not only craves

but desperately needs people around him
constantly. They are the words of a man
who was once too much alone, who needs
constant reassurance that he is not going

to be deserted again.

Dean Martin exhibits no such need. By
himself, he is perfectly content. His se-

curity comes from within.

Insiders use the word ambitious when
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they talk about Lewis. Until recently, they
never used it in connection with Martin.
Jerry Lewis is ambitious. He always

has been. And he has a two-way attitude
toward money. He's willing to talk about
that, too. Money with Jerry started "six-
teen years ago."

"I was working at the Princess Ann Hat
Box factory, packin' hats and taking snip-
ing orders. I am a little over thirteen
years old. The place was on 37th Street,
in New York. Anyhow, you got a shipping
order, six of No. 22, four of No. 24, three
of No. 23. So one day I am shipping this
guy, supposedly twelve hats and I got al-
ready thirty-seven hats in the box and
it's bulging a bit.

"And the boss says 'What are you
packing in the box? Let me see your
shipping order.'

"He looks at the sheet and starts count-
ing. He said, 'What are you trying to do,
put us out of business? Get the hell out
of my place!'

"Now I was really hoping something
like this would happen 'cause I actually
wanted to be in show business like my
mom and pop.
"So I left. Left! I got thrown out on

my ear!

"And I go to see an agent who has an
office under a table. We sat under it; no
sitting at the table, that's how small the
office was.
"The agent's name was Buddy Fryer and

he got me a job at the West End Casino,
in West End, N. Y. I get five dollars for
three shows Saturday night. It was the
first money I ever earned on my own as
an entertainer. I had to pay Buddy ten
per cent. He made fifty cents. I made
four-fifty.

"Well, on this act, I was thirteen, and I
emceed. You know what I looked like
when I was thirteen? I had a mop of hair
seven inches high, I was only five foot,
five and very skinny. But I had a great
three-minute specialty. I would sing
'White Christmas' twice.

Litter cases
"And you should have seen the audience

I had. I would start 'Ladies and Gentle-
men— ' Ladies and gentlemen!? They were
a houseful of hoodlums! What bums! And
I'm a baby! So at the midnight show I'd
sing 'I'm dreeeeeming of a whiiiiite
Krisssssmus— ' and my audience would be
so drunk, screaming and staggering and
fighting with each other.
"You know what was left at the 2:30

a.m. show? Litter cases! Only people
too drunk to walk. By the time I got
home to where I live in Brighton Beach I

was almost a mental case myself.
"You'd think I'd hate to remember that,

wouldn't you? Well, I've got news for
you. It wouldn't be difficult for me to play
that date again. For the same money, too.
"They can take all this glamour baloney

and dump it. Just give me an audience.
Just let me perform. That's all I want.
"With that four-fifty I bought my mom

a dress, groceries, took a girl out and had
change.

"People in this town think that when
you get to be a success the important things
are a nice house, two Cadillacs and money
in the bank. I don't think that way.
"The important things, whether you're

rich or poor, are principles.
"We have two children and one on the

way. You know what we call our house?
The house that love built. We started
out with forty cents, Patti and I. We have
six dogs that spread nothing but love. They
are not just animals, just pets, so you can
own them. We live, really live, with them.
We feed them. We coddle them. We
take them to doctors. We grow vegetables
out there in the garden. Not because we

need them to e'at. But we like to see
lite begin. We think we think right."

It's always been that way with Jerry
Until recently Dean exhibited none of
Jerry's intense drive for success. But
Dean Martin's attitude has undergone
a tremendous change. A close friend ex-
plains it pretty clearly. This is the way
the change came about—and the feud!

"In the beginning Dean was glad to have
Jerry manage the act, take care of the
finances and handle the details.
"For Dean that meant more time for

golf or just goofing around with the guys.
So long as Dean didn't care, it was okay.

'But in the last two years Dean began
to care.

"It might have started when we used
to bet on the autographs. One of the
bunch that used to hang around Jerry
and Dean thought it would be a good idea
to have fun during their personal appear-
ances, by betting on how many people
would ask for Jerry's autograph and how
many would ask for Dean's. Well, that lit-
tle game didn't last long after we found
that a bet on Jerry was a sure thing. I
think Dean got wind of it. And if I were
in Dean's suede shoes it would have
started me thinking.

"Well, not long after that, Dean began
to show up more at rehearsals, script con-
ferences. Before that he'd skip as many
as he could.

The little quarrels came
"Then the little quarrels came. You

know, maybe a line in a script, how many
songs each of them would sing during an
act, and after a while you could notice a
tension between them."
Martin began to wonder just how good

he was as an entertainer without Lewis.
One very close acquaintance of the team

was an eyewitness to an incident which
could have changed Martin's outlook.

It happened in Phoenix during the film-
ing of Three Ring Circus. The company
had been down there for days. Jerry had
been present from the beginning ("I al-
most co-direct the pictures we make").
Dean had been sunning it up in Los

Angeles and Palm Springs. There was lit-
tle for him to do, and as the eyewitness
states it: "Dean could have telephoned his
part for that picture."
But finally, Dean's presence was needed.
And when he arrived he got his jolt.
The "circus audience" was composed of

townspeople who, on invitation from Para-
mount, came to watch the film-making.

A. heckler shouted a razz at Dean.
"Glad to see you, Dean! You must

have a big part. Where you been?"
Dean went white under his tan. He

stopped cold and facing the heckler mum-
bled some retort that no one understood.
The incident so shook Martin that he

began to think harder.

Could he go it alone?
Another who knows Dean well says:
"At thirty-seven Dean finally began

asking himself questions. What about the
photographers, always pointing their cam-
eras at Jerry? What about the autograph
hounds, flocking around Lewis as if he
was Santa Claus? What's been going on
at all those rehearsals he didn't attend?
Those script conferences? And then Dean
asked the $20,000,000 question.
"Could he go it alone? How good was

he? His record sales were brisk, but he
had never had a smash. Did the people
come to see Jerry? This was a challenge
to Dean Martin's individuality, a point of
his character which he does not take
lightly.

"And as the months went by Dean be-
came aware of other cold facts. He knew
nothing of the business side of the act.



One morning Martin woke up for real.

Jerry was boss. He was master of the

whole sh-boom, lock, stock and laughter.

Then came the last straw.

Early this year, with You're Never Too
Young ready for a big show across the

country, Paramount was arranging open-
ings in various cities.

Now it is well known that Jerry Lewis
first attracted attention as a young co-

median by playing the summer hotels that

stud the Catskill Mountains.
Jerry, for all his shenanigans, is a con-

firmed sentimentalist. The early days as

a struggling screwball on the floors of the

Catskill "Borscht Circuit" are a loud, but
tenderly remembered part of his life.

Consequently, in a move they thought
would be a happy natural, members of

the Paramount publicity office talked to

a Catskill hotel owner and arranged for

Martin and Lewis to make a highly bally-

hooed return to the scene—with the new
picture, of course.

But, and it turned out to be the biggest

"but" of the Martin and Lewis career,

Dean suddenly revealed that he had no
love whatsoever for the Borscht Circuit.

As a matter of fact, Dean detested the

Catskill cabarets and, allegedly, termed
them, "A noisy, raucous bunch of inde-

pendently owned hotels swamped in the

summer with loud-mouthed, fun-seeking
middle-aged married couples and over-
perfumed secretaries on two-weeks vaca-
tion yearning for hot-weather romances
and rich husbands." The answer was no!

Still feeling that Martin's attitude was
no more than a matter of mood, the pub-
licist asked Jerry. He jumped for joy.

Then he was informed that Dean had
refused to participate. Jerry poo-poohed it.

"You let me handle him, fellows, he'll go."

Without realizing it Jerry had asserted

himself as the boss.

A few days later Jerry assured the

studio that Dean had agreed to go.

One of the publicists, in a surge of grati-

tude, called Martin and said, "Dean, you're

certainly being a good guy about this. I

know how much you don't want to go
—

"

Dean: "—and I haven't changed my
mind. I'm still not going!" It was no mood.
It was Jerry's show and Dean simply
wasn't going to play second fiddle again.

Martin's sword, in this case, was double-
edged. First, he had challenged Jerry's

habitual authority in such matters.

Second, and this is believed to be the

root of the matter, Martin had blasphemed
a cherished Lewis memory.

"With or without!"

Then Lewis got angry. He began to

enumerate Dean's shortcomings. He pointed
out that he had, on occasions, saved the

act when Dean would have let it go to

pot. He talked a lot, too much. It got
back to Dean. Then Dean talked too much.
Accused Jerry of being mercenary.

It we-it back and forth like that for davs.

Finally, in a fit of schoolboy churlish-
ness, Jerry announced that he was going
to the Catskills, "with or without Dean."
Martin, now fully aroused, refused to

budge.
"1 11 go anywhere to promote a picture,"

said Dean. "Canada, Russia, South Africa
or Turkey. You name it. I'll be there.

But I won't cater to the Catskills. That,
gentlemen, is that."

Jerry tried to explain. He made no
secret of the fact that he was due for the
lion's share of the film's box office. But
it wasn't just the money he cared about.
It was the principle of the thing.

"I have never in the past nine years
said, when do we get our money? Where is

my check? I don't think I have seen a check
in seven or eight years. It goes to my
office. But let's (Continued on page 78)
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ley Days" series.
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YOUR PROBLEMS SOLVED
Thousands of women have turned to

NBC-TV's Modern Romances for

help in solving their problems be-

cause the stories dramatized weekly

on this exciting program deal with

real situations taken right from the

pages of "Modern Romances" maga-
zine. Watch this late afternoon tele-

vision program today and let it help

you, too!
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tor — bringing you a complete new
"LIVE" story every week—Monday
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CARY GRANT TALKS ABOUT
GRACE KELLY

Q: You recently made a picture,

To Catch A Thief, with Grace Kelly.

Right?

GRANT: Right!

Q: They say you fell in love with
Grace Kelly. Right?

GRANT: Not right. I'm a happily-

married man in love with my wife,

who, incidentally, was along with us
when M'e filmed the picture in France.
What I did develop was a tremendous
fondness for Grace and a great ad-

miration and respect for her work.

Q: That's what I meant.

GRANT: In the pig's eye that's

what you meant.

Q: In your career, Cary, you've
played opposite most of the top-flight

actresses. Where do you rank Grace
Kelly?

GRANT: In my opinion she's the
best young actress in the business
today, at least among those I've

worked with. This girl has com-
plete and utter concentration. She
does everything easily, no pressure,

no temperament. She radiates an as-

surance that bespeaks inner security.
In a young person that's rather un-
usual.

Q: How do you account for Grace's
being so hot right now?
GRANT: Many people consider

Grace Kelly a beginner in the busi-

ness. That's laughable. Before Grace
came to Hollywood, she played in

stock, in legitimate theatre; she did
sixty-five television shows.

Q: Is there anything special about
her technique?

GRANT: When she's playing op-

posite someone, she's actually listen-

ing. Many actresses never do. They
just keep wondering about their

looks. I have a little trick I use from
time to time. I interrupt myself in

the middle of a rehearsal line and I

say to the actress playing the scene
with me, 'What was I saying?' Most
of them can't tell me. They weren't
listening. Not Grace. She knew what
1 was saying every minute. Her con-
centration is astonishing. For ex-

ample, we had a scene together in

which I held her tightly by the wrist.

It was physically painful for the girl.

After the rehearsal I saw Grace go
off to one side and rub her wrist.

Tears came to her eyes, but she never
once complained.

Q: Who would you like to have
as your co-star in your next picture?

GRANT: That's the same question
they used to ask when I was playing
with Bergman. After we got finished

I used to say, 'Any hope of getting
Ingrid Bergman again?' Now, just

substitute the name of Grace Kelly.

Q: What do you like most about
Grace?

GRANT: The fact that she's tal-

ented and she makes the work so easy
and pleasant. That's what all her
leading men have said, and I agree.

I've never known Grace to be flurried

or rattled. A man likes that.

(Continued from page 77) get one thing
I

straight. Money is very important to have.
j

I use it because you gotta have it. A doc-
tor is not interested in your pain until he
knows he's going to get paid. So I carry
money.

"I don't always wear rings. I don't al-
ways have to have pants on. But money
I must always have. So I put it in my
money clip. I must live by money."
But the battle raged on.
"It's not my fault Paramount picked

Brown's." Jerry told friends. "Why 1

should Dean make such an issue of it?"
"If Jerry is for hitting the road," said :

Dean, "I won't stand in his way. But he'll
have to go it alone. I don't want to go on !

the road. Jerry's always worked too hard.
I'd rather enjoy life."

"It isn't that, Dean," Jerry said furiously. ;

"You're just lazy!"
They sounded like battling children. "I

am not!" said Dean. "When there's work
to be done, I will do it." And to others
he elaborated, "Jerry knows I want to
sing more. I'm not the type to complain.
I don't scream. I never will. But if I had
a tv show of my own, I'd be happy. I

don't get to sing much with Jerry."
So Jerry went to the Catskills with-

out him. To Dean it was a test of his own
mettle. To Jerry it was a split that he was
fully prepared to cope with. It might be
rough for a while, but Jerry was sure he
could make it.

Formal truce
But in Frank Freeman's office at Para- -

mount, he realized that he wasn't going
to have a chance to find out. He had
said, "You two must stay together. Try
to separate and I'll slap a suit on you."
"On that basis," Jerry said, "There's

\

nothing else we can do."
Dean put as much warmth as he could

muster into his voice. "As far as I'm con-
cerned, I never felt any other way."
The meeting broke up and the marriage

was saved. Officially at any rate. Un-
officially, neither had much to say.
A few days before the agreement Lewis

,

had made things very clear.
"My problem with Dean is personal. No

professional agreement will settle that.
"We are attempting to get this thing

started again. And the best way to do
that is to keep my mouth shut."
The day after he was asked if his per- i

sonal differences with Dean had been set-
tled with the new agreement, after all.

"Well, let's just say that that is the way
I wanted it to be settled. Dean and I have
an amicable agreement that there is to be
no talk about our personal disagreements.
That is in the past. Dead. If there's any
chance of our gping forward again and
doing fine and keeping everything peace-
ful, that's the way we want it."

One friend of the pair points out:
"They are not going to fall into one

another's arms. But I think it's now a
matter of personal pride. Each waiting
for the other to ask forgiveness. I don't
think that will ever come to pass.
"What we've got to worry about, now

that they've shaken hands, is that they
don't come out fighting."

So it stands. Laughing on the outside,
pouting on the inside.

They're not going to find out, now,
whether they can go it alone. A better
question is whether they can go it to-
gether—on the basis they now have. For
half their charm has been the fact that
Dean and Jerry always enjoyed them-
selves as much as the audience, that
their humor was spontaneous, born of
affection for each other, good spirits, real
gaiety. Without that, it remains to be seen
whether Martin and Lewis are still funny.
For in comedy, as in all things, "You gotta
have heart!" END



no time for tears

(Continued from page 55) day that the

sacrifice of her leg guaranteed nothing. The
disease might recur. Their hearts were

simply high with hope that it wouldn't.

As early as while she was making
Chief Crazy Horse, ominous symptoms
showed up. The doctors told Dick, and
advised against telling Suzan. Which was
how he wanted it. His single thought was
to mask the dark knowledge that com-
panioned him, to meet her good cheer

with his own, to guard her happiness as

long as he could. Loved as it's granted few
women to be loved, last winter was prob-

ably the happiest of Suzan's life, free of

pain or fear for the future. Buoyancy
was another law of her nature. "Given

the choice between brooding or not," she

said once, "I don't. It changes nothing. I'd

rather escape into laughter than into

gloom."
Abetted by Dick, she went ahead with

gay plans for the husband-and-wife act

which they played in Tucson, Palm
Springs and her home town of Buffalo. On
her birthday in February Dick darkened
the living room, lighted the cake, hid

presents all over the place and invited

some close friends in for champagne. For
Suzan it was a day of delight. Short weeks
later the pain struck. They took her to

the hospital for observation, still camou-
flaging the truth. If questions rose in her
mind, she left them unasked. By April,

camouflage was no longer possible. They
had to tell her.

Whatever her anguish, she wrestled

with it alone, as she'd wrestled alone one
gray January day against the doctor's

verdict of amputation. Nobody heard her

utter a word of complaint nor saw a sha-

dow of self-pity cloud her face. Asked
how she felt, she invariably answered,
"Fine." When friends came in, she didn't

mention her illness, unless questioned
pointblank. Then, "No," she'd reply, "the

X-rays were no better today," and move
to a brighter theme. "Well, what's new
at the studio?" And she really listened,

she really wanted to hear. This was no
attempt at self-deception—no feeling that

silence would make her condition go
away. Her thought was for others. The
fact that she was a very sick girl didn't

give her the right to add her burden to

the burden of those already grief-stricken

for her.

There's little point in probing the

sources of moral fibre or spiritual strength.

Not given to discussing her religious

views, she said last year, "I have a good
relationship with God." She believed He
was present everywhere, giving us the
chance to add our small share of weal or

woe to the sum of human experience.
Suzan was warm, compassionate, gener-
ous-minded. Throughout her short life

she added nothing but joy.

In July they took her to the City of

Hope Medical Center. Dick was making a
picture at Columbia. Every evening he
drove the thirty miles to Duarte, took
Suzan riding in her wheel chair, watched
tv with her—mostly baseball, at her re-
quest. Under his guidance, she'd become
a seasoned fan. City of Hope commands
the most modern methods for rooting out
or delaying the progress of cancer. For
Suzan, it. was too late. The disease had
spread to her lungs. In an effort to keep
her from knowing the worst, they issued
bulletins that spoke of therapy and im-
provement, which probably didn't delude
her. For, feeling herself grow weaker,
she asked to go home.
To ensure complete privacy, her studio

rented an apartment in Beverly Hills.
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For the first time science has found a
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain — without surgery.

In case after case, while gently relieving
pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.

Most amazing of all — results were so
thorough that sufferers made astonishing
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The secret is a new healing substance

(Bio-Dyne*) — discovery of a world-famous
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This substance is now available in sup-
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There Kay Webber—her nurse, her friend,
the only attendant at her wedding-
watched over her. There the end came
at 4: 35, six days after she left the hospital.
Unable to reach Dick on near-by loca-
tion, Kay called U-I. "Suzan died," she
said briefly, and hung up. Marshall Thomp-
son raced out to Columbia's ranch, lest his
brother-in-law hear the news from the
lips of a stranger.
The following Tuesday her body lay

in the Church of the Recessional at Forest
Lawn. Dick's orchids covered the foot of
the powder-blue bier. Throngs streamed
by. Seeing her in her rose-point wedding
gown, the betrothal and wedding bands on
her finger, hearts must have been stabbed
by the memory of another picture—Suzan
in all her radiance, walking down the aisle
of another church, aglow with life and
happiness and pride that, instead of
hobbling on crutches, she could be walk-
ing toward her love who'd never seen her
walk. Though Suzan lay dead, that soar-
ing triumph of faith and courage lived
on.

Organist Bert Barton played the songs
he'd played at her wedding, which had

been her favorites—"Birth Of The Blues,"
"The Man I Love," "Tenderly," "One Fine
Day." The music faded and, after a hush,
rose again in the lovely note of "Abide
With Me." The minister was Dr. Louis
Evans, father of a friend of Dick's. He
spoke such true and beautiful words as
were Suzan's due. "God can trust some
with pain. She taught us what it was to
wear a body like a loose garment. It never
constricted her soul nor strangled her
spirit."

They buried her on a hillside, overlook-
ing the lights of town.
Death is no respecter of the young, nor

of those who can't well be spared. It took
Keats at twenty-five and Schubert at
thirty-one. Suzan would have laughed to
see her name linked with these. She left
no treasure of music or poetry, but some-
thing equally eternal. Those whose lives
she touched will be better for having
known her. What she gave them, they will
give to the future. She left wisdom, too,
for all who have ears to listen. "Know
you're alive. Be glad every minute you're
alive. Be kind to each other. Nothing else
matters much." end
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having wonderful time!

(Continued from page 42) Alan and Sue

Ladd:
The nightmarish headlines which re-

ported the brief matrimonial crisis cannot

be denied. The crisis was real, and nobody

says it wasn't. Do you know any couple

who never had a fight? There was a first

time for Alan and Sue. If the Ladds had

been less mature and patient with each

other, one or the other might have stepped

off the deep end and into the divorce

courts. The crisis happens early in some

marriages, but for Sue and Alan it came

late. And it's over. Today, they are as

much in love as ever—not in the same

super-charged way as when they were

still in their twenties, but with the mel-

lowness, devotion and understanding that

comes from a long and successful mar-

riage—yes, and from a serious crisis.

Alan has just given Sue a turquoise blue

Ford Thunderbird which he likes so much
that she wonders when she'll ever get a

chance to drive it. Alan Ladd, Jr., who has

abdicated the long standing nickname of

Laddie, graduated from University High

School, matriculates this fall to the Uni-

versity of Southern California and prob-

ably will pledge Sigma Chi just like his

old man. Carol Lee Ladd, still on her

honeymoon with actor Dick Anderson, has

gone to work as an agent to help pay for

the new home they are building on a big

lot just over the hill from her family s

Holmby Hills mansion. Little David, now
not so little, is a sharp cadet at Black Fox

Military Academy, and thirteen-year-old

Lonnie, the braces about to come off her

teeth, is cute as a bug. She may soon be

known as the prettiest of all Alan Ladd s

women, which is quite a score considering

that the women include Carol Lee and Sue.

"A young couple"

For a further confirmation of the present

private life status of Mr. and Mrs. Ladd,

herewith a report from the man who sold

them their new home in Palm Springs

earlier this year. This worthy individual,

a realtor, has a somewhat calloused atti-

tude toward the majority of his clients.

"I'd gone into the market snack bar for

a cup of coffee," this realtor says, "and

while I was sitting there thinking about

how lousy business was, a young couple

came in and sat down alongside me.

"Alice, my favorite waitress, brought

them a pair of hamburgers 'with every-

thing' and I got the vague idea that I'd

seen them somewhere before.

"Pretty soon I hear the fellow ask Alice

if she knows where he can find a good

real estate agent, and my ear pops out a

foot. Well, Alice, who is kind to dumb
animals and opportunists like me, said to

him, 'The best man for that in Palm
Springs is sitting right next to you.' Then
she introduced us.

"Right off, I figured this was going to

be one of my bad days. Not that I don't

like actors. It's just that most of them
can't call their lives their own. They
aren't too tough to deal with, and they

know what they want. But once they find

what they want, man, you have to tangle

with a couple of eagle-eyed business man-
agers who look at you as though their

next question is going to be, 'When did

you get out of Alcatraz?' After that some
relative comes around to queer the deal

because he doesn't like the shape of the

swimming pool. Believe it or not, a famous
musician once decided not to buy a per-

fectly good house because there wasn't

enough room in the back to build a pool

in the shape of a trombone!

"With the Ladds, I was in for a pleasant

surprise. I showed them three homes in

forty-five minutes. I almost apologized

for the last one because it was a sleek

modern job with four bedrooms and a

large, family-sized swimming pool. Mrs.

Ladd said it was just fine with her and not

too big at all. Her family had been shrink-

ing a little with the children growing up
and getting ready to leave home, but now
that Carol Lee had a husband, and the

children so many friends, they'd be loaded

with guests. Mr. Ladd just walked around
and said nothing until he spotted the house
number 323.

'"How about that, Sue?' he says. 'Our

number at home is 323, and at the ranch
313.'

"So he pulls out his checkbook and
writes several nice, round numbers. And
that was it. A deal!"

"The memories came back"

Later investigation proved that Alan
didn't buy that house just because he
thought the number a lucky one. There
were a lot of things he liked about it, in-

cluding the fact that he recalled camping
on almost this exact spot when he was
a kid.

"I must have been twelve or thirteen at

the time," he explained later. "A group of

us Boy Scouts from North Hollywood used
to come down to the Springs with our
Scoutmaster, a great guy named Bogart.

(No relation to Humphrey.) We'd prowl
around the Indian reservation, pitch our

tents at night in places we liked. I remem-
ber how we used to dream about the

future and I have a fond memory that

one night, while we were sitting around
the campfire telling tall tales about what
big men we were going to be, I bragged

to the other kids about how I was going

to make my fortune, come back down to

Palm Springs and get myself an elegant

winter home.
"Might as well tell you, I believe in Boy

Scouts and in fate. The minute I saw
that place the memories came flooding

back, so now I've got it all wrapped up."

It is very seldom that a man can look

back on his life and realize with sudden
astonishment that his boyhood dream has

come true. Life doesn't usually work that

way. In Alan's case, the small miracle

came largely as a result of his own hard
work, plus the managerial genius of his

wife Sue and the loyalty of his friends

and fans. Many an actor has swooned over

his first fan letter, but as the years passed

by has found personal contact with the

public an annoyance rather than an asset.

Not so with Alan, who after thirteen lucky
years as a star still spends long hours per-

sonally answering fan mail. Nor has he
forgotten his friends. Numbered among
the closest are studio grips and several

dozen reporters, one of whom predicted

for years that he'd be a flash in the pan.

"I don't go along with actors who can't

stand journalists," Alan has said. "Sure,

they sometimes go through your private

life like over-ambitious private eyes. But
that's their job. I know, because I tried

it myself. For a couple of years before the

acting bug bit me for keeps I tried to be
a reporter. I know how tough it is. Once,
while I was with this small newspaper I

had a managing editor who was one of the

really great journalists, and was he a hard
taskmaster! He had a temper that blew up
like an atom blast. One day, when I

handed in an interview with a cowboy
star, he really let go. I thought my story

was O.K. He told me otherwise with such
fury that he gave me a hard slap across

the mouth as a sort of exclamation mark.
To make a good story, I suppose I should
add that I wiped the floor with him and
walked out. I didn't. I took it, because I

knew he was right."
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Ever since, Alan has appreciated the
problems of reporters. His fondness for
them, in fact, is exceeded only by his love
for dogs. He thinks that both have a lot to
put up with from the world at large. "If
I ever had to be a reporter again," he once
remarked, "I think I'd rather be a dog!"
The remark is facetious. Alan Ladd

has never let stardom go to his head.
He appreciates and understands the prob-
lems of others as few men do. He is

equally quick to defend actors from un-
fair attacks, and simply because he has
amassed a small fortune he will go to
considerable lengths to insist that he
be given the same treatment as anyone
else.

After purchasing his Palm Springs home,
he began to look around for an invest-
ment with which to occupy his spare
time. "I want to live a little," he said.
"I want to play a lot of golf and have fun
generally, but I can't see just completely
relaxing between pictures. I like to dabble
in business." He found a tract of land on
which to build a few homes for sale and
began to dicker for its purchase. His
partner in this enterprise is Bob Higgins,
a classmate from North Hollywood High.
Together they looked into various angles

of the deal, including the law of supply
and demand for building materials. Alan,
who knows costs (he's built his own home
and the ranch), detected a considerable
price variance. He knew that Palm
Springs, mushrooming off the beaten path,
would be high-priced but he didn't ex-
pect it to have such limited facilities for
the hardware and building materials he
wanted.
Net result: Less than six weeks after

he bought his Palm Springs house, ground
was cleared for a brand-new hardware and
building supply store. He doesn't expect
to be a personal proprietor, handing out
autographs with each sale, but he does
plan to get his fair share of business in
the future, and he figures that the com-
petition will be a healthy thing all around.

Not as a star

Meantime, Sue was busy, too, selecting
wallpaper and planning furniture, some
of which will be specially designed for
their desert retreat. "Because we bought
the place just as the summer season be-
gan," Sue reported, "we decided not to
put in rugs and draperies right away. As
long as we wouldn't be around in the hot
months, we knew that the wind would
blow sand in. You know how a closed
house is. Things just seem to deteriorate.
So we borrowed a spring mattress and
slept on the living-room floor while we
were getting the house in shape. Then I

brought down a few pots and pans from
town and we camped out."

It was a new experience for the work-
men, seeing a movie star and his wife
living like so, and they warmed to the
Ladds immediately. Rudy, the gardener,
never had so much fun in his life. He's not
the plain or garden-variety gardener, but
a landscape expert. If things work out he'll
probably be. in charge of that department
for Alan's new store. He can't quite figure
out why, because on the day he first went
over to get things going, Sue and Alan
pitched in, did a full two-thirds of the
work.
Late in the afternoon, they all went

swimming to cool off, including Beret,
Alan's favorite dachshund. Beret is a
natural-born swimmer, just like his mas-
ter. The sight of him diving into the pool
and paddling smoothly through the water
like a surfaced submarine is enough to
break up any photographer and it ex-
hausted Modern Screen's lensman, who
finally handed Sue his camera. "It's too
hot," he said. "You shoot the pictures." So



she did, and deserves credit for at least a

couple of photos of her husband in this

issue.

Among the Ladds' first guests was pro-

ducer Frank Tuttle, a friend since the

days of This Gun For Hire.

Over coffee and a huge dish of Sue's

strawberry shortcake, the genial Mr. Tut-

tle reminisced about that star-making

film. "The truth is that I didn't want to

hire Alan for the part. I remember the

first time he came to see me. I was living

in a house in the Hollywoodland section

and the only way you could get to the door

was by a long flight of steps going straight

up about a half block from the road. I saw
this young, blond-haired fellow climbing

up for his interview and I wanted to call

down and tell him he was wasting his

time, but I thought after all that effort

the least I could do would be to offer him
a drink. Once we were introduced I

decided I might as well tell him without

wasting any time that he couldn't play the

part. He looked me right in the eye and
said, 'You've got to let me read for you.'

"After that it didn't take me thirty

seconds to tell him he was the man I

wanted. He had two days of studio tests,

and then he was okayed. After he became
a hit, Alan played so many of the same
type roles that he didn't look right with-
out an automatic in his hand."
At the moment Frank Tuttle and Alan

are up to their ears in scripts from which
they hope to select one for another picture

together. They want it to have every bit as

much impact as their initial effort togeth-

er, and at the moment the most likely can-
didate is a powerful drama called Santiago,

which probably will be done for the Ladds'
Jaguar Productions, and released through
Warner Brothers. Production probably
won't start until the end of the year, but
in the meantime Alan won't be off the

screen. The McConnell Story, with June
Allyson, is just going into general release,

and The Darkest Hour, in which he co-

stars with Joanne Dru, is set for spring

release.

Alan has renewed his interest in breed-
ing fine saddle and race horses at his

ranch. For the sake of Modern Screen
readers who might want to place a two-
dollar wager on one of his horses some
day, Alan was asked about his winners.

He grinned. "It's not good form for a
breeder to give tips. There was Alsolad
who won a few, and I had high hopes for

Alana Dave but somehow he didn't do so

good. At least up to now. We brought him
over from Ireland, and like Sue says, he

must have backed into the plane because

he runs like he's going backwards!"

"I was dead "

To sum up: Alan Ladd likes his profes-

sion. He has no complaints about life. No
disillusionments. He's all upbeat. Didn't

he at least have a painful memory of at

least one really tough experience?
"Yes, come to think of it," Alan re-

sponded, "there is one I've never told be-

fore. It happened just after I got out of

service. As you probably know, Bill Dem-
arest (by the way, one of the best actors in

Hollywood—worked with me in Darkest
Hour) is a real good friend of mine. Well,

Bill talked me into doing a benefit with

him and a group of his friends in Kansas
City. They were all specialists—you know
—comedians and ex-vaudevillians like

Bill. As for me, I was an actor, and I didn't

have a routine.

"But I agreed to go along, because Bill

promised we'd have the time of our lives.

We walked into a packed theatre, me with

a bad case of stage fright. Bill said not to

worry. He'd warm up the audience with
his gang. They sure did. Bill ran up and
down the aisles, stealing people's hats,

sitting in ladies' laps, and kissing pretty

girls. When he had the whole auditorium
laughing, he ran up on the stage and
shouted, 'Now, ladies and gentlemen,

Alan Ladd!' The spotlight went to the

wings and I stepped out to a wonderful
welcome. The house went quiet and
then a fog-horn voice yelled down from
the balcony, 'Hey, Hollywood actor, do
something!'
"Do something! I was paralyzed. I

wanted the stage to open up and swallow
me. The voice came again, and I com-
pletely forgot my lines. 'What's the matter,

sonny, you scared? I said do something!'

I was completely dead. But not Bill Dem-
arest. He walked over, put his arm around
my shoulder and said in that gravel pit

voice which carries a city block, 'You
know, Alan, this is a great town. My daddy
came through here with me many years

ago. We were just a couple of poor vaude-
ville hams, driving a twenty-mule team.

Well, the people were wonderful to us.

We spent a couple of days seeing the

sights. Then we drove out of town, and
just when we got to the city limits I hap-
pened to count that mule team. Would you
believe it, there was only nineteen of

them mules. And until this very day,

when I heard that bum in the balcony
bray at you, I never knew what became
of that other jackass!' " END

roy rogers

(Continued from page 29) real, like some-
thing that never happened. But it did.

You see, I feel there's a reason for the

things that cross our lives. I used to think

it was Fate, but now I know it's some-
thing more. Call it whatever you like, in

looking back it seems everything that's

happened to me has been for a purpose

—

and always for the best.

But I'm getting ahead of this early chap-
ter in my life. Let's go way back to the

beginning.
Those who can remember the early

thirties aren't likely to have forgotten that

the whole country was in an economic
slump. Depression, with a capital D. Many
families had their life savings wiped out

in the stock-market crash. Wages were
low. Jobs were scarce or non-existent. I

know, for I was one of the millions looking

for any kind of a job.

Out around Lawndale, where my par-

ents and I came in 1931 to live with my

sister Mary and her husband, I drove a

gravel truck and did a lot of odd jobs that

first summer. I helped build the state high-

way from Newhall to Castaic. Once, my
cousin Russ Scott and I joined up with

some migratory farm workers and picked
peaches in the orchards around Tulare.

Just getting by was a struggle.

But in my spare time I was forever

working on a guitar I had brought out

from Ohio, thinking somehow, somewhere
there might be money, as well as fun,

in playing and singing. As it turned out,

there soon was. Two dollars!

That's what the old Arrow Theatre on
Main Street in Los Angeles paid Russ
and me nightly as a musical team for a

week. Then after the last show we would
strap the guitars on the handlebars of

a motorcycle that carried us back home
to look for odd jobs the next day.

Young people always meet and go to-

gether, even in depression times. I was no
different. But I hadn't met the girl who
was to become my wife when I heard about
an amateur radio show in Inglewood.
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In 1932, radio was booming the way tele-
vision is today, and every Saturday night
this particular station held an audition
called The Midnight Frolic. Anybody
could get on, and did. No money, but it

was a chance to be heard by a big audi-
ence. I went on playing the mandolin,
banjo and guitar and sang.
You'd hardly call me a show-stopper,

but several days later it did bring a call
from an agent. He needed a singer-guitar-
ist for a hillbilly group called the Rocky
Mountaineers and he wanted me.

I sometimes wonder what would have
happened if he hadn't just happened to be
tuned in on that particular station that
particular night. I think it was the first
time I started believing in fate.
A fruit-picker one day, a radio enter-

tainer the next was pretty heady medicine
for a young cowboy with only a guitar
and a pair of boots to his name. But just
ahead were even more surprises.

A dark-haired girl

I don't remember the first time I saw
Lucile. She told me later that she and a
girl-friend, Opal, used to spend their lunch
hour at Long Beach radio station kger,
watching the Rocky Mountaineers.

All I remember is that one day in the
middle of a number I looked out into the
audience and there was this attractive,
dark-haired girl with flashing brown eyes.
They seemed to be smiling at me, and I
smiled back while I finished my song.
After that, I used to look for her in the

audience and sing straight to her. Weeks
passed before I went down into the audi-
ence to get acquainted. It was even longer
before she told me who she was.

I still didn't know her name when one
day I saw her on the street with an older
woman. I smiled and spoke. The woman
was her mother and after I left she asked
who I was. Lucile could never explain
what prompted her answer that day. But
she told her mother, "That's the fellow
I'm going to marry—some day."
Lucile Ascolese was the only daughter

of a respectable American family of Ital-
ian descent in Wilmington, a harbor town
near Long Beach. She was eighteen when
we met and was going to two schools at
once—high school and the Chicago College
of Beauty in Long Beach. Our flirtation
across the footlights continued, but I still

hadn't taken her out.
I couldn't afford to go out with girls.

It soon became evident that the Moun-
taineers got paid more in experience than
money. I moved in with the banjo player
and two other musicians in South Los

Angeles, and we slept crowded together
on a cot and a couch we shoved together.
We managed to keep solvent with the

extra money we picked up playing for
dances in that area, but there was never

!

much left over for anything else. Lucile
liked to dance, so on our first date I took
her dancing. The only trouble was, I
didn't get to dance with her. I was too busv
supplying the music. It was the first of
many evenings she was to spend with me
at dances I worked.

Going steady

That's how it began. As the weeks
passed, I met her parents and our dates
became more and more regular. Despite
the Depression, courting a pretty girl was
much the same then as it's always been.
Expensive dinners and clubs were out,
but she understood. We found our fun in
being together, going to shows and the
beach, often just driving around in a 1929
Ford I was buying on installments. Before
long, we were going steady.
Like all young people, we had our share

of rows. Twice we broke off completely,
but we always got back together after we
cooled off. About a year after we met I
asked her to marry me.
Times were still tough, especially for

entertainers. After six months on the Long
Beach station, the Mountaineers disbanded
when one member decided that caddying
held a brighter future. Another left to be-
come a truck driver.
Four of us still had faith, and we joined

up with a Mexican and a Hawaiian to be-
come the International Cowboys. There
were always changes. Some of the married
members found they couldn't live on our
radio earnings plus an occasional dance
booking. We were always long on pros-
pects, but short on cash.
In time, the International Cowboys gave

way to the five O-Bar-O Cowboys. The
next two years saw a lot more changes
before we emerged as the Sons Of The
Pioneers and got our first foothold in
Hollywood. Meanwhile, Lucile had fin- I

ished high school and beauty college.
My folks had met Lucile and liked her.

It was spring. Then one day we got an
unexpected string of bookings to play
theatres throughout Arizona, New Mexico
and Texas. It sounded like a great op-
portunity, and we grabbed it without
checking the contract. But it meant, too,
that I wouldn't see Lucile for months,
perhaps longer. At twenty-one, it seemed
a long time and a grim prospect. That day
I made up my mind to propose.

I actually popped the question over the
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Roy (back when he was unknown Leonard
Slye) and his wife, Lucile Ascolese, posed for
their first picture together. The photostatic
copy of their marriage license gives tangible
evidence of their youth at time of wedding.



radio. I called her from the station and

told her to be sure and listen in, that I

was dedicating a song to her. Then I

went on the air singing "Hady Brown."

To everyone else listening it was just

another song, but the last line was just

for her. It went, "Won't you be my wife?"

We were married that May by a justice

of the peace, with William Nichols, one of

the O-Bar-O Cowboys, and his mother
standing up with us. I couldn't afford an
engagement ring. I was wondering how I

was going to swing the wedding ring.

Lucile's mother solved the problem by
giving us a plain gold band as a wedding
present.

We never had a honeymoon. After the

ceremony we had a sudden call from our

agent and the group set out that night on

a tour of the Southwest. It was six weeks
before I saw my wife again.

The tour was a nightmare, I remember.
It started off bad and then it got worse.

We thought our take was 50 per cent of

the box-office. Instead, we had been
booked for half of what was left after the

theatres' average nightly take came out.

It seldom paid for our meals and gasoline.

We traveled in an old Pontiac belong-

ing to the fiddle player, five of us and
the instruments packed in like sardines.

The day we arrived in Yuma, the first

stop, it was 112. We put on two shows,

but after the house's take, there was noth-

ing left. Miami, Arizona, a ghost town,

was the next stop and the same story.

Then we hit Stanford, one of our better

bookings. We each made four dollars.

The five O-Bar-O Cowboys who started

out dwindled to four. At Wilcox, Arizona,

his home town, one of the boys left

us. No one could blame him. We were
broke and discouraged but still not ready

to give up. But four weeks later, after

fighting the blistering roads and bookings

without pay through Arizona, New Mex-
ico and Texas, we'd had it, too. At Lub-
bock, Texas, we called a halt and headed
home, flat broke.

Our first home
Lucile had taken a job temporarily and

continued living with her parents while I

was away. Now we moved into our first

home, a $30-a-month furnished apartment
on 88th Street in Los Angeles. From wed-
ding showers we had linens, silver, a

toaster, kitchen wares, everything we
needed to get started. There was only one
hitch. Lucile couldn't cook. But she

pitched in and learned from Tim Spencer,

one of the Cowboys. About the only thing

she could never master was a great Italian

dish her mother used to make for me.

A musician's life is not like that of the

average husband. And at first it didn't

seem to matter that we didn't live like

other people. We took everything in our
stride. I've always loved to ride. Lucile

was afraid of horses and still is, to this

day. She liked tennis. I could never see

it. But we used to go fishing together, to

the movies when the budget would allow,

have friends in to play bridge. There were
many good times. Yet, more often our
home life meant hours on end of rehears-

ing songs all day and into the night. It

was more than practicing and working out

arrangements. We had to memorize every
note, as well as the words. We were mu-
sicians, but none of us could read music!

The O-Bar-O Cowboys had disbanded

after the tour. Tim Spencer, one of the

original Mountaineers, and I were the only

two left, and -we still believed we could

click with the right combination.

We were still looking, working with new
recruits, always rehearsing, when Tim and
I talked ourselves into a daytime job on
kfwb in Hollywood with the Texas Out-
laws. At night I teamed with another

musician, Curly Hoag, and played cafe

dates for a dollar a night plus the kitty.

It was usually good for another fifty cents.

At home, things weren't going too well.

It grew monotonous for Lucile coming
along nights I played cafes, and sitting

home became just as monotonous. When
I played late, I usually slept late and then

she was alone mornings, too. Afternoons

meant the endless rehearsals, working over

arrangements, trying to form a new group,

always searching for that lucky combina-
tion of notes and voices. It wasn't a very

satisfying life for a young wife.

I don't remember the first quarrel we
had. There were the usual number the

first year, no more and no less, always
patched up and forgotten. We moved into

a Hollywood apartment to be near the sta-

tion, but the same old routine cut deeper

and deeper into our home life. It wasn't

a healthy situation, but jobs were still

scarce—any kind of work—and we were
getting by. Somehow, too, I felt we were
getting nearer and nearer that lucky com-
bination. And we were.

When Bob Nolan joined Tim Spencer
and me to form the Pioneer Trio, we were
nearer than we knew. For weeks we kept
rehearsing at home, eight and nine hours

at a stretch. Then we auditioned for the

bigwigs at kfwb. I'll never . forget that

day. When we finished, we were signed

on as staff members of the station at a

weekly salary of $35—each! Later, we
added Carl and Hugh Farr to form the

Sons Of The Pioneers, the group that's still

going strong today.

The end of the marriage

It is ironic that just as things were be-
ginning to look up financially for the first

time, our marriage should end. But Lucile

was not happy leading the life of an en-
tertainer's wife. If our home life had
seemed erratic before, it promised to be-

come more so with the new breaks. When
she looked at the marriages of girl friends

whose husbands' work permitted a regular

home pattern, I guess ours suffered by
comparison.
Once we separated briefly and decided

to try again. But patience is seldom a

virtue of youth. Another day, fifteen

months after we were married, we talked

our problems all out again, calmly and
rationally, and came to a mutual decision.

We were still friends. Yet, as I drove her

to her mother's we both knew that there

wouldn't be another reconciliation. I came
back and moved into a Hollywood board-

ing house to wait for the divorce.

It was twenty years before I saw Lucile

again.

A man learns a lot of things in twenty
years. Patience and understanding come
with maturity. Buckling down to the task

I had set for myself, I found that the pat-

tern of my life and the way it was meant
to be began to take shape.

The Sons Of The Pioneers caught on.

After the divorce, we were busier than

ever doing two daily radio shows and
dubbing an occasional western movie. We
left the station, played the Texas Centen-
nial and came back to Hollywood to look

for a job.

Then it happened. On a tip I overheard

in a Glendale hat store, I hurried out to

Republic Studios where singing cowboys
were to be tested. When I couldn't get

past the guard, I waited until noon and
slipped in with the extras breaking for

lunch. My guitar was in the car, but

when Sol Siegel, the producer, said he'd

hear me, I ran back after it so fast I was
too out of breath to sing. But I got the

test and the contract that led to stardom
as Roy Rogers.

That day I still called it Fate. Now I

know another power must have guided

New booklet tells

how to use a

feminine syringe
A SCIENTIFIC article on feminine hygiene is now

being packed with every B. F. Goodrich gravity-

flow syringe.

The author, a specialist in obstetrics and gynecology,

tells how to douche, when, how often, and explains why,

where to do it, exactly how to operate your syringe, etc.

He also says it's best to use a gravity-flow type of syringe

because its gentle action will not itritate delicate tissues.

Modern B. F. Goodrich gravity-flow syringes—in

three different styles—are sold at most drug stores. If

your druggist does not have the B. F. Goodrich syringe

you want with this informative article packed in it,

he'll be glad to get it for you. To get this free booklet,

just ask for a B. F. Goodrich gravity-flow syringe.

B. F. Goodrich
Gravity-Flow Syringes
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users have learned, Siroil tends

to remove psoriasis crusts and
scales on outer layer of skin.

Light applications help con-

trol recurring lesions. Siroil

doesn't stain clothing or bed
linens. Offered on two-weeks-
satisfaction-or-money-refunded
basis. 2 2 years of successful^

results. Write for free booklet, jj
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Want to Get Rid of

JDark or Discolored Skin,
,

^
freckles, Skin Spots?

Beautifies Skin While You Sleep
Just follow the amazing Mercolized WaxCream 7 NIGHT PLAN to a whiter, softer
lovelier skin. Smooth rich, luxurious Mer-
colized Wax Cream on your face or arms
just before retiring each night for one weekY°u 11 begin to see results almost

at once . . . lightens dark skin,
blotches, spots, freckles as if by
magic! This is not a cover up cos-
metic; Mercolized Wax Cream
works UNDER the skin surface.m~ 7 ' Beautiful women have used thism time - tested plan for over 40 years — you'll

. love it a fast, sure, longer lasting results!
| Mercolized Wax Cream is sold on 100% guar-

-:*•* ' mt '' L' '" money hack. Start using it now!
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I I previous schooling. Diploma awarded.
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WAYNE SCHOOL Catalog HAF-39

[ J 2527 Sheffield Ave., Chicago 14, Illinois
J
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500SABELS25
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Housework

Easy

Naggi

Without

ing Backache
Nagging backache, headache, or muscular aches and
pains may come on with over-exertion, emotional up-
sets or day to day stress and strain. And folks who
eat and drink unwisely sometimes suffer mild bladder
irritation...with that restless,uncomfortablefeeling.

If you are miserable and worn out because of
these discomforts, Doan's Pills often help by their
pain relieving action, by their soothing effect to ease
bladder irritation, and by their mild diuretic action
through the kidneys—tending to increase the output
of the 15 miles of kidney tubes.
So if nagging backache makes you feel dragged-

out, miserable... with restless, sleepless nights...
don't wait...try Doan's Pills. ..get the same happy
relief millions have enjoyed for over 60 years. Get

86 Doan's Pills today!

me there. Just as it's guided everything
else in my life.

Perhaps I was being guided once more
when I headed for the Los Angeles harbor
area with a bunch of fellows one day not
long ago. We were going on a fishing trip
and stopped in Wilmington to buy our
groceries. "Hey, Roy," someone hailed me
in the market. "Haven't seen you in these
parts since you used to bring Lucile
down to see her mother. Going by to see
her while you're here?"

It was the first time I had heard of
Lucile in all the years since we parted.
She was living at the old home place, I
learned, and I drove over with the fellows.
At first, we couldn't find the house. You
forget a lot of things in twenty years, and
with many changes it just didn't look the
same.

Lucile wasn't home, but her mother was
and I had a good visit with her while the
fellows waited in the car. She laughed
and asked me if I still liked Italian cook-
ing. Since our boat wasn't leaving until
the next day, I asked if Lucile could call
me at the dock. Later, she telephoned
and I invited her down.
A lot of years rolled back when I saw

her. We had parted friends and it was
good to meet again as friends, without
bitterness, only genuine interest in what
the years had brought each other. She
still had dark hair and flashing eyes. From

forever is a long time

(Continued from page 37) language re-
cordings, the painting of New York) "it's

been sold, and I'm not sorry one bit.

"My piano, my silver, my linen, the
other stuff I really like—all of it's being
shipped to Europe. I'm worried about the
piano because we can't find a company
to insure it," (by "we" Ava meant Ben
Cole, her business manager and herself)
"and I guess by the time it gets to Spain,
it'll be in a hundred pieces.
"I'm giving Bappie," (her sister Beatrice)

"all the other things, and I'm heading for
Spain.
"Right now I don't know if I'll buy a

house or build or rent one. But I'm going
to make Spain my home."
"Why Spain?" Ava grew meditative and

searched for the right words.
"I guess because I'm happiest there. I've

been all over the world, you know. I don't
know how many countries I've seen. But
outside Madrid—in the suburbs—that's
where I like it best.
"The people. So nice, so proud, so in-

formal. If I don't find a house I want I'll

rent one, then build a place of my own.
One thing I'm not going to do. Rush. I

rushed the place I had in Hollywood and
didn't get any happiness out of it at all.

I'm not going to do that again.

"I never miss Hollywood "

"According to my new contract," she
confided, "I have to make only two films
a year. One may be good and one may be
not so good. And if they shoot both of
them in Hollywood, that's okay with me.
But once the picture's finished, I'm head-
ing back to Spain.

"I've got lots of friends in Hollywood
and it's a wonderful place for some people.
But not for me. Too many pressures. I've
been away for most of four years, and I

never miss it, and I don't guess the town
misses me.
"The place I really liked best, anyway,

was Palm Springs. I felt I had a home
down there."

The home to which Ava referred was a
modern, one-story structure Frank Sina-

a pretty girl she had become an attractive
woman. And she looked happy.

I was sorry the family wasn't there to
meet her, but I showed Lucile some fam-
ily pictures in my wallet and told her
about them.

Lucile, too, I learned, has found her
real happiness with another, and I was
glad. Everything had happened for the
best—for both of us.
When I got back from the boat I told

Dale about seeing Lucile again. I knew
what she would say even before she spoke.
"Why, that's wonderful," Dale smiled up
at me. "Did you invite her to come and
see us?" I said that I had.
In our profession, when you're under

contract to a motion picture studio, there
are some who rule from fear—not from
faith. In their eyes, a man's life—once
signed—no longer belongs to himself. No
part of it. Including his youth. When I
rilled out my first studio biography and
told them in all honesty that I had been
married before, they were afraid.
Today, our lives are our own.
It was many years ago that I told Dale

the story of my first marriage, just as I've
told it here. She has always believed—as
I know now—there are reasons our lives
take a particular turn.

Call it fate or call it faith. We believe
He has a plan for us. And we are follow-
ing it today with all our hearts. end

tra built halfway between the Palm
Springs Airport and the main street, Palm
Drive.
Ava liked nothing better than to whiz

down to the desert in her blue Cadillac
convertible, climb into her blue jeans
and white sport shirt and give the house a
thorough cleaning. Then at the end of the
day she'd dive into the swimming pool,
swim two lengths, hop out, fix a drink for
Frank and herself and sit around the patio
just listening to recordings.
Those were the days when she used to

send Frank into town to do the marketing
and Frank would return loaded down
with steaks and chops and rare delicacies.
For a girl on the thin side, Ava has always
loved to eat.

One time when Ava and Frank had Paul
Clemens, the well-known portrait painter,
in for dinner, Clemens remarked on Ava's
appetite.

Sinatra broke into a wide grin. "She
eats," he stated, "as if she were going to
the electric chair."

Love and memories

Ava's fondness for the California desert
can best be illustrated by a particularly
touching incident. Last year when she re-
turned to Hollywood for a fast few weeks
and the premiere of The Barefoot Contessa,
she took off for Palm Springs as soon as
the ballyhoo was over.

She rented a small, unpretentious cottage
not too far from the Sinatra house. But
practically every day she would drive
along the sand-rutted road on which
Frank's house is located. She would stop
her car, get out and peek over the fence
into the courtyard.
"This is the place," she once remarked

to a friend, "where I used to run around
with Rags." (A Welsh corgy given to her
by Sinatra.) And as she explained the lay-
out of the house, her voice choked up, and
she muttered, "Let's get away from here."
A favorite Gardner self-appraisal is, "I've
always been a sucker for love." Also mem-
ories.

As Ava talks it is surprising how many
times the word "happiness" creeps into her
conversation. Why has it escaped her ex-
cept for rare moments?



Until The Barefoot Contessa and Bhow-
ani Junction she felt she was being cast in

a series of B pictures. She fought with

her studio endlessly. She found no satis-

faction in her work. Rather than play the

lead that Doris Day later took over in

Love Me Or Leave Me, Ava accepted a

suspension, went off salary.

"I just want to be happy "

In the days when L. B. Mayer ran MGM
she was considered a wayward, flighty

girl who was throwing herself away on

Frank Sinatra. One evening Mayer called

Ava into his office and pleaded with her

to give up Sinatra. "We have plans," he
confided, "plans to make you another

Greta Garbo."
"I don't want to be another Greta

Garbo," Ava answered. "I just want to be

happy."
She wasn't happy in her acting, she ex-

plained. Perhaps she would be happy in

her marriage.
Happiness is her target in life. Of late

she has found a modicum of contentment

in her career, a bit of pride in her work.

"I never went to drama school," she

quickly admits, "and I never had any stage

training and I can't do the things they

teach you in drama class, act like a tree or

a lampshade or a milkman. But in Bhowani
I honestly feel I've accomplished some-
thing. I've depicted a character. Honestly.

I've never felt that before. Maybe in one

other picture. But in this one I think I've

made the character come alive.

"That's why, even though I got home
dog-tired at the end of each day's shooting,

I felt pretty good inside. I'd done a good

day's work, accomplished something. Mat-
ter of fact I felt so swell I even stopped

going on wingdings around this town."

Not that Ava has become intensely seri-

ous or completely dedicated to work, sacri-

ficing men and romance. But she is

determined to be regarded as a competent

actress.

Live like a queen

Ava's new MGM contract calls for her

to receive $200,000 a year for the next four

years. She will then be paid $50,000 a

year for an additional four years. After

that she will be eligible for retirement at

approximately $1,750 a month.
In Spain with this many pesetas Ava

will live like a queen and, living the life of

a queen, perhaps she can avoid the trou-

bles and embarrassments, the sorrows and

scandals that have dogged her on this side

of the Atlantic.

That is the real reason she is moving to

Spain. She wants to live her private life

in private, to stay out of the headlines.

Like Marilyn Monroe, Ava has prac-

tically no close women friends. Her sister

Bappie is one. Doreen Grant of Madrid is

another. Lana Turner is a third. But to

none of these has Ava ever confided the

hurt she felt about the Sammy Davis, Jr.

scandal or the Rio de Janeiro fracas or

the Dominguin and Howard Hughes and

Walter Chiari and Ram Gopal and William

Ofner and Lord Granville rumors.

On romance Ava keeps her own counsel.

During the filming of Barefoot Contessa,

for example, she refused to identify the

tall, dark-haired Spaniard who used to

visit her on the set and take her home to

her palazzo each evening. This same gen-

tleman was also seen with Ava in San
Remo, Monte Carlo and finally in Florence

where he was identified as Luis Miguel

Gonzalez, better known to the bull-fighting

world as the great matador Dominguin.
Even after the affinity of Dominguin for

Ava became well known, the actress still

refused to discuss it. I once questioned

her about the affair and all she would say

was, "He's been a good friend. When I

was sick in Madrid with kidney trouble

he took a room in the hospital next to me.

Saw that I had the best medical treat-

ment, everything I wanted."
Of Sammy Davis, Jr., Ava will say abso-

lutely nothing. Davis is a Negro, one of

the most talented entertainers of this

generation and also a good friend. Last

year Ava did him a favor. She appeared

on the stage of a Harlem theatre with him
in New York. It was a tribute from one

artist to another.
There have been subsequent tributes to

Sammy Davis, Jr. by a flock of other celeb-

rities including Frank Sinatra, Martin and

Lewis, Jeff Chandler, Marilyn Monroe. But
none of these have been condemned.

Pictures of her with Sammy have been

circulated throughout the South in various

election campaigns. There have been snide

remarks and the furtive whisperings of

bigots.

"A very unkind thing
"

The truth, and these are the words of

Sammy, is that: "A very unkind thing has

been done. Ava and I are good friends.

But that's all. She's been thoughtful and
considerate and I've known her for years,

ever since she and Frank started going to-

gether. I don't have to tell you what Sina-

tra has done for me. He's been the

greatest friend I've had in show business.

He's helped me with my hoofing, my
phrasing, with everything. You couldn't

find a nicer guy anywhere in the world.

Naturally he would introduce me to his

wife.

"I remember not so long ago when I

was playing Ciro's, Ava and I and six other

friends were there. And most of the time

all of us were trying to talk her into re-

conciling with Frank.
"When she was kind enough to appear

with me for a few minutes at the Apollo,

some pictures of us were taken. But they

forgot to print that Ava's date that night

was disc jockey Bill Williams. And when
she kindly offered her apartment for a

photo layout and they took some photos

of us, Jeff Chandler was along."

In Spain, Ava feels, no such scandal

would have been started.

TieBows Utelfe!

The principle of the thing

At the moment she is anticipating the

arrival of a Mercedes Benz from Germany
—MGM advanced the money for this—and
the presence in Madrid of business man-
ager Ben Cole.

It is expected that Ben will bring news
of Frank Sinatra and the $8,000.

Supposedly, here again neither Ava nor

Frank will supply the details. $8,000 is all

that stands in the way of Ava's picking up
her divorce decree.

Having fulfilled the Nevada residence

requirements last year—six weeks in Ta-
hoe—Ava can pick up her decree in one

day if she so desires by going down to

the Washoe County Court House in Reno.

Reportedly she has no intention of do-

ing this until Sinatra settles $8,000 on her.

She feels strongly that this amount is

owing to her. Frank, who spent a small

fortune on Ava in 1952 when he was rap-

idly going broke, supposedly feels the

opposite. This standoff will not be easily

concluded since both participants are no-

toriously stubborn people. Moreover, both

feel that an important principle is involved.

There is much undercover talk at this

point that Ava's next husband will be

Howard Hughes. Certainly, it is no secret

that these two have been seeing each

other on and off for many years, that is,

in her periods of freedom. Hardly anyone

in Spain would recognize Howard Hughes.

About Hughes, however, Ava will say

nothing.
Ever since she was a child Ava has gone
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her own way, playing the lone wolf, and
accepting the consequences.
"Cute as she was "

Ava is the youngest of six Gardner chil-
dren, five girls and a boy, all of whom were
fully grown when Ava came along. Two
of her sisters, Mrs. D. L. Creech and Mrs.
John Grimes, still live in her birthplace,
Smithfield, North Carolina, as does her
brother Jack.

Said Mrs. Creech: "Somehow Ava was
always gettin' into trouble, cute as she was.
Take the time she was just a baby. She
got hold of a can of lye, spilled some of the
stuff into her mouth. Lucky for her,
mama came along, made her swallow the

Peter Donald read about the bank
robbers whose mission was snafued
because their stingy Big Brain
bought a two-door instead of a
four-door model getaway car.
Peter's best tale involves an under-
ground airplane factory behind the
iron curtain where the hapless
workers were suddenly massed and
told by the Commissar for Air
that they'd have to build a bomber
big enough to bomb New York,
complete it within six days or suffer
the penalty of death. Working
frantically around the clock, skip-
ping sleep, skipping food, the ha-
rassed comrades were putting the
finishing touches to the bomber
when the Commissar stormed in,
put his own picked crew into the
plane and roared on to New York.
Some hours later they buzzed across
New Jersey, crossed the Hudson,
approached the target. Then the
bombardier, with Times Square in
his sights, was given the order to
press the bomb release. He did
and out dropped—the Night Sniff.'

Hy Gardner in
The Herald Tribune

white of an egg. Saved her life. Late]
on when she was goin' to school she lef
her books home one day. She came back
and climbed through a window and cut ehdeep gash in her leg. Said nothin' about
it. Independent little cuss she was."
Recalls Mrs. John Grimes: "Ava was al-(

ways self-reliant. There was a good age(
difference between her and the rest of us
and I guess that built self-reliance in her!
The boys around here always found he*
attractive, and sometimes when they earner
to call on her she'd beg us to tell them
she wasn't at home."

"A good sport

"

Hugh Talton, a store manager in Smith-
field, who dated the screen siren when she-
was a young girl living in a big white'i
frame house on the 200-acre tobacco and
cotton farm her father used to sharecrop,^
says: "Ava was a fine girl to date, good!5

'

sport, never complained. Once we went r

out and it started to rain and the top of
my convertible got stuck and wouldn't go'
up, but Ava—she just took it in stride. We
got soaked but she just laughed."
In school Ava was shy, insecure, "and^

pretty much the lone wolf," according to!
one fellow student, "because her folks

1

didn't have much money and she didn't
'

have pretty clothes like the other girls.
She never joined in school activities. One!
day, however, they let her play on the
basketball team. And she was really very!
good, shot one basket after another, except
that she was shooting the ball into the!
wrong basket. I'll never forget how we
howled. She was embarrassed to tears.
After that, she went her own way more
than ever."

Today, sixteen years later, Ava Gardner
is still determined to go her own way

—

this time to Spain, some 6,000 miles away
from Hollywood and all the men who
have brought her at one time or another,
pleasure and pain. £ND

those love scenes with liz

(Continued from page 45) ... understand-
ing, co-operative?
The first thing I did when I entered the

dining room that day was to look for
Elizabeth, walk over to her and introduce
myself. I could have had someone else,
who knew us both, make the introduction,
but that might have been just an intro-
duction and I wanted it to be more than
that.

Mutuality of interest

I wanted Elizabeth to know that I
thought the moment an important one,
that she was on my mind as I walked in
and that I couldn't wait to talk to her. I
can't remember what I said exactly. I
can't remember what she said. All I do
remember is that we both knew in our
first look at each other that we recog-
nized the mutuality of our interest.
This sort of, shall we say, emotional

preparation for an acting role, may sound
a little extreme to some people. And I
know that there are actors—and actresses—whose interest in their parts and in the
people with whom they are cast is com-
pletely impersonal. But I can't work that
way. Not as well as when I have a gen-
uine regard and liking for my partner.

I remember trying to do romantic
scenes with a leading lady who was a
complete stranger to me from the day we
started to shoot the picture until the day
we finished the production. It was as if

she came equipped with invisible buttons
and had only to press the right one to
come up with any sort of emotion the di-

rector called for. The only trouble was
that I had no such buttons; if I couldn't
feel the part I had an awful time playing
it. How can you make love in front of the
camera to a stranger?
How can you get real warmth and feel-

ing in your voice when you know that
the reaction of the girl is going to be a
matter of mechanical pose with her, not
heart; in which she will turn on so much
throb to her voice, so much intensity in
her eyes, so much of a curve to her smile?
One of the first actresses I ever worked

with was Diana Lynn. We had practically
no contact at all save in front of the cam-
eras, but the fault here was largely
mine, I believe. I was pretty shy, too shy
to establish some sort of satisfactory work-
ing relationship between us, even too shy,
probably, to recognize opportunities which
she probably gave me to respond and thus
achieve some state of sociability.

A little something

One day, when we had a love scene
which I sensed could have gone much
better if Diana and I would had more
confidence in each other as friends as
well as actor and actress, I decided that
never again would I work with anyone
without trying to establish some sort of
pleasant bond between us first.

And I know I am not alone in regarding
this as an important part of acting. Stars
like Liz, like Jane Wyman, Arlene Dahl,
Barbara Stanwyck, Cornell Borcher, Piper
Laurie, Barbara Rush and Julia Adams
have all revealed that they feel the same
about it.

I remember my first rehearsal with
Arlene Dahl when we worked together in



Bengal Brigade. I was wondering what I

might say to create a little "something"
between us, when Arlene did the job for

me.
When it came time for her to make her

first speech in front of the camera, Arlene,

who is Norwegian, broke forth into the

thickest Scandinavian accent I had ever

heard. We all of us went into howls, of

course, and whatever tension had been
built up, as it will build up when people

work together for the first time, simply
evaporated.
Arlene had me well under control from

that moment on. Any time I threatened to

get edgy, she only had to let the faintest

trace of an accent creep into her voice

and I'd fall apart, forgetting what the heck
I'd been stewing about.

I remember once reading something that

Piper Laurie said about me. "Whenever I

get as much as a suspicion of a frown on
my face Rock will kid me out of it," she
reported. "It was a pleasure working to-

gether."
Those words have stayed with me ever

MICHAEL WILDING

A man with no gripes is an unhappy

guy. Here, then, is happy Mike W. giv-

ing vent to a few choice pros and cons.

Being married to

my wife

Scotch and soda

Skiing

Paintings

My children

Nurses

Food

Women
Sports cars

Swimming

Travel

Our home

Easy living

Myself

Unpunctuality

Mathematics

Unnecessary work

Intellectual snobs

Snobs of any kind

Dressing up at

night

Acting

Staying too long in

one place

Liz's animals spoil-

ing the carpet

Myself

since, and I think it's as fine a compli-
ment as I have ever had, because to make
your fellow cast member feel at ease is

to take considerable pressure off yourself.

Almost every top actor or actress I meet
seems to have the knack of thus creating

a good "atmosphere" on the set. And it

has been invaluable.

Too big, too green

Nobody in Hollywood was any more
nervous than I was back a few years ago
when I was handed the co-starring spot
opposite Jane Wyman in Magnificent Ob-
session. I wanted the role like nothing else

I had ever wanted in my life. And I was
pretty sure I wouldn't get it. Word had
come that I was too big for the part, too
green, too this and too that. On top of

these objections I had to go and break my
shoulder diving into the ocean surf at

Laguna Beach. Yet in the end I got it and
then almost fell apart wondering if I

could handle the part. At that critical

time I got a call—from Jane Wyman.
She introduced herself and then asked

if I'd like to join a theatre party she was
organizing to see the Ice Capades that

evening. Of course I accepted. I knew it

was Jane's way of saying that it would be
a good idea to get to know each other if

we were going to work together, and
get to know each other we did. When the

day came to walk on the studio set and
begin our first scene we both cashed in

on a fine dividend as a result of Jane's

first call; we were friends who were get-

ting used to each other, not two people
who would have to contend with the

strangeness between them as well as the
difficulties of fitting themselves to new
picture roles.

Liz walked in

That's what I had in mind, of course,

when I introduced myself to Liz Taylor.
And Liz, incidentally, didn't let me take
the initiative all the time. That very first

day, in fact, I was sitting in the make-up
department an hour or so after the lunch-
eon was over, when Liz walked in. We
talked for nearly a half hour, getting bet-
ter and better acquainted, while the make-
up experts tried out various techniques
to "age" me for the closing sequences in

Giant in which I achieve a ripe old age.

"Just think, we're going to grow old

together," I kidded—for, of course, Liz,

too, as my wife, reaches the mellow years
in the picture.

"I know, I know," she replied. "I knew
the minute I saw you it would age me
quick."

I had always been a fan of Liz' (I told

her so, too, the first time we talked), and
after working with her I am more of a fan

than ever.

We were on location with Giant for five

weeks in and around the small community
of Maefa, Texas. In that time all of us,

not only Liz and I, but Jimmy Dean and
a dozen other members of the company,
were continually together, eating, work-
ing, spending most of our leisure together,

and achieving an honesty in personal re-

lationships not unlike that between mem-
bers of the same family.

Liz knew that I would rather listen to

music than read, and that I am always
intrigued by the backgrounds of people

—

what makes them as they are? I knew
that Liz loved fun but had a distaste for

shallow excitement, and was never with-
out consciousness of her babies somewhere
in her mind.
We enjoyed rehearsing together and

trusted each other's judgment about in-

tonation and delivery of our lines. You can
speak a line with much greater confidence
if you know it has already won approval
of others in the cast.

My leading ladies

When you can't enjoy an honest, smooth
working relationship with the people you
are working with then, brother, you are
really in trouble! I know one romantic
team who so hate each other that they
cut the time they have to spend in each
other's company down to an irreducible

minimum! It's hard to believe but they
refuse to rehearse in the same room.
They do it over the telephone, even cutting
in the dialogue director over a third con-
nection to listen to them and suggest neces-
sary corrections!

My leading ladies have all been just

wonderful. Why, when we got home
from Texas on Giant, to finish shooting in

the studio, Liz invited me to her home
to dine with her and her husband, Michael
Wilding. This was high generosity on her
part because after our weeks in Texas to-

gether she was well acquainted with my
appetite, which used to amaze even the
great eaters of Texas! end
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OPPORTUNITY MART
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OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
GIVEN without lc cost to your Church or Group—new "boils-
own-water" 43-cup Electric Coffee Urn. Just have 10 members
each sell only five bottles famous flavoring. No money needed,
ever. Write Anna Elizabeth Wade, 1938 Tyree Street, Lynchburg, Va.

FREE—BIG NEW WHOLESALE CATALOG! Up to 50% saving for
you, family, friends, on nationally-known gifts, jewelry, toys,
appliances, Christmas cards etc. Also make money selling part
time! Write: Evergreen Studios, Box 846-D, Chicago 42, III.

BEAUTY DEMONSTRATORS—To $5 hr., demonstrating Famous
Hollywood Cosmetics, your neighborhood. For free samples, de-
tails, write Studio Girl, Glendale, Calif., Dept. CC-115.

MAKE MONEY Clipping Wanted Items From Your Newspaper For
Publishers. NEWSCRAFT PUBLISHING COMPANY, CW-983-E. Main,
Columbus 5, O hio.

CAN YOU EARN $40. WEEKLY sewing lovely Baby Shoes and Mail-
ing Display Folders? Write: Folders, Warsaw 2, Indiana.

MAKE MONEY CLIPPING WANTED ITEMS from your newspaper
for Publishers. Newscraft Publishing Company, CW-983-E. Main,
Columbus 5, Ohio.

Make Spare Time Money Preparing and mailing sales literature.
Adams Surveys, 3513AO Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 26, Californ ia.

ENVELOPE ADDRESSING—Extra income proiects. Brochure "$50
weekly possible"—free: MAXWELL, Dept. 85-10, Cleveland 14, 0.

SEW our ready cut aprons at home, spare time. Easy, Profitable,
HANKY APRONS, Ft. Smith 2, Ark.

PROFITABLE HOME BUSINESS—Make fast-seller chenille monkey
trees. Literature free. VELVA, Bohemia 8, N. Y.

ENJOY EXTRA INCOME Sewing Ready Cut Felt Baby Shoes. De-
tails 3c. Thompson's, Loganville 22, Wis.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED! GUARANTEED PAY! No Selling. Every-
thing furnished. Write: PHILIP'S, Box 294, Randolph, Mass.
EARN SPARE TIME Cash Mailing Advertising Literature. GLEN-
WAY, 5713 Euclid, Cleveland 3, Ohio.

Unusual Opportunity, handspinning Angora wool. Fascinating,
profitable. Angora House, DC, Springfield, Illinois.

SEW? Part, full time projects available. Write: ADCO SERVICE,
561, Bastrop, Louisiana.

BUSINESS—MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
WOMEN! Sew Ready-cut Neckties At Home. No experience neces-
sary. No Selling. No Machine needed. Details free. Neckwear
Supply, P. 0. Box 2056-W, Inglewood 4. California.

$70 Weekly—home, spare time. Simplified mail bookkeeping. Im-
mediate income—easy! Auditax, 34757NW, Los Angeles 34.

CASH: Spare time, making scented Orchids. Experience un-
necessary. Boycan Industries, Dept. 510, Palm Sprin gs, Calif.

?35 WEEKLY ADDRESSING envelopes. Instructions $1. Refund-
able. Adservice, Spring Valley 47, New York.

$200 weekly cleaning Venetian Blinds. Free Book. Burtt, 2434BT,
Wichita 13, Kansas.

Earn sparetime cash preparing mail for advertisers. Temple Co.,
Muncie 17, Indiana.

"Guaranteed Homework! Immediate Commissions! Everything
Furnished! Hirsch, 1301-05 Hoe, New York City 59.

MAKE $100.00 WEEK. Spare time, your neighborhood. No demon-
strating. Write for free details. Excelsior Book Co., P.O. Box
707, Excelsior Spring s, Mo.

MALE-FEMALE HEIP WANTED
HOME SEWERS WANTED! Earn extra cash making readi-cut ties,
experience unnecessary. No selling. We instruct. JUD-SAN, 518
E. 105, Dept. K-15, Cleveland 8, Ohio.

EARN AT HOME with assignment we send. $20-$50 weekly pos-
sible. Other self emplovment offers listed. Free details: MAX-
WELL, Dept. 84-10, Cleveland 14, Ohio.

EARN EXTRA MONEY Selling Advertising Book Matches. Free
sample kit furnished. MATCHCORP, Dept. EE-12, Chicago 32, III.

$2.00 HOURLY possible doing light assembly work at home. Ex-
perience unnecessary. CROWN Industries, 7159-A Beverly Blvd.,
Los Angeles 36, Calif.

ADDRESSING-STUFFTNG ENVELOPES. Our instructions tell how.
Dept. P-ll, Education Publishers, 4043 St. Clair, Cleveland 3, 0.

WOMEN NEAT, WITH Sewing Machine. Eight profitable easy sew-
mg projects. Write Liebig System, Beaver Dam 4, Wise.
HOME WORKERS. Make hand-made moccasins. Good pay. Experi-
ence unnecessary. California Handicrafts, Los Angeles 46, Calif.

$30.00 Weekly, Home Making Studio Roses. Easy, Write, STUDIO
COMPANY, Greenville 9 , Pa.

AGENTS WANTED
Will you wear new suits and topcoats without one penny cost
and agree to show them to friends? You can make up to $30.00
in a day even in spare time, without canvassing. Pioneer Tailoring
Co., Congress &Throop Sts., Dept. J-1227, Chicago 7, Illinois.

ANYONE CAN SELL famous Hoover Uniforms for beauty shops,
waitresses, nurses, doctors, others. All popular miracle fabrics-
nylon, dacron, orlon. Exclusive styles, top quality. Pig cash in-
come now, real future. Equipment free. Hoover, Dept. W-126.
New York 11, N. Y.

HOUSEWIVES—$80-$125 WEEKLY. Our style shows adult— chil-
dren s apparel are sensational for party plan. Isabel Sharrow made
$258—11 days sparetime! Free Outfit. Samples Furnished. Birginal
Fashions, Bensenville 429, III.

ADD TO FAMILY Income. Unlimited earnings. Work in spare time
demonstrating household plastics and toys. No canvassing or ex-
perience necessary. Halliday, 2-16 State Highway 5, Dept. A,
Palisades Park, N. J. _

NEW PLASTIC MENDING TAPE. Just press on! Repair clothing
instantly. Lightning seller. Samples sent on trial. KRISTEE 154
Akron, Ohio

.

60% PROFll COSMETICS. $25 day up. Hire others. Samples, de-
tails. Studio Girl—Hollywood, Dept. CC-115a, Glendale, Calif.

PERSONAL^MISCELLANEOUS
PSORIASIS VICTIMS: Hopeless? New Discovery! FREE Trial Offer.
Write PIXACOL, Box 2583-WC, Cleveland, Ohio.

SELL TITAN IA GEMS; far more briiliaot than diamonds. Catalog
free. Diamonite, 1404-D Mitchell, Oakland 1, California.

EDUCATION—INSTRUCTION
Make hats for fun and profit. I start you FREE. Lottie Johnson
Hats, 7062 Glenwood, Chicago 26, Illinois.

TRAIN FOR GOV'T JOBS! Men-Women 18-55. Qualify NOW' Grade
school education required. Get FREE 36-page book showing jobs
salaries, sample tests, details of $10-a-month training DroEram
WRITE: Franklin Institute, De pt. G-40, Rochester, N. Y.

OLD COINS WANTED"
We purchase Indianhead pennies. Complete allcoin catalogue 25c
Magnacoins, Box 61-DS, Whitestone 577, New York.

JEAL ESTATE
LAND BARGAINS! TEXAS HOMESITE $5.00 Down! Full price $89.50
on easy terms. Big 500 square foot homesite at Bandera, Texas.
Heart of "Dude Ranch Country." Electricity, telephone, schools,
churches. 1300 feet above sea level. Warm days and cool summer
nights make vacation paradise. Hunting, fishing, golfing, swim-
ming, horseback riding. Write for Free photographs and details
Bandera Pass Ranch, Dept. CM, Bandera, Texas

happy talk

(Continued from page 31) talked over
every problem that might come up and
found that our basic viewpoints were the
same, and that we only differed on trivial
matters. What first attracted me to Pat
was his warmth and kindness, his love for
people. Since he's been my husband, I ap-
preciate those qualities still more. He's a
very understanding man, he has insight
and generosity of spirit, and on the whole
he's more tolerant than I am. I feel I can
learn from him as a human being."
A friend commented: "They're solid be-

cause they live like two average people in
any community." Although their income
tops the average, it's true of the Nerneys,
whose interests center in home and family
and work. Their house is lovely but, by
Hollywood standards, modest. They
couldn't care less about keeping up with
the Joneses. As Jane remarked when she
turned in her Cadillac for a Ford: "They
used to tell me you had to own a Cadillac
to prove something. I don't have a thing
to prove."
Pat gave her one of the first Thunder-

birds on the market—a black beauty with
all the trimmings, including her name in
gold. She regards it with pride but you're
more likely to find her driving the station
wagon. She goes marketing and (unless
they're napping) she takes the children
with her. There's a new white Thunder-
bird coming up from Pat. But the station
wagon will still get most of her business.
Except for the children's nurse, she runs

a servantless household with a woman in
once a week for the heavy cleaning and
another for the ironing. That's a minor
point on which she and Pat differed. He
said: "When we're married, you're getting
a fulltime maid." She said: "I'll have no-
body shoving me out of my kitchen," and
convinced him at last that she'd be truly
happier as boss of the range. Much has
been written of Jane's culinary skill. "Too
much," growls Publicity. "Talk about
something glamorous."

It looks like magic

In any case, such protests don't bother
Jane, who goes merrily on collecting reci-
pes and exchanging them with Jinny, her
sister-in-law. With Jane, cooking's an art.
Besides giving her imagination scope, it

provides an outlet. Men work their prob-
lems out in do-it-yourself projects; she
works hers out over a gleaming stove.

Jane's so well organized that she gets
things done without fuss and flurry. To
the uninitiated, it looks like magic. With
Jane, it's know-how. Recently she spent
the afternoon posing. The final picture
was shot in a cocktail dress. The hour was
6:15. "So now," she said calmly, "I'll go
out and make hors d'oeuvres."
"What do you mean?" asked the MGM

publicist.

"Pat's bringing Bill Ford and his wife
for cocktails, then we're going to dinner."

"Bill Ford! Henry's brother? Why
didn't you say so?" wailed the other.
"We'd have tried to hurry it."

"What for? I've had my shower, my
make-up's on and I'm all dressed."
"But how can you start with the food

now?"
"Easy. I filled the ice trays with colored

water this morning and I cleaned the
shrimps. We'll have shrimp over colored
cubes and there's plenty of time to fix a
couple of hot hors d'oeuvres before 6: 45."

With that kind of ease and authority, it's

little wonder she enjoys feeding her man.
"Especially now," says Jane. "Not being
on a picture, I don't know what I'd do
with myself if I couldn't cook."
Which leads to the single flaw in their

i

way of life. Two or three times a week Pat
doesn't get in till 10:30 or 11. He and his
brother John have a Ford dealership with,
their father. One of them has to be on at
night, so they alternate.
On his late nights, with the children!

asleep by 7:30, the evenings seem endless.
She watches tv and used to starve, waiting
to eat with Pat. "But I got so hungry, h
couldn't keep that routine up. Besides,l!
with my own dinner out of the way, I can'j
really sit down and keep Pat company.

'

And we have dessert together. I'm forever
saving my calories for dessert."
To reach the office by 8, Pat's up at 6: 30.

All he takes at that hour of the morning is
coffee. Jane's up to brew it for him. He
protests. "If I wanted breakfast, it might
be different. But coffee I can fix myself
and I'd rather you slept."

"It's not the coffee, it's that I won't seep
you all day. I can always go back to bed
after you've gone."
In her thoughtfulness for him, she ere-'

ated what she calls "my own monster,",
name of said monster being Golf. It started
with calories. Till he met Jane, calories
meant nothing to Pat. She introduced
them. Such was their impact that, gaining;
three pounds, he'd lunch on cottage cheese

|and pineapple. "That's not enough for a
man," declared his wife. "Maybe it's ex- ,

ercise you need. You belong to the Golf
Club, why not use it?"

"I'd rather be with you. Golf, my love, L

isn't a game like a couple of sets of tennis Is

and then you quit. It takes all day, it
jjj

worms itself into your life."

"But it might be good for you."
Jane thinks she may learn to play, too,

and hesitates only because it would give :

her that much less time with the children. »

As it is, all four lunch together at the Club fc

on Pat's day off. Mention of his day off
brings a glint to Jane's eye. "It's awful,"
she'll tell you gravely. "We go shopping,
we spend too much money—and always
on me. I'm reticent about buying things
for Pat. He has perfect taste, he knows
exactly what he wants and, if it's not
right, he'll say so. He buys things for me
that I wouldn't buy. I look at the price
first, he just looks at the object. And he's
usually right. If it's more expensive, I get
more wear out of it."

Besides being perfect, his taste is origi-
nal. He has a genuine flair for color and
fine—hence his love for art. One day he
appeared before his wife in an ensemble of
beige suit, pink shirt, brown tie. Her eyes
flew wide. "I'd no more dream of putting
those colors together, and yet it looks
great." In England he bought three pairs
of black velvet shoes, monogrammed in
silver. Friends rib him but always wind
up asking where he got them. Never does
Jane have to coax him into evening togs.
"I've got to wear a shirt and tie anyway,"
reasons goodhumored Pat. "What's harder
about climbing into a tux?"
Then there was the night Helen Rose,

MGM's head designer, threw a big party.
Jane arrayed herself in black taffeta,
added a necklace and earrings to match.
"What do you think?" she asked Pat.
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"I think it's cute. Why don't you wear

it?'

Though there was plenty of competition,

people kept complimenting Jane on her

g0wn—

f

ull skirted, pinch-waisted, with a

heart-shaped neckline and narrow shoul-

der straps. Thank you, she said demurely,

and thank you again.

But Pat couldn't keep the joke to him-

self. "In case you don't know it, my wife's

wearing her slip." She was, too, the lace

dress to go over it having worn out.

On the whole, their social life is quiet.

Night clubs rarely see them. Jane dislikes

cocktail parties. "Between trying to say

hello to everybody and shunning nobody,

you never get to finish a conversation.

Show me a cocktail party and I'll show
you a frenzy." Pat's evenings off are so

few that they kind of hoard 'em. They like

dining with friends, they like asking

friends to dinner—such intimates as the

Marshall Thompsons, the Spike Joneses,

Eleanor Parker and Paul Clemens.
.

The same old sheriff

If they're alone, they may take in a

movie. Pat's a rabid fan. As long as it's a

picture, he's willing to see it. Jane's

choosier—especially about Westerns. Like

most males, Pat swallows Westerns whole.

Sometimes Jane trots along like a good
girl. Sometimes she'll flinch at the pros-

pect of the same old sheriff, the same old

chase, the same old gunplay. "I'll find you
something just as bad on tv," she'll prom-
ise. Or else dinner gets to be rather late

and by the time it's over, so is the movie.

One night they wanted to see Marty but

stayed home instead. "Because we just

didn't feel like crying," says Jane. This is

the girl who meets real-life problems with

the kind of control which wins universal

admiration. Yet everything in the movies
makes her cry, including the ancient sor-

rows of Land Of The Pharaohs. And there

was one occasion during her last singing

engagement at Tahoe when she startled

both herself and the audience. It was the

final show. Jay and Sissy had been al-

lowed to sit up for the performance. The
sight of them proved too much for their

mother. She broke down completely, fum-
bled for a handkerchief, and had to start

her song over three times. "Don't ask me
why," she says now. "Pure silliness." If so,

the silliness touched hearts that night.

Her days—when she's not at work—are

given to the children. The clue to their

charm lies in Jane's way with them. For
misbehavior, the top punishment is no
Disneyland, which provokes piteous tears

and pleas. "Of course," says Jane, "it

would be easier to give in. But that seems
to me self-indulgence at their expense.

Unless you're consistent, unless they're

sure you mean what you say, they're bound
to grow confused and lose their sense of

security. So Pat and I are consistent even
if it kills us."

The children call Pat "Poppy." Monie,

Pat's daughter and fifth member of the

family, calls Jane "Moms." She spends

every other week end with them and last

summer they had her for two and a half

months while big Mona made a picture

abroad. At seven and a half she plays

mother to the little ones. Indeed, it's some-
times more than play. To please her,

Lammy will pretend to be busy, so Monie
can put them to bed and get them up in

the morning, and a very efficient job she

does. Seven and a half also carries spe-

cial privileges, unshared by the small fry.

"I think I'll give you a permanent," says

Jane. Or she'll dream up some jaunt that's

"just for you and me because the others

are too young."
Jay and Sissy adore her. She's an in-

tegral part of their lives. On Jane's last

birthday, Pat gave her a pin in the shape

of a golden tree with two small jeweled

birds perched in the branches. "They're

Jaybird and Sissybird," he told the kids.

"Where's Moniebird?" Sis demanded.
"She's hiding in the tree," Jane im-

provised, "watching over you two."

Long before they were married, Jane
discovered Pat's generosity. "It's obvious

that money burns a hole in your pocket.

I'll have to deal with that." But how can

you deal with a man who takes such joy

in giving? Thank your stars and be grate-

ful, she decided sensibly. Mother's Day
was marked by a Hi-fi set. "I'd never have
thought of buying one," squealed Janie.

"That's why I bought it."

"Darling, you spoil me "

In Pat's book, you don't have to wait

for birthdays or Christmas. Any occasion

warrants a gift to his wife. For her open-
ing at the Desert Inn last May he de-

signed an exquisite pin of diamonds and
pearls. It wasn't ready when his plane

took off at 5:30, so his father-in-law

waited for it and he waited at the Vegas
airport for his father-in-law. Meantime in

her dressing room Jane wondered and
worried. At length he walked in.

"Pat!"
"I know, honey. Here's a surprise."

The pin was a dream and left her sort

of speechless. She turned it over. "Love
you. Patrick," it said on the back, followed

by the date. Her eyes misted as she went
into his arms. "Darling, you spoil me."

"I can't, but if for the sake of argument
I could, who has a better right?"

Material things can be pleasant. The
heart means more. It meant more to Jane
that during her month at Las Vegas Pat

came up seventeen times, never mind that

he had to catch a 6 o'clock plane next

morning. While she played Tahoe, he
commuted every third day. "Isn't it too

much of a strain?" she'd ask anxiously.

"Not seeing you would be more of a

strain," he said.

As to Jane's career, they reached a clear

understanding before their marriage. "I

don't want to give it up, Pat."

"I'd never expect you to. Any more
than you'd expect me to quit selling Fords."

"I might even want to do a Broadway
show. That would mean separation."

"Look, Janie, I won't pretend I'd like the

idea. To be frank, I'd hate it. But if you
felt you must, then you must, and I

wouldn't squawk. You'll have to take my
word for that."

Yet, when the big chance came, Jane
walked away from it. Dick Rodgers, in

Hollywood to cast a musical, complained,

"Can't seem to find the right girl."

"What about Jane Powell?"
"I wanted Jane but I couldn't get her."

"You mean she said no?"
"That's exactly what she said."

His luncheon companion, a close friend

of Jane's, sat slightly aghast. Who in her

right mind turns down a Rodgers and
Hammerstein show? "Would you like me
to speak to Jane?" she asked.

"By all means, if you think it would do

any good."
It didn't. Jane had weighed the pros and

cons and reached her decision. For the

greater prize is a man's complete devotion

which Jane knows how to treasure and
return. It's the happiness both draw from
being close. It's the fulfillment of all their

hopes and plans of a year ago.

All except one. That redheaded baby
Jane wants is dragging his feet. Since

she's still bent on having six, she wishes

he'd hurry.
And while she tells about the lovely life

she leads her eyes travel to her three

-

year-old, flitting across the lawn outside

like a blue-clad butterfly. "It's time,"

smiles Jane, "that we had a new baby
'round here. Sissy's getting very old." END
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FALSE TEETH
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KLUTCH forms a comfort cushion; holds dental
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and talk with greater comfort and security; in
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Klutch lessens the constant fear of a dropping,
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Many facts about colon disorders, head-
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liver and bladder conditions are explained in

a new 40-page FREE BOOK. Write today.

Thornton & Minor Hospital. Suite 1130. 911

E. Linwood, Kansas City 9. Mo.
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let yourself

with new vwoodbury
quid make-up Glow

New plastic squeeze bottle

releases Glow drop by drop

for quick prettifying.

There's a pretty glow to your complexion the instant

you smooth it on ! Woodbury Make-up Glow covers every

tiny flaw — even little lines — makes your complexion look

naturally flawless! Glow moisturizes skin to baby softness.

It's non-greasy, yet not the least bit drying. Wear it with

or without powder. In five perfect shades. 59c.

More Woodbury beautifiers . . . each with a pretty way about it

Woodbury Face Powder
clings longer, gives

smoother finish! 8 shades.

$1 size, special 59c.

Also 30c and 15c.

Woodbury Dream Stuff,

foundation-and-powder in

one. In mirrored compact,

5 shades, $1 . In blue-

ond-gold box, 49c.

Woodbury Cream Make-up

spreads on like silk and gives

your skin a serene look.

In 5 delicate shades, 43c.

All prices p/us tax



Enjoy a Cool Mildness
ible before
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Get truly modern cigarette

enjoyment! With electronic

accuracy. Accu-Ray checks

and controls the making of

your Chesterfield. For the

first time you get a . .

.

XPERFECT-SMOKE-COLUMN-FROM-END-TO-END'4,

Notice the extra flavor that

comes through. Yet because

this measurably better ciga-

rette smokes more slowly—
you enjoy a cool mildness

never possible before.

So put a smile in your
smoking! Buy Chesterfield!

Smoother . . , cooler . . . best

for you!

Chesterfield
Made the Modern Way _ with /JWtyQcU/

© Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.





a completely new kind of 'under-and-up' uplift. It curves so naturally to you . . . lifts from under the cups, curves snugly

up between the cups to make the most of every curve you own !

In delicate nylon lace and satin (as shown) 3.00. In cotton broadcloth, 1.50 to 2.50. Strapless versions, 2.50 to 3.50. A. B and C cup sizes.
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THIS SPACE RESERVED
for a tooth that must last for68 years

Protect your child's teeth with the tooth

paste that destroys decay bacteria best*

When that new tooth and its mates

arrive, they face a lifetime of dangers.

And here's a shocker: the average child

loses one or more of his second teeth

— his permanent teeth—while still in

his teens.

*Fortunately, new Ipana with WD-9
is made especially to help you keep your

children's teeth sound and healthy. It

destroys tooth -decay bacteria better

than any other leading tooth paste . .

.

including fluoride tooth paste.

Teeth get remarkable protection with

new Ipana because of decay- fighting

WD-9. In Ipana's special formula, 'it

works even in spaces too tiny for the

tooth brush to reach.

Why not start today to help keep your

family's teeth sound and healthy

—

with the dentifrice that destroys decay

bacteria better than any other lead-

ing tooth paste? New-formula Ipana

with WD-9.

P. S. Because regular brushing is best,

you'll be glad Ipana now has a fresh,

new, minty flavor that coaxes kids and

grown-ups to brush.

Ipana A/C Tooth Paste (Ammoniated

*"Sif°| Chlorophyll) also contains bacteria-
JC!*'>I J destroyerWD-9 (Sodium Lauryl Sulfate)

RODUCTS OF BRISTOL-MYERS

New-Formula IPANA withWD 9
destroys decay bacteria better

than any other leading tooth paste
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Want the real truth? Write to INSIDE STORY, Modern Screen,

8701 W. Third St., Los Angeles 48, Cal. The most interesting

letters will appear in this column. Sorry, no personal replies.

Q. Can you give me the name of the
plastic surgeon who recently operated
on Elizabeth Taylor?

—W.J., Olympia, Wash.

A. No plastic surgeon has ever operated
on Miss Taylor.

P. Is it true that Marilyn Monroe has
been living all these past months on $30,-
000 borrowed from her agent, Charles
Feldman? —B.T., New York, N.Y.

A. Feldman is no longer Marilyn's
agent; once loaned her $30,000 as an
advance against her Seven Year Itch
salary which as yet she hasn't picked up.

P. What is the relationship between
Jane Wyman and producer Bill Perl-

berg? —E.J., Chicago, III.

A. Old and good friends.

p. Is it true that Janet Leigh will never
again make another picture with Jack
Webb, that they fought all through the
filming of Pete Kelly's Blues?

—F.D., Louisville, Ky.

A. Janet never fights with anyone; was
slightly miffed about her lack of pub-
licity in the picture promotion; says she
will make another picture with Webb
any time a good script comes along.

p. I read somewhere that Rossano
Brazzi, the wonderful lover in Summer-
time, has a wife who weighs more than
200 pounds. Can you verify this?

—S.T., New York, N.Y.

A. Brazzi's charming wife, Lydia, is

heavy, but not that heavy. She is close

to 160

9. Why is it that Cecil B. DeMille re-

fuses to call any of his players "extras"?
—G.F., Racine, Wis.

A. DeMille says, "No matter how small
their parts, all players are actors and
actresses, and I expect good perform-
ances from them."

p. Is Charlton Heston a stuffed shirt?

—V.R., Detroit, Mich.
A. Not at all.

p. Does Mamie Van Doren wear a wig?
—E.J.K., Denver, Colo.

P. Is the rumor on the level that Cary
Grant will earn" $700,000 from To Catch
A Thief? What does he do with all his

money? —V.D., New York, N.Y.

A. The rumor is true; Grant invests

surplus funds in gilt-edged securities.

p. Is there any possibility of a divorce
in the Dick Powell-June Allyson house-
hold? —E.H., New York, N.Y.

A. Not in the foreseeable future.

p. There is a tenor in Hollywood who
supposedly sings much better than Ma-
rio Lanza. Who is he?

—CM., Toronto, Can.

A. His full name is Oreste Kirkop. He
comes from Malta. He made The Vaga-
bond King for Paramount, will be pub-
licized under the name Oreste, nothing
more.

p. Why does Marlon Brando insist up-
on riding around Hollywood in a
broken-down jalopy?

—B.T., Indianapolis, Ind.

A. Brando's broken-down jalopy is a
1955 Thunderbird.

p. Isn't Frank Sinatra's secret love a
girl named Claire Kelly?

—T.R., Los Angeles, Cal.

A. Miss Kelly is a sometimes friend.

p. Did Rita Hayworth walk out on
Dick Haymes because he blackened her
eye? —L.F., San Diego, Cal.

A. Haymes has never struck any wom-
an, claims the dispute was "a typical

marriage squabble."

p. Is it true that Sheree North had no
intention of announcing her secret mar-
riage to Bud Freeman until she was
pregnant? —S.J., Memphis, Tenn.

A. True.

p. What are the chances of Ava Gard-
ner becoming Mrs. Howard Hughes?

—K.G., Smithfield, N,C.

A. Not very good.

p. Will James Mason ever become an
American citizen?—J.G., London, Eng.

A. Occasionally, when posing. A. Not likely.
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It's the Big Christmas

and New Year Treat

in Leading Theatres

Throughout the Country!

Paramount" presents

DEAN/ - JERRY
Martin-Lewis

1N HAL WALLfS' PRODUCTION
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Adaptation by DON McGUIRE New Sonas - Music br Harry Warren • Lyrics br Jack Brooks
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rfp< (luring those "OFF DAYS"

there's nothing like . .
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Sun tti Pan t m§

• patented built-in sanitary belt

(no extra belt neededl)

• odorless, stainproof crotch shield

• stainless, slip-proof Beltx

patented napkin clasps

Nylonized Acetate Tricot, $1.00

Nylon Tricot $1.29 & $1.59

with the

VENTILATED

CROTCH SHIELD

^..softer, cooler,

more comfortable!

Special
Offer!

35i package
for 25i

25)! Plastic "Emergency" Purse (keeps 2 sanitary napkins
always handy, but out of sight!) and 10(i Beltx Dial

Calendar (predicts your periods for entire year!) plus
Betty Kay's booklet on menstruation, "Just Between Us".
To get yours, send 25jJ to:

BETTY KAY, Care of BELTX

BOX 807, DEPT. MS12, ST. LOUIS 1, Mo.

Movie and TV Stars
Free Catalog Listing Latest Scenes,
Portraits, Pin-ups and Candid Poses
with each order.
Scenes available on Every Production
as They Are Released. 25-50 Different
Scenes From Each Production.
8 x 10 Black and White. Glossy Print*.
Pin-Ups, Brief Poses, Male, Female ami
Western Stars, New.

:25c each—6 for $1.00. Color 50c each.
Candid Poses, size 4x5, Black and White
7 for 50c; 15 for $1.00. Color 35c.
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52, Gracie Station, N. Y. 28, N. Y.
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PERMANENT DARKENER*
FOR LASHES AND BROWS
SWIMPROOF! One application lasts

4 to 5 weeks! Our 22nd year.

'lor the hairs lo which applied

$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug,

dept. and variety chain stores

Send TODAY
for TRIAL SIZE!

"DARK-EYES" COMPANY, Dept. A-T251
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"
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TV TALK

| Addrc:

Town.

Eva Marie Saint rumors . . . Tallulah back in stride . . . Henry Morgan difficult

Frankly, we're getting sick and tired of all

the insinuations that Eva Marie Saint has

changed since she won her Academy Award
and that she is no longer the sweet, unspoiled

girl she was before she got an Oscar all her

own. For some unfathomable reason a group
of column-writing critics has sprung up who
try to make it seem a sin for Eva Marie to

accept good money for her acting. This is the

way we figure it: If Eva Marie's agents think

she's worth, say, $20,000 to NBC for one show
and NBC agrees to pay it, well, NBC must
think she's worth it, too. What's Eva Marie
supposed to do ? Turn it down and say she likes

acting so much that she wants only $10,000? Or
maybe her critics would be happy if she insisted

on working for nothing! We suspect that the

reason behind the sudden down-with-Saint
campaign is twofold: 1) some columnists just

got bored with reading and writing nice things

about her, and 2) Eva Marie never has been
one to cozy up to the press. She's much too

busy being a wife, homemaker, cook, actress,

and now mother, to spend her time accepting

lunch dates with all the writers who want to

meet her. She figures her acting is the impor-
tant thing, and we say more power to her ! And
we can vouch for the fact that she hasn't

changed. For instance, when she and her di-

rector-husband had to move to a larger apart-

ment so they'd have room for the baby, they

didn't head to any fancy place uptown in

New York City. They looked for—and found
—a slightly bigger place in the same neigh-

borly part of Greenwich Village where they'd

always lived . . . Speaking of Broadway,
very few people know about it, but Paddy
t Marty I Chayefsky, the most famous TV

author in the country, has an office in the Sid

Caesar headquarters. Word is that Paddy may
be writing a play for Sid. Could be . . . Tallulah

Bankhead looks pretty good on tv these days,

doesn't she? It's for the usual reason. As soon

as she was signed for the Martha Raye open-

ing this season, she went into training—sens-

ible hours, sensible food, unrowdy companions,

and no drinking. It works every time. After

a few weeks of "the cure," she looks fifteen

years younger and is fifteen pounds slimmer.

If you see her when she's leading her usual

gay life, you find it hard to believe that she

could ever change her habits—or that she

could ever look so good. But Tallulah comes

through ! She is, incidentally, selling her home
in Connecticut where she's lived for so many
years and looking for a town house in New
York. Up until now, she's taken apartments or

hotel suites when she's had to stay in the city.

Now she's going to settle down (if you can
use that phrase for Tallulah) in the city for

good . . . Don't you agree with us that it's

about time Margaret O'Brien talked about
something else in her TV interviews besides be-

ing grown up now? It seems to us that we've

been told about 100 times that she's no longer

a baby . . . You simply wouldn't recognize

Melvyn Douglas in Inherit The Wind, the play

in which he replaced Paul Muni after the latter

underwent an operation for the removal of his

eye. His make-up—and his acting—make him
seem at least sixty-five, and he's even

changed his voice for the part. It's higher

and cracks a little—a far cry from the firm

clear tones he usually uses . . . They say

that the reason Henry Morgan lost his part

in Will Success Spoil Rock Hunter? was that

he was just too difficult to get along with.

That's an old habit of Henry's. He can be

hilarious, but he seems to have a big chip on

his shoulder that makes him just too sarcastic

for most people to take . . . All of their

many friends couldn't be happier about the

successful marriage of Ernie Kovacs and
Edith Adams. After going together for years,

they finally were able to get married, and
Ernie has custody of his children by his first

marriage . . . Nancy Berg, the model who's

famous for the late-night tv show in New
York where she crawls into a big bed in a

filmy nightgown and kisses her dog good night,

merely looks sweet and pretty on camera. Off

camera and batting around town, she is the

center of attraction wherever she goes because

she wears really exotic make-up and quite bi-

zarre clothes. She has one silver-sequinned

sheath that looks as though it belonged to her

mother in the 1920's, it's that straight and
unbecoming. It manages to hide Nancy's figure

completely—a neat trick—but every head

turns . . . Frank Sinatra does remember his

old friends. He remembers to this day the

first person who wrote a big story on him
when he first got popular, and that writer still

has access to him—any time. Sinatra may get

annoyed with some members of the press, but

that one can get any information he wants.

Advance reports on Steve Allen's emoting in

"The Benny Goodman Story" are enthusiastic.

Mamie Van Doren thinks he's great, too.

Marion Marlowe caused a stir

club appearances—brought c

Larry Puck's continued attack on

in recent night-

n by husband
Arthur Godfrey.



Liberace plays everything from Chopin to 'Chopsticks'-^

and his own -new hit 'Sincerely Yours'

(lyrics by Paul Francis Webster)

The wonderful story of a pianist

who brings a crescendo of romance and

joy and faith into a number of empty

lives . . . including his own . .

.

co-st .Joanne Dru • Dorothy Malone • Alex Nicol
with WILLIAM DEMAREST- LORI NELSON • LURENE TUTTLE Screen Play by IRVING WALLACE

1 LITMDV Dl AMLCC Music Advisor George Liberace

Produced by HtNKY DLANISt ' An INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS Ltd. Production Rfv

Directed by GORDON DOUGUS • Presented by WARNER BROS.
'

vote for Audience Awards at your favorite theatre November 17-27



PALMOLIVE SOAP CAN GIVE YOU A

GETS HIDDEN DIRT THAT ORDINARY CLEANSING METHODS MISS !

Dirt left on face after ordinary cleansing!
I. Rub yourface hard with a cotton pad after ordinary

casual cleansing with any soap or cold cream. YouUl
see that you didn't remove deep-down dirt and
make-up. "Ordinary-clean" is just superficially clean.'

Beautifully clean after 60-second Palmolive facial!
2» Rub your face the same way after 60-second massage

with Palmolive. Pad is still snoivy-white! "Palmolive-
clean" is deep-down clean. Your skin is free of clinging
dirt that casual cleansing misses.

CAN WORK SO THOROUGHLY YET

SO GENTLY! PALMOLIVE BEAUTY CARE

CLEANS CLEANER, CLEANS DEEPER,

WITHOUT IRRITATION!

Doctors have proved that Palmolive beauty care can
give you a cleaner, fresher complexion the very first time
you use it! That's because Palmolive care gets your
skin deep-down clean by removing the hidden,
clinging dirt that casual methods miss.

Here's the easy method: Just massage your face with
Palmolive's rich, gentle lather for 60 seconds, morning and
night. Rinse and pat dry. It's that simple! But remember . . .

only a soap that is truly mild can cleanse thoroughly without
leaving your face feeling drawn and uncomfortable. That's why
Palmolive's mildness is so' important to you. Try mild Palmolive
Soap today for new complexion beauty!

DOCTORS PROVE PALMOLIVE'S BEAUTY RESULTS!





LOUELLA PARSONS
in Hollywood

GOOD
MEWS!

GOOD NEWS!

Debbie asked all the newsmen but one^to
wait outside during the ceremony. She's
a favorite of theirs—and so they obliged.

Eddie kept an arm around Debbie every minute.
Not just husbandly affection—Deb had collapsed
from exhaustion before, and he was worried.

The cake was huge and delicious, filled with
fruit and nuts. The wonderful Grossinger's
chefs had worked 24 full hours to get it done.

caaie s sister Janet f tneres sucn a jamily
resemblance there !) drove up from Phila-

delphia with his mother, Mrs. Stupp.

Mrs. Htupp cried—happily, of course—through
the whole wedding—and part of the reception.
She's already given Debbie Eddie's favorite recipes.

This is Dr. and Mrs. Eltis (she's Jennie Gros-
singer's daughter) in whose home the wedding
was held. That floral piece was purple and gold.

I TALKED TO Eddie Fisher on his wed-
ding day and he was as nervous as any con-

ventional bridegroom. He said he hadn't seen
his bride, Debbie Reynolds, all day because
he heard it was bad luck to look at the bride

before the ceremony.

This long delayed marriage, which had
reams of publicity, took place September 26

at Grossinger's Hotel, the Tesort where Eddie

Cantor first heard the boy with the wonderful
voice and paved the way for him to fame.

Eddie and Debbie had their closest and

dearest friends with them. They were married
at the end of Yom Kippur, the most holy day
in the Jewish religion. The ceremony was
performed by a County Judge, with all the

arrangements being made by Mrs. Jennie

Grossinger, who calls Eddie her boy—since

it was at her place that he was discovered

by Eddie Cantor.

I had the first story on the romance of

Debbie and Eddie in Modern Screen, because
I knew, after a visit I made with them to

Las Vegas, they were in love. At that time,

Eddie wondered if Debbie would ever really

love him. She has loved him so much that even
when the marriage postponements came she
held her little head high and didn't mind what
everybody said, because she knew he loved
her and that they would marry as soon as
Eddie's career would permit
He felt that he didn't have any right to take

Debbie away from her career until certain

business arrangements were smoothed out.

Readers of Modern Screen and fans all

over the world hastened to wish Mr. and Mrs.
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The "I-do's" heard 'round the world! Judge Cooke performed the much-delayed ceremony; Jeanette Johnson and Milt Blackstone "stood uP :

Jennie Grossinger and Eddie's father never

stopped beaming. Jennie was so proud; she

loves Eddie and planned the whole wedding.

Everyone clustered around WUlard Higgins, Ed-

die's valet and friend; such a warm, fine person.

The handsome young man, right, is Joey Forman.

Afterward, Mr. and Mrs. Fisher (!) in-

vited all the reporters in. Read the inti-

mate story of the wedding on page 36.

Fisher every happiness in their marriage.

And in case you think I'm remiss, let me

say that Debbie was a vision in her wedding

gown of white lace, with her short, pretty veil.

And Eddie was egually handsome in a gray

suit. No cutaway for him!

I'VE BEEN ASKED just how serious

Susan Hayward's romance is with Don "Red"

Barry, who had a brief fling with Joan Craw-

ford and who has popped up in the news

every now and then.

Knowing Susie as well as I do, I refuse to

believe this is more than a casual friendship.

Susie has been a very lonely girl. Her tiffs

in court with Jess Barker have made her al-

most afraid of life. But now great vistas

open up for this redhead in her career with

her great performance as Lillian Roth in I'll

Cry Tomorrow. She's sure to be nominated

for an Academy Award and she stands an

excellent chance of winning.

Susan met Barry when both of them were

in I'll Cry Tomorrow; he had just a bit.

His appeal to her was through their children.

He has raised his eleven-year-old Michael by

himself. He was granted custody of the

child. Susan says he's wonderful with her

twin boys, who are her very life. She says

that Don Barry is a much finer man than is

generally known and he, too, has had his

troubles.

She's still married, unless by the time this

is printed the appeal is taken off the court

records. She was granted an interlocutory

divorce decree, but Barker has appealed it.
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Now listen to me,
KEEFE BRASSELLE

I knew you when—back when your mother was work-
ing as a studio hairdresser and you were one of the nicest
young boys growing up in Hollywood. I think I was
almost as happy as your real mother when Ida Lupino
discovered you, put you in a picture and you scored a
big, big hit, not only because you had talent but because
your personality was so warm, so outward-going, so un-
spoiled.

Last June in Istanbul when I encountered you for the
first time in about a year, I practically shuddered. You
are completely self-satisfied and smug. Everything about
you has changed, including your acting ability. You put
on the most terrible act one evening and you didn't even
have dramatic sense enough left to know that it was fall-

ing flat.

Now comes the worst change of all. You've left your
wonderful wife, Norma, and your child. You've dropped
all your old friends. Even your agent, who helped you
to fame, is snubbed by you now.

Keefe, come back to your senses. Boys like you. and
John Derek and Aldo Ray can expect little good to come
from your making light of your marital ties. Remember
this: Nobody gets so big that they can do without love

—

love of family, love of friends. If you keep on forgetting
this you'll find out that the love of the public is the easiest
of all loves to lose.

12

What's this I hear about Bob Wagru it

They did Paris together, then flew back

It always seemed ironical to me that Bark-
er's lawyer should be given ten thousand dol-

lars by Susan to fight her, and just when
Barker was making a great plea of how mis-

understood he was, Yvonne Doughty, whom
he was seen out with practically every night,

filed a paternity charge against him. Susan
has steadfastly refused to comment on this,

only to say she's very, very sorry for the girl.

I do believe Susan will grasp any straw
now for happiness. That's why so much em-
phasis has been placed on her friendship

with Barry, whom she describes as a friend
and someone who's very nice to her children.

The three boys, she says, play together.

LOVE REPORT. As we go to press,

Cleo Moore is in love. She admits it to the
world. His name is Charles Simonelli, and he's
the lad who had Piper "Laurie's heart in thrall

LA DIETRICH RIDES AGAIN! Aren't

these pictures wonderful? They were

taken at Frankie's opening at The

Dunes in Las Vegas. He was a hit off

stage as well as on—you can't beat

my bad boy for charm—but from the

moment Marlene came, was seen, and

conquered everyone, Frankie himself

had eyes for no one else. Even a

glimpse of her can stop a show!



rid cute Barbara Darrow in Europe?

to Switzerland, locationing for The Mountain and practicing their love scenes off-camera. This time, Bob doesn't care who knows it, either!

some years ago. He's an executive with Uni-

versal-International and Piper's not the only

girl to go lor him in a big way.

Cleo has been rumored about to make the

big step with this one and that one, but since

Simonelli came into her life, this is it. A mat-

ter of religion must first be adjusted.

Mrs. Clark Gable has become so much the

wife of The King that she is seeing few of

the old friends who were so good to her in

the dark days when life was pretty desperate

for her.

It's understandable that a married woman
must accept her husband's friends and make
his pals hers, but there is one case where I

think Kay is remiss—that of a certain actress

who was very good to her during the days

when other of her friends shied away from

the then Mrs. Spreckels for fear of the pub-

licity. Of course, I may be wrong and there

may be some reason of which I do not know.

But this whole attitude is so unlike Kay,

who up until now has always been fun-

loving, gay, generous and kind, that I'm won-

dering what's back of it.

LOVE'S LABOR LOST. I wish I had

had some takers on my bet that Kathryn Grant

would never marry the one and only Bing. She

was quoted far and wide as saying they were

engaged. Being a gentleman, the only quote

Bing gave, after she let it be known that she

had bought her wedding dress, was "I hope

she gets a chance to wear it."

Now, months later, comes Kathryn saying

she never told anybody she was going to

marry Bing. Could at least four reporters all

have printed such long typographical errors?

While it seems a shame that after all they

had gone through together, Rita Hayworth

and Dick Haymes should separate, I must

say that I think it may be the best thing that

ever happened to Dick.

I talked to him while he was making his

personal appearance at the Cocoanut Grove,

and the word that best suits the way he was
taking this personal tragedy is "manly." He

was all man that evening, even though he

was obviously heartbroken.

Rita never has returned to any of the men
she has walked out on—not alone her four

husbands, Ed Judson, Orson Welles, Aly

Khan, and Dick—but also on such romantic

figures in her life as Vic Mature, Tyrone

Power and quite a few others.

No, I take that back. She did go back to

Orson, though I for one will never understand

why. And I've always had a personal hunch

that she'd go back to Aly—if he'd give her

the chance. That Aly is a real charmer.. I re-



LOUELLA PARSONS
in hollywood

Jerry and Patti Lewis are ecstatic lately because Patti's "expect-
ing" and because Dean and Jerry are getting along so much better
than anyone {including Dean and Jerry) thought they would.

Before her tv Spectacular Judy Garland was a sick girl. She said it was
"the usual pre-show laryngitis," but Red Skelton and other jriends weren't
sure she'd make it. She did. though, and wowed 'em for an hour and a half.

Gene Nelson brought Piper Laurie to the Sheriff's Charily Rodeo.
Both of these two have had so many romances and I think
they'd love to settle down. I kind of hope this « the real thing.

Seems to me I never see Diana Lynn without Ed Paidey, Jr. nowadays.
He's the son of the famous oil magnate, and a very charming escort.
They go night-clubbing together a good deal and see all of the shows.

member how Gene Tierney once described
him to me as an "homme fatale," a phrase
which she made up to mean the opposite of

"femme fatale." In Gene's case this seems to

be all too true. Her friends are really worry-
ing about her continued depression since she
left Aly—or vice versa.

Since she divorced Stuart Cramer, III, Jean
Peters has gone back into her mystery act,

refusing scripts from her studio and taking a

suspension, not answering phone calls, not
seeing friends. This would be a bore, if it

weren't so unfortunate. Jean is one of our
better actresses. I can't figure what she thinks

she is doing with her life.

THE PARTY OF THE MONTH. I d
call the party Judy Garland and Sid Luft gave
at Romanoff's Penthouse after her first tv ap-

pearance on Ford Theatre Star Jubilee the

party of the month. For sheer talent, there's

seldom been as many celebrated singers and
entertainers in one room.

"I don't care if I have put on weight," Judy
Garland told me when I interviewed her at

the party. "I've had three children, and I

don't expect to have the figure of a young
girl."

With Judy's God-given voice, weight is sec-

ondary. She is so mad about her baby son.
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This is the first photo of Fred Astaire's thirteen-year old daughter, Ava.

Fred doesn't like to turn the spotlight on his family, but he made an

exception to bring Ava to a preem. And look at that paternal smile!

Kathryn Gravson and Oreste Kirkop (just Oreste to you, says the

studio) came to the Strategic Air Command premiere together.

No romance here, but they're co-stars in The Vagabond King.

No one from fans to studio heads, can talk June Haver into going back

into pictures—and a lot of people have tried it, believe me She s so

happy staying home with Fred and the kids that she won t hear of it.

Marge and Gower Champion are walking (or dancing) on air over

the success of the road company of Three For The Show, their Broad-

way and tv hit. Not all movie stars are such a smash on the stage.

She says he's going to be the greatest heart-

breaker of the century.

'Those eyes and that cute nose," she

laughed. "He's going to be my last baby.

Three Caesarians is all my doctor ,
advises."

Well, Judy has quite a family already.

Frank Sinatra came with Marlene Dietrich

and Michael Hennie. Marlene wore a tight-fit-

ting brocade dress and, as usual, every other

woman present wished that she had the

Dietrich chic and savoir faire.

David Wayne, who was such a competent

co-star with Judy, said he never had seen a

braver performer than Judy, who was so sick

up to the very moment she went on that

everyone worried about her.

Jennifer Jones said her baby is a real Selz-

nick, and David and I agreed that was good

if she favors her grandmother, Mrs. Florence

Selznick, who was a beauty in her day. Don

Taylor, looking very handsome, told me he

wants to be a director. He said he had not

reconciled with his wife Phyllis Avery, and

felt very sorry that there was no chance.

George Burns and Gracie Allen were a part

of the happy group gathered at the piano,

with Johnny Green and Bunny, and Mr. and

Mrs. Harry Ackerman. (He is head of CBS-tv

talent.)

All in all it was a good party.
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the letter box
-SHARON 4ONES of WTTTTF

PLAINS, NEW YORK, who Signs

herself "a true fan of Preston

Foster," while asking for more
news of her hero moans, "It seems
to me all I ever hear about is Mar-
lon Brando. I admit he's a prettv

fine actor but enough is enough.
And I have long since heard
enough of Mr. Brando."

You and Josianne Berenger,

Sharon?

FRANCIS ROSS of PHILADEL-
PHIA, pa. announcing she's "Bar-

bara's Number One Fan" asks,

"What's wrong with Hollywood
producers? Barbara Stanwyck has
been a top performer for twenty-

five years and what kind of roles

does she get—lousy! When she

does get a role worthy of her great

talent, she is not even nominated
for an Oscar—e.g., Titanic and
Clash By Night. By my count she

should have two Oscars at least for

Double Indemnity and Stella Dal-
las, not to mention Sorry, Wrong
Number. Somebody goofed—and
it wasn't Miss Stanwyck."

You goofed a bit yourself, Fran-
ces. Stanny has had Academy nom-
inations—but I agree with you
that she deserves top honors.

lynn hunter asks me from
TORONTO, ONTARIO, "Could VOU
give me the latest information on
Audrey Hepburn? Over the past

few months I've heard of at least

ten pictures that she would be in

and at least a dozen times that she
was or wasn't having a baby. I'm
wondering just how much that I've

'heard' is true and I'm sure you
can help me out."

All right, Lynn, I'll do what I

can. It's not true, at this writing,

that Audrey is having a baby, but

it is true that she's lined up for
three pictures immediately after

she finishes War And Peace.

I'm sorry I haven't space for all

the letters sent me but I want you
to keep on writing, as I do appreci-

ate all your views on pictures and
players. They are refreshing and
honest and very, very much ivorth

hearing.
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Maggie O'Brien is getting around! She was at the Harwyn with Dick Kallman, the Alberghetti
spaghetti dinner with Don Robinson and the 881 Club with Rad Fulton—all in a couple of days!

IN THE MATTER OF gaiety and good
fun the birthday party given lor no less than
four of Hollywood's most popular matrons,
Mrs. Edgar Bergen, Mrs. Johnny Green, Mrs.
Reginald Gardiner and Cobina Wright, Sr.,

ranks high in this month's festivities.

Cobina's charming house, high on a hill,

was the scene of the party. Liberace was the
star of the evening, wearing a shirt hand-
embroidered with little pianos. Lee always
thinks of something different sartorially and
I suspect other men wish they had the courage
to dress as distinctively as he does.

Pretty Joan Weldon, who is such a good
actress, is rapidly becoming one of our favor-
ite local singers. With Jimmy McHugh him-
self at the piano she sang all Jimmy's songs.
Arlene Dahl, so thin she must have lost ten

pounds she can't afford, and Fernando Lamas
were being very gay, although I suspect that
Arlene doesn't feel too well. She says she's
trying to gain weight. Sonny Whitney, one of

New York's popular millionaires, and a gay
coterie, including Lee Anderson, popular pub-
licity woman, the Gene Markeys, Joan Fon-
taine, Van and Evie Johnson, Maureen O'Sul-
livan and John Farrow, the David Hearsts and
Mrs. Charles Boyer, listened to the concert.

A SHOCKER. Hollywood, used to sur-

prises and shocks, has had nothing in years
that came as such a complete surprise as

Cameron Mitchell's announcement that his

fifteen-year marriage was over. Cameron was
considered the most devoted husband and fa-

ther in Hollywood. The announcement of the
break came from Cameron with a follow-up
statement from his wife that she knew nothing
about it.

A spokesman for 20th Century-Fox said that
he wanted a trial separation and the story
came so straight that reporters all used it—
and it's true.

MRS. ALAN LADD said Alan's hard-
ware store in Palm Springs is "a glorified ac-

tor's dream of such a store. We're going to

have orange juice for the customers, music
piped in and it's going to have all the old-time
aspects of a country store, plus the last gasp
of sophisticated Palm Springs," laughed Susie.
The Ladds seem very happy again, I'm glad

to say. They have moved into a new house
in Palm Springs and Sue is busier than a
bee buying the carpets and drapes, while
Alan's pet hobby is the hardware store,

which he owns in partnership with a high
school pal, Robert Higgins. Probably for the
first time since This Gun For Hire, Alan
doesn't have top billing. The sign on the store
will read, "Higgins and Ladd," because while
Alan is busy making money with pictures,
Higgins will be in full charge.

THAT'S All FOR NOW. SEE YOU NEXT MONTH!
'

Jeff Donnell and Aldo Ray could have been so
happy if Aldo had settled down instead of
trying to remain a bachelor though married!

And it just breaks my heart to see the John
Dereks splitting after all the troubles they've
been through and managed to weather together.



"Do you

think I

go walking

on the beach

for the

exercise?"

TODAY'S

BEST-SELLER

ABOUT THE
MODERN
SOUTH!

20th Century-Fox
presents

Actually photographed in America's Southland

ONemaScO
COLOR by DE LUXE

starring

RICHARD EGAN • DANAWYNTER
Cameron Mitchell

with Sidney Blackmer • Marjorie Rambeau • Dorothy Patrick Davis

Rosemarie Bowe • Jerry Paris • Ruby Goodwin

Produced, Directed and

Written for the Screen by

PHILIP DUNNE
In the Wonder of

STEREOPHONIC
SOUND
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"I'M GLAD

I TUNED

say women all over the coun-
try who watch NBC-TV's
Modern Romances—for this

popular program dramatizes
stories taken right from the
pages of "Modern Romances"
magazine . . . real life stories

of love and romance. Thou-
sands of women tune to Mod-
ern Romances every day and
enjoy the exciting stories
presented on this program.
Watch Modern Romances to-

day . . . you, too, will be glad
you did!

Modern Romances features
Martha Scott as Story Editor
and presents a complete, new
"LIVE" story every week—
Monday to Friday.

Modern Romances is spon-
sored by Ajax, Fab, Cash-
mere Bouquet and Halo . . .

manufactured by the Colgate
Palmolive Co.

tune your set to

18

Check your newspaper for the time
on your local NBC-TV Channel.

Be sure you get your copy of "Mod-
ern Romances" magazine every
month—on sale wherever magazines
are sold.

WORTH
SEEING

THIS
MONTH

NEW MOVIES

FOR SHIVERS
The Desperate Hours
Blood Alley
I Died A Thousand Times
Teen-Age Crime Wave

FOR LAUGHS
The Second Greatest Sex
Gentlemen Marry Brunettes

FOR SPECTACLE
Tennessee's Partner

FOR LOVE
All That Heaven Allows
Three Stripes In The Sun
Queen Bee
The Deep Blue Sea

-PICTURE OF the MONTH: The Desperate Hours is a chilling account of what happenswhen desperado Humphrey Bogart {left) invades Fredric March's suburban home.

THE DESPERATE HOURS
Suspense par excellence

The Desperate Hours was a big hit on Broadway,
and ever since then movie companies have been grind-
ing out their version of the thriller. But this movie

—

which is taken straight from the original—is far and
away the champ. Fredric March and Martha Scott
are a pleasant suburban couple with nice kids—

a

teen-age daughter (Mary Murphy) and a younger
son (Richard Eyer). Violence is something they
don't even like to read about. Needless to say, it is

rather a shock when three escaped cons saunter up
the front lawn and park their feet on the living-room
sofa. Only Martha's home to greet them. Humphrey
Bogart's the leader—he picked this town because he's
gunning for its sheriff (Arthur Kennedy) who sent
him up; and he picked the house because he noticed
a bike on the lawn and decided that parents of a bike
rider will not do anything rash. Dewey Martin is Bo-
gart's younger brother and the third mug (Robert
Middleton) is a thug of moronic i.q. Bit by bit the
family drifts home and when the door shuts for the
night it looks like the only time it will open is when
the undertaker comes. The terror is kept at a maxi-
mum pitch, but there's more to the movie than that.
There's excellent acting, with each character emerg-
ing as a particular human being. And you'll be sur-
prised at how much courage people who hate violence
can display. VistaVision—Para.

ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS
Soap-and-water drama

Jane Wyman is so rich and widowed and lonely,
with a son in Princeton and a daughter in psychology
and a house in Connecticut whose trees are clipped
by .Rock Hudson. Ah, here we go. Can a rich, lonely
widow find happiness as the wife of a poor, proud
t ixc clipper? What will (he fancy neighbors say,

what will old faithful suitor (Conrad Nagel) say,
what will the boy in Princeton and the girl in etcetera
say? I'll tell you—every last one of 'em is speechless
with snobbery. Rock doesn't say much, either (poor
and proud and silent, he). It's enough to pepper the
whole county with migraine headaches. Steady,
there, Jane—you and I and everyone know that love
conquers all.—CinemaScope—U.I.

BLOOD ALLEY

Adventure in Red China

When John Wayne's sprung from a Chinese prison
camp and paddled upstream in a sampan by Mike
Mazurki, he figures there's something in the wind
besides the scent of Lauren Bacall's perfume. There
sure is—a whole village wants to disappear from
Red China and they've picked Wayne to pilot them
out in an old ferry boat (which he'll have to steal
first). Lauren's going, too—soon as her doctor dad
gets back from a surgical safari. Are you all crazy,
Wayne asks the village elders ? The waters are flooded
with Commie ships. The elders smile at his wisdom.
And danged if the whole village—several hundred
men, women, children, goats, assorted household
articles and one traitorous clan (sired by Berry
Kroeger)—doesn't flock aboard for the ride. It's an
exciting, colorful and completely entertaining adven-
ture. CinemaScope—Warners

TENNESSEE'S PARTNER

They went that-a-way!

It's gold rush time in California, pardner, with
liquor and gambling and wild, wild women. Let's
take 'em one at a time. The liquored party (Chubby
Johnson) claims he's struck gold, but who has faith
enough to stake him? Tennessee (that's John Payne)
has. He's a gambler so good he doesn't even have to
cheat. The transaction occurs (.Continued on page 20)
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movie previews (Continued from page 18)

at the Marriage Market—a house, or rather a home,
for girls interested in matrimony and clever enough
to turn a pass into a proposal. You'd think Rhonda
Fleming, housemother, could do the trick with Payne

!

But no. Meanwhile Cowpoke (Ronald Reagan)
breezes in for a marriage—his own to Coleen Gray.
Well, Coleen disappears, old Chubby bites the dust
and Payne stands accused on both counts. But you
can count on him to walk off with all the winnings.
Rhonda Fleming does all right for herself, too. Tech-
nicolor—RKO

QUEEN BEE

A vehicle for Joan Crawford

The south's the place for brooding passions, all

right. Take Phillips House where the Phillips family
plays. Oh, what an atmosphere—sick, sick to the core.
With John Phillips (Barry Sullivan) succumbed to

drink and Carol Lee Phillips (Betsy Palmer) suc-
cumbed to John Ireland (he runs the Phillips' mills)
and John Ireland succumbed (in a moment of mad
desire) to Eva Phillips (Joan Crawford) who is mar-
ried to John. It's a vicious circle with everybody
trying to break out, but Eva (Joan) keeps pulling' 'em
back with her charming smile and steel encrusted
heart. Queen Bee—get it? Into it all walks Lucy
Marlow just mad for all these cousins she's never
seen. That southern comfort really gets her—so does
John Phillips, but first there's a suicide and a couple
of nasty other little nuisances.—Col.

TEEN-AGE CRIME WAVE

Juvenile delinquency plus

To reform the teen-agers in this movie would only
take a hundred years. Every time lumber-jacketed
Tommy Cook puts out his hand there's a gun in it.

His girl Terry (Mollie McCart) is no bum shot,
either. Her friend Jane (Sue England) is of the
"What am I doing here?" variety. And well may she
ask. Terry gets her a blind date and when next she
opens her eyes little Jane's on her way to reform
school. (That date didn't like bowling—mugging was
his game.) The girls, en route to said school, are
rescued by Tommy, who laughingly wipes out the
police escort. The kids take over the farmhouse of a
nice old couple who, between gasps for breath, try a
quick rehabilitation job. Who wants a long life,

Tommy sneers, the longer you live the more time you
have to worry about dying. Now there's a thought.
I'm sorry to say that Columbia's answer was muted
by gunfire.—Col.

GENTLEMEN MARRY BRUNETTES

Russell and Crain on a fling

A couple of dolls (Jane Russell and Jeanne Crain)
otherwise known as the Jones sisters blow the U.S.A.
for Paris, France. Why? Because Russell has five

fiances and she's no Mormon. In France is Scott
Brady who thinks he's an impresario, but doesn't
have a client to prove it. He's all set to line up night-
club engagements for the Jones girls. The Jones
girls?! cries Rudy Vallee, boulevardier. I know them
from way back. He does not. It was their Mom and
Auntie (femmes of the flaming twenties) whom Jane
and Jeanne bring to life in flashbacks. I forgot to

mention a shy millionaire (Alan Young) who's mas-
querading as Brady's valet. He goes for Crain and
all his hidden assets come out in minks and Dior
gowns for the Jones girls (now we're back to 1955).
Where's the loot coming from, everyone wonders
with a smirk. I tell you those dames are innocent.
But I don't have to tell you—you'll see for yourself.
CinemaScope—U.A.

THE DEEP BLUE SEA

A moving love triangle

Between the devil and—is where Vivien Leigh
finds herself. For fifteen years she'd been wed to a
Lord (Emlyn Williams) and thought she liked it.

Until she met a louse (Kenneth More) and decided
she loved him. And left the Lord. But that's too sim-
ple. The louse is really a very likable guy, an ex-

RAF pilot, who attracts women like fleas but always
gets itchy and pulls out. Vivien knows this with one
part of her, but the other part is obsessed, and that
kind of thing can lead to suicide. It very nearly does.
But it happens that a bookie and ex-psychiatrist (Eric
Portman) lives in Vivien's rooming house and knows
how to retrieve sleeping pills that have been swal-
lowed. He also knows how to snap Vivien back to a
state of self-respect. When lover boy comes home she
hands him his walking shoes. It's an adult, finely
acted film that had mc entranced.—20th-Fox



movie previews {continued)

I DIED A THOUSAND TIMES

Crime still doesn't pay!

All through this movie people are telling Jack

Palance how pale he looks, but he looks ruddier than

a full-blooded Indian to me. And all through this

movie he's Public Enemy number one. Hard, you

understand, but soft as a baby underneath. One

minute he's kicking Lee Marvin in the kneecap,

next minute he's treating a "nice" girl (Lori Nelson)

to an operation on her club foot. A cute little dog

named Pard adopts him, and a confused ex-dance

hall hostess (Shelley Winters) adores him. All three

of them sit up front in the car as Palance drives to-

ward the scene of a million-dollar jewel robbery

(which he commits). He's tortured and disappointed

in the "punks" he has to work with. Guess it's just as

well he meets death in the High Sierras. As Shelley

says, "Now he's free." CinemaScope—Warners

THREE STRIPES IN THE SUN

When east meets west

Among things left over from the Second World

War is an abiding hatred which Aldo Ray nourishes

for the Japanese
-
. When he and Dick York are trans-

ferred to peacetime duty in Tokyo, Aldo's like to

start another war. He's sidetracked by a visit to an

orphanage outside of town where he re-encounters his

childhood in the unhappy face of an unwanted, un-

manageable orphan. Aldo impulsively becomes in-

volved in feeding (with army rations) and re-housing

(with buddies' donations) the whole flock of kids. He

also falls in love with an interpreter (Mitsuko

Kimura). This is one of the most sensitive movies

I've ever seen on interracial love. Not only that

—

Aldo Ray's terrific as a typical hard-hearted guy who

melts like butter once he sees the light. And the Jap-

anese have an air of dignity and reality noticeably

absent in other films.—Col.

THE SECOND GREATEST SEX

A very merry musical

There are three little towns in Kansas and each one

wants to be the county seat. So the men of each town

are forever chasing after a safe which is filled with

important documents. Whichever town gets the safe

gets the seat. The ladies only get bored. What good's

a man if he isn't around, asks Liz (Jeanne Crain)

whose groom (George Nader) is off safe-chasing two

hours after their wedding. Finally, the girls barricade

themselves inside an unused fort and swear off loving

till the men agree to fight no more. It's a real happy

movie with marvelous dancing by Tommy Rail (all

the choreography is outstanding). There's the lov-

able comic Bert Lahr who'd steal the show if it

weren't for Jimmy Boyd—a gawky kid whose voice

is changing and who keeps asking everyone, "What

are sex?"—CinemaScope—U.I.
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music from
ALL THE LATEST NEWS ABOUT STARS, DISCS AND D-J'S FROM HOLLYWOOD'S MUSIC WORLD.

Here's another great singer going dramatic. Teen-aged Jimmy Boyd is
now embarked on a new career as a motion picture actor, an endeavor that
threatens to surpass his amazing musical accomplishments of the past.
Just sixteen, Jimmy launched his dramatic career with a non-singing role
in Universal's The Second Greatest Sex. Considering Jimmy's hit record
status in the past, it's amazing that he wasn't given at least one song to
sing in the picture. Remember his record of "I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa
Claus?" At the last count it sold two million, six hundred thousand copies.
His rendition of "Tell Me A Story" with Frankie Laine approached the
million mark, not to forget his "Dennis The Menace" and "Little Josey"
with Rosemary Clooney. Why doesn't Jimmy sing in this picture? Well, we
heard that his voice was changing; and if you heard the same thing, here's
the explanation right from Jimmy's own mouth. "Just because I don't
sing in The Second Greatest Sex doesn't mean I can't. My voice has changed
some, but I can sing just as good, only in a lower key." Jimmy's knowledge
of twangy, folksy songs came from his hearing his mother and father sing
during his childhood in McComb, Missouri. The producers of Frank
Sinatra's program heard him sing and put him on two of Frankie's shows.
Ed Sullivan had him as a guest on Toast Of The Town. After that every-
body wanted him for programs—Bing Crosby, Jimmy Wakely, Doris Day
among others. His greatest thrill was getting a snazzy new Ford Thunder-
bird in turquoise for his birthday.

Lauren Bacall says Warner Brothers' Blood Alley is the toughest
picture of her film career. "I'm out-Humphreying Bogart," Miss Bacall
said in discussing her starring role with John Wayne. "My husband is

always telling me about The African Queen, in which he walked in
water up to his neck, but now I can hold my own in that type of con-
versation." Lauren has one scene in which she runs through a "grave-
yard of ships" while Chinese communist gunboats fire on the area.
She said, "I have to climb over all these hulks, and then I have a scene
where I have to wade through deep water to help the villagers pull the
ferry boat out of the mud. But I love it. This is a different type of
picture for me, and the change of pace is most welcome." Two lilting

Chinese melodies have been written for Joy Kim, last seen in The High
And The Mighty and now in Blood Alley. Director William Wellman
heard Joy singing on the set, found out that she graduated from South-
ern California's music school, so he ordered the songs.

Today we have all types of albums for the home. Music For Dining,
Music For Lovers, Music For A Rainy Afternoon, etc. How about an album,
Music To Cry By! Years ago Willis Goldbeck, then a youth just out of
high school, came on a movie set when studio musicians were unable to

supply the proper mood music to bring tears to the eyes of silent film star

Alice Terry. Goldbeck was drafted to sit at the piano. His playing of "The
Rosary" brought beautiful, pearly tears to the eyes of Miss Terry. Goldbeck,
now producing / Died A Thousand Times for Warner Brothers, came on
the set just as Stuart Heisler was experiencing some difficulty in getting
Shelley Winters to cry convincingly for a scene with Jack Palance. A piano
was moved near the camera. Goldbeck again played "The Rosary" just

before Heisler was ready to shoot the sequence. Shelley sobbed and tears

streamed down her cheeks. Goldbeck had not lost his touch.

Director Josh Logan was kidding William Holden, whose role in
Columbia's Picnic opens with a bedraggled, unshaven, barefooted
Holden bumming a ride on a freight train into Kansas, where the film
was on location. "Just think," Logan quipped to the former Academy
Award winner, "if you win another Oscar for this role, technically, it'll

be for the 'Bum Actor of the Year.' " Holden's wardrobe is the most
inexpensive outfit ever worn by a star in a multi-million-dollar pro-
duction. One pair of khaki trousers which cost $1.98. Two rayon sport
shirts at $2.49 each. One pair of shoes at $10.00. One imitation silk tie

at 39^. This fancy outfit is worn by Holden throughout the picture.
Contrast this with the outfit Kim Novak wears during her coronation as
beauty queen of the picnic. Kim has on a blush-pink, silk organdy



dress with twenty yards of hand-embroidered

material, fashioned by designer Jean Louis and

topped by a red velvet cloak with a huge ermine

collar, weighing thirty pounds. The cost?

$3,500.00. Arthur O'Connell marries Rosalind

Russell in Picnic. This marks his 513th matri-

monial venture. O'Connell was in the original

Broadway version of Picnic for sixty-four

weeks. There were eight performances a week,

and the actor went through 512 marriages on

the stage. In real life O'Connell is a bachelor!

The old song favorite "Pennies From Heaven"

has been given a completely new jazzed-up

treatment and will be used during a jitterbug

number in Picnic. The song was originally sung

by Bing Crosby in Pennies From Heaven.

The View From Pompey's Head, a 20th Cen-

tury-Fox film, in which you'll see Richard Egan,

Dana Wynter, Cameron Mitchell, Sidney Black-

mer, Marjorie Rambeau, is Richard Egan's 30th

picture and his first without a day off. "No

complaints," says Dick. "I can remember when

I had too many days off." Dana Wynter got

slapped around by Cameron Mitchell one day

and bumped by a horse the next. "Good thing

my father's a doctor," she says. Dana was

thrilled when she received a gift she says she

will treasure all her life. The brunette beauty

a few days before had looked at rushes of her

love scenes with Richard Egan and also present

at the screening was Elmer Bernstein, the com-

poser brought to Hollywood to write the theme

music for the picture. The day following the

showing a special messenger brought a huge

box of yellow chrysanthemums from composer

Bernstein; and included in the box was the

ribbon-tied original copy of the music Elmer

Bernstein was inspired to write after witnessing

the love scenes. The sheet music was inscribed,

"For Dana, whose gifts and talents made this

gift possible—Elmer Bernstein." Nice thing

about the gift was its timing. Dana had just

come from the dentist where she had two im-

pacted wisdom teeth extracted. "I couldn't have

felt worse when I got home—or better when

I received so wonderful a tribute and gift," she

says.

Richard Drake, of Korean-descent, playing

an ROK soldier in Target Zero, does a hi-

larious parody of Frank Sinatra's "They Tried

To Tell Us We're Too Young." It's titled

"They Tried To Sell Me Eggs Foo Yung." This

picture stars Richard Conte and Peggie Castle.

Peggie is really happy with her part in this

picture, since this is the first time in three

years she hasn't been killed before the picture

ends. About getting killed Peggie says, "Hold-

ing my breath while the cameras grind is the

hardest." In Target Zero Peggie finally gets her

man—Richard Conte—in the final scene after

, surviving bombings, shellings, small arms fire,

and an accident. David Buttolph, who has

composed music for more than thirty Warner

Brothers pictures has introduced the Japanese

Samisan, a three-stringed guitar, which is

played with a plastra or ivory shell, into the

musical background of the film.

Gary Cooper, who has done right well as an

actor without rhythm, has begun studying how
to play the bongo drums to get some. Cooper

explained, rather embarrassedly : "They tell me
beating the bongo drums increases the aware-

ness of rhythm. I guess I could use some of

that." Gary certainly doesn't need any musical

beat in his present role in Warner Brothers'

The Court-Martial Of Billy Mitchell. As a top

Army officer almost (Continued on next page)
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(Continued from page 23) always in scenes
with other top brass, he must walk with mili-
tary precision. He took up bongo drums, now
a full-blown fad in Hollywood, for relaxation.
Hes never appeared in a musical role or in-
tended to; and his leisurely speech and long-
legged cowboy stride can hardly be classed as
rhythmic, but they haven't handicapped his
career in the least. Gary became interested
in the pnmitive drums when working in the
South Seas in the picture Return To Paradise
and brought some of the native instruments
back to Hollywood. Now he owns a number of
sets—enough, he says, "to clutter up the house."

Rhonda Fleming sings again! For the first

o™ 1

?,
SixJearS Rhonda wil1 sinS in newKKO film Tennessee's Partner. Her singing de-

but in films came in 1949 when Paramount was
looking for a bright-eyed unknown to appear
opposite Bing Crosby in Connecticut Yankee
Rhonda came, sang, was seen, and conquered
all opposition. Her next film singing was in
I he Great Lover with Bob Hope. Since then
her singing career was ignored, as she was
cast in dramatic role after role. Rhonda says,
"When Producer Benedict Bogeaus offered me
the chance to sing 'Heart Of Gold' in Tennes-
see's Partner, I jumped at it. Maybe Holly-
wood will discover I can sing . . . again."

Month's Best Movie Albums
movie pop parade. An MGM Extended Play
45 r.p.m. Album X323. Eight outstanding
motion-picture tunes from movies released
during 1955, using artists like Billy Eckstine,
Kay Armen, Billy Fields. "Love Me Or Leave
Me," "The Kentuckian," "Soldier Of Fortune,"
"You're Never Too Young," "Blackboard
Jungle," "Marty," "The Seven Year Itch,"
"Lady And The Tramp."

LUSH THEMES FROM MOTION PICTURES by Le-
roy Holmes and his Orchestra. An MGM 33%
single record album E3172. This is a fabulous
collection of Lush Themes by Leroy Holmes,
whose "The High And The Mighty" pop rec-
ord was one of the outstanding discs this year.
"Spellbound," "The High And The Mighty,"
"Rear Window Theme," "Tara's Theme/'
"The Bridges At Toko-Ri," "Unchained Mel-
ody," "Land Of The Pharaohs," "Samarra,"
"The World Is Mine," "Forbidden Love,"
"Jamie," "The President's Lady."

wee small hours by Frank Sinatra. A Capitol
Hi-Fi release on LP 33% single album release
W581. One of Sinatra's outstanding contribu-
tions in album form this year. A record feast
for Sinatra's many fans. "In The Wee Small
Hours Of The Morning," "Mood Indigo," "Glad
To Be Unhappy," "I Get Along Without You
Very Well," "Deep In A Dream," "I See Your
Face Before Me," "Can't We Be Friends,"
"When Your Lover Has Gone," "What Is This
Thing Called Love," "Last Night When We
Were Young," "I'll Be Around," "111 Wind,"
"It Never Entered My Mind," "Dancing On The
Ceiling," "I'll Never Be The Same," "This
Love Of Mine."

it s always fair weather. Selections from the
sound track of the MGM film featuring Gene
Kelly, Dan Dailey, Michael Kidd, Dolores Gray
Lou Lubin. An MGM Album 33i/

3 single rec-
ord E3241. A musical package for the movie
tans who were delighted with the film.

Disc Jockey Choices "My FavoriteMUSIC FROM HOLLYWOOD'

"

Bud Abbott—
WHAS—
Louisville, Ky.

"My favorite Music From
Hollywood is Paul Wes-
ton's recording of The
Kentuckian Song,' which
musically captures the ro-

mance and beauty of this

great state where The Ken-
tuckian was filmed."

Arty Kay—
WVLK-
Lexington, Ky.

"In my winner's circle with
a wreath of roses is Gordon
MacRae's recording of

People Will Say We're In
Love' by Rogers and Ham-
merstein. How could it be
otherwise?"

Jay Trompeter—
WIND—
Chicago, III.

"My favorite is 'It's Big-
ger Than You And Me,'
from My Sister Eileen.

Light-hearted and well

said. Sammy Davis's inter-

pretation is perfect."

Noel Ball—
WSIX-TV-
Nashville, Tenn.

"The tune that casts a
spell over me is 'That Old
Black Magic' from the new
picture Bus Stop. It's mood
music with a wonderful
beat and belongs right

back at the top."

Cal Milner—
WPEN-
Philadelphia, Pa.

"I choose a rather unusual
one! I've always been im-

pressed by the majestic
moods created in 'Con-
quest' from Captain From
Castile."

Starting next month! MODERN SCREEN'S SUPER
MUS1C-FROM-HOLLYWOOD CONTEST

you can win: Hi-Fi record players, 45 RPM record players
Hundreds of Hi-Fi Record Albums!

DON'T MISS THE DETAILS IN THE JANUARY MODERN SCREEN. ON SALE DECEMBER 8
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What do Christmas

Seafoam Mahogany Lane chest with self-lifting tray,
#3205. Also in Oak, #3207. In Pearl Mahogany, #3206.

have to do with Christmas futures
There's something you ought to know
about the person—husband, sweetheart,
or parent—who gives you a Lane. It's

this: he—or she—knows and cares very
deeply about the kind of person you are.

He knows you're a woman who wants
the future to be even more wonderful than
the present . . . who wants a Lane be-

cause in the years to come it will always
be a beautiful Christmas wrapping for
household and personal treasures.

If you're not yet married.it holds sweaters
and skirts in sweet-smelling safety. It

gathers trousseau gifts. If you already
have your home, it's magnificent furni-
ture for any room, any decor.

Lane is the ONLY pressure-tested, aroma-
tight cedar chest. Made of y4 inch red cedar
in accordance with U.S. Government rec-
ommendations, with a free moth protection
guarantee underwritten by one of the world's
largest insurance companies, issued upon
proper application. Helpful hints for storing
are in each chest. The Lane Company, Inc.,
Dept. P, Altavista, Va. In Canada: Knech-
tels, Ltd., Hanover, Ont.

Walnut Space -Saver with base
drawers, #3210. In beautiful Pearl
Mahogany, #3209. Also in Seafoam
Mahogany, #3208.

Modern Oak chest with roomy
drawer in base. #3213. Also comes
in Seafoam Mahogany, #3214.
Or in Pearl Mahogany, #3215.

Froni-opening blond Oak console
with sliding tray. #C-164. Pumice-
gray finished walnut, #C-165.
American Walnut, #C-166.

Traditional-design chair- height
Lane cedar chest in a rich hand-
rubbed Mahogany finish with con-
venient self-lifting tray, #2601.

LANE Cedar Chests start at $4995
Over 700 styles and finishes . Also makers of Lane Tables

Easy
Terms



modern screen/december 1955 by ALICE FINLETTER

Ekberg talks

Confessions ofa

What is there about this blue-eyed, honey-haired Scandinavian

beauty that makes her such a temptress?

How come Gary Cooper ran into her on the Warner lot one after-

noon and immediately asked her to dine?

How come she had Frank Sinatra, a veteran lover if ever there was

one, doing flip-flops a few months ago?

How come Mario Lanza took one look at the long-stemmed lovely

and began serenading in high C?
The obvious answer lies in Anita's obvious charms. She has more

of everything than practically any other actress in Hollywood. She

stands five feet ten in high heels. She boasts a forty-inch bust. Her

limbs are beautifully shaped. Her hps are provocatively kissable. And

her attitude toward men is enticingly inviting. Also Continental.

This is what Anita Ekberg says about the loves in her life—past,

present and future.

"When I go out with a man," she explains, "I try to please him, to

make him feel happy and proud of me. Never do I say, 'What can

this man do for me?' I am not interested in that sort of career ad-

vancement. If I were I would be farther ahead than I am today.

After all, I was once under contract to Universal. I could have played

the game. But the game is not for me.

"If I am interested in a man I am interested in his personality, the

way he walks, the things he says. I am not interested in his influence.

"To me the thing that counts most in life is love. At times when I

have felt myself or thought myself in love I have risked everything.

One time a studio executive said to me, 'Anita, you are just like a little

girl. Each time you are sure this is going to be the big moment.'

"I cannot change the way I am. I would like to be a really good

actress, sure. But I want most the love of a good man."

Has Anita been disappointed in men?
"It is a funny thing. Sometimes you meet a man. He has the

reputation of being a great lover. You think he will sweep you off your

feet, captivate you with his magic. It is not so.

"I remember when I first met Frank Sinatra. It was down at Palm

Springs, Jimmy Van Heusen's house. We were introduced. Frank was

charming. He can be the sweetest, kindest, most considerate gentle-

man in the world. Also the brightest. But he is no Romeo. No Don

Juan. I don't know how he got that reputation.

"To be a great lover a person must give himself away completely.

You cannot hold back. You cannot date a new person every night and

call that love. It is a sign of unsureness, insecurity.

"I think maybe the Italians are the best lovers in the world. They

always want to give, never to take. They want to bring enjoyment, to

make a girl happy."

When Anita Ekberg arrived in Rome (Continued on next page)

Anita dated Frankie but
remained unimpressed by his

reputation as a great lover. Says
she, "He can be the sweetest,

kindest, most considerate

gentleman in the world. Also
the brightest. But he is no

Romeo. No Don Juan."

L
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(Continued from last page) recently
for twelve weeks of work on War And
Peace, the Italian gossips had a field

day.

"She is 'the other woman' in the
Tyrone Power divorce," they whis-
pered. "She is the great love in" Frank
Sinatra's life . . . Anita is the tall

Scandinavian beauty Gary Cooper
finds so attractive. . . . This is the
femme fatale of the present genera-
tion ... If Linda Christian runs into
Signorina Ekberg, sparks will fly."

Impervious to these rumors, Anita
told local newsmen, "I am too busy
to deny all those stupid stories that
are being circulated about me. If one
listens to gossip, then practically every
actor in Hollywood has been in love
with me. It is ridiculous. Why, only
yesterday I read that I am having a big
affair with Helmut Dantine. I don't
even know Dantine."

The reporters nodded and said very
little. Smugly they sat back and
waited. In the words of one newsman,
"We waited for Vesuvius to erupt on
the second floor of the Grand Hotel.
We knew one fact that Anita did not.
Living in Room 227 just a few doors
away from. her was Linda Christian.
What would happen when these two
met? We asked many of the hotel
employees to (Continued on page 60)

Anita Ekberg disarms women, too —with herfrank, honest [



Ekberg influence

puzzles Anita: "Why do

people think I am all

the time in love? I have

been given credit for so

many love affairs.

You would think I am an

old hag by now. I am
only twenty-four and I have

been in love very little.

Three, maybe four times."





The Curtises had a dream of doing

Paris together. Tony was there-and

then all of a sudden Janet wasn't—

and the dream turned into a nightmare

All week, every week, Tony lived for Friday, when he

picked up Janet (with her Mom) at the airport.

by RUTH WATERBURY

The phone rang in my Paris apartment at 3

a.m. Thursday morning. Before I had the re-

ceiver to my ear Tony's voice came pouring in

from the other end of the city. "Listen," he

wailed, "I've got to talk to you. I've only been

here a week but I think I'm going to blow this

whole deal. I've been trying to get London on

the wire for three hours but I can't speak enough

French to get through to Janie. I'm dragging so

low I think I'm going to blow my stack. I've got

to get out of this apartment, I've got to get where

I can talk to my wife."

"Huh?" I said, helpfully. "What?"
"Look," Tony said, "things haven't been going

so good. But I don't usually act like this. I

couldn't be this way if I knew all day I could go

home and find her near me at night. All night

in bed my hands keep reaching for her. I miss

all those funny little smells of hers, you know,

the cologne she uses and cold cream she smears

on her face. Why, I've (Continued on page 68)
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Jeff* Chandler:

Jeff and Marjorie Chandler

learned about their love the hard

way—by almost losing each

other. Now they're learning what it

takes to preserve a marriage on trial

by BOB ROWE

"THIS TIME I'LL KEEP
MY MOUTH SHUT!"

Jeff Chandler was on location shooting Pillars

Of The Sky in La Grande, Oregon, on the day

a national magazine came out with the story about

his romance with Gloria DeHaven.

One of the crew showed him the magazine and

said it was on sale in the town. Jeff was horrified.

He had never talked about Gloria with his

wife, Marjorie, and now that they had reconciled

he wanted to tell her the story himself, not

have her read about it.

That night when he got back to the Sacajawea

Hotel in La Grande, where Marjorie and his

two daughters were staying, Jeff rushed up to the

room with the magazine tightly clutched

in his hand.

He showed it to Marjorie and quietly told her

the story : how he had been separated from her

for almost a year when he began to date Gloria,

who was separated from her husband.

Marjorie listened solemnly to all Jeff said,

then squeezed his hand and said she understood.

Gloria DeHaven's name has never again been

mentioned in conversations between Jeff and

Marjorie.

Telling a close friend about it later, Jeff said

he knew that Marjorie would understand. He was

only sorry for any embarrassment the story

caused her—and Gloria.

"Speaking for myself," he said, "I don't see

how such a story can hurt me.

Movie stars are supposed to be lovers and the story

made me look like a romantic figure. It's just

too bad that it had to be printed."

Jeff added that his (Continued on page 62)

Never gad-abouts, the Chandlers have reduced -their

social circle to a very few close friends, spend most of their

time walking and talking together, playing with the kids.
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One of Hollywood's

most popular hostesses

tells why

they all hate

Hollywood parties
by RUTH ROWLAND
wife of director Roy Rowland,
another of actor Steve Rowland and sister

of producer Jack Cnmmings

Your Guided Tour Through
A Typical Hollywood Party

Starting at lower left, we see
usual combination of blonde-
with-producers; behind them,
dyspeptic young man on bicar
diet. Just north %ve find
COUPLE WHO NEVER MISS
favorite tv show, undismayed
by chatter of starlet making
important call—to New York

—

much to annoyance of
thoughtful guest with eye on
hostess' phone bill—and own
call to make about a part. At
entrance, hostess welcomes
Phyllis Kirk, who always
arrives bearing books, possibly to
lend brooding actor in black
T-shirt whose fascination has
lured ermined blonde from group
lighting for possession of Lance
Fuller holding dog. new
arrivals from Broadway (upper
right) are debating social sig-
nificance of gentleman just back
from rough day's shooting
who has fallen asleep under
couch; fact chivalrously ignored
by Van Johnson who can do So
Much with box of candy. Finally;
surrounded by agent who has
finally got the producer's
ear, and starlet who never
stops arguing—a prized guest—
we arrive at Janet Leigh,
Debbie Reynolds and the
RlCARDO MONTALBANS, who will
do almost anything to make a
party GO—even listen to records
by other guests.



Once
I almost gave the Perfect Party—in my mind,

at least. It was for a writer friend of ours who

had written a best seller. Even though he was

considered a celebrity, he was completely movie

struck and was madly in love with Debbie Reynolds,

Jane Powell, Margaret O'Brien, Phyllis Kirk, Ann Mil-

ler and Janet Leigh, none of whom he had ever met.

He asked me if it were possible to invite them to the

party I was giving in his honor, and I told him I would.

I invited them all, and they all accepted. He was

jubilant when I told him, and he could hardly wait

for the evening of the party.

Since it was such a hot, balmy summer, I planned

to give the party around the swimming pool with the

guests seated at small tables. The decoration worked

out beautifully . . . the magic lanterns flickered from

the trees, the pool lit up with tiny flower candles that

floated over its surface. There were bowls of gardenias

on each table and Carmen Cavallero, the distinguished

pianist who lives next door, said he'd love to play some

of his South American music. It looked like everything

was going to be just perfect for my guest of honor, who

was the first to arrive, anxious to See In Person his

favorite movie stars. And then the unforeseen hap-

pened! A producer, the second guest to arrive, was so

thrilled about meeting the author of the book he was

thinking of buying that he asked him to go to some

quiet place where they could talk a little about the

story. Before I knew it, my guest of honor was driven

off in the producer's car with the producer's promise

that he would bring him back in twenty minutes. They

returned at two o'clock in the morning when the party

was over, and all the guests, including the pretty stars,

had gone home. Both were terribly apologetic. The

writer was completely despondent, and sent me seven

dozen red roses the next day with this note: "I'm going

back to New York and kill myself." To this day we

always kid him about being the "man who didn't come

to dinner."

Things like that happen all the time, of course, but

they're fun and funny—and definitely not the reason

why some Hollywood parties {Continued on page 65)
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T^e been through a

lot with Debbie. But those

seven days before she got

married —

OH, WHAT A
WONDERFUL
WEEK!

by MARILYN REISS

Tuesday, September 20. This is the prologue,

because it happened the day before The Week
really began. Debbie had been in from

California since Friday night, but this was my
first chance to see her because she and Eddie had

taken off for Grossinger's Saturday morning.

They spent a long week end there, and as soon

as she got back on Tuesday we met for lunch.

I've known Debbie for quite a few years and

I can guarantee that on Tuesday she wasn't

planning to get married on Monday. When
Debbie doesn't want to tell me something (because

she knows I work for a magazine and editors

have thumbscrews and iron maidens and salary

cuts and other tortures for getting information

out of their employees), she just says she

won't say. This time she said she had no plans

and then she grinned and added that if she

did, she wouldn't tell me anyhow, so that was

that, and we talked about other things. For one

thing, she told me about how ill she was when
she got home from Korea. I won't go into it now
because it happened a while back, and it's a

sad story to stick right into the beginning of a

happy one.

But anyway, she was thinking about it, and

she was troubled. Also, it was strange, but

several friends of hers, people really close

to her, were getting divorced right then. Some

of them she'd even bridesmaided for. "It

worries me," she said. {Continued on page 81)

BORROWED VEIL

(from
Marion Weingar)

BLUE GARTER

(from
Jeanette Johnson;
you can't see it!)

NEW SHOES

(containing

old dime)



by NATE EDWARDS

They tell you stardom

has its price, Kim. They say

you have to wait for love,

wait until you've got it made.

They say you can't marry now

You've listened to them, Kim,

and so you dine alone in

hotel rooms far from home,

waiting and wondering,

hiding out from love,

steeling yourself against

a woman's longing.

All because they said ...
Photos by Jacques Love

DONT
LISTEN
TO
YOUR
HEART

Kim Novak had sort of hoped that Mac Krim
could join her in Salinas or some other town in

Kansas, while she was shooting her latest pic-

ture. Failing that, the very least she could
expect would be a flying visit while she was in

New York.

That, too, had turned out to be a disappoint-

ment. Mac just couldn't make it. Even if he
could, the studio wouldn't like it. People would
be sure to see them together, and the next day
it would be in all the columns, and the front
office would blow its stack.

Ever since she'd started movie work, he'd
been around, or at least close enough to meet
and talk to for a few minutes. That was in
Hollywood, of course.

Her mistake in the first place, of course,
had been letting everybody in Hollywood

—

everybody in the world, for that matter—know
about Mac. Going around leaving little notes
saying "Kim and Krim were here," or "Mac and
Novak were back." Appearing constantly to-

gether, so obviously in love, with all the tender
little signs that broadcast endearing intimacv
to knowing eyes. Now she was paying.
Now his extensive business affairs, plus the

studio's tough new attitude, kept him from her.
By the time she reached New York for a week
of additional shots, recordings and interviews,
she was as lonesome as she'd ever been in her
life. And that was some lonesome. She'd been
so sure that, anyway, they'd be able to fix it so
they'd be able to have at least a day or two
together.

Kim was a very mixed-up girl. It was hot in
New York, and though everybody said it was
the start of the Season, with so much to do
in her free time, she couldn't seem to find the
spirit for much of anything when she wasn't
actually working.

Let's look in on her and see how a glamorous
star spends an afternoon when she gets away
from work early. Somebody'd mentioned that
a photographer would be turning up at her suite
in die St. Moritz to take a few photos, but she
never thought of that as something to worry
about. She always just did what she was told,

turning her head a little, smiling, taking a deep
breath—it was as simple as that. As simple as
learning to cry for a scene, as she'd told that
columnist the other evening. She'd never been
able to turn on the tears until someone sug-
gested she think of herself as dead. She'd tried
that, and wept buckets.

This afternoon, Kim got out of her cab under
the canopy of the St. Moritz, and paused a
moment before she entered the revolving doors.
To her right, people were sitting in the sidewalk
cafe, sipping drinks, murmuring to one another.

Marlene Dietrich was in town, and she strolled
out of the place, superb in a Dior suit, a wisp
of a hat by Sally Victor, and by the grace of
God, her hairdresser and a short veil, the most
stunning woman on the street. Kim turned
around. Across Central Park South some charm-
ing old carriages were lined up. The red-nosed
old fellows on the boxes, wearing rusty top hats
and touching whips they would never use, waited
for fares through die Park.

Kim sighed. It would be fun, if only Mac-
were here. . . . {Continued on page 71)





hollywood's
young
bachelors

They are the select, the carefree, the Golden Boys. The envy

of every male over the age of 21. They can (and do) have their pick

of a town-full of gorgeous dates. They are sought after by hostesses,

fawned over by starlets, drooled over by waitresses. Depending

only on their moods (and shooting schedules) they could be

on the town every night or stay-at-homes in self-imposed solitude.

Hollywood is a wonderful town to be single in, and they're

living it up, each to his own taste. Some are local boys, like Race

Gentry, living at home with their parents. Some are out-of-towners like

Ben Cooper, who shares an apartment with his sister Bunny. Most

live alone. A few have such out-of-the-way retreats that even

native guides have trouble locating them. But near or far, they all

live in solid comfort. Every one of them can cook a breakfast

and broil a steak. A few, like Hugh O'Brian, are real gourmets. They

all have hobbies; some bucolic like George Nader's garden, some

hectic like Jeff Richards' racing sloop. Race Gentry has a telescope.

Almost all have a room full of records, books and sporting gear.

Standard equipment for every garage is a Thunderbird or El Dorado.

Generally speaking, they are pretty tidy individuals but downright

lazy when it comes to washing dishes. Most have a place big enough

for entertaining but unanimously they'd rather go to a party than

give one. As a group they are coldly ambitious, as hardworking

a collection of dreamboats as you'd ever hope to meet. To

a man, they are looking forward to marriage—when the

right girl comes along. Till then, it's fun to keep looking.



Ben once developed a yen for

Mom's chocolate sponge pie, sent home

for the recipe and did so well that

Mom now calls her baking

"Pies like Sonny used to make!"

Ben Cooper lives the mad,

bohemian life in a do-it-yourself

flat with a built-in chaperone

A few months after displaced New Yorker Ben Cooper

came west, sister Bunny, magazine cover girl, came out to visit

him and got in an MGM picture. She promptly moved in

with her brother. Ben was delighted. "It makes such a good

impression on the parents of the girls I date."

The Coopers furnished their North Hollywood, near-the-

studios apartment in true Greenwich Village fashion—

which means on a shoestring. Bunny made the curtains, Ben

the concrete-block bookcases. They threw a black cotton

shag rug over the hideous couch. (Now it looks like a

stuffed buffalo.) Ben does the cooking, Bunny the cleaning.



7 don't get enough exercise or fresh air,"
Hugh complains, chose his house partly be-
cause it's half a block above the Sunset
Strip, within biking distance of everywhere.
(No, his dates don't ride the handlebars!)

BACHELORS continued.

Hugh O'Brian rented the whole

second floor of a house

that reminded him of home

Hugh O'Brian lives in the most unique of the bachelor
apartments—he has the whole second floor of a
remodeled frame house dating back to the early days of
movies.

"The moment I saw it I knew it was for me," Hugh
recalls. "I love the big old-fashioned rooms and the
tremendous trees that surround the place. It

reminds me of a house I knew back home in Chicago.
Best of all, my landlady lets me keep Lady, my collie.
And she takes care of Lady when I'm out of town."
Hugh spends a great many more hours in his upstairs

haven. He's not dating much this season because he's
working too hard starring in a western tv series,
The Life And Legends Of Wyatt Earp. He shoots six
days a week and studies lines at night. He also
heads The Thalians, an organization of young actors
which raises funds for deserving causes.



"I'm a great believer in an old Chinese

proverb," George says. "If you want to be

happy for an hour, roast a pig. If you

want to be happy for a year, marry. If.you

want to be happy for a lifetime,

plant a garden."

George Nader has the perfect

set-up—five rooms, a garden, a

cleaning woman and a cat

George Nader occupies the ideal one-man

house. It's a five-room, early-American ranchhouse

hidden at the end of a little canyon ten minutes from

Universal Studios, where George works. He lives

there alone except for Sam, an aristocratic black cat.

George's house is perfect for a single guy. It's

small, cozy and masculine-looking, with plank

floors, beamed ceilings and enormous fireplaces.

For parties George puts a stack of records on the

automatic player and steaks on the grill. He

stands in the kitchen where he can tend bar, watch

the meat and keep his oar in the conversation.

Gradually he's doing the place over with things

he's brought from remote corners of the world. In his

living room are Swedish draperies, German

porcelain, exotic temple carvings from India.

As a gardener he's casual but talented. In less than a

year, he has turned a barren hillside into a

green and flowering backyard.

MORE >
i



BACHELORS continued

No one objects when Race's roadster turns
the family garage into a greasepit. Besides,
living home leaves more money for
the things Race wants most—career, cars,
boats and girls—in that order.

Jeff spends most of his time alone,
reads a lot, listens to music and his excellent
shortwave radio. "I like to look out and
see something besides houses and people,"
he said, choosing his lonely beach locale.

Race Gentry lives at home

with the Papiros and as baby

of the house he rules the roost

Race is the youngest of the three Papiro
children, the only one not married and still living
in the Westwood house his father and brother
built before he was born.

Recently he took up astronomy and bought
a $300 telescope. He keeps the big, awkward
instrument in the breakfast nook and trains
it out the window at night. He uses the
dining-room table to answer fan mail. If he invites
an unemployed actor friend to bunk in with
him, the boy can stay as long as he likes.

"Furthermore," adds Race, "my mom is the
best cook in town."

Nor does living with his folks curtail Race's
freedom. He goes out four or five nights a week.
Mondays he attends a dramatics class. Other
nights he plays poker or meets his pals
at Sloppy Joe's, the local pizza house. He takes
dates to the Hollywood Bowl or the Philharmonic.

Jeff Richards has a house

all to himself—in the loneliest

place he could find

Given his choice, Jeff would live on a boat.
He did live on a 2 5-foot sloop for months, until

he couldn't get along without a telephone any
longer. So he did the next best thing—got a beach
cottage facing the ocean, and located practically

in it. The cottage has a big bedroom and a modern
kitchen, but Jeff cooks nothing but breakfast and
sleeps outdoors on the porch in all weather
but storms. There are rattan chairs, a rope rug,
bamboo shades— all very practical and
almost unused, since Jeff almost never goes indoors.

When the gang comes over to visit Hermit
Richards they swim, go fishing, dive from the
rocks, play volley ball and football on the
beach. Nights they cook out around a bonfire
and drag out a guitar for folk-singing.

When the gang isn't there, Jeff does most of
those things by himself—and loves it.

The air at the beach is so clean that he
hardly even needs to dust, but there's always
an amiable date to straighten up the place or
make a home-cooked meal when necessary.
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by Radie Harris

% DOCTOR

LAWYER

% INDIAN CHIEF-
"I don't want Chris and Mike to be at
so many people's mercy the way we are. I'm
glad they're too young to read now."

anything but an actor

That's what Liz Taylor, beautiful, successful, loving her
career, is going to tell her sons!

I found out about it on one of the hottest days on record in Beverly Hills.
I had stopped by to cool off from this "unusual weather" at Elizabeth Taylor's and

Michael Wilding's beautiful new "modern Elizabethan" dream house, with its
inviting swimming pool overlooking the sweep of the twinkling
city below. Mike poured me an iced drink while Liz went into her dressing room
to strip into something comfortable. She had spent an exhausting day on a
broiling back lot at Warner Brothers, shooting the final sequences of Giant.

Suddenly Liz appeared in the doorway, looking like a little girl playing grown-up.
Her hair was still streaked with silver make-up for her aging heroine part,
but she was in toreador pants and open sport shirt. "I need your help," she
called out. "My zipper is stuck," she giggled as I joined her in the bedroom with
its wall-to-wall bed. As I tugged away at her pants I giggled, too, thinking, "What a
shame this scene has to be wasted on me!"

The crisis over, Liz went calmly about changing. Her whole personality
seemed more relaxed than in all the years I have known her and that
dates back to her very first picture, Lassie Come Home, when she was twelve.

I remember how desperately Liz wanted to rush the years ahead to the ripe old age
of sixteen, when she could wear lipstick and go out on dates unchaperoned
by the ever-watchful eye of her mother.

I recall the winter they came to New York. It was right after Liz's tremendous
success in National Velvet, and I accompanied them on a tour of the local
Loew's theatres. Liz, a shy youngster, had to get up on the stage with a
baby spotlight on her and ad fib with a different m.c. at each picture house.
We didn't always arrive at the exact moment of her scheduled appearance so, flanked
by bodyguards, we would be ushered into the theatre to watch the feature
until it was time for Liz to go on. Invariably, right (Continued on next page)
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"Way back when we inert

still calling Mike, Jr.,

'Britches' I wanted him to

be a doctor—nothing else.

1 once wanted to be a nurse.

Now, of course, I want
him to make his own

choice in his own time.

That goes for Chris, too."

"Jane Powell's little girl is

a doll and my children
have a wonderful tine with

hers. But when they're
with kids who'll be

impressed that their folks
are movie stars, we'll have

to fight to give them
a sane sense of values."

"I missed not having
a crowd of kids to go

to school with. Most of the
time I had a private

tutor and even the school
on the Metro lot wasn't

the same as a real,

normal one, where the kids

weren't actors."

anything but an actor

(.Continued from last page) at the most
exciting part, her mother would ton to

her and say, "We must go now." Liz
would plead, "Can't I just stay until this

scene is over?" Sara would be firm.
"No, darling, you won't have time to

freshen your make-up." And, obediently,
Liz would tear herself away, looking
longingly back for one last glimpse of
Joan Crawford.

Once, on the way home I asked her if

she had wanted to be an actress. "No,
I wanted to be a great ballerina or a
violinist or a nurse," was her retort. I

remember thinking at the time, "I bet
when Liz has children of her own, she
will do everything she can to dissuade
them from following in her footsteps."

Now twelve years later, Liz had just
peeped into the nursery to see six-months-
old Christopher sleeping the untroubled
sleep of a healthy, happy baby. His two-
and-one-half-year-old brother, Mike, Jr.,

was allowed to stay up and visit with
Mummy a while. Liz cuddled him on her
lap and then turned to me as if reading
my thoughts. "I will never do anything
to prevent Mike or Chris from being
actors," she remarked, "but I would pre-
fer them ta choose a more constructive
profession—like engineering or medicine.
Acting is the most fascinating and re-
warding of all fields when it goes right
for you, but it can be such heartache and
disappointment when it doesn't. Then,
too, it is the only business in the world
where you are at the mercy of so many
people—the public, the studio, the press.
They can build you up but they can tear
you down just as quickly. They can
quote you and they can misquote you.
Your private fife is an open book and if

you resent living in a goldfish bowl,
everyone asks indignantly, 'Who does she
think she is? Garbo?'

"

"In England, everyone is protected by
libel laws," added Mike. "The sewer type
of magazines that victimize film stars
with malicious lies and half-truths would
be out of business after the first issue.
The damage of this kind of yellow jour-
nalism that flourishes over here is irre-

parable, because people believe what they
read, without bothering to realize how
much of this slander is completely un-
founded or based on vague hints. Un-
fortunately, the growing trend toward
sensationalism doesn't cater only to the
taste of adults. Efen youngsters are avid
readers these days. As long as people
write malicious and untrue gossip, it's

very hard to know how to keep a child en-
tirely away from these unpleasant things.
Fortunately, (Continued on page 64)



He lived his life as a

desperate search— and found his destiny

on the lonely road to Salinas

APPOINTMENT
WITH
DEATH

Threading the twists and turns of the Grapevine Road south of Bakersfield, the speeding Porsche was

a blur of white, a great jackrabbit dodging through the brown California hills. Over the engine's steady

drone canie the high and angry whine of a police siren. The Porsche braked to a stop, and the driver

turned a look of impatience on the grim state patrolman who stalked over to write out the ticket. "This

is a forty-five-mile zone," the cop said curtly. "You were doing sixty-five."

"I'm late," said James Byron Dean. "Got to get to Salinas. I'm expected. . .
." He stuffed the

ticket in his shirt pocket, adjusted his goggles, and with a defiant spin of its rear wheels the Porsche

spurted northward. Somehow his strange, fierce life had been directed to this appointment whether

he knew it or not. For he was expected, but not at Salinas. His destination was a lonely intersection at

dusk, just out of Paso Robles. He had averaged seventy-five miles an hour to be on time.

The Porsche flashed across the intersection, rammed another car head-on, and (Continued on page 58)



Only a few Hollywood people had time to really know him. I was proud to be one of the few

THIS
WAS
MY

FRIEND
JIMMY
DEAN by Mike Connolly

Jim had a lot

of the kid left in him,
even at twenty-four.

He was an intellectual,

sure, but he was easy
enough to get to know

—when he wanted
you to.
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I wrote this story to correct
an impression—a bad impression that
a lot of people had about a guy
named Jimmy Dean, who was a
friend of mine. Not a close friend,
but I knew him and liked him, and
I didn't like what people said
about him. Not because it was
uncomplimentary, but because it

wasn't true—at least, it wasn't true of
the Jim Dean I knew.
Now he's dead. There'll be a

lot written about that, but not
by me. And I suppose no one will
have anything bad to say of him
anymore. You don't speak ill of the
dead. No one will call him
rude and neurotic now; at worst
they'll say he was a non-conformist.
He was.

So I am glad I wrote this story
while he was alive. I think it has
more meaning that way. All
it really is is the story of a day I

spent with him, but now that there
won't be any more days with Jim
for anyone, it makes a good
memory to hold.

I don't imagine many people had
seen Jim at home recently. How
could they? Jim had just moved into
a new place and it was a hide-
away if ever one existed.

When I drove out there for the first

time I missed the place entirely,
got lost and had to go back
several miles.

It was a nice area to drive
through, but I hadn't wanted to
be late.

The house, newly-rented, is in
San Fernando valley. Jim had taken
it on a (.Please turn to page 52)



Iii Hollywood, Jim

had ju{t began to make

friends. But in

New York, where this re-

markable photo
was taken, he had many good

friends. The relationships

formed during those days

when Jim struggled for a foot-

hold in theatre were the

lasting ones, deeply felt by

people who understood his

melancholy, his brooding need

to be alone.
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JIMMY DEAN continued

In Texas for Giant Jim made no friends among the press but he got on fine with cast and crew

one-year lease. When I finally got
there, half an hour late, I found the
windows and doors all wide open.
A hi-fi machine was blaring Bach's
Toccata in F Major. I tripped over
an iron doorstop. Jim turned the
hi-fi down as I entered the living
room, apologized for leaving the
doorstop in the middle of the door-
way and then, right off, asked, "Hey,
how about coffee? I've got a pot
brewing in the kitchen." I said fine

and then made my apologies—for
being late. Jim said it was okay
because he had been up late himself
the night before. He had worked
with Liz Taylor and Rock Hudson
in Giant at Warners from 8 a.m. to

8:30 p.m. and then, at home, had
stayed up long past midnight reading
and listening to records.

I had parked out on the quiet,

suburban street and hadn't paid too
much attention to the heavy shrub-
bery that veils the house from the
street as I hurried up the long path
to the door. Now I was beginning
to notice things. I noticed that the
living room takes up most of the
house. It was one of the biggest living
rooms I'd ever seen. The whole
place reminded me of a ski lodge.

Then I noticed two strange-looking
cellophane cones, each about seven
feet long, hanging from loudspeakers
hidden in the beamed ceiling. One
cone hung from one end of the
room, one hung from the other end.
Jim, who was wearing a white
Mexican (Continued on page 77 j

A jormer
counselor, Jim spent
a lot of time with

kids near the location.

When he heard he
was being called a

hermit he muttered,
"I'm not famous—

I'm notorious!"
brooded a while, then

sneaked off for a
badly-needed but

unauthorized two-day
vacation.

\2



When he left home,

Jim took his hobbies

with him. Hobbies? For

most people they'd have been

full-time jobs. He had a

tape recorder for

studying his acting and
recording music; he was

an amateur photographer, a

good shot (especially in

penny arcades)—and

more besides. But he did

have his moods—wouldn't

talk to newsmen who
came all the way from

New York for an interview.
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She grew up in a

small town. She was very pretty,

very talented, very ambitious,

and at 16, very much in love

with a boy named Lew,

who loved her, too.

This is the story of a

girl who knew where she was

going-from the age of

three. Her name is Shirley Jones

bv SUSAN WENDER

i-— * ' .. * \

Every spare moment,

she was with him at West

Point. But there weren't

many spare moments, because even

in high school Shirley was a

professional singer.

They've got Shirley Jones pegged as

Miss Cinderella in person, the little girl

from nowhere who never dreamed of becoming

a star, who suddenly blossomed, by some miracle,

into the lead of one of the biggest, most

important movies ever made

—

Oklahoma!

Well, don't believe a word of it. It just ain't so.

There's a switch in the story of Shirley

Jones. True, she's an amazing girl; true, Holly-

wood never heard of her before Rodgers and

Hammerstein presented her as their

protegee. And she certainly is, to coin a phrase,

Sweet, Simple and Unspoiled By Success. But

she is also possessed by a rock-solid, driving

ambition to win herself a place in show business—an

ambition which she has followed with great

singleness of purpose since slightly before kinder-

garten! Nor was she always Sweet. "I was a terrible

child, strong- {Continued on page 73)

more pictures on following page







appointment with death

(Continued from page 49) almost before
the shattering explosion of sound had
died away, the life was gone out of James
Dean. He had kept his appointment with
Death.
The shocking news cast a pall over the

sports car meet at Salinas, Dean's destina-
tion. (Ironically it was in the role of a
moody Salinas youth, son of Raymond
Massey, that he had rocketed to fame in
East Of Eden.) Whether he had intended
to enter the races or merely watch them
was his own secret. Studio executives,
alarmed by his love of speed for speed's
sake, had exacted a promise from him not
to race while a picture was in production.
One of his bosses had warned him: "One
day you'll kill yourself in these souped-up
races!" and Jimmy had obeyed. But only
the week before, he had finished work on
Giant for Warners, and he may have felt
that the ban was lifted.

Coming so soon after the fatal crash that
took Bob Francis' life, and the not-so-un-
expected tragedy of Suzan Ball's death, the
news from Paso Robles shockedHollywood,
too. It was broken to Elizabeth Taylor, his
co-star in Giant, in a projection room
where she was watching rushes from the
picture. She stared incredulously a mo-
ment, then lowered her lovely face into
cupped hands. "Oh, God," she sobbed. "I
can't believe it. I can't believe it!" But
she had to believe it, and she wept. A
reporter told Ursula Andress, the starlet
Jimmy had dated until recently, and she
wept, too: "We broke off weeks ago . . .

I tried to understand him, I really did.
But he was a strange, so strange young
man. Only a few days ago he drove up
and showed me his new car. Maybe if I
had said something . .

." They broke the
news to Jimmy's father and stepmother,
Mr. and Mrs. Winton Dean, and the father
said sadly, "One day he was with us, and
now, the next, he's gone—for good.
Wherever he is I hope my boy finds peace.
But I only wish we'd been closer."
And then, for these people who knew

him as well as any, and for many others
who did not know him at all, came a
period of wondering: in the deeper sense
was James Dean's death really accidental
—or inevitable? Was his appointment with
Death a casual rendezvous, a brutal quirk
of fate, or had it been made a long time
ago? Perhaps it was the destiny of this
strange, much-misunderstood youth to
meet Death at only twenty-four.
As a matter of fact he had met it be-

fore, and the whole of his short, intense
life had been altered by the encounter.
The Deans had moved to California from
Marion, Indiana, when James was a small
child. A few years later his mother, the
former Mildred Wilson, became ill with
cancer.

"She was only twenty-nine," Winton
Dean told Modern Screen last summer.
"The doctors told me it was hopeless.
How do you tell an eight-year-old boy his
mother's going to die? I tried, but I just
couldn't make it. Jim and I—we've never
had that closeness. And my Jim is a
tough boy to understand."
And how can an eight-year-old tell his

father how much he mourns his mother?
The grieving Jimmy couldn't even try.
He shut up his grief inside his heart, and
when he was sent back to Fairmont, In-
diana, to be cared for by his uncle Mark
and Aunt Ortense Winslow, no one ever
knew. Time healed the tragedy of Mil-
dred Dean's death for the grownups of
the family, but not for Jimmy. On the
surface he was fine: he starred in debate
and drama, was a pole-vaulter on the
high school track team and played a good

Jim was obsessed with cars and speed, started with motorcycles, turned to supercharged racers.

game of basketball. He even came to call
his aunt "Mom." Back on the Coast to
take pre-law at U.C.L.A., he was friendly
enough with his father and stepmother.
But deep down, he was a boy who had
been intimate with Death. It was this,
along with the strange talent that smol-
dered inside him, struggling to break into
flame, that set him apart from people and
made him, even for his own father, tough
to understand. Some saw the talent, per-
haps a few unconsciously sensed the
tragedy locked inside him, but almost none
could know him or communicate with
him.
For his own part, Dean found communi-

cation terribly difficult. In all his human
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contacts, he was unconsciously seeking
something he had lost back in the years
beyond remembering. Have you ever seen
a mother's searching eyes, urgently look-
ing through a crowd for a child who has
strayed? There was something of that in
James Dean's eyes when he met new
people. The eyes might light up for a
fraction of a second, as if in recognition,
but more often they would be veiled in
swift rejection, then turn away to search
again.

Thus with most people, having seen at
a glance that his pursuit was not over,
Dean was reticent or ill at ease or down-
right ill-mannered. They had nothing to
give him; they would get nothing from
him. The fact that they might want some-
thing from him was of supreme unimpor-
tance. A very, very few seemed almost to
satisfy his wordless longing. One of these
was Pier Angeli, with whom he was much
in love even after losing her. She perhaps
reminded him of someone lost. ... A few
more could at least give him comfort and
help him pass the time during his search,
and to these he was grateful. They in-
cluded non-predatory actresses who put
up with his unpredictability, and me-
chanics who met him at the crankcase
level, and even perfect strangers, if they
dug bongo rhythms or bullfighting or
Bartok.
Somehow, when he was acting, the pres-

sure of his quest found release. All the
locked-up emotion came out, pure and
true, uninhibited but full of sensitivity.
Now the seeker was on display, hoping to
be found by the one he sought. People
who saw him act—who experienced the
hot flame of his talent as it suddenly en-
veloped sound stage or theatre—came
away strangely shaken, as if they had
looked straight into his soul and seen
something nameless but beautiful and
frightening. And Dean, when the cameras
stopped turning, simply faded like a face
on a screen, turning back, inward, to him-
self as he resumed his old, unending quest.
His passion for sports-car racing was

both a part of his search and apart from
it Behind the wheel, white helmet
clamped down on his head, goggles tied
tight over his eyes, with the scent of gas
and burning rubber in his nose and the
protesting screech of tires in his ears and
the pure feel of headlong speed like
rushing eternity in his soul—there he was
free. Free from the world's distractions,
free for the faster and faster pursuit of
what he would never find in this world.
Unless it lay around the next curve. .

Which is where James Dean finally did
nnd it, triumphantly, at dusk one day on
the road to Salinas. end



PERSONAL O'NITE, $17.50* HAT BOX, $15*

Small wonder women adore the famous Samsonite Train Case.

Holds 52 travel needs; has waterproof lining and plastic tray

for cosmetics and jewelry. Other grand gifts are the new

Personal O'Nite and Hat Box, left. All have tight tongue-in-groove

closures and come in six "better-than-leather" finishes that resist

scuffing and wipe clean as new with a damp cloth. (Shown

here in Rawhide Finishi) All are big values for small prices.
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femme fatale

(Continued from page 28) keep their eyes
and ears open. We expected the worst."
Why?
Let's go back a few years for the answer.

At that time Tyrone Power was starring in
Mississippi Gambler. And Anita Ekberg
was a starlet on the same Universal-Inter-
national lot. Power was miserable then,
largely because his wife Linda Christian
was giving him a bad time.
One afternoon he met Anita Ekberg, a

blonde with a quick wit and striking fig-

ure. They became friends, nothing more.
After Mississippi Gambler, Ty checked

off the lot and signed to tour the country
with John Brown's Body. Not being par-
ticularly fond of bus trips and one-night
stands, Linda could not or would not ac-
company her husband on this cross-coun-
try junket. She finally caught up with him
in New York. Then she discovered that
Anita had been writing letters to her hus-
band. She blew her top.

Ty, in turn, asked for a divorce as he
had done so many times in the past. He
pointed out that their marriage wasn't
happy. Why not dissolve it? Linda refused.
Linda thought that Ty was determined to
obtain his freedom for the sole purpose of
marrying Anita Ekberg, a conclusion later

proven false. You can understand, how-
ever, why the Italian newspapermen ex-
pected the fur to fly when the two beau-
ties met in Rome.
Well, meet they did. In the lobby of the

Grand Hotel one evening. What happened?
Absolutely nothing. Linda, in the process
of touring Europe with Edmund Purdom,
looked through Anita. And Anita, escorted
by her newest admirer, suave Mario Ban-
dini, looked through Linda. You could have
cut the atmosphere with an ice pick. But
both girls behaved like perfect ladies. Both
had loved the same man, Tyrone Power,
and both had lost.

"So many love affairs"

Is it true that Anita has fallen in love
with Mario Bandini, an Italian man-about-
Rome? Is it true that she left War And
Peace to go to Capri with Bandini?

"I went to Capri with Mario just for a
visit. But I was not working at the time.
He is a good friend of Mel Ferrer and
Audrey Hepburn. Very charming. But we
are not in love. Why do people think I

am all the time in love? I have been given
credit for so many love affairs. You would
think I am an old hag by now. I am only
twenty-four and I have been in love very
little. Three, maybe four times."
Anita Ekberg was born in Malmo, Swe-

den, on September 29, 1931, the sixth of
eight children. As a child she was tall and
precocious and always hated school. When
she was fifteen she quit and promptly fell

in love with George Johanson, son of the
local police chief.

"It was a very wonderful affair," Anita
recalls. "So blissful, so young, so innocent.
He never touched me. Really, he never
touched me. No more than a kiss, a hug.
No more than that. We used to take long
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walks in the woods. He was only eighteen.

We used to talk about married life, what it

would be like for us. Then George joined
the cavalry and I grew up and the love
became memory."
After George there was Bjorn. "He was

ten years older than I was. We went to
gether for two years. Then I won the Miss
Sweden Contest and was sent to Atlantic
City. When I came back to Stockholm, it

was all over between Bjom and me. I re
turned to America and Hollywood. They
taught me English and diction and things
like that. I dated lots of men. That's what
a girl is supposed to do, isn't she? But I

didn't fall in love with any of them."
How about Tyrone Power? Wasn't he

the great love of her life?

"All I will say about Ty is that he is one
of the most wonderful persons I have
known. I thought after his divorce from
Linda that maybe he would ask me to
marry him. He did not. I am very sorry
about that. I am sorry that we do not see
each other. I read he is going with Eva
Gabor. I wish them every happiness. Per
haps she has something I have not."

What about Bob Wagner?
"You say Bob Wagner? He is only a boy,

a nice, good-looking boy. We had a date,

maybe two, several years ago."
Is it true that Anita plans to meet Gary

Cooper in Europe after War And Peace is

finished?
"I met Cooper at a party in Romanoff's.

I think it was for Marilyn Monroe. Then I

didn't see him for a long time until I came
to Warners. I was working on Casablanca,
the rv show. He was working at the same
time on The Courtmartial of Billy Mitchell.
You know how it is when people are work-
ing together on the same lot. They run into
each other. It was that way with us. He
asked me for lunch. I said it was an honor.
That's all there has been to it. He is very
charming. I wish I had met him years ago
when he was single. At least I am honest
about it. But there is nothing between us.
The gossips are making it a big thing. Just
like they did with Frank Sinatra.
"With Frank there was some truth. At

least we were dating pretty steady. I

stopped going with him after that Sammy
Davis party at Ciro's. I do not like being
one out of many. But with Cooper we have
had lunch. That is all. Then came the wire
from Rome offering me War And Peace."
What was the true status of her friend-

ship with wealthy realtor Cy Feldman?
"Cy is a nice man. But it is finished be-

tween us. Why? Well, when you go with a
man, you count on him, you rely on him.
He is your friend and you think he will
help you in the hour of need. It came to
me while I was going with Cy. I aked for
some help. It wasn't very important. But
I asked, and he said no. After that it was
never the same again. It is always a little

sad to lose a friend. Each time I die a
little."

Was it true that Marilyn Monroe and
Anita weren't on speaking terms, that they
were jealous of each other?
"Certainly I am not jealous of Marilyn.

When I was in New York several months
ago I was staying at the Waldorf. I was
queen of the Beaux Arts Ball. I ran into
Marilyn. 'Call me,' she said. But she never
told me where, so I could not call her.
Many people compare me to Marilyn. But
I do not think we are alike. She is Ameri-
can and I am Swedish, and they say we
have the same kind of appeal, physical and
animalistic and things like that. But I do
not believe it. I am just as interested in
things of the mind as I am in men.
"As a matter of fact I have just finished

War And Peace, the book. How many girls
do you know have read War And Peace?
No matter what they write about me, I am
not a femme fatale and I am not all body.
I have a brain and I use it." end

Hollywood

approves

your

Xmas gifts

Santa, Vic Damone and a bevy of

MGM's famous—Liz Taylor, Jane Powell.

Cyd Charisse, Debbie Reynolds and Ann
Blyth were on our 1955 Modern Screen
Xmas Board. These selected lovely gifts to

give and to own are the perfect answer to

a merry, merry Christmas. See these stars

in the current MGM films listed on page 63.

1. Stow-a-vvay, tan kip calf handbag,
Meeker, $21*. Washable Launder-
Leather gloves, Superb, $6.50. Satin
scarf, Glentex, $2. Pearl jewelry, Duch-
ess: earrings, $1*; bib, $2*. Perfume and
cologne, Bourjois' Evening In Paris:

gift-wrapped perfume, $4*; cologne,

$1*; jewelled purse flacon, $1J0.
2. Fashion Fit, Rain Dears, plastic

rainboots to protect high and Cuban
heel shoe styles, Lucky. Smoke or clear.

About $2. Pointer, shoes of clear vinyl
with black patent or suede trim,

Debtowners, about $9.95. Pearls, Vo-
lupte, two-strand necklace, $15*; set,

$6*. The Premiere sheer nylon stretch

hosiery for evening, Ballet, $1.95.

3. Ultralite, magnesium train case

covered in pilot tan vinyl and lined in

gold acetate taffeta, Samsonite, $22JO*.
Bur-Mil Cameo nylon stretch hosiery.

$1.95. Ambush, new scent in spray co-
logne and bath powder, Dana; cologne,

$3*; powder, $1J0*. Pearls, Duchess:
earrings, $1* a pr.; bib, $2. Slippers,

Honeybugs, $3.99 a pr.

4. Brush Stroke, a two-color jacquard
cardigan of 100% Zephyr wool, Cata-
lina, $12.95. Intricately designed In-

dian collar, Glentex, $3. Simulated pearl

necklace, Volupte, $15*. Famous fra-

grance, Tabu, cologne and perfume,
Dana: cologne, $3.75*; perfume, $10*.

Satin cowhide wallet, Meeker, $6*.

5. Practical and handsome—this mod-
ern cedar-lined console chest, Cedar
Lane. Its overall design is ideal for the

living room, dining room or foyer.

Finished in blond Oak, it features a

beautifully sctdptured, Swedish modern
base, Tambour-type doors, brass

handles and sliding shelf. About $89.95.

6. A luxurious and precious gift—
sterling silverware by Towle. Patterns:

(a) French Provincial, $35; (b) Silver

Spray, $35; (c) Contour, $39.75. Each
price includes one place setting and
tax. Towle Sterling is sold at selected

stores best qualified to serve you.

If there is any merchandise in this fashion

section that is not carried by your favorite

stores, write Fashion, Modern Screen, 261

Fifth Ave., N.Y. 16, N.Y., for information.

*Plus tax
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Jeff chandler

(Continued from page 33) happiness had
never been so complete as it was during
the ten days he and Marjorie and their
two daughters, Jamie, eight, and Dana,
five, spent on location in La Grande.
The family was not allowed to go with

Jeff on the shooting site because there
was the danger of rattlesnakes. Nights
after work and week ends Jeff spent with
his girls, picnicking at Wallowa Lake in
the mountains over Joseph, Oregon.
They spent happy hours fishing, swim-

ming and boating and getting to know
each other again, and at night he and
Marjorie would visit friends in La Grande,
play bridge, and on the long walks back
to the hotel, talk things out.
The children were foremost in their dis-

cussions, but Jeff is quick to admit that
the bachelor life was not great.
In the eleven months he and Marjorie

had been waiting for their final divorce
decree Jeff had done a lot of thinking,
as well as a lot of dating.

The parting of the ways

It was shortly after Christmas in 1954
that the Chandlers realized they had come
to a "parting of the ways."
"Neither of us is at fault," Jeff said at

the time, "but we just have too many
dividing lines. We tried to compromise
them, but they didn't work."
He got an apartment in secrecy, but the

day he left by air for the east to begin
personal appearance tours the secret was
out. Jeff denied to the press that there
was trouble between him and Marjorie.
A few days later Marjorie announced that
she and Jeff were through.
The studio tried to suppress the an-

nouncement from her and made an an-
nouncement in Jeff's name, saying that
everything was all right. When he re-
turned, Jeff was furious at the studio.
However, he was still trying to hold on to
his marriage, despite Marjorie 's deter-
mination to end it.

Marjorie's announcement came at the
peak of Jeff's popularity. It also came at
the same time her own career as an
actress was beginning to pick up again.

Jeff denied that Marjorie's decision to
return to acting complicated their mar-
riage. Actually, she decided to return at
about the time she felt their marriage was
failing. She wanted to have a career to
fall back on if she needed to support her-
self and her daughters.
Marjorie told friends she was certain

Jeff's new success had hurt their mar-
riage. She felt that Jeff had become a
spoiled child.

The divorce was granted by default on
March 15, 1954. Before the case came up
in court Jeff and Marjorie worked out
their settlement and agreed the charge
would be as gentle as possible.

Marjorie testified that Jeff suffered from
"chronic fatigue and always fell asleep"
no matter where they were. She attributed
the breakup of their nine-year marriage
to Jeff's "intense and complete absorption
in his career."

"He told me he was fond of me but he
found it impossible to live with me," she
said in court.

The judge approved an agreement giv-
ing Marjorie custody of Jamie and Dana
and ordered Jeff to pay $500 a month sup-
port for the children and $1,166 monthly
alimony, plus $12,000, over the following
twelve months.
Immediately after his divorce was

granted, Jeff moved out of the bachelor
apartment in Hollywood and rented a
house in Apple Valley, California. On week
ends, when he was not using the place,

Marjorie and the girls would come up to
use the pool and sun themselves.

Jeff would then stay in the house in
town.

All during the period Jeff was moving
possessions out of their home, he and
Marjorie would meet at the house and
attempt to have a cup of coffee "like civil-
ized people who were once in love." These
"talks" always ended in harsh words and
recriminations. The possibility of recon-
ciliation got slimmer each time they met.
The press was continually after Jeff for
the "real story," and in lieu of direct
statements many fictional stories were
printed.

Jeff said recently that these fictional
stories often caused more discord be-
tween him and Marjorie, and delayed
chances of reconciliation. "I don't blame
her for being angry. I used to call every
night to talk with the children, and one
night when I called I could tell by the
way she answered the telephone that
things were strained.

" 'What's the matter?' I asked.
" 'Oh nothing.'
" 'Come on,' I insisted. 'What's wrong.

I know you well enough. Does something
bother you?'

"'I'd better let you talk to the kids,'
she said, 'before I blow my top.'

"Finally she told me what she was
angry about. It was a magazine article
that made it sound as if our marriage had
been just a cheap affair. I told her I hadn't
given out any interview like that, and
didn't know anything about it, but she
wasn't convinced.
"When I hung up I went right out to

get the magazine, but I forgot to ask her
which one it was, so I had to buy eight
of them. When I finally found the right

Tom Curtice, the Paris film Critic,
heard of the race between Mike
Todd and Ponte-de Laurentis to
produce War And Peace. Curtice
offered this solution: "Cut the
story in half. Let the Italians
make Peace and Todd make War."

Leonard Lyons in
The Arcw York Post

one, I understood just how she felt. I was
as angry as she was."
Another magazine made a big story of

his "romance" with Susan Hayward. The
writer also referred to Jeff as a phil-
anderer.

He was furious. The story intimated that
he had been keeping an apartment on
the side for extra-marital activities, dur-
ing the period he was reconciling with
Marjorie.

The story went on to say that Susan
and Jeff had been in love since childhood.
"The fact is," Jeff told me, "I knew

Susan as a kid back in Brooklyn. We both
went to Public School 181 and we lived
only three blocks apart. But I certainly
wasn't in love with her then or later."
Susan Hayward and Gloria DeHaven

were just two of many girls Jeff dated
during the year he was waiting for his
divorce to become final, but it was Betty
Abbott, a script girl on the Universal-In-
ternational lot, and Rock Hudson's girl
friend, whom Jeff was most serious about.

Ironically, Jeff and Rock had been
friends during the making of Iron Men,
one of Rock's first pictures. In it he played
Jeff's close pal. Later Rock played Jeff's
son in Son Of Cochise. Their friendship
became strained, however, when Jeff
started to pick Betty up after work and
take more and more of her time.
Friends believe that Jeff and Betty

broke up only when Rock ordered her to
take her choice between the two men. By
then Betty had an intimation that Jeff's

heart was still with Marjorie and his chil-
dren, and she chose Rock, onjy to lose
him later to Phyllis Gates.

Reconciliation

Three weeks after Jeff and Betty broke
up, Jeff announced he and Marjorie had
reconciled.

Actually Jeff and Marjorie's first real
reconciliation took place some weeks later
on the train to New York, where Jeff was
to embark for the Virgin Islands and
Away All Boats. They often referred to the
three days and two nights spent on the
train and the five days in New York as
their second honeymoon.
For the three weeks Jeff was in the

Virgin Islands working, Marjorie waited
in New York. Then they went back to
Hollywood together:
After the reconciliation Jeff surrounded

his marriage with an iron curtain of se-
crecy. His attitude was explained by one
of his best friends: "Jeff believes he has
arrived as an actor of stature and dignity.
Publicity helped him get where he is, and
he thinks that the only thing he needs to
stay at the top is good pictures. He's will-
ing to talk about anything but his private
life. He's absolutely determined to keep
that—private."
The only time Jeff has discussed his rec-

onciliation was in Chicago when he and
Marjorie went through en route to New
York.
Newsmen met their railroad train and

Jeff realized it was inevitable that he face
them. He said simply, "I thought it over
and realized how much I love my wife
and children. I had a year to think things
over, as did Marjorie, and we believe we
are doing the best thing for all of those
concerned to make our marriage work."

Marriage on trial

He refused to amplify his statements
and later in New York he told the Uni-
.versal-International press agent that he
did not want to talk with the newspapers
again. He had given his story to them
once and didn't want any further publicity.
Since the reconciliation the Chandlers

have limited their social life and asso-
ciate only with their old friends, who for
the most part are also in show business.
They moved into a new home in West

Los Angeles where they take turns driv-
ing the girls to school, going shopping to-
gether; have friends over for cards,
movies, conversation.
Sometimes they spend hours before a

roaring fire in the den, going over Jeff's
shooting scripts for the next day, with
Majorie reading the leading lady's lines.
Both Jeff and Marjorie make a ritual

out of putting the girls to bed. Jeff usually
gets down on his hands and knees and
plays house with the girls, letting them
be the mother. Sometimes they play "Med-
ic" and he is the doctor. Other times Mar-
jorie and Jeff play the children's children.
Everybody has a big laugh over the night-
time frolics, which end with Jeff giving
Marjorie's hand a reassuring squeeze.

Since the reconciliation there have been
a few occasions when both Marjorie and
Jeff have been compelled to restrain their
emotions in favor of a peaceful solution to
a problem. So far nothing serious has come
up, but they live with the constant knowl-
edge that things are still in a "trial" stage.

Jeff's friends believe this "trial" at-
mosphere is good for him. They argue that
he never really believed Marjorie would
leave him, and when she did it affected
him much more than he believed it would.
Now he is aware that the impossible is

a possibility and he realizes how precious
his wife and children are. It seems likely
that Jeff will do everything possible to
make his "second" marriage a success.
Including keeping his own counsel. end



Modern Screen

Christmas Gifts

Barbara Brent, Goldwyn Girl in MGM's
Guys And Dolls, suggesting gifts: Ultralite

luggage, Samsonite. Ladies O'Nite case

lined in quilted taffeta for "Mom" or "her."

Vapor white, airline grey, pilot tan or

flight blue. Above $25*. Men's two-suiter

lined in rayon gabardine for "Dad" or "him."

Rocket brown, pilot tan or jet grey. About $3 5*.

Both of magnesium—covered in scuff-free

vinyl. Gifts below: 1. Handbag of

hand-colored steerhide with hand-tooled design,

Meeker. Two zipper pockets and roomy com-

partments. Adjustable shoulder strap. About $18*

Wool shawl, Glentex, $4. Pearls, Duchess. $1*

each. 2. Universal Fit, Rain Dears, Lucky. 100%

molded plastic rainboots with deep, sharp tread

bottoms to insure safety. Fit all types of shoes.

Clear or smoke. About $2. Huskies' black

suede sweater pumps, Hussco. $4.99.

3. Pin, a Natural Creation, Imperial Crown.

Real leaves penetrated and coated

with 24 Karat gold. $6 incl. fed.

tax. Launder Leather

gloves, Daniel Hays. $10.

// there is any merchandise in

this fashion section that is not
carried by your favorite
storest write Fashion, Modern
Screen, 261 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 16, N. Y.

*plus taxes

See our Modern Screen Board
Members on page 61 in the following

MGM films: Liz Taylor in Mary Anne;
Jane Powell in Robin Hood; Cyd Charisse in Meet
Me In Las Vegas; Debbie Reynolds in

Tender Trap; Ann Blyth and Vic Damone in Kismet.

More fashions on page 69
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anything but an actor

(Continued from page 48) our children
are too young to read now but, as they
grow older, we can only hope that they
will have more faith in their parents than
in idle chatter. It will be up to us to keep
their relationships as normal as possible
with everybody."

Serious, blue-eyed Mike, Jr., who is an
amazing combination of both his mother
and father, listened as if he understood
every word we were saying. When it was
his bedtime, he left obediently without a
murmur of protest. Liz excused herself to
tuck him in for the night. When she got
back, she suddenly remembered it was
Van Johnson's birthday and called to con-
gratulate him. We could hear her telling
the maid that "Elizabeth Wilding" was on
the phone.
Returning to our conversation when she

was through, she continued, "Another great
hurdle for children of well-known parents,
particularly those wanting the same career,
is that they have two strikes against them
from the beginning. If they don't inherit
your talent, there is always the inevitable
comparison, and if they're good, they al-
ways have to face the usual condescension
that they got there through pull."

"Where's the swimming pool ?"

"Isn't it also very difficult for children
of famous parents to behave normally
when other children put them in a special
category?" was my next question.

"Yes, it is," both Liz and Mike agreed.
Mike continued, "But they should be
taught a sane sense of values in their
homes. An actor friend of ours was telling
us the other day about a birthday party
he gave his seven-year-old youngster. One
of the guests was the six-year-old son of a
well-known director. No sooner had he
come into the room when he demanded,
'Where's the swimming pool?' When the
actor confessed that he didn't have one, the
six-year-old was so disgusted he said,
'Gee, what a crummy house!' That sort of
false evaluation of material wealth in one
so young is obviously the fault of his
parents. As you know, we have a swim-
ming pool, because, fortunately, it came
with the house, but if the time comes when
we can't afford one, we want Mike and
Chris cooling off in a shower—and liking
it!"

"Outside influences can never hurt a
child if there is a stabilizing influence at
home." It was Liz talking this time. "When
I was thirteen, right after the success of
National Velvet, I was made much of and
fussed over at the studio and everywhere I

went. But when I came home, I was cut
down to size. To my brother Howard and
his friends, I wasn't a movie star; I was
'small fry.' It certainly helped me retain
my equilibrium when I could have been
just an obnoxious and spoiled brat."

"If Mike wants the boys to go to the
same public school in England as he did,
would you allow your career to keep you
in Hollywood, separated from them dur-
ing their growing years?" I asked. (It was
my $64,000 question.)
Her reply was just what I expected, "The

children's education will always come first

and, when the time comes for us to face it,

we'll try and work out what's best for
them. However, that's a bridge we won't
have to cross for a couple more years."
"Looking back at your own childhood as

a star, what would you say you missed
most by having a career so young?"

Liz reflected for a moment and then
replied, "I think it was missing the com-
panionship of classmates my own age when
I had to study with a private tutor on the
Metro lot. I also hated having to combine

school and work. Imagine the indignity
to my seventeen-year-old pride when I
played my first real grown-up part as
Robert Taylor's wife in Conspirator, and
then as soon as I wasn't needed in a take,
along would come my tutor to snatch me
back to school to learn to say 'amo, amas,
amat' in Latin! Now I think that was
what made me play so hard in my brief fling
with the younger Hollywood set—and
rushed me into marriage ,when I was just
eighteen and Nicky Hilton, twenty-three."
As Liz made this confession, like a flash-

back in a movie, the scene before me re-
ceded and the calendar turned back four
years. Now the scene was London, where
Liz was filming Ivanhoe at the MGM Stu-
dios at Shepherd's Bush. I was in England
that summer, too, and Bebe Daniels and
Ben Lyon had invited me to their home in
Bayswater, along with Liz, who is a great
friend of their daughter Barbara.

I was shocked to see how pale and
drawn Liz looked. Her broken marriage
had obviously taken its toll of her health.
She was suffering from ulcers and was on
a bland milk diet. All during lunch she
sat spiritless, oblivious to her surround-
ings, finding it difficult to talk even to
close friends. At that moment I honestly
believe she would have gladly changed
places with anyone else in the world. But,
Liz, basically an introvert and very shy,
isn't normally a creature of dark moods
and youth is very resilient. About two
weeks later, I was dining at one of May-
fair's most exclusive clubs, Les Ambassa-
deurs, with Vivian Leigh and Laurence
Olivier. I remember Vivien was wearing a
green print dress that made her eyes
look like deep pools of Mediterranean
green. I couldn't help but wonder what
it must feel like to get up every morning,
peer in the mirror—and see that reflec-
tion shining back at you. Suddenly Vi-
vien exclaimed, "Look at that table di-
rectly across the room. Have you ever
seen a more divinely beautiful creature in
all your life?" I looked and the "divinely
beautiful creature" was Liz Taylor! Gone
was the haggard, listless Liz of two weeks
ago and in her place was a radiant

More than 150 John Golden pro-
ductions were presented—or of-
fered—on Broadway. He never had
difficulty in casting the leading
ladies. "We can get any star for
a play," he'd tell his authors. "Just
add three long speeches for her

—

and, before her entrance, write in

the description, 'The most exquisite
creature in the world floats in.'

Then every star from little Mar-
garet O'Brien to Marjorie Main
will think it fits only her."

Leonard Lyons in
The New York Post

and blithe spirit. My eyes turned to her
dinner companion and then I understood
everything. His name was Mike Wilding.
Eighteen-year-old Elizabeth Taylor and

thirty-seven-year-old Michael Wilding!
An amazing combination, was everyone's
first snap conclusion. But, aside from the
wide, gap in their ages, the truth is that
they are exceptionally well-mated. Con-
sider their backgrounds: They are both
English, London-born. Liz's mother was
an actress. So was Mike's. Her father
was an art dealer—Mike's an Army man.
Neither family was rich, but they were
well off enough to enjoy gracious living.

Mike went to public school (in England
a public school is private!)—the famed
Blue Coat at Horsesham, open only to
sons of Army personnel or ecclesiastics.

Liz, until she was seven, also got her
first schooling in public school in Eng-

land at Bryon House. Later, as a son of
an Army man, Mike lived in Paris, Brus-
sels, and even Russia. Liz and her older
brother Howard spent their summers
traveling to America to visit their grand-
parents or vacationing in the rolling
hills of Kent on the Sixteenth Century
estate of Liz's god-father, Colonel Victor
Cazalet. As a child, Liz studied ballet
with the celebrated Vaccani, dancing
tutor to the royal family for two genera-
tions. Mike showed an aptitude for draw-
ing and enrolled at St. Martin's Art
School. Both started to act by accident.
Mike in his early stage days met an at-

tractive Revue artist named Kay Young.
They were married and three days later,
Mike got his big chance—to go to Aus-
tralia on tour with British star Fay
Compton. Kay persuaded him that it was
too big a part to turn down and the honey-
mooners were separated when the honey-
moon had hardly begun. A few years lat-
er, their separation was permanent. Their
divorce was on the friendliest of terms.
Kay is now married to an American actor
she met in London—Douglass Montgom-
ery. When they came back to the States
to live in Doug's home in Pasadena, Mike
and Liz invited Kay and Doug to dinner.
Liz has no bitter words for Nicky Hilton
either, even though their divorce was a
shattering blow. For out of that misery
came happiness.

Love and marriage

When she caught up with Mike in Lon-
don, Liz was ready for the sympathetic
understanding of an older man. Mike,
who had just closed a chapter of his ro-
mance with the ultimate in sophistication,
Marlene Dietrich, was equally ripe for the
sweet, refreshing youth of Elizabeth Tay-
lor. Mike was the most popular male star
on the British screen, so Liz could never
suspect him of hitching his wagon to her
star. He had a mad, off-beat sense of
humor and taught her to share his laugh-
ter with him. He was extremely well-
read and informed on so many subjects
that Liz hadn't had time to learn as yet.
In her, he found an apt and willing pupil.
Mike has the unruffled calm of the typical
Englishman and, with him Liz learned to
relax and unwind. He introduced her to
his friends Jean Simmons and Stewart
(Jimmy) Granger, Susan and Bobby
Douglas, and they quickly became her
friends as well.
Ever since his divorce from Kay, Mike

had been a carefree bachelor, playing the
field. Now he wanted the roots of family
life with children while he was still young
enough to be a pal to them. Liz, having
broken away from her mother's apron
strings when she married Nicky, knew she
could never go back to living at home
again. Yet if she lived alone every wolf
in Hollywood would be knocking at her
door. The prospect was not inviting.
So Mike was the answer to Liz's prayer

and Liz to Mike's.
But although all the world loves a "hap-

pily forever after" ending, it is a paradox
of human frailty that people seem to re-
sent other's happiness. Already, Holly-
wood gossipers are spreading vicious ru-
mors and blind items, hinting that all is

not well on the Wilding domestic front.
Needless to say, these rumors are all via
that anonymous grapevine known as
"they." No one bothers to check with
Mike and Liz themselves, or with their
small circle of friends. But it doesn't mat-
ter. Liz and Mike have learned through
past experience that time, rather than
denial, will prove the truth.
Long after the rumors have died and

other couples are the new victims, Liz and
Mike will still be Mr. and Mrs.—or I'll

throw my crystal ball in the Pacific! end



I they hate hollywood parties
• —
(Continued from page 35) are so disliked.

You see, there are two kinds of parties

given in Hollywood: those given just

for fun and the other kind, given strictly

for political and business reasons to get the

"top" names together in a lavish and glam-
1 orous background in order to "make a

1 deal." This is the type of party no one

J
really enjoys, but everyone wants to be

1 invited because it's nattering to be
I considered important enough to be on the

I guest list.

These latter parties are given not only

I in Hollywood, but in Washington, New
| York, and small towns everywhere. Many
| people have built their whole careers upon
§ the people they've met at these gatherings.

I find them cold, lonely gatherings, and
I nerve-wracking. But years ago, when I

first came to California, I was made aware

p of their importance. An agent friend of mine

| built the most colossal house in Beverly

If Hills, just to entertain, as he called it, "the

I
Big Shots in the Business." He proudly

I
took me through all the fabulous rooms,

f stopping to display the piece de resistance,

\ the dining room, with the longest dining
' table I had ever seen. "This table," he
announced grandly, "will seat only Pro-

' ducers!"

|

She wouldn't stop fighting

Personally, I like to give parties for the
I people I enjoy, and although I am definitely

j
not the "hostess with the mostest," over

I the many years that I have lived in Holly-
! wood and been part of the Industry, I

have given my share. Some of them have
. been entertaining. Others have been com-
plete flops, though the same time and
effort went into them. As I look back
over the many parties I gave, I come to

I the conclusion that people with the same
i interests and a warm feeling for friend-
I ship make a good party. Yet, on the other

, hand, the most stimulating party I ever

had was one involving a young actress

who didn't get along with anyone. I

didn't leam that about her until she was
a guest in my home. She was very dec-

orative, but very argumentative and she

argued until four o'clock in the morning.

We all sat around on the living-room

floor, and everyone was so furious with

the actress that I thought there was going

to be a scene any moment. I remember
how nervous I was as the voices rose and
the barbs came thick and fast. But I seemed
to be the only one who wasn't having any
fun at all. Since she was a guest in my
home, I felt I ought to take her side or

[
at least bring the argument to a close. I

| called my producer-husband, Roy Row-
land, aside. "This is terrible," I said. "No
one will ever speak to her again. Why does

I she keep on arguing?"
He laughed. "She likes it, that's why!

) And if you ask me, this has been one of

i your most successful parties!"

I "Successful?" I threw at him. "Why,
I from the moment she came, everyone has

I been on the war path. I thought a suc-

cessful party was one where people get

along with each other."

He was vastly amused. "It's four o'clock

in the morning and no one has left. She's

great to have at a party. She's stimulating,

gives it excitement. Why, we've argued

;
about everything from Freud to planting

tulips. We ought to have her again."

I never did, because as a hostess, I don't

think I could have taken the strain. But I

discovered that she was invited to every

party I went to, still arguing, still belliger-

ent. I noticed, too, that all these parties

were interesting, never a dull moment. In

fact she was the hit of the season. Every-

one missed her when she left shortly

thereafter for Italy to make a picture.

Unexpected things happen at a party.

Sometimes an evening that started out as

a purely social engagement turns out to

more of a shot in the arm for a career than

a gathering that was planned with that

in mind.
For instance, Anne Francis got her con-

tract at Metro through an invitation to a

party at my home. Anne is always an
addition to any party. She is so charm-
ingly natural, and invariably slips off her

shoes the moment she enters your front

door. On this particular evening, Anne,
after one glass of champagne, was feeling

very bubbly inside, laughing very mis-
chievously every time she felt her head
in a whirl, and pushing back her luxurious

blonde hair, which kept falling over her

Who's Allergic to What?

Ernie Kovacs is the No. 1 cigar
smoker in show business. He's the
one who, before his marriage to

Edith Adams, refused to forego his

cigars when a doctor erroneously
suggested to Miss Adams that her
rash was due to an allergy to
cigars . . . Now, when they go out,

Kovacs won't permit his bride to

use perfume. "Otherwise," he says,

"I couldn't smell my cigar."
Leonard Lyons in
The Neiv York Post

forehead. A month later, when my hus-
band was planning to direct Rogue Cop,
he thought of Anne for the character of

the "beautiful, golden-haired Nancy" who
had something of a "lovely child" about
her. It took some convincing to get Anne
the part, since many girls wanted to play

it. But Roy insisted that Anne be given

a test along with three other girls

who were already being considered for

the role. Anne not only won the role

in Rogue Cop, but a long-term contract

at Metro as a result of her work in that

picture. Those who have seen that movie
will remember that the character Nancy,
like Anne herself, always kicked off her

dainty slippers. It was part of that "child-

like" quality my husband had seen in

Anne—a bit of business that enriched the

character of Nancy. Had Anne not been

at the party, she might never have been

considered for the role.

But not every performer had that kind

of luck at my parties. For instance, Harry
Belafonte. My brother-in-law, Sol Fielding,

had produced the all-Negro dramatic pic-

ture, Bright Road, which starred Dorothy
Dandridge and Mr. Belafonte. At Sol's

home we had heard Mr. Belafonte sing his

ballads and were completely enthralled by
his artistry. However, at this time in his

career, he was finding it difficult to inter-

est the right people. He couldn't even get

them to listen to him sing. I told Mr. Bela-

fonte's manager that I was going to give

a party and I would invite a producer who
had the reputation for making great musi-
cals. If Mr. Belafonte cared to sing, I

thought it might be an opportunity to au-
dition in a casual way. He was very

pleased and the singer and his guitarist,

one of the finest I have ever heard, came
to my party. We arranged between us that

I would urge Mr. Belafonte to sing, and
then steer the guests to the living room
which seemed to us to have the best

acoustics and the best background for his

songs. It also had a long white mantel
against which the singer could lean when
he felt a little nervous. Belafonte was
magnificent that evening as he sang one

song after another, as magnificent as he is

today. Everyone at the party was thrilled

by his exciting talent, and lavish in prais-

ing it. So was the producer. But he
didn't do anything about it. Not long

after, Belafonte went back to New York
and suddenly things began to happen in

his career. Almost overnight he zoomed
to the top, becoming one of the real

greats in show business.

The unpleasant happens, too

At another time, a young actor lost the

biggest part of his career by drinking far

too much at one of my parties. I hadn't

known he drank at all when I invited him.

But the director of the picture was one of

my guests, too, and he canceled him out
the next day. We were all terribly sorry

but as the director explained, "I can't

take a chance on him. We're going on a

rugged location. Maybe he was nervous,

I don't know—all I know is, location trips

are difficult and I must have an actor I can
depend on at all times!"

A Hollywood hostess must always have
a sense of humor—that is, if she intends

to give a lot of parties. It has always
amused me a great deal when I'm asked,

"Who are you going to have at your
party?" Which means, of course, that the

asker will come, if there is someone im-
portant enough on the guest list to war-
rant his presence. I am thinking particu-

larly of a young actor who was invited to

a cocktail party at my home. I told him
the party was being given for a girl just

breaking into pictures, and I thought it

would be helpful for her to meet a lot

of the young players in the industry. She
happened, too, to be a friend of my son

Steve and we knew her family very well.

The young actor was very charming, but
on the day of the party I received a note

from him telling me that he had a cold

and couldn't come. I really didn't expect

him, and had crossed his name off the list

directly after I spoke to him on the phone.

If I had told him that a studio photographer
was going to be there for magazine cover-

age, he would have been the first to arrive

—but I was just mean enough not to tell

him. I might add that most of the young
players, many far more important than he,

accepted graciously. When I bumped into

him one day in Romanoff's I took great

delight in teiling him "Who was there" and
"What wonderful pictures were taken."

I'm sure he never forgave me.

"Telephonitis"

I dislike, too, guests who have "tele-

phonitis," the ones who just happen to re-

member that they have to make a very
important telephone call. This happened
to me on one occasion when a magazine
asked to use my garden and swimming
pool for a picture layout. Since I knew
most of the young players who were to be
photographed, I agreed. However, at the

last moment one of the girls could not

come and another actress was substituted,

a girl I had never met or seen in a pic-

ture. She arrived late and immediately

started making demands. "Where was the

dressing room?" We showed her. "Did

we have any extra bathing caps?" We gave

her one. "Could she have some hot coffee?"

We made her some. All this before even

getting ready for the pictures. She was
quite oblivious to me as the hostess. She
was equally oblivious to the fact that she

had kept other players waiting around

for her to get ready. This was Her Day
and she was going to make the most of

it. She played the role of what she con-

sidered the big, important star to the

hilt. She told the photographer how to

take the pictures. She told the players

how to pose. Then came the attack of

"telephonitis." She tied up the phone for

hours, rushing into the den after each

shot to "phone someone terribly im- ^
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portant about a part." I was furious, par-
ticularly since she had not even asked my
permission to use the phone in the first

place. I remember her long, haughty stare
when I finally asked her not to use the
phone as I was expecting calls, too. She
flounced out, very annoyed, and I haven't
seen her since. She has never, to my
knowledge, appeared in any movie. But
I had reason to remember her when the
"someone important she had to telephone
about a part" turned out to be living in
New York and I paid the bill! My sense
of humor couldn't hold up under that one!

The wonderful guests

But there have been charming and
wonderful guests to balance the few un-
pleasant experiences. Ricardo Montalban
and his beautiful wife Georgiana always
bring some exciting Spanish records they
want everyone to hear. Debbie Reynolds,
whose wit keeps everyone in stitches, wins
every ping-pong game, every time, no
matter who is her opponent. Jane Powell,
who is so enthusiastic about everything
she makes you feel your party is the best
one she's ever been to. Van Johnson, who
always brings a box of candy and offers

it with all the gallantry of a knight on
horseback. Phyllis Kirk, who invariably
brings a book she has just finished read-
ing and wants you to have it. Terry
Moore, who is so friendly to everyone and
loves parties, and doesn't have that ha-
rassed look, trying to figure out who is the
most important person at the party. She
isn't interested in devoting her entire eve-
ing to "making a contact." And Lance
Fuller, the tall, dark and handsome actor
who makes every feminine heart flutter,

but who is so shy, really, that he feels more
comfortable sitting in a corner and talking
to me about his dog.

Dinner is served

I have always believed that one of the
most important things in having a suc-
cessful party is the menu one serves. This is

no small headache since almost every act-
ress is on a diet, many directors and pro-
ducers have ulcers, and others are just
plain allergic to a dozen things. A very
close friend of ours, Marjorie Stoll, wife of
George Stoll, the famed musician and con-
ductor of such musicals as Hit The Deck,
Love Me Or Leave Me, and Meet Me In
Las Vegas, is violently allergic to any kind
of dish that has eggs in it. If I'm having
a turkey, I must be sure it's a torn turkey
and not a hen turkey. Generally I'm so
afraid that the he turkey might turn out
to be a she turkey, that I have a steak for
Mrs. G. just in case. I always plan to have
a complete extra menu for her, sans eggs.
Of course, I enjoy planning the kind of
special dishes that special people enjoy.
For instance, if my party is on Friday eve-
ning, many fish dishes are included for
guests like Vic Damone, Pier Angeli and
Margaret O'Brien, and for Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Durney (she's the writer of such
hits as Seven Brides For Seven Brothers)

.

If Jane Powell is coming, I generally have
a Spanish dish of some kind since she
loves it so much, and extra coffee if Rob-
erta Haynes is coming, a very rich
cake dessert ordered for Van Johnson, a
blueberry ring in jello for Janet Leigh, a
sweet potato and marshmallow dish for

Gig Young and Robert Horton, who don't

have to count their calories, and always a

box of baking soda for a young producer
I know who asks for it before my dinner

—

not after it, else I should be completely
shattered.

Sometimes you have a guest who is so

egocentric that he will hold forth incest

santly about himself. This can be a terrible



bore. I shall always be grateful to Barbara

Ruick who so charmingly put a certain

young actor in his place. He had just come
out from New York and didn't have a

good word to say about Hollywood. He
didn't like his agent. He didn't like his

director. He didn't like his studio or the

parts they were giving him. Barbara was
sitting in the group, listening but very

quiet. In fact, she was the only one who
hadn't said a word. I didn't want her to

be left out of the conversation completely,

so I asked her, "Well, Barbara, and

what about you? What's happening in your

career?" She smiled a kind of Mona Lisa

inscrutable smile as she replied very sweet-

ly, "Oh, I'm not very interesting, I guess

—

because I haven't any complaints at all.

I love my agent. I love my director. I love

my studio! But most of all I love Holly-

wood!" I think everyone got her message,

particularly the young actor.

At another time, Barbara and Debbie

entertained everyone with songs from a

picture in which they were both appearing

and helped make a party very gay and en-

tertaining. They are guests who feel a re-

sponsibility to make a party successful.

Which one is Debbie?

That reminds me of another party at my
home when a Canadian friend of ours, a

young man in the lumber business, was
seated at the table with Debbie Reynolds

and Terry Moore and didn't know who
they were! I wouldn't have believed it if I

hadn't heard him tell them how thrilled

he was to be invited to "Hollywood party"

and add, "I guess almost everyone here has

something to do with motion pictures.

Would you mind telling me your names
again and what you do?"
They very graciously told him that they

were part of the motion picture business,

too-^the acting part of it.

He blushed a deep maroon, explained

that he hadn't seen any pictures in a long

time and hoped he hadn't offended them.

They assured him that he hadn't. Valiantly

he repeated their names again: "Terry

Moore, Debbie Reynolds," he said. "I'll al-

ways remember those names."
And of course he did. But he couldn't

remember which name went with which
girl and he kept calling Debbie "Terry" all

evening and Terry, "Debbie." The two
young stars were vastly amused and won-
derful sports.

I think I was aware of the first rumblings

in the Jeff Hunter-Barbara Rush mar-
riage when I invited them both over one
evening. Jeff came alone, explaining that

Barbara was ill. It surprised me, since I

had had no inkling that she wouldn't at-

tend with him. I don't know why I should

have had this foreboding, since it is not

unusual for people in the picture busi-

ness to come to parties alone on occasions.

There is always that early morning call

when one is working on a film and I am
aware, too, that even movie stars do catch

the flu. But, still, I had that strange feel-

ing. When I mentioned to my husband that

perhaps the Hunter marriage wasn't as

happy as everyone thought, he assured, me
that it was pure fantasy on my part. "Why,
we just saw both of them at the Cocoanut
Grove only the other evening," he re-

minded me, "and they were having such a

good time. Besides she's so beautiful, and
he's so handsome—they were meant for

each other. Don't you always say that?"

I admitted I had always felt that they

were ideally suited and hoped my woman's
intuition was wrong. But not long after

that evening in my home when Jeff seemed
to have that faraway look in his eyes, the

announcement of their separation came.

The big secret

A hostess must be very discreet about

the things that have been confided in her,

and never reveal the bits of gossip she

overhears at her own parties. Everything

in Hollywood is Top Secret—the part for

which some actor is being considered, the

picture a director hopes to land, the script

for which a writer is going to be signed—
and one word breathed about it might in

some way tip the scale against its success.

Besides the field is so highly competitive

that a word in the wrong place might lose

the part for someone—and pave the way
for someone else. Being completely female,

it is sometimes very difficult for me to re-

sist telling the Big Secret, but once I give

a promise I try never to go back on it. I

remember for instance the time an old

friend of ours, Bill Liebling, a New York
play agent, came to one of my parties. He
and his wife Audrey Wood were, and still

are, the agents for the distinguished play-

wright Tennessee Williams. Mr. Liebling

was in Hollywood at that time to make a

deal with John Garfield to play the lead-

ing role for the Broadway show, A Street-

car Named Desire. He asked me not to re-

veal this bit of news to anyone, since noth-

ing had been definitely set at this time.

"And you know how it is," he said to me,
"until we get his signature on paper, it's not

a deal." During his business trip, Mr. Lieb-

ling made many of his telephone calls to

John Garfield from my home, and kept

me posted on every development. As it

turned out, Mr. Garfield could not play the

lead due to conflicting commitments and
the deal was off. Mr. Liebling was very
much disappointed since the play was
written with Garfield in mind. He dis-

cussed the qualifications of other import-

ant actors in Hollywood for the leading

role, but there was no one in his mind who
could play it like Garfield and who had the

same exciting, rugged quality. So he re-

turned to New York. The next time he
came to Hollywood, we gave a dinner party

lor him, and he arrived carrying the big-

gest box of candy and wearing the most
enormous smile.

"You've found a leading man for the

play!" I offered, still vastly interested.

"Yes," he answered brightly. "But don't

breathe a word. He's a young actor I

saw in a play once—and he's great. His

name is Marlon Brando!"
"Marlon Brando?" I asked, amazed, re-

membering all the important names Mr.
Liebling had discarded. "Who in the world
is Marlon Brando?"

"You're probably the first person in

Hollywood to hear his name. But remem-
ber! After Streetcar Named Desire opens
in New York no one will ever forget it!"

Since the arrival of tv, every dinner
party is interrupted by some performer who
must catch his show, and so he is served

in the den in front of the TV set, while the

rest of us eat in the dining room. And
there's always someone else who wants to

see the fights, or some special show which

comes on at the same time just to plague

the hostess, I'm sure. These guests gen-

erally eat their dinner in my bedroom,

where I have installed another TV set.

Over the years, I have learned to cope

with all these hectic things, but I don't

always remain smooth as cream.

"When we're not invited"

In spite of all these incidents, some
amusing, some exasperating, I still love

parties—"fun parties" with the people I

like, who are my friends. I have enjoyed, on

occasions, attending the glamorous, lavish

"political" party, only because it is inter-

esting to me to watch how each player

makes his move in this game of clever

maneuver. That's what it is, a game where

some are lucky enough to come out with

high stakes. This kind of party is only

enjoyed as a means to an end to further

a career, whether it is in Hollywood,

Washington, or any place else. When you're

in the chips and your name means some-

thing, you're invited. Otherwise, you're

not. Everyone knows that, and yet I learned

how devastating it can be to one's happi-

ness in Hollywood, when the invitations

once received aren't sent anymore. I had

met a friend of mine at the Brown Derby.

She was the wife of a producer who had

made good pictures but, as sometimes hap-

pens in this unpredictable business, had

been out of work for five months or so.

I asked her how things were going. I

hardly expected her to answer as she

did. "Well, we're not invited to any im-

portant parties," she said with an under-

tone of bitterness. „
"But you don't take that very seriously,

I answered. "You know the score."

"Of course I do—but I get hurt just the

same. When my husband was under con-

tract, we were invited to every important

party. Since then no one has called."

"But to build your whole life and your

happiness on an invitation to a party

—

you've lost your sense of values, your

perspective. Now, if your friends let you

down, that's different," I said^

"I know," she answered quietly. "You re

right. Personally I've always hated those

big political parties. No one relaxes.

Everyone's on guard. I've never really had

fun at any one of them.
"You're right. It isn't as if I didnt

know it myself." And then, after a mo-
ment, she said angrily, "Oh, who am I

kidding? It doesn't make any difference

what we say—we all hate Hollywood

parties—when we're not invited! ' END
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tony curtis

(Continued from page 31) even groused
about that cold cream and yapped about
the clip for her pin curls digging me in the
shoulder. So you know what I've been do-
ing all night? I've been prowling all over
this blasted apartment hoping I could find
one of those hair clips she might have
dropped somewhere. Only I should have
known she's too neat for that—and it's

probably just as well. If I found one I'd
probably break down crying."
Poor Tony, I thought. He's having some

fine Paris-in-the-Spring. "Tell Mamma
all about it," I said soothingly.

.

Little by little Tony poured out the
whole horrible tale.

The dreamers

He and Janet had started dreaming of
this trip on their fourth wedding anni-
versary, the fourth of last June, when
they found out that Janet would be in
London for Safari just when Tony went
to Paris for Trapeze. Never were two
people so thrilled or so full of plans.

"You'll have to stay in Paris," Janet
said, "because they shoot French films
from noon till seven-thirty at night. But
the English pictures give you those long
week ends off—you know, Friday night
till Monday morning—so I'll be able to fly
to Paris every week end. It's only two
hours. We'll have Friday night and Satur-
day and Sunday—all the way till Monday
morning to ourselves. We can explore the
whole city, we can see everything. . .

."

Tony dreamed even bigger. "Let's not
stay in a hotel, huh?" he said. "None of
that American tourist stuff. We'll go native,
we'll get ourselves one of those fancy
apartments on a main boulevard, really
live it up."
"Honey, we could. We could get a real

French cook and one of those butlers
who presses clothes to be your valet!"
"And we'll get him a chauffeur uniform

and go breezing down the Champs Elysee
in a Mercedes Benz, and eat in the what
the heck is it?—the Boite."
"The Bois," said Janet, who had had

two years of high school French. "Ill die
of excitement before we get there."

It all came true. They got the apart-
ment, the butler, the Bois, the works.
Through a friend of a friend they had
rented, sight-unseen, Borrah Minovitch's
apartment on the very fashionable and
beautiful Avenue Foch. They flew the
Atlantic together, paused in London just
long enough for Janet to check in and
deposit her mother, who came along for
company in England. Then they headed
for Paris and their first week end abroad.
The apartment turned out to be a

treasure house. Full of antiques, beauty
and space it also boasted a French cook
able to destroy the most iron will power
and carefully-preserved figure. The butler
poured wine as though he were offering
libation to the gods and pressed not only
Tony's clothes but Janet's. The weather
was perfect. Janet, excited out of her
usual unerring efficiency, had brought an
English-Spanish dictionary by accident
and discovered almost immediately that
two years of French were not quite enough
for explaining how she wanted the potatoes
mashed, but these were details. The
week end went by like the dream it was
supposed to be.

When it came time to take Janet to the
airport and say goodbye for a week, Tony
felt a little queasy in the stomach region.
Which was ridiculous, of course. They
had been separated before—briefly. They'd
both be busy on new pictures, they'd be
too tired to miss each other—practically.

And it was only three days till Friday if

you didn't count Monday. Besides, the
cook and butler were a riot. Tney were
both madly in love with their new em-
ployers and insisted on coming to the
airport to say "Au 'voir" to Madame. At
the plane they stepped back politely as
Tony kissed Janet. "Till Friday, darling,"
she said. "Till Friday, doll," said Tony,
grinning bravely. As- Janet turned the
French voices rose. "Bye-bye," said the
cook, who had been practicing all day.
"Bye-bye," said the butler, who had never
spoken English before. It broke the
Curtises up. They roared.
The next day, Tony started work. Sir

Carol Reed, the famous English director
was doing the film; it was an honor to be
asked to work with him. Monday noon
Tony bounced onto the set, his famous
charm in full sail, ready for any sort of
histrionics. "Good morning," said Sir
Carol, never more British. "We are just
photographing your back in this shot, but
I wish to see how you stand."
Tony gulped and felt slightly deflated.
Eventually Sir Carol wanted him again.

He did another scene, still with his back
to the camera, supposedly hollering up
to Lancaster on a trapeze above. Reed
shot it six times before he was satisfied.
Then he said, "Very nice, Mr. Curtis."
What was left of Tony went poof like

a punctured balloon. No one had called
him, Mr. Curtis since he stopped being
Bernie Schwartz.

How high the platform?

Then a voice rose from the circus ring
out of camera range. It was an American
voice and the accent was familiar, but
what it was saying was not fit for a dis-
couraged actor to hear. "Say, Tony," sug-
gested Burt Lancaster, co-star and co-
producer of the film, "why don't you climb
up the rope ladder between these scenes
so you'll get used to standing on that
platform above the net?"
He took a look up at the platform. He

had to do a backbend to see it. To Burt,
who had once been a professional circus
perfomer, it was a platform. To Tony it

was one level short of heaven.
He climbed, his mouth set, the blood

drained from his face. The platform
turned out to be sixty-three feet above
the- net. If you happen to step off it in
an abstracted moment you will fall into
the net, and probably not be killed. Of
course, until you learn to fall properly,
you most definitely will bounce too high
and break all your arms and legs. "Oh,
how I needed Janet. And where was
she? In London."
Finally the day was over, and half the

evening with it. Burt, only a casual ac-
quaintance in Hollywood, and one of the
most self-sufficient gentlemen anywhere,
disappeared to his chateau outside of
Paris where his large family awaited the
return of Papa. Gina Lollabrigida said a
friendly good night and hurried home to
the small, quiet hotel where she lived
with her handsome husband. A warm
and friendly person, she had conducted
herself like a real pro, but she's on a set
to work and nothing more. The rest of
the cast and crew went back to their
hotel. Tony went outside to his Mercedes
Benz, which hcd been thrown in as part
payment for his services, and drove home
alone. At the door the butler greeted him
with a big grin. "Bye-bye," he said.

It went on like that for days. Tony
got lower and lower. Director Reed had
made him cut those famous falling locks
into a crewcut, and Tony didn't give a
darn that everyone said it made him look
even younger and handsomer—he didn't
recognize himself in the mirror. Nor did

he recognize his own voice stuttering
daily through unfamiliar French phrases.
Of course he had gotten used to the plat-
form and was beginning to work out on
the trapeze in a harness, and everyone
said it was always hard for a beginner

—

but gee, the way Lancaster flipped around
up there as if he were on a swing in a
playground, it was enough to discourage a
guy permanently.
By Wednesday Tony was totally miser-

able. If he'd known the French for
"bridge" he'd have found one and jumped
off. That was when he started hunting
for hair clips and thinking about smelly
cold cream. When he couldn't locate
either, he decided to phone his girl.

It's hard enough for Parisians to get a
long-distance call placed. For Tony there
were three ghastly hours of: "Madame
Curtis, please. Well, try Mademoiselle
Leigh. . . . London. . . . That's in England.
I mean Angleterre. I think." When he
finally gave up he had an obvious choice
between getting drunk as a lord or calling
a friend. That's when he called me.
When he had talked himself out I told

him to get some sleep and I'd meet him
the next afternoon on the set. I got there
early and found him looking pretty good
for a guy who hadn't gotten any sleep

—

which he hadn't.
"Last night," he told me, "after I'd

talked to you, and climbed out of that
panic I was in, I just lay there thinking
what a hell of a dame my girl is. And I
knew what kids we've been—having fights,
making them up, hunting laughs. I'd been
the kid, that is. Last night I began to
comprehend what Janet did for me. Not
things like picking up my clothes or any
of that jazz. I learned to be neat in the
Navy, even though I hate to hang up
things the instant I take them off, the
way Janet does.
"One thing that was snowing me last

night was that I couldn't 'see' where my
girl was. Here I was, in the luxurious
French flat we'd dreamed about—and it

was nothing, because she wasn't there.
When we've had to be separated before
this, by locations, or personal appearance
tours, I always knew her whereabouts.
Mostly it's been in our home and I could
'see' her in our bedroom, or living room.
I could telephone her whenever I wanted.
Sometimes we've called one another as
many as four times in one day when we've
been separated. In effect, we've never real-
ly been separated before. Now there's a
sea between us, and a language I don't
dig at all, and I know nothing about the
hotel suite she's living in. Always before,
I've been able to say to myself 'Tomorrow
she'll be here'—but now . .

."

"Cheer up," I said. "It's only two days
till Janet will be back here again."

"Now I know what I got"

Tony grinned, suddenly, that wonderful
smile of his. "By that time I'll have all
my sins reviewed," he said. "That's what
I started doing last night. While I was
prowling around that apartment, waiting
for that damned dawn, I realized when I

first met Janet, she was somebody I

wanted very much. But so did a lot of
other guys want her, and it was like an
auction. I put up the most attention, I
guess, and the most things that appealed
to her, and I won her.

"But now through this loneliness,. I

know what I got. Now I know it for sure.
I lay there last night and I hated myself
for actually having quarreled with Janet
when she wanted me to do something as
trivial as putting my car into the garage
at night—and I refused. I knew " what
a bum I'd been when sometimes when
she'd planned on (Continued on page 70)



modern screen fashions

WINNERS

ALL!
There is no game of chance when you

wear these brand new Lovable brassieres that

take first place in every girl's wardrobe.

They assure a beautiful line, comfort and style!

Photos by Roger P'rigcnt

Hairstyles by Colesant

Pillows by Pillow Craft

1. Dance Time DeLuxe—extra long all-in-one

made of nylon applique lace, nylon taffeta and

lastex. It features a low back for firm fit, undercup

wiring and undersections of scalloped padding

for perfect uplift. White or black. About $7.95.

2. Add-Vantage padded bra of cotton with pretty

embroidered cups. Jersey-backed foam lines the

cups that are divided into four sections to

give you the so-important, perfectly rounded look

and smooth fit. White only. About $2.

3. Circular Ringlet bra. This bra is made of fine

cotton trimmed with imported lace—it gives

you natural, lovely lines. A stitched anchorband

and diamond-shaped tab front give free movement

but snug fit. White or pink. About $1.50.

4. Action bra—cotton with non-shrink dacron

lastex in the front, sides and back to ease

strain and give you comfort. The ringlet

cups are criss-crossed with one-inch bands for

molded contours. White only. About $2.50.

Lovable Bras are sold at leading department and specialty stores everywhere



FREE—1000 PRIZES FOR YOU
We want to know which stars you want to read about, what you like and don't like in
MODERN SCREEN. We want to know all about you, because your opinions are carefully
tabulated to direct all our future plans. Just to make it more exciting, if yours is among
the first 1000 questionnaires received, you will be sent one of the prizes listed below.
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1. I LIKE ANITA EKBERG:
more than any other female star
a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all vi her story part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely fj completely fairly well

very little fj not at all

2. I LIKE TONY CURTIS:
more than any other male star
a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of his story Q part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little fj not at all

3. I LIKE JEFF CHANDLER:
more than any other male star
a lot fairly well very little

not at all

I read: all of his story part
none

IT HELD MY INTEREST: SUper-COm-
pletely completely fairly well

[J very little fj not at all

4. I LIKE READING ABOUT HOL-
LYWOOD PARTIES:
a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of the story part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little fj not at all

5. I LIKE DEBBIE REYNOLDS:
more than any other female star
a lot fairly well very little

not at all

6. I LIKE EDDIE FISHER:
more than any other male star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of their wedding story
part none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little fj not at all

7. I LIKE KIM NOVAK:
more than any other female star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of her story part
none

IT HELD MY INTEREST: SUper-COm-
pletely completely fairly well

very little fj not at all

8. I LIKE HUGH O'BRIAN:
more than any other male star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all •

I LIKE GEORGE NADER:
more than any other male star

a lot fairly well Q very little

not at all

I LIKE BEN COOPER:
more than any other male star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

I LIKE RACE GENTRY:
more than any other male star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

I LIKE JEFF RICHARDS:
more than any other male star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of Hollywood's young
' bachelors part none
it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little fj not at all

9. I LIKE ELIZABETH TAYLOR:
more than any other female star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of her story part

none
it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little fj not at all

10. I LIKE SHIRLEY JONES:
more than any other female star

a lot fairly well very little

not at all

i read: all of her story part
none

it held my interest: super-com-
pletely completely fairly well

very little fj not at all

11. The stars I most want to read about are:

b.

12. To which movie magazines do you subscribe?

AGE
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(Continued from page 68) us going to a
party, I'd refuse at the last minute, on the
excuse that I was tired and thought the
party would be a bore. I remembered how
many times I've spent too much money
and Janet with her good sense pointed
it out to me, and I blew my cork. How
selfish and dumb can a guy be?"
"Mr. Curtis, please," someone called,

and Tony shrugged ("Why can't they call
me Tony?") and got up to go into a scene.
The next time I saw him, two days later
at the Cirque, I could tell even from a
distance that things had changed for the
better. There was only one thing that
could bring the lift back into Tony, and
I knew Janet must be there. I spotted
her sitting in the upper gallery so that
she'd be on his eye level when he stood
on the trapeze platform.

"I'm moving Tony"

I climbed up to sit beside her and in-
formed her that her husband was in des-
perate straights. "I know," she said in her
quick, sweet voice. "My goodness, I'm
moving Tony right out of that apartment.
We're going into the hotel where Mr.
Hecht lives and some of the other people
from the company, so Tony will have
people to talk to, and where all the phone
operators speak English, so we can always
call each other. And you know what
we're going to do tonight?" I said I didn't.
"Tony's taking me to a wonderful res-

taurant he heard about called Chez Anna,
and tomorrow we're going to take that
boat ride up the Seine and then end
up at a Left Bank Place. And then, you
know, this corning Monday is a French
holiday, so Tony will come back to Lon-
don with me, while I have to work. That
way hell be able to see my hotel and
all." She stopped, her eyes suddenly
pleading. "Do you know when they are
going to do those flying scenes?"
"Flying" meant that moment when the

man on the trapeze loosens his hold, som-
ersaults in space, and is caught by his
wrists by another man on a trapeze oppo-
site him. Tony had it coming up. At the
moment he was practicing it carefully with
a stout belt around his waist and guy ropes
on either side of him to lower him to and
raise him from the net.
"They tell me Tony can't possibly master

it for another ten days at least," I said re-
assuringly. "They say nobody learns it

faster than that."

Tony did. He got it in five days more,
which made it in the middle of the week
again, when Janet was back in London.
By now he was living in the hotel, eating
lunch with a bunch of guys from the
crew and getting called Tony. On the
fifth day he sneaked off the trapeze for a
minute—he and Burt practiced their stunts
after the day's shooting was over--and
phoned me for dinner. "I warn you it

may be eleven o'clock," he said, "because
I'll fly tonight if I die for it."

It did get to be around ten before he
told the professional trapeze men he was
getting out of the harness. They took it

off and dropped the guy ropes. Tony was
pale, but he stood very straight as he
reached out for the trapeze and then
flipped off the board and swung out. He
was too busy to notice that below him
Burt Lancaster moved to one end of the
net and nodded to three other acrobats
to cover the other corners. If Tony
bounced too high they could try to catch
him. Then Burt called up, softly, "Don't
try to somersault, Tony, the first time.
Just swing, and when you think "you can,
drop."
He swung, back and forth, back and

forth, and there was no other sound ex-
cept the faint creaking of the rigging.



Then he called out, "Yi" and dropped

absolutely perfectly, as an acrobat should,

with his feet crossed at the ankles and

his hands crossed at the wrists.

The entire circus broke into applause.

It was something to be proud of, because

these were professional circus people

themselves. Burt Lancaster relaxed and

slipped over to me. Tony just lay in the

net, trying to get his breath back.

"You watch," Burt whispered. Hell go

straight back up again and repeat that.

He'll repeat it about four times, or I miss

my guess, and then he won't have energy

enough left to walk across a street.

He was right—except that Tony didnt

seem to know that he was supposed to be

tired when he was done.

"Come on," he cried to me, lets get

back to that hotel and call Janet and tell

her I did it! I actually did it.

Up in his suite as we waited for the

call to come through, Tony ordered cham-

pagne "to celebrate." We had a couple

of glasses before London came through.

Then I slipped out to the terrace—tact-

fully—while he talked. I had to stay there

for half an hour. Just when I was getting

tired of the famous Parisian roof tops,

he hung up.
f nl

"Come back in here," he called. Well

finish this wine and then we'll eat. He
poured it out.

"To Janet," I said.

"To Janet forever," Tony said. He
gulped down one more glass. "To my
wonderful girl," he said. "I love her I

love her, I love her." He put down the

empty glass, and his arms suddenly re-

laxed. Then his eyes fell, and in an in-

stant he was sound asleep.

Which was the way it should be—since
all his crises were past- END

don't listen to your heart

(Continued from page 38) Then, quietly,

she went through the door. To her right,

now, was the famous curved bar. Some-

where, way up there on her new level

was the suite of Walter Winchell. A half

dozen night-club entertainers drifted past

her, staring. Once she would have stared

at them. , . j.. .

She dropped by the desk, on her left, for

phone pickups. She needn't have both-

ered. The messages were already in the

suite Columbia had reserved for her. And
was paying for.

. «

She remembered that. A girl who, two

years ago, couldn't have afforded a sand-

wich could not fail to remember what her

suite was costing. . .

,

Upstairs, she'd hardly slipped out of her

clothes, walked through a shower, and put

on the first cool outfit she could find, when

the phone rang and the publicity man
from the studio said he was in the lobby.

She sighed. This was one of the new
things, since she'd become so important.

Once she'd have packed her hatbox and

gone to the photographer's studio, for

heaven's sake! Alone. And waited may-

be for an hour or two.

But the unit man was a nice guy, wise

in the ways of Hollywood and of this

strange new world she'd entered into, and

she liked him. She asked him to wait a

minute before he came up. She wanted to

put in a call to Mac Krim in Hollywood.

As she'd anticipated, Mac was out. He d

be playing tennis, or polo, or working out

a business deal, or something, this time of

day. When the unit man rang the bell of

her suite, she was ready for him.

It had turned into a nice afternoon,

after all, the heat falling off and a breeze

springing up from the Hudson. Kims
suite had a terrace with French doors.
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The unit man, fiftyish and tired from a
series of tough assignments, stood there
and let the breeze ruffle his thinning hair,

grateful for the break in his schedule.
Kim saw the fatigue on his face, in the

slope of his shoulders, and felt a sudden
kinship with him. She was tired, too, in
her way—not physically but emotionally.
Something was happening to her that she
didn't understand, something she wasn't
sure how to deal with. She said, "Want to
hear some music, hey? I've got a hi-fi and
some albums."
The photographer wouldn't be here for

at least an hour, and Jim said he'd like
very much to hear some music. So, to-
gether, for the next sixty minutes, these
two products and victims of the fascinat-
ing system called Hollywood sat quietly
and listened to bop. Kim Novak was think-
ing about Mac. Remembering.

The special light

No one who has ever been deeply,
steadfastly in love could watch a couple
like Kim and Mac for five minutes with-
out knowing how they felt. The way she
might pick a thread from his jacket sleeve,
her fingers lingering for a split second.
The special, shining light in their eyes
when, across a crowded room, they flashed
"hello" to one another. The way they
touched hands when a favorite melody
was played. The comfortable, simultan-
eous chuckle over a private joke.
There was no reason, then when she

first fell in love why she should have hid-
den her feeling. On the contrary. Two
years ago, when they first started . going
together, she was just a model and Mac
was one of the two things that had sud-
denly turned her previously drab life into
a heaven on earth.
Within a period of less than a week,

she had passed a screen test and been
given a contract by Columbia; and a man
who was young, good-looking, rich and
glamorous had given her his heart, tied
up in a proposal of marriage. All this for
Marilyn Pauline Novak, who for so many
years had been that tall, scrawny frump
of a girl from the wrong side of the tracks
in Chicago—who couldn't get boys to take
her out, who goofed through school, who
was too shy to win many friends.
So of course she wore her heart on her

sleeve, and Mac Krim wore her on his
arm. The studio geniuses weren't loaded
with foresight, either. Anyone, any re-
porter or columnist or press representative,
could talk to Kim for the asking.

Mac-talk

Naturally, she talked about Mac. "I

like him better than anyone, anything or
anyhow," she said, and she told how
they'd met, and how he'd stand in the
crowd when she had to appear on stage,
and how he'd make little signs that would
tell her she'd forgotten to spit out her
gum, or her lipstick was smeared or her
slip was showing.
Mac said, "She's a genuinely sweet girl.

And she's honest. I've never gone with a
girl this long before, but Kim is just dif-
ferent." He made no secret of his desire
to marry her.
Kim talked on and on, as honestly and

as naively as the simple young woman she
was. She told the story of her life, of her
miserable childhood.
She told how Mac, whom she had met

first at a tennis match and later when she
went next door to borrow something, had
been the only person in Hollywood she
could call on the night she learned she
had been given a picture contract. She
even let people know that when the studio
fixed her up with a date with someone
else for publicity purposes—Kerwin Mat-

hews, for one—she went out with him
obediently, but got away as soon as she
could so she could call Mac. And how
Mac would say, "I understand. This is

part of the routine. Dinner tomorrow?"

It happens

Then, almost overnight, It Happened..
Rita Hayworth, one of the greatest of Co-
lumbia's properties, married Dick Haymes
and stopped making movies. Marilyn
Monroe and Joe DiMaggio got a divorce
and she feuded with Twentieth, and, at
least for a time, ceased to be Hollywood's
reigning queen of sex. And the front of-
fice boys at Columbia, chewing their ci-
gars and twisting the star sapphires on
their little fingers, watched the rushes of
Kim Novak's newest picture.
They called her in. They offered her a

new contract, more money. She would
have the lead opposite Bill Holden in
Picnic, and the feminine lead in The Eddy
Duchin Story. A fabulous publicity cam-
paign. In fact, The Works.
Did she realize what this meant? Se-

curity, fortune, fame, her name in lights,
her clothes torn to ribbons by fans at air-
ports, her face as familiar to every Amer-
ican as that of Monroe or Eisenhower or
Name Anybody?
Her head was spinning. This was too

good to be true—and it was.
Because there was the question of Mac.

Marriage didn't fit into the plans for Kim's
fast buildup to stardom, not the kind of
stardom she was headed for. A few ro-

Lilli Palmer says, "Talent is the
most important asset. You can't
keep a talented person down.
They'll manage to come up. May-
be it will take time, but they do
come up. As for publicity, it

doesn't make a star. Yes, I know
about Marilyn Monroe. We know
she wiggles her fanny and she gets
publicity. But where will she be
in five years—unless she becomes
a real actress? Yes, I know about
Jean Harlow. She was different.
She knew how to wiggle, too, but
she had a distinct personality and
She knew how to act!" —Paul Denis

mances, preferably with well-known and
handsome young actors, would be more
than acceptable. But marriage to a man
of thirty-five, an accomplished business-
man who owned a chain of theatres in the
east, who was planning land developments,
who would never submit to being "Mr.
Novak?" Not a chance.
The choice was hers. Nobody could

blame the studio. To the studio heads,
Kim Novak's curves were strictly in the
form of dollar signs. She was a dollars-
and-cents proposition.
Could she go on seeing Mac? Well, even

a studio couldn't completely control the
private life of a young woman with a
mind and heart of her own.
They could stop her talking about him,

because they could make sure she didn't
get to the press, and vice versa, if neces-
sary. And they could advise.
But why go on? Actually, she'd had it

out with Mac. She wanted this career
more than anything—well, more than al-
most anything. She'd told them there in
the front office that she wasn't secretly
married to Mac, and that she was too aware
of the studio's wishes to spoil everything
by eloping with him. If it wasn't a promise,
it was the nearest thing to one. And now
she was feeling the pain of that promise.

In the suite at the St. Moritz, the music
of Stan Kenton came through the fine
speaker. Pearl Bailey and Kay Starr

made their classic laments. Kim thought
of that unanswered phone call to Mac in
Hollywood.
Only a little while ago, she'd been so

incredibly happy. She'd had everything

—

a good job and Mac and the hope of mar-
riage. From nothing, but nothing, she'd
been given more than she'd ever dreamed
of having. As she told the unit man that
afternoon, sadly, she just hadn't been
prepared for such good fortune, just didn't
know how to take it or work it out.
Maybe it was the music, or her loneli-

ness—anyway, she had to talk to some-
body, and Mac wasn't there.
How could she have known, ever, that

this kind of thing would happen to her?
How was she equipped to make the kind
of decisions that had been thrown at her
so suddenly? What else could she do. in
New York, except sit at home and play
her records? She not only didn't know
anybody—she'd be scared to death of the
people she might meet if she went out.
Oh, not of the waitresses and the bus driv-
ers and the other people, but of the crowd
that would be introduced to Kim Novak,
movie star. Intellectuals, artists, writers,
people like that.

What would she say to them? How
would she know how to act with them?
They'd be nice to her, sure. Extra nice.
But she'd know all the time it was an act,
that they really thought she was out of her
class. Now if Mac could be with her,
with his assurance, his background, his
arm at her elbow and his eyes, full of
love, ready when she needed to look up
for courage.
The photographer arrived, finally, stayed

a while, was charmed with Kim's expert
reaction to his directions, and left. Kim
said to the unit man, "Would you like
something to eat? I'm starved."
He brightened. He'd had to miss lunch,

and this was the best idea yet. Kim went
to the phone and with a hand probably
worth, along with her life and her movie
potential, at least twenty million bucks,
dialed room service and ordered up hot
dogs and pop.

Lovers and losers

Later, in his own rooms at the Sherry
Netherland, just up the street from the St.
Moritz, the unit man stirred himself a bi-
carbonate of soda (he hadn't eaten a hot-
dog or sipped a grape soda for over fifty
years, and his ulcer was hollering) and
ruminated upon the afternoon.
He'd spent a lot of time with Kim No-

vak these past few days, and more time
before that in Kansas. He'd seen her give
a surprisingly fine performance in her
role, and had been pleased and happy,
along with everyone else in the company,
with her natural manner, her sweetness
of disposition, her willingness to learn.
He'd known all along about the situation
with Mac, of course, just as everyone'
knew and he had his orders and he fol-
lowed them faithfully.

But all the same, it seemed a pity. As
he got ready for bed, he remembered so
many stars he had known through the
years—the Harlows, the Crawfords, the
Bergmans, all of them—and how in their
stormy, shrewd, tormented minds they
had fought out the bitter battle between
career and love, marriage and stardom.
Fought and lost, most of them, with far
more experience and know-how than Kim.

It's a great business, he thought, as he
lay in bed waiting patiently for the bi-
carb to work. You can't beat it, one way
or another.
But some can take it, and some can't.

I wonder what she'll do?
He turned restlessly, and closed his eyes?
Poor kid, he thought. And went to

sleep. END



don't call her Cinderella

(Continued from page 55) willed, and

wanted my own way constantly," she says.

"When I was a baby they took me to a doc-

tor and he said, 'There isn't a thing you
can do, she's just a natural-born cranky

baby.' Poor Mother, she had an awful time

with me."
Shirley was born on March 31, 1934 in a

town called Charleroi, Pennsylvania.

Twenty years later her home-town paper

printed her life story and remarked, aptly

enough, that the doctors and nurses at the

birth of a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Paul

Jones little wotted what a smash the infant

would be. Three years later, on a trip to

Niagara Falls, her parents began to wot
indeed.
Like many other parents, the Jones had

enrolled their offspring in a tap class in

the hopes that she would gain poise and
agility thereby. Shirley took to it like a

duck to water. But she bided her time be-

fore revealing the extent of her addiction

to the world of entertainment. At three,

the time was ripe. With everyone in Ni-

agara in a holiday mood, she lifted her

diminutive skirts and, before the eyes of

her astonished parents as well as a rapidly-

collected crowd, broke into dance one aft-

ernoon on the sidewalks of the park bor-

dering the falls. The response was tre-

mendous. Before she could take a bow,
however, her parents swept her literally off

her feet and carried her to a nearby res-

taurant. Undaunted, Shirley did her en-
core there.

That summer a photographer sold her
picture to a parents' magazine, for the

cover, no less. The Joneses, wotting, began
to keep a scrapbook. Over the years the

scrapbooks increased to five. (Most of the

pictures for this story come from them.)

In 1939 the family moved to Smithlon.

Grandpa Jones had built a brewery there,

and upon his death it passed on to Grand-
ma. Like two of his brothers, Shirley's

father became one of the makers of Ston-

ey's Beer. They moved into half of

Grandma's house, a huge, sixteen-room
shingled affair, converted to a duplex.

"Mother is a rock"

If she could have, Grandma would have
spoiled Shirley. She couldn't. Not that

Shirley wasn't amenable to the idea: she

was, and she had Dad on her side. But
Mama wasn't having any. "If it hadn't

been for Mother, I guess I'd have been
just unbearable. I can't take advantage of

her—she's the rock I come up against. I

can always get around Daddy with tears,

but not Mother."
In any event, Shirley entered grammar

school and learned to read fast, the better

to peruse her movie magazines. She and
her best friend, Charlotte, (known as

"Red") spent hours pouring over them,

cutting out pictures, imagining themselves

as stars. Mama Jones was not quite so op-

timistic. "Sometimes," she told Shirley

years after, "when you were little I was
afraid of what you'd be like when you
grew up!" Shirley was in the process of

racking up eight years of perfect attend-

ance at the Methodist Sunday School, but

that didn't seem to affect her conscience.

"From six to nine years," she recalls, "I

guess I had a spanking every day or some
other sort of deprivation, but it didn't

break me down. Other people thought I

was the sweetest thing they ever saw—and
then when I got home!" "You cried so

much," her mother adds dryly, "that it's

no wonder you have a strong voice!"

it was probably the discovery of her

voice that saved Shirley from becoming
Smithton's outstanding respectable juve-

nile delinquent. She joined the chorus in

w4-
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and all of a sudden, they were asking her
to solo. She sang children's songs ' and
hymns and instead of whisking her off, her
parents let her stay around for the ap-
plause. Shirley gave up tap without a
second thought. This was for her. She
began to save her voice for better things
than screaming. She sang around the
house and hummed to herself in class. In
Atlantic City one summer she dragged her
parents to a recording booth and cut her
first wax, singing "It Had To Be You."

All the tremendous drive that had been
making her a pint-sized rebel poured into
her singing. At twelve she went away to
camp and sang "Indian Love Call" in the
end-of-summer show.' One of her coun-
selors was so impressed that she wrote to
Mama and Papa Jones, insisting that Shir-
ley be given vocal lessons. Shirley thought
it was the most wonderful idea she'd ever
heard. Papa had to drive her miles twice a
week to a good teacher, but Shirley sere-
naded him all the way.
By the time she entered high school

Shirley had a name for herself. She was the
only non-parent, non-teacher, non-grad-
uate present, year after year at the gram-
mar school graduation; they kept asking
her back to sing "The Lord's Prayer."
In high school she was merely a cheer-

leader, drum majorette, class secretary,
free-lance model and singer, honor stu-
dent, leading lady in the class play, soloist

with the huge All-State Chorus, Queen Of
The May—twice—and victim to a succes-
sion of crushes on football heros. To top it

all, when she was sixteen, she fell in love.

The boy
The boy's name was Lewis Mologne.

He had high school letters in four different
sports and was both "King" and president
of his graduating class. When he passed
the examination for West Point, Shirley
cut his picture out of the paper and added
it to her jammed scrapbooks.
For three years they went together.

Shirley made trips to the Point for dances
and exercises, football games and just to
see Lew. At the Christmas Hop he wrote
his name next to more dances than was
polite and added, "I love you" at the bot-
tom of the card.

But when Shirley was nineteen, it

ended. Perhaps because her life had sud-
denly taken an unexpected turn, more in
line with her tremendous ambition. Per-
haps because the romance had started too
young, and because first love, however
sweet, so very seldom lasts a lifetime.

Lew lives in Pittsburgh now; he and Shir-
ley write and consider themselves "good
friends"—but no romance.
Unlike most parents of stage-struck

daughters, the Joneses neither pushed
Shirley nor tried to hold her back. The
latter they couldn't have, the former they
didn't need to. Swept along on the wave
of Shirley's amazing energy and optimism,
they accompanied her to singing engage-
ments and portrait studios, saw that she
was well-fed and well-chaperoned, beamed
and applauded, and generally made Shirley
and career feel loved and wanted.
By the time she graduated, a pretty

blonde with an amazing soprano voice and
a willingness to sing any time, any where,
any song that people would listen to, Shir-
ley had been included in Who's Who In
High Schools and had started Saturday
classes in acting at the famous Pittsburgh
Playhouse where she won her first title

—

"Queen of the Children's Theatre." She
knew, of course, that she was going on the
stage some day—there hadn't been much
question about that since she was three

—

but she planned on college first. She picked
a small New Jersey school with a good
choral department. But before she got her
trunks half packed, a Nash dealer nomi-

nated her for Miss Pittsburgh of 1952.

It was only the second-biggest break
of her life, but Shirley didn't know that

then. It felt to her as though the doors had
suddenly opened. If she made it—and then
Miss Pennsylvania—and then Miss Amer-
ica—she'd have a huge scholarship, per-
sonal appearances, a chance at the movies.

"It was a close contest until the talent

part," a judge reported. "Once Shirley
started to sing it was no contest at all."

On August 4, 1952, they put the crown on
her head. Newspapers announced var-
iously that the eighteen-year-old was "Miss
Pittsburgh," "Miss New Pittsburgh" and
"Miss Greater Pittsburgh." Shirley beamed,
posed in her crown, had her picture taken
depositing money in her bank ("Miss Pitts-

burgh banks here!"), buying railroad

tickets and, of course, holding cans of Old
Stoney. Several editorials were written on
the subject of Why It Is All Right For A
Girl From Smithton To Be "Miss Pitts-

burgh." Letters and cards and telegrams
and calls poured in from her home town.
A friend named Dot enclosed a clipping
from a Charleroi newspaper which called
Shirley a "former Charleroi girl." "Every-
one will try to claim you now," Dot wrote.
She was absolutely right.

The happiest claim was filed a few hours
before Shirley won the title. The Pitts-
burgh Playhouse informed her formally
that they would like to present her with
a full-time scholarship.

Shirley thought it over, but not for long.
College could wait. If necessary, college
could be forgotten. She accepted joyfully.
Her parents let her make up her own
mind. Not that it would have done much

Rumor says a studio chief stomped
through the commissary and fired
four visitors!

Mike Connolly in
The Hollywood Reporter

good to argue. Shirley had sweetened up
and calmed down and was an altogether
lovable, untroublesome daughter, but
though she now had her stubborn will
under control, it was still strong—and very
much present. Besides, she was so happy
in Pittsburgh. Besides—she might make
Miss America!
Everything went her way. The Pitts-

burgh Optimist Club named her "Miss
Optimist Of The Year," presented her with
a copy of The Optimist's Creed and planned
a parade around her. Bookings swamped
her. Then she took off for Philadelphia and
the "Miss Pennsylvania" eliminations. Her
photograph became practically a daily fea-
ture in the Pittsburgh papers.

But at Philadelphia, she came in second.
"The contest was run fairly all the way
through," Shirley said. "Miriam and I

were tied until the intelligence and that's

where I lost." It wasn't quite as insulting
as all that. To break the tie, the judges
had asked two questions. "Do you belong
to any clubs and civic organizations?"

"I told them I belonged to clubs in high
school but that my town was too small to
support activities such as they meant."
Then they asked her, "What do you think

American women today can do to better
the world?" She had an answer, but
Miriam, a college graduate, had a better
one, the judges figured. "She quoted from
a lot of books and went into a great
amount of detail," Shirley said without ire.

At first she was heartbroken; later she de-
cided it was all for the best. And even at

the time, there were compensations. "Hun-
dreds of people called from Pittsburgh to
congratulate me after it was over, even
though I didn't win."

After all, her life was hardly shattered.
More accurate to say it was just beginning.

The title was gone, but Shirley was not
forgotten. The roto section of the Pitts-

j

burgh Press ran an article called, "What
Happens To A Beauty Queen?" and took
pictures of Shirley on her daily rounds.
At the time, Shirley was living on the

Pitt campus at the Alpha Delta Phi sorority
|

house. Weekdays she built sets at the i

Playhouse, painted them, and acted in

front of them. She got "Good" and "Very >

Good" on her Playhouse report cards

—

and "Excellent" in performance. She ac-
i

quired an additional voice coach, Kenny
Welch. She played featured and then
leading roles in Playhouse musicals. Once,
when she was singing the lead in Best
Foot Forward, Smithton turned out, prac-
tically en masse, to see her. The papers
called it "Shirley Jones Night at the Play-
house." They might have called it that

t

again at another performance when she
reached for a high one and burst her
belt, reducing both herself and the audi-

j

ence to hysterics. All the time, she sang
and modeled and entered beauty contests,

still operating on ,the theory that if you do
enough—in fact, do everything

—

something
is bound to click.

Shirley turns chicken
[

The next summer, though, she decided
to leave it all behind for once and take a
vacation. Her folks were going to New
York, and she needed a rest.

But neither the Fates nor Ken Welch
would hear of such nonsense. "If you're

!

going to New York," Ken said, "why waste
time? I know people there. You can audi-
tion. I'll get you an audition with Gus
Schirmer." This was the moment she had
been working for; they don't come much
bigger than Schirmer. For the first time
Shirley turned chicken. "I'm not ready
yet," she told Ken. "Wait a while."
"Wait, nothing," Ken said. "Furthermore,

I'm coming with you."
In New York he hustled her to Schirm-

|

er's agency offices and accompanied her
songs himself. Schirmer was impressed.
He got her name on a dotted line. He was
her agent. "Thank you very much," Shirley
said. "I'll be back in a year."

"You'll stay right here, now," said
j

Schirmer.
Every week, year in, year out, the

Rodgers and Hammerstein offices hold open
auditions for aspiring young singers. Any-
one can come. Everyone usually does come
—with the exception of Rodgers and Ham- I

merstein. They never come.
That week, Gus Schirmer took Shirley

over. John Fearnley, the R&H casting di-
rector, listened to her, looked at the fresh,

open face, and had a visible brainstorm.
"Don't leave," he told Shirley, and dashed
across the street. By a convenient miracle,
Dick Rodgers was in the opposite building,
rehearsing an orchestra for a road com-
pany show. Five minutes later, John was
back. He took Shirley across the street,

,

said, "Sing for Mr. Rodgers, honey," and
sat down. Rodgers listened and started
whispering frantically. "Are you in a
hurry?" he asked Shirley. "Can you wait
a little while till Mr. Hammerstein gets
here?" For Oscar was in town, too. The
Fates did nothing by halves for Miss Jones.

Shirley said she could wait, and sat down,
because her knees were shaking. A few
minutes later Hammerstein walked in. He
spoke to Rodgers, gazed intently at Shir- I

ley and said, "Know any of the songs from
Oklahoma!?" Of course she did. Who didn't
"All right," Oscar said. "Start with 'People
Will Say We're In Love.' " And, accom-
panied by the entire obliging orchestra,

Shirley sang. It was all very mysterious.

When she had run through the whole
show, the plot thickened. The partners drew
her aside. "Listen," she was told, in the best
Hitchcock manner, "we have plans for you,



big plans, but we can't tell you a thing I

about it now. We'd like to put you under

personal contract for the next seven years.

In the meantime, would you consider a part

in the chorus of South Pacific? Just to keep

you busy for a while?"

Her parents took her over to the Bar-
bizon Hotel for Women, watched her reg-

ister, kissed her goodbye, and got back into

their car for the long drive home to

Smithton. Half a block from the Barbizon,

Jones pulled up. "Let's go back and get

her," he said to his wife. "We can't leave

Shir all alone in this city; she doesn't

know anyone."

"She'll make friends," Mrs. Jones said.

They went home.
A few nights later, Shirley was a nurse

on the South Pacific stage. Soon she had
a tiny speaking part, a line or two to her-

self. Her salary went up from about eighty

a week to about ninety. She wrote proudly
that she had reduced!

When South Pacific finally closed,

Rodgers and Hammerstein moved her to

the Me And Juliet company. When that

took to the road, Shirley was playing

Juliet, the second female lead, and under-
studying Isabel Bigley, the star. In the

chorus of the troupe was a bright, pretty

brunette, Sari Price, who became Shirley's

roommate and closest friend. With Sari,

Shirley explored Chicago, sent home photos
of the two of them in the zoo, at parties.

When Isabel got sick for a week Shirley
took over the lead. The reviews were good.

The mystery is solved

The show over, Rodgers and Ham-
merstein called her back to New York.
The veil of mystery was lifted. There was
a movie of Oklahoma! being planned—the

biggest movie ever made, to hear people

talk. It was going to be made in something
called Todd AO which was wider and
brighter and more efficient than any other

process. Everyone in Hollywood was being
auditioned for Curly and Will and Ado
Annie—and Laurie. Only Dick and Oscar
thought they had their Laurie, and her
name was Shirley Jones.

When she had caught her breath—which
was a matter of days—Shirley started audi-
tioning. She sang for Fred Zinnemann, the

director. He thought she was good, sure,

but an amateur compared to Ann Blyth
and Debbie Reynolds and the other Holly-
wood candidates. After all, the picture

would cost a fortune, it would be danger-
ous trying out a new girl who didn't know
a camera from a boom. If Oscar and Dick
wanted it, he'd fly her out for a screen
test, but . . .

So out went Shirley to Hollywood and
tested. Her partners in the test were one
Gordon MacRae and one Charlotte Green-
wood, who wanted the roles of Curly and
Aunt Eller, respectively. It must have been
quite a test. All three were cast from it.

Oklahoma! went into rehearsal in Holly-
wood. At first Shirley found herself lonely.

Always before she had been surrounded by
youngsters, show kids like herself or
friends from home. Most of the members
of the Oklahoma! troupe were older. Sari

came out to room with her and job hunt,
but life wasn't complete. Finally she de-
cided to do something about it. She spoke
to Shirley Vaughn of MGM's casting de-
partment. "I sit home night after night in

that apartment, even on Saturdays," she
mourned. "Could you get me some dates?"

"Name the man!" Miss Vaughn said

blithely.

"All right," said Shirley. "Guy Madison!"

Unfortunately, Guy was engaged at the

time to a small brunette named Sheila

Connolly. Shirley settled cheerfully for

some of the boys at MGM. She went out
with Bob Dix, Richard Dix's son, and half
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a dozen young actors. It wasn't until her
return from Nogales that she met someone
"of interest"—Johnny Anderson—but in the
meantime, the Jones Glow returned.
Once started, Shirley and Sari needed

no further help. Their small apartment was
always full of kids, their parties began
early and lasted late. Shirley's folks ar-
rived to visit; they brought their camera
and took pictures of Shirley dressed like
a movie star, Shirley dressed like Shirley,
Shirley with a can of Old Stoney's in hand.
No sooner had they left than Dad wanted
to come back again. Shirley laughed and
teased them out of it. "I suppose my
parents do worry about me, being away
so much," she said tenderly. "Daddy broods
when I'm away too long. Mother and I kid
him about it and she tells him he's got
to get used to it. He laughs and says he's
going on my honeymoon. You should see
him inspect the boys I go out with, he's so
particular."

He would have had a field day at Nogales.
The Oklahoma! troupe was encamped there,
mostly because Arizona looks more like
Oklahoma than Oklahoma does. Shirley
Vaughn reported, "When we were shooting
at Nogales, they had a dance every Satur-
day night at the El Rancho Grande Hotel.
And every Saturday night Shirley danced
every dance with a different man. Young,
old, cast, crew, it didn't make any differ-
ence, she never turned anybody down. She
was tagged all evening, the most popular
girl there.

"Shirley's a happy girl, always singing to
herself. Frankly, I don't like sopranos, but
her voice is so clear and mellow; she's
the first girl I've liked to hear sing. And
luckily for us—the whole 350 of us down
at Nogales—Shirley doesn't mind being
asked to sing." Which was possibly the
understatement of the year.

Another big secret

All this time, Rodgers and Hammerstein
guarded Shirley as jealously as they had
once kept the secret of their forthcoming
film. The press knew Shirley's name,
but nothing else. Some said that R & H
didn't want Shirley's head turned by
fame; Laurie had to radiate untarnished
charm. If so, they needn't have worried.
If Pittsburgh hadn't done it, nothing
would.
When the picture was over, the lid was

removed. Nick Matsoukas, in charge of ex-
ploitation, announced to newsmen that
Miss Jones was available for interviews,
pictures, social chit-chats—provided they
could find her. She was, it seemed, in re-
hearsal for the overseas troupe of Okla-
homa! scheduled to bring the show to Paris
for the State Department. Almost as soon
as the word went out, it was too late. The
troupe had left.

One or two reporters did manage
to get through. Shirley told them hap-
pily that she loved to sing, that she was
thrilled at making movies, that she was
dying to go to Europe. She added, "I want
to get married some day. I want a career,
too, but I don't think it's a way of life.

Marriage and children and a home are the
important things. If I can merge a career
with marriage I will, but if my husband
objects, I'll give up the career immedi-
ately.''

Nick beamed when he read the results.
"I leave her alone with interviewers," he
said proudly, "because I know she can
fend for herself. I won't even bother to
send a press agent to Europe with her.
And anyway, I know all the interviewers
will love her."

They did. So did everyone else in Holly-
wood. Even discounting the percentage of
exaggeration that goes along with reports
on a new star, Shirley was a tremendously
popular girl. Gordon MacRae announced,

"Shirley's the kind of girl you like right
away. Sheilah felt the same way about
her that I did—we even gave a party for
her. She meets people with great ease.

"I wouldn't say she's ambitious. Perhaps
she is, but she gave no sign of it. There is

none of that sense of pressure about
Shirley. Maybe it's because she has security
in the position of her family. We didn't
even know her father owned the brewery

—

she never mentioned it—until one day in
Nogales a whole crate of Stoney's beer
arrived from Pennsylvania. Shirley told
everyone to come and get it."

Romance and rumors

Johnny Anderson raved, "If there were
one—just one—like Shirley at every studio,
it would do a lot for Hollywood.

"I met her through an assistant director
here at Columbia who was dating Sari
Price. First Mrs. Jones was here, and then
Sari for a month or so, and then Shirley
was alone after Sari went back to work.
When I saw Sari one night she said she
wanted me to meet her roommate who
was coming back from Nogales the fol-
lowing week. A few days later Sari called
me up and I went over and met Shirley and
had coffee with the girls. I didn't need
much pushing. The next night I took Shir-
ley to a football game, and as luck would
have it Pittsburgh was playing UCLA that
night. Shirley knew a lot of guys on the
Pitt team and got a big kick out of the
game. So did I, because Shirley under-
stands football and I didn't have to spend
the evening explaining it to her.

"She went back home in December after
finishing the picture, to get a rest. I flew
back to spend New- Year's Eve with Shir-
ley and her family, and I don't think it was
much of a rest for her. She has nine thou-
sand relatives all over the place, next door,
around the corner and down the street. The
phone was ringing even off the hook. One
night an uncle gave a big party for her,
and the next there was a church affair, and
the next the relatives in West Newton gave
a wingding for her.

"Her parents are great people, real folks.
They've brought her up beautifully. I
think her father was quite a gadabout in
his single days and he's probably taught
her the score. She knows how to. say no,
and she's much more self sufficient than
most girls around this town."
Reports leaking back from Paris a few

months later indicated that Shirley had
done equally well overseas. Aly Khan's
younger brother, according to one source,
was following Miss Jones around like "a
love-sick calf." However, no such report
came from Shirley. Sari had joined the
company's chorus, so they roomed together
all over Europe, and even wangled three
days off between Paris and Rome to spend
in the sun at an Italian beach, celebrating
the news that Shirley was going to do
Julie in Carousel when she got home. After
two weeks in Rome, Shirley left the troupe
and flew back to the States. In New York
she had three hours between planes, and
spent the time "convincing" her father that
he should join her and Mom in Hollywood,
at least for a visit. She won. They're there
now, in a Westwood apartment.
She has only one complaint in the world.

When she went home to Smithton, they
said to her, "My goodness, you haven't
changed a bit!" "If they knew me at all,"

she complained to her mother, "they
wouldn't have expected me to change! Now
I'll have to work hard just to make peo-
ple feel at ease!"

Which will be just one more job, for
Cinderella Jones. But for any girl who
has worked this hard to earn her glass
slipper and her night at the ball—a little

thing like handling fame gracefully
shouldn't be hard to manage at all! end



my friend jimmy dean

(Continued from page 53) jeon shirt, blue

jeans and sneakers, saw me looking at

the cones. He grabbed my arm and said,

"Come here," then led me to the center

of the room, under an old-fashioned wheel
lamp. I found myself facing a tremendous
stone fireplace. Perched dead-center over

the fireplace was the wickedest-looking

pair of silver-tipped antlers in the world.

Looking down, I saw that I was standing

on a white bearskin rug. Jim was like a

child, keyed-up, enjoying every second.

"Hold that pose"
He left me standing there

—
"Just hold

that pose!" he said—walked over to the

hi-fi and turned it up. The music swirled

around me, on all sides. It was like the

stereophonic sound you hear in theatres.

Jim's eyes danced with excitement as he
explained that the music zoomed down
from the two ceiling speakers

—"And how
do you like this—those speakers are only

eight inches in diameter and yet they have
such tremendous volume!"—through the

cellophane cones, out into the room. The
cones did something to the music that in-

creased the volume pleasantly yet per-

mitted the tone to remain mellow.
"Quite a gadget," I said.

"Wait'll you hear this one." Jim nipped
the Bach record off and put on another.

"This one's African music, from Kenya.
The record is all beat up. That's because
I've played it so many times. But listen

and you'll notice that it's delicate, sort of

Oriental, music—rather than what you
usually think of as African—you know,
tom-toms and all that."

He spun the record and there were
drums, all right, but they were merely
incidental to the singer, a man who
sounded like he was chanting, "Hallo,

Hallo, Jimmy Rodgers!" Jim explained that

that was exactly what the man, an African

native, was singing. I had never heard of

Jimmy Rodgers. Jim elucidated.

"Jimmy Rodgers was one of our great-

est cowboy and hillbilly singers. He died

in the early thirties. But folk singers to-

day still worship at his shrine. And these

African natives, 'way off there in Kenya,
somehow got hold of some of Rodgers'

old-time cowboy records and made up
their own songs based on his songs. Listen

to the man yodel!" Sure enough, the Afri-

can was yodeling.

Jim then played one of Rodgers' old

yodeling records, dug up in a second-

hand record shop, to show the similarities.

The native chant droned on and on. Jim
Dean seemed hypnotized by it. I noticed

a bar there in the living room, obviously

installed by the original owner. Jim wasn't

using it as such. It was loaded with books
and bundles. He had moved in only the

week before.

I noticed the shelves were already

crowded with books—fiction, philosophy,

Aztec culture, the theatre, history, art,

music. There were more record albums,

too—hundreds, seemingly. Also bullfight

posters and ropes, crash helmets and rac-

ing car trophies, stacks of photos, not pro-

fessional photographs but snapshots.

Back upstairs we went. "Is this the

whole house?" I asked. Jim said, "This is

it." I asked, "No bedrooms?" Said he,

"Nope. Just a little old kitchen and dining

room and a big, big living room. Who
needs more than that?" I asked where he
sleeps. He pointed up to a balcony hang-
ing over the high-ceilinged living room
and demonstrated how he got to his bed

up there by crawling up a flight of steps

built over the fireplace—most ingenious

and certainly most unusual!
"Who in the world would build a house
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school famous among artists—world's

largest home study art school. Grad-
uates include many earning big money
today.
You're trained by professional artists.

You get individual coaching—plus a

complete Drawing Outfit — plus a

series of illustrated art textbooks to

which over 40 leading artists have
contributed.
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500 S. 4th St., Minneapolis 15, Minn.

Please enter my drawing in your
November contest. (PLEASE PRINT)

BOB HOPE starring as Eddie Foy in The Seven Little

Foys—A Paramount Picture, filmed in VistaVision,

Color by Technicolor.

Draw Bob Hope's head 5 inches high. Use
pencil only. All drawings must be received
by Nov. 30, 1955. None returned. Winner
notified. Amateurs only. Our students not
eligible. Mail your drawing today ! _ _
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For the latest news about your favorites get the brand-

new issue of

WHO'S WHO IN TELEVISION AND RADIO
(exclusive articles by 22 top stars!)

Now on Sale Everywhere Just 25c
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Most terrific towel value in U.S. I When you buy 10 of

these wonderful, new, full-size towels made of unwoven
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or TWENTY In all for $1.05! Others charge $1.00

for FIVE Towels! But order TODAY 1 LIMIT— 3 sets per

customer. Make wonderful gifts. Money-back guarantee.

TOWEL SHOP, Dept. 519. Box 881, St. Louis, Mo.
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LEARN AT HOME
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You can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by phy-

sicians. Thousands of graduates.
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56th year. One graduate has charge or

10 -bed hospital. Another saved $40
while learning. Equipment included.
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Dept. 2312. 25 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago 4, 111.
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OPPORTUNITY MART
For rates, etc. write Combined Classified,

1227 Loyola, Chicago 26.

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN
DRESSES, 24c; shoes 39c; men's suits, $4.95; trousers, $1.20.
Better used clothing. Free catalog. TRANSWORLD, 164-B Christo-
pher, Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

MAKE MONEY Clipping Wanted Items From Your Newspaper For
Publishers. NEWSCRAFT PUBLISHING COMPANY, CW-983-E. Main,
Columbus 5, Ohio.

CAN YOU EARN $40. WEEKLY sewing lovely Baby Shoes and Mail-
ing Display Folders? Write: Folders, Warsaw 2, Indiana.

Make Spare Time Money Preparing and mailing sales literature.

Adams Surveys, 3513AO Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 26 , California.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED! GUARANTEED PAY! No Selling. Every-
thing furnished. Write: PHILIP'S. Box 294, Randolph, Mass.

ENVELOPE ADDRESSING—Extra income projects. Brochure "$50
weekly possible"—free; MAXWELL, Dept. 83-11, Cleveland 14, 0.

Sew Baby Shoes at home. No canvassing. $40.00 weekly possible.
Write: Tiny-Tot, Gallipolis 1, Ohio.

SEW our ready cut aprons at home, spare time. Easy, Profitable.

HANKY APRONS, Ft. Smith 2, Ark.

PROFITABLE HOME BUSINESS—Make fast-seller chenille monkey
trees. Literature free. VELVA, Bohemia 8, N. Y.

SEW? Part, full time projects available. Write: ADCO SERVICE,
561, Bastrop, Louisiana.

EARN SPARE TIME Cash Mailing Advertising Literature. GtEN-
WAY, 5713 Euclid, Cleveland 3, Ohio.

MAKE MONEY ADDRESSING ENVELOPESI Instruction Manual .50c
(Refundable) M.A.C.O. Paterson, N. J.

BUSINESS—MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES
WOMEN! Sew Ready-cut Neckties At Home. No experience neces-
sary. No Selling. No Machine needed. Details free. Neckwear
Supply, P. 0. Box 2066-W, Inglewood 4, California.

Wholesale Catalog! 30-80% DISCOUNTS! Appliances, Tools, Jewel-
ry, Christmas Cards. Send $1. (refundable) Universal Distrib-
utors 569-A Main. Paterson, N. J.

ADDRESS Envelopes at Home, Sparetime. $50.00 Thousand-
Possible, (Details $1.00 refundable) Fisher-WD, 1044 Fernhill,

Detroit 3, Michigan.

$70 Weenly—home, spare time. Simplified mail bookkeeping. Im-
mediate income—easy! Auditax, 3475NZ, Los Angeles 34.

$25 weekly possible, sparetime, preparing mail for advertisers.
Temple Company, Muncie 16, Indiana.

$35 WEEKLY ADDRESSING envelopes. Instructions $1. Refund-
able. Adservice, Spring Valley 47, New York.

$200 weekly cleaning Venetian Blinds. Free Book. Burtt, 2434BT,
Wichita 13, Kansas.
~~ FEMALE HELP WANTED ~

MAKE MONEY INTRODUCING World's cutest children's dresses.
Big selection, adorable styles. Low prices. Complete display free.
Rush name. Harford, Dept. P-6329, Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

HOME SEWERS WANTED! Earn extra cash making readi-cut ties,

experience unnecessary. No selling. We instruct. JUD-SAN, 518
E. 105, Dept. L-15, Cleveland 8, Ohio.

EARN AT HOME with assignment we send. $20-50 weekly pos-
sible. Other self employment offers listed. Free details: MAX-
WELL, Dept. 84-11, Cleveland 14, Ohio.

$2.00 HOURLY possible doing light assembly work at home. Ex-
perience unnecessary. CROWN Industries, 7159-A Beverly Blvd.,
Los Ange les 36, Calif.

HOME WORKERS. Make hand-made moccasins. Good pay. Experi-
ence unnecessary. California Handicrafts, Los Angeles 46, Calif.

ENJOY EXTRA INCOME SEWING READY CUT FELT BABY SHOES.
Details 3c. Thompson's

, Loganv ille 22, Wis.

$30.00 Weekly, Home Making Studio Roses. Easy, Write, STUDIO
COMPANY, Greenville 9, Pa.

AGENTS WANTED
ADD TO FAMILY Income. Unlimited earnings. Work in spare time
demonstrating household plastics and toys. No canvassing or ex-
perience necessary. Halliday, 2-16 State Highway 5, Dept. A,
Palisades Park, N. J.

STRANGE "DRY" WINDOW CLEANER. Sells like wild. Replaces
messy rags, liquids. Simply glide over glass. Samples sent on
trial. KRISTEE 155, Akron, Ohio.

PERSONAL—MISCELLANEOUS
Borrowing by Mail. Loans $50 to $600 to employed men and
women. Easy, quick. Completely confidential. No endorsers. Repay
in convenient monthly payments. Details free in plain envelope.
Give occupation. State Finance Co., 323 Securities Bldg., Dept.
M-21S, Omaha 2, Nebraska.

,

PSORIASIS VICTIMS: Hopeless? New Discovery! FREE Trial Offer.

Write PIXACOL. Box 3583-WC. Cleveland. Ohio.

INSTRUCTION
Make hats for fun and profit. I start you FREE. Lottie Johnson
Hats, 7062 Glenwood, Chicago 26, Illin ois.

_____ OLD COINS WANTED
We purchase Indianhead pennies. Complete allcoin catalogue 25c.
Magnacoins, Box 61-FC, Whiteslone 57, New York.

TQKEN PHOTOS
luxurious, silk finish Watlei

Size . . 2 '/2 x 3 Vi . . STUDIO Quality

%m MONEY BACK
for | GUARANTEE

Giv« to fritnds, classmates, relatives. Ufa for

coMog*, •mployment, passport application*.

Send Monty and Photo 10

WALLET PHOTOS, BoxD 13-125, Hillside, N.J

CONSTIPATION
FREE BOOK—Tells Dangers

Learn more about Colon Disorders, Piles.
Fistula, Constipation, and commonly associated
chronic ailments. 40-page book—FREE. The
Thornton Minor Hospital, Suite 1230C, 911 E.
Linwood, Kansas City 9, Mo.

like this?" I asked. "And how could they
ever expect to rent it or sell it again?"

"Well, you're looking at the guy who
rented it," Jim said. Then he explained
that the house belongs to a friend, Nick
Romanos. Nick was once a ballet star
with Diaghielieff's Ballet de Monte Carlo.
This was many years ago. The great Ni-
jinsky had also danced for Diaghielieff.
Nick's wife had a heart ailment and her
doctor suggested that Nick take her to live

as close to the ocean as possible. "So now
they're living in a trailer down at the beach
and I'm here," said Jim.
"How did you meet Nick?"
"He manages the Villa Capri for Patsy

D'Amore, Frank Sinatra's friend. Marlon
Brando eats there a lot, too. So do I. One
night I went in and asked Nick, 'What's
good on the menu tonight?' He said, 'How
should I know? I hate Italian food! Go
down the street to Don the Beachcomber's
if you want a good meal!' I've been very
fond of Nick ever since."
Now I noticed a hangman's rope hang-

ing from one of the living-room beams. A
sign—"We Also Remove Bodies"—hung
next to the rope. Jim said the rope was
part of his knot-tying studies

—
"After all,

roping and bullfighting." And the sign?
"Oh, I guess you can chalk that up to my
macabre sense of humor."
More records, all stacked around the

hi-fi, spilled all over that end of the room.
"What kind of music do you like best?" I

asked. "Just about everything," Jim said.
"I collect everything from Twelfth and
Thirteenth Century music to Wanda Land-
owska's harpsichord recordings of Bach's
Well-Tempered Clavichord to the extreme
moderns—you know, Schoenberg, Berg,
Bartok, Stravinsky. I also like Sinatra's
Songs For Young Lovers album."
He picked up a record. "See if you can

recognize this. I feel the same way about
this one that the teenagers feel about
Sinatra and Eddie Fisher." He spun the
disc. Through the cellophane cones poured
the magnificent strains of Puccini's "One
Fine Day" aria from Madame Butter-
fly. Jim was delighted when I identified
the singer first as the late Claudia Muzio.
But his face fell when I immediaitely cor-
rected myself and said it was Renata Te-
baldi of Milan's La Scala opera company.
I thought to myself, "Jim must think he
has an exclusive on Tebaldi!"
But then he was raving over the rec-

ord. "Listen to this woman's modulation,"
he rhapsodized. "And such expression!
Wonderful taste, too, and a truly great
sense of proportion. Over-trained opera
singers usually go overboard—haven't you
noticed how they hit a good note and
then drive the listener nuts holding onto
it? They don't want to let go of it, it's so
good. But not Tebaldi. She is a great
artist—greatest we've ever had." I gave
him an argument, claiming Muzio as
greatest. Jim shrugged.

I noticed Eugene Ormandy's Ports Of
Call in the pile of records. Jim said, apolo-
getically, "A friend left that. It's not quite
my cup of tea. Too chapter-headingish,
too twelve-stringish—you dig me? But
pleasant, if you're in the mood."
"Tschaikovsky? "

Jim dismissed Tschaikovsky and the
other romantics as he had dismissed my
favorite opera singer—with a shrug.
Now he was putting Bela Bartok's Suite

From The Miraculous Mandarin on the
hi-fi. While we listened to the wild, sens-
uous music he said, "Some day I would
like to direct a movie short of the ballet
Bartok wrote this for. It's about a girl of
the streets who is forced by two hoodlums
to lure men. She's the come-on. The hood-
lums beat up the men and rob them. Fi-
nally the girl lures a rich mandarin. The
men beat him, rob him and try to kill

him. But he won't die, because he has
fallen in love with the girl, even though
she's evil. His love is stronger than their
murdering hands. The men finally plunge
a sword into his heart. Then they hang
him from a chandelier! But his eyes re-
main wide open, glued on the girl he
loves! And then she suddenly realizes that
this is the only good man who has ever
loved her and that she loves him, too! She
throws her arms around him. It is only
then, when he knows his love has been
returned, that he gives in and lets death
take him. Beautiful story, isn't it?"

I agreed. I also wondered to myself
which of the big studios would be inter-
ested in letting Jim direct it for them. I
could think of none.
"Hey, the coffee!" he exclaimed suddenly

remembering, jumping up. The Bartok
continued to swell from the cones as he
went to the kitchen, puttered around, re-
turning finally with a tray holding a coffee
pot, cups and saucers, cream and sugar,
raisin-and-honey bread and a plate of
cream cheese. Meanwhile, Jim had gotten
off on another subject: the trees in his
front and back yards. He reeled them off
for me: peach, plum, lemon, lime, orange
and apple. He did all the gardening.

"You ashed me"
I sat on the floor, leaning against his tv

set, as he talked. The tv set was flanked
by his bongo drums. I said, "I don't under-
stand how you find time for all this.
Acting, collecting hi-fi records—and play-
ing them, too!—roping, bullfighting, car-
pentry, photography, reading, racing,
drumming, gardening, cooking. You play
the piano and guitar, too, I've heard."
"Yep. I also study singing and dancing.

Some day I want to make a musical. I
also sail, play tennis, fence, do gymnastics
and also a little boxing. I'm a farmer, too.
I know how to milk cows and I'm a great
hand at feeding the chickens. I also study
body movement and foreign languages
and I like to work on sport cars, in addi-
tion to racing them. I ride, too. When I

first came to California I bought a
Palomino named Cisco.
"But don't make me sound like I'm

bragging about all this, because I'm not.
You asked me and I'm telling you. I keep
busy because I think that's part of being
an actor. I think actors should spend their
lives investigating things, learning what
makes things tick. They should try to know
every facet of living. Walt Disney's Jim-
iny Cricket said it in Pinocchio, remem-
ber, when he sang, 'Hi diddle dee dee, an
actor's life for me!' It's a great life.

"But an actor would be selfish if he
didn't try to learn everything life has to
offer. He should seek the truth—he should
try to learn what is valid in life and what
isn't. It takes time, time when he could
be goofing off, but it's worth it, when and
if he finds it."

"How old are you, Jim?"
"I was born February 8, 1931."

"For a twenty-four-year-old, you know
a great deal about life."

"I don't know anywhere near what I

should know, but some day maybe I will."
He looked around at his books, his rec-
ords, tv set, bongo drums. He smiled.
Two young girls stuck their heads in

the front door. One of them said, "We just
wanted to say hello to our new neighbor
and see what he's been doing to Nick's
house." She was the "cool" type. The
other, younger, girl said, somewhat breath-
lessly, "Oh, and we heard the music, too

—

we're just on our way back from market

—

and we thought you were having a jam
session and we thought we'd see what it

was all about!" The words gushed out.
Neither girl mentioned his name, although
it was obvious they knew very well who



Jim was. The first girl was eighteen or so,

the other about twelve.

Jim smiled and said, "Come on in and
look around." They needed no further

invitation. They came in and looked

around. Jim said to me, "It's really too

much house for me, when you stop to

think of it." I said, "I should think so

—

the gardening and all. Why don't you have
someone come in and help?" He said, "I

guess I'll have to. If I ever get around to

phoning an employment agency!"

A little neighbor boy came in, followed

by another. They were about nine and
seven. They had apparently followed the

girls. Jim was just as considerate with
them. He told them to have a look around,

too. "Make yourself at home." Then, to

me: "It's a mess because Nick had to

move so quickly and I moved in in a hurry
and haven't had time to fix it up. But I will."

The girls came in from the back yard.

The older girl said, "That's a beautiful

peach tree you have out there. Are you
going to eat the peaches or give them
away?" Jim said, "Both. You can have
some." She said, "Gee, thanks, that'll be
wonderful!" She beamed at the younger
girl, who beamed right back. "That Jimmy
Dean is real dreamy," I could imagine
them telling their other girl friends later.

"He practically invited us to come back
and load up with his peaches whenever
we want to!"

The girls started looking through the

records. The boys were out in the back
yard, looking things over.

Neighbors
I had heard that Natalie Wood, the

starlet whose name has been linked ro-

mantically with Jim's, is a neighbor of

his. I asked him about it. He said, "No,

I don't think so." That was all.

He added, "But I do know one of my
neighbors and I suppose you know him,

too. He's George Gobel." I said yes, in-

deed, I knew George well—George and I

both hail from Chicago and I had been
visiting the set of his first movie, The
Birds And The Bees, at Paramount,
the day before. George had been doing a

love scene with Mitzi Gaynor. "Nice guy,

isn't he?" Jim asked. "The nicest," I said.

One of the little boys sauntered in from
the yard, swinging a branch he had picked

up. He asked Jim, "Hey, do you still have
those snakes Nick had? They were sure
cute, those snakes."

I had never heard of "cute" snakes. Jim
explained to me that they were imitation

snakes that Nick had bought in a tricks-

and-magic store in Hollywood. To the boy
he explained, "Nick took the snakes when
he moved to the beach."

Girls

The older girl, somewhat resentful of

the boy's intrusion of her session with
Jim (I was interviewing Jim for Modern
Screen but I obviously didn't count!) said,

"I think I'll enroll at UCLA this year."

Jim said, "I went there. I took pre-law.
It's a good school." The girl asked, "Why
did you leave?" Jim replied, "The school

decided I should leave." The girls and the

boy giggled.

The younger girl commented on the
clarity of Jim's hi-fi set (it was playing
an old Chaliapin record now)—"It's real

cool!" she said—and Jim started explain-
ing how the cones worked. The other
little neighbor boy returned from the yard,

unbidden. Jim and I still had some bread
and cheese left on our plates. The four
youngsters started /whispering about some-
thing among themselves so I whispered to

Jim, "Don't you, find it strange to have
so many people walking in and out of the

house?" He smiled and whispered right

back, "Why not—the door's open."

Then I remembered a sign I had seen at

the gate: "Beware of Dogs." I asked Jim
about it. He said, "That's left over from
Nick. Nobody pays any attention to it."

And this, I thought, is the James Dean
they've been calling a hermit!

The older girl was talking to Jim
again. She was a very pretty girl. She
wore pedal pushers and a plain white

blouse and ballet slippers. She said she

liked Tschaikowsky and Victor Herbert.

Jim said, "It's my opinion that Victor

Herbert was a musical impostor. I like

creative artists, the ones who don't bor-

row from others."

She asked, "Do you like Sauter-Fine-
gan? They play modern jazz."

Jim said, "Well, if you're going to listen

to atonal music don't you think it's better

to listen to something good, like Bartok?
The Sauter-Finegan orchestra copies Bar-
tok. They also copy Berg and the other

moderns." She said she would listen to

Bartok and the others.

One of the boys asked, "Do you like real

fast music?" (Not one of the youngsters

had called Jim by his name yet.)

Jim said, "Fast or slow, if it's good."

Surprises
I went out in the kitchen to get more

coffee. Dirty dishes were stacked all over
the place. Typical bachelor, I thought. Jim
left his inquisitors and came out after me.
"I cooked some steaks night before last,"

he apologized, "and had to get up early

yesterday, as I told you, and I worked late

last night, as you know, so I haven't had
time to clean up."
Then Jim pulled one right out of the air

and popped it at me: "Would you like to

know a good recipe for onions? Well, you
put some onions in a pan with butter, let

them roll around in that awhile, then put
some sugar and cinnamon on them and
cook them some more—fabulous!"

We went back to the kids. They were
getting ready to leave. He didn't dismiss

them. They bade him affectionate good-
byes as they left. The youngest boy said,

"Goodbye, Jimmy." The rest of the young-
sters picked it up and called him Jimmy,
too. Then they were gone.

I complimented him. He said, "I was a

counselor at a boys' camp in Glendora,

California, for a year, just before I started

at UCLA in 1949. So I know a little about
getting along with youngsters."

I said, "That was a pretty girl."

"Yeah, real collegiate. You keep getting

onto that subject, don't you? You trying

to pump me about girls?" He grinned.

"Well—"
"Three gossip columnists had me out

with three different girls one night—and
all the time I was sitting in the Villa Capri
with my insurance agent!"

"That older girl seemed very interested

in you."

"A lot of them are, at first."

"And?"
"They're curious. But the percentage of

lasting relationships between fellows and
girls based on curiosity is limited. There
have been a number of these, not only
where I'm concerned but where other ac-

tors are concerned, and the more of these

there are the more one's discretion is

taxed. You know what I mean? So where
does an actor who wants to be serious with
a girl go from there?

"Oh well, I guess that's the position we
put ourselves in when we go into this

business!"

"How do you find being famous, Jim?
Have you lost anything that you had be-
fore East Of Eden made you a star?"

"It's hard to say. I fought it for a long
time. I didn't think I was famous—

I

thought I was more infamous! But after a

while I think I started learning what so
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New booklet tells

how to use a

feminine syringe
A SCIENTIFIC article on feminine hygiene is now

being packed with every B. F. Goodrich gravity-

flow syringe.

The author, a specialist in obstetrics and gynecology,

tells how to douche, when, how often, and explains why,

where to do it, exactly how to operate your syringe, etc.

He also says it's best to use a gravity-flow type of syringe

because its gentle action will not irritate delicate tissues.

Modern B. F. Goodrich gravity-flow syringes—in

three different styles—ate sold at most drug stores. If

your druggist does not have the B. F. Goodrich syringe

you want with this informative article packed in it,

he'll be glad to get it for you. To get this free booklet,

just ask for a B. F. Goodrich gravity-flow syringe.

B. F. Goodrich
Gravity-Flow Syringes

Shrinks Hemorrhoids

New Way Without Surgery
Science Finds Healing Substance That
Relieves Pain— Shrinks Hemorrhoids

For the first time science has found a
new healing substance with the astonishing
ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve

pain — without surgery.
In case after case, while gently relieving

pain, actual reduction (shrinkage) took
place.
Most amazing of all — results were so

thorough that sufferers made astonishing
statements like "Piles have ceased to be a
problem!"
The secret is a new healing substance

(Bio-Dyne*) — discovery of a world-famous
research institute.

This substance is now available in sup-
pository or ointment form under the name
Preparation H.* Ask for it at all drug count-
ers—money back guarantee. *Reg. U. s. Pat. ok.
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MITZI GAYNOR
tells "how not to meet a movie star !"

There are ways not to meet movie stars. Mitzi Gaynor admits she

knows them all, because they all happened to her. The three men she
wanted most to meet in Hollywood were Cary Grant, Bing Crosby
and Donald O'Connor. She met them, all right, but not quite in the

way she had dreamed about it. "If you want it to be a nightmare
instead of a dream," grins Mitzi, "do just what I did."

Like the time a few years back when Mitzi was doing the musical,
Jollyanna on a Los Angeles stage. In the audience was the biggest

object of her hero worship, Cary Grant. She managed to keep her
knees from sounding like a pair of maracas, but collapsed in a heap
from the reaction in her dressing room after the performance. When
she heard a knock she took for granted it was her dresser and yelled,

"Come in, come in, whoever you are."

At the door stood the impeccable

Cary, arrived to congratulate her. Mitzi's

hair looked like the night before a per-

manent; her face was deep in cold cream.

She wore a faded old robe, and about all

she could manage in intelligent conver-

sation was, "Gaaaaa."

Now, with Donald O'Connor it was
different. Mitzi was svelte, the introduc-

tion was impeccably social—at a party.

Don immediately asked her to dance, but

as they whirled away he began to sneeze

violently. Between kachooos he pointed

at her glinting hair and demanded,
"Whadaya got on, anyway?" A crest-

fallen Mitzi explained that what was
tickling his proboscis was the sparkle

dust she'd sprinkled on her hair.

In Bing's case, she was doubly elated

being teamed with him and Don O'Con-

nor in Anything Goes. Mitzi was plan-

ning a real socko intro. So—she had just

finished a strenuous rehearsal number
and lay sprawled in her Paramount dressing room, face bathed in

honest perspiration, when Bing stuck his head in the door. "Mitzi

Gaynor, I presume?" chortled the Groaner. "Glad you're with us!"

And with that, he was gone. "This," murmured Mitzi sadly, "is

where I came in—with Cary Grant!"

Not that any of this has taken the fizz out of our effervescent Mitzi.

Lunching in the studio commissary with some dancers from the

picture, one of them suddenly said, "Don't look now, but Gary
Cooper just sat down at the table in back of you." Mitzi turned,

looked square into Coop's candid, kind blue gaze—and promptly

knocked over the tall glass of tomato juice.

But Mitzi has had her chances to turn the tables. Once she was
being interviewed on the informal Tex and Jinx show in New York
when Ginger Rogers flashed in. This time, Mitzi was ready. "There

are so many things you've done that have been important to me," she

said. Ginger, thinking she was getting the standard Hollywood

schmaltz, raised an eyebrow and inquired shrewdly, "Such as?"

Mitzi promptly quoted, verbatim, a few lines from Kitty Foyle.

Ginger gulped and begged, "Would you mind repeating that? I

barely remember those lines myself!"

It's true that while Hollywood is a small place, you can still work
in it for many a snowfall without meeting your favorite star.

But Mitzi, of the sparklingest eyes in Hollywood, says, "It's really

very simple to meet your idol. Just put on your scarecrow outfit and

a pair of ski shoes. It may not be the way you want to meet a movie

star—but, if you're anything like me, that's when you will!"

many actors have learned—about that cer-
tain communicative power we have that
so few people are privileged to have. We
find that we can reach, through the me-
dium of motion pictures and television, not
only the people with whom we work on
the soundstages here in Hollywood but
people all over the world! And then we
start thinking, 'I'm famous, all right, and
I guess this is what I wanted, so now how
do I face it?'

"And then the responsibilities come.
And you have to fight against becoming
egotistical. It's tough, here in Hollywood.
You have reached so many people, and
you think they are interested in you per-
sonally and that you must have answered
some need of theirs, in some small way.
There's a great satisfaction in this, you
know—to have answered a need in an-
other person.
"You know what I think? I think the

prime reason for existence, for living in
this world, is discovery! It's part of know-
ing your Maker and loving Him. Look
around you, at children and animals.
They're always looking for and discover-
ing new things. That's what I like to do.
"On the other hand, I know there are

many people in the world who give up the
search. They quit because they're afraid
of failing, of being rejected, when they
near their goal. This world we live in is

dominated, I think, by an idyllic interpre-
tation of success. This, in turn, manufac-
tures fantasy. People become involved
with the fantasy and stop looking for their
own success. They find it, instead, in the
success of movie stars and other celebri-
ties. They live in a dream world.
"People have too much time here. I

think it's because of the vastness of the
place and the distances. When you drive
all the way from Warners' to 20th Cen-
tury-Fox you have too much time to think.
You think, think, think, all the way. If
the people in Hollywood kept busier at
their arts and crafts they would be more
productive and not so destructive. I'm
talking about the gossipmongers now."

"A masterful woman"
I thought this would be a good time to

interrupt him: "When are you going to
get married?"
"When I find the right companion."
"Are you looking?"
"Every man looks. But looking in itself

is superficial. Looking can be an inward
thing. It can have nothing to do with ac-
tual physical and emotional involvements.
Oh sure, I'm looking.

"But—oh, I don't know. I think it would
take a masterful kind of woman to toler-
ate my shenanigans!"

"Maybe," I said, "you could compromise,
if the right girl came along."

"It would be a very delicate setup

—

marriage I mean," Jim said. "I have a lot i

to learn. I fall short in the 'human' depart-
ment. I expect too much of people. Toler- i

ance, somebody said, comes with maturity,
and I guess I'm sort of a baby where wom-
en are concerned.

"Besides, there's no rush. I think thirty
is a good age to get married, don't you? So—I've got five more years to look!"

That's what he thought then.
I had heard about his dates with Ursula

Andress, a lovely young German actress
signed by Paramount. I asked about Ur-
sula. Jim said, affectionately, "She's a nice
girl, a wonderful girl. And she has a great
deal of talent, acting talent, that is. It may
not be fully realized yet, but she's growing
in stature." He laughed, remembering
something. "I'm talking in circles. Do you
really want to know about Ursula and
me? Well, we fight like cats and dogs! No,
on second thought—like two monsters!
"But then we make up, and it's fun.



Ursula doesn't take any baloney from me
and I don't take any from her. I guess it's

because we're both so egotistical.

"Did I tell you about the foreign lan-

guage I'm studying? German. I want to

travel. I've never been to Europe. Ursula

has stimulated this yen. I want to see

France, Italy, Spain, Germany, Switzer-

land, the Scandinavian countries, England,

Ireland. Sandy Roth, our still photogra-

pher on Giant, keeps egging me on, too.

He keeps telling me how wonderful it is

over there."

He walked over to his bongo drums and
gave them a loving pat-pat-pat or two.

I said, "Jim, this has been one of the

best interviews I've ever had with an ac-

tor. Thanks."
"I'm glad."

"But one thing bothers me."
"What's that?"
"Well, I've learned so much about you

I'm not sure which angle I'll take when I

sit down to write the story. Maybe I should

just write about it from the beginning—
you know, my arriving late and all that. It

might be tough writing it any other way,
because it has a million angles."

Jim laughed and said, "That's me, too—
a million angles!" END

oh, what a wonderful week!

(Continued from page 37) "I mean, they're

wonderful people, all of them, and they

couldn't make a go of it. How do I know I

can?" After lunch we walked over to a

recording studio where our good friend

Peggy King was cutting records and
watched a while. After half an hour or so,

Debbie and I left. "I've got to meet Eddie,"

she said. The minute she said his name, she

looked happier.
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21. This is

the day it began. Deb and Eddie went to

the Marciano-Moore fight in the evening.

It had been scheduled for Tuesday night,

but everyone thought that elusive hurri-

cane—whichever one it was—was going

to hit New York, and the fight was post-

poned. Debbie had never gone in big for

boxing, but Eddie is a terrific fan and
they had watched Marciano train at Gross

-

inger's. So they really had a personal

stake in the fight and seeing Marciano win
felt like a private victory for them. They
sat down front and yelled and had a won-
derful time, and when they left the Garden
they were still way up in the air. "I want
to call home," Debbie said. "I feel so good.

I can't keep it to myself."

They raced to a phone and made a

call to Burbank. "Mom," Debbie said, "I

can't leave Eddie. When we're together

everything is so great—and the minute
we're apart everything goes to pieces. I

can't take much more of that."

"What are you going to do about it?"

said her mother.
"Well," Debbie said, "I guess I'll stay on

a few more days."
"All right," said Mrs. Reynolds. "Have

fun." But she told me later that when she
put down the phone she knew that staying

a few extra days wasn't what Debbie
needed. Deb doesn't make idle statements,

and if she said she couldn't take much
more, she meant it. There was only one
way for them to be together, and Mrs. R.
figured that Debbie had made up her mind
to say so. She had a feeling this was a case
of now-or-never.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22. At elev-

en o'clock Thursday night—California time
—which was three in the morning in New
York, Debbie called again. She sounded
about five years old, and about to burst.

"Come right out," she said. "Call Jeanette
and tell her to bring her maid-of-honor
dress. And get me something to wear,
Mom, I don't have anything here to wear.
Get something from Metro and bring me
some white shoes and my veil and don't

tell anyone. Nobody, not even the studio.

Can you be here tomorrow? We're going
to get married."

"I gathered," said Mrs. Reynolds. "And
how am I going to get a dress from the
studio without telling them, and what if

Jeanette can't make it and we can't get
reservations on the plane?"

"Details," said Debbie. "You fix it, Mom.
Don't forget the veil. I'll get you rooms at

the Plaza. Oh, we're going to have
the ceremony at Eddie's apartment on Sun-
day. Don't forget the prayer book; I want
Grandfather's little prayer book. I'll see

you tomorrow. Hurry. Oh, Mom," she said,

"I'm so happy I could die."

In Burbank Mrs. Reynolds hung up.

She's one of the most wonderful, sensible

and efficient women I ever met in my life,

but for once she was flustered. It was 11: 30

at night and she started making phone
calls. Jeanette Johnson teaches gym
and can't just disappear from classes like

that—but she said she would. Mr. Reyn-
olds found the veil. Debbie borrowed it

months ago from a friend for that June
wedding that didn't go through. Mr. Reyn-
olds phoned Debbie's brother Bill arid

told him to be ready to leave Friday morn-
ing. "Great," Bill said. "Let me talk to

Mom."
"You can't talk to her," Mr. Reynolds

said. "She's out stealing a dress!"

She was, too. Mrs. R. drove all the way
to the Metro lot, thirty miles away hunched
over the wheel. The guard at the gate

knew her, and they're used to crazy hours

there, so they let her in. She parked the

car a block away from the wardrobe
building—she sees a lot of Hitchcock

movies—and sneaked in. She usually works
herself on Debbie's wardrobe, so she knows
her way around that part of the place. She
found Debbie's locker and opened it. It

might have been a miracle, but there was
a white dress in there—white lace with a

scalloped hem and cap sleeves and a white

velvet trim, street length. Deb had worn
it in The Tender Trap. Mrs. Reynolds
looked (furtively) around the mysterious,

darkened room, snatched the dress,

wrapped it in a piece of cloth, and sneaked
out the back way. She expected to hear

sirens after her all the way home, but she

made it, with the loot.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23. Noon, the

Reynolds caught a plane. They hadn't

been to bed at all, what with the packing.

Jeanette made the plane, too. She had
spent the morning explaining that she had
to have a sudden leave-of-absence from
school. She said she wasn't sure if she had
her dress with her, but she had a blue

garter for Debbie. So everyone settled

down on the plane and went to sleep.

They got to New York that night and
found Eddie's limousine at the airport, and
Eddie's valet and friend, Willard Higgins,

waiting to drive them to the city. Eddie

and Debbie weren't there and the Reyn-
olds figured they were probably decor-

ating Eddie's place. They checked in at the

Plaza and phoned Debbie. No answer.

They phoned Eddie. No answer. "Probably

out celebrating," said Mr. R.

"If they eloped," said Mrs. Reynolds,

"without that dress. . .
."

But they couldn't think of anything to

do about it, so they went to sleep.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24. Everyone
slept late and hadn't even gotten up yet

when Debbie called. She and Eddie had
gone up to Grossinger's again, meaning to
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stay just a couple of days. Only Friday
night Jennie Grossinger, who is a very
close friend of Eddie's, asked if they
wouldn't like to have the wedding up there.

"We decided to stay up here for it,

Mom," Debbie explained. "It's so pretty
and everyone is wonderful to us. The hotel
cooks said they'd make the cake and Jen-
nie's daughter, her name is Elaine Etess,

asked us to use her house for the cere-
mony and it'll be lovely. Also, we can't

get married Sunday after all, because Sun-
day night Yom Kippur starts and Eddie
wants to observe the holiday and go to

temple. So if you come up here now, you
can spend Monday keeping me company
and we'll get married Monday night."

At the same time, Eddie was on the
phone talking to his mother in Philadel-
phia. She didn't need any more warning
than the Reynolds did. Eddie said, "Mom,
could you come up to Grossinger's right
after Yom Kippur?" and Mrs. Stupp burst
into tears and said, "I've been waiting so
long for this! I'll call the family."
So Saturday afternoon the Reynolds

loaded all their stuff back into the limou-
sine and Willard drove them up to Gros-
singer's. It takes about two hours. When
they got there they found Debbie and
Eddie waiting outside the main building,
both looking a little worn. "There's been
so much excitement," Eddie said. "We
don't know if we're coming or going. And
keeping it a secret, too . . . everyone
keeps saying, 'What are you so up-in-the-
air about?'

"

"You look as if you could use a nap,"
Mrs. Reynolds said to Debbie. "You're
supposed to be blushing, not flushing."

"Later," Debbie said. "Let me show you
around first." So she took them all over
the grounds and introduced them to every-
one and the only time she sat down at all

was for girl-talk with Jeanette, which
lasted practically all night.

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 25. Lunchtime
the Reynolds got to their table and found
Eddie there, with a mob of people around
him.

Mrs. Reynolds said, "Where's Debbie?"
"Isn't she here?" said Eddie. "She said

she'd be right down; she's resting in her
room, I guess."
He led everyone to Debbie's room and

knocked on the door. Nobody answered,
so Mrs. Reynolds opened it and walked in.

Debbie was lying flat on the floor, face
down, next to the bed.
Everybody started screaming except Mrs.

Reynolds; as I said, practically nothing
fazes her. She splashed water in Debbie's
face and by the time Debbie had opened
her eyes and said she felt fine and how
nice to see everybody, Eddie had gotten
hold of Dr. Etess, Jennie's son-in-law.
Anyway, it turned out that she had

simply passed out from excitement, and
maybe not enough sleep, so they moved
Debbie to the Etess' home and put her to
bed for a rest.

In the middle of the afternoon Debbie
woke up and announced that she hadn't
brought any clothes to go anywhere for
the honeymoon, because she had thought
she was going back to the city to be mar-
ried. So someone called the hotel and
asked them to pack for her, and have the
clothes ready to be flown up to Grossing-
er's in the plane that would come up to
take the bride and groom to Washington
Tuesday. Eddie spent half the afternoon
watching Debbie doze and the other half
making phone calls, inviting people up.
They had very few people, partly because
they wanted a small wedding, and partly
for the sake of secrecy. Eddie spoke on the
phone to one of his best friends, Bernie
Rich, in California, and didn't even tell

him, though he felt very odd about it. At
sundown he went to the temple on the

82 resort grounds to hear Kol Nidre.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 26. Well, this
was the day. Eddie was in services most of
the day, and Debbie was in bed. No one
else sat down for a minute. Jennie had
ordered flowers from the florist in the vil-
lage, but she hadn't wanted to tell them
what they were for, so the resort staff had
to do the decorating themselves. They set
up a buffet in the dining room with a huge
centerpiece of purple daisies and yellow
roses with candles inside. The living room
was filled with flowers, and they spread
a white cloth as an aisle from the stairs to
the living room where the ceremony was
held. They set up a table for the cake, a
huge five-tiered affair that the cooks had
been working on for twenty-four hours.
The wedding was planned for eight o'clock,
so around four they got Debbie up to try
on her dress. It fit just beautifully and she
looked wonderful. The only trouble was
that in the confusion of packing, Mrs.
Reynolds had taken two left shoes.
You never heard such a commotion. It

was too late in the season for anyone to
have white shoes around, and besides, Deb-
bie wears a size four. And there wasn't a
store open for miles around, because of
Yom Kippur. So they started canvassing
the countryside. Finally Elaine discovered
a little store that hadn't closed and the
owner, after rummaging through discon-
tinued styles for ages, came up with a pair
of white shoes, embroidered, no less, in
Debbie's size.

At quarter-to-eight Jeanette had the
bride all dressed. Debbie had Jeanette's blue
garter, the new shoes with an old dime in
one of them—and the borrowed veil. At
five of eight someone told Debbie to sit

down—carefully, of course—because Mrs.
Stupp had just phoned from somewhere
on the road; she was caught in traffic and
she and Eddie's family would be late. At
eight-fifteen she phoned again. More traf-
fic. Debbie broke out into a cold sweat
and Eddie began to mutter under his
breath to Milton Blackstone, his best man.
At eight-thirty it was a question whether
Eddie would break down the first time
before Debbie collapsed for the second. At
ten of nine Mrs. Stupp arrived and Judge
Cook, who was officiating, nodded to the
trio to play "Moonlight And Roses" while
the parents walked down the aisle. They
started and stopped again, because the
candles hadn't been lit along the aisle.

Someone ran down with a match and then
the music started again. When the parents
were seated Jeanette came to the head of
the stairs and started down. The trio

played the wedding march from Lohengrin.
The newspapers said there was a mistake
and they played "Moonlight" as Debbie
appeared, but that just isn't true. She
walked down the aisle to "Here Comes The
Bride," and she looked like a dream. She
and Eddie smiled at each other all the
way through the ceremony, except when
they repeated the vows. Debbie promised
to "comfort" Eddie and he promised to
"keep" her, and neither said anything
about "obey," which is left out pretty often
these days. They exchanged rings—they
had meant to have a single ring cere-
mony, but they changed their minds at
the last minute and someone pulled a ring
for Eddie out of the air. Debbie's was a
plain platinum band Eddie has been walk-
ing around with for months, just in case.
Then they kissed and the papers were right
about one thing; Debbie sighed so that the
whole room could hear her.
You can't really blame the papers for

getting things wrong, in this case. There
had been a slight leak, of course, you
can't ever get by without one, and so there
were a hundred reporters and photogra-
phers clustered around before the cere-
mony. Eddie and Debbie didn't know what
to do at first. They hate to offend reporters,
and they're usually awfully nice about

pictures, but this time they had to put their
collective foot down. Debbie said, "We
can't have you all in there. We didn't even
invite a hundred of our friends, you know.
If you want to pick one person to take pic-
tures and someone to take notes they can
come in, but no pictures during the wed-
ding. We'll pose for you after, as much as
you want. Only please let us have this to
ourselves."
Most newsmen are pretty nice, so they

said yes, and stuck to it. The only other
photographer who got in at all was David
Workman, who waited till the reception
was almost over and then sneaked in.
Eddie spotted him hiding his camera
in a closet, grinned and said, "All right,
take what you can before you get chased
out." (His pictures are on pages 9, 10 and
11 in Louella Parsons' gossip extra.)
The reception was lovely. Mrs. Stupp

stood at the door crying for the photogra-
pher, and Eddie came over and said,
"Smile, Mom, smile." Mrs. Stupp sniffed
and said, "Look, I was happy and I was
enjoying myself—so I was crying."
Mrs. Reynolds hadn't cried, but she never

cries. Eddie joined Debbie and they stood
and beamed at each other. George Bennett,
Eddie's press representative said, "How do
you feel?" and Eddie said, "I couldn't feel
happier." Debbie came out of her trance
and said, "I couldn't feel happier." Eddie-
said, "Since the two of us are now one, we
couldn't feel happier." Then they went
back to grinning at each other.
After a while Mrs. Stupp stopped crying

and took Debbie aside. She said to her,
"Just a word, as a mother with a life of
experience. It's up to you. Just give a little

and take a little and your life will be a
happy one." Debbie said, "I will, Mom,"
and kissed her and then Eddie pulled her
away and the two of them disappeared.
There wasn't any bouquet to throw, be-
cause Debbie had carried her grandfather's
prayer book, with a white orchid, and
there was no rice thrown because no one
saw them leave, except Milton Blackstone,
who had just been hugged by the bride.
The party went on for hours. Everyone

went back to the main building at Gros-
singer's, except for the Reynolds, who
were exhausted, and went to sleep and
Jeanette, who caught a plane back to Cali-
fornia that night. Mrs. Stupp danced the
first dance of the party, which is traditional
for Jewish mothers, and chose Willard
for her partner. (Eddie's parents are di-
vorced, you know and his stepfather had
not been able to come up.) She and Eddie's
sister and brothers and Debbie's brother
Bill didn't go to sleep till after three.
No one knew exactly where Debbie and

Eddie had gone for the night and no one
still does. A friend of Jennie's had put her
home at their disposal, leaving a butler
and a maid, both of whom tactfully dis-
appeared.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 At one in

the afternoon there was a knock at the
door of the Reynolds' room. "Who's there?"
said Mr. R. "The bellhop," said a voice,
so they opened the door, and there were
Debbie and Eddie.
"We got lonesome," Debbie said.
"Actually," Eddie said, "we came back

to pack."
Tuesday afternoon they caught a plane

for Washington where Eddie had a busi-
ness appointment they couldn't get out of.

Just before they left I sidled up to Debbie
and said, "Any plans?"

"Sure," she said. "Got nothing to hide.
We're going to Washington, and then back
to New York for the World Series and
then I might have to go to Las Vegas, for
a night-club act, but I'm trying to get out
of it. After that, we're going to live happi-
ly ever after." As I said, I always believe
Debbie. She's never lied to me yet.

END
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